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PEEFATOEY NOTE.

THE NEW POPULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA is s .len- edition ol « work Hint

firsL appeared between sixty and seventy years ago, and with necessary successive

modifications and improvements has been kept before the public ever since. With

the original edition were connected several names of note in their day, and not yet

forgotten ;
specially may be mentioned Allan Cunningham, poet and miscellaneous

writer; Sir D. K. Sandford, the distinguished Greek scholar and professor; and

Professor Thomas Thomson, M.D., the well-known chemist. To a subsequent

edition contributions were made by Lord Kelvin (then Sir William Thomson);

James T. Bottomley, D.Sc., F.K.S., his nephew and former deputy; Professor John

Perry, D.Sc., LL.D., Ac., now of the Royal College of Science, South Kensing-

ton; the late Sir Andrew C. Itamsay, dire(!tor-general of the geological surve}^

of the United Kingdom; the late Professor John Young, M.D., of Glasgow

University; Andrew Wilson, Ph.D., kklinburgh, well known as a lecturer and

writer; John Ferguson, LL.D., professor of chemistry in Glasgow University;

M. M. Pattison Muir, M.A., now fellow and pnclector on chemistry of Gonvillo

and Caius College, Caml)ridge; the late D. K. Clark, raih\'ay and mechanical

engineer; besides others. A considerable p’.oportion of the matter contributed

by those authoi'ities still remains in the Encyclopedia, though lapse of time and

the advance of knowledge have often rendered revision and the addition of later

information necessary, A full list of contributors to the present edition is given

wdth the final volume. The work has been greatly increased in bulk since it

was originally published, and in this respect IVie New Vojndar Encyclopedia has

made a notable advance compared with former editions. Originally articles on

living celebrities were not given, the example of the Encyclopmdid Britannica

and other encyclopedias having been followed in this respect; but biographical

notices of men of eminence who are still with us are now included, this being

a feature that tends to add greatly to the interest and value of any work of

the kind. In its original form the work was illustrated chiefly with steel and

copper plates, coloured illustrations in an encyclopedia being then unthought

of. A few such plates are still given, but the days of steel and copper plates

for illustrating popular works are now past; and illustrations of a different

kind, and especially a seiies of plates in colour, have been chosen to accompany

the text of many articles in The New Pojjular Encyclopedia. The present editor

of the work, it may be added, has had more or less connection with it for over

thirty years.
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Kxy: it iu in fate or in fare, ft as in far (sometimes short, sometimes long), a as in fat, a as in fall; « as in me, e as In

met, 6 as in her ; I as In pine, i as in pin
; 6 as in note, o as in nut. 6 as in move

; u as in tube, ii as in tub, \\ as in bull,

li, the French u (sometimes short, sonietinies long) ; ou as in pound ; eh as in chain ; h as in Scotch loch, Oerman naoh

;

n as in French ton ; th as in thin
;
th as in this; w and y always consonants; zh os z in azure or j in French jaune.
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Tahiti, tA-h6'te

Taimyr, ti'mfir
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Taiwan, ti>wftn'

Talavera, Ut-lft-va'ra

TaUrahuana. t6l-ka-wa'nU
Talfounl, Ul fprd
Taliesin, ta-li-es’in

Tallahassee, tal'a-has'e

Tallord, tal-ar

Talleyrand-T^rigord, tli-la-

rftfi-pa-re gor
Tallien, tft-li-aft

Tamatavc, tft'ma-Uiv

Tamaulipas, ta-muu K 'pUs

Tamise, ta-m6z
Tampico, tum-pe'kCi

Tanacetum, tan a'Se'tum
Tanaiiarivo, ta-nH-ua-re'vo
Tanganyika, tan-gaii-yu'ka
Tangerinunde, tang • •

luliiiUt)

Tangier, tan'jcr

Taniihauser, titn'hoi-z6r

Tantalum, tin'tadum
Tantalus, tan'ta-lus

Taormina, tii-or nuVnii
Tapajos, ta-pii-zhoH

I'aprobune, tap-rub a-ne
I’arai, U-rl'

I'aranaki, tJi-ra-iift kO
Tarapaeft, tii-ra pH-ka'
Tarare, tii rar'

Tarazona, tii-rk-tho'nk

Tarbes, tarb
Tardigrada, tftr-di-gra'da

Tarila, tk-re'fa

Taru-et-Oaroiiiie, tftru-e-gft-

ron
Tamupol, tftr-nA'por

Tamowitz, tiir'no-vits

Tarragona, tar-rii-go'na

I’arraHa, tiir-m'tui

7’artarus, tar'ta-rus

Tartufe, tar- til f

Tashkent, thsh-kent'
Tassisiidon, tas-i-su-don'
Tassoni, tas-sd'iie

Tauchuitz, touA'nits
Tauler, tou'ler
Taunus, tou'ntis
Tavernier, tii-ver-nya

Tavira, ta*ve'ra
Taygetus, tadg^e-tus
Te Ileum Laudamus,t^de'um

ls*da'muB
Teguer, teng-nar'
Tegucigalpa, ta-go-si-gUl'iiH

Teguexin, te-geks'in
Teheran, te-he-ran'
Tehuantepec, tit-wan-te-pek'
Teignmouth, tan'muth
Teinds, tdndz
Tekeli, tek'e-Ie
Telautograph, tel-g'tO-graf
Teleroachus, te-lem'a-kuK
Teleostei, tel-e-os'te-i
Telerpeton, te-ler'pe-ton
Tell-el-KebIr, tel-el-ke-b^r'
Telugu, te-lb'gb
Temesvar, tem'esh-vkr
Tempe, tem'pe
Tenasserim, te nas'se-rim
Tenuirostrea, ten-u-i-rot'tr6z
Termmo, t&'rk-md

Tercelra, ter-su'i-rft

Terebratula, to-ro-brat'O-ln

Terlizzi. ter-lit so
Termini, ter'mi-iie

Terpsichore, terp-slk'o-re

Terracina, ter-rft-ch^'nii

Terre-Haute, tar-hdf
Teruel, tn-ru-er
Tesehen, tesh'en
Tetanus, tet'u-nns

7'etuau, tet-n-au'
Teutoiies, tu'to-ii6z

Tezcucu, tes-kb'ko
Thalberg. tlU'ber/i

Thaler, tii'h;r

'i'hulcs, thn'lez

Thalia, tha-li'ii

Thames, teiii/

Thaiiii, Un
Thebes, tln;bz

Theiiie, tbe'iii

'riieisB, tis

Thomlatocles. the-mis'to-klez

Theidmld, the'6-liuld. tib'ald

Theocritus, the-ok'ri-tus

Theodolite, the cHl'o lit

Theod(»ret, the-od'o-ret
ThetKiorlc, tho 6-dor'ik

TIieresioiKjl, te ra-zl-d'pcl

I’liernm*, ther'ine

Thennldor, ter-ml-dor
Therniopylfe, thcr-niop'i-le

'rheseus. tbesiis

Thessnlonlca. thes-u-lo-iil'ka

Thielt, telt

Thierry, te-a-re

Thiers, te-ar

Tliiouville te*oh-v6l
'ntonias (Kreneh), to-iuh
Thoreau, tlm'ro
7’ln)ni (Prussian town), torn
Thorwnldsen, tor'vitld-scn

Thou, to

Thounmt, tb-rb

Thucydides, tlm-sid'i-dez

Thun, t<)n

I’hurgau, tur'gou
Thiiriiigerwald, tu'rlug-Or-

vftlt

Thyestos, thi-os'tez

Thyme, tiiii

Tiber, ti'l»6r

Tibet, Tlilljet, tl-bet'

Tic Douloureux, tik db'lb-re
Ticino, ti-che'no
Tieek, tek
7'iele, te'le

'J'ieiitsin, te-en-tsin'

Tiers-Fitat, ti-ar-za-tft

Tillemont, tbl-moh
Tillicoultry, tild-kb tii

Tiraljoschi, tb-rii-bos'kb

Tiree, ti-r6'

Tirleraont, Wrri-mbh
Tirnova, tir'no-vft

I'irjns, trrinz
Tischeiidorf, tish'en-dorf
Titian, Tiziano, tish'i-aii, tit-

si-M'nn

Titicaca, tiM-kft'ka
Tiverton, tiv'^r-tun

Tivoli, tiv'o-le

Tobago, t6-ba'g5
Tocantins, tok-an-tinz'

Tocquevilie, tok-Vt>l

Toflleben, t^-la'ben
Toise, tw&z

Tokyo, t6-ky6'
ToMo, td-IaMu
Tolentino, to-len-te'nb
Tolima, to-le'inft

Tolosa, tb-lb sit

Toluca, tb-lb'kii

Tomato, to-uiii'to, tb-ina’to

Tongataboo, t(»ng-gH-Ut'l)b

Tongres, toiig’gr

Tonqiilii, ton kin'

Tonsillitis, ton sil-Ii tis

To{)eka, to-piVkit

Torgau, tor'gou

Torneft, tor'no-b

Torquay, tor-k6'

Torre del Dreco, tor-re-del-

gra'kb
Torricelli, t(»r-rl-cben6
Tortoise, tor'tis

Tortola, toi -ln'lli

Tortoua, tor-tb'nk

I'ortosa, tor tb'sk

Totara, tb-ta'ru

Toucan, tb'kan
'roul, tbl

Totilon-sur-M er, tb-ldfi-slir-

itrnr

'roulouse, tivlbz

I'c.aralne, to-ran
Toun'oing, tor-kwah
Tourgiienietf, tbr-gen'yef
Tourmaline, tbr'ma-lln
Tours, tor
Toiissaint L'Ouverture, to-

safi Ib-vcr-tlir

'roxotes, tok'so-tfiz

Trachea, trit'kiVa

Tracheotomy, tra-ke-ot'o-nil

Trachyte, tra'klt

Tralee, tra-le'

Trapani, trit'pti-nG

Traun, troun
7'rauteuau, irou'te-nou
TrebIzfmU, treb-l-zoud'

Tredegar, trc-de'gilr

Trematoda, tre-ma-UVda
Trevelyan, tre-veryaii
7'revlso, tre-veV»
Trevithick, trev'l-thik

Triest tri-cst'

Trikkala, triklcft-lii

Tripoli, trlp'o l6

Tristan D'Acunha, tris'tan

dit-kun'ya
Troniwi, trom'si
Trondbjem, tnmd'hycni
Tropa*oluiii, tro-fjeo-lum
Tnuivt-re, trb-var
Troiiville. trb-v6l

Troyes, tro-ft

Trujillo, Tnixlllo, trb-hei'yO

Tsaritsyn, tsft'rit-sin

Tuberculosis, t&-)M:r-ku-ld'sis

Tubingen, tU'bing-en
Tueiinian, tuk'u-rnftn
Tudela, tb-da'ht

Tulleries, twCl-rbz
Tulle, till

Tupelo, tO'pe-lb

Turenne, tii-renn

Turgot, tiir-gb

Turin, tu-rin'

Turmeric, tiir-nier'ik

Tumhout, tuni'liout

Turquoise, tiir'kis

Tuticorin, tq-ti-ko-rin'

'J’uttiingen, tqt'ling-en

Tutuila, tu-tq-e la

IHiyei-e. tM| ar'. twIVr
Tyc'.ho hralie, tl'kb brii'he

Tyi-ol, ti-rol'

IT

Dbeda. b’be-dk
Ucayole, b-kk-yft'la

Udine, b-de'na
UelM*rweg, U'lMir-vA/t

llgolino, b-gb-le nb
Unbind, b'liint

Uhlans, b'lanz
Ulst. u-ist'

Uitenhage, fi'tn-bftg

lljijl, b-j6'je

Ukase, b'kas
Uleftborg, b’le-o lK>rg

umias, urn-ifts

Ulm, ulm
Ulricl, ul re'chb
Ulysses, ii-lls'Oz

UmbtUciis. um-bi irkus
Uiiitali, uui-tft'le

Unplata. un-gfi-lii'ta

I'nlgenttus, b-nl-jen'l-tus

Unterwaldeii, un't6r>vftl-deu
Unyoro, uu-yO'rO
Hindu, b-po-Ib'

U rhino, ur-l>b'n6

Uredo, Q-rb'dO
Ureter, O-re'tbr

Uretlira, (i-rd'thra

Ursula, ur'sQ-la
Uruguay, b'rq gwl
Urumiyub, iVrum-i-yft
Usedom, bV.e-dom
Ushaiit, q slmnt'
Ussuri, qs-sb'rb

Usufruct, U'Hfi-frukt

UteniK, U'Ud- us
Utica, Q'ti-ka

(itraquistH, u'tra-kwists
Utrecht, b'treAt

Uttoxeter, ut-tok'su-tbr

Uvula, u'vQ-la

V

Vaduz, vft'dqts

Vaigatch, vi'gttch

Valais, vii'la

Valdcpehas, vftl-de-pAn'yks

Val de Travers, vitl db
trk-var

Valence, vH-lftfts

Valencia, vll-len'tlii-li

Valenciennes, vft-lft/i-syen

Valladolid, vttl-yd-do-!fd'

Vallejo, vft-lu'h6

Vallombrosa, vAl-lom-brd'sk
Valois, val-wft
Valparaiso, vAbpft>rI'sd
Vamlibry, vam'ba-rb
Vanbrugh, vau-brb'
Van de Velde, vkn de vel'de
Vandyck, van-dik'
Van lies, viin

Vanucci, vH-nqUehe
Varinas, vll-rb'nns

Vasarhely, vft'shftr-haly

Vasari, vii-stt're
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Vauban, vd-bil/i

Vaucluse, vb-kluz
Vaud, v6
Veil, ve'i-I

Velazrmez, ve-lAs'keth

Velez Malaga, veletli m&'lii-

Vdlno, ve-le'nd

Velletrl, vcl-l&'trt

Vendde, vkfi-da

Vend^miaire, vftft.da-ml-&r

Venddme, vad-ddtii

Venezuela, ve-ne8>wa'ltt

Venosa, vo-nd'aft

Ventimiglia, ven-tl-meryil
Venue, ven'fi

Vera Cruz, v&'rk krttth

Vercelll, ver-chel'le

Verdun, var-dUft

Vere8htcht^;in, ve • reah -

cha'gin
Vermicelli, ver-mi-chel'ld
Verne, vam
Vemet, ver-na
Verona, ve-rd'nk
Veronese, va-rd-na'za
Veraailles, ver-sa-yd, ver>

s&lz'

Versecz, ver'sheta
Vervlers, ver-vi-a
Vesoul, vd-Bdl

Vespucci, ves-jput'che
Veszprim, ves^prim
Viareggio, vi-tt-red'jo

Viaud. vi-6

Vicenza, vi-chen't&U
Vichy, ve-slic

VIcufia, vi-kdn'ya
j

Vienne, vi-an
Viersen, fdr'zn

I

Vierwaldstktteraee, for' kit-

stet-dr'Za

Vioi7on, vy&r-zdh
Vigny, ven-ye
ViHfloh, vil'jlA

Villa Aica, vil-k rc'kii

Villars, vil-lttr

Vlllefranche, vil-frilhsli

VI 1lolianl ouin , vil<ar-di) -afj

V illon, vll ldfi

Vlmelro, vi-ina'i-rn

Vincennes, vaii-semi
Vinci, vin'che
Vindhya, vind'hya
Vinot, ve-na
Virchow, f6r/tT)

Viscacha, vis-kH'chil

Vl8(!ount, vl'kount
Vistula, vis'tu-lii

Vitebsk, vi-tepak'

Viterbo, vi-toi’'b6

Vitry-le-Franvoia, v6-tr6-lc-

frWi-sa
Vizaga]mtani, vi-zag-u-pa-

tain'

Vlaardingun, vl)ir'd)ng-6ii

Vladimir, vlii-dd'mdr

Vladivostock, vlk-di-vos-tok'

Volsci, vol'si

Vorarlberg, fO^ttrl-berk

Vosges, vdzh
Vonssoirs, vbs'wiLrz

Vryheid, vri'hid

W
Wabash, wR'bash
Wadai, wtt'di

Wagner. vttA'ncr

Wamram, vk'gram
Wahabees, wa-hk'bdz
Waikato, w1-kft'td

Waitzen, vlta'n

Wakatipu, wk'ka-ti-pb
Walcheren, v&l'ke-ren
Wallenstein, vunen-atiu
Walloons, wa-ldnz
Walpurga, vttl'pur-gil

Walsall, wgraal
Walther von der Vogelweide

vttrtfir fon d6r fd'gl-vrdd

Warburton, wttr'b6r-tiin

Wartlmrg, vttrt'burA

Warthe, vttr'td

Warwick, wo'rik
Watteau, vft'td

Wavre, vll'vr

Waziristan. wU-ze-ri-stan'

Weber, va'ndr
Wediieshnry, wed'us-be-ri

Weert, vart
Wei-hai*wei, wei hi'wei

Weimar, vl'mkr
Weinheim, vin'him
Weissenbiirg, vIs'en-burA
WeisBonfels, vis'en-fels

Wellesley, welz'li

Wellhausen, vel'hou-zn
Welwitschia, wel-wicIVi-a
Wener, va'ndr
Werdan, ver'dou
Werdou, ver'ddn
Werlf, verf
Werner, vcr'nftr

Wernigerode, ver'ni*ge*r6 de
Werra, ver'ril

Wesel, vfi'zl

Weser, va'zdr

Weston-sui^r-Mare.wes'tun-
8U-p6r-nuVre

Wetter, vet'dr

Wetterhoni, vet'6r-h6rn
Wetzlar, vets'lkr

Wexib, vek'si-d

Whewell, hu'el
Wi(!hita, wich'i-ta
Widdin, vid'in

Wielaiid, vE'lant
Wieliozka, ve-lits'ka

Wien (Vienna), vin
Wiener - Neustudt, ve'ner-

iiui'sUlt

Wiesbaden, vds'bk'den
Wildbad, vilt'bkt

Wilhelmshafen, vil'helmz-
h&-VD

Wilhelmshdh^ vll ^helmz -

hd-e
Wilkesbarre, wilks'ba-i‘e

Winckelmann, Ylnk^el-man
Winona. wi-niVna
Winterthur, vin'tdr-tbr

Wisby, vis'bi

Wismar, vis'miUr

Wltenagemot, wi-te-na-ge-

mot'
Witten, vlt'n

Wittenberg, vit'n-berA

Wittenberge. vlt'n-ber-g6

Wolf (proper name), volf

Wolfe, wuU
Wolfenbuttel, vol'f6n-biit-l

Wolfram von Eschenbaeh,
vorfrilm fon esh'en-baA

Wolseley, wulzli
Wolsey, wgl-zi
Woolwich, wpl'lch
Worcester, wps'tdr

I Worms (town), vdrmz
Wouverman, vou'v6r-mlin
Wrasse, ras
Wrexham, reks ain

Wiirtemberg, viir'tem-berA
Wurzburg, vurts'bpr//,

Wiirzeii, viirt'sen

Wyandots, wi'an-dots
Wycherley, wieh'er-li

Wykeham, wik'am
Wyoming, wi-d'iiiing

X

Xavier, zjl'vi-6r

Xebec, ze-bek'
Xenocrates, ze-nok'ra-tez

Xenophanes, ze-nofu-nez
Xenophon, zen'o-fon
Xercs, Ae-rcs'

Xerxes, zerk'sez

Xiinenes. Ai-ma nes
Xingu, sliing-gu'

Y

V, ]j, i

Yacht, yot
Yakutsk, yil-kutsk'

Yanina, yan'l-na
Yarkand, yiir-kand'
Yeadon, yd'don
Yenikale, yen-i-ka'la

Yeovil, yo'vil

Yniuldeii, i'moi-den
Yokohama, y6-kd-hk'm&
Yoiige, yuiig

Yomba, yo'rw-btt

Yoseroite, yd-seml-te
Youghal, ygl
Ypres, 6'pr

Ypsilanti, ip-si-lkn'tl

Yssel, Is'tel

Ystad, u'stiUl

Ystradyfodwg, i - itrad ' i

fod'ug
Yttrium, it'ri-um

Yucatan, yp-kil-tan'

Yuiuari, yb-r5-ft'r§

Yverdon, e-ver-d6ft

Yvetot, dv-td

Z

Zabern, tsk'bem
Zacatecas, tha-kfi-ta'kks

Zambesi, zam-ba'sd
Zamora, thk-md'rii

Zante, z&n'te
Zanzibar, zkn-zi-bftr'

Zedoary, zed'o-a-ri

Zeijst, zlst

Zeiiah, zilft

Zeitz, tsits

Zemindar, ze-min-dkr'
Zenana, ze-u&'iiti

Zeolite, ze'o-lit

Zerbst, tserpst
Zeuglodon, z^lo-don
Zeulenroda, tsol'len-rd-dk

Zeus, zus
ZeuBs, tsois

Zeuxis, zuk'sis

Zimmermann. tsim'^r-inkn
Zinzeudorf, tsin'tsen-dorf

Zirkuitz. tsirk'nits

Zittaii, tsit'ou

Zlatoust, zlk'tdst

Znaim, tsnim
Zollverein, tsdl've-rin

Zonaras, zo-na'ras
Zoophyte, zd'o-fit

Zoroaster, zor'o-as-tdr

Zorrilla, thor-rei'yu

Zosimus, zd'si-mus
Zouaves, zwRvz
Zschokke, tshok'kd
Zschopau, tBhd'pou
Zuccarelli, dzuk-a-rel'le

Zuccaro, dzpk'ii-rd

Zucchi, dzuk'kd
Zug, tsoA
Zuider-Zee, zoi'ddr-za

Zurich, tsii'riA

Zutphen, zpt'fen
Zvornik, tsvor'nik

Zwelbrucken, tsvi'bruk-en
Zwickau, tsvik'ou
Zwiiigli, tsvingle
Zwolle, zvol'lc

Zymotic, zi-mot'ik
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TABULAR-SPAR, called also Wollabtonite, a
mineral whose primary form is regarded as a mono-
clinic prism, but which mostly occurs in tabular

masses of a grayish-yeUow or radish-brown colour,

having a vitreous or pearly lustre. It is a calcium

silicate, and is found m granular limestone, volcanic

rocks, &c.

TACAMAHAG, the name of various oleo-resins

allied to elemi, exuded by different species of trees.

East Indian ta^mahac, yielded by Calophyllum ino-

phyllum of Reunion and Madagascar, is a dark-

l^n balsamic resin of specific gravity 1*032, melt-

ing at 76® C. A yellow variety is produced by the

African tree Amyris iacamahac, and another kind
comes from the Brazilian Idea keptaphylla. The
last is also called conima reiin, and was formerly

called elemit and the yellow tacamahac is often called

anime. Other trees, notably the Populus haUamifera
of North America, yield similar resins known by
the same name.
TACITUS, Publius Cornklius, a Roman his-

torian, the time and place of whose birth arc unknown,
but as he was a little older than Pliny the Younger
he must have been bom not long before 61 A.ii.,

probably about 54. Of his education and early life we
know little. He seems to have !)een first appointed

to public office in the reign of Vespasian. He was
also treated with distinguished favour by Titus, and
was created quaestor or e^ile. He himself alludes to

this circumstance, but in very general terms, in bis

works. In the reign of Domitian he became pr»tor
(a.d. 88), and as one of the quindecemviral college

he assisted at the celebration in that year of the

Ludi Saecularea. In 78 he married the daughter of

Gneius Julius Agricola, the celebrated statesman

and general, whose life he afterwards wrote. Agricola

died at Rome in a.d. 93, at which time Tacitus and
his wife were absent, it is not known where. He
again returned to Rome after the murder of Do-
mitian, a.d. 96, to live under the mild government
of Nerva. The latter rewarded his services with the

consulship, a.d. 97. He subsequently seems to have
been proconsul in Asia. He lived in the closest inti-

macy with the younger Pliny, and had a very exten-

sive practice in the profession of law, acquiring a
high reputation as an orator. The time of his death
is uncertain, but it probably took place after a.d.

117. We have four historical worlm from his pen.

His Anna^ in sixteen books, contain an account of

the principal events from the death of Augustus
(A.D. 14) to that of Nero (A.D. 68). Books seventh to

tenth inclusive, and parts of others, are lost. The
first five books were found in the beginning of the

sixteenth century in the Abbey of Corvey, West-
phalia. His History (of which only four l^ks and
a part of the fifth are extant) begins with the year

69 A.D., when Galba wore the purple, and ends with
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the accession of Vespasian (70), bfut originally ex-
tended to the year 96, and occupied fourteen books.
His Germany (De Situ, Moribus et Populis Ger-
maniffi) and his Life of Agricola are his only other
historical works. The Dialogue on the Decline of

Eloquence is by some attributed to him. The works
of Tacitus have been pronounced, by the unanimous
voice of his contemi)orarie8 and of posterity, the

master-pieces of a great mind. His style is exceed-

ingly concise, so much so as to make it often difficult

to gather his full meaning without great care. He
had a wonderful insight into character, and could

paint it with a master’s hand. A high moral tone

pervades all his writings. Among the best editions

of his works are those of Gronovius (Amsterdam,
1685, and Utrecht, 1729), Bekker (Leipzig, 1831),

Orelli (Zurich, 1846-48), Halm (Leipzig, 1863), and
Nipfierdey (Berlin, 9th edn., 1892); for English stu-

dents Furneaux’s edition of the Annals and 8{>ooner’8

of the Histories. There is a translation of Tacitus

in Bohn’s Library (two vols.); there is also Ghurch
and Brodribb’s translation of the Histoiy and Annals
(1873 and 1876).

TAGNA, the most northerly province of Ghili, in

South America, bounded south by the province of

Tarapac^ east by Bolivia, north by Peru, west by
the Pacific Ocean. From the ooust inwards the

successive stages of the country are marked by the

coast range, the guano region, the nitrate region, the

foot-hills of the Andes, and the Andes themselves.

Silver is mined. Rain is very rare. Tacna is the

capital and Arica the chief port. After the war of

1879-81 Peru ceded the provinces of Tacna and
Arica to Ghili for twelve years, after which time

their ownership was to be finally determined by a
vote of the inhabitants. This plebiscite has, how-
ever, not yet been taken. Pop. in 1895, 24,160.

Tacna, the capital, had a population of 9418 in 1895.

TAGOMA, a rising town of the United States, in

the state of Washin^n, capital of Pierce county,

finely situated on a series of terraces rising from the

head of Gommencement Bay, the south-east arm of

Puget Sound. The river Puyallup flows through

the town into the bay. Among the chief buildings

are the city-hall, court-house, various seminaries and
colleges, several churches, an opera-house, &c. There

are electric and other tramways. The trade in

grain, lumber, coal, tea, and other commodities is

large, and the industrial establishments include

foundries, smelting-works, railway-works, saw-mills,

breweries, flour-mills, Ac. The surrounding scenery

is very fine. Pop. (1880), 760; (1890), 86,006; in

1901 estimated at 55,000.

TAGTIGS is the branch of military science which
relates to the conduct of troops in battle, as opposed

to itraleyy, which deals with the movements that

lead up to the actual conflict. See Strategy.

S8S
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TADCASTER, a town of England, in Yorkshire

(West Riding), on the river Wharfe, here crossed by

a bridge, 13 miles e n.b. of Leec^ It has a Peipen-

dicular church, reconstructed in 1876-77, several

nonconformist chapel^ a town-hall, breweries, stone

quarries, and a periodical cattle-market. Pop. (1891),

8237; (1901, dist.), 6541.

TADEMA. See Alma-Tadema in SuPP.

TADMOR. See Palmyra.

TAEL a money of account in China, the value of

which varies considerably according to locality and

the rate of exchange, ^e tael is a definite weight

of silver, equal to 1*23 oz. troy, and accordingly

varies in value as silver varies. The sterling value

of the Haikwan or customs tael is now about 3a.

TAEPINGS. See China.
TAFILET, or Tapilelt, an oasis in the southern

part of Morocco, some 200 miles south by east of

Fez. It covers about 630 square miles, and has a
population of about 100,000 distributed amongst
about 160 villages, of which Abuam is the most im-

portant. The date-palm is cultivated, and silks,

carpets, and other articles are made to some extent,

but the prosperity of the place is mainly due to its

thriving trade with the interior of the Soudan. See

Harris’s Tafilet (189.6).

TAGANROG, a town of Russia, in the govern-

ment of Ekaterinoslav, on a lofty and rocky tongue

of land which projects into the Sea of Azov, opposite

the mouth of the Don, 28 miles w.N.w. of Azov.

There is a monument to Alexander I., who died

here; also churches, exchange, gymnasia, Ac. It

has manufactures of candles, leather, tobacco, mac-
caroni, Ac. The harbour, though the deejiest in the

Sea of Azov, is shallow, not admitting vessels which
draw more than 10 feet; but its situation secures to

it a considerable trade. The princijial exports are

wheat, rye, barley, oats, linseed, rapeseed, wool, oil-

cake, caviare, and butter
;
the imports include fruit,

oil, machinery, hides, mineral oil, dry goods, wine,

Ac. The total value of the exports in 1901 was
£6,263,351, and of the imports £687,300. Pop.

(1897), 61,748.

TAGUS (Spanish, Tajo; Portuguese, T90), the

largest river of Spain, issues from the mountains of

Albarracin, on the frontier of New Castile and Arra-
gon, a little more than 100 mihis from the Mediter-

ranean. I’ursuing first a north-westerly and then

a south - westerly course, it passes by Aranjuez,

Toledo, Talavero, and Alcantara, enters Portugal,

and passes by Abrantes, Santarem, and Lisbon, and
Al)out 10 miles l^dow Lisbon flows into the Atlantic.

Total length, 666 miles. The tide reaches nearly to

Santarem, and regular navigation of the river l)egins

at Abrantes. It flows through a mountainous coun-

try, and its current is much broken by rocks and
cataracts. Its banks are generally rugged, precipitous,

and destitute of vegetation, and the plains through
which it flows arid and uncultivated. Its principal

affluents are the ,Tamara, Guadarrama, Alberche,
Tietar, Alagon, Ponsul, and Zezere on the right

bank; and tne Guadiela, Almonte, Salor, Sever, and
Sorraia on the left.

TAHITI, formerly Otaheite, the largest of the
Society Islands, in the southern Pacific Ocean, con-
sisting of two mountainous, volcanic, and roughly
circular parts, united by a low, narrow neck of land.
The total area is about 400 square miles, and the
highest point of the island is 7339 feet above sea-

level, The climate is veiy healthy. The natural
vegetation is extremely beautiful and luxuriant, but
cultivation is limited to the coastal plain, where also
nearly all the population is located. Copra, pearl-
shell, cotton, vanilla, and oranges are the chief ex-
ports. Papeete, on the north-west coast, is the French

administrative capital and the head-quarters of the

French Pacific fleet. The native Tahitians were

once a splendid race, and even in spite of civilized

degeneration they retain many admirable characters.

Their number is rapidlj^ diminishing. Captain Cook
visited the island during his memorable voyage of

1769. Pop. (1900), 10,760. See Society Islands.

TAIL. For estates in tail, or entailed estates,

see Entail.
TAILOR-BIRD {OrthoUmus longicaudus or Su-

toria 8utoria)y a bird belon^ng to the family of

Warblers. The Tailor-bird inhabits India and the

Eastern Archipelago, and the genus includes many
other species which exhibit a close similarity in struc-

ture and habits. They inhabit cultivated districts,

and feed chiefly on insects. The nest-building habits

are very peculiar, inasmuch as these birds either sew
a dead leaf to a living one, or join two neighbouring

leaves together, so as to form a kind of hanging

pouch, which remains attached to the branch by the

leaf-stalk of one or both leaves. The threads which
they use consist generally of twisted vegetable fibres,

or of actual cotton threads, the bill serving for a
needle in puncturing holes in the leaves and in draw-

ing the threads through. Occasionally, if a large

enough leaf be found, the neat may be formed by
joining together the free ed^ea of the leaf. The
lower part of the pouch contains the nest, the upper
extremity containing the opening. The nest hieing

usually fixed at the very extremity of a delicate

twig or branch is thus protected from the attacks of

monkeys, snakes, and other intruders.

TAIN, a royal burgh and seaport of Scotland, in

the county of Ross and Cromarty, on the south shore

of Dornoch Firth, 11 miles w.8.w. of Tarbat Ness.

It has handsome mcxlem county buildings, attached
to a picturesque old tower (the Bartizan); a parish

church, two United Free churches, and a Scotch
Episcopal church; an academy; and a public school.

There is a good golf-course here. The town contains
woollen-factories and distilleries. The old chapel
of St. Duthus dates from about 1200. Pop. (1891),

2080; (1901), 2076.

TAINAN, a seaport in Formosa, near the south-
west coast of the island, having its harbour at
Anping.
TAINE, Hippolyte Adolphe, a distinguished

French critic, philosopher, and historian, was bom
on April 21, 1 828, at Vouziers, in the department of
Ardennes. He was educated at the College Bour-
Ixm, where he gained the rhetoric prize in 1847, and
at the !fccole Normale, which he entered in 1848.
He had a distinguished college career, but was
refused his degree in philosophy because of his
unorthodox views. After a period spent in teaching
at Nevers, Poitiers, and Besan^on, he devoted him-
self to philosophical studies and became a contributor
to the Revue de L’Instruction Publique, the Revue
des Deux Mondes, and the Journal des D^bats. He
took the deme of Doctor of Letters in 1853 with
two theses, De Personis Platonicis and Essai but les
Fables de La Fontaine. The latter attracted much
attention, and its subject was further discussed by
him in La Fontaine et ses Fables (1860). His Essai
sur Tite Live (1864) was in several respects a most
remarkable work, and was crowned by the Academy.
A chomiing account of a journey in the P3rrenee8,
entitled Voyage aux Eaux des Pyrenees, appeared
in 1866, and was followed by Les Philosophes
Fran9ais au XIX® Si^le (1856), a powerful attack
from the stand-point of a kind of Spinozist positiv-
ism on the dominant French philosophy of the time.
His literaiy masterpiece, Histoire de la Littdra-
ture Anglaise (translated into English by Van
Laun, four vols.), was published in 1864. It is a
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fniOiMit And able woA, in which tibe literatore of

Eni^land is treated in the qpint of A natoralist The
inmTidtud writers and the literaiy development of

the nation as a whole are regard^ from the fatal*

istio stand-point of a firm believer in the application

«f physiological and mechanical methods to in-

tellectual and spiritual affairs. In the year of the
publication of this work he was appoint^ professor

of iesthetics at the £cole des ]^ux-Arts. His
principal contribution to philosophy is De LTntelli*

^nce (two vols., 1870), and his chief historical work
u an elaborate treatise entitled Les Origines de la

France Contemporaine, which was suggested by the

•disasters of 1870-71. The first volume, L’Ancien
R^me, appeared in 1875; three volumes on La
Revolution (1878-84) followed, entitled respectively

L’Anarchie, La Conquete Jaoobine, and Les Gou-
vemements R^volutionnaires

;
and the whole was

•completed by two volumes on Le Regime Modeme
<1890-94). The views expressed in this work are

jux!eptable to none of the partisan sections in France,
because the Bourbon regime, the revolution and its

•chief leaders, and Napoleon are all alike subjected

to severe criticism. Taine’s other published works
are the following;—Essais de Critique et d’Histoire

(1857); fierivains Actuels de L’Angleterre (1863) ;

Idealisme Anglais (1864), a study of Carlyle; Pcisi-

tivisme Anglais (1864), a study of John 8tuart Mill;

Nouveaux Essais de Critique et d’Histoire (186.5);

Philosophic de L’Art (1865); Philoaophie de L’Art
•en Italie (1866) ;

Voyage en Italic (1866); Notes sur

Paris, ou Vie et Opinions de M. Fr^eric-Thomos
Graindorge (1867); L’Ideal dans L’Art (1867),

lectures delivered at the ficole des Beaux-Arts;
Philoaophie de L’Art dans les Pays-Bas (1868);

Philosophic de L'Art en Grwe (1870) ; Du Suffrage

Universel (1871); Notes sur L’Angletc*rre (1871),

a work of considerable value; Deniiers hiJssais de

Critique et d’Histoire (1894); and Carnets de Voy-
age: Notes sur la Province (1897). M. Taine was
created honorary D.C.L, of Oxf(»rd in 1871, and in

1878 he was elected a ineralier of the French Aca-
demy. He died at Paris on March 5, 1893.

TAIT, Archibald Campbell, Archbishop of

Canterburj', was lK»m in Edinburgh on Dec. 21,

1811. He was brought up a Presbyterian, and
received his eilucation in the high-school and the

academy of his native city. He entered the Uni-
versity of Glasgow in 1827, and having gained a

Snell exhibition he matriculated at Ralliol College,

Oxford, in 1830, becoming al>out the same time a

member of the Church of England. He graduated

B.A. with a first in classics in 1833, and was elected

a fellow of his cfdlege in the following year. He
was ordained in 1 836, and was a tutor of Balliol for

seven years. Several of his intimate friends were
carried away by the Tractarian movement, but he

himself was wholly untouched by it. He joined in

a ])ublic protest against the celebrated Tract XC.
He succored Dr. Arnold in the headmastership of

Rugby school in 1842, and retained this jKJSt till

1850, when he was apfK>inted Dean of Carlisle. He
took an active part in the work of university reform

at Oxford, and in 1856 he was appointed to the see

of London. He declined the archbishopric of York
in 1862, and in 1869 he was appointed Archbishop
of Canterbury. He at first omxised the bill for the

disestablishment of the Irish (Church, but on being

appealed b- by the queen he accepted the inevitable,

and induced the House of Lords to pass it. He was
also instrumental in securing the enactment of the

Public Worship Regulation Act of 1874. His mind
was of a tolerant and statesmanlike cast, and he

acted with dignity in the critical events of his time,

auch as the Ei^ys and Reviews controversy and the

Colenao oaas. He died at Addington on Deo.
1882. See the biogn^y by DavidM>n and Benham
(two vols. 1891).

TAIT, PxTiR Gothbie, physicist, was bom at
Dalkeith on April 28, 1881. He was educated at
Edinbiu^h At^emy and University, afterwards
proceeding to St Peter's Colley Cambridge, where
he graduated as senior wrangler and first Smith's
rixeman. Elected fellow of Peterhouse in 1852,
e became professor of mathematics at Queen's
C^lle^ Belfast two ^ears later, and held that office

till his appointment m 1860 to the chair of natural
philosophy in the University of £dinbui|;h. He
died on July 4, 1901. His published works include,
besides many paiiers read before learned societies,

Dynamics of a Particle (1856), vith Mr. Steele;
Quaternions (1867); Thermo-Djmamics (1868); Re-
cent Advances in l*hysical Science (1876); Heat
(1884); Light (1884); Properties of Matter (1885);
Dynamics (1895); Newtona Laws of Motion (1899);
Ac. He was joint-author with Lord Kelvin (which
see in Supp.) of a well-known Treatise on Natural
Philosophy ; and he also collaborated with the late

Balfour Stewart (which stHj in Supp.) in a work on
The Unseen Universe. A collection of his scientific

pajxirs was published in 1898. lie was secretaiy of

the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
TAIWAN. StH^ Formosa.
TALAVERA DE LA RKINA (liatin, Tala-

briga), a town in Spain, New Castile, in the province

of Toledo, on the Tagus, 64 miles south-east of

Madrid. The town, which was formerly fortified, ia

now much decayed. It has some interesting churches,

but jHjrhaps the principal object of interest is a fine

bridge, 1 500 feetm length. 1 ts prestuit manufactures
include earthenware, soap, Ac. A severe Imttle was
fought here July 28 and 29, 1809, Imtween the
French under Victor, Jourdan, and King Josejih,

and the British under Wellington, in which the
former were defeated. Pop. 12,000.

TALBOT, a breed of dog formerly well known in

England, and regarded by some as an ancestor of

the blood-hound.

TALBOT, William Henry Fox, a loading name
in the historyof photography, was lioni near Chippen-
ham on Feb. 11, 1800, and educated at Harrow and
Trinity College, Cambridge. He graduated B.A.
in 1821, and proceeded M.A. in 1825. His atten-

tifin M'os directed to the chemical action of light in

1826, and in 1839 his invention of photogenic draw-
ing was explained by Faraday at the Royal Insti-

tution and by himself in a pajHjr communicated
to the Royal Society. He }>atented bis calotype

jirocess in 1841, and at various later dates took out

further patents in connection with photography.

For his place in the histoiy of photography see the

article on that subject. Talbot v/aa also an able

mathematician, and he was one of the early de-

cipherers of cuneiform inscriptions. He was awarded
the Royal Sr>oiety’H Royal medal in 1838, and its

Rumford medal in 1 842. He was member of Parlia-

ment for ChipjHjtiham in 1833-34, and he died on
8ept. 17, 1877. His works include: Le^ndary
Tales (1830); Hermes, or Classical Antirmarian Re-
searches (1838-39); The Antiquity of the Book of

Genesis (1839); English Etymologies (1847); and
Assyrian Texts Translated (1856).

TALBOTYPE See Photographt.
TALC, native hydrated silicate of magnesium, a

well-known and widely-diffused species of mineial.

It is rarely seen under a distinctly crystalline form.

Its primary form is believed to be a right rhombic
prism of 120° and 60^ It is sometimes seen in

minute hexagonal plates, and in a figure resembling

the frusta of two cones applied base to base. Cleav-
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age highly perfect; fracture not observable; lustre

pearly upon the facc« of crystallization and of

cleavage; colour various shades of green, as blackish-

green, leek-green, celandine-green, and apple-green;

streak similar to the colour
;
semi • transparent to

translucent. It exhibits different colours, sometimes

in different directions; sectile in a high decree: thin

laminae are easily flexible. It is one of the softest

of all solid minerals. The massive kinds present a

great variety of structure. The composition varies

from imperfect columnar to granular and impalpable.

The species talc has been subdivided into a gr^t
number of varieties or sub-speci^ the most of which

depend upon colours, composition, and foreign ad-

mixtures. The varieties of dark-green (leek-green

and celandine-green) colours, inclining to brown,

constitute cldoritCt which has been subdivided into

common^ slaty^ and earthy chlorite. The first of these

contains the granular or crystalline varieties; the

second embraces those which exhibit a slaty texture;

earthy chlorite consists of such as are but loosely

coherent, or already in a state of loose, scaly particles.

Immediately with those varieties of chlorite whose
composition is impalpable, grceii earth is connected.

Ordinary talc comprehends the varieties of pale-

green, particularly apple -green, gray, and white

varieties, and is divided, in popular language, into

cowiToon, earthy, and indurated talc. Simple va-

rieties are common talc; also such compound ones

in which cleavage is transformed into slaty struc-

ture, or such as consist of columnar particles of

composition : earthy talc or nacrite consists of loose

imrticles, or such as are but slightly cohering; the

name indurated talc refers to imperfect and coarse

slaty varieties, in which this kind of structure is

more the effect of comjxisition than of im|>erfect

cleavage. If this structure be sufficiently imperfect

to liecome coarse and indistinctly granular, potatone,

aoapatone, lapia oUaria, or ateatite is formed, which,

possessing the united properties of softness and
tenacity, may Ixj easily turned and wrmight into

vessels. A recent analysis of talc gives the com-
position: SiOi, 62*27, AbOjh *15, FcjOs, *95, MgO,
il0*9f>, FtiO, *85 per cent

;
practically corresponding

to the empirical formula Ha Mgs Si^Oia, Common
talc, indurated talc, stoati^S potstone, and slaty

chlorite, constitute l^eds of tliemeelves in primitive

mountains. The varieties known under the name
of potstone have been in use for the construction of

a variety of utensils from time immemorial. Green
earth is sometimes used, l>oth raw, as a green colour,

and burned, as a reddish-brown colour, for iminting
houses, &c. The Venetian talc, a variety of common
talc, of a greenish-white colour, formerly ust^d as a
medicine, seems to be no longer in use, except for the
purjKise of removing oil-spots from woollen clothes.

Talc is also used as a lubricant, and in (>aper-making.

See Potstone, Soapstone, and Steatite.

TALPXrALLA. See Tallegalla.
TALENT. See Drachma.
TALESMEN. See Jury.
TALFOURD, Sir Thomas Noon, Knt., a cele-

brated dramatic author and poet, was bom at Read-
ing on May 26, 1795, and di^ at Stafford on March
18, 1854. He was brought up at Heading, w'here his

father was a brewer. Having adopted the law as
a profession, he was, in 1821, called to the bar, but
during the earlier years of his legal career he mainly
supported himself bjr his literaiy labours, chiefly as
a contributor to various periodicals. But notivith-
Btanding his literary predilection he applied himself
wth steadiness to the cultivation of his profession,
in which he slowl};, though surely, rose to eminence,
and in 1838 he was made serjeant-at-law. In 1835
and 1887 he was returned to Parliament as one of

the members for Beading; and about the some period

began to be first known to the public as a dramatio

author, having produced at Covent Garden, in 1886,

his tragedy of Ion (published the previous year),

which achieved distinguished success. The tragedies

subsequently produced by him were: The Athenian

Captive; Glencoe, or the Fate of the Macdonalds; and

the Castilian, an historical tragedy. None of these

had the same success as the &st, and the last was

never acted. As a dramatist his excellence li^

more in beauty of language and sentiment than in

the development and maintenance of dramatic in-

terest. In 1847 Mr. Talfourd was again return^
member for Beading ;

and he retained his seat till

1849, when he was raised to the bench in the Court

of Common Pleas, and received also, at the same
time, the honour of knighthood. He died suddenly

while delivering his charge to a grand -jury. Besides

the dramas above referred to, Sir Thomas Talfourd

was the author of a Life of Charles Lamb, first pub-

lished in 1837, and much enlarged in a subsequent

edition in 1848. He also published, in 1845, Vaca-

tion Rambles and Thoughts, being reminiscences of

three continental tours in the vacations of 1841,

1842, and 1848 ;
and to these he added, in 1854, a

Supplement to the Vacation Rambles, being an
account of a journey to Italy in 1846.

TALIACOTIAN OPERATION. See Rhino-
plastic Operation.
TALIPAT PALM {Cor^pha umhractdifera), a

species of palm-tree, a native of Ceylon, sometimes
mistakenly called the Palmyra-palm, the true Pal-

myra-palm being the Boraaaua fiahdlifomiia. Its

leaves are 18 feet or more in length and about
14 feet in breadth. They are of a coriaceous texture

when dried, capable of being folded and again
opened repeatedly like a fan, whence it is often called

the Fan-palm. They readily receive an impression
from any hard point; and all the chief Buddhist
works in Pali or Singhalese in Ceylon are engraved
upon laminsB of these leaves with either a brass or

an iron style. The ribs of the leaves are of the

texture of cane, which adds greatly to their strength.

When the tree is about eighty years old, having then
attained its full growth, reaching a height of 60, 70,

or 100 feet, the flower-spike bursts from its envelope
or Rpathe with a loud report. The flower-spike is

then as white as ivory. In the course of fifteen or
twenty months it showers down its abundance of
nuts. This effort to provide a numerous succession
proves fatal to the parent, which generally dies
when its fruit is matured. The flower-spike is occa-

sionally 30 feet long. In times of great scarcity
the natives of India cut down this palm and extract
the pith for food. It very much resembles sago in
its qualities. The blossoms have such a strong heavy
smell that the natives cut them down and destroy
them when in the vicinity of their cottages. The
fruit is round and very hard, about the size of a
cherry, and so abundant that one tree will produce
suflBcient to plant a whole country. It is not edible.
See the illustration at article Palms.
TALISMAN, a figure cast or cut in metal or

stone, and made, with certain superstitious cere-
monies, at some particular moment of time, as when
a certain star is at its culminating point, or when
certain planets are in conjunction. The tAlinmnn
thus prepared is supposed to exercise extraordinaiy
influences over the bearer, particularly in averting
disease. In a more extensive sense the word is used
to denote any object of nature or art the presence of
which checlw the power of spirits or demons, and
defends the w'earer from their malice. The amulet
(which see) is much the same as the talisman in this
wider sense of the word, though, according to some,
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H fa nioie Hmitod In ili TirtM Ai they wore both
need nwit frequently, end perfanpe originally, to avert

dfaeeee, we find them playing a oonapiouoiia part in

the history of medicine among all niUiona, from the

eariieet to the most reoent p^oda. The nature of

the talfaman has been very different among different

natimia The Egyptians made nseol imagesof their

gods and of saoim animals, such as the i& and the
ecarabaeus; the Jews used the phylacteries inscribed

with passages from the Old Testament (a section of

the cabala is devoted to teaching the construction of

talismans); the Greeks used little tablets having
written upon them various magical words, such as

the Ephesian words, or those written on the feet,

the girdle, and the crown of the statue of Artemis
at Ephesus; the Romans employed various idols,

which they sumnded upon the bi^y by chains; the
Arabians and Turks make use of sentences from the

Koran; and we also find in the East medals of par-

ticular metals struck under a particular constellation,

and marked with magical si^; in the middle ages,

relics, consecrated candles, and rods, rosaries, images,

of saints, Ac., were employed, and still are, in some
parts of Chri^ndom. In the middle ages astrology

and the knowledge of the virtues of teamans and
amulets formed an important part of medical sci-

ence; and the quacks of modem times sometimes
have recotirse to similar means.

TALITRUS. See Saudhoppkb.
TALLAHASSEE, a town in the United States,

the seat of government of the state of Florida, on a
commanding height washed by a small stream. It

lies in Leon county, about 26 miles from Port Leon
in Appalachie Bay, with w‘hich it is connected by
railway, and 194 r^es east of Mobile. It is laid

out with great regularity. The chief buildings are
the Capitol, the court-house, and the West Florida
Seminaiy. The town is connected by rail with the
8eai)ort of St. Marks, about 26 miles distant Pop.
(1890). 2984.

TALLARD, Camii.le de la Bauite, Duo de
Hostun, Comte de. Marshal of France, descended of

an ancient family of Dauphiny, was l^m in 1662,
entered the army young, and after serving under the

Great Ck)ud<^ in Holland was engaged under Turenne
in Alsace in the brilliant campaigns of 1674 and
1675. He distinguished himself subsequently on
various occasions, and in 1693 was made a lieutenant-

general. In l(i98 he was sent ambassador to Eng-
umd, to negotiate concerning the imccession to the
crown of Spain on the death of Charles II. In 1702
Tallard was apj>ointed to the command of the French
troops on the Rhine, and soon after was honoured
with a marshal’s staff. He subsequently defeated

the Imperialists before Landau, and having taken
that place after a short siege (November, 1703)
announced his success to Louis XIV. in the following

terms: * I have tidcen more standards than your ma-
jesty has lost soldiers.’ In 1704 he was opposed to

Marlborough
;
and being taken prisoner at the battle

of Blenheim, was carried to England, where he
remained seven years. On bis return to France, in

1712, be was created duke; and in 1726 was appointed
secretary of state. His death took place in 1728.

TALLEGALLA, or Brush Turkey {TaUegalla),

a remarkable genus of Rasorial Birds, belonging to

the family of Megapodidae, or Mound-birds, and dis-

tinguisbed as a genus by the bill having its sides

compressed, by tbe head and neck being naked, and
by the opening of tbe nostrils existing in a mem-
branous groove. The wings have their fifth and
sixth quiUB of equal size and longest. The tail is

long and rounded The tarsi are strong, feathered
below the knee, and are covered with scales in front
The toes are ^ngated, and provided with sharp,

strong dawa The TaXUgaUa Lgikami fa the ImsI

known species, and that usually designated by the

distinctive name of Turkey.' It inhabits Aus-
tralia, where It la also known by the names *Wsttlsd
Thllegalla' and * New Holland Vulture'—4his latter

name having reference to the naked vnlturine head

and neck. It chiefly oeoors in New South Walei^

and is of gregarious habits, and of waity, tuspidous

nature. Ibe average size is about that of an ordinary
turkey, the females being lees than the males. Tbs
male when full grown is odonred of a blaokish-brown

above and bdow, with grayish tints on the back.

The head and neck are covered with very small

feathers of blaokidi hue, whilst a laige wattle^

coloured bright or orange yellow, depends from the

front of the neck. The wattle of the female bird fa

of smaller size than that of the male. The food

appears to consist chiefly of seeds and insects. Thee#
bu^ evince much activity when punued, their most
successful adversary being the I^W<H or native dog,

which frequently runs them down. They are remark-

able on account of the * egg-mound* which they form
for the purtKise of therein depositing their eggs. This

mound, which is formed by the exertions of several

birds, is of conical shape, and consists chiefly of deoay-
I ing vegetable matter, to the amount in some oases of

^ two to four cart-loads. The materials are collected

solely by the feet of the birds. Witliin the mass of

matter thus collected the eggs, each averaging about

4 inches in length, are laid, deposited at a cOistanoe

of from 9 to 12 inches from each other, being buried

about 12 inches deep in the mound. Very large

numbers of eggs may sometimes be obtained from a

single mound; and (as determined from observations

I made upon Bf>me of these birds which bred in the

Zoological Gardens of Ijondou) the male attends the

mound very assiduously during the period of incu-

bation, uncovering the eggs in very warm days to

revont the too sudden increase of heat. The young
irds on leaving the egg appear to possess well-

developed feathers, and remain in tbe mound without

attempting to leave it for at least twelve hours,

being covered up by tbe male. On the second day
they leave tbe mound, but appear to be again covered

up at night by the male. On the third day the

young birds are able to fly. The eggs are greatly

sought after on account of their delicious flavour;

whilst the birds themselves are generally taken or shot

when they assemble at mid-day under the foliage of

trees. They appear to be stupefied and bewildered

^ tbe mere report of a gun. An allied species to

T. Lathami is the T, CuvUri^ found in New Guinea;

whilst a third species {Megacephalon maUo) is said

to inhabit Celeb^
TALLEYBANU-P^RIGORD, Chaelm Mao-

RICE UE, a celebrated French diplomatist, bom at

Paris in 1754; died there May 17, 1838. Though
he was the eldest of three brothers he was, in conse-

quence of a lameness caused by a fall, prevented from
entering the army, which was in France at that time

one of the rigbtsof primogeniture, and devoted, against

his will, to the priesthood. He commenced his studiea

at tbe College d’Harcourt^ continued them at the

Seminary of St Sulpice and at the Sorbonne, and
completed them at Kbeims, where an uncle of bis

was archbishop. In 1780, when he was only twenty-

six years of age, he was appointed general agent to

tbe clergy, and in 1789 he was consecrated Bishop
of Autun. To carve out for himself a political career,

after he found bis spiritual functions inadeauate to

satisfy bis ambition, he attached himself to Mirabean,
who was then connected with the minister of finance,

Calonne. Mirabean recommended the ab^ to Uie
minister. At this time Talleyrand at the court ol

Yeriaillei, displayed all the qualitiea of a polished,
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wltty^ Mid gallMit oonrtier. Bat he eooii left the

ootirt pertj end joined the BepabUoam when he saw

what the ueae was likely to On the meeting of

the ttatei-general he waa elected depaty for Autun,

and Toted toon after they opened for merging the

three aatates into one national aaaembly. llie oourt

In aatoiabment tried in vain to atop him in hia career.

After the atorming of the Baatille he waa ohoeen by
the national aaaembly one of the committee which

waa to iaane an account of their prooeedinga. An
important atep which added greatly to hia popularity,

though it at the aame time greatly increaaed the

hatred of hia own order, waa the leading part which
be took in the confiacationof the property of the clergy.

At thia time be founded, in concert with Lam^h,
Bamave, Lafayette, Mirabeau, Si^ha, and Sailly,

the Society of the Frienda of the Conatitution, out

of which the Jacobin Club afterwarda aroae. He
aoon retired from it, however, aa too republican for

him, and along with aome frienda in 1789 founded

the aociety which waa known aa the Club dea Feuill-

anta. Here he exerted himaelf for a monarchy,

furrounded by democratic inatitutiona. On the 16th

of February, 1790, he waa elected preaident of the

national aaaembly, and on the 14th of July of that

ear, the firat anniveraary of the fall of the Baatille,

e preaided in that capacity at the memorable aolem-

nity of national federation in the Champ de Mara.

Al^ut thia time he waa theauthorof varioua important

adminiatrative propoaala relating to finance, registra-

tion, and education. Hia registration scheme waa
adopted, and forms the basis of that still in force in

France. His plan of a system of public education,

which was both comprehensive in its scope and full

in details, waa laid More the constituent assembly
too late for its merits to be diacuased; but there can
be no doubt that it was of great service to the subae-

auent assemblies which took up the problem. When
the civil constitution of the clergy waa framed he gave
hia adhesion to it, and he ordained the first constitu-

tional clergy. For this he was immediately excom-
municated by a Papal brief, and embraced the oppor-
tunity torenounce his episcopal functions (April, 1791).
On two occasions in 1792 he was sent to London
charged with diplomatic functions, although bearing
no official position. After his return on the second
oooaaion (August, 1792) he was accused by the Jaco-
bins of cheiishing royalist sympathies, and would
certainly have been nmde a victim had not Danton
rescued him and sent him back in safety to London
(Sratember). This was the most unfortunate period

Talleyrand’s life. Suspicious papers by him were
also found among those of the king. The charges
against him in con8e(]uence gained strength; and by
a decree of the convention he was placed on the list

of emigrants, which precluded his return to France.
In January, 1794, he was ordered to leave England,
and he thereupon proceeded to North America; but
he only waited for the downfall of his enemy, the
terrorist Robespierre, to return to Europe. By the
Intervention of Madame de Stael the decree against
him was recalled in 1795. After hia arrival in Paris
the oppoaition which he met with from Carnot pre-
vent^ him from being employed, and kept him in
bad odour. He therefore tried to join the Count of
Provence and the emigrants, but they would have
nothing to do with hinot. At last, by exerting him-
self in ^e Constitutional Club, he succeeded in 1797
in gaining the ministry of foreira affairs; but being
tuapected of keeping up an understanding with the
^nts of Louis XVIII. he was obliged to resign in
July, 1799. Ho now devoted himi^ entirely to
Bonaparte, whom he had early recognized as the
master apirit of the time, and after Bom^iarte’s
retum from Egypt contributed greatly to the events

of the 18th Brumaire (10th November, 1799)» when
the directory fell and the consulate began. He waa
then appointed minister of foreign affai^ and took

the lead in the n^otiations for the Treaties of Lund-

ville AmiAus. In 1802, having been released by

the pope from his vow of celibacy, he married a

Mrs. Grant, with whom he had for some time main-

tained an illicit connection. There is now no doubt

that he was a chief promoter of the murder of the

Due d’Enghien in March, although he afterwards

denied all complicity in it. After the establishment

of the empire m 1804 he was appointed to the office

of grand-chamberlain. In December, 1805, after the

conclusion of the campaign against Austria^ he nego-

tiated the Peace of Presburg, and in the following year

heexerted himself for theelevation of Louis Bonaparte

to the l^tch throne. A month after (June 5, 1806)

he was created Prince of Benevento. After the battle

of Jena he was very active, and concluded the Peace
of Tilsit with Russia and Prussia (July, 1807). From
this time, from what cause is not well known, a cool-

ness took placebetweenhimand Napoleon, and became
more and more marked. In 1808 be secretly joined

a Royalist committee. He effected a reconciliation

with Fouch4, and the two began to intrigue in common
for Napoleon’s downfall Talleyrand, indeed, before

the expedition to Russia, was designated for ^e post

of ambassador at Warsaw, but was obliged to yield

it to the Abb4 de Pradt, as the emperor was always
becoming more suspicious of him. On the first news
of the unsuccessful issue of the Russian expedition,

which he had foreseen and declared, he placed him-
self in communication with Louis XVIII., and had
great difficulty in escaping the consec|uenoes of Napo-
leon’s anger. During the emperor’s disasters he joined

I

the Congress of Chatillon, received the Emperor of

I

Russia into his hdtel, and used for his watchword the

Maintenance of Legitimacy—an expression which
afterwards came much into vogue. It was he who,
on 1st April, 1814, established a provisional govern-

ment, placed himself at the head of it, and procured
Napoleon’s abdication. He afterwards exerted him-
self very effectually in re-establishing Louis XVIII*
on the throne of his ancestors. He was busily engaged
at the CongnjBS of Vienna when news arrived tiiat

Napoleon landed from Elba. He took part in the
declaration then issued characterizing Napoleon as a
disturber of the peace. When in 1815 the allies again
entered Paris he again became president of the council

with the portfolio of foreign affairs; but as he refused

to sign the second Peace of Paris he gave in his

resignation.

With the commencement of constitutional govern-
ment in France and the internal struggles connected
with it Talleyrand’s principal career was properly

concluded. In the first years of the restoration he
often appeared at the pal^ and gave good counsel,

of which the reigning party made no use. In the
house of peers he often voted with the opposition,

defended the freedom of the press, and condemned
the Spanish cam})aigii of 1823. When he saw the
rocks on which the restoration would be wrecked he
withdrew, particularly after the coronation of Charlee
X., and retired to Valen9ay, keeping open house, and
giving awelcomereception to allwhohad distinguished
themselves either by literary or political service. In
his social intercourse Talleyrand always exhibited the
grandee of olden times. Naturally indolent he him-
self worked as little as possible, but he was well ao-
quamted with the art of turning others to account and
getting them to work for him. In ordinary businew
he managed with ease, and skilfully skimmed the
surface of things, but he did not possess the talent of
speaking on the spur of the moment on important
emergencies. Protialdy this defect led him to thn
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•doDtkn of on* of bli tamAuamM oriomi^mw to

•ipliin oiib'i 0^ «t tho ttomonl Ho wm often

ocemtomad to my, whtX QoidimHh howovor hod
Mid long beforo mm, that longuoffo hod boon givmi

to mon to enoblo him to oonoeol hia thooffhtiL On
the ooooaioo of the July revbliitioii of 1880 he ot first

kfl|it entirely aloof. Looia Philipp howoTor, before

oeoepting the throne, oaked hia odrioe, end received

the diort onawer thot he ahonld take it When, by
the revolntiona in Belgium and Poland, in connection

with other droamatanoee, the July throne became
endangered, Talleyrand at laat came forward, and
finally abandoning the old dynasty and hia own work
nnited with Looia Philippe for the maintenanoe of

the peace of Europe, hk September, 1830, he went
aa ambasaador to London, and made all kinds of

exertions calculated to show off the peaceable inten-

tions of the July dynasty. To 1dm mainly was it

owing that Austida and Prusaia joined the confer-

ences of the three powers which had decided the fate

of Greece, and that after endless protocols the powers
united in their views with regard to Belgium. After
these results he turned to what had long been Ids

favourite idea, the formation of a oombination of

France, Britain, and Austria against Russia. The plan

waspa^y successful when in 1 884 he subscribed tbe
quadruple alliance (the parties to which were France,
England, Spain, and Portugal), which was intended

above all to guard tbe constitutional principle in

Western Europe. With this act, by which he thought

to have closed the revolutionary epoch, he closed his

career and withdrew from the stage of public life.

He returned from London in 1885, and withdrew to

Valen^ay, though old age had not Impaired his mental
vigour. He repeatedly made his appearance at the

court of the citizen-king, where be was received with
mat distinction, and revered by the ladles asan oracle,

mfore his death he submitted to the formalities of

the Roman Church, and bod even several years before

drawn up a deed in which he formally retracted what-

ever he nad done against it The deed, however, had
not been signed, and he only consented with some
reluctance to sign it a few hours before his death at

the urgent retjuest of some of his friends. The prin-

cipal part of hu immense property, estimated at about

18,000,000 francs (£720,000), be left to his niece, tbe
Duchess of Dino. He left memoirs in manus^pt
which were to remain unpublished till thirty vears

after bis death. They have proved of litUe value.

TALLIKN, Jean Lambert, a French revolution-

ist, bom at Paris in 1769, who first made himself

widely known by publishing a revolutionary journal

called Ami du Citoyem He soon became one of tbe
most popular men of the revolutionary party, and was
deeply concerned in the terrible commotions of the
10th of August, at which time he was secretary of

the commune which had installed itself at the Hotel
de Ville. Being nominated a deputy to the conven-
tion from the department of Seine and Oise, he dis-

tinguished himself in that body ^ tbe violence he
diiplayed in the process against Louis XVI., even
objecting to the ki^ being allowed counsel to defend
hi^ He took part in most of the sanguinary pro-

ceedings which occurred during the ascendency of

Robespierre, and in 1794 he was sent on a mission

to Bordeaux, where he showed himself the worthy
associate of Carrier, Lebon, and Collot d’Herbois.

He was checked in this sanguinary career by tbe
faifinenoe of Madame de Fontenay, a woman remark-
able for her personal beauty, who^ having been
imprisoned at &irdeaax as she was going to join her
family in Spain, owed her life to Tallien. He took
her idoog with him to Paris, whither he went to
defend himself before tbe convention against tbe

charge at moderatism. After the ftil of I^ton and

hia party TallSeii perceived that he shcfuld become
one cl the next victims cf Bobe^ene if he did im%
strike the first Mow. Aocoidii^ly, at the sitting cl

the convention cl the 9th of Thttinidoir (July S7»

1794) he vehemently eatailed Robea^dene, md ft wee
mainly ty his inflnMoe that the latter with his fiieiide

was brought to tbs guillotine. (See Boiubbpiirbb.)

At this period he married his praUgSi, Madame de
Fontenay. Having been nominated amember of the
committee of publio safety, he naed all his infiuence

against bis former mmchXm, Fouquier-TInville,

Carrier, Lebon, Ac., and demanded the auppreation

of all the revolutionary oommittees. In 1795 be was
sent as commissioner of tbe convention to tbe army
of Hoebe in Brittany, and if it was not by his orders,

it was at least with^ permission, that the royalist

prisoners captured by that army at Quiboron were
shot. He subsequently became a member of the

Council of Five Hundred but hia influence gradually

declined. In 1798 he accompanied tbe savants at-

tached to Bonapiurte's Egyptian expedition, but after

Bonaparte left Egypt General Menou treated Tallien

harsbly, and obligira him to return to France. The
vessel in which he sailed wss captured by the British,

and he was taken to London, where he received much
attention from tbe leaders of the Whig party. On
returning to France he found his importanoe alto-

gether gone, and was glad to accept the ofiSoe of

French consul at Alicante. He afterwards returned

to Paris, where he died in poverty and obsouiity in

1820.

TALLIS, Thomas, a celebrated musician, and
author of some of the finest chants in the cathedral

service of the English Church, was born about 1510.

He is said, though on insuflficient evidence, to have

been organist of the cha{)el royal in the reigns of

Edward VI. and Mary; but it is certain that he
filled that office in the reign of Elizal>eth. William

Byrd, the distinguished musician, was a pupil of his,

and along with him be published in 1575 a collection

of motets and hymns. Tallis is the author of the

music of the Venite Exultemus, the Te Deum, the

Magnificat, the Nunc Dimittis, and other pieoM in

tbe English service. He died in 1585.

TALI^OW, the harder and less fusible fats melted

and separated from the fibrous matter mixed with
them. These fats are usually of animal oridn, the

most common being derived from sheep and oxen.

Animal tallow oonidsts essentially of stearin, palmi-

tin, and olein (which see), tbe more solid tallow

containing a proportionately larger quantity of the

first-named tub^noe. In preparing tallow the

separation of cellular tissue and nbrous substance is

greatly facilitated by the addition of a small quan-

tity of dilute sulphuric acid. (See Fat.) The quality

of tallow depends partly on the animM from which
it has been prepared, and partly on tbe care taken

in its purification. It is firm, brittle, and has a pecu-

liar heavy odour. When pure it is white and nearly

insipid; but the tallow of commerce has usually a
yellowish tinge, which may be removed by exposure

to light and air. Tallow Is divided, according to the

degree of its purity and consistence, into candle and
soap tallow. It is manufactured into candles and
soap, and is extensively need in the dreashm of leather,

and in various processes of the arts. In 1901 the

Britishimports of tallowand stearinewere asunder:—

Froni Australia 005,469 cwts,

„ UnlteilftUtes 403,942 „
„ NewZealHJMl 821,623 „
„ Argeutine Kepiiblio 204,494 „
„ Other countries 191,791 „

ToUl 1,785,819 owts.

The gross value was £2,333,246.
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TALLOW-TREE {S^Ulvngta iehifera). This in-

teresting tree is a native of China. It belongs to

the natural order Eaphorbiaoess, and it has been de-

scribed as one of the largest, the most beautiful, and

the most widely diffused of the plants found in the

Chinese empire. It is abundant throughout the

oountry from Nankin to Canton. The flowers are

inoonapicuons, and disposed in straight terminal

spikas; the capsules are hard, smooth, and brown,

mvided internally into three cells, ea<^ containing

a nearly hemispherical seed, which is covered wim
a sebaceous and very white substance. At the dose
of the season the leaves turn bright red, and as the

capsules fall off, leaving the pure white seeds sus-

pended to filaments, the tree presents a very beau-

tiful appearance. From a remote period this tree

has furnished the Chinese with the material out of

which they make their candles. The capsules and
seeds are crushed together and boiled; the fatty

matter is skimmed as it rises, and condenses on
cooling. The candles made of this substance are

very white, and red ones are also manufactured by
the addition of vermilion. Sometimes 8 lbs. of lin-

seed-oil and a little wax are mixed with 10 of tills

substance to give consistence. The tallow-tree has

been introduced into the United States, and is cul-

tivated in the vicinity of Charleston and Savannah,
and indeed is almost naturalized in the maritime
parts of Carolina. It has also been acclimatized in

Algeria through the exertions of the French govern-

ment
TAIiLY, a stick divided longitudinally through

the middle, formerly in general use as a medium for

recording accounts. One half was kept by the debtor

and one by the creditor, and when any debt or pay-

ment was recorded the two halves were adjusted

together, and a notch or some other mark m^e on
them both. This method, however inconvenient in

other respects, was an excellent security against

forgery, since it would be difficult, if not impossible,

for a })er8on to make a false tally correspond with
the counter-tally, in all the respects in which the
foiger wished them to correspond, so accurately as

not to Ije detected as false. When a debt was entirely

cleared off. the creditor’s tally was given to the

debtor. Tallies were in use till the 18th century for

keeping accounts in the exchequer of England. The
exchequer tallies were four-sided, and on one side

the sum charged to the debtor was indicated by
notches, a different kind of notch being used for

different sums; while on two opposite sides were
written the sum in Koman figures, the name of the
debtor, and when the debt was paid the date of pay-
ment When the debt was paid the tally was divided,

and one half was given to the debtor as a receipt,

and the other kept in the exchequer as a record of

the transaction. A debtor after paying his account
and receiving his tally might obtain a receipt in

parchment by carrying the tally to the clerk of the
pipe-office and claiming one. I^e use of tallies was
alwlished by 23 Geo. 111. cap. Ixxxii. (1783), and by
4 and 5 W^ IV. cap. xv. (1834) the old tallies were
ordered to be destroyed. The burning of them is

said to have been the cause of the fire which broke
out in October, 1834, and consumed the two houses
of Parliament
TALLY SYSTEM, a mode of selling upon credit

In which the purchaser agrees to pay for the purchase
by fixed inst^ments at a certain rate, and both seller

and purchaser keep books in which the circumstances
of the transaction and the payment of the several
Instalments are entered, and which serve as a tally

and counter-tally. (See Tally.) The tally system
is made use of to a large extent by the wives of the
poor, chiefly in purcluuung artides of dress and

finely, and in tills way often leads to aotioni at law,

for when the wife has entered into a oontraot of this

nature without the knowledw of her husband for

artides that do not come under the head of nooes

series the husband is not liable for the debt incurred

under sudi oontraot unless he expresdy or by impli-

cation give his consent to the purchase which formed

the ground of the oontract after it has ocnne to his

knowledge. It is held to be implidt consent on the

part of the husband if he sees 1^ wife wearing the

artides so acquired and does not immediatdy return

the artides to the sdler, or notify to the latter his

repudiation of the purch^
TALMA, Francois Joseph, the greatest modem

tragic actor of France, was bom at Paris in 1763.

In 1787 he made his ddbut at the Thdfttre Fran$ais

in the character of S^ide in Voltaire’s Mahomet. He
was received with applause, and from this moment
devoted himsdf with zeal and perseverance to the

study of his art Talma render^ an important ser-

vice to the French stage by introducing a reform in

the costume. Hitherto tiie actors h^ worn the

Parisian costumes of the day, but Talma intx^uced

the practice of dressing in accordance with the time

and country of the character represented. Chenier’s

tragedy of Charles IX., or St. Bartholomew’s, was
brought forward in 1789, and Talma studied the

character of Charles in history, and his person in

medals and portraits, and exhibited them with

such truth and life that his reputation as the

first French tragedian was established beyond dis-

pute. The principal parts which he created, or car-

ried to the highest perfection, were Sdide, Othello,

Hamlet (the last two those of Ducis), Sylla (of Jouy),

Regulus, the grand-master of the templars (of Lucien

Arnault), Charles IX., Charles VI. (of Delaville),

Manlius, and Orestes. He did not generally excel

in comedy, but he appeared in 1823 with great suc-

cess in the character of Danville in C. Delavigne’s

£cole des Vieillards. ^Talma>’ says Madame de

Steel, 'may be cited as a model of power and of

discretion in the use of it, of simplicity and true

grandeur. He possesses all the secrets of the various

arts; his attitudes recall to mind the fine statues of

antiquity, and the expression of his face and every
look ought to be the study of our best painters.

There is in the voice of this man a magic which I

cannot describe; which, from the 'moment when its

first accent is heard, awakens all the sympathies of

the heart.' Talma was a great favourite of the £m-
|)eror Napoleon. He died in October, 1826, and was
buried in the cemetery of Pbre la Chaise. Talma was

I the author of a small but very interesting work, en-

titled Rdfiexions sur Lekain et sur I’art th^&traL

TALMUD, a Chaldaic word signifying * doctrine,’

and sometimes used to designate the whole teaching
of the Jeuish law, comprising all the writings in-

cluded in what we call the Old Testament, as well

as the oral law or Mishna, with its supplement or

commentary the Gemara (see Mishna), but more
frequently applied only to the Mishna and Gemara,
and occasionally confined to the Gemara itself. The
present article will treat of the Talmud in the second
of these two senses. The main body of the Talmud
consists of minute directions as to conduct. 'In
every relation of life,’ says the writer of an article

on the subject in the Edinburgh Review (July, 1873),
*in every action, in every conceivable drcumstenoe

—

for food, dress, habit, language, devotion, relaxation—^it prescribes almost every word to be uttered, and
almost every thought to be conceived.’ Its contents
are hence very nusoellaneous, and they are as varied
in their character as in tiieir subject. Much (ff it is

taken up with regulations of the most puerile nature,
and not a little with details only fitted to excite
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Jn olliar ptfii tbm m pMMg«t
the loftiast expreMon of reUgiou feeling,

penigne which ere lald to be the sonroe of elmoet

ill thet ie enblime in the liturgy of the Church of

Eome, end thoee Uturgiee which heve been mainly

derived from it Intenpened throughout the whole

ere numeroue teles end fables, int^uoed for the

lake of illustration. It is mentioned in our article

Mirima that that portion of the Talmud was com-
mitted to writing some time in the second century

A.D. All Jews are carefully instructed in it, and ito

very languam is sometimes quoted and aoknowledsed
in ihe New Testament The injunctions referred to

by Christ in the sermon on the mount as having
blwn ‘ said by them of old time’ [properly, the elders]

are all from the Mishna; and St Paul’s phrase
*The cup of blessing which we bless’ (1 Cor. x. 16)

is from ue same source. The G^mara, or supplement
to the Mishna^ was originally an ond commentary,
as the Mishna was itself an oral supplement to the
Mikra, or written law. It consisted of the explan-

ations and illustrations which the Amoraim—that is,

speakers or teachers of the Mishna—were in the

habit of giving in the course of their lessons. These
oral comments were handed down from age to age,

differing of course in different localities, and gradu-
ally increasing in quantity; and they were at last

committed to writing in two forms, the one called

the Jerusalem and the other the Babylonian Gemara,
or, with the addition of the Mishna, which is common
to both, the Jerusalem and the Babylonian Talmud.
The Jerusalem Talmud is the earlier and by much
the smaller of the two. Of the six orders and sixty-

three tracts into which the Mishna is divided only
four orders and one tract of a fifth are furnished wito

a commentary in this Talmud, while that of Babylon
is complete. The Jerusalem Talmud is said to bear

internal evidence of having been writteu for an
agricultural community, and the other to exhibit

ecjually unmistakable signs of having been designed

for a nation of traders. There is considerable uncer-

tainty as to the date of the former. ’J'ra<]ition

ascribes the compilation of the Gemara belonging to

it to Babbi Johanan bon Eliezer, who lived some
time in the third century A.r).; but it is said to have
received later additions as late as, but probably not

later than, the fourth century. The date within

which it was completed is fixed by eome at 840 A.D.

There is more certainty as to the authorship and
date of the Babylonian Gemara. This compilation

is almost entirely the work of Rabbi Ashi (Isaiah)

ben Simai, who in 870 A.I)., at the age of twenty-

three, became the head of a Jewish school near

Babylon. For fifty-two years after this date he is

said to have been engaged in the preparation and
revision of his great work. For thirty years he is

said to have m^e diligent inquiries of all the most
learned men of the East regarding the traditions

relative to the teaching of the Mishna, and to have
taken advantage for this purpose of the great gather-

iifgs of the Jews at the festivals. In this way he
compiled the Gemara section by section, and the

remaining twenty -two years of his labour were
devoted to the task of revision. Trifling additions

were afterwards made by his friend Rabbi Abina,
and two rabbis record that the Babylonian Gemara
was not completed in its present form till 600 a.d.

The language of both the Gemaras is a mixed He-
brew, but that of the Babylonian Gemara is much
less pure than the other, and differs in purity in

different parts. In the doctrinal portions the lan-

guage resembles that of the Mi^a and of the
Jerasalem Gemara; but in the narrative portions,

designed as popular illustrations of the other parts,

It comes near the Aramaic or vernacular dialect of

the Bastm Jews. Ths style Is In boHi esses
extremely condensed and dlffi^t

It has be«i already mentioned that the
with its oorrespondinff Gemara^ Is divided faito six

orders (sedarim) or principal divisions. The subjects
of these orders are agrioulture, festivals, women,
damages, holy things, and purifications. These orders
are subdivide into sixty-three tracts, to whidi the
Babylonian Gemara adds five others, thus containing
sixty-eight tracts in aU.

Another division of the Talmud, depending on the
nature of its contents, is Into Halaoa, the docbrlnal

and logical portion; Hagada, the rhetorical or ima-
ginative portion; and Cabala, the mystical portion,

including theosophy and magic. Much of the Hagada
is due to the Ewenes, who were fond of giving an
allegorical interpretation to the law. The ghost-lore

is to a large extent contributed by a sect ^led the
Mehestanites, who arose about the time of the cap-

tivity, and derived from Persian sources a belief in

good and evil spirits and in astrology. The Mis-
raimites, who date from a period a little later than
Alexander the Great, are the original source of all

that part of the Cal^a which is distinguished by
assigning a hiemglyphical significance to the forms

of letters, and is called the numeric, graphic, or

figurative Cabala. Their views on this matter were
the result of Egyptian influence.

Of the Mishna alone there are four good trans-

lations: one by 8urenhusius into Latin (Amsterdam,

1698-1703); one by Abraham Rulxm into Spanish

(Venice, 1606); and two into Gerniau, the first bv
Itabe (Auslau^h, 1760), and the second (in which

Hebrew characters are used for the German !) by
Just (Berlin, 1832). Editions of the text accompany
the translations of Surenhusius and Jost. A trans-

lation of eighteen of the tracts of the Mishna into

English, by Da Sola and Raphall, was published in

one vol. at London in 1843. Htreane’s The Treatise

Chagigah (1891) is the first English translation of

a complete Talmudic treatise, both Mishna and
Geiiutra. Translations into Latin of twenty of the

trat:t8 of the Jerusalem Gemara and throe of those

of the Babylonian are to be found in Ugolino’s

Thesaurus, and translations by the same scholar of

twenty'three other tracts exist in manuscript. A
French translation of the first tract of the Talmud
(both of Mishna and Gemara) by the Abb^ L.

Chiarini, professor of oriental languages at the l^yal

University of Warsaw, was publish^ at Leipzig in

1831. The treatise translated is called Berachoth,

and contains the laws regulating prayer and worship.

This publication is an excellent one for giving a good

general idea of the Talmud, not only because the

translation of one treatise enables the reader to

understand the structure of the whole Talmud, but

also because the translator in his preface gives an

excellent sketch of the remaining treatises. A French

translation of the whole by I)r. M. Schwab was

completed in 1888. Among aids to the study of the

Talmud are Dr. Pinner’s Einleitung in den Talmud

(1842); the article in Herzog's Real-Encykloplidie

(3rd edn., 1896 onwards); the article in Deutsch’s

Literary Remains (1874); the article in the new
Jewish Encyclopaedia, now in course of publication

;

.Tastrow’s Dictionary of the Targumim, Talmud, Ac.

(1886 onwards); Strack’s Einleitung in den Thalmud

(1887); and Rabbinovicz’s Legislation Civile du

Talmud (1878-80), and Legislation Criminelle du

Talmud (1876).

TALPA. See Mole.
TAMANDUA, Tamanoir. See Ant-batbr.

TAMARIND - TREE {Tamarmdiu Indiea)f a

large and beautiful tree of the East and West Indies,

belonging to the natural order Leguminose. The
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Uftvat we piniieta, oompoeed of lizteen or eighteen

pein of eeieile leaflets, ^e flowers are diroosed, five

or six together, in loose clusters; the petals are yel-

lowish, and beautifully variegated with red veins.

The pods are thick, compressed, and of a dull brown

colour when ripe. The seeds are flat, angular, ha^
and shining, and are lodged in a darl^ sort, adhesive

pulp. The tamarind -tree exists also in Arabia,

Egypt, and other parts of Africa. In the West
Inmes the po^ are gathered in June, July, and

August, when fully ripe; and the fruit, being freed

from the shelly fragments, is placed in layers in a

cask, and boiling syrup poured over it till the cask

is filled; the syrup pervades every part quite down
to the bottom, and when cool the ca^ is headed for

sale. The East India tamarinds are darker coloured

and drier, and are said to be preserved without sugar.

This fruit has an agreeable acid and sweetish taste,

is refrigerant and gently laxative. A simple infusion

in warm water forms a very grateful beverage, which
is advantageously used in febrile diseases. The
Turks and Arabs carry the pods, prepared with sugar

or honey, either green or ripe, in their journeys across

the deserts; and they are found to constitute an
agreeable and wholesome article of food.

TAMAKISK, the name of several shrubs belong-

ing to the natural order Tamaricaces, and mostly to

the genus Tamarix. Tamarisks are of an elegant
form, with slender stems and branches, and very
small alternate leaves in the form of sheathing
scales. Their flowers are white, rose-coloured, or
purple, and are arranged in simple spikes or panicles,

^ey are very abundant all round the Mediter-
ranean, but are not found south of the equator.
The Tamarix gallira^ or French Tamarisk, grows
on the banks of the rivers and along the coasts of
Languedoc and Provence. It attains the height of
from 16 to 20 feet, has small flowers of a bright rose
colour, and altogether has a very attractive appear-
ance, which makes it very much sought after as an
ornament for shrubberies and parks. It flowers in
May. Its wood grows rapidly, and is well adapted for
firewood. Its ashes, as well as those of the Tamarix
africana^ contain considerable Quantities of sulphate
of Bod^ The Tamaiix mannifera, when punctured
by an insect which infests it, yields a sweet gummy
substance, to which the name of Mount Sinai manna
b given, but which is found to consut of pure mucil-
a^ous sugar, and no mannite. (See Manna.) The
German I amarisk {}fyiicaiia Oei'manica) is a member
of an allied genus, with monadelphous stamens.
TAMAULIPAS, a state of the Mexican Republic,

on the Gulf of Mexico; area, 27,916 scjuare miles.
The coast here is low-lying, and fringed with lagoons,
separated from the sea by belts of sand, which
are very favourable to coast navigation. In the
northern part of the state the flatness of the coast
is continued to some distance inland, and then
risM into elevated, though still comparatively level
plains. To the south the surface becomes finely
mversified by mountain, hill, and valley. The most
important streams are the Rio Grande, which forms
the northern boundary; the Fernando or Tigre;
and the Santander. The climate of the interior is
tem^mte and healthy, but on the coast, especiallym the hot sea^m, is almost pestilential. The soil is
gwerally fertile

; and the vegetable products include,^ide the ordinary grains, maize and sugar-cane.
UatUe in vast numbers—horses, mules, sheep, and
goats to a less extent-are reared; and a consider-

trade, ^th in them and in other articles, is ear-ned on chiefly with the states of San Luis Potosi
Zacatecas, and Queretaro. The foreign trade h

on chiea, it the ports of Tampico and Mata-
moros. Capital, Victoria. Pop. (1900), 218,948.

TAMBOURINE, a musical instrument of thw
drum species, much used among the Biscayan and
Italian peasants. It consists of a piece of pakhment
stretched over the top of a broad noop, which is fur-

nished with little bells. It is sounded by slid^ the-

fingers along the parchment, or by striking it with
the back of the hand or with the &t or the elbow.

TAMBOUR-WORK, a species of embroideiy
introduced into Britain in the course of the 18th cen^

tury. A single tambour worker usually sits at a low*

circular frame, over the top of which the silk, linen,,

or muslin is stretched by means of a hoop, much in

the same way as the head of a drum is tightened. A
frame of different construction is used when several

workers are employed on the same fabric, consisting

principally of two rollers, which, when properly fixed,

stretch the linen, &c., to the necessaiy degree of

tension. AlS the work proceeds the finished part is>

wound over one roller, whilst a fresh surface is at

the same time unwound from the other. The needle,

which is about i inch in length, terminates in a
small hook with the point curving inwards. This,

is fixed in a handle of bone, ivory, or wood, of the
thickness of a quill, by means of a small screw on the
side. The worker, holding the thread on the under
side of the frame, passes the needle through the
muslin, &c., from the upper side, and by a continued
series of loops interwoven together, succeeds in pro-

ducing a very minute and beautiful chain line, with
which she traverses the outline of any pattern pre-

viously sketched upon the fabric she is employed
to ornament. Machines have been constructed for
tambour working, and continue to be used with
success. Yet the practice of tambouring is dying
out, being replaced by pattern-weaving, by which
tambour work can be closely imitated.

TAMBOV, a government in Russia, bounded
north by Nijnei-Novgorod and Vladimir; west by
Riazan, Tula, and Ord; south by Voronej; and east
by Saratov and Fenza; area 25,676 square miles. It
forms an extensive plain, occasionally broken by low
hills. In the south it assumes the appearance of a
steppe, and is so thinly wooded that large tracts are
absolutely without a tree. In the north the surface
consists generally of a light unfertile sand, contains
numerous marshes, and has several extensive forents
yielding good ship-timber. The government is wa-
tered by the Volga and the Don, but the want of
moisture is much felt in the south. About half the
surface is arable. The com raised leaves a large
surplus for export. After corn the principal crop is

hemp. Vast numbers of excellent horses, cattle, and
sheep are reared. The only mineral of any conse-

quence is iron. The staple manufactures are woollen
cloth, leather, soap, and candles. The trade is im-
portant, and consists in com, cattle, honey, soap,
butter, cheese, wool, hemp, and iron. Tambov is the*

capital. Pop. (1897), 2,715,453.
TAMBOV, a town in Russia, capital of the govern-

ment of the same name, on the left bank of the Tzna,
at the confluence of the Studenetz, 263 miles south-
east of Moscow. It is an ancient place, surrounded
by a dilapidated rampart, and is built chiefly of woo(L
It contai^ a gymnasium, military school, ecclesias-

tical seminary, female institute, house of correction,
and infirmary; is the residence of a governor, the see
of a bishop, and the seat of several important oourt»
and public offices; and has breeding studs, manufac-
tures of woollens and sailcloth, leather, soap, and
tallow, an alum and a vitriol work, and a consider-
able trade with Moscow and St. Petersburg in tallow,
leather, wool, and provisions. Pop. (1897), 48,134.
TAMGE! ANIMALS, in law. Tnese may be natur-

ally either of a mischievous and dangerous disposition^
such as lions and bears; or of a harmless disposition^
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sabh ft8 sheep, cows, sad even dogs. The owner of a
^inml whii^ IS nstuisUy fierce is bound to

keep it seoui^ sod in cm of its being allowed to

and doing any injury he will be held liable

fOT^e damage unless he can |)rove that the escape

of the animal was not in Uie slightest degree due to

negligence on his part. When, on the other hand,

the is naturally harmless, but does some

injury in an unexpected exhibition of violence, the

owner is practically not held liable, unless it can be

proved tlmt he was previously acquainted with the

violent temper of the animal He is thus usually

freed fromfresponsibility for the first offence of an
animal of this nature bdonging to him, but is held

responsible if the offence is repeated, at any rate if

it can be shown that he has not taken due precaution

to prevent its repetition. The only exception to this

rule is in the case of dogs worrying sheep or cattle.

In this case the owner is alwa3rB held liable for

the damage done, whether he knew of the animal’s

propensity or not. It is lawful to set traps in fields

for tame animals, but these must not be fixed near
|

a highway, lest the animal be attracted by the bait

to trespass when otherwise there was no reason to

suppose that it would do so.

TAMERLANE. See Tiuub.
TAMIAS. Sex Squirrel.

TAMIL (more properly Tamtr, sometimes erro-

neously spelled Tamul)t the name of an Indian race

which inhabits the most southern part of the Indian
peninsula, stretching from the east coast to the west.

The Tamilians belong to the Dravidian stock of the

inhabitants of India, and are therefore to be regarded

as among the original inhabitants who occupied the

countiy before the Aryans invaded it from the north,

and gradually imposed upon the people theirlanguage,

culture, religion, and manners. The people ofsouthern

India kept themselves comparatively free from

foreign admixture, although they adopted the higher

civilization of the Aryans; and the Tamilians are

those who have appropriated and developed the

Aiyan civilization in the most distinctive and char-

acteristic manner.
The Tamil language is spoken over a large tract of

land in the extreme south of India; it is spoken to a

great extent in Ceylon; it is spoken also by a majority

of the Indian settlers in places farther east, as Tegu,

Penang, Ac.; and in noany parts of Southern India,

even where it is not the vernacular, it is spoken by
the better classes of Hindus. The structure of the

lan^ago is very simple. It has two dialects: the

higher (Shen-tamil), now used in poetry, is the more
ancient of the two; the lower (Kodun-tamil) is the

language of common life. The literature of the

Tamil language, the earliest extant works of which
arc Buppo^ to be as old as the ninth century of our

era, embraces nearly every branch of the knowledge
of Northern India. The most interesting portion of

this literature is the collection of gnomic poems or

proverbs (Kural) of Tiruvalluvar, which has been

edited with not^ grammar, introduction, concor-

dance, lexicon, and translation, by Dr. Pope (1886).

Dr. Pope has also issued an edition, with transla-

tion, of the poem N&ladiyar (1893). See GaldweU’s
Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages,
Lazarus's Tamil Grammar (1878), and Pope’s First

Lessons in Tamil (new edn., 1891); dictionaries by
Rottler (1834 -41), Winslow (1862), and others;

Graul’s Bibliotheca Tamulica (four vols., 1854-65).

TAMMUZ, a proper name occurring in Scripture,

but only once, in Ei^kiei viii 14: ‘Then he brought
me to the door of the gate of the Lord’s house which
was toward the north; and, behold, there sat women
weeping for Tammuz’. According to Mr. Sayce (in

Hayings’ Dictionary of the Bible) Tammuz was

originally the Sun«god, and was a Babylonian deity
whose worship was early imported into the west,
the name being in Sumerian, ‘the son of
life ’. In Canaan Tammuz was addressed as Adonai,
* my lord whence the Greek Adonis ; and as Tam-
muz was originally associated with the Babylonian
gt^desB Istar (Astarte), so Adonis was associated
with Aphrodite. The Vulgate agrees with this ex-
^anation by its rendering of Tammuz as Adonis,
l^is worship was much practised among the Phoe-
nicians, and was celebrat^ chiefly at the Phoenician
town of Byblus. The oeremonml was prolonged
through different scenes. Adonis was supposed to
have been killed by a boar; search was made for
him, a wooden image being provided to represent
Adonis, and on his &ing found, wild and licentious

orgies commenced, and the burial of the idol termi-
nated the fiirst portion of the pageant. The river ol
Adonis, or Nahr Ibrahim, at the season of the year
at which this worship took place, becomes discoloured

from the heavy rains on Lebanon, and in the popular
superstition the stream

* from hli native rock
Ran purple to the eea, luppoeed with blood
Of Tammuz, yearly wouu^d

The resurrection of Adonis next followed in tho
ritual, and was celebrated with frantic rejoicings

mingled with the grossest social debaucheiy. This
idolatry appears to have been originally symbolical,

connected with the sun’s decline in winter and hia

returning strength in summer, or with the death of

nature and its revival in spring. The festival seems
to have been held at the summer solstice. Movers
and Hitzig place it at the autumnal etiuinox

;
but

Tammuz is with the Jews the name of the fourth or

midsummer month. Jerome al8f> asserts that the

anniversary oi the death and resurrection of the

fabulous Adonis was celebrated in the month of

June. It was, however, in the sixth month that

Ezekiel’s vision happened. The period of celebration

might perhaps vary, or the time of the prophet’a

vision might not be coincident with the actual cele-

bration of the festival. The worship of Adonis waa
at length suppressed by Constantine. Its rites had
been carried over to Cyprus, and from thence ta

Greece ; and Paphos, the chief Cyprian seat of

them, became proverbial in its infamy.

TAMMY, Tamih, Tamink, or Tamint, a kind of

woollen cloth highly glazed, used for making fine

sieves employed in cooking, which are also called

tammies. It is also used under the names of lasting
' and durant for ladies’ boots.

TAMPICO, a seaport town of the Mexican Re-
public, in the state of Tamaulipas, in the extreme
south of the state, near the mouth of the Tampico,
which is formed by the union of the Tula and Pa-
nuco. It is well built on a rising slope of ground, and
possesses some very fine houses, lx)th ox brick and
stone, many of them in the old Spanish style, with

flat roofs. It carries on a considerable trade with

Great Britain and the United States. Till recently

large vessels could not enter the harbour, but it lias

been greatly improved and is now the best on the

gulf. Pop, 8000.—The lake of Tampico is a shallow

lagoon at the northern extremity of the state of

Vera-Cruz, 15 miles long by 10 miles broad.

TAMSUI, also BoU or Kobi, a seaport in the

north-west of Formosa, at the mouth of the river

of the same name, connected by railway with the

tea- mart of Twatutia up the nver, ana also with

other towns. Only small coasting steamers can

cross the bar at low tide, but a harbour is to be
constructed. The imports at Tatnsui were viJued

at £764,231 in 1901, and the exports at £485,979*
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The former include rice, opium, timber, pigs, oil,

cottons, sugar &c.; and the latter tea, camphor, &c.

TAMWORTH, a municipal borough and market

town of England, in Staffordshire, on the border

of Warwickshire, situated at the confluence of the

rivers Tame and Anker, 12 miles north-east of

Birmingham. It has a parish church (St. Editha’s,

restored) which dates in its earliest form from the

eighth century, and was formerly collegiate; a
Roman Catholic chapel; Nonconformist chapels;

a town-hall, presented by Thomas Guy, founder of

Guy’s Hospital, who also endowed alms-houses in

the town; municipal buildings; a grammar-school;

public library; assembly-rooms; public baths; a
cottage hospital; and an ancient castle, formerly a
royal residence, now the projjerty of the borough.

Tapes, webbing, clothing, small -wares, and paper
are manufactured, and coal-mining, brewing, and
dyeing are carried on. Market-gai^ening is also

an important industry, and there are markets for

com, horses, and cattle. Tamworth, which was re-

presented by Sir Roliert Peel for twenty-eight years,

ceased to be a parliamentary borough in 1885. Pop.

(1891), 6614; (1901), 7271.

TANA, a river of British East Africa, rising on
the southern slopes of Mount Kenia and flowing east

and south into the Indian Ocean at Fonnosa Bay.
It is navigable for some kinds of vessels up to

Hameye, just ]>elow the liargazo Falls.

TANACKTUM. {8ee Tansy.
TANAGEES, the name applied to a sub-family

(Tanagrime) of Insessorial Birds, included in the

family Fringillidie, or Finches. These birds are

distinguished by the bill Ijeing of triangular shape at

its base and arclujd towards its tip. The upper man-
dible may exhibit a notched apfiearance; the wings
are pointed and of moderate length

;
the feet short

and sh-Tider. Tlie hinder toe is strong and elon-

gated, all the digits Injing provided with strong
curved claws. These birds are cliiefly found in the
tro})ical jMirts of America. The food consists of

seeds and insects. A great nunil)er of genera and
BjMscies are included in this sub-family. One of

tile l)est known is the Organist Tanager (Euplumia
miisica) of the West liulies, so named from the
ple.asing jvnd varied nature of the song. The genus
Pyraruja^ represented by the ]*. rubra, or Scarlet

Tanager, wliich occurs in the United States in

summer, is also a familiar genus.

TANAGRA, now called Orevuida. a town of

ancient Greece, in Boiotia, on the left bank of the
Asoj.M)8, 15 miles east of Thebes, the scene of a
Iwittle in B.(\ 455 Isitween the Athenians and the
SjMirtans, in which the latter were victorious. Tana-
grii is now a scene of ruins, and excavations on the
site since 1878 have brought many interesting ob-
jects to light, esjKJcially the beautiful j)ainted terra-

cottJi figures known as Tanayra jiyunnett. Most of

these are draped female figures fn>m 6 to 9 inches
in height, and their value to the student of Greek
art (Minnot be over-estimated.

TANAIS. See Don.
TANANARIVO, or Antananarivo, the political

ca[)ital of the French island and colony of Mada-
gascar. and the head-^juartors of the third military
territory, in the central massif of the province of
Imerina, alxiut 4500 feet above sea-level. It is

built on a hill of liasolt and granite extending north
and south for two and a half miles, with a breadth
varying from three-fjuarters to one and a third
mile. The hill sloiiea gently towards the west,
but dei^ends abruptly southward and eastward, and
round its Imsc on the south and west flows the river
Ikoim, a tributary of the Betsiboka. The distance
of the town from the east coast is 100 miles, from

the west coast 225 miles. Many of the buRdings

were of wood at a quite recent date, but it may
now be said that the town is built of bnck and
granite, with tiled roofs. On the summit of the

hill stands the queen’s palace, still of wood, but

protected by an inclosing structure of masonry,

and used by the French authorities for the normal

school and the commercial museum. Beside it are

the Palais d’Argent, a reduced copy of it; the

prime minister’s palace, now a barraclb; the Palais

de Manoandro, now containing a historical museum;
and other palaces; and in front of it there are the

tombs of the Madagascar kings. In the central part

of the town, near the summit, there is the Place

.Jean-Laborde, around or near which are situated

various European habitations and public building

the latter including the post and telegraph-oiSSce, the

treasury, the offices of the French administration,

mayoral and police offices, the Anglican and the R.

Catholic cathedral, &c. The Place Jean-Laborde

is adorned by a kiosk and a garden, and receives

the three principal arteries or carriage roads of the

town. One of these runs northward, and is occupied

almost entirely by European houses. Another goes

east towards Tamatave, and the third runs west to

the governor-general’s palace (1889), which is sur-

rounded by a fine park. The chief commercial por-

tion of the town lies along this western rood, and
the railway-station will be constructed near it and
the Place Richelieu, a former manoeuvering-ground

of the Hova army. These main roads are connected

by shorter and narrower streets, and these in turn

are linked by numerous lanes, often extremely nar-

row. A circular road, suitable for driving, riding,

and cycling, goes round the base of the hill. Among
institutions not above mentioned are the hospital of

Isoavenandriana, built by Englishmen, a mile and a
ejuarter to the north of the town; the Jesuit oljserva-

tory, constructed in 1890 on a hill to the east, de-

stroyed by the Hovas in 1894, and since rebuilt;

a school for technical training; &c. The climate is

very healthy, the temperature not exceeding that of

southern Europe. The town was permanently occu-

pied by the French on Sept. 30, 1896. Pop. (1897),

47,000, of whom 700 are Europeans.

TANCRED, with Godfrey of Bouillon, the soul

of the first Crusade, was born in 1078. His father

was a Sicilian or Italian marquis named Odo or

Ottobonus; his mother was the sister of the cele-

brated Norman, Robert Guiscard, whose eldest son,

Bohemond, was the friend and brother in arms of

Tancred. (See Guiscard.) In 1096 the two heroes

embarked for Epirus, and thence marched to Mace-
donia. At the siege of Nictea (1097) Tancred first

apj)ears among the heroes who directed the course

of events, and he also took a conspicuous part in the
battle of Dorylteum (July, 1097). He now' advanced,
w'ith Godfrey’s brother l^dwin, over the Taurus to-

wards Jerusi^em. Tancred first penetrated through
the passes of the mountains, and obtained possession

of Tarsus by capitulation. The perfidious conduct
of Baldwin cau»sd a quarrel between him and Tan-
cred, but it terminated in the reconciliation of the
chiefs, who now joined the main army which was
then marching upon Antioch. On the march to
Jerusalem Tancr^ had command of the advanced
guard, and he was the first to storm the walls of the
town. During the scenes of horror which attended
the capture of Jerusalem (July, 1099) he conducted
himself with humanity. The Sultan of Egypt ad-
vanced to attempt the recovery of Jerusalem, but
was totally defeated by Godfrey of Bouillon and
Tancred before Ascalon (August 12). Tancred cap-
tured Tiberias, besieged Jaffa, and, after the death
of Godfrey, endeavoured to effect the election of
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Bohemond as Icing of Jernsalem ; bnt ihe unworthy

Baldwin obtained the throne. Tancred subsequently

conducted the defence of Antioch, and after Bohe-

mond ’s death in 1111 obtained that prind^ty.
He died in 1112, in his thirty-fifth year. He is

represented by Tasso in the Jerusalem Delivered as

the flower and pattern of chivalry.

TANGANYIKA, a large lake of central Africa,

extending from 3* 24' to 8^ 44' south latitude, and

from 29** to 31** 20' east longitude. Its long axis

lies roughly N.N.W.-B.8.S., but according to the ob-

servations of Mr. Moore and Mr. Fergusson in 1899

the westward tendency is greater than that shown
on ordinary ma^ Its length is about 400 miles,

its mean breadth somewhat over 30 miles, its area

13,520 square miles, and its height above sea-level

2700 feet At the northern extremity it receives

the river Rusizi from Lake Kivu, and on the east it

receives the waters of the Malagarazi and other

streams. The only outlet is the Lukuga on the west,

which belongs to the Congo system. It would ap-

pear, however, that the lake is not always suffi-

dently full to give off water by this outlet, the

height of its surface vaiying according to rainfall

and evaporation. Tlie lake is bounded on the east

by German East Africa, on the west by the Congo
Free State, and on the south by Northern Rhodesia.

The chief stations on its shore are Ujiji and Usam-
Vmra, both in German territory. Islands and shal-

lows are very rare. Various aquatic animals inhabit

its waters, but the most notable peculiarity of its

fauna is the presence of marine molluscs, jelly-

fishes, crabs, prawns, and a whole group of similar

organisms which are entirely absent from the other

lakes (Nyassa, Kivu, Albert-Edward, and Alliert

Nyanza) of the same rift-valley, and in those (such

as Victoria Nyanza) belonging to neighbouring rift-

valleys. 'The facies of the marine mollusca of the

lake, moreover, is exactly like that of the fossil

mollusca of the Jurassic jieriod, and this fact sheds
mucli light ujnm the ])hyHical history of the gimt
lake region, and leads to the belief that Tanganyika
is a sheet of water of immense anti(|uity. l^ake

Tanganyika was discovered by Burton and Speke
in Ih.'ib, and explored by Livingstone and Stanley

in 1872. Cameron explored the south end in 1874,

Stanley circumnavigated it in 1876, and Hore made
a long series of valuable researches in 1878 and the

succe^ing nine years. Other explorers are Thomson
and Gambier in 1879, Giraud in 1884, Baumann in

1891, and Moore and Fergusson in 1899.

TANGENT, a straight line of indefinite length,

which touches but does not cut a curve; also the

length of a straight line which
touches a curve measured from
the point of tangency to the point

where it meets a diameter of the

curve; and one of the trigono-

metrical ratios. A tangent to a
curve is the limiting position of a
secant. Suppose a straight line

as cutting a curve in two points

near to one another, and then
suppose the fine to move so that the points approach
each other

; at the instant when the points coincide

the line is a tangent to the curve. Let a B be any
arc less than 90**, draw a H touching the arc at A

;

from the centre c draw cbh, cutting ah in h; the
length A H is the tangent of the arc a B. It is now
considered best to make a distinction between the
tangent of an arc and the tangent of an angle. An
arc is a curved line of certain length; an angle is not
measured by the length of arc, for the measure of a
certain angle is so many degrees, whatever may be
the length in inches of the circular arc subtending it.

The tangent of an angle is called a trigonometrical
ratio, bemuse it is the fraction formed by dividing
the number representing the length of one side of a
right-angled triangle by that representing the length
of the other side. Consider the triangle boa, tho

tangent of the angle boa is and this fraction
OA

is the same whatever may be the lengths of A H and
CA. (See Trioonomktrt.) A plane is said to be
tangent to a curved surface when three points of

the plane coincide with three points very close to-

gether of the surface.

TANGENT GALVANOMETER. See Gal-
VANOBETBR.
TANGERMt^NDE, a town of Germany, in

Prussian Saxony, on the Elbe, 35 miles n.n.b. of

Magdeburg. It has remains of ancient walls and
gat^ an old castle, an old town-hall, a twelfth-

centuiy church, Ac. Its industries include sugar-

refining, ship-building, the manufacture of rapeseed

oil and bone-dust, Ac. Pop. (1895), 9059.

TANGHIN (Tangkinia venenifera or Cerhera

Tanghin\ a plant belonging to the natural order

Apocynacem, bearing a fruit the kernel of which,

al^ut the size of an almond, is highly {)oisonous.

The plant is a native of Madagascar, and in that

island the kernel was formerly used os a tost of the

guilt or innocence of a suspected criminal. The
|)erson undergoing the ordeal was required to swal-

low, in some form or other, a small {)ortion of tho

kernel. If he threw it up he was deemed innocent,

but if he died, as happened in most cases, ho was
deemed to have deserved his fate and Buffert3d the

punishment of his crime.

TANGIER, or Tanja, a 8ea|M)rt town of Marocco,

near the western entrance of the Strait of Gibraltar,

on tlie south-east of Ca}>e Sjuirtel. It stands on a
height near a sjuicious Imy, and presents a veiy
striking a]>;)cajratice when approached from the sea.

It is surrounded by walls, and defended by a castle

and several forts; but consists mostly of wretched
houses, huddled together in narrow dirty lanes. The
only exceptions to the general wretchedness of the
buildings are furnished by the residences of the
EurojHjan consuls, and those of a few w-ealthy mer-
chants. The principal building is tho castle, occupy-

ing a commanding height, but in a very dila))idated

state. The total value of the im])orts, chiefly from
Britain, France, Austria, and Germany, in 1901 waa
£326 997; of the exj)orts, £277,876, chiefly to Spain,

Britain, Egypt, France, and the United States. The
]>rincipal articles of exj)ort are eggs, oxen, slippers,

wax, woollens, goat-skins, and car|)ets. The internal

traffic is chiefly with Tetuan and Fez. In the time

of the Roman Empire Tangier, under the name of

Tingis, was the capital of Western Mauretania. It

afterwards came into the possession (J the Vandals,

Byzantines, and AraVjs in succession. From the last it

W'OR taken by the Portuguese in 1471, and in 1662

was annex(k1 to the English crown as |)art of the

dowry of the Infanta of Portugal. In 1684 it was
abandoned by the English on account of the ex|)ense

necessary to keep it up. Pop. estimated at 30,000.

TANGLE, the common name of two sfiecies of

sea-weed found on the shores of Britain, Lamimiria
digitata and Laminaria saccharina. 'The former has

a stalk as thick and as long as a stout walking-stick,

and a large flat frond at the summit deeply cleft into

numerous thin strips. It is a social sjiecies, grows

erect in the water, and reminds the spectator of a

palm-like tropical forest. The Laminaria taceharina

nos a rounded stalk, rather short, and of the thick-

ness of the finger, a membranous somewhat coriaceous

frond of a greenish-red colour, and with marked
undulations on the margins. All the members of
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iliii gODiu oontdn a Mocharine principle, wbirii

appean like a floury draoeit on the weeds when
dried; and it is to the abnndanoe of this principle

that this species owes its name. The Laminaria
iai'charina u eaten in many places, and in Japan is

oonsidered a delicacy. .Among the foreign species

of Laminaria more or less resembling the tangle of

the British shores, the most remarkable are the

Laminaria hmcinalit (the Ecldonia buccinalit of

Homemann) belonging to the Cape of (}ood Hope,
and the Laminaria potatorum found on the coasts of

Australia. The former is much larger than our
common tangle, and is furnished with a hollow stem,
which the natives convert into a kind of horn, whence
it has acquired the name of trumpet-hom. It con-

tains more iodine than any Europ^ sea-weed. The
Laminaria potatorum furnishes an article of food to
the Australian aborigines, and the substance of its

stem is made into various instruments and vessels.

TANISTRY, a mode of tenure that prevailed

among various Celtic tribes, according to which the
tanist or holder of honours or lands held them only
for life, and his successor was fixed by election. The
theory by which the electors were guided seems to

have been that the worthiest memW of the family
or stock should always succeed, and other things

being equal this seems to have been interpreted so

as to give the nearest to the original stock a prefer-

able claim over all the others. Thus a younger
brother would be preferred to a son of the last holder,

and the son of a younger son to the grandson of the
eldest. But in practice this mode of succession

frequently led to the election of the one who was
deemed the most powerful, and hence was the occasion

of numerous feuds.

TANJORE; a city in Hindustan, in the presidency
of Madras, capital of the district of the same name,
in a fertile plain, about 46 miles from the sea, and
170 miles south by west of Madras. It is a sta-

tion on the Great Southern Railway of India, l^he
fortified town, alwut 4 miles in circuit, contains the
palace of the rajah, numerous pagodas, and irregular
streets. Outside of it are other quarters, an English
church, the British residency, and a remarkable
pagoda, with a tower 200 feet in height, and a sculp-
tui^ bull, which is one of the triumphs of Hindu
art. Tlie best residences at Tanjore are substantially
built of brick and lime, and often tastefully decorated.
The inferior dwellings and those in the adjacent
villages are of mud and tiled or thatched. Manu-
factures of silk, muslin, and cotton are carried on to
a (Minsiderable extent. The town was besieged and
taken by the British in 1778. It was afterwards
restored to the rajah, from one of whose successors
it was acquired by treaty in 1799. The German
missionary Schwartz died here in February, 1798.
Bop. (census of 1901), 67,605.—The district of Tan-
jore has an area of 3664 square miles, and a population
(1891) of 2,228,114. It is very fertile, and is regardeil
as the granary of the Madras territories. It is for
the most part covered with rice-grounds, with cocoa-
nut groves interspersed. It is noted for its good
roads. Hindu institutions still prevail here in great
perfection.

TANK-WORMS, the name applied generally to
a variety of Nematoid (see NEMATEUfia) Worms
found in the water-tanks of India and other tropical
countries, and which are interesting to the naturalist
from the consideration that they may represent the
immature or transitional forms of other Nematoidea.
Thus the larva or immature form of the Guinea-
worm^ {PUaria Afedinentit) is commonly believed to
exist in the form of a tank-worm; this latter graining
access to the skin of man, and there developing into
the characteristic foim of the adult llie perfect or

adults of the Guinea-worms are all femalei^ and it is

highly probid>le that these females are impregnated

in early life by the males, which are probably smaller

and non-parasitia

TANNAHILL, Robert, a veiy popular writer of

Scottish songs, was bom in Pairiey on the 8d of

June, 1774, of parents in humble lifa After leaving

school he was apprenticed to the weaving trader ana
some of his best songs were composed while he was
sitting at the loom. After the expiration of his

apprenticeship he removed from Paisley to the village

of Lochwinnoch, about 9 miles distant, and about

1800 he went to England, where he worked for two
years as a weaver at irolton. He returned to Paisley

on hearing that his father was attacked by a dan-

gerous illness, which proved fatal shortly after his

arrivaL For the rest of his life he residM with his

mother at Paisley. Soon after his return from
England he became acquainted with the musician

R. A. Smith, who set to music and arranged some
of his finest songs. His manners were so retiring,

and his reliance on himself so small, that without
the assurances of friendship he probably would never
have been induced to give to the world many of

those pieces which have made his name known. In
1807 the first edition of his Poems and Songs was
published, and was received very favourably by the
publia This, however, did not remove his natural
diffidence, which, on the contrary, soon after grew
into a deep melancholy. A second edition of his

Poems, carefully revise^ that he had prepared for

the press, was refused by Constable of Edinburgh,
and this tended still further to depress him. lu a
fit of despondency he destroyed all his unpublished
songs and the improved versions of those he had
already published. In the end he seems to have
become a little deranged in his mind, and on the
17th of May, 1810, he put an end to his own life by
throwing himself into a pool in which he was drowned.
The songs of Tannahill are eminently distinguished

by elevation and tenderness of sentiment, richness

of rural imagery, and simplicity of diction; his other
poems are of,no great merit.

TANNHAUSER, or TanhIuber, the hero of a
celebrated German legend. He is represented as a
chivalrous knight, who, in the course of his wander-
ings meets at Mantua with a sage named Hilario,

who instructs him in secret lore. At the same city

he falls in with a lady called Lisaura, who conceives
a violent passion for him, and whose passion he
seems at first to have returned. Gradually, how-
ever, the tales of his instructor regarding spiritual

beings and the ravishing delights of their existence
take such a hold of his mind wat he comes to desire
nothing more than to be allowed to associate with
some beautiful spirit in a mortal form. Hilario
therefore assures him that he may enjoy Venus her-
self if he will only have the courage to ascend the
Venusberg, a hill near Freiburg, in the interior of
which Venus holds her court with djiarling splen-
dour, in the midst of all imaginable delights. Tann-
hauser at once resolves to venture on the under*
taking, and starts for the haunt of the goddess, on
hearing of which Lisaura kills herself in despair.
For a long time the knight remains buried in the
sensual pleasures of the Venusberg, but at last his
conscience touches him, he thinks with regret of the
abandoned Lisaura, and listens to the voice of the
Virgin Mary, whom he hears railing npon him to
return. The goddess allows him tolfopart, when he
hastens first to Mantua to weep over the grave of
Lisauns and then proceeds to Rome to seek from
the pope (Pope UrlMm) absolution for his siw. The
pope, however, when he knows the extent of the
ani|^t*B guilty declaies to him that it is as impnaaiblit
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for him to ohtein the grace of God m it is for^
wend which he holds in his hsnd to bud and bring

forth green leaves. Despairing, the knight retires

from die piosenoe of the TOntiff, and after seeking

in vain for Hilario enters nie Venusberg once more.

Meanwhile the pope’s wand has actually begun to

apiout, and the pope, taking this as a sign from God
that there is still an opTOrtunity of pardon and

salvation for the knight, hastily sends messengers

into all lands to seek for him. But Tannhauser

is no longer to be found, and never again appei^
on earth. The preface to the Hcldenbuoh, in

speaking of the story of Tannhauser, adds that the

faithful Eckhart, a conspicuous figure in the legen-

dary history of Germany, hat before the Venusberg
and warned people of its dangers. Some versions of

the legend connect it, not with the Venusberg, but

the Hoselberg or Horsclberg near Eisenach, where
HoUe or Holda, who appears to be identical with

Freya, is represented as having held her court. The
Tannhauser legend can be traced in its present form

as far back as the fourteenth century, and its prin-

cipal mythological features belong to the time when
Oermany w^as still heathen. The modem version

of the story is not improbably due to the interweav-

ing of an ancient myth with the fortunes of a real

personage named Tannhauser, a knight and minne-

ainger of the thirteenth century, who was actually

contemporary with aPope Urban (Urban IV., 1261-

€5). 8^ Ohlke’s Zu Tannhauser’s Leben und Dich-

ten (Konigsberg, 1890); Schmidt’s Tannhauser in

Sage und Dichtung (Weimar, 1892); and Baring-

Gould’s Popular Myths of the Middle Ages. The
Tannhauser legend has frequently lieen subjected

to poetical treatment, and Richard Wagner has

adopted it (with modifications) os the subject of

one of his operas.

TANNIN, the name given to a group of chemical

compounds obtained from the Itark and other parts

of plants, and also from certain abnormal growths
which occur u|ton various plants. Certain of these

sulistances form the effective agents in the conversion

of skin into leather. The tannins may be divided

into two groups: (1) those which are found only in

diseased veg«!table tissues, such as nut-galls; (2) those

w'hich are found in fmrts of healthy plants. It would
ap{>ear that the memtiers of the latter group are alone

capalile of forming, with skin, a true leather which
does not putrefy in the air. The tannin which is

jiresent to a large extent in nut-galls is called gaUo-

tannic acid; it may lie separated in the form of a

colourless amor|>hoU8 mass, which is soluble in

w’ater, forming thereby an exceedingly astringent

liquid. Gallotannic or digallic acid has the fomiula

CwHjoO«; it forms a series of salts called gallotan-

natft. One of the most imixirtant of the tannins is

^uercitannic acid, which is found in the bark, wood,
and leaves of the oak, and also, apparently, in tc^.

It is sup}>osed to be present in the oak as a £ailuble

magnesium salt, but this is not absolutely certain.

Formerly it was re^rded as a glucoside of digallic

acid, but this view has now been abandoned, though
even yet its composition is a matter of considerable

uncertainty. Among the formulee that have been
assigned to it are : Osc^HjoOii, Ci4lli40|,, CjjHujOj,

Ci»H|«Oi«, and CsaHaoOu, and it i.s jios-

aible that several substances of somewhat different

chenrical composition are included under the name.
It is describe by one investigator as a reddish-
white powder, slightly soluble in cold water and
i^idily soluble in dilute alcohol Tannin forms,
with per-salts of iron, a blue-black precipitate; and
on heating alone or with dilute mineral acids it

forms reddish-brown anhydrides; and it combines
with animal gelatin to form a soft, flocculent sub-

stance, which on drying becomes hard and brittle.

The combination is not always eatablisbed in the
same i^portiona, but varies according to the con-

centration of the solutions and the relative quantities

of the substances; nor is the compound in all cases

insoluble in water. When the gelatin is only slightly

in excess the compound consists of 54 gelatin and
46 tannin; when there is a lam excess of gelatin

the compound is redissolved. On the formation of
this comoination the art of tanning depends. The

I

skin of an animal, when freed from the hair, epider-

I

mis, and cellular fibre (which is done principally by
I

the action of lime), consists chiefly of indura^ gela-

I

tin. By immersion in the tan liquor, which is an
infusion of bark, the combination of the tannin with
the gelatin, which forms the animal fibre, is slowly
established; and the compound of tannin and gelatin

not lieing soluble in water, and not liable to putrefac-

tion, the skin is rendered dense and impermeable,
and not subject to the change which it would other-
wise soon undergo. Tannins, whether the same or
modifications of the compound wo have just spoken
of, occur in the barks of many trees and shrubs; Im
frequently in annual and biennial plants. Some of

the tannins yield blackish-blue precipitates with
per-salts of iron, while others produce olive-green

conqKiunds under the same circumstances. On this

and on other grounds, also, it may be concluded that

the class of the tannins includes many distinct che-

mical comjxiunds; but the relationships which exist

between these compounds have not as yet been fully

elucidated. See next article.

TANNING, the art of converting the skins of

animals into leather. The skin of Mammalia consists

broadly of two layers, the upper containing colouring

matter and the roots of the hair and being cellular

in struvture, the under being thicker and of fibrous

structure. The upjier layer is decomimsed much
morti easily than the under by the action of alkalies;

the under layer is soluble in water after protracted
boiling, yielding a solution which gelatinises upon
ciMiIiiig. Moist skin undergoes putrefaction wnen
ex{)OHed to the air for some time. Dried skin is hard
and brittle. In preparing leather the object of the
tanner is, in the first place, to remove the upper layer

of skin tngi'ther with all adhering hair, and, in the

second place, to bring about such a change in the
under layer as shall prevent it from putrefying in

moist air, and at the same time render it impervious
to moisture, without, however, altering its tenacity

and suppleness. The process of tanning, therefoi^

divides itself into two parts: (1) cleansing the skin

and removing the upper layer; (2) converting the
under layer into leather. As supplementary to these

there is involved the process of dressing and currying

the leather.

The skins used by the tanner are principally those

of cattle; but the fikins of horses, asses, pigs, goats,

&c., are also converted into leather. Large sup-

plies of hides—as the skins of the larger cattle are

termed— are imported into Britain for tanning. The
quality of the hide varies in different animals, and
also in the same animal in accordance with the food
coiwumed. Wild cattle are said to furnish hides

su]>erior to those of domestic cattle.

The skins, having been thoroughly washed, are
steeped in water for some days until they are suffi-

ciently 8r>ft to allow of the adhering flesh and muscle
being scraped off by means of a blunt knife; this

softening prcxiess is generally aided by beating the
hides wfth hammers or sticks worked by machinery.

The hides are now generally placed in pits, which
are filled with milk of lime, wherel^ the hair and
upper layer of skin is gradually loosened; after

remaining in the lime-pits for a sufficient time the
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Udeiareagilnfnbjeoted to the oction of the drewring
knife. Sometimee a flight fermentation—^bronght

aboot ^heat—^is mbetiinted for the treatment with
UmA, The final prooeM preparatorY to tanning oon-

diU in iteeping the hidee in a very dilate acid liquid,

wlMireby the l&e is entirely removed and the hides

are themselves oonsidend)ly softened and swollen.

The prepared hides may now be tanned—^that is,

rendered impervious to moisture^ and enabled to with-

stand putrefaction without loss of suppleness—^by the

action of different materials. These materials may
be broadly grouped as (1) Tannin, (2) Metallic Salts,

(8) Oily Matters. When Utnnin is used the process

is always called tanning; when metaUie ioJit are used

the process is called tawing; and when oHy tnaiters

are used the name of ihamoying or oil-tawing is

applied to the process. We shall briefly describe

these processes.

L Tanning.—^Tannin is obtained from oaJc-harh^

tumaCy din-iUvi, catechu, and kino (see these arti-

cles). Thick and heavy hides are usually tanned
*in the bark’ as it is termed; thinner hides *in

liquor.’ In the former process a layer of spent bark
is spread upon the bottom of a wo(^-lined pit, upon
this are piled successive layers of hides and fresh

bark, the whole is covered with spent bark, and the

pit is filled with water. After eight to ten weeks
the hides are removed to a second tank containing

less bark, from which, after three to four months,
they are again removed to a third tank containing a
yet smaller quantity of bark, where they remain for

four to five months. If necessary the process is

repeated several times. The hides increase in weight
from 10 to 12 per cent during this process. ’The

total quantity of bark required averages six times
the weight of the dry hides.

Tanning Mn liquor’ consists in placing the
hides successively in solutions of tannin of gradually
increasing strength. The tannin is thus caused to

penetrate the hides completely. The thinner hides

ihust be immersed for six or eight weeks, the thicker
for twelve or fourteen weeks in the tanning liquor.

II. Toirinp.—This process is usually applied to

sheep and goats' skins. When the skins have been
washed ana prepared by being submitted to processes

closely resembling those already described they are

separately soaked in a tepid bath containing alum I

and common salt dissolved in water; they are then,

without being dried, placed in heajM for a few days,

after which they are wrung out and dried slowly by
exposure to air. The alum bath for ten skins is usually

prepared by dissolving 070 kilos, of alum and 0*30

kilos, of common salt in 22'5 litres of boiling water.

Aluminium chloride is produced by the mutud action

of the salt and alum, and is absorbed laigely by
the skins; the excess of salt appears also to aid in

the conversion of the skins into leather. The tawed
and dried skins are softened by being damped and
stretched between a curved iron and a movable
steel plate, after which they are again dried. Heavy
hides are sometimes tawed for the use of the

saddler by steeping them in a bath containing a
larger quantity of alum and salt than that mentioned
above, drying them, and then rubbing them with

tallow before a charcoal fire. A veiy strong leather

may thus be prepared in a comparatively short time.

The more deucate kinds of leader—especially that

for making kid gloves, kid shoes, &o.—are tawed by
immersion in a bath containing alum, salt, yolk of

ri, wheaten flour, and water. The oil contained in

egg yolks confers upon the leather a great degree
of softness, the gluten of the flour seem to aid the
skin in the absorption of aluminium chloride. The
skins are stretdied by hand and rapidlv dHed in the
open air; they are then damped, pla^ between linen

doths^ and trodden upon nntfl they beoomescfft. They
are finally polished rubbing with a glass disc

smeared with white of egg or solution of gum, Ac.

IIL Oil-tawing.—So cSled wath leather otchamoit

leather is prepa^ frwn the skiim of deer, sheep,

calves, Ac., by tawing them with oU.

The nkiim having been washed, limed, Ac., in the

ordinaiy way, are repeatedly rubbed with animal oO,

exposed to the beaters of a fulling machine, and dried.

The oil employed is usually a fiw oil; a small quan-

tity of carlwlio add is sometimes added. The skins

are stretched and sprinkled with oil, which is gently

rubbed in with the hand; they are then pla^ in

bundles in the falling machine and exposed to the

action of the beaters for several hours. After expo-

sure to the air the skins are again rubbed with

oil and again placed under the ^ters; these pro-

cesses are repeated until the fleshy odour of the ori-

ginal wkin is no longer perceptible. By exposure to

a warm atmosphere a process of gentle fermentation

is originated within the skins, whereby the pores are

dilat^ and the oil is enabled to ^etrate the mass
more thoroughly. The excess of oil is finally removed
by washing with a dilute warm caustic ley; the skins

are then mried and dressed. Wash-leather is much
used for making military belts, gloves, socks, Aa, for

surgical applications, for cleaning glass and porce-

lain, and for polishing jewelry.

The choice of the vegetable products to be used
for tanning depends partly on price and partly on the

specific qualities of the various agents. The number
of those in common use is large and the supply is

very abundant. Oak-bark, mostly cut from coppice

wo^ is the most valuable material of domestic
growth. Sumach; mimosa; valonia^ the acorn cup
of the Quercua asgilopt, an oak grown in the Levant;
catechu; divi-divi, a South American plant; nut-gaUs;
myrobalans, the fruit of several East Indian trees;

gambier; and many other home and foreign vegeta-
bles, yield a marketable supply of tannin. It is impos-
sible to estimate the quantity used of home material,
and the various foreign substances imported are used
for dyes and other purposes as well as in the tan-

yard. The import of them into Britain may, how-
ever, give some idea of the extent of the trade from
which the principal demand for them arises.

The Import of—
Valunia in 1901 amounted to 80,5.38 tons, value £824,082
Cuteli and Gambier „ 17,613 „ „ 891,778
Myrobalans „ 24,102 „ „ 145.930
Sumach „ 11,258 „ „ 106,766
Bark „ 22,073 „ „ 172,699

besides other imports. Oak-bark produces leather of

a light fawn colour; valonia gives a grayish tint, and
makes the leather heavy, solid, and especially imper-
vious to water; catechu or terra japonica gives a rich

dark fawn colour, with a somewhat spongy, porous,

and pervious texture. Bark is commonly used ground
to powder in a mill.

^e manner in which tanning is conducted in dif-

ferent establishments varies much in detfdl, though

the general principles are the same. Instead of that

uniformity in the commoner processes which might be
expected from accurate knowledge, each tanner has

his secret as to the best process for bringing about
the chemical transformation which it is their common
object to effect; and these secret methods, the value

of which as the result of a limited experience is

inevitably overestimated by those whose knowledge
is confined to that experience, prevent comparison
and the rejection of superfluous and injurious opera-

tions. The trade of tanning may, however, be said

to be still in its infancy. It was only at the end of

the 18th century that scientific methods began to be
applied to leather making, and although not much
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MgiwhMIdteiobaw aiadtb ocnridtnbto
DM htm ibofim fai th» pomiH of fanproTamont.
TIm extromo downii of tho prooMi of lootliar

ttuJHiyW anj of tbe ordlikiiy prooMMo of turning

hM affordod a atrong moUto for inquiry u to the

pQMibllity of haetaning H bx additional oontrivanoea.

Many patonta harabm takon oat» bat none appears

yot to naTo glron satisfaction to the trade by aolving

tba problem how thick leather can be thoroaghly

tanoM within a limited time. We shall not in these

drcamstanoee attempt any detailed description of

the varioaB paocesses adopted. They may, however,

be briefly described by a general dassification m con-

aisting of three kinds, 'uie first evades tiie problem

1^
dressing hides by some other method than tanning.

This plan is oommonly adopted with thin skins, but
hM not been found to make good leather with hides.

Metallio solutions, such m copperM and black oxide

of manganese, have been tried with bides m a substi-

tute for the vemtable tan-liquor. The second plan

Is to facilitate &e absorption of the tan by auxiliary

mechanical prooesses. Alternate squeezing and soak-

ing; rotatory pressing with cylinders, and other

methods have been tried, but none has yet given
entirely satisfactory results. The third, and perhaps

the most hopeful plan, is to prepare the hide % some
diemical agent for the readier reception of the tan.

A solution of chloride of sodium and ammonium is

used in one patent for this purpose.

The quantity of hides and skins tanned in Great
Britain cannot be ascertained. The import of foreign
hides and leather into Britain in 1901 is subjoined.
Raw and undressed hides chiefly come from the
British Bast Indies, United States, Belgium, Italy,
Germany, France, Australia, and Holland.

Sfl hides SM.087ewti., value
Wet hides 767,176 „
Tanned hides, undressed .. 003,131 ..

Tawed, curried. Ac 413.S7S „ „
Varnished, Ispanned, or i . 00 .

.. . > „

£087.18
1.7.S‘i.77

3,626.30

233,30enamelled .T. f

chief seats of the tanning trade of Greal
Britain are Bermondsey (London) and Leeds.

Before leather is ready for the market it is sub
jected to a process of cunying. See Cubbtjno.
TANREO, or Tenbeo {Centeta), a genus of Insec

tivorous Mammals, distinguished by the elongatec
muzzle and the short rounded ears. The body ii

covered on the upper surface with spines and bristles
no taQ exists. These animals inhabit Madagascar,
the most familiar species being the Centeta eeaudatut,
whilst other species are the Tendrac or Spiny Tanrec
(a tpinosui) and the Banded Tanrec (C. MadagaS’
earier^). The C, ecaudatut is an animal of about
the size of the E^pean hedgehog, but with a largei
body, the legs being also more elongated The quilli
or spinet are yellowish at their bases, and black
towards their tips. They average about 1 inch in
length. These animals hybemate like the European
hedgehogs, and live in bun^ws, which they excavate
by means of their strong claws. They do not, how-
ever, possess the power oi rolling themselves up into
• ball-like form for defence. The food oonsists of
worms, insects, reptiles, Ac. AH the three species
are eaten by the natives of Madagascar.
TANSY (TaTtaeetiim vtUgare)f a plant belonging

to the natural order Composite, and growing by road-^ in waste plaoea The stems aro upright
^ching, and about 2 feet high; the leaves doubly
ptonate ^ indsely serrate, and of an agrcMdile
•poet The flowers are yellow buttomi; disposed in
a larg^ ntright corymb. The whole plant hM a

and pmietrating odour, agreeaUe to some
pmon^ and an extremely hitter taste. It contains
an acrid volatile oil, is stimulant and oarminative,

VoL. XIV.

and the decoction and Mida are recommended m
antbehnintio and udoiifio. The yofung leavea are

ahiedded down and employed to give colour and
flavour to puddings; they are also nsed in omdbts
and cakes, and thM of the curled variety for gar-

nishing.

TANTALUM, a rare riement found in a few
minerals. Tantalum hM been obtained in the form
of a black powder, which, after fusion in hydrogen,
hM a q)eomo grarity of 10-78. It is oxidised by
beating in the air. Hydrochloric; sulphuric; nitric,

and nitromuriatio acids are without action upon
tantalum, but it is dissolved by hydrofluorio and.
Tantalum hM the symbol To, and the atomic weight
183. It forms a seriea of salts in which it appean
to be pentavalent.

TANTALUS, son of Zeus, and king of Sipylui;

in Phrygia, or according to other accounts of Lydii^
Argos, or Corinth, wm a favourite of the sods, who
often visited him, until he forfeited their favour

his anroganoe. Tradition does not agree m to

his crime. According to one account he offended

Zeus by his perfidy ; aooording to another he stole

away the nectar and ambrosia from heaven
; and a

third story is that be murdered his own son Pelops,

and served him up for some of the gods. The same
diversity prevails in regard to his punishment The
most common account represents him m standing

up to his throat in water, with the most delicious

traits hanging over his head, which, when he attempts
to quench his burning thirst or to appease his raging
hunger, elude his grasp. He hM also a great rock
suspended over his hea^ which constantly threatena
to fall and crash him. From this fable oomes the
English expression to tantalize,

TAPA*10S, a river of Brazil, formed by the con-
fluence of the Arinos and Juruena, on the north
frontie.v of the province of Matto Grosso; lat 9® 80' 8.

The unittNi stream, taking the name of Tapajos,
enteni tiie province of Para, flows N.N.I. at first in a
narrow stream hemmed in by mountains, but after-
wards in a bn^ad and deep channel, receives the
Preto and several im;)ortant tributaries almost all

on the right, and finally, at Santarem, enters the
Amazon on the right, of which it is one of the main
tributaries. Its uavigatiou is impeded only by two
caUra^, and though it is not so deep m the Ma-
deira it contains much fewer obstructions, and fur-
iiishoH l)oth a shorter and an easier channel for
several of the towns of the interior.

TAPESTRY, a kind of woven banrings consisting
of a groundwork or warp of hemp or flax interwoven
with coloured threads of wool, silk, and sometimes
gold and silver, these coloured threacb forming repre-
notations of men, animals, landscapes, historical sub-
jects, Ac. The designs may either be worked in with

1

the needle, or woven in by the loom. In the middle

I

ages the working of tapestries with the needle wm
I

a common occupation of ladies. This species of
curtain-covering for walls wm known among the
inhabitants of eastern countries at an extremely
remote period. The most grotewjue compositions
and fantastic combinations were commonly select^
for the display of the talents of workmen in this
department of oriental art, which wm afterwards
imported into Greece. At length the refin^ tMte
of Athens became visible in the structure of tapes-
tries. The old grotesque combinations no longer, m
formerly, covert their surfaces, but were confined
to the borders only; and the centre reorived man
regular and systematio representations. The Uxm
WM introduced into France in the ninth century. In
modern times this description of embr^ery has been
executed with very great success, and Lm often
employed the talents of the greatest masters in tbs

889
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art of painting. In Flanden, particularly at Arrai
(whence the term wrratf signifying * tapestry *), during

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the art was
practised with uncommon skill

;
and tapestries were

executed there after the masterly designs of Haffaelle

in his cartoons. (See Cabtook.) llie making of

tapestry was early practised in England with great

skill. A oelebrat^ tapestry, the Bayeux Tapestry
(which see), gives a representation of the Norman
conquest of England, llie art of weaving tapestry

was introduced into England near the end of Henry
VIII.*s reign. In 161 9 a manufacture was establishea

at Mortlake, in Surrey, by Sir Eras. Crane, who re«

ceived £2000 from James I. to encourage the design.

The first manufacture of tapestry at Paris was set up
under Henry IV., in 1606 or 1607, by several artists

whom that monarch invited from Flanders. But
the most celebrated of all the European tapestry

manufactures was that of the Grobelins, instituted

under Louis XIV., which sends forth very beautiful

tapestries, remarkable for strength, for elegance of

design, and happy choice of colours. (See Gobelik
Manufaotort.) The texture of tapestry is in many
respects similar to that of the finer carpetings; but

the minuteness of the workmanship conceals the

texture from the eye, as the individual colours in

painting are lost in the general effect of the pictorial

design.

TAPE-WORM, the name given to various genera
of Oestoidea, or Flat-worms (Platyelmia), from their

flattened, riblmn-like shape, but usually restricted to

the species of the genus Tcetiia^ of which the T. iol-

turn or Common Ta]xi-worm (PI. 1. at art. Mollusoa,
fig. 14), Inhabiting the human intestines, is the fami-
liar and typical example. Taking the Common Tape-
worm as a typical example of this group of animals,
we find it to consist, in its mature condition (stro-

6i/a, figs. 10, 22), of a * jointed* oi^anism which may
atti^ a length of from 10 to 80 feet or more, and
an average breadth of | inch. The head (figs. 13, 15,

22) of such an organism attains the size of a pin’s

head, and is of gl<mular shape, having a proboscis or
rostellum armed with a double-crown of hooks (figs.

7, 6, c df and 18 a), numbering from twenty-two to

twenty-eight in each row, whilst the head also pos-

Msses four suckers (figs. IS, 15), by means of which,
together with the hooks, it adheres to the mucous or
lining membrane of the intestine. Sometimes in-

stead of discs there are two or four sucking cavities

(fig. 17 a). The head is prolonged backwards into

a thin * neck* (fig. 22), whilst to the neck succeeds the

front portion of the l^y, consisting of Immature or

newer segments. Behind these latter we find the
mature segments or * joints,' each named a proglotti*

(figs. 14, 16), and in a worm 10 feet long about 800
joints may be contained. New segments or joints

are intercalated, by budding from the neck, between
the mature segments and the neck. The perfectly

formed joints are thin and transparent, and are twice

as long as they are broad. When examined as to

its structure, each joint is seen to contain both male
and female generative organs, the ovary containing

the egg* existing as a br^ohed tubular oigan (figs.

14, 10) occupying the greater part of the interior of

the segment, whilst the male oigans exist in the fonn
of sm5l vesicles or sacs. Fig. 11 shows an ovum

—

a, 6, c, being three successive envelopes with the em-
biyo d in the centre. The generative pore, or opening
through which the generative elements escape, varies

In position in different genera. In the T, aoUrm it

axists in the centre of one of the sides or margins of

midtx sement, and in Batkrioeepkalru (fig. 18) in the
flat surraoes of the joints. The nervous system exirts

In the form of two small ganglia, which exist In the
head, and sand fllaments backwards. The water-

vascular sjrstem consists of two tubes, one of which
runs down each side of the segment^ and which com*
municates with its fellow-vesMl of the oppodte side

by a cross branch at the hinder margin of eadi jobt.

In the article Parasitxs we have already desoibed

the different stages through which the tm • worm
passes in the course of its development. It is there

shown that the * measles’ of beef and pork are the

result of the presence of tape-worm soolices, or larva

(figs. 6, 6, 8, 9, 12, 19, 20), which, unlew killed in cook-

ingt give rise to perfect tape-worms in man. Fig. 6

shows a measle or soolex, the immature worm, in the

centre (b ) ;
fig. 5 shows the worm partly escaped from

the vesicle a, d being the head and c the neck. Fig.

12 shows a tape-worm further developed (much mag-
nified), a being the crown of hooks, 6 sucking dia^

c the point at which the head portion will afterwards

separate from the neck d and the vesicle e. In figs.

8 and 9 are exhibited a soolex from the lung cavity

of the common black snail The vesicle in this case

surrounds the scolex like a double sac, a being the

outer and b the inner membrane, c sucking disc,

d proboscis sheath, e neck,/ six cast-off embryo hooks,

attached to the sac, g proboscis with its crown of

hooks. The letters in fig. 9 have the same references,

the worm having now escaped from the sac, which
is seen as a cylindrical appendage. The importance

of subjecting animal foM to a high rate of tempera-

ture, or in other words of thoroughly cooking it^ can

well be estimated, from the prev^ence of these para-

sites in countries where much raw or imperfectly

cooked meat is eaten. It is also a well-known fact

that different species of these parasites affect different

nations. Thus one genus and species, the Swiss

Taf)e- worm {Bothriocepkaluf latui^ figs. 16, 17, 18) is

confined to Europe, and is found chiefly in the inhabi-

tants of West Switzerland and Nor^-west Russia,

and of Poland and Sweden. The intermediate or

primary *hoBt’ of this latter form has not as yet been
determined with accuracy. The remedies most to be
relied on for the expulsion of TsBuia from man are

the root or rhizome of the male sbield-fem {Lattrma

oil of turpentine, and santonin (Artmina
iantonica); and it is important to note that the

efforts of the treatment must invariably be directed

towards the expulsion of the head of the worm, since

if the minute head and neck segments be left attached

to the bowel they are, as already remarke^ oom^
tent to reproduce a new worm by budding, see
PAKASITKa.
TAPIOCA. See Manioc.
TAPIR {Tapiriu), a genus of Ungulate (which see)

or Hoofed mammals, belonging to the section Perisso-

dactyla (which see) of that order, and distinguished

as a family (Tapiridas) by the fact that the nose
is prolonged to form a short proboscis or trunk, the
skull being of pyramidal form, and thus resembling
that of the Swine (Suid»), fhmi which, however, the
Tapirs are quite distinctly separated. A short tall

exists, the sl^ being covered with short, thick haiia.

The front feet have each fintr toes, the hind feet pos-

sessing three toes only. The little toes of the front

feet are unsymmetrical, and do not touch the ground^
whilst all the toes are 'hoofed.* The incisor teeth
number six on each jaw; the canines are very small;

fourteen molars are developed in the upper and twelve
in the lower jaw. The Tapirs possess a very wide dis-

tribution, and inhabit both the Old and New World.
The best-known species is the Sooth American Tojgbt

{T. Amerieanue, shown on Plate I. at Unouiata),
which inhabits tropical America, and is chiefly found
Inhabiting the baaloi of river% In whidk it swune and
dives with great ease. It kohisflyanocturnal anlina^
feeding on roots, froits, and leavsa. The adult Is

ooloorM brown, the joong being variegated with
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lighter spots and stripes on a darker ground. The
neck possesses a short black mane. The average
length is from 4 to 6 feet. A second species of South
American Tapir is the T. viUotru (or

which is distinguished chiefly by the greater length

of its hair. This latter form inhabits the elevated

parts of the Andes. The only other distinct species

IS the Malayan Tapir (T. Malayanna or JndicHs)^

found in Malacca and Sumatra, and known by the

white colour of the hinder part of its body, the head
and anterior portions being black. The proboscis

is larger in the Malayan species than in the South
American forma, and the former has no nituie. It

is usually of larger size than the New World forms,

and appears to he a shy, retiring animal, inhabiting

clum{)s of brushwood.

TAPPING, or Paracentesis, a surgical opera-

tion by which an opening is made into the abdominal
or other cavity of the b^y, for the rt?movaJ of fluid.

This operation is performed moat commonly in

abdominal dropsy, and for the removal of fluid from
ovarian tumours; also for the removal of fluid effused

into the pleural cavity in pleurisy.

TAPROB.\NE, the ancient name of Ceylon. See
Ceylon.
TAPTI, or Taptke, a river in Hindustan, rises in

the Narliada division (Betul district) of tin; Central

Provinces, flows nearly due west across the plains

of Khandesh and Gujerat in Bombay, and after a

course of about 460 miles falls by several mouths
inU) the Gulf of Cambay, 20 miles lx)low 8urat and
30 miles south of the? mouth of the Narbada.
TAR, a thick dark-coloured li(}uid j)r(Kluced by

the destructive distillation of organic liodies and
bituminous minerals. Tar is usually obtained fn^ni

wood, coal, or carlx)naceous minerals such as shale,

peat, or lignite. Wood-tar has an acid nioction, and
contains various li(]uid matters, of which the prinri-

pal are methylacctate, acetone, hydnx'arlKuis of the

nenzenc series, and a numlxjr of oxidized coni|M>umls

including carbolic acid. Paraffin, anthracene, naph-

thalene, Ac., are found among the solid products

from wood -tar.

WcKxi-tar is chiefly prepared in Russia and Sweden
by a very rude progress of distillation, the wood of

coniferous trees being mostly employed, including

roots, atumiJH, Ac. A conical cavity w made in the

ground, on a sloping Imnk or hillside, with a cast-

iron pan at bottom, from which Icatls a funnel. The
billets of wood are piled up in and above this cavity,

and, being covered with turf, are slowly bum<d
without flame. The tar which exudes during com-
bustion is conducted off through the funnel. Regular

kilns or retorts are also employed, being much more
economical. In Great Britain wood -tar is obtained

as a by-product in the preparation of vinegar from

wood (pyroligneous acid). On account of its antiseptic

properties woixl-tar is largely used forthe preservation

of wood. The amount of tar imported into Britain in

1901 was 8.^0,928 cwts., valued at £92,730. It came
chiefly from Russia, the United States, and Germany.

Tar is a stimulant to the skin and the mucous
membranes. It is used externally in skin diseases

in the form of ointment or oil; for internal use it is

prepared as pills or tar-water. Tar may also be
used as a soap, and the inhalation of the va(K)ur is

of value in bronchitis and other similar affections.

Coal-tar may be separated by distillation into

light oils, heavy oils, and pitch ;
from the former

naphtha and bmizole are obtained (see Naphtha),
while from the heavy or * dead * oils aniline and allied

bases, and a large number of hydrocarbons, naphtha-
lene, andiraoene, Ac., may be separated. Cool-tor
collects in large quantity in the condensers of the

gas manufacturer. It is a valuable substance, inas-

much as the compounds obtained from it fonn the
storting - (toints in many chemical manufactures.
See under the article Distillation, also Pitch, Ani-
line, Madder, Paraphn.
TARA, or Taro {Colocaaia tnaerorhtia), a plant

of the natural order Araceie (arums), cultivate as
an esculent in the Polynesian lalands. The foliage

and roots are highly pungent and acrid, but when
washed and cooked the roots become mild and pala-
table, with a flavour similar to that of bread. The
leaves, which spring direct fn>m the root, are broad
and heart -shajHHi. The flowers grow in a spathe.
TARA FERN [PterU eaculvtUa), a species of fern

growing in New ZetUand, a kind of hrackru the root
of whit^ is used as food by the natives. It is bi^ed
in th<? ashes, and eaten after t)»e skin is stripped off.

TARANAKI (formerly A’rtc PfymoiUh)^ a pro-
vincial district of New Zealand, on t)ie west coast of
North Island, having the provincial district of Auck-
land on the north and east, Wellington on the east,

and the Pacific Ocean on the south and west. Its

coast-line extends to 130 miles, the northern part
being slightly concave, while the southern jiart pro-

jects into the ocean in an almost semicircular curve.

New Plymouth, the capital, is near the northern
extremity of the semicircular projection. The coast

is almost without indentations, and has no good
natural harlH>urs. The area is 3339 square miles.

Nearly thrt;t?-fourtha of it is dense forest. Fern and
flax o{x?upy the uncultivated prirts t)f the remainder.
The Mokau River separates Tumnaki fn>m Auck-
land on the north; and the province is watered by
other Rtn?ams. There is a goixl coal field on the

Mokau, when? limestone and fine brick-making and
{K)tteiy day aa* also found. The titaniferous iron-

sand of the sea-bt'jich is the pun?st iron ore known.
The soil is excellent, and vegetation luxuriant. The
district is well adapted both for agriculture and
cattle-feixling. Mount Kgmont, in the south-west,

attains a height of 8270 feet. Pop. in 1891, 22,005;
in 1901 37,8f>5.

TARANTO (I^atin, Tarentum\ Greek, Taraa)^

a city of H<»utherii Italy, in the province of Lecce,

situated at the northern angle of the Gulf of Taranto,
on a rocky tongue of land which separates the an-
cient inner harbour, a sort of lagoon called the Mare
Piccolo (Little 8ea), on the east, from the open sea

(Great 28ea) on the west. The site has been made
an island by a canal on the south-east, crossed by an
iron swing-bridge, which admits the largest war-
vessels; another bridge at the north-west end also

connects it with the mainland. Two islands, S.

Paulo, with a fort and a lighthouse, and 8. Pietro,

guard the entrance to the outer harUnir. The streets

arc very narrow, the three principal lieing the Btrada
Garibaldi along the Mare Piccolo, inhabited chiefly

by fishermen; the Btrada Maggiore, in the heart of

the town, the main business thoroughfare; and the

Strada Vittorio Emanuele, along the sea-front, a
fine promenade. The eleventh-century cathedral,

now wholly modernized, and the old castle, are the

chief objects of interest in the town proper. The
Borgo Nuovo, a suburb on the mainland to the

south-east, occupying the site of ancient Tarentum,
contains a large unenal and naval hospital, and
various harbour works have been constructed. Tlie

fortificationsof thetown have beenmuchstren^hened
since 1895. There is an export trade in oil, wine,

liquorice, fruit, Ac.; and coals, grain, petroleum, A^
are imMrted. Tarentum was found^ by Greeks in

B.O. 707, and rapidly became the chief city of Magna
GrBBcia. It was noted for weaving, and for the

purple dye obtained from a species of mussel. It

reached its greatest pro^rity under Archytos, the

philoeqpber, in the fourth century B.O., after which
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Inxu^ and vice caused it to decline. It was com-
pelled to seek the assistance of Greek kings in its

wars with the Lucsnians, and when attacked by the
Romans it was assisted Pyrrhus of Epirus. In
B.O. 272, however, it was taken hy the Romans, and
the conquest was repeated in 209, after the city Iuk!

support^ Hannibal in the second Punic war. It
passed later under Byzantine sway, was destroyed
by the Saracens in 927 A.D., and later belonged to
the Norman kingdom in south Italy. In 1861 it

became included in the kingdom of Italy. A con-
sular report for 1901 gives the pop. as nearly 66,000.
TARARE (ancient TaraArum)^ a town of France,

in the department of the Rhone, 20 miles north-west
of L3rons. Its prosperity is of very recent date, and
is owing to the successful introduction of the manu-
fMture of fine muslins. The other manufactures are
silk goods and merinoes. The town is elegantly
built Pop. (1896), 11,186.

TARASCON (andent, Tarcuco)^ a town of France,
in the department of Bouches-du-Rhone, advan-
tageously situated on the left bank of the Rhone, oppo-
site Beaucaire, with which it communicates by a
suspension-bridge, 60 miles n.n.w. of Marseilles. It

is surrounded by walls, flanked with tiwers, and
entered by three gates. The streets are wide and
re^ar, and one of them is lined with arcades. The
nmdpal buildings are the old castle, seated on a
height overhanging the river; the church, a hand-
some Gothic structure of the eleventh century, with
a finely-sculptured portal; the townhouse, courthouse,

theatre, general hospital, and public library. Ihe
manufactures consist of woollen cloth, serge, silk

goods, hempen and cotton cloth, vermicelli, soap,

starch, and cordage. There are also brandy dis-

tilleries, wax refineries, tanneries, brick-works, and
building-yards for barges. The trade is in wine,

brandy, oil, hemp, wool, wood, ooal, medicinal plants,

luoeme-seed, and madder. Pop. (1896), 6400.

TARAXACyIN, a bitter, crystallizable principle

contained in the milky juice of the dandelion, espe-

cially in the juice of the roots. It possesses tonic,

aperient, and diurectic properties.

TARAZONA, an episcopal city of Spain, in the

S
rovinoe of Saragossa, 67 miles w.N.w. of the town of

aragossa, on the Queiles, here crossed by several

bridges. The city pro))er forms a kind of amphi-
theatre, its streets resembling an irregular stair, the

whole producing a fine effect. There is here a very

ancient episcopal palace, once the residence of the

kings of Arragon. The cathedral, founded about the

tliir^nth century, is externally a tasteless medley
of Byzantine and Gnthic architecture, but the interior

is very grand and imposing. It has some manufac-

tures, but the inhabitants are chiefly engaged in

agriculture and cattle-rearing. Here were celebrated

in 1170 the nuptials of Alonzo VIII. of Castile, with

Leonora, daughter of Henry II. of England. Pop.

(1887), 8620.

TARBES, a town of France, capital of the depart-

ment of Hautes Pyrdn^es, beautifully situated,

110 miles south of Bc^eaux, on the left bank of the

Adour, here crossed by a handsome bridge. Its

principal edifioes are the cathedral, a modem struc-

ture, erected on the site of the old castle of the

counts of Bigorre, of whoae territory Tarbes was the

capital; the chui^ of St John, the church of the

Carmelites, with a remarkable spire; the pefecture,

occupying the old episoopal palace; the civil hospital,

college, and barracks, ^e manufactures consist of

leather and paper; and the trade includes, in addition

to these articles, wine, iron, cattle, and agricultural

produce. TarbM is mentioned by Cmsar under the

name of Bigorra. Pop. (1896), 24,197.

TARDIGKADA, an order of Arachnids (which

see), represented by the *SloCh* or *Bear* anfmal-
onle^ and sometimes also known by the names
MacrobiotidaB and Arctisca. These animalcules are
microsoopio hi size, and are found In the refuse

gutters and other damp situations. They resemble
the Rotifera (which see) closely. The abdomen is

undeveloped. Four pairs of mdimentaiy legs exist;

and the mouth is suctorial in its character. No
circulatory or breathing organs are developed, and
the sexes are united in the same individuaL See
the plate at Crubtaoba.
TARE, in botany. See Vetch.
TARE, in commercial technology, is an aQowanoe

for the outside packages of goods which cannot be

unpacked without detriment, or for the papers,

breads, bands, Ac., that inclose or bind any goods

imported loose, or which, though imported in casks,

chests, Ac., yet cannot be unpacked and weighed net
TARENTULA. See Spider.

TARENTUM. See Tabahto.
TARGUMS are Aramaic Versions of the Old

Testament The origin and date of these versions is

a question of much mfliculty on which scholars are

not agreed. One theory is that the Jews lost the

use of the Hebrew tongue during the Jewish cap-

tivity, and on their return the priests or scribes, in

reading the law to the people, h^ to add oral trans-

lations. This is held to the explanation of

Neh. viii. 8. Rules were subsequently laid down
by the Mishna for the oral interpretation of the

Bible, and to secure conformity with these rules the

interpretations were written out Others hold that

the use of Hebrew was not lost during the captivity,

but died out gradually after the return. The Ara-
maic or Chaldee versions being originally the result

of oral interpretations in the synagogues, the date oi

them cannot be fixed with any certainty. There are

eleven written targums or versions of various jiarts

of Scripture. The I'ar^m of Onkelos contains the

Pentateuch alone. Its date has been variously fixed

at from the second to the third or fourth century A.I).,

the latest date being that assigned for the final

redaction of the version, part of the text of which
may have been a century older. The name of Onkelos

has been plausibly identified with that of Akilas, the

author of a Greek version of the Old Testament in

the time of Hadrian, but who is not suf^wed to have
had anything to do with the Targum. The version is

generally literal exce}>t in avoiding anthropomorphic
expressions relating to the deity, and in occasionally

inter]>reting figures of speech. I’his literal render-

ing of the text, however, is accompanied by para-

phrastic expressions explanatory or illustrative of the

text. These take fret|ueutly the form of Hagadistio

tories, (See Talmud.) llie Ta^um known as that

of Jonathan ben Uzziel contains Joshua, Judges,

Samuel, Kings, the three greater and twelve minor
prophets. Jonathan ben Uzziel was a disciple of

the Rabbi Hillel the Elder, but the Targum is erron-

eously ascribed to him. The Talmud assigns it cor-

rectly to Joseph, a Babyhinijn rabbi of the first half

of the fourth century. Joseph was probably, however,
only the redactor or e<litor of this Targum. There
is a complete Targum on the Pentateuch under the

name of Jonathan, and another fragmentary one
called the Targum JerushaimL The last ol these is

supposeil to consist of a collection of corrections or

variations of Onkelos, and the first of a complete

Taigum constructed on the basis of these variations.

It is estimated to belong to the second half of the
seventh century. The other Targums, which we shell

merely enumerate, are a Targum on Paalma, Job^

and F^verba, and a Tar^m on the five Me^oth,
Song of Songs, Rath, Lamentationa, Esther, and
Ecclesiastes, ascribed to Joseph the Blind; two Tar-
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gimM Gf Esther, * Taigum of C9iroiikles» » Targum
a Duld, a Taignm of the epocrTphal parts of

Esther. All these are rniioh more recent uuui the
Tugtuns reCenred to.

TABIEA, emaritimetown of Spain, In Andalnsia,

62 mileo south-east of Cadis, and 16 miles west by
south of Europa Pdnt, thus forming the most
southerly point of Europe. It is surrounded by for-

tificationi built by the Moon, and contains a very

ancient Moorish castle; but the real strong of the

place lies in the rocky peninsula, 700 by 600 yards,

which projects into the sea, and has a fortress

and a lighthouse, 185 feet high, visible for 30 milea
Tarifa has some manufactures, and a limited shipping

trade. It derives its name from Tarif Ibn Malik,
who landed here when sent by Muza, the Mussulman
emir, to reconnoitre before the invasion from Africa.

In 1811 it was successfully defended by Colonid

(afterwards Lord) Gknigh against a superior FrencA
force. Pop. (1887), 13,206.

TARIFF, or Tarif; first, a list of certain mer-
chandises, of which the price u is fixed bv govern-

ment; then a list of duties on Imports and exports.

This word, like many others usm in commerce, is

derived from the ItaUan, in which it is tariffa; this

again comes, like several other expressions relating

to commerce or navigation, from the East In Per-
sian it is tarif. In Arabian the verb ar/ signifies

' to know,' which in the second form becomes tariff

signifying * to make known.* The substantive deriv^
from the verb therefore signifies notification.

TAltLATAN, a thin and fine >pecies of muslin,

mostly used for ladies' ball dress. The chief seat of

the manufacture is Tarare, in France.

TARN (anciently Tamii), a river of France, which
rises on the south slope of Mount Lozhre, near

Florae, in the department of Lozbre; flows W.8.W.,

crosses the departments of Aveyron and Tam, passing

Alby, turns north-west through Kaute-Garonne into

Tara-et-Garonne, where it passes Montauban, and
shortly after, turning almost due west, passes Moissac,

and joins the Garonne on the right about 3 miles

below. Its whole course is 230 miles, of which about

100 miles, bednning at Alby, are navigable.

TARN, a department of France, bounded on the

north and north-east by the department of Aveyron,
south east by Herault, south by Aude, south-west

^ Haute -Garonne, and north-west by Tara-et-

Garonne; area, 2218 square miles. The surface is

intersect^ by hills, which generally terminate in flat

summits, on which, as well as their sides, cultivation

b successfully carried on. Between the hills are

several fertile and extensive plains, producing in

abundance all the ordinary cer^s. A considerable

mjrt of the surface is also occupied by vineyards,

^e minerals include iron and coal, both of which are

partially worked. Woollens, linens, hosiery, casks,

liqueurs, and confectionery are manufactured llie

trade is chiefly in agricultural produce. Tara is

divided into four arrondissements—Alby (the capital),

Caatres, Gaillac, and Lavaur; subdivided into 36
cantons. Pop. (1896), 334,372; (1901), 326,396.

TARN-ET-GAKONNE, a department of France,
bounded on the north by the department of Lot, east

by Aveyron and Tarn, south by Haute-Garonne,
and west by Gers and Lot-et-Garonne; area, 1537
square miles. The surface is generally flat, but some-
what undulating, and has a gradual slope to the
west It attains its greatest height in the south and
east, where there is a range of hSls, in which several

streams take their rise. The whole department
belongs to the basin of the Garonne, which traverses

It south to north-west, and receives within it the i

aocnmulated waters of like Tarn and Avejrron, which I

are both navigable. Hie arable land raises heavy ^

crops of wheat, malaok hemp, and tbbaooa EzoeUanl
wine Is also produoadL IVultof aUUndiabooiid^and
the mulberry la eztenrively onltlvated for the rearing
of ailk-wormi. The most important mannfaotarat
consist of oommon woollen oioth and seige^ linai*

goods, silk hosiery, outleiy, quilH starch, leather,

soap, paper, and eazthenwara. The trade ia axtsn-
sive. The department is divided into three arron-
dissements—• Montauban (the ciqiital), Oastel-Sar*
rasin, and Moissac; subdivided into 24 cantons and
194 communes. Pop. (1901), 194,468.
TARNOPOL, a town of Austria, in Galicia, on the

left bank of the Sereth, 70 miles B.s.1. of Lemberg.
It contains a Roman Catholic and a Greek Cath<^
church, an old castle, now used as barracks, a new
castle, Jesuit college, a gymnasium, a Poli^ real-

school, several other schools, manufactures of wax,
honey, Ac., and a trade in horses, grain, Aa Pop.
(1900), 30.368.

TARNOW, a tOAim of Austria, in Galicia, on a
height above the right bank of the Biala, here crossed

by a covered wooden bridge, 48 miles K.s.1. of

Cracow. It is for the most part well built, is the

see of a bishop, has a handsome cathedral, gymnasia
and other schools, a theological seminary, and manu-
factures of agricultural implements, gloss, chicory,

Ac. Pop. (1900), 31,648.
TARPAULIN, a broad pieoe of osnvss, wril

daubed with tar, and used to cover the hatohwavs
of a ship at sea, to prevent the {)enetration of tbs

rain or sea-water which may at times rush over the

decka
TARPETAN ROCK, a portion of the oapltol at

Rome, which is said to have received its name from

the following legend:—In very early times, during

a war with the Sabines, Tarpeia, the daughter of

Tarpoius, the governor of the citadel of Rome, pro-

mised to open the gates of the citv to the Sabmes,
provided they gave her their gold bracelets, or, as

she expressed it, what they carried on their left

hands. Hie Sabines consented, and as they entered

the gates threw not their bracelets but their shields

upon Tarpeia, who was crushed under the weight.

She was buried in the capitol, which from her was
called the Tar])eiau Rock; and there Roman male-

factors were aiterwards thrown down a detqi pre-

cipice.

TARQUINIUS, Luciub, suraamed Priicuif In

legendary history the fifth king of Rome. The
family of Tarquinius was of Greek extraction, his

father Demaratus being a Corinthian, who, owing
to a political revolution, crossed to Italy, and settled

in Tarquinii, one of the chief cities of EtruriOb He
is said to have introduced among the Etruscans the

knowledge of the alphabet. He had two sons,

Lucumo and Aruns, by an Etruscan wife. Luoumo
inherited all his fathers property. He had married

a Tuscan lady of high rank named Tanfu|uil, but on

account of bis foreign extraction be was excluded

from jmblic employment. Prompted by his own and
his wife’s ambition he removed with a large follow-

ing to Rome, where he was received with welcome,

and admitted, together with bis followers, to the

rights of Roman citizenship. He took the name of

Lucius Tanjuinius. The surname Priscus, the elder,

given him by Li\'y, may be considered as a historical

distinction, though the same surname existed lu

several Roman families. Tarquinius became the

favourite and oonfldant of the King of Rome, Anons
Martius, who appointed him the guardian of his

children. On the death of Ancus, Tarquinius was
unanimously elected as his successor. According to

Livy he made war with success on the Latins and
Salves, from whom he took numerous towns.

Dionysius relates that five Etruscan citiae sent
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•MitUnoe to the Latins during their war with Tar-

^tdninSy and the twelve oonlederate cities subse-

^ntlv united against Borne, and were defeated by
Tarquin, who received from them various insignia

of royalty, as a golden crown, an ivory throne, a
sceptre, a toga, &g. Tarquinius idso distinguished

his reign^ the erection of gre^ public worlu. The
Homan Cloacse, which remain to this day (see

Cloaojc), are the greatest of the works attributed

to him. He is al^ said to have constructed the

Circus Maximus in the valley redeemed by his

system of drainage, and to have instituted the great

l^man games caUed from it Circentet. (See CiRccs.!

He began the wall round the city. He is also said

by some authors to have commenced, and by others

to have vowed the building of the capitoi, which
was carried out by his son Tarquinius Buperbus, in

honour of Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva. Tarquinius
also added a hundred new members to the senate,

and though prevented by the opposition of the augur
from creating three new centuries he added to each
of the existing centuries a new one under the same
name. For the political signihcance of these changes
see Bokb. After a reign of thirty-sir years, or

thirty-eight according to the legends, he was killed
j

by assassins employed by the sons of Amcus Martius
In B.O. 678.

TABQUINIUS, Lucius, sumamed SuperhtUf the
last of the legendaiy kings of Borne, was the son of

Lucius Tanjuinius Priscus. Tarquinius Priscus left

two sons, Lucius and Aruns, who were too young to

succeed him, and his son-in-law, Servius Tullius, was
chosen his successor. The reign of Tullius was dis-

tin^ished by extensive constitutional reforms, which
exmted the patricians against him. SuppoHed by
them, and prompted by ambition, Tarquin, on reach-

ing man's estate, murdered his father-in-law (the

date usually given for this event is B.o. 684), and
assumed the regal dignity without election as a
hereditary right. In the accounts given of his reign

ho is represented with all the distin^ishing charac-

teristics of a tyrant. He abolished the privileges

conferred by his jirodecessor on the plebeians; but
though raised by a patrician faction, he did not
favour the patricians. He banished or put to death

the senators whom he suspected, never filled up the

vacancies in the senate, and rarely consulted that

body. He continued the great works of his father,

and compelled the populace to labour in them for

inadequate ])ay. 'While he thus established his

tyranny at home he advanced the power of Borne
abroad both by wars and oHiances. I3y the marriage

of his daughter with Octavius Mamilius of Tusculum,

the most powerful of the Latin chiefs, and other

political measures, he caused himself to be reco^ized

as the head of the Latin confederacy. The Latins

who resisted his supremacy were compelled to submit
In a general assembly he consecrated, as the head of

|

forW-seven Latin cities, a temple on the Alban Mount
to Jupiter Latiaris. Through a stratsj^em of his son

Sextus he ol)tained possession of Gabii, a Latin city

which resisted him. Aided by the LaUu allianoe, he
made war on the'Volsoians, and took the city of Suessa

Fomoetia, the spoils of which he used to build and
decorate the capitoi. He formed also a close alliance

with the Etrurian cities. To keep down the Volsci-

ans, and rid himself of mutinous labourers, he founded
the colonies of Signia and Circeii It w'as he who
deposited the Sibylline books in the vault of the

oapitoL After a reign of nearly twenty-five years

he was engaged in besiemng Ajrdea when the con-

spiracy broke out by whiem he was exiled from Borne
(b.0. 610). The ca\ise and nature of the conspiracy

•re referred to in the articles Brutus (Lucius Junius)
and Luobitia. Tarquin first took refuge at Caere

in Etruria. The Etruscan dties of Tarquinii and
Veii first espoused his cause, then Lars Fcneima ol

Clusium, and afterwards the Latin States. When
all these had been vanqnished, according to Bomaii
accounts, Tarquinios, wnose sons had Mrished in the

wars, fled to Cums, where he died, ^e chronology

of the story of the Tarquins is incompatible with strict

historical accuracy, and many of the incidents are ob-

viously invented, while there are others which bear at

least a strong resemblance to history. Criticism and
comparison of the various versions of the story by
different authorities have not enabled histori^ U*

disentangle the truth from fiction. Some, as Niebuht

and K. 0. Muller, hold that the history of the

Tarquins points to an Etrnscan conquest ii Rome.
Others look on this as an extreme view, and accept

the main incidents as historical.

TABBAGONA, a town of Spain, capital of a pro-

vince of the same name, in Catalonia, on the coast,

60 miles w.s.w. of Ihircelona, at the eastern end of

the fertile Campo de Tarragona, which is watered
by the river Francoli. The old town, situated on a
high rocky site, once surmounted by a citadel, has
narrow, irregular streets, and contains the splendid

cathedral, dating from the 12th-13th century, with
a fine west fa<^e and cloisters of great beauty, the

archiepi8c^>pal |)alace (nineteenth century), with an
ancient tower, and a seminary for priests (1885). The
Plaza dc la Fuente, on the site of the Boman circus,

separates the old town from the more regular new
towm to the south-west, which, near where it joins

the old town, is crossed by two brjmd tree-shaded

streets. The Paseo do Santa Clara is a fine pro-

menade on the remains of the old Boman walls.

The other edifices include the presidio or prison,

the Torredn de Pilatos, also a prisi)n, the Casa Pro-

vincial de Benefioencio, artillery arsenal, infantry

barra<;k8, &c. The town and its neighbourhood are

rich in Boman remains. Tlie spacious harbour is

sheltered by a long mole, and has been recently im-
proved. The place still ranks as a fortress. Tarra-

gona was known to the Bomans as Tarraeo. It

was captured by the Bomans in B.C. 218 during the

second Punic war, and mode their head-quarters in

Spain. It is also associated with Julius Cassar and
Augustus the latter of whom made it the capital of

the province of Jlitpania Tarraconenais, It was
taken by the Visigoths in 475 A.D., and by the Moois
in 713. On June 29, 1811, it was captured and
plundered by the French under Buchet. Its arch-

bishop shares with the archbishop of Toledo the title

of primate of 8])aiD. Pop. in 1887, 27,226.

TABSHISH, a place frequently mentioned in the

Old Testament. It is now generally identified by
biblical critics with the Tartessus of the Greek ana
Homan writers. This name was applied to a district

in the south of Spain, lying to the west of the

I
Columns of Hercules. It ^ the district on the
lower course of the Guadalquivir.

TARSIA-'WOBK, a species of mosaic or inlaying

in wood, for which Italy acquired great celebrity in

the fifteenth century. Patterns or pictures are pro-

duced by combinations of small tessene of woods of

various colours inserted on a walnut ground. It was
formerly much used for church decorations, and
patterns were made for it by the great masters of

painting.

TAI^IUS, a genus of Quadrumana or Monkeys,
belonging to the Strepsirhine group of the order, and
distinguished by the insectivorouB character of the

teeth. The indsor teeth vary in number, and the

canines are of huge size. The nose is pointed, the

eyes and ears being of large size. The tail is long,

and usually of bushy character. The name of the
genus is derived from the length ol the lorsiif or
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a peonUaritj which this genus exemplifies dilate salphorio acid. Osldom sulphate Is precipl-

to a TCiy maiked degree. Both fore and hind tated, whfie tartaric add remains in sduti^ and
feet poseesB opposable thomba, constituting these W evaporation is obtained in a ciTStidbied form,
members of hsnd-like nature. These {<»ins inhabit l^e crystals are tablee or prisms^ whiter and nearly
tropical Africa and the Eastern Ardiipelago. They transparent Their taste is sour, and they deepty
are for the most part of nocturnal habits, and feed redden vegetable blues. They are very sduble In
on bruits and insecta They are nearly related to water, and form a solution so oonoentrated as to have
the Lemurs (which see). The Tarsier (7*. $pectrum) an oily appearance. By the action of very strong
is a representative spedes of this raus, oociming in nitric add tartaric add is oonveried into oxalic a^
Borneo^ Oelebei^ the Philippine Islan^ Ac. It is Tartaric add has the formula it is gener*
coloured of a general grayi^ brown, with olive tints ally looked ou as a dibasic add, and forms a ssries

over the body, and dwk tints on the face, forehead, of salts the general formula of which are Mt£UC40»
and back of t^ head. The tail is destitute of hairs, and M"H4040«, where M and M"' respectively repre*
but possesses a tuft at its tip. These forms inhabit sent monovalent and divalent metala
trees, and lead a oompletdy arboreal life. Of these salts the tartrates of potassium, of potas*
TARSUS, an ancient dty of Asia Minor, the capital slum and sodium, and of potassium and antimony arc

of CUida, now in the Turkish province of Adana, con- the most im(>ortant Two tartrates of potassium am
nect^byrailway with Adana and the port of Mersina. known—the acid tartrate (KH.C4H4O4) and the
Andently it was adorned by a number of magnifioent normal tartrate (K4C4U4O4). llie former, when purs,
buildinga Its inhabitants enjoyed the privileges is found in trimetrio crystals, whidi are but slightly

of Ron^ dtizens, and the dty rose to such distinc- aduble in water, and insoluble in aloohol '^^cn
Bon as to rival Athens, Antio<^ and Alexandria in strongly heated in oloaed vessels this salt leaves a
wealth and grandeur as well as in the arts and residue of carbonate of potassium and carbon known
sdenoes. It is venerable as the birth-place of St. as hlack-fi\ix. The double tartrate of potassium and
Paul. It was situated ou both banks of the Cydnus, sodium (K NaC4H40c. 4 HgO) is commonly known aa
which flowed into a lagoon connected with the sea, JiorfuUe It is prepared by atlding four parts of

which formed its port. Its origin is ascribed to cream of tartar and three parts of crystdlized sodium
Sardanapalus. It was early colonized by the Greeks, carbonate, in successive small (luautitics, to twelve
It is mentioned in the Anabasis of Xenophon as a pai^ of boiling water, eva|)orating, and or^staUiiinff.

peat and wealthy city. Tarsus was visited by Cyrus ThU salt forms largo rhombic prisms, which are sol-

m his expedition against his brother Artaxerxes, and able in water. The double tartrate of ^lutassium and
partially plundered by his troops. It yielded without antimony, generally called tartar-emettCt has the for-

resistanoe to Alexander the Great. Tarsus belonged mula 2K (8l>0) . CiUiOa . llgO. Tins salt was known
in general to the Empire of the Seleucidee, but was as long ago as the end of the fifteenth ccntuiy; it ia

for a short time connected with Egypt under the prepiirod by boiling three fiarts of antimonions oxide

second and third Ptolemy. Pompey made Cilicia a (Sh^O,) for half an hour with four i>arts of cream of

Roman province. Out of compliment to Causar, who tartar dissolved in water. 'J'artar-emetic orystallisea

paid the city a personal visit, the inhabitants changed in octahetlra, which are somewhat soluble in odd
its name to Juliopolia It was plundered by Cassius, water. It is used in medicine; in large doses it in

but Antony and Augustus heaped favours ou it It poisonous.

became a place of importance in the wars of the The formula given for tartaric acid expresses the

Romans with the Parthians and the Persians. It composition of five acids, which are more or less db-
was taken by the Saracens in 640, after which its tinguisbed by their chemical and physical properties,

importance declined. Pop. 8600. The names and chief points of ^tiuction ox thee#

TARTAR, Cream or. See Taktario Acid. acids are as follows:—

TARTARIC ACID. The juice of grapes, tama- (1.) Vextro- or ordinary tartaric acid; anhydrous

rinds, unripe mountain-ash berries, pine-apples, mul- rhombic crystals; rotates the plane of a ray of polar-

berries, and many other fruits and vegetables, con- ized light to the right.

tain this add, usually in oombinatiou with potaMium (2.) Lavodartaric acid

:

crystallizes in similar fomi

or sodium. In grape-juice tartaric acid exists as with the foregoing, but turns the plane of the polar-

bitartrate or acid tartrate of potassium; as the grape- ized ray to the left.

C*
I ferment! this salt is gradually precipitat^ (8.) Para-tartaric or racemic aetd. hydrated tri-

use of its iusolubility in dilute alcoholic liquids, clinic crystals; optically inactive, and may be sepa-

The predpitated salt, which is always more or less rated into (1.) and (2.).

coloured, is sent into commerce under the names of (4.) Meso- tartaric acid: (^tically inactive, hoi
crude tartar or argot; when purified by crystalliza- cannot be se{>arated into (1.) and (2.).

tion it is known as cream of tartar. ITie colour of (6.) Meta-tartaric acid: deliquesoent and unoiys*

tartar varies from pale pink to dark red, according tallizable.

as it has separated from white or red wines; it usu- TARTARUS, in Greek mythology, a son of ^Bier
ally contains about 75 per cent, of add ta^ate of and Ge, and by his mother the father of the giants

potassium, with varying o^tities of tartrate of cal- Typhccus and Echidna. In the Iliad Tartarus is a
dum and impurities. Tartar is the source from plara l)clow Hades clrjsed with iron gates. The later

which Bie greater part of the tartaric add of com- poets sometimes describe Tartarus as a place of punish-

meroe is derived. The crude tartar u purified by meet for the wicked; sometimes they use it as

olutioo in water and addition of clay—whereby the on^ous with Hades,

colouring matter is predpitated—decantation, and TARTAKY, Tartars. See Tatare,

crystailxzatioxL Tartaric add is obtained by adding TAKTUF£,th6chiefcliaracterinMolihre*scomsdy
carbemate of lime in powder to a boiling solution of the same name. Tartufe is a hyi>ocrite; and tns

of the purified salt so long as any effervescence is word is at present us^ to designate such not only in

excited: tartrate ol is formed and predpi- French but also in other languag|^ According to

tated, while neutral tartrate of potassium passes into some authorities the character of Tartufe deuicts the
solutloa. By the addition ol chloride to Uie Ahb^ Koquette, bishop of Autun, an influential eode-
filtered liquid a fresh quantity ol tartrate of caJdum elastic, well known in sodety at that time, who was
is obtained; this is ad^ to that originally formed, partictilarly fond of truffles (in French diidects tar-

aad the iriiole Is decomposed in a leaden dst«m by Un^),
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TASHKENT, or TASHEiem), the oamtal of Rtusian
Turkestan and of the province of Sir-Daria, formerly

in the khanate of Knokand, a few miles from the
Tshirshik, and about 40 from its confluence with
the Sir-Daria or Jaxartes, in a fertile oasis. It con-
sists of an old town and a new or Russian (quarter.

Its former walls, which were 12 miles in circuit, have
now fallen into ruins. The streets in the old town
are veiy narrow, not, however, in consequence of the
crowding of the houses, but of the number of gardens
and vineyards, whose walls approach so nearly as to

leave only lanes between them. The water led from
the river by canals furnishes a copious supply to

numerous fountains, and almost every house has its

cistern and its bath. The principal buildings include
several large mosques, a very extensive bazaar,

numerous colleges, and a number of old temples sur-

mounted by cupolas. The Russian district of the

city has broad streets lined with trees, and contains

gymnasia, a pubbc library, observatory, museum,
a citadel, vanous civil and military establishments,

arsenals, Ac. The inhabitants are employed in rais-

ing com, cotton, rice, in weaving silk and cotton

g(^B, making articles in leather and felt, Ac. It is

the terminus of a branch of the Transcaspian rail-

way from Khojend. The trade is very extensive.

Tashkent was taken by Russia in 1865. Fop. (1897),

156,506.

TASMANIA, formerly Van Dirmen’s Land, an
island in the Southern Ocean, and a state in the

Commonwealth of Australia, is fully 100 miles south

of Australia, from which it is separated by Bass's

Strait. It lies between lat. 40“ 40' and 43® 38' s.,

and Ion. 144® 30' and 148“ 30' e. Its greatest length,

north to south, in meridian 147®, is 186 miles. Its

mean breadth in parallel 42® is 1 65 miles. The island

may be roughly descrilxtd as heart-shaped, being

considerably broader at the northern than at the

southern extremity. The coasts are all much broken

and indented, and genenUly bold and rocky, making
the natural harlwurs, esijecially on tlie west coast,

fewer than might be anticipated, although the island

is on the whole well supplied with excellent har-

bours. The islands surrounding and belonging to

Tasmania are numerous, the principal being the

Fumeaux grt)up, on the north • tiosb^m extremity,

separated from the mainland by Banks' Strait. At
the opjMJsite extremity of Barn’s Strait thert) are

several smaller islands, such as King's Island and
Bobbin's Island. The area of the mainland is 24,330

Bcjuare miles, and with the dependent islands 26,21

5

square miles, being thus not a great deal smaller

than Scotland. 'J"he island is remarkably moun-
tainous, and contains much tine and varied scenery,

while its climatic and other attractions make it

altogether an agreeable place of residence. The
series of valleys traversed by the railway from

Hobart on the south to Launceston in the north

may be taken as marking a division of Tasmania
into an easteni and a western jxirtion, the former

much smaller than the latter, but l)oth eijually moun-
tainous. The highest summit of the eastern moun-
tains, and the second highest in the island, is Ben
Lomond, 6010 feet high; and among the other chief

peaks of the division are Mt. Barrow (4644), Mt.
Victoria (3964), Bon Nevis (3910), and Row Tor or

Ben Arthur (3895), all in the north-east of the island.

The highest mountain of the western division and
of the whole island is Cradle Mountain (5069), in

the Du Cane Range ; and the other chief summits
and ranges of the west are the Eldon Ran^ (4789),

Frenchman’s Cap (4756), Ironstone Mountain (4736),

Mt. Field (4721), Mt. Hugol (4700), Wyld’s Crag
(4399), Bhu?k Bluff (4381), Mt. WiUiam (4360), Dry’s

Bluff (4275), and Mt. Wellington (4166), near Ho-

bart. Granite and metamorphic rocks prevail in the
north-east and south-wes^ and elsewhere intersect-

ing ridgM of greenstone inclose plains or vall^ of

Palceozoic age. The evidences of volcanic action are

abundant, greatest river is the Derwent, which
issues from the mountain lake of St Clair in Lin-
coln county, and flows south-east into Storm Bay,
receiving numerous afiSuents, among which are the
Nive, the Dee, the Ouse, the Clyde, the Jordan on
the north or left bank, and the Florentine, Russell,

Styx, and Plenty on the right. The other principal

rivers flowing east and south-east are the Geor^
the Coal River, and the Huon; the Davey, the

Gordon, King’s River, the Corinna or Pieman, the
Arthur, with numerous tributaries, flow in westerly
directions and discharge on the west coast. Nu-
merous rivers flow to the north and discharge into

Bass's Strait. Among these are the Forth, ^ the

Mersey, and the Tamar, a tidal river formed by the
confluence of the North and South Esk, the latter of

which, among other tributaries, receives the Mac-
quarie. The principal harlMurs and hays on the
west are Port Davey and Macquarie Harbour

; on
the north coast, Stanley, Emu Bay, Port Frederick,

Port Sorell, Port Dalrymple, and Waterhouse Roads;
on the east coast, George’s Bay and Oyster Bay; on
the south-east, Port Arthur, Storm Bay, Norfolk
Bay, and D’Entrecasteaux Channel. The harbours
and anchorages in the bays and channels of the

south-east coast are numerous and excellent. The
chief lakes are Great Lake, covering an area of 28,000
acres; Lake Sorell, 12,300 acres; Lake St. Clair,

9400 acres
;
Lake Echo, 8500 acres. The colony is

divided into eighteen counties: Wellington, Devon,
and Dorset on the north coast; Cornwall, Glamorgan,
Pembroke, Monmouth, and Buckingham on the east

coast; Kent on the south coast; Arthur, Mont-
gomery, Franklin, Montagu, Russell, on the west
coast; and Lincoln, Westmoreland, Cumberland, and
Somerset, wholly in the interior. There are twenty
municipabties Is^sides Hobart, which is the capital,

and Launceston.

The climate of Tasmania is very mild. Mount
Wellington is frequently covered with snow even in

the summer months
;
but at Hobart, in its imme-

diate vicinity, snow rarely falls. The ozonometer
indicates a high degree of purity in the atmosphere.
The north -west hot winds of Australia reach Tas-

mania greatly modified by juissing over Bass’s Strait.

During the summer months the land and sea breezes

alternate every tw'enty-four hours. There is little

thunder. Siqitember, Octolier, and Novemlier are

the spring months, during whieh the mean tempera-
ture 18 54®. In December, January, and February,

the summer months, during which there is little

rain, the average temperature is 62®, extreme 100®

to 1 1 0®. The autumn mtmths are March, April, and
May, temperature about 55®; winter months, June,
July, and August, average temperature 47®. The
mean temperature throughout the year is about 55®.

The average rainfall is about 24 inches.

The soil of Tasmania is in some parts rather pwr,
hut in many jdaces exceedingly rich and productive.

The central plateau affords fine pasture. Most of the

European grains, fruits, and vegetables are cultivated

w'ith success, but some of the cereals have been much
affected by rust. WTieat, oats, barley, potatoes, peas,

beans, and hope are largely cultivate. Fruits of

many different kinds are easily mwn, including

grapes, cherries, plums, quinces, mmberries, peaches,

apneots, walnut filberts, almonds, figs, gooseterries,

strawberries, raspberries, and currants. Fruit pre-

serring forms an important branch of industry.

The annual export of fruits is now of considerable

importance, green fruits and preserves exported 'in
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1900 being Tslned nt £279,988. The total number
of acres under cultivation is about 520,000. In
1892 a Ck>uncil of Agriculture was appointed for the
advancement of agnculture, by holding congresses,

carrying on expenments, and advising or assisting

farmers. It has power to establish boards of agri-

culture throughout the state.

Kangaroos and other herbivorous animals of the
pouched kind are more numerous here than in Aus-
tralia. There are also two marsupial carnivorous
animals, called the Tasmanian Wolf, or h3rfena {Thy-
Utcinut eynoeephalus)^ and the Tasmanian Devil
{SareophUut ursinus), both of which are destructive

to sheep. The latter, which is often called the
native tiger, is still more destructive to poultiy. The
indigenous fauna is said to include some 26 mammals
(12 being peculiar to the island), about 160 birds

(some 15 peculiar), 7 species of lizards, 3 venomous
snakes (tiger, copperhead, and whip), 7 kinds of

frogs, and 21 fresh-water fishes. Other animals
have been acclimatized, among them the salmon and
the rabbit, the latter now a serious plague. The
natural forests are chiefly of the blue gum-tree
{Eucalyptus globulus), the Huon pine {Dacrydiutn
Franklinii), much used for boat-building and other

constructive purpos^ the wattle (an acacia), black-

wood, and King William pine. Among the minerals

are gold, silver, copper, iron, tin, coal, freestone,

limestone, and roofing slate. The amount of gold

raised in 1 900-01 amounted to the value of £306,500.

In 1872 abundance of tin was discovertnl at Mount
Bischoff, in Russell county, and this discoveiy gave

a great impetus to the mining industry. Cop|x}r is

worked chiefly at and near Mount Lyell. In 1889
important disixiveries of silver were made, mon‘
especially at Mount Zeehan, whence rich results

have been since obtained. Smelting-works have

been erected at Hobart for the iron which alKtunds

in that district. Excellent hematite iron ore is

found at llfracoinlie, near the Tamar, and at the

Blythe river on the north-west coast. Coal is found

abundantly in Coniw'all, Devonshire, on the Merwiy,

at Hamilton, in Monmouthshire, and elsewhere.

Coal-mining is carried on, and native coal is now
largely used for steam and domestic purjsises.

Building-stone quarries are worked pretty largely,

and stone is exported to Mellxiume.
First among the industries may l>e mentioned

brewing, the climate of Tasmania Ixjing Hjxjcially

adapted for malting and brewing, as well os hop
growing. Home - brewx*d beer has already almost

8U{)er8eded imported beer, and an exfiort trade in

that product to New South Wales and Victoria is

carried on. Cider is also made. Tanneries, sf>ap

and candle works, jam-making establishments, coach-

works, agricultural-implement works, brass-foun-

dries, woollen-cloth manufactories, flour-mills, tin-

smelting works, silver-smelting works should also

Iw mentioned. There are salmon and trout breeding

establishments, from which ova and fry are sent to

the neighbouring colonies.

The first line of railway in Tasmania, that con-

necting Launceston with Deloraine, 45 miles in

length, was o]>ened in February, 1871. A main line

from Hobart, the capital, to Launceston, 120 miles

in length to its junction with the first line, and other

lines, have since bc^en constructed, bringing the total

mileage to nearly 600 miles in 1900. There are also

tramway lines. Telegraphic communication w'as

established with Victoria in 1869, and with England
in 1872.

The exports of Tasmania for 1900 amounted to

£2,610,617 ; the imports were £2,073,657. The
principal exports were copper ore and smelted, fruit,

tin ore and smelted, wool, silver and galena, and

gold. The government revenue as estimated for the
year 1902 amounted to £71 6,500, estimated expendi-
ture £840,000. The debt of the colony at the end
of 1900 was £8,551,745, the greater part of which
has been incurred on public works.
The constitution of Tasmania vna settled by the

local act 18 Victoria, No. xvii. (1854), as amended
by subsequent acts (1871, 1885, 1896), There is a
parliament consisting of a Legislative Council and

i a House of Assembly. The former is composed of
nineteen members not under thirty years of age,

natural-bom or naturalized subjects of the crown,
I posse^ng a freehold of £15 or other qualifications.

They’ are elected for six years. Tne House of
Assembly consists of thirty -seven members, who
must be twenty-one years of age, and subjects of the
crown. They are elected for three years. The
electors are those who are enrolled as owners or

occupiers of property or others duly qualified. The
governor is appoint^ by the crt>wn, and is head of

the executive and commander-in-chief. He has a
responsible cabinet of four official meml)er8, the
colonial secretary, treasurer, and minister of educa-

tion, attorney -general, and minister of lands and
works and mines. The members of the cabinet

must have a seat in Parliament. The most impor-

tant religious body in Tasmania is the Church of

England, to which fully half of the colonists belong.

Next in numbers are the Roman Catholics, being
about 17 per cent of the whole. Primary education

is compulsory; secondary and higher education is

8up})ortixi by means of exhibitions and scholarships.

There is a university, but it only holds examinations
and grants degrees.

//iWory.—Tasmania was discovered on Ist Decern-

W, 1642, by AIh.i1 Jansen Tasman, who rounded its

H«)Uth(‘ni cajw on a voyage of discovery from Batavia,

and named it after Van Diemen, tne governor of

the Dutch East Indies. It was visited oy Cook in

1769, and during the next twenty years by various

navigators, sf>me of whom, as D'Entrecasteaux, have
left their names on its shorcis. In 1797 Bass dis-

covertnl the strait which has been called after him.

The first settlement on it was made in 1803 by a
guard with a Ixidy of wnvicts. The locality fixed

uiK)n was Restdown or Risdori Cove, on the east side

of the Derwent, but was soon afterwards changed
ff>r the site now occupitxl by Holxirt. Port Dal-

rymple, on the north side of the island, was settled

ill 1804 by an exjiedition from Sydney, which two
years later laid the foundations of Launceston. One
great servi(Hi renderixl liy the convict sysbim, which
could hardly have lieen effectfxi by free laUnir, was
the formation, under great engintjering difficulties,

of an excellent road from the north to the south of

the island, connecting Launc^esbin with HobartTown.
The settlement of the country at first rruule slow

progress, but land regulations having been adopted

similar to those of New South Wales, cultivation and
pasturage were successfully inaugumt43d and made
rapid progress. The land was divided into allot-

ments of from 4 sijuare mile to 4 w|uare miles, which

were granUd U) applicants in pro/K)rtion to their

ca]iital at the i-ate of a s(|uare mile to every £500.

Farming stock and government ixjnsions were reck-

oned as capital. In conse<^uence of the last regula-

tion many retired naval and militapr officers be^me
settlers. Convict labf>ur was supplied, and at a veiy

moderate exjiense farms were cleared for cultivation.

Hheep, cattle, and horses were intrcduced, and the

raising of stock has always been carried on with

great success. It was some of the Tasmanian sheep-

farmurs that first settled the colony of Victoria. tJp

to 1 824 Tasmania was a dependency of New South
Wales, but in that year it was made an independent
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xAxmj, For a teries of yean the proeoerity of the

solony waa retarded by the boatflity of the nativea

and the depredations of escaped convicts^ known by
the name of bush-rangers, llie aborigines were very

similar to those of Australia^ though rather superior.

They at first were disposed to be friendly to the

settlers, but being driven from their hunting-grounds

they declared war to the knife against title whitn,

and, as was natural, got the worst of the struggle.

Their numbers, originally estimated at 6000, dwindled

away, and at last about 800 of them, all that were

left, were removed to Flinders Island. They BtUl

continued to decrease in number, and when, in 1847,

they were removed to the vicinity of Hobart Town,
only 45 were left. They have since died out alto-

gether, but there still exists a half-breed race, the off-

spring of native mothers and white fathers, who are of

a copper colour and said to be handsome. The bush-

rangers caused even more trouble than the aborigines,

and the war against them was even more protracted;

but at length, by liberal rewards for their appre-

hension and other means, they were finally suppressed.

After the suppression of bush-ranging the Tasman-
ians began to petition against the importation of con-

victs, and to encourage those in the island to escape

to Port PhiHp, till the Victorians revolted against the

influx of abandoned characters. In 1853 transporta-

tion was abolished, and about the same time the

name of Tasmania was officially adojited on the ))eti-

tlon of the colonists. Gold was discovered in Aus-

tralia in 1851, and very soon a rapid emigration from

I'asmania to Australia began to take place, and con-

tinued till the colony suffered severely from want of

labour. This naturally gave a great check to its

prosperity, but for years it has now been fairly pros-

perous and progressing with moderate rapidity. The
quantities of gold and tin obtained have given it a
considerable impetus, and with its excellent climate

and natural advantages there is no doubt of its ulti-

mate prosperity. Bince Jan. 1, 1901, Tasinania lias

been one of the states of the Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia. It has six representatives in the federal

senate and five in the federal house of representatives.

The pop. of Tasmania in 1881 was 115,705, while
that of 1870 was 99,828; in 1891 it was 146,067; in

1901 it was 172,475 (89,624 males, 82,851 females).

TASMANIAN DEVIL. See Dasyuhe.
TASMANIAN WOLF. See Wolf.
TASSO, Beunahdo, an epic and lyric {K)et, father

of the more famous Ton|uato, born at Venice of

a noble family of Bergamo in 1493. His edu-
cation was conducted with great care, and he not
only cultivated the lighter literature, but devoted
himself to the study of politics. He hod already
become known as a ])oet throughout Italy when
Guido Kangone, general of the [K)})e and a patron of

learning, took him into his service, and employed
him in managing the most difficult negotiations with
Clement VII. at Home and Francis I. in IVauce.
Bernardo subsequently entered into tiie service of
Renata^ duchess of Ferrarou but soon left her court,

and went first to Padua and then to Venice. Hero
he published a collection of bis poems, which ^ve
him a place among the first of living poets. Fer-
rante Sanseverino, prince of Salerno, engaged him
in his service, in 1581, as secretary, on honourable
and advanta^us terms. When the prince fol-

lowed Charles V. to Tunis, in a galley equipped at
his own cost, Tasso aooom|)anied him, and after his
return was sent on public business to Spain. In
1539 he married the rich and beautiful Porzia de’

Rossi, and retired, with the consent of the prince, to
Sorrento, where he lived till 1547. But the misfor-
tones of his master, whose estates had been seized by
Charles V. on account of hjp opposition to the intro-

dnetion of the Inquisition Into Naples, involved Tism
in the greatest embarrassments. He was compelled

to seek another place of refuge, and was nnaUv
invited by the Duke of Urbino to take up his reiia*

enoe at Fesaro. The leisure which he now enjoyed

was employed in finishing his Amadigi, which he

mblished at Venice in 1660. In 1663 the Duke of

Mantua engaged blwi in hu service, and appointed

him governor of Ostiglia^ where he died in 1569.

His remains were interred at Mantua under a hand-

some monument erected by the duke, with the inscrip-

tion Ossa Bemardi Ta^ but his son Torquato

idterwards removed them to Ferrara. His chief

work, L*Amadigi di Gaula, a romantic epic, displays

much talent and art; in the expression of the tender

passions, in his descriptions of nature, in vivid

delineations of adventures and battles, aU the orna-

ments of poetry are happily introduced. His lyrical

and other {)oemB, in five b^ks, are among the most
charming productions of the Italian muse. We have
also a Discourse on Poetry, and three books of

Letters from bis pen.

TASSO, Tobquato, the great Italian epic poet

and rival of Ariosto, son of the preceding, was bom
at Sorrento, 11th March, 1544. He was early sent

to the school of the Jesuits at Naples, and his father

being an exile, bis education was at first superin-

tended by Lis mother, whom he quitted at ten years

of age to rejoin his father at Rome, and never saw
again. At this time he could appreciate and redte
from memory the great Greek ana Latin poets. He
subsequently pursued his studies under his father's

superintendence at Home, Bergamo, Urbino, Pesaro,

and Venice. Before the age of sixteen he was em-
ployed by his father to copy, amend, and complete
his {)oem L’Amadigi; yet his father was unwilling

that his son should adopt the vocation of a poet, and
sent him to Padua to study law. Young Tasso spoke

of his legal studies as a burden which oppressed him,
but he managed to steal time for more congenial

pursuits, and at the age of seventeen, to the surprise

of all Italy and the indignation of his father, he
produced the Kiualdo, an epic poem in twelve cantos.

The disa)>pointment of the father yielded at length
to genuine admiration of this juvenile production,

which placed Tasso high among the imitaton of

Ariosto, and he reluctantly consented to allow his

studies to take a literary turn. The reputation of
his ()oem procured for Torquato an invitation to the
University of Bologna, which he acoefited. Here he
displayed an aptitude for abstract discussions and
the study of philosophy. His favourite philosopher
was Plato. He left Bologna on account of the
apparently unjust attribution to him of a satire, in
which he himself came in for a share of ridiciile.

After visiting friends at Castelvetro, Modena, and
j
Corregio, he returned to Padua on the invitation of
an old and constant friend, Scipio di Gonzaga. Here
he continued the study of Plat(\ and wrote three
Disoorsi del poema eroioo. He had already deter-
mined to throw off the yoke of Ariosto, Mid taking
Virgil for his model, to become his rival. He had
chosen the theme, and begun to oonstmot the plan
of his great poem the Gierusalemme Liberate, which
he at called Goffredo. The plan of thin poem
was of a highly prudential character, and exhibited
an ambition as practical as it was dairing. By oele-

brating all the great European bouses who had taken
part or might artfully be thrust into the onisade of
Godfrey, be hoped to make himself many powerful
friends, and thus to acquire additional aasuranoe of
immorUlity. \Miile he was elaborating this Ufe-
projeot he secured, what in those dajrs was deemed
mdupensable to a literary aspirant, a patron, in
Cardinal Louis d'Este, to whom he had dediciated
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hfa Binaldo. The prinoee of Italy mt th!a time

deemed it their chief honour to be esteemed the

petions ot art and literature. The munifioenoe of

the Medid is well known, and among the most for-

midable rivals df their glory was the house of Este.

Their court at Ferrara was &e resort of literary men
from aU parts of Europe. The cardinal retained

600 mtlemen in his retinue, and Tasso was
named one of them. He was introduced by the

cardinal to the court of Ferrara. Here everything

that could be wished to supply inspiration, except

that which is indispensable to the life of poetry,

independence, was to be found. The Academy of

Ferrara suppUed learned associates with whom Tasso
engaged in philosophical discussions; the courtiers

were easily transformed into paladins, and the court

ladies into heroines, whose imaginary achievements
the poet recorded with daily (Uligenoe. Thus the

Gierusalemme grew at the court of Ferrara. That
nothing might be wanting to his experience, the
happy bard engaged in a liberal course of courtship

on his own accotmt His attentions were impartially

bestowed upon beauty, whether found in the lady or

the lady's maid; but Tasso was personally as well as

poetically ambitious. There were at the court of

Ferrara two sisters of the reigning duke, Lucrezia,

the elder, the wife of the Duke of Urbino, and Leo-
nora, the younger, a virm of thirty, and about nine
years his senior. For mth of these Tasso appears

to have sighed, sentimentally at least, though by
some Luorraia, and by others Leonora is sup{x)aed to

have had the preference. In high favour with the

ladies, by whom his attentions were received as the

ndlantrira of a courtier and a poet, and with their

brother Alfonso, who served as the living represen-

tative of Goffredo, it would be impossible to imagine
a more splendid slave than the gifted poet had now
become. Tasso arrived at the court of Ferrara on
80th October, 1566, on the eve of the first marriage
of Alfonsa In 1571 he accompanied the cardinal

on an embassy from the pope to Charles IX. of

France. At this time eight cantos of his great poem
were in circulation in manuscript at the court. He
worked at it en routt. He was received with dis-

tinction at the court of France, which he followed

to Blois, Tours, and Cbenonceaux. Bonsard, the

leading poet of the French pleiad, received him in

the most friendly spirit A ouarrel with bis patron,

which is vsriouriy attrihutea to his exhibiting too

much and too little zeal for Catholicagainst Huguenot,
compelled his departure from the French court, and
he returned to Ferrara penniless. On his return to

Ferrara, Alfonso, at the solicitation of his sisters,

received him into his own service. In the spring of

1573 he brought out the Aminta, a pastoral, which
was represented at the court of Ferrara. It was
foil of the court shepherdesses, and is still considered

the most chaste and graceful composition of the
kind that has yet appeared in Italy, although many
eritioi prefer the Pastor Fido of Gusrini, s poem
which sppsared soon after it. In April, 1575, be
was able to announce the comjdetion of the Gicrusa-
lemme. Alfonso was eager for its immediate publi-

cation, but this judidous counsel was not heeded by
the poet, whose sensitive mind dreaded censure even
more thim it coveted applause. The censure of the
ohurdi in particular was the object of his terror, for

be was linoerely devout and regarded his poem as a
reli^QUS work; but at the same time he loved the
applause of the world, and had taken means to secure
it about which his own conscience was far from
being at esse. In these drcumstancee he sent his

poem to his friend Sdjno Gonzsga, now a carrlinal

•4 Borne, requestiiig his judgment. Sdpio assembled
a oonsulta of cbnrchme& and critics to sit upon the

Gierusalemme. Their incoherent and oontradiototy
censure^ literary and eodesiastical, racked the deli-

cate mind of the mt with a thousand torturea
He began to defend himself on the one hand, and to
amend and modify to meet the views of his oritioe

on the other. He bad now set himself an impossible
task. As a poet mytbolo^, romance, and chivalrous
adventure were dear to him. As a churchman he
was told he ought to be content with monks and
nuns as his auditors, and to renounce all such rao-
fauities as unworthy ot the story of a hero of relinon.

Had the conflict lien external only he might have
borne it, but it ^ed most fiercely in bis own mind,
wd his mind, divided between aU that he esteemed
in art and all that he dreaded in religion, gave way.
To add to his distraction his work at this time was
printed piratically without his own revisiona Alfonso
wrote a vigorous nn»test against this disgraceful

proceeding to all the Italian courts, but suspicions

of his favour at court began also to fill the over-

burdened mind of Tasso. His uncommon favour had
always excited the envy and jealousy of detractors,

but the arts which are despised by a healthy mind
become formidable to a diseased one. He believed

that be was ))er8istently calumniated at court, and
systematically misrepresented to the Impiisition.

On the 17tb of dune, 1577, he drew his poi^ard in

the apartment of the Duchess of Urbino. He was
immediately arrested, but was set at liberty after

two days' confinement, and recommondecl to retire to

his country-seat. To soothe his mind a letter was
procured from the Inquisition assuring him that

there was no charge against him; but he still sus-

pected that the oflico ol Ferrara was ignorant of the

designs of that at Rome. At his own reciuest he

returned to Ferrara, to the convent of St. Francis;

but on 20th J uly he made his eacai>e, and travelled

in disguise to his native place, Sorrento, where he

stayed with his sister Curuolia till the end of summer.
Improved in health and wearied of solitude, be now
solicited leave to return to Ferrara, and repaired

with this object to the agent of the duke at llome.

A cold permission to return on condition of surveil-

lanoe was obsequiously accepted. Into the long story

of his alleged wrongs we cannot duly enter. Alfonso

is accused of arbitrarily imprisoning him, first, from

offence at the imprudent addresses paid to his sister;

secondly, from jealousy of the Medici, from whom he

had received an offer; and thirdly, from apprehension

that the [xs^t would strike his own name and the

glory of the bouse of Kste out of his work. Up to the

time of the incident alreadymentioned Tasso had lived

on intimate terms with Alfonso and bis two sisters,

especially Lucrezia, who had been dismissed by her

husband and kept him as her constant comfianion. He
bad hesitated alMut accepting the offer of the Medici,

and thought binuMlf not well treated at Ferrara,

but at the beginning of the year 1557 he put away,

out of gratitude to the Este family, all thoughts

of another service. After many complaints of the

retention of his manuscripts and other ill-treatment,

he again escaped from Ferrara, and wandered, some-

times in want, through Padua, Venice, Urbino, and

Piedmont, and finally returned to Ferrara 21st Feb-

roary, 1579, on the eve of the duke's second marriage.

Finoiug himself treated with complete neglect, hr

broke out in loud complaint (* false e pazze e temerarie

pande,’ are his own expressions), was seized and im-

prisoned as a madman in the hospital of St. Anne of

Ferrara. His treatment, probably less from design

than from neglect to give instructions, was at first of

the harsh kind to whkh lunatics were formerly com-

monly subjected; but soon his confinement was made
more agrmble^ and he was permitted to see his

friends. Among others he was visited Montaigne.
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AtUdftime hit woricWM oondeiimed ihe

dflUft Ontok, to whom he replied modervtioiL

He remained in the hoapitol of St Anne till Jvly,

1086, when he wm releMed at the eolidtatloii of

Vlnemit di Gonzaga, who took him into hie eetatoa.

The dnke refneed him a parting interview. It la

only lair to eav that even Wore the imprleonnient

of the poet he had been wearied by his inoeesant and
oontnuUotory complaints. Tasso now redded at

ICantoa, and wrote the tragedy of Torrimondo,
whioh with a geneak^ioal poem he dedicated to
Vincent di Gkmzaga^ finding that hfantna did not
agree with him, he proceeded to Borne and afterwards
to Naples, the dilute of which he found most con-
genial, and where he fixed his favourite reddenoe at

the monasteiy of Mount OUveto. Here he composed
the Gierusalemme Ckmquistata, whioh he dedicated

to Oardinal Aldobrandinl It is a reconstruction of

the Qiernsalemme liberata, in which he rejects the
chief mystical and chivalrous ornaments of the
previous poem, and plumes himself on a precise and
slavish imitation of the Iliad. He wished it com-
pletely to supersede the Liberate, but posterity has
emphaticallv reversed his deddon. Aldobrandini
solidted ana obtained from the pope the laurel crown
on behalf of Tasso. Ur^ by his patron, Tasso
repaired to Borne, although he declared it was to die.

Amid the prepaiedona ror the ceremony his health

gave way. He retired from toe plaudits of the public

to the convent of Santo Onofrio, where he expired

on 25to April, 1595. Tasso wrote numerous works.

There Is an edition published at Pisa, 1821-82, in

thirty-three vols. 8vo. Those on which his fame
rests are the Gierusalemme Liberata, the Bime, and
the Aminta. His letters are interestii^, particularly

those describing -his visit to France. The best Eng-
lish translation of the Gierusalemme in many ways
is still that executed by Edward Fairfax in 1600.

His great poem the Gierusalemme divides, with the
Orlando of Ariosto, the fame of being the greatest

Italian epia Both are full of poeti^ graces, and
marvellous for the interest and variety of the narra-

tive, but those who prefer regularity of plan and
symmetry of structure give the preference to Tasso,

while those who delight in daring liberty and almost
licentious contempt of the conventionalities of art

praise the work of Ariosto. Metastasio gave his

judgment with much hesitation in favour of Tasso.

TASTE. See I'oNauB.

TATABS or Tartars, Tartart. The name
Tartar (corrupted from Tatar) has been used in

modem very much like the term Scythian in

ancient times. Both designate a roving people

known for their incursions and conquests among
neighbouring nations over a wide extent of terri-

tory; both are names of foreign application, that is,

they have been given to, not assumed by the peoples

dengnated by toem; finally, the incundons of Imth
have extended over a large part both of Europe and
Asia, and their local seat has been found Iwth in

ancient and modem times in the steppes or unculti-

vated regions whioh connect the two continents, on
the north of China, in Turkestan, and on the shores

of the Caspian and Black Sea. These disturbers of

the peace of settled nations have consisted both in

ancient and modem times of numerous associated

tribeiL whose origin and wanderings lie without the

domain of history, and form the theme of neoulation,

conjecture, and analytical research to the philolomoal,

the antiouarian, or the ethnological student l^ese
historioal names are thus terms of ignorance, applied

originally through some accidental oiroumstano^ and
Gibbon gives to both their full generic simifioanoe

when he says, 'In spealdng of all or any cf the nor-

thern shepherds of Europe or Aria I indifferentlv

use iheappellaticiisof SeytoiaasorTartoie.’ Dutiiiff

toe decline of toe Bomaa Empire legicms aow settled

and civilized of the north of Europe poured out

rimllar hordes uu^ the equally mysterious names
of Goths and Vandals. For an aooount of the an-

cient use of the term Scythian see Sotthia.

The name Tatar or Ta-ta appears to have been the

name of a tribe of Mongols who oocupied about the

ninth century a district of Chinese Tartary on the

Upper Amur. This tribe was diipersed by the attacks

of neighbouring Mongols^ and carrying the terror of

its arms in different mreotions its name came to be
applied 1^,^ Chinese to various hordes of Mongol
robbers, lire trae Tatars formed part of the horde of

Genghis Khan, when that conqueror carried his arms
from toe country knownasChinese Tartary to Europe,

and through some accidental droumstance the name
came to he applied to the whole Mongol horde, as

well as to the successive hordes of similar origin who
followed in their footsteps, and to the districts from
which they came, or in which they settled; hence the

names of Chinese Tartary, Independent Tartaiy

(see Torksstan), and European or Little Tartary,

comprising most of the Bussian governments of

Orenburg, Astrakhan, Ekaterinoalav, the Cossack

provinces, and the Crimea. For the incnrsions and
conquests of these peoples see GiNOis Krah, Gol-
den Horde, Mongols, Bubsia, Slo. The name
Tartars has, for reasons similar to those already

given, been long applied in Europe to the Mandioo
conquerors of China, The Mancboos are Tatars in

the generic sense of the term. (See Manchooeia.)
A ci^ous account is given of the origin of the form
Tartar. It is said to have arisen from a pious ex-

pression of St. Louis, who, on hearing of the devas-

tations of the horde of Genghis Khan, piously

addressed to the Virgin his hope, that if those whom
we call Tartars come hither, we may either send

them back to the Tartarian regions (panning upon
the similarity of the name Tatar to Tartai^ the

lower world) from which they came^ or they may
send us to heaven.

TATE, Nahdm, an English poet, was boro in

Ihiblin about the year 1652, and after receiving a

clnasiral education at Trinity (College, went to Lon-
don, where he obtained the patronage of the Earl ot

Dorset. On the death of SbadweU the interest of

bis friends procured him the situation of poet lau-

reate to William III. lliis post he held through

that and the succeeding reign; and he even lived

long enough to write the first birth-day ode on
George I. He died in the Mint, whither he had
retired from his creditors, in 1715. He was the

author of Brutus of Alba, a tragedy; Duke and no
Duke, a farce; and some other dramatic pieces; a

collaborateur of Dryden in a second part of Absalom
and Achitophel, published in 1684, of which all but
200 lines was written by him, and the author of an
edition of Lear, which long kept the stage in place

of the original
;
but it b % his metrical version of

toe Psalms of David, executed in conjunction with
Dr. Nicholas Brady, and commonly affixed to the

lituigy of toe CIhurch of England, that hb name b
now principally known. Several eleries and other

oocaainnal pieces also proceeded from hb pen.

TATIAN, an early Christian apologb^ was born
near the beginning of the second century in Assyria.

He made a profound study of Greek philosophy and
travelled throughout the Boman empire as a wan-
dering teacher or sophbt, but he became increas-

ingly dissatisfied with toe philosophical systems
of hb time and disgusted with the low state of

morality around him. At Home about 150 he came
to know the Old Testament and the Christians, and
the lofty oharaoter of the latter soon led him to
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adopt Ghristiaiiity. A few years later he wrote an
Address to the Greeks, still extant; in which he dis-

plays unsparing vigour in his polemic against classical

heathenism and on behalf of the * barbarian philo-

sophy’, as he called Christianity. Tatian was a
close friend of Justin Martyr, and after the death

of the latter in 166 he begmi to be charged with
teaching heretical doctrines. He adopted Gnostic

conceptions regarding Gh>d, the demiurge, and the

world of ffions, and he admitted the existence of

difficulties and contradictions in the Scriptures. In
practical matters he rejected the use of wine and of

animal food, and used only water in celebrating the

Eucharist. He was also opposed to marriage, and
he gave in his adhesion to the sect of the Encratites.

He taught his heresies in several works, of which
none has survived; and was answered by TertuUian,

Clement of Alexandria, Hippolytus, Origen, and
other Christian writers. In the latter part of his

life he retired to Mesopotamia, and he died about

180, possibly at Edessa. The most notable work
associated with his name is the Diatessaron, a kind
of harmony of the four gospels. Until a compara-
tively recent date this work was only known by
brief references in ancient writers. In 1876 Dr.

Moesinger published at Venice a Latin translation

of a commentary on the Diatessaron which had l)een

written by Ephraem S3rrus. The translation had
been made in 1841 by Auchei^ a Mechitarist monk,
not from the original Syriac of Ephraem, for that is

not extant, but from an Armenian version aHcril)ed

to the fifth century. In 1881 Zahn published his

Tatian *8 Diatessaron, in which hti sought to restore

the work from the available materials. An Arabic

version found in Egypt was edited in 1888 by
Agostino Ciosca. Most scholars are of opinion that

the original language of the Diatessaron was Syriac,

but Huniack adduces reasons for l)elioving that it

w’os (irretik. See Professor llemphiH’s account in

The Liteniture of the Second Century (181*1); .1.

H. Harris’s The Diatessaron of Tatian (1890); J.

H. Hill’s The Ejirliest Life of Christ (1893), a
translation from Ciasca.

TATIUS, Aohillich, a Greek writer prolmbly of

the fifth centurj’, who wrote a romance entitled

Ijvucippe and Cleitophon. According to Suidtut he
was (converted tii Christianity. There are editions

by Hirschig (IH.'iO) ami Hercher (1858), and an
English translation by R. Smith (1855—with Helio-

dorus and Longus, in Ikihn s Classical Library).

TATTA, a town of Sind, on the Indus, 48 miles

M.H.W. of Haidaraliad. The external appearance of

the town is picturesfjue, its lofty flat-r<K>fed houses
j

being interspersed with fine trees; but the dwellings

are unsufjetantial, and internally Tatta is mean and
gloomy. Pop. in 1891, 8969.

TATTERSALL’S, Knightsbridge Green, Ijondon,

is the great metropolitan mart for horses, of which
there is an auction every Monday throughout the

year, and every Thursday in spring. It has acfjuired

greater celebrity os the bead-quarters of betting

men.
TATTOOING, a word of Polynesian origin de-

noting the practice of making ^rmanent coloured

designs or figures in the skin ny means of small

punctures or incisions, which receive various dyes or

pigments. A similar custom, known as cicatri/Ation

(»r scar-tattooing, consists in repeatedly cutting the

skin at the same place so that in healing a raised

soar is left. Both varieties of tattooing may be found
among the same people, as in the case of the natives

of the Admiralty Islands and the Egba negroes of

Vonibaland. Among the Admiralty Islanders, the

Fi^ns, the Gkmds and the Todas of India, the

inhabitants of the Lin-Kiu Islands, and other races

oolour-tattooing is, or was, confined to the women,
and the Latuka of the upper Nile vidley are an
example of a people among whom scar-tattooing is

practised upon women oiuy. Colour-tattooing is

generally ornamental, but scar-tattooing is more
frequently used to produce distinguishing tribal

marks. The latter variety is practised by a number
of native African peoples, while the Bangala of the
Middle Congo scar the whole body for ornamental
purposes. In some races there is a connection
between tattooing and marriage. Thus, in the
Solomon Islands a girl is not eligible for marriage
until she has been subjected to an atrociously cruel

process of tattooing on the face and chest, and the
native Australians inflict fearful scars on the backs
of their young girls liefore marriage. The Formo-
sans tattoo tlie faces of girls prior to marriage;
and among the Papuans of New Guinea unmarried
girls are tatt(M)ed all over, except on the face, which
is adorned in this way at the time of their marriage.
Colour-tattooing of an oninmental kind reached its

most artistic development among the Maoris of New
2^aland and the Japanese, but Ixith these peoples,

like several others, have almost completely aban-
doned the practice under the influence of civilization.

With the Malays tattooing ap{>earH to have lieen

a reword of the successful head-hunter. Sailors

and some other classes in Kuro|)e still tattoo, espe-

cially on the arms, to some extent.

TAUNTON, a mun. and pari. bor. and market
town of England, county town of Somerset, in the

centre of a )»eautiful and fertile vale on the Tone,
here cnwwed by a stone bridge, on the Taunton and
Bridgewater Canal, and on the Bristol and Exeter
branch of the Gri^at Western Railway, 86 miles
H.H.W. of Bristol. It is surrounded by orchards,

gardens, and rich meadows; and consists of smeious
and well-paved Htrts?ts, and houses mostly of brick,

but generally commcMlious and handsome. The
princi|uil buildings and institutions of note are the

{sirish churches of 8t. James and 8t. Mary Magda-
lene, the former an elegant and coinmodiouH, the

latter a magnificent structure, in the decorated and
later English stylus, with a fine quadrangular tower;
various other churches and chaimls; an old gram-
mar-school, ntconstituted ; a Wesleyan Methodist
and a Congregational Gdlego; a mechanics’ insti-

tute; an ol(i market-house, in an ojicn area called

The Parade; the new market-house; the castle, still

in good presc;rvation, and containing the museum of

the Somersetshire Archieological and Natural His-
tory Society

;
a shire hall ; the assembly-rooms, a

hcMpital, alms-houHf^ Ac. The industrial t^tablish-

rnents include silk - factories, glove and {wiper -box
works, iron and brass foundries, coach -works,

breweries, Ac. TaunUm is of gr*jat antiquity, and
from the discovery of unis containing Roman coins

apjiears to have ls!on a Roman station. During the

civil war it was defended hy the Parliamentarians

against the Royalists. The inhabitants suffered

much fiYim the reljellion of Monmouth, whose cause

they espoused, and who assumed the title of king
hero on 20th June, 1685. Jeffrey held his blotxiy

assize here in the same year. It returns one mem-
lier to Parliament. Pop. (1891), 18,026; (1901),

21,078.

TAUNTON, a town of the United Sta^ in

Massachusetts, 35 miles south of Boston* It is well

built; and contains a great number of handsome
edifices, ranged around and in the vicinity of an
inclosure called Taunton Green, which is adorned
with fine trees, and gives the whole place a peculiar

charm. The manufactures consist of Britannia-
ware; nails, various articles in leather, hats, straw-
bonnets, chairs, bricks, Aa Iron-work^ established
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herem early aa 1652, are ttlll prosQeroas ; and there

ia alao a large number of cotton and paper mlUa,

print-works, foundries, &c. Pop, (1890), 25,448.

TAURIDA, a government in the south of Russia,

bounded north by Ekaterinoslaf ;
east by the Sea of

Azof; south-east, south, and west by the Black Sea;
and north-west by the government of Kherson, from
which it is separated by the Dnieper; area, 23,606
square miles. It is very irregular in shape, and being
united to the land only where it marches with Ekater-
inoslaf for about 90 miles, may be regarded as one
larg:e peninsula, subdivided again into two minor
peninsulas, of which that in south, now called

the Crimea, and well known in ancient times as the
Ohersonesus, is the more perfect ; the isthmus which
connects it with the northern portion being at its nar-

rowest not more than 8 miles. The northern penin-

sula consists almost entirely of an extensive steppe,

which stretches across into the southern peninsula.

It is generally without a tree, and in many parts

composed of parched and saline sands, where vegeta-

tion is almost extinct ; but in other parts is composed
of fertile loams, capable of raising any kind of crop,

•and often covered witli verdant pastures. Simfero-
pol is the capital city. See also the article Gbiuea.
Pop. (1897), 1,443,506.

TAURUS, the Bull, the second of the zodiacal con-

stellations. It contains the star of the first magni-
tude Aldebaran (in the eye), the group of the Pleii^es

•(in the nock), and the liyades (in the face).

TAURUS, a mountain -chain in Asiatic Turkey,
usually considered as commencing in the east on the

Euphrates, at the Nushar Cataract, in the pashalic of

Marash, whence it stretches west, nearly parallel to

the coast of the Mediterranean, for above 500 miles,

terminating to the north of the Gulf of Adalia. In
the east it takes the name of Jebel-Kurim, in the

west that of Ramadan Oglou Balakar. It sends off

several branches, of which the most remarkable are

Alma-Dagh, which proceeds south into Syria, and
becomes linked with the chain of Lebanon

;
and the

Anti-Taurus, which proceeds north-east, sending out

ramifications which become linked with Ararat, El-

burz, and Caucasus. Height over 10,000 feet.

TAUTOG. See Black-fish.
TAUTOLOGY (from the Greek taiUOy the same,

and logoif speech), the repetition of the same sense in

different words or phrases, when such repetition con-

stitutes a blemish of style. See Pleonasm.
TAVERNIER,Jean Baptiste, Baron d’Aubonne,

was the son of a Dutch merchant settled at Paris,

who traded largely in charts and ma^si, the perusal

of which first inspired his son with a propensity for

travelling. He was born at Paris about 1605, and
before his twenty-first year had already visited a con-

siderable portion of Europe. He subsequently tra-

velled through Turkey, Persia, and other eastern

countries, six times by different routes, trading as a
diamond merchant at the same time that he indulged

his thirst for making himself acquainted with the

manners and oustoms of remote nations. Of these

bis journeys he gave an account, with the assistance

of a literary friend. In 1669, having raized a large

fortune, and obtained a patent of nobility from the

French king, he retired to the estate of Aubonne,
which he purchased, in the Genevese territories, with
the view of passing the remainder of his life in tran-

quillity. The misconduct of a nephew, by injuring

his peouniaiy resouroes, altered his determination,

And he was preparing to start onoe more for the East,

for the purpose of recruiting his shattered finanoes,

when he was suddenly overmen by death at Copen-
hagen (not at Moscow, as is often stated, aooording
4o the Biograj^ie G4n4ral^ in 1689. His travels

(Voyages en INuquie, en Perse, et aux Indes), of

which there are translations in English (1678 and
1684), Dutch (1682), and German (1684, folio), have
gone through several editions in the original French.
TAVISTOCK, a market town in England, in the

county of Devon, in the picturesque valley of the
Tavy, 11 miles north of Plymouth. It stands partly

on the rocky sides and partly at the bottom of the

vale. It has two handsome churches, and various

places of worship for several dissenting bodies
;
a free

school, occupying a new and handsome building;

various other schools, a literaiy and scientific insti-

tution, a library, the remains of a celebrated monas-
tery, a workhouse, Ac. There are copper-mines in the
vicinity, and le^ tin, manganese, arsenic, and iron

are abundant in the district; some trade in farm
produce is carried on. Sir Francis Drake was a
native of Tavistock. It ceased to be a parliamentaiy
borough in 188.5. Pop. (1891), 5043; (1901), 4728.
TAVOY. a town in Lower Burmah, Tenasserim,

division, on the river of the same name, 35 miles
from its mouth, 230 miles south-east of Rangoon.
It lies in a low situation, which, during the rainy
season, becomes almost a swamp. It is laid out in

straight streets, and the houses are mostly built of

timber and thatched with palm leaves. The trade
is inconsiderable. Near the town a mass of native
loadstone occurs, and at a short distance from it is a
hill entirely composed of specular iron ore. Pop. in

1891, 16,000. The town of Tavoy gives its name to

an executive district, which, at the same date, had
a pop. of 94,900 the area being 7150 sq. miles.

—

There is also an Island of Tavoy, the largest and
most northern of the extensive chain which is called

the Mergui or Tenasserim Archipelago. It is about

18 miles long and 2 broad, and its southern part is

surrounded by numerous shoals and small islands,

which make the navigation dangerous. On the eastern

side there is a good and well-sheltered harbour, which
has received the name of Port Owen.
TAXES, Taxation. Taxes consist of that portion

of their property which the government of a state

exacts, for the supply of the public necessities, from
its subjects, or other persons residing in the country
and partaking of its advantages. Hence they form a
part of the state revenues. Another part is formed
by the revenues from the domains, and from the royal

prerogatives, so far as the last afford only official

gains, and are not used at the same time as means
to exact or to raise taxes. See article Domain.
Adam Smith has laid down four principles of tax-

ation, which have been generally accepted by subse-

quent political economists. These are:

—

1. l^e subjects of every state ought to contribute

to the support of the government as nearly as possible

in proportion to their respective abilities.

2. The tax ought to be certain, not arbitrary.

8. Every tax ought to be levied at the time or in

the manner most convenient for the contributor.

4. Every tax ought to be so contrived as both
to take out and keep out of the pockets of the people

as little as possible over and above what it brings

into the public treasury of the state.

But it is one thing to lay down general maxims
for the guidance of legislators In the imposition of

taxes and another thing to discover a mode ol taxa-

tion which will not be open to objection on the ground
of violating one or other of these maxims; and even
in oountries where the most enlightened principles

of finance are followed, it will generally be found
that all these maxims are violatsd in some way or

other. Special oircumstanoes have to be taken into

account with regard to every tax that can be proposed,

and the policy m imposing one tax instead oif another

depends upon the balance of advantages and dis-

advantages, and often to a greater or 1m extent on
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oonridaMlionf of eoiiT«Qieiie» Mid Matliiieiit It k
obrioos that two d maximi above atated, tiiat

whkh reqnina the tax to be proportkmed to the
afaiUtka of the payer, and that which laya it ahoold
be levied at the time or in the manner moat conven*
Sent for him, cannot in all caaea be strictly adhered
to, simply becaoae the state has not the means of

dmng so; and althoo^ it is easier to attend to the
other two maxima, there may, in certain cases, be
advantages connected with certain modes of taxation

in which it is impossible to attend to them, such as to

oounterbaianoe toe objectionB grounded on their vio-

lation. Thus the second maxim, forbidding arbitrari-

ness and unoertainty in taxation, the violation of
which is, as a rule, more objectionable than the vio-

lation of any of the other maxims, is to some extent
Infringed by the income-tax in this country; for in

levying that tax it is found necessary to give to the
commissioners powers of arbitrary assessment in cases

where they thmk that the person assessed has not
stated the tme amount of his income.

The first of the maxims of Adam Smith regarding
taxation, as given above, is not statecl in full as it is

to be found in the original. Adam Smith appends to

it an explanatory clause, to the effect that by taxation

proportioned to the respective abilities of the contri-

butors he means taxation proportioned to the revenue
which they enjoy under the protection of the state. It

is contended by some, however, that a person's expen-
diture is a better criterion to follow in apportioning
taxation than his income, as being a truer indiaition

of his ability to pay. The justification of this view
is that some, from the circumstances in which they
are placed, and from the nature of their income, are

obli^ to save more of it than others, while some
are under no necessity of sa\ iiig at all. If a person's

income depends on his continuing in sufficient health

and stren^^ to |>erform the duties in virtue of which
his income is ginned, that person having to make
provision not only, it may be, for children or others

dependent nf>on him, but also for old age, will have
really less dis{x)sab]e means than another having an
income of the same amount, but secured to him for

bis whole life; and l)otb of these will probably have
leas disposable means than a persem whose income
(though still the same in amount) is continued to his

successors. If, then, all these persons are taxed to

the same amotmt, it may reasonably be maintained
that they are not taxed in the ratio of their abilities.

This will appear more clearly when it is considered

that the fierson whose income is continued to his

aucceasors has in effect his income restricted in order

that provision may be made for his suoceaaors. The
peraon who lays out his money so as to obtain a per-

floanent return for it gets a smaller income by it

than if be had purcha^ an annuity with it, and it

k upon this smaller income that he is taxed when
taxation k proportioned to income; while a person

who limits his aisposable means in another way with
a similar object k taxed upon his whole income, and
not only upon that portion which he reserves for his

own uaa. If it k fair, than (aa of ooums it is), to

make allowance for the limitadon of income in the
one caae, it would aeem to be equally fair to make
allowance for the limitation of the enjoyed income iu

the other caae, and the only effectual way of doing this

would be to make taxation proportioned to expendi-
tUTC^ if that were practicable. But the truth ii that

k k not pradicaDle accurately to adjust taxation
either to moome or to expenditure. Most taxes are
actually ou expaoditora, out they are only rough!v
propordouad to ik £i^ before we go on to speak
m taxes actually In uaa we must nodoe another inter-

pw^dou Dut upon Adam Smith's maxim that the
enbjeoti of a atate ahouM be taxed In propordou to

their abOitlea It baa bean argued that a patm
enjoying a large income amply auffiolng for all ardl-

nary wants k more able to give op a certain proper^

don of that income than a panon with a small mooma^
and that therefore the fonner should have a laifsr

propordou of hk income dadnetad for the behoof d
the state than the latter; that, In short, taxation
should be graduated, and a larger per centage levied

upon a lai^r income. Thk meory baa bm advo-
cated, both in England and on the Continent; but it

is a sufficient refutation of it that taxation baa^ upon
it would operate as a discouragement to industry.

Taxes are usually divided into direct and indueot
By (Urect taxes are understood such aa are laid im-
mediately on the consumers, as the carriage, horse,

and dog taxes, legacy duties, stamp dutiee, Aa; by
indirect taxes, such as are assessed on others in

advance, who are left to remunerate themselves from
the rest of the community, as the customs and moat
of the excise duties.

llie most important of the direct taxes ars tha
income-tax, wliieh is, of course, a tax upon income,
and the house-tax, which is a tax on expenditura
In theory the income-tax is one of the most equitable

of taxes, inasmuch as it is intended to boar emially

on all iu pro;H)rtiou to their revenue, which U Adam
Smith's first maxim of taxation. In practice, how
ever, there are so many objections to it that many
economists agree in condemning it, or at least in dk-
approving of its use as a regular source of inooma
The chief ground of objection to it is the impos-

sibility of assessing it fairly. Those who have fixed

incomes iu the form of rent, interest, or salary can-

not esca|)e from l)aying their full share of the tax,

since their iucomtM can always be ascertained, But
it is different with those whoso incomes consist in the

pn»fits of trade or professional emoluments. In their

case there is no security for the acouraoy of tha

returns made by tlioiii, and the dishonest among them
are thus enabled to throw part of the burden that

should be lK>n]e by them upon thfise who are In dif-

ferent circumstances or are more conscientious, which
latter result es^sscially is one of the worst featurss

that a tax can have. The last remedy against thk
dishonesty is what has been already mentioned aa aa
objection to the tax, namely, the intrusting of arbi-

trary {wwem of assessment to the collectora The
exercise of this discretion must not only be a very

ineffectual remedy against the evil aimed at, but k
I
not unlikely to lead in many casea to injustioa A
person engaged in trade is often unable to say him-
self what bis income really is, and that being the caae

it is perfectly obvious that the grounds on which tha

commissioners fix the amount of income to be assessed,

when they fancy that the returns received by them
are incorrect, must be very insuffioent. Thk tax

bss further always excited a good deal of discontent

in (treat Britain on account of ite inciuisitorial nature.

But even if a tax having all the objectionable quali-

ties that are charged against the income tax is to ba

retained, it k contended by some, on such grounds as

have bem already indicated for taking expenditura

rather income aa the true criterion of ability to

pay, that the tax should be oo expenditure and not

upon income. The objection to thk proposal k that

not only would such a tax have all the disadvantages

of the income-tax, but that a person might conceal

hb real expenditure ijy saving with the one hand
and running into debt with the other, (See iNOOMI-

Tax.) Some of the Australian ooloniea levy a direct

tax on the market value of land apart from buildings

nd improvementa, and a similar tax is advocated by
I many in Britain. The * single-taxers followers d
I

the lato Henry George, propose to replace all other
i taxes by one of this nature up to 20#. per pound.
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In Ovaat Brltab hotue Uxm %re the meani of

miring a large part of the local revenuee. Mnnic^al
revennea are indeed raiaed entirely in thia way. The
tax la not meant aa a duty on a particular fcnm of

expenditure, but the houae in which a peraon livea

ta taken aa affording one of the beat indicationa of hia

meana, and it ia assumed, therefore, that taxes pro-

portioned to his house-rent will be proportioned to

nis abilities.

Indirect taxes are all on ei^nditure. When they
are imposed on goods at the time of their importation

they are denominated cuatoma ;
when they are im-

poskl on articles of inland production they are called

excise duties. Adam Smith mentions one objection

to this mode of raising revenue, as the payer of the

tax must enhance the price of his goods, not only by
the amount of the duty advanced by him, but also

for interest, profit, and guarantee of that amount, so

that the consumer must, in fact, pay more than the

tax. Such taxes thus violate his fourth maxim, in

taking out of the pockets of the people considerably

more than they bring into the public treasury of the

state. On the other hand they are recommended by
the fact that they are likely to answer admirably the

requirements of the third maxim, in being levied at

the time and in the manner most convenient for the

contributor. For the tax is paid in instalments by
the consumer when he buys what he wants of the

article taxed, which is no doubt the time when it is

moat convenient for him to do so, and he pays it in

such a manner that the fact that he is paying a tax

drops out of consideration. This latter recommenda-
tion is of course only founded on the feeling of the

payer, and this feeling depends to a great extent on
nis ignorance and thoughtlessness, and will tend to

disappearwhen the contributor becomes more enlight-

eneo. At present, however, it forms without doubt

a powerful inducement in favour of this mmle of tax-

ation. There is one class of indirect taxes that are

considered particularly objectionable by most political

economists in Great Britain at least, namely all those

which come under the designation of discriminating,

including protective duties. Discriminating duties

are such aa put a tax on commodities produced in a
certain way or under certain circumstances (in foreign

countries instead of at home for example), and leave

the same commodities untaxed when produced in

another way or under other circumstances. In the

first case, if the methods of production are equally

good the tax has no particularly injurious effect.

But it usually happens that one method is better

than the other, and if government imposes on the

superior method (that which produces a better quality

of the oommmlity, or an eciual quality with less

labour) a tax sufficient to bring about the adoption of

the other method, it is obvious that the only result

will be to make the consumer pay more for that com-
modity, without in any degree enriching the state.

If the tax should be laid upon the inferior method of

production it would, of course, have no effect what-

ever. In the second case, where commodities im-

ported from foreign countries are subjected to customs

duties without equal excise duties being imposed on
those of home pr^uction, the result is tiiat the price

of the commodity generally is increased, but whereas
that part of the increase which is paid on the com-
modities of foreign origin comes into the public

treasury, the other part, which is paid on those of

home production, goes into the po^ets of the pro-

ducers. When the tax on foreign commodities of

a kind that are also produced at home is of such an
amount as to operate as a protective duty the result

ia still worse. The community generally pay more
for what they want of such commodities without the

pnblio revenue obtaining any direct benefit The

commercial legislation of Great Britain from 1846
tiM been based on the principle of having no dis-

criminating duties of this nature or protective duties
of any kind, that is, on the principle of free-trade;

but the com dut^ of 1902 may be called a partial

return to protection, though the duty is so small as
to have little or no protective effect, and is really

intended for revenue purposes only. (See Fbxs-
TRADK and Gobn-lawb.) The high duties levied

on intoxicating liquors are justifi^ on the ground
that these are mere articles of luxury, and that the
high duty tends to check over-indulgence. On the
whole subject of taxation see the works on political

economy generally
; some of the most important of

these are mentioned at the end of our article under
that heading.

ft cannot be made a question among a free people
to whom the right of taxation belongs. In Britain
and America theprinciple has long beenacknowledged
that taxes are a voluntary donation from the people
to the government.
TAXIDERMY, the art of preparing the skin and

other parts of animals in such a way as to preserve

their natural appearance and to fit them for being
kept in a natural history collection. The skins <3

animals are the chief subject of taxidermy, whence
the name (from the Greek toxis, arrangement, and
derma^ skin). The usual method of preparing skins

is to rub them, after they have b^n completely
deprived of fiesh, with some composition in which
arsenic is a principal ingredient. Sometimes alum
and sometimes tanner’s liquor are used for the
purpose.

TAXING OF COSTS, the settlement of the

amount due by a client to his attorney or solicitor

for his legal services. An attorney is not allowed
to make wbat charges he pleases, the rate of charges

being fixed within certain limits by the court, in

connection with which there is an officer, called in

England a taxing-master and sometimes a registrar,

and in Scotland an auditor, whose duty is to fix the
amount of the costs when the client is dissatisfied

with the charges of his attorney. There is an appeal
from the decision of the taxing-master to the court

itself, but the award of the latter is final If tlie

bill of costs rendered by an attorney and subjected

to revision by the taxing-master is deemed to exceed
the proper scale by more than one-sixth the attorney

is held liable for the expense of taxing, but if not
this falls upon the client.

TAY, a large river in Scotland, in the county of

Perth, formed by two head-streams, the one issuing

from the north-east end of Loch Tay, and the other

from Loch Lyon, a small lake on the borders of

Argyleshire. The two streams unite about 2 miles
north-east of Loch I'ay, whence the river flows past

Aberfeldy, Dunkeld, and Perth, at which last town
it widens out into an estuary from 1 to 8 miles in

breadth, seftarating the counties of Perth and For-

far on the north from Fife on the south. The whole
length is 120 miles, and the area of basin 2260 si],

miles. Vessels of 600 tons ascend to Newburgh, and
those drawing 9 feet to Perth. Its principal tribu-

taries are the Tummel (with the Garry) and Isla

(with the Ericht) on the left, and the Bran, Almond,
and Earn on the right. During the upper part

of its course the Tay flows with a rapid current
through a wild and highly romantic country, and
subsequently, after entering Strathmore, through the
richest and finest valley in Scotland. In the snm-
mer of 1878 a railway bridge spanning the estuary
of the Tay at Dundee was opened for traffic, but
on the 28th of December, 1879, thirteen spans of

it, crossing the navigable part of the river, were
blown down in a violent storm, a passenger train.
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whlcA Umb happaiMd to bo oroMlnff, being predpi*

toted ot the eome time into the river. A eeoond
bridg^ 2 milae 73 vordo lon|^ with 85 iponi, end
corrying two linae of roil, woa opened in 1887.

TAT, Looh, o )ocb in the county of Perth, U a

pietnraeque th^ of water 15 miles long and about

1 mile brood ; receiving at its south-west end (near

Kilim
) the Lochay and the Dochari, and dtacharg-

ing at its north-east end at Kenmore by the Tay.

It is 100 to 600 feet deep, and is well supplied wi&
fish. On its north-west shore rises Ben Lowers.
TAYLOK, Bbook, an English mathematician,

bom at Edmonton in 1685; died December 29, 1731.

In 1701 he entered St John’s Collem, Cambridge.
In 1709 be reoeived the degree of LL.B, and in 1714
that of LL.D. In 1712 he had been chosen a fellow

of the Royal Society, and in January, 1714, had
been appointed its secretary. This ofhce he retained

till 1718, when he resigned it on account of the weak
state of his health. Between 1716 and 1721 he pahl

three visits to the Continent On the occasion of

his first visit he made the acquaintance of Lord Boh
ingbroke, with whom he ever afterwards kept up an
intimacy, llie most important of Taylor's works
was published at London in 1715, and bears the title

Metbodus Inorementorum Directa et Inversa. It

contains, among other theorems of less oon8e<|uenc«,

a celebrated one, which is hence called Taylor's theo-

rem, the importance of which was first recognized

by Lagrange, who proposed to make it the founda-

tion of the differential calculus. His other works
include two treatises on linear persjiective, liesides

contributions to the Philosoi>hical Transactiona
TAYLOR, Isaac, an English thinker, born at

Lavenham, Suffolk, in August, 1787; died at Stan-

ford Rivera, June 28, 1865. His life was almost

entirely passed in studious retirement at the place

where be died. His first publisbe<] work is entitled

Elements of lliought (Lmdon, 182.3). It was suc-

ceeded by numerous others, most of which are of a

partly phil<«ophical, partly religious cast The prin-

ci|>al are. The Natural History of Enthusiasm (1829),

The Natural History of Fanaticism (1833), Spiritual

I>es|K)tism (1835), Physical Theory of Aiiuiher Life

(1836), Ancient Christianity (1839-43), Loyola and
Jcmiitism (1849), Wesley and Methmlism (18.'>1),

Restoration of Itelicf (1855), Worhl of Mind (18.57),

Ultimate Civilization (18C0), and Spirit of liebruw

Poetry (1861). I'he first of these works is that by
which his name is chiefly known, although it was
ori^nally published anonymously. The work on
ancient Christianity was coni|Kjsed with the view of

correcting the errors which the author believed many
were likely to fall into in oonsec}uence of the appeals

of the writers of the Oxford tracts to the authority

and practice of the early church.

TAYLOR, Jeremy, an eminent divine and prelate

of the Irish Church, was bom in the year 1613, at
( 'ambridge, where his father was a barber. He was
educated at Perse’s Free School in his native place,

and entered, in 1626, a sizar in Caius College, where
he continued until he bad graduated Master of Arts.

Entering into orders he occasionally lectured for a
friend at St Paul's Cathedral, where he attracted
the attention of Archbishop Laud, who prtxnired him
a fellowship of All Souls College, Oxford. In 1638
he was presented by Bishop Juxon to the rectory of

Uppingham, in Rntlandahire. In 1642 be was created
|

Doctor of l^vinity at Oxford, at which time be was
cha

f
tiiun in ordinary to Charles L In the same year

his living was sequestrated by the Parliament After
the otttlweak of the dvil war he continued to attend
Charles as chaplain, and when the parliamentary
party proved victorious he was frequently imprisoned
for sh^ periods. Eventually be retired into Wales,
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where be was kindly reorivtd by the Eari of Oarb«y,
under wheat protection bo waa allowed looxorobt
his ministry and keep a aohooL In this obaoura

ituation bewrote thooaoopioufand fervent disoourasa,

wboaa fertility ci oompodtion, eloquence of exproa-

sion, and oomprohensivene« of thought have rendered
him one of the first writers in the English language.

The death of three aona within a abort perioa ren-

dered a change of place neceasary for the restoration

of his tranquillity, and he removed to London and
offidated, not without danger, to private congrega-
tions of Royalists. At length, in 1658, he accepted
an invitation from Lord (^nwav to reside at hk
seat in Ireland, where he remained until the Restora-
tion, when he was elevated to the Irish see of Down
and Connor, with the administration of that of Dio-
more. To this office he waa consecrated in January,
1661. He was also, in the same year, made a privy-

councillor for Ireland, and chosen Vice-ohanoeilor of

the University of Dublin. He conducted himself,

on hia advancement, with all the attention to his

duties, public and private, which had ever distin-

guinhed him in bumble situations. Hedied at liisburn,

August 13, 1667. Taylor possessed the advautara
of a comely person and a mehxliouB voice, wmeb
were further^ off by the uiost urbane manners and
agreeable conversation. His works have been often

printed in a variety of forms. A great |>art of them
consists in sermons and devotional pieces. There
are likewise several treatises, one of the most remark-
able of which is entitled A lliscounie of the Liberty

of Prophesying (Preaching), 4to, 1647, which plea«
ehM|uentIy and strenuously for lilierty of conscience.

Of the other writings of tlds prelate the most gener-

ally known are his Golden Grove, or Manual of

Daily Prayers; his treatises on Holy Living and
Holy Dying; and his Ductor Dubitantiiun, or Rule
of Conscience, a casuistical treatise. An e<lition of

his works, with a life, by Bishop Hebttr, was published

in 1822 (fifitien volumes); but the Intst roition is

that of the Rev. C. P. Kflen, M.A, Fellow of Oriel

Colh'ge, Oxford (Tsmdon, ten vols. 1854).

I'AYLOR, John, usually called tlie waUr-poet,

from his lieing a waterman, was bom in Gloucester,

aliout 1580. Hu was taken young to London, and
apprenticed to a waterman. He was at the taking

of (lailiz, under the Earl of Essex, in 1596, and after-

wards visited Germany and Scotland. At home be
was many years collector, for the lieutenant of the
Tower of Ismdon, of his foes of the w'ines from all

the ships which brought them up the Thames. When
the civil wars broke out he retired to Oxfonl, where
be kept a common victualling house, and wrote pas-

quinades upon the Roundheads. He afterwards kept

a public-house at Westminster. He died in 1654,

aged seventy -four, (yertain of his works are pub-

lished under the title of All the Works of John
Taylor, the Water-Poet, being Sixty and Three in

Number, collecteil into one volume by the author,

with sundry new Additions, corrected, revised, and
newly imprinted (1630, folio). His pieces were
sulMc(|Ucntlv increased to more than double that

number. These pieces are not destitute of natural

humour, and at the jingling wit which prevailed so

much during the reign of James I.

TAYLOR INSTITUTION, an institution in

connection with Oxford University, designed mainly
for the promotion of the study of modem European
languages. It owes its foundation to a bequest of

Sir R/>r^ Taylor, and the bnilding belong^ to it

was erected in 1848 from tbk ber^uest The inrtitu-

tion comprises four teacberships of modem European
languages and a library, and there are in oonoectioD

with it a scholarship and an exhibition. It k under
the management of nine curators, all of whom must

390
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be memben of convocation. The libnuy is open
free to all members of the university, and otner

literaryjpersons may be admitted special permis-

sion. Tiie curators of the institution have also the

administration of a fund bequeathed by William
Thomas Homer for the encouragement of the study
of ^e Polish and other Slavonic languages.

TAYLOR’S THEOREM, an important theorem
of the differential calculus, which is expressed by the

equation

—

This theorem was discovered by Dr. Brook Taylor,

and was first published in 1715.

TAYPORT, formerly called Ferryport-on-Craig,

a town of Scotland, in Fifeshire, on the Firth of

Tay, opposite Broughty Ferry, with a parish church,

two United Free churches, a Baptist chapel, linen

and jute factories, a foundry, a timber-yard, salmon-
ffshing, mussel-dredging, &c. A dock and pier have
been constructed by the N.B. Railway Company, and
the town is partly a residential suburb of Dundee.
PoM1891), 2871; (1901), 3314.

TOHAD (in the ^mou language ‘Great Water’),

a fresh-water lake in the interior of Africa. It lies

between Bomou on the west and south, Kanem on
the north and east, and Baghirmi on the south.

Its length from north to soutn is about 150 miles,

and its breadth about 125; but it is only during the

rainy season that the whole of the area included

within these limits is covered with water. During
the dry season a large expanse is converted into

marsh, and the o{>en water is of comparatively limited

extent. Its principal feeder is the Shari from the

south. It has no permanent outlet. Infusoria and
fish are abundant in it, and its surface is to a large

extent covered with lotus and other water-plants.

The marshy shores bear a great deal of papyrus,

and swarm with mosc|uitoes, ants, termiti^ scor-

Cis, turtles, lixards, crocodiles, antelojieH, wild

rs, buffaloes, elephants, and hippopotami. The
inhabitants on the north-east side of the lake and
of the islands in the lake (of which there are several)

are called Biddumas. They are well-made and
active, with jet-black or dark-brown complexion, and
regular features. Some of the islands are densely

peopled, having a large village to nearly every square

mile. The lake is now bounded on the north-west,

north, east, and south-east by French territory, on
the south by the German Kamerun, and on the west

by the British Nigeria.

TOHERKASK. See Chkkkask.
TOHERNIGGV. See Czkrnigov.

TOHERNY. SeeCzKRNY.
TCHUDSKO LAKE. See Pripus.

TEA (Thea), a most important plant belonging to

the natural oi^er Ternstrcemiacees or Camelliaceae.

It is a branching evergreen shrub that attains the

height of about 30 feet. The leaves are alternate,

oviu-oblong, serrated, of a dark glossy-gxoen colour

and firm texture. The flowers are solitaiy or in

pairs, disposed in the axils of the leaves; the corolla

IS white or yellowish, and composed usually of five

petals; fruit a woody three-cell^ loculicidal capsule,

only one ovule in each cell forming a ripe seed. Tlie

tea-plant is a native of China and As^m, and has

been cultivated and in common use in the former

country from the most remote antiquity. Tea was
hardly known in Europe before the middle of the

seventeenth century, but has now become an article

of such commercial importance in this portion of the

globe as to employ a large amount of shipping and a
correspondingly large amount of capital. Still, so vast

is the home consumption, that it is alleged, that were

Europeans to abandon the commerce altorotfaer, the
price would not be much diminished in China. It

appears to be cultivated in all parts of Chi^ even
in the vicinity of Peking. It succeeds best in south

exposures and in thenei^bourhood of running water.

As the seeds are very apt to spoil, and scarcely one
in five will germinate, it is usual to plant several

in the same hole, at the depth of 4 or 5 inches.

The plants require little further care than that of

removing the weeds, till the third year, when the

leaves may be ^thered. In seven years the plants

have attained the height of 6 feet
;
but as they bear

few leaves they are trimmed down, which process pro-

duces a great number of new leaves. The leaves are

plucked off one by one with many precautions. In a
district in Japan where the tea-plant is cultivated

with peculiar care, the first gathering takes place at

the end of the winter, when the leaves are young and
tender and are only a few days old

;
these, on account

of their scarcity and dearness, are reserved for the

wealthy, and called imperial tea. The second gather-

ing is at the beginning of spring, when some leaves

have attained their full size and others are only

ex^ianding; all are gathered promiscuously and after-

wards sorted
;
the youngest especially are separated

with great care, and often sold for the imperial. The
third and last gathering takes place towards the

middle of summer; the leaves are now fully expanded,
of inferior quality, and are reserved for the common
people. Similar successive gatherings are also prac-

tised in China and elsewhere.

There is proliably only one true species, Tkea
chinensiSf but several vaneties, T. viridia^ T. bohea^

and T. asmmica, have lieen regarded os distinct

species. Formerly it was thought that green tea

was gathered exclusively from T. viridU and black
tea from T. bohea; but Mr. Fortune and others have
proved that both black and green teas may be made
indifferently from either, the differences lietween

them depending partly upon the variety of the plant

from which the leaves have been obtained, but more
particularly upon the time of gathering and mode of

preparation. Thus, green teas are generally pre-

paid by drying the leaves as ouickly as possible

after they are gathered, then sligntly heating them,
after which they are rolled separately or in small
heaps, and then rapidly dried; while black tea is

made from the leaves which, after being gathered,
arc exposed to the air for some time, and then, after

having been tossed about, are placed in heaps, where
they undergo a kind of fermentation

;
after which

they are exposed to a fire for a short time, then
rolled in masses to get rid of the moisture and to

give them a twisted character; then they are again
exposed to the air, and finally dried slowly over a
fire. Much of the green tea exported from China to

Britain, America, and other forei^ countries was
f(»rmerly coloured artificially with a mixture of

Prussian blue, turmeric, and gypsum. The leaves,

being gathered, are cured in houses which contain
from five to ten or twenty small furnaces, about 3 feet

high, each having at the top a large flat iron pan.
There is also a long, low table, covered with mats,
on which the leaves are laid and rolled by workmen
who sit round it. The iron pan being heated to a
certain degree by a little fire made in the furnace

underneath,, a few poimds of the fresh - gathered
leaves are put upon the pan: the fresh and juicy

leaves crack when they touch the pan; and it is the
business of the operator to shift them as quickly as

possible with his bare hands till they become too hot
to be easily endured. At this instant he takes off

the leaves with a kind of shovel resembling a fan,

and pours them on the mats ; other operators, now
taking small quantities at a time, roll them in the
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p«lm of their hands in one direetkm, while a third

aet are fanning them* that they may cool the more
speedily, and retain their curl the longer. This
process is repeated two or three times, or oftener,

before the tea is pot into the stoit^ in order that all

the moisture may be thoroughly dissipated and their

curl more completely preserved. On eveiy repetition

the pan is lesa heat^, and the operation pe^ormed
more closely and cautiously. The tea is then sepa-

rated into the different kinds, and deposited in the

store for domestic use or exportation. The different

sorts of black and green arise not merely from soil,

situation, or the age of the leaf; but after winnowing
the tea the leaves are taken up in succession as they

fall ; those nearest the machine, being the heaviest,

are the gxinpoiedcr tea
;
the lightest, the worst, is

chiefly used by the lower classes. That which is

brought down to Canton then undergoes a second

roasting, winnowing, packing, Ac., and many hundred
women are employed for these puqxist«. In India

and Ceylon machinery is extensively used in the

manufacture? of tea in order to secure greater uni-

formity and cleanliness. Indian methods also differ

somewhat from China in other rci^cts, esjiecially in

the making of block teas. The Ceylon metluKls of

manufacture are generally similar U) those? u.Hed in

India.

Among the most imjiortant of other plants used to

make U?a or similar infusions arc the mate of Para-

guay {Ilex parfUjxtayenxU), a kind (»f holly ; the cotf«H*-

plant; six*cies of Ledum, yielding Labrador tea; Co*

tha fdwig, yielding Abyssinian tea, als<j known as

Mt ; the orchid Anynerurn frayrann, of Mauritius,

yielding faham tea
;
several kinds of myrtles, kv.

The bla<*k teas usually imjKirted by Kuntjs'ans

and Americans, are, lx*ginning with the lowest ipiali-

ticjs, bohen, nmffoii, eampo, nourkony, pouchnmj, Angnm
pekoe, pekoe\ the grei*n teas are twankay, hygon gh’n,

young hyson, hyson, iviprruil, and gunpotrdrr. The
liest tea gr<)wn in (’hitm is cultivated in the- |»rovince

of Kiangsu, that lieaiiliful provinw of which Nan-
king is the <yipital, and which prtKluees an abun-

dance <»f every ne<x*s.sary and Itixury; Init th»‘greatwt

[Mirt of the ooinnion block teas exjK)tt<jfl to KurojR?

comfjs frmn Fokien and Quangtong. The Hussions,

however, who carry on the overland trade in tea,

derive their supplies frfun other localities. The
superiority of tlie tea bnmght i!it<» the Kuropoan
market by the Russians does nf»t de|Hfnd on its not

having IsHin expfjsed to a h<?h voyage (commonly
supposed in England to be injurious to the flavour

of the herb), but entirely on the grijater fitness

or excellence of the soil, Ac., in the districts from
which the Russians draw thtur teas.

The chemical coTn]x>sition of tea varies with many
circumstance's, such os tlie age of the leaf, the method
and conditions of growth, the ajlour, Ac. The
I»rincipal con.stituents are theine, tannin, ash, and
essential oil. Black tea generally has more theine,

less tannin, and less essential oil than green. One
aruilyst gives the average composition of a China
green tea as: theine, 2'02 per cent; tannin, 14*57;
ash, 7*3^1; insoluble leaf, 47*05; moisture, 6*43; and
the same authority gives the average composition of

six Indian teas as follows: theine, 2*7 per cent;
tannin, 14*87; ash, 5*82; insoluble leaf, 51*24;
moisture, 5*81.

Tea owes its chief properties to the presence of the
volatile oil, tannin, and especially the alkaloid named
theinx (C^HiftNiOj), which is in its constitution
identical with eaffeine (contained in coffee) and
occurs also in guarana, Paraguay tea or mate, and
kola nuts. Theine can be prepared in the form of
silky needles. The effects of tea on the hunun i^»-

tem are those of a very mild narcotic, and, like those

of any other narootio taken in fanall ^nantittea, ex*
hilaratii^ The green teas poaaess this equality in a
much higner degree than the black, and a strong in*

fusion of the former will in most constitutions pro*
dues considerable excitement and wakefulness. Of
^1 narcotics, however, tea is the least pemiaoua, if

indeed it be so in any degree except when drunk
to exc^ or in the case of certain constitutions. It
acts likewise as a diuretic and a diaphoretic, and
assists digestion.

Tea is subjected to extensive adulteration, but
former methods are now little used. The substances
used for this purpose were chiefly mineral matter,
for increasing weight; organic matter, f-*r increasing
weight; sulmtanees intend<Kl to im|)art fictitious

strength, and colouring suljstancxv*. ITnder the first

of these classt's ferric oxide and siliceous matter were
the most gtmerally employiMl. The se<Mmd class of
adultemnts includes exhausted tea-leaves and foreign
leav«*s; the third class includes added tannin, lie-tea,

mduble inm salts, and alkaline t'arbonales. Lie-tea
consists of tea -dust mixed with gum or starch, and
sometimt* mineral matter. The prinei|)al colouring
matters wore indig<>, turmeric, and Prussian blue,

Home of the attempts to ctdtivate the tea-plant

in foreign eountries have met with no little success.

Within rt'cent times eonsidemble efforts have lx?en

made by the Dtiteh gt?vemment of .lava to produce
tea in that island with the n.ssistance of Chinese culti-

vators, and ten is now exported. The British pcsi-

sessions in India now yield large supplies of tea, espe-

cially Assam. It is the pixslure of a native variety

of plant, tlie Then asmmlea, as well ns of hybrids

with tlu' Cliines<* plant. (Chinese tea mamifacturem
have Ihh’ii induc?«‘d to mettle in A.ssam, notwithstand-

ing the jealousy of their native goveniment. The
tea shrill IS in AMsam an* said to thrive in the valleys

Iwtweiui the jungles and on the Imnks of nmntng
streams, whereas in China the plants rather affect the

.sides of hills. 1 ndian growers have Ixien cliarged with
attending nion^ to quantity than to (piality. Tea
eiiltivation has deveIo{M;d very rapidly in Ceylon since

1873. (See Ckylon.) Natal alw> prixluces some tea.

It has lieen said that the use of tea among the
( 'hinese is not of ancient date, from the character

represtmting tea not lieing found in any ancient

Chinese work. If this he tnio it is but negative

evidence, and it would nsjuire vast rew?arch and a
close nfMpiaintance with Chinese literature to prove
that it is true. We have, however, })ositive evidence

of its lieing used as early os the eighth and ninth

centurit?H. A tax on tea is mentione<i in the Annals
of the? Dynasty of Tang; and in the Journal of an
Arabian mercliant who tradisl with the Chinese at

that early periofi mentifin is made of the infusion of

an herb name<l sah, much dnink hy the inhabitants.

This herb is evidently tea, and its name mh is as

near an appniximation to the Chinese name chah as

the Arabic alphaliet is cajialile of expressing.

It may lx? inter».'Hting to trace the gradual incrcaiie

in the use of leu in Britain from the time when it was
first twisted oh a curiosity to the present fforiod. The
first time we find it mentioned in this countiy is

in an act of Parliamemi paswsl in 1660, liy which
we find it chargwl with a duty of Is. 6d. per gallon

when drunk in public- houw^s. In the following year

Pepys speaks of it in bis Diaiy in the following

terms:-—‘.StJptemher 25. I sent for a cup of tea

(a Chinese drink), of which I had never drank
Ijefore.' In 1664 a pwiseiit of 2 lbs, 2 oxs, of tea waa
made by the East Indian Company to Charles II.

Tlie price was then alxiut two guineas per lb., and the

tea appears to have been pnx:ured from the Conti-

nent, as the first importation by the Company was
in 1669, when two canisters were received by them.
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containing 150 lbs. It appeart; however, to have
been hardily considered as an article of commerce,
the first o^er for tea being sent to Madras. The
singular terms of this order will show how recent

was the introduction of the herb, and the estimation

in which it was held ;
—

‘ In regard tea is grown to

be a commodity here, and we have occasion to make
presents thereof to our great friends at court, we
would have you yearly send us five or six canisters

of the very ijest and freshest; that which colours

the water in which it is infused most of a greenish
complexion is best esteemed’. In the year 1678
nearly 6000 lbs. were imported; this quantity, which
would now be sold at one large shop in London,
appears to have overstocked the country, for we find

only 410 lbs. imported altogether in the six follow-

ing vears, but after this time the demand for tea

slowly increased. Our ancestors gradually acrjuired

a preference for the social and exhilarating bever-

age over the heady ale which accompanied their

former repasts, and al)out the end of the centuiy
nearly 20,000 lbs. of tea were brought every year to

England. In twenty years from this time the

annual imi)ortation reached alx)ve 1,000,000 lbs.,

Ixjing an increase of fiftyfold in twenty years.

Henceforward the consumption of tea, almost with-

out fluctuation, increased to its present enormous
amount, the increase l)eing doubtless tissisted by the

steady reductiim of the duty. A considerable in-

crease in the exportation of this commodity from
China took place more especially after the opening
of many Chinese jMmts by the Treaty of Nanking in

1842, and the Treaties of Tientsin in 1858 and 1860.

The following table shows the amount of tea im-

ported into the United Kingdom and the amount
re-exported in several years from 1873 till 1901 :

—

Dm. linix)rt«d. Lb* ilo-exportarl.

1873 102,344,396 30,322,240
1883 222,006,619
1880 221,002,000

37,354,7231897 200,800,411

800,2;{0,8671900 43,067.884

1901 206,204,142 48.38t),618

The total value of the tea im]>ortcd in 1 901 was
£9,440,374, and of that re-exported £1,698,694. Of
the total imported in 1901, 160,102,670 llw. came
from India, 104,601,531 llw, from Ceylon, and only

20,419,806 llxs. from China, including Hung-Koiig
and Macao. In 1873 China sent 133,307,196 llw., the

British East Indies 20,326,882 ll>s., and Ceylon only

23 11)8. OH a small beginning of her wonderful de-

velopment in this respect. The re-exj)orts of China

tea go principally to Marocco, Holland, and Ger-

many; of Indian tea, to Germany, Cape Colony,

Canada, and the United States; of Ceylon tea, to

Germany, United States, Canada, and Cai»o Colony.

The Australians are the greatest tea-drinkers.

Russia and Holland are the onl^' countries on the

continent of Europe in which tea is extensively used

os a popular l>everage. A better (quality of tea is

used in Russia than almost anywhere else. Until

1862 the im])orts of tea into Russia were exclu.sively

overland. It was conveyed from Kiachta to Tomsk,
Irkutsk, Tjumen, or Perm, and thence to Nijnei-

Novgorod, which is the great tea market for Russia.

After that time the importation of tea by sea was
jiermitted, and this greatly reduced the Kiachta tea

trade^ so that only the northeni and eastern jwrts of

Russia wore supplied with tea from Kiachtii, while

the western and southern parts were supplied by sea.

The great Siberian Railway now brings the Chinese

tea to Russia. In Russia there is a large consump-
tion of what is called brick-tea, so called fnnn the

fact of its lieing made up for sale in brick -.shajHHl

cakes. For this purpose the larger leaves and the

young shoots of the tea-plant are used. After being
softened by steam they are pressed in wooden forms
into shape, and are then laid out in layers in a place

where they are protected from the sun, and in such
a manner that currents of air may play freely about
each of them. When quite dry they are wrapped
separately in paper, and a red ticket bearing black

Chinese characters is affixed to each brick. The
bricks are as hard and sonorous as wood. Their
ordinary size is about 8^ inches long, 4} inches

broad, and f inch thick. In colour brick-tea is

either bright-green, dark-green, or nearly black. The
bright-green is the best, and the black the worst,

being made from the refuse of the tea destined for

the European market. Among the Mongols these

bricks are used os money.
TEAK-TREE {Tcetona grandis), a tree belong-

ing to the natural order Verbenaceae, one of the

largest and most useful of trees. It is found more
than 200 feet high, and the stem, branches, and
leaves are all very imposing. The trunk is erect

and massive, the bark ash-coloured; the leaves are

obovate and downy beneath, somewhat declining,

on young trees from 1 to 2 feet long and 8 to 16
inches in breadth. The flowers are small, white,

and fragrant, disj)08ed in widely-spreading, terminal
paniclas. The calyx is tomentose, and the corolla

hardly longer than the calyx. The fruit is a one-

celled drupe. This tree al)ounds in the extensive

forests of Java, Ceylon, Malalmr, Coromandel, &c.,

but especially in Burma and Siam, from which
countries Great Britain derives most of its supplies

of this timber. The wood is light and easily worked,
and at the same time strong and durable. It is con-

sidered superior to all others for ship-building, and is

besides extensively used in the East in the construc-

tion of houses and temples. This tree w»is introduced

into the British possessions in India by Ijord Corn-
wallis, and is now planted with a view to timl>er in

various parts of India. The leaves furnish a purjJe
dye, which is employed for colouring cottons and silks.

African teak is the wmtxl of the Liberian tree Old-
jieldia africana, of the natural order Gesneraceae.

TEAL, a genus of Ducks, usually ranked with
the Anatinte or True Ducks, and distinguished as a
genus {Querquedula) by the bill having a homy tip

and l)eing a.s long Jis the head. The second quill is

thti longest of the wings, and the nostrils iov of oval

sha])e, ami ]>laced at the base of the bill. The
Common Teal (Q. crecea) is a W'cll-known species,

and is the smallest of British ducks. Whilst many
teal .sojourn throughout the year and breed in Great
Britain, by far the greater numl)er fly northwards
for the summer and return to Britain for the winter.

This bird arrives in Britain in September, and in-

habits lakes and marshes. The nest is built of

leaves and grosses, the eggs numl>ering from ei^ht
to ten, and l)ein^ coloured a dirty or brow’msh
w'hite. The head is coloured chestnut-brown above,

the .sides being of greenish hue on their upper parts
and rich brown tielow', the two colours being sepa-

rateil by streaks of buff wlour. The chin is coloured
black; the back is grayish-w’hite, mottled with dark
streaks; the wings exhibit brown and purjJish hues;

and the toil is of a blackish-brow'n tint. The females
are coloured a general sombre brown. The length
of these birds is about 15 inches. The Bummer
Teid or Garganey (Q. eircia) is leas common, its

regular breeding-place being confined to Norfolk
and Suffolk. The Chinese Teal or Mandarin Duck
{Aix galericulata) has the bill shorter than the head,

the homy tip being very lai^ and the edges straight.

The toes possess a large web, and the second quill is

the longest in the wungs. Tluw* latter ducks perch

on trees; and the males exhibit a highly variegated
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phtmagtt ot grew, poiplfli wUte, uid chadnat, th«
femalat beinff oolcnnred a mm lober brown. The
male loaea bk eiirkma head'€reet» wing-ooven, and
brflliani plnmage from May to Augoati and amumea
a plumage resembling that of the female. Thevonng
are oovered above with a soft down of brownish hue.

Ilie eggs are ooloored brown.
TEASEL, a genus of plants, forming the type of

the natnial order Dipsacew or Dipsacaceae. The
plants of this order are heibs or nnder-shniba with
opposite or verticillate leaves; flowers in dense heatls,

surrounded by an involucre; corolla tubular, mono-
petalous; stamens four, epipetslous; fruit dry, inde*

hiscent The cultivated a{>ecie8, Diptacut fuUonum^
the fuller’s teasel, has an herbaceous, upright, prickly

stem; the leaves are connate, oval-lanceolate, and
likewise prickly l)eneatb on the principal nervuros.

ITie florets are blue, and expand successively by
xones. It has been considered a variety of the wild
teasel (D. a common plant in many parts

of Europe; but it difTers in having the scales or chaffs

more rigid, recurved, and forming a little hook at

the extremity. This conformation is peculiarly

suitable for raising the nap upon W(K)Ilen cloths, and
for this purpose the heads are fixed nmnd the cir-

cumference of a large broad wheid, which is roa<ie

to turn round, and the cloth is held against them,
or they are set into flat boards like cards. I'his

plant is in consequence cultivated for manufacturing
purposes, and has l)ecome an article of considerable

imfKiitance. The seeds are sown in Man^h in well

prepared, strong, rich land, broadcast, and at the
rate of 1 peck t<» the acre. I’hey are hoed, like

turnips, to a f<x)t distance; and the secontl year, in

August, the lieads are fit to cut. I'h«*y are sohl by
the bundle of twenty-five in each, and the unlinary

produce is 160 of such bundles to the acre.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION. See article in

SUPPLKME.VT.
TE(‘HNOLOGY (from trrhnf^ art, and (offo§,

woni, science) is the sdenct; which treats of the arts,

particularly the mechanical, 'rechtiology may lie

d{vide<l into two kinds, a higher and lowei, of W'hich

the latter treats of the various arts themselves, and
their principles, their origin, hisUiry, improvement,
Ac.; the former, of the connection of the arts and
trades with the political condition of a nation, and
the imjKirtant influence which they have exercised

e\er since the mechanical oconjiations Lave come to

honour, that is, since the growth of free cities in the

middle ages.

TK l»i:UM LAT^DAMUS, or still more abbre-

viated, Tk Deum, is the lK‘ginning of the hymn of

praise usually ascrilied to St. Ambrose and St. Aug-
ustine. although it cannot lie traced farther back
than the end of the fifth century, while St. Augus-
tine, the latter of the two mentioned, died in 430.

The o]iening w ords, moaning ‘ We praise thee as (IchI,’

show that it was originally a hymn Ui (’hrist, but
It is now alw'ays regarded os a hymn to the Father,

the English version liegiiining, ‘ We praise thee, O
fJod.' In the rooming service of the Anglican
C’hurch either it or the lienedicite is alw'ays sung
Iietw’een the first and second lessons. It is often sung
on particular occasions, as on the news of victories

and on high festival days. Among the modem com-
iKisers of this hymn are Haase, Naumann, Haydn,
l>an7.i, J^hicht, and Handel
I'EES, a river in England, which rises near Cross !

Fell, in Cuml>erland : and flowing south-east, and
j

bitterly north-east, marks the southern limit of the
CN»nnty of Durham, to its mouth in the North Sea,

j

where it forms an estuary of considerable extent,
j

Its whole <*our«e is between 70 and 80 miles. Stock-
'

Von and Middlesbrough are both near its luouth.
\

TEETH, the nama given to eertain bard itnao>

tures de\*eloped in Vertebrate aniTnab, In oonneelfon
with the sldn or qddennie struoinrea of the body,
and thus inolnded under the oonslderatkin of the
exotkeltiim. Teeth are developed from the cbmu
or true skin, forming what In oomparative anatomy
is named the enderanic layer of the skin. In lower
or Invertebrate animals the term teeth Is applied to

struotnres of very different nature and form. Thus
the homy structures developed In the mouth of the
Leeche^ or the structures found in the mouth of
many higher Mollusca, may benamed ' teeth,* althou|^
it is needless to remark the Invertebrata do not
poesc'ss any structures analogous in a true sense
w'ith the teeth of Vertebrates. Amongst the latter

very peat variations are to be noted in the situa-

tion, imnlantation, form, structure, and number of

the teeth. In man and higher Mammals two leto

of teeth are developed; the early, miik, or dteiduoot
teeth, and the permanent set Such fornurare there-

fore named diphyoiloHi; whilst those in which one
set only is devel<>[HHl are named monopht/od^mt. In
the Ant eaters teeth are entirely wanting; and they
are pi-esent in the embryonic condition of the Whale-
)M>iie Whales, but are totally wanting In the adults.

'I'he structure of the Mammalian teedh is made up
mainly of dentine, or ivory, which consists of minute
tubules ctul>edded in a ground sulwtauce which is

calcified. 1'he part of the dentine projecting above
the gum is covered w ith a cap of onainel, while the

parts buried in the jaw are coated with a substance

called erttsta prfrom, almost identical with bone.

In the centre of the temth is the pulp cavity filled

with a delicate connective tissue, containing vessels

ami nerves. 'Die enamel is the hardest structure

occurring in the human Ixxly, and OfUisists of but 2

pc*r cent of animal matter, the bulk of the sulwtanoe

«iiig mineral. Each tiKith admits of division into

a crown, laxly, and nxit; and in man and mammals
arv Imlged in aJreo/i or sockets. The crown of the

t<s>th first apfiears in order of development; the parte

lying aUive the growing tooth lieing alwiorlKid, whilst

tiie fangs are develojKMi as the tiKith rises from its

socket. Each tooth is dev«lo|)ed in a tfsitli-sac, the

SOI' in which the ]M!niiauent tooth is formed being

simply a prolongation of Uiat in which its prede-

cessor of the milk set was develoiied. *J’he milk or

teuqxirary teeth are gradually displaced from below

by the upward growth of the jiernianpnt teeth, the

fangs of the itdlk -teeth lieing aV«sorl>ed, and the

latter falling out as their Huccessors are more fully

develojwd. I'he milk set in man consists of twenty
U-etU; and numliers four incisors, two canines, and
four pra^niolars or bicuspids in each jaw. 'Die fier-

manent set includes, in addition to the foregoing

teeth, six true molars in each jaw'—the latter being

thus unrt:pres«;nted in the ndlk set. 'J'he milk -teeth

Utgiti to ap|>ear alxnit the sixth month of life, and
continue to lie develr»j>ed till alxiut the end of the

second year. Each tooth sac (xuiiains and develops

a little projection or jtapiUa which s<xin assumes the

shajie of the future l/mth. ]<iiny matter is formed

at the afx;x of the papilla, and proceeds downwards
to the base, and in tliis manner the itmih is devel-

ojied
;
the pajiilla itixdf in time appearing us the

pulp-cavity of the Uxith. 'Die }iennanent teeth

Ix-gin to apfiear alxmt the sixth year of life; the fint

Uxtth to appear Ix^ing the frfmt molar of each side,

whilst the last mf>lars or wisdom-teeth are not usually

develo|>ed until aiiult life bus betm attaimxl Man lias

thus thirty-two teeth In bis permanent set—sixteen

in each jaw. 'Die inciiK>rs or front te<dh are single-

fanged, and have chisel-shaped crowns. To the in-

cisors succeeds on each side the single canine U>oth,

which has also a single root and a more pointed
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crown. The fourth and fifth teeth, pnemdan or

bionapida, derive their latter name from the preaenoe

of two pointed cuspa or tuberclea on their crowna.

The fourth tooth, or fint prsBmolar, ahowa a tendency
to become double-fanged, whilat the fifth, or aeoond
pnemolar, ia double-root^ and the crowna of both
are broad. The molara—three on each aide of each
jaw—have the broadeat crowna of all, and poaaeaa

each two or three fanga. The aixth i^pcr molar ia

the largeat tooth of Uie whole aet Ilie upper in-

ciaor teeth in comparative anatomy are defined aa

thoae which are implanted in the pre-maxilla; the
lower inciaora being thoae which oorreapond with the
upper inciaora. Upper caninea are the foremoat
teeth in the maxilla, and lower caninea are the teeth

which bite in front of the upper caninea. The molara
are defined aa thoae teeth which are aituated behind
the laat tooth which has a vertical predeoeaaor. We
expreaa the dentition of any animal by a dtnJUd for-
mula, That of man runa thua:—I. {=} : 0. P.M.

: M. {={ = 82. Tbia formula aimply expreaaea

that the mdaora (I.) number two on each aide of each
jaw—the numbera above the horizontal line corre-

sponding to the teeth in the upper jaw, those below
the line indicating thoae of the lower jaw; whilat the
further aubdiviaion of the teeth above and below the
line is meant to indicate the numbera in each aide of

each jaw respectively. The other signs and num-
bers therefore read that the caninea, prsemolars, and
molara number two, four, and six in each jaw;
making a total of thirty-two teeth. Similarly if we
wished to express the dental formula of a ruminant
such aa the sheep we would find that there were no
upper incisors or canines, but six lower inciaora and
two lower canines; and that there were six molara
and six prsBmolars in each jaw. Such a formula
would run thus:—! : 0. fEf : P.M. : M. |£}

Birds possess no teeth, but have the margins of

the jaws sheathed with horn. Certain extinct birds

{Od^topieryXf &c., Owen) appear, however, to have
had tooth-like proceasea developed on their jaws. In
reviewing the Keptilea we find that teeth may be
borne on the palate as well as on the jaws; and in

Fishes and Amphibians teeth may exist in two rows
in each jaw {Proteus)^ and may alao be borne on the
back part of the mouth and on the skull {Plethodon);

or even on the tongue (fiWwion), gill-arches {Perch)^

pharyngeal bones {Scarvi)^ sides of the mouth, and
in other situations. Then also we find that, save in

the Crocodiles, lower Vertebrates have the teeth

fastened in various ways to the Jaws, and not im-

planted in sockets as in Man. Li fishes the teeth

are usually attached to the surface of the structures

which bear them by ligaments. In Sharks the teeth

are placed in a common move, whilst row after row
may be developed in fishes as the front and older

teeth are worn away or destroyed. In CrocodiltMi

the new teeth are formed on the inner aide of the
old ones. In many Lizards (which see) teeth became
anohylosed by bony union to the summit of the jaw
—such animida being known as AcrodonU; or (as in

other Lizards termed PleurodonU) we may find the

teeth attached by bony union to the outer side of

the jawB. Teeth sometimes undergo great modifica-

tions, as in the poison-fangs of serpent^ which repre-

sent greatly m^ified teeth, and which are grooved
or chMmelled by a canal for the transmission of the
poison-fluid. The teeth of the Bays (which see)

form a mosaic-like pattern in the mouth. In the
molars of the Elephants we see a complicated form
of tooth-structure, consisting of a number dl narrow
cross plates of dentine, topped by enamel, the space
between these plates being fillM up by layers of
cement. The dentine is variously folded and oonvo-

I

luted In the teeth of the Horse, £Qieep» fta; and a

I

still more complicated pattern was exhibited in the

extinct Labyrmthodons (which see). Actual com-

pound teeth only occur in the Oryi^eropui or Ci^
Bat-eater; and an extraordinary diqxmtion of the

I

teeth occurs in the little egg-eating snake, the Bach-

iodon of Africa. This form has gullet or ceaophageal

I

teeth, consisting of processes which spring from the

i

backl^ne and project into the gullet The functions

of these teeth are well seen when the animal swal-

lows the eggs which are broken by these teeth; other-

wise the serpent would lose much of its food were

the eggs broken in the mouth by ordinary teeth. As
regai^ the number of teeth which occur in Verte-

brates, the greatest variation may be found to pre-

vail. The Narwhal (which see) has but two teeth

in its adult state; some Armadillos have ninety; and
some Dolphins over 200. The Hag-fishes or Myx-
ines have each but a single palatal tooth

;
the fish

named Ceratodue has only two above and two below;

whilst some eels {Murcena) and such fishes as the

Pikes have immense numbers. Some teeth—su^ as

the incisor tusks of the Elephants, or the incisors

of the Bodents, continue to grow throughout life

from a permanent pulp. In the latter the continuous

growth is adapted to meet the equally constant attri-

tion and wear experienced in the * gnawing ’ opera-

tions of these animals.

TEETH, Artificial, are either cut out of some
natural substance such as bone or ivory, or moulded
out of some manufactured composition. The best

natural substance for artificial teeth is ivory, the only

objection to which is that it gradually loses its colour.

When a complete set is made of this or any similar

material it is all made out of two pieces, one for the

under and one for the upper jaw. These pieces are

first cut out BO as to resemble rows of teeth with all

their natural irregularities, and when wanted for

use have their bases fitted with all (>oB8ible accuracy

to the gums of the persons for whom they are in-

tended. With this end impressions of the patient's

gums are taken in bees’-wax or gutta-percha softened

by heat, and plaster models afterwards taken from
these impressions. When these operations are care-

fully periormed these models are exact counterparts

of ^e patient’s gums, and it is by means of them
that the bases of the teeth are shaped and trimmed.
When a perfect fit is obtained the sets will lie quite

firmly in their place without any other means being

adopted to effect this. Teeth made of artificial

oomi)OBitionB are moulded eitlier separately or in

sections, and are afterwards affixed to bases made
of some other material. I'he commonest composi-

tion is a kind of porcelain, in the manufacture of

which calcined and pulverized silex, felspar, and
kaolin are chiefly used for the body of the teeth,

some metallic oxide fur a colouring matter, and a
mixture of felB()ar and platma sponge for the enamel,
which is applied to the surface by means of a flux

of quartz, borax, and tartar. In making the body
of tne tooth the substances mentioned are mixed
with water into a putty-like mass, which is then
put into a brass mould which is about one-fifth larger

than the tooth, to allow for shrinking. In a hole
in a bottom of the mould a platina pin is inserted,

the upper half of which becomes firmly imbedded in

the tooth. It is by means of this^ that the tooth

is afterwards attached to the base, ^e usual method
of applying the enamel is to lay a thin coat of the
enamd and flux mixture over the inside of tho
mould before the body composition is put in. After
all this is done a lid is put upon the mould, and the
whole mass within it u compacted by strong pres-

sure, and dried by being exposed in the mould to
a slow heat After the dryii^ the teeth will readily
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fafl oat of the moald if invertod* but they on» ox-

tromely tender, end require to omitioatly hMi-
died. They heve now to be trimmed and finished,

after which they are plaoed on email fire-day elides

or trays, sprinkled with ooane qpvts sand. These
trays are then slid into a mnme or firing reesel,

which is dosed, and carefully luted and run into a
fomaoe. Much experience and judgment are re-

quired to estimate the proper time and degree of

heat to allow for firing. If over-fired the teeth are

injured; if not fired enough they must be put quickly

bMk and heated longer. When the firing is over

the teeth are perfe<^y hard and durable. Such
mineral teeth, as they are called, appear to be uni-

versally used in Arnica. The teeth are made in

lam manufactories, and all the dentist has to do is

to fit the base.

The beet base for mineral teeth is gold. For
metal bases of all kinds a pair of metal dies Is

necessary, one of the dies being an exact model of

the ram (usually in xinc, gun-metal, or some other

metal with similar properties), the other a counter-

model, for the most part in lead, llesides gold,

silver and aluminium are the prind|)al metals used
for bases, but neither of these is at all fitted to take

the place of gold. Silver requires as much labour

to be expended upon it as gold does, and when a
base is made of this material it does not answer the

purpose nearly so well as one made of the more
valuable metaL If constantly worn it ooiTo<les and
produces sores in the mouth. It is, therefore:, sel-

dom used for |)ermanent sets, though frequently for

temporaiy ones, when gold is to be usml for the |>er-

manent sets. Aluminium is scarcely ever used a8 a
base for teeth intended to be worn, os it is impossible

for the best workman to make a perfect fit with

it, the metal shrinks so much in the casting. It is

hence used only as a base for noHlel seta. Another
kind of base now sometimes used is an alloy of tin

and bismuth. C^elluloid has also been tried, lint all

othersubstances have latterly been displaced toa large

extent as materials for liases by what is called dental

vulcanite, pn*pared from ca4iutchouc. The gn-^at

recommendation of this is the ease with which it

can be worked, and its cheapness. The material is

manifmlated in an un vulcanized state. When slightly

heated it is very pliable, and can be [tressed between
plaster moulds, and forced into the finest crevices.

When the teeth have lieeu placed in the base thus
moulded, the mould containing the gum and teeth in

position is placed in a copper boiler made for the

purpose, called a vulcanizer, heated to 320** Fahr.

It IS kept there more than an hour and a half, and
when taken out the vulcanizing is complete. All

that remains to do is to polish it and fit it to the

mouth with accuracy, by paring and filing, all which

principal materials uasd for this operalloii aie gold,

tin, amalgams, and cements. Quid is used sithw in

the fonn oi gold-foil or in the fewm of what is called

crystal sponge gold, so otiled from its havhm the

appearance of a crystallised sponge. Oold-foU la

sometimss used for stopjdng vnthout any previous

treatment, but some dentists first anneal it over a
spirit-lamp. With this material so treated a veir

solid fillip may be obtained, almost as solid ss if

the metal had been melted and poured into tlie cavity.

Sponge gold is often used for building up the entiK
crown of a tooth. The gold must be thoroughly

condensed by some mechimical means so as not to

leave it pon)us enough to abeorb the acids of the

mouth, which would in that case find their wav to

the walls of the cavity and continue their work of

destruction. Tin-foil is not often used for stopping.

It requires as much manipulating as gold-foil, and
is not so durable, nor so profitable to the dentist

In addition to this, the corroding action of the heat

and acids of the mouth has the effect of depriving

the tin-foil in course of time of its bright appearance

and smooth surface. I'm is also a common consti-

tuent of amalgams. The commonest amalgam, in-

deed, is a mixture of silver and tin. Some amalnuns
are of cadmium and tin, others of cadmium and silver.

The metals oom{)osing an amalgam are melted
together, cast into an ingot, and made into filings,

which are sold to the dentist, who mixes a small

quantity of the filings with sufficient mercury to

make a thick paste, which he puts into a cloth and
S(iue<;zes so as to force out the sujierfiuotis mercury.

Tne mass that remains is useti for tlie stopping, and
in a few minutes is sufficieutly hanl to receive a

burnishing. When put in by a cum|K)teut chemist
' a stopping of this nature will last fur many vears,

but it itH|uirvs much ex[>erience and dexterity to

inst-rt it profierly, and It is accordingly mainly used

as a tein|M>rary filling. 'I'he cements used for stop-

ping teeth are usually chhjrides, sulphates, and oxides

<»f zinc, "i'hoy are technically termed artificial bone.

Excellent stopjungs may Im) made with them, bat
they are o|>en to the same objection as amalgams,
being difficult to apply with success. Another ma-
t*irial often used for stopping teeth is gutta-^wreha,

and it often dtsM very well. 'Dio gutta-percha is

8oft(;nefl over a spirit-lamp (it will not do to use hot

I

water for the puqKme), and is then fimdy rammed
into all the interstices of the Usith by means of a

I blunt- |K>inted instniinent called a plugger. iiefore

being sUqqiefl with any suVmtauce tne bsith must be
thoroughly cleared of all decayed and decaying
matter.

TKK'rOTALISM. See TemperaNCR Societies.
TKFLIS, «)r Tiki.ih, a city of Kunsio, capital of

the g(»vernmcnt of Ham** name, and of the general

can be easily done. A composition called continuous

ram-work is also used as a base for artificial teeth,

hot its manufacture is very difficult When a set is

successfully made with a base of this kind it has all

the appearance of the natural gum and roof of the

mouth
;
but it is very brittle, and when broken

cannot be rejiaired. When partial sets of teeth are

made they are generally made in the same way as

complete sets, gaps being left in the base for the
genuine teeth remaining in the person's mouth. Even
a single tooth is sometimes supplied in this way.
li\lien the root of an old tooth remains a crown may
be supplied either by inserting the pin of a mineral
tooth in the central canal of the root, or by fixing

on the crown of a natural human tooth in the same
way.

8<mietimes even the crown of the natural tooth is

only partiy artificial, that is, the tooth being par-

tially decayed is restored by stopping or filling. I'he

: govcnimeiit of (.ainyiHus. It Htandh on the Kur, at

;

the cxtn.*mity *)f a ffirfilti formed by tw*) ranges of
i moiintuinH, at the meeting - plactr of the principal
' road.s betwtHUi CiH- and TrHnwruiK'tuHia. ItuilwayM
I ••-onnect it with l**>ti on the lllinik S**a, Ibiku on the
CaHpiari St?a, and Karn. When H**«in fr*<m a diHtance

'

it has an inqMMing apftearance, but the streets are

narrow, filthy, and dunty. The city amtains large

caravansaries, an hospital, an arsenal, and a number
of Annenian, (treek, and (.'atholic churches, several

of them fine buihlings; m*m*|ues, Ijazaars, and govern-

ment buildings. The houses are built of brick,

mingled with stones anrl mml, with doors and win-

dows exceedingly sinalL Many of the dwellings are

mere mud huts. TeHis has l>een long celebrati^ for

its baths, which are the daily nskirt of both sexes as

places of luxury and amusement. For recreation

there is a large public garden, and there is also a
botanic garden alxnit 2 milee further ^wn on the
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Kiir. The numufactarei inohide aerpeti, lilke, abewli^

&C., and the trader chiefly in the hands of Armenians,

Is very extensive. Teflis is an ancient town, and was
once larger than it is now. It was formerly the

capital of the Kingdom of Georgia, with which it

came into the possession of the Euasians in 1801.

P^. in 1897, 169,862.

T£GN£R, Esaiab, one of the most celebrated poets

of Sweden, was bom at Kirkerud in Wermland in

1782, studied atthe University of Lund, and graduated
in 1803. He became in 1812 professor of Greek litera*

ture and memberof the Swedish Academy, inthe same
year was ordained priest, and in 1824 was appointed
Bishop of Wexio in Smiiland, where he died in 1846.

As a poet he cut out for himself a new path in Swedish
literature. His first attempts, consisting chiefly of

small lyrical pieces, did not meet with much accept-

ance from the public, though they abounded with
numerous and brilliant bursts of feeling. But when
a young race, imbued with the classical models of

German poetry, lent to the national poetry a new
and vigorous impulse, Tegner’s fame surmounted ail

obstacles, and he was regarded by all competent
judges as the best and most perfect poet that Sweden
possessed. His poetry is characterized by inexhaus-

tible wit, rich fancy, and livelv feeling. Among his

works may be mentioned his celebrated Frithiofs Saga,

a species of epic poem, repeatedly translated into Eng-
lish; his national song of the Gotha Lion; and The
Children of the Lord’s Supper (Nattvardsbaraen),

translated by Longfellow. His works were collected

by his son-in-law and biographer Bottiger, and pub-

lished at Stockholm in seven vols. between 1847
and 1860 (jubilee edition, 1882-86).

TEGUCIGALPA, a town in Honduras, capital

of a deimrtment and of the republic, on the river

Choluteca, here crossed by a stone bridge. It be-

came the capital in 1880. The most important
public buildings are the churches and old convents.

I

La Parro(|uia, the largest and most venerable of the
churches, is considered superior to any in Central
America, exc.ept those of Leon and Guatemala.
It has a university, estaVilished in 1847. Mining is

carried on near it. Pop. (1898), 16,000.

TEGUEXIN (Teiua 2'cgucxin), a lizard inhabit-

ing tropical America, and sometimes ternwjd the
Variegated Lizard, on account of the contrast be-

tween the colours of its body. The U})j»er j)arts are
of a deep-black hue, mottled with green and yellow.

Two rows of white spots exist on the upper part of

each side, the under i>arts being yellow, and marked
,

with black stripes. The teeth are strong, the fotMl
|

consisting of snakes, frogs, insects, and like fare. A
full-grown sj)ecinien may excetsd 5 feet in length,

j

and they arts able to swim with great ease and
|

rapidity. See RKmLKS, Plate II.

TEHERAN, capital of Persia, in Irak Ajemi,

towards the north-east of the jirovince, 66 miles

south of the Caspian Sea. Its situation is low and

unhealthy. On the north and east are the lofty

mountain ranges of Elburz and Demavend. For-

merly the city was completely surrounded by a strong

wall built of bricks, but it now extends beyond the

Urn its of the wall. Round the w<ill is a broad dry

ditch, with a glacis between it and the wall. The
city has six gates, from which the main streets lead

to the bazaar in the centre of the town. The smaller

streets on the right and left have no thoroughfare.

Beoently the main streets have been lighted with

gas and laid with tramways. The houses are built

of unbumed brick, and the city has a mud-like

appearance. The principal editice is the ark\ which
oombines the character of a citadel with a royal

palace, and has considerable strength, but has little

architectural merit, and is indifferently decorated.

I>nriag the summer montlis Teheran is very un-
healthy; and in that season the Shah and court
remove to more agreeable quarters on the heights to
the north, a third of the inhabitants, indudi^ the
members of the European embassies, following this

example. The principal manufactures are carpets,

silks, cottons, and articles in iron. The mins of Eei,

the most remarkable in Persia after those of Perse-

polis and Pifinirgadse, lie an hour's walk south-east

from Teheran. P^ estimated at 200,000.

TEHUANTEPEC, a town in the Mexican Re-
public, in the state of Oaxaca, 10 miles above the
mouth of a river of the same name, which falls into

the Pacific Ocean. It consists of two distinct por-

tions, one inhabited by whites and the other by
Indians. The latter have made great progress in

civilization, and produce considerable quantities of

indigo and cochineal The mouth of the river is

encumbered by a dangerous bar, on which account it

is little used for navigation. The town is near the
south side of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, the nar-
rowest part of N. America, having the Gulf of

Tehuantepec on the Pacific side, the Bay of Cam-
peachy on the Atlantic side; width, about 116 miles.

There have been various schemes for constructing a
canal or a ship-railway across the isthmus, the most
recent of the latter sort being that of an American
engineer named Eads. The idea was received with
great favour in the United States, and in 1887 a bill

passed the senate authorizing the incorporation of a

company to carry out the project. The total length
of the Une, from the Athmtic to the port of Salina

Cmz on the Pacific, was estimated at 136 miles, and
the cost of construction at sixty million dollars.

Captain Eads, the projector, died in 1887. Pop.
8000. See Ship Railway in Supp.
TEIGNMOUTH, a seaport and market-town in

England, in the county of Devon, 12 miles south of

Exeter, at the mouth of the Teign. It is divided
into two parts, called respectively li^ast Teign-
mouth and West Teigumouth. East Teignmouth,
which is the more modem, is almost entirely appro-

priated as a watering-place, and has all the con-

veniences usual to such places of resort—carriage-

drives, promenades (the principal of which is that on
a piece of land called the Den, stretching out into

the sea), public rooms, bathing establishments, &c.

West Teignmouth is the (lort and principal seat of

business. It has a safe and commodious harbour,

though somewhat difiicult to enter on account of a

shifting bar. There is a quay here as well as one ai

East 1'eignmouth. (k)al and culm are imported;
granite and porcelain clay are exported; and the
home fishery employs a considerable number of the
inhal)i taints. The towm has an infirmary, temperance
hall, sailors’ home, l>aths, breweries, a shipbuilding

yaird, Ac. Teignmouth is a station of the Great
Western Railw ay. l*op. in 1891, 8292; in 1901, 8636
TEINDS, the Scotch law' term for tenths or tithes,

but limited to the tithes of the fruits of the laud,

since w hat are called ]^)er8onal tithes—that is, tithes

of the products of |)er8onal industry not applied to

land, were never le\ ied in Scotland. The teinds in

Scotland, as elsewhere the tithes, were early claimed

by the church. Teinds were then for a time actually

enjoyed by the parochial clergy, but at the present

day there are very few cases in which the right to

the teinds belongs to them, and in those cases that

right has been commuted. In the great majority of

instances the teinds now belong to the heritors or

owners of the land formerly paying them, to the

crown, or other proprietors, the possessors being

charg^ in all cases with the payment of the minister’s

stipend, and being liable to be called upon up to the

limit of their teinds for augmentation of stipend.
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TEKELI, or TokOlt, Ehhkucr, Ck)nNT of, a
Hongarian noble, celebrated for bia efforts to deliver

his country from the dominion of Austria. His father,

Ckmnt l^phen, had headed an insurrectionary move-
ment against Austria, and he himself was chosen by
the Hungarians in 1678 their commander-in-chief.

Determined to allow himself no rest until he had freed

his country from the German yoke, he bi^^ke into

Upper Hungary at the head of a continually-increas-

ing force, captured several fortresses and towns,

devastated Moravia, and, assisted in secret by France
and the Porte, penetrated into Upper Austria. The
emperor consented to redress several grievances at

the Diet of Oedenburg (1681); but the insurgents

were not satished, and refused to lay down their

arms. Tekeli now put himself under the protection

of the Sultan Mohammed IV., by whom he was
declared King of Hungary. A war lietween the

emperor and the Porte was the conse^pience, in which
the Turk.s advanced (1683) as far as Vienna, but were
totally defeated before that city by John Solueski,

king of Poland (Sept. 12, 1683). The grand-vi/.ier

wished to lay the w’hole blame of the defeat upon
Tekeli

;
but the latter hastened to Adrianople, and

vindicated his conduct comjiletely to the sultan

that the grand - vizier w.os e.\ecuttd, and Tekeli

rt'ceived assurances of 8up|»ort. The count continued

the war, but without success. He lost st'veral Iwittles,

and again fell under the suspicion of the Turks, who
laid hold of him and sent him a prisoner to Adri-

anople (1 685). Meanwhile his wife was U‘.siegt?d by
the Austrians in the castle of Munkacs, where she

held out for three years, until she was com|H;lled

by famine to surrender {.lanuary, 1 688). Ily this

time the Turks had discovered the groundIt*Hsne.Hs

of the suspicions they entertained Tekeli's fidel-

ity, and had come to see thiur mistake in depriv-

ing the Hungarians of a leader who ha<l mi rmich

influence among them. He was iwconlingly onee

more favounsl with the supjKirt of the sultan, who
designated him Priinte of Transylvania. He |H*iie-

trat«sl into that country, and routed tin* iin]H*riaI

general (I6l>0); but in the same year be v'jis eom
jM‘ll«*il by Li'uis, margrave of lladtm, f" retire. Thus
alternately exj)ose<l to tin; euprices of fortune and of

the Porte, he continiUMl to 1 h? eiigagisl in all the

stniggles lietween .Austria and Turkey till 16117,

when the IN^ace of Carlovitz was eoiieluded, in which

Turkey renounctsl the cans*' of tlie Hungarian mal-

contents. Tekeli tbeiiretired witli bis wifelotlordomi-

nions of the sultan, who conferred upon fiim mjveral

estates, with the title of Prince of Widdin. He died

in 170r> on his estate near Nicomedia, in Asia Minor.

TELEflHAPH, Electhk’, h device* by means of

which electric currents are employes! t<i tmnsmit
signals lietween di-stant jioints. These signals may
lie nuule of long or short duration; aiul with varying

intei \ .tls of time lietween them, they can lie arranged

represent letters, tigur«*H, marks iif punctuation,

and other signs w’hich make up a language intelligible

t<i the eye or ear of the o|ienitor. They may aim) l)e

made by jiointers moves:! by electric currents, and
cafiable of being brought to rt*st at fixed jKiints on
a lettertsl dial ; or by legible characters printed on
jiaper, as by a type writer.

The general principle ^if the electric telegraph is

based on the following facts, viz.:

—

( ) That the movement of a magnet in proximity
to a ts)il of wire, or vice verxa^ induces currents of

electricity in the wire;

() That a freely -8UK|)ended magnet placed within

the influence of electric currents glassing through a
«)il of wire will be influenced by, and will change
its pfisition in accordance with, the direction of these

currents; and

(c) That a piece of soft iron placed within the in-
fluence of a current of electricity traversing a coil of
^re becomes a mapet for the time being, and loees
its magnetism on the cessation of the current flow.

If, tnen, we have an available source of electric
supply, a conducting medium or channel, wMch at
one end can be connected with this supply at will,

and which is joined at the other to a suitable coil or
electro-magnet, the transmission of signals at onct»
becomes possible.

Sotirces of Electric Supply .—The electric current
re<|uired to actuate telegraph Ap{)aratus is usually
obtained from liatteries, either primary or secondary.

Prinuiry Cells .—When a plate of copjwr and a
plate of zinc are placed in a vessel of acidulated
w'nter and connected togt*ther by nutans of a wire,
electricity is generated by chemical action. A differ-

ence of {Hitential is set up, and a currtmt (Misses from
the zinc through the liquid to the copfwr, and thence
through the wire Imck to the zinc. If the wire lie

discon ntHTttxl, the circuit or (lath is broken and the
current of elci'tricity ceases to flow.

A sim|)le cell, such os that (h.*scrilH*d, would Ik* of
little use hir pmcticral purposes, because of its ten-

dency to ra(iid (lolarizution, a condition brought iiIkiuI

by tlie de|K>sit of a coating of zinc on the eo|)(ier

(ilate. Til renunly this defet^t the cop|K?r (ilate is

|ila<H‘d by itstflf in a (lorous cell filleil with sul|ihatQ

of cii(i(Krr crystals, the (lorous ct’ill Iniing imtnersiHl in

acidulatiKl water alongside the zinc. This arrange-

nient constituti's the Uanitill cell. The elements in

the Ihclmmiate cell ari! zinc and <*nrlion, the formor
Ua'iig kept amalgamated by contact with luenmry,
and the latti*r. wliicli Uki's the (ilat^i* iif copper, Isiing

(ilacinl in a siilutiiin iif bichromate of (Mitash and sul-

(iliuricacid. In the lii^clanclii* ct<ll the carlxm (ilate ia

.siirroundiKl by (H'roxide»if mangnm'se and (Miwdered
gas curlsm, sal uiimumiac Uing tin* «ixeitant em-
(ihiyi'd to iu;t u(Kin the zinc. Dry rolls having zino

and eurlion ch*mentH arc em(i]oyi'd to Siimo extent,

and a iiuiiilH'r <if tiiher ty(K>H are in more or less

exten.Hiv»* use.

Scrondary Cells Ciinsist iif s(nicially-(>repariHl lead
(ilativi immersi^d in dilute Kul]>hurie acid. They have
iiiit in tlimnselves any (siwer tii gemfrate currtmt,

but if a curnuit from a dynamo or other sourcai lie

(DiHSirii into tluun unstable cbernical com(KiundH are

foriiiod ill) the plates, wbicli, wliirn tbc (exciting eur-

n*rit ceii.H«'S, Hi:t ii(i a reaction tombng to restore the
(ireviouK ciinditifinh. In other wiinls, an electro-

^

motivi- birce is eHtablishiKl which is cu(iable of g«!ne-

rating a current opjiosite in ilirection to tlu! cliarg-

irig cu!T*;nt ; and this micondary current will lie

rnaintaimd until the (ihites have rt^gained their

original condition. tSiicb urrangonients are known
as .Storage Cells or Accumulators.

A numlier <if <k;11h connecte*<l together fonn a
battery, anrl the size and character of the liatterieH

for telegraphic purTKises are dirt<^rmine<l by ciremm-

stances. iMniell liatteries are efn|iloyed on short

lines rind for instruments worked in ‘hnail circuit’;

Ixwlanches, for circuits ivorke.d cmly at intervals and
for electric liells; Hicbrorijat«;s, for circuits rwpiiriiig

cfimjiaratively heavy and constant cMirrents; and
Accumulators, frir universal Imtlery working, i.e. the

su|i(i]y tif current to a nuinlx;r of circruits from a
common Imttery.

Tdeyraph Lines — Crmtlurlors. — Connection be-

tween distant (Kiints is established by means of wires

of iron, steel, f;o(i(K;r, or bronze carried overhead on
jKiles fir kid underground or along the litrd of the sea.

Overbeafl wires are usually bare, and are bound to

(xircedain insulaUirs fitte<I on eross-amm attached Ut

the jxiles .s)i as to prevent the escape of the electric

current which they are re((uired to carry. A copper
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wire gives the best results, principally because of

the low resistance which it offers to the passage of

a current of electricity. Iron is, however, much less

costly, and as it satisfactorily meets many conditions
of work it is extensively used. All underground
and submarine conductors are made of copper, and
it is necessary to carefully insulate them through-
out their length. Gutta percha is largely employed
for this purpose. Very good results have attended
the use of specially-prepared paper as an insulator,

the wires so treated being inclosed in a lead sheath
carefully sealed against damp. Underground con-
ductors are drawn into cast-iron pipes or into smooth
conduits of earthenware or concrete, and those laid

under the sea are made into strong cables sheathed
with iron or steel armour to protect them against
physical injury.

Systems of Working.—It will be gathered from
what has been ^id respecting the simple voltaic cell

that the electric current is conventionally assumed
to travel in a circuit and return to the point from
which it started. In telegraphic signalling it is

not, however, necessary to provide a second wire for

the return current. At either end the conductor
is led to earth. Hypothetically the earth is a
reservoir of electricity at an unvarying ‘potential’

or tension, and instantly affords compensation at
any point connected with it from which electricity

may be drawn. We say, therefore, that after per-

forming its function a current returns or completes
its circuit thro^h the earth.

The ABC Telegraph (fig. 1 on jdate).—An ar-

rangement by means of which magneto - electric

alternating currents are caused to actuate a pointer,

which can be brought to rest at any letter on a dial

by the depression of the corresponding key on the
communicator. The mechanisiii is complicated, but
the system is simplicity itself, and does not demand
any sjjecial skill or knowledge of telegraphy on the

part of the opemtor. Its use is, however, restricted

to minor circuits l)ecause of the slow rate of working
obtainable. Batteries are nt)t required, the working
currents being produced by a small hand-driven mag-
neto generator, which forms part of the instrument.

Printing Telegraphs.—The Hughes printing tele-

graph, although iKJt of recent design, is one of the

most effective and reliable in existence. It is very

largely used on circuits between Great Britain and
the continent of Europe. It consists of a short key-

board somewhat similar to that of a piano, each key
representing a letter or figure

; and these keys are

connected with an equal numljer of small vertical

hkIs moving in holes arranged in a circle. A hori-

zontal arm pivoted at the centre of this circlt> is kept

in constant rotation, and on the depression of a key
makes contact with the corresponding rod and sends

a current through the line to the distant station.

This current pa.ssus through the coils of the sending

as well as of the receiving instrument, and causes

the former to print the letter sent so that trans-

mission can be verified.

The type wheel of the receiving instrument carries

the letters of the alphal)et and figures in relief on its

peripheiy, and these are kept constantly inked. The
current from the distant station i^asses through an
electro-magnet and releases an armature which lifts

a paper tape into contact with the tjrpe-wheel. The
instruments at each end must be kept in syuchrtm-

ism, and when in proper adjustment the type-wheel
will print the letter or figure sent out by the key at

the distant station. The speed of the instruments

is regulated by a vibrating spring carrying an ad-

justing weight, and as each letter is printed the tape

IS moved forward one step.

The Hughes instrument is largely mechanical, and

only one current impulse of the shortest possible

duration is required to sign^ each letter.

The * Baudot’ is a multiplex printing telemph.
The keyboard used is similar to that of the Hugnes
instrument but smaller, letters being signalled by
combinations of the keys. It is not in general use

in this country, but is fitted to a few circuits work-
ing to the Continent. In France its use is very

wide, and it works with great satisfaction. Eight
messages, i.€. four in each direction, can be trans-

mitted simultaneously hy this system.

The tyj)e printer of the Exchange Telegraph Com-
pany is used to serve a large number of stations

simultaneously from one transmitter, and it can be
arranged to print in column form. The Bteljes re-

corder takes the place of the indicator of the ABO
instrument, and prints the letters in Roman char-

acters on a tape as they are sent out l>y the com-
municator.

It may be remarked that the attention of inventors

during recent years has been increasingly turned to

the iKjrfection of type-printing systems, of which
many beautiful and ingenious examples cannot even
be mentioned here.

Writing Telegraphs.— By the Telauto^aph, in-

vented by Elisha Gray, an exact facsimile of the
handwriting of the sending operator is reproduced

at the receiving station. The instrument may l>e

used to transmit drawings and sketches as well os

messages. It is |M)ssible to employ it as an adjunct

to the telephone to instantly confirm or complete in

writing business transactions made verbally by that

means. Its speed, however, is much too low to com-
pete successfully with other systems in the trans-

mission of messages.

It will be convenient at this stage to understand
the Morse characters as here given (fig. 1), viz.:

—

J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R

S
T
U
V
w
X
Y
z

(

)

END or
MCSSAGC

Fig. 1.

The short signals are called dots ; the long ones

dashes. A dash is etjuivalent in duration to two
dots with a space between.

Ihe Single Needle (fig. 2 on plate) consists of a coil

or coils, wdthin the influence of w'hich a small induced

magnet is suspended. The passage of an electric

current through the coils causes the magnet to de-

flect in one direction, and if the current be reversed

the magnet will swing in the direction opposite to its

first movement. The axle upon which the magnet
is fixed is prolonged, and carries at its extremity a
pointer w'hich plays betw'een two stop-pins or sound-

ing pieces secured to a dial. The currents are sent out

to line by means of a commutator, consisting of two
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keys or tappers, so oonnected to a battery that the

depression of that on the i^ht hand ensures a de-

flection of the needles or pointers to the light at both

the home and distant stations, and a depression of

that on the left, by reversing the current, causes a
deflection of the pointers to the left. If it be under-

stood that a movement to right represents a dash,

and one to left a dot, it at once b^mes apparent

that words composed of Morse letters, as shown
above, can be transmittted with facility between
distant points; and further, that the sending station

is able to see, by the movements of its own needle,

that signals are bein^ properly sent.

The single needle is primarily a visual telegraph

;

but in practice it is usually fitte<l W'ith sounding-

pieces, which, on being struck by the needle, give out
distinctive notes, and messages are read off aurally

without difficulty.

Bright’s bell-telegraph is an adaptation of the

single needle, the working currents actuating tw'o

bell-liammers attached to the armatures of electro-

magnets in addition to the }K)inter, and these give

out loud and clear signals represtntiug dots and
dashes respectively.

Morse System.—In the needle system alK>ve de-

scribed the signals are of e<jual length, dots and
dashes being distinguisheil by the direction of tie-

flection of the needle or the particular liell struck.

But in the Sounder iiLstrument, w hich has hut one
lever or hammer, the signals are distinguishtMi by

their duration, and, as the name implies, are read or

translated by the ear.

The Morse or 8<mnder system is at once the

simplest, most reliable, and most widely used of all.

In its elementary form it consists of

—

(a) An electric battery.

{b) A line wire.

(c) A switch to place the l»att«ry in c<»nnocti<m

with the line at will, technicjtlly knowui as a ‘ key '.

{(i) A Morse ‘t^mnder ’, to receive and give out

signals.

The circuit is usually supplementtHl by the addi-

tion of a gal vanometer, to show by the dt flection of

its needle that the electric currents are (>assing out

to line.

The Morst! key (see plate) Is a simple brass lever

held by means of a spring in inetulhc contact with a

fixed sto]i at one end, and cafiable of Uing brought

into contact with a second stop near the other tmd
by pressure on the wooden knob or handle, the first

contact lieing at the same time broken. If now' the

line-wire be attached to the brass lever by means of

the screw' terminal j>emianently fixe-d on its l>ase,

and a wire from one jx>le of a Imttery lx: conmreted

to the terminal on the brass piece carrying the front

Stop, it only recjuires a dejiression of the key by a

touch of the operator’s hand to make a amnc-ction

between the battery and the line wire, and if the

circuit lie otherw ise complete an electric current w ill

flow as long as the key is held down, and will cease

to flow directly it is released and allow'ed to resume
its normal position. The various }»arts are mounted
on a wooden base, which insulates them from each

other.

The sounder (see plate) consists of a small ele*ctro-

magnet with soft-iron cores, acniss the armature of

which is screwed a brass rod, pivoted at one end,

and held away from the magnet and against a fixed

stop by an adjustable spring attached to an ellxiw

extension below the fulcrum. If an elec'tric current

be passed through the coils the armature will be

attracted, the restraining force of the spring will

be overcome, and the brass rod or * tongue ’ will be

brought down sharply against a sounding-bridge of

brass, and it will remain in that position as long as

the current oontinues to flow. When the current
ceases, the soft-iron cores of the electro-magnet lose
their magnetic force, and by the action of the spring
the tongue is instantly brought up into its former
position against the stop with a sharp metallic
sound.

Since the passage of the electric current along a
wire is practically iustautoneous, it will lie obvious
that the tongue of the sounder at one end will move
in exactly the same way as, and synchronously with,
the key of the ojierator at the other. If the key lie

depresseil and instantly releuseii the sounder at the
distant station will resjHmd by striking the sounding-
bridge and instantly returning to its normal (Hisition.

If the key lx* held dow'ii for a longer sjmee of time
and then releaseil. the tongue of the sounder, after
striking the sounding-bridge, will remain against it

foracorre8]^M>ndings|va(?eand will thereafter promptly
resume its original jxxsition. In the first case a dot
(representing the lettor < in the Morse cixle) would
have bi^en signalled, in the second a dash (ruproHent-

ing the letter t). If the prolonged signal hati pnmiptly
follow'cd the shorter one with only a sufficient inter-

val Ix'tween to allow' the tongue of the sounder to
rise and strike the up|H^r stop, a di^t and a dash
together, forming the letter «, would have been
transmittiid.

The arrangement of a simple sounder circuit of tho

kind described is here sliown diagraminatically :

—

Sio/wrr X. Station y

For prncticiil purjHises ea<’li station would t)e fitted

w’itli Isith sounder and key, so that signals might lie

m;iit in eitht'r direction
;
and a litth; e^insidenition

will show that a sounder plactsl in eircuit at station

X Isjtwecn the Iwu^k-slopof the key and earth would,

w'hen the home key is in the normal |K)sition, receive

any current sent from sUition Y, and would \m left

isoluttxl and unaffected by a current sent out by
the key at its r>wn station.

7’/iC Relay .— riie simple or dirtxrt sounder circuit

is ustd only for working ti) comparatively short dis-

tances. Ix'ukage of the (dectric curnuit at the faniits

of HU)i}^K)rt of overhead wires, and increased resist-

ance to the jiassage of the current, render the em-
ployment of a relay iiecxfssary on long circuits.

The standard fonn of relay (shown on plate with •

cover removed, fig. C') consists of an electro-mai^eU
the coils of which are differentially wound, and hav-

ing the si>ft iron (M)re8 slightly extondtxi at top and
bottom. Between the }x>le-pieces two short arma-

tures attach'xl to a jxrrjxrndicular axle are allowed

to move within the limitations (x-nnitted by the

German -silver tongue on its extremity. The play

of this t^mgue is restrit’tKl by two arjjustalile screws,

one on either side, and the armatures are ke|>t mag*
neti/xKi by the inductive effect of a large {lennaDent

magnet of horse-shix^ form, }iart of which can lie

seen in the illustration.

The pa^ge of a current thrriugh the coils causes

the }x>lan/ed armatures to lx; attracted to one side

or the other ac<x>rding to its direction. The tongue
of the relay is normally Inassed against one of the

contact 8to|is, so that a |K>aitive current coming iu
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from the *down’ side only tends to hold it more
firmly in position, while if the current be received

at the *up’ side, the tongue moves across and makes
contact with the other stop during its passage.

The relay is so sensitive than an incoming current,

though inadequate to operate the sounder, is sufficient

to actuate it, and directly the tongue is drawn over
and makes contact with the stop in the manner de-

scrilxd, a local circuit, having within it a sounder and
a battery, is completed, and the signal is given out.

The arrangement is here sliown diagrammatically.
Douhle-Curri-nt Workinij .—In working over long

lines certain electrical phenomena which do not
interfere with working over short circuits present
themselves.

The loss of current due to leakage, and the in-

creased resistance owing to the greater length of the
conductor, have already been mentioned. In addi-

tion, there is the phenomenon of electro-static cajm-
city, or the power which a cin;uit has of acting as a
condenser and aVworbing and temjK)mrily holding
a charge of electricity. The effect of capacity is

that the current wave does not immediately attain

Doulla CjurenCKey
K K

Ji JJatUay-

CanMchoM -when' [mtvr Ccfnrmc&ona frhsn Imrtr
|ia ncmutl /tontUon- nttmrv lUtprmsHt^ nhmwn hy

fy- doUtd Unes. iLattod

Piff. 4.

its full height at the distant end of the line; the

signal is by this means rtitartled somewhat, and if it

be quickly followed by others the result is practically

a continuous bias in one direction. This difficulty

is much more prominent in the cose of wires carried

underground than in those erected overhead, and as

one remedy double-current working is employed.

In this system the simple k(?y or switch already

described is replaced by one which acts os a commu-
tator and reverses the direction of the currwit at

each movement of the lever. The key is brought

into circuit by a switch when it is desired to send a

signal, and in its normal jwsition connects the po.si-

tive polo of the lottery to the up-line or earth, and

the negative to the down-line or eartli. The current

sent out enters at the ‘down ’ side of the relay at

the distant station, holds the tongue firmly in its

normal |H)sition, and completes the circuit to its

8tarting-ix)int. If the key Ihj dei)re8aed the con-

nections are instantly reversed ; the current enters

the * up ’ side of the relay at the distant station, a

signal on the sounder being the result. For actual

tmnsmission of signals the pnwess is the same as in

the single-current system ; but the reversal of the

current dirt*ctly a signal has been sent neutralizes

and cuts short the prolongation of the current and
clears the line for the next signal, thus largely over-

coming the evil effects of electro-static capacity.

The Duplex Syttem,—With the exception of the
* Baudot* the methods of working hitherto dealt

with have beenwhat are technicallytermed ‘simplex*,

or *up and down*; that is to say, the circuit can
only be operated from one end at a time. But it

is possible to so arrange a sounder, Hughes, or any
other circuit, that messages can be transmitted and
received at ^th ends simultaneously, thus doubling
the canying capacity of the wire. A circuit so

arranged is said to be ‘ duplexed *, and the economic
importance of the device cannot well be over-

estimated. Two operators, one to send and the

other to receive, are required at each end.

Two systems of duplex working are in general use,

the ‘ differential * and the ‘ bridge ’, the first named
being most widely used.

The principle of differential duplex may be readily

understood by a simple ex^Miriment with some of the

Pig. 6.

apparatus already descrilxid, supplemented by a re-

sisiance coil. If we take a relay having its coils

joined in series, and by means of a key pass a
current of electricity from a battery througli it in

such a manner os to divide e(]ually Ix^tween the
coils us shown in the diagram, it will be found
that the tongue will be unaffected, and that no
signal will be given on the sounder in the kical

circuit. But if the resistance of one of the return
wires be increased so as to cause a preponderance
of current to traverse one of the coils, it will be
found that the relay will resj)ond, and the tongue
will be drawn to one side or the other as the
case may be.

Sup}>OHe now that one of the return wires x be
extended to rej)reHent an actual line, and that a

sounder l)e placed in circuit in it, and that resist-

ance equal to that of the line circuit X be inserted in

the ‘ comi^nsation ’ circuit Y, viz.:

Stahow 1. SialLon, Z .

it is clear that equal currents will flow through
the home relay on the depression of the key k, but
that w’hile one of these will return to the battery

through the compensation circuit i the other w*ill

traverse the line circuit x to the distant station,

there actuating the sounder or relay, and return to

the battery through the earth.

If station 2 be fitted up in the same manner as
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station 1, it will be apparent that signals can be

transmitted by either station to the other, just os in

simplex work^; but, notwithstanding the fact that

1 Sftihon. Z

Fig. 7.

the working currents sent out pass through the

relay of the sending station, they do not affect the

receiving apparatus at that station.

It will readily be understood from the diagram,

that if both keys Ikj held down siinultaneouslv there

will l)e a preponderance of current flowing tlmmgh
each relay in a direction which will cause l>oth to

respond. Signals will l)e registered by the sounder
in exact accordance with the movements of the

relative keys, and the circuit will work without the

slightest confusion of signals just as though there

were two se{)arate and inde}>endent wires lietween

the stations instead of one.

It is eastomary to employ the double-current sys-

tem on all duplex circuits except those* of very sh<»rt

length. A single -current armiigenKUit has, how-

ever, l)een shown in the diagrams for the sake of

sim|»licity.

In a^ljusting a duplex circuit, the aim is to iuh

nearly as |^o.ssi!lle reppsluce in the Imvd or e »nn>en-

r^tion circuit the actual conditions whieli obtain in

the line circuit ami h<* s»*cure a jM-rfect bilaive. If

the Uilaru'e Is* ujisct, it i.s obvious that disturlmnee

will at <ince arise. T«» enable an mrurat^ Isdanee

to U' se<*urt*d a difTerentially wound gHlvaiioineter

is piac<*(l in eirniit at each end, and the artificial

resistance K in the coni|H*nsation circuits is varn-d

until tile needle of the galvanometer remaiiiH steiuly

whatever the jiosition of the key, tlms showing that

wjual currents are passing through the line and the

com|Kmsfition circuit res|K'Cti vely.

The elc'ctro-static cajiacity »>f a circuit is esjiecially

felt in iluplex working, and to counteract its effects

a condenser or <*ontaiiier of static electricity is joined

across the artificial resistance in the c4 *m}M.*nsation

lent to two duplexe^ and its aid four messages,
two in each direction, may occupy a single wire
simultaneously. Four operators are required at
each end.

It consists of a double-current duplex set called
the A side, to which is su}>eradded a second duplex,
the relays of which will only respond to augnienteii
currents. This is called the u side.

The rtday on the b side is non -polarized, and will

rwpond to a current |»aasing through its coils in

either direction; but it is biassed by means of a
spring against the working currents from the a side,

and 18 ^justeil to move onlv in obediences to the
heavier currents sent out by the ii or increment kty
at the distant station. The curnuits from the A key
pass out through the home relays differentially, just

as in the duplex system already deseriUnl, and are
received on both relays in st>ries at the distant

i
sUition. They are only tif suthelent strength to

' affect the a relay, l)iit the (h‘pression of the ii key
brings an auxiliary Uittery into action, and hy this

means the it relay is actuaitKl and a signal giveiu

This is known ivs tlie increiiuuit meiluKl.

The B side of the ({uadruplex is worketi hy singh*

current, and the speeial form of stuinder in eireuit

with the non-pi»lari/.eil relay acts as an intermediate

relay. It is known as tlie uprightiug sounder, snd
controls an ordinary soumler and liattery in hwal

circuit ujHin whicli the working signals are received.

This arrangement is iiecesiuir^’ l»ecaus«* of the ten-

tleiicy of the It relay to ‘kiek" or hn;ak the signals

during tlte reversal of curnmt causeil by the wt»rking

of the A key. The tongue of tile It n.’luy is normally
held against tlu! iMitfery contaet by a spring, so that

tin* hieal eireuit through the uprightiug simnder is

eomplete.l, and its tmigue is held down. On the

piussagt* o^ a working eurrent from line, the tongue
of the relay is diawii awtiy, the loeui eireuit is in-

terrupti'il, the tongue of the uprightiug s«»under is

ftUoweji t 4 » rise, ami so through a seeond local cir-

cuit the reversed signals are! ‘ uprighted ’ on to the

reading Httumler. Tlie leversals of curriuit si'iit out
by thtr A kt-y are so rapidly lU'CompiishiHl, that

though the tongue of the It relay may leave the

blank or 'spHcuig’ contaet, suflicient time is not

allowed fi>r it tti reach the laittery or ‘ marking
’

contact Iwfore it ia again drawn away by the re-

niagtieti/.ation of the ctires. If the local circuit

arrangement >^ere made similar t«> that of an ordi-

nary relay, it is e.Ieur that sigtiuls would lie broken
at each reversal.

The B side <> the <{uiulrup}ex is brought into

use as may Ije reijuired by means of a simple plug-

switch.

circuit. This coiuleii.ser is fitted with a j»lug-

switch, by means of which the area of the jilates

in circuit can varied at will and so niaiie to

corresixind with the ca|>acity of the line. When
a current is sent out the comlen.ser takes up u
charge of static electricity in the same w'ay as the

line, and the discharges which take place iiiinie-

diately the potential is lowered neutnilize each
other. If the condenser Ije out of adjustment
false signals or ‘ kicks ’ w'ill Ije registered, and the
fact will also be announced by the behaviour of

the galvanometer {siinter.

I
Bridge duplex ' is generally employed on cir-

cuits which contain submarine cables, and depends
upon difference of {sitential instead of difference
of current. Differentially-wound apparatus is not
required.

Duplex circuits are usually fitted with a switch,
by means of which simplex working can be reverted
to at will

The QuadrupUx Syetem,—This system is equiva-

In the decrement method now sometimes adopted

the stronger lottery jsiwer is cx^mnected to the A
or reversing key inst^ of to the B or decrement
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key. The b side relays are held ojwn these cur-

rents against the opposing force of a spring, but
depression of the b keys so reduces them as to allow

the springs to close the local circuits, thus actuating

the sounders. Wheatstone automatic working on
the A side is found to be more satisfactoiy under
the decrement system; and it is not necessary to

•employ a relaying sounder on the B side as in the

increment methcxl.

If the principles of duplex telegraphy already

described have been mastered, there will be no
difficulty in understanding the quadruplex arrange-

ment from the above diagram.

It is jKiBsible to ‘fork” a quadruplex circuit, and
by means of an extension wire to work the A side

to one station and the B to another, only one wire

between the terminal station and the point of forking

Ijeing required.

Diplex telegraphy is arranged on the same prin-

ciple as quadruplex, and is employed in cases where
traffic is all, or nearly all, in one direction. It is

simply a three-channel system, one key instead of

two Ijeing fitted at the receiving end, and one sounder
instead of two at the sending end.

Mvliiplex Telegraphy.—In the multiplex system
the line between two stations is successively con-

nected to a numl)er of stJts of instruments at each

end, and these successive connections are effected

with such rapidity that there is practically a clear

and independent line permanently available for the

transmission of signals lietween each set at one
station and the corresponding set at the other.

The principle of multiplex working may l)e illus-

trated as follows. A metal disc divided into seg-

ments, each insulated from the other, has at its

centre an ujiright spindle carrying a horizontal

arm, terminating in a metallic >)ru8h or trailer,

which, 08 the spindle revolves, sweeps over the seg-

ments in turn. The line wire is connected to the

trailer, and a set of apparatus consisting of a key,

relay, and sounder is joined to each segment. The
Arrangement at the distant station is similar.

SUtiion 1 StaUon Z,

T 7'nitlvr

Fig. 9.

An examination of the diagram will make it clear

that when the trailer T at station 1 makea contact

with the segment permanently joined tt» the set of

instniments i)\ the operator at d' is placed in com-
munication with the operator at the corresponding
set at station 2. When the respective trailers move
forward to the next segment, set o* is placed in

communication through the line with set c*. b'

and a' are in turn joined in the same manner to B-

and A®, and in due course the onward motion of tht?

trailers again joins D* through to D®. If now the
trailers can he made to move in synchronism, and
with sufficient speed to render the period of dis-

connection of the relative sets of instruments in-

appreciable, multiplex working becomes possible.

The system may be arranged to work any number

of ways or channels within the speed limit of the

line, but the practical maximum has been fixed at

six.

In actual practice the ‘distributor* is divided
into 162 segments, consisting of six groups of 24 each
used for working, and a similar number of groups
of 3 each for correcting currents. In a circuit joined

up for hexode or six-way working, therefore, each
set of apparatus is placed in connection with the
corresponding set at the distant station twenty-seven
times during each revolution of the trailer. The
speed of the trailer is about three revolutions per
second, and by the use of condensers joined across

the receiving relays the rapid intermittent impulses
picked up by each arm are converted into practically

continuous signals.

The distributor is driven by current impulses
from an electric Ixittery communicated by a vibrating

steel reed to an electro-magnet acting uj)on a phonic
wheel. The reeds at either end of the line are

tuned to vibrate as nearly as possible at the same
BjH^ed, and exact synchronism is secured by means
of correcting currents, a number of which are sent

by each station to the other during every revolution

of the trailer. Connections are so arranged, that if

the motion is synchronous the correcting current

on arrival passes to earth
;

if one trailer lags behind
the other the correcting current is received on a
different segment, f om which it passes through a
relay, the effect Ijeing to momentarily disconnect

the local driving circuit, and so increase the rate of

vibration of the reed and the consequent motion of

the trailer.

This description applies to the Delany multiplex.

The Pollock system introduces some variations and
provides for dui)lex working. The Ilaudot already

referred to is a multiplex system.

Automatic Telegraphy .— Tlie rate of transmission

by the systems alre^y described is limited by the

manual expertness of the operator, and the speed
does not in practice exceed thirty words per minute.

It is obvious that if nothing lietter than this could

be attempted, a very large number of channels would
be rei|uired to dispose of the vast quantity of parlia-

mentary and general news daily intrusted to the
telegraph authorities for despatch. To meet the

want the Wheatstone automatic system has been
devised, and after years of patient lalxiur on the

]iart of the experts of the telegraph department of

the General Post Office, it has lieen brought to a
state of }>erfection. By means of the automatic
sy.stem, nieasages can be transmitted over a single

wire at a sj>eed exceeding 400 words a minute.
The working speed between London and Dublin is

400 words, and between London and Aberdeen 350
words a minute. Automatic apparatus is fitted to

a large numlier of circuits set apart for the trans-

mission of ordinary business telegrams as well os to

news circuits, and is brought into use on occasions

of pressure. It may be used in both directions on
duplex, and on one side of quadruplex circuits, as

well as for direct working.
Messages are prejiared for despatch by means of

a mechanical device known as the ‘ perforator ’. It
consists of three keys connected by means of levers

to three sets of small punches which, on the de-
pression of the keys, move forward and perforate

a strip of white oiled paper held in front of them.
A depression of the right-hand key causes four

jwrforations to be made in an oblique line, the two
middle ones being side by side, and these stand for

a dash ; the left-hand key makes three perforations,

but in a vertical line, representing a dot ; and the
middle key is used for spacing and for preparing a
succession of holes to engage a star wheel in the
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transmitter: at each depression the white slip is

automatically moved a ste^ forwai^^ so as to be in

position to receive the next impression. The punches

are hollow-nosed, and they do not merely make an

incision in the oiled paper, but actually cut out

small round pieces, which fall down into a receptacle

proWded to receive them. The adjustment of the

perforator must be very accurate : it is correct if the

sisals representing the word ‘ telegraph ’ punched

thrice in succession and properly spaced measure

exactly 12 inches.

Two small sticks of iron tipped with rubber are

used by the operators to strike the perforator keys.

In the* Central Telegraph Office, London, where, as

a rule, duplicate slips of all news messages have to

be prepared because of the large nuinbt?r of circuits

to be served, pneumatic pressure is employed to do
the actual lalwur of punching, the keys, which are

easily depressed by the t»perators fingt*rs, men*ly
opening and closing the valves.

The Traiunnitter (fig, 6 on plate) is an automatic

double-current key. It consist.^ of a lever, 1, con-

structed in two {K>rtions, each insulaU'd from tlie

other. To one portion the line is joined, the other

l)eing connected to earth. The lever is pivotini at

its centre, and osc-illates within finely - adjusted

limits formed by two f>airs of contact Kto|xs conncnited
j

to the fiatterj'. It acts precii.sely as a key; in one
;

position connecting the jswitive jsile of the Imttery
|

to line and the negative js»le to earth, and reversing
\

this arrangement in the other,
j

The movements of this reversing-ann an* direct<*<l
|

by two n>ds, r* and r*, {lassing through it and con*
j

tndled by levers, at the ends of which then; an* tw’«>
j

xipright hU«1 rods, and r*, of a size t4» fit into the
|

upjter and lower jK*rforati<ms in the oihsl pajKT slip,
j

The levers are alt<*niat*?ly acte<l up<»n by cliK*kwork

rrn*chaniHm through the ns kiiig Uam, r, nud their

pressure on the reversing -arm is maintained by

springs, 8.

The arrangement i.s shown by the accompanying

diagram.

Fig. 10.

The perforated slip is f)assed under a small roller,

11, and is carried onward f>y a star-wheel revolved
by clockwork w'hich engages the centn? row of jar*

forations. The rods and r* are so plac<?d that

their respective extremities wdll engage with the

upjier and lower holtjs in the slip, one lieing a little

in advance of the other, and m long as an un-
punctured slip paases over them they are held dowm,
and both the rods r* and r® are thus drawn fjoerk

from the reversing-lever 1. But directly a perfora-

tion nuiaea, the first rod, 3, rises through the slip,

and tne o|:^x)fung pressure Vising removed the sjiring

8 forces rod r* against the lever 1, throwing its upjsjr

end against the stop connected to the positive jxile

and its lower against that connected to the negative
piile of the battery, thus sending a current to line

which will continue to flow until rod r* rises through
the lower hole of the punched slip, and permits r^

r* to force the lever 1 back to the original position,
thus reversing the current and so ending the signal.
IMrectly rod r* has risen through the first perfora-
tion, it is withdrawn hy the action of the nxjking
beam c, but this withdrawal merely allows the slip
to pass on and does not terminate the signal, the
length of which dejiends njion the action of rod r*.

It will ho clear from this that the })as.sagt* of vertical

lierftmitions will allow rod r* to ri.se diixKiJy r® has
been withdrawn, so that an instant reversal of the
lever 1 would rt^sult and a curnmt of sufficient

duration to register a dot only would Ik* sent out.
But the obliipie jK'rforation delays the rise of i^>d t*

and the consequent reversfil of the curn tit for an
appreciable interval, and a signal of hiijger duration
registering a dash at the disUnt station is sent out.

ITp till a comjMiratively retx*nt date a jockey w’het*l

carried tm a sttn*! spring wtus emj>loy»’d to uet uiMm
the upjKT end of the rt*versing lever to eusurt^ hrm
contact l;K‘twt‘en it and the stojw eimnected with the

by a jiermnnent magnet.
The transmitter is fitt^nl with a simple sw’iteh,

which in one ptsition brings it intt> o{N>n«tion, and
in the other thn>\vs it out of action ami joins up
the circuit for tirdinary key working. Then? is also

a lever for n*gulating the h|k**h1, whicrh may nuige
from that of fast-key mRni|)ulatiofi to the maximum
already nieniiotuHl, according to cin'uit e<»nditions.

The ehn-kwork mt?i*hanism which m'tiiutes the star-

wln*«*l and the nK'king lK'am is driven l>y a weight or

an t'lectrie nu>tor.

The lireriver i.s the ln.stnnm*rit which at the distant

station reeeiv»‘M tlu* currents sent out by the trans-

mitter ami rec(>nl* the sigmils by ink-ituirks on a
!
bliu' slip, its coiistruetion is exi*»*<?«lingly simple.

! It is, in fact, a relay siu'h as hiis alreiuly d<*-

I

scHImmI, but in additifin its unnatun* Hjtiiidle is

fitted with an arm holding a very Hiimll dim? on an
.ixle which IS revolvetl by cltK'kwork I'his disc in

k«?pt inked by contact with a larger one which dips

into an ink-well, and on the |Missage of (rurretits

through the coils it is cnrrieil against a iimving lilue-

pu|HT nblsui, U|M»n which it marks Morm- signals, i.e.

dots and dashes, ai'conbng to the duration of the

currents. The (?oils are arranged for simplex <»r

duplex working, and tin* receiver acts the jiart of a
relay os well as a reeonler, having a mmiider in

local circuit. It is fittifl with a sfs'cd-nfgulator, and
with a switch for starting and stopping the piq'^ir

slip, which is miuh* up in rolls ami at?eomimslaUHl in

drawers in the w«»o<ien Imse of the instniiiieiit. A
receiver is shown in the cmitre of the accomfianying
illustration of a rejKjater (ms* jilate*, fig. 7).

Wlien it ls?cc»mes mKressary to n?sort t<» automatic

working th<* rntmsageH to Ik? m*nt are distributed

amongst a staff of ojarators, w’hf» j»repare the fier-

forale<l slip in thi? manner rh*H(Tils?<i. 'J’he distant

station i.s then wuniefl that Wheatstonf? w’orking in

aliout Is'gin, and he starts his receiver at the

s^irne time that the transmitter at the m?nding

station is Virought into ojK*ration. The varioua

punched hIi|is are {>asm?<l through the transmitter in

pnqier order, and th<* messagi's, on Isring rec<?ived in

Morm* characters on blue sli}* at the distant station,

are distributed amongst a staff of clerks, who ouickly

transcrilie them on forms for delivery to tne nd-

dr(?SM?s.

S|»ecimens of punched (forwardofl) and Mome
(received) slips are shown on next fmge. The word
in Vsith cases is ‘New York’, and the effect of the

vertical and oVilirpie jKrrforations in producing dota

and dashes re«pcictiv»*ly is clearly seen.

RepeaUr*.—It will have been gathered that the
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speed of a telegraphic line depends upon certain

physical conditions. First, there is the resistance

which the conductor oflfers to the passage of the
electric current

;
then there is the loss of portion of

the current at points of support, which in wet weather
is very considerable; the capacity of the circuit,

particularly if portions of it be laid underground,

makes itself felt ; as well as the self-induction of

the apparatus coils and the inertia of the moving
parts. These combine to render direct working

over a long line a matter of difficulty even at slow

speed, and make fast automatic working impossibie.

Punched Sup.

Morse Slip.

In such circumstances it is frequently found neces-

sary to place a repeater or rejieaters in circuit at

intermediate points for the purpose of relaying or

renewing the working currents cn route.

The essential principle of the repeater is precisely

that of the relay already described. In order to

admit of working on the double-current system in

both directions, of duplexing, of sjieaking to either

or lx)th terminal stations, as well as of verifying

passing signals, many accessory pieces of apparatus

have to l)e added
;

hut a workable single-current

repeater fully illustrating the idea may readily be
made up of two standard relays, as here shown;

—

SingJc' Current RepraiiT

A fast-speed rejieater of modem form is shown
in the illustration (fig. 7 on jdate). The standard
relays which form the nucleus of the arrangement
are shown two at either side, bt'.hind them being the

condensers topjxjd by adiustable resistances known
as rheostats. Close to the relays are tin; sjHjaking

keys, one for the up, the other for the down line,

and behind them are placed the auto switches w'hich,

in obedience to the movements of the relays as they

are actuated by incoming currents, connect the local

batteries to the re8j)ective lines, and thus replacxi the

spent currents received by new ones of full strength

which are passed on to the distant station. Two
galvanometers to mark the current-flow are fitted in

full view of the attendant, and in the centre is placed

the Wheatstone receiver, which can l)e inserted in a

leak circuit at will and made to register signals on

Morse slip as they jiass through. The repeater is

entirely automatic in its action, only requiring to be

kept clean and in accurate adjustment.

The best results are obtained by placing a re-

peater in such a p)sition in a circuit that the lengths

on either side shall be as nearly as possible equal in

resistance and capacity. If these are unequal the
speed will not be more than that of the highest
section. Where a long submarine cable forms part
of a circuit the repeaters are usually placed at one
or both ends. A repeater may be arranged to work
on a forked circuit, receiving on one line and send-

ing out the new signals on two lines in different

directions.

Submarine CahU Working .—While Morse and
Hughes working is practicable, and in general use
on cables such as those connecting Great Britain

with Ireland and with the continent of Europe, it

would be commercially impracticable on very long

cables such as those to America. The electro-static

capacity of an Atlantic cable is so great, that if a
system requiring a considerable working current

like the Morse were employed only four or five

letters per minute could be signalled. A reasonable

rate of transmission is secured on ocean-cable cir-

cuits by the use of the mirror and syphon recorcler

instruments. Very small currents are required; in-

deed it is not necessary to allow the cable to dis-

charge between successive signals, the receiving

apparatus being so sensitive as to Ixi acted upon by
the pulsations d^ue to the rises and fulls of {xitential.

The mirror instrument is constructed on the

same principle as the single needle, but instead of

a j)ointer a small mirror fixed to a magnet sus-

pended in the coils is used to reflect a spot of light

on to a scale, and the movements of this 8{X)t to

right or left, according to the direction of the cur-

rent in the coils, represent the dashes and dots of

the Morse alphabet.

In the syjihon recorder a fine glass By]^)hon is used
to squirt ink on to a moving pajier slip, the varia-

tions from left to right and vice vtrm resulting in a
wavy line, intelligible to the ojHU*ator in the same
way as signals received by the mirror instrument.

JtaUway Telegraphs .—The electric telegraph is

very largely used by railway cmnpanies, not only for

the transmission of mes-sages but for block-signalling

j>ur|)oses. The departure of trains is electrically

communicated to the next block station by a pre-

arrangtKi number of beats on a gong, and the rej)ly

tells whether the line is clear or whetlier it is blocked
by the preseiujc of another train. On single lines

of railway electric train sUiff and tablet instruments
are used, the sUiff or tablet, which constitutes the

engine-driver's authority to proceed, only being
obtainable on receipt of an electric current from
the next block station, which releases a locking

arrangement and permits its withdrawal. Another
staff or tablet cannot be withdruN^m until the original

has Injen delivered to the signalman at the next
station and placerl in his instrument, so that a second

train cannot Ix^ despatched until the first has passed

out of the section.

The movement of distant-signal semaphores and
the condition of signal lights is automatically tele-

graphed to the signalman and visually recorded in

his cabin by electric signal and light repeaters, so

that notwithstanding darkness or fog or distance, or
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aU of these, he knouts exactly whether the move-
ments of his levers have produced the desired effect

upon points and signals outside his range of \ision.

Circuit Armn^cnient*.—The number of instru-

ments placed in circuit is determined by the busi-

ness transacted. One wire frequently serves five

or six offices, at which ABCs, Single-needles, or

Sounders are fitted. Where the business is con-

siderable, a wire is exclusively set apart for the office

concerned, and if necessary arrangements for duplex

and for Wheatstone working at are made.

It is obviously impossible to afford direct com-
munication between every telegraph station and
every other, and the larger offices are therefore made
transmitting centres for the smaller.

Fig. 8 on plate illustrates a device for concentrating

a number of minor circuits at a transmitting station.

The minor circuits are led through the indicators

and switch-holes to earth, and when a call is indi-

cated the switch clerk immediately inserts one of

the pegs and so places an instrument in circuit. On
completion of the message, the j)eg is withdrawn
and the original conditions restored. By this means
the necessity for specially setting apart a se|)anite

instrument at the transmitting station for each

minor circuit is avoided, and a smaller number of

operators is required.

At the larger offices all wires are led direct to

test-boxes so that alterations in circuit arrangements

can be readily and promptly effected. Thus each

evening, when the business of the day is over, a
considerable number of wires are approjiriated for

auxiliary news services, being joined up and ex-

tended to the principal offices as may be found

necessary. All offices in cin-uit receive the news
simultaneously from the transmitting stiiti(»n hy the

fast-speed automatic sj^stein. A diagram, showing

the arrangement of the news circuits hy which
Ireland and Scotland are normally served from

London, is here given.

Jt wUl bm setn. that Farkjttt Rep^oJUra
placacL at JhibUrv and HcUnburgh'.

Fig. 12.

Special circuit arrangements are made for imix>r-
tant race meetings and other events at which a large
volume of telegraphic business is anticipated.

JnUrruptionB of Communication. — Telegraphic
oon^unication is subject to interruption from many
accidental causes The nature of a fault can gene-
rally be determined by observation at the testing
station, which promptly takes steps to localize it.

VoL. XIV.
^

Wires of any considerable length are led in at a
number of testing points en route, and by the co-

operation of these a circuit may be prov^ section
by section. When the faulty section has l)een found,
it is often possible to replace it by a simple change
or cross at the test-boxes at either end, and the
through circuit is thereby restored and once more
set to work. Spare wires are provided to thus
replace faulty sections of im^iortant working cir-

cuits. Should the insulation of a circuit fall so as
tt> interfere with fast 8j>eed or duplex working, it is

often {K>8sible to cross it with another following a
different rtuite and utilize the w'eak wdre for key
simplex working.

Faults in long lengths of under^ound wire and
in submarine cables are hx^lized by means of
Wheatstcme-hridge tests. If tliese are carefully
made and correct data are available, a shi^v is en-
abled to grapple for a submarine cable within a few
yards of the point at which the interruption exists.

All imjH>rtant circuits are rapidly tested for in-

sulation each morning before the business of the
day l)t‘gins. For this jmrpose a highly sensitive

tangent galvanometer is emj)loyed. The wires are

looped in pairs, and a current is sent round each
loc»}», passing out through one coil of the galvano-
meter and l>cing received through the other. The
difference between the current received and that

sent out represents the loss, and wlum this loss

exceeils a fixed standard a fault exists and testa for

locality are j>roceeded with. If the standard is

maintaiiud the wire is given up for traffic.

Telegraph lines, whidher ojatn, underground, or

subaijueous, require to l>e protected from liglitning

discharges and the effects of heavy currents occa-

sionally communicated by contact with electric

light and power plant. Electricity at high poten-

tial tends to discharge across a small air gap rather
thaii hallow the course (»f a long conductor, and so
the lightning protector generally employed consists

of two discs of carU)!) se))araied from each other by
means of a thin sheet of mica (lerforated so us to leave

air s}>aces, one plate lieing connected to the line and
the other to earth (fig. 9 on plate). Where danger
from lighting or electric-traction plant is feared,

fuses and heat coils are placed in circuit as well.

These safeguards are not affected by working cur-

rents, and only come into ojieration when the pciint

of safety has been passed. In another form of

lightning protector the discharge takes }>lace across

a gup Ijetween the extremity of two pieces of plati-

num wire fused into a smaU glass tulxj. Notwith-
standing the precautions taken, instruments are

sometimes demagnetized by lightning, and coils and
even line wires are fused.

WirdcM I'deyrajihy.—A system of signalling by
induction without the aid of connecting wires has

fre<iuently Vs*en eini>loyed by the British Postal

Telegraph Dejiartment, and it is n(»w in ojieratiou

at several places. St»me years ago it was success-

fully employed to maintain communication lietween

the mainland and the island of Mull during an
interruption of the submarine cable. Parallel wires

were stretched along either coast, and rapid inter-

mittent currents jiassed along one induced similar

currents in tlie other. A telephone receiver was
emjiloyed on one side to pick up tlie signals which
were framed by a Morse key on the other, and mes-

sage were safely and expeditiously transmitted.

The Marconi system of wireless telegraphy con-

sists in the transmission through the esther of

Hertzian waves set up by a powei^ul induction-coil,

which act upon a coherer or special relay at the

distant point, and so register signals. To prevent

the diversion and dissipation of the electric waves
891
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thnm^ oontoot with obstruction efMuute, it is neoes-

tiiat h^h msats, kites, or balloons be used at

either end. This mtem is most successful for marine

rignallinff. See II^lsgrapht, Wibelebs, briow.

HUtonoal.—The experimental stage of the inven>

tion of the electric telegraph covers a period of oveet

sixty years, from the researches of Lesage with his

twenty-four wires and pith-balls in 1774, to the

introduction of a practical needle telegraph by
Cooke and Wheatstone in England, another by
Steinheil in Munich, and a reooming telegmph by
Morse in America, all in 1837. To Steinheil is due
the credit of the discovery that the earth might be

used as a return for the current, and that a double

wire was not necessary. About 1810 Soemmering had
been able to signal by the decomposition of water;

in 1881 Henry utiliz^ the sounds given out by the

attraction of the armature of anelectro-magnet tocon-
vey intelligible signals; and in 1834 an epoch-making

experiment was successfully carried out by Gauss
and Weber at Gottingen, in which they transmitted

signals to a distance of over a mile by means of the

a^ion of an electric current on a movable magnet.

The earliest telegraph of Cooke and Wheatstone

required five conducting wires, each of which acted

upon a separate magnetic needle. It was installed

on the Great Western and London and Birmingham
Bailways, the wires being laid underground. They
were insulated with silk or cotton and laid in a

composition of pitch in iron pipes or troughing.

The length between London and Slough was laid

by the exertions of Brunei in spite of the opposition

of the directors of the Great Western Company, and

it was brought prominently to public notice in 1846

through the arrest by its assistance of a murderer

travelling on the railway. The five-needle tele-

graph afterwards gave place to the double-needle,

and this has in turn almost universally been re-

placed by the single-needle.

In 1846 Bain invented his chemical recorder,

which registered signals by electrolytic action on

specially-prepared paper. In 1854 acoustic signal-

Img was adopted in England by the introduction of

Bright’s bell instrument. Gintl in 1853, and Stems
in 1870, devised the system of duplex working, and

Edison produced the quadruplex in 1874. The idea

of multiplex telegraphy originated with Meyer in

1873, but it was left for Delany to produce a work-

able system, which he did in 1884 on the principle

of synchronism devised by Paul la Cour.

Submarine communication was established be-

tween England and France in 1850 by m«^ns of a

copper wire insulated with gutta percha laid across

the Channel. Messages were successfully passed

over it, but it broke the day after Ixung laid owing

to the lack of protective armour. In the following

year the first real practical submarine cable was laid

between Dover and Calais. It consisted of four copper

conductors insulated with gutta percha ana sheathed

with stout galvanized iron wires, and proved a per-

manent and unqualified success. Shortly afterwards

cables were laid to Ireland and to the NetherUnds.

The stupendous undertaking of connecting Great

Britain and America by submarine cable was at-

tempted in 1868, the Atlantic Teleraph Company
having been formed by Cyrus Field, Brett, White-

house, and Bright for tnat purpose. After en-

countering well-nigh insurmountable difficulties the

project became an accomplished fact, the cable

naving been submerged by British and American

war-vessels. But it only lasted for a few weeks,

and during that time signalling could only be

carried on m a spasmodic and uncertain fashion.

The result discouraged further efforts for a num-
ber of yean, but in 1865 the Company again essayed

to span the AUantio. A new cable was insnnf^
tnred by the Telegraph Construction and Main-
tenance Cmnpany and shipped on board the Great

EagUm, The work of laying was entrusted to 1^.
Canning, Professor Thompson (Lord Kelvin) being

in charge of the electri^ operations. Notwith-

standing the most elaborate precautions, failure

a^in resulted for after nearly 1200 miles had been

laid the cable broke and had to be abandoned.

In 1866, the Anglo-American Company co-operat-

ing with the Atl^tic Company, a third Atlantic

cable was made and successfully laid by the Greet

Eastern in a fortnight. The end of the abandoned
cable of 1865 was also picked up, and its laying was
completed, two cables being thus made available.

Since then cable after cable has been put down, and
at the present time the Atlantic is crossed no
fewer than seventeen separate cables, fourteen to

North and three to South America. Messages are

frequently delivered in New York within a veiy

few minutes of being handed in in London.
The telegraphs in Great Britain and Ireland were

transferred from the telegraph companies to the

state in 1870, and since then each year has marked
a distinct step towards perfect efficiency. The
speed of automatic signalling has risen at a pheno-

menal rate, and improvements in the manufacture

of subterranean cables has greatly lessened the diffi-

culties of working through underground wires. A
cable containing seventy-six copper conducting wires

insulated with specially -prepaid paper has lately

been laid between London and Birmingham, and
further extensions are in progress. Although auto-

matic working through this cable is not jxissible at

such speed as could be obtained over open wires,

because of the relatively high electrostatic and in-

ductive capacity, it forms a most valuable means of

maintaining communication in the event of the open

lines being interrupted by wind or snowstorms.

In 1870 the number of miles of telegraph wire in

operation in the United Kingdom was 60,000; it is

now 350,000; and the num^r of messages trans-

mitted now amounts to over 90,000,000, as com-

pared with about 10,000,000 at the transfer. The
land telegraphs of the world aggregate 780,000

miles of line and nearly 3,000,000 miles of wire.

The telephone is a telegraph both legally and ^

scientifically, but its development has been so phe-

nomenal, and its use is now so wide-spread, that it

will be treated of in a separate article.

TELEGRAPH CABLE. See Submarine Cable.

TELEGRAPHY, Wireless, or Electric

Methods of Space Telegraphy. Of the various

electrical methods which have been experimented

upon with a view to transmitting signals from place

to place without the use of intervening wires, that

is, wires stretching from one station to the other,

tliree are worthy of special mention, namely :

—

(i) The system which makes use of the electrical

conductivity of the earth or of water;

(ii) The system which depends on electromagnetic

induction

;

(iii) The system based upon the fact that an
oscillatory spark emits waves which may be detected

by a suitable instrument at a distance.

Here it may be remarked that all that is necessaiy

for successful telegraphy is that it shall be possible

for an observer at one station to know when an
electric disturbance is going on at the other statioi^

and when that disturbance ceases; for if this is

possible it will be easy to arrange a code of signals

based upon disturbances of short and long duration

by which messages may be oommunioate(i

(i) In 1838 it was discovered by Steinheil that

the earth was a conductor of electricity. It is a
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very goed conductor of electricity, especiAlly if moist,

not because of its low resistance, but because of tbe

infinite number of paths by which a current may
travel from one point to another. If two met^
plates are sunk in the earth or sea, and connected

to the poles of a current generator, the flow of

current follows innumerable stream lines, so that

the mass of earth traversed by the current might

be supposed to be replaced by a ‘resultant con-

ductor ’ which would be greater in length than the

distance between the earthed plates but of very

great sectional area. This being so, it is obvious

that if the earth be supposed to be homogeneous,

the current in passing from one point to another

must spread throughout the whole mass. On this

system is based the conduction method of wireless

telegraphy. At the transmitting station let a current

(continuous or alternating) be sent from a generator

through the earth between two metal plates buried

in the earth or immersed in water. Along any one

of the infinite number of stream lines part of the

current passes; and if in this line two points bo
taken they will be at different potentials. If, there-

fore, plates be sunk at these points and joined

through a receiving instrument—a delicate galvan-

ometer if the current is continuous, and a telephone

if it is oscillating—the instrument will give indica-

tions of the starting and stopping or reversing of

the current in the transmitting circuit, and thus it

will be possible to transmit messages. This system

has been used by Morse and Gale in 1842, Wilkins

in 1849, Lindsay in 1859, Johnston in 1879, Tow-
bridge in 1880, also by Willoughby Smith, Tesla,

and others. Lindsay transmitted signals across

the Tay, a distance of ^ mile. He had at each

station two immersed plates, the two at the sending

station being connected through a commutator with

a battery, and those at the receiving station being

joined by a wire in the circuit of which was an
induction coil ‘to intensify the effects’, and a record-

ing apparatus, prolwibly a galvanometer. Willoughby
Smith experimented in 1882 with a view of establish-

ing telegraphic communication with the Needles

lighthouse. He biid a cable from Alum Hay, but

anchored the free end of it in deep water 60 yards

frf)m the lighthouse, »is cables are apt to lx; damaged
on the rocks at the btise of the lighthouse. The
current from a Leclanche cell jmssed from this point

through the water, then through the instrument to

an earthed plate, and in this way Morse signals were

read by a mirror galvanometer. Afiotlu;r experi-

ment of Willoughby Smith (1888) had in view com-
munication with lightships. From the st;nding

station two wire.s were run out and anchored near

the ship. In the circuit thus formed through the

water an intennittent current under the control of

a Morse key was sent. From the bow and .stern of

the ship two plates were susfwnded, dipping into

the w'ater, and having in their circuit a telephone

by which the Morse signals were received. By this

means suctxjsaful telegraphy was carried out.

(ii) In 1831 Faraday discovered the principle of

electromagnetic induction; and in 1884, when the

telephone was beginning to come into extensive use,

the importance of this induction was brought to the

n(»tice of practical men by the oljservation of dis-

turbances in telephone wires due to telegraph circuits

in their vicinity. In 1884 disturbances were noticed

between circuits 80 feet ajiart, and in 1885 inductive
effects were detei;ted between parallel telegraph
wires 10;J miles apart. This led Preece to conduct
a series of ex{)eriments to test the possibility of

wireless telegraphy on the induction system, and
also to find out whether in the case of circuits which
were partly wire and partly earth, the effects trans-

mitted were mainly due to induction thro^h the
ether, or conduction through the earth. Fnr the
latter res'ilts the reader is referred to the B. A.
reports, 1887, Ac, Ac, In 1892 telegraphic com-
munication was maintained across L^h Neso, a
distance of 1^ mile. In the same year messages
were sent across the Bristol Channel between Laver-
nock Point and Flatholm (3*3 miles). At Lavemodc
Point two thick copper wares were suspended on
poles for a distance of 1267 yards, and the ends
were earthed. A two-horse-power alternator of 192
alternations per second sent a current of 15 amperes
through the wire. This was made and broken by a
Morse key. At Flatholm the receiver was an insu-
lated wire laid for a length of 600 yards, earthed at
the ends and containing a tele])hone. This installa-

tion is now the proj)erty of the War Oflic^e, and is in
daily use. In the Kilbrannan Sound ex{>eriments,
signals were transmitted distances of 4 miles between
parallel wires. In 1895 communication was main-
tained across the Sound of Mull by induction l)etween
parallel wires. ‘A gutta-(>ercha-covored wire was
laid along the ground from Morven on the Argyll-
shire coast, while on Mull the ordinary overhead
iron wire connecting Craignure with Aros was used.

The nmaii distance apart of the wires was 2 miles.*

Preece’s transmitting arrangement simply consists

of a motor-driven current-breaker which makes and
breaks the circuit about 400 times jier second, and
a Morse key which breaks up the intermittent current

into dots and dashes. His receiver is a telephone.

Lcxlge has contributed a series of papers to the
Institution of Electrical Engineers on ‘Improve-
ments in Magnetic Hpoc^e Telegraphy in which he
dcscrilHis an induction method of telegraphing be-

tween Liverp<H>l Collegtj and his house, 2 miles
distant. He also explains a metluxl of ‘syntonizing’,

and discusses the induction versus the (X)nductioii

<juestion, expressing the oj>inion that earth conduc-
tion plays a large part in all systems in which
earthed plates are used, even in the Hertzian-wave
systemi to Ihj now descrilnxl.

(iii) Alx)ut 1864 Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory
of light was published, a theory based on the hypo-
thesis of the propagation of electrical effects by a
wave motion in the ether. In 1888 the existence of

these waves was exixjrirnuntally proved by Hertz.

In the course of his researches Hertz found that an
oscillatory electric spark was the source of waves
which, spreading out in all directions, could be de-

tected at a distance. This discovery is the basis of

many attempts by numerous experimenters to effect

telegraphy without wires to more or less considerable

distances. We need not descrilx} the various forms
of spark generators or transmitters used by Hertz,

Lodge, Righi, and others, nor the various forms of

detectors used by different experimenters. The form
of detector used by Marconi is due to a discovery of

Branly in 1891. He found that a tulxj containing

a column of tightly-packed metallic filings, which
under ordinary circumstances is practically a non-
conductor, lias its electric resistance greatly reduced

by exposure to Hertzian waves. IL; also found that

Fig. 1.

the original high resistance of the column was re-

stored by shocks, taps, or vibrations. Nearly all the

metals are suitable for coherers, except gold and
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platinum, which are not sufficiently oxidizable. The
coherer used by Marconi is shown in fig. 1. It con*

Fig. 2.

sists of a glass tube 4 centimetres long, into which
two metal pole pieces are tightly fitted. They are

1

separated from each other by a small gap,

which is partly filled with a mixture of

W nickel and silver filings. Suppose this cir-

cuit to be put into circuit, as shown in

Fig. 8.

fig, 2, where c represents the coherer, M and N wings

attached to it for the purpose of catching the electric

waves, B a voltaic cell, and G a current in-

strument or sensitive galvanometer. In its

normal condition the resistance of the til-

W ings coherer is very great, but when

galvanometer indicates no current Marconi arranges
this tapping to be done automatically, as shown dia-

grammatically in fig. 8. jj on the left of the figure

w the coherer. It has one terminal joined to earth,

and the other terminal is joined to w, a vertic^

wire which acts as resonator to receive the electric

waves, g is the local cell which works the electro-

magnet p as soon as the coherer becomes a conductor

by the electric waves falling on it. The action of

the hammer of the electromagnet p is to shake the

coherer tube and to restore it to its normal high-

resistance condition, r is another local battery

which works the electromagnets of the recording

instrument h. k' k' are two small coils of wire in-

troduced between the coherer and the relay, to

compel the oscillating current due to the electric

waves to traverse the coherer rather than waste its

energy in the path of the relay.

The transmitting apparatus is represented dia-

grammatically in fig. 4, where a is a liattery of cells,

6 is a make-and-break key, c a Ruhmkorff coil, with
its secondary terminals terminating in knobs d d.

One of these knobs is joined to earth, and the other

to a vertical wire w. The transmitter

works as follovrs:—When the key b

is pressed, the current of the battery

is allowed to pass

and to actuate the

Ruhmkorff coil c.

This charges the

vertical wire w,

which discharges

through the spark
gap. This dis-

charge is an oscil-

lating one, and the

system becomes a
radiator of electric

waves. By keeping the key b pressed

for a short or a long time it is jmssible

to emit a short or a long succeasion of

waves. How are these short and long
succession of waves to be indicated at

the receiving station by the apparatus
in fig. 3? If it is a short sucxjession of

waves that is sent from the transmitting station, the
shake or tap given to the coherer by the hammer o

in fig. 3 at the receiving station restores the coherer
to its normal high-resistance condition, and the
Morse instrument or recorder h marks a dot on the
tape; but if it is a long succession of waves that is

Stint from the transmit-

ting station, the acquired
conductivity of the co-

herer is destroyed only
for an instant by the tap

of the trembler v and in -

mediately re-established

by the electrical waves,
and hence the relay tap-

l>er and recorder instru-

ment are again actuated,
BO that a dash is recorded
on the tape of the recor-

der. Thus the recorder is

actuated for a time equal

to that during which the

key is presi^ at the

transmitting station. Wlien the key b at the trans-

mitting station is kept down short and long in-

tervals, the tape of the recorder at the receiving

station records dots and dashes on it. In this way
any message can be 8|>elled out by the Morse code,

by which all the letters of the alphabet are repre-

sented by dote and dashes. A dot represents E, a

rig. 4.

the filings are influenced by electric waves

, ,
or surgings, cohesion takes place among the

filings, and the tube becomes a compara-
tively good conductor. This allows a current from
the voltaic cell b to pass, which is shown by the
galvanometer g. But on tapping the coherer tube it

again becomes of veiy high resistance so that the
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daah represents T, a dot and dasb represent A, and
so on for all the letters of the alphabet

With his new magnetic detector in July, 1902,

Marconi succeeded in receiving messages over a dis-

tance of 750 miles, with both land and sea inter-

vening. The energy r^uired to transmit signals

is found to be proportional to the distance to be

covered, and this is found to be greater in the day-

time than in the night-time.

TELEMACHUS, a son of Uly^es and Penelo|>e.

He was still in the cradle when his father went with

the rest of the Greeks to the 'frojan war. When his

father had been absent from home about twenty
years, Telemachus was urged by Athena (Miner\’a),

who apjware<l to him in the guise of Mentor, a friend

of Ulysses, to go and seek him
;
and as the place of

his residence and the cause of his long absenct! were
then unknow'n, he visited the courts of Nestor and
Menclaus to obtain information. He afterwards re-

turned to Ithtvca, where the suitors of his mother
Penelope had conspired tomurderhim; butheescaiKsl

their snares. His father had arrived in the island

two days before him, and was then in the house of

Eumieus, a faithful servant
; and Ulysses was now

assisted by Telemachus in slaying the suitors. The
accounts given of the sul)se(]uent part of his life are

various. (See F^nklon.)
TELEOSAURUS, TELKOSAURiRf:, an extinct

^enus and family of Crocodilian Reptiles, included

in the Amphicadian division of the order, or that

distinguished by the biconcave form of the Verte-

brae. The Teleosivuridw are found in deposits ex-

tending from the Lias to the Chalk or Cretjiceous

Rocks. Telcomurus brevirostrU (ujiper Lias), 7’.

Chapvuinni, and T.asthejioflcirita^&n: fanuliarspecie.s.

TELE08TEI, a large and im[K)rtuiit mb-class of

the class Fislu^s, distinguished primarily by the

usually f>oai/ nature of the skeleton as compared with

the cartilaginous skeletons of some other sub-clasHes.

Almost all our common fishes are included in this

order; of which the chief sub-divisions an? the M(da-
coptcri (Eels, Herrings, Pikes, Salmon, Carps, Sheat-

hshes, &c.), Anaeanthini (Sand-eels, Cod, Hiul-

docks, Flat-fishes), Acanthopteri (Mulhits, (jurnards,

Mackerels, Wrasses, Ac.), Plertofjnatki (Trunk and
File Fishes, Ac.), and Lophobranchii (Sea-horses,

Ac.). S«?e Ichthyology.
TELEPHONE, an electric apparatus by which

the* air-waves representing sounds are in effect trans-

mitted to a di.stance and the sounds then repro-

duced. The name electric telephone seems first to

have been given to a l)eaiitiful and interesting scien-

tific invention of a German schoolmaster, Reis, of

Friedrichsdorf, near Frankfort, in which the alter-

nate elongation and shrinking di.scovered by Joule in

a bar of iron when magnetized and demagnetized by
the commencement and cessation of an electric cur-

rent in a coil round it, was taken advantage of to

reproduce the notes of a musical instrument played
U]K)n in the neighbourhood of a stretched membrane,
the latter carrying a light make-and-break mechan-
ism by which an electric current was alternately

started and stopped in the course of each period of

the sonorous vibration. The iron bar, profierly sup-

ported in the axis of an electric helix, was press^
endwise against the wo<d of a violin, and thus the
minute to-and-fro motions due to the elongations
and shortenings were communicated to a large
enoi^h surface to produce a musical sound distinctly

audible through a large room. Independently of

Joule’s discovery, it had been noticed by Page
(Poggendorf, Annalen der Physik, 1838) and Dele-
zenne (Biblioth^ue Universelle, 1838), that a bar
of iron suddenly maipetized, and then demagnetized
by Uie sudden startmg and stopping of a current in

a coil Burrmmding it, gives rise each time to a short
sharp sound like the tick of a watch, which is of

course fully explained by the elongation and return
shrinking discovered by Joule. Thus the sound
made by Reis’s telephone has a peculiar character
of rattling quite similar to that heard when a piece

of canl or thin wood is pressed against a rapidly
revolving toothed wheel, being in fact a succession

of knr)cks so rapid os to produce the impression of a
musical note of definite pitch. The impulses of the
air lieing in opposite directions by the magneti-
zations and demngnetization.s the j>oriod of the
disturlmnce pr(Kiuct‘d by them is that of the mag-
netization and demagnetization, or of the make and
break of the electric cinmit, and therefore it is

the sjime os the jxTiotl in which the membrane is

forced to vibrate by the musical instrument. Hence
the pitch of the note heard from the magnetic
receiving instrument of the telephone is the same as
the pitch of the note sounded by the musical instru-

ment. But the quality of the transmitted sound is

the telephone’s own, and is the same fi»r different

musical instruments, whatever Im> the difference of

quality of their sounds. Reis’s teleplione was (|uite

successful in transmitting the melody of a musical

instrument, as for instance a corno))ean, to a distance

of several miles, and no doubt eaiised much surprise

and delight, rendering it in a sound which was com-
partnl ti» that of a toy tnimpet. Tluj first published

description of it seems to be of date 18(53.

About the same time Helmholtz in his investiga-

tions of the theory of sound, and particularly in the

construction of his apparatus of tuning-forks for re-

producing the vowel sounds, produited another electric

tcle[>hoac (very different from tluitof Reis), descri lied

in his T'meinpfndutujvn^ of whic'h tins first edition

apix-anul in 18(53, In Helmholtz’s telephone the
circuit of a galvanic buttery is alternately mode and
broken by the vibrations of a tuning-fork which (like

the hjimmer of an ordinary electric IkjII) is kept
vibrating by the electro-magnetic action of the inter-

mittent current. The intermittent current trans-

niitttMl to a distance through a wire is used to excite

electro-magnetically one or more steel tuning-forks

properly placed between the poles of electro-mag-

nets, of which the coils are connected in circuit.

The ap])aratus Viy which the current is rendered
intermittent is represented in fig. 1 on accompany-
ing plate. A tuning-fork a is fixed horizontally

lietween the poles of an electro magnet 6, 6, and
carries at the ends of its prongs two platinum
wires c, c, which dip into two ciqis containing

mercury covered with alcohol. These cups ore

formed in the upper ends of two brass pillars fitted

with binding screws i and resting on two plat-

forms /, (7, the height of which can be adjusted so

as to bring the iKunts of the platinum wires c, e

in contact with the mercury. One end of the coil

of the electro-magnet 6, b is attached to one elec-

trode of a galvanic battery, and the fither end to

the binding screw which communicates through
the metal of the fork with anothe.r binding screw e,

A w'ire connects e with fine end of the a»il of the

electro-magnet 5, b (fig. 2) of the receiving instru-

ment, the other end of which communicates with
the other electrfKle of the battery, thus completing
the circuit. A number of resistance coils and a con-

denser are connected with the circuit in such a
manner as to diminish the noise of the spark when
the circuit is broken, but need not here be more par-

ticularly described. Since the current when flowing
passes along the fork from t to e, the circuit, when
the fork is made to vibrate, is broken and re-estab-

lished every time the platinum wire leaves the
mercury in the cup and returns to contact with it.
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The electro'inagnet b, b, the coils of which form part

€»f the circuit, is excited at each paasam of the current,

and attracting the pron^ of the fork till the contact

is broken, maintains it in a state of continued
vibration. Fig. 2 shows the receiving apparatus.

The electro-magnet 6 is excited at each comple-
tion of the circuit, and attracts the prongs of the
tuning-fork a, fixed between its poles, thus causing
it to vibrate. The sound of the fork is reinforced

by bringing near the fork the resonating tube i,

which corresponds to the note sounded by the fork.

The opening of the resonating tube may partially

or completely closed by means of the cover and
thus the sound of the Wk made more or less loud,

or nearly extinguished, according to the desire of
the operator.

An interesting application of Fourier’s mathe-
matical analysis shows that any tuning-fork whose
vibrational number^ is equal either to that of the
originating fork, or to any multiple of it, is excited

by the intermittent current, unless the duration of

the * break’ be exactly equal to the duration of

the * make ’, in which case, supposing for simplicity

that the current is uniform during the time that the

circuit is made and is absolutely zero during the

whole time the circuit is broken, the tuning-forks

whose vibrational periods are even multiples of that

of the originator would not be excited at all.

Helmholtz used his apparatus to excite vibrations

simultaneously in a senes of tuning-forks having
their vibrational numbers respectively equal to that

of the originator and all its different multiples, two,

three, four, &c., in order. To equalize the exciting

influence on the different forks as nearly as may lie,

the duration of the current should be either very

long or very short in comparison with the whole
period, preferably veiy short.

Helmholtz’s method of exciting a tuning-fork or

other vibrator by an intermittent current, having

its period as nearly as possible equal to that of the

vibrator, has lieen projiosed by several independent
inventors, with a variety of ingenious and excellent

modifications and fresh appliances, to form a system
of multiple telegraphy, by which several different

messages can be sent simultaneously through one

wire. 0. F. Varley, in p]ngland, in a patent of date

about 1870, described how, while the telegraph wire

is being employed to transmit messages by an ordin-

ary Morse telegraph instrument, it may also lie em-
ployed to transmit messages independently by longer

or shorter sounds of a vuirator excited according to

Helmholtz’s principle, and read off by ear as short

and long, or ‘dot’ and ‘dash’, ticcording tcj the Morse
telegraph code. In the same jiatent he pointed out

that two or more vibrators might be used to give in-

dependent messages on the new system in a wire

which may also at the same time be employed for

the transmission of messages on any of the old plans.

A little later, but no doubt quite independently,

Elisha Gray and Alexander Graham Bell in America,

made a similar application of Helmholtz’s principle.

Mr. Gray also gave a beautiful realization of

telephonic music, putting to shame the clumsy de-

vices for aerial music of the ‘ spiritualistic ’ s^ancea.

Tuning-forks, each mounted on a resonating l>ox in

the usual manner, placed in different positions over

a large table of instruments, sounded out the notes

and harmonized chords of the Last Rose of Summer,
to the delighted astonishment of all who saw and
heard the seemingly mystical performance, which
would have seemed hardly more mystical if, as could

easily have been done, the wire by which the subtle

influence was conveyed had been made invisible.

1 A technical name for the number of free vibrationi of

a toniug-lork per aecond.

Mr. Bell did not confine himself to multiple

tdegraphy and to the transmission of melodies and
harmonies through the electric wire. With a higher

ambition, year after year he endeavoured by various

devices to transmit articulate speech. Indtod origi-

nally by Helmholtz’s efforts to reproduce the vowel
sounds combinations of the simple harmonic tones

of tuning-forks, and led on by Helmholtz’s analysis

and theoiy of the mechanism of the ear, he first

designed a ‘harp’ of elastic vibrators to be used

in duplicate, one harp excited by the voice, eax;h

vibrator in S3rmpathy w^ith coperiodic tones in the

complex sound constituting articulate speech, the

other harp having its vibrators excited electro-mag-

netically by influence through the wire from the

corre8j)onding vibrators of the sending harp. Con-
sidering how imperfect is the vowel sound echoed
by the strings of a piano excited by a vowel sound
sung into it by a loud voice, we could scarcely

expect from this ingenious suggestion any very
satisfactory approach to the attainment of the great

object which Mr. Bell had proposed to himself.

But one very important and well-considered detail

of the design embodied the fundamental principle by
which in 1876 his great success was achieved. The
sending harj) was to oix*rate, not by ‘ makes ’ and
‘breaks’ of the line circuit or of circuits connected
with it in multiple arc; it wiw not to operate by
make and break at all, as in the experiments of

Reis and Helmholtz, but, by continuous electro-

magnetic induction, to produce an electromotive

force as nearly as may l)e in simple proix)rtion to

the velocity of the vibrator’s motion at each instant.

Adapt this principle to practice, and you have Bell’s

articulating telephone. Use a vibrating membrane,
or a stiff elastic plate whose gravest fundamental
mode of free vibration has a vibrational iwriod small

in comimrLson with that of the acutest (jualifying

overtone in the sound to l)e transmitted, and not
too niassive to be moved sufficiently by the changing
pressure of air in the exciting oral vibration. Let
the motion of this membrane by electro-magnetic

induction or otherwise give rise to a current through
tlie wdre in simple proportion to the velocity of the

motion at each instant. By electro-magnetic force

at the other end of the line let this current reproduce

a similar motion in a similar membrane, communi-
cating similar motions through the air to the ear of

the listener, and the Bell telephone is complete.

Bell’s telephone as originally constructed is showm
at figs. 8 and 4 on plate. H, 8 are two terminals in

metallic communication with the ends of a coil of

fine silk-covered w ire surrounding one end (»f a per-

manent bar magnet. A thin sheet-iron plate p is

clanqnid by a wooden ring pressing it round its ^ge
and holding it in a position w4th its plane per^)endi-

cular to the length, and its centre close to the end
of the magnet. One of the terminals 8 communicates
through a wire with one of the terminals of the
coil of a precisely similar instrument at the other
station, the remaining pair of terminals being con-

nected either through the earth or by means of a
return wire.

When the instrument is used, the operator, hold-

ing the mouthpiece o close to his lips, speaks into it,

as into a speaking-tube, the message he desires to

transmit to the person at the other end of the line.

The latter, holding his telephone to his ear, hears an
exact reproduction of the message sent, and it is

diffioult to avoid the impression that it is the actual
voice of the speaker that is heard. Fig. 6 shows a
modem type of Bell receiving telephone in common
use.

In 1877-78 Thomas Alva Edison in America and
David Hughes in England invented the microphone.
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and modifications of this instrument are now chiefly

used as * transmitters * for the telephone.

Whilst the electrical transmission of articulate

speech dates from the invention of the speaking

telephone, which was jiatented by Bell in America
on February 14, 1876, and in this country on

December 9 following, practical commercial tele-

phony may be said to date from the invention of

the carlx>n transmitter, patented by Edison in

America on July *20, 1877, and in this country ten

days later.

The operation of the Edison transmitter is Iwsed

upon the fact that certain substances, notably car-

bon, have their electrical conductivity varied in

proportion to the amount of extenial pressure to

which they are subjected, and that conscHpiently if

an electric current is passed through a mass of such

substance upon which prtjssure <;an Yte caused to

.vary in wave form, the current will likewise vary in

a similar manner, thus furnishing the essential ele-

ments of a telephonic transmitter.

In taking practical advantage of the above-men-
tioned physical fact, Edison employtid (amongst a
number of devices experimented with) a button of

compressed lamp-black carbon, so placed liehind a
disc of mica that the vibrations of the disc varied the

pressure uj>on the button and consequently varied a
current flowing through it.

Figs. 6 and 7 (see plate) show in elevation and
section respectively a granular carbon form of trans-

mitter now most generally in use.

The commercial practicability of teleplioTiic speecli

secured by the introduction of the earlMUi transmitter

soon led to the establishment of * telephonic ex-

changes *, which are now so importivnt a factor in

business life. In thest; exchanges are groujHjd wires

leading from offices and private residences, arul
[

switching apparatus is provided Ijy means of which !

any one wire can l>e immediatt;ly connected tern I

porarily with any other, thus affording j>rompt !

meansof communication l>etweenany twosui»scril)erK.

A switchboard for fifty lines is shown at fig. 10.

It is provid<jd with flexible metallic cords carrying

metal plugs at their ends by means of which the

connections are mjide l»etween any two lines.

‘Trunk’ or ‘long distance’ wires are also pro-

vided, whereby a resident in one town or district

may sfjeak to a resident in another. So iirqnirtant

has this sy.stem of intercommunication become that

no tow'n of any im|>nrtanee in any civilized country

i» w ithout its telephone exchange, and vast iiumlKjrs

of spoken me.ssages are daily passed over the wires.

In the United lUugdom alone the annual numlHjrof
these messages is ex])ressed by hundreds of millions.

In most telephone exchange systems it has been
customary to provide, in conjunction with each in-

strument at the subscribers’ statioiw, one or two
battery cells for actuating the transmitter. Tliese

are additional to the lotteries employed at the
exchanges for similar purposes. Recently, however,
certain exchanges have been arranged on the ‘cen-
tral energy ’ system, i.e. a battery placed at the
exchange supplies the electrical energy required by
the subscribers either for signalling or for speaking
and signalling also. In both instances the usual
magneto generator is dispensed with at each station;
the bell only ia required, the signalling being effected

automatically by raising the telephone receiver from
its rest.

Convenient forms of combined transmittinir and
receiving telephone sets for office or domestic use
arc shown at figs. 8 and 9, the former for use on
the table or desk, the latter for fixing against a wall.

If wires of sufficient size could be erected at such
a distance from the earth as to be practically b^ond

the influence of its inductive action, speech by
telephone would be practicable for any distance.

In pn^tice, however, wires carried on poles are noW
in daily use affording good speaking over distances
of from 1600 to ‘2000 miles, whilst circuits of 1000
miles in length are common. Above these distances
the extra weight and ctist of the copper wire neces-
sary are, at present, pixihibitory.

In the case of subterranean and submarine cir-

cuits the lianeful influence of the tmrth’s inductive
ivetion is far more pronounced. Thanks, however,
to the intrtHluction of cables in which the wires are
sejmrated by paptT and dry air, whereby the above-
mentioneii defect is rtxltu^ed to a very small amount,
go<K.i talking is obtained on undiTground wires up
to 50 or 60 miles. In tlu; ause of submarine cables
the problem prtisents greater ditticulty, and talking
across the ocean still remains to Ikj accomplished.
There appears, however, to l)e go(Kl ground to be-

lieve that the desired result will l>e achieved by
taking advantage of what now appears a senous
objection, viz., the self - induction of the cable,

coupled with a judicious use t)f artiticiol leaks to

earth, thereby reducing the static cajmeity of the

circuit to a )K>int at w'hich t(de]>honic speech is prac-

ticable. This is a field of research which is largely

engaging the attention of scientists at the present

day.

TELERPETON, a well-known ijxtinct ^enus of

Ij.aeertilia (r Lizards, weurring in rocks which most
geologists agree in assigning to the Trioasic {leritnl.

Telerja'ton-remains (ccur in sandstones in Elgin in

the north of Scotland, tliestt rocks iHiiug by some
geologists rufernd to tlu* Devonian formations.

This genus of Idzards ap}»oars to liave isissessed

acrodont teeth, or tt*oth which were attached to the

summit of the jaw-lsnujs. 'i’he vertehrti? also dif-

fered from those of existing Lizards in being amphi-
e«elous, or hollow at either end, instead of being
proc« clous—that is, eoruiave in front and convex pos-

teriorly. Teli^rpetou ap|>ears to present very many
characters rendering it a siKJciul and highly distinct

genus of Ijiu'.ertilians.

TELE.SCOJ*K, an o]>tical instrument for enabling

UH to Htie distant objects more di.stinctly than is pos-

sible with the naked eye. Telestiopes are sometimes
descrilied os tcrrfHtrial and ciiiUUtl and liesides

these elasstrs are divided by names into many different

kinds, as ficdd-glasMcs, marine-glusses, &c., and tran-

sit instruments, solar telt;Hco}>es, &e., according as the

instrument is s]>ec.ia11y ada}>ted to a ])articular use.

We shall distinguish in this article two kinds, namely,

refractimj teles^jopes and reficcliwj teleaco|)e8, which
hav(‘ distinct priiicijdes of construction, and endea-

vour to indicate the special forms, wliich in the most
im]K)rtant cases have separate articles devoted to

them. A refracting telescoiHJ consists essentially of

two lenses, namely, an object-glass, the lens nearest

to the object viewed, and the eye-piece, at the eye

end of the in.struinent
; a tulsj to shut f>ut all light

except that which comes into the instrument from
the object; and a sliding arrangement by which the

two lenses may Ixj adjusted as to the distance

between them. The theory of the refracting tele-

scope will be understood from fig. 1 Ijelow—1 and 2
are rays of a j>encil prf)ceeding by reflection from the

point of a distant arrow, 3 and 4 come similarly from
a point at the opposite end of the arrow, and these

rays are represented as forming images of the points

at a and h respectively, refracted to tliese points by
tbe lens or object-glass o; rays proceed from these

image points and are refracted at the eye-pieoe o', so

that to an eye plaoe<l at E b' they appear to proc^
from points a' b'. The angle which the distance be-

tween tbe two points A and B subtends at the eye of
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tlM spectator, equal to the Angle between 1 and 3, or

Fig. 1.

to the ancle ft o a, in incrteased apparcritly to the

angle a' o' b\ bo that apparently the length of the

Fig. 2.

i
or 300 yaidi, o f ia the focal distance of the object*

glass, and o' F is that of the eye-piece; magnifi-

cation is therefore said to be in the ratio of the

focal lengths of the two lenses. The magnifica-

tion will be made greater than this by putting

the eye as close as possible to the eye-piece, and
shortening the distance F o' as much as is com-

patible with distinct vision. It will be observed

that the image of the arrow ia turned upside

down compared with the arrow, and in tele-

scopes where it is of consequence to have the

images right side up erecting glasses are em-
ployed. o" o'", fig. 2, are erecting glasses; their

action is suflSciently explained by the figure; the

rays of each pencil become parallel between o"
and o'". Another kind of refracting telescope is

illustrated by fig. 3. o is the object-glass and o' the

eye-piece. This is called the Galilean telescope; and
it differs from the telescope described above
in having a concave lens for its eye-piece.

Hays coming from two points of a distant

object, as in the previous case, would form
images of those points at a and ft if the eye-

piece o' were removed; but the interposition

of the eye-piece bends the rays so that they
appear to an eye in front of it as if they

came from the points a' and b'. The pencils

from o to a and ft are converging, but the

lens o' renders the rays nearly parallel, so

that o ft is nearly the focal length of o' dis-

tant from o'. If we consider the angles

boa and ft o' a we will see, as in the pre-

vious instrument, that the magnification is

the ratio of the focal lengths of the two
lenses. Comparing the form of telescope

first described with the Galilean telescope,

it will be seen that a real image is formed
at ft a in the first kind, and that if an object, such as

a fine silk thread, be stretched across the tube at this

place it will be seen, by means of the eye-piece,

magnified and lying across the image. Such
threads (cross wires) are placed in transit tele-

scopesand ininstrumentsused by civil engineers.

In the telescopes of spectroscopes also scales are

inserted in the principal focus of the object-

glass. The Galilean telescope does not admit of

this arrangement. In the first kind, on covering
up a portion of the object-glass the illumination
is merely decreased, the field remains the same;
but in the Galilean telescope covering a portion
of the object-glass cuts off a corresjwnding por-
tion of the field. In the first kind an image of

the aperture or space filled by the object-glMS is

formed by the eye-piece, just as the object-glass

forms an image of an object at a ft. This image
or bright spot is at the proper point for the

pupil of the spectator’s eye, and the diameter of the
object-glass divided by the diameter of this bnght

spot gives the linear magnifying power (suppos-

ing no erecting lenses are employed) when the
telescope is adjusted to see distant objects. I^e
concave eye-piece of a Galilean telescope forms
no such image. The tube of the first kind is in

length equal to the sum of the focal lengths of
the object-glass and eye-piece; that of the Ga-
lilean telescoM is the difference of the focal

lengths. Galilean telescopes are much employed
as opera-glasses and for field-glasses, and are
usually binocular. Beflecting telescopes are
telescopes in which an image similar to that
formed by the object-glass, of the kind of tele-

scope first describe, is formed by a concave re-

flector made either of an alloy called speculum
metal, or of glass ground and polished to tE^e

object A B is a omsiderable distance away, say 200
|
proper form, and covered in front with a thin coattudf

line A B is Increased. Consider the figure o a o' ft, the

tangent of ^ a' o' b' is to the tangent of ft o a as F o

is to F o' ;
and we may B.iy that approximately the

angle a' o' b' is to ft o a an k o is to F o'. When the

Fig. 4.
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ofdltw. (See SnouLUif.) F!ff.4iepreientitlieNew-

Ionian Ideeoope. The tube ofthe instrament caniea

the •peenlnm shown to the right; M is a plane mirror,

and the image is formed at a h; the eye-pieoe o' is

plaoed at its fociJ distance from a 6, and the object is

seen as at a' b'. The magnifying power is the focal

length of the specnlmn divided by that of the eye-

piece. Different kinds of reflecting telescopes are the

Gregorian, in which the eye-piece looks through the

centre of the principal speculum, and instead of the

mirror M there is a concave mirror, whose axis is the

same as that of the large mirror; the Cassegranian

telescope, in which the second mirror or speculum is

convex, ^ving an inverted image as in the Newtonian
telescope; and the Herschelian telescope, in which the

eye-piece is placed at the mouth of the tube. It is

found useful to attach a small telescope having a
large field parallel to large astronomical telescopes;

this is called the h^use a star or other object

is brought into the field of the large telescope by
bringing it into the centre of the field of the finder.

TELFORD, Thomas, a distinguished engineer,

was bom in 1767 in Eskdale, Dumfriesshire. His
parents occupied a humble position in life, and he
received his education at the parish school. At the

age of fourteen he was bound apprentice to a mason,
and on the expiration of his time worked for some
period as a journeyman at that trade, but subse-

quently removed to Edinburgh, and there apjdied

himself to the study of architecture on scientific

principles. In 1782 he quitted Edinburgh for Lon-
don, where he was befriended by Sir William Pul-

teney, through whom he was appointed surveyor of

the public works in Shropshire. He now exchanged
his original occupation for that of civil engineer, and
in 1790 was employed by the British Fishery Society

to inspect the harlsuirs at their sevenU stations,

and was afterwards intrusted with the construction

of the Ellesmere Canal, to connect the Mersey,

Dee, and Severn. In the years 1803 aiid 1801
the parliamentary commissioners for making roads

and building bridges in the Highlands of Scf>tland,

and also for making the Caledonian Canal, ap]M)inted

Mr. Telford their engineer. Under the former Ixiard

1200 bridges, two of 160 feet span, were built, and
1000 miles of new road were made; and under the

Utter board the Caledonian Canid, of unusually
large dimensions, was constructed. Under the road
commissioners on the Glasgow, Carlisle, and Lanark-
shire roads, thirty bridges, one of 150 feet span, and
another 122 feet high, were constructed. Under the
same commissioners and local trustees above thirty

harbours were built, some of which, as at Aberdeen
and Dundee, are upon an extensive scale. At and
adjoining to Edinburgh two very lofty and expensive
bridgM were built from his designs and under his

direction. He was also extensively employed in

England, superintending the construction of five

lar^ bridges over the Severn, the laying down of
the Birmingham and Liverpool and Macclesfield
Canals, and the execution of numerous important
works for the metropolis. In the year 1808 he was
employed by the Swedish government to survey the
ground and lay out a system of inland navigation
tljrongh the central parts of that kingdom. The desira
of this undertaking was to effect w^t was ultimat^y
accomplished, the connection of the great fresh-water
lakes, and to form a direct communication by water
between the North Sea and the Baltia Another
visit was paid by him to Sweden in 1818 to inspect
the works after they had been commenced, on which
occasion he received from the king the Swedish order

^ knighthood and a portrait of his majesty set with
dJaoKmds. The great^ numument of bis engineering
skill is tbs Menai Snspension- bridge^ connecting

Caernarvonshire with the Island of Angleeal^ whkh
was opened on 80th January, 1826, and waa among
the last works of its designer. He died early in

September, 1834, and was interred in Westmiiuter
Abbey. He was a man of some literary ability,

contributing the articles Architecture, Brid^hnila*
ing, and Canal-making to the Edinburgh Enqyblo*
pce^a, and composing a memoir of himself, whkh
possesses much interest.

TELL, WiLUAM, a peasant of BUrglen, near
Altorf, celebrated for his resistance to the tyranny
of the Austrian governor Gessler or Gkssler. Swi^
xerland consisted of a great number of secular and
ecclesiastical districts, l^longing partly to the here-

ditary dominions of the house of Hapshurg, and
partly to the German Empire. Albert I., emperor
of Germany, a grasping prince, eager to make terri-

torial acquisitions, wislied to unite the Forest Towns
with his hereditary estates, and proposed to them to

renounce their connection with the empire, and to

submit themselves to him as Duke of Austria. Thty
rejected his offers, and were in consequence so ill

treated and 0{)pre88ed by the imperial governors that

in 1807 Uri, Schwytz, and Untc^rwalden formed a

league under the influence of three brave men,
Walter Ftirst (I'ell’s father-in-law), iVmoldof Meloh-
thal, and Werner Stauffacher. Tell was also one of

this league. Gessler now pushed his insolence so far

as to require the Swiss to uncover their heads before

bis hat (as an emblem of the Austrian sovereignty),

and condemned Tell, who refused to comply with

this mandate, to shoot an apple from the head of his

own son. Tell was successful in his attempt, but

confessed that a second arrow, which he bore about
his f)e:'son, was intended, in case he had failed, for

the punishment of the tyrant, and was therefore

retaine<l prisouer. While be was crossing the Lake
of the Four Cantons, or Lake of Lucerne, in the
same lx)at with Gessler, a violent storm threatened

the destruction of the skiff. Tell, as the most vigor*

ous and skilful helmsman, was set free, and he con-

ducted the boat successfully near the shore, hut
seized the o]>portunity to spring upon a rock, pushing
off the bar(|ue. He had fortunately taken his bow
with him, and when the governor finally eBca;)ed the
storm, and reached a rocky defile on the road to

Klissnacbt, Tell shot him dead. The death of Gessler

was a signal for a general rising, and a most obstinate

war between the Swiss and Austria^ which wae not
brought to a close until 1499. Tell was present at

the battle of Morgarten, and is supposed to have
lost his life in an inundation in 1850 while attempt-
ing to save a friend. Such is the story of William
Tell, which has now come to he looked upon as a
pure legend. There is no mention of him by any
contemporaneous historian; we meet with his name
first in the chronicles of the second half of the fif-

teenth century, and none of the Tell ballads are of an
earlier date. Similar stories in regard to the shoot’

ing of the apple occur in Saxo Grammaticus the

Danish historian, and in Icelandic literature, not to

mention the old English ballad of Adam Bel, Clpn
of the Clougbe and Wyllyam of Cloudeslh.

sides, the many contradictions between the various

per8r>nages, dates, and places, and the widely dlfferiitf

representations of the event, show the gradual devef
opment of the legend. The untiring industry ol

historical scholars has not been rewarded by tho
finding of the name of Tell in the archives and
church registers of Uri, and although an uninter-

rupted series of riiarters exist relative to the bailiffs

or governors of Ktissnacht in the fourteenth century,

there is no Gessler among them. The TeU chapels
were erected or called by his name generations after

his death, and the documents whi^ speak ol tbs
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aaBemblage in 1887 of 114 persons who knew him
personally, the erection of a Tell chapel in 1388 on
the shore of the Lake of Lucerne, where he leaped

on land from the governor’s boat, are all said to be
unworthy of credence. See Hisely’s Recherches
Critiques (1843); Rochholz’s Tell und Gessler in

Sage und Geschichte (1877); Gisler’s Die Tellfrage;

Versuch ihrer Geschichte und Ldsung (1895).

TKLLICHEKKY, a seaport of Hindustan, Mala-
bar District, Presidency of Madras, a healthy and
picturesque town, containing N. Malabar district

court) jail (formerly the citadel or castle), custom-
house, churches, government offices, &c. It carries

on a considerable trade, the exports consisting chiefly

of coffee, cardamoms, and sandal-wood. Pop. (1881),

26,410; (1891), 27,196.
TELLINA, a genus of Lamellibranchiate Mol-

luB^ forming the type of the family Tellinidae,

which belongs to the section Siphonida of the class,

possessing elongated breathing * siphons.’ The family
Tellinido) is known by the shell being equivalve for

the most part, and free. Well-known species are
the T. radiatOf T. viryata^ and T. donacina. They
inhabit all seas, and are first represented in a fossil

state in rocks of Oolitic age.

TELLURIUM, the name of a metal discovered

in 1782, and named by Klaproth, from L. the
earth. The principal minerals which contain this

element are as follows:—1. Native tellurium. It is

of a tin-white colour, pasHing into lead-gray, with a
shining, metallic lustre. It yields to the knife, and
is brittle; specific gravity 5 ‘7 to 6 ‘1. Exposed to the
blowpipe, it melts before ignition, and on increasing

the heat it bums with a greenish flame, and is almost
entirely volatilized in a dense white vapour, with a
pungent, acrid odour like that of horse-radish. It

usually consists of tellurium, iron, and gold, the
quantity of tellurium varying from 92 to 97 per cent.

2. Graphic tellurium, or siflvanite (AgAulTej. It

is 8t<!cl-gray, generally sjilendent, but sometimes
slightly tarnished externally. It crystallizes in

j

trimetric forms. The crystals are commonly so

arranged as to give to the whole row the apj)earance

of a line of Persepolitan characters; specific gravity,

7*9 to 8*3. Before the blowjnpe, on charcoal, it

fuses into a dark-gray metallic globule, which finally

is brilliant and malleable. 3. Cubic tellurium. This

miiieral is essentially a telluride of lead, containing

usually about 89 j)ercent of tellurium and 60 per cent

of lead, with a small quantity of silver. 4. Tetra-

dynite^ a mineral containing tellurium and bismuth

(BijtTes), fretjueiitly associated with sulphur and
selenium. Its composition is: bismuth 53 and tel-

lerium 47. It also occurs in nature in tellurite or
!

tellurium ochre (TeOa), in black tellurium or nag-

yagite (AuaPbaTejSaSba), and in white tellurium

(AgaTe). Tellurium, which is rather rare, has a

silver-white colour and a good degree of brilliancy.

Its texture is laminated like antimony
;

sjjecitic

gravity varies from 6*1 to 6*33. It is very brittle,

and may be easily reduced to powder. It melts

when raised to a temperature higher than the fusing-

p)int of lead. If the heat be increased a little it

boils and evaporates, and attaches itself in brilliant

drops to the upper part of the retort in which the

experiment is made. When cooled slowly it crys-

tallizes in forms belonging to the hexagonal sys-

tem. Tellurium has the s3rmbol Te, and the atomic

weight 127. It forms three oxides, TeO, TeOj, TeOa,

theWo latter acid-forming; and two sulphides, Te^
and TeS,. Tellurium itself closely resembles sul-

phur in its chemical deportment. It bums spon-

taneously when heated in contact with chlorine gas,

forming two chlorides—TeCb and TeCb—the former
a black and the latter a white solid Bubstanoe.

TELPHERAGE, the name given by Professor

Fleeraing Jeukiu to any system of automatic convey-

ance effected by means of electricity, more especially

to an automatic system of transporting goods on an
elevated line by this means. This system seems,

from the simplicity of its construction, suitable to

half-settled ormutries where a limited traffic has not

yet encouraged the making of roads, railways, and
canals. The main feature of the invention is a series

of buckets or skips for carrying goods, drawn by a
motor (from which they are suspended) along one
of two iron rods (the up and down lines) stretched

in equal spans over cross-beams carried by braced

posts. For the purpose of economizing power each

span forms part of an electric circuit which is com-
pleted by the two wheels of the motor, the electricity

being generated at a stationary dynamo. The speed
of the train is regulated by a centrifugal governor,

so arranged that when its shaft reaches a certain

number of revolutions the revolving weights suddenly
fly out and break the contact, falling back and re-

newing the contact when the speed has fallen sufli-

ciently. A system of blocking is also automatically

worked, by which each train keeps a clear space
behind itself into which no following train can pene-

trate. An experimental line erected at AVeston in

Hertfordshire was 700 feet long, re-entering on itself,

so that trains could be run round and round. It

consisted of ten 50-foot spans joined by two semi-

circular ends, each 100 feet long, over which trains

weighing about a ton attained a speed of from 4 to 5

miles an hour. There is claimed for the invention—in

addition to its cheapness—its suitability for broken
or hilly ground, and the facility with which it can
be erected without interfering with agriculture. It

might be also used as a means of transport in public

works; while tlie automatic character of the arrange-

ments would allow telpher lines to be run out to sea

for a considerable distance, to load and unload shi|>s.

TEMESVAK, a town of Hungary, in an extensive

marshy plain on the Bega Canal, 75 miles n.n.e. of

Belgrade. It consists of the inner town or fortress

and of several suburbs. The princijtal buildings are

the K. Catholic :ithedral, the Greek cathedral, the

synagogue, town- house, Ac. The manufactures com-
})ri8e woollens, oil, paper, tobacco, leather, &c.; and
there are grain-mills, distilleries, &c. The trade is

important. Pop. (1890), 44,849; (1900), .53,033.

TEMPJC, Vale op, a beautiful and celebrated

valley of 1'hessaly, on the Peneus, not far from its

mouth, having Mount Olympus on the north and
Mount Ossa on the south. It was much celebrated

by the ancient poets.

TEMPERA. See Distkmi’KR.

TEMPERAMENT, in music. It will be seen,

on referring to the article Music (p. 308), that the
octave from C to C contains two major semitones,

two minor tones, and three major tones. Each minor
tone contains exactly one major and one minor semi-

tone, but each major tone contains more than one
major and one minor semitone, hence the octave can-

not be divided into majorand minor semitones, because
an interval made up of the three commas, that is,

the sum of the differences of the three major tones,

is less than a minor semitone, for 53 x 3 - 159, whereas
the minor semitone is 178. Of all the togenious
contrivances found out and put in practice no one
answers the purpose so well as the division of the
octave into twelve equal parts called mean semitones.

Supposing the whole interval of the octave to be
divided into 3010 parts, each mean semitone contains

250|, or in even numbers 251 parts. By means of

thu ^vision, called equal temperament, we can tune

fixed toned instruments such as the organ and piano-

forte in such a manner that any sound thereon may
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be the eeat or tonlo of the loale; and twelve eoalei

can be performed equally or very nearly equally

perfect^ ^erinff from each other in pitch only. By
this division^ ^e octave we have the following

series of differences:—The mean tone is lees than the

major tone by 9 parts, and greater than the minor

tone by 44 parts; the mean minor third is less than

the truo minor third by 88 parts; the mean major
third is greater than the true major third by 35 parts;

the mean perfect fourth is greater than the true

perfect fourth by 5 parts; the mean perfect fifth is

less than the true p^ect fifth by 5 parts; the mean
minor sixth is less than the true minor sixth by
85 parts; the mean major sixth is greater than the

true major sixth by 88 parts
;
the mean minor seventh

is greater than the true minor seventh by 9 parts;

and the mean major seventh is greater than the true

major seventh by 30 parts. From this we perceive

that the g^atest im{)erfections in the concordant

intervals occur in the minor thirds and the major
sixths, and thus it happens that these chords sounded
on fixed toned instruments are always disagreeably

out of tune, and the richness of the harmony destroyed

or very much deteriorated. The different effects

product by performing a composition on various

keys of the organ or piano-forte is due to the cir-

cumstance that strict equality of temperament is not
rigidly adhered to in practice.

TEMPERAMENTS, those individual peculiari-

ties of organization by which the manner of acting,

feeling, and thinking of each person is permanently
affected. The ancients distinguished four tempera-
ments—the choleric or bilious, the phlegmatic, the

melancholic, and the sanguineous, which derived

their names from the suppcw^ excess of one or other
of the principal fluids of the human body^— bile

{rholi)^ phlegm, black bile {mtlaina^ black, and chofi)^

and blood ittanyuts). (lullen admitted of only two
temfKjraments—the sanguine and the melancholic

—

considering the phlegmatic a degree of the sanguine
and the ch(»leric of the melancholic. Of course these

temj>eraments may exist in ever so many dilferent

shailes. The bilious or choleric tem|)erament is accom-
panied with great susceptibility of feeling, quickness
of f>erception, and vigour of action; a lively imagina-
tion, violent passions, and perseverance characterize

the bilious man. These moral characteristics are

combined with a dark or sallow complexion, spark-
ling eyes, and great muscular force. The phleg-

matic, lymphatic, or cold blooded temperament is

the reverse of that last described; with little pro[>en-

sity to action, and little sensibility; no great bodily

strength or dexterity; rather a heavy look; the feel-

ings ^m; the imderstanding moderately good. The
phlegmatic man is free from excesses, and his virtues

and vices are stamped with mediocrity, 'llie san-

guineous tem|)eramcnt indicates a lively suscepti-

bility, with little proneness to action; promptness,
without perseverance; a ready fancy; little depth of
feeling or thought; changeable, but not violent, feel-

ings and jiassions; and a tendency to voluptuousness,
levity, fickleness of purpose, and fondness of admira-
tion. The sanguineous are distinguished for beauty
and grace, and the whole organization is characterized
by the vigour and facility of its functions. The
melancholic temperament is characterized by little

susceptibility, but great energy of action, reserve,
firmness of purpose, perseverance, deep reflection,

constancy of feeling, and an inclination to gloomi-
ness, to asc^ic practices, and to misanthropy. It
has been laid down as a law that two persons who
have the same or nearly allied temperaments riiould
not marry.

TEMPERANCE SOCIETIES, sodeties esUb-
liahed fur the purpose of checking mr •.bnlMbing the

praetioe of drinking intoxicating liquoie. The evil

of intemperance is too obvious and dreadful not to
be the subject of much anxious observation; but
endeavours to restrain it long took no more effective

^pe than that of individual influence applied to
individual cases. The idea of concentrating public

Mntiment upon it in some form to produce more
important results seems to have been first developed
if not conceived by some members of an ecclesiastical

body called I'he General Association of Massachusetts
Proper, North America. At a meeting of this asso-

ciation in 1811 a committee was appointed to draft

the constitution of a society whose object should be
^to check the progress of intemperance, viewed by
the association as an alarming and growing evil/

Such a society was formed, consisting of about
120 members, in different parts of the state. It

held its first meeting in 1818. The first attempt
of the society was naturally to collect facts towards
a precise exhibition of the nature and magnitude
of the existing evil, with the view of drawing public

attention to it and of directing endeavours tor its

removal. A year after its fonnation a similar state

institution, with numerous branches, was organized

in Connecticut, measures of like character were set

on font in Vermont, and an indirect influence from
itself was also exerted within its own pro|)OHed limits

by auxiliary societies, which, according to the report

of 1818, had multiplied at that time to the number
of more than forty. At the same time, as was to be

expected, individuals, by writing and by personal

influence, were doing an im|H>rtaut part in the same
work. Early in the year 1826 a new impulse was
given to the movement by the formation in Boston
on a more extensive plan of the American Society

for the Promotion of I'einperance. "I'he Massachusetts

Society had now accomplished |>erha|>s the most useful

part of all to which it was conq>eteut It bad suc-

ceeded in fixing attention to its object in a part of

the country where effective combination for further

o{)erationH might be the misit easily organized, and
by the facts which, with much labour, it had collected

and promulgated. It had both furnished guidance
to further efforts of the same kind and demonstrated
their necessity, 'llie Massachusetts Society had
been in great part conducted by inrlividuals l^long-

ing to a class of religionists—the U uitarians—whose
influence as such was not great beyond a limited oirole

inNew England,and who did not suflicientlycommand
the sympathy of other denominations to be able to

produce a combination of Christian action. At the

time above mentioned the enterprise was energetically

taken up by influential memlM^rs of other denomina-
tions, and the temi>erance movement rapidly extended.

The first annual re{>ort of the American Society

announced the formation of thirty, and the second of

220 auxiliary associations, five of which latter were
state institutiouB. The number of auxiliary associa-

tions was increased in 1829 to more than 1000, no
state in the yuion now being without one, and eleven

of them bearing the names of their states resjiectively.

A decline in the sales of distilled spirits is represent^

to have generally taken place, varying in different

parts reported from one quarter to niue-tentbs of

the whole amount; and 400 dealers in them were

known to have renounced the traffic for reasons of

conscience. The next report was presented in the

month of May, 1881. More than 2200 societies,

embracing 170,000 members, were now in corre-

spondence with the parent society, and from lees

certain data it was inferred that the whole number
of societies existing was not less than 8000, and that

of their members 800,000. More than 1000 distil-

leries had been stopiied— a tenth part, as wm
believed, of all which had been in operation.
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Report! of the iaooesi of the movement ioon

eroMed the AtUmtie, and in August, 1829, the Rev.

CK W. Carr succeeded in forming a societj at New
Ross, Wexford county, Ireland, and about the same
time the cause was zealously championed in the

north of Ireland by the Revs. Dr. £d^, Dr. Cook,

and Dr. Morgan, and before a year had passed sixty

societies had been formed, numbering about 3500.

In 1838 a great impetus to the movement was given

by the Rev. I'heooald Mathew, a Catholic priest,

who succeeded in less than two years in persuading
about 1,800,000 of his countrymen to renounce the

use of ai^ent spirits. The vow which he imposed on
his followers was not of total abstinence for ever
from all intoxicating liquors, but only till such time
as they should formally signify to him their inten-

tion of again becoming drinkers. Though, as might
have been expected, a reaction has since taken place

in Ireland, following out the general law of all rapid

popular movements, there can be no doubt that the

character of the Irish as regards temperance has

been materially improved of late years, and that

much of this moral and social amelioration is to be

attributed to the philanthropic efforts of the benevo-

lent clergyman just mentioned. In Scotland the

movement was eagerly taken up by John Dunlop of

Greenock, a gentleman who had been extensively

engaged in the west of Scotland in operations con-

nected with the religious education of the young, the

scientific instruction of artisans, savings’ -banks, mis-

sionary and other societies of a benevolent nature.

The first temperance society in Scotland was estab-

lished at Maryhill, near Glasgow, 1st October, 1829;

four days later a second was formed at Greenock.

The Glasgow and West of Scotland Temperance
Society was constituted soon afterwards, and its

origin^ roll-book was soon filled with the names of

7486 members, at the head of which stands the name
of William Collins, publisher, one of the most vigorous

temperance reformers of the time. On the 14tb

June, 1830, the first temperance society in England
was founded at Bradford chiefly through the exer-

tions of Henry Forbes, and by the close of the year

there were in existence about thirty societies, niunber-

Ing about 10,000 members.
Hitherto the members of temperance societies, at

least in the great majority of cases, had resolved to

abstain merely from ardent spirits, allowing them-

selvM the use of fermented liquors in moderation.

But many began to see that it was just as bad to

get drunk on beer or wine as on rum, gin, brandy, or

whisky. As early as 1817, it is true, a total absti-

nence society had been formed at Skibbereen, Cork
county, but its influence was almost entirely local.

In 1880 a society of the same nature was founded at

Dunfermline, which was soon followed by others in

Paisley, Glasgow, Greenlaw, and elsewhere. In 1832

the war against intoxicating liquors of all kinds wm
opened in England by Joseph Livesey of Preston.

A meeting got up by him and several other Preston

gentlemen was addressed by a plasterer’s labourer,

‘Dicky’ Turner, in the following words: ‘I’ll hev

Dowt to do wi’ this moderation, ^theration pledge;

I’ll be reet down tee-tee-total for ever and ever.’

Mr. Livesey and his co-workers took up the word at

the moment, for the designation ‘ abstinenoe from all

intoxicating drinks ’ was cumbersome, and from that

time till now the word teetotal has been applied to

the sect which adopted the thorough nrinciples.

About 1888 the teetotal party triumphed, the old

temperate or moderation party having gradui^y
disappeared, its members in the most oases passmg
over to the total abstinence party. But dimension

arose within the camp of this party itself. One
section bound themselves not only to abstain from

all Intoxicants but also not to give nor oifor; t^
was called the long pledge. The other sectioii

omitted the give-nor-oflfer clause, and was known
as the short-pledgee party# From 1839-42 the war

between the two parties was carried on with gpreat

bitterness in England; but after the latter date the

long pledgers carried everything before them. The

growth of the temperance movement and of temper-

ance sentiment throughout all civilized communities

has produced a steadily-increasing demand for some

kind of legislative interference with the liquor traffic

greater than that existing under the present licensing

system. Several states have tried, with more or

less success, to meet this demand in various ways,

and their experience is of the utmost value as a guide

to temperance legislation in the future. full

account, with exhaustive statistics, maps, and illus-

trations, is contained in the work of Joseph Rown-

tree and Arthur Sherwell, entitled The Temperance

Problem and Social Reform, now a recognized au-

thority on the subject of tempt;rance reform. The
various plans tried or proposed in different countries

may be thus enumerated: (1) State Prohibition,

first introduced in Maine and now adopted in several

other states of the American Union
; (2) Local Pro-

hibition or Local Veto, in force in various districts

of the United States and also in parts of Canada;

(3) Local Option, which differs from the preceding

in permitting reduction of the number of licensed

houses and other alternatives; (4) High License,

tmder which licenses are granted to the highest

bidders; (5) State Monopoly, as in Russia; (6) The

Gothenburg Systeni, fostered in different forms in

Sweden, Norway, and elsewhere, under which the

public-houses are owned by companies with limited

profits; (7) Municipalization, or the ownership and

control of all public-houses in an area by the local

authority. The authors of the above book declare

against (4) and (6), and consider that the experi-

ence of the United States and other countries proves

conclusively that (1) (2) (3) may be expected to at-

tain a large measure of success in rural and thinly-

j)eopled districts or small towns, but that they fail

altogether to reach the core of the problem in large

towns. They lay stress upon the necessity of dealing

constructively and not merely restrictively with the

problem of intemperance, and propound a scheme

of adoptive municipalization or public control which

avoids the dangers incident to such a course, and

has gained the enthusiiistic support of most tem-

f)erance leaders. The agitation for temperance legis-

lation in Britain has hitherto mainly consist^ in a

demand for local veto or local option. The Licensing

Laws Commission, appointed in 1896, issued two

main reports of great value, of which that of the

minority, signed by the chairman, Lord Peel, has

commended itself not only to temperance workers,

but also to other sections of the community, as con-

taining a reasonable and 8ul)8tantial contribution

towards the lessening of intemperance.

The principal Temperance Beetles in Great Bri-

tain are the National Temperance League, founded in

London in 1856; it has an annual income of about

£11,000, has for its organs the weekly Temperance
Record and the quarterly Medical Temperance

Journal, and employs seversJ lecturers, missionaries,

and organizing agents; the United Kingdom Alliance

(the Permissive Bill party), founded in 1853, has its

head-quarters at Manchester, has a membership of

aWt 90,000, an annual income of £25,000, publi^es

weekly the Alliance News, and sends agents and
lecturers to every important place in the kingdom;

the Scottish Temperance Lea^e was established in

1844 at Falkirk, has its head-quarters in Glasgow;

annual inoomeover £7000: weekly organ,The League
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Journal; the Church of Bngland Temperance Society,

organist in 1878: organ, The Ghu^ of England

Temperance Chronicle; sodeties in comection with

various other religious bodies; the National Band of

Hope Union, lx>ndon: or^n, The Band of Hope
Beview; the Independent Order of Good Templars,

a total abstinence friendly society, founded in New
York in 1861, with a membership of 600,000: its

organs are The Good Templar and The Good Tem-
lar’s Watchword ;

the Independent Order of Becha-

ites, a benefit society of above fifty years’ standing,

with an available capital of about £456,000: organ,

TheRechabite and Temperance Magazine; The Cen-

tral Temperance Legislation Board, which seeks to

promote legislation on the lines of Lord Peel’s report;

besides many county or district societies, and Bands
of Hope (associations of juvenile teetotallers), all of

which strive by the giving of lectures, issue of publi-

cations, and providing cheap and healthy amusement
for the people, to lessen the evils of intemperance.

TEMPERATURE, the heat effect which is indi-

cated by a thermometer. When two bodies are in

contact, and the flow of heat from the one body to

the other is equal—that is, when by contact neither

is heated or cooled by the other, they are said to be
of the same tem{>erature. A small body, such as a
thermometer, placed in contact with a substance,

quickly becomes of the same tem{)erature; and a
thermometer is so constructed as to exhibit in the

ex)>anBion of its parts different tem;)eratures. Two
bodies may have the same temperature and yet con-

tain very different quantities of heat {)er unit of mass,

so that the tem|)erature of a body is not a measure
of its heat. If heat be considered as a motion of the

molecules of a body, temperature may be considered

a measure of the velocities of the molecules; the total

heat is the total energy of the molecules, and takes

acoount of their massea When air at ()"' C. is heated

P C.f at constant pressure, it exfiands and in

cooling PC. from 0° C. it contracts of its initial

volume. Supposing the contraction to be continu-

ous, a volume of air at O'* C. on being cooled to

- 273“ C. would contract to nothing; - i’73° C. is

therefore assumed as the absolute zero of tem(>era-

ture. llie most convenient zero for practicid pur-

|)oees apf>earB to be the tem{>erature at which ice

melts; this is taken as the zero of the scale of Rdau-
mur and of the Centigrade scale. The melting-point

of ice varies very slightly with moderate variations

of pressure, and is sufficiently constant for all prac-

tical purposes. See Thebmometeu.
TEMPERATURE OF ANIMALS. Very great

variations in the degree of normal temperature are

to be noted in the animal series. Thus the average
temperature of Mammals is stated at 101“ Fahr.;
96**, as observed in the narwhal, may be accounted
a low degree for this group of animals, whilst 106",

as noted in a bat, is a high rate. The average tem-
perature of the human body is about 98“

'6, the tem-
perature of the internal parts exhibiting a slight

increase to 99“*5. Birds have the highest tempera-
tures of any animals, the average in this class being
107* Fahr., whilst (as in linnets) it may rise to
111**26. Below birds animak are named * cold-

blooded,' this term meaning in its strictly physiolo-
gical sense that their temperature is usu^y that of
the medium in which they live, and that it varies with
that of the surrounding medium. Warm-blooded ani-
mals, on the contrary, do not exhibit such variations,
but mostly retain their normal rate in any atmosphere.
When the medium in which cold-blooded a-nitnak

live becomes greatly heated the temperature of their
bodiee will cease to respond to the increase beyond
certain limits, and remains lower than that of the
heated medium. Reptiles give an average tempera-

ture of 82**5, that of the nnounding medium
76* (Davy), l^wer forms of life than Birds aiM
Mammals

, in virtue of their slower droulatioii and
other conditions dependent on or connected with
their low temperature, are able to resist changes
of temperature which would prove fatal to warm-
blooded animals. Indeed any serious disturbance
of the functions which tend in the latter to
the temperature is usually of fatal nature. The
temperature in man is greatly affected by his sur-

roundings. In early life the heat of his body is

about 1“ Fahr. greater than that of the adult. In
old age the infantile temperature again persists. The
tem{>erature of the female is if anything higher than
that of the male. The daily temperature is greatest

in the afternoon and least at midnight or in the
early morning. By exercise and muscular waste the
temperature is raised, especially in the acting musdes
themselves. In winter the temperature decreases

to ^* Fahr. from that of summer. After eating a
slight increase of tem{)erature is perceptible; and in

many diseased states, as in fevers, very high rates

(106“, 107*, to even 111“ Fahr.) may bo recorded.

The production of animal heat is effected by the

combination in the body of carbonic acid and water,

or more primarily by the combination of carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen. The latter three elements

the blood is continually receiving, partly from the

food and partly from the lungs; and, as the total

amount of these elements is not consumed by the

tissues, the excretion and combination of the suMr-
ffuous amount is devoted to the generation of aeof.

The blood is necessarily the great distributer of heat

to every part of the body, whilst the tkin surfaces

regulate its degree through tlie large surface pre-

sented for eva{K)ratiou. The continual chemical

change of oxidizable materials is therefore the primary
source of animal heat, and the degree of this beat In

various animals is regulated by the activity of the

respiratory process, as well exemplified in the active

respiration of birds and insects. Loss of heat takes

place by radiation and conduction from the surface

of the lK)dy and by evaporation from the skin. (See

Skim.) The lungs also regulate, but in a less marked
degree, the ])rfMluction of heat; whilst by the digestion

of food the tom]>oraturo is increased. The influence

of the nerves in the maintenance of heat is very

marked. By dividing the nerves of a limb the tem-

perature of the limb may l>e made to fall, and in

cases of paralysis a diminution of temperature is

invariably seen in the affected parts. The import-

ance of the maintenance of a normal temi>erature is

well illustrated in the case of death from starvation

(which see), death in such cases resulting rather

from loit of heat than from want of food.

TEMPERING, in metallurgy, the process of

giving to metals, principally iron and steel, the re-

quisite degree of hardness or softness, eB|>ecially the

process of giving to steel the necessary hardness for

cutting, stamping, and other purposes. Nearly every

kind of steel requires a particular degree of heat to

impart to it the greatest hardness it can assume. If

heated and suddenly cooled below that degree it

becomes as soft as iron; if heated beyond that degree,

it becomes very hard and brittle. The common mode
of hardening is as follows:—The steel is overheated,

cooled in cold water, and then annealed or tempered

by being bo far reheated that oil or tallow will bum
when applied to its surface; or the surface is ground

and polished, and the steel reheated until it assumes

a certain colour. For razors, lancets, and tools for

metal, the shade of colour is a pale straw-yellow;

for penknives, screw-taps, &c., a dark straw-yellow;

for axes, chisels, and plane-irons, a brown yellow;

for table-knives and shears, yellow tinged with purple;
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for iwoxdf and watoh-aprlugB, pnrple; for springi and
•aws, blue; a pale blue tinged with green indicatea a
temper too soft for steel instruments. Mercury is

better adapted to harden steel than water; and so is

water containing any add or salt in solution. Saw-
blades are often tempered in brine after being heated

in molten lead; sabres are heated in a choke fire of

charcoal, and then swung rapidly through the air;

mint-dies are hardened in oil See Steel.

TEMPLARS, a celebrated order of knights, which,

like the order of St. John and the Teutonic order,

had its origin in the Crusades. Hugues de Fayens,
Geoffroi de St. Omer, and seven other knights, estab-

lished it in 1118 for the protection of the pilgrims

on the roads in Palestine. Subsequently its object

became the defence of the Christian faith, and of the

holy sepulchre against the Saracens. The knights
took the vows of chastity, of obedience, and of poverty,

like regular canons. King Baldwin II. of Jerusalem
gave them an abode in this city on the east of the
site of the Jewish temple; hence they received the
name of soldiers of the temple, or Templars. Pope
Honorius It. confirmed the order in 1128, and im-
posed on them rules drawn from those of the Bene-
dictine monks, to which were added the precepts of

St. Bernard de Clairvaux. The fame of their exploits

procured them not only numerous members, but also

rich donations. The different classes of this order

were knights, squires, and servitors, to whom were
added, in 1172, some spiritual members who officiated

as priests, chaplains, and clerks. From the knights

were chosen marshals and bannerets, priors and grand
priors, abbots, Ac. The chief of the whole order was
the grand-master. The knights wore a white cloak
adorned with an eight-pointed red cross (Maltese) on
the left shoulder. I'he war-cry of the order was *Beau-
s^ant.' 'I'he grand-master had the rank of a prince,

and considered himself equal to the sovereigns of

Europe, since the order acknowledged the pope alone

as its protector, being indejiendent of any other eccle-

siastical or secular jurisdiction, governing itself and
administering its estates according to its own pleasure.

'J'he principal part of the possessions of the order
were in France; most of the knights were also French,
and the grand-master was usually of that nation,

lliey established themselves in England about 1185,

and took up their head-quarters in that country in

Fleet Street, London, at the place still known from
that circumstance as the I'emple. 'J'he conquests of

the Saracens compelled them, in 1291, to leave the

Holy Land; and they now transferred their chief

seat to the island of Cyprus. By this time the wealth

and power of the Templars had increased to a great

extent, and their arrogance and luxury were in

proportion. Rumours were spread resjiecting their

ambitious plans for the overthrow of European
thrones, and it was said that opinions at variance

with the Catholic faith were fostered in the bosom of

the order. At length active stej^swere taken against

the order by Philip IV. of France, who thirsted for

their possessions, in concert with Pope Clement V.
Under the pretext of consultations for a new crusade,

and for a union of the knights Templars with the

knights of St. John, Clement summoned in 1306 the

grand-master, .Jacques de Molay, with sixty knights,

to France. After their arriv^ these and all the

other knights present were suddenly arrested, Octoto
13, 1307, by the king’s soldiers. Philip seized uinm
the estates of the older, and ordered the trial of the

knights to be commenced without delay. Their
accusers are said to have been some expelled Templars,

who calumniated the order at the instigation of its

enemies. They were accused of apostasy from the
Catholic faith, and other charges were brought
against them, such as that they worshipped the devil.

practised sorcery, adored an idol caUed Baphmet,
contemned the sacrament^ neglected confession, and
practised nnnatuial vices, charges which to a large

extent were no doubt maliciouB misrepresentations

or absurd calumnies. By means of the most horrid

tortures, confessions of crimes which had never been

committed were extorted from the prisoners. Many
Templars, indeed, confessed whatevertheir inquisitors

wished, since a persevering denial of the crimes with

which they were charged was punished with death.

In 1310 fifty-four kidghts, who had denied every

crime of which they were accused, were burned alive.

Throughout France these victims of tyranny and
avarice were treated in a similar way. The other

princes of Europe were also exhorted by the pope to

persecute the Templars. Charles of Sicily and Pro-

vence imitated the example of Philip, and shared the

booty with the pope. In England, Spain, Portugal,

Italy, and Germany the Templars were arrested, but

almost universally acquitte(L The Inquisitions at

Salamanca and at Mainz (1310) also resulted in the

justification of the order. Nevertheless the poM
at the Council of Vienne, in Dauphiny, solemnly

abolished the order by a bull of March 2, 1312, not

in the legal way, but by Papal authority (‘per provi-

sionis potius quam condenmationis viam
'
). The mem-

bers of the order, according to this bull, were to be

punished with mUdness when they confessed the

crimes imputed to them; but those who persevered

in denying them were te be condemned to death.

Among the latter were the Grand-master Molay,
and Guido, the grand-prior of Normandy, who were
burned alive at Paris, March 13, 1314, after they

had cited, according to tradition, Philip and Clement
to appear before the judgment-seat of God within a

year. The pope, in fact, died April 19, in the same
year, and the king November 29. The estates of the

order were conferred by the Council of Vienne upon
the knights of St. John, and its treasures in money
and precious stones were assigned for a new crusade.

But in France the greatest part fell to the crown,

and the pope kept considerable sums for himself. In
Spain and Portugal some new military orders were
founded, and endowed with the estates of the Tem-
plars. In other countries the knights of St John
acquired the rich inheritance of their rivals. The
Templars maintained themselves longest in Germany,
where they were treated with justice and mildness.

See Addison’s History of the Knights Templars;
Woodhouse’s Military Religious Orders of the

Middle Ages
;

Lea’s History of the Inquisition

;

Fronde’s lectures or essays on the subject; Michelet’s

History of France and Proces des Templiers; and
Schottiniiller’s Untergang des Temi)ler-Ordens.

TEMPLATE, or Templet, in architecture and
mechanics, 1st, a short i)iece of timber or stone laid

under the bearing of a girder or other beam, to dis-

tribute its weight or pressure; 2nd, a mould cut out

of a thin piece of wood or metal giving the outline or

profile of mouldings, &c., used by workmen as a guide

to the form of the work to be executed.

TEMPLE (Latin, Uinplum\ in architecture, an
edifice destined for the performance of public wor-

ship. Magnificent temples were erected in ancient

Greece and Rome, the Romans often taking the Greek
structures for mtxlels. The general arrangement of

a Grecian temple is described in the article AlECHI-

TE(TURE— Grecian Style. The Egyptian temples

were also remarkable structures. See Egypt.
The first Hebrew temple was built by Solomon

in Jerusalem (see that article), with the help of

a Phoenician architect. It was an oblong stone

building, 60 cubits in length, 20 in width, and 30

in height. On three sides were corridors, rising

above each other to the height of three stories,
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•ad oontaining roomi in wbi<di were preserved the

holy ntensUs and treasnree. The foorth or front

ode wai open» and wee ornamented with a portico,

10 cabite in width, supported by two brasen pillars,

Jachin and Boas (staoility and strength). The in-

terior was divided into the moot holy place or oracle,

20 cubits long, which contained the ark of the

covenant, and was separated by a curtain or veil

from the sanctuary or holy place, in which were the

golden candlesticks, the table of the show-bread, and

the altar of incense. The walls of both apartments

and the roof and ceiling of the most holy place were

overlaid with wood work, skilfully carved. None
but the high-priest was permitted to enter the latter,

and only ^e priests devoted to the temple service

the former, ^e temple was surrounded by an inner

court, which contained the altar of bumt-ofifering,

the brazen sea and lavers, and such instruments and
utensils as •were used in the sacrifices, which, as well

as the prayers, were offered here. Colonnades, with

brazen gates, separated this court of the priests from
the outer court, which was likewise surrounded by a
wall. This temple was destroyed by the Assyrians,

and after the return from the Babylonish captivity

a second temple of the same form, but much inferior

in splendour, was erected. Herod the (]!roat rebuilt

it of a larger size, surrotmding it with fo>ir courts,

rising above each other like terraces. The lower

court was 600 cubits sciuare.on three sides surrounded
by a double, and on the fourth by a triple row of

columns, and was called the court of tfic Oentilea^

because individuals of all nations were admitted into

it indiscriminately. A high wall separated the court

of the women, 135 cubits square, in which the Jewish
females assembled to perform their devotions, from
the court of the Gentiles. From the court of the

women fifteen steps led to the court of the temple,

which was inclosed by a colonnade, and divided by
trellis-work into the court of the Jo’wish men and
the court of the priests. In the middle of this in-

closure stood the temple, of white marble richly gilt,

100 cubits long aud wide, and GO cubits high, with
a )>orch 100 cubits wide, and three galleri-^s like the

tirst temple, which it resembled in the interi<»r, except

that the most holy place was empty, and the height of

HokmI’s temple was double the height of Solomon’s.

Booms appropriated for different purjKises filled the

upper story alx)ve the roof of the inner temple. This
magnificent edifice was destroyed by the Homans in

a.D. 70, and for many centuries the long-consecrated

height has been occupied by the Mostjue of Omar.
TEMPLE, The, a district of the city of Loudon,

l^g between Fleet Street aud the Thames, and
divided by Middle Temple Lane into the Inner aud
the Middle Temple, belonging to separate societies

(see Inns of Cocjut), each with its hall, library, aud
garden; the Outer Temple no longer exists. The
name is derived from the Knights Templars, who had
their head-quarters in England here. The two tem-
ples are Be}>arated by a wall from the rest of the
city, and have entrance gates which are closed at
night. The district, which is extra-parochial, Ixjing

exempt from the <q>eration of the j)Oor-law, is occu-

pied, with few exceptions, exclusively by barristers

and solicitors. In former times the meml>ers of the
I’emple were famous for the masques, revels, and
banqueto which they gave in their halls. To these
entertainments there are many allusions in the old
poets; kings attended them, the benchers joined in
them, and directed the students to dance. Among
the famous members of the Temple may be men-
tioned Beaumont^ Sir Walter Raleigh, John Ford,
Wycherley, Congreve, Covqwr, Blackstone, Sheridan,
Coke, Littleton, Clarendon, Somers, and Eldon.
Goldsmith and Johnson had chambers here, and here

Charles Lamb was boin, and pawed the first eavas
yean of hie life.

TEMPLE, Sib William, an eminent etateemaa,
the son of Sir John Temple, master of the rolls in

Ireland, was bom in London in 1628. He was eda-
cated at Emanuel College, Cambridge, afterwhich he
passed six years in France, Holland, Flanders, and
Germany. He returned in 1654, and not choosing
to accept any office under Cromwell, occupied him-
self in the study of history and philosophy. On tbs
Restoration he was chosen a member of the Irish

convention, and in 1661 he was returned represen-

tative for the county of Carlow. The following year
he was nominated one of the commissioners from tbs
Irish Parliament to the king, and removed to Lon-
don. Declining all emplo)'ment out of the line of

diplomacy, he was disreg^ed until the breaking

out of the Dutch war, when he was employed in a
secret mission to the IMsbop of Munster. This he
executed so much to the satisfaction of the ministers

that in the following year he was ap[K>intod resident

at Brussels, and received the ]iatent of a baronetcy.

In conjunction with De Witt he concluded the

treaty between England, HttUand, and Sweden
(February, 1668), with a view to oblige France to

restore her conquests in the Netherlands. He also

attended, as ambassador extraordinary and media-

tor, when peace was concluded between France and
Spain at Aix-la-Chapelle, and subsequently residing

at the Hague as ambassador, cultivated a close inti-

macy with De Witt, and became familiar with the

l^rince of Orange, afterwards William III., then

only in his eighteenth year. A change of pulitios

at home led to the recall of Temple in 1669, who
refusing to ossiHt in the intended breach with Hol-

land, retired from public business to Sheen, and
employed biinsolf in writing his Observations on the

United Provinces, and part of his Miscellanies. In

1674 Sir William Temple was i^^aiu ambassador to

the stntt'B'general, in order to negotiate a general

pacification. Previously to its termination in the

Treaty of Nimeguen (in 1678), he was instrumental

in promoting the marriage of the IVince of Orange
with Mary, eldest daughter of the Duke of Yora,
which took plinte in 1677. In 1679 he was recalled

from the Hague, and offered the jHtst of secretary of

state, which he declined. Shortly afterwards he
was elected to represent the University of Cambridge
in Parliament. In 1681 be retired from public life

altogether. He was on friendly terms with William

111., who occasionally visited him. His reflations

with Swift are detailed in the article Swift. He
died at Moor Park, Surrey, in January, 1699. His
Memoirs are iiij[K^rtant as regards the history of the

times, as are likewise his Letters, published by
Swift after his death. His Miscellanies consist of

essays on various subjects: Gardening, I'he Cure of

the Gout, Ancient and Modem Jiearaing (which

provoked much controversy at the time), Health aud
Long Life, Different Conditions of Life and Fortune,

liitnsluction to the History of England, Poems and

Translations, ^c. See the Life of Temple by Cour-
tenay, two vola. 8vo, 183f), Mjuiaiilay’s Essay, and
Forster’s Life of Swift, vol. i. 1875.

TEMPLE-BAR, an arched gateway which for-

merly stfKid l>etween Fleet Street and the Strand in

London; and which divided the city from the liberty

of Westminster. It was a structure of the Corin-

tliiau order, designed by Sir C. Wren, and built in

1670 of Portland stone. Over the gateway, on the

east side, were statues of Queen Elizabeth and
James I. ;

and on the west side, of Charles I. and IL
The heads of |>er8ons executed for high treason were
formerly exhibited on this gate. Hen., alio, on
particular occasions, the corporation of London
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reoeived the royal family, the heralds' proclamationL,

or any^ distinguished visitors. When the 80verei|^

came in state the lord-mayor here delivered to him
the sword of state, which was returned, and after

this he rode bareheaded, immediately in front of the

royal procession. As the gate seriouiBly obstructed a
crowded thoroughfare, it was at last found necessary

to remove it in 1878, its site being marked by the
heraldic monster, a * griffin*. It was re-erecti^ at

Theobald’s Park. Cheshunt
TEMFLEMORE, a market town of Ireland, in

the county of Tipperary, and 28 miles north-east of
the town of that name. It is a neat, clean, modem
place, with a station on the Great Southern and
Westem Railway, and a large infantry-barrack,
capable of containing 1500 men. There are no manu-
factures of any consequence, but there is a consider-

able traffic with the surrounding country. There is be-

lieved to have been here a commandery of the Knights
Templars, whence the name. Pop. (1891), 2433.
TEMPO ^talian for 'time') signifies, in music, the

degree of quickness with which a musical piece is to

be executed. This depends, of course, chiefly upon
the character of the piece. Generally speaking there
are five principal degrees designated by the following
terms: targOf adagio^ andante^ aUcgro^ and ‘pruto; and
the intermediate degrees are described by additions.

But it may be better to divide the tempo into three

chief movements—slow, moderate, and quick—which
again have several gra^tions designated by the fol-

lowing Italian words: 1, in the slow movements

—

largoy Unto^ grave, adagio, larghctto; 2, in the mode-
rate movement

—

andante, andantino, moderaJto, alle-

gretto, &c.
; 8, in the quick movement

—

allegro vivace,

presto, prestissimo. If the degrees thus designated
are to be modified still more the following words are

added to increase the rapidity

—

assai, molto, or di

motto piii; and to lesson it the words poco, or tin poco,

non tanto, &c. Often the predominating time is

interrupted, in some passages dackening {rallentando,

intardando) or quickening {accelerando, stringendo,

piit stretto), or it is left to the performer’s pleasure

(a piacere), in which case those who accompany often

have to guide themselves by the leading performer,

which is called coUa parte. If a more distinct time
or the former time is to be resumed, the phrase a
tempo, or tempo primo, is used. Several machines
have been invented, by which the time of a piece or

a passage can be accurately determined, that most
oommoidy used being the metronome, which consists

of a pendulum with a sliding weight set in motion

by clock-work. Composers wishing to indicate time

by means of this instrument do so in the following

way: M. ^ =100, which signifies that 100 beats of

the pendulum, each representing the time of a

arotohet, are to occupy the space of a minute; M.
J= 80, signifying that eighty beats of the pendului^

each representing the time of a minim, must be )ier-

formed in a minute; and so on. The best measures

of time, however, are taste, correct feeling, experi-

ence, and judgment.

Tempo rvhato (Italian, * robbed time’), delayed

time, signifies a species of expressive performance,

particuWly of slow pieces, in which something is

taken from the duration of some notes of the prin-

cipal voice, and the time, therefore, is not strictly

observed; but in the general performance, and in

the lower voices, the time is accurately observed.

TENACITY, the measure of the resistance of

bodies to tearing or crushing. The resistance offered

by bodies to tearing is called absolute tenacity, the

r^tanoe offered to crushing is called retroactive tena-

city. We ppve the tenacities of a few substances in

pounds avotrdupois per square inch, of section:

—

Stones, Se,

nHnlr, Mil ^

Tsaiing.

300

OreaUa^
800
1700

800
nhidk 880
Or&nite. 8860

Limestone^ marble

„ granular
Bandatone, strong

„ ordinary

-
nil

tenths of out stone.

Metals,

Bedsteneeto
Tearing.

Brass, oast 18,000

„ wire 40,000
Iron, osst (average) 16,600

„ wrought, btmand bolts 66,000

„ wire 80,000

Ck>pper, cast 19,000

„ wire 60,000

Steel bars 116,000

BedsUaeate
Onuhing.

10,800

112,000
88,000

Timber, dke., Fibres running in the direction oif FrtMnut,

Ash
Birob

Beslstanee
Tearing.

20,000

Blm
Fir, red pine 13,000

». l>n»oe 12,400

„ larch

Hempen ropes 14,000

Mahogany
Teak, Indian
Oak, British 15,000

Beelrtsnee to
Crushing.

9.000
9,360

10..S00

10,800
6.000

6.600

8,200
12,000

10,000

,

See also Strength op Materials.
TENANT, in law, one who occupies, or has tem-

porary possession of lands or tenements, the titles of

which are in another. A tenant-at-will is one who
occupies lands or tenements for no fixed term other

than the will of the landlord. Tenancy at will may
arise by implication as well as by express words;

thus, where a tenant for years continues in posses-

sion after the expiration of his term, and pays rent

as before, the acceptance of rent constitutes a ten-

ancy at wilL The tenancy can be determined either

by the lessor or lessee at any time, but where it is

determined by the lessor, the tenant is entitled to

enter the land afterwards to reap the crops, but not

if the tenant himself determines the tenancy. If a
lessor determines the tenancy before the rent is due
he loses the rent. A tenant in common is one who
holds or occupies lands or tenements along with
another or other persona Each share in the estate

is distinct in title, and on the death of a tenant his

share does not fall to the survivors as in joint ten-

ancy, but goes to his heirs or executora The ten-

ancy may be dissolved by a voluntary deed of parti-

tion; by the union of all the titles and intere^ in

one tenant by grant, devise, surrender, or otherwise,

or by compulsive partition under a decree in chan-
cery, or under an Inclosure Act A tenant for life

(in Scotland, a liferenter) is one who has possession

of a freehold estate or interest, the duration of which
is determined by the life of the tenant or another.

An estate for life is generally created by deed, but
it may originate by the operation of law, as the
widow’s estate in dower, and the husband’s estate by
courtesy on the death of his wife. Tenants for life

are entitled to cut down the timber necessary for

the repair of houses and fences on the property, and
for firewood in the mansion, but cannot cut down
more than is necessary for such purposes, nor can they
build houses nor open mines or pits without being
railty of waste. A tenant for life may apply to the
Court of Chancery for powers to raise money to

drain the lands and make improvements. He is not
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bound to off the piinoi|MJ of incambituioei

affecting nroperty^ bat miut keep down the
inteieet of row inoombrenoee. He may convey or
demise his tenement, hot most not attemj^ to convey
an interest greater than his own. When the estate

depends on the life of a third party, the reversioner

can insist on this party being produced, as misrepre-

sentations may be made by the tenant that the third

party is alive.

TENANT-RIGHT, a term employed to express

certain claims made by tenants of farms upon their

landlords, seldom heard between landlord and tenant

in Scotland or England, but frequently used in Ire-

land. The claims coming under the term are mainly

for permanence of occupancy by the same tenant

without liability to any other increase of rent than is

sanctioned by the general sentiments of the com-
munity; and for compensation for permanent or

unexhausted improvements made by him on the farm.

In Scotland and in the border counties of England
farms are generally let on long leases at such rentals

as are supposed to indemnify the occupier for any
sums he may expend on improvements, and the

owner usually binds himself to pay a stated sum as

the value of these improvements, should they be
found at the expiration of the lease to be of a cer-

tain stipulated value. In the greater part of Eng-
land, however, tenancy-at-will prevails, and the

occupier may be thrown out at six months’ notice.

Were the landed pnmrietors incb'ned to use this

power arbitrarily and frequently there cannot be
the slightest doubt that agriculture would be in a

very backward state, as the farmers could not see it

to be to their personal interest to effect inqirove-

inents, but through the good sense of the English

proprietors this precarious holding is more apparent

than real ; it is quite common to find one farm occu-

pied by the same famUy as tenants at will for cen-

turies. The landlord may, indeed, if the tenant

?uakes improvements, raise the rent, and so make
him pay interest on his cxptmded capital, but where
important improvements are effected the general

feeling of the community wouhl, in by far the

greater number of cases, })revent the landlord from
taking sucb an ml vantage. In Ireland tbe case used

to be different, except as reganls Ulster and the north,

where compensation for improvements was gene-

rally allowed. Owing to the ancient tenure of land as

the property of the clans, the people throughout the

south of Ireland never thought of identifying the

Saxon landholders as owners of the land
;
they con-

sidered themselves the owners, and so strongly did

this idea take hold of them that many of the landed
proprietors, terrified at the murders and other agra-

rian outrages that took place, and the sympathy of

nearly a whole pt?of)le with the offenders, never dared
to exercise fully their rights of property. Many of the

proprietors absented themselves from their estates,

which they left to be managed by middlemen or
bailiffs; the resident owners were reckless, extrava-

gant, and selfish. Kents were fixed by auction, and
owing to the absence of other occupations, the pres-

sure of a redundant population, and the want of

capital, which often caus^ the farmers and even tbe
cottiers to pay the wages of their labourers in land,
or what came to the same thing, by permission to
cultivate a patch of ground which was generally
delivered to them by the farmers ready manured,
roms were offered for the tenancy of farms which
were far beyond the value of the annual produce of
the soil, and of course tiie tenants were peiqjetually
in arrears. In course of time the advantage of
tenant right granted to the Ulster farmers were
loudly clidmed by the farmers in the other provinces,
and the murders and agrarian oombination thromrhout

VOL. XIV.

the country was but a methodised war to obtain
them. At last, under the management of Gladstone
and Bright, the Landlord and Tenant Act of 1870
was pasMd. By it the Ulster tenant-right and other
corresponding customs received tbe foroe of law;
and the cutting tenant became entitled to compen-
sation. Another similar act was passed in 1881, but
the more recent purchase acts have inaugurated a
new policy. At present, among Irish tenants and
agitators there is a demand for the ending of the
system of dual ownership by means of compulsory
sjile. See Irrlanh.
TENASSERIM, a maritime division of Lower

Birmah, about 5(K> miles in length, and from 40 to 80
in breadth, comprising the districts of Tungu, Sbwe-
gyen, Amherst, 'ravoy, Salween, and Mergui; area,

46,780 square miles. Tbe eastern boundmy of the
district is formed by a range of mountains from
3000 to 5000 feet in height The coast is for tbe
most part rocky, and off the southern part of it tbe
sea is studded by the innumerable islands, large and
small, of the Mergui Archi|ielago. There are several

good harbours on tbe coast, formed by the mouths
of the rivers. Tenasserim is a billy and densely

wooded region, with here and there tracts of arable

land. The plains in the north on the Salween and
tbe Sittang are very fertile. The area under culti-

vation is only about one-fifteenth of the whole; but
before the district was taken possession of by the

British the whole was a wilderness. All the plains

are subject to inundations. The land is rich in iron

and in coal of excellent quality; tin also is found
almost everywhere, and gold is abundant in the

rivers. Hot-springs are numerous. The hot season

of the year begins in Febniary, the rainy season in

June, and the cx)ld season in October. Tbe chief

priKluct is rice, especially in the north; the betel-

plant is grown largely in the south. Tobacco is

cultivated with care, but only for home consumption.

All tropical plants flourish in the highest degree.

Nearly 400 different kinds of trees grow in the woods.

I'he teak forests e8|)ecially apiiear to be inexhaustible.

Next to them in value are the bamboos, bread-fruit

trees, and the sappan and sandal-wood trees. The
camphor, gamlsige, and castor-oil plants are found
everywhere; and cloves, cinnamon, nutmegs, and
pep|)er are abundant. Elephants are numerous, as

well as several species of rhinoceros, the horns of

which form an article of export. The trade of

Tenasserim is centred in Moulmein on the river

Salween, 'i'be native inhabitants of tbe district

belong to various races. I'be most numerous are tbe
lUirinoHe, but there are also PeguauH, Siamese,

Karens, and others. In religion tliey are mostly
HuddbiHtH. Tenasserim was at one time connected

with Siam, from which, however, it was wrested W
Alompra, the founder of the Burmese dynasty, it

remained a part of the Burman Empire until it

passed hiUt the hands of the British by the Treaty
of YandaU) at the close of the first Burmese war in

1 H26. It was once used as u place of transportation

for Thugs from Hindustan. Pop. in 1891, 971,660.

TENBY, a parliamentary and municipal borough

and seaport of Wales, in the county of Pembroke, on
the west side of Carmarthen Bay, on the point and
north-east margin of a rocky jieninsula, 260 miles

from London
;

generally well built of limestone.

It has a fine old church and several other places

of worship, town -hall, assembly-rooms, the Welsh
Memorial to the late Prinise Consfirt, a museum, &c.;

a considerable trade in fish. It is, besides, a bathing-

place of increasing importance, celebrated for its fine

sands, beautiful scenery (the Castle Hill being the

I

favourite rendezvous), and agreeable climate. An
iron pier was opened in 1899. The old walls by
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whicb the town was once defended are still to some
|

extent preserved. Pop. (1891), 4642; (1901), 4400.
TENCH (Tinea), a genus of Teleostean fishes,

belonging to the family of Cyprinide or Carps, and
distinguished as a genus by bavins short dorsal
and anal fins. There are two small lobules at the
mouth, and the scales are of small size. The Tench
{T. vulgarit) is a familiar denizen of fresh waters,
and seems to prefer slow-running and muddy rivers.

It feeds on garbage and other material eschewed by
its neighbours, and these fishes have been taken fat
and well flavoured from very foul waters. In winter
they are said to hybemate amongst mud. The colour
is a greenish olive on the upper parts, tinted with a
golden hue; the same colour prevailing below, but
of a lighter shade. The average length is about
12 inches. The flesh is soft and rather insipid to
taste. See Plate III. at Ichthyology.
TENDER, in law, an offer of compensation or

damages made in a money action. A tender may
be m^e through an authorized agent, and to make
it valid the money must be actually produced.

Making a tender may have the effect of freeing the

defender from subsequent expenses if the tender is

found sufficient. A tender made to one of several

joint claimants is held as made to all

A tender of money for any payment is legal, and
is called a legal tender, if made in current coin of the

realm, of fuU weight, in bronze coins to the extent

of It., in silver coins to the extent of 40t., and in

^Id to any amount. By act 33 and 34 Viet. cap. x.

Vl870) it is provided that money issued by the Mint,
not called in, and of weight specified in a schedule

attached to the act, shall be a legal tender as above.

(See SovEBEiGN.) Bank of England notes are a
legal tender for amounts above £5 by 8 and 4 Will
IV. cap. xcviii. s. 6.

TENDER (naval), a small vessel appointed to

attend a larger one, and employed for her service in

procuring stores, &c. A tender must be appointed

oy the a^iralty. A naval officer at sea has not the

power to fit out tenders on his own account, as his

commission does not extend beyond his own vessel

Thus a prize captured by any boat fitted out by a
man-of-war will not be deemed her prize, but will

be forfeited to the admiralty unless the prize is

brought back to the ship, which completes her cap-

ture of it.

TENDON, the name given to the structures by
means of which muscles are inserted upon bones.

Tendons are popularly named *
sinews,’ and consist

of bundles of white fibrous tissue-fibres disposed in

elastic bands, arranged side by side, and separated

by areolar or connective tissue. The tendons are

adapted usually to resist traction in one direction

only—that of the muscular motion.

TENEDOS, an island of Asiatic Turkey, on the

west coast of Asia Minor, 16 miles south-west of

the Dardanelles, about 6 miles long and 8 miles

broad. The channel which separates it from the

mainland is 8 miles broad. Tenedos is rocky, bare,

and desert towards the sea^ but fertile inland, and
has always been remarkable for the excellence of its

wines, which are said to retain colour and strength

for fourteen or sixteen years. Com, cotton, and

hruits are also produced. On the eastern side of the

island, near the sea, is the town of Tenedos. Pop.

6000
.

TENERIFFE, the largest of the Canaiy Islands

(which see), situated near the centre of the group.

It is of an irregularly triangular form, and has an
area of about 1000 square miles. It is wholly of

voloanic formation, and is composed principaUy of

enormous masses and cones of trachyte, lava, and
basalt, which culminate in the Peak of Teneriffe or

Ploo de Teyde, 12,182 feet htg^ The coast is vmj
irregular, and presents an almost uninterrupted aeries

of lofty cliffs. The only good harbour ii that of

Santa Cruz on the north-east The most remarkable
feature of the interior is the celebrated Peak, the
view from the summit of which is one of the most
magnificent in the world. The summit forms a crater

about half a league in circuit; below this crater is

another larger, forming the summit of Mount Oha-
horra. Only two eruptions have taken place sinoe

the colonization of the island by the Spaniards in

1496, namely. In 1706 and 1796. At all times, how*
ever, the internal activity of the volcano is indicated

by frequent streams of hot vapour. Teneriffe, taken
as a whole, bears a considerable resemblance to

Mount Etna. Towns and villages, with their fields,

gardens, and vineyards, stretch along its base and
for some way up its sides; next succeeds a woody
re^on composed of trees, chiefly chestnuts and oidcs;

still higher up is a wide barren region covered with
pumice-stone and blocks of lava. About a seventh
of the whole surface is capable of cultivation, and
part of this area is of great fertility. The principal

pHKluctions are maize, wheat, tomatoes, oananas,
potatoes, pulse, almonds, oranges, guavas, apples,

honey, wax, silk, cochineal, and wine. Tomatoes
are the chief article of export, and next in import-
ance are bananas, potatoes, and onions. Santa Cruz
is the capital. See Canahiks.
TENIERS, David, the name of two of the motn

celebrated artists of the Flemish school of painting,

father and son, both natives of Antwerp, in which
city the elder was bom in 1582. Having studied

under Rubens, he went to Rome, and remained there

six years. On his return to his native country he

occui)ied himself principally in the delineation of

fairs, shops, rustic sports, and drinking parties, which
he exhibited with such truth, humour, and origin-

ality, that he may be considered the founder of a

style of painting which his son afterwards brought

to perfection. His pictures are mostly small The
elder Teniers died in 1649.

His son, bora in 1610, imitated the style and
expression of his father, whom be much excelled in

correctness and finish. He was director of the

Academy of Antwerp in 1644. He confined himself

principally to the same subject of low humour in his

original pieces. The wonderful exactness with which
he copied the productions of others deceived even
the l)est judges of the age, and acquired him the

appellation of the ape of painting. About 1650 he
was called to Brussels as painter to the court, and
he died there in 1690. Another son named Abraham
was also a good painter.

TENIMBER. See Timor Laut.
TENNANT, William, the author of the ^m <*f

Anster Fair, was bora in 1784 at Anstruther, in Fife-

shire. He bad the misfortune in infancy to lose the

use of both his feet, and continued a cripple through

life. After attending school in his native town he
was sent in 1799 to the University of St Andrews,
with the view of qualifying himself for the occupation

of a schoolmaster. After studying there for two
years the further prosecution of his curriculum was
put a stop to by poverty, and he returned to An-
struther, where he remained for some time, employ-

ing himself in the acquisition of Hebrew and other

j

languages. About 1803 he joined his brother, a

I

com-factor in Glasgow, who afterwards removed to

I

Anstruther, but the business failed. His poem of

Anster Fair, which was printed in his native town,

was published in 1811, and takes for its hero and
heroine the celebrated Maggie Lauder and Rob the

Ranter, immortalized in Scottish song. Its merits

were at first, from the obscurity of its birth-place.
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iUmofit unappreciated; but having accidentally come
into the hands of Alexander Fraser T3rtler, Lord
Woodhouselee, the little volume was by his means
introduced to the literary world; and a flattering

criticism of it, which appeared in 1814 from the pen
of Jeffrey in the Edinburgh Review, established its

reputation and made it popular. In 1813 Tennant
was appointed schoolmaster at Dunino in Fife, and
here, having access to the college library at St.

Andrews, he made himself master of the Syriac,

Persian, and Arabic languages. Hebrew and Gaelic

had many years Ixjfore been mastered by him. From
Dunino he was transferred to a similar situation at

Lasswade, and thence in 1819 to the post of teacher

of the classical and oriental languages at the newly-

established academy at Dollar. Here he continued

till 1835, when he was apjwinted to the clmir of

oriental languages in St. Mary’s College, St. Andrews.
He died 14th October, 1848. Besides Anster Fair he
w^os the author of a humorous pot?m entitled Papistiy

Stormed, or the Dingin’ Down o' the Cathedral, deal-

ing with the demolition of St. Andi*ewa Cathedral

at the Reformation ; The Thane of Fife, an e]nc

poem describing the invtusion of Fif(‘ by the Danes in

the ninth century and the death of the Scottish king

Constantine; and a series of dramas, comprising

Cardinal Beaton, a tragtKly in five acts; and John
Biiliol. None of these, however, attainted any suc-

cess, and they are now almost forgotten. Grammars
of the Syriac and Chaldee tongues were jmblished

by him in 1840, and a volume of Hebrew Drumius,

his last literary work, in 1845.

TENNESSEE, one(»f the Unite<l States of North
America, bounded (»n the north by Kentu(!ky and
Virginia, oast by North C.'arolina, south by Georgia,

Ahd)aina, and Mississippi, and west by Arkansius and
Missouri; area, 42, 0,^0 s<jURre miles. T(»j»ogni}»ln-

cally it presents eight natural divisions. (1) The
mountain ridges of the Appalachian chain (here

called the ITnaka Mountains) on the eastern frontier,

having an average elevation of .5000 feet alxive sea-

level, and an area of aUuit 2000 H<juart? niile.i. (2)

West of tliis chain is the valley (*f Eiist Tennesst^e,

having an av(;rage eh‘vati<»n alM»V(; w;a-level of 1000

feet. This region (area, 9000 S(^uar(i miles) is agri-

culturally ono of the most important sections of the

stiite. (3) The Cum)K.*rland table land, having an
average elevation of 2000 feet al)ove the sea, anfi an
aiea of alx)Ut .5000 stjuare inihjs, alxmtids in coal, iron,

and other minerals. (4) The highlands, or terratxv

lands extending from the table-land westwards t<»

the Tennessee river, form a flat fertile plain fuiTowed

])y numerous ravines and streams, having an average

elevation of 1000 feet, and an urea of 9000 sfjuare

miles. (5) In the c<;ntre of these highlands is the

great central basin (elliptical, and re.semhling the

l)ed of a drained lake), ‘the garden of Tennessee’,

having an average depression of 300 feet IxjIow' the

highlands, and an area of 5400 H<|uare miles. (6)

The western valley of the lower Tennessee and its

smaller affluents, having an average breadth of 10 to

12 miles, and an area <»f 1200 scpiare miles, extends
across the state. (7) The great plateau or W'estern

slope is a nilling plain inclining gradually to the

Mi8si.Hsippi, its mean elevation tx;ing about 500 feet,

and its area 8800 s<|uare miles. (8) The extreme
w'estem division comprises part of what is known a.s

the bottom.^ of the Mississippi
;
it is a low flat alluvial

plain with fref|uent lakes and morasses, less than 300
feet above the Mexican Gulf, and contains 900 sfjuare

miles of land of exuberant fertility, in which cotton

and grain grow year after year without apparently
exhausting the soil. The Mississippi forms the

western boundary, and with the Tennessee (see next
article) and the Cumberland drains three-fourths of

the state. The Tennessee and the Cumberland are
navigable for a considerable distance. The climate
is both temperate and healthy, the mean temperature
of winter being 37*8®, and of summer 74*4®. The
principal grain crops ore Indian com, wheat, and oats.

The production of cotton is large, as is also that of
toliacco. Flax and hemp are extensively cultivated.
The rearing and fattening of live stock are carried
on under pt'culiar advantages, and immense numbers
of hogs are fed. The most valuable minerals found
are coal, inui, and copjH?r. The area of the coal-field

is estimated at 5100 aijuare miles, and the annual
output of coal is about 2^ million tons. Iron is

found in four distinct Ih'Us or art^as, and a consider-
able quantity of pig-iron is pnxluced annually. The
copjHir is found in the soutli-eiust corner of the state,

and some of the mines an' ver}' j)roductive. Ex-
cellent marble is found, and extensively quarried;
limestone, sandstone, and gninite for biiikling pur-
|K>se8, roofing slate, potters’ clay, and kaolin are
actively w’orked. Among the other minerals are gold
(m)t found in paying quantities), lead, y.inc, Imryta,

cojqieras, aslx'stos, &c. Petroleum, sulphur, chalyb^te
and salt springs are plentiful. The leading manufac-
tures art! iron and steel, trotton and woollen goods,

furniture, ears, leather, &c. Besides the facilities

for traffic! afforded by tiu! navigable streams, internal

communication is further kept iij) hy an extensive
8y.Mtem of railway's. The edueational system is in a
satisfactory condition. There is a large permanent
school fund, whose income with the proceeds of

I

general and local school taxtw maintains the public
seliools, which art' fnn* to jill pt^rsons lx!tween the
ages of six and twenty-one. At tht! head of the
c'dncalional establishments stand t)u! TenncHsee Uni-
versity, Knoxville; the Vanderbilt (Metluxlist) Uni-
versity, Nashville; the University of the South
(EpiseojMil), Sewanee; the Fisk Ibiiversity, Nash-
ville; Ac. Tliere is a senate of 33 mcmlierH and a
houst; of representatives of 99. The ehief towns are:

Niushville (the capital), Memphis, Chattanooga, and
Knoxville. Tennessei* was lulmitted into the Union
in 1796. Pop. (1880), 1,542,359; (1890), 1,767,518,

including 1,332,971 white and 434,300 coloured;

(1900), ‘2,020,616.

TEfs NESSEK, a river of the United Status, formed
by tlic union of two streams in the eastern |xirt of

the state of Tennessee, flows south-west, takes a
semicircular sweej) through the northern part of

AlaUvma, then flows north through thi! westeni part

of Tennessee and Kentucky, and enters the Ohio,

of which it is the largest tributary, alxmt 10 miles

lx!low the confluence of the Cumlxjrlund. Length,
nliout 1200 miles. It is navigable for alxiut 280
miles for steamers to Florence, at the foot of the

Mussel-shoal Rapids, round w hich there is a canal;

and ulx)vo these ra[>idH tlnire is unobstructed navi-

gation for Ixiats fur 250 miles.

TENNIH, a game at liall, which seems to have
Ix^cn intioduccd into England in the lx.-ginning of the

thirteenth century by jiersons of rank, who erected

courts or oblong edifices for the jx;rforinance of it.

The origin of the name is uncertain. It was a very

ancient game in France, and is conjectured by some
to have lx,*cn introduced into Gaul by the Romans.
The modem game of rackets is the descendant of

tennis. (See Rackkts.) Lawn-Tknnis, a mi^ern
modification of the game, is played on an ordinary

lawn or grass plot See Lawn-Tknnis in SUPP.

TENNYSON, Alfred, Lord, fxxit laureate, was
the third son of George Clayton Tennyson, rector of

Somersby, Lincolnshire, and he was Ixim there on the

6th August, 1809. He received his early education

from his father, who was a man of high character

and many accomplishments, and he was afterwards
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sent to Louth Grammar School along with his next
elder brother Charles. The two boys had begun to

write poetry at an early age, and in 1827 they pub-
lished (at Louth) a volume entitled Poems by Two
Brothers, for which theywere paid £20. In February,

1828, the two youthful fwets matriculated at Trinity

College, Cambridge, where Alfred had Whewell as
tutor, and among friends A. H. Hallam, Sj^edding,

Thackeray, Monckton Milnes, Trench, Alford, and
others—all to be well-known men in after-years. In
1829 he competed for the chancellor’s medal, the
subject being Timbuctoo, and gained the prize with
a j)oem in blank verse, of more merit than might have
been expected from the unpromising nature of the
subject. In 1 830 he published a small volume entitled

Poems, Chiefly Lyrical, the publisher l)eing Effing-

ham Wilson, Cornhill, London. AUmt the same
time his brother Charles published at Cambridge
a volume of Sonnets and Fugitive Pieces. The two
books were reviewed together by Leigh Hunt in tlie

Tatler, and by Professor Wilson in Blackwood, the

latter being to some extent unfavourable. Notwith-
standing iwlverse criticism it wjis beginning to be
perceived that a genuine poet had a]>j>eared, and this

belief was confirmed by the new volume published

by Moxon in 1832 (but dated 1833), in which were
such poems as A Dream of Fair Women, Mariana
in the South, The May Queen, Tlie Miller’s Daugh-
ter, The Palace of Art, The Lotus-Enters, and (Enone.

The poet’s father died in 1830, and lie was further

profoundly affected by tlie death in 1833 of his

student friend Arthur Henry Hallam. The intense

grief which he felt at these personal losses helps to

account for the long silence which his muse at this

time maintained. He left Cambridge in 1831 with-

out taking his degree, and spent his time with his

mother and sisters, or among friends in London and
elsewhere. It w'as to this period that William Howitt
refers when he says; ‘You may possibly come across

Tennyson in a country inn w'ith a foot on each hob
of the fireplace, a volume of Greek in the one hand,
and a meerschaum in the other '. In 1 842 he again
published his Poems in two volumes, and these

contained such new pieces as Morte d’Arthur, Bt.

Simeon Stylites, The Day-Dream, Amphion, St.

Agnes’ Eve, Sir Galahad, Sir Launcelot and Qut:en

Guinevere, The Vision of Sin, Dora, Godiva, The
Talking Oak, Will Waterproof, Locksley Hall, The
Two Voices, and Ulysse.s, together with the short

lyrics, Break, Break, Break, and Move Eiustwards,

Happy Earth. This collection se<.*ured wide ap-

preciation, and Tennyson’s claims as a poet were
publicly recognized when, in 1845, the <jueen

awarded him a civil list |Hinsion of £200 a year.

It was in the following year that Bulwer Lytton

attacked Tennyson in a virulent poem called The
New Timon. To this there ajjpeared a poetic

reply in Punch, entitled The New Timon and the

Poets, in which the juiet, under the pseudonym of

Alcibiades, handled the critic with scornful severity.

In 1847 appeared The Princess, a Medley, in blank

verse, but the exciuisite Ijrrics scattered through

it were first added iu the third edition in 1850.

These include Come Down, O Maid, from Yonder
Mountain Height

;
Blow, Bugle, Blow I

;
Tears, Idle

Tears; Sweet and Low; and Home they Brought
her Warrior Dead. This was followed in 1850 by
In Memoriam, in which he expressed with epical

fulness, and in the most diversified moods of sad re-

flection, his grief for the death of bis friend Arthur
Hallam. The stanza in which it was written, though
not new, had not l>een often used before, and it cer-

tainly had never been employed with such marvel-
lous power. This poem instantly achieved |>opu-

larity, and the public recognition made it clear,

when Wordsworth died, that Tennyson was alone

qualified to be his successor in the jxjet-laureateship.

After some delay the warrant was accordingly issu^
for his appointment to this office in November,
1850. It was also in this year that he married

Miss Sellwood, of Homcastle—one of the happiest

unions that ever poet made. In 1853 they settled

at Farringford, Freshwater, in the Isle of Wight,

in a house that was to be a home for forty years.

From 1868 they had a second home at Aidworth,
Haslemere, Surrey. For some years following his

marriage the only notable jioems which he pub-

lished were the Ode on the Death of the Duke of

Wellington (1852), and The Charge of the Light
Brigafle (1854). In 1855 he challenged pulilic

opinion with a volume eutitltid Maud, and other

Poems. The verdict was somewhat unfavourable,

chiefly because the sentiments of the speaker of

the monologue were regarded as the view’s of the

poet; but he soon afterwards added to his jxipu-

larity by the series of poems called Idylls of the

King (that is, the legendary King Arthur), w’hich

were lx;gun in 1859. Henceforth the current of his

placid life was undisturbed save by the loss of his

mother in 1865, various tours at home and on the

Continent, and the occasional puldication of a
volume of poems. The volumes included; Enoch
Arden, and other Poems (1864), among them being

Aylmer’s Field, The Grandmother, Tithonus, 8ca
Dreams, The Northern Farmer—Old Style

;
the

last showing what the poet could do in the field of

humorous portraiture; The Holy Grail, and other

Poems (1869), including Lucretius, The Pas.sing of

Arthur, The Victim, and The Northern Fanner

—

New Style; The Window, or the Song of the Wrens
(1870); and Gareth and Lynutte (1872), another of

the Idylls, which were not eomi>leted, however, till

the twelfth and lost came out in 1885. Soon after

1872 Tennyson sought a new’ field for liis genius;

he now produced various piecses dramatic in form.

His dramas comprise; Queen Mary (1875), Harold

(1876), The Falcon (acted 1879), The Cup (1881),

The Promise of May (1882), Becket (1884), and The
Foresters (1892). Several of tliese dramas w’ere

enacted on the stage, the most satisfactory of the
represiJiitations being The Cup, which w’as produced
at the Ly<;euni by Sir Henry Irving; find Becket,
which was produced at the same theatre l .y the same
actor-manager in February, 1893. But it has been
admitted, even by the poet’s admirers, that his muse
was not in any real sense dramatic, and that these

dramas did not contribute to his fame, though suffi-

ciently remfirkable achievements in a new field. In
1879 The Lover’s Tale (of which a part had been
printed privately in 1833, and another ])art had
appeared in the Holy Grail volume) w’as issued in a
complete form; and this was follow’ed by Ballad.s,

and other Pt>ems (1880), including The Revenge,
Rizpah, The Defence of Lucknow, and The Nor-
thern Cobbler; Tiresias, and other Poems (1885),

including The Ancient Sage, and To-morrow; Locks-
ley Hall— Sixty Years After (1886); and Demeter,
and other Poems (1889), containing Merlin and the

Gleam, and the fine short lyric Crossing the Bar.
Some of these latter volumes contain pieces of

striking j)ower and vividness of imagination, and
carry the poet’s art over a w’ider range. Just when
another volume of poetry w’as announced as ready
for publication, the^ poet died at Aldworth, on 6th
Octol^er, 1892. He was buried inWestminster Abbey,
and the mourning at this event was as sincere os

it was universal among the English-speaking race

throughout the world. For it was felt that a great

poetic artist had brought to a satisfying finish his

long task, and that the voice w’hich bad made itself
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the voice of the English people and of their foremost
j

representative in literature was for ever hushed. The
volume of his poems that appeared posthumously Wiis

entitled The Death of CEnone, Akbar’s Dream, and
other Poems. The poet was raised to the peerage

in 1884, being created Baron Tennyson of Freshwater ^

and Aidworth. In 1897 there appeared a Memoir
in two volumes by his son Hollam, very interesting

and readaV)le but in some respects inadeijuate.

—

His brother Charles, above mentioned as joint

author with him in tlie Poems by Two Brothers,

was bom in 1808, and died in 1879. He took the

additional name of Turner by royal license on suc-

ceeding to property at the death of a great-uncle.

He became viair of Grasby, Lincolnshire, in 1837,

and published Sonnets (1864), Small Tableaux (1868),

and Sonnets, Lyrics, and Translations (1873). In

1880, after his death, these were republished with

additions, under the title Collected Sonnets, Old and
New. Thest* writings manifest that he jMissessed

a share of his brother s pot;tic genius. His greater

brother regarded some of his sonnets as among the

finest in the language.— Another brother, Frederick
(1807-1898), published several voluines of poems of

considomble merit, namely: Days an<l Hours (1854),

The Isles of Greece (1890), Daphne and Other Poems
(1891), and Poems of tlie Day and Year (1895).

TENON. See Carpentry.
TENOR (in Italian, tcfiorr), the highest variety of

tli(! natural adult male voice. Its conipjiss generally

extends from c in the bass to G or a in tlie treble.

Professional singers may take fr<»m c to c. 'J’he

<jualities of the tenor render it suitalile to the expres-

sion of tender and delicate st.*ntiineiits. In a vocal

coinjiosition of four parts tlie tenor forms the second

middle part, dei'jxT than the alto, but higher than

the bass; hut in the song of four male voices the

tenor, as tlii^ first voic^e, leads the chief melody, and
as the see(»nd is the higher middle voice. The clef

of this voic.e is the C clef on the fourtli lim^ of tin'

stave, hut the treble or G clef is commonly used,

thougli an octave to(» high. See also liAuri'oNE.

TENT, a jiortalile dwelling-jilace, htrined usually

in tlu‘ simjilest manner, of caiivjis or other fabric

stretched with cords upon p<»les. Tents have been

used from the earlii'st times by noimwlic trilies, and
by soMiers in their exj>edilions. In eastern countries

I

they often form jKTmaiient residenees. In Eurojie

they aro seldom used, except for military purjioses,

or other special purposes, ns sometimes by persons

on holiday. They are often used by travellt;rs or

exi)lorei-s. The Units of private soldiers in the

British service, which are chiefly used in jieace

mameuvres, are of a conical form with circular liasis,

supporttid by a vertical pole in the centre 10 feet

high. The outside diameter of the tent, which
accommodates lifteen infantry soldiers, is 17 feet.

The officers’ marquees, its w’ell as the hospital and
lalioratory tents, are oblong, and are supported ]>y

two upright poles connected by a ridge p(de.

TENTACLES, the name applied to the organs
so fre(jiiently develojied in connection with the head
and nmuth of Invertebrate animals, and which may
lie us^id to 8uV>8erve the sense of touch, to procure
fovid, to seize objects, or to act as resjiiratory organs.
All four functions may Ije i>erf(>rrned by the ten-
tacles in some castes. In the Cffilenterate animals, ex-

em})lified by the Hydrte, the Sea-anemones, Corals,
&c., the tentacles are hollow jirocesses of the body-
cavity, and are provided with stinging or thread
cells. The tentacles in the Polyzoa suliserve both
respiration and prehension of fofxl particles. In the
Cuttle-fishes the arms or tentacles surrounding the
head are provide<l with suckers, and are m<Klifi(»-

tions of tbe ‘ foot In the Gasteropoda (Snails,

Whelks, &C.) two or four tentacles bearing the eyes
at their tips may exist. The antennfe or feelers of
insects are tentacular organs adapted to subserve the
sense of touch, although other functions (smelling
and hearing) may also be performed by them.
TENTERDEN, a market towni and municipal

borough of England, in the county of Kent, situated
on a height, 60 miles south-east of London. It con-
sists chiefly of one main street; and has a spacious
and handsome church with a lofty tow'er, various
other places of worship, a towTi-hall, &c. Pop. (1891),

3429; (1901), 3243.

TENTERDEN, Lord. See Abbott (Charles).
TENTYRA, or Tentvris. See Dendkrah.
TENUIROSTRES, one of the four sections into

which the order Insessores of birds is divided. This
group, reprtjsented b}’ the Humming-birds, Creepers,
Sun-birds, Hoopoes, &c., is chanwiterized by the gen-
erally elongated bill, which usually tajHirs to a point;

the toes also being usually slender. They feed on
fruits, flower-juices, insects, &;c. Many of these birds

aredeficient in the h)wer or singinglarynx (which see).

TENURES. See Land ('1’knure of).

TEOCALLIS (‘houses (»f God ’), the name given

to the ancient ti'inples of Mexico, of which there are

extensive remains. They are always distinguished

hy a pyramidal l>ase, s<]iiHre in plan, and rising in

stories or ternuH's, or in an int4ine of 45", to an upper

platform, on which the temjde stiinds. Tlie most
extensive is the pyramid of Cholula, near Mexico,
said to have Insen built before the arrival of the

Aztecs. In |)hin it measures 1410 feet each way,
and has four terraet^s, reaching a lufight of 177 feet.

Its area is nearly four times that of the great Egyp-
tian )>yrami<l, hut in stnaigth of material and skill

of workmanship it is vastly inferior, and is now
merely a muss of ruins. At Palenquo, in Yucatan,
is a btitter-preservixl temple. The pyramid rises in

an incline, consi.sting of an unbroken flight of stejM,

280 feet s(|uare and 60 feet liigh. The temple is

76 f(;et wide in front and 26 dee]>, and is ornamented
with lias rel ids in stucco, and hieroglyphic tablets.

TEOS, or ^I’ekis, an ancient Greek maritime
town on the coast of Ionia, in Asia Minor, o})]^)OHite

Sarinm. It wius oin; of the twelve cities of the

Ionian Confederacy and tlnj hirth]»lace of Anacreon.
Ruiii.s of u temj»le, a tlu.*atre, &c., may still Ix) seen.

TEPIC, a town of Mexico, cajntal of the territory

of Tei»ic, 110 miles w.N.w. of the town of Giiada-

laxara, on the slope of a steep hill. It is regularly

built, and rtmdured {»eculiarly attractive hy terraced

gardens and ]>lejisant promeiuides. Being much more
healthy than the ]>ort of Han Bias, about 50 miles

tf> the west, almost all the merchants connected with

the jMirt reside in it. Po]). of territory (1900),

149,677; of town, 14,560.

TEPLITZ, or Toflitz, a town of Bohemia, plea-

santly situated in a valley between tlie Erzgebirge

and Mittelgehirge, 30 miles s.h.e. of Dresden. It

contains a ciustle, with fine park anrl gardens
;
a

town - church, a town-house, a Rathaiis, &c.; but

owes all its eelelirity to its thtirmal baths, the most
renowned in the kingdfun. The springs are of an
alkalo-saline nature, have* a temiierature of 99“ to

109"F., and are efficacious in cases of gout and
rheumatism. The bathing estahli.shment is very

complete, and during the seiuson, Ix^ginriirig in May,
the town and its newer suburb Schonau arc filled

with visitoas. Pop. (1890), 17,526; (1900), 24,110.

TERAMO, a town of Southem Italy, capital of the

province of same name, in an angle formed by the con-

fluence of the Tordino and Vezzola, 30 miles N.N.K. of

Aquila. It is the see of a bishop, and has a fourteenth-

century cathedral (modernized), with a trade in com,
wine, &c. The ancient city of Interamna stood in the
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vidnify, and It# ilte ! Indicated the remalna of

templeiL hatha, a^edaota, and an amphitheatre. In
the plain below Teiamo ia the rained castle of San
FUidaao, where a very bloody battle, without any
decided result, was fought in 1460, between the army
of the Duked Anjou and the Milanese allies of Fer-

dinand of Arragon. Fop. (1901), 24,578.

TEBAFHIM, a Hebrew word, of uncertain deriva-

tlon, which occurs frequently in the Old Testament.

It is plural in form, though in use it is applied either

to one object or severaL It denotes a visible object

of idolatrous worship. The earliest mention of tera-

phim is in Genesis (ch. xxxi 19), where Rachel is

said to have stolen her father’s teraphim, which Laban
(ver. 80) calls his gods. In the story of Micah (Judg.

xvil 5) the word occurs in our Authorized Version.

It was a teraphim that Michal, David’s wife, put
into the bed (1 Sam. xix. 83) to deceive the messengers

of BauL Josiah is represented (2 KL xxiii. 24) as

putting away the teraphim. In £zek. xxl 21 they

are represented as used by the King of Babylon
for purposes of divination. The teraphim are sup-

posed to have been human figures, and to have been
the object of various kinds and degrees of su^rsti-

tious reverence, both among those who worshipped

the true god and among idolators. They were a
species of household go^ which might either be
umd as aids to devotion or directly worshipped.

TERATOLOGY, the division of physiological and
anatomical science devoted to the investigation of

dbnonnalities in the structure of animals and plants,

and to the determination of the exact nature of the

deviation from a normal type of structure. The more
important congenital deviations, for example, in the

development of the human embryo are described in

the article Monotkr (which see).

TERBIUM, one of a group of doubtful metallic

elements similar to cerium, including yttrium, er-

bium, and ytterbium. They are supjiosed to occur
in the mineral gadolinite found at Ytterby in Sweden
in 1794, but the elements occur in such minute
quantities, and are so much alike, that their nature
and number have not boon satisfactorily determined.
TERBURG (Ter boroh), Gerard, a portrait and

i

genre painter, was bom at Zwoll, near Overyssel, in

1608, of distinguished parents. Ilia father, a his-

toriciJ painter, who had resided some time at Rome,
gave him his tot lessons in painting. He continued
the study of his art at Haarlem, and afterwards

visited Germany, Italy, Spain, England, and France,

leaving everywhere proofs of his talents as a painter

of portraits and of interiors. On the meeting of the

European peace congress at Mtinster he painted in

1648 the assembled plenipotentiaries in one great

tableau, which is now in the National Gallery. The
Spanish ambiissador at the congress took him to

Madrid, where he painted the king and many of the

nobles. From Spain he went to London, and after-

wards to Paris. He then returned to Overyssel,

married one of his nieces, and became burgomaster

of Deventer. He died in 1681. His portraits are i

remarkable for elegance. He excelled in painting

textile fabrics, particularly satin and velvet His
interiors are mostly of the houses of the rich.

TERCE is a legal life-rent amounting to one-third

of her deceased husband’s landed estates recognized

by the law of Scotland in favour of a widow who has

not accepted of any special provision. Teroe is held

as a separate possession, and bears its share of the

burdens on the estate. To entitle a widow to her

teroe a legal process called kenning her to it has to

be gone through. This is a judidiJ appropriatira of

It to herW the sheriff of the shire in whi(^ it lies.

TERGEIRA, an island of the Atlantic, one of

the Asores, and near the centre of the groups about

70 mfles north-west of St. Michael; ^preaM lengtl^

20 miles; average breadtK 18 miles; droui^ 60 mfles;

area, 228 square miles. The coast almost everywhere
presents bold and inaccessible cliffs. The mterior

rises by gentle slopes towards the centre, where ii

becomes mountainous, and then descends abmptlj
towards the ntoh-west. The whole surface bears

the impress of volcanic agency. Many of the moun-
tainous masses are compMed of soft pumice and tufl^

and many large landslips have occurred, burying

I

villages and cattle in their fall The soil possesses

!

very great natural fertility, and heavy crops of yams,
grain, and pulse of all sorts areraised with little labour.

Fruit also of exquisite flavour is very abundant, and
oranges and lemons are raised in large quantity..

Cattle and sheep are reared. The capital of the island

I

is Angra, which gives its name to a department in-

I

eluding the three islands of Terceira, St. George, and
Graciosa. Pop. (1890), 46,.528.

TEREBENTil^NE, a hydrocarbon belonging to

the class of the terpenes (CioHn), obtained from fresh

turpentine oil by neutralizing with alkaline carbon-

ate and distilling. Terebenthene is a colourless

liquid, lighter than water; it boils at 16U C. By
treatment with hydrochloric acid gas it yields two
isomeric bodies having the formula GioHis.HCl; one
of these is a liquid the other a solid. Terebenthene
yields a number of hydrates when treated with water.

See Turpentine.
TEREBRANTIA, a term used by some ento-

mologists to denote a section of Hymenopterous
insects distinguished by the possession of an abdomi-
nal ovipositor, which is used as a boring organ in the

deposition of the eggs. The term has been also

given to a section of insects allied to the Homoptera,
in which a boring organ is similarly developed. This
latter organ is merely a modification of the abdominal
appendages of these insects, and in other cases is

further modified (as in Bees, &c.) to form the aculeue

or sting (which see).

TEREBRATULA, a familiar genus of shells,

belonging to the Brachiopod class (see Molluboa),
and forming the type of the family Terebratulidas,

which in turn belongs to the Articulate section of

the class, or that in which the valves or halves of the
shell are united by a hinge. The shell in Terebratula
exhibits a punctated structure, due to the presence

of numerous minute canals in the shell-structure

itself. The ventral or lower valve has a prominent
‘beak,’ which is perforated by a hole or aperture
through which a muscular stalk or peduncle issues

for the attachment of the shell to fixed objects. A
peculiar apparatus of limy loops exists within the
dorsal or upper valve of the shell, and serves to
support the two elongated arms which stretch away
from the sides of the mouth in all Brachio])oda

Terebratuhe still exist m our seas and oceans, T. Aus-
tralU being a familiar species. The genus tot
occurs in the Devonian rocks, and there are many
extinct and fossil species. An allied genus, Tere
braielloy is also still existent, and first a]>pears in thf
Cretaceous rocks. See Plate II. at Mollusca.
TEREDO. See Ship-worm.
TEREK, a river which descends from Mount

Kasbek, on the north side of the Caucasus, in Cir-

cassia, flows tot north-west in a narrow valley, then
in an easterly direction till it enters the Caspian by
a number of branches; total course, about 300 miles.

TERENCE, orTERENTius {PuUius TerentiueAfer)^

the celebrated Roman comic writer, was bom in

Africa (whence his surname Afer), B.0. 195, and while
a child was bcught by Publius Terentius Lucanus, a
Roman senator, who took him to Rome and gave
him a good education. His master having emanci-
pated mm the young African now assumed the name
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of bli benetftctor, and oooin acquired reputaticm and
irienda bj the which he diiplajed in hia

comediec. Lclius and Sdpio Afrioanns (the dectrojer

of Carthage and Nomantia) admitted him into their

faithnacy; and lome accounts aver that they assisted

Mm in the composition of his plays. About the year

161 he went to Greece^ where he translated 108 of

Menander’s comedies. According to some accounts

he died in Greece, according to others he was drowned
on his passage back to Italy. His translations are

said by the TOpular account to have been lost at the

same &ne. They were probably materials for future

works of his own. Six comedies of Terence’s alone

are extant, and these are all he is known to have
produced—the Andrian, the Eunuch, Heautontim-
oroumenos, or the Self-tormentor; Fhormio, or the

Parasite, Hecyra^or the Stepmother, and the Adelphi,

his last piece, brought out in Borne the year before his

death. The comedies of Terence were much admired
by the cultivated Homans,and were likewise esteemed
for their prudential maxims and moral sentences.

If we compare him with his contemporaries he will

be found to have been much in advance of them in

point of style. His language is pure; but in origin-

ality of imagination he is ij^erior to the Greeks and
to hii predecessor Plautus. Most of his plays follow

doeely the originals of Menander, but from the frag-

ments of Menander which remain they do not ap{>ear

to be mere translationB. Among the best editions

of his works are those of Bentley (Cantab. 1726),

Wagner (Cambridge, 1870), Umpfenbach (Berlin,

1870), and Dsiatzko (Leipzig, 1884). The comedies

of Terence have been translated into English by the

elder Coleman and several others.

TEREUS. See Philomela-
TEKLIZZI, a town of Italy, in the province of

Bari, 19 miles south-east of Barletta. It contains a

palace, withagood collection of pictures; two churches,

one of them enriched by some pictures of Titian; two

monasteries and a nunnery. Pop. 20,000.

TERMINI, a town of Sicily, in the province of

and 23 miles E.8.K. of Palermo, on a height in a rich

and well-cultivated district, near the mouth of the i

river San Leonardo, which falls into the Tyrrhenian

Sea. There is a good museum of local antiquities.

It exports com, oil, olives, and other products of the

district. An active fishery also is carried on. It

has thermal saline baths, which were well known to

the ancients. Pop. 23,000.

TERMITES. See Nxuboftbea.
TERMONDE See Bxndebmondi.
TERMS, in law, are the periods during which, pre-

vious to the passing of the Supreme Court of Judi-

cature Act, the law courts at Westminster were open
for the administration of justice. There are four

terms in each year, namely, Hilai^ Term, which
begins on the 11th and ends on the 81st of January;
EMter Term, which begins on the 5tb of April and
ends on the 8th of May; Trinity Term, which begins

on the 22d of May ai^ ends on the i2th of June;
and Michaelmas Term, which begins on the 2d and
ends on the 25th of November. See Sufbxmi
OOUBT or JUDIOATUBB.
TERN hirundo), or Sxa-bwallow, a genus

of Natatorial or Swimming Birds, included in the
sub-family SteminsB, which in turn forms a sub-
division cd the LaridsB or Gull family. The Tcums
are distinguished by the long, slender, and straight

bm, and by ^ narrow nostrils, wfai^ exist at its

bas^ The wings are long and pointed, and the tail

is forked. The t^ical genus SUma has plumed
nostrils, and the first quSls are the longest in the
wings. The hinder toe is verv short and free^ the
front toes being united bya web or membrane. The
legs are relatively shorter than in the Gulls. The

I

Common Tern or Sea-swallow is a familiar vishant

I

of British coasts. It is a veiy active bird, seeming to

I

have a ceaseless flight, and feeding upon small flues.
Its ayen^ length is 15 inches, ue long forked tail

constituting a considerable element in this measure-
ment. The colour is black on the head and neck,
and ashy gray on the upper parts geuendly. Urn
under parts are white, the legs, feet, and bill being
red. These birds leave the shores of Britain in
September, and return in Uie succeeding May. The
cry is noisy and jarring.

TERNATE, one ol the Molucca Islands. See
Moldooab.
TERNI (ancient, Jnteramna)^ a town of Italy, In

the province of Perugia, on an island formed by the
Nar, 49 miles north by east of Rome. It is the see
of a bishop; and has a handsome cathedral, several

other churches and convents, and some Roman anti-

quities, the principal of which are the remains of an
amphitheatre. But the chief object of interest which
has made Temi familiar to Europe is the celebrated

Falls of Velino or Temi, about 5 miles distant from
it. They are artificial, having been originally formed
by the limans to carry off the surplus waters of the

Velino, which were constantlv inundating the rich

plains on its banks. The whole height, not less than

of 50 feet, the second or {perpendicular fall of a£^
550 feet, and the third fall of 240 feet— forming a
long sheet of foam. Their maguifioenoe is unrivaUed
in Euro{)e. Temi is one of the most thriving and
industrial towns of the country; and has important
manufactures of woollens and silks. The historian

Tacitus and the emperors Tacitus and Florian were
bom here. Pop. 12,419.

TEKNSTROMlACEiE, the Tea fanuly, a natunl
order of plants, consisting of exogenous trees or hrub%
with simple, alternate, coriaceous leaves, generally

without stipules, sometimes dotted, deciduous, and
usually tmdivided; petals five, six, or nine, not equal
iu number to the sepals, often combined at the biuw;

stamens indefinite, bypogynous, filaments free or
united at the base into one or more parcels; anthers
versatile or adnate, 2-celled, opening longitudinally;

ovary superior, with several cells; styles from 2 to

7, filiform, more or less combined; ovules pendulous,
or erect, or peltate; fniit either a capsule, 2 to 7
celled, opening by valves, or coriaceous and indehis-

ceut; se^ attached to the axis, very few and large;

cotyledons very large, and often containing oil. There
are thirty-three genera and 180 species enumerated.
They are found in South America, India, China, and
North America. Tea is produced from two or three
species or varieties of one 8pecie.s of the genus Thea,
The Camellia belongs to this order.

TERPSICHORE (* she who loves dancing’), one
of the Muses, the inventress and patroness oil the

art of dancing and lyrical poetry. She is generally

represented withthe tambourine {tympanum)^crowned
with flowers, and in a mirthful attitude.

TEKRACINA (ancient, Anxur)^ a town of Italy,

in the province of Rome, on a gulf of the same
name, near the south-eastern extremity of the Pon
tine Marshes. It is the see of a bishop; and hM
a handsome episcopal palace; a cathedral, in a kind

of Italo-Byzantine style, on the site of an andent
temple wluch has furnished several of the pillan.

lliere is a smaU port at the termination of the Canal
of Terracina, with about 6 feet of water, but tb#

trade is very insignificant. The fishing, however, is

active. Pop. 9000.

TERRA COTTA (Italian), baked day or burned
earth, frequently used at an early period for the
architectum decoration of a building. Many statnee

of deities, bass-reliefs, lamps, vessels, Ac., were also
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formed of this material. Terra cotta is now much
used in place of stone in the more ornamental parts

of buildings. It is made by mixing a suitable clay

with ground glass, potteiy, or sand, grinding the
whole to powder, soaking in water, straining, drying,

and baking in a kiln. For building purj)08e8 it is

mode up into blocks, usually hollow, and often con-

taining broken brick held in place by mortar or

cement. It is entirely unaffected by the atmosphere,
is light, strong, and hard, and costs less than the
best building stone.

TERRA DEL FUEGO. See Tierra del
Fuego.
TERRA JAPONICA. See Catechu.
TERRANDVA, a town of Sicily, in the province

of Caltanisetta, and 30 miles s.s.e. of Caltanisetta.

It was founded in the thirteenth century by the
Emperor Frederick II. on the site of the ancient

Gela; is defended by a castle, and contains several

handsome churches. It exports com, wine, fruit, and
particularly sulphur and soda. roj). 18,000.

TERRAS. See Cements.
TERRE-HAUTE, a town of the United States,

capital of Vigo (iounty, Indiana, on the Wabash
river, and WalMtsh and Erie Canal, and at the junc-

tion of several railways, 73 miles west of Indiana-

jjolis. It occupies a high bank alxiut 60 feet above
the river; is well built, mostly of brick; and has

numerous churches and schools, a fine court-house,

town-hall. United States building, polytechnic; in-

stitute, state normal school, a women’s college;,

Roman Catholic; S(;ininary, opera-house;, &c., manu-
factures of agricultural imi)k:rrK;nts, carriages, and
soap; foundries, breweries, distilleries; oil, stiw, and
flour mills; and a consideraljlc trade, partly in hogs.

There are rich beds of coal and iron in the vicinity.

Pop. (1890), 30,217.

TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM. See Mag-
netism (Tkhrkhtiual).

TERRESTRIAL REFRACTION, the refraction

of rays of light in the atmosphere of the earth.

Consider a horizontal plane, and the atmosphere,

which gradually becomes lt;ss dense tu3cording to its

height above the plane. A ray of light at first

parallel to the plane will Ih^ curved towards the

plane; for if we consider two ]»oiiits of the wave
front, one nearer the ])lane than th<; other, the higher

one, being in a im;diuin somewhat rarer than the

medium of the lower out;, will progress more rapidly

than the lower ]>oint of the wave front. Rays of

light horizontal at first are more curved than any

other, and the curvature decreases as the; inclination

to the vertical decre-juses. In virtue of the refraction

of the earth 8 atmosphere stars aj)pear nearer the

zenith than they really are.

TERRIER, the name of several small breeds of

dogs. Terriers wt;re originally used for unearthing

the fox and for killing rats and other vermin, and
several kinds are still employed in these and similar

occupations. Some are good watch-dogs, and others

are useful os retrievers. The most popular variety

is the Fox Terrier, whicli (mine into fashion alniut

1863. It is generally whiU;, with a smooth, den.se,

hard coat
;

its che.st is deep and not broad ; neck

fairly long; nose black; ears small, V-8haj)ed, jiendu-

lous. The maximum weight is alxiut 20 pounds,

and at present the tail is usually docked. There is

also a wire-haired variety of the Fox Terrier. The
Bull Terrier, for show jmrposes all white since 1860,

is a larger animal produced by crossing a terrier

with a bull-dog. It has a long, tapering head, black

nose, long and slightly arched neck, wide and deep
chest, short, close, stiff, glossy coat, and a compara-
tively short, tajHjring tail. The Irish Terrier, a
trifle laj^er than the Fox Terrier, is of a reddish-

yellow, wbeaten, or light-brown colour inclining to

my, with a hard, wiry coat free from silkiness.

Its chest is deep and not too wide; head long and
flat; nose black; ears V-shaped and pendulous;

neck long and slightly arched; and its tail docked
and earned high. The Scotch Terrier, a smaller

animal, has a rather short, wiry, very dense coat

of various colours, such as steel-gray, brindle or

fizzled, black, sandy, and wheaten. It has a taper-

ing muzzle, black nose, small, prick or half-prick,

sharp - pointed ears, short, thick neck, broad and
deep chest, uncut tail carried high with slight bend.

The Skye Terrier, the smallest of useful terriers,

may be of any colour. Its coat is douVile, the under
part consisting of short, close, soft hair, and the

outer part of long, hard hairs, free from curl or

crisp. It lias a long head, black muzzle, prick or

fiendent ears, deep chest, long and gently crested

neck, and short legs, and its tail may be carried

either high or low. The Clydesdale or Paisley

Terrier is a kind of prick-eared, silky-coated Skye
Tf;rrier. One of the newest varieties is the Welsh
Terrier, about the size of the Fox Terrier, with a
close, wiry coat of a black-and-tan or lilack, grizzle,

and tan colour. There is also an English White
Terrier, not unlike a small Bull Terrier. The
Dandie Dinmont variety is a favourite small one, of

a pepjier or mustard colour, with a moderately long

coat consisting of hardish and soft hair mixed, but
without wiriness. Its large head is covered with
soft, silky hair; nose black or dark; ears large and
pendulous; tail of moderate length, with a regular

upward curve. Tlu; B(;dlington Terrier is a slightly

larger form, somt;what similar to the Dandie Din-
mont. The Black-and-Tan or Manchester Terrier

has the head long, flat, tapering
;
no.se black

;
ears

small, V-shaped, hanging; neck long and tapering;

chest narrow and deej); tail of moderate length,

tapering; coat clo.se, smooth, short, glos.sy; colour

jet-black and mahogany tan in different parts. One
of the largest of tlie terriers is the Airedale, with
j»endulous ears, dt;ep che.st, high tail, hard and wiry
coat, lying straight and close, and of a tan, black,

(;r dark grizzle (;olour. The Yorkshire Terrii;r is the

best known of the small toy terriers. See R. B. Lee’s

Modern Dogs (1896).

TERROR, Rkign op. See France—History.

TERSCIIELLING, an island of the Netherlands,
1 0 miles off tlie coast, Isjtween the islands of Vlieland
and Atneland. It is about 16 miles long north-east

to south-west, and 3 broiul; flat and sandy, exposed
ill some parts to inundation. There are some good
arable and pasture lands, but the inhabitants are
chiefly jnlots and fi.shermen. Poj;. 4000.

TERTIAN FEVER. See Acjue.

TERTIAKIES. St;t; Orders (Religious).

TERTIARY FORMATIONS. See Geology.
TERTULLIAN [Quintus Srptimius Florens Ter-

tuJiianus), the earliest Latin father of the church
whose works are extant. He was a native of Carth-
age, son of a proecmsular centurion, flourished chiefly

during the rt;igns of Septimius Severus and Carac;alla

(a.d. 393—217), became a jurist at Rome, was con-

verted to Chri.stianity, but latterly gave up the ortho-

dox faith and went over to the Montanists, who on
most points of doctrine were at one with the orthodox
Christians, though they were distinguished by greater

austerity in manners and severity in discipline. (See
Montan US.

) He lived to a great age, and wrote many
works. Among works probably written while he was
a member of tlie church are De Puuiitentia, and Ad
Uxorem, containing advice to his wife not to many
again after his death, and especially not to many a
heathen. Among works written after he became a
Montanist ore Adversus Marcionem, written against
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the Gnoetlos; De Aniiius » pbHoeophical treetiBe

of Stoical tendendea; De Came Chna^ aflaerting

agalnat the Gnoetloe the reality of the incarnation;

De Beeurrectione Gamis, of the reality of the resur-

rection of tile body; Adveraus Praxeam, against the

heresy of the incarnation of the Father; De fuga in

persecutione, against the orthodox opinion that Chris-

tians might save themselves from persecution by
flight; De Jejuniis, a defence of Montanist austerities;

De pudidtia, againstgranting absolution to those who
had fallen into unchastity after marriage. Works
probably, but not certainly written after he had
become a Montanist, are such as De Spectaculis,

against Christians attending the public games; De
Idolatrio, against unlawful compliances with hea-

then usages—in this work he dedares that no true

l)eliever can accept any public office or serve as a
soldier in the armies of the state. To what period of

his life the most celebrated and most elaborate of his

works, the Apologia, belongs is not certain. This is a
formal defence of Christianityaddressed to the Koman
magistrates. He repudiates the charges of atheism
and immorality brought against the Christians by the

vulgar, and retorts upton ^e heathen. Among other

works whose j)eriod is not known is Adversus Homio-
genem, in which Tertullian held with the Stoics the

doctrine of the materiality of the divine nature; but
in this treatise he maintains the doctrine of the crea-

tion of the world out of nothing as opposed to the

eternity of matter per ae maintained by Hermogenes,
a t:onvert from Christianity to Stoicism.

The works of Tertullian display great learning,

impetuous energy, force of imagination, and keenness

of wit, along with the worst faults of style bred by a
degenerate literary taste, abounding in extravagant
metaphors and in hyper) Kdical language. His works
ore chiefly valuable for the light they throw on the

doctrine and discipline of the church in the age in

which he lived. 'J'he first edition of the collected

works of 'I'ertullian was printed at Ikisel by Fro-

beuius (folio, ir>21), and contained twenty-three trea-

tises; the Venice edition of 1744, though containing

numerous typogra|thical errors, is one of the liest.

The A|)ologj of I’ertullian has Ix'en frequently trans-

late<i. A translation r)f the works of Tertullian has

been published in Edinburgh (in three vols. 8vo,

1868-70).

TES( ’HEN, a town of Austrian Silesia, on the
fight bank of the Olsa. There are several churches

and a C’atholic and a Prcitestant gymnasium. The
inhabitants carry on some commerce in wood, spirits,

beer, iron wares, and yam. There is a flax and
cotton spinning mill, and a considerable establish-

ment for printing b^ka. In the year 1779 (May
13) a treaty of ]>eace was concluded here between
Maria Theresa and the King of Prussia, Frederick

II., which put an end to the liavarian war of Succes-

sion. Pop. (1890), I;"). 109.

TESSELLATED PAVEMENT (Latin, tesaeUa,

diminutive of tessera), a pavement of rich mosaic
work, made of curious square marbles, bricks, or tiles,

in 8haj>e and disj>o8ition resembling dice. Various
ancient 8|)ecimen8 of these have been from time to

time exhumed in Italy and other countries of Europe.
TESSIN. See Ticino.
TEST ACT. See Cout’ohatio.v and Test Acts.
TESTAMENT. See Will.
TESTAMENT, Old and New. See Bible.
TESTING, the process of examining various sub-

stances by means of chemical reagents, with the view
of discovering their composition. Ilie name testing
is usually confined to qualitative examinations—that
is, to such examinations as seek to determine what
chemical elements or groups of elements are con-
tained in any substance, without inquiring as to the
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quantity of these elements. Testing Is oanied out
either by the applioation of ohemioal reactions to solid

subetanoes, or by the application of reagents in solu-

tion to a solution of the eubstanoe under examina-
tion; the former method is epoken of as testing in

the dry way, the latter as testing in the wet way.
The most important methods of testing in the diy
way are the blowpipe method, and Bunsen's flame
reactions; in the wet way the metals are divided into

five groups, each having one characteristic property,
and these are further subdivided into classes.

TEST-PAPEllS, Blips of unsized paper soaked in

solutions of vegetable colouring matters, used as indi-

cators of the presence of acids or of alkalies, and,
in some instances, of special chemical compounds.
The most common test-papers are litmus and tur-

meric papers; the former papers are coloured with
an aqueous solution of a blue substance obtained
from various species of lichens, the latter with a solu-

tion in spirit of a yellow powder obtained by grind-

ing the roots of a s^HicieB of Curcuma cultivated in

India and Java. Blue litmus is reddened by adds,

the blue colour being again restored by alkalies; tur-

meric is turned brown by alkalies.

TETANUS (from Greek teino, I stretch), a spas-

modic rigidity of the whole bcnly. The body becomes
stiff, the breathing heavy, but the senses remain unin-

jured. If the lower jaw is drawn to tiie upper with

such force that they cannot l>e separated the dis-

order is called lock-jaw (trismus).

TETRARCH (Greek, tctrarches), a title which
originally signified the governor of the fourth part

of a country. Tiiessaly was anciently divided into

four tetrarchies. By the Romans the title was used

to deHij,nmte a species of tributary rulers inferior in

dignity to kings.

TE'ITJAN, a town of Morocco, on the northern

coast of Africa, S3 miles south-east of Tangiera. It is

about i mile from the Mediterranean, is surrounded

by walls and defended by a castle, and carries on an
active trade. The environs of this city are planted

with vineyards and gardens. Pop. about 20,000.

TETZEL, Johann, a notorious vender of indul-

gences, was bom about 1470, at Leipzig, where he
studied theology, and took the degree of B.D. in 1487.

He entered in 1489 the order of the Dominicans, and
received ])ermisBiou to go into the world and preach.

In 1502 he was appointed by the Homan see a

preacher of indulgences, and carried on for fifteen

years a very lucrative trade in them, practising the

most shameful delusions U])ou the people. His life

was so corrupt that at Innspnick he was sentenced

to be drowned in a sack for adultery. In conse-

quence of f)owerful intercession the sentence was
mitigated to perpetual imprisonment. But being

released also from this he travelled to Rome, was
absolved by Po[>e Leo X., and even appointed apos-

tolic commissary; and tbo Archbishop of Mainz
made him inquisitor. He now carried on the sale of

indulgences with still greater effrontery, and tra-

velled through Saxony in a waggon, provided with

two large boxes, one of which contained the letters

of indulgence, while the other was destined for the

money obtained for them. In many towns he was
received with the ringing of bells, and everywhere

levied large contributions, as he offered absolution

for every crime, murder, perjury, adultery, not ex-

cepted. Luther came out in 1517 with his theses

against this crying abuse. These were answered by
Tetzel, and the students of Wittenberg burned the

answers in the market-place. Tetzel himself re-

ceived a severe reprimand from the Papal chamber-

lain who was sent to settle the dispute. He died of

the plague in the Dominican convent at Leipzig in

1519. It is reported that Tetzel went so far as to
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re ftbiolatbiif for orlmet yat to be oommittod. It
wdl known that a great part of the xnon^ thus

received was need for the erection of St. Peter’s

dbnroli at Eome.
TEUTOBURG FOREST, the place where Ar-

minius defeated the Roman general Qoinctilius

Yams in the year 9 a.d. See Abmiviub.
TEUTONES, a German tribe which, along with

the Cimbri, invaded Gaul in b.o. 118, at the same
time that the Cimbri, after defeating the Romans,
passed through Gaul into Spain. Hie Teutones
remained in Gaul, which they ravaged, along with
the Ombrones. In B.O. 102 they were defeated in a
great battle near Aquee Sextim (Aix in the depart-
ment of Bouches du Rhone) by Marius. The
slaughter was prodigious. 100,000 are said to have
been slain, and 80,000 to 90,000 taken prisoners. A
tribe of the same name is mentioned by Pliny and
others as inhabiting a district in the north-west of

Germany to the north of the Elbe. This appears to

have been the original settlement of the Teutones
before their invasion of GauL It is questioned by
some writers whether the Teutones were a German
rather than a Celtic or Slavonian tribe. However this

may be the terms Teuton and Teutonic are now
applied to the whole German race.

MUTONIC KNIGHTS, areligious orderfounded
in 1190 by Frederick, duke of Suabia, during a cru-

sade in the Holy Land, at the time of the siege of

Acre, and intended to be confined to Germans of

noble rank; hence its name. The rule of the order

was similar to that of the Templars. The original

olriect of the association was to defend the Christian

religion against the infidels, and to take care of the

sick in the Holy Land. The dress of the members
was black, with a white cloak, upon which was worn
a black cross with a silver edging. The grandmaster
lived at first at Acre, but afterwards, when the Holy
Land fell again under the power of the Turks, at

Venice, and from 1 809 at Marienburg inWest Prussia.

By degrees the order made sever^ conquests, and
acquir^ great riches. At the beginning of the fif-

teenth century it had reached the highest pitch of

its power. Its territory extended from the Oder to

the Gulf of Finland. But it afterwards gradiially

declined, in consequence of its luxury and dissensions.

In the year 1 229 the Teutonic knights were called

in by the Poles to aid them against the Prussians,

who also, after a war of fifty-three years, were
forced to acknowledge the supremacy of the order,

and to embrace the Christian religion. They also

reduced the Slavonian countries idong the Baltic,

purticularly after their union (1237) with the Breth-

ren of the Sword in Livonia. The government of

the order became so oppressive that West Prussia

submitted in the fifteenth century to Poland, and
the order was obliged to bold East Prussia under

the supremacy of Poland. The endeavour to acquire

independence brought on a war with Poland, the

result of which was that the order lost also East

Prussia, which in 1525 was granted to the grand-

master, the mai^ave Albert of Brandenburg, as a

hereditary duchy, under the sovereignty of Poland.

Afterwai^ the head of the order from 1527 had
his seat at Mergentheim, in Suabia, at present pi^
of the Kingdom of Wiirtembex^, and became a spir-

itual prince of the empire. By the Peace of Pres-

burg (1805) the Emperor of Austria obtained the

dig^ty, rights, and revenue of grand-mast^ of the

Teutonic order. In the war with Austria (1809)

Napoleon abolished this order at Hatisbon, April 24.

Its lands fell to the princes in whose territory they

were situated. One of the archdukes of Austria

bears the title Grand-master of the Teutonic order

In the Empire of Austria

TEUTONIC LANGUAGES. See Indo-Eubo-
PBAN Languages and Philology.
TEWKESBURY, a market town and municipal

borough in England, in Gloucestershire, 11 miles

north-east of Gloucester, and 104 miles n.n.w. of

London. It is situated at the conflux of the Severn
and Avon, in a beautiful vale, and is a handsome
town consisting mostly of three principal streets.

The houses are chiefly built of brick, but there are

fine timbered houses dating from the fourteenth

century. The parish church is a noble pile of

building, in the Norman style, and one of the largest

in England which is not collegiate or cathedral. It

contains many interesting monuments, and is the

only remains of the celebrated monastery of Tewkes-
bury, founded by the Saxons in 715. Other build-

ings are the grammar-school, town -hall, corn-

exchange, hospital, &c. Near this town was fought,

in 1471, a bloody liattle between the j)arties of York
and Lancaster, which put a final period to the power
of the latter. It ceased to be a parliamentary
borough in 1885. Pop. (1881), 6100; (1891), 5269 ;

(1901j, 5419.
TEXAS, one of the United States of North

America, lat. 25“ 50 '
to 36° 30' N.; Ion. 93° 30' to

107° w.; bounded north by the Indian territories,

north-west by New Mexico, south-west and south

by the Mexican Republic, south-east by the Gulf
of Mexico, and east by Louisiana and a small cor-

ner of Arkansas; length, east to west, 825 miles;

breadth, 740 miles; area, 265,780 sejuare miles. The
surface in the north-west is covered with mountams,
which, in proceeding south-east, subside into hills

and undulating plateaus, succeeded, on approaching

the Gulf of Mexico, by low alluvial plains. These

extend inland from 20 to 80 miles, are furrowed

with deep ravines, and except close to the coast

form extensive prairies, or are covered with dense
forests. The hilly region behind this consists chiefly

of sandstone and limestone ridges, separated by
valleys of considerable fertility, and presenting

scenery of great beauty and grandeur, though few of

the hills exceed 500 feet in height. In the moun-
tainous region many of the summits are very lofty,

and are covered with snow during the greater part

of the year. Few countries are better watered
than Texas, though few of the rivers are navigable

by steam-vessels for more than 100 miles. The
general slope of the country gives all the rivers a
more or less southerly direction. Among these the

most important is the Rio-Grande, which, proceeding

from New Mexico, forms the west and south-west

boundary of the state. Another important frontier

stream is the Red River, which, rising in the north-

west, within the frontiers of Mexico, forms the far

greater part of the northern boundary. I’he other

most important rivers are the Rio-Colorado, the
principal central stream of the state; the Brazos;

the San Jacinto and Trinity, and the Sabine, which,
during the latter and greater part of its course,

is the boundary between Texas and Louisiana. A
long chain of lagoons, separated from the sea by a
narrow belt of shore, stretches along the Gulf of

Mexico. These lagoons, though encumbered at their

entrance by bars, have great depth of water within.

The soils of Texas include every possible variety;

and taken as a whole, are extremely fertile. The two
staple products are cotton and maize, lx)th of which
are largely cultivated on the coast, and for 100 miles
up the principal rivers. In the same lower districts

thesugar-caneand tobaccogrowluxuriantly. lliecom-
mon cereals, wheat, rye, oats, and barley, thrive best
in the hilly regions; and both there and at lower levels
fruits in ^most endless variety are abundant. The
mulberry thrives well, and silk might be obtained
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to an almost unlimited extent. The forests are

extensive and magnificent The pastures also are

often covered with the richest natural grasses, and
the rearing of cattle is carried on to toe greatest

advantage. The minerals are very valuable. There
are extensive deposits of coal and lignite, abundance
of iron ore, and tin, copper, and other metals are

also found, besides salt ^jypsum, building-stone, &c.

Oil has recently been discovered and begun to be

worked, and the Beaumont oil-field is said to pro-

mise a great future. Manufactures cannot yet be

said to be extensively established, but they are

making rapid advances, and Texas is in this respect

ahead of any of the southern states. In the pro-

duction of raw cotton it is now the first state in the

Union. Immense quantities of cotton are sent to

Britain and other countries from Galveston, the

chief port of Texas. A magnificent system of

railways exists. Austin is tlie capital. Dallas,

San Antonio, Houston, Fort Worth, &c., are also

important towns (besides Galveston). The first

settlement in Texas was made at Matagorda by the

French, who in 1690 were expelled by the Spaniards.

It afterwards Ixjcame one of the states of the

Mexican Confederation. Several colonies of Ameri-
can citizens, invited by the Mexicans, settled in the

eastern section, and, gradually increasing in numbers,
Texas revolted from the federal government, and
in 1836 its people declared themselves indej)endent.

Santa Anna attempted to reduce them, but failed.

In 1845 the American settlers offered to make the

whole country one of the United States. Congreas
accepted the offer, and thus gave ri.se to a war which
proved disastrous to Mexico. Texas ranged herself

on the Confederate aide in the great civil war, aiul

sent many men and great supplies into the field.

Pop. in 1880, 1 „»’j91,749 ; in 1890, ‘4235,f.23, of whom
494,333 were coloured

;
in 1900, 3,048,710.

TEXEL, an island belonging to Holland, about

14 miles in length and 6 in ite greatest breiwlth. It

is situated at tlie entrance of the Zuyder Zee, and
separated from North Holland by the narrow channel

of Mars-Diep. The i.sland funii.shes excellent pas-

ture, and it is noteil for cheese. It is well sticured

with dikes of prcxligious strength and height. Near
this island was the celebrated s<av-fight l)etween the

fleet of Holland under Admiral Tromp and that of

England under Admiral Blake, in 1653, in which
Tromp was killed. In 1673 an indeci.sive bittle

was fought between the fitjet of Holland and the

united fleets of England and France. Poj). 7000.

TEZCUCO, a town of Mexico, in the department
of Mexico, and about 1 6 miles K.N.E. of the city of

that name, on the eastera shore of the Lake of

Tezcuco. In ancient times it was the second city

in the kingdom, and though still a place of some
importance, now derives its chief interest from his-

torical associations and remains of anti(juity. There
are here the massive remains of three vast pyramids,
apparently ieocaliu or temples. (See Tkocallis.)
The modem town contains many handsome edifices,

has manufactures of woollen and cotton goods, and
carries on an active trade chiefly with the city of

Mexico. Pop. about 16,000.

THACKERAY, William Makkpeacic, English
novelist and humorist, was born at Calcutta on
July 18, 1811. His father, a member of an old
Yorkshire family of good standing, was in the civil

service of the E^t India Company. At the age of
six, his father being now dead, Thackeray was sent
to England for his education, and the voyage, during
which he saw Napoleon in his island prison, was
one of his earliest recollections. He was plac^ at
the Charterhouse School, London, and afterwards
studied at Trinity College, Cambridge. He left the

university without taking a degree; and having
ii^erited from his father some £20,000, he found
himself at liberty to follow the bent of his inclina-
tion, which pointed towards art and literature.

After living some time in London he travelled in
France and Germany, and was introduced to Goethe
at Weimar. He entered the Middle Temple to study
for the bar in 1831, but he soon gave up this pro-
fession (though called tis a btirrister in 1848), and in
1834 he settled at Paris to study art. He gradually
became convinced, however, that art was not his
vocation

; and his fortune lK*ing much diminished

—

if not altogether dissijwited—by losses and unlucky
speculations, he resolutely set himself to fight hia
way in the profession of literature. He was at one
time the Paris correspondent of the radical Con-
stitutional (while holding this jMWt he married, in

1836), and later (1837-38) he w'as connected w'ith

The Times. Under tlie names of George Fitz-

Boodle, Esq., or of Michael Angelo Titmarsh, he
contributed to Fniser’s Magazine tales, criticisms,

verses, &c., which were marked by great knowledge
of the world, keen irony, or playful humour. It

was in this magazine that The Great Hoggarty
Diamond appeared, a story, like all Thackeray’s, of

a genuinely manly tone, and containing kindly

satire and unaffected pathos
;
and also Bariy Lyn-

don, in wdiich the ml ventures of an Irish sharjHsr

and ivdventurer are detailed with great force and
humour. In 1810 he publislied separately the Paris

Sketch-lMK)k, in 1841 the Second Funeral of Na{M)leon

and the Chronicle of the Drum, and in 1843 the

Irish Sketch- lx>ok—the ntsult of a tour in that

island. None of these writings attained to any
great popularity, though somt; sharp-eyed critics,

among others John Sterling, luwl lH5gun to prophesy
the future eminence of their author. In 1841
Punch w'os started, and he contributed lK>th by
jK'n and pemn'l to that pirriodical, his ibiames’s Diary
and The Bnob I’apers (Book of Hnolw) btnng very

successful. In 1847 48 his novel of Vanity Fair
wiis published in monthly ]>arts, with illustmtiona

by himself
;

and long Insfore its ct>mpletion ita

author w»\s unanimously ])laced in the first rank of

British novelists. His next large work was the

History of Pendennis, a novel containing a good
many incidtmts from his own early life, completed in

1850. Ill 1851 he delivered a courst? of lectures in

London on the English Humorists of the Eighteenth
Century, repisated in Scotland and America liefore

large audiences, arid publi.shed in 1853. His next
novel was the History of Henry Esmond (1852),

wdiich was followed by The Newcornes *(1855),

jKjrhaps the most pleasing, as Esmond is the most
finished, of all his fictions. His remaining novels

are The Virginiaiw (1859), Lovel the Widower
(1860), and The Adventures of Philip (1862). An-
other, Denis Duval, was left unfinished at his death.

In 1855-,56 he delivered a series of lectures in the

United States on The Four George.s, repeated in

England and Scotland. In 1857 he offered him-

self as representative of the city of Oxford in the

House of Commons, and was defeated by a small

majority. In 1859 he became editor of the Comhill

Magazine (the first numlxjr of wliich lx)re the date

of January, 1860), but he did not hr>ld this post

very long, as it demanded too much time and at-

tention, and was not very congenial. His last

three novels, together with a series of gossiping-

articles called Kound-alxiut Papers, came out in

this magazine. On the morning of the 24th

Decemlier, 1863, be was found dead in his bed, to

the sorrow of all bis friends, which is equivalent

to saying of all who knew him, and to the regret of

all lovers of English literature. Thackeray was one
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of the most kind-hearted, manlj, and honourable of

men, ever ready to assist a friend, but the unsparing
enemy of falsehood, meanness, and hypocrisy. His
style is pure, quiet, flowing, imomatio Ihiglish. Be-
sides the works mentioned he wrote Notes of a
Joum^ from Oomhill to Grand Cairo, Mrs. Per-
kins* Ball, Our Street, Dr. Birch and his Young
Friends, Bebeoca and l^wena. The Eickleburys on
the Khine, Ac. A libraiy edition of his works, in
22 vols. 8VO, came out in 1867-69, others being the
Standard (26 vols. 1883-85) and the Biographical
(13 vols. 1898-99), the latter edited by hia daughter,
Mrs. Richmond Ritchie (see Surp.). See Merivale
and Marzials* Life (1879) and Mrs. Ritchie's Chap-
ters from Some Memoirs (1894).

THALER, a silver coin of Germany, in value
about 3«. See Germany, Dollar.

THAJ.<ES, a native of Miletus in Ionia, or, accord-
ing to some, of Phoenicia, the earliest philosopher of
Greece, and the founder of the Ionian school, was
bom about 640 B.c. He is said to have made several

visits to Egypt, where he calculated the heights of
the pyramids, and received instructions from the
priests. From them he probably acquired a know-
ledge of geometry, in which, however, his researches

seem to have carried him beyond his teachers. After
his return his reputation for learning and wisdom
became so great that he was reckoned among the
seven wise men, and his sayings were in the highest
esteem among the ancients. To the lonians ho gave
the wise counsel to form a general confederacy for

the purpose of resisting the Persian power, and to
make Q'eos the seat of the union. He also dissuaded
the Milesians from entering into an alliance with
Croesus against Gyms. According to the most com-
monly received opinion he died about B.C. 548. His
philosophical doctrines were taught orally, and pre-

served only by oral tradition, until some of the later

Greek philosophers, j)articularly Aristotle, committed
them to writing several hundred years after his

death. He considered water, or rather fluidity, the
element of all things, and that every natural object

had its peculiar fluid princiide, which contributed

to its preservation. The philosophical doctrines of

M'hales are, however, but imperfectly understood, on
account of the want of written memorials.
THALIA, one of the nine M uses. She was vener-

ated by the country people as the preserver of grow-
ing plants and the inventress of agriculture and
arboriculture. She was also the Muse of comedy,
which had its origin in rural usages, and is usually

represented with the comic mask and the shepherd’s

crook in her hand. One of the Graces was also called

Thalia. (See Graces.) The name signifies in the

original Greek ‘flourishing,’ ‘blooming.’ (See Muses.)
THALLIUM, a metal discovered by Crookes in

1861, in a deposit from the sulphuric acid manufa(*tory

of Tilkerode, in the Hartz. In preparing selenium

fi-om this deposit a residue was obtained, wdiich,

when examined in the spectroscope, showed a bright

green band. By further research it wsus proved that

this band was due to the presence of a hitherto unob-

served metal, to which the name of thallium was
given, from the Greek thallos, a green

Small quantities of thallium appear to be widely

distributed in nature; the metal very frequently

occurs in iron pyrites, in quantities varying from one

part in 4000 to one part in 10,000 of the ore; it is

also found in copper pyrites, in blende and calamine,

in native sulphur, in the ores of bismuth, mercury,
and antimony, in commercial selenium and tellurium,

and in many other minerals; more esj^ecially in

crookesite^ a selenide of copper and silver from
Sweden, which contains from 16*2 to 18*5 per cent
of thallium. When thalliferous pyrites is burned by

the Bulphurio acid manufacturer the thallium Is oxid-

ized, and condensed in the flue leading to the add
chambers. ‘Flue-dust* is the source whence thallium

is usually obtained. If the flues be very short the

oxide of thalHum is not condensed, but is carried into

the chambers, where it is dissolved by the sulphuric

acid; hence it is that this metal is fre(]uently found

in commercial oil of vitrioL Thallium may be pre-

pared by boiling flue-dust with water acidulated ^th
sulphuric acid, filtering, precipitating erode thallium

chloride from the filtrate by the addition of hydro-

chloric acid, converting the chloride into neutral sul-

phate by treatment with sulphuric acid, and decom-

posing a solution of the sulp^te by ele^ricity.

Thallium is possessed of great metallic Itutro; in

colour it resembles silver, but it is less brilliantlv

white. Inasmuch as thallium becomes covered with

a film of oxide whenever it is exposed to the air, the

true colour of the metal can only be seen by scraping

the surface of a mass of it under water, or by fusing

the metal in hydrogen or coal gas. A globule of

molten thallium, surrounded by an atmosphere devoid

of oxygen, can scarcely be distinguished from liquid

mercury. If a knife-edge be drawn along the surface

of a mass of thallium exposed to the air the thin film

of oxide is removed, but the metallic surface thus

exi)osed instantly undergoes reoxidation, the light

whi<!h falls upon it is decomposed by the film of

oxide, and we notice a play of colours following the

path of the knife-edge along the surface of the metal.

The oxidation of thallium in air at the ordinary tem-

perature does not proceed below the surface; when
the metal is heated in air it melts, and is partly con-

verted into an oxide. Thallium is softer than lead,

it may be scratched by the finger-nail; it leaves a

bluish-brown streak upon paper. The specific gravity

of thallium varies from 11*8 to 11*9, according to the

mechanical treatment to which it has been subjected.

The tenacity of this metal is less than that of lead;

it is possessed of very considerable malleability. The
melting-point of thallium is alK)ut 290'' C. When
a fused mass is allowed to cool slowly the inner parts

assume distinct crystalline forms, derived from the

octahedron. Thallium and its salts impart an intense

green colour to a non-luminous flame; when a flame

BO coloured is examined by the spectroscope one very
brilliant green bond is noticed, somewhat more refran-

gible than the sodium line 1). lliis band may be
observed in the spectrum of a flame which contains

but Yinmnroth part of a grain of thallium sulphate.

The salts of thallium are exceedingly poisonous. The
symbol adoptcjd for this metal is Tl, and the atomic
weight 204*1.

THALLOPHYTES (Greek, thaUos, a young
shoot or frond, and phifton, a plant), the name of

one of the primary divisions of the vegetable king-

dom, comprehending those cryptogamous plants

which are extremely simple in their structure, and
possess nothing like the green leaves of phanerog-
amous j)lants. They comprise microscopic forms of

the utmost simplicity, and also other forms, such as
the larger sea-weeds and the cap-fungi, of consider-

able complexity, but all alike are purely cellular,

without vessels or woody tissues, and without true
stems, leaves, and roots. In regard to method of
reproduction they show all stages of development,
from those which propagate by simple fission to

those which have a truly sexual distinction. ThaUo-
phytes include Al^, Characeae, Fungi, and Lichens.

THAMES (Latin, TamesOf Tamem, a name which

is of unknown origin and signification), the most
important, though not the largest river of Great

Britain, is usually said to rise about 8 miles south-

west of Cirencester in Gloucestershire, near a bridge

over the Thames and Severn Canal, called Thames-
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head Bridge, but is a small stream till it receives

the Ohum, Coin, and Leach, which take rise on the

east side of the Cotswold Hills, and unite near

Lechlade, where the counties of Gloucester, Wilts,

Berks, and Oxford border on each other. Its direct

course east by south to the Nore, where its estuary

is considered to terminate in the German Ocean, is

124 miles ; its indirect course to the same point is

estimated at 250 miles. Proceeding from Lechlade,

where it becomes navigable for barges, it flows first

E.N.E., then 8.8.E., past Oxford and Abingdon to

Reading, then north-west past Great Marlow, and
south-east past Windsor to Staines. In this part of

its course it separates Berkshire on its right from
Oxford and Buckingham on its left. From Staines

it pursues a circuitous course ea.stward to London,
passing the towns of Chertsey, Kingston, Kichinond,

and Brentford, and separating the counties of Middle-
sex and Surrey. Below London its course eastward

to the Nore, between Kent and Essex, is 47 miles.

Its principal affluents below Lechlade are, on the

left, the Windrush, Evenlode, Cherwell which joins

it immediately below Oxford, Thame (above this

point it is often poetically called the Isis—a name of

modern origin). Coin, Brent, liOa which joins it at

Blackwall, Roding, Beam, and IngrelN)urne; and on
the right the Kennet which joins it immediately
al)ove Reading, Loddon, Wey, Mole, Wandle,
Ravensbourne, Cray, and Darent. Thameshead
Bridge is 376 feet above sea-level; at the junction

of the Coin above Lechlade this height has dimin-
ished to 243 feet, showing on the whole distance of

22 miles an average fall per mile of 6 feet. Below
this the average fall nowhere exceeds 2 feet 3 inches.

At Jjondon Bridge, where the height alcove sea-level

is 4 feet 3 inches, the average fall per mile is only

9 inches; from l^ondon Bridge to the Nore it does

not exceed 1 inch. At London Bridge the width of
|

the river is 2titi yards, at Wwdwich 490 yards, at
j

Gravesend 800 yanls, and 3 miles l>elow, 1290 yards,
j

The basin of the Thames has an area of 5400 scpiare
!

miles. It belongs entirely to the upiHjr part of the

secondary and to the tertiary formations, is destitute

of coal, and hence possesses no manufactures of im-
portance except those of the metrojKilis itself. It !

comprehends, however, 8(»me of the richest agricul-
!

tural districts of the kingdom, and surpasses all others
j

in point of wealth, derived partly from its containing
'

the seat of goveninient, and still more from its vast •

the width of the river was abnormally great, and
op{)oeite Charing Cross Bridge has been reduced from
2400 to 2000 feet wide, and 87 acres reclaimed. On
the Surrey side the river has been embanked for the
greater part of the distance between Westminster
and Vauxhall Bridges, for over | of a mile in length,
and in this instance the river, which was abnormally
narrow, for a short length has been widened. The
river has been embanked on both sides between
Chelsea and Battersea Bridges for nearly a mile,
making it of nearly a uniform width of 700 feet. In
consequence of the rise in high water of recent years
the land abutting on the river in the metropolis has
suffered much from flooding, and accordingly an act
was passed in 1879 authorizing the Metropolitan
Board of Works to remetly this evil. This has now
been RC!Com|>lished for the greater part of the front-

age in the nu^tropolis, extending over nearly 60 miles
in length, by raising the wharf walls or forming dams,
either movable or fixed, on the premises facing the
river, so as to prevent overflow into the low-lying

land in the rear, much of which is as much as 9 feet

below the highest tides.

THANE (from the Anglo-Saxon ihegn, thegni,

a thane), the name of an ancient rank among the

English or Anglo-Saxons. A freeman not noble was
raised to the rank of a th.aiie by ac(]uiring a certain

portion of land (five hides for a lesser thane), by
making three voyages at sea, <»r by receiving holy

ordem. Every thane had the right of appearing and
voting in the witenagemot, not only of his own shire

but of the whole kingdom whenever any weighty
matters of general interest were to be discussed^

without, however, being bound to personal atten-

dance, the absent being considereil as tacitly as-

senting to the r(;solutions of those present. OffletjS,

whether connected with the constant personal service

of tlie king, or only during his residunce in the

thane's district, or with the administration of justice,

were intrusted only to the thane, whose landed pn)-

perty was a guarantee for his conduct. The Anglo-
Saxon thanes were in all respects the predocessom
of the Norman barons, and in the time of Henry I.

the titles seem to have l)e»*n used synonymously.

THANKT, Ihlk op, a district of England, in the

county of Kent, at the mouth of the 'I'hameH, separ-

ated from the mainland by the branches of the river

Stour on the west and south. It extends about
9 miles east to west, and 5 north to south

;
area.

commercial im[>ortancu. I’he depth of the river in

the fair way above Greenwich to London Bridge is

12 to 13 feet, while its tides have a mean range of

17 feet and an extreme rise of 22 feet. Up to St.

Katherine’s l)ocks, adjoining the Tower, it is navi-

gable by vessels of 800 tons, and to Blackwall by
vessels of 1 400 tons. As far as Deptford it safely

floats vessels of any burden, though sand- bank.

s

beyond its estuary and at the Nore make the navi-

gation rather intricate. At London and below the

accommodation provided for shipping is of the most
extensive and magnificent description. Nor has the

navigation of its upper channel and the importance
of navigable feeders been overlooked. By means of

numerous canals, as the Thames and Severn, the
Oxford, the Wilts and Berks, the Kennet and Avon,

|

the Wey and Arun, the Basingstoke, and the Regent
and Pfitddington, communicating with the Grand '

Junction, immediate access is given from its basin
to those of all the great rivers of the kingdom. The
river between Chebea and London Bridge has of late

ears been much improved, and its flow regulated

y the construction of 3 miles of embankment walls.

ITie greatest was the Victoria Embankment on the
north shore, which extends from Blackfriars to West-
minster Bridges, a distance of about 1^ miles, where

I

26,.500 acTos. It consists of rich and highly-culti-

vated fields. The towns are Margate, Itanisgate,

and Broadstairs, all frequented for sea-Uhing. It

gives name to a pari. div. of Kent, with pop. in

1891, 60,646; in 1901, 71,518.

TIIANN, a tf)wn of Germany, in Alsocc, on the

I

Thur and on the railway from Strasburg to Basel,
' 23 mile.s s.s.w. of Colmar. It stands at the foot of

!

a hill crowned by the ruins of the old castle of

I Engelburg, contains a magnificent Gothic church

I

with a spire of open work 328 feet high, and has

manufactures of cotton, woollen, and silk goods,

machinery, ctolours, beer, and chemical products.

: Pop. (1895), 7537.

! TIIASG, the ancient Tkanott^ the most northerly

' island in the .Lgean Sea, a few miles south of the

Macedonian coast. It is of a circular form, and

about 16 miles in diameter. It is traversed by high

wooded hills, which yield large quantities of ship-

timber, and the highest summit of which attains an

elevation of 3428 feet. The 8t»il produces com, fruit,

oil, and wine; wax, honey, and fine marble are

exporte'l. It was at an early {leriod taken possession

of by the Pho riicians on account of its valuable

gold-mines, which at one time yielded 300 talents

annually, but which have long remained unworked.
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The population, amounting to about 10,000, is Bet-
tered over a dozen villages, and the island is subject

to an E^mtian governor.

THEAtINES, a religious order of regular priests,

founded in 1524 by St Cajetan of Thiene and John
Peter Caraffa, bishop of Chieti (ancietly Tfuautt),

who was afterwards Pope Paul lY. They bound
themselves, besides the usual monastic vows, to

preach against heretics, to take charge of the cure of

souls, to attend the sick and crimin^s, and to trust

entirely to Providence, owning no property, and not
even collecting alms, but expecting the voluntaiy

fts of the charitable. In It^y, and particularly in

aples, the order is numerous and influential; and
the bishops are chiefly taken from their number.
In Spain and Poland it also flourished considerably;

but at present the order is mainly if not altogether

confinea to the provinces of Italy.

THEATRE (Greek, theatron)^ an edifice, generally

of large dimensions, appropriated to the representa-

tion ox dramatic spectacles. Among the Greeks and
Romans the theatres were the chief public edifices

next to the temples, and every town of importance
had its theatre. In the infancy of dramatic art the

plays, as well as the places in which they were
oxhibited, were equally rude. Thespis is said to

have performed his plays upon a waggon, and pre-

vious to the time of vl^schylus the Athenians had
only a wooden platform, on which their dramas were
peiformed. The first play which that great tragic

poet brought upon the stage was performed on such
a scaffold, and U is recorded as an ominous coinci-

dence that on that occasion the structure gave way.
To prevent the recurrence of such an accident a
stone theatre was built on the south-eastern slope

of the Acropolis. This building, called the Theatre
of Dionysus (Bacchus), was, ns we can yet see, of great
size, and appears to have been constructed with con-

siderable sldll in regard to its acoustic and perspec-

tive arrangements. All the theatres in Greece,

Asia Minor, and Sicily were, with some trifling

modifications, probably built after the model of that

of Athens. The site chosen was generally the slope

of a hill, and the seats for the audience were in most
cases cut out of the rock in rows rising alx)ve each
other in arcs of concentric circles, each arc being
about three fourths of a circle. These rows of

benches were divided at intervals into compartments
by one or more broad passages parallel with the

benches, and in which, when the house was well

filled, many ])ersonB could find standing-room. In-

tersecting the rows of benches ran stairs leading

from the lowest or front row to the highest or back
row. The circular space immediately in front of

the spectators was called the orchestra (from or-

ckeisthai, to dance), and was the place on which the

chorus performed its evolutions and dances, and
which was therefore floored wdth Iwards. In the

centre of the orchestra stood the thumele, or altar

of Dionysus, upon a raised platform, which was
sometimes occupied by the leader of the chorus,

the flute-player, the prompter, &c. The stage was
behind the orchestra^ that is farther from the spec-

tators, on a somewhat higher level, and the chorus

probably ascended to it by steps when it had to

take a part in the real action of the drama. The
back of the stage was closed by a wall, with several

doors in it, called the skini (Latin, scena). The
space between the scena and the orchestra was
termed the proskSnion {proscenium)^ and tliis was
the place where the actors regularly stood when
they spoke; but in regard to some details of the

ancient theatres different views are held. There was
no scenery in the modem sense of the word, but the
scena was decorated so as to present as far as pos-

sible the locality in which the actiion was supposed

to be going on. The stage appears to have been

fitted with machinery for raising the supposed shades

from the lower world and for elevating the gods and

heroes into the upper regions. No part of the theatre

was roofed in, and in case of a heavy rain the spec-

tators had to take shelter in the porticoes running

round the building. Awnings were sometimes used

to protect them from the heat of the sun, for the per-

formances always took place by daylight. ITie most

serious defects of the Greek theatres were that that

portion of the audience which was seated at the ex-

treme ends of the rows of benches must have sat side-

ways to the stage, with part of it behind them. The
vast size of the buildings, too, intended as they were to

accommodate all the citizens at one sitting, rendered

it impossible for the unaided human voice to reach

all parts of the house, and only a very few of those

nearest the stage would have been able to perceive

the expression of the actors* faces. These drawbacks

did not, however, appear to the Greeks so serious as

they would do to us with our totally different con-

ceptions of dramatic acting. The ancient actors wore
masks provided with metallic mouth-pieces, which
served the purpose of a speaking-trampet; and as

they must have appeared like pigmies as seen from
the remoter parts of the building, they wore thick-

soled shoes (buskins), and padded their bodies to

give themselves a more imposing appearance. As
in the earlier days of the modem theatre, the actors

were invariably males. Women indeed were for-

bidden to enter the theatres as spectators, except

during the performance of tragedies. The perfor-

mances began early in the morning, and consisted

of two or three connected dramas, ending with a

satirical or humorous comedy or farce, and lasted

ten or twelve hours. The places in the front rows
of the benches w^ere reserved for the dignitaries of

the state or city, the priests, and foreign ambassadors.

The better places in the remaining rows fetched

higher prices than those remoter from the stage; but
from the time of Pericles the poorer classes, and
Bubsecjuently all the citizens, were admitted at the

cost of the public treasury. The Romans, like the

Greeks, had for a long time only wooden scaffolds

for their sc enic representations. These stages were
erected when necessary, and pulled down at the close

of the performances, and it was upon such temjwrary
scaffoldings that the plays of Plautus and Terence
were first performed. In 55 B.c. Pompey erected

the first stone tbeatrci in Rome, the remains of which
still exist in the Palace Orsini. It was built near
the Campus Martins after the plan of the theatre of

Mitylene, aud could accommodate 40,000 spectators,

llie seats for the audience in the Roman theatres

formed a semicircle, as did the orchestra^ the diameter
of which formed the front line of the stage. (The
Greek auditorium, as already stated, formed about
three-fourths of a circle.) The orchestra, instead of

being appropriated to the chorus, was occupied by
the senators, foreign ambassadors, and other distin-

guished personages. Women performed in interludes

and mimes, but never in the regular drama.
Between the decline of the ancient and the rise

of the modem drama there is a long interval, in

which the nearest approach to theatrical entertain-
ments is found in miracle-plays, mysteries, and inter-

ludes. These performances took place in churches,
convents, and colleges when superintended by church-
men, or in halls temporarily fitted up for the occasion
when got up for the amusement of princes and
nobles. In 1548 the confraternity of the trinity

opened a theatre in Paris, in which they performed,
in terms of their license, only secular pieces of a
lawful and honest character. So late as 1561 the
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Wenoh had no loenery, and the whole of the players
remained on the sta^ from the beginning to the
end of the performance. The first Sieatre erect^
in Italy seems to have been that of Florence, built

in 1581 by Bernardo Buontalenti, but it does not
appear to have been a public one, and could not
have been very spacious, as it now forms a sidon in

XJffizi Gallery. A year or so later a theatre (the

Teatro Olimpico) was built at Vicenza by Palladio

on the ancient models, but considerably reduced in

size. The first building that approaches the modem
style was that constructed by Aleotti at Parma in

1618. The narrowed stage permitted the use of

painted scenes, and its increased depth allowed the

introduction of complicated machinery and the per-

formance of spectacular pieces. In England there

were organized companies of actors as far back as

the time of Edward IV., but as there were no regular

playhouses the performances took place in tennis-

courts, yards of inns, and private houses. The London
Theatre was built before 1576, and the Curtain in

Shoreditch and the playhouses in Blackfriars and
Whitefriars date from about the same time. Shak-
spere’s plays were brought out at the house in Black-
friars and at the Globe on the Bankside, both of

which belonged to the same company, to whom
James I. granted a patent in 1603, and who thence
became known as the king’s servants or players.

The Globe was a six-sided wooden structure, partly

open at the top and partly thatched. I'he centre

formed probably an uncovered court, where the

common people stood, and round three sides ran
galleries or scaffolds, under the lowest of which were
inclosed boxes called lords' rooms. To the seatless

pit the groundlings had access for lei. or 2d.] the

admission to the galleries was 6d., and to the lords’

rooms 1«. 'I'he fast gentlemen of the day could

sh<»w off their dress, th(?ir persons, or their wit upon
the stage itself by paying an a(lditional fee for a

stool, llere they could be supplied with refresh-

ments and pipes by their pages. This eating, imbib-

ing, and smokirjg soon extended to the other parts

of the house. The ui)[)er gallery was at <»ue time
free to the livery servants of the ladies an<l gentle-

men attending the jjerfonnances; but the occupants

became so uiindy and offensively critical in their

remarks that this privilege was taken from them ami
the gallery thrown ojHjn to a i^aying public. The
'^Id theatres commenced their performances at one
o’clock, which hour was subsequently altered to two,

and later to tliree o’chxik. Movable scenery was first

used on the public stage by Davenant in 1662, and
about the same time this manager introduced women
to play female characters, hitherto taken by boys
and men.
Modem theatres are all very much alike in their

internal constniction. The house is divided into

two distinct fiortions, the auditorium and the stage.

The grrmnd-floor of the autlitorium is always 8lo|K;d

down from the back of the house to the stage; several

tiers of galleries run in a semicircular or horse-shoe

form round the house. On the ground-floor the

front rows of seats are generally reserved as dress or

orchestral stalls, and the back part is called the pit.

In playhouses the seats in the galleries rise terrace-

wise from the front, so as to aUow the persons in the
back rows to see on to the stage over the heads of

these before them; in op>era-house8 the floors of the
galleries are generally level, and the space divided
into private boxes, with the exception of the upper
tier, which is sloped and has unbroken rows of seats,

lu all the large and completely fitted up opera-houses
there are retiring rooms connected with the boxes,

and one or more crush-rooms (French, foyers)^ where
the audience can promenade in the intervals between

the acts. Immediately in front of the stem Is a
space (which may be enlarged or oontraoted when
necessary) occupied by the orchestra. The part of

the stage in front of the curtain is called the pro-

scenium, and the parts of the house on both sides of

this, together with the ceiling and fronts of the tiers

of galleries, are generally the best ornamented por-

tions of the house. But it is the stage, with its

multifarious contrivances and complex mechanism,
its scenery and pictorial effects, and its great l6n|^h
from front to back, which forms the most striking

difference between the theatres of modem and ancient
times. The floor of the stage has an upward incUne
from front to back of about half an inch to every
foot. Part of the flixiring is movable, either as traps
through which actors or furniture ascend and d^oend,
or in long narrow pieces which are drawn off at each
side of the stage to allow the passage of the rising

scenes. Some of the scenes are painted on sheets m
canvas which occupy the full opening of the stage,

and which are raised and lowered on rollers above
the stage; the wooden scenes or flats are pushed in

grooves from each side to the centre, each flat form-

ing half a scene. The wings are narrow scenes

pushed out from the sides to screen the entrances;

the larders are similar narrow scenes lowered a

little from above, which serve to hide the gas-battens.

Adjoining the stage are the dressing-rooms for the

performers; tlie green-room, in which they wait after

having dressed till called upon to go on the stage;

the manager’s room; star-rooms, or dressing-rooms

for the more celebrated actors engaged fur short

periods from time to time during the seasou; the

wardrobe, in which the dressuH are kept; furniture

stores, property stores, workshops for the carpenter,

gas-man, tic,; sceno-paiuters' room; the prompter’s

box, wliieh must be plac^ed in such a position that

the proinj)ter can command a view of the whole
stage. It is this ofticial’s duty to refresh the player’s

nieuiory when at fault, to see that each jwformer
calh?d to Hti-'pH on the stiige at the proper moment, to

raise or lower the lights, which he is enabled to do
by a serioB of handles placed in his box beside him,

and so on. The side of the stage on which this little

room is locattjd is called the prompt-side, and the

other the O.P. or opposite side. The stage is lighted

from the sides by u})right rows of lights, from the

top by horizontal rows, while along the front, and
only raised a little alx>ve the level of the flooring,

run the foot-lights. See Doran’s Tlieir Majesties'

Servants (new edition, 1888); Baker’s The London
Stage (1889); Genest’a Account of the English Stage

(1832); Fleay’s Chronicle, History of the London
Stage (1890); Sachs and Wocxlrow’s Modem Opera-

Houses and Theatres (2 vols., 1896-97); &c.

THEATRES, Laws kelatino to. The English

act for regulating theatres is the 6 and 7 Viet. cap.

Ixviii., which provides that no person shall keep

ojHjn any house for the public performance of stage-

plays without the authority of letterH-i)atent or a
license from the lf>rd -chamberlain or tbe justices of

the peace, under the jMjnalty of a sum not exceeding

£,20 for every day such house shall have been kept

open without a license. The lord-chamlx?rlain may
grant licenses to theatres (not being patent theatres)

within the lK>undaries of the English metropolis, also

within New Windsor and Brighton, and wherever

his majesty may occasionally reside
;
but no license

' can be granted within Oxford or Cambridge, or

within 14 miles of the same, without the consent

of the chancellors or vice-chancellors. For every

license a fee is to be paid to the lord-chamberlain, to

,

Vje fixed by himself, according to a scale, but not to

exceed lOs. for each calendar month during which
tbe theatre is licensed to remain open. The hcenai&g
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power of the justices of the peace was transferred to

the county councils by the Local Government Act of

1888. The license in all cases is only to be granted

to the actual and responsible manager, whose name
and place of abode shall be printed on every play-

bill issued by him, and who shall become bound,
himself in a sum not exceeding £500, with two
sureties for sums not exceeding £100 each, for due
observance of the rules. The lord-chamberlain and
the councils within their respective bounds may sus-

pend any license in cases of riot or misbehaviour, or

order the theatres to be closed on any public occasion.

Any theatre opened in contravention of such orders
will be deemed an unlicensed theatre, and the
manager will be subject to the penalties incurred.

Persons performing for hire in any unlicensed theatre,

or causing, permitting, or suffering to be acted any
part in any stage-play, to forfeit, at the discretion

of the councils, a sum not exceeding £5 for every
day on which they offend. No new play or additions

to old ones, no new or altered prologue or epilogue,

to be acted or recited till copies have been dejMwited

with the lord-chamberlain seven days at least iKifore

the intended representation. The lord-chamlnirlain

or his deputy may object to the whole or any part of

such play, prologue, or epilogue, and upon such dis-

allowance, or bef(»re the expiration of seven days, if

any person shall represent, or cause to be rei)resented,

such play, &c., he shall become liable to a penalty,

affixed by the justices l)efore whom he is convicted,

of any sum not exceeding £50 for each offence, and
the license, in case of there Ixjing such, becomes void.

The word stage -play is declared to include all

theatrical entertainments, but the act is not to apply

to shows exhibiting at any lawful fair allowed by
the magistrates.

THEBES (Egyptian, Wesci or Net\ Hebrew, No or

No‘Am7aon\ Greek, TMhai or DiospoLis he Megal£)^

a celebrated city of ancient Egypt, now represented

by some magnificent ruins on the banks of the Nile,

about 350 miles in a direct line h.s.e. of Cairo. Its

site is a fertile strij) of land on both banks, flanked

by limestone hills, which aj^proach nearer the river

on the west than on the east. Tlie ruins comprise

temples at Kurnak and Luxor on the right bank,

on and near the site of the ancient city projier, and
temples on the level strip on the left bank with
tombs hewn in the rock, representing the necropolis

of the old capital. The greatest of the temples is

the Temple of Ammon, at Kamak, the largest

building in the W(»rld, begun alK>ut 2200 b.c. and ex-

tended under man}^ suteejuent kings, notably tliose

of the great nineteentli dynasty. Its total length,

from north-west to south-east, is about 1200 feet,

and its greatest breadth alsmt 350 feiit. The huge
pylon on the nortli-west gives admitti\nce to the

great square court, built in the eighth century,

with an area of fully 2 Sipiare miles, containing ten

huge columns in two rows in the centre, a temple of

Sethos II. in the north angle, and a fine temple

(exhumed 1896-97) of Rameses III. in the south

wall. Through a second pylon of great size we jwss

into the celebrated hypostyle hall, built by Sethos I.

and Rameses II. It is 338 feet broad by 170 feet

long, with an area of 5450 ^uare yai^s. The
central aisle or nave, 78 feet high, h»vs its roof sup-

ported by two rows of six pillars, each 33 feet in

circumference, and the two side aisles, 46 feet high,

have each their roofs resting on sixty-one columns in

seven rows, each column i^ing 27i feet in circum-

ference. All these columns and also the walls of

the hall are covered with reliefs and inscriptions,

and on the outside of the north and south walls

there are reliefs commemorating victories of Sethos
L and Rameses II. respectively. The other ancient

buildings and objects of interest at Kamak in-

clude the Temple of Mont (a war-god), originally

built by Amenophis III.; the Sacred l^ke, beside

the Great Temple; the Temple of Mut (wife of

Ammon), now very much ruined, with a curved

sacred lake, built by Amenophis III., and connected

with the Great Temple by an avenue of sphinxes

and the ruins of other buildings; and the Temple of

Khons (son of Ammon), built by Rameses III. and
later kings. Luxor contains fine remains of a temple

built by Amenophis III. and later kings to Ammon,
Mut, and Khons, and formerly connected with Kar-
nak by a paved street. Of the numerous remains on
the west l>ank of the river the principal are the

following r—The Temple of Sethos 1., at Kunia, dedi-

cated to Ammon
;
the Tombs of the Kings, consist-

ing of passages and chaml)ers hewn in the rock, the

most noteworthy being perhaps those of Rameses IV.,

Rameses IX., Rameses VI., and especially Rameses
III., and Sethos I.; the Tombs of the Queens;
the Ramesseum, a temple to Ammon built by
Rameses II., containing a huge Colossus of Rameses
II.

;
the Colossi of Memnon, two statues of Amenophis

III. , 64 feet in height, the northern one being tlie

celebrated vocal statue (see Mkmnon)
;
the Temi)]e

of Der el-Bahri (exliumed in 1894-95), dedicated to

Ammon, built by Queen Makere, sister of Thutmosis
III., with an unusual plan; the Tombs of Sh^kh
Abd el-Kuma, those of high officials under the

eighteenth dynasty; tins lieautiful but small Temple
of Dor el-Medineh, founded by Ptolemy IV. and
later kings, and dedicated to Hatliorand Maat; and
the castle-like Pavilion of Rameses III. in front of

the large temple of Rameses III. in Medinet Habu,
where also is a fine small temple built by Queen
Makere and Thutmosis III.

Thel)es first became of importance under the
eleventh dynasty, when its princes Ixjcame rulers of

all Egypt, and the expulsion of the invading Hyksos
kings was ultimately effected by the Theban rulers.

From that time the city continually grew in splen-

dour, and became filled with the accumulated trea-

sures of warlike rulers. The Temple of Ammon was
gradually built to its gigantic proportions, and its

j)rieat8 became exceedingly wumlthy and powerful.

Amenophis IV. attempted to replace the worship of

Ammon by sun-worship, and made Tell el-Amama
his capital, but the ‘ hundred-gated city ’, as it is

called in the Iliad, rapidly revived under his suc-

cessors. Ultimately Herihor, a high -priest of the

Temple of Ammon, succeeded the last of the Rames-
sides on tlie Egyptian throne. With the accession

of the Tanite (twenty-first) dynasty Thete ceased
to be the capital, and its decline was thenceforwai-d

practically constant. It wjis plundered by the

Assyrians in the seventh century B.c., and at later

periods it was the centre of revolts against foreign

rulers. It is now represented by a few villages.

THEBES (Greek, Thehai), the principal city of
Bceotia, and one of the most celebrated cities of

Greece, the birthplace of Pindar, Epaminondas, and
Pelojiidas. It was situated on an elevated level, on
w’hich were the sources of the Dirce and lamenus.
Cadmus, leading thither a Phamician colony, is said
to have founded the city by building the citadel
called Cadmeia (b.c. 1500). The principal name in
the legendary history of Thelx?s is that of CEdipus.
(Seij fE DIPUS, also Eteoclks and Poltnicks.) The
first historittil event in its history took place in 728
B.C., when Philolaus drew up a code of laws for the
Tnebans. During the Persian wars it lost much of
its influence in Greece through its perfidious leagues
with the Persians. In the Peloponnesian war the
Thebans reudereti imjmrtant services to the Spartans

;

but they afterw'ards, through jealousy of the Spartan
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Mwer, joined the oonfedenoy ngeinst them in 894.

In 382^ though peace then prevailed, Phopbidas, the

Spartan commander, treacherously possessed himself

of the Cadmeia, which was held by the Spartans

until Pelopidas and Epaminondasheaded a conspiracy

which resulted in the death of the tyrants (B.C. 378).

Open war now broke out between Sparta and Thel^ea,

which resulted in the humiliation of the former by

the crushing defeat of Leuctra (371). Thebes,

under the brilliant leadership of Ej^MTiiinondos and

T’elopidaji was now the leading state in Greece, but

its supremacy departed when the former fell at the

battle of Mantinea (b.C. 362). On the rise of the

Macedonian power Thebes entered into an alliance

with the Athenians and other Greeks against Philip.

After the battle of Chseronea (338 u.c.) it was
obliged to receive a Macedonian garrison. On
Philip’s death an insurrection broke out in I'hebes,

and an attempt was made to drive the Macedonians

from the Cadmeia But Alexander hastened to

their relief, captured and destroyed (B.c. 336) the

city, and reduced the inhabitants to slavery. Twenty
years afterwards Cassander rebuilt ’rhebes; but it

never recovered its former importance. In the war
of the Romans against Mithridates, king of Pontus,

it joined the latter out of gratitude to Athens, ami
was severely chastised by the Romans. From this

time the I’hebans disappear more and more from

history. In its most flourishing }>eriod Thebes was
a very populous city. The city was, in a certain de-

gree, the head of Bceotia, and was the leading )>owci

in a confederacy conj|M)8ed <»f several Jhe(»tian cities.

The modem town of Thebes or 'riiivais an unimport-
ant town of some 35 )0 inhaliitauts.

THEFT. See Lauceny.
THKINE, an alkaloid contained in tea and in

coffee. For a d(!Heri])tion of the proj»crtie.s t»f this

suljstance see the articles Cakfkinr and Tka.

THEISM. See Deism.

THEISS, or Tisza (Latin, Tisia or Tijsia ), a river

of Hungary, whieli is formed in the east of the king-

dom, by the junction of the Black and the White
Theiss, l)oth descending from the ( 'arpatldaiiH. It

first flows 111 a north-westerly direction, then bends
to the south-west, and lastly flows almost duo south,

but with innumerable win<lings, till it reaches the

left bank of the Danul>e, alniut 20 miles alxivo ilel-

grade. In point of magnitude it is the second river

Hungary, being inferior only to the 1 )anuhe, with
which, for about 100 miles, the lower part of its

course is almost parallel. Its direct coiirse south-

west is only 280 miles, but so numerous are its wind-
ings that its indirect course exceeds 800 miles. Its

principal tributary is the Maros from the east. The
'i’heiss passes Tokay, Szolnok, Szege«liii, kc. On the

12th of March, 1870, there took jdace a terrible in-

undation of the I'heiss, which laid the whole town of

Szegedin under water, causing the death of many
hundreds of persons, and rendering from 80,000 to

100,000 ))e^le homeless.
THELLUSSON, Peter, a wealthy London mer-

chant, the singular terms of whose will gave occa-
siou to the passing of an act of Parliament known
aa the Thellusson Act. He died in 1797, leaving to
his widow and family about £100,000, and the re-
mainder, amounting to more than £600,000, he left

to trustees, to aocamulate during the lives of his
three sons, and the lives of their sons; then the
estates directed to be purchased with the produce
of the accumulating fund, to be conveyed to the
^est n^e descend^t of his three sons, with benefit
of survivorship. This will, being contested by the
heirs at law, was finally established by a decision of
the House of Lords, June 25, 1805. An act of
Parliament, however, was soon after passed (39th

VoL. XIV.

and 40th George III. cap. xoviii.), restraining the
power of devising property, for the purpose of accu-

mulation, to twenty-one years after the death of the

testator. Thellusson’s last surviving grandson died in

1856, and the final disjuisal of the proi>erty was not
settled without an expensive and protracted lawsuit.

THEME, in muMC, is the subject or leading

melody in a composition; in a fugue it is succes-

sively re[^ated or imitated in the same or in a dif-

ferent key by the various parts. Originally simple,

themes are fretjuently more or less disguised by
grou{)8 of ornamental notes, called variations, which
serve too often merely to show off the performer’s

flexibility of voice or nimbleness of fingers.

ITIEMIS, gwkless of ortler among the Greeks,
was the daughter of Uranus and G6 (Heaven and
Earth); according to some, of Helios, or the Sun.

She became by Zens the mother of the Hours and
the Fates (Moine); and her daugliter Dike, thf

goddess of justice, is often confounded with her.

THKMISTOULKS, a celebrated comniaiulor, was
bom at Athens in B.O. 514. He early gave evi-

dence of great abilities, combined with great ambi-

tion. In 483 B.C. Aristides was ostracized partly

through the influence of his rival ^('heinistocles, who
now bet^ame the political leader in Athens, and was
in 481 elected Archon Eponymus. On the secoml

invasion of Greece by Xerxes, Themistodes suc-

ceeded by bribery in obtaining the command of the

Athenian fleet, which mainly owed its existence to

the advice he gave the Athenians to einjiloy the

priKluce of the silver mines of Laurium in building

shi|)s. For he was far-seeing enough to know that

the Athenians could do most damage to their ene-

mies at Ht?a. His advice to (K’cupy the pass of 'I’her-

niopyho was neglected, and Uirotia was soon entirely

overrun by the F(!rsians, who immediately l>egan Ui

alvunce upon Athens. ’1’hemistoclcs now proposed

that the Athenians should convey their women and
<4iil(lren to ])laces of security, aliandon their city to

the Persians, and that all who were cajiahle of

bearing arms should take to their shijis. 'I'his pro-

|M»siti»»u was acceded to, and all the exiles, among
whom was Aristides, wore recalled. I'he command
of the allied Greek fleet, although consisting mainly
of Athenian ships, was intrusted to Eurybiades, a

Spartan. In the battle of Salainis, which followed

(b.c. 480), the I’ersian fleet was almost totally de-

stroyed, and Greece was saved. ^I’he chief glory

this victory is due to 'I'liemistocles, who, Ijefore ami
during the battle, displayed not less valour than pru-

dence and genius for command. After the retreat

of the Persians, on the rebuilding of Athens, it was
by the advice of 'I'bemistocles that the city walls

were rebuilt, and made stronger than b( fore, and it

was by bis influence also that the Pira us, the prin-

cipal port of Athens, was constructed, and connected

with the city by the Long Walls. After this time

the influence of Themistixiles declined. He is accused

of having enriched himself by unjust means, and
there is little doubt that the Athenians clearly per-

ceived the unscrupulousness of his character. He
was ostracized in B.c. 471, and retired to Argos.

While here he was accused by the Spartans of being

privy to the design of Pausanias to l^tray Greece to

the Persians, and dreading that the vengeance of

his countrymen would reach him at Argos, he fled

to Corcyra, to the inhabitants of which he had ren-

dered important services. Not feeling secure here,

he withdrew to Epirus, and afterwards sought and
obtained the protection of Admetus, king of the

Molossians. But Athenian and Lacedsemonian agents
followed him here, and he finally took refuge at the
Persian court. Xerxes was now dead (465 B.C.), and
the throne was occupied by Artaxerxes Longimanua

898
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ThemlitodeB procured aooesa to Artazerxes, and re-

ceived himself the 200 talents which that monarch
had offered for his head, with the promiM of greater

rewards in case he would nve information concern-

ing the state of Greece. He asked for time to learn

the Persian language, and in the space of a year he
was able to appear at the royal court like a native.

His address and talents gained him the favour of

Artazerxes, and he was treated with the greatest

distinction. He died in 449, according to some
accounts having taken poison, Imowing tl^t he could
not fulfil his promises to the king. Twenty -one
spurious letters are ascribed to hiuL
THEOCRACY (from Gr. TAeos, God, and hratot^

power) is that government of which the chief is, or
is believed to be, God himself, and the laws the com-
mandments of God. The priests in such a govern-
ment are the promulgators and expounders of the
divine commands, the representatives of the invisible

Ruler, who, however, can also call other persons to

thisdimty. The most notable theocratic govern-

ment of all times is that established by Moses among
the Israelites.

THEOCRITUS, the chief of pastoral poets, was
bom at Syracuse, according to others at Cos, and
flourished about B.O. 280. Having gone to Egypt he
was treated with much distinction by Ptolemy Lagus
and Ptolemy Philadelphus, but afterwards returned

to Syracuse, where he appears to have been on terms
of some intimacy with Hiero IL We have under
hii name thirty idyls, or pastonJ poems, of which,

however, several are probably by other authors. He
is to be considered the creator of this species of

poetry as a branch of Greek literature, though the

elements of it existed before his time among the

Dorians both of Sicily and Greece. Moat of his

idyls have a dramatic form, and consist of the alter-

nate responses of musical shepherds. They present

fresh and vivid pictures of common life in Sicily, and
are marked by considerable comic, and, though to a
less extent, tragic power. Writing in a mixed Doric
dialect, which is peculiarly adapted to the simpli-

city of rural life, his language is strong and har-

monious. His metre is chiefly the heroic hexameter.

Besides the idyls he wrote a poem called Berenice,

of which only five lines and a word are extant, and
twenty-two epigrams in the Greek Anthology. The
best e^tions of his works (which are usually joined
with those of Moschus and Bion) are those of

Meineke (1856); Paley (1863); Wordsworth (new
edn., 1877); and Fritzsche (3rd edn., by Hiller, 1881).

A good English verse translation is that of C. S.

Oalverley, and there is a prose one by Andrew
Xiang.

THEODOLITE, a most important surveying

instrument, used for measuring angles in azimuth
and altitude, and sometimes for levelling, ranging
lines, Ac. lliere are different forms of theodolite;

that represented in the figure is called a Y theodolite,

from the shape of the rests in which the telescope D
is free to rotate. A transit theodolite is constructed

so that the telescope may be rotated clean round on
the axis of the vertical limb, which in its case is

rigidly connected to the telescope, and cuts the tele-

scope axis at right angles, and is fitted with a lamp
to throw light against the cross-wires, as in the case

of a reguW transit instrument (See Transit
Instrument.) d is an ordinary refracting telescope,

having in the principal focus of its object-glass an
arrangement of fibres of unspun silk called cross-

wires. One of these fibres is level when the instru-

ment is oorrecUy set up, and two others, like the
letter X, intersect at a p^t in the first The point
of interaeotion of the cross-wires^ and the point (^ed
the optical centre of the objeot-g^ass, determine the

Um of coUinuUion, This line need not diisolutely

coincide with the axis of the telescope tube or the
axis of the rings which rest in the Ys, but it must
be at least pa^el to the line joining the centres

of these rings. When a point is to be viewed with
the telescope the telescope is moved so that the image
of the point coincides with the intersection of the

cross-wires—that is, the point is on the line of ool-

limation, and it may be seen that the measuring
arrangements of the instrument are all for the pur-

pose of measuring the angles between different posi-

tions of this line. The vertical limb F is divided

into degrees, and is capable of being read by means
of a vernier and the microscope seen in the figure

to thirds of a minute. A pair of plates, a and B,

constituting at their edge the horizontal limb of the

instrument, are free, when undamped, to move inde-

pendently of each other. The upper of these carries

a magnetic compass and two spirit-levels c c. From
it also rise the standards which support the telescope.

At opposite ends of a diameter a a this upper plate

is graduate to form

f
verniers, which en-

able readings to be
taken in azimuth to

thirds of a minute;
amicroscope,shown

, A, is furnished to

)&d the vernier,

hese two plates can

) clamped together

f a clamping screw,

3t shown in the

rawing, and a tan-

mt screw is also sup-

ied, by means of

hicb a small motion
ay be given to the

pper pkte after the

ates have been
amped. oisthever-
calaxis. The whole
pper portion of the

istrument may ro-

kte about o, except

hen 0 is clamped hy
Leans of the screw g;

A is a tangent screw,

bywhich a small motion in azimuth maybe given after

the screwg has been tightened. The plates seen below
o are called the parallel plates; they are connected by
a ball-and-socket joint in continuation of the vertlcid

axis, and by means of the screws 656, called parallel-

plate screws, the vertical axis is set truly vertical, as

indicated when the spirit-levels e c have their bubbles

at the centres of their tubes. The various adjust-

ments of the theodolite are described at lengtn in

special treatises. (See Simms on Mathematical
Instruments.) To range a straight line with tiie

theodolite the instrument is set up over a point on
the line by means of a small plumb hanging from
a hook at the centre of the lower parallel plate, the
vertical axis is set truly vertical by means of the
parallel-plate screws, the telescope is turned into the
plane of the propo^ line, and then clamped in
azimuth; pegs placed in the undulating ground, as
directed by moving the telescope in altitude, will be
all in this vertical plane, when they are said to be
in straight range. It is manifest that if the reading
on either vernier be taken, and the clamping between
the two plates of the horizontal limb be undone^ and
if the telescope be turned in azimuth into some other
vertical plane, the difference between a second read-
ing oi the vernier and the first reading will give the
ai^fie between theae planes.
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THEODOBE, Bishop o! MopsaastU, one of the

meet distinguished ecdeeiestical entbors of his age,

was bom at Antioch, about the middle of the fou^
oentury. He studied rhetoric under Libanius, phi-

losophy under Andragathus, and sacred literature

finder Flavianus of Antioch, Diodorus of Tarsus, and
others. Early in life he followed the example of

his fellow-student and intimate friend John Chry-

sostom in embracing the monastic life, when he was
on the point of marrying a lady of A^ntioch named
Hennione. He was ordained priest, and for fifty

years distinguished himself as a zealous opponent of

the heresies of Arius, Apollinarius, and others. From
Antioch he removed to Tarsus, and in the year 892

or 894 he was chosen Bishop of Mopsuestia in Cil-

icuL In 894 he preached before the Em|)eror Theo-

dosius at Constantinople, and was present at the

council held in that city at that date. He died about

429, after having filled the office of bishop for thirty-

six years. He was a voluminous writer, if we can
judge by contemporary accounts, and by the num-
ber of bmks, only a few fragments of which are ex-

tant. The most important of his works are com-
mentaries on almost all the books of the Bible, and
various polemical treatises. They were held in great

repute among the Syrian churches, and many of

them were translated into Syriac, Ambic, and Per-

sian. A zealous heresy-hunter himself in his life-

time, bis orthodoxy was questioned after his death

by Cyril of Alexandria, and he and his writings

were condemned at the (ecumenical council of Con-
stantinople in 553. His doctrine approximated
somewhat to that of Pelagius. Nestorius was said to

have been his disciple, and the followers of the latter

often appealed to llieodore's works.

THEODOKET, a distinguished ecclesiastical his-

torian and theological writer, was bom at Antioch
about the close of the fourth century (the dates 886
and 893 are both given). At a very early age be was
sent for education to a monastery near Antioch, where
be bad Nestorius and John of Antioch for fellow-

pupils. After twenty-five years' close study and re-

tirement in the monastery he quitted it in 420 or 428,

to succeed Isidorus as bishop of Cyrus or Cyrrhus, a
small and jK>or city about two days' journey from
Antioch. Here, in the performance of his clerical

duties and in the composition of his exegetical and
other works, he might have passed a peaceful life;

but in that age it was impossible for a man of any
mark to remain neutral in the internecine war of the
religious parties. He endeavoured to play the part

of an impartial mediator between his old fellow-stu-

dent Nestorius and Cyril of Alexandria, but could
effect no reconciliation. In 431 Nestorius was de-

posed by the Council of Ephesus, an act which Theo-
doret at first strongly protested against, but which
he was eventually induced to excuse. When it

became evident, however, that the Nestorians were
to be prosecuted with relentless severity, he threw
aside iJl pretence of peace, and stood forth as the
decided champion of Nestorius against the overbear-
ing and intolerant Cyril and his successor Diosoorus.
The latter plainly accused Theodoret of Nestori-
anism, pronounced a public anathema upon him in
the church of Alexandria^ and in 449 procured his

deposition at the so-called robber council of Ephesus,
a sentence which was reversed by the general council
of Cl^cedon in 451. Theodoret appears to have
died in 457 or 458. The most important of his
works, of which an excellent edition was published
by Schulze and Nosselt (Halle, 1769-74, five vols.

8vo), consist of comment^es on numerous books of
the Old Testament and on the Pauline epistles;

Soclesiastical Histmy in five bookst a valuable work
an account of Its leaning and general impartiality.

beginning with the history of Ailanism under Oon*
Btantine the Greats and ending with the death of

Theodore of Mopsuestia; Beligious History, a nana*
tive of the lives of the oelebrat^ thirty heists called

the Fathers of the Desert
;
EranistSs, three dial^fuaa

a^nst the Eutychians; a Concise History of ^le-
sies, in the composition of which his tolerant mirit
^ms to have deserted him; various Orations, Hom>
iltes, and minor treatises; and a collection of letters,

whi^ throw much light on the history of the time.

THEODOEIC, King of the Ostrogoths, was born
in A.D. 455. His father, Theodemir, was one of the
three brothers who jointly ruled the Ostrogoths
settled in Pannonia; and he sent him, when only
eight years of age, to Constantinople as a hosta^
to secure the conditions of a treaty between me
Goths and the Emperor Leo. After residing ten
years with that emperor he was restored to hia

father, then sole monarch of the Ostrogoths. On the
death of Theodemir, in 475, he succeeded to the
crown, and commenced a course which, after menac-
ing the safety of the Greek Empire, and Constanti-

nople itself, terminated in an expedition a^nst
Odoacer,who had assumed the title of King of Italy.

After several bloody engagements the latter was
finally induced to yield, on condition that he and
Thoodoric should govern Italy with equal authority

(498). The murder of Odoacer at a banquet soon

followed this agreement; on which Theodorio caused

himself to be proclaimed King of Italy—a title that

the Emperor Anastasius was reluctantly obliged to

sanction. However indefensibly he aoquir^ do-

minion, be governed with extraordinary vigour and
ability. He attached bis soldiers by assigning them
a tbii^ part of the lands of Italy, on the tenure of

military service; while among his Italian subjects

he encouraged industry and the arts of peace. He
even improved the administration of justice, and,

though a Goth, was so far from delighting in the
destruction of public monuments, that he Issued

edicts to protect them at Home and elsewhere, and
assigned revenues for the repair of the public ediftoes.

Like his ancestors he was an Arian, but was indifferent

to controversy, and never violated the |ieaoe or privi-

leges of the Catholic Church. The paHioulars oi the

government of this memorable prince, who shed a
short-lived lustre on the Gothic name, are recorded

in twelve books by his secretary, the senator Oassio-

doruB, a man of learning, who induced bis illiterate

master to become a patron of letters. It is to be
lamented that an act of tyranny against two exem-
plary characters, Boethius and Symmachus^ his

father-in-law, closed his career, lliese senators were
both put to death on the mere suspicion of an intrigue

between a senatorial party and the imperial court.

This cruel act had no sooner been perpetrated then
Tbeodoric was seized with remorse; and a fever

ensued, which terminated his life in three days, in

526, the seventy-second year of his age, and fifty-

second of his reign over the Goths, and thirty-thlra

over the conquered provinces of Italy. The ordinair

residence of this king was at Ravenna, above which
city his daughter Ai^asuntha (left Regent of Italy

until the majority of one of her nephews) erected a
splendid monument to his memoiy. See GHbbon’a

Decline and Fall, and the article Goths.
THEODOSIUS, Bumamed the Great, a Roman

Emperor, was the son of a distinguished general of

the same name, who was execute for the alleged

crime of treason, at Carthage, in 876. He waa bm
about 846 in Spain. At a very early age he obtained

a separate command; but on the execation of bb
father he sought retbement, until selected by the
Emperor Gratian, in 879, for his partner In the
empire. To his care were submitted Tliraoe and tbt
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dMttem provinces,which he delivered from an invasion

of the Goths, whom he signally defeated in two
battles, concluding a peace with them in 382. On
the defeat and death of Maximus at Aquileia (388)
he became the sole head of the empire, Gratian having
been previously killed in the war against Maximus.
He administered the affairs of the West in the name
of Valentinian, the son of Gratian, then a minor.
Ho entered Home in triumph in 389, and passed
three years in Italy. In 390 a sedition took place

in Thessalonica, which resulted in the murder of the
governor and several of his officers. The resentment
of Theodosius was natural and merited; but the
manner in which he displayed it was in the highest
degree detestable and inhuman. An invitation was
given in the emperor’s name to the people of 'J'hossa-

lonica to an esffiibition at the circus, and when a
great concourse of spectators had assembled they
were massacred by a body of barbarian soldiery to

the number, according to the lowest computation, of

7000. Theodosius was at this time at Milan, of

which St. Ambrose was bishop, and this prelate, on
account of such an atrocious proceeding, resolutely

refused him communion for eight months; the docile,

and it is to be hoped repentant, Theodosius humbly
submitted. Al)out this time the pious emperor
crowned his merits, as a foe to paganism, by demol-
ishing the celebrated temple of Serapis and all the
other heathen temples of Egyi)t ;

and he also issued a
final edict prohibiting the ancient worship altogether.

On the murder of Valentinian by ArlK)gaste8, and
the advancement of Eugenius in Ins place (392), the
emperor carried on a war against the latter, which
fin^y terminated in his defeat and death. Theo-
dosius did not long survive this success; but after

investing his sons, Arcadius and Honorius, with the

I'lastem and Western Empire, he was carried off

at Milan by a dropsical disorder, in January, 395,
ill the fiftieth year of his age, and sixteenth of his

reign. Theodosius distinguished himself by his zeal

for orthodoxy, and his intolerance and iiersecution of

.(Vrianism and other heresies. He was doubtless a
man of considerable abilities, and possessed many
public and private virtues, which, however, will

scarcely excuse the fierceness of his intolerance, or

the barbarity of his anger and revenge. See Giblion’s

1 decline and Fall
THEOGONY is the name given to the class of

poems which treat of the generation and descent of

the gods. The most ancient Greek theogony known
to us is that of Hesiod, the earlier I'heogonies of

Musnms and Orjiheus having perished.

THEOLOGY (Greek Thros^ God, and lorjoSf doc-

trine) is the science which treats of the existence of

God, his attributes, the relations in which he stands

to us, our state and history as spiritual and moral
beings, and the Divine will regarding our actions,

present condition, and ultimate destiny, and other

subjects connected with these. I'he term thcologia

was first used by Plato and Aristotle, and applied by
them to the productions of their theogonists; and of

those who speculated on the nature, government,

and worship of God. Homer, Orjiheus, Musieus,

Hesiod, &c., were called iheologoi (theologians); and
Plato himself was, by some of his successors, deserv-

edly honoured with the same title. Aristotle gave
the name of theology to metaphysics, dividing theo-

retical philosophy into three parts, jihynccU^ mxUhe-

matical, and theological. This word does not occur
in the Bible. The fathers of the church of the

third and fourth centuries applied it peculiarly to

that part of Christian doctrine which treats of the

divinity of Christ. Hence the apostle John, in

the title which from early times has been prefixed

to the Book of Kevelation, is called *the divine,'

or iheologtan^ because he insists on that doctrine

more than any other inspired writer; and Gregory

Nazianzen was greeted with the same epithet be-

cause of his orations on that subject. They spoke,

in like manner, of the theology of the Tnnity.

Abelard was the first to apply the term to the enl^
science of the Christian religion, a comprehensive

signification which it still bears. In reference to the

sources whence it is derived theology is distinguished

into natural or philosophical theology, which relates

to the knowledge of G<)d from his works by the light

of nature and reason; and supernatural
^
positive^ or

revealed theology^ which sets forth and systematizes

the doctrines of the Scriptures. With regard to

contents of theology it is classified into theoretical

theology or doffmaiica (see Dogmatics), and practical

theology or ethics (see Ethics). As comprehending

the whole extent of religious science, theology is

divided into four principal classes, histoi'icaly exegetical,

systcmaticy and practical theology. Historic^ theology

treats of the history of Christian doctrines, of here-

sies, of the church, of councils, and so on. Exegetical

theology embraces the interpretation of the Scriptures

(see Exe(!ES1s), the science which teaches the prin-

ciples to be observed in interpretation (see Hermen-
eutics), and Biblical criticism, which examines and
tries to establish the genuine text, the authenticity of

the various b(K)ks of the Bible, and the discussion of

kindred subjects. Systematic, theology arranges me-
thfidically the great truths of religion, so as to enable

us to contemplate them in their natural (connection,

and to perceive both the mutual deptendeuce of the

parts and the symmetry of the whole. Practical

theology consists of an exhibition, first, of precepts and
directions; and secondly, of the motives from which
we should be expected to comply with these. Apolo-

getic and polemic theology, which are frecjuently

treated os separate branches, belong to several of

the above-mentioned four classes at once. I’he Schr
laatic theology attempted to clear and discuss all

questions by the aid of human reason alone, laying

aside the study of the Scriptures, and adopting

instead the arts of the dialectician. During the dark

ages its champions aetjuired great celebrity, and
wore honoured by the titles of Angelic and Seraphic

Doctoi*B, and the like. Their speculations are now
almost forgotten, and their works are seldom or

never read. The mystical theology referred almost

everything to the intellectual light, and the secret

emotions which in various ways, and more especially

by contemplation and an austere discipline, might be

excited and cherished in the human heart. A new
era in the history of theology was introduced by the

j)hiloso[)hy of Kant, who developed and systematized

a new theological theory, which more or less nndees

the belief in a religious dcKitriue dependent on its

demonstrability by reason. See Rationalism.
THEOPHltASTUS, a celebrated I'eripatetic

philosopher, a native of Eresus, in the island of Les-

bos, was the son of a fuller. He was l)oru early in

the fourth century B.C., and studied at Athens, in

the school of Vlato, and afterwards under his rival

Aristotle, of whom he w'os the favourite pupil and
successor. His original name was Tyrtamus, which
his master, in admiration of his genius and eloquence,

is said to have changed into that of Eupluastus, or

the fine speaker, and afterwards for that of Theo-
phrastus, or the divine orator, by which he is fiuniliarly

known. On the departure of Aristotle from Athena
after the judicial murder of Socrates he became the

head of the I’eripatetic school of philosophy, where
2000 students are said to have attended his lectures.

His fame extended to foreign countries: kings and
princes solicited his friendslfip; and he was treated

with particular attention by Casaander, the sovereign
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of Macedon, and Ptolemy Laco^ the king of Egypt.

Theophrastus composed a mmtitude of books-^ia-

lectio, moral, metaphysical, and physical—the titles

of 200 being specified by Diogenes Laertius. We
possess two entire works of his on botany, but only

fragments of his other works, such as those on Stones,

of the Winds, &c. ;
and his Characters, or Ethic

Portraits, by far the most celebrated of all his pro-

ductions, and the model of numerous imitators, in-

cluding the moral satirist La Bruyere. Some of his

moral sentences are striking : for example, ‘ Respect

yourself, and you will have no occasion t<i blush

before others’. He died in 287 B.c., according to

some accounts at the age of eighty-five, according to

others at the age of 106 or 107. To his cart? we are

indebted for the preservation of the writiiiL^ of Aris-

totle, who, when dying, intrusted them to the keeping

of his favourite disciple. The text of Theophrastus

is in many passages \’ery corrupt. The chief edition

of his works, without the Characters, is that of

Wimmer (1854-62); and among the editions of his

Characters may be noticed that of Sir R. C. Jebb
(1870), the latter with an English translation.

THEORY, a word used in several significations,

the most im}M)rtjint Ijeing a reasonable or scientific

explanation to account for certain phenomena, either

physiavl or moral. Theory is distinguished fifjin

hypothesis by the latter depending much more on
mere guessw(»rk than the former.

THEOSOPHY (from Greek thcos, God, and sophia^

wisdom), according to its etymology the science of

divine things. But the naim; of thcosophists htis

generally l)eon applied to persons who in tluur in-

ejuiries respecting G(»d have nm into mysticism, as

Jacob Buhrne, 8wedenlK)rg, and others. At the

present day the term is applied to such doctrines or

l)eliefs as tliose of the The(»soj)hical Society, a society

founded in New York in 187.5 by Col. Olcott, the

objects of w'hich are: to form the nucleus of a uni-

versal brotherliood of humanity, and t<» investigate

unexplaiiuHl laws of natun? and the psychical powers

of man. The study of orientiil literature and science

is to 1x3 [iromoted at the same tine:, in tlu. Ixdief

that inucli occult knowledge is possesstxl by ‘wise

men <»f the Eiust’, of which wc* in the West are still

ignorant. Among the leaders of the movement have
Ixxm Glcott, A. P. Sinned, Madame Blavutsky, an
American Russian, and Mrs. Annie Besant. This

m<Klern theosophy is an attempt t<» give a philu-

sojihical exjdanation of evil and a fxisis for ethics by

means of re-inainiation and the law' of Karma, or of

cause and effect. Man is conceived as a s<;veiifold

l)eing, or as a manifestation of the universal sjjirit <»n

seven planes. The three highest nsj>ects of his Ix-ung

constitute the immortal Ego, and through alternate

jxjriods of existence in the body and in a non-material

world he evolves tow’ards that |H3rfect union with the

absolute which is the destiny of all men. Bee works
by those alM)ve mentioned.
TlfERAPEUTiE. Sta; Essenes.
THERESA, 8t., a religious enthusiast, born at

Avila, in Spain (Old Castile), on March 28, 151.5. At
an early age thti jx3rusal of the Lives of the Saints

inspirt*d her w'ith the desire to Ixicome a martyr; and
she left her home with one of her brothers to seek
death at the hands of the Moors. Being brought
Ixick she erected a hermitage in her fatin.-r’s garden
for retirement and devotion. She to<jk the veil among
the Carmelites at Avila at the age of nineteen. Her
rapturous piety and religious zeal inspired general
admiration

;
and Ixjing dissatisfied at the relaxation

of discipline which she noticed in the order to w'hich
she Ixilonged she undertook to restore the original

severity of the institution. She founded the first

convent of reformed Carmelite nuns at Avila in

1562. (See Cabmsutes.) She lived to witness the
foundation of thirty convents for her followers; and
members of the onier subsequently obtained settle-

ments in most Catholic countries. She died at Alba
on the 4th of October, 1582, and was canonized by
Pope Gregory XV. in 1622. Her chief works are an
autobiography and mystiwil bewks, such as The Way
of Perfection and the Castle of the Soul.

THERESIOPEL, Maria - Therksiopkl (Hun-
garian, Szalxidka), a royal free town in Hungary, in

the county of Biles- Boilri>g, 25 miles south-west of

Szegedin. It is properly rather a district than a
town, as it covers, with its numerous so-called

suburbs, an area of more than 600 sljUJ^re miles. It
has manufactures of lK)ots, and linen and woollen
cloth, dye-works, tanneries, Hoap-lK>iling works

;

grow's toiMicco and fruit, and roars cattle. It has a
tnwle in homed cattle, horses, hides, and W(k>1. Pop.
(1880), 61,367; (1890), 74,038; (1900), 82,122.

THERMAE (from the Greek therniau signifying

originally warm or hot springs), jiroperly warm
baths, but also applied generally to the baths of tho
ancients. (See Bath.) During the Roman Empire
the buildings for this pur}x>se were constructed with
great splendour, and adonuxl with paintings, statuary,

libraries, gymnasia, and })ublic walks. The baths of

Nero, Titus, Carauilla, and I)iocletian at Rome were
distinguished for the magnificence and luxury dis-

played in their construction.

THERM IDOR. Bee Calknd.mi.
THERMODYNAMIC ENGINE, any form of

lusat engine; steam-engines and gius- engines are

theriiKKlynamic engines. Bee next article.

THERMODYNAMIC8, the science of heat con-

sidertK.' as energy. Buppom* a leaden bullet of 2 llw.

is dropptxl from the top of a building 64*4 feet high,

it will reach the ground in two seconds, having a
v<-locity of 64*4 feet jh.t second, and just Iwforc strik-

ing it lias, in the shape of kinetic energy, 2 x 64*4

(168*8) foot-pounds {poundals). This kinetic enerj^

may lx; e.stimated in another way, it
;

thus w*e have tht; two forms in which energy may
lx; exjiressed—vi h, when; a ])reasure in. has overcome
an equal and ojijiosite pressure tlirough a heiglit h ;

and when; in is a mass of matter, v is a velocity

. . . .

in feet per second, and y is the velocity which gravity

produces per second. Rtraders may doubt if we are

justifitxl in describing a pressure as overcoming an
equal and ojqMisite pressure; a force which liRs a
weight in ojiposition to gravity is stronger than
gravity, and lu;nce the weight lUMjuires a velocity

upwards
;
but if the woiglit is to come to rest at a

certain height, while it is losing this velocity gravity

is stronger than the force, and, neglecting the slight

oiiposition of the air to the motion <»f a liody through
it, the mean pressure ujiwards is the same as the
mean jiressure downwards. The bullet, when it

strikes the ground, is flattened, and abrades the

ground; tin; eliange of j»Iace hy falling, tlu; flatten-

ing, and tlu; abrasion answer to the commercial

notion of work. The* energy or work represented by

the number 168*8 has imparted
168*8

1 390
units of heat

jointly to the bull(;t and the gnmnd where it fell.

Thus the energy <»f |Kjtential in. A, the energy of the

bullet at the toj» of tlic wall, has lx:en converted into

T/^ 7*^

kinetic energy ,
tlie energy of the bullet at the

bottom, and this again into
’

units of heat (where

.T is Joule’s eipiivalent in Centigrade units), the heat
value of the energy after the bullet has struck tho
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ground. Suppose the same ballet shot from an air-

gun to a height of 64*4 feet, then the air tfftciiet in

168*8
propeUing the baU in expanding will lose units

ei heat, and the mutations of energy will in the
opposite direction from those in the previous example.
We have, in these examples, assumed the^rst law of
th^rmodyriamice as being true. This law is expressed
by the equation W = J H, where W is the work in
poundals, H the heat, and J Joule’s equivalent.
A thermodynamic or heat engine is a machine by

means of which a percentage of Idie heat lost by one
body, called the source, on account of its connection
with another body called the refrigerator, is converted
into kinetic energy or mechanic^ effect and made
available for the ^rformance of work. The efficiency
of a heat engine is the ratio of the heat available for
mechanical effect to the total heat taken from the source.
Suppose we have a cylinder containing a gas which
prosit against a piston fitted to the cylinder:—(1)
Let the gas expand at constant temperature till it

has abrorbed heat H; (2) let the gas still expand,
but without absorbing heat, till its temperature is

t -t; (8) let the gas be compressed at the constant
temperature t - t till the quantity of heat lost is A;

(4) let the gas be further compressed, without loss

or gain of heat, till its temperature is and suppose
that the third process has just been stopped at the
point from which the last process would bring the
gas to its original volume as well as its original tem-
perature. The heat H absorbed by the gas expand-
ing at the temperature t is greater than the heat h
withdrawn at the temperature t - r, and consequently
the mean pressure of the piston outwards has been
greater than its mean pressure inwards, and this

excess of pressure has value towards mechanical
H — A

effect. The efficiency of the engine is
—

1
|— • This

engine is a reversible engine; because, if the mean
outside pressure in lbs. against the piston inwards,
multiplied by the distance moved in feet, exceed the
mean inside pressure multiplied by the same distance, I

by J (H - A), the gas will be heated, or the body
I

called the source, which is supposed to be at the ^

original temperature of the gas, will receive H units
of heat, A of which have been withdrawn from the

H T
refrigerator. It may be easily shown that = ys

—

whence the efficiency is = where T is the tem-

perature of the source above the absolute zero
(-273® C), and t the difference in temperature
between the source and refrigerator. A reversible

engine is called a perfect engine, because it is the
most efficient engine between the temperatures of its

source and refrigerator.

The second law of thermodynamics is

—

the efficiency

of a completely reversible engine is independent of the

nature of the working substance^ awl depends only on
the temperatures at which the engine takes in and gives

out heat; and the efficiency of such an engine is the

limit of possible efficiency for any engine. See Heat,
Joule’s Mechanical Equivalent or Heat, Pbin-
oiPLB OP THE Conservation op Energy, &c,

THERMO-ELECTKICITY, electricity produced
at the junction of two metals, or at a point where a
molecular change occurs in a bar of the same metal
when the junction or point is heated above or cooled
below the general temperature of the conductor.

Fig. 1 represents an experiment which illustrates the
production of a thermo-electric current. Three sides

of a rectanmilar frame are formed of a piece of sheet
copper, and the two free ends are connected by a
short bar of bismuth. The apparatus being placed ;

in the magnetic meridian, as indicated by the needk
shown in the figure, heat applied by means of a spirit

lamp to a junction of the copper and bismuth will

cause a current from the bismuth to the copper, and
the deflection of the needle will show the existence

of this current and its direction. A thermo-electric

current will also be generated in a copper wire if the
wire has been twisted or knotted for a short distance

so as to form a point at which there is a slight change
in the molecular condition of the wire by heating or

cooling this point. A series of metals has beenarranged
in the order of the direction of the current when the

junction is heated, and numbers are given which indi-

cate the electro-motive force when any two metals are

employed. Such a series exists only for one range of

temperature, and the numbers giving the proportional

electro-motive force only hold for a very short range
of temperature. When the general temperature is

considerably raised the direction of the currentbetween
two metals of the series may be reversed— for instance,

heating a junction of zinc and iron when the general

temperature is 0” C. gives a current from zinc to iron,

but if the general temperature is 300“ C. the current

is from iron to zinc. The point of temperature at

which the current ceases, just before a second current

is originated in the opposite direction, is called the
‘neutral point.’ We give the following table on the

authority of Mathiessen, the general temperatiire

for which the series and numbers hold being about
16“ C., the order of the table being the direction of

the current when a junction is heated:

—

Bismuth 26
Cohalt 9
Potassium 6 '5

German silver 6 '2

Nickel 6
Sodium 8
Mercury 2'6

Aluminium 1'3

Magnesium 1'2

Lead 1-03

Tin 1

Copper 1

Platinum 0*7

Silver 0
Gas coke -0*06
Zinc -0*2
Iron —6
Antimony -10
Tellurium -179

A series of little barsof bismuth and antimony soldered

together and arranged in the compact form shown on
the top of the stand at the left of fig. 2, having
one half of the junctions forming the end seen, ana
the other half forming the opposite end of the p^e,

in connection with a delicate galvanometer, seen at

the right of the figure, form what is called a thermo-

multiplier—an arrangement very much used in experi-

ments w ith radiant heat. Heferring to the table given
above the electro-motive force for any two met^s is

found by subtracting the numbers opposite the metals.

Thus between bismuth and cop[)er the electro-motive
force is 24 times that b<jtw*een copper and silver (the

electro-motive force with a copper and silver junction
is taken as unity), and betw een antimony and bismuth
it is 35; between antimony and tellurium it is 205;
but cellurium is a difficult metal to obtain, and hence
thermo-piles for experimental jmrposes are made of

alternate bars of bismuth and antimony. The thermo-
multiplier is the most delicate thermometer for radiant
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hmi, deifiationa of the galyaiiometer needle idiowing
the my dighteet differenoee of temperature between
the two enda of the pile. The pOe is called Nobili’s
pQe, from Nobill the inventor, and the whole arrange-
ment of pile and galvanometer is called Melloni’t

thermo-mnltiplier. Seebeok in 1821 first drew atten-
tion to the phenomena of thenno-eleotridty; ud
Cumming, B^uerel, and Thomson, as well as Nobfll
and MeUoni, have further investigated and made
practical application of the discovery of Seebeok.

Peltier snowed in 1834 that if a current of electricity

from a battery is caused to i)a88 through a theniio-pile
the alternate junctions are heated and cooled by the
current, and the thermal effects are such .*141 to koikI a
current in op|>oHition to the current from the battery.
THERMOMETER, an instrument for indicating

temperature. All bodies |)OS8ess heat, and all bcxlies

1^ continually exchanging heat by means of ccmduc-
tion and radiation. 'J’wo Iwclies are at the Maine
temperature when, if they are placed in contac^t,

neither increases its quantity of heat at the expense
of the other. The arrangement called a thermometer
should jpve the same indication when it is succesHively
placed in contact with two bodies at the same tem-
perature. In all instruments for measuring tempera-
ture, except the thermo -multiplier (see Tiiermo-
ELEcyrRiciTY), the indication is derived from the
unequ^ expansion of two or more IsnlieB. Rreguet’s
metallic thermometer consists of a helix formed of
three strips of different metals soldered together to
form one ribbon. The outer strip of the helix is

platinum, the middle one gold, and the other silver.

The free end of this helix has an index attached to
it, and is placed over a dial. .Heat causes the helix
to unwind, and a decrease of heat causes it to wind,
the amount of unwinding and winding being shown
by the motions of the index against the dial. 'I’he

moet common thermometers are those which exhibit
the unequal expansion of a glass containing vessel
and some fluid contained in it. The form of glass
vessel is usually a fine tube, having a bulb blown at
one end; the bulb and a portion of the stem are filled
writh mercury, alcohol, or air, and the varying length
of stem filled by the fluid indicates variations of tem-
perature. Suppose a mercurial thermometer, like
that in the figure, has a bulb whose capacity at O'" C.

yiv cubic inch, and whose stem has a bore of
riin square inch; and 8upj>ose that at 0® C. the
btdb and 1 inch of stem are filled with mercury, there

^ siiv cubic inch of mercury; suppose the
tMDperature is raised 1®, the mercury becomes +

livs X isiv men, or ^ illh cubic Inch;

the volume of the |M)rtion of the glass occupied by
the mercury at first liocomes, in like manner, ^

x

HSf i cubic inch, so that we have 1 gU

(

kt’s 5 - itM
cubic iuch of mercury ailditional in the stem, which
quantity, divided by the enlarged sectional area of

the lN>rc of the stem, would give the

length of the first degree on the stem,
niermorneters are never graduated by

II
calculation, and we give the above ex-

ample to explain what is meant when
the a})]>areut expansion of mercury In

glass is H)M>keu of. It is important that
the tube chosen for a thermometer
should 1)0 as nearly as possible uniform
in bore; and to test the tube in this

respect a short thread of mercury is in-

trotluced, and its length measured when
it is moved to different [larts of the
tul)e; it should be always of nearly the
same length. A proj)er tube having
been chosen, a bulb is blown at its ex-

^
tremity, and mercury is intr<Kluoed by
repeated heating of the bulb; the bulb
is always allowed to cool when the end
of the stem is in connection with mer-
cury, which will l>e drawn in to fill the

bulb. The filled bulb and stem are now
heated to son}ewhat above the highest

temperature the thermometer is intended
to indicate, and the stem is melted and sealed at a
suitable distance from the bulb. There is now no air

in the tube. To mark the zero [siint on the stem the
instrument is placed in melting ice, and the position

of the mercury at this temj>erature is marked 0" on
the Centigrade scale; the pf)iot marked 100® is found
when the instrument is placed in the vapour of water
boiling under a barometric pressure of 760 millimetres.

Between these points the stem is divided into 100
equal parts called degrees. Below the zero the gra-
duation may be continued, and degrees in this direo-
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tion are counted negative; above the boiling-point

alio the graduationmaj becontinued. Mercuiy freezes

at a^ut - 89” G., and consequently in thermometers

for temperatures lower than - 89” 0. alcohol must
be the liquid employed. The rate of expansion of

mercury is very regular from a few degrees above

its freezing-point to 100” C., but above 100” irregu-

larity in the rate of expansion becomes apparent
The most regularly expanding substance is a fixed

gas, such as air, and consequently an air thermometer
is the most reliable. Air thermometers are not so

convenient as mercury thermometers. A good deal

of confusion has arisen on account of the existence

of three thermometric scales. On the Centigrade
scale the point of melting ice is marked 0”, and the

point of boiling water is marked 100”. On the Il^au-

mur these points are marked 0” and 80”; and on the

Fahrenheit 82” and 212“ respectively. A simple

proportion transfers a temperature given according

to one scale to the corresponding number on either

of the others. 90” F. is equivalent to (90 - 82) x

32
J" C.; or to (90 - 32) x J, 25^“ R. Thermometers

for indicating very high temperatures are called

pyrometers. 1Leslie’s differential thermometer indi-

cates the difference in temperature between two glass

bulbs containing air, and connected by a bent tube

containing some sulphuric acid« which forms an index.

For additional information see Maximum Tjiuumo-

MBTER and Minimum Thermometer.
THERMO-PILE. See Thermo-eleotrioitt.
THERMOPYLAE, a narrow defile in Greece,

leading from I'hessaly into Opuntian Locris, between
Mount Gi]ta and the sea (the Maliac Gulf, now the

Gulf of Zeitouni), 26 miles north of Delphi. It was
often called by the Greeks simjdy Pylce (gates).

The name of Thermopyloi was due to the warm
springs {thcrmm) hard by. It is 5 or 6 miles long,

and was in ancient times only 60 or 60 paces (in the

narrowest part only 20 feet) wide, but is now, owing
to the growth of alluvial deposits, a plain of several

miles in breadth, traversed by the river Spercheios

(now Hellada), which anciently entered the Maliac
Gulf some distance to the north of the pass. As
Thennoj)yla3 forms the only road by which an army
can pass from Northern into Southern Greece it has

on several occasions been defended against invaders,

and it is chiefly celebrated for its defence by 300
Spartans, together with allies, under Leonidas, against

the Persian host under Xerxes, in 480 b.c. (See

Leonidab.) In 279 b.o. an army of Greeks held the

pass against an army of Gauls till it was lost by
treachery, as in the l^ersian invasion. The pass was
afterwards forced by Philip V. of Macedonia against

the iEtolians in 207 B.c., and by the Romans against

Antiochus the Great of Syria in 181 b.c.

THESEUS, a mythical king of Athens and a
famous hero of antiquity, son of .^geus by ^Ethra, the

daughter of Pittheus of Troezen, in Peloponnesus, He
was educated at Troezen, at the house of Pittheus, and
passed for the son of PoseidOn (Neptune). When he
came to years of maturity he was sent by his mother
to his father, and a sword and sandals were given

him by which he might make himself known to

Aegeus in a private manner. (See aEgeuh.) The
rojwi which led from I'roezene to Athens was infested

with robbers and wild beasts; but these were over-

come by his courage. On arriving at Athens he
narrowly escaped ^ing poisoned by Medea, who
was living with Argeus; but his father recognized

the sword, and received Theseus as his successor on
the throne. He next caught alive the wild Mara-
thonian bull; but a much more important service

was the slaying of the Minotaur and the freeing of

Athens from the tribute of seven youths and seven
maidens annually sent to Crete to be devoured by

that monster. (See MnfOTAUB.) This task he aooom*

lished by the help of Ariadne (see Ariadne), whom
6 had the meanness to abandon on his homeward

voyage in the Island of Naxos. The rejoicings which

his return might haveoccasioned at Athenswere inter-

rupted by the death of .Egeus, who threw himself

into the sea when he saw his son’s ship return, as it

did through the neglect of Theseus, with black sails^

which was the preconcerted signal of ill success. He
succeeded hisfatherasrulerof Athens. TheAthenians
were governed with mildness, and Theseus made new
regulations and enacted new laws. The number of

the inhabitants of Athens was increased; a court was

instituted, which had the care of all civil affairs; and

Theseus made the government democratical, while he

reserved for himself only the command of the armies.

To him also the Athenians ascribed the union of the

towns of Attica into a single state, with Athens at

the head, and the division of the people into the three

classes of Eupatrid®, Geomori, and Demiurgi (nobles,

husbandmen, and mechanics). Perhaps the most cele-

brated of the events in the career of Theseus after the

slaying of the Minotaur was his war with the Ama-
zons. He is said to have invaded their territory and

carried off their queen, Antiope (according to another

account, that with which the readers of Chaucer and
Shakspere are familiar, Hippolyta). The Amazons
in their turn invaded Attica, and a battle was fought

in the city of Athens itself. Theseus was victorious,

and the Amazons driven out of Attica. (See Attica.)

Pirithoiis, king of the Lapithse, invaded the territories

of Attica; but when llieseus marched out to meet
him, the two enemies, struck at the sight of each

other, cordially embraced; and from that time began
the most sincere friendship, which has become pro-

verbial. Theseus was present at the nuptials of his

friend, and fought most courageously with the Lapi-

thsB in defence of the bride Hippodamia and her

female attendants against the attempts of the Cen-
taurs. When Pirithoiis had lost Hippodamia he

agreed with Theseus, whose wife was also dead, to

carry away some of the daughters of the gods.

Their first attempt was upon Helen. After they

had obtained the prize they cast lots, and she became
the property of Theseus; but the resentment of Castor

and Pollux soon obliged him to restore her into their

hands. Theseus now assisted his friend in procuring

a wife, and they descended into the infernal regions

to carry away Persephone (Proserpine). Pluto,

apprised of their intentions, fastened both heroes to

a rock near the entrance of the lower world. When
Heracles came to steal the dog Cerberus he released

Theseus from his punishment, his guilt being less

than that of Pirithoiis, as he had only shared the

adventure from friendship. During the captivity of

Theseus in the Kingdom of Pluto (see PHiEDRA),
Menestheus, one of the descendants of Erechtheus,
ingratiated himself into the favour of the ))eople of

Athens and obtained the crown. Theseus attempted
to eject the usurper, but to no purpose. The Athe-
nians had forgotten his services; and he retired to
the court of Lycomedes, king of Scyros, who, either
jealous of his fame or bribed by Menestheus, threw
him down a deep precipice. In 469 B.c. his bones,
or what were supposed to be so, were found by Cimon
in Scyros, and brought to Athens, where they received
a magnificent burial Statues and a temple (the

Theseum) were raised; and festivals and games were
publicly instituted to commemorate his actions. A
portion of the temple still remains standing. A^at
shreds of history, if any, there may be in the accounts
of Theseus cannot be ascertained.

THESIS {theaiSf position, formed from tWtSmif I
put or lay down), in the schools, a general proposi-

tion which a person advances and offers to maintaiiL
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In logic every propoiition mey be divided into thesia

and hypothe^ Theeu oontaina the thing affirmed

or denied, and hypotheaia the oonditiona of the
affirmation or negation. Thui *if a triangle and
parallelogram have equal bases and altitudes (hypo-

thesis) the first is half of the second
'
(thesis). For

arsis and thesis see Rhythm.
THESPIS, a native of a vill^ near Athens, lived

in the time of Solon, in the sixth century B.C., and
is considered the inventor of tragedy, as he added
to the dithyrambic choruses of the feats of Bacchus
an actor, who, when the chorus was silent, generally

recited a mythical story; and probably carried on
dialogues with the leader of the chorus, appearing
successively in different characters in a piece. He
is also said to have been the inventor of the masks
which the Greek actors always wore in performing.

I'he date of his first representation is 535 B.c. See
Drama.
THESSALONIANS, Epistles to the. Both of

these epistles were written by St. Paul to the church
at Thessalonica, in all probability during his long stay

at Corinth, and therefore not very long after the foun-

dation of the Thessalonian church on St. I'aul’s second
missionary journey. A note at the end of each of the
epistles in our Authorized Version states that they
were written from Athens, but there can be little

doubt that this is erroneous. In the beginning of the
third chapter of the first epistle the writer intimates

that he was at Athens when he sent Timothy on a mis-

sion to the Thessaloniana, and the sixth verse of the
same chapter makes it clear that 'rimothy had already
returned from this mission before the epistle was
written. Now the narrative of the Acts shows that

Paul did not make a long stay at Athens in all, and
that he certainly cannot have remained long there

after he was joined by Silas and I'imothy, who came
to Athens by another nmte (compare Acts xvii. 15,

16, 33; xviii. 1). 'J'he inference is that St. Paul had
left Athens before the first epistle was written, and
as the place he next visited was Corinth, where he

made a stay of eighteen months, and as this is the

only place where ]*aul made a prolonged stay while

he wtis accompanied by Silas and 'J'iiuothy, as the

opening verse of both efdstles indicates that he was
at the time of their writing, there is no room to

doubt that they were both written from (k»rinth.

The date of the epistles thus depends on the date

of St. I’aul's stay in Cf)riuth. It lies most probably

between 52 and 54. They are the earliest of Paul’s

writings; ami when compared with his other einstles

are seen to be characterized by greater sinijilicity of

style, as manifested in the connecthjn of the thoughts,

the structure of the sentences, and the mode of ex-

pression. 'I'he contents of the first epistle are chiefly

words of encouragement t<i the infant church, com-

mendations of the zeal they had hithertc> shown,

mingled with exhortations to steadfastness and warn-

ings against the danger of relapsing into the practict.'s

that prevailed among them before they joined the

C'hristian church. The epistles cfinclude with the

special injunction of various C/hristian duties. The
second epistle, after some expressitms of consolation

to the 'i'hessalonians on account of the persecutions

they had had to suffer, goes on to disabuse their

minds of the belief that they seem to have enter-

tained, and partly to have derived from St. Paul’s

own words in the first epistle (ch. iv. 15-v. 3), that

the day of judgment was then imminent, on which
account some among them appear t(j have neglected

their ordinary duties. U’he a]jostle rebukes those

who have been doing so, and exhorts them all to work
patiently and diligently as he had done while among
them, and not to be led away by busylK)dies. The
genuineness of the tirst epistle was questioned by

Baur, but his view has met with little acceptance.
The second epistle, however, is regarded as non-
Pauline by a large number of critics.

THESSALONICA See Salonioa.

^

THESSALY, Thbssalia, the north-eastern divi-

sion of ancient Greece proper, bounded on the north
by the Cambunian Mountains, separating it from
Macedonia; on the west by the chains of I^ndus and
Tymphrestus, separating it from Epirus; on the south
by Mount (Eta, separating it from iEtolia, Doris,
and Locris; and on the east by the .Egean Sea. The
rich plain inclosed between these mountains belongs
almost entirely to one river basin, that of the Peneios
(Salambria), which traverses it from west to east, and
finds an outlet into the I'hermaic Gulf through the
vale of I'empe. In the earliest times Thessaly pro-

per is said to have been inhabited by .Eolio and
other tribes (Boeotians, Minyie, Aclueans, Perrhiebi,

Hestiiei). It was also the land of the semi-fabulous
Centaurs and the Lapithie. The name of Thessaly
was derived from the 'I'hessali, a Greek |HJople who
are said to have come into this land from the west,

fn)m Thesprotia, in the south of Epirus, and who
became the governing class in the country, having
succeeded in making the original inhabitants tribut-

ary, but leaving them individual freedom without
political rights. Thessaly was broken up into foui

separate confederacies, and long exerted no ini)K>rtant

infftience on the affairs of Greece generally; but it

rose for a brief |>eriod to a }K>Rition of greater conse-

quence when (alxmt 375 B.c.) Jnsoii of Pherte, having
got himself elected tagus, or common niler of the

confeileracies, brought the whole of Thessaly com-
pletely under his power, and began to aim at making
himself master of the whole of Gretjco. But this

scheme w.'is checked by his osstissination in 370 B.O.

Thessaly afterwards l)ecamede|>endent on Macedonia,
and finally w>is incor])orated with the Roman Empire.
After the fall of th(i Byzantine Empire Thessaly
aaue, with the rest of the im)>erial dominions, into
the hands of the ^J'urks, and till recently formed a
part of the Ottoman Empire, although the majority
of the inhabitantw are Greeks. 'J’he greater portion

of it was in 1881 incorporated in the kingdom of (Ireece,

to whi(d) it forms an im)>ortunt addition, being now
divi(b;d into the nomarch ies of Arta, Larissa, and
Trikkala, with a pop. (1896) of 397,459. The ancient

Tlnissalinns were celebrated as borsernen, os their

land w'as for its breed of borsrts. 'J’ho Tbessalian

women bad an evil repute as witehes and poisoners.

TIIETFORD, a municij>al lM)rough and market-

town in England, ])artly in the county of Suffolk and

jiartly in that of Norfolk, on both banks of tbe Ouse,

here crossed by a handsome iron })ri(lge, 79 miles

N.N.E. of London. It bos, besides churches and

chapels, a grammarand other scdiools; and tin; remains

of a Cluniac i)riory, of a nunnery, and some other

religious structures. The manufaetunjs comprise an

iron-foundry, a ])atont judp-goods fa<*t,ory, two agri-

cultural-machine factories, some breweries, malting

establishments, a flour- mill, and a tan yard. Pop.

(1891), 4247; (1901), 401.3

TIlK'l’lS, a daughter of Nereus and Doris, there-

fore one the Nereids. Being w<»oed by Peleus,

king of the Myrmidons, in Thessaly, she changed

herself into a thousand fonns to avoid his embraces;

but Peleus obtained the same power of transforma-

tion by the instructions of I’roteus or Chiron, iwd

she was at length obliged to yield. The nuptuils

were celel)rated on Mount Pelion, and were honoured

by the presence of all the gods except Eris or Disord,

who w as not invited, and who, to avenge the slight,

threw in among the company the apple of discord.

(See Ebih and PABift.) By Peleus she became the

mother of Achilles. See Achilles.
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THIAN-SHAN, or Celestial Mountains, an
extensive range of Central Asia, stretching generally

north-east and east from the Pamir plateau, and
separating Zungaria and the basin of the Hi river

in the north from the basin of the Tarin and the

Desert of Gobi in the south. It extends from about
66® to about 96® E. longitude, and from about 40®

to about 44® N. latitude. Five principal chains with
several subordinate ones have been distinguished,

not including the Ala-tau mountains on the frontiers

of Zungaria or the Alai mountains of Ferghana.
Many sections of the range have special names. The
highest summit is Khan-Tengri (‘24,000 feet), near
Issik Kul lake, on the frontiers of Chinese and
Russian Turkestan.

THIBET. See Tibet.
THICK-KNEE, Norfolk Plovki^ or Stone

Curlew {(Edicnemus crepitanB)^ a species of Gralla-

torial or Wading Birdi^ nearly allied to the Charad-
riadte or Plovers, and included in the sub-family of

the (Edicneminse. It occurs in England from April
to September, being esjKJcially abundant in the sandy
districts of Norfolk. The colour is brown, mottled
with black, the head being brown with black streaks.

A light streak runs from the forehead to the ear-

coverts. The chin and throat are white, the neck
and breast being pale-brown, whilst the alxlomen is

white. The average length of this hinl is 17 inches.

The eggs numl:)er two, and are of light-brown colour,

markt^ with slaty- blue. They are deposited on the

bare ground, and the males are Ixjlieved to aid in the

duties of incubation. The song-note consists of a
clear whistling sound. The food consists of slugs,

worms, insects, frogs, and like fare.

THIELT, a town in Belgium, in the province of

West Flanders, 14 miles h.s.k. of Brug(;s. It bus

a town-house surmounted by a Gothic tower, a col-

lege, and a technical and other schools. Its principal

manufactures are linen goods, lace, &c. Pop. (1897),

10,339.

THIERRY, Jacques Nicolas Auoustin, a cele-

brated French historian, was bom at Blois on the

10th of May, 179.5. He received his education in

the college of his native town, entered the Normal
School (at Paris) in 1811, and in 1813 obtained the

appointment of teacher in a provincial school. The
following year he (juitted this occuj)ation and re-

turned to Paris, wh(>,re he embraced with ardour the

socialistic views of St. Simon, and iKJcame his secre-

tary and his coadjutor in his literary work.s, and in

1816 published a treatise of his own, entitled Des
Nations et de leiirs Rai)i)orts Mutuels. He, how-
ever, did not fail to perceive the theoretical vagaries

of his master, from whom he separated in 1817,

when he became, along with Comte and Dunoyer,

one of the conductors of the journal Le Oenseur
Eurojxien. Shortly afterwards he lx3came a con-

tributor to the Courrier Franyais, in which, in 1 820,

he published ten letters on the history of France,

which attmctcd considerable attention. His cele-

brated work on the Noraian conquest of England,

Histoire de la Conquete de I’Angleterre par les Nor-

mands, was published at Paris in 182.5, and by the

interest of the narrative, brilliance of style, and
novel mode of treating the subject, attained great

success both in France and in England. From the

closeness of his application to work M. Thierry Ihj-

came in the following year almost entirely blind,

and at the same time was attacked by a nervous dis-

order. These afflictions were endured by him with

great fortitude, and he still pursued his literary

labours, making use of the assistance of his friends.

An enlarged edition of the letters formerly written

by him for the Courrier newspaper aj)peared in

1827, under the title of Lettres sur L’Histoire de la

France. In 1880 he was elected a member of the
Academy of Inscriptions. In 1834 he published,

under the title of Dix Ans d'^tudes Historiques^

a series of admirable essays, contributed by him to

various periodicals. About this time he was sum-
moned by Guizot, then minister of public instruction,

to Paris, and intrusted with the editing of the

Recueil des Monuments In^its de L’Histoire du
Tiers 6tat, for the collection of documents relative

to the history of France. To this publication he
prefixed an E^i sur L’Histoire de la Formation du
Tiers fitat, which was separately published in 18.53.

In 1840 he published Pfecits des Temps Merovin-
giens, which gaineil for him the Gotjert prize of the

Academy of Inscriptions. He died on the 22nd of

May, 1856. His wife gained some distinction in

the literary world by a work entitled Scenes de
Mmurs aux Dix-huitieme et Dix-neuvieme Si^cles,

published in 1836; and contributed also some able

essays to the Reveu des Deux Mondes.
THIERS, a town in France, in the department of

Puy-de-I)6mc, on the crest and side of a hill washed
by the Durollc, 21 miles n.n.e. of Clermont. Its

elevated site gives it a very striking apf>earance

when viewed from a distance, but its houses, though
solidly built, are huddled together without any regu-

larity, in steep, narrow, winding streets. It has two
ancient churches and the remains of an old castle;

considerable mamihactures of cutlery and iron-

mongery, paper, candles, leather and leather articles,

and some trade. Pop. (1896), 12,200.

THIERS, Louts Adolpiik, hVeiHih statesman and
historian, was born at Marseilles, ir)th April, 1797.

He was eilucated in the Lyceum of Marseilles until

he began the study of the law at Aix, where he passed

advocate al)Out 1819. He made no ^eat figure at

the bar, and, desirous of a larger theatre for his

ambition, he set out for Paris in 1821 to seek his

fortune. Having got an appointment on the staff of

the Constitutionnel, then the leading journal, he soon
acquired by liberal pay, and latterly by the gift of a
share in the Constitutionnel, complete independence.
Journalism soon ceased, however, to supf)ly sufficient

stimulus to his active intellect, and he undertook his

Histoire de la Rtnndution, having as his colleague

Felix Bodin, whose name appeared along with liis

in the first two volumes. The work was completed
in 1827, in ten vols. 8vo. On the formation of the
Polignac cabinet, Thiers founded, in conjunction with
Armand Carrel and Mignet, the National, the first

number of which appeared on 1st January, 1830.

The new democratic organ exercised a decisive in-

fluence on pul)lic opinion, and the famous ordinances,

the signal for the revolution of J uly, were now issued.

U|>on this Thiers counselled the issuing by the
journalists of a revolutionary manifesto. It W'as

signed by forty-three nan.es. Oitlers having been
given for the arrest of Thiers, he fled, on the night
of the 28th, to the neighbourhood of Saint Denis,
accompanied by Mignet and Armand Cant;l. Louis-
l*hilip}xj, having consented to be named King of the
French, Thiers was soon named a councillor of state,

and attached to the department of finance. He was
elected deputy for Aix, and after the death of Casimir
Perier Ijecame minister of the interior in the cabinet
of Soult, 11th Octol)er, 1832. He next filled the
offices of minister of commerce and minster of public
works, and again became minister of the interior,

but in conse(|uence of differences with Soult and
Gerard he gave in his demission, 11th November,
1834, but soon resumed office under Mortier. He
again retired in February, 1836, but a few days after

returned to power as foreign minister and president

of the council. These offices, after many vicissitudes,

he again held in March, 1840. A picturesque
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Inddent in hit ndminlitration wai the bringing of

the remainfl of Napoleon from St. Helena to France.

Taking a strong interest in the Eastern question be
declared in favour of Mehemet Ali of Egypt against

Turkey; but neither the king nor the ch^bers wished
to resort to extremities, and the policy of Thiers

having received a grave check he retir^ from the

cabinet on the 29th of October (1840). He now de<

voted himself to historical pursuits, and his Histoire

du Consulat et de TEmpire, begun in 1845, was com-
pleted in 1862, in twenty vols. 8vo. The revolution

of February, 1848, found him prepared to accept the

republic; and he was a member, first of the Con-
stituent and then of the National Assembly. After

the coup d'itat of 1851 he was banished from France,

but returned in August, 1852. After an absence of

twelve years from public life he was chosen in the

elections of 1863 deputy for the department of the

Seine, and was re-elected in 1869. In this position

he regained much of his early popularity. He com-
bated energetically the project of war against Prussia,

because France was unprepared, and after the disaster

of Sedan visited the courts of London, Vienna, St
Petersburg, and Florence to seek assistance against

Prussia; but all that he could obtain was a promise
that the four great powers would support the proposal

of an armistice. Accordingly Thiers proceeded to

the head-quarters of the King of Prussia at Versailles

to open negotiations for peace. But he was un-

successful, and Prussia proceeded to a war d outrance.

On February 17th, 1871, he was elected chief of the

executive power of the republic (being subsequently

president), and on the 21st opened negotiations with

Bismarck, which resulted in the peace with Germany.
Thiers retained office as president till the 24th of .May,

1873, whereupon Marshal Macmahon was appointed

president When Macmahon began to put himself

in opposition to the republic, Thiers acted in com-

plete harmony with the republican chiefs of the two
chambers, notably with M. Gaml>etta, to whom, on

September 3d, 1877, he gave a meeting at Paris to

read to him, and to several other politician, a mani-

festo which be had just completed. But that very

day he was attacked with congestion of the brain,

and died at night. Thiers was par excellence the re-

presentative of his country; a witty writer; and an

accomplished debater. He was also genial, unselfish,

large-hearted; and to establish the glory of France
was the main secret of bis measures and counsels.

THIONVILLE (German, Diedenhofen), a town
formerly in France, now in Alsace-Lorraine. It

stands on a level plain on the left bank of the

Moselle, is walled, and otherwise fortified. In the

Franco-German war it was invested after the battle

of Gravelotte, and after the fall of Metz it was
besieged with vigour. On the 25th of November,

1870, it was occu|>ied by the Germans. It suffered

very severely by the siege. It has manufactures of

gloves, thread, nets; several saw-mills and tanneries;

a trade in com, hemp, and flax; and an important
annual fair. Pop. (1890), 8928; (1900), 10,060.

THIRLWALL, CoNNOr, an English historian,

bom at Stepney, Middlesex, February 11, 1797;
died at Bath July 27, 1875. He was educated at

the Charter-house and at Trinity College, Cambridge,
where he obtained a fellowship. He afterwards

studied for the law, and was called to the bar in

1825. Having exchanged the law for the church be
was ordained in 1828, and some years after received

the living of Kirby Underdale, in Yorkshire. Here
he added to his pastoral duties a variety of literary

labours. The first of bis works published by him-
self (his father had previously issued a number of

essays and poems written by him in extreme youth)

was a translation of Schleiermacber’s Gospel of St.
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Luke, to which be prefixed an introdnotion. This
work appeared anonymously in 1825. His next work
was a translation of the first two volumes of Nie-
buhr’s History of Borne, in conjunction with Arch-
deacon Hare (1828-31). Then followed the work
to which he chiefly owes his reputation—his History
of Greece, the first edition of which appearad in
Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia, in eight volumes,
between 1835 and 1844. It was well received, and
before the appearance of Gmte’s history (the first

two volumes of which were published in 1846) was
without a rival in the English language. Grote him-
self praises it for the learning, sagacity, and candour
it display^ and said that if it had appeared a few
years earlier he should probably never have conceived
the design of his own work. In 1840 Thirlwall was
presented by l.(ord Melliourue to the see of StDavid’s,
which he held till within little more than a year
of his death. He was also for a time one of tlie

editors of the Cambridge Philological Museum, and
during the closing years of his life was a member of
the committee for the revision of the Old Testament.
He was the only bishop who spoke and voted for

Gladstone’s bill for the disestablishment of the Irish

church. See Perowne’s editions of his Remains,
Literary and Theological (1877), and l^lssays.

Speeches, and Sermons (1880); Stanley’s edition of

his Letters to a Friend (1881); Stoke ’s edition of

his Letters, Literary and Theological (1881); and
Morgan’s Four Biographical Sketclies (1892).

THIRSK, a market - town in England, in the

North Riding of York, 21 miles north by west of

York. It consists of the old and new towns, sejm-

rated by a small stream, over which are two stone

bridges, and of tlu) suburb of Sowerby. It has a

spacious market place, a handsome church in the

later English Htyk;; and manufactures of agricul-

tural implements and saddlery, and some malting
and brewing. Thirsk ceased to lie a parliamentary
borough in 1885. Pop. (1891 ), 13,016; (1901), 12,710.

THIRlS'J', the term applied to denote the lensa-

tions exfterieuced in animals from the want of

water. I’he sensations of thirst are generally

referred to the fauces or posterior portion of the

mouth and palate; but these symptoms are merely

to be regarded as the local manifestation of a generitl

or systemic condition, for by moistening the parched

and dry fauces thirst is alleviated but for a short

time only, whilst by the introduction of fluids into

the stomach, blood-vessels, intestines, or skin, the

condition is permanently relieved. When the watery

elements of the blood have been greatly diminished

or obstructed thirst becomes naturally most intense

and declared; or similarly, when saline matters arc

added to the blood in excess, the sensations of thirst

are produced. The nerves of the fauces therefore

are to be regarded as merely the accredited means
for warning us of the need for fluids, although the

conditions which induce and relieve thirst are partici

pated in by the body os a whole. It has formed a

subject of dispute amongst [)bysiologiHts as to whether

or not the skin by absorbing fluids can assuage the

pangs of thirst; or, more proj>erly, whether water or

fluids may really be absorbed by the skin. See Skin.

THIRTY TYRANTS. See Gueeck (Anoiknt)

—History, and Rome—History.

THIRTY YEARS’ WAR (from 1618 to 1648),

a war in Germany, at first a struggle between K.

Catholics and Protestants, but subsequently it lost

its religious character and became a struggle for

political ascendency in Europe. On the one side

were Austria, nearly all the R. Catholic princes of

Germany, and Spain; on the other side were, at

different times, the Protestant powers, and France.

The occasion of this war is to be found in the fact that
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Germany had been distracted ever since the Refor>
mation by the mutual jealousy of Roman Oatholics,

Lutherans, and Oalvinisti^ which led the Protestant
princes to form a Union in 1608, against whidi the
R. Catholic League was formed the following year.

(See Germany. )
Certain concessions had been made

to the Protestants of Bohemia by the Emperor
Rudolph II. (1609), but these were withdrawn by his

successor Matthias in 1 61 4, and four years afterwards
the Bohemian Protestants were in rebellion. Thus
began the first part of the long war, the part that is

known as the Bohemian war. The Protestant Bo-
hemians were led by the Count of Thum, and the
Union sent an auxiliary corps into Bohemia, under
the command of the brave Ernest, count of Mansfeld.
Their leaders drove the imperial troops from Bohemia,
invaded the Archduchy of Austria, and advanced to

the gates of Vienna, but unfavourable weather and
want of resources compelled the invaders to retreat.

Soon after, Ferdinand, with the title of Ferdinand
II., was chosen emperor (August 28, 1619). He had
borne the title of King of Bohemia since the resigna-

tion of his cousin Matthias in 1617. The Bohemians,
knowing his hostility to Protestantism, had already
declared his title to the Bohemian crown void, and
offered it to the elector palatine, Frederick V., the
head of the Protestant Union, and husband of Eliza-

beth, daughter of James I. of England. Frederick
accepted the crown, but he was ill fitted to cope with
the difficul^es Ixjfore him, and the great victory of

the troops of the league (8th Noveml)er, 1620), under
Maximilian of Bavaria, on the Weissenberg (White
Mountain), near Prague, which was followed by the
flight of the new king, put an end to the Bohemian
rebellion, and crushed the Protestant cause in that

quarter. Frederick was put under the ban of the

empire, his territory wjis taken from him and be-

stowed on Maximilian of Bavaria,

Ferdinand had now a favourable opportunity of

concluding a peace on moderate terms. But his

unsparing treatment of the conquered, and the re-

actionary proceedings against the Protestants gener-

ally, all of whom hod been expelled from Bohemia,
at last roused the determined opjwsition of the Pro-
testant ])riiices, who sought and obtained foreign

assistance. Aided by supjdies of money from Eng-
land, and by a body of troojis from Holland, Count
Mansfeld, Christian of Brunswick, and the Margrave
of Baden again took the field, and they were joined

by Christian IV. of Denmark. Mansfeld was de-

feated by the imperial general Wallenstein at Dessau

(1626), and after u difficult march through Hungary
to the lower Danube, died in Bosnia on the 30th of

November in the same year. Meanwhile Christian

of Brunswick hod also died, and Christian of Denmark
had been defeated by Tilly at Lutter am Barenl^erg,

and compelled to withdraw to his own territory (1626).

The allies of Denmark, the dukes of Mecklenburg,

were now obliged to flee from their territories, which

were taken possession of by Wallenstein with the

consent of the emperor. Holstein, Schleswig, and
Jutland also soon fell into the hands of the imperial

troops. Pomerania and Brandenburg had detach-

ments forced upon them by Wallenstein. The power
of the emperor extended to the Baltic, and to secure

this power an attempt was made to seize all the im-

portant towns on the coast. Stralsund alone mode
serious resistance, and during a ten weeks’ siege,

which was carried on with furious energy (May to

July, 1628), it baffled all the attacks of Wallenstein,

who was at last forced to retreat with great loss.

This check thwarted the plans of Wallenstein, and
led to a short interruption of the war. In the peace

of Liil)eck (May, 1629) Christian of Denmark re-

vived back all the territories belonging to him that

bad been occupied and devastated by the imperial

troops, on the condition of promising to interfere no
more in the affairs of Germany.

Austria was once more victorious; but the greater

its victory the more complete was to be the triumph
of the Roman Catholic Church. With this object

the emperor issued the Edict of Restitution, in virtue

of which all the ecclesiastical foundations and other

church property that had been confiscated for the

behoof of Protestants since the religious peace of

Passau (1662) were to be restored to the Roman
Church, and the Calvinists were to be excluded from
the V>enefits of that peace. This ordinance, which
threatened to take a large number of bishoprics, and
almost all the abbeys and other ecclesiastical foun-

dations of North Germany, out of the hands of those

who then held them, fill^ all Protestant Germany
with alarm and prolonged the war. Many princes

and towns refused to obey it, and the emperor was
obliged, in order to give effect to it, to keep his forces

in the field. But tnese forces did not long remain
under the command of Wallenstein. At a meeting
of the Electoral College of the empire in August,
1630, Ferdinand found it expedient to yield to the

general demand for his deposition, and the supreme
command of the imperial armies was given to Tilly,

who thereupon marched against Magdeburg, which
had refused to carry out the edict.

In the meantime a new belligerent appeared on
the scene, one whose exploits form the most inter-

esting episode of the whole war. This was Gustavus
AdoljJius, king of Sweden, who landed on the coast

of Pomerania on the 24 th of June, 1630. The in-

ducements which led him to mix himself up with the

struggle wtire the desire of protecting Protestantism

in Germany, that of establishing the power of Sweden
on the coast of the Baltic, and that of checking the

advance of the power of Austria in North Germany.
For this last reason he had the secret support of the
French minister Richelieu, who was je^ous of the

growing power of the house of Hapsburg. Gustavus
Adolphus was generally hailed by the inhabitants of

the Protestant states of Germany as their deliverer,

but the Protestant princes did not extend to him so

eager a welcome. Fearing the revenge of the emperor
they for the moat part refused his offered alliance,

and at the diet of Leipzig resolved to maintain a
neutral attitude. The old Duke of Pomerania, whose
territory had been terribly devastated by the imperial

troops, had at once opened his land to him, but the

Electors of Brandenburg and Saxony refused him a
passage through their territories, and while the time
was consumed in negotiations the town of Madge-
burg, after repeated assaults, was taken and destroyed

(May 10, 1631). Tilly now threatened Saxony, and
the elector, John George I., hastened to conclude,

in his own defence, the alliance which he refused

in the interests of tlie Protestant cause. On the

7th of Septeml)er the forces of Tilly and Gustavus
Adolphus met at Breitenfeld, close to Leipzig, when
the former were completely defeated. Tilly retreated

to the south, while the Swedish king advanced to

the Main and Rhine. Before the end of winter the

latter had made himself master of the Bishopric of

Wiirzburg and the greater part of the Lower Palati-

nate, as well as of the towns on the Rhine. In the

spring of 1632 he marched by way of Niimberg to

the Lech, on the banks of which Tilly had taken up
a strong position. On the 15th of April this position

was forced by the Swedes, and Tilly was mortally
wounded during the engagement. After placing a
garrison in Augsburg, Gustavus Adolphus, accom-
panied by the former Elector Palatine, Frederick V.,

advanced us far as Munich, the Bavarian capital.

Meantime the emperor had in his distress again
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tamed to WsUenstein, and induced him by entreaties

and spreat ooncessions to undertake to levy and com-
mand a new army. Aiter a successful operation

against the Saxons, Wallenstein joined the Bavarian
t^ps in Bohemia and marched with them into

Franconia^ where the Swedes had posted themselves

strongly not far from Niimberg. On arriving there

Wallenstein took up another strong position in the

neighbourhood, and fortified a camp. Here the two
armies lay for months facing one another without

coming to a pitched battle; till at last Gustavus
found that the resources of the neighbourhood were
exhausted, and resolved to venture upon an attack

on the enemy’s camp. But in spite of the bravery

of the assailants, the attack, again and again renewed,

was always repulsed. Gustavus Adolphus was obliged

to give up the hope of success in his attempt, and
soon after he led hia tniops into Saxony. Thither

Wallenstein followed him, and on the 6th of Novem-
ber, 1632, a battle was fought at Liitzen, near Leip-

zig, in which Wallenstein was defeated, but in which
the victorious Swedes lost their king and leader.

After the death of Gustavus Adolphus the direc-

tion of the war was assumed by the Swedish chan-

cellor Axel Oxenstiema, who, in the hrst place, got

the Protestant princes and. towns of the Franconian,

Swabian, and the two Rhenish circles of the Germanic
Empire to promise in the Heilbron Convention to

uphold the Swedes until the victory of the Protestant

cause should he secured. The principal generals who
acted under him were Bernhard von Weimar, and
the Swedish general Horn. France furnished sup-

plies of money. Jiavaria was laid waste by the

Swedes, who, since the death of their king, carried

on the war in as barbarous a manner as the iiufierial

troops, who were now quartered in Silesia, In this

province and in Bohemia Wallenstein lingered with-

out exhibiting any of the energy that was demanded
of liim by the iiniierial court. This slackness, to-

gether with other circumstances, caused him to be
8us()ected of entering into treasonable negotiations

with the enemy, and Ferdinand ultimately deposed

him and placed him under the ban of the empire,

in conseijuence of which he was murdered by some
of his own otticers (Febniary 25, 1634). After this

the im{>erial army move<l into liavaria, and on the

6th of Septendwr, 1634, gained a comjdete victory

over Bernhard von Weimar at Ndrdlingen. Several

German priuires, the principal of whom was the

Elector of Saxony, who had never been well inclined

to the Swedes, now thought it convenient to conclude
separate peaces with the emperor, and the {>eople

generally began to cherish the ho{)e of soon seeing

the termination of the war. The separate {>eace

with Saxony, the }>eace of Prague, was concluded in

May, 1635, and in it Saxony received the whole of

Lusatiaasa hereditary possession, while the emperor
virtually gave up the edict of restitution.

ITie hopes raised among the people of Germany
by this and other separate pieaces were far from l)oing

oouhrm^ Germany itself was almost unanimous
in desiring peace, but the Swedes thought it their
interest to continue the war in order not to lose the
advantages they had gained, and France now deter-
mined^ to take a more active part in the war, with
the view of abasing the house of Hapsburg and
extending the French frontier to the Rhine. Riche-
lieu promised to the Swedes important aid in money
and troops, and the war was renewed with greater
vigour than had been shown since the death of Gus-
tavos Adolphus. The Swedish general Baner con-
quered and rendered desolate Saxony and ITiuringia

(1636); Bernhard von Weimar took Rheinfelden,
Freiburg, and Breisach, and formed the scheme of
creating for himself an independent principality on

both banks of the Rhine, but was stopped short in

his career by death in «Tuly, 1639. In the midst of

these events the emperor had died (February, 1687),
and had been followed by his son Ferdinand III., a
man of milder and less energetic temper than his

father, but as firmly attached to the Catholic faith,

and equally inclined to force it on his subjects.

In the autumn of 1640 the new emperor assembled
a diet at Ratisbon to deliberate over the best method
of conducting the war, and while this council was
sitting, Baner, who hatl for the last few years been
constantly engaged in the east of Germany, conceived
the audacious plan of leaving his winter quarters and
taking the whole council, ^oug with the emperor,
prisoners (January, 1641 ). A sudden thaw prevented
the execution of this scheme, by melting the ice on
which he had honied to cross the rivers. Baner died

during the retreat. He was succeedeil in the com-
mand of the Swedish army by Torstenson, the ablest

of the generals who proceeded from the school of

Gustavus Adolphus. Although generally coufined

by the gout to a sedan chair, he ashinished the world

by the rapidity of his movements. He vanciuished

the im|>erial armies near I^eipzig (Breitenfeld, 1642),

advanced into Moravia with the intention of (lene-

trating into Austria and attacking the emjHjror in

his capital, then suddenly appeared in Schleswig and
Holstein and put to flight Christian IV. of Denmark,
who had lately allied himself with the em|)eror and
brought an army into the field (1643). Later (August,

1645), Wrangel, another Swedish general, forceci

Christian to aercopt a diHadvantageous pethce. After

lus victory over Christian IV., ^^)^Hten8^m again

turned south, and having destroyed two im|>erial

armies, one under Gallos and the other under llatz-

feld and Giitz, in conjunction with llak(K;/.y, prince

of Transylvania, once more threotetied Vienna (1645),

But theemperor was ag.ain deli voretl from the danger.

The withdrawal of Rakoc/.y obliged 'I'orstenson to

give up his design; and in the following year, worn
out by disease, he resigned his command, which was
taken up by Wrangel. Meantime the Freiich bad
l>eeu ojHirating on the Rhine and in the west of

Germany. After the death of Berrthard of Weimar
they hud taken his army into their pay. At the

bead of this anny Giu'dtriant obtained several suc-

cesses, but towards the close of 1643 suifered a severe

defeat in which bis anny was in great part destroyed.

He himself was UK>rtully wounded s<K)n after. In

the following year neither of the French generals

Engbien and Turenne was able to gain any consider-

able mlvantage; but on the .3d of August, 1645, the

Austrian general Mercy was defeated at Allersheim,

near Ndrdlingen, after which the junction of the

French and Swedes was inevitable. Late in the

summer of 1616 their united armies advanced through

Suabia and Bavaria, and in the armistice of Ulin

(March, 1647) compelled Maximilian of Bavaria to

fall away from the emperor. In the following year

further successes were gained, and Wrangel was on
the point of uniting his forces with those of the other

Swedish general Kiinigsuiark who ha<J ]>enetrated

into Bohemia, when the news reached the armies

that the Beaee of Westphalia, which had been nego-

tiating for live years at Munster an<l Osuabriick,

was concluded, i'y a singular coincidence it hap-

pened that the last blow of the war was struck at

the place where the war originated, Prague. Kdnigs-

mark had taken one part of the town, and was pre-

paring to attack the other when he was stopped by
the news of peace. For a statement of the settlement

made by this peace see Westphalia (Psaob of).

In addition to the misery which such a war could

not but produce while it raged, the Thirty Years’
I war had other ill effects on Germany of a more last-
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ing nature. In the first place, it increased thepower
of the petty princes, and thus led to the keeping up
of expensive courts, numerous standing armies, and a
superabundance of government official^ all of which
implied heavy taxation. The benefits to learning

which resulted from this state of affairs cannot, how-
ever, be overlooked. Secondly, it brought about the

decline of trade and manufactures, which had re-

moved their seats to other lands. Many of the great
commercial and industrial towns of Germany were
now impoverished. Thirdly, it destroyed German
art and literature. For nearly a century and a half

after the war foreign influences prevailed in every
branch of culture.

For more detailed accounts of the Thirty Years’
war and its results, besides Schiller’s well-known his-

tory, the following may be referred to: Der Dreissig-

jiihrige Krieg vom militfirischen Standpunkte, by
Karl du Janys von la Koche (three vols., 1848-52);
The Thirty Years’ War, by Samuel R. Gardiner

0874); Gindely’s Geachichte des Dreissigjahrigen

Kriegs (four vols., 1869-80, tr. into Eng.), Illustrierte

Gesohichte (1882-84), and Beitrage (1900); Ritter’s

Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter der Gegenrefor-

mation (three vols., 1890-1900); Winter’s Geschichte
des Dreissigjahrigen Kriegs (1893).

THISBE. See Ptramus and Thisbe.

THISTLE, the popular name of various flowering

plants of the natural order Compoaitee, especially

of species of the genera Carduui and Cnidus, belong-

ing to the section of the order characterized by
having all the florets tubular. In CarduuB the

pappus is pilose, whilst in Cnicus it is plumose. The
flowers are generally purple in colour, and nearly

always hermaphrodite, and the receptacle is covered

with chaffy bristles. Several species are very com-
mon in Britain. The name Scotch Thistle is often

given to the Cotton Thistle, Onopordon aeanthium,
a doubtful native of Scotland, which has other species

with much more claim to this designation, and more
worthy to stand for its national emblem, such as

CarduuB lanceoUitui. Some of the thistles are a
great nuisance to farmers, while others are eaten

as vegetables—the Milk Thistle {Carduus marianua)
for instance, and the cotton thistle. America pos-

aesses several native species of thistle, and European
species have also established themselves there and
in Australia. In Argentina thistles grow to a great

size and form impenetrable thickets. See Carduus,
Cabline-thistle, Sow-thistle, &c.

THISTLE, Knights op the, or Knights of St.

Andrew, according to some writers instituted by
Aohaius, king of Scots, in memory of an appearance

in the heavens of a bright cross resembhng that

whereon St. Andrew suffered martyrdom, seen by
Achaius the night before he gained a victo^ over

Athelstan, king of England. But the truth is, that

there is no known mention of the thistle as the

national badge of Scotland before the reign of

James III., in the inventory of whose effects it

occurs in that way. A collar of gold thistles sur-

rounds the royal ensign in Sir David Lindsay’s

armorial register of 1542. But no order of knights

taking its name from the thistle existed till 1687,

when statutes were issued for the creation of such an
order, and eight knights were nominated by James
VII. (James II. of England). No nominations were
made during the reign of William and Mary, but
the order was revived by Queen Anne on the Slst of

December, 1703. The insignia of the order consist

of a gold collar composed of thistles connected by
the interlaced stalks of some other plant ; the jewel

Buspraded by a green ribbon from the collar, and
consisting of a figure of St. Andrew in the middle of

a star with eight pointed rays ; and the star, which

is of silver and is eight-rayed, four of the rays being
pointed, while the idtemate rays are shap^ like the

tail-feathers of a bird, and which has a thistle in the

centre, surrounded by a band bearing the motto,

‘Nemo me impune la^ssit’. The style of the order

is, The Most Ancient and Most Noble Order of the

Thistle. The order consists of the sovereign and
sixteen knights, besides extra knights (princes), and
a dean, a secretary, the lyon king of arms, and the

gentleman usher of the green rod.

THISTLEWOOD, Arthur, the son of a farmer

in Lincolnshire, bom in 1770, a notorious character,

who, after a life of gambling and dissipation, became
the principal agent in the memorable Cato Street

conspiracy (so called from the meeting-place of the

conspirators in London), the object of which was to

murder several members of the administration at a
cabinet dinner, and excite an insurrection in the city

of London. The day selected for carrying out the

plot was that fixed for the funeral of George III.

at Windsor, when all the military would be out of

London to take part in the funeral procession. This
absurd scheme was betrayed by a man employed as

a spy by the ministry, and the insane projectors

were arrested just as they were about to proceed to

the execution of their purpose (February, 1820).

Being tried and condemned as a traitor. Thistle-

wood, with four of his coadjutors, suffered the
sentence of the law. May 1, 1820.

THOMA8, Christians op St. See Christians
OF St. Thomas.
THOMAS, St., also called Didtmub (the former

being the Hebrew, the latter the Greek word signi-

tying ‘twin’), one of the twelve apostles. He is

said to have been a native of Antioch. Eusebius
says that his real name was Judas. He followed

Jesus with the most devoted attachment; and the

scene with his Master after the resurrection, in

which the doubts that Thomas had expressed with
great vehemence as to the fact of the resurrection

were removed by the invitation of Christ to examine
his wounds, is the chief of the three occasions

on which he is prominent. He is said to have
preached the gospel among the Farthians ; but the

particulars of his life are unknown. His grave was
believed by the early church to be at Edessa, and
Chr3rBOBtom mentions it as one of the four genuine
tombs of the apostles, the other three being those of

Peter, Paul, and John. Late traditions bear that
Thomas went farther east than Persia, and was the
founder of the church in Malabar, known as the
Christians of St. Thomas

; but this is doubtful. (See
Christians of St. Thomas.) An apocr3rphal Gospel
of Thomas is published in Tischendorf’s Evangelia
Apocrypha.
THOMAS, St., one of the group called the Virgin

Isles, in the West Indies, sold to the United States
by Denmark in 1902. It is 12 miles long and 2i
miles broad; area, 42 square mUes. It has a rugged
and elevated suHace, which attains its greatest
height towards the centre, and descends sometimes
gradually, but oftener abruptly, to the shore. It was
once well-wooded, but the trees have been cut down,
which has laid the surface of the island open to the
full force of the sun’s rays, and has thus produced
a great deficiency of water. The soil being mostly
sandy, far the greater part of it remains uncultivated.

The area under crop is only about 2500 acres, of
which nearly a half is planted with sugar-cane. The
trade used to be extensive, St. Thomas being a
depot of goods for many of the neighbouring islands,

and a great place of call for steamers trading to the
West Indies

;
but times have changed. The chief

town and the centre of trade is Charlotte-Amalie,
Pop. (1890), 12,019.
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THOMAS, St. ( Stto TlumU)^ an island in the

Atlantic, near the coast of Guinea, belonging to

Portugal, about 30 miles long and 18 broad; lat.

to 25' N.; Ion. 6** 25' e.; area, with the island of Prin-

cipe (a small island also belonging to Portugal, about
80 miles to the north-east), 454 square miles. The
climate is hot, moist, and unwholesome to Europeans.

The soil is fertile, and produces the fruits of the

climate, especially coff^ cacao, sugar, indigo, and
cotton. The island is well watered. In the

centre is a high mountain, covered with wood and
fruit-trees, and wrapped in almost perpetual clouds,

from which descend a number of rivulets, which
water the sugar-cane plantations in the valleys at

the bottom. The chief town is Cidade. Pop., ac-

cording to the census of 1900, 37,776.

THOMAS A. KEMPIS, German mystic, was
bom in 1380 at Kempen, now in the Prussian Rhine
Province. His usual surname is formed from the

name of his native town, his proper surname being

Hamerken or Hdmtnerlein (‘ Little Hammer’), Latin-

ized as MaUeotua. At the age of twelve he entered

the school of the Brothers of the Common Life at

Deventer, where his teacher was Florentius Rade-
win, a founder of the brotherhood, and about 1399

he took up his residence in the Augustinian monas-
tery of Mount. St. Agnes at Zwolle, established by
the Brothers. He passed out of the novitiate in 1 406,

and was ordained priest in 1414, and he lived there,

absorbed in literary and pious labours and greatly

esteemed for saintliness, till his death on Julv 25,

1471. His numerous Latin works include a chron-

icle of his monasteiy, a life of the chief founder of

the Brothers of the Common Life, Gerhard Groot,

sermons, hymns, moral treatises, and other writings,

but his fame rests wholly uixm his celebrated de-

votional treatise entitled Imitatio Christi. This

work, which appeared anonymously, was not all

written at one period, and it underwent several re-

visions. It is in four books, entitled respectively:

(1) Admonitions Useful for a Spiritual Life; (2)

Admonitions Concerning Inward Things; (3) Of
Internal Consolation; and (4) A Devout Exhorta-

tion to the Holy Communion. It has been claimed

for Jean Charlier de Gerson (1363-1429), chancellor

of the University of Paris, and even for others, but it

is now generally accented as the work of A Kempis.
The first edition of the works of Thomas appeared

at Utrecht in 1474, but it did not contain the Imi-

tatio. The Imitatio has passed through an enormous
number of editions in almost all languages, being in-

deed the most widely distributed b^k in the world

after the Bible. Among recent editions are those of

Hirsche (1874 ; 2nd ed., 1891), Gerlach (1889), and
Wolfsgruber (2nd ed., 1890). The English translation

of 1889, with preface b^ the late Canon Liddon, is

based on Hirsche s edition, and shows the rhythmic
arrangement intended b^ the author. See Kettle-

well’s Thomas k Kempis and the Brothers of the

Common Life (two vols., 1882), and Hirsche’s Prole-

gomena zu einer neuen Ausgabe der Imitatio (three

ola, 1873-93).

THOMAS AQUINAS. See Aquinas (Thomas).
THOMAS THE RHYMER. See Rtmer.
THOMISTS. See Aquinas and Scholasticism.
THOMPSON, Benjamin. See Rumkokd (Count).
THOMPSON, SiB Edward Maundb, paleo-

graphist and bibliographer, was bom in Jamaica
on May 4, 1840, and was educated at Rugby and
Univeni^ CoU^gie, Oxford. He was appom^ an
awristant in the British Museum in 1861, and ten
^eara later became assistant-keeper of manuscripts,
m 1878 keeper of manuscripts and Egerton librar^
and in 1888 principal librarian and secretary. In
1898 his offUaal title as a seirvant of t^ &itish

Museum was changed to Director and Principal
Librarian. He was called to the bar at the Middle
Temple in 1867. In 1896-96 he was Sanders reader
in bibliography at Cambridge. He was created a
Companion of the Bath in 1893 and a knight com-
mander in 1895, and he lias received hononuy
degrees from the universities of Oxford, Durham,
and St. Andrews, besides honours from France and
Germany. For the Rolls Series he has edited
Chronic^n Angliee, 1328-1388 (1874), Chronicon
Galfridi le Baker de Swynebroke (1889), and Ada
Murimuth Continuatio Chronicorum together with
Robertua de Aveabury de Qestis Mirabilibus Regis
Edwardi Tertii (1889); for the Camden Society,

Letters of Humphrey Prideaux (1875) and Oorres-

S
tndence of the Family of Hatton (1878); for the
akluyt Society, Diary of Richard Cocks in Japan

(1883) ;
for the Royal Society of Literature, Chroni-

con Adffi de Usk (1876); and for the Hellenic

Society, along with Sir R. C. Jebb, a facsimile of

the Laurentian Sophocles (1885). In 1893 appeared
his excellent Handbook of Greek and Latin Paleeo-

graphy in the International Scientific Series. In
1902 he was appointed an original member of the

British Academy.
THOMPSON, Sir Henry, surgeon, was bom at

Framlingham, Suffolk, on Aug. 6, 1820. He was
educated at University College, London, and in

the London University examinations he gained dis-

tinction in chemistry, anatomy, and surgeiy. He
was awarded the Jacksonian prize in 1852 for an
essay on The Pathology and Treatment of Stric-

ture of the Urethra, and again in 1860 for on essay

on The Healthy and Morbid Anatomy of the Pros-

tate Gland. In 1853 he became assistant-surgeon

to University College Hospital, surgeon ten yean
later, pnifessor of clinical surgery in 1866, and con-

sulting surgeon in 1874. In 1884 he was professor

of pathology and surgery to the Royal College of

Surgeons. He has received numerous honours from
foreign countries, was knighted in 1867, and created

a baronet in 1899. His works treat mostly of the
urinary organs and their diseases, of cremation, and
of diet. To the first class belong, besides the essays

above mentioned, Practical Lithotrity and Lithot-

omy (1863); Clinical Lectures on Diseases of the

Unnary Organs (8th ed., 1888); On Suprapubic
Lithotomy (1885) ;

and The Preventive Treatment
of Calculous Disease (1888); and with these may
be mentioned hia tieatise on Tumours of the Blad-

der (1884). In Cremation, or the Treatment of

the Body after Death (1874) and Modem Crema-
tion, its History and Practice (4th ed., 1901), he
advocates the substitution of cremation for the

resent method of sepulture. The third group of

is writings comprises On Food and Feeding (llth

ed., 1901), and Diet in Relation to Age and Ac-
tivity (18th ed., 1901). He has also written two
novels, Charley Kingston’s Aunt (1885), and All

But (1886), and has exhibited pictures at the Royal
Academy, the Solon, and elsewhere.

THOMS, William John, antiquary, was bora

in Westminster on Nov. 16, 1803. He early

obtained a situation in the secretary’s office at

Chelsea Hospital, and in 1845 he was appointed a
clerk in the House of Lords. From 1863 till 1882
he acted as deputy-librarian of the House of Lords,

and during the {^od 1838-78 he was secretary to

the Camden Society. He was elected a fellow of

the Society of Antiquaries in 1888. In 1882 he
started a short-lived paper called The Origi^ but
Notes and Queries, fouled in 1849, is stiU in exis-

tence. He acted as editor of the iMter from its

commencement to 1872. He died in London on
Aug. 15, 1886. Among works edited by him are*
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Early Prose Romances (three vols., 1827-28); Lays
and Legends of France, Spain, Tartary, and ^land
(1884); Lays and Legends of Germany (1834);
Anecdotes and Traditions illustrative of Early Eng-
lish History and Literature (1 839), for the Camden
Society; Stow’s Survey of London (1842) ; and The
History of Reynard the Fox (1844), for the Percy
Society. His original works include : The Book of

the Court (1838) ; The Death Warrant of Charles I.

(1872); Human Longevity, its Facts and its Fic-

tions (1873); and Curll Papers (1879). Thoms
invent^ the word fdk-lorCf which he first used in

an article in the Atheneeum of Aug. 26, 1846.

THOMSON, Sib Chahles Wyvillk, naturalist,

son of a surgeon in the service of the East India
Company, was bom at Bonsyde, Linlithgow, on
March 5, 1830. After attending Merchiston School,

Edinburgh, he entered the University of Edinburgh,
where he took the medical course and showed great

ability in botany and natural history. He was
appointed lecturer on botany in King’s College,

Aberdeen, in 1850, and professor at Marischal Col-

lege in 1851. Two years later he obtained the

chair of natural history in Queen’s College, Cork,

and in 1854 he went to Queen’s College, Belfast,

as professor of mineralogy and geology. In 1860
he was transferred to the chair of natural science

in the same college, and in 1868 he became in

addition professor of botany in the Royal College

of Science at Dublin. He returned to Scotland in

1870 to take up the chair of natural history in the

University of Edinburgh. He took an active part

in the scientific investigation of the British seas by
the Lightning and Porcupine expeditions, and puV»-

lished an account of the results in a volume entitled

The Depths of the Sea (1873). He was appointed

in 1872 chief of the scientific staff of the ChaUenger
expedition (which see in Supi'.), and on its return

in 1876 he was knighted and selected to superintend

the arrangement of the collections and the publica-

tion of the results. He died at Bonsyde on March
10, 1882, before the work was completed. In The
Voyage of the Challenger: the Atlantic (two vols.,

1877) he gave a general account of part of the

investigations carried out in the famous voyage.

THOMSON, James, Scottish p<iet, was l>ora in

September, 1700, at Ednam, in Roxburghshire, where
his father was parish minister. He received his

earlier education in the parish school at Soutbdean,

where his father had removed soon after his birth,

and after attending school at Jedburgh he entered

the University of Edinburgh in 1715. He at first

intended to enter the ministry, but in 1725 he went
to London—with good recommendations— to de-

vote himself to literature, having already written a
(]^uantity of verse. His poem on Winter was pub-

lished in the following year, and in 1727 it was
followed by Summer. Spring appeared in 1728, and

in 1730 the series was completed and published

under the title of The Seasons. This first venture

was very successful, and was followed by his play

Sophonisba, product at Drury Lane in 1730. For
some time afterwards he was on the Continent as

travelling tutor to the son of Charles Talbot, a

future lord chancellor. He returned to England
near the end of 1731, and after the death of his

pupil in 1733 he was appointed by the young man’s
father to a sinecure office with a salary of £300 a
year. Having resumed his poetic activity he pub-

lished a patriotic poem entitled Liberty (1734-36),

which was included in 1736 in the volume with So-

phonisba and Britannia, the latter another patriotic

effusion which he had issued in 1729. His patron
died in 1737 and he lost his sinecure, but next year

the Prince of Wales granted him a pension of £100

a year. His famous song, Rule Britannia, formed
part of The Masque of Alfr^ (1740), written by him
in collaboration with his friend David Mallet, with
music composed by Dr. Ame. In 1744 his patron

Lord Lyttelton conferred upon him the sinecure office

of surveyor-general of the Leeward Islands, worth
£300 a year. In the same year he issued a new edition

of The Seasons with extensive additions and altera-

tions, and in 1748 appeared The Castle of Indolence

:

An Allegorical Poem, a fine imitation of Spenser.

He lost his pension early in 1748, and on Aug. 27 of

that year he died from the effects of a chill. He
was buried in the parish church of Richmond.
Among his poems not already mentioned are: A
Poem Sacred to the Memory of Isaac Newton (1727);

To the Memory of the Rt. Hon. Lord Talbot (1737);

Agamemnon (1738), a play; Edward and Eleanora

(1739), a play which was published but rejected by
the censor; Tancred and Sigismunda: A Tragedy
(1746), his most successful play; and Coriolanus

(1749), a posthumously acted play. Among his chise

friends were Pope, Quin, Garrick, Mallet, and other

notable persons of that period. The Seasons marks
the dawn of a new area in English poetry, an era

characterized by a departure from the formalism

and artificiality of Pope and his school in favour of

simplicity and truthfulness to nature. The impulse

gathered strength in Gray and Cowper, and reached

its fullest exjiression in Wordsworth. The Seasons

found warm admirers in France and other countries.

A good recent edition of Thomson’s complete works
is the Aldine (1897) by D. C. Tovey. The best

biography is Dr. Leon Morel’s James Thomson,
sa Vie et ses QCuvres (1896) ;

see also the Life in

Tovey’s edition, and Bayne’s Thomson (Famous
Scots aeries, 1898).

THOMSON, Jambs, poet of pessimism, was born

at Port-Glasgow on Nov. 23, 1834. While he was
still a boy his father liecame paralysed and his

mother died, and he was educated at the Royal
Caledonian Asylum. He was afterwards trained at

Chelsea for the calling of army schoolmaster, and in

1851 settled near Cork as a teacher. After teaching

at various regimental centres he was discharged

from the army along with several others for a breach

of discipline in 1862. He had gained the friendship

of Charles Bradlaugh, and contributed to his Na-
tional Reformer over the signature B. V., that is,

Bysshe (Shelley’s second name) Vanolis (an ana-
gram of Novalis). In 1872 he was in Colorado as

agent of a mining company, and in the following

year he went to Spain as a war corresi>ondent. In
1874 he contributed to the National Reformer his

most famous poem, The City of Dreadful Night, in

which his gloomy temperament cle*irly shows itself.

It was published separately, along with some other
poems, in 1880. He was subject to dipsomania and
insomnia, and his sad life ended on June 3, 1882,

in University College Hospital, London. His other
publications include: Vane’s Story, Weddah and
Om-el-Bonain, and other Poems (1881); Essays and
Phantasies (1881); A Voice from the Nile, and
other Poems (1884); Satires and Profanities (1884);
and Poems, Essays, and Fragments (1892). His
Poetical Works were issued in two volumes in 1895,
and a volume of Biographical and Critical Studies
appeared in 1896. See the Life by H. S. Salt (1889;
revi.sed edition, 1898).

THOMSON, John, Scottish landscape-painter,

was born on Sept. 1, 1778, at Dailly, Ayrshire,

where his father was minister of the parish church.
He was educated at the parish school, and studied
for the ministry in Glasgow University for a year.

In 1793 he entered the University of Edinburgh,
and on his father’s death in 1799 he succeeded him
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as mixiistar of his native puish. In 1805 he was
presented to the parish of Duddingston, near £din-

buigh, and here he rapidly acquired fame as a land-

scape-painter. His pictures were much in demand,
and he exhibited frequently in Edinburgh. On the

foundation of the Scottish Academy in 1830 he was
elected an honorary member, after declining ordin-

ary membership. He died on Oct. 28, 1840. Many
of his pictures are in the National Gallery of Scot-

land, but a considerable number are held by private

owners. Among the former are : Bruce’s Castle of

Tumbeny; Ravensheugh Castle; Scene on the

Clyde; The Trossachs; Aberlady Bay; and Trees

on the Bank of a Stream. The National Gallery

in London contains Loch an Eilan, and the South
Kensington Museum has a water-colour of Dudding-
ston Loch. The writer of the notice in the Diction-

ary of National Biography says of him :
‘ Although

lack of early and systematic training crippled his

powers and prevented him from attaining full com-
mand of his mediums, Thomson was the greatest

Scottish landscape-painter of his time, and the first

to grasp and fitly express the ruggedness and
strength of Scottish scenery’. There is a biography

by W. Baird (1895).

THOMSON, Joseph, African explorer, was bom
at Penpont, Dumfriesshire, on Feb. 14, 18r>8. After

an elementary education he worked in his father s

freestone quarry for a time, but in 1875 he went to

the University of Edinburgh to study geology and
natural history. He distinguished himself so highly

in his classes that he was apjxnnted in 1878 geologist

and naturalist to the exploring ex^iedition sent out

to East Central Africa by the Royal Geographical

Society under the command of Alexander Keith
Johnston. When Johnston died <m June 28, 1879,

Thomson assumed the leadership of the jxvrty and
conducted it t<» Lake Tanganyika and near the

head-waters of the Congo. A mutiny of his followers

prevented him from pniceeding farther, and he

returned by way of l^ke LeojKild, reaching the

coast on July 10, 1880. In 1881 he examined the

alleged cfial-lieds of the Rovuma valley on behalf of

the sultan of Zanzilxir, and in 1882 he set out on a

great journey from the east coast of Africa to Vic-

toria Nyanza. This journey was undertaken on
behalf of the Royal Geographical S<x;itJty, and during

it he visited Kilimanjaro and Mount Kenia, and
proceeded through the country of the Masai by

way of Lakes Naivasha and llaringo to Victoria

Nyanza. On his homeward journey he explored

Mount Elgon, and after many hardships he rea<|^ed

the coast in May, 1883. In 1885 he was awanled
the founder's medal of the Royal Geographical

Society, and in the same year he travelled in Nigeria

on Isjhalf of the National Africa Comjjany in order

to conclude treaties with the kings of Sokoto and
Gando. In 1888 he explored the Atlas Mountains
in Morocco, and in 1890-91 he travelled on l)ehalf

of the British South Africa Company in the terri-

tory of the Central Africa Protectorate. His health

was permanently ruined, and on Aug. 2, 1895, he
died in London. His travels are described in the
following works : To the Central African Lakes and
Back: the narrative of the Royal Geographical
Society’s East Central African Expedition, 1878-80
(1881); Through Masai Land: a Journey of Ex-
ploration among the Snowclad Volcanic Mountains
and Strange Tribes of Eastern Equatorial Africa
(1885); and Travels in the Atlas and Southern
Morocco: a Narrative of Exploration (1889). He
also wrote a work on Mungo Park and the Nif^r
(1890) and a novel Ulu, in collaboration with Miss
Harris-Smitb, in which he presents apsycholomcal
stodv of the native African mind. these
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separate works, he contributed many aitiolee to geo-

paphioal and other journals, See the Life by his

brother, J. B. Thomson (1896).

THOMSON, Thomas, antiqu^, elder brother
of Rev. John Thomson, the Winter, was bom at
Dailly, Ayrshire, on Nov. 10, 1768. After receiving
an elementary education in the parish school he
entered Glasgow University and graduated M.A.
in 1789. Adopting law as his profession, he went
to Edinburgh, and was adrnitt^ an advocate in
1793. He acquired a large practice, but he gradu-
ally devoted himself more and more to the study
of legal antiquities. In 1806 he was ap)x>inted to
the new office of deputy clerk-register, and in this

capacity he did excellent work on the Scottish
records. He became a principal cJerk of the Court
of Session in 1828, and in 1839 ho was removed
from his deputy clerk-rt^gistership l)ectvu80 of the
unsatisfactory state of the finances of the register

office. In 1832 he succeeded Sir Walter Scott, who
was one of his close friends, os president of the
Bannatyne Club. Ho died in Edinburgh on Oct.

2, 1852. His ])ublications include: The Acts of

the Parliament of Scotland, 1424-1707 (ten vols.,

1814-24), Registrum Magni Sigilli Regum Scotorum,
1306-1424 (1814), The Acts of the Lords Auditors
of Causes and Complaints, 1466-94 (1889), and Acts
of the Ijf)rd8 of Council in Civil Causes, 1478-96
(1839), for the Record Commission; Forms of Pro-
cess in the Court of Session during the Earlier

Periwls, with the later variations (1839); A Collec-

tion of Inventories and other Records of tlie Royal
Wunlrobe and Jewel House, and of the Artillery and
Munition in some of the Royal Castles, 1488-1606
(1815); Chaml)erlain Rolls (threi! vols., 1817 and
1845); Memoirs of Sir George? Moiikenzie (1821);
Memoirs of the Lives and Characters of the Right
Honourable George Bailiie of Jerviswood, and of

Duly GrissiJl, by their daughter, Lady Murray
(1822); and several other editions of similar works.
There is a memoir (1854) by Cosmo limes.

THOMSON, Thomas, a distinguished chemist,
was iKirn at Crieff on 12th April, 1773. He was
educated at Crieff, Stirling, and the University of

St. Andrews, and in 1799 he graduated M.D. at
Edinburgh. In 1796 he succeeded his brother in

the editorship of the Encyclopedia Britannica, to

which he contributed the articles Chemistry, Miner-
alogy, and Veptable, Animal, and Dyeing Sub-
stances. In the article Mineralogy he us^ the
system of symbolic representation, but it is incorrect

to descril^e him os the introducer of this auxiliaiy

of chemical science. In 1800, on the completion of

the Encycloptedia, he commenced a course of lectures

on chemistry, which he continued till 1811, opeiung,

in addition, a laboratory for practical instruction in

chemistry, about the first institution of the kind
in Great Britain. In 1802 he published the first

edition of his System of Chemistry, which obtained
rapid success both in this country and on the Con-
tinent, and recfiived the warm commendations of

Sir Humjjhiy Davy and Sir Joseph Banka. In
1810 he published his Elements of Chemistry. His
History of the Royal S<>ciety appeared in 1812. In
1813 he went to London and commenced there a
scientific journal, the Annals of Philosophy, which
he continued to edit till the end of 1820. The
lectureship in Chemistry in Glasgow University was
conferred on him in 1817, the office being shortly

afterwards raised to a professorship, and he himself

created regius professor of chemistry in 1818. His
j^eat work on the atomic theory was published
in two volumes in 1825, under the title of Attempt
to establish the First Principles of Chemistry by
Experiment. Dr. Thomson discovered a lurge nuni-
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ber of ohemioal oompoimds, nidi m hypondphuroai
add, ohloroGhromio add, and a^raat variety cl lalte.

In 1880-81 he publishM his History of Chemistry
In two volumes, and in 1886 appear^ his Oatlines

4of Mineralogy and Geology. In 1846 he retired

from his promssional duties. He died 2d July, 1852.

THOK, son of Odin by Jord (the ear&), the
Jupiter of the Germans, the God of thunder. He
was represented as a powerful man in the prime of

lifcL with a red beard, girt with his girdle of strength,

and armed with his mighty hammer Miolnir (* the
smasher’). Sacrifices were offered up to him under
oaks. Thursday has its name from him.
THORACIC DUCT, the name given to the

central and terminal part of the lymphatic system
^see Ltmph), which exists as a verticd canal lying

in front of the spine, and which receives the termi-

nations of the lacteal and lymphatic vessels. The
thoracic duct is in fact the receptacle for the mate-
rials which go to renovate the blood, these materials

being derived from the digestion of food and from
the elaborated products of the lymphatic glanda
And from the tiioracic duct the chyle or nutrient

matter is poured directly into the current of the

circulation, the duct opening into the great veins

Eternal jugular and subclavian veins) lying at the

root of the neck on the left side. A second and
smaller lymphatic or thoracic duct lies on the right

aide of the tx)dy, and receives the contents of the

hatics of the right arm and right side of the

The chief thoracic duct is dilated at its lower
extremity, at the junction of the loins and back, into

a receptade named the receptaculum chyli. The
contents of the thoracic duct contain the elements of

the blood already elaborated. In an executed criminal

the analysis of its contents gave—water 90*48, albu-

men and fibrin 7*08, extractive matter 0*108, fatty

matter 0*92, and saline matters 0*44.

THORAX, the name given to the bony structures

in higher Vertebrates winch form the chest or cavity

containing the heart, lungs, and other viscera^ and to

those segments of the body in Arthropoda or higher

Annulosa which sucoeed the head-segments, and lie

before those of the abdomen. Thus in insects, we
find three segments forming the thorax, named respec-

tively the pro-thorax, meso-thorax, and meta-thorax.

The pro-thorax bears the first pair of legs, the meso-
thorax the second pair of legs and first pair of wings,

vrhilst the meta-thorax bears the third pair of legs

and second pair of wings. In Myriapoda (which see)

the chest-segments are indistinguiriiable from those

tof the abdomen; and in Crustaceans (which see) and
Arachnida (which see) the head and chest segments

are united together to form a single mass, named the

cephalo-thorax. In CVustaoea seven or eight segments
are variously regarded as belonging to the thorax.

In man and higher Vertebrates me thorax is formed
by the sternum (which see) or breast-bone in part,

and by the ribs and spine, laterally and be^d.
^See Chest.) In Mammals alone, is the thorax and
its cavity completely shut off from the cavity of the

abdomen by a complete dmphragm or znidr^ See
also Skeleton, Aa
THORIUM, a metal of the tin group, occurring

naturally in combination in thorite, orc^eite, euxen-

ite, and other minerals. Its 83rmbol is Th., and its

atomic weight 232. It may be obtained either

as an iron-gra^ powder of specific gravity 10*968

or in small cubical crystals of specific gravity 11*28.

'When raised to near a red heat it bums brilliantly

•with the production of the white oxide, ThOa,^o^
as thorio. The latter oxide is use^ along with xir-

<x>nia^lanthana» yttria,and other oxides in the mantle
of the Welabach light for die production of brilliant

Inoandesoenoe. Other oompoundB are known.

THORN, a town of Pmnia^ In the provinoe ef
West Prussia, 51 miles B.8.W. of Marienwerder, on
the right bank of the Vistula. It is a place of great
strength, surrounded by a number of detached forts

on both sides of the river. It consists of an old and
a new town, has old walls, an old castle, a fine town-
house, a market-place, containing a colossal bronse
statue of Copernicus, who was bom here, Ac.; manu-
factures of machinery, castings, steam-bmlers, soap,
and famous gingerbr^

; some shipping, and a traos
in com, wood, linen, hides, bark, and ashes. From
28th August to 21st November, 1645, a conferenoe
was held at Thom of Polish and German divines,

presided over by George Ossolinski, chancellor of
Poland, under the auspices of Ladislaw IV., by
whose orders the assembly was convened, for the
purpose of reconciling the differences between Ca-
tlioUcs and Protestants. The result of the confer-
ence, it is said, was to embitter these differences.

Pop. (1880), 20,617; (1890), 27,007, (1900), 29,626.
THORN-APPLE. See Stramonium.
THORN-BACK RAY. See Rat.
THORN-HEADED WORMS. See Nematel-

MIA.

THOROUGH-BASS. See Music.
THOROUGHWORT. See Boneset.

j

THORWALDSEN, Albert Bartholomew (Ber-

! tel), a celebrated sculptor, was bom 19th Nov. 1770.

I

His father, an Icelander, was employed in the royal

dockyard at Copenhagen in cutting figure-heads for

vessels, and little Thorwaldsen’s first employment
was in helping his father. In his eleventh year he
entered the Academy of Arts, where, however, it was
six years before he attracted the attention of his

teachers. After this he gained several medals,

and in 1798, along with a medal, the privilege of

studying thm years abroad. He resolved to visit

Rome, where he arrived in November, 1797. Canova
and Carstens the painter were then residing at

Rome, and their works made a deep impression

on the mind of Thorwaldsen, directing him to the

ideal beauty of ancient statuary. It was not until

1803 that he became at all widely known. He had
finished a model of Jason, which had lain on his

hands for some time without finding a purchaser,

when by a lucky chance, just as the disappointed

sculptor was on the point of returning home, the

well-known and wealthy Thomas Hope called at

Thorwaldsen’s studio to see the Jason. He was
captivated with the work, and arranged with Thor-

waldsen to have it executed in marble, at a large

price. The fortune of its designer was now ma<m.
Commissions flowed rapidly in upon him, new crea-

tions from his hand followed in quick succession, and
his unsurpassed abilities as a sculptor became every-

where recognized. In 1819 he returned to Denmark,
and his journey through Germany and his reception

at Copenhagen bore very much the appearance of a
triumph. I& first works in this city were the busts

of the king and queen. He was next employed by
the oonunissioners for the rebuilding of the Fruekirke
or Church of our Lady, to design ^e decorations for

the same, which now form its main ornament. In
1820 he quitted Copenhagen and returned to Rome,
visiting on his way Berlin, Dresden, Warsaw, and
Vienna, and receiving numerous orders for works.

He remained at Rome till 1888, when he undertook
another journey to Copenhagen, being principally

moved to this step by the oontemplatM estabHsh-
I ment in that city of a museum of his works and act

treasures. His return was a true national festivsl

both for Copenhagen and the whole of Denmark.
With the exception of a short visit to Rome the

remainder of his life was spent hi the Danirii capital,

And he bothtook a vivid It^enst In the ertaWishiBit
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4f ISie TbonraldMii Mmeniii Mid enriched H by
hnportaiit oonlarlbiitioiit. Hie deetb took place ind-

de^y on 24th March, 1844. The Thorwaldaen
Mneetim wae opened in 1846, and contains about

200 of the works of the great Danish sculptor. Thor-

waldwn was eminently sncoessfnl in his subjects

chosen from Greek mythology, such as his Mars,

Mercury, Venus, the Graces, Cupid and P^che,
HectcMT and Priam, the Dance of the Muses on Mount
Helicon, dc. His religious works are no lees suc-

cessful, among which we may mention the colossal

group of Chrirt and the Twelre Apostles, St. John
Preaching in the Wilderness, and statues of the four

great prophets. Other worlu that we may mention
are statues of Galileo and Copernicus, the IViumphal
Entry of Alexander into Babylon, the beautiful

bass-reliefs of Day and Night, and the colossal lion

near Lucerne, in memory of the Swiss guards who
fell in defence of the l\iileries.

THOTH, an Egyptian deity identified by the

Greeks with Hermes (Mercury). He was styled the

thrice great, and the invention of letters, arts, and
adences was attributed to him. llie name, meaning
^word,* is equivalent in significanoe to the Greek
Logos, and Thoth is a mythical personification of the

divine intelligence. He is represented with the head
of an ibis or a dog. There were forty-two sacred

books under his name, which were under the guar-

dianship of the Egyptian priests.

THOU, Jaqurh Auguste de (in Latin, Thuanu8)y
an eminent mi^Rtrate and historian, bom at Paris

6th October, 1653. He was designed for the church,

but gave himself up by preference to the study of

law. He was employed on various occasions by the

court, and in 1584 he was made a master of retjuests.

On the revolt of Paris, produced by the violences of

the League, he adhered to Henry III., and after the

assassination of the Duke of Guise, was principally

instrumental in reconciling Henry with the King of

Navarre. Henry IV. employed him in several im-

S
ortant negotiations, and nominated him principal

brarian to the king in 1593. In 1595 he suc-

ceeded his uncle as chief-justice, and immediately
registered in anticipation of the edict of Nantes,

which he assisted in preparing, the edict of St. Ger-
mains in favour of the Protestants. In the regency

of Mary de’ Medici he was appointed one of the

directors-general of finance, and otherwise employed
^ nice and difficult matters, in which he rendered
himself e(}ually conspicuous by integrity and ability.

These various occupations did not prevent him from
an assiduous cultivation of literature. His greatest

literary labour was the composition in Latin of a
voluminous History of his own Times (Historia sui

Temporis), of which the first part was made public

in 1604. To the great discredit of Heniy IV. this

work was condemned, in submission to the influence

of the Catholic leadtnrs, who were nettled at the
freedom with which the historian did justice to the
Huguenots, and censured the popes, the clergy, and
the house of Guise. The history when finished con-
sisted of 138 books, comprising the events from 1545
to 1607. It is a work at once copious and exact,
and remarkable for its impartiality. To this work
be subjoined Commentaries, or Memoirs of his own
Life, composed in the same spirit. He died in 1617.

most handsome and complete edition of the
History of De Thou is that published in London in
1788, by Buckley, in seven vols. folio.

THOUROUT, a town of Belgium, in the province
cf West Flanders, 11 miles 8.8.w. of Bruges. It has
manufactures of linen, bats, leather, ooiri^e. earthen-
wars, salt, soap, tobacco, chicory, and glue; a dye-
work, and oil, flour, and malt mills. Near it are the
mins of the old ca^ of Wjmendael, the residence

of ^ Counts of Flanders, la the middle ages Ite

trade was ym extoiaive. Pop. (1897), 9680.

THOTRA& See Rafut di Trotbab.
THRACE (probablyfrom trac^e»a,rug|^),aiiaine

applied at an early period among the Gredn to all the

northern region beyond Macedonia, whose boundaries
were not distinctly known, and which was uiuallj

conceived of ss being a wild, mountainous land. At a
later period H included the country bounded north
by the Danube, south by the Propontis (Sea of Mar-
mora) and the ..Egean, east by the Pontus Buxinus
(Black Sea), and west by the river Strymon (Stni*

ma). It was divided into two parts by Mount
Hsemus (the Balkan). By the Romans, althou^
the name of Thrace was sometimes applied to tne
whole country, it was divided into two parts by the
Heemus, the northern of which was called Maiaia
and the southern Thrace. The land was originally,

before it was cultivated, in part wiki, and inhabits
by a fierce and warlike people, among whom were the
Getfe; it was therefore represented as the residence

of Boreas, and considered sacred to Ares (Mars). The
Greeks early settled colonies there, and the country

was not destitute of rich meadows and corn-lands;

it abounded in mines, and the I'hracian horses and
riders rivalled those of Thessaly. The principal

mountains of Thrace were the Hanmus (Balkan),

Rhodope, and Pangicus. Among the rivers the

largest and most celebrated was the Hebnis (now
Maritxa). The remarkable places were Abaer%
the birthplace of Democritus and Protagoras; Seetos,

on the Hellespont, celebrated in the story of Hero
and Leander; and Bvzantium, on the peninstila

on which Constantinople now stands. It was for-

merly governed by several princes, then subject to

Mac^onia, and finally formed a Roman province.

OrfiheuB, Linus, and Musa'us, the mytnologioal

founders of Greek poetry, music, and philosophy, are

represented as coming from I'hroce, and some writers

sup{H>8e the Greeks l^rrowed many .'>f their religions

ceremonies and notions from the Thracians.

THRASHING MACHINES, machines for the

ptirptise of separating the grain from the straw.

The flail with which corn is commonly thrashed by
hand is one of the earliest instruments employed for

this purpose. It consists of two round sticks loosely

joined with strong thongs. The longer is used as a
handle, and with the shorter the heads of the sheaves

which are spread on the thrashing-floor are beaten.

(See Flail.) In the east oxen were anciently em-
ployed for thrashing corn. This method is wai^ul,
oeing liable to bruise and injure the grain. The

^be Romans used a machiro,

called a tribulum by the latter, consisting of a pon-

derr)us wooden boa^ armed with sharf) pieces of iroD

or flint beneath, which was drawn over the com ly
a yoke of oxen, and served to separate the grain and
cut the straw. The first modem thrashing machine
was invented by Michael Menzies, Edinburgh, about

1782, and about 1776 a machine was invented by
Andrew Meikle, of Houston Mill, near Haddington,

which contains the principle of thf)se used to this

day. In Meikle’s machine the grain is separated

from the straw by means of a revolving cylinder or

drum armed with beaters, which are ran of wood
protected with iron parallel to the axis of the drum
and projecting from its surface. Ibe drum has a
circular covering 2 or 8 inches distant from ibe

circle described by the edges of the beaten. Tbe
sheaves of com aro spread out on a feeding-bosird

with the ears in front, and being caught between two
fluted revolving rollers of cast-iron in front of the

drum are dragM in so as to expose the esni to
action of the beateis. The beaten strike the onrs
repeatedly before the straw Is dear of the rdlef% and
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ihiii fepMTftte the grain vary completely. The itraw

la then carried round a aeries of ciroular or polygonal

rakea^ by which it is thoroughly separated from the

grain, which falls through wire-work into an ap-

paratus prepared for sifting it. The improvements

on Meikle’s apparatus have consisted in increasing

the number of l^aters, and the rapidity of the rotatory

motion of the drum on which they are placed, and
in extending the appliances for shaking the straw

and sifting the cnrain.

The essential features ofMeikle’s thrashing-machine

have been retained in the extensively used machine
of Messrs, llansomes, Sims, and Head, of l))8wich,

to which is attached a straw elevator for the pur-
pose of facilitating the stacking of the straw. The
drums contain each six beaters, made of triangular
bars of wrought iron, twisted into a three -thread
screw, which forms a beater alike on all sides. ITie

work of beating the com is so severe that the beaters

get rapidly worn, but these beaters are so constructed
that they can be turned as the surface wears, present-

ing a Mrfectly fresh surface, and are thus equal in

durability to three or four sets of the common sort.

The com screen, which is self-cleaning, is formed of

two cylinden of wire, the smaUer revolving within

the larger, upon a different axis. Thedistance between
them is so adjusted that it is not equal throughout,

so that if the grain is caught at the bottom of the

screen where the opening is narrowest, it escapes at

the top where it is widest. The rotatory straw shaker
contains fifteen revolving drums, armed with self-

cleaning curved teeth. While the straw is carried

up by the drums the grain and short straw (cavings)

is carried down by a contrary action to the caving
riddle, from which the cavings are delivered behind
the fore-wheels of the machine. The chaff and grain

fall upon collecting-boards, and then passing over a
fine screen or dresser get the small seeds removed.
The chaff and grain now enter the first fan (the term
double-blast is applied because there are two fans),

which removes the chaff, the grain is then carried

by an elevating apparatus up to the hummeller in

the upper part of the machine, from which it passes

to a sieve, then to the second fan, from this to the
com screen, and finally to the different shoots.

The jwwer used for working thrashing machines is

supplied in various ways. Water and steam are now
generally preferred as the most esonomical. Port-

able machines are frequently preferred to fixed, as

saving the labour of transporting material, but fixed

machines are capable of greater extension, and are

comparatively cheaper.

TURASIMENE (or Trabimknus), Lakk. See
Perugia, Laoo hi.

THREAD. The filaments of fibrous substances

spun out for weaving are in a general sense called

threads, the sp^ific name of such filaments being

yam. Thread in a specific sense consists of two or

more filaments of yam twisted together for greater

strength
;
when the filaments do not exceed two this

is frequently called doubling, and the manufacturers

who prepare it are called doublers. Doubled yam
or thmad is used in some species of weaving, especi-

allv in that called bobbin net, but its principal use

Is for sewing. When manufactured for this purpose

it is specifically known as sawing thread. A large

proportion of sewing thread is simply doubled yam,
and the processes of yam doubling and of the manu-
facture of sewing thread are substantially the same,

but thread for sewing purposes often requires to be

stronger and firmer in texture than doubled yam,
and men three, four, and six strands of yam of fine-

ness proportioned to the thickness of the thread
required are used to produce it The manufacture
of sewing thread in the United Kingdom both for

home use and export is very extensive. As a genera]

role the thread manufactured for home use is of a

much superior quality to that made for export The
United States is a large market for thread of superior

quality, but most of the other American as well as

nearly all the eastern markets take a very inferior

quality. The thread made for home use is thus

commonly known as six-cord, and that for export as

three-cord thread. What is called six-cord thread,

however, is only six-cord in the lower numbers and

four-cord in the higher or finer numbers, while three-

cord thread is commonly three-cord in the lower

numbers and two in the higher. The chief s^t of

the cotton thread manufacture in Scotland is Paisley,

in England Manchester. Linen thread is manufac-

tured largely in Ireland.

THREAD-WORMS. See Nematelmia.
THREATENING. By the common law of Eng-

land to threaten or menace bodily hurt is a civil

injury against the person, and pecuniary damages
can recovered for interruption of a man’s busi-

ness through fear of such threats. Any person

accusing or threatening to accuse any other person

of infamous or other crimes specified, with the view to

extort gain from such person or from any other person,

is guilty of felony, and liable to penal servitude for life

or for any term not less than three years, and to im-

prisonment for any term not exceeding two years, and
if a male under sixteen, with whipping at the discre-

tion of the court. Similar provisions are made
against sending or delivering any letter threatening

any house, bam or building, ship, vessel, &c., or to

wound or maim any cattle; sending or delivering

any threatening letter demanding any property or

valuable thing without probable or reasonable cause.

Any person who shall maliciously send or deliver,

knowing the contents, any letter threatening to kill

or murder any person shall be liable to penal ser-

vitude for any term between ten or five years, or

to imprisonment or whipping as above si)ecified.

By 84 and 35 Victoria, cap. xxxii. (1871), the fol-

lowing offences subject to imprisonment with or

without hard labour for not more than three months.

Threatening or intimidating any person in such a
manner as would justify a justice of the peace in

binding over the threatener to keep the peace, mol-

esting or obstructing any person in manner defined,

all or any of these with a view to coerce any person

to do any of the following things:—If a master, to

dismiss or cease to employ any workman; if a work-
man, to quit any employment or return any work
before it is finished

;
if a master not to offer, or if a

workman not to accept any employment or work;
whether master or workman, to belong to or not to

belong to any temjmrory or permanent association or

combination, or to pay any fine or penalty imposed
by any such association; if a master, to alter his

mode of conducting his business or the number or

description of persons employed by him.

These laws do not apply to Scotland, but by the
common law of Scotland such offences are punish-
able arbitrarily. The sending of threatening letters

may be criminal whether the letters are signed or
anonymous.
THREE RIVERS, a town of Canada, in the

province of Quebec, at the confluence of the rivets

St. Maurice and St. Lawrence, 90 miles from Quebec.
It has an extensive trade in timber, and important
manufactu^ of ironware, the St Maurice forges,

about 8 miles distant firom the town, having been
always celebrated in Canada. Three Rivers is the
residence of a Roman Catholic bisho]^ whose diocese

bears the same name; and contains Roman Catholic
cathedral, various other places of worship, schools^

Ac. It sends a member to the provincial Pariia-
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menl It ii one of the oldeit towns in the province^

hnvinff been founded in 1618. Pop. (1901), 9981.

THRESHER-SHARK. See Shark.
THROAT, MALAniKS of thi. Some of these

mslndies have already been treated, for which see

the artidee Group, GtOITRR, Quinsy. Laryngitis is

properly an inflammation fk the mucous membrane
of the larynx; the same name is applied to inflam-

mation of the sub-mucous cellular tissue, hence the

distinction of mucous and sub-mucous laryngitis.

Acute mucous laiyngitis presents innumerable var-

ieties from a simple catarrhal affection to the most
intense inflammation, and requires more or less

active antiphlogistic treatment Chronic laryngitis

fre(}uently residts from undue exposure to climatic

influences. In persons predisposed to pulmonary
consumption it is liable, if neglected, to develop

into that complaint Sub-mucous laryngitis is

oedema of the throat (See Obdema.) Pseudo-
membranous laryngitis is croup. Diphtheria is the

mneric name given by Bretonneaux to a class of

diseases, the distinctive character of which is the

tendency to the formation of false membranes. This
disease attacks the mucous membranes generally,

but has most commonly its seat in the mucous mem-
branes of the mouth, the gums, the pharynx and the

respiratory organs. It is frequently communicated
irum the mouth to the tliruat. In Great Britain the

name of diphtheria is limited to a contagious form
of the disease characterized by blood poisoning, and
distinguished from croup, which the French autho-
rities define as diphtheria of the larynx. (See
Croup and Diphtukuia.) It is a formidable malady,
and requires the most active treatment.

THBONDHEIM. See Trondhjem.
THROSPLE. See Thrush.
THRUSH, a disease occurring es[)ecially in in-

fants, but sometimes seen in old persons, and con-

sisting of small white ulcers upon the tongue, gums,
inside of the lips, and palate, resembling particles of

curdled milk. I’hcre is general constitutional distur-

bance, and it usually lasts eight or ten days.

I’HRUSH, the name applied |»opularly to several
Inaessorial Birds. 'I'he typical birds known by this

name are included in a large family (1 urdidaO of

the Dentirostres, which is divided into a great uuml)er
of sub-families. Of the latter the I'rue I'hrushes
n'urdiuu*) include the more typical forms; and as a
sub-fandly these birds are distniguished by the fol-

lowing characters—Bill of mcjderate length, stoutly
made, and compressed; the up|)er mandible notched
at its tip, and having its ridge curved; ‘gape’ or
mouth•o]>euing provided with bristles; nostrils at the
base of the bill, their opening unprotected and ex-
pcMed; wings roimd^ with the first quill short, the
third and fourth quills being the longest; tarsi long;
toes long and strong, the outer larger than the inner
toe, and united to the middle digit at its base. The
thrushes aw widely distributed. The Missel-thrush
( Tui^UM I'UHronut)^ the largest of the British resident
8|>ecies, attains a length of 11 inches, and is coloured
a radish-brown on the upper parts and yellowish-
white below, the under surface being prettily marked
with jetty black spots, of triangi^r form on the
throat and neck and round on the chest and belly.
These bi^ begin to breed early in April, and the
song, which is sweet and powerful, may be heard as
early in the year as February, lliey are bold and
wary \n char^ter, and may drive away and combat
mtruding neighbours of greater size. The Missel-
thrush is particularly fond of fruit, and is destruc-
tive accordingly in gardens. The Song-thrush
{Tvrdn* munau) is equally well known with the
former species ss a familiar British bird. This bird
Is also known ss the ‘Throstle,’ and its sweet song,

begun in early spring sad oontinuing even to

November or Dec^bw, has deservedly made it

the subject of attention both by naturalists and
poets. Tile Throstle can imitate sounds to a certain

extent, and has been known to reproduce with
faithful accuracy the tunes of the flute. The odour
is a brown of different shades on the upper parts, the
chin being white, and the belly and under tail-

coverts a grayish-white. The uroat, breast^ and
inner as()Oct of the thighs are yellowish, spotted
with dark brown. Its average length is 9 mohes.
I’he fecimdity of these birds is very great, a single

pair having hetn known to rear five broods, numb^
ing seventeen birds in all, in the course of a tingle
season. The eggs, numbering five, are blue, spotM
with black. T'he food consists of fruits, worms, and
especially of snails, these birds dexterously breaking
the shells of these molluscs by hammering them
against stones. The nest is large and basin-shaped,
and composed of roots and mosses. The Thrush
family also includes the familiar Black -birds, Field-

fares, Red-wings, Ring-ouzels, and other familiar

birds described in the various articles of these names.
THUANUS. See Thou (Dk).

THUCYDIDES, the greatest of all the Greek
historians, was bom in Attica of a good family,

about B.C. 471. His father’s name it is said was
Olorus, his mother’s Hegesipyle; but there is much
uncertainty about the facts of his life. He possessed

gold mines in Thrace opi)08ite the island of Thasos,
and was in consequence one of the richest and most
infiueutial men in 'I'hrace. In B.C. 481 the Pelo-
ponnesian war, which forms the subject of the his-

torian’s great work, was begun. In 430 the plague
broke out in Athens. Thucydides took it, and was
one of the few who recovered. In B.o. 424 he com-
manded a squadron of seven ships at Thasos. The
Spartan general Brasidas besieged Amphipolis, and
Kucles, who commanded in that important post, sent
to i'liQcydides for aitl. Thucydides ap])eam to have
made all haste in preparing to answer the sum-
mons, and even to have used his private means to
forward his e<iuipment, but Brasidas, apprehensive
of the ap])roacbing relief, offered favourable terms
to I'hides, which were accepted, and Thucydides only
arrived the day after the surrender. Yet he was in
time to save lOion from falling into the hands of the
enemies. Whether this transaction led to the ban-
ishment of 'Iliucydides, or whether he exiled himself
to esca{)e death as its probable consetpience, is not
known; but from this time he became an exile, and
the duration of his exile, according to his own account,
was twenty years. Before the conclusion of this

term the war terminated (b.c. 404), and all political

exiles were permitted to return. Thucydides appears
to have returned to Athens in the following year;
and be is smd to have met a violent death probably a
year or two later, but at what exact time, and whetner
in Thrace or Athens, is not known. During his

exile he must have remained close to the theatre of

the war, of which be was a diligent observer, and as he
could not remain in the Athenian dominion he may
have passed this period of his life, or the greater part
of it, within the domains of the Spai-tan allianoe.

It is also probable that he visited Sicily and Southern
Italy. His histoiy consists of eight bwks, the last of

which differs from the others in containing none of

the political speeches which form so striking a feature
of the rest, and is also generally supposed to be
inferior to them in style. Hence it has been thought
by various critics to be the work of a different author,
of Xenophon, of Theof>ompu8, or of a daughter of
Thucydides; but it is more probable that it is the
author's own without his final revision. TTie hist^
is incomplete, the eighth book stopping abruptly in
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the middle of the twenty-first year of the war. As a
histanan Thucydides holds the foremost place. He
was painstaking and indefatigable in collecting and
sifting facts, brief and terse in narrati^ them. His
style is full of dignity and replete with condensed
meaning. It is, however, sometimes harsh and ob-

scure from over-condensation. He is unsurpassed
in the power of analysing character and action, of

tracing events to their causes, of appreciating the
motives of individual agents, and of combining in

their just relations all the threads of the tangled web
of history. It is to the superiority and impartiality

of his judgment that he owed the power of producing
a work which should be, as he himself said, a posses-

sion for posterity. Among the most valuable editions

of Thucydides are those of J. Bekker (Berlin, 1821,
three vols.), Poppo (Leipzig, 1821-38, ten vok.),

Stahl (Leipzig, two vols., 1873-74), and Classen
(Berlin, 4th ed., eight vols., 1897 onwards). There
are English translations by the Rev. Thomas Dale
and Pr^. B. Jowett.

THUGS, the name applied to a secret and once
widely-spread society among the Hindus, whose main
occupation was to waylay, assassinate, and rob all

who do not l>elong to their own caste. This they did,

not so much from cupidity as from religious motive,

such actions being deemed acceptable to their god-

dett KiUt, The government first took active measures
against them in 1831, and in 1835, 1262 persons were
condemned as Thugs. They are now understood to

be(^uite extinct.

THULE, the name given by the ancients to the

molt northern country with which they were ac-

quainted. Prolwibly the word did not always denote

^e same country or island; many, in fact, may not

have attached to it the idea of any precise country.

Hence the contradictory opinions of scholars respect-

ing it. According to Pytheas it is an island six days’

voyage to the north of Britannia, and accordingly it

has often been identified with Iceland. Some have
imagined it to be one of the Scotch islands, others the
coast of Norway.
THUN, a town of Switzerland, in the canton of

Bern, beautifully situated at the north-western ex-

tremity of the lake of its own name, at the point

where the Aar issues from it. It contains a town-
house, a military school, a gymnasium, a museum,
orphanage, hospitals, &c., and is the chief place of

arms in the confederation, especially for artillery.

Pop. (1888), 6507.

THUN, a lake of Switzerland, in the centre of

the canton of Bern, 10 miles long, 2 miles broad, and
about 720 feet deep. At its south-eastern extremity

it receives the surplus waters of the Lake of Brienz

the Aar, which again emerges from its north-

western extremity. It furnishes some very fine

scenery. There is a good deal of traffic on the lake,

which is well stocked with fish. Steamers ply from
Thun to Interlaken.

THUNDER AND LIGHTNING. See Light-
Knfo.

THUNDERING LEGION {Legio PulmiruUrixl

a name given to a Roman legion in the time of the

Emperor Aurelius. The following account of the

name is given by the Christian traditions. After the

expulsion of the Marcomanni and Quadi from Hun-
gary, the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, pursuing these

German tribes with a detachment of his forces (a.d.

174), was shut up in a valley surrounded on eveiy

side by high mountains. To those who were thus

cut off from the main body of the army the heat and
the want of water were no less dangerous than the

attacks of the enemy. In this crisis a sudden shower
of rain reanimated the Roman soldiers. At the same
timeaatorm of hail, attended with thunder, assailed

the enemy, who were now easily repulsed and oon-

quered. ^th heathen and Christian authors agree

in their relation of the principal oirev^tanoes of

this event. The adherents of each religion saw in it

the influence of the prayers of their brethren. Ac»
cording to Dio Cassius the miracle was wrought by
an Egyptian sorcerer in the train of the emperor;

according to Capitolinus it was the effect of the
emperor’s prayers; but according to TertuUian and
Eusebius it was brought about by the prayers of the

Christians in his army; hence the legion to which
these Christians belonged was denominated Fulmm-
atrix.

THURGAU (French, Thurgovie)^ a canton in the
north-east of Switzerland, bounded mainly by the
Lake of Constance and the cantons of Zurich and
St. Gall; area, 381 st^uare miles; capital, Frauen-
feld. It differs much in physical conformation from
most other Swiss cantons in having no hi^h moun-
tains, though the surface is sufficiently diversified.

I

The whole canton belongs to the basin of the
Rhine, to which its waters are conveyed chiefly by
the Thur and its affluents, and partly also by the

Lake of Constance, including the Untersee. The
soil, which is usually of a clayey nature, is of veiy

indifferent fertility. The principal crops are grain

and j)otatoe8. But the culture for which the canton

seems best atlapted is that of fruit; and accordingly

large orchards are numerous. In many places also

the vine is successfully cultivated. Wood is abun-
dant. The manufactures consist chiefly of linen and
hem{icn cloth, hosiery, ribbons, lace, muslin, buttons,,

and articles of cooperage. Trade, greatly facilitated

by the Rhine and the Lake of Constance, is exten-

sive. Nearly three-fourths of the inhabitants are

Protestants, and education is generally diffused.

The landgravate of Thurgau, which Iwlonged to the
house of Hapsburg from 1264, was conquer^ by the

Swiss in 1460. It was not erected into a 8ei)arate

canton till 1798. Pop. (1900), 113,110.

THURIFER, in the Roman Catholic Church, the
bearer of incense, which is carried in a thuriWe, or
incense vessel (from Latin thus, incense). He at-

tends tlie priest at mass, vespers, and other solemn
ceremonies.

THURINGERWALD, or Forest of Thuringia,
a mountain chain in the centre of Germany, com-
mencing at the sources of the Werra and Schwarzs^
and stretching along the right bank of the Werra,
south-east to north-west, as far as the mouth of the
Horscl, near Eisenach, a distance of al)out 60 miles.

In the south-eovst it is linked with the Frankenwald,
and in the west with a ramification of the Rhon-
gebirge. Its culminating points, situated to the west
of Zelle, are the Grosser Beerberg and the Schnee-
kopf, 3228 and 3201 feet high respectively. The
mountains are composed chiefly of porphyry, granite,

and clay-slate; and are well covered with wood,
chiefly pine. The minerals include iron, copper,

lead, cobalt, &c. The drainage is shared by tribu-

taries of the Elbe, Main, and Weser.
THURINGIA (German, Thuringm), the namo

of a district of Germany, bounded on the west by
the Werra, on the cast by the Saale, on the north
by the Harz mountains, and on the south by the
Thiiringerwald, and including numerous small con-

stituent parts of the German Empire, besides por-

tions of Prussia, Saxony, and Bavaria. It representa

a former kingdom of a much greater extent, and
was at different later times a duchy, a margravate,
and a landgravate. See Germany.
THXJRLES, a market -town in Ireland, in the

county of Tipperary, on both banks of the Suir, the
Great Southern and Western Railway running
through the west part of the town. It hasaBoman
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Oatholio cathedral, other chtnoheB, two oonventa, a
mnnaateiy, a Roman Oatholic college, a oonrt-house,

a new eonfnitemity hall, Ac, Pop. (1901), 4411.

THURLOW, Edwabd, Lord, Iiora>ohaiLoeUor of

Kagiaad, waa bom at Little Aj^eld, near Stow-
maAety Suffolk, in 173L He received his early

education firom hia father, a clergyman, and at the

grammar-achool of GanteAuiy. From thence he
removed to Caiua College, Cambridge. He gained

no honours, and had to leave college in consequence

of indeooroua behaviour to the dean of hia college.

He subsequently entered the hCddle Temple, and in

1754 waa called to the bar. In 1761 he attained the

rank of king’s counsel, and soon had one of the beet

practices at the bar. He was employed to prepare

the evidence for the appeal in ^e g^eat Douglas
cause. In 1765 he was returned as member of Par-

liament for Tamworth, and became a constant sup-

porter of Lord North’s administration. In 1770 he
was made solicitor-general, and attorney-general in

1771. In 1778 he waa appointed lord-Aancellor,

and raised to the peerage as Bwron Thurlow. The
personal favour of the king retained him in office

during the Kookingham administration, whose mea-
sures he actively opposed. He was compelled to

resign office on the dissolution of the ministry in

1788. He was still considered the confidential ad-

viser of the king, and on the dissolution of the coali-

tion ministxT at the close of the year the great seal

was restored to him by Pitt. He continued to hold
office under Pitt when in 1788 the king’s illness ren-

dered it necessary to consider the contingency of a
regency. Pitt suspected Thurlow of intriguing with
the Prince of Wales. From this time an open dis-

agreement took place between them, and Thurlow
began publicly to oppose the measures of his col-

leagues, particularly Pitt’s scheme for maintaining
the sinldng-fund, in the House of I^rds. On this

Pitt demanded his dismissal, to which the king at

once itfreed. He whs deprived of the great seed on
15th June, 1792. He died at Brighton, 12th Sep-
tember, 1806.

THURSDAY (in Latin, difs Jovii, whence the
French Jeudi), the fifth day of the week, so called

from the old Teutonic god of thunder, Thor, the

northern J upiter. (See ’Thob.) The German name
Donnerttag is of similar origin; and 7%or, Donner,
are equivalent to English thunder. Ascension-day
IS often called UoLy Tfiursday.

THURSO, a police burgh, seaport, and market-
town of Scotland, in Caithness, on Thurso Bay, on
the left bank and at the mouth of the Thurso river,

18 miles N.w. of Wick. It haa a parish church.

United Free, and other churches, public and church
schools, a town-hall, containing a free library, a
museum, a hospital, Ac. There are remains of a
fourteenth-century church and an old bishop’s palace.

It has a safe harbour for small vessels, but larger

ahips have to discharge and load in Scrabster Roi^
Caithness flagstones are exported in considerable
quantity, and herring-fishing is carried on in its

season. Pop. (1891), 3936; (1901), 8724.
THYESTES, in Greek mythology, son of Felopa

and Hippodamia, and grandson of Tantalua Hav-
ing seduced the \i^e of his brother Atreus, the latter,
in revenge, served up to him the body of his own son
at a feast, lliyeates, discovering the fled to
Sicyon with his daughter Pelopii^y whom he a
son, ABgistheus. Pelopia afterwards married Atreus.
An oracle had declared that the son and grandson of

the Bona of Atreni, and died In banishment on the
island at Cythera. There are vaiions versions of
theee legends.

THYME {Thymui ndgarit)^ a small plant of the
natoral order Labiatse, a native of the sonth of
Europe, and frequently cultivated in gardena The
stems are brandling, 8 inches or a foot in hel{^t;
the leavea simole and opposite; and the flowers dis-

posed in whorls near the summits of the branches.
All parts of the plant have a strong and penetrating
odour. Its essential oil is extremely acrid and pun-
gent, and is used for culinary purposes, but less so
now than before the oriental spices were common.
Bees are very fond of this plant, and the honev ob-
tained is of superior qualiW. The thyme of Mount
Hymettiu is celebrate The common thyme of our
bills and uplands is the Thymus serpyUvm, of botan-
ists.

THYMELEACEiE, the Daphne family, an order
of exogenous plants with apetalous or polypeta-

lous flowers, anthers bursting lenrthwise, a s^taiy
suspended ovule, and an imbricated cdyx. The stem
is shrubby, seldom herbaceous, with tenacious bark.

The leaves are alternate, op}K)8ite, entire, exstipulate.

Flowers capitate or spiked terminal or axillaiw;

calyx inferior, tubular, coloured, 4, rarely 5 deft;

sDstivation imbricate, corolla wanting, or some soale-

like petals in the orifice of the calyx; stamens peri-

gynous, definite, often 8, sometimes 4, more rarely 2^

opposite the segments of the perianth. The froit

is nut -like or drupaceous. Tne chief genera are

Aquilaria^ Phaleria, Onidia^ Struthida, JJaphnopuSt

Thymdaa, Daphne^ and Pimelea. Tiie older con-

tains 87 genera and about 400 species. Some of

the genera belong to the north temperate zone, but
the plants are most numerous in South Africa and
Australia. See Daphne and Laob-bark Tree.
THYMUS GLAND, one of the ductless glands,

existing as a temporary organ, developed to its i\x]l size

about the end of the second year of life and decreasing

in size after that period. At puberty (which see) the

thymus gland almost or wholly disappears. At its

full development this gluid appears to consist of two
lobes or halves, situated in the middle line, and
placed partly in the neck, extending from the cartil-

age of the fourth rib upwards as high as the inferior

edge or border of the ^yroid gland (which see). It

is covered in front by the breast-lxme, and by the

stemo-hyoid and stemo-thyroid muscles. It rests

upon the pericardium or heart-sac, and lies on the

neck on the front and rides of the windpipe. This

gland is of a pink-gray colour, it exhibits a lobulated

appearance, and is of soft consistence. The averam
length is 2 inches, the breadth inch, and the thicK-

ness from 8 to 4 lines. Its weight at birth is 4 oz.

Its microscopic structure exhibits a composition of

lobules, each lobule being formed of re^larly dis-

posed masses of what is termed lymp&)id tissue,

consisting of a mesh-work of exceedingly delicate

connective tismie, the meshes l^eing crowded with

round cells identical with the white corpuscles of the

blood and lymph corpuscles, llie functions of this

gland are still undetermined. It is placed in the

same category as the thyroid gland and spleen ; and
the most probable theory as to its use is that which
assigns to it the woA of elaborating the elements of

the blood, especially in the earlier years of life.

THYROID GLAND,a structure having no outlet'

or duct, and claseified with the spleen, thymus gland,

and sapra-renal ca|)tulee under the genml name of

de^ his unde at the initiation of hia father, two halves or lobei, placed one on each ride of the
T^yeeteg then aeoended the vacant timne^ bat wae I windpipe, and united by a nanow bridge of sabetwee
anerwarde expdled Agamemnon and Menelans, ‘ —the isthmus of the giyid. It is oovmd in front
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the mixfdlet of the nedr, end iti ildei lie in oonteot

with the common cerotid erteiy. lU under lurfeoee

embrmoe the windpipe end laiynx. Thif glend if of e
reddish colour. It ii larger in women than in men, and
weigha, on an average, about I4 os. It may berome
enormously enlarged, as in the well-known disease

named Its structure consists of numerous
small shut sacs, surrounded by a net-work of capillary

blood-vessels. Kach vesicle or shut sac is lined

internally by a single layer of columnar cells, and is

filled with a glairy mucoid substance. The blood-

vessels of the gland are derived from the superior

and inferior thyroid arteries, and its nerves come
from the pneumogastric and sympathetic trunks,

'lire use of this gland is not at all clear. Its business

is connected with the maintenance of a proper qua-

lity of blood, either by the removal of certain effete

substances from the bl(K)d, or by the addition of

certain elements to it. Its complete extirpation or

atrophy is attended with disease.

THYIISUS, among the Greeks, a wand or spear
wreathed with ivy leaves, and with a pine-cone at

the top, carried by the followers of Bacchus as a sym-
bol of devotion. See Bacchus.
THYSANURA (‘Spring -tailed*), an order of

lower insects, which are apterous or wingless, and
umetabolic—that is, do not undergo any metamor-
phosis (which see). They are represented by such
forms as the Poduree or Spring-tails, the Lepismtt or

Sugar-lice, kc. The former are found inhabiting

damp cellars and similar situations, and the latter

occur amongst sugar. The Podune have the extre-

mity of the abdomen provided with a forked bristle-

like appendage, by the bending and sudden straight-

ening of which they are able to effect considerable

leaps, llie sugar -lice also possess caudal bristles.

In the Thysanura the mouth is of the masticatory

or biting ty{>e, and the bodies of these insects are

covered with beautiful scales, which form delicate

test objects for the microscope.

TIARA, originally, and with Herodotus, the cap
of the Persian kings. The tiara of the pope is a high
cap surrounded by three crowns rising one alxive

the other, lliese crowns are covered with precious

stones, and ornamented with an orb, on which stands

a cross, and on two sides of it a chain of precious

stones. Originally the po])es wore a common bishop's

mitre. Alexander III., in the twelfth century, is said

to have surrounded the mitre with a crown as a sign

of sovereignty. Boniface VIII. (who died in 1803)
is said to have added the second as a sign of [tower

over spiritual and temporal things; and Urban V.
(who died in 1370) the third, in order, as is believed,

to indicate the power of the poite in the church, suf-

fering, militant, and triumphant (or in hell, on earth,

and in heaven). As the mitre is placed ovei* the coat

of arms of bishops, and the cardinal’s hat over that

of the cardinals, so the tiara, with the two keys, is

placed over the family coat of arms of the pope.

TIBER (Italian, Tevere; anciently, Tiberia), a
river of Italy, which rises in the Apennines, in Tus-

cany, hows first south as a mountain torrent, then

turning 8.S.E. enters Perugia, flows south-east into

the province and traverses the city of Rome, shortly

after quitting which it flows south-west, and separat-

ing into two branches—the Fiumicino on the north

and the Fiumara on the south, forms the island called

Insula Sacra, and falls into ^e Tyrrhenian Sea by
two mouths. Its whole course is about 240 miles, of

which about 90 miles, commencing at the confluence of

the Kera, are navigable, but only with considerable pre-

caution. Its water, always surcharged with a yellow-

ish mud, is unwholesome, and its &h also are said to

be of very indifferent quidity.

TIBERIAS. See Gsnnbsabet.

TIBERIITS (Tibibiub Claudius Nibo 0aab), a

Roman emperor, bom b.o. 42, was the son of Tiberhn

Claudius, of the ancient Claudian family, and of Livia

Drosilla, afterwards the wife of August. Rapidly

raised to au^ority by the influence of ^ mother,

he displayed much ability in an expedition against

some revolted Alpine tribM, in consequence of which

he was raised to the consulate in his twenty-eighth

year. the death of Vipsamus Agrippa, the

gravity and austerity of Tiberius having gained

the confidence of Augustus, the Emperor chose

him to supply the pla^ of that minister, obliging

him, at the same time, to divorce Vipsania and

wed his daughter Julia, whose flagitious conduct at

length so disgusted Tiberius that he retired, in a pri-

vate capacity, to the Isle of Rhodes. The deaths of

the two Csesars, Caius and Lucius, induced the em-
[)eror to adopt him as his heir, and on the death of

Augustus he succeeded (a.d. 14), without opposition,

to the sovereignty of the empire. The new rei^
was disquieted by dangerous mutinies in the armies

posted in Pannonia and on the Rhine, which were,

however, suppressed by the exertions of the two
princes, Germanicus and Drusus. The conduct of

Tiberius as a ruler has formed a complete riddle for

the student of history, uniting with an extreme

jealousy of his own power the highest degree of

affected respect for the privileges of the senate, and
for the leading virtues of the ancient republican char-

acter. He fJso displayed great zeal for the due
administration of justice, and was careful that, even

in the provinces, the people should not be oppressed

with imposts—a virtue which, according to Tacitus,

he retained when he renounced every other. Tacitus

records the events of this reign, including the sus-

picious death of Germanicus, the detestable adminis-

tration of SejanuB, the poisoning by that minister of

Drusus, the emperor’s son, and all the extraordinary

mixture of tyranny with occasional wisdom and good
sense which distinguished the conduct of Tiberius,

until his infamous and dissolute retirement (a.d. 27)

to the Isle of Caprese, in the Bay of Naples, never

to return to Rome. On the death of Livia, in the

year 29, the only restraint upon his actions and those

of the detestable Sejanus was removed, and the

destruction of the widow and family of Germanicus
followed. (See Agrippina.) At length, a8j)iring to

the throne, Sejanus fell a victim to his ambition in

the year 31 (see Sejanus); and many innocent per-

sons shared in his destruction, in consequence of the
Bus[)icion and cruelty of Tiberius, which now exceeded
all limits. The remainder of the reign of this tyrant

is little more than a disgusting narrative of servility

on the one hand and of despotic ferocity on the other.

In the midst, however, of all this tyranny, he often

exhibited gleams of strong sense and of a judicious

attention to the public welfare—a remark which
holds good in every part of his anomalous reign. At
length, leaving his favourite island, the scene of the
most diBguBting debaucheries, he Bto[>ped at a country
house near the promontory of Misenum, where, in

March, 87, his death took place, being accelerated,

according to Tacitus, by suffocation. In this reign
was established the crime of Itraa majeatcts, which,

!
through the morbid suspicion of the emperor, caused
the death of many citizens for their ung^uarded ex-
pressions of opinion.

TIBET, or Thibet, a country occupying the south
portion of the great platform of Central Asia, lying
between Ion. 73'’ and 101” 1., and lat. 27” and 80
N., and extending from the sources of the Indus
to the frontiers of China, and from Hindustan, to the
Desert of Gobi, comprising a superficial area of about
400.000 square miles. Its plains average above
10.000 feet in height, and many of its mountaini
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have twioe that altitade. The reiigei we genenUj
pwftllel to thoee of the Hixnidaye, bat on the east

nm north and south. 'Within the boundaries of

Tibet are the sources of nearly all the great rivers

of the south and east of Ashs the Indus, Satlej,

Brahmimatrai Irrawady, Mekon, Menam, Yang-tse-

kiang, Hoang*ho, Ac. Immense rocks and moun-
tains, without any appearance of vegetation, alternate

with dry and infertile plains. The wheat, pease, and
barley, which grow on the latter, in many parts never

ripen, and serve only as fodder for cattle when grass

fa^. At regular intervals rain occurs, and a short

giw springs up, which stops growing as soon as the

rain ceases, and is immediately so parched by the

drjmess of the atmosphere as to become entirely

white, and can be reduced to powder by rubbing it

between the fingers. Yet it affords pasture to large

herds of cattle. The chief peculiarities in the climate

of Tibet is the excessive dryness of the atmosphere
and the severity of the winters. From October to

March so little moisture exists in the air, that vege-

tation is almost wholly dried up; meat and fish may
be preserved fresh for all that time; and the cold is

excessively intense. But notwithstanding the in-

clemency of the climate there is a great abtmdance
of wild and domestic animals. Among the most
remarkable of these is the yak, which exists both in

a wild and a domesticated state. It constitutes the
wealth of the wandering Tartars, who procure from
it food and clothing, and make use of it as a beast of

burden. The musk-deer, the Cashmere goat^ wild
horses, and the fat-tailed sheep are also among the

animals of I'ibet. In suitable localities agriculture

is successfully practised, and grapes and other fruits

are grown. 1'he mineral productions include gold,

cinnabar, lead, cop|)er, iron, borax, and rock-salt.

Tibet is a country of extensive traffic, the prificipal

trade being with China; this is conducted at Lassa,

the capital of Tibet, and at Si-ning, a dty of the

Chinese province Kansoo, from which [dace large

caravans go at stated periods to Lassa, carrying tea,

silk goods, and other Chinese produce, which are ex-

changed for gold-dust, woollens, incense, Buddhist
idols, and Indian and European goods. The religion

of the country is that form of Buddhism known as

Lamaism (which see), of which 1'hibet is the prin-

cipal seat, being regarded by the votaries of that

faith as a sacred land; it is consequently largely

resorted to by pilgrims, from whose offerings the

lamas or j^riests derive valuable revenues. 'I'hese

lamas form a large proportion of the |>opulation, and
live in monasteries, many of which accomm<^ate
from 3000 to 4000 persons. They are presided over

by the Grand or l)alai I^ama, who resides in the

Buddha La, a vast palace near Lassa, and is regarded
as the sole religious and political bead of the state.

The manners and mode of life of the inhabitants are

rude: the houses of the peasants are merely piles of

stone, with holes to let in air and light. At Lassa
and elsewhere there are some magnificent temples.
The lan^age is allied to the Chinese. A rude mode
of printing, with immovable letters, has been in-

troduced from China: the characters used are derived
from the Sanskrit. The history of Thibet is of little in-

terest. It continued to be governed by its own princes
till the commencement of the 18th century. Some
internal troubles having occurred in 1720, the Chinese
seized the opportunity to obtain an ascendency in
the country, which, since that time, has been on the
Increase. A Chinese functions^ is always stationed
at the residence of the Grand who transmits
Information to, and receives instructions from Pekin.
There is also a Chinese governor with a military
force stationed in each of £e principal towns. Pop.
estimated at 6,000,000.

TIBULLUS, Albius, aBoman poet» whebdonged
to the equestrian order, and diea in the flower of
his a^ about B.a 18. He was on intimate terms
wi^ Messala, and in 81 accompanied him in a cam-
paign in GauL He set out with him to the East
also, but was forced to return through ill-health.

Henceforth he lived on his estate, between Hbur and
Praeneste. Horace was warmly attached to 1:^
and addresses to him one of his epistles. 'We possess
four books of elegies under his name, but the third
and part of the fourth are spurious. These poems
are among the most [>erfect of their kind which have
come down to us from classical antiquity. Their
moral tone, however, is that of a i*eokless voluptuary.
The elegies of IMbullus are superior to those of Pro-
pertius (with which, and the poems of Catullus, they
are usually printed) in agreeable simplicity and
tender feeling, and are free from the insipid prate
into which Ovid frequently falls; so that the author
deserves the first [dace among the Homan elegiac

poets. A common opinion now is that the four
books contain poems by other members of a poetical

coterie. The chief editions are those of Lachmann
(1829), L. Muller (1870), Bahrens (1878), and Hiller

(1886; also in Postgate's Coiqius Poetarum Latino-

rum). There is a translation by Cranstoun (1872).

TIC DOULOUKEUX, a painful affection of a
facial nerve, a 8[>ecieB of neuralgia. It is character-

ized by acute pain, attended with convulsive twitch-

ings of the muscles, and continuing from a few minutes

to several hours. Q\nnine in full doses is the usual

remedy.
TICINO (German and French, Tcssm), a river ol

Switzerland and North Italy, which rises on the

southern sIo[>e of Mount St. (xothanl, on the frontiers

of the canton to which it gives its name; flows first

south-east till it approaches Bellinzona, when it

changes its direction to south-west, traverses Lake
Maggiore, proceeils forming the boundary be-

tween Piedmont and Lombardy, and shortly after,

[lassing I^avia, joins the Po on the left; total course,

exclusive of the lake, about 120 miles.

TICINO (German and French, TiSiin), a canton

in the south of Switzerland, between Uri, Orisons,

l^mbardy, Piedmont, and Valais; area, 1095 square

miles, 'rhis canton, in res[>ect of climato and general

physical features, is divided into two very unequal
parts by Mount Ceneri, which stretches across it from
east to west towards the hea<l of Ijake Maggiore.

The north and far larger part is an elevated and
mountainous region, its northern frontier being formed
by several of the loftiest of the Alps, the SplUgen,

St. Bemardin, and Mount St. Gothiu^ The smaller

part of the canton lying on the south side of Mount
Ceneri exhibits in its scenery, climate, and productions

the characteristic features of Italy. The whole canton,

with exception of a very minute portion of the south,

which sends its water to l^ake Como, is drained by
Lake Maggiore, and belongs through it to the basin

of the Po. 1'he principal stream by which the drainage

is performed is the Ticino, which gives its name to ^e
canton, and is augmented within it by several afflu-

ents. Besides these streams there are numerous
lakes. The most important of all, Lake Maggiore,

has only a small part of its area within the canton.

The northern part of the canton, from its ruggedneM^

is suited only to the rearing of cattle and the prepar-

ation of dairy produce. In the southern part are

grown the olive, the vine, and many of the more deli-

cate Italian fruits—figs and almond, oranges, citrons^

and pomegranates. Manufactures and trade are

unimportant Ticino was not formally admitted to

the Swiss Confederation till 1816. The inhabitants

belong to the Italian type. Bellinzona, Locarno, and
Lugano are each in tum the seat of government
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Fop. (1900), 142,719, almost entire^ Romaa Oatho-
lica in relidon.

TIOKET-OF-LEAVE, a certificate given to a
convict by which he is permitted to go at libmrty

before the expiration of his sentence, upon good be-
haviour, though on condition of reporting himself
periodically. A period of remission acoordmg to the
conduct of the prisoner is now systematic.
TICKING, a strong cloth, commonly made of

twilled linen or cotton and of a striped pattern. It
is chiefly used for covering mattresses for beds.

TIOKNOB, Geoboe, an American historian, was
bom at Boston, Ist August, 1791. He graduated at
Dartmouth College in 1807, and for the three fol-

lowing years devoted himself to itie study of the
ancient classics. He was admitted to the bar in

1818, but he never adopted the law as an active

profession. In 1816 he embarked for Europe, and
during a five years* residence visited Gottingen,
Borne, Madrid, Paris, Edinburgh, and London, for

the purpose of pursuing his studies. On his return

he was appointed to the Smith professorship of Mo-
dem Languages and Literature in Harvard Univer-
sity. In 1836 he resigned his professorship, and for

the next three years travelled in Europe with his

family. On his return he devoted hinuelf to the

preparation of a History of Spanish Literature, which
was published in New York in 1849, in three vola.

8vo, a corrected and enlarged edition being published

in 1863. It was at once recognized by scholars as a
work of value, and has been translated into Spanish
and German. After some works of minor interest

he produced in 1863 a Memoir of Prescott, the his-

torian, with whom he had maintained a close friend

-

sh^. He died 26th January, 1871.

TICKS. See Ixodes.
TIDE-MILL is a kind of water-mill turned by

the action of the tide. There are two distinct modes
of applying this kind of power; the one is by filling

a reservoir at flood-tide, which is made to turn a
wheel in escaping. The common period of working
of this species of mill is about four hours in each
ebb. The other method is to place a horizontal

wheel in the river to be turned by the current either

in ebb or flow, llie motion of this miU is not con-

tinuous, being suspended at the turn of the tida
It attains its maximum motion at half-tide, and
where uniformity of motion is required regulative

machinery is necessary.

TIDES, the rising and falling of the water of

oceans, which occurs periodically, as observed at

places on the coasts. It is evident, from the period-

ical return of high water at intervals corresponding

to positions of the moon and sun relatively to the

plaM at which observations are taken, that the phe-

nomena of tides am due to the attractive influences

of the moon and sun. The explanation given by
Newton was as follows:—The moon attracts every

particle of the earth; the liquid particles of water

are free to move, and those nearest the moon will be

most strongly attracted; the whole solid part of the

earth will be attracted with a force due to the dis-

tance between its centre of gravity and the centre of

gravity of the moon; if the earth were all water the

action of the moon would tend to make it an ellip-

soid, of which the major axis would point to the

moon; if the solid portion were all submraged beneath

a supiufidal layer of water the surface would take

the form of an ellipsoid, and the solid portion would
be nearly in the centre of the ellipsoid. Thus we
should have high water at a place when the moon is

in the meridian, and high water agi^ in 12 hours

24 minutes when the moon has described IflO”. The
attraction of the sun would cause a similar arrange-

ment of the water, but in a less degree; and when

the major axes of the two ellipeoids ootndde, m aA

new and full moon, we should have »pnng tid^ an#
when they intersect at right angles, as at the moon's

quadrature, wo should have neap twes. The inter-

ference of coasts and irregularities in the ocean bedn

cause the great variation as to time and rangjB in ^e
actual tides observed at different placea Comingback
to our supposition of a uniform stratum of water it

is easy conceiving the point of highest water keeping

in the line joining the centre of the moon with the

centre of the earth, and we get the idea of a wave

whose crest at the equator moves at about 1000 miles

an hour. Thb is a motion not of translation but of

mere elevation and depression, which has been com-

pared to the motion of heads of com in a com-field

when swept by a breeze. It is easy to see, however,,

how the mere elevation and depression of the par-

ticles of an ocean, say to the west of a poin^ may
necessitate a rushing motion of translation in the

bays and estuaries of a coast to the east of the point.

The motion of high water from one part of an ocean

to another is called a tidal ware. It is conceivable

that all the peculiarities of tide at different places

may be explained when we are able to see the action

of each modifying portion of coast or deep part of

ocean, and in some cases there is no difficulty in

perceiving how certain peculiarities arise. In the

Bay of Eundy the tide rises 60 feet, and at places

along the west coast of England from SO to 40 feet;

and this is due to a rush of translation at a coast being

produced by a motion of elevation or depression in

an ocean and the mass of rashing water being cornered

in narrow channels. In some places, as in the Ger-

man Ocean at a point north of the Straits of Dover,

a high tide meets low water, and thus maintains per-

petual mean tide. In the case cited high water trans-

mitted through the Straits of Dover encounters low
water transmitted round the north of Scotland, and
vice verea. The interval of time at any place between
noon and the time of high water on the day of full

or new moon is called the eetablishment of ttu port.

TIE-BEAM. See Abohitectdbe.
TIECK, liUDWio, a celebrated German writer,

whose influence on the literature of his country has

been of a very marked nature, was bom at ^rlin
on the 31st of May, 1773. In 1782 he entered the

Werder Gymnasium, and in 1792 he proceeded to

the University of Halle, where, as afterwards at

Gottingen and Erlangen, he devoted himself enthu-

siastic^y to the study of history and of ancient

and modem literature. Shakspere more especially

attracted his attention. In 1794 he returned to

Berlin, where he, along with his sister Sophie, on
the invitation of Nicolai, now contributed a series of

tales to the Straussfedem (Ostrich Feathers), a work
commenced by Musaeus and J. G. Muller. He
also published separately his tale of Abdallah, and
a novel entitled William Lovell (three vols. Berlin,

1796). His Peter Lebrecht eine Geschichte ohne
Abenteuerlichkeiten and Peter Lebrecht’s Volks-
marchen were alike charming for their imaginative
i)Ower and simplicity, and their rich ove^owing
humour. In the works that immediately followed
these (Blaubart, der gestiefelte Kater, Ac.) Tieck
made the clauical school the object of his satire.

Some of his subsequent works, especially Frana
Stembald’s Wandemngen (1798) and Phantarien
fiber die Kunst (1799), indicating a tendency to Cath-
olidsm, brought about a dryness between him and
Nicolai, but a close friendship was cemented with
Schleg^ whose acquaintance he had made at Berlin
in 1796, and through this association arose what has
been denominated *The Bomantic School of Ger-
many.* In 1799 he removed to Jena, where he-

gained the friendship of Novalis, and contracted also-
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a oloBer intimacy with Steffens. About this time he
published Bomantiaohe Diohtungen (two vols., Jena,

1799^1800). A tianslation of Don Quixote (four

vols., Beriin, 1799-1801) far surpassed all former
renderings of Cervantes into Cerman. In 1802 he
issued, along with A W. von Schlegel, the Musen>
almanach, which encountered much opposition, and
found also many admirers amo^ susceptible youth.

His long-expect^ Kaiser Octavianus, which contains

many l^utiful passages, and is the best of his ro-

mantic productions, appeared in 1804. In 1805 he
went to Italy with the view of re-establishing his

health, which had suffered severely from attadcs of

gout. Having returned to Germany in the autumn
of 1806, he took up his abode first at Ziebingen, in

the vicinity of Frsuikfort-on-the-Oder, from which
he removed successively to Dresden and Vienna, and
at last settled at Munich, where new and severe

attacks of illness detained him till 1810. Partially

convalescent, he then returned to Ziebingen, where
he formed an intimacy with Solger, which exercised

a great and beneficial influence on his future life.

Tieck now freed himself from the mysticism and
extravagance of fancy which were blots on almost
all his earlier works. His Phantasus (three vols.,

Berlin, 1812-16) gave the first sign of his having
attained to a healthier tone. In 1817 lie made a
journey to England, where he collected materials for

his Shaks|)ere. He returned by way of Paris, and
resided at Ziebingen till 1819, when he removed to

Dresden. Subset]ueut to this period the writings

of Tieck, as exemplified in his Tales, bear the un-

mistakable stamp of genius. These tales appeared

in various forms, partly in annuals, ptirtly in the

Novellenkrans (Garland of Fiction), and were ulti-

mately published in twelve volumes (Berlin, 1853).

While in Dresden he ttxik a lively interest in the

management of the court theatre, a circumstance to

which are attributable his valuable Dramaturgische
Blatter (two vols., Breslau, 1826). As already men-
tioned he was an ardent student of 8hakspere. The
result of these studies were two volumes entitled

Das Altengli.sche Theater (Berlin, 1811), consisting

of translations of the plays sometimes attributed to

Shakspen.', although not generally included in his

works ;
two volumes entitled Shaksj}ere’s Vorschule

(Leipzig. 1823-29); but above all, the continuation

of ihe German translation of Shakspere, which had
been commenced by SchlegeL In this work he was
assisted by his t^ented daughter Dorothea, and
Count Wolf of Baudissin. On the accession of

FrederickWilliam IV. hewas invited to the Prussian

court, invested with a considerable pension and the

rank of a privy-councillor, and thenceforward, though
in very indifferent health, resided alternately in

Berbn and Potsdam, and acted as a sort of super-

visor of the Prussian stage. He died at Berlin on
the 28th of April, 1853. Tieck’s brother Christian

Friedrich, bom in 1776, died in 1851, was cele-

brated as a sculptor. See Carlyle's Essays.

TIEL, a town in Holland, in the province of

Gelderland, 1 9 miles w.8.w. of Arnhem, on the right

bank of the Waal. It carries on a considerable tr^e
in fruit, more especially cherries, in fowls, grain, and
potatoes. Pop. 10,000.

TIENTSIN, a town in the north of China, which
may be considered the river -port of the Chinese
capital, with which it has water communication by
the Peibo River, a distance of about 120 miles by
its windings, and 80 miles land. A railway now
also connects Tientsin with Peking and Ta-ku at the
mouth of the river, and another line runs to New-
chwang in hlanchuria. Foreign vessels of ordinary
burden cannot reach the city of Tientsin on account
of a has at tha entraiifiB to the nvec and its

m
navigation. Hence large ahi^ anchor outside in tho
Ta-ku roadstead. The river is frozen up from four to
five months in the year, from October until February
or March. A large import trade is carried on, chiefly
in European merchancUae. The principal imports aro
cottons, ironmongery, sugar, opium, &c.; the principal
exports wool, cotton, and camels’ hair. There i&
a large foreign * concession ’ about 2 miles below
Tientsin, and here there is an important body of
European residents. Tientsin figured prominently
in the events of 1900, for whicli see China. Pop.
variously estimated at from 200,000 to 900,000.
TIERRA (or Terra) DEL FUEGO (‘Land of

Fire’) is a large archipelago at the southern extre-
mity of South America, separated from the main-
land by the Strait of Magellan. It consists of ona
large island—Tierra del Fuego, Fuegia, or King
Charles South Land—measuring east to west 500
miles, with a breadth north to south of 300 miles;
and of numerous smaller islands. Of these latter

the most important are the following: Navarin,
Hoste, Gordon, Londonderry, and Stewart, south
and south-west of the main island, from which they
are separated by the Beagle Channel; Dawson, Clar-

ence, Santa Inez, and Desolation, bounding the
western part of tlie Strait of Magtdlon on the south;

Wollaston, Hermite, Lennox, New, and Staten,

more outlying islands, the last being the must easterly

of the group, while Horn Island, a mere speck of
land, with the famous cape of same name, is the most
southerly. The total area is estimaUid at about
3‘2,000 8(]uare miles (the same as Ireland). Staten
Island and the part of tiie main island east of tho
meridian of 68" 34' belong to the Argentine Republic,

the rest to Chili. The whole of the islands art»

jienetrated dee]>ly by arms of the sea, which give
them the most irreg^ar shapes

;
and, except on the

eastern side of the large i^oud, they are almost
entirely composed of mountains forming a continu-

ation of the Andes, and reaching the height of
about 7000 feet. These mountains are clothed with,

forests, chiefly of evergreen beech, to the height of
1000 feet to 1.^00 feet, their toi)H being snow-clod.

There is much magnificent scenery. Fauna and flora

are both rather poor. The climate is disagreeable

—mist, rain, and snow, acc(»mponied with storms,

being extremely common. Sheeji-rearing is the chief

industry, and large sheep farms on the modem
system are common. Three linguistic and racial

groufis are now recognized among the inhabitants.

The Ona, in the east of the main island, are a well-

made race, speaking a language akin to that of the
Patagonian Tehuelchea, but the Yahgans of the ex-

treme south and the Alakalufs of the west speak

languages of a totally distinct character. The two
latter races are of a somewhat stunted and degraded

type. Missionaries have l)een settled amongst them
for many years. Tierra-del-Fuego was discovered

by Magalhaens in 1520, and named ‘Land of Fire'

from the numerous fires he saw on its coast during

the night Pop. about 3000.

TIERS-fiTAT (‘third estate’), the name given

in the ancient French monarchy to the third order

of the nation, which, together with the nobility and

clergy, formed the ^taU g^nirauz or states-general

(which see).

TIFLIS. See Teflih.

TIGER {PelU tigris), a well-known apedee of

digitigrade carnivorous Mammalia, belonging to the

family Febdee, and possessing, in common with the

lion, leopard, Ac., five toes on the front feet and four

on the hinder feet, all the toes being furnished with

strong retractile claws. The i^pearance of this mag-
nificent animal, of which only one distinct speciea

(numbering a. few varieties), is knawn, is auffiaently
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familiar to all readers. The mand colour of the

body is a brijjht tawny yeUow, bearing black stripes

running at right a^les with the general axis of the

body and limbs, under parte and inner aspect

of the limbs are white, as al^ are the throat and
chest. On these white parte the stripes are lighter,

and gradually merge into the white colour. The tail

is not tufted at its extremity, is usually of lighter

hue than the body, with dark rings. White or albino

varieties of the tiger have been found, as also black

ones. The maximum length, including the tail, is

about 12 feet. The tiger attains its full develop-

ment in India, the Bengal variety being the largest

and most typical; but it also occurs in Southern
Silieria, Turkestan, Persia, Java, Sumatra, &c. In
habits these animals are far more active and agile

than the lion, and exhibit a large amount of herce
cunning. They generally select the neighbourhocKl
of water-courses as their habitat, and spring upon
the animals that approach to drink. The march of

the animal through the thick brushwood of the

jungles in which he lives is noiseless and stealthy,

and it appears rather to avoid than to court danger,

although, when brought to bay, no animal presents

a fiercer front than the tiger. Where deer, ante-

lopes, and wild hogs are abundant, domestic animals
are comjiaratively safe, though otherwise the tiger

is ready enough to prey on the latter. Tigers appear
to crawl slowly and stealthily after their prey in

certain circumstances, this practice being especially

noted in the case of ‘man-eaters’, as tigers, usually

old ones, who have acquired a taste for human blood

are called. These formidable enemies of man are

captured in various ways, os by traps of several

kinds, by spearing from boats, and especially by
shooting from the Ixvcks of elephants or on foot.

The Indian government encourages the extermina-

tion of the tiger by offering rewards. The number
of [jersons killed by tigers each year in India aver-

ages about 930, mostly in Bengal, Madras, Central

Provinces, Aasam, and Burma. About 32,000 head
of cattle are also killed annually in India by tigers.

See Carnivohouh Animals, PI. I.

TIGER-BEETLE {Cidndcla campentris), asjiecies

of beetles belonging to the family Cicindelidte, which
in turn belongs to the peiitamerous section of the

order Coleoj)tera. The head is wider than the

thorax, and the terminal hook of the maxillary jaws
is jointed at its base. This insect is swift and
active, and preys upon other insects. C. octoriotata,

or the Eight-8pi)tted Tiger- l)eetle of India, is another

familiar species. See PI. I. at Entomology.
TIGER-FLOWER {Tigridia jMtronia), a Mexi-

can plant of the natural order Iridaceai, frequently

cultivated in gardens on account of the magnificence

of its flowers. It a])ringH from a scjily bulb. The
leaves are radical, sword-shaped, and tapering to-

wards the point of insertion; the stem is about 1

foot in height, slightly zigxag, dividing into two or

three branches, and bearing a few alternate, distant

leaves. The flowers are solitary, terminal, very

large, of a singular form, and ^'ory evanescent. The
three exterior divisions of the corolla are much the

largest; of a fine orange-red towards the extremity;

whitish or yellowish and beautifully spotted at the

base. It is tolerably hardy, and is propagated by
seeds or offsets.

TIGER-MOTH (Arctui caja), a genus of Lepi-

dopterous insects, the caterpillars of which are well

known under the popular name of ‘woolly bears’.

The moth is coloured red and browm. The larvae

feed on dead-nettles. The pn>bosci8 is small, and
the wings are bent downwa^s in repose. See PL
HI. at Entomology.
TIGRIS, a river in Western Asia, rising by two

head-streams, the eastern one having its soared near

Bitlisy near Lake Van, and the western one originat-

ing near Kharput. Under the name of Dijleh or

Shatt the western branch flows first south-e^t, then

east, and having passed Diarbekir and received the

waters of the eastern head-stream, it continues in

a south-easterly or south-south-easterly course past

Mosul and Bagdad and roughly imrallel to the

Euphrates, with which it unites at Kuma to form

the Shat- el-Arab. At Bagdad the Tigris and Eu-
hrates approach within 30 miles of each other, and
old a parallel course for about 80 miles, when they

diverge, and keep apart from 80 to 100 miles, till

they unite at Kuma. Generally speaking there is

now little cultivation in the region through which
the Tigris flows. The Tigra is navigable for raffs,

at certain seasons, from Diarbekir to Mosul, a dis-

tance of about 300 miles. Below the latter place it

is more or less so throughout the year, and the

descent to Bagdad is performed with great ease and
speed. Large rafte (keleks), supported by 200 or

even 300 inflated skins, are much in use for the

transjM)rt of goods. During the flood season the

voyage is performed in three or four days, whereas
at another time it requires fourteen days. The total

course of the river is about 1150 miles. Its chief

tributaries are the Greater and the Lesser Zab and
the Diyola, all on the left. In the Bible this river

is called Hiddekel.

TILBURG, a town in Holland, in the province of

North Brabant, 13 miles east by south of Breda. It

has manufactures of cloth and other woollen fabrics,

calico-printing, tanneries, soap-works, breweries, &c.

Pop. (1900), 41,518.

TILBURY FORT, a fort in England, in the
county of E.isex, on the north of the e.stuaiy of the

Thames, opposite to Gravesend. It was converted
into a regular fortification in 1667, and has since

received important additions, which make it very
formidable, particularly toward the river. Near this

place the English army was reviewed by Queen
Elizal)eth in 1588 when the country was threatened
by the Spanish Armada. Large deep-water docks,

belonging to the London system, are now here, and
are connected with several railways.

TILES. The term tiles is applied to a variety of

articles nuule either for ornament, such as inlaid

paving-tiles (see Encaustic Tiles and Mosaic), or
for use, as in tile-draining (see Draining) and roof-

ing. Tiles are made of a purer and stronger, more
adhesive clay than bricks. In making them the first

process is to weather the clay, which consists in lay-

ing it out on the ground in layers of 2 inches thick-

ness and exjMising it to the effect of frost or sunshine.
It is then allow^ to mellow or ripen in pits under
water, and afterwards well kneaded in a pug-mill.
The next process is to divide it into slices so as to
allow’ of the stones falling out or being seen and
picked out by the hand. The clay is then cut into
slabs of the pro|>er size to make tiles

;
and the tiles

are moulded, dried, and finally fired. Fire-clay is

now largely used for making roofing-tiles, and the
tiles made of this material, although thinner, are
stronger and more durable than others.

TILIACE..E, the Lime - tree family, a natural
order of plants, almost all the meml)er8 of w’hich
are trees or shrubs, a small number only being her-
baceous. They bear alternate simple leaves, accom-
panied at their base by tw’o caducous stipules. Their
flow’ers are axillar, pedunculate, solitary, or variously
grouped. They have a simple calyx formed of four
or five sepals placed close together in the form of
valves previo^ to the expansion of the flower

;
and

a corolla having the same number of petals, which
are rarely wanting, and are often glandular at their
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bftie. The stamens are munerous, free^ with biloonlsr

anthers. A pedioeUate gland is oftcm seen on the

face of each petal The orary has from two to ten

oeU% containing each several ovules attached in two
rows to the inner angle. The style is simple, termi-

nated by a lobed sti^a. The fruit is a capsule, with
several cells oontahiing several seeds, or through

abortion a monospermous drupe. The seeds contain

a straight or slightly curved embryo in a fleshy endo-

sperm. The Tiliacen are allied to the Malvacese,

^m which they differ in having the stamens free

and tb^ embryo placed at the centre of a fleshy endo-

sperm; and to the Byttneriacese, from which they are

distinguished by their stamens being free and numer-
ous, their style simple, and by other marks. Like
the orders to which they are i^ed the Tiliaoete are

mudlaginouB. The jute-plant {Corchoi'ut capaularit)

b a member of thb order.

TILLANDSIA, a genus of epiphytes, belonging

to the natural order Bromeliaceee. They are natives

of tropical America. Some species are cultivated in

hot-houses on account of the singular variety and
splendour of the colours of their spathes and their

flower-spikes. The species principally so cultivated

are the Tillandsia amaerM, with large bracts of violet

or rose colour, and spikes of green flowers with spots

of blue at the top of the divbions of the segments of

the petals; and the TUlandsia tplendena, with a long

imike formed of bracts of the most beautiful scarlet.

The genus derives its name from the Swedbh botanbt
Tfllands.

TILLEMONT, Louis Sebastian le Nain de, an
eminent hbtorian, bom at Paris in 1637, was the son

of a master of requests, and received hb education at

the Port Royal He assumed the name of Tillemont

on entering the priesthood, devoted himself to study,

and by hb extraordinary industry and accuracy of

research gained a high reputation as a hbtori(Uil

writer. He was an intimate friend of Amauld’s.
Hb death took place in 1698. He was the author

of M^moires |)our servir h I’Hbtoire Eccl^siastique

des six premiers Si^cle8 (sixteen vob. 4to, 1693-1712)

and Histoire des Empereurs et des autres Princes qui

ont regne durant les six premiers Siindes de I’Eglbe

(six vob. 4to, 1690-1738).

TILLER. See Helm.
TILLICOULTRY, a manufacturing town and

p-»lice burgh of Scotland, in the county of Clack-

mannan, at the foot of the Ochil Hills, 9 miles north-

east of Stirling. It has an Establbhed church,

and other churches
;
also a large school. The town

carries on the manufacture of woollens, besides spin-

ning and dyeing. The principal productions are

tweeds, fancy worsteds, flannels, plaids, clan tartans,

and shirtings. There are large coal-fields in the

neighljourhood. Pop. (1891), 3939; (1901), 3337.

TILLOTSON, John, an English prelate, son of

a clothier, near Halifax, was in 1630. His
father, a strict Calvinbt, brought up hb son in the
same principles. In 1647 Tillotson became a pen-
sioner of Clare HaK, Cambridge, of which he was
elected a fellow in 1651. It b not known when he
entered^ into orders, but hb first sermon which ap-
peared in print b dated 1661, at which time he was
still among the Presbyterians. When the act of
uniformity passed in the following year he submitted
to it, and, becoming celebrated for pulpit oratory,
was chosen preacher to the society of Lincoln’s Inn,
and lecturer at St. Lawrence, Jewry, in 1664. In
1666 he took the degree of D.D., and was made
king’s chapl^ and presented to a prebend of Can-
terbury. ^en Charles II., in 1672, issued a declar-
ation for liberty of conscience^ for the purpose of
favouring the Roman OathoUos, he preached strongly
against it, but was, nevertheless, advanced to the

deanery of Canterburv, and three yean after (1675)
presented to a prebend in St Paul'a On the accom-
plishment of the Revolution he was taken into favour
by King William, and in 1689 he was appointed
clerk of the closet to that sovereign, and in the same
year was appointed Dean of St Paul’s. On the
refusal of Archbishop Sancroft to take the oaths to
the new government he was appointed to exercise

the archiepbcopal jurisdiction during the suspension
of that prelate; and in 1691, after exhibiting the
greatest reluctance, he was induced to accept the
archbbhopric itself. He had previously formed a
scheme for the comprehension of the Presbyterians
within the pale of the church, which had been
rejected by the convocation. He had also failed in

another design for forming a new book of homilies;

and in a sermon which he preached before the queen,
had contended against the doctrine of eternal punish-

ment. All these circumstances rendered him obnox-

ious to the advocates of orthodoxy. When, there-

fore, he accepted the primacy, a large party assailed

him with great animosity; and he was reproached

with the inconsbtency of hb own conduct with the

doctrine he had advanced to Lord William Russell.

He bore these attacks in silence, and even prevented

some prosecutions for libel against him, directed by
the crown. He was also charged with Socinianism;

in answer to which he republished four of his ser-

mons on the Incarnation and Divinity of our Saviour.

Inhere appears to have been no other ground for that

imfmtation than that he defended Christianity on

rational grounds, and corresponded with such men as

Limborch, I^ocke, and Le Clerc ;
to which reason Dr.

Jortin adds, that be had broken an ancient and
fundamental rule of controversial theology— * Allow
not an adversary either to have common sense or

common honesty.’ I'he only class to whom he did

not show a mild and tolerant spirit was the Roman
Catholics, towards whom he h^ a strong aversion.

After bis elevation to the see of Canterbury he
exerted himself to advance the res{)ecta)>ility of the

church, and, among other things, wished to correct

the evils arising from non-resiclcnce. He was, how-
ever, counteracted in all his endeavours by the most
perverse opposition, which rendered hb high station

a scene of much more disgust than gratification, and
soon after died of a paralytic stroke in 1694. Tillot-

son’s sermons were fur half a century the most
popular of that class of compositions in the English

language, but have since fallen into neglect and even
dbesteem. They are generally j)raised for their

clearness and ease of style, but are now often found

fault with for their diffuseness and languor. In

other respects than that of style they are generallv

commended for benignity of spirit rather than depth

or richness of thought They have often been pub-

Ibhed.

TILLY, Johann Trehklaeb, Count of, one of the

most celebrated generals of the seventeenth century,

was born about 1559 in Walloon Brabant, at the

castle of Tilly, a little to the north of Ligny. After

being educat^ by Jesuits strictly and fanatically, he
entered the Spanbh, the Austrian, and at last the

Bavarian service. Under Alva and other com-
manders be formed his military talents. At the time

of the outbreak of the Thirty Years’ war he was
in the service of the King of Bavaria, who, being

the head of the Catholic League, appointed him
to the command of the army destined to crush

the Protestants in Bohemia. (See Thirty Teaks’
War.) He defeated them on the White Monntidns
(November, 1620). Afterwards he commanded in

the Palatinate, which he conquered in 1622, defeat-

ing Ernest of Mansfeld, the Margrave of Baden-
D^lach, and Christian of Bronswick. Christian IV.
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of Dennuuk hftTixig joined in the war on the aide of

4he Proteatant prinoea^ Tilly defeated him on the

^th of Augnat, 1626, at Latter am Barenberg, in

Bninawiok, and compelled him to withdraw again to

Denmark. When, in 1680, Widlenatein waa obliged

io give np the command, l^y waa appointed gener-

aliaaimo of the imperial troops. Hia most cele-

brated exploit is the bloody sack of Magdeburg,
May 10, 1631. Gustavua Adolphus met him at

Breitenfeld, near Leipzig, September 7, and Tilly,

who had b^n thirty-six times victorious, was now
entirely beaten, and was himself wounded. In a
subsequent engagement with the Swedes on the Lech
a cannon-ball shattered his thigh, and he died in a
few days, April 20 (o.B.), 1682. Tilly has been styled

A monk in the garb of a general In feeling and
belief he was a strict Catholic, in his manners severely

ascetic. He was free from avarice and politick

ambition, and knew no duties besides those of his

cnilitaiy profession, and the duties of prayer and
teligious meditation.

TILSIT, a town of East Prussia, in the govem-
tnent of Gumbinnen, and 35 miles n.n.e. of the town
of Gumbinnen. It is situated on two rivers, the

Niemen (here called the Menul\ and the small river

Tilse, which separates the town from the castle. It

fKMsessses a g^^nasium, a higher real school, and
various benevolent institutions. Its manufactures
are oousiderable, and consist mainly of iron castings,

•machinery, paper, glass, soap, oils, cloth, snuif,

ohemioals, leather, cheese, &c. The eel and salmon
^sheries are valuable, ojtd there are large horse and
cattle markets. Pop. (1890), 24,560; (1900), 84,538.

The town of Tilsit is celebrated for the peace con-

cluded here in July, 1807, between Kussia and
Prussia and Napoleon. It was signed bv Russia on
the 7th and by Prussia on the 9th of July. By the
terms of the peace it was settled—1. That the pro-

vinces tom from Poland by Prussia in 1793 and 1796
•should form a new Duchy of Warsaw; 2. That Dant-
aig, with a territory 2 leagues in circuit, should be
mf^e a free city, under the protection of Prussia and
Saxony; 8. That the King of Saxony, made Duke
•of Warsaw, should have a military road to his new
•state through Silesia; 4. That the Dukes of Mecklen-
burg, Oldenburg, and Coburg should be reinstated

by the Emperor of the French; and on the other
hand, his brother Jerome should be acknowledged
by Alexander as King of Westphalia, Joseph as King
of Naples, Louis as King of Holland; and 6. That
the Kingdom of Westph^a should be formed of the
provinces ceded by Prussia situated on the left bank
of the Elbe, together with Brunswick, Hesse, &c.

At the same time, 6. Alexander ceded the lor^hip
of Jever to Holland, and promised, 7, to withdraw
his troops from Moldavia and Walachia^ and conclude

peace with the Porte, under Napoleon’s mediation.

Cn the other hand, Russia received of the Prussian

f>rovinoe8 that of Bialystock, 4360 square miles.

TILT-HAMMER, a large and heavy hammer,
put in motion by a water-wheel or steam-engine.

Cogs being brought to bear on the tail of the ham-
mer, its depression causes the head to be elevated,

which, when liberated, falls with considerable force

by its own spedfio gravi^. Tilt-mills work on the

«ame principle.

TIMBEI^ wood used, or adapted to be used, for

building purposes. It is agreed by most writers that

the sap of vegetables is the great cause of their fer-

mentation and decay. Hence the best season for

felling timber is midwinter, as the trunk of a tree is

then less charged with nap than at other times. The
middle of summer is the next best season; but for

bard woods the season does not matter very greatly.

At whatever period timber is felled It lequirea to

be thoroughly seasoned before it Is fit for the pur-

poses of carpentry. The object of seasoning is partly

to evaporate as much of the sap as possible, and thus

to prevent its influence in causing decomposition,

and partly to reduce the dimensions of the wood, so

that it may be used without inconvenience from its

further shrinking. Timbcnr seasons best when placed

in dry situations, where the air has a free circulation

round it. Gradual drying is considered a better

preservative of wood than a sudden exposure to

warmth, even of the sun; for warmth, abruptly

applied, causes cracks and flaws, from the sudden

and unequal expansion produced in different parts.

Two or three years’ seasoning is requisite to pr^uce
compactness and durability in the wood work of

buildings. It must be observed that seasoning in

the common way only removes a portion of the aque-

ous and volatile matter from the wood. The extrac-

tive and other soluble portions still remain, and are

liable to ferment, though in a less degree, whenever

the wood reabsorbs moisture. When wood is to be

kept in a dry situation, as in the interior of houses,

no other preparation is necessaiy than that of tho-

rough seasoning. But when it is to be exposed to

the vicissitudes of weather, and still more when it is

to remain in a warm and moist atmosphere, its pre-

servation often becomes extremely difficult. Nume-
rous experiments have been made, and many volumes

written, upon the preservation of timber and the

prevention of the dry-rot; but the subjetH; is not yet

brought to a satisfactory conclusion. The methods
which have hitherto been found most successful con-

sist in extracting the sap, in excluding moisture, and
in impregnating the vessels of the wood with anti-

septic substances. For extracting the sap the pro-

cess of vxUer teasoning is recommended. It consists

in immersing the green timber in clear water for

about two weeks, after which it is taken out and
seasoned in the usual manner. A great part of the

sap, together with the soluble and fermentable mat-
ter, is said to be dissolved or removed by this pro-

cess. Running water is more effectual than that

which is stagnant. It is necessary that the timber
should be sunk, so as to be completely imder water,

since nothing is more destructive to wood than par-

tial immersion. It has also been proposed to extract

the sap by means of an air-pump, the timber being
inclosed in tight cases, with a temperature somewhat
elevated, and the sap being discharged in va{)Our by
the operation of the pump. Ike charring of timber,

by scorching or burning its outside, is commonly sup-

posed to increase its durability; but on this subject

the results of experiment do not agree. Charcoal is

one of the most durable of vegetable substances; but
the conversion of the surface of wood into chanx>al
does not necessarily alter the character of the interior

part As far, however, as it may operate in excluding
worms and arresting the spreading of an infectious

decay like the dry-rot it is useful. Probably, also, the
pyroligneous add which is generated when wo(^ is

burned may exert a preservative influence. The
exclusion of moisture, by covering the surface with
a coating of paint, varnish, tar, &c., is a well-known
preservative of wood which is exposed to the weather.
If care is taken to renew the coat of paint as often
as it decays, wood on the outside of buildings is some-
times made to last for centuries. But painting is no
preservative agamst the internal or dry rot <5n the
contrary, when this disease is bc^un, the effect of
pain^ by choking the pores of the wood and pre-
venting the exhalation ci vapours and gases wnidli
are formed, tends rather to expedite than prevent
the progress of decay. Faint itself is rendered mote
durable by covering it with a coating of fine sand.
Wood should never be painted which li not tho-
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Toughiy seasoned. The most useful method of pre-

serving timber is by subjecting it to the process of

creosoting. Moisture and air are first extracted

from it, and creosote is then forced by pressure into

the tubes. The extraction of the air is generally

effected by an air-pump, and the creosote snould be
at a temperature of 120® when applied to the timber.

The process of kyanizing (which see) consists in the

application of corrosive sublimate, but careful ex-

periments have proved that it is inferior to creosot-

ing. A more recent method of some value is

Boucherie’s process, which may be briefly deacril>ed

as the displacement of the sap by copper sulphate

solution under a pressure due to gravity. Gardner’s

process is said to be a very rapid one and exceed-

ingly efficient, especially in strengthening the

timber. Its essential feature is the solution of the

sap by means of chemicals in open tanks and the

subsequent injection of chemicals. Other sub-

stances that have been used as preservatives are

copper acetate, zinc chloride, iron sulphate, and
zinc sulphate. Cyanite, tungstate of soda, asbestos

paint, and silicate solutions are among the most
useful substances for fire-proofing timber. In recent

^ears the total amount of liewn timl)er, chiefly fir,

imported into the United Kingdom has averaged
about 2,700,000 loads or 135,000,000 cubic feet,

valued at about £5,500,000. The annual average

import of sawn, split, planed, and dressed timlx^r,

chiefly fir, is about 6,600,000 loads or 330,000,000
cubic feet, valued at about £16,000,000. The total

imports thus amount annually to about 465,000.000

cubic feet, with a value of £21,500,000. Hewn fir

comes chiefly from France, Russia, Sweden, Norway,
and Gernuiny; hewn oak from the United States,

Germany, and Canada; hewn teak mostly fnnn

Burma ; and the unenumerated kinds from Canada
and the United States mainly. Sawn, split, planed,

or dressed fir comes mostly from Sweden, Russia,

Canada, the United States, and Norway. Furni-

ture and other special woods are not included in the

above figures.

TIMBUCTOO, or Timbukth, a town of Africa,

head-tjuarterK of one of the French military Wr-

ritories in the Soudan, one of the leading em|K)ria

of the interi«ir trade of the continent, is situated

6 miles north from the main stream of the Niger;

lat I?*" 37' N.; Ion. 3® 5' w. It is alxtut 3 miles in

circumference, well built for an African town. The
public buildings consist only of three large mosques,

one of which has a lofty tower of earth-work, form-

ing a striking landmark. There are no industries
j

of consequence. Timbuctoo is almost entirely de-

pendent on commerce, of which the three great high-

ways converging on this town are the route along

the Niger from the south-west, and two routes from
the north, one from Morv>cco and the other from
Ghadames. The two leading staples are gold and
salt. There is also an extensive traffic in European
goods. The French took possession of the town in

1894. Pop. 20,000.

TIME, the ^neral idea of successive existence,

or that in which events take place, space being that

in which things are contained. Relative time is the
sensible measure of any portion of duration, often

marked by some phenomenon, as the apparent revo-

lution of the celestial bodies, especially of the sun,

or the rotation of the earth on its axis. Time is

divided into years, months, weeks, days, hours,

minutes, and seconds (see these terms), but of these
only the years and days are marked by celestial

phenomena. The instruments employed for mea-
suring time are clocks, watches, chronometers, hour-

f
lasses, and dials (see separate articles). See also

IcBic and Tempo.

TIMES, The. The journal now bearing this name
appeared for the first time on the morning of the
13th of January, 1786, under the name of the Daily
Universal Register. Its founder was a London
printer named John Walter. It first appeared with
its present title on the 1st of January, 1788, when
it was called The Times, or DaUy Universal
Register. The second title was ultimately dropped.
The pre-eminence which this jounial can now boast
of is due to the st^ond John Walter, the son of the
first, who took charge of the pat>er in 1803. At
that time its circulation was only about 1000, while
that of the Morning Chronicle was about 4600, but
it very soon acquired the leading place among
London journals in virtue of the iwcuracy and fresh-

ness of its news and the independence (»f its tone.

The chief feature in the new management of The
Times w'as the engagement of special correspondents
at home and abroad, and the means of transmitting
foreign correspondence was so successfully organized
that The Times often got earlier information of

important events than the government itself. The
increasing necessity for rapid production led to the

introduction of steam printing-machinery in 1814.

Two years before, Mr. Walter had given up the

literary management of the paj)er to an editor, re-

serving to himself only the general direction of the

enter})ri8e. The firnt editor was Dr. Stoddart, who
held the pK>st for five years, after which Mr. Thomas
Barnes was ap|M)inted to it. The principal colla-

liorators under his editorship were Lonl Brougham
and Edward Sterling (the father of tiohn 8terling).

In 1841 Mr. Banies died, and was suct^etsded by
Mr. .Tohn T. Delane. In the wirne year the fame of

the |)aper wus greatly increased by a signal service

which it rendered to the commercial world in de-

tecting and thwarting a conspiracy wliich, if suo-

ce8.sful, w^ould have defrau<led the loading banking-
houses of Kurojie of alR)ut a million sterling. An
action for lil)el grounde<l on the article in which the

conspiracy was denounced was, however, brought
against the printer of The Times. The action, that

of Bogle V. Lawson, resulted in a verdict for the

plaintiff, one farthing damages, each party, how-
ever, having to jmy his own costs. A numlier of

the principtu bankers and merchants, lioth in Eng-
land and on the Continent, at once offered to defray

the costs themselves, and a sum of £2700 was soon

raised with that objtjct. But the proprietors of The
Times declined the offer, and the money was mainly
devoted to the foundation of two scholarships, called

the Times scholarships, one at Oxff)rd and one at

Cambridge. In 1847 the second John Walter died.

In 1856 The Times began to Ijc printed with stereo-

type plates. Huljsequently the Walter Press, partly

due to the third Mr. John Walter, was introducea.

(See Printing.) In 1877 was commenced the pub-

lication of a weekly edition ;
there is also published

The Mail three times a week, giving a summary
of the daily issue. In 1887 a stjries of articles,

entitled Pamellism and Crime, led to a successful

lawsuit against the paper by Mr. Parnell who was

awarded £5000 as damages.

TIMOLEON, a native of Corinth, Iwm about

400 B.O. In the early part of his life he took a

passive part in the assassination of his brother Timo-

phanes, who had usurped the supreme power. He
then spent twenty years in voluntary exile, and did

not return till he was invited by his feUow-citizens to

take the command of the troops which they intended

to send to Syracuse in answer to the request of the

Syracusans, who had asked the aid of the mother city

against the tyrant Dionysius the Younger and the

Carthaginians (844 B.C.). The success of Timoleon

was remarkable. At the head of a small force (under
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1000 men) be fint managed to make himself master
Syraonse, from which he expelled Dionysius (848 B.O.),

and was taking measures for driving the tyrants out of
the other Greek cities of Sicily when he was obliged
to meet an invasion of the Carthaginians, who had
landed at Lilybaeum with an army of 70,000 foot and
10,000 horse, under Hasdrubid and Hamilcar. He
collected a force of 1 2,000 men, with which he totally

defeated the Carthaginians on the river Crimisus
(889 B.O.). In the fofiowing year Hicetas, tyrant of
Leontini, Mamercus, tyrant of Catana, and other
grants of Greek cities, allied themselves with the
Carthaginians; but the latter were soon glad to i^ree
to a treaty in which the river Halycus was fixed on
as the boundary between the Carthaginian and Greek
dominions in Sicily, and the tyrants were one by one
expelled from the cities they had seized, and demo-
cratic governments set up after their expulsion. Ho
restored their liberty to the Syracusans, recalled the
exiles and fugitives, and erected public buildings in
place of the fortresses built by the tyrant; gave the
citizens a new and more stable constitution; and
finally, when ho had accomplished his mission, volun-
tarily laid down his power and retired into private
life. The Greek cities of Sicily almost all looked
upon him as their benefactor and fiither, and took
no measures of importance without consulting him.
All Sicily mourned his death, which occurred not long
after, in 337 B.o. He was buried at the expense of

the city.

TIMOR, a laige island in the Indian Archipelago,
the largest and most eastern of the Lesser Sunda
Islands. It lies north-east and south-west, with a
length of about 300 miles and a breadth of 40 miles.

It 18 surrounded by banks and rocks, but has two
safe harbours—Koepang on the south, the bead-
quarters of the Dutch; and Dilli or Deli on the
north, the chief place of the Portuguese half of the
island. High mountain chains traverse the whole
island. Everywhere are traces of volcanic origin,

and the whole island has frequently suffered from
earthquakes. The low-lying lands produce all the
tropical trees and plants, and the mountain slopes are
covered with the fruits of Southern Europe; but the
vegetation generally is poorer and less vigorous than
that of the other islands of the archipelago. Agricul-
ture is little attended to. The natives are partly
Papuans partly Malays. The trade, chiefly in the
hands of Chinese, is carried on mostly through Koe-

e
ang. The exports are sandal-wood, trepang, wax,
orses, tortoise-shell, birds’ nests, &c. Pop. 400.000.

TIMOR LAUT, or Tenimber Islands, a group
in the Indian Archipelago, between Timor and New
Guinea. The largest, 'Piinor Laut, or Yamdena, is

about 75 miles long and 25 broad, formed of coral,

with steep cliffs, but no hills nor streams. The natives

have a bad r^utation. Pop. 15,000.
timothy, a disciple of St. Paul, was born in

Lycaonia, Asia Minor, probably at Lystra,of a Gen-
tile father and Jewish mother. His father’s name
ia unknown; his mother’s was Eunice, his grand-
mother's Lois. By his mother and grandmotW he
was early made familiar with the Old Testament
Scriptures, and it seems likely that by them also he
was first instructed in the Christian faith, which they
had probably been won over to on St. Paul’s first

missionary visit to Lystra, while Timothy was still

very young. When St Paul, along with Silas,

visited Lystra on his second missionary journey, seven
years after the firsts Timothy became an active feliow-

worker with the apostle, and he accompanied him
and Silas in the further course of their mission. On
this occasion St. Paul drcumcised him, to satisfy the
prejudices of the Jewish Christians. Timothy ac-
companied Paul to Philippi and Beresa; but he is not

I mentioned as being with Paul at Thenalonica, which
the apostle visited after FhOippi and before Bercea.

I He was then left in the last-mentioned city alone,

but rejoined Paul at Athens, from which city he was
sent back to Thessalonica. After remaini^ there

some time he once more joined his master at Corinth.

No further mention is made of Timothy till at least

five years later, when he is found with Paul at

Ephesus on his third missionary journey. From
Ephesus he was sent along with Erastus into Mace-
donia and Achaia to prepare the churches there for

the visit that Paul himself was meditating (Acts xix.

22). Timothy met the apostle again in Macedonia
and was amongst those who preceded him on his

journey to Jert^em. Wo lose sight of him for the

next two or three years; but he appears at Rome
with Paul at the time when the epistles to the Col-

ossians, Philippians, and Philemon were written.

From the third verse of the first chapter of the first

epistle to Timothy we learn that Timothy was on one
occasion left at Ephesus when Paul went into Mace-
donia, and it is supposed that this was after Paul had
been released from the confinement in which he was
placed when he was sent to Rome from Jerusalem.

Tradition makes Timothy the first Bishop of Ephesus.

He is said to have been martyred in the reign of

Domitian or Nerva.
TIMOTHY, Epistles to. These two epistles,

along with that to Titus, are called the pastoral

epistles, as to the genuineness of which there has
b^n considerable controversy. By the early Chris-

tian fathers they were almost universally accepted
as genuine. 1'hey are ascribed to Paul in the Syriac
version of the Scriptures known as the Peshito,

believed to belong to the second century, in the
Muratorian fragment, a list of the works of the New
Testament supposed to have been compiled about
150; and in the catalogue of Eusebius, who places

them among the homologoumena (acknowledged).
The other external testimony to their genuineness is

also strong. They were, however, rejected by some
of the Gnostic heretics, as Marcion and Basilides.

Tatian accepted the epistle to I'itus, but rejected

those to Timothy. The cfuestion of their genuineness
was revived in mtKleni times, at the beginning of the
nineteenth century, by Schmidt and Schleiormacher,
who admitted the genuineness of second Timothy and
Titus, but assailed that of first Timothy. Eichhom
and De Wette denied that any of these epistles was
written by Paul, but admitted the canonical authority
of them all. More recently, Baur, disregarding

external testimony altogether, has assigned them to
the latter half of the second century. The chief

grounds on which the genuineness of these epistles

is c]ue8tioned are the difference of their style as
compared with that of the acknowledged epistles of

St. Paul, the assertion that the heresies alluded to
in the epistles betray a later age, and that the ecclesi-

astical polity of the epistles is too complete to belong
to the time of the apostles, and the difficulty of find-

ing any part of the apostle’s life to which they can
be assigned. This last difficulty is generally got
over by biblical critics by assigning them to a period
after the close of the narrative in the Acts, and the
second epistle to Timothy while St. Paul was under-
going a second imprisonment at Rome.
TIMOTHY-GRASS {Phleum prateme) is readily

recognized by its cylindrical spikes from 2 to 5 inches
in length. It is a hard coarse grass, not much liked
either by horses^ cows, goats, or sbeep^ and swine
refuse it. But it is recommended as a constituent
of any mixture of grasses for permanent pasture. It
grows best in tenacious soils, and is common through-
out Great Britain. In North America it is cultivated
on a considerable scale for agricultural purpoaea,
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living bM& fini reooBiBiended by TtmoUiy Hantcm,
heDoe Ht oommon name. The xoot becomes bulbous
in diy grotmda.

TuiUB» celled also TnruB Bno and Timur Lino
(that is, Timur the Lame), and, by corruption, Tamer-
LANE, a celebrated oriental conqueror, was bom in

the territory of Kesh, about 40 miles from Sainar-

cand, in the year 1836. His ancestors were chiefs

of the district, and boasted of being descended from
Genghis. When he was about the age of twenty-five

his native country suffered from an invasion of the
j

Kalmucks of Jettah, against whom he acted at the

head of a body of ^ countrymen, until at length

the leader of the invading host offered him the

government of Kesh under his son. Timur accepted

the offer, but after holding the position for a short

time allied himself with those who were dissatisfied

with the rule of the Jettah Kalmucks, and succeeded

in expelling the latter from Turkestan, llie govern-

ment was then divided between Timur and his

brother-in-law Hussein, who reigned together in

peace for several years, but at last a dispute between
the two led to a brief civil war, in which Hussein
was defeated and put to death, whereupon I’iinur

alone received the chief power in Turkestan (1370).

His elevation, so far from satisfying his ambition,

only opened further prospects to it. By degrees he
conquered Persia and the whole of Central Asia,

from the great wall of China to Moscow. His prin-

cipal enemy at this part of his career was Toktamesh,
the ruler of Kaptshak (the region in the south-west

of Russia, see Goijibn Horde). He had been in-

debted to Timur for aid in estal dishing himself in

that dominion, but after he had done so turned his

arms against him and obliged him to contend for his

capital and empire. He was, however, finally defeated.

In 1398 Timur invaded India, which he conquered,

from the Indus to the mouths of the (iranges. All
j

his wars were signalized by great bluc’dshed and
|

cruelty, hut none so much so as this, during which

he is said to have massacred on one occasion all his

C* oners to the number of 100,000. While on the
,

ks of the Ganges he was informed of great dis-
j

turbances (*ri the confines of Georgia and Anat<dia,

and of the hostile preparations of the I'urkish Sultan

Bajazet On his way from India he subjugated

Bagdad, plundered Alep|K), burned down the greater

part of i)amascus, and wrested Syria from the Maiiie-

iukes, after which he overran the sultan’s dominions

in Asia Minor with an immense anuy. The battle

re^on
; and although nooonqueatawere avar attended

wi^ greater cruelty, devastation, and waste of human
life, ha affected the title of a benefactor to mankind.
Yet he was not a mere barbarian conqueror. He
was in a measure a patron of science and the arts,

and settled at his favourite seat of Samarcand great
numbers^ of men of learning and artists whom he
made prisoners in hb wars. He b also a reputetl

author. The princi|val works ascribed to him are
the Institutions of Timur, which have been made
known to us by a version from the Persian, executed
by Prr>fea8or White (Oxfonl, 1783^ ; and the MulfuziU
IHmury, or Autobiographical Memoirs of Timur,
translated into English by Major Stewart (1880).
The principal authority for the eveuts of Timur's life

is Sherif-ed-din-Ali’s history, translated into French
by Pdtia do la Croix, under the title of Hiwtoire de
Timur-lwe (Pari.s, three voIm., 17*22). See Sir H.
Howorth’a History of the M»>ngols.

TIN, a hard, white, ductile metal, obtained by
smelting tin-stone. A kDowle<ige of the prf>perties

of this metal has descendetl to us from very remote
antiquity. Tin appears to have been known in the

time of Moses; and at a somewhat later (>cri(Kl in

Jewish history it was brought by the ships of Tar-

shbh from the blan(beastof the Persian Gulf. I'he

I'hmnicians traded largely in the tin ores of Corn-
wall, which was then, as now, celebrat<3d for its

mineral wealth. The mottntains which separate

(valicia from Portugal were also very pnnluctive of

! tin in atmient times, and still continue unexhausteil.

I

The mountains Initweea Saxony and Bohemia have

I

lieen wrought as tin mines (or several centuries, and

I

still continne pHsluctive. Mines of it occur in the

I

Peninsula of Mala(^c(i, in India, in ('hili, in Mexico,

in Peru. ^c. Large <le|M>Hits of tin -stone have l>eeu

discovere»l in Qnt'ensland.NewSouth Wales, amPJ'as-

luania. 'i'iii-stone (or peroxide of tin) is the only ore

used for obtaining metallic tin. It is found dissemi-

nateil throughout the alluvium of the valleys, or in

bsles at considerable dirpths beneutli the surface; the

former de|>osits yield what b called stream-tin, while

from the latter mine-tin b obtained. The first pro-

cess to which the ore is subjected is grinding. The
ground ore is then washed, which removes the iin-

I

purities; for the s])ecific gravity is so high that it is

I

easy to wash away the earthy matter, and even some
I of the foreign metallic ores with wliich it b often

! mingled. But there are other bodies so nearly of the

i
same H|>ecific gravity of the tin ore that they cannot

fought on the plain of Ancyra (Angora) in 1402 was
deebive. Bajazet’s army was completely defeated

and he himself taken prisoner Concerning the

treatment of hb prisoner different accounts are given,

the most common of which states that he was carried

about by the conqueror in an iron cage, against the

bars of which he, in a few months, beat out hb
brains in rage and des^Mur. This, however, is gener-

ally regard^ as a fable. Timur seems, in fact, to

have treated hb exalted prisoner at first with great
lenity and respect, and not to have shown any severity

until he hea^ of a plot for hb prisoner’s e8caj>e.

The conquests of the Tartar now extended from the
Irtish and Volga to the Persian Gulf, and from the
Ganges to the Archipelago; and the want of shipping
alone^ prevented him from crossing into Europe. His
inordii^te ambition was not yet satbfied,ana he was
making mighty preparations for an invasion of China
when death arrest^ hb progress at hb camp at
Otrar, and he expired in 1405. Timur was tall and
oorpiUent^ with a wide forehead, large head, and
pleasing coontenance; bnt he was maimed in one
band, and lame on the right side. He condneted hb
TOvemment abne and without favonrites, hut was,
m Urn highest degree, fierce and fanatical in his

VOL. XIV.

be thus removed The ore b then roasted in a revor-

Ixiratory furnace, whereby the sulphur and arsenic

are expelled. The ore, thus freed as much as |K)ssible

from foreign matter, is mixed with the requbite fuel

and limestone, and heated strongly in a reverbera-

tory furnace, so as to bring the whole into the state

of fusion, which b kept up for about eight hourH.

llie lime unites with the earthy matters still mixed
with the ore and flows with them into a liquid slag,

while the coal reduces the oxide of tin to the metallic

state. The refluced tin falls by its own weight to the

bottom, and is, at the end of al>out eight hours, let

out by tapping a bole in the furnace which had l^en

filled with clay, llie tin thus obtained b still very

impure; it contains generally iron, copjier, arsenic,

and tungsten. In order to purify it the blocks of

tin are [daced in a reverberatory furnace and mode-
rately heated until the tin melts and flows into the

refining basins, while the greater part of the foreign

metab remains in the solid state. The molten tin in

the refining basins b then stirred with pieces of green

wood, whereby gases are given off, and the metal Is

maintained in a state of artificial ebnllition. The
upper parts of the contents of the basins are oxidized

and removed from the surface, while the greater part

896
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•f the foreign meUlf ooUeote at tiie bottom. The
meUl if allowed to partially oool, daring which pro-

oeae it separatee into zones, the upper consisting of

nearly pure tin, while the under is so impure that

it must be returned to the furnace and agam melted.

The upper layer of tin is removed into moulds, con-

taining each about 8 cwts., in which it is allowed to

solidify; it is then sent into the market as block-tin,

the purest specimens being called refined tin.

Tin, when pure, has a &ie white colour like silver,

and when fresh its brilliancy is great. It has a
slightly disagreeable taste, and emits a peculiar smell
when rubbed. Its hardness is between that of gold
and lead. Specific gravity, 7*28. It is very m^e-
able; tin-leaf, or tin-foil, as it is called, is about

part of an inch thi<^; and it might be beat out
mto leaves as thin again, if such were wanted for the
purposes of art Its duc^ty and tenacity are much
inferior to those of most of the metals known in early

times; abaroftinaquarter of an inch in diameter will

not support a greater weight than 294 lbs. Tin is

very flexible, and produces, while bending, a remark-
able crackling noise, sometimes called the cry of tin.

It melts at about 230** C. When cooled slowly it

may be obtained mystallized in the form of a rhom-
boidal prism. By washing the surface of a mass of

tin with warm dilute aqua re^ it becomes covered
with a number of ciysti^, wmch, from their unequal
action upon light, give an appearance to the metal
somewhat resembli^ that of watered silk. After
a short exposure to the air tin loses its lustre and
assumes a grayish-black colour, but undergoes no
further alteration. Neither is it sensibly altered by
being kept under water. When tin is melted in an
open vessel its surface becomes veiy soon covered
vdth a gray powder, which is an oxide of the metal.

If the heat oe continued the colour of the powder
mdually changes, and at last it becomes yellow.

To tin the symbol Sn (from the Latin itannum) and
the atomic weight 118*5 are given. Tin forms two
ojidea^protoxide or stannous oxide, and peroxide or
ttannic oxide. The former (SnO) may he obtained
by dissolving tin in hydrochloric add till a saturated

solution is obtained, predpitating the liquid by means
of carbonate of soda, and collecting the predpitate

on a filter, washing, and drying it in a stream of

hydrogen or carbon dioxide, at a temperature not
exceeding 80** C. Stannoui oxide is a black powder,
devoid of lustre, tasteless, and insoluble in water.

When heated in the open air it takes fire, bums
brilliantly, and is converted into peroxide. It is

distinguished from the peroxide not only by its

colour, but by being insoluble in ammonia and in

carbonate of potash. Stannic weide (SnOs) exists

abundantly in nature, though rarely free from admix-
ture with iron. It may be prepaid by heating tin

in contact with air, whereby an amorphous, yc&ow-
ish-white powder is obtained By igniting this pow-
der in a rapid current of hydrochloric add gas crys-

tallized stannic oxide is obtained Two of the

hydrates of tin have add properties, and form salts

called itannatei and meta-ttannatet. Tin combines
with chlorine in two proportions, forming stannous

chloride (SnCla) and stannic chloride (SnGl4). The
former of these may be formed by heating together

tin amalgam and calomel, or by heating the metal in

hydrochloric add gas. It has a gray colour, a resinous

lustre and fracture^ and takes firs when heated in

chlorine gas, and is converted into the perohloride.

When tin is dissolved in hydrochloric add crystals of

hydrated stannous chloride are obtained, which are

aent into the market under the name of tin-seiU or Un-
crysUds. Stannic chloride has Icn^ been known under
the name otfwning liquor oflAbavtus, this name being
given because it was discovered by Libavina, a chemist

' of tiie sixteenth century. It Is usaallv preparsd fay

miring together tin and oorroaive sublimate, and dia*

tillingwim a very moderate heat. Atfirstacolourlesi

liquor passes into the reodver, consisting diiefly of

water; then the fuming liquid rashes all at once into

the receiver in the state of vapour. It is a oolour-

lesB, mobile liquid, having a specific gravity of 2*26.

When three parts of it are mixed with one <rf water

the mixture condenses into a solid mass. It acts

with great violence on oil of turpentine, are

compounds, alsc^ of tin with bromine and with iodine.

Tin also combines with phosphorus and with sulphur.

One combination of tin and sulphur {stannic sulphide,

SnSs) has long been known in chemistry imder the

name of atincm mosatcttfit or It is formed

by mixing twelve parts tin, seven parts sulpha, three

parts mercury, and three parts sal-ammoniac, and
exposing the mixture to a strong heat for eight hours

in a loosely-covered flask placed on a sand-bath. The
mosaic gold sublimes. It may also be formed by
mixing together in a retort equal parts of sulphur

and oxide of tin, and distilling. When pure it is In

the form of light scales, which readily adhere to other

bodies, and which have the colour of gold. Tin and
arsenic may be alloyed by fusion. The alloy is white,

luurder and more sodotoub than tin. Tin and wti-

mony may be united together in various proportions.

Equal parts of tin and molybdenum melt into a
blaridsh-gray, granular, brittle, soft mass. Tin does

not com&e r^ily with iron. An alloy, however,

may be formed by fusing them in a close crucible

ooi^letely covered from the external air.

7%n-plle^ is formed by dipping into melted tin thin

plates of iron or steel, tnorou^ify cleaned rubbing
them with sand and then steeping them twenty-four
hours in water acidulated by bran or sulphuric acid.

The tin not only covers the surface of the iron, but
penetrates it completely, and gives the whole a white
colour. Tin and zinc may be easily combined by
fusion. This alloy is often the principal ingredient

in the compound called pewter. Lead and tin may be
combined m any proportion by fusioiL The alloy is

harder, and possesaes much more tenacity than tin;

and these qualities are at a maximum when the alloy

is composed of three parts of tin and one lead.

What is criled ley-pewter is often scarcely anything

else than this alloy. Tin-foil, too, is almost always

a compound of tin and lei^ It is in the formatioa

of these aUoys that tin is principally employed. Its

oxides are used in enamelling, and for {wlishing the

metals; and its solution in nitro-muriatic add is an
importimt mordant in the art of dyeing, rendering

several colours, particularly scarlet, more brilliant

and permanent
Tin Ora.—These are but two in number, tin ore

and tin pyrita. The first of these occurs crystallized,

and in a great variety of forms, which may all be
derived from an octahedron with a square base, the

angle over the apex being 112** 10*. The majority

of the crystals Imve the general figure of a right

square prism, with four-sid^ pyramids at each extre-

mity. The cleavages take place parallel wi& ^
sides of this prism, and with ix>th its diagonals. The
crystals may be deaved also parallel to the sides of

the above-named octahedron, but with difficulty.

The prisms are sometimes vertically streaked. Lustre
adamantine; colour various shadEm of white, gray,
yellow, red, brown, and black; streak pale gray, tm
some varieties pale brown; semi-transparent, some-
times almost transparent, and in others opaque;
brittle; hardness about that of feldipat^ spedfio
gravity, 6*96. Tin ore presents itself in a great
variety of compound or macled erystala. It also

occurs renifonn, rarely in botryoidal shapes^ and
massive, with a granular or ooltimnar compo^gn,
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the individuals being stron^y connected and tbe
fracture uneven. The wood-tin of the Comi^ mines
is a mere variety of tin ore. The following ingre-

^ents were found in a specimen of crystallized and
in a massive tin ore :

—

CrjttalUaed. MsmItv.

Oxide of tin 99 00 96*00

Oxide of iron. 0 ‘26 .. 6*00

Silica 076 .. 0*00

In its greatest purity it contains nothing but oxide

of tin. Alone it does not melt before the blowpipe,

but is reducible when in contact with charcoal. It

occurs disseminated through granite, also in beds
and veins. It also occurs in pebbles, and is extracted

in this shape from stream-works. The variety called

wood -tin has hitherto been found only in these re-

positories. Tin pyrited, the other ore of tin, occurs

massive, with a granular composition ; fracture un-

even, imperfectly conchoidal; lustre metallic; colour

steel-gray, inclining to yellow; streak black; opa«]ue;

brittle; hardness about that of fluor-spar; specific

gravity, 4’35. Before the blowpipe sulphur is driven

off, and the mineral melts into a blackish scoria,

without yielding a metallic button. It is soluble in

nitro-muriatic acid, with precipitation of part of the

foilphur. It contains from 14 to 30 per cent of tin.

It is found at St Agnes in Cornwall, in Saxony, and
in Bolivia.

The quantity of tin produced in the United
Kingdom was 4268 tons in a recent year. The
quantity imported in 1901 was 35,397 tons, three-

fourths from the Straits Settlements, and the rest

chiefly from Australia, Holland, Chili, and Bomlmy.
TINAMOU, a family (Tinamidas) of partridg^;-

like birds, of which one of the l)e8t-known forms is

the Elegant Tinamou {Calopfzus eUgan$). Theae
birds occur in South America, the siwcics iust

named being common in Chili. It is larger than

our common grouse, and the colour is a mixture of

gray and brown tints. The head possesses a tuft

or crest. The wings have the third and fourth

quills longest, and the tail is short. The V)ill is

abort and hooked, and the nostrils exist at its baac.

TINCAli. See BoRAac Acid.

TINCTURE, a solution of any sort of drug in a

tBpirituous lifiuid. Either proof -spirit or rectified

aj‘irit is used.

TIND.\L, Matthrw, a controversial writer and
rieist, bom alxmt 1653 at Beer Ferris, in Devonshire,

where his father was a clergyman, was admitted of

Lincoln College, Oxford, in 1672, became B.A. in

1676, in 1678 was elected a fellow of All Souls' Col-

lege, and afterwards became a Doctor of Civil Law,
an advocate of Doctors* Commons. In the reign

of James II. he turned Roman Catholic, hut in 1688
he returned to tbe Church of England. He pub-
lished several pieces, political and theological, among
which were a Letter to the Clergymen of the two
Universities, on the subject of the Trinity and Athan-
•sian Creed, and a treatise entitled the Rights of

the Christian Church asserted aminst Priests (1706).

This work excited a considerable sensation among
the high church clergy, who attacked it with great
animosity. Tindal published two defences of it,

which tbe House of Commons ordered to be burned
by the common hangman, along with the original

treatise. In 1780 he published his Christianity as
Old as the Creation, or the Gospel a Repuhlioation
of the Religion of Nature, in which his object was
to idiow that there cannot be any revelation distinct

from the internal revelation of the law of nature in
the hearts of mankind. This deistical or rationalist

work— which his name is chiefly known—received
A great many answers. He died in 1783.

TINDALL, or Ttndalk, William, English re-

former and translator of the Bible, was bora on the
Welsh borders about 1490. He entered the Uni-
versity of Oxford in 1510 under the name of William
Hychj^, and graduated B.A. in 151^ H.A. in

1515. He subs^uently went to Cambridge, where
he resided till 1521, and about this latter date he
became tutor to the children of Sir John Walrfi, a
landed gentleman in Gloucestershire. He preached
wth great acceptance in the neighbourhood, hot
soon got into trouble owing to his unorthodox
views. In 1523 he went to London, where he came
under the influence of Luther’s teaching. It was
at this time that he \iegan his translation of the
New Testament, but finding it unsafe to oairy out
such a work in England, he went to Hamburg in

1524, and immediately afterwanls to Luther at
Wittenberg, whore he remained till April, 1626.
During this time he was proceeding with his trans-

lation, with the assistance of one William Roy, and
the printing of it w'as begun at Cologne in 1626.

A Roman Catholic clergyman, John Cochlmus, came
to know of this, and obtained an injunction ordering

the stoppage of the work, whereu|)on Tindall went
to Worms and had the work printed there. It was
smuggled into England in 1626, and at once Arch-
bishop Warham and Bishop Tunstall took the lead

in seizing and burning copies. Attempts were also

mode to get hold of Tindall, but he fled to Mar-
burg, where he enjoyed the protection of the land-

CTave of Hesse. Here he became a Zwinglian in

nis attitude on the eucharist, and published some
of his most imjiortant original works, including

The Parable of the Wicked Mammon (1628); The
Oliedience of a Christian Man, and how Christian

Rulers ought to Govern (1528; new edn., by Lovett,

1888); and The Prnctyse of Prelates (1530). He
engaged in a vigorous jMilemic with Sir l^omas
More. From Marburg he went to tlie Netherlands,
and for several years be resided in Antwerp, hut
towards 1533 he had to leave that city for a time
owing to Henry VIII. 's efforts to seize him. In
lf)35 he was captured at Antwerp by the imperial

officers, assisted h^ an English Roman Catholic stu-

dent named Phillifw who professed to adopt his re-

forming opinions. He was lodginl in the state prison

at Vilvooiden, near Brussels, and despite some efforts

to save him made by Cromwell and others, he was
tried for heresy, condemned, degraded from holy
orders, and sentenced to death. August 6, 1686^

he was strangled and burnt at Vilvoorden. A frag-

ment of the interrupted Cologne print of his New
Testament translation is in the Bntish Museum, and
there are two extant copies of the first edition of his

complete New Testament (1525), one (practically

complete) in the Ba}>tiAt College, Bristol, the other

(incomplete) in St. Paul’s Cathedral. A revised

edition was issued by him at Antwerp in 1534, and
a further revision in the following year. His trans-

lation of the Pentateuch appeared at Marburg in

1529-80, and that of Jonah at Antwerp in 1631; a
copy of each is in the British Museum. Tindall's

translation is of much importance in the history of

English style and English literature, and it formed

the basis, as far as it went, of the Authorized Version

of nearly a century later. There is an edition of

Tindall’s original worksW the Parker Society (three

vols., 1848-50). See tbe Life by Demaus (1871 ; new
edn., 1886).

TINDER, the name given to any suhetanoe arti-

ficially rendered readily ignitible but not inflam-

mable, and formerly us^ as a means of procuring

fire. The tinder was ignited by sparks obtained
from flint struck with a piece of steel, and when a
flame was wanted tbe ignited tinder was brought
into contact with matches dipped in sulphur. Tinder
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may l>e made of half-burnt linen, and of various

other substances, such as amadou or Gherman tinder

(which see).

TINEA. See Ring-worm.
TINNEVELLY, a town in India, in the presi-

dency of Madras, about 45 miles from the extreme
southern point of the peninsula, and a little more
than 30 miles from the eastern coast, the chief town
of the district of the same name, and residence of

the district jud^'e and collector. There is a fine

Dravidian temple here, and the place is a centre of

Protestant missions. The cantonment of Palam-
cotta is about 3 miles distant. Pop. (1891), 24,768;

(1901), 40,469.

TINOS, or Tino (anciently, Tenott\ an island in

the Grecian Archipelago, one of the Cyclades, im-
mediately south-east of Andros; area, about 85

square miles. It is one of the most agreeable and
fertile of the Cyclades, is well watered by springs,

and has an excellent climate. Its chief exports are

wine, white marble, and dark -green serjicntine.

There is a Greek archbishop and a Roman Catholic

bishop; and also a cathedral. The town of same
name is situated near the south coast. Pop. of the

island in 1896, 12,300; of the town, 2416.

TIN-PLATE. See Tin.

TINTAGEL, a parish of England, on the coa.Ht

of Cornwall, 19 miles west by north of Launceston,

till 1832 a parliamentary borough returning two
meml>ers. I’here is an old Gothic church of various

periods. A little to the north, on a small peninsula,

stands Tintagel Castle, the reputed birthplace of

King Arthur and a centre of many romantic stories.

What remains of the structure mainly dates from
the beginning of the thirteenth c.entury. There are

some slate quarries in the vicinity.

TINTEKN ABBEY, a magnificent ruin bcjiuti-

fully situated amongst wooded hills on the right

liank of the river Wye in Monmouthshire, 8 miles

south of Monmouth. It was founded for the Cis-

tercians by Walter de Clare in 1131. The church
was begun in 1287, and remains almost in its en-

tirety, a S])lendid speenmen of the transition from
the Early English to the De(;orated style. On the

dissolution of the abbey uiuhsr Henry VIII. the

lands were given to the Earl of Worcester. The
name of the abbey is associated with one of Words-
worth’s noblest poems, the Lines written a h'w
Miles above Tintem Abl>ey, on Revisiting the

Banks of the Wye, in which, however, he makes no
reference to the ruin.

TIN’TORETTO, a great Venetian painter, whose
real name was Jacopo JtohuKti, was the son of a
dyer (Italian, tintorc), whence his usual surname.

He was l>orn at Venice on Sept. 16, 1618, and
became a pupil of Titian, but was soon dismissed

by his master, perha})8 through fear of rivalry. He
thereujwn worked indefatigably w’ithout a master,

taking as his ideal in painting a union of the design

of Michelangelo with the colouring of Titian, and
he rapidly obtained a commanding position. He
painted with such extraordinary facility and rajiidity

as to gain the epithet II Furiosn, but the conse-

quence was that he pnaluced works of very unequal

merit. Annil)ale Carracci said that ho was some-

times equal to Titian, often inferior to Tintoretto.

He treated Scripture subjects in a perfectly natural-

istic spirit, but at times this Ixjcame decidedly

coarse. Ruskin estimates Tintoretto very highly,

and places him among the supreme painters. He
died in Venice on May 81, 1694. The greater

number of his works are to be found in his native
city, and of the.se the following may be named:

—

In the Palace of the Doges: Paradise, the largest oil-

painting in the world, with a very large number

of figures
;
The Delivery of the Do^’s Insignia to

Nioeold da Ponte; Recapture of Zara; Forge of

Vulcan; Mercury with the Graces; Minerva
driving back Mars; Descent from the Cross;

&c. In the Academy: St. Mark descending to the

Rescue of a condemned Christian Slave, one of his

best works; Adoration of the Kings; &c. In the

church of Madonna dell’ Orto: The Last Judgment
(described in Ruskin’s Modem Painters), Adoration

of the Golden Calf, Miracle of St. Agnes, and Pre-

sentation in the Temple. In S. Maria Mater Domini:
Finding of the Cross

;
in San Rocco, and especially

its Scuola: many works (de8cril)ed in Ruskin ’s Stones

of Venice), including the Crucifixion (1665), by some
regarded os his masterpiece; in Santa Maria della

Salute: Marriage at Cana; and in S. Marciliano:

St. Marcilian with SS. Peter and Paul, his last

work. The Uffizi gallery at Florence contains some
of his works, including Abraham’s Sacrifice and a
Marriage at Cana; and the Pitti Palace contains,

among others, a Descent fn)Tn th(; Cross, Vulcan
with Venus and Cupid, and a Madonna. The Prado
Museum at Madrid is rich in works by I’intoretto,

amongst them being many portraits; and others are

to be .seen in the National Gallery at London (Ht.

George destro3ring the Dragon, Christ wooshing the

Feet of His Disciples), Berlin, Dresden, Vienna, Pari.s,

&c. A son, Domenk.'o (1662-1637), and a daughter,

Maiueti’A (1660-90), were also well known as

paintens. See Ruskin’s works; the monograph (1879)
by W. R. Osier; and the Life (1896) by Steams.
TIPPERARY, an inland county in Ireland, in

the province of Munster, lK)unded on the north by
Galway and King’s counties

;
on the east by King’s

and Queen’s counties and Kilkenny
;
on the south

by Waterford
;
and on the west by Cork, Limerick,

Clare, and Galway; arcjg 1,061,731 acres, of which
fully one- fifth is under tillage, about three-fifths

in pasture, a fiftieth in plantations, and fully one-

seventh waste, bog, mountain, &c. The principal

mountain-groups are the Knockmeledown mountains,

in the south-west of the county; the Galt(}(!S, a short

range Ixstween the Suir and the borders of Limerick;
and the Keei)er and Devil’s Bit Mountains, forming
a continuous range in the north. None of these

ranges attains a greater elevation than 3000 feet.

The soil of the level country is a rich calcareous

loam, of extraordinary fertility, particularly in the
tract called theGolden Vale, extendingfroin Limerick
to the confines of Kilkenny, and in another similar

tract in the Ormonde baronies. The level country
fornis part of the great central plain of Ireland, and
includes some branches of the Bog of Allen, ^’he

mineral priKluctions are coal, coi>per, zinc, and richly

argentiferous lead
; and slates of a good quality are

extensively raised nciir Kilialoe. The principal crops
are oats, potatoes, and wlu;at. Grazing is the prin-

cipal employment. Dairies are numerou.s, affording

an export of large quantities of butter. Tipi^erary
returns four memlxirs to Parliament. Principal
towns— Clonmel, Garrick -on -Suir, Nenagh, Tippe-
rary, Thiirles, Cashel, Ro.screa, and Templemore.
Pop. in 1891, 173,188; in 1901, 169,764.

TIPPERARY, a market town in Ireland, capital
of the county of the .sjime name, on a gentle slope
towards the small river Arra, at the base of the
Slievenamuck Hills, in the centre of the Golden
Vale, 98 miles south-west of Dublin, with which
it is connected by railway. Besides churches, it has
a large endowed grammar-school, technical schools,

a convent, town-hall, barracks, a butter-market, and
a com and provision market. The chief trade of the
town i.s in butter. Pop. (1881), 7274; (1901), 6281.
TIPPOO SAIB, Sultan of My.sor, son of Hyder

All, bom in 1749, succeeded his father in 1782. (See
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Htdisb AiJ Khan and Mtsob.) He continued the
war in which his father was engaged with the

British, but was compelled to abandon the Carnatic,

where he had hitherto been operating, in order to

check the advances of the British on the Malabar
coast With a vastly superior force he mart'hed

against the British commander Matthews, who in

April, 1783, was compelled to surrender at Bednor or

Nagar. Matthews and a part of the prrison were
put to death. After an obstinate defence Man-
galore also fell into his hands; but in March, 1784,

^ter Tippoo had been deprived of the assistance of

the French by the Peace of Versailles (September,

1783), and the British had concluded an alliance

with the Mahrattas, he was induced to sign the

Treaty of Mangalore on advantageous terms. In
1787 he again attacked the Mahrattas, and in 1789
turned his arms against the Rajah of Travancore,

an ally of the British. An offensive and defensive

treaty was concluded (June, 1790) between the

East India Company, the Peishwa of the Mahrattas,

and the Nizam. In the campaign of 1790 several

places were reduced by the allies, and in that of

1791, in which Lord Cornwallis commanded in

person, they besieged Tippoo in his capital, Serin-

gapatam. A peace was concluded February, 1792,

by the terms of which the Sultan of Mysor con-

sented to relin(|ui.sh nearly half of his territory, and
to pay 33,000,000 rui>ees. But Tipixx) was unwill-

ing to submit to this loss, and entered into negotia-

tions with the French. Su8|)ecting that the pre-

parations of Tip|)oo were connected with Bonaparte’s

invasion of Egypt, and receiving from him only

evasive answers to their inc|uirieB, the Comj)any de-

termined to anticipate hostilities, and on the 22nd
of February, 1799, in connection with their former

allies, they declared war against the sultan. Tw(>

armies under Generals Stuart and Harris entered

Mysor, defeated Tipfsai in two battles, and formed
a junction before Seringapatam, whither he ha<i rt*-

treated. The place was reducwl by storm by General

Baird, May 4, and Tii)po(» perished in the aasault.

TIPTO^^ a town of England, in 8tafT<»rdshire,

IJ mile from Dudley, and within the f»arliamentary

limits of the lK)rough of Wednesbury. It def)end.H

chiefly on the manufjutture of heavy iron gomls,

si.r'h as anchors and cables, iron-work for milways
and bridges ;

but it has also an electri(ui>l work and
a Mond gas-work. A puVjlic park was oi>enetl in

1901. Pop. (1891), 29,314; (1901), 30,,543.

TIHABOSCHI, Giuolamo, the historian of Ittdian

literature, was bom at Bergamo on Dec. 18, 1731,

and received his education at the Jesuit College

of Monza. Entering the priesthood, he taught in

8ch(M)ls at Milan and Novara, and afterwards was
appointed to a professorship of rhetoric in the for-

mer city. At the time of his death, which took

place near Modena on June 3, 1794, he was libra-

rian U> Francis III., Duke of Modena. TiralK)Schi’8

fiutfjnum opits is the St^)ria della Letteratura Itali-

ana (13 vols., 1772-81; 2nd edn., 16 vols., 1787-93),
which is the l)asis of all subsequent histories of

Italian literature.

TIREE, or Ttree, an island of the Hebrides, be-

longing to Argyllshire, 15 miles west of Mull and
south-west of Coll, about 13 miles long, and from 1

5 broad. Its surface is flat, but rises in Caman
Mor to 460 feet; it has few streams, but several

amail lakes. The soil is remarkably fertile. There
are some antiquities here, such as small dunt or
towers, stani^g-stones, and the remains of ecclesi-

astical buildings. The inhabitants are employed in
farming and Ashing. Marble is abundant, but not
worked. The exports are horses, cattle, sheep, grain,

potatoes, poultry, and eggs. There is regpilar steamer

communication between Oban and Scamish on the
east coast. Pop. in 1891, 2449; in 1901, 2192.

TIRESIAS, m Greek mytholo^, a Theban sooth-

sayer, said to have been struck bund because he had
revealed to men things which they ought not to

know, or because hehad seen Athena lathing. Athena
gave him a staff, by the aid of which he could walk
as safely as though he had his eyesight, and she also

conferreti uj>on him the w>wer to understand the
voices of the birds, while Zeus gave him the gift of
prophecy and long life. He died in extreme old au^
Tennyson has a j)oem on the sulqect of Tiresios, who
figures in many Greek legends.

TIRLEMONT (Flemish, Thienm), a town of
Belgium, in South Bral)ant, on the Geete, and the
railway from Louvain to Liege. The chief edifloe

of interest is the church of St. Gerniain, prolmbly
belonging to the twelfth I'entury. Tirlemout has
naanufoctures of machinery, woollens, &c., and a con-
siderable trade. The town was ravagtxl by Marl-
borough in 1705, and in the vicinity the French
defeated the Austrians on March 16, 1793. Pop.

(1897), 17,284.

TIRNAU, or Tyrnau (Hungarian, Naffy-Szoinhat),

a town of Hungary, in the comitat and 23 miles

north-east of l^ressburg, with places of worship for

Protestants, Greek Catholics, and ,lows, a Jesuit

and a Franciscan convent, orphanage, hosjiital, &c.

It is a very old town, and was formerly a royal free

city. Pop. (1890), 11,500; (1900), 13,181.

TIRNOVA, or Tkunova, a town of Bulgaria, on
the Jantra, 76 miles west by south of Shumlo. It

has numerous mostjues, churches, and synagogues,

and is the see of a Greek bishoj). Pop. (1898),

12,858.

TIROL. SeeTvK^)!..

TIKYNS, a town of ancient Greece, in Argolis,

near the head of the Argolic Gulf, some 10 miles

south by east of Mycente. It was celebrated even
in Homeric times for its massive Cyclof>ean walls,

which W'ere the wonder of later ages. The citadel

was built on a rocky height, but much of the town
lay on the plain at the foot of the hill. The founda-

tion of the town was aMcril>ed to Pra'tus, and in 468
B.c. it was deHtrr)yed by the Argives. Considerable
ruins of the citadel and the walls are still to l)e seen,

and excavations carried on in 1884 -85 under the

direction of Hchliemann resulted in the discovery

of the comfdete plan of a large palace. Se(5 Jfchlie-

mann’s Tiryns (1886) and Perrot and Chipiez's

Histoire de L’Art dans L’Anticpiite (vol. vi., 1894).

TISCHENDORF, Konstantin von, a distin-

guished textual critic of the Bible, was Ix^m at

Lengenfeld, in Saxony, on Jan. 18, 1815, and was
edutxAted at Leipzig, where ho qualified as a lecturer

in 1840. In the latter year he went to Paris and
deciphered the Codex Ephra*mi, and s(X)n after-

wards he began to travel extensively in Europe,

Egypt, Sinai, and Palestine in search of Biblical

manuscripts. In 1844 he was fortunate enough to

save from the flames; in tht; Convent of St. Catherine

on Mount Sinai a valuable manuscript of the Old
Testament, but he failed to get, jM>MseKsion of more
than a part of it. This j>art he puVdished in fac-

simile in 1846 as the Codex Friderict)-Augu8tanu8,

so named in honour of his patron, the King of

Saxony. He was appointed in 1845 extraordinary

professor, in 1850 ordinary honorary professor, and
in 1859 ordinaiT professor of theology and Biblical

palseography at Leipzig. He again visited the East
in 1853, and in 1859 he made a third visit at the
cost of the Russian government. On the third

journey to Sinai he fought back the rest of his

Codex Friderico-Augustanus, better known as the
Codex Sinaiticus, the oldest Greek manuscript of the
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Bible, containing the entire New Testament and the

Epistle of Bamanas, besides much of the Old Testa-

ment (See Codex Sinaiticub.) A magnificent

facsimile edition was published in four volumes at

St. Petersburg in 1 862. In 1869 Tischendorf was en-

nobled by the emperor. He died at Leipz^ on Dec.

7, 1874. Among Tischendorf’s contributions to the
textual criticism of the New and the Greek Old Tes-
tament are the following editions : Codex Ephraemi
Syri (1843); Codex Friderico - Augustanus (1846);
Monumenta Sacra Inedita (1846); Evan^lium Pala-
tinum Ineditum (1847); Codex Amiatmus (1850);
Ccxlex Claromontanus (1852); Novum Testamentum
Vaticanum (1867); Appendix Codicum celeberri-

morum Sinaitici Vaticani Alexandrini (1867) ;
and

Monumenta Sacra Inedita; Nova CoUectio (1855-70).
He issued several editions of the Greek New Testa-

ment of which the eighth critical edition (two vols.,

1864-72) is of great importance. In his Novum
Testamentum Triglottum (1854) he printed together

his Greek text tlie Latin of Jerome, and the Ger-
man of Luther. His Synopsis Evangelica (5th edn.,

1854) should also lie mentioned in comiection with
this part of his work. He edited the Septuagint
with critical apparatus (1850; 7tli edn., 1887), and
on the New Testament apocrypha and pseudepigra-

pha he published : De Evangeliorum Ajiocryphorum
Origine et Usu (1851); Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha
(1861); Evangelia Apocrypha (1853); and Apo-
calypses Apocryphffi (1866). In Wann wurden un-

sere Evangelien verfasst? (1865; Eng. trans.) he
shows a strongly conservative tendency. He de-

scribed his travels in the works Reise in den Orient
(two vols., 1845-46) and Aus dem Heiligen Lande
(1862).

TISSUE, a group of similar cells in an animal
or plant body discharging the same function and
having the same origin. Tissues may be classified

eitlier according to their structure when completely

developed, or in accordance with the functions dis-

charged by them, or on the liasis of their mode of

origin. A common classification of animal tissues ;

is as follows: (1) Epithelial Tissue; (2) Connec-
tive Tissue; (3) Muscular Tissue; (4) Nerve Tissue.

Epithelial tissue, or epithelium, consists of cells

closely placed together, with little or no inter-

cellular suljstance. If in one layer, it is called

simple; if in more than one, stratified; and it is

further distinguished by adjectives such as globu-

lar, squamous, eolumnar, and ciliated, denoting the
character of the individual cells. It is found in all

parts of the body, os, for example, on the surface of

the skin, the lining of the mouth, throat, and ali-

mentary canal, the lining of the air-passages and
recesses of tlie lungs, tlie nostrils, the canal of the

ear, the surface of eyelids and eyeballs, &c. When
its purpose is purely protective it is usually stpia-

mous or short columnar and often stratified, but if it

have secretive functions it is generally globular or

long columnar and simple. Connective tissue is of

many kinds, which may be grouped under the three

main heads: (a) connective tissue proper; (6) carti-

lage or gristle; (c) bone and dentine. True con-

nective tissue includes white fibrous tissue, yellow

elastic tissue, adipose or fatty tissue, cellular or

areolar tissue, adenoid tissue, and mucous tissue.

All connective tissues consist of three essential

parts, a matrix, cells, and fibres. The matrix is

prominent in hyaline cartilage, but inconspicuous in

the true connective tissues, and in bone and den-

tine it is infiltrated with calcium salts. The cells
I

are known in the three main groups respectively

as connective tissue corpuscles, cartila^ cells, and
|

bone corpuscles. The fibres are of two kmds, namely,
j

the fine, transparent, wavy white fitares and the
|

coarse, elastic yellowish fibres. White fibrous tissue

is found in the skin, tendona membrai^ muscles,

Ac., and when boiled it yields gelatim Yellow
elastic tissue gives elasticity to the skin and the

coats of blood-vessels, and does not yield gelatin on
boiling. Cellular tissue consists of a mesh-work of

white fibres with some yellow fibres, and occurs in.

large quantity beneath the skin, around the muscles^

blo^-vessels, and nerves, and in many other parts

of the body. Fatty tissue consists of a mesh-work
of white fibrous tissue in which fat cells are em-
bedded. It is found beneath the skin, around
various internal organs, in the marrow of bones,

and elsewhere, and is both protective and heat-

I

retaining in its function. Mucous tissue is merely

a stage in tlie development of ordinary connective

tissue. Adenoid tissue, found in the glands, con-

sists of a net -work of very delicate connective

tissue, in which white cells of various sizes are en-

tangled. The cartilage or gristle of the joints ia

of throe kinds: hyaline, with a glossy matrix con-

taining the cells; white fibrous, with the matrix
pervaded and almost replaced by white fibrous

tissue, disposed in layers of bundles; yellow fibrous,

with yellow elastic fibres forming a basket-work.

For the other animal tissues see Bonk, Teeth,
Muscle, Nkbvk; and for vegetable tissues see

Botany. Tiie branch of science which treats of

tissues is called histology.

TITANIA. SeeMAB.
TITANIUM, a com)>aratively rare metal dis-

covered in 1789 by Gregor in menachanite from
Cornwall, and thence called menachm. In 1795
Klaproth discovered a new metal in rutde, to which
he gave the name of titanium ; a few years later he
showed that this metal was identical with Gregor’s
menachin. Titanium has not been found in the

metallic state; it usually occurs as an oxide, asso-

ciated with iron, lime, silica, &c., sometimes also

associated with the rarer earth metals— cerium,

yttrium, &c. The principal titanium minerals are

rut’dt^ brookitc, anatase, sphene^ and titanifcrcms iron

ores. RutUe occurs in dimetric prisms, having a lus-

trous metallic appearance and reddish-brown colour.

The purest specimens of this mineral contain about

98 j)er cent of titanic oxide. Brookitc ('.onsists of

titanic oxide, generally associated with from 3 to

4^ per cent of ferric oxide. Anatase id a greenish-

yellow mineral, with adamantine lustre, occurring
in tjuadratic octahedra, which are often much elon-

gated. Anatase consists of nearly pure titanic oxide.

Rphcne is a silico-titanate of calcium, containing, on
lui average, 40 |>er cent of titanic oxide, with small

quantities of oxides of iron, aluminium, and man-
ganese. Sphene occurs in monoclinic crystals, the
colour of which varies from gray to brown and
black. TUaniferous iron ores contain quantities-

of oxides of iron and titanium, usually associated

with oxides of manganese and magnesium.
Metallic titanium is a dark-gray, amorphoua

jK)wder; it burns with great brilliancy in air, in
oxygen, and in chlorine. This metal decomposes
water onl}^ at high temperatures. The symbol of
titanium is Ti, and the atomic weight 48’1. It

has four oxides, three chlorides, and salts known aa
titanates.

TITANS, in Greek mythology, the sons and
daughters of Uranus (Heaven) and GS (Earth).
They were twelve in number, six sons and six

daughters. They rose against Uranus and deposed
him, raising Cronus, one of their number, to the
throne. They were afterwards overcome by Zeus,
and thrown into Tartarus.

TITHES (Anglo-Saxon, tSotha, a tenth port),

the tenth part of the increase yearly arising from the
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profiti of UomW, the etoek upon lends, end the indns-

tiy ol the oocnpen^ ellottod to the oleigy for th^
meintenenee. The oastom of giving end peving
Uthee is vei^ endent In Gen. ziv. 20 Abrehem
nvcs Meldusedek the tenth of ell the ^ile teken
nom the four kings defeeted by him. Tithes were
first legally enjoined by Moses (Lev. xxvii, Dent,
xiv., end ei^where). TTiey were not established by
Christ The Christian priests and the ministers A
Ihe altar lived at first upon the alma end oblations

of the devout The Council of Tours (567 a.d.)

recommended that a portion of the fruits of the

earth should be set apart for the clergy, a recom-
mendation which was transformed into an order by
the Council of MAcon in 685; but as the order had
not the sanction of the dvil authorities it was of

little effect At length, in 778, Charlemagne estab-

lished the payment of them within those portions of

the old Boman Empire over which his sway ex-

tended, making that famous division of them into

four pi^: one to maintain the edifice of the church,

the second to support the poor, the tldrd the bishop,

and the fourth tne parochial clergy. Similar laws
were soon afterwaros enacted within the states of

Western Europe. The first mention of them in

any written English law appears to be in a consti-

tutional decree made in a synod held in 786, wherein
the payment of tithes is strongly enjoined. In 794
Offa, king of Mercia, made a law whereby he gave
the church the tithes of all his kingdom, a law
which was made general for all England by Ethel-

wulf. Upon the first introduction of tithes, though
evezy man was obliged to pay tithes in general, yet
he might give them to what priests he pleased, which
wore call^ arbitrary consecrationi of tUhea; or he
might pay them into the hands of the bishop, who
disMbuted among his diocesan clei^y the revenues

of the church, which were then in common. But
when dioceses were divided into parishes the tithes

of each parish were allotted to its own particular

minister—first by common consent or the appoint-

ments of lords of the manors, and afterwards (about

1200) by the written law of the land. It is now uni-

versally held that tithes are due, of common right,

to the parson of the parish, unless there be a sjiecial

exemption. This parson of the jiarish may be either

the actual incumbent or else the appropriator of the

lonefice—appropriations being a method of endowing
monasteries which seems to have been devised by
the regular clergy by way of substitution to arbitrary

consecrations of tithes. (See the article Impropbia-
TIONB.) Tithes ar6, or rather were, of three kinds:

1, pneduxl, those which arise imme^tely from the

soil itself, as com, hay, fruits, wood, Ac; 2, mixed,

those consisting of natural products, but nurtured

and preserved by the care of man, as calves, lambs,

pigs, colts, chickens, wool, milk, eggs, Ac.; 3, personcd,

those arising from the profits of personal industry in

the pursuit of a trade, profession, or occupation.

With regard to their value tithes are divided into

great and email. Great tithes are chiefly com, hay,

and wood, and belong to the rector; small tithes are

all the other pnedial tithes, together with mixed and
personal tithes, and belong to the vicar. By the
original law all the land of the kingdom was titb-

able except crown and church lands; but when, at

the Reformation, the estates of the abolished monas-
teries were granted mostly to laymen, these lands
would have become tithable again but for the statute

cl 81 Hen. VHL cap. xiii, which was enacted in

favour of the new propriety The owners of the
land, by the payment of a slump sum or by the
gwt of lands to the parson, redeemed the impost
either for a tiine or for ever, in which case the land
so redeemed was discharged from these payments.

temporarily or permanently; but the statute 18 Elia.

X. limited all such oompoaftioos to a period of three
liyes or twenty-one years. The oboumstanoe that
tithes were exacted from persons who did not bekmg
to the church established by law, and the difficulties

that lay in the way of ooUeoting the tithee, led to
constant bickerings between the dergy end the
people. The im;;^ was felt to be odious all over
the country, and in Ireland the payment could not
be enforced in great part of thr^ of the four pro-

vinces. The public voice loudly demanded a measure
of commutation, which was last met by the act 6 and
7 Will IV. cap. xvii. This act, amended by subse-

a
uent statutes, prorides for the conversion of all

ho unoommut^ tithes in England and Wales into

a com and rent charge, payable in money, according
to the value of a fixed quantity of com, as ascer-

tained from year to year by the average price of

com for the seven years ending at the preceding
Christmas. For effecting a commutation two methods
are provided: 1, by parochial agreement, voluntary

on the part of a majority of persons having two-

thirds interest in the land and tithes, but binding on
the minority if not appealed against, or if no suffident

cause of objection is ^own; 2, by compulsory award,

which must be regulated and effected under the

central board of commissions appointed to BU|)erint6nd

the execution of the act. In Ireland the tithes were
commuted into a money rent-charge, regulated by a
valuation of the tithes (a fourth being deducted for

the expenses of collection), and payable by the land-

owners, who should receive it fn>m the occupiers.

By the 82 and 83 Viet cap. xlii. (the Irish Church
Act) this rent-charge was vested in the commissioners

of church temporalities, with power to sell such rent-

charge to the proprietor charged therewith at 22|
years’ purchase. Such purchaser may redeem the

rent-cliaige by paying by instalments for fifty-two

years at the rate of 4^ per cent, of the purchase-

money, deducting the estimated charge for poor rate,

llie tithes in Scotland are called teinde.

TITHING, an ancient subdivision of the English
population, said to have been made by King Alfrad.

and consisting of a company of ten householders ana
their families held together in a society, all being

bound for the (Kjaceable behaviour of each other, the

chief of whom was the tithing-man {Uothung-man),
whose duties are now fulfilled by the police constable.

TITIAN, or Tiziamo Veckllio, one of the most
distinguished of the great Italian painters, and head
of the Venetian school, was lM)ra at CajKj del Cadore^
in the Alfjs of Friuli, in 1477, or, as 8f>me rather

think, about 1489 90. His early studies were under
Sebastiano Zuccati of Trevigi, and sulwoquontly under

Giovanni Bellini of Venice, and be had as a fellow

pupil Giorgione. The first important work of Titian

was the completion in 1512 of the unfinished picture

by Giovanni Bellini, The Homage of Frederick Bar-

barossa to Pope Alexander HI., in the Bala del Gran
Consiglio at Venice. The senate, who had selected

the young painter to finish bis late master's work,

were so pleased with its execution that they appointed

him to an office with 800 crowns a year; but the

terms of the appointment bound him to paint for

8 crowns the portrait of every doge elects in his

time. In 1514 be was employed at the court of

Alphonso I., duke of Ferrara, where he became ac-

quainted with Ariosto, whose portrait he painted. In

1516, shortly after bis return to Venice, he painted

an Assumption of the Virgin, considered one of

the finest pictures in the world; it is now in the

Academy oi the Fine Arts in Venice. His now
rapidly increasing renown procured him invitations

to Rome by Leo X. and to Paris by Franrii L,
neither of which he accepted. In 1528, or periiapa
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ft jetr or two liter, he prodnoed hli mignlfioent

imore^ The Death of St. Peter the Martyr

—

painting/ aaya Algarotti. 'in which the great maa-
ten admitted they oonld not find a fault* About
thia time he waa introduced by hia friend the poet
Aretino to the notice and patronage of the Emperor
Charlea V. In 1680 Charlea invim him to Bomgna
to paint hia portrait and execute varioua other com-
muaiona. The emperor waa ao well pleaaed with the
artiat that when he reviaited Bologna in 1682 lltian
waa aent for to paint hia TOrtrait a aeoond time. It
ia laid that he accompanied Charlea to Madrid, where
he waa created a count palatine of the empire mid a
knight of St I^o, and that he remained three yean
in Spain, in which country mai^of hia maater-piecea,
auch aa The Sleeping Venue, Chriat in the Garden,
St Margaret and the Dragon, are atill to be found.
In 1687 he painted an Annunciation for the church
of Santa MarU degli Angeli at Murano, but on being
refuaed the price demanded (600 crowna) he presented
the picture to the Empreaa laabella, who aent four
times that amount in return. In 1641 he produced
The Descent of the Holy Ghost on the Apostles,

The Sacrifice of Abraham, David and Goliath; and
In 1648 he painted, at the request of the Venetian
senate, hia picture of The Virgin and San Tiziano.

In 1646 he ^ited*Borne, where he painted the famous
group of Pope Paul III., the Cardinal Famese, and
Duke Ottavio Famese. In 1647, and again in 1660,
he waa invited by hia great patron and admirer,

Charles V., to Augsburg. Philip II. continued the
pension hia father had granted to the renowned
p^ter. Of Titian's private life but little is known.
His favourite residence waa at Venice, where, after

his position in the world of art was secure, he lived

in ^at splendour. He died of the plague in 1576.
Titian may be regarded aa the master of portrait-

painting as relates to character, resemblance, grace,

and tasteful costume. He excelled in the figures of

women and children, but was not so successful with
male forma. He was an exquisite colourist, but his

correctness in drawing is less conspicuous. He was
partioularly remarkable for his accurate observation
and faithful Imitation of nature, whether in the figure,

the landscape, the drapery, or other accessories.

See Titian; His Life and Times (1879), by Crowe
and Cavalcaselle.

TITICACA the largest lake of S. America, on
the south-east frontier of Peru and the western
frontier of Bolivia, in the centre of an alpine valley

between two great cordilleras of the Andes; area,

roughly estimated at about 8300 square miles; height
above sea-level, 12,200 feet. It is of very irregular

shape, and contains several islands. Its outlet is

the Desaguadero, which conveys its waters to Lake
Aullagas in Bolivia. The lake contains an abundant
supply of fish. Steamers have been put upon the
lake, and Puno and Juli, on its western shore, are

oonneoted by rail with the Pacific coast and with
some inland towns. According to legend the Inca

dynasty originated on the islands of the lake.

TPnLARK. See Pipit.

TITLE-DEEDS, in law, are the documentary
evidences of ownenhip of real property, and consist

of any deed, map, paper, or parchment, written or
print^ or partly written and partly printed, being
or oontfdniiig evidenoe of the title or any part of the
title to any real estate, or to any interest in or out
of real estate. It is assumed that every owner has
possession of his title-deeds either by hinuelf or his

agents.

TITLES OF HONOUR appellations given to
certain persons in virtue ci paitioular offices mr
dignities possessed by them, ^ey were but spar-
ingly used by the Greeks, and were bestowed by the

Bomans chiefly on men who had gained paitloiilar

distinction In certain offices. In whidi case the desig-

nation became hereditanr; such were the titles Ma^
nus and Afiicanus, which were borne by the descend-

ants of Pompey and Soipio respectively. Other offices

carried them titles with them independent of the

merits or services of ^e holders; and the ^theti
Cesar, the name of a family, Augustus, and pater

patrice were gradually appli^ to all who filled the

imperial throne. Toward the decline of the empire
the emperors were styled divinities, were addressed

as Your Perpetuity or Your Eternity, and in the

provinces temples were erected to them even during

their lifetime. In England Henry IV. had the title

of Grace, Edward IV. that of Most High and Mighty
Prince, Henry VIL that of Highness. Henry Ylll.
was addressed as Majesty by Francis I. of France
during their interview at the Field of the Cloth of

Gold hi 1 620. Thistiitle had, however, beenpreviously
assumed by the emperors of Germany, who oonsia-

ered themselves as successors of the Bomon emperors.

It was subsequently adopted by the sovereigns of

Europe, whether emperor, czar, or king. James L
was styled His Sacred Majesty of England, and
addressed in the dedication of the AuthorL^ Version
of the Bible as James, by the grace of God, Eling of

Great Britain, France, and Ireland, Defender of the
Faith, Ac. Certain Catholic sovereigns prefix to the

title of majesty, common to them all, a qualifying

epithet, such as Catholic for Spain, Most Faithfiu

for Portugal, Apostolic for Hungry, and Most
Christian for the Bourbon kings of France. The
reigning sovereign of Britain is styled Edward VII.,

by the grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland and of the British Dominions
beyond the Seas King, Defender of the Faith, Em-
peror of India. The eldest son of the British sovereign

is styled Prince of Wales, and the eldest daughter
Princess Boyal; the other sons and daughters are

styled Prince and Princess, and all, together with the

clffidren of the sons of the reigning sovereign, are ad-

dressed as Boyal Highness. The five orders of nobility

in Britain ore distinguished by the titles of honouz^
Duke, Marquis, Earl, Viscount, and Baron. These
nobles have several titles, granted by distinct patents,

in their progressive steps in the peerage. A duke
may thus be a Marquis, an Earl, a Viscount, and
a Baron; the Duke of Sutherland is, for instance,

Marquis of Stafford, Earl Gower, and Viscount
Trentham, Baron Gower, Earl of Sutherland and
Baron Strathnaver, and a Baronet. A marquis may
be at the same time an Earl, Viscount, &c., and an
earl a Baron, and so on. One of the inferior titles

is permitted as a matter of social dignity to be
assumed by the eldest son. Thus the eldest son of

the Duke of Sutherland takes the courtesy title, as

it is called, of Marquis of Stafford; the eldest son
of the Marquis of Ormonde ia the Earl of Ossory;
the eldest son of the Earl of Derby is Lord Stanley.
In Scotland the eldest son of a baron or viscount
takes the courtesy title of Master; thus the eldest
son of Lord Lovat is the Master of Lovat Courtesy
titles do not raise their bearers above the rank of
commoners, and consequently the eldest sons of peers
are eligible for election as members of the House of
Commons. The lowest hereditary title is that of
Baronet, which, besides its name, which is placed
after the name and surname of its bearer, entitles
him to the prefix Sir. The dignity of knighthood is

not hereditary. The titles of Esquire and Master
(Mr.) are now given indiscriminately to nearly all
dosses of Mtsons. The continental titles of Dnks^
Marquis, County Viscounty and Baron often differ
oonsiaerably in rank firom the apparmitlv correspond-
ing titles in Englami,
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xiTUENCk flee Pins. wai left to oondiiot the wir In JndMu He took
TITMOIJSE, the name given to a number Jeruealem (A.a 70) after aaim daring whloh it had

of Inieeemriil birdii included in the 16011011 Denti* been the loene of the moet imooking euffeiinge and
roetree, and in the eab-faniily ParinsB. In this latter crueltiee. After paying a riait to Egypt he returned
group the bill ia atraight and abort, with the noatrila to Borne, which he entered in triumph, and waa amo*
opening at ita base

;
the wings are of moderate Bise, ciated by his father in the government of the empire,

and pointed; the tail is rounded and even; the tarri He became sole emperor in 79, and though hia life

are acaly in front ; the inner toe ia shorter than the hitherto been one of debauchery, he now showed
other dl^t^ and the dUws are curved and strong, himself as the enlightened and munidoent sovereign of

The genus Parut includes the most familiar and typi* a vast empire. Au informers were banished horn his

cal birds of this name. They are insect'feeders, but court, and even severely punished
;
a reform took

appear to be especially fond of the fat of meat. The place in judicial proceedings; and the public edifices

Great Titmouse {P. major

^

see Plate III. at Obni< were repaired, and new ones erected for theconveni-
tholoqt) inhabits England and Europe generally. In ence of the people. He completed the Colosseum,
average length this bird measures between 5 and which had l^en begun by his father, and also the
6 inches. The head and throat are of purple colour; baths called by hia own name. During his reign

a spot of white exists under each eye, and also on there was a conflagration at Rome, wmoh lasted

the nape of the neck
;
the back is dark green, and three days

;
the towns of Campania were desolated

the greater wing-coverts blue-black; the under parts by an eruption of Vesuvius (see Herculankum and
exhibit a yellowish tint. The nest is built of moss, Pompeii)

;
and the empire was visited by a destroy-

feathers, and hair, and is generally placed in the ing pestUenoe. In this season of public calamity the

hollows of trees. The eggs vary in number from emperor's benevolence and philanthropy were most
eight to twelve. The fo^ consists of insects, or conspicuously displayed, and he spent money with

even of carrion. The Blue Titmouse (P. carideus) the most lavish hand for the benefit of the sufferers,

also occurs as a familiar British bird, and is so named The Romans did not long enjoy the benefits of his

from the blue tints of its plumage. Its food appears wise and virtuous administration, the emperor having

to consist in greater part of insect larvae, and it thus died on the 13th September, 81, in the forty-first

renders great service to gardeners by removing and year of his age, after a reign of a little more than

destroying many of their insect pests. The Long- two years and two months. His brother Domitian

tailed Titmouse (P. caudatut), also known as the was strongly suspected of having poisoned him in

‘ Bottle Tit,’ &c., attains a length of 6 or 6^ inches, order to make way for his own elevation to imperial

and is easily distinguished by the length of the tail, power.

The eggs may number as many as twelve or sixteen; TITUS, Epistle to, one of the three pastoral

and the nest, built of moss and wool, is commonly epistles (the remaining two being those addressed to

constructed resembling an egg in form, and being Timothy), was written by St. Paul after his first

covered externally with moss and lichens to render, imprisonment at Rome, and while he waa staying at

it inconspicuous. The Crested Titmouse (P. crtfto^us) Nicopolis, not the city of that name in Macedonia,

derives its name from the crest of feathers borne by as the subscription has it, as this city seems to have

the head. It is rare in England, but common on the been built by Trajan after the death of the apostle,

Continent. The Cole Titmouse (P. ater), so named but probably, as Jerome suggests, Nicopolis in Epirus,

from its dark-coloured plumage, ia common in Britain. It is closely associated with the two epistles to

It has a length of between 4 and 5 inches, and is Timothy, and like them is almost certainly not of

coloured black, with white patches on the neck and Pauline authorship. (See Timothy, Epistles to.)

cheeks
;
the breast is white, and the belly pale fawn. The topics handled are the same os we find in the

The Marsh Titmouse is another familiar sjiecies, other two kindred epistles. See the Commentaries

inhabiting marshy situations, and resembling closely of Chrysostom, Theodoret, Jerome, Luther, li^-

In appearance the Cole Tit, but wanting the white lanchthon, Galvin, De Wetto, Alford, Waco, Weiss,

spot on the nape of the neclc The Bearded Titmouse &c., and Holtzmann’s work on the p^toral epistles,

belongs to the genus Paroidu, and is named P. biar- TIUMEN, a town of the Russian Empire, in

mieus (see Obnitholoot, Plate III.). It inhabits Western Siberia, in the government of Tobolsk, and

the neighbourhood of rivers and lakes, feeding on 126 miles south-west of the city of that name, on

the seeds of grasses and sedges, but also eating insects the Tura, an affluent of the Tobol. It is an ancient

and MoUusca. It is comparatively rare in England, place, which figures much in the early history of

but is common on the Continent, especially in Hoi- the countiy. As the principal seat of the Western

land. The ' beard’ is a tuft of black feathers depend- Siberian traffic it cames on a very extensive trade,

ing^from the sides of the head. Its chief manufactures are leather, soap, candles,

TITRATION, a term used in chemical analysis to iH)ttery, carpets, and woollens. Pop. (1897), 29,688.

denote the process by which the strength of a standard TIVERTON, a municipal borough and market

solution is determined by running in another liquid town of England, in Devonshire, on the river Exe,

from a measuring vessel until saturation is complete. 13 miles north of Exeter, on a branch of the Great

Thus the exact strength (that is, the quantity of true Western Railway. The main part of the town is

acid in a given volume) of standard sulphuric acid ia situated on a height on the left bank of the river,

determined by titarating with caustic soda solution— and communicates with the suburb of W^t Exe
that is, by adding caustic soda solution, of known by a stone bridge. Its buildings and institutions

strength, until the liquid shows a neutral reaction. include : a Perp>endicular church (restored), on the

TIITEREL. See Wuimbbel. site of an older building ;
other Anglican churches;

TITUS, or in full, Titus Flavius Sabikus Ves- a Roman Oatholicand several Nonconformiatcha^gela;

PASIAKUB, a Roman emperor, bom a.d. 40, was the a seventeenth-century grammar-school, reorgamzed

eldest sonof the EmperorVespasian. Hewaaeducated in 1876; a school of sdenoe and art; a town-h^;
at the court of Nero with Britannicus, whose intimate a drill and public hall ; a market-house

;
a police-

friend he was. Titus served with credit as a military station
;
alms-houses ; and a public piwk. The lace

tribune in Germany and Britain, and after holding manufacture is the staple, but brewing and flour-

tbe qnspstorship he accompanied his lather in the milling are also carried on. Tiverton ceased to be

war against the Jews as commander of a Wion. a parliamentary borough in 1885. Pop. in 1891,

When Vespasian waa proclaimed emperor (69)^tus 10,892; in 1901, 10,382.
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TZYOLI (the enoient Tibur}t « town of Centnl
Itelj, 17 miloe B.v.1. of Borne, on the left bank of

the Teverone, on the il<^ of Monte BipoU, abont
850 feet above the sea^ commanding a fiM view of

Borne and He environe. It hae ste^ narrow, and
lU'Mved atreeti. and honees in meral poorly ^ilt;
wiui a modem handsome oathedral and some other

dmrohes. It is rich in ancient remains; among
them mav be mentioned the temple of the Onburtine
^bil, a beautiful circular building surrounded by
Corinthian columns of stuccoed travertine, and
adjoining it the Temple of Vesta, now converted
into a church. In the vicinity are the remains of

the magnificent villa of Hadnan, in which many
valuable specimens of art have ^en found. The
villa was destroyed W the Goth Totila. One of the
chief attractions of Tivoli is a series of fine artificial

cascades formed by the Teverone. Neither the trade

nor the manufactures are of any consequence. Both
the dimate and the inhabitants have a bad name.
Pop. 7000. Tibur was one of the oldest towns of

Li^um. It was one of the chief towns of the Latin
confederation, and became subject to Borne on the

final subjugation of Latium, 338 B.o. Under the

Bomans it continued to be a large and flourishing

town, and many of the Boman nobles had villas in

the neighbourhood.

TIZIANO. See Titiaw.

TLAXCALA, a state of the Mexican Kepublic,

surrounded on all sides by the state of Puebla, except

on the north-west, where it touches the frontiers of

the state of Mexico; are^ 1620 sq. miles; pop. (in

1900), 172,217. The capital, which bears the same
name, is situated on the Atoyaca, about 70 miles

east by south of the city of Mexico. It is famous in

Mexican history, and was once an important city,

containing at the time of the Spanish conquest

20,000 families. It is now an unimportant place, the

population in 1900 being 2874.

TLEMCEN, a town of Algeria, in the province
of Oran, and 70 miles 8.8.w. of the city of that name,
the chief military station of the French in the west
of Algeria. It is surrounded by a wall with nine
gates, and consists properly of three quarters, one
containing the citadel and most of the military estab-

lishment; a second in the centre, allotted chiefly

to business, and mostly inhabited by Europeans and
Jews; and a third, forming the native town properly
so called. Its manufactures consist of burnouses and
other textile fabrics, leather, carpets, Ac.; and there
is an extensive trade, the dMert furnishing ostrich-

feathers, wool, and ivory in exchange for groceries

and manufactured goods. Its pop. in 1886 was
19,745! in 1896, 32,978.

TOAD, the name applied to various genera of

amphibian Vertebrate belonging to the order Anoura
and family Bufonidse of that class, and distinguished

as a family by the toes of the hind feet being slightly

webbed, but not so perfectly as in the allied Frogs
(which see). A well-developed tongue exists, but no
teeth are developed. The hind legs also are not so

disproportionately long as in the Frogs, and the

tongue is fixed to the front of the mouth as in the

Frofflt but is free posteriorly, this latter extremity
being protrusible. The toes of the front limbs are

not connected by a web. The skin is very prominently
provided with warty tubercles and glandular bodies,

and parotid glands (borne on the sides of the head)
are developed. To this family of Amphibians belongs
a great variety of BpeoieJ^ all, of course, distinguish^
as Amphibians, by passing through a metamorphosis,
in which the young appears first as a tadpole, breath-
bg by outside and then by btemal gills; and finally,

af^ losing its tail and developing lungs, leaving the
water and appearing b its adult state as a terrestrial

and lung-breathing form. In the tTpioal genus

to which the Common Toad (A twfearif), Natterjack

(which see, A ealamita), and the Egg-carrybg or

Accoucheur Toad (A dUtetricam) belong, the head is

flattened above, the muzzle being usually obtuse and

the sldn on the sides of the head smooth. The mem-
bers of this genus occur m every quarter of the globe

but Australia. The Toads visit the water b March
or April, their breedmg season, for the purpose of de-

positing their eggs,which are depositedm long Btrin|B;

the mide drawing the eggs out of the female's body.

The food consists of insects and worms. The pK>pnlar

repugnance to these perfectly harmless animals has

no doubt arisen from their unprepossessing aspect

and outward appearance. No venom or poison

apparatus of any kmd exists b these creatures; and

save that tiie secretions of the skm may be of acrid

or irritant nature when brought b contact with

cut or exposed surfaces, they are utterly harmless b
every way. The male Accoucheur Toad attaches the

eggs to his thighs by glutmous matter, and carries

them until the eyes of the tadpole appear through the

envelope, after which they are deposited b water.

The Green Toad (A viridit) is common b the south

of France; and in a species Imown as the Warty Toad
(A tuherosua) the warty nature of the skb is espe-

cially developed. The Pipidee or Surinam Toads

are described in the article Pipa. The Fire-beUied

Frog or Toad {Bomhinator igneua) is a small con-

tbental species grayish or brown above, black blue

with orange spots beneath. (See Amphibia, Ac.)

The Tree-toads belong to the genera Hyla and Treh

chyeephalua. See the plate at Batrachians.
^

Reports of toads havbgbeen found immuredb aofid

rocks, where they must have remained for ages, and
yet hopping about lively and well on being released,

are publkhed year by year. Yet obvious objections

to their reception, apart from common-sense scruples,

may be found, firstly, m the fact that no evidence

that the rock was adid is ever adduced; secondly,

that tile rebters of such tales are usually uneducat^
persons, often imbued with superstitious ideas; and,

thirdly, the possibility of these creatures, b their

young state, gaining admittance through cracks or

crevices to holes b rocks, and there subsisting on
insects, Ac., whilst their bereasmg growth prevents

their escape from the cavity b which they are found

on the rock being broken up. Experiments made by
Dr. Buckland tend to prove that, when excluded from
air and food, frogs and toads, b virtue of their slow

circulation and cold-blooded habits, might survive

about a year or eighteen months at most.

TOAD-FISH, a name applied to the Eagle Bay.
See Bat.
TOAD-FLAX, the name given to a genus of

plants of the natural order Scrophularinese, which,
from their havbg some resemblance to flax (Linum),

have given rise to the generic name Linaria, They
have a personate corolla, with spurred tube^ upper
lip erect, lower with mid-lobe smallest, palate some-
times closbg the throat; flowers sometimes regular

{Pdoria\ with five spurs and lobes to the oordlla,

and five stamens. L. CymbaUaria is tiie Ivy-leaved
Toad-flax, often found trailmg over old walla. X. vul*

garia, the moat common and familiar species, has
yellow flowers, produced on a stem 1 or 2 feet high,

^e spur of the corolla is tiiort It is a reputed
purgative and diuretia Allied to thb genus is the
Antirrhbum (which see).

TOBACCO {Nicotiana tdbacvm), a very important
plant, belongbg to the natural o^er Atropaoen, or
night-shade oraer. The btroduction of the use of

tobacco forms a sbgular chapter b the history oi

mankind.
^

According to some authorities anuAfag
was practised by the Chinese long before tiie adven-



TOB^OOa m
tannu aamma cf Europe had found their way eeroM
the AUeatio^ but the ooetom doee not aeem to hare
extended over theemroiindiag oonntriee until emnch
more recent period. At the time of the discovery

of Americe tobecco wes in frequent use among the

Indians, and the practice of smoking, which had with

them a religions character, was common to almost

all the tribes (see Galumit), and they pretended to

core a great variety of diseases by this plant

The name tobacco was either derived from the

term need in the Haytian language to designate the

pipe, or from the province of Tabi^ in St Domingo,
whence it was first introduced into Europe in 1559

by a Spanish gentleman named Hernandez de Toledo,

who brought a small quantity into Spain and Por-

tugal From thence, by means of the French
ambassador at Lisbon, Jean Nicot, from whom it

derived its generic name, it found its way to Paris,

where it was used in ^e form of a powder by
Catharine de* Medici Tobacco then came under

the patronage of the Cardinal Santa Croce, the

pope’s nuncio, who, returning from his embassy at

the Spanish and Portuguese courts, carried the plant

to his own coimtry. Both in France and in the

Papal States it was at once received with general

enthusiasm in the shape of snuff, but it was some
time after the use of tobwxx) as snuff that the prac-

tice of smoking it commenced. Tills uractice is

g^erally supposed to have been introauced into

England by Sir Walter Baleigh; but Camden sa^,

in his Elizabeth, that Sir Francis Drake and ids

companions, on their return from Virginia in 1585,

were the first who introduced the habit of smoking

tobacco into England. After a time the pri^ice of

smoking tobacco met with strenuous opposition in

high places, both in this country and other parte of

Europe. Its principal opponents were the nrieste,

the physicians, and the sovereign princes; by the

former its use was declared sinful, and in 1684 Pope

Urban VIIL published a bull excommunicating all

persons found guilty of taking snuff when in church.

This bull was renewed in 1690 by Pope Innocent,

and about twenty-nine years afterwards the Sultan

Amurath IV. made smoking a capital offence. For

a long time smoking was forbidden in llussia, under

pain of having the nose cut off; and in some parts

of Switzerland it was likewise made a subject of

public prosecution, the police regulations of the

canton of Bern in 1661 placing the prohibition of

smoking in the list of the Ten Commandments,
immediately under that against adultery. Nay,

James I. of England did not think it beneath the

royal dignity to take up his pen i^n the subject,

and in 1603 published his famous Counterblaste to

Tobacco. But notwithstanding this regal and priestly

wrath the use of the plant extended itself far and

wide, and tobacco is at this moment perhaps the

most general luxury in existence.

The plant {Nieotiana tabacum) is glutinous, and
covered with a very short down; the stem upright,

4 or 5 feet high, and branching; the leaves are alter-

nate, sessile, oval-oblong, and entire on the margin,

the superior ones lanceolate; the flowers are dispo^
in a terminal panicle; the tube of the corolla is long,

inflated towa^ the summit, and dividing into five

acute, angular, spreading lobes, of a rose colour. It

was originally a native of South America. Another
species {N, ruttica), cultivated in various parte of

me world, is distinguished by the short yellowish-

men corolla. The best Havana cigars are said to

be made from the leaves of N. repanda. Other
speeise of tobacco are found in Mexico and South
America. The Persian tobacco {N. Pertiea) is a
species that yields an excellent leaf. One species baa

been discovered in China, and another in Australia.

Tobacco owes Hs pdnoipal pfopsrties le the ptes-

ence of an alkaloid namea nicotine (see Niooim),
which is a moat energetic poison, and to some extent
to a volatile oil (niootiaiun) and an empyreiiBatio

oil Tobacco has been employed in m^oine as a
local stimulant, and as a aetu^ve, antispasmodic^

emetic, laxative, and diuretic. ’V^en ooewed it

appears to impair the appetite and induce torpor

of the gastric nerves. ^Although (says Lindley) if

smoked in moderate quantities, it acts as a harmless

excitant and sedative, yet it is a frequent cause of

paralysis when the practice is indulged in to excess.

Oil of tobacco, which is inhaled and swallowed in the

process of smoking, is one of the most violent of

tobacco poisons.'

As tobacco is cultivated for the leaves, it is an
object to render these as lar^ and as numerous as

possible, and new, fresh, and fertile soil is preferred.

It is very sensible to frost. The plants are raised on
beds early in spring, and when they have aoqidred

four leaves they are planted in the fields in well

prepared earth, about S feet distant every way.

Every morning and evening the plants require to

be looked over, in order to destroy a worm which

sometimes invades the bud. When 4 or 5 inches

high they are moulded up. As soon as they have

eight or nine leaves, and are ready to put forth a

stalk, the top is nipp*^ off, in order to prevent flower-

ing, and to make the leaves larger and thicker.

After this tlie buds, which sprout from the axils of

the leaves, are all plucked; and not a day is suffered

to pass without examining the leaves, to destroy a

large caterpillar which is sometimes very destructive

to them. When they are fit for cutting, which Is

known by the brittleness of the leaves, they are cut

with a knife close to the ground, and after l^g
some time are carried to the drying -shed, where

the plaiits are hung up upon lines, having a space

between, that they may not touch one another. In

this state they remain to sweat and dry. When per-

fectly dry the loaves are stripiied from the stalks, all

bad ones are rejected, and the good ones are made

into small bundles. These bundles are laid in heaps,

and covered with blankets. Care is taken not to over-

heat them, for which reason the heaps are laid open

to the air from time to time, and spread abroad.

This f)peration is repeated till no more heat is per-

ceived in the heaps, and the tobacco is then stowed

in casks for exportation.

In the manufacture of tobacco the leaves are first

cleansed of any earth, dirt, or decayed parts; next

they are gently moistened with salt and water, or

water in which salt has been dissolved; this liquor

is called tobacco sauce, and is useful chiefly in

moderating the fermentation which generates free

ammonia in the leaves, and preventing them from

passing into the putrefactive stage. Sea-salt, which

contains chloride of lime, tends to keep the tobacco

i

moist, and is preferable to pure chloride of sodium

for this purpose. Some manufacturers mix with this

sauce various ingredients, such as molasses, a solution

of extract of liquorice, Ac. The next operation is to

remove the midrib of the leaf
;
the leaves are then

sorted anew, and the large ones set apart for makine

cigars. Most of the tobaccoes used by British

smokers are mixtures of different growths; one kind,

for instance, consists of 70 parts of Matyland growth

ftTid 80 of meagre Virginian. ITie Maryland Is a

very light tobacco, with thin yellow leaves; that of

Virginia is in large brown leaves, unctuous or some-

I
what gluey on the surface; that of Havannah is In

brownish light leaves of an agreeable and rather spierf

smell; it makes the best That of Carolina is

less unctuous than the Virginian, and in the United

States ranks next to the Maryland. The leavee ar»
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out finely by knife-edged chopping-Btampe, so as to be
convenient for use in pipes, as is the case with ihoLg

tobacco, which is dried to the proper point on sheets

of copper
;
or they are moistened with an infusion of

toba^-stalks and other waste parts, and laid evenly
over each other, and pressed by powerful machines
into cakes of about 9 inches long by 8 broad, which
take the name of cavendish

;
or they are formed by

pressure into sticks of about an inch thick, to which
the name of negrohead is applied; or again, the
leaves may be spun by a wheel in the form of a rope
of more or less thickness

; the smallest twist, which
is about the thickness of a goose'-quill, is called pig-
taily and is chiefly used by tobacco-chewers. The
midribs separated in the first part of the manufac-
turing process may be converted into snuff. (See
Snuff.) Cigars and cheroots are favourite forms
of manufactured tobacco. As the best leaf is grown
in Cuba, so also are the best cigars made there, and
the demand so far exceeds the supply that scarcely

any competition exists among the manufacturers.
(See Cuba.) Mexico also produces excellent to-

bacco. The leaf used for the manufacture of Man-
illa cheroots is grown chiefly on the Island of Luzon,
and is considered nearly equal to that of Cuba.
France, Germany, Italy, and other European coun-
tries produce considerable ^antities, generally as

a government monojK)ly. European and Asiatic

Turkey, India, Burma, Java, &c., all contribute to

the supply of the weed. In (Germany, Holland, and
Belgium immense quantities of cigars made of in-

ferior tobacco are manufactured, and shipped to

almost every forei^ port at low prices. Cigarettes

are another form in which tobacco is consumed to

a great and increasing extent.

In Britain the duty on tobacco is higher in pro-

portion to the intrinsic value of the article than that

imposed on any other import. The value of the best

leaf ranges from 3rf. to 9d. per lb., and the duty on
manufactured tobacco is Ss. 0(i. |)er lb. if containing

10 per cent or more of natural moisture, or 3«. 4(i. if

containing less than 10 per cent. On manufactured
tobaccos the duties are : on cavendish or negrohead,

4«. id.\ on the same manufactured in bond and other

manufactured tobacco except cigars, 3«. 1 Od.
;
on cigars,

5s. 6d, The imports of tobacco into the United
Kingdom in 1901 were as follows : Unmanufactured,
84,396,819 lbs. (largely from the United States),

of which 6,124,283 llis. were re-exported; cigars,

2,940,780 lbs., of which 852,965 lbs. were re-

exported
;
manufactured of other sorts, 4,470,895

lbs., of which 1,053,141 lbs. were re-exported. The
total value of tobacco im^xirts was £4,745,888. The
total amount of duty received was £12,073,852.

The annual consumption per head of the population

is now about 40*8 ounces.

TOBACCO-PIPE. See Pipe (Tobacco).

TOBAGO, an island of the British West Indies,

belonging to the Windward group, 22 miles north-

east of Trinidad
;
26 miles long by 74 broad ;

area,

73,818 acres. It rises with a steep ascent on the

north-east to the height of about 1800 feet, and
descends towards the south-west, with some small

but picturesque valleys intervening. It is well

watered by rivulets and streams, and the climate

is healthy. Two-thirds of the area are occupied

by primeval forests, but several of the plains and
valleys are remarkably fertile. The produce con-

sists chiefly of sugar, molasses, rum, cocoa-nuts,

&c. The island is now governed as a ward of the

united colony of Trinidad and Tobago. Tobago was
discovered by Columbus in 1498, and after various

vicissitudes was finally ceded to Britain by France
in 1814. Principal town, Scarborough, on the south
coast. Tobago appears to be the isSmd that Defoe

had in view in his Robinson Crusoe. Pop. (1891),

18,868; (1901), 18,760.

TOBIT, Book of, one of the Old Testament books

rejected as apociyphal the Jews and Protestants,

but received mto the canon by the Roman Catholics.

It contains an account of some remarkable events

in the life of Tobit, a Jew carried captive to Nineveh,

and his son, who is named Tobias. Ewald ascribes

the book to a Palestinian Jew who wrote in Hebrew,
and suggests as the date of its composition the

middle of the fourth century before Christ; it is

almost certainly not later than the first century A.D.

The earliest known text is in Greek. The book

bears a strong likeness to the tales of the Thousand
and One Nights, with the obvious exwption that

the writer has a considerable acquaintance and
sympathy with the Old Testament writings.

TOBOL, a river of Siberia, rises on the eastern

slope of the Ural Mountains, in the province of

Turgai, and joins the left bank of the Irtish opposite

the town of Tobolsk, after a course of about 660

miles. At Kurgan it is crossed by the Trans-

Siljerian Railway. Its chief tributary is the Tura.

TOBOLSK, a town of Western Siberia, capital of

the government of Tobolsk and the see of a bishop,

on the right bank of the Irtish, at the confluence of

the Tobol. The public buildings include a cathedral,

a number of other churches, the governor’s residence,

the bishop's palace, the post-office, the council-house,

the bazaar, the arsenal, barracks, hospital
;
a large

prison, where the Siberian exiles are all assembled
previous to being settled in various parts of the

country; theatre, ecclesiastical seminary, gymnasium,
&c. The manufactures include tallow, soap, bricks,

&c.; the trade, once considerable, has greatly dimin-

ished. The upper town is fortified. Pop. (1897),

20,427.— The government comprises the north-

western part of Siberia, and has an area of 564,825

square miles, and a population (1897) of 1,438,665.

See Siberia.

TOOQUEVILLE, Alexis Charles Henri ClA-
RBL DE, a distinguished French statesman and writer,

was bom at Vemeuil on July 29, 1806, and origi-

nally destined for the military profession, but ex-

changed it for that of law. In 1827 he was appointed

an assistant magistrate at Versailles. In 1 831 he was
commissioned by the French government to proceed,

along with his friend M. Gustave de Beaumont, to

America, and to investigate and report upon the

penitentiary system of the United States. The re-

sults of the inquiry were published in 1833 under
the title Du Systeme Penitentiaire aux l&tats-Unis

et de son Application en France. This, however,
was only the precursor of the greater and more
celebrated work La Democratie en Am^rique (two
vols,, Paris, 1885), to which the Montyon prize of the

French Academy was awarded in 1836, and which,
by 1850, had run through thirteen editions. It pre-

sents a powerful analysis of democracy as exempli-
fied in the institutions and political relations of the
United States, and was translated into the principal

European languages. M. de Tocqueville was in

1839 elected to a seat in the chamber of deputies,

and ranged himself with the opj)osition. After the
revolution of 1848 he was nominated deputy from
the department of La Manche to the national as-

sembly, where he voted always against the proposi-

tions of the ultra-democratic party. In the cabinet
of June 2, 1849, he accepted the portfolio of foreign

affairs, but resigned it the same year, after holding
it for five months. After the coup d'iUU of De-
cember 2, 1861, he lived retired from public affairs,

and devoted his leisure to the production of L’Ancien
Regime et la Revolution, published in 1866. He
died at Cannes on April 16, 1869.
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TODDY, the mme given by the English to the

fweet jnioei which ere extreoM from we different

ipeoiee of the pelm tribe, including the ooooe-nut

When newly drawn from the tree it ie e sweet,

oool, refreshing beverage, but when it has been allowed

about ten or twelve hours to ferment it becomes
highly intoxici^g. The name toddy is also given

to a mixture of whisky, hot water, and sugar.

TODMORDEN, a town of England, partly in

Lancashire, partly in Yorkshire (West Eidinff), on the
Oalder, in a beautiful valley, on the Tork^ire and
Lancashire Railway, 21 miles n.n.e. of Manchester.

The principal buildings are Christ's and St. Mary's
churches; Unitarian, Independent, Baptist, and
Methodist chapels; the town-hall, free library, poor-

law offices, and technical school; there are manufac-
tures of cotton goods, also foundries and machine-
works. Pop. (1891), 24,725; (1901), 25,419.

TODY, tne term applied to a sub-family of Fis-

sirostral birds known as the Todinse, which are

distinguished by the long bill, with its tip sharp or

rounded, by the exposed nostrils, by the wings being

short and rounded, and by the tail being slightly

forked. * The tarsi are slender, and the outer toe is

longer than the inner. In the typical genus Todu$
the edges of the bill are straight and finely notched.

The quills, from the fourth to the sixth, are longest,

and of equal size. The tarsi have a single long plate

in front The birds inhabit tropical America, and
are represented by the Green Tody (T. Hindis)

^

a
small bird about 4 inches in length, and coloured

peen of various hues on the upper parts, the flanks

being rose-coloured, the throat scarlet, and the belly

pale yellow. The under surfaces of the wings are

naked. This bird appears to possess but limited

powers of flight The nest is generally placed in a
hole in the bank of a river.

TOGA (from tegere, to cover), the principal outer

garment of wool, which, in time of |>eac’o, Roman
citizens wore in public. It was originally worn by
both sexes, but when the $tola came to be worn by
the matrons it was only worn by ftimales of ba<]

chanicter. Un<ler the emfjewrs the toga went out

of fashion. I'he toga, which was of a semicircular

Bha}>e, was thrown over the left shoulder and passed

under the right arm, which thus remained entirely

free. From the breast downwards it was sewed to-

gether, and as the Romans had no |Hx:ket8, the hollow

called sinus^ in front of the breast, was used to put
small articles in. The variety in the colour, the fine-

ness of the wool, and the ornaments attached to it,

indicated the rank of the citizen. Generally it was
white.

TOISE. Previous to the introduction of the

decimal system in France the toise was the unit of

linear dimension; it was divided into 6 piedi (feet),

each ftird into 1

2

paueet (inches), and each jxmce into

12 Ugnts (lines), and is equivalent to 1’94904 mhtres,

or 6’Mt»45W25 English feet.

TGKAT, a town in the north-west of Asia Minor,
in the vilayet of Sivas, alx)ut 100 miles south-east

of the Sea of Marmora. The houses are mostly built

of mud-bricks dried in the sun, the streets narrow
and filthy, and the bazaars, with one exception,

are mean and ill-supplied. There are considerable

manufactures. The population, once said to have
reached 100,000, is now estimated at 35,000.

TOKAY, a town of Hungary, in the county of

Semplin, at the conflux of the rivers Theiss and
Bodrog; pop. 5000. This town is celebrated for

its wine, which is esteemed the best of the wines of

Hungary. It is the product of the country around
the town called the Submontinedistrict, or Hegyallya,

20 or 30 miles in extent The best Tolmy is obtained

from the vineyards on the little isolate hill called

Mezds-MiR The grapes are never gathered until

fully ripe, and mat care ia bestowed on thdr proper
assortment and in the manufacture of the wme.
Both sweet and diy wines are produced, and the best
soil is obtained from the grapes when put into a cask
without artificial pressure; this is called Tokay
essence; the second sort, or Ausbrnoh, is obtained
by applying a slight pressure; and the inferior quali-

ties by the same amount of pressure that is requirtsi

in the manufacture of ordinary kinds of wine. The
average yearly produce amounts to 1,500,000 imperial
gallons dry, and 50,000 gallons sweet wines, but it is

held in such repute ainong the Hungarians themselves
that very little of the genuine ^ne finds its way into

foreign markets. Imitation Tokay is extensively

made in France and Germany, and finds a ready sale

in all parts of Eurojw—evcii in Hungary itself.

TOKIO. See Y rotk).

TOLEDO (anciently Toletum), a city of Spain, in

New Castile, capital of a province of the same name,
on the Tagus, 55 miles south-west of Madrid. It is

the see of an archbishop, who is primate of Spain.

The city is protected by walls, and is pioturesciuely

situated on the sides of a steep hill, surrounded by
lofty mountains, and the environs are rooky and
unproductive. The strt^ets are narrow and steep, and
the houses crowded. The alcazar, or {lalaoe and for-

tress (completed in 1.551), is placed in the moat com-
manding site, and is the most striking feature of the

city it once defended and now adorns. Toledo con-

tains a Gothic cathedral, one of the grandeet in the

world. The manufactures consist of woollens, linens,

silk, &C. The Toledo sword-blades, renowned fur many
centuries, are mantifactured in a large building on the

Tagus, alH>ut 2 miles from the town. The few blatios

that are still made are of exrpiisite temper and
lish, and so elastic that they are somotimos sold in

xes curled up like the tnain-spriiig of a watch.

Toledo is a place of groat anti(|uity, having Imjou taken

by the Romans in 193 B.o. It is much celebrated in

the history of Spain, and was succesHively the seat of

government under the Goths, Messrs, and kings of

Castile. In the fourteenth century it had 200,000

inbabitaritM; the iM>pulation is now (1887) 20.837.

TOLEDO, a flourishing city of Lucas county,

Ohio, United States, pleasantly situated on a plain

at the western extremity of Lake Erie, 4 miles from

the mouth of the Maumee River, 05 miles h.h.w. of

Detroit. The river affords a s|>acious harbour for the

laroest vessels. Toledo is the tenniniisof the Miami
and Erie, and the Wabash and Erie Canals, and the

centre of numerous railway lines, l>eing a great seat

of trarle. The exports comprehend flour, grain,

cattle, beef, pork, timVjer, coal, iron-ore, &(5. There
are numerous industries, including machine -shofts,

foundries, flour-mills, manufactories of tobacc;o, flax,

cotton, &c. Pop. in 1870, 31,731; in 1880, 50,137;

in 1890, 81,434; in 1900, 131,822.

TOLENTINO (anciently Pvtnum), a small towc.

of Central Italy, in the province of Macerata, with

a fine cathedral Here Pope Pins VI., in 1797, con-

cluded a humiliating peace with Bonaparte, and in

the neighbourhood, in 1815, Murat, at the head of

the Neapolitans, was defeated by the Austrians under

Bianchi. Poy>. 4205.

TOliERATION. See Religious Libebtt.

TOLERATION, Act of. See Act of Toliba-

TION.

TOLL. See Roads (Public).

TOLLENS, Hendrik Corneliszoon, a celebrated

Dutch poet, was bom in Rotterdam in 1780. He eariy

showed his inclination and genius for poetry, and hii

first work, Romances and Idylls, published in 1802,

gave presage, notwithstanding many defects, of the

future greatness of their author. In 1806 his poem on
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the Death of Counts Emont and Horn reoeived for

itsvmurand harmonjtne prize offered bythe Society
for the Cultivation of the National Language and
Poetry. A collection of his poems ^pear^ in 1808,
among which the Ode to a Fallen Girl is eiroecially

noticeable. Admirable of their kind, though m a dif-

ferent strain, are his Wapenkreet and Vaderlandisch
Krijffslied (1815). Tollens was now the favourite na-
tions poet of his countiymen. In addition to those
already mentioned are: Love Poems; De Over-
winterii^ der Hollanders op Nova Zembla, a won-
derful piece of descriptive poetry; Romances, Ballads,

and L^ends (1818-19); Nieuwe Gedichten (1821
and 1829); and Volksli^eren (1883). He died at
Rmwijk in 1856.

TOLOSA, a town of Spain, in the province of
Guipiizcoa, 15 miles south of San Sebastian, on the
Oria, here smnned by two magnificent bridges.

The chief buildings are the church of Santa Maria,
with a colossal figure of John the Baptist on the
fa9ade, and the Palacio Idiaquez. There are manu-
factures of paper, cast-iron, machinery, and fine

cloths. Pop. (1887). 7289.

TOLSTOI, Count Lyop (Luo) Nikolaievitch,
a distinguished Russian novelist, religious teacher,

and socuil reformer, was bom on the family estate

of Yasnaya Polyana, in the government of Tula, on
Sept. 9, 1828. He received his earlier education at

home, and in 1848-46 studied oriental languages
and law at the University of Kazan. In 1851
he went to the Caucasus district as an ensign of

artillery, and he served in the defence of ^vas-
topol during the Crimean war. To this period of

his career belong his earliest literaiy works, among
them the autobiographical Childhood, Boyhood, and
Youth, the brilliant descriptions of the Crimean
campaign entitled Sevastopol in Dec. 1854, Sevas-
topol in May 1855, and ^vastopol in Aug. 1855,
and The Invasion. He left the army on the con-

clusion of the war and went to St. Petersburg, where
he made the acquaintance of Turgenief and other

distinguished Russians, and soon after he published
The Snowstorm and Two Hussars. His first foreign

ioumey was made in 1857, and marks an epoch in

his spiritual histoiy, and on his return he retired to

his estate to live a simpler life. He was greatly

interested in the condition of the peasantry, and
founded a free village school on his property, for

which he prepared reading and other text-books

himself. His work entitled Family Happiness was
issued in 1859, and was soon followed by Three
Deaths (1859), Polikuschka (1860), and others. In
1862 he married the daughter of a Moscow physician.

The next period of his hfe saw the production of the

two works upon which his literary reputation chiefly

rests, namely, War and Peace (1865-68), dealing

with Napoleon’s invasion of Russia; and Anna
Karenina (1877), a powerfully realistic study of

human passion and its effects. Soon after the com-

pletion of the latter novel Tolstoi began to develop

his characteristic views of religion and its application

to individual and social life. He believes that the

Sermon on the Mount literally interpreted is the

aupreme law of the Christian life, and he la)^

special stress on the precept, Resist not evil. His
^tem has much in common with the anarchist-

communism of his fellow-countryman Kropotl^e,
but its peculiar religious basis gives it a unique

character. In 1901 ne was formally excommuni-
cated by the Holy Synod of the Russian Orthodox
Church, and in a reply to the edict of excommuni-
cation he clearly enunciated his religious and theo-

logical views. These include the denial of the

Tnnity, of the deity of Jesus and his vicarious

atonement, of orthodox conceptions of the future

!
world, of every kind of sacmmentalism, sad similar

I

dogmas, and are substantially identical with those

of modem spiritual Unitaiianism. Among the works
of his latest period, in which his religious and social

views are more or less expounded, are the follow!^

:

I

What the People Live By (Eng. 1889); What to Do
(Eng. 1889); My Confession; My Religion; The

I

Death of Joan Ilyitch (1886); Where Love is there

i
God is also; The Kingdom of God is Within You;
The Kreutzer Sonata (1890); Work While ye have
the Light (Eng. 1890), a tale of the early Christians;

The Power of Darkness, a drama; The Fruits of

Enlightenment (1891), a satirical comedy; Master
and ^rvant; Politics and Religion; Patnotism and
Christianity (1894), on the Franco-Russian allianoe;

and What is Art? (1898). Resurrection (1900) is

a powerful novel of the same type as Anna Kare-
nina. Tolstoi has given up all privileges of rank
in order to live a life of labour and asceticism,

and during the great Russian famine he found
abundant opportunity for carrying out his gospel

of social service.

TOLTEKS. See Mextoo—Antiquities.

TOLUENE, or Toluol. In the article Naphtha
it has been pointed out that the lighter portions of

coal-tar contain five hydrocarbons belonging to the

benzene series, the second of which is toluene. This
hydrocarbon is also called toluol; it is a colourle^
very mobile, strongly-refracting liquid, which boils

at 111" C. Toluene is obtained as a product of the

distillation of most organic substances; it is also

prepared artificially. Its formula is CtHs.
TOMAHAWK, the light battle-axe of the North

American Indians. It was formerly a rudely-formed
stone wedge attached to a wooden handle by strips

of hide or animal sinews; latterly, the European
traders furnished the natives with steel hatchets,

the heads of which were hollowed out to serve as a
tobacco-pipe—the ash handle, which was bored along

its whole length, being the stem. To bury the

hatchet or tomahawk signified among them to make
peace.

TOMATO, or Love-Apple, a plant and its fruit

{Lycopersicum esevlmtum at Solarium Lyeopersieum)

belonging to the natural order Solanacece, closely

relat^ to the deadly nightshade, the henbane, and
especially the potato. It is a native of ^uth
America, and was introduced into Europe in the

sixteenth century, but it was not till last centuiy
that it obtained its present important position among
articles of food. It is a weak-stemmed plant with
interruptedly-pinnate leaves, yellow flowers resem-

bling those of the potato, and a red or yellow fruit

of a more or less globose shape. In 1901 Britain

imported 793,995 cwts. of tomatoes, chiefly from
the Canary Islands, Spain, the Channel Islands, and
France, but a large proportion of the tomatoes con-

sumed in Britain are home-grown. Under ordinary
circumstances the climate of the United Kingdom
is unfavourable to open-air cultivation, and conse-

quently the usual method is to raise them under
glass. The soil should be fairly rich, and should
be warmed prior to use. A mixture of two parts
fibrous or good yellow loam with one of horse-

droppings only partially decayed, with some charred
soil and a sprinkling of soot and superphosphate of

lime, is a compost Excessive heat and mois-
ture must w avoided; the most suitable temperature
is about 55*, increasing to 60* or 65* in the day-
time. They may be grown in pots, or in theground
over which the glass houses are built ^r the
details of management see the Gkurdener’s Assistant
(entirelv new edn., 1902) and similar works. To-
mato i^ts mav be attacked the potato-disease

fungus {PhytopMAora infuta/rui)^ by yellow ^x>t
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(CSbdoi|}onWyii{t^»),l)jblMk8tripe(Jfa0f^^

f̂oopeniei), hy sleep^ disease {FitBo^rium Lyco-

perneiU by li^ine fungiis, oy blade rot {MaerotpoHum
tomato), and by some insect and other pests. Some
of the ^est varieties of the tomato are the follow-

ing: Best of All, Ohampion, DwarfOem,Early Ruby,
Frogmore Selected, Holmes’ Supreme, Peachblow,
Princess of Wales, Sunbeam, The Comet, Yeitch’s

Gloiy, and Winter Beauty. The fruit is utilized

in several different ways. It forms a principal

ingredient of certain sauces; but is more valued as

a salad. It is also cooked and served in various

ways, and an excellent soup is made with it.

TOMB. See Saroophaqub, BuBTma-PLACSS, and
Funeral Rites.
TOMLINSON, Charles, writer on science, was

bom in London on Nov. 27, 1808. He early lost

his father, and had to depend upon himself for his

support. He was educated at the London Mechanics’
Institute, and afterwards, while conducting a day-
school near Salisbury along with his brother, he
extended his knowl^ge of science by attending

lectures at University College, London, and other

educational institutions. He issued a Students*

Manual of Natural Philosophy in 1838, and in 1845
was associated with W. A. Miller in bringing out
a new and completed edition of Daniell’s Meteor-
ology. Soon afterwards he became lecturer on ex-

perimental science in King’s College School. He
was elected a fellow of the Royal ^ciety in 1872,

and he assisted in founding the Physical Society in

1874. In 1878-80 he was Dante lecturer at IJni-

versity College, London. He died at Highgate on

Feb. 15, 1897. His numerous publications include:

Amusements in Chess (1845); Introduction to the

Study of Natural Philosophy (1848); Pneumatics

(1848, fourth edn., 1887); Rudimentary Mechanics

(1849; ninth edn., 1867); Wanning and Ventilating

(1850); Natural History of Common Salt (1850);

Illustrations of the Useful Arts (1855-64); Illustra-

tions of Trades (1860); The Useful Arts and Manu-
factures of Great Britain (1861); Experimental
Essays (1863); On the Motions of Eugenic Acid on

the Surface of Water (1864); Illustrations of Science

(1867); The Sonnet (1874); Experiments on a Lump
of Camphor (1876); The Literary History of the

Divine Comedy (1879); Sonnets (1881); Essays,

Old and New (1887); A Critical Examination of

Goethe’s Sonnets (1890); Dante, Beatrice, and the

Divine Omedy (1894); and, as editor, a Cyclopedia
of Useful Arts (1852-54).

TOMSK, a town of Western Siberia, capital of the

government of Tomsk, on the right bank of the Tom,
and on a branch of the Siberian railway. It consists

partly of an upper town, built upon hilly ground,

occupied by the Russians and better clas^; and a
lower town or suburb, inhabited by Tartars. The
lower town consists of low but regular wooden houses,

from amid which the slender towers of several

mosques are seen to rise; the houses of the upper
town are larger and of more imposing appearance.

There is a new cathedral, a university (1885), several

schools, a public library, h>c. The manufactures
consist of coarse cloth, leather, and soap; and an
extensive trade is carried on in furs, fish, and cattle.

Pop. (1897), 62,430.—The government of Tomsk has
an area of about 830,000 square miles, and a popu-
lation a897) of 1,917,527.

TON, a denomination of weight equivalent to

20 hundredweights (contracted cwt), or 2240 lbs.

In some parts of Great Britain, as the mining district

cf Cornwall, the Umg ton, of 21 cwts., is used. In
America goods are sometimes weighed by the short

ton, of 2000 lbs.

TONBRIDGE. See Tukbbidqb.

TONE See Music and Grigorian Tonis.
TONE, Theobald Wolfe, a leader of the United

Irishmen, was bom in DubUn on June IK), 1763.
He was educated in two Dublin whools^ and entered
Trinity College, where he graduated EA. in 1786.
In 1785 he eloped with the granddaughter of a
wealthy clergyman, but he was soon reconciled to
his wife’s family, and his married life was happy.
He became a student of the Middle Temide in 1 7o/,
and in 1789 he graduated LL.B. of Trinity College,
Dublin. He practised law for a time without much
success, and grodually politics became his absorbing
interest. He held republican opinions, and believra
that Ireland ought to assert her rights as an in-
dependent nation, but the objects of the clubs of
United Irishmen started at Belfast and Dublin in
1791 were limited to legislative reform. In 1792
he was appointed secretary of the general Catholic
oommitt^ and he discharged the duties of this poet
with conspicuous ability. The government came to
know through a spy that he had given information
in 1794 on the question of invasion to an emissary
of the French government, but they permitted him
to leave the country and go to America. He sailed

from New York to France in 1796, and urged the
French government to undertake an invasion of

Ireland. He was adjutant-general in Hoche's abor-

I

tive expedition against Ireland in 1797, and he
afterwards served under Hoche on land. He accom-
panied one of the small French expeditions sent to

assist the Irish rebels in 1798, but was taken prisoner

after a brief naval engagement near Lough Swilly.

He was tried by court-martial at Dublin, oonviotra

of treason, and ordered to be executed within forty-

eight hours. An application for a writ of habcM
corpus, made on the morning of the day fixed for

the execution, was granted by Lord Kilwtuden, and
when the military officials, pleading the orders of

Lord Cornwallis, refused to ooey it, they were taken
into cust(^ by command of Chief -Justice Kil-

warden. Tnis case is of importance in connection

with martial law, and has been referred to in recent

discussions. Tone, however, cut his throat in

prison, and on Nov. 19 he died. See the edition

of his journals and political works, with a Life, by his

son (two vols., 1826), of which a new edition, en-

titled The Autobiography of Wolfe Tone, was issued

Iw Barry O’Brien in 1898; and also Madden’s
United Irishmen.

TONGA ISIjANDS. See Friendly Islands.
TONGATABOO, or Tonoa-tabu, one of the most

southern of the Friendly Islands, in the Pacifio

Ocean. See Friendly Islands.

TONGRE8 (Flemish, Tongerm\ a town of Bel-

gium, in the province of Limburg, on the Geer,

12 miles south-west of Maestricht. The Church of

Notre Dame, in the ogival style, the first on this

side of the Alps dedica^ to the Virgin, dates from
1240. Tongres has distilleries, tanneries, and a
straw hat manufacture. Pop. (1897), 9152.

TONGUE, the organ found in the mouth of most
vertebrate animals, which exercises the sense of taste,

and also assists in articulation and speech. The name
tongue is also given to various structures in Inverte-

brata. In man the tongue is attached by its base or

root to the hyoid bone and to the epiglottis. Its tip,

sides, upper surface, and part of its under surface are

free. Its under surface is fixed to the lower law by

the genio’hyogloiai muscles, and from its rides the

mucous membrane is reflected on the inner surface

of the gums. In front of the under surface a frid

of the mucous membrane is specially developed, and
is named the /rmum lingua. The upper surface is

convex, and bears a deep middle line named the

raphi^ which ends behind in front of a deep follicle
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or MM—4ho foramen metm. The front two-thirds
€i the orgnn sre rough, snd bear the charmoteristio

•tmctores known as papiUcB^ in which the sense of
taste resides. The posterior third is smooth, and
exhibits the openings of namerous mncons glands.
The substance of the tongue consists of numerous
intrinsio musdee, which are named euperior and
inferior longitudinal and traneverae muscles. The
mucous membrane oonsists of an upper layer or cutia

supporting papills, and covered with epithelium.
This cutis supports the blood-vessels and nerves, and
into it the mu^es of the tongue are inserted. The
papillsB, which cause the characteristic roughness of
the tongue, are of three kinds. The nrcumvaUate
papillsB number from eight to ten. They are of
large size, and are placed on the hinder part of the
upper surf^, and extend from the raphd in two
divera^g lines. Each of these papillae consists of a
rounoed central and . flattened disc, situated in a
cup-shaped depression or foaaa. The exposed part
of the papilla is itself covered with numerous smaller
papillae. Each of the circumvallate papillae measures
from -ji^th to -j^th inch in diameter. Ibe second
variety, or fungiform papillae, are more numerous
than the ciroumvallate, and are scattered irregularly
over the upper surface of the tongue, but are most
plentiful on its apex and sides. They are of large
size, of rounded, projecting form, and of a deep red
oolow The filiform papillce, forming the last variety,

are situated over the front two-thirds of the tongue.
They are of very small size, and are arranged in
rows corres):x)nding with the rows of the ciroumvallate
papillsB. The Aliform projections are of a whitish
colour, and are themselves beset with still smaller
papillie. Papillse of simpler structure are also found
over the tongue. In structure the papillss are like

those of the skin (which see), and contain loops of

capillary vessels as well as nervous filaments. The
mode of termination of the nerves in the papilhe is

haitUy determined. Numerous fdlidea and mucous
or lingual glands exist on the tongue, the functions
of these latter being the secretion of mucus (which
see). ITie epithelium of the tongue is of the flat or
scaly kind, resembling that of the epidermis or outer
skin, but the deeper cells of the epithelial layer do
not contain any pigmentary or colouring matter.
The muscular halves or substance of the tongue are
divided in the median line by a fibrous septum, Ibe
arteries are derived chiefly from the lingual and
facial trunks, and the nervous supply is distributed

in the form of three main nerves to each half of the
organ. U'he gustatory branch of the fifth nerve sup-

plies the papillse in front and those of the aides.

The lingual branch of the glossopharyngeal nerve
supplies the mucous membrane at the sides and base,

and also the ciroumvallate papillse, whilst the Aypo-
glossal nerve is distributed to the muscular substwoe
of the oigan.

Eegarding the exercise of the sense of taste by the

tongue we may note that the gustatory nerves and
glossopharyngeal branches are we nerves which pro-

vide the tongue with common sensation and also

with the sense of taste, the hypoglossal nerve being
that which invests the muscles of the tongue with
the necessary stimulus. The conditions which appear
to be essential for the exercise of this sense are, firstly,

the solution of the matters to be tasted—that is, their

presence in a form in which their particles may readily

come in contact with the nerves of taste. Inhere is

thus a strong analogy between the sense of taste and
that of tou^, since the latter sense must be in a
manner exercised before the taste of any substance
can be perceived. Then, secondly, the presence of
a iroeoiauzed gustatory nerve is also a necessary con-
dition for the exercise of this sense. Oooasionidly it

happen^ however, that other stimuli than those pro-

duced by the actual contact of si^ substances ^th
the nerves of tastemav excite that sense. Ifacuzvent
of cool idr be directed on the tongue a saline taste is

perceived (Henle); and Balz has shown that a smart
tap on the tongue will produce a taste analogous to

that excited by electricity. It appears necessary

that the surface of the tongue itself should be moist,

in order that the gustatory sense may be exercised,

and hence the inability to taste substances when the

palate and fauces are dry and paurched. The tongue
itself does not appear to be the exclusive seat of this

sense. The soft palate, uvula, tonsils, and upper part

of the pharynx, in all probability exercise this sense,

although in a minor degree when compared with the

tongue. This fact receives an explanation when we
reflect that these parts are supplied by branches of the

glossopharyngeal nerve. The middle of the tongue
appears to be most feebly endowed with the sense

of taste, the most sensitive region of the organ being

the tip and edges. 1'he tongue may occasionally

lose its sense of taste and retain its sensibility to

touch, or Hce versa. It also appears that variations

in taste of somewhat unaccountable nature may be
observed to occur. Thus Horn has found that while

some substances taste alike when touched by eveiy

part of the tongue other substances taste differently

when applied to different parts of the tongue. Sen-
sations of taste, or at any rate of the impressions oi

taste, may remain for long periods after the substances

tasted have disappeared, whilst, as is well known, the
frequent repetition of the same taste dulls the sense.

This sense may also be excited by internal stimuli

as well as by those of external kind.

TONIC, or Ket-notb, in music, the first or fun-

damental note of any sc^e; it is the principal sound
on which all regular melodies depend, and in which
they or their accompanying basses naturally termi-

nate.

TONICS, in medicine (Greek, tonos^ tension),

are remedies which improve the tone or vigour of

the fibres of the stomach and bowels, and in fact of

the muscular fibre in general. Tonics are of two
kinds—medical and non-medical Medical tonics

may be classed, first, as those which act indirectly

by first influencing the stomach and increasing ito

digestive powers; ti^ey consist chiefly of the vegetable
bitters, among the most important of which are
calumba, chamomile, cinchona bark, gentian, cjuassia,

salix, taraxacum, &c. Secondly, those which act

directly by passing into and exerting their influence

through the blood, and comprise iron, in its various

preparations, and the mineral acids, as nitric acid,

the various ^ts of bismuth, copper, iron, silver, and
zinc. The non-medical tonics are cold, in its various

forms and applications, as the shower-bath and sea-

bathing, open-air exercise and friction. In order to
insure the beneficial action of medical tonics they
must be administered in small doses, but at short
intervals. There is, it must be remembered, a limit

to the use of tonics; some, such as iron, if too long
continued, produce uncomfortable sensations in the
head and elsewhere; while bitter tonics, if regularly
administered for any length of time, weaken rather
than strengthen the digestive powers.
TONIC SOL-FA SYSTEM, in music. For

centuries attempts have been made from time
to time to improve the notation of music, all of them
aiming chiefly at rendering the key-relationship of
tones more clearly perceptible, and dispensing with
as many as possible of the embarrassing nost of musi-
cal characters. The first system which secured
general public attention was that of Jean Jacques
Bousseau, who substituted the Arabic numentis for
the notes of the scales indicated the high and low
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MODULATOa.

which ii known as the Tonic Sol-fa Byilma, tho
staff of five bben with its cM< aigaaliiroi^ rml^
Ac., is entirely thrown atid% wad tiio fiiel oim-
oiaea of the pupil in tune are learned from a pkh
torial rfMoreaentation of the aoale, called the mran*
lator. This shows at a glance tl^ true intervals of

the acale; and the characters in the aide oolomna
show the relation of a scale to those founded on
its dominant and subdominant. To represent the
notes the Italian solfeggio syllables were, with some
modifications, adopted; they are spelled in English
fashion: Sok is preferrod to Sol^ as the voioe can
better dwell upon it; TV ia substituted for as In

printed or written music the initials only of the syl-

lables are used, and a different initial from Sok ia

required The small figure 1 at the head and the
foot of the notes indicate the higher and lower
(xstavea of the scale, the middle o^ve being un-
marked An additional higher or lower octave would
be marked in the same manner with the figure S.

The columns of the modulator are meant to represent

key-relationship, not absolute pitch. Dok in major
scales is always the key-note, and may stand forA flat

or natural, B, C, D, Aa When the tonic aol-falst

uses the first seven letters of the alphabet he employs
them to denote sounds of absolute (that is fixed), not

movable pitch like his own syllables, and the ^tch
of a tune is always indicated by these letters. In

the tonic sol-fa notation rhythm is marked by a per-

pendicular line preceding the strong accent or pulss^

as Mr. Curwen calls it (fulfilling the function of a
bar in the established notation), by a colon preceding

the weak accent, and in the compound times by a
short perpendicular line preceding the medium
accent) thus :

—

f or f time,
[

: ||
; | or f tim^

|

: : ||
; j or j time,

|

; | : ||
; g time,

|

: : I : : ||#
Ac.

A sol-fa initial placed between these marks repre-

sents a note occupying the whole pulse or beat; if the

sound is to be continued through two or more beats,

a horizontal line takes the plM of the initial after

the first beat,thus:
|

d:--l n:r|d:--l-— :--|-

If a pulse is divided into halves a full stop is rat
between the notes; if into quarters, commas, and if

into thirds inverted commas, thus :— |

d : FI . T

d,d.d,d : d^did |. Other divisions of the bar or

Kzv C.

d : d'
I

n' t'-fld'-t-.Ml d' -.-.il d' : -
||

I
d' ; r' I t : d'

I

r' : -.f In'.r': d'
|

d';-:-lr';-:-|n';d':»'l f;r':t|d':n':d'l

I
d : d : r'

1
t : -.d' : r'

I
d' : d' : d'

1

measure are: for a beat and a half
I

d : -.T I fid:

for three-quarters,
|

t.|f 1 |; the horizontal

lines drawn under the last two pairs of initials Is

equivalent to the tlur in the ordinal^ notation. In the

tonic sol-fa notation there are no characters for rests;

the suspension of sound is indicated by blanks between

the accent marks, thus:— |

d :
|

r :
|

: JF) |.

We will now, for illustration’s sake, translate the
first three lines of Example XII. in the article

Music, at page 888, voL v.

d : t I r' : d |n'.r';B'.f ln'.r': t.,B
|

d :
-

1
-

: j)

f.fi':r'.d 1 1.,1 : t.,B
|

d : t I d : -
|

8:-:-||dlnif:r|d:-:n|B:-:l|B:-|

nl : -.r : d
1

t : t : d
I

t : 1 : B
f

In modu^ng into a new key, the note from which
the transition is taken is indica^ by a combination
oi the ^^llabic name which it has in the old key
sritii that which it has in the new, thus:

—

Kst O. D.t

Jd| f :ii|r:-|ClLt:d|d:t|d:-|
*nie letters D.t placed above the b^finning of the
last section of the example indicate that the tune has
pesMd into the key of D, and that it is the note t
whidi is the dtiwacteristie note ia the new key. In

Tea XIT.
^

I brief transitionB from one key to another, which
most frequently occur in cadences, it is not found
necessary to use the bridge-tones and the syllables

of the new key; the ohan^ristic tone is treated as

a chromatic tone^ and the above passage might be
written thus :

—

II
d

I

f : n
I

r
II
r |rifo: b

|
b : (e| • : — J

Chromatio tones which do not change the key are

eipwesed dianging the ordinary vowd soura of

the note into s when it is sharpened, and Into a when
M6
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Ik It flattened: thna dok beoamee de\ ray, re, and ao

on, and me beoomea ma; te, to; fta The amor ia not

regarded ai a different icale, bat aiaaply ae a mode
of the aoajor, lah aoqoirinff the character of a key
note by ite seventh {eoh) Wng sharpened into ee,

while the ascending sharp sixth becomes bah, A
tone written in what those aocastomed to the com-
mon notation would recognize ae being in the key of

A minor, the tonic sol-fa pupil is taught to consider

as being in the key of 0, minor (or lah) mode.
Such is a brief outline of the system, which, in

the opinions of its promoters, possesses many and
important advantages over the old notation, the chief

of which are the (distinctness with which it indicates

the key-note and the position of the semitones; the

absence of a host of unnecessary symbols which per-

plex the eye and strain the memory of the pupil at

the outset; the readiness with which it can be written,

and the cheapness with which it is printed. It is,

however, objected to it that it is inferior to the estab-

lished notation in not directly representing pitch to

the eye, in being poorly adapted for instrumental I

scores, and its acquirement not forming an introduc-

tion to the classic regions of musical literature. It

is but fair to state in answer to these last two objec-

tions that an increasing number of organ and piano-

forte players prefer the new notation, that it is used

for steinged and brass instruments both by solo

players and in bands, and that only time is wanted
oy the promoters to publish all such works as are of

sterling value and lasting fame. It is often found

that tonic sol-fa pupils readily learn the old notation,

and are generally ambitious to do so; and tk*js the

new system serves as a stepping-stone to the old

rather than a substitute for it, as some are sanguine

enough to believe. It is extensively used by teachers

in public schools, and very high praise is given it by
i

some of the inspectors, who agree that it is by far the

simplest plan for teaching young people. See Cur-

wen's Grammar of Vocal Music; Standard Course;

How to Observe Harmony; and tie monthly period-

ical, the Tonic Sol-fa Eeporter.

TONKA (or Tonga) BEAN, the seed of the

DipUryz odorata, natur^ order Leguminosae, a large

tree found growing in the forests of Brazil, Guiana,

Aa, to a height of 60 or 80 feet. The fruit is an

oblong, dry, fibrous drupe containing but one seed,

which has a strong pleasant odour resembling that of

new hay; it is derived from a concrete volatile oil to

which the name of Coumarin or Tonka camphor has

been given. (See Coumarin.) The Tonka-bean is

much used as a perfume, especially for snuff; it is

also put among clothes, which it is said to protect

from insects, bc^des communicating a pleasant odour.

TONNAGE, a word originally signifying the

number of tons weight which a ship might cArry

with safety, but now used to denote the ^uge of

the vessel’s dimensions, and the standard for tolls,

dues, Ac. Previous to 1835 the rule was to multiply

the length of the ship by the breadth, assume the

depth to be the same as the width, multiply by this

assumed depth, and divide the product by 94, the

quotient being the tons burden. This system waa

both misleading and dangerous. As harbour and

light dues were charged according to tonnage, ship-

owners built their vessels so deep and narrow that

they were in many cases unseaworthy. A much

better system was introduced the aot of 1886,

and this act waa strengthened and m<xiified by the

Merchant Shipping Acts of 1864 and 1894. The
instructions in these statutes not only take into

account the depth of the vessel, but also make

allowances for the varying curvature of the huU.

The depth from the deck to the bottom of the hold

is taken at different places, and the breadth is

measmred at different elevations in the depth. If

the vessel is a steamer, an allowance is made for the

^>ace occupied by the engine-room, boilers, coal-

bunks, Ac. In vessels with a poop on the upper

deck, the tonnage of this poop npaoe must be adde(L

The total capacity in cubic feet, ascertained in

accordance wuh the instructions of the above acts,

is divided by 100, and the result is the gross register

tonnage of the vessel. The United States adopted

the essentials of the British system in 1864, and
practically all maritime nations have followed suit,

though some of them use also the cubic metre as a
unit. The register ton is equal to 2*8315 cubic metres

(denoted by cbm. or M*), and a cubic metre is equal

to *35317 of a register ton. In freighting ships, 40

cubic feet of merchandise is generally taken as a ton.

TONQUIN, or Tongking, a French colonial

possession in Indo-China, bounded on the north by
China, east by the Gulf of Tonquin, south by
Annam, and on the west by Burma and Siam ;

area,

estimated at 46,400 square miles. The surface new
the sea is a rich alluvial plain, and the interior is

generally well watered and of high fertility. The
chief river is the Song-ka or Red river. The chief

products are rice, sugar, cardamoms, coffee, cotton,

silk, and tobacco. There are also coal, iron, and
copper mines. An independent state till 1802,

Tonquin was a province of Annam from that date

till 1885, when it waa ceded to France. The capital

is Hanoi. The population is estimated at 7,000,000.

TONSURE {cxyrona cZcricoZis),*the name given to

the bare place on the heads of the Roman Catholic

and Greek priests, formed by shaving or cutting away

the hair and keeping it so. The custom of cutting

away the hair in token of the dedication of a person

to the service of God is very ancient, being men-

tioned as early as the fourth century. The tonsure

furnishes a means to distinguish the higher clergy

from the lower, as the extent of the tonsure increases

with the rank. Many religious orders (for example,

the Francdscans) allow only a narrow strip of hair

around the head to grow: all above and below is

Bhave<L Shaving the hair precedes consecration: it

is performed by the bishop. The tonsure quaUfiea

the subject for holding a simple benefice, and subjects

him to the laws relating to ecclesiastics.

TONTINES, a kind of life annuity, so c^ed from

Ijorenzo Tonti, an Italian who invented this kind of

life annuities, and first introduced them into France

in 1658, under Louis XIV. His method was the

following:—A certain capital was lent out by a

society, generally at the usual rate of interest. This

interest was divided equally among the members of

equal age; and among those of unequal ages it was

divided in proportion to their age. This interest was

paid as long as one of the society remained alive,

and when one of the members died his portion of the

income was inherited by the surviving members, so

that the last survivor enjoyed, during his life, the

whole income. At his death the interest ceased, and
the borrower obtained the capital See Annuitixs.

TOOKE, John Horne, was bom in Westminster,

in 1736. His father, John Home, was a poulterer,

who had acquired considerable property. Tooke was
educated both at Westminster and Eton, whence he

was removed to St. John’s Collet, Cambrid^ In

1756 he entered himself of the Inner Temme; but

in 1760 he consented to take orders, or in his own
words suffered * the infectious hand of a bishop to

be waved over him,' and was inducted to the onap-

elry of New Brentford, which his father had pur-

(diased for him. He became a friend of Wilkes, and

zealously supported him in his candidature for Mid-

dlesex; but the two afterwards fell oat» and in 1770

and 1771 a publio altercatioa took {dace between
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them. The 1771 also witneaeed hie oonteet

with Jonii^ in which, in the general opinion, he
eame off victor. In 1773 he resigned his clerical

sown, with a view to study for the bar (to which,
however, from being in orders, he was not admitted);

nnd it was by his legal advice to Mr. Tooke of

Purley, in opposing an indosure bill, that he ac-

quired the friendship of that gentleman, from whom
he ultimately inhented £500, and whose name he
assumed. He was a warm opponent of the American
war, and was prosecuted for sedition for the word-
ing of a resolution by which the Constitutional

S(^‘ety voted £100 to the widows and children of

the Americans *murdered by the king's troops' in

the battle of Lexington. For this obnoxious para-

graph be was tried at Guildhall in 1777, and sen-

tenced to a year’s imprisonment and a fine of £200.

In 1780 he published a keen review of Lord North’s

administration, in a pamphlet entitled Facts, and
in 1782 a Letter on Parliamentary Reform. In
1786 he pubbshed in an octavo volume his work
entitled Epea Pteroenta(Greek for* Winged Words’),

or the Diversions of Purley, part i. In 1790, and
again in 1 796, he offered himself as a candidate for

Westminster, but failed; and in 1801 he accepted

the seat for Old Sarum, on the nomination of Lonl
Camelford. His political life closed with the dis-

solution of Parliament in 1802. In 1798 he pub-

lished a second part of the Diversions of Purley.

with a new edition of the first. He died at
^

Wimbledon in 1812, in his seventy-seventh year.

Tooke pcKSsessed considerable learning. His work,

the Diversions of I’urley, is original and ingenious,

and has exercised considerable influence on the

white, yellow, green, blue; the ehadee ere genemOy
^e; transparent to treoaluoent ; hardneea intenne*
oiate between quarts and corundum ; spedfio gravity,
3*49. It also occurs massive, the oompoeition being
smular, and the individuals varying much in bum.
There c^urs, also, a columnar composition, in whi(^
the individuals are thin, long, and parallel, and th^
faces of composition longitudinally streaked. Tlw
analyses of topaz show that it consists of from 34’39
to 35*66 per cent of silica, from 54*88 to 55*96 per
cent of alumina, and about 10 per cent of fluorine;
it may therefore lx* regarded as a triltasic silicate of
aluminium (AljCVSiOi), in which part of the oxygen
is replaced by fluorine. Those crysbds which poseeOB
different faces of crystallization on opjKJsite aids
acquire different kinds of electricity on lioing heated;
by friction it acquires positive electricity. Among
the varieties of tojmz employed in jewelry are the
following, the distinctit>ns l)etween which depends
upon their colours:— 1, cotmirlns or white Urp<u\

2, Mue topaZs or oriental aquamarine; 3, sfraies

yellow topaz; 4, wine-yellow topaz; brownieh-ydlow
topaz; 6, pink-coloured topaz^ which is product^ by
heating in a sand-bath, to a moderate degree, the
deep -yellow Brazilian crystals. The topaz is too

abundant to command tlu^ extravagant prices of
some other gems; for it is not only afforded plenti-

fully in Brazil, but it is found also in the tin mines
of Saxony, Bohemia, and Cornwall; in the Altai
Mountains and the Urals; in the United States,

kc. Large quantities of j)ehl>leH aiul loose crystals

are fre(|uently brought from Brazil and from Aus-
tralia. The finest crystals are brought from Minas
Geraes in Brazil.

subsequent development of philological inv€?stiga-

tion. The best biography is that of Stephens (two

vols., 1813). See also the second series of Thorold

Rogers’s Historical Gleanings (1870).

TOOTH. SeeTKETH.
TOOTHACHE, a well-known affection of the

teeth arising from various caust^s. Inflammation of

the fangs of the teeth is a wmmon cause, having its

seat eithcT in the soft membrane covering the fang,

or in the pulp of the tooth. The tooth in this case

often feels l<K»se in the socket, and is very tender

when touched. If the infiammation is not reduced,

matter forims, and the result is a gum- boil. Caries

is a fre(juent cause of toothache, the central part

of the tooth rotting away and exposing the nerve.

Neuralgic to<»thache is a purely nervous variety, and
may occur either in sound or carious teeth. It comes

and goes suddenly in paroxj'sms, and is accompanied

by little or no swelling. There are many so-called

remedies for toothache, but they are very often of

merely temporary l)encfit, and in the end do more
harm than good. One of the lx«t palliatives is to

push a little cotton dipped in chloroform into the

cavity. As a preventive against toothache the teeth

should be ke}>t scrupuh»usly clean, and when they
show 8ym[>toms of decay the services of a skilful

dentist should be had recourse to. The decay of a
tooth is very often arrested by stopping or filling up
the cavity.

TOP (nautical). See Ship.
TOPAiS, a gem in jeweliy, and one of the most

interesting species in miner^ogy. Its crystals are

short prisms, terminated at one or both extremities

by a great number of facets, the primary form being
a trimetric prism of 124** 22^. It cleaves with readi-

nem at right angles to the prismatic axis, but with
considerable difficulty parallel to the lateral faces

of^ primary form ; fracture more or less perfectly

BOEiall oonchoidal, or uneven; the lateral faces are

dc^fdy striated vertically, while the terminal planes

axe nooth and brilliaat; lustre vitreons; colour

TOPAZ HirMMING-BIRD (Chrysolampi$ mot-
ehitux), a s^xtcies of humming-birds, so named from
the Ixtautiful tofiaz colour of the throat, the bead
Ix'ing of a (httq> ruby tint. This H[>ecies is common
in Guiana, TrinidmJ, and Bahiiu and is in much
rtxjiieHt on account of the dt^mand for its pluma^ as

a dectoration for ladiex' hats—a demand exceedingly
to he regretted. Another genus also, including
forms knj)wn as Tiqmz Humming - Binls, is the
genus Topaza, which includes the Fiery Topaz (JT.

pyra) and the Crimson Topaz {T. Pella^ see Plate I,

at Ornitholouv and the plate at Humminq-Birds).
The latter, also known as the King Humming-
Bird, is found in Trinidad and Buriiiam, and the

former in the Rio Negrc) district. The Fiery Topaz
is coloured of a general bright scarlet with a deep
black head and neck, and a green throat with a
crentral crimson patch. The Crimson Topaz is of a
dee}}er red hue, and |X)sses8(jH a reddish -buff tail.

TOPE. See Shark.
TOPE, a popular name for a species of Buddhist

monument intended for the preservation of relics.

The oldest monuments of this kind are spherical or

elliptical cupolas, resting on a circular or rectilinear

base, with an umbrella-shajied rf>of, and sometimes

with a series of roofs of this form which develop

into a spire, pyramid, or other architectural orna-

ment. in the interior is a cell or chamber for con-

taining the box with relics ;
but in some cases no

relics have been found, and it is 8uppf>sed they have

been buried under-ground.

TOPEKA, a city of the United States, capital of

Shawnee county and of the state of Kansas, on both

banks of the Kansas River, 45 miles W.8.W. of

Leavenworth, at the intersection of two importSAl

lines of railway. It has wide streets crossing each

other at right angles, and contains a handaoBie

capitol, cathedral two higher oolWee, free libxaiy,

lunatic asylum, post-office, Ac. Ijiere are sevenil

flour-mills, iron-foundries, a roUing-m^ maebtne-

sbops, a pottery, brkk-kiliM^ a carriage -laetoiy.
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breweries, &c. Bituminous oosl is found in the
neighbourhood. Pop. (1890), 81,007.

TOPLITZ. See T^plitz.

TORGAU, a town of Prussia, province of Saxony,
46 miles E.N.E. of Merseburg, on the left bank of the
Elbe, here crossed by two bridges, one of which
carries the railway. It has a former castle, now
used as a barrack^ an old town^house, court build-
ings, an old gymnasium, hospital, fortress prison,
ftc. In 1891 it ceased to be a fortress town, and
the fortifications were handed over to the munici-
pali^. Pop. (1896), 11,780.

TORONTO, a city of Canada, capital of Ontario,
county of York, on the N.w. coast of Lake Ontario,
between the mouths of the Don and the Humber,
with a harbour protected by a long low island, 316
miles w.s.w. of Montreal. Its site is low, but rises

^ntly from the water’s edge to a height of above
100 feet. Toronto is the seat of law and of pro-
vincial government, and the head-quarters of the
educational department of the province. The whole
town forms nearly a parallelogram, the streets cross-

ing each other at right angles. They are wide,
well paved, and in general of handsome architec-

ture, many of the shops and private houses being
veiy superior in style. The common material is

brick, of a pleasing light colour. The public build-

ings are numerous, and many of them veiy hand-
some. The churches most worthy of notice are the
Church of England and the Roman Catholic ca-

thedral^ both in the Pointed style, of which the
former is an excellent specimen. Among the other
remarkable buildings are the lieutenant-governor’s

residence, an elegant structure
;
the magnificent new

Parliament Buildings, containing the government
offices, and a handsome and w^-decorated legis-

lative hall; the Osgoode Hall, the seat of the pro-

vincial lawcourts; the normal school buildings,

containing the offices of the council of education, a
set of model schools, and an educational museum;
the University of Toronto, situated in beautiful

grounds, the main building, a Norman structure

with a massive tower and richly-sculptured door-

way, having been rebuilt after almost total destruc-

tion by fire in 1890; Trinity College, in connection

with the Church of England, a highly-omate build-

ing
;
the custom-house, the post-office, the Govern-

ment School of Practical Science, the Crystal Palace,

where the provincial agricultural exhibitions are

held, and the lunatic asylum, about 1 mile from the

city. The principal puDlic halls are the St. Law-
rence and the Music Hall. Queen’s Park, adjoin-

ing the university, is the principal public park.

The university is one of the best equipped in

Ammca. Other educational institutions are : Knox
Colley a Presbyterian theological institution

;

Wyclme College, an Anglican theological college;

M’Master University, supported by the Baptists;

Victoria Methodist College; St. Michael’s Roman
Catholic College; two schools of medicine; and a

veterinary college. Among scientific and literary

institutions are the Canadian institute, the observa-

toiy, mechanics’ institute, Ac. The manuf^turing
industries of Toronto include iron -founding and

engineering, distilling and brewing, tuning, pork-

packing, the manufacture of soap, sewing-machines,

boots and shoes, Ac. The railway connections of

the city are very extensive and important. Toronto

was founded in 1794 and was originally named
York. Pop. in 1881, 86,416 ;

in 1891, 181,216 ; in

1901, 208,040.

TORPEDO. Under this general head we nmy
treat of two distinct classes of submarine destructive

agents, namely, torpedoes proper, which are movable

jnd are propped against an enemy's ship; and

submarine mines, which lie stationary in the water.

Torpedoes proper take various forms. A riiaim
of powder or other explosive compound confined m
a strong case with a percussion fuse in it, carried at
the end of a pole, and pushed by one vessel against
the side of another so as to explode below the water-
line, is termed an outrigger torpedo, or spar torpedo,

and in this comparatively simple form torp^oes
were used in the American ci^ war, and by the
French with effect against Chinese ships in 1884.

Two well-known forms of torpedo ore Captain
Harvey’s towing torpedo and Mr. Whitehead’s loco-

motive fish tori^o. That of Captain Harvey, now
of no practical importance, is constructed to be
pulled through the water, something in the manner
of a ship’s log. It is of such a form as to pull the
line out at a considerable angle to the keel of the
towing vessel, which endeavours to manoeuvre so as
to draw it under the stem of an enemy, and explode
it on contact by means of a trigger bolt. This
form has, however, been superseded by the Brennan,
Victoria, Patrick, Lay, Sims-Edison, Halpin-Savage,
and other forms of torpedo controlled by means
of electricity. Attempts are now being made to
perfect torpedoes guided by electricity wirelessly

conveyed.

Whitehead’s fish torpedo is a very unique design
(see Fig. 1), and is the starting-point of the most
effective types, such as the Howell. It is projected

from a special torpedo-tube in a ship either above
or below the water-line, but it can also be plunged
from the deck. It may be described as a cigar-

shaped vessel varying from 14 to 19 feet in length

and from 14 to 16 inches in diameter. It is m^e
of bronze, and is divided into three compartments.
The head contains the gun-cotton charge and the

fuse for exploding it ; the central part contains the

engines by which it is propelled, and which are

worked by compressed air stored in the third or tail

compartment. The propeller is a three-bladed screw,

which can move the largest torpedoes at a speed of

24 knots for the distance of 220 yards, the distance

of 1000 yards being reached at a slower rate of pro-

gress. WTien discharged from a ship’s deck it rises

and descends, following a waving course in a vertical

plane for perhaps a hundred yards, after which it

runs on steadily at the depth for which it is ad-

justed. It can be adjusted to move at various

depths below the surface of the water, and its course

and behaviour are subject to control to a remarkable
extent. Most war-vessels cany torpedoes, but they

are the special armament of the low, swift vessels

called torpedo-boats. (See War Vessels.)
Submarine mines offer a more reliable means of

systematic defence than torpedoes. A submarine
mine consists of a charge of gunpowder, gun-cotton,

or other explosive confined in a strong metal case,

and anchor^ either at the bottom of the water or

at a certain depth below the surface. The me^(^
that has received most attention in Great Britain

is the system broj^ht in mainly by the late Sir

Frederick Abel The general arrangement may be
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best imdentood by refearenoe to ^*,2. The mine

is contained in the iron case D. This is connected

by a strong iron*wire rom with a sroaller iron case

at 0, termed a ‘arcuit-moeer*. This has a sort of

pendulum arrangement by which» when it is tilted

over from contact aith a vessel's side, an electrical

circuit through the line B A is complet^ with a bat-

tery on shore, which fires the charge in D. Speciid

means are provided for constantly testing the state

of each mine and circuit-cloc^r and wire connection,

but the necessary explanation is hardly of a length

and character suited to this work. The arrangement

is such that a mine may be fired at will from shore

without actual contact of a vessel, or it may be fired

by such contact. On the other hand, it may be set

so as to allow vessels to strike the circuit-closer witl •

out the possibility of firing the charge, so that the

Fipr. 2.

peiviage of a friendly vessel may at any moment

take place through a defended channel. Several

lines are necessary generally to ensure that a vessel

must l)e struck in forcing an entrance, for if the

mines were placed so close together as would be

necessary to close the channel by a single line, the

explosion of one mine might ignite that next it, and

so several might be fired, and a wide opening made

which the enemy might profit by. Experiments

have shown that large charges (such as 500 lbs.)

laid deep produce little effect compared with small

charges of about 50 lbs. floated close to the surf^,

and exphxied by actual contact with the ship’s side.

Self-acting mines are very dangerous to handle. At
the close of the French and German war so many
accidents occurred in the German waters in trying

to recover them that it was decided to explode them.

A line of submarine mines must always be defended

by powerful batteries of artilleiy, for otherwise it is

obvious attempts may be made by the enemy to de-

stroy them at leisure. This is easily done 1:^ daring

men in boats, who may drag for them, and either

explode them when a long way off, or cut their con-

nections, or, lastly, fish them up. It has been laid

down as an axiom, and seldom disputed, that while

ships csn run past almost any batteries in an un-

obstructed chisel, a channel well defended by

submarine mines, under the fire of poweifol butteries,

cannot be forced by any fleet

TORPEDO (see Plate I. at Iortrtoiocit), a
genus of Rays (which see), fonning the type of the

family Torpii^inidsB, and noted for their powvt of

giving electrical shocks by means of roeoiaUy^e*

velopied electrical organs. The family Tor|:^inid0
is distinguished by the body being roundecUin front

the back being also round and destitute of aoalea.

The tail-fin exhibits a three-cornered shi^ and the

teeth are pointed. The edges of the * spiiades * or

breathing apertures are serrated. In the torpedo

the electricfd organs exist in the form of two huge
masses placed one on each side of the skull, and
tween we cranium and the base of the pectoral fin.

Each mass is composed of a large number of vertical

columns, separated by membranous partitions, and
presenting, when viewed from the upper aspect, a
honey -comb or cellular appearance. The entire

apparatus, in fact, constitutes a kind of Voltaic

battery, and is richly supplied with nervous fila-

ments derived from the nertfi \HKji or eighth pair of

nerves. The production of electricity by these and

by other fishes is readily enough explicable on the

ground of the conversion of an equivalent of nerve

force into electrical force through the medium of the

electrical organ
;
just as, under other circumstances,

nerve force is converted into motion through the

muscles. The Torpedoes occur chiefly in the Medi-

terranean Sea, and in the Indian, Pacific, and

Atlantic Oceana. A large aj)ecimen may measure 4

feet long, and weigh from 60 to 70 lbs. The power

of the electricjil organ appears necessarily to voiy

with the hetilih and size <>f the animal
j
but there is

little doubt of the exceedingly potent nature of the

up^mratus, especially under excitement. The identity

of the force generated by these fishes with ordinary

electricity h»w Ijeen fully and experimentally demon-

strated ; and the suggestion has Imjcii throw^n out

that the rapid decomiswition which ap{)ears in the

bodies of animuls killed by this moans may b«

adapted for rendering the prey of the electrical

fishes more n!ailily digested. This suggestion is

strengthened by the fact that in these fishes^ the

digestive system is exceedingly short. The princi-

pal s|»ecieH is T. vuirnwratti, which occurs m the

Mediterranean in muddy shallows. For other species

of electrical fishes see ELiccrrRiOAL Fihhkh.

TORQUAY, a municijial thorough and watering-

place of England, in Devonshire, pleasantly situate

on a series of heights and depressions on the north

side of Torbay, and on a branch of the Great

Western Railway, 21 miles south of Exeter. It is

well built, and consists principally of two streets,

one of them alx)ut 1 mile long, of several command-

ing terraces, and of a great number of isolated

villas, with gardens attached. Among the places of

worsliip are several churches, all handsome struc-

tures ;
there are also assembly-rooms, libraries, and

reading-rooms, a town-bull, a royal public hall, a

hospital, museum, public gardens and Ijuths, a long

pier, forming an excellent promenade. The water

supply and drainage system are among the finest in

the kingdom. The progreas of Torquay has been,

and continues to be, rapid owing to its attractions

as a watering-place. For invalids its climate in

winter is among the mildest and Ijest in England*

Pop. in 1891, 25, .534; in 1901, 33,625.

TORQUEMADA. See Inquisition.

TORRE DEL GRECX), a tf)wn of Italy, on the

east shore of the Gulf of Naples, at the south-wMt

foot of Mount Vesuvius, and 8 miles from the city

of Naples. The town suffered much by erup-

tions of Vesuvius. It is a sea-bathing resort and

has a coral-fishery. Pop. about 20,000.
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TOfiSSNB, L^o. Bee ATJtmLU.
TOKKES STEAIT, the etrait which eepexeiei

Atuteihft frcmPftpea, ito disttaoe ecroeeftrom Cape
Yotk| the iDoct ncnrihem point o! Anitn^ to Kew
Qninee, bdng about 80 n^ee. It ie crowded wiUk
idandi, dioidB, and reefs, rendering its navigaUon

TOKKES VEDKAS, Lnnes of, bo csUed from
a small tillage lying on the road from Lisbon to
Ckdmbra, 24 miles nmrth-west of the former. These
Btnpendc^ works, oonstruoted by Wellington in

1810, consisted of two lines, the one extending from
Alhandra on the Tagus to the mouth of Zizandra
on the Atlantic Ocean, 29 miles in length; and the
ofher, in the rear of the former, readhd^ from
Quintella on the Tagus to the mouth of the Lorenza
on the ocean, 24 miles in extent, forming an impreg-
nable barrier between the enemy and Lisbon. The
Unas of Torres Vedras saved Lisbon, baffled a well-

appointed French army, and gave Wellington a fair

opportunity to enter upon offensive operations. See
E&Anr.

TOBJEHCELLI, Evanoelista, aniUustriousmathe-
matiGian and philosopher, bom at Faenza, in Italy, in

1608. He early devoted himself to mathematical
studioB, and having read Galileo’s Dialo^es, com-
posed a treatise oonceming motion according to his

prindples. Galileo having seen this conceived a high

opinion of the author, and engaged him as his aman-
uensis. He accordingly went to Florence in October,

1641; but Galileo dying three months after, Torricelli

was about to return to Home, when the Grand-duke
of Tuscany, Ferdinand II., engaged him to continue

at Florence, giving him the title of ducal mathema-
tioian and the promise of a professorship in the uni-

versity on the first vacancy. He died at Florence

In 1647. Torricelli’s name is important in the his-

tozy of science as the discoverer of the natural law
icoordiog to which fluids rise in an exhausted tube

from an open vessel exposed to the pressure of the

atmosphere, namely, that the weight of the fluid

which rises in the tube is equal to the weight of an
•qusl surface of atmospheric air of the height of the

atoosphere. See Babometer.
TORRINGTON, Great, u municipal borough

and market-town of England, in Devonshire, on an
eminenoe rising above the river Torridge, 5 miles

south by east of Bideford, a terminus of the London
and North-Western Railway. It has an ancient

lleoorated church (restored); nonconformist chapels;

a town-hall
;
a market-house and covered markets

;

library, reading, and recreation rooms; manufac-
tures o£ gloves and collars, besides fell-mongering

and tanning. General Monk was bom in the vicinity.

Pop. (1891), 3436; (1901), 3241.

TORSIONAL RIGIDITY, the stiffness of a
ovlindriosl bar of material to resist twist. Torsional

rigidity may be compared by finding the forces

acting at a given leverage which will twist equal

i^lindrioal bars of different materials through the

same small angle. The rigidity of cylinders of

the same substanoe and of equal length varies as

the diameter in the fourth power. If / be the

length of the bar, w the pressure at the end of the

lever, a the len^ of the lever, d the diameter

of t^ bar, and 0 the angle of torsion, we have

^ aa Cl where Ci must be found by experiment

for the various materials.

Torsional tesistanoe to damage is independent of

tbs length of the bar, and we have wa = Ctd^, or

d = practical rule for cast-iron and

wMraght-izon shafts is d = ,
where H b

the hone-power, e&d » b the mudber of vefolutfane

per minute. It will be eeen that thb rule, aRboui^
the numbeir 240 iJlowa efoormoua extra stieiu^ la

In aooordsnce with the formula above, wmoh la

arrived at by theoreticsl coninderstion. (Abstraoted

from unpublished lecture notes of IMenor
Thomson.)
TORSION BALANCE, an instrument employed

by Coulomb to measure the attractions and repul-

sions of electrified bodies, and also to investigate the
mutual action of magnets. The torsion balimoe wae
also employed by Caveuduh in his experimental de-

termination of the mean density of the earth. The

figure represents the torsion balance as applied to

electrical measurements. An enlarged representation

of the top of the instrument is given at the left of

the figure. The repulsion between the electrified

balls y y' is balanced by the resistance to torsion of

the fine metallic wire on which the needle/ of shellac

is suspended, and the angle of torsion is given by the

index o, which shows the angle through which the

upper end of the wire d has ^en turned to balance
the repulsion between the balls. A watch-glass

oontaming pumice moistened with sulphuric add,
which serves to keep the instrument dry, is shown
in the interior. It is easy to see how the instrument
may be modified to suit the various purposes to which
it has been applied.

TORSO (Italian), an art term signifying the trunk
of a statue of which the head and the extremities are
wanting. One has become particularly celebrated,

namely, the torso of Hercules, in the Belvedere at
Rome, considered by connoisseurs one of the finest

works of art remainmg from antiquity. A Greek
iuBcription ascribes it to the artist Apollonius. It
was found towards the end of the fifteenth century
in Roma
TORT, in law, denotes injustioe or injury. The

word b French. Actions upon torts or wrongs are
all personal actions for trespasses, nuisances, assaults,

defamatory words, and the like.

TORTOISE, the name applied to various genera
eff reptileB induded in the order Ghelonia, along
with the Turtles and their allies. The distinctive

features of the Tortoises and other Chelonians con-
sist in the modification of the skeleton and of the
skin-structures or scales to form the well-known
bony box in which their bodies are inclosed. Urns
the q;dnal elements of the back, together with the
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•qwttdad and mdtad dim, hgm Bm aarajM^i or I

bnok; wbOit tkw aidao of tba box an fonnad by
wmurgmal plmki, wbibb aio zogardad wicniidj

lodiofl^ aa reptoBeidiiig dtbar tha oarified aiiyd I

mod&d oartUama of tha xibi or aa mambrana-bonea 1

dovcAopad by l£ye ddn. Tba plaatron or ftooi of
]

tha body la formed by nine l»aoea» tha natoia of

which la equally a aubjact of dlapate amongai iiatur-

allata. Owen ragurda tha plaatron ai repreaeuting

a greatly modified breaat-boDa <v atemom; whilat

other naturaliata maintain that a breaat-bone ia

wanting in Cheloniana, aa in Seipenta, and that the

plaatron ia aimply oompoaed (d membrane -bonea

developed like the marginal platea by the akin, and
having no homologiea with the true or intemal
akeleton. The latter view ia probably the correct

one. The Tortoiaee belong to three great diviaiona

of their order. The faniiliar and typical Tortoiaea

belong to the diviaion Teatudinea^ in which the
homy jawa are unprotected and adapted for cutting,

or may be divid^ into aerrated piooeaaea. The
eyea exist on the aides of the head, and the tympanic
membrane is expoaed. The limba are abort and
atunted, and the toes are bound together by the

akin. Well>developed nails exist; and the homy
plates, which cover the carapace, and which repre-

sent aidn or dermal structures, are also present in a
perfect condition. The carapace ia, moreover, very
convex, and occasionally— as in the well-lmown
Box Tortoises {Pyxis and Cinyxit)— the front or

hinder part of the carapace may be movable, and
shuts up like the lid of a box, when the hea<l, limba,

and tau are retracted within the bony case. The
most familiar example of the Testudinea is the

Common or European Tortoise (Tettudo Orceca)^

so frequently domesticated aa a household pet,, and
which occurs chiefly on the western bordera of the

Mediterranean Sea. These animals have the habit
of bybemating through the colder season of the year,

and retire to some quiet corner, from which they

emerge in spring. The Mauritanian or Land Tor>

toise of North Africa (see Plate I. at art. Keitiles)
is closely allied to this species. The Great ludian
Tortoise of the Galapagos Islands {Testudo Indica)

is remarkable for its great size, attaining a length

of 8 feet The curious genus CinyxtMj of which the
Box Tortoise {C. arachmida) is a familiar species,

If remarkable for the curious development of the
front part of the plastron, which shuts over the

anterior aperture of the shell like a lid, when the

animal withdraws itself into its case. These tor-

toises occur in Asia and in Madagascar. Another

S
ams of Box Tortoises—more properly, however,
eluded among the Terrapins—in v^ich the hinder

pi^ of the plastron forms a lid, is that named
Qistudo^ of which the 0, Carolina of North America
is a favourable example. This species is sometimes I

named the Pine Terrapin from its habit of living in

pine forests. It is rarely, if ever, found in the
vicinity of water. The Terrapins form the section

Emyd^ and are sometimes described under the
names ^ver or Marsh Tortoises. The jaws are
homy and cutting, and are uncovered by lips. The
tympanum is exposed; and the limbs, which are
more slender than those of the True Tortoises, are
movided with five toes, which are united by a web. i

In some of the Terrapins {Emyt, Outudo, Aa) the
head can be almost ocunpletely withdrawn into the
caraijaoe. In others (such as Ckelyt, Aa) the head
CMi be only partially withdrawn. Of the Terrapins
a vety familiar example Is the Emy$ soripta car

the Lettered Tortoise of North Ameiicay so named
from the markings of its body. The genus Emyi

\

itaelf includes a large number of spedes. The Emyt
Emraptm or Comsm European Tortoise is i

shown in the first plate at Bmnnt fig* It is

coloured black, with yellow ipote. Other genm In-

4) of Ameiioa, which denvci Iti name from ftoxatlMt

pradadous haUto, wMlst its name of 'Snappy
Turtle’ (ilao applied to the Trionyx /erox, a Soft

Tortoise) has bm mven to It from its habit of

snappiz^ its jaws when irritated or alarmed. Its

adult dimensions often exceed 8 feet^ and the sharp

jaws, moved by TOwerful muscles, constitute dan-
gerous weapons of defence or attadc. The Mata-
mata {Chelyi Matamata^ fig. 5) represents another
genus of Terrapiua and oocuis in South Ametioa,
being common in Cayenna Its length when fuUy
grown is about 8 feet The Mud or Soft Tortoisas

form the division Trionyoboidea, in which the iawa
have soft, fleshy lips, the nose being prolonged to form
a snout, and the bead being oovereil by a soft sl^
which conceals the tympanum. The limba are of

flattened shape, and of the five toes only three are

furnished with nails. There are no homy platea

developed in the skin. Very frequently also the
ribs are not so completely modified to form a hard

carapace as in other Cbelonia. The Soft Tortoises

occur in Asia, Africi^ and North America. The
North American Snapping Turtle (Trionyx /erox,

fig. 6) is a familiar example of these animals. It Is

exceedingly dostruotive to large numbers of young
alligators. See also Turtle and Rkftilia.

TORTOISE-SHELL. See Turtle.

TORTOISE-SHELL BUTTERFLY (Vanttm
uriit'a\ a genus of Butterflies, distinguished, like

other meml^m of the genus Vanesaa (such as the

Peacock Butterfly— V. To—the Camberwell Beauty,

Ac.), by the clubs of the antenna* being sbortt by
the eyes being hairy, and the front wings of angolai

oonfoniiation. llie larvo) of the Tortoise-shell But-
terfly feed upon the nettle.

TORl’OLA, one of the Virgin Islands (which see).

TORTONA, a town in Northern Italy, 12 miles

east of Alessandria, in the province of Alessandria,

at the foot of a bare and uncultivated bill, on the

right bank of the Scrivia. It is an ancient plaoe,

and was once of great stren^i, but its fortifioatiooi

were completely destroyed by the French after the

battle of Marengo, so that now only some vestiges

of the citadel and a single gate remain. The pmi-
oipal edifice is the cathedral. The manufactures

ouusist of silk goods, bombazine, and other stuffs;

and there is a considerable trade In com and wine.

Pop. 8620.

TORTOSA, a city of Spain, in Catalonia, 48 miles

south-west of Tarragona, on a hill slope on the

left bank of the Ebro, here orossed by a wooden
bridge. It is fortified on all sides, and some portions

of the walls are of great antiquity. The town, whloh

is entered by three gates, consists of irregular, iU-

paved, narrow, and on the north and south stetp

streets; several small s<iuares, and bouses generally

well built of granite, and ihrM or four storiee higm

It carries on an important trade, through ite twe

ports, El Fangar and Los Alfaques, at the mouth at

the Ebro, as well as directly—me river being navi-

gable by vessels of 100 tons—in wheat, timber, wins^

oil, wool, alum, silk, barilla, soda, charcoal, liquorice,

fruits, Ac. Pop. (1887). 25.102.

TORTURE, the arbitrary and especially excessive

infliction of pain judicially, whether to extort oexa*

I

feosioin or to aggravate punishment. The extortlott

of confessions from a suspected person, or of disoe-

veriee from a condemnea criminal, by torture^ has

been common in all the nations of modem Europe.

Itwas also practised by the ancient Boinaiia,elUioqgli,

during the republic, only upon the bodice of slavesi

Under the emperon freemen were sotneUmee toe*
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tuirad. Thebelief of the MiddleAges inthe immediate
inteiferenoe of God for the protection of innocence

and the exposure of guilt, which rave rise to the

ordeal and judicial combat, oontnbuted much to

extend the use of torture, by leading to the notion

that Divine Providence would aid we innocent to

endure pains which the ^It^ would be unable to

sustain. The church, which in other respects gave
a new form to the system of judicial process, set

the example in this practice also; and when the
old superstitious means of discovering guilt (see

Obdxal) lost their efEcacy, torture bec^e general
in Europe. English lawyers assert that torture

has never been lemlly practised in that country.

This contention is, nowever, of little value, as there
can be no doubt the law has indirectly sanctioned, if

it has not directly enjoined it. (See Peine Forte
ET Dure.) There are many instances of its employ-
ment as late as the reigns of Elizabeth, James, and
Charles 1. In Scotland the practice of torture was
not wholly disused till the close of the seventeenth
century. In France the practice existed down to

the revolution. In Germany, though restricted by
the Carolina (see Carolina), torture continued to

1)6 practised in the German states till the close of

the eighteenth century. The principal instruments
of torture in England were the rack, the thumh-
i^crew, and the hoot. There were also the scavenger's

tlaughter, a broad iron hoop used to compress the
lx)dy and limbs together; and the liitle-easc, a box
in which a prisoner was confined for days, of such
dimensions that in no attitude could he stretch his

l)ody to full length. The rack was a large open
frame of oak, under which the prisoner was laid on
his back upon the floor, with his wrists and ankles
attached by cords to two rollers at the end of the
frame. These rollers were moved by levers in oppo-
site directions, till the body rose to a level with the
frame; questions were then put, and if the answers
were not satisfactory the sufferer was gradually
stretched till the bones started from the sockets.

j

TORY, a historical party name of uncertain origin

used to designate one of the great political parties of

England. The word, according to general consent,

is of Irish origin, and is probably derived from the
Irish toiridhe, toruighe, a pursuer, a plunderer. It
is said by Defoe to have been used in the time of

Queen Elizabeth to designate the Irish rebels, whom
he represents as robl>er8 who preyed upon the country.
The name was introduced in English politics in

1679 on the occ-asion of the introduction of the bill

to exclude the Duke of York from the succession.

The opponents of the bill were called Tories, and
from this time the name adhered to the court party,

while ’ttieir opponents were called Whigs. The doc-

trines of passive obedience and of the divine right
of kings taught by the clergy of the Church of

England ranked them as prominent supporters of

the Tory party, so that Dr. Johnson defines a Tory
as *one who Chores to the ancient constitution of

the state and the apostolical hierarchy of the Church
of England'. The Tories are represented by the
present Conservatives, who are still fr^uently spoken
of as the Toryparty—especially bypolitical opponents.
TOTEM, a word of North American Indian

origin denoting a class of animals, plants, or other
natural objects which any particular group of savages
regards with peculiar reverence or awe, and with
which it conceives itself to stand in some intimate
relation. Thus the members of the Emu clan of
an Australian tribe believe themselves to be de-
scended from the emu, and are regarded as forming
a kind of blood-group in virtue of their common
descent. No member is permitted to many within
the dan, and all the members are bound to support

-TOUCH.

one another in times of neoeadty. No Emu olsnsmsa
will knowingly kill or eat an emu. Among some
savage peoples the dead totem is elaborately mourned
and carefuby buried. Besides clan totems there are

sex totums and individual totems. The totem havii^
an important bearing on a person’s relations to his

fellows, it isshown conspicuously, being often tattooed

on the skin or otherwise. The importance of totem-

ism in relation to the social and religious institu-

tions of savage peoples was first pointed out ly J.

F. M'Leiman in 1868, and much fresh li^ht has
been shed on the subject by subsequent invrati-

gators, but no satisfactory explanation of this curious

system has yet been advanc^. Totemism is almost

universal in Australia and very common among the

American Indians, among whom the institution

seems to have been first specially noticed. It exists

also amongst many African peoples, and numerous
instances of it are to be met with in Asia and Poly-

nesia. See works by M'Lennan, Tylor, Lubbock,
Lang, Clodd, Robertson Smith, J. G. Frazer (Totem-
ism, 1887), &c.

TOTNES, a borough and market-town of Eng-
land, in Devonshire, beautifully situated on both
banks of the river Dart, about 21 miles east by
north of Plymouth, the Dart being here crossed by
a bridge. The principal church of the borough is

the Perpendicular St. Mary’s, restored in 1886-89,
and among the other buildings and institutions are:

the guildhall, part of an old priory; market-house;
ammar-school, founded in 1554, in which Dean
ilman, Babbage, and other famous men were edu-

cated
;
a science and art school

;
and remains of an

ancient castle. Pop. (1891), 4016; (1901), 4034.
TOUCAN {Rhamphastos), a genus of Scansorial

or Climbing Birds, somewhat resembling the Hom-
bills (which see) in appearance, and belonging to the
family Rhamphastidse. This group is distinguished
by the large development of the bill, which is curved
superiorly and bears a prominent keel. These birds
inhabit tropical South America, live in large flocks

in the forests, and feed on fruits, seeds, insects, &c.
The substance of the large bill is hollowed out into
air-cells, and thus rendered comparatively light; and
the tongue is slender, and barbed along the sides.

On Plate I. at Ornithology is shown the Toco
Toucan {R. Toco), which exhibits a deep black on
the head and body, the bill (8J inches long) being
orange, with a black base. The prevailing colours
among the Toucans are yellow, black, and red. The
bill is frequently very brilliantly coloured.

TOUCH. The structure of the akin and its papillae

having been already noted in the article Skin (which
see), it remains, in the present instance, to refer more
particularly to the conditions under which the sense
of touch is duly exercised. For the exercise of the
sense of touch, filaments of the sensory nerves of
the skin terminate in minute bodies, one variety of
which is known by the name of touch-corpusdes.
Through the medium of these an impression is by
contact communicated to the nerve, and by it trans-
mitted to the brain. Where these terminal oi^ns
are most abundant the sense is most acute. Thus
the tips of the fingers, the lips, and the tongue are
perhaps the most sensitive parts as regards the
exercise of this sense, and in its intimate nature it

is a very hard matter to exactly define the rationale
of common sensation or touch. The sense itself may
^ variously exercised, ai^ for example, where &priek~
ing sensation is felt—this latter effect being due pro-
bably to the sensitive impressions being limited in
their intensity to a small surface or area. It would
app^r that the perfection of the exercise of this sense
consuto in,^ or may be demonstrated by, the power
of distinguishing and recognizing the sensations pro-
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dnoad lij toaqUi^f two tmatt ol^]60te <v poi^
in doMiMKndiiiity. Ji, oooordinglj, tho nom fibrei

qI * part a» nomarona, the part ww be more aenai-

tiye^ and will more readily iaolate and diatinffoiah

the two pointa than another part which haa rawer
fibrea, valentin'a experimenta on the relatiTe effi-

oienoy of varioua parte aa or|fana of touch aeem to

prove that the tip of the thi^ finger and the tip

of the tongue are the moat aenaitive aurfaoea, ainoe

objeota plMed only } line apart can be diatinguiahed

by oontoct with tbese auxfaoea. The lipa ra^ next
in order, and objecte or pointa placed line apart

can thua be diatinguiahed aa aeparate and distinct

|K>inta. The neck, middle of the back, and the
middle of the arm and thigh, are the least acute

surfaces. The sensation of touch appears to vary
according to the extent of surface exerciaing the
sense or which is exposed to the action of sensations.

Thus if the whole hand be dipped into tepid water
the temperature of the water will appear higher than
when one finger only is immersed; and this result is

observed even when the single finger is plunged into

water of really higher temperature thw that into

which the entire hand is dipped. The distinct

nature of the sense of touch, and the power of appre-
ciating delicate impressions through this sense, pro-

bably depend greatly on the mental disposition of

the individual, or primarily on the influence exerted
by the mind in tne appreciation of the sensation.

I'hus the actual tactui erudUua or cultivated touch
is as much a quality dependent on the mental culti-

vation and action of the mind as upon the mere
physical action of contact between certain surfaces

and those of the skin; whilst trifling sensations,

which are hardly or not at all noticed when the

attention is diverted, may become almost of intoler-

able nature when the attention is concentrated upon
them. Then also, and conversely, the mind appears
to possess the {>ower of reproducing sensations of

touch, or of directly exciting the nerves of sensibility,

apart from external influences or impressions. The
cold, clammy touch which produces a feeling of

horror in the person touched may long afterwards

excite the same result by the mind reproducing the

idea of the touch. The laws and statra of relativity

or contrast which so powerfully affect man's nature

are well exemplified in the present instance. The
sensation of cold, for example, is a relative sensa-

tion, in that it depends upon the previous state of

the body. If we pass from a very heated room into

a less warm atmosphere we feel chilled and cold in a
degree which appears out of proportion to the tem-
perature of the latter. Or if a severe pain mitigates

its severity only in a slight degree a great relief is

felt, even where the continuance of pain that remains

is such as during health might itself be of intolerable

kind.

TOUCH-PAPER, paper steeped in saltpetre,

which bums slowly, and is used as a match for firing

gunpowder, &c.

TOUCHSTONE, black basalt used for testing the
qxiality of gold trinkets. A series of needles of which
the composition is known are used for comparison
with the article to be tested. When the colour of

the streak produced by both the needle and the
trinket on the basalt is the same the quantity of

alloy they contain is supposed to be similar.

TOUCHWOOD. See Tinder.
TOUL, a town of France, in the department of

Meurthe-et-Moselle, on the Moselle, here crossed

by a bridge of seven arches, 12 miles west of Nancy.
It is a place of some strength, being surrounded
by walls flanked with bastions. It has a fine old

cathedral, an old collegiate church, a town-house,

ooUqge, barracks^ &c., and manufactures of stoneware^

leather, and embroidefy, the last employing more
than 1000 handa Toni was the seat of a buhoptto
as early as 410. It was taken in the Franco-Ger-
man war after a siege of five weeks by the Dnke of
Mecklenburg, 28d Sept 1870. Pop. (1896), 8942.
TOULA See Tula.
TOULON-SUR-MEB, a seaport town, and after

Brest the most important naval arsenal of France^
in the department oi the Var, admirably situated at
the bottom of a deep double bay of the Mediter-
ranean, on a slope which ascends gradually from the
sea. The bay, which is nearly land-locked, forms
an excellent roadstead and harbour. In front of

it is a tongue of land, which stretches across so
as nearly to dose its entrance, and along which, as
well as the adjacent points, numeroiis forte and
redoubts have been erected, making a successful

attack by sea all but impossible. In like manner,
on the land side, the fortifications are of the most
complete description. In addition to the fortifica-

tions which surround the town strong forts and out-

works occupy all the important heights, and complete
the defences. In the town itself, if we except the

arsenal and other marine establishments, which are

on a scale of almost unrivalled magnificence, there

is not much to excite interest. The port, which is

separated from the roadstead by moles, which are

hollow and bomb-proof, and lined by batteries d-jfeur-

d'eau, consists of two divisions—the Port Marchand,
for merchant vessels; and the Port Militaire, sur-

rounded by the dockyard, slip, arsenal, storehouses,

cannon-foundry, park of artillery, Ac. Neither the

manufactures nor trade are of much importance,

though the latter has increased considerably since

the occupation of Aigeria. Toulon owes its impor-

tance as a naval station to Louis XIV., who ex-

pended vast sums on it under the superintendence of

Vaulin. Pop. (1891), 74,184; (1901), 101,172.

TOULOUSE (the ancient Tdosa Vclcarum)^ a
town of France, capital of the department of Haute-
Garonne, finely situated on the Garonne, where it is

joined by the Canals du Midi and Brienne, and on
the trunk-line of railway which connects the Medi-
terranean with the Bay of Biscay. It is built chiefly

on the right bank of the river, with the suburb of St.

Cyprien on the left. It is almost entirely composed

of clumsy antiquated houses of red Mck badly

cemented with clay and of a very gloomy appear-

ance, and the streets are narrow, winding, ill paved,

and dirty. The public buildings are in no way
remarkable, though we may mention the cathedral,

the Church of St. Sernin, the Hotel de Ville, the

Museum, and the Palais de Justice. The manufac-

tures consist of coarse woollen cloth and woollen

covers, silk and printed cotton goods, vermicelli,

duck-liver pies, starch, wax candles, cutlery, stone-

ware, and porcelain. There are also numerous tan-

neries, a cannon-foundry, gunpowder and tobacco

factories, dye-works, distilleries, cotton-mills, the

first scythe manufactory in France, carriage, spring,

file, and many other manufactures. The ti^e, gene-

ral and transit, is important, being ^eatly favoured

by the situation of the town, and facilitated both by
water and railway communication. It is a plaM
of great antiquity, and rose to eminence under the

Romans, who embellished it with a capitol, amphi-

theatre, and other edifices, of which vestiges still

remain. In the beginning of the fifth century the

Visigoths became its masters, and made it the capital

of their kingdom, which it continued to be till 608,

when Clovis gained possession of it. Subseouently,

under Charlemagne, it became the capital of Aqui-

taine. It was aiterwards governed by independmt
ooun^ and in the thirteenth century fell a prey to the

crud bigots of the Inquisition, who here established
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thdr infamous tribunal, and oonsi^ed multitudes

of Albigenses to the flames as heretios. (See Albi<
onrsBi.) The most memorable event in its modem
history is the defeat of the French by the British

under its walls in 1814, while i^orant that, by the

abdication of Bonaparte, hostilities had ceased. Pop.

(1901), 147,696.

TOURAINE, an ancient province of France,

bounded by Maine, Orleannais, Berry, Poitou, and
Anjou; capital. Tours. It now forms the depart-

ment of Indre-et-Loire.

TOUBOOING, a town of France, department of

the Nord, 9 miles N.N.S. of Lille, on the railway

from Lille to Courtrai. It is a well-built, thriving,

manufacturing town, the staple manufactures being
woollen, cotton, linen, and silk stuffs, on a large

scale; there are also dye-works, soap-works, sugar-

refineries, &c. Pop. (1891), 66,477; (1901), 79,468.

TOUBGUENIEFF, Ivan Sebouetsvitoh, a cele-

brated Kuasian novelist was bom at Orel, 28th Oct.,

1818, and died near Paris, 3d Sept, 1883. He was
the son of an officer of cuirassiers, who had him edu-

cated at Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Berlin. In
1842 he obtained an appointment in the ministry of

the interior, but having written an article displeasing

to the authorities be was shortly afterwards banished

to his paternal estate. For some years he lived the

life of a country gentleman, gaining thus an intimate

knowledge of Russian peasant life. His first impor-

tant publication was the Tales of a Sportsman, and
this was followed by a great number of short tales

and dramas, contributed chiefly to Russian periodi-

cals. His earliest novel, Dmitri Rudin, was published

in 1856, and this was followed by Helene (1858); A
Nest of Nobles (1858), translated by Ralston under
the name of Liza; Fathers and Sons (1861); Smoke
(1865); An Unfortunate (1868); Spring Floo^ (1876);

Virgin Soil (1877), besides a great number of short

tories. With these works Tourguenieff established

a European reputation as a literary artist of the first

order, and aroused an interest in the social and poli-

tical condition of Russia. After the Franco-German
war of 1870 he resided chiefly in Paris.

TOURMALINE, one of the most interesting

pedes in the mineral kingdom, on account of the

forms of its crystals, its various and rich colours, its

electrical properties, and its chemical composition.

The general form of its crystals is a prism of three,

lx, or more sides, variously terminated at one or

both extremities; when at both, the two termina-

tions are dissimilar. The cleavage is rarely visible,

and cannot be determined with certainty; fracture

imperfect conchoidal, or uneven. The sides of the

prism are deeply striated longitudinally; the terminal

faces are generdly smooth. Lustre vitreous; colour

brown, green, blue, red, white, frequently black, gene-

rally diark; streak white; transparent to opaque; less

transparent if viewed in a direction parallel to the

axis than perpendicular to it, and generally presents

different colours in these directions; hardness a little

dtove that of quartz; spedfic gravity, 2*94 to 3*3.

Besides the crystals, tourmaline is found massive, the

composition being usually columnar; individuals of

various sizes, thin, straight, parallel, or divergent.

Long mystals of tourmaline assume, by heat, opposite

kin£ of electridty at their opposite extremities; and
transparent pieces which have been out and polished

are electrical at common temperatures without fric-

tion or pressure. Transparent tourmalines transmit

light omy when polarized in a plane perpendicular to

their piindpal axes; they are of great use in studying

the properties of polarized light (See Polabized
Light.) Tourmaline is a very abundant mineral in

granitic rooks, occurring emb^ded in them in larger

or tmaller msises, sometimes occupying drusy cavities

of considerable extent It exists also in beds, with

augite, garnet, and various iron ores. It is also met
with in pebbles in the sand of rivers. Tourmaline^

whenofa fine colourand transparent, is muchesteemed
as a gem. The rubellite or red varieties command
the highest price; next to them the green ones, for-

merly called Brazilian mtraJdt are the most valuaUe;

but they are less esteemed than real emeralds.

TOURNAI (in Flemish Doomik)^ a town of Bel-

gium, in the province of Hainaut, on both sides of

the Scheldt, which is here crossed by several hand-

some bridges and inclosed by fine quays planted with

trees and forming excellent promenades. It consists

in general of spacious streets and squares lined by
weU-built houses. Among the principal edifices are

the cathedral, a very ancient structure of Romanesque
and Ogival architecture; the Church of St. Brice,

with the tomb of King Childeric adjoining; the an-

cient convent of St. Martin and its Gothic church,

now used partly as a town-house, partly as a museum;
the belfry, a lofty tower in the market-place, of un-

known date; and a large and imposing building in

the Renaissance style, formerly the cloth hall, but
now a picture-gallery. The manufactures consist

principally of woollen and cotton hosiery, carpets,

porcelain, linen and cotton tissues, leather, and
liqueurs. The trade is large. Toumai is one of the

oldest towns of Belgium, and was the residence of

some of the Frankish kings. Pop. (1900), 37,069.

TOURNAMENT, a common sport of the middle
ages, in which mounted knights encountered each

other with blunted lances and swords in order to

display their skill in arms. The origin of tourna-

ments is uncertain. They reached their full {lerfec-

tion in France in the ninth and tenth centuries, and
first received the form under which they are known
to us from the French. Tournaments were intro-

duced into England soon after the Conquest by the

Normans, who were passionately fond of this amuse-
ment. Jousts (French jodte) differed from tourna-

ments in being single combats between two knights,

while tournaments were performed between two
parties of cavaliers. Jousts were of two sorts—the

jo'Ate d outrancCf or mortal combat, generally between
two knights of different nations; and the joiUe d
plaisance, or joust of peace, which often took place

after the conclusion of a tournament, but sometimes
at times and places specially appointed for the pur-
pose. Weapons of war were frequently used, even
in this latter species of jousts; but blood was seldom
shed in them. A favourite description of jousts was
the passage of arms; a party of knights assembled
at a certain place, and suspended each several shields

of different colours, offering to combat any knight
who should present himself. The comer touched
the shield of that knight whom he wished to engage,
and the nature of the combat and descriptions of
arms to be employed were determined by the parti-

cular shield which he struck. Certain qualifications

of birth were required for admission to the tourney,
and their respective hostels, or tents, were assigned
to the knights by the king-at-arms and heralds.

The place of combat was the lists, a large open space
surrounded by ropes or a railing. Galleries were
erected around the lists for the spectators, among
whom were seated the ladies, the supreme judges of
tournaments. The weapons used by the knights
were lances, with the points removed or covered
with pieces of wood, and blunted swords. The tilt-

ing armour was of a light fabric, and generally
adorned with some device of a lady’s favour. Each
knight was followed by his squires, who furnished
him with arms, raised him if Amounted, &c. The
prizes were delivered to the succeafful knights by
the queen of beauty, who had been chosen by the
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ladfai. On the leooiid dey there wee olten e toor-

aameiit for the eeqiiiree, aod on the third e nUUe ci

kni^ti end eeqnirM in the liite. The greet luzurj
end ezpenee to which the toumementi geve riie

frequently oooaeioned the prohibition of them by
prinoee; end they were oppomd eleo ^ the spirituid

power on the ground of humenity. ^ey gradually

went out of use as chivalry declined. In France the

death of Henry IL, who was aoddentally killed at a
tournament by Count Montgomezy in 1559, contri-

buted to hasten their abolition; end they were little

practised after the sixteenth oentuiy. Tournaments
were succeeded by the carrouself in which several

parties of knights executed various evolutions, and
mock combats and other shows were exhibited.

TOURNIQUET, an instrument employed in the
practice of surgery to stop bleed^. It is applied

to the limbs in cases of amputation, and its use is

only intended to be temporal.
TOURS, a town of France, capital of the depart-

ment of Indre-et-Loire, on the left bank of the
Loire, on a flat tongue of land lying between this

river and its tributary the Cher, 120 miles s.8.w. of

Paris. The principal entrance to it is by a magnifi-

cent bridge across the Loire, 1428 feet long. The
banks of the river are mclosed by a quay, lined with
handsome houses and finely-planted promenades.
Great part of the town is new, and many of the
streets are spacious and elegant

;
but the older quar-

ters are inferior. The principal edifice is the cathe-

dral Its west front consists of three lofty portals

covered over with florid ornaments, surmounted by
a window of astonishing dimensions, and flanked by
two domed towers, 205 feet high. The interior,

which is of the purest Gothic, and lighted by beauti-

fully-stained glass, is 256 feet in length and 85 feet

in height. There are two towers which form con-

spicuous objects from every part of the town, the

one called the tower of St. Martin or Horloge, from
containing the principal clock; the other the tower
of Charlemagne, because his queen Luitgarde was
buried below it

;
and both remarkable as the only

relics which the revolutions of 1793 have left of the

vast cathedral of St Martin of Tours, after it had
flourished for twelve centuries. The archiepiscopal

palace is regarded as one of the most handsome in

the kingdom. The manufactures consist of silk

stuffs, ribbons, broad-cloth, serge, rugs, chemicals,

and leather
;
and the trade is in com, wine, brandy,

dried fruits, wax, hemp, wool, &c. Tours early

acquired considerable importance, and under the

Romans was known by the name of Caesarodunum.

In modem times it became famous for its silk manu-
factures, and had so extended as to have a popu-

lation of 60,000, when the revocation of the Edict

of Nantes deprived it of nearly half its inhabitants,

and almost all its industry, and inflicted a blow on
its prosperity from which it has never recovered. In
the neighbourhood, about 1 mile west of the town, is

the castellated den of Plessis-les-Tours, of which an
admirable description is given by Scott in his Quentin
Durward. Dunng the Franco-German war Tours
was made the seat of the government delegation
during the siege of Paris, on 12th September, 1870.

The delegation removed to Bordeaux on 10th De-
cember. Tours surrendered to the Germans on 2l8t

December, and was occupied on 20th January, 1871.

Pop. (1891), 60,335; (1901), 64,448.

TOUSSAINT-L’OUVERTURE, a distinguished
nejm, bom a slave in the Island of Hayti in 1743.
When the insurrection of the blacks broke out in

1791 Toussaint took service in the army of the
blacks, but not till he had assisted his master to

escape. He rose quickly in the arm^, being in 1793
a general of division. Li this position he displayed

much military as well as politioal ability, and ren-
dered valuable servioesto tlmFkenoh Bepublic againsi
the Britiah troops wMoh had been iMidsd on the
island. In 1796 the French government made him
general-in-chief of the troops in San Domingo^ and
as such he signed the convention with Graeral
Maitland for the evacuation of the island by the
Brituh. He now assumed sovereign authority, but
it was only after a severe struggle against hurorreo-

tionary movements that he was able firmly to estab-

lish 1^ position. In 1801, on the submission of the
Spanish forts, he was completely master of the isl-

and. He^ now framed a constitution by which he
was appointed president for life of the Republic of
Hayti, with the right to name his successor. He
was simple and abstemious in his own habits, but
affected great magnificence in his surroundings, and
exacted a rigorous court etiquette. By hu v^oroua
government the commerce as well as the agriculture

of the island began to revive. After the Peace of

Amiens Napoleon sent a powerful expedition under
his brother-in-law Leclerc to subdue Toussaint, who
after a stmggle was forced to surrender, and on his

oath of fidelity was permitted to retire to bis estate.

He was afterwards detected conspiring against the
French, and being seized by a somewhat unworthy
stratagem, was sent to France, where he died in

prison, 27th April, 1803. At the time a suspicion

of poisoning was general, but there is no evidence to

support it.

TOWER OF LONDON. This celebrated for-

tress consists of a collection of buildings of varioua

ages on a somewhat elevated position on the north

bank of the Thames, outside the old dty walls. The
ground on which it stands is of an irregular form,

nearly square, and measures about 13 acres. It ie

encircled by a moat, now usually dry, and surrounded

by a battleraented wall flanked with massive towers,

within which u an inner line of circumvallation also

broken by towers, and interspersed with other build-

ings. In the middle of the inclosure rises the
large square White Tower, the keep of the old fort-

ress, around which are irregularly grouped the

chapel, the jewel-house, the bracks, the ordnance

store houses, and other buildings, l^e Tower waa
a first-class mediaeval fortress, and served at once aa

a palace, a prison, and a place of defence. It is now
of no value as a place of military strength. The
White Tower was erected by Gundulf, bishop of

Rochester, for William L in 1078. It was used aa

a state prison soon after its foundation, and was em-
ployed as an arsenal about the beginning of the

thirteenth century. It was successively strength-

ened by various Wglish sovereigns, the moat and
outer wall being ascribed to Bishop Longchamp, who
held the Tower against Prince John in 1190. A
menagerie was first formed in the Tower about 1235.

It was last occupied as a royal residence by James
I. in 1604. The menagerie was removed to the

Zoological Gardens in 1831. The state papers were

deposited in the Tower till 1857, when they were

removed. A great fire broke out here in 1841,

which did much damage in the armoury. The re-

galia are now kept in the Record Tower, where they

I are exhibited to the public. Ulie Tower is now chiefly

I

used as an arsenal, and has a small military garrison,,

i belonging to the yeomen of the guard. It is

emed by a constable and deputy-constable. The*

governorship is still a post of distinction. The last

political offenders executed on Tower Hill were tiier

Scotch lords convicted of participation in the rebel-

lion of 1745. Some damage was done to the White
Tower on the 24th January, 1885^ by an exp]osio%

the work of Irish dynamita]m
TOWN. See City.
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TOWN-CLERK, the derk to % monio^ colo-
ration. In England and the United States nis duties

are for the most part those of a mere servant of the

coronation which elects him, and he holds his office

during pleasure. In Scotland, on the other hand, he
has a variety of duties impost on him, in which he
acts independently of the council, and in order that

he may be free in these cases from the interference

of the council his situation is secured to him for life

or until the commission by him of a serious fault.

He is the legal adviserof the council, and the custodier

of the burgh records, from which he is bound to give
extracts when reouired to do so.

TOWN-COUNCIL. See Borough and Burgh.
TOWNSHIP, in England, the earliest adminis-

trative unit of the country, often coinciding in area
with the ^rish, otherwise forming a part of it;

the parish oeing an ecclesiastical division, which the
township is not.

TOWTON, a village of England, in Yorkshire, 3
miles south-east of Tadcaster. A sanguinary battle

was fought here between the forces of the houses of

York and Lancaster in 1461, in which the latter

were completely defeated. See Edward IV.
TOXICOLOGY, the science of poisons and anti-

dotes. See Poison.
TOXOTES, a curious genus of Fishes, represented

by the Archer or Shooting Fish {Toxotea jacuJ^itor),

found in the East Indian Seas, and noted for its

habit of shooting drops of water from its mouth at

flies and other insects, and of thus causing its prey
to fall into the water.

TRACERY, the ornamental stone-work in the

head of a Gothic window, arising from the mullions,

and presenting various combinations of curved or

straight lines.

TRACHEA, or Windpipe, the name given to

the tube extending from the lar3mx (which see), or

organ of voice, to a point opposite the third dorsal

vertebra, where the tube divides into two chief di-

visions or bronchi, one of which supplies each lung
with the air necessary for respiration or breathing.

The trachea is of cylindrical form, and is both mem-
I

branous and cartilaginous in its nature. Its length

is about inches, and its diameter from f inch to

1 inch
;
that of the male l>eing of greater diameter

than the female. The front, or anterior surface of

the organ, is convex, and is covered in the neck and
chest by various structures, including the isthmus
of the thyroid gland, the inferior thyroid veins, the

Btemo-hyoid and stemo- thyroid muscles, the first

part of the sternum, the arch of the aorta, &c. The
windpipe rests on the gullet or cesophagus, whilst in

the chest it is situated between the pleune or mem-
branes lining the thorax, and has the pneumogastiic

nerve on each side. The windpipe is composed of

rings or zones of gristly or cartilaginous nature,

known as the cartilagea of the trachea, and number-
ing from sixteen to twenty. Each cartilage, in fact,

forms an imperfect ring, being unclosed behind, and
having the gristly edges merely joined by fibrous

membrane. The cartilages are separated from each

other, and also connected together, by narrow bands
of fibrous tissue. The first cartilage of the trachea

is broader than the others, and may be divided at

one extremity, whilst the last cartilage is thick in

the middle, and curved backwards at the point where
the windpipe divides into the two bronchi. Some-
times two of the cartilages of the windpipe may
unite. The muscular fibres of the windpipe exist in

longitudinal and transverse layers, and are composed
of unstriped or non-striated fibres. (See Muscle.)
The windpipe itself is lined by delicate mucous I

membrane, which is covered by epithelial cells

vided with delicate vibratile processes or cilia, Tlie I

trachea derives its blood from the inferior thyroM
arteries. Its nerves arise from the pneumogastrio

trunks and recurrent branches as well as from the

(^nnpathetic system. Certain glands, named trcLoheal

exist at the hinder part of the windpi^
These latter are small oval bodies, which are probablv

modifications of ordinary mucous glands, and which

serve to lubricate by their secretion the internal

surface of the organ. All Mammals, lUptilia, and
Birds possess a trachea, but some Amphibia (rach as

Frogs and Toads) want this organ ;
the lungs in such

cases sprinring directly from the larynx or organ

of voice. In birds (see Ornithology) the trachea

attains its greatest length, and may be greatly con-

torted. In birds generally, the cartilages of the

trachea are not incomplete, as in man, but completely

encircle the tube, and (as often seen in human old

age) are usually of bony nature.

TRACHEOTOMY, Laryngotomt, or Broncho-
TOMY, an operation in which an opening is made into

the larynx or windpipe, either for the purpose of

making a passage for the air into and outof the lungs,

when any disease prevents the patient from breath-

ing through the mouth and nostrils, or of extracting

foreign bodies which have accidentally fallen into

the windpipe
;
or lastly, in order to be able to inflate

the lungs, in cases of sudden suffocation, drowning,

&c. Its practicableness and comparative safety are

founded on the facility with which certain wounds
of the windpipe, even of the most complicated kind,

have been healed, without leaving any ill effects

M'hatever, and on the nature of the parts cut, which
are not furnished with any vessel of consequence.

TRACHYTE (Greek trachyay rough), a volcanic

igneous rock, rough to the touch (whence the name),
generally of a light -gray colour, but sometimes
brown or otherwise coloured, consisting essentially

of sanidine felsimr, with one or two (rarely all three)

of the minerals augite, hornblende, and magnetite.

It often shows a porphyritic structure, and in dis-

tricts where volcanoes are or have been active it

occurs as a lava [trachyte-lava),

TRACTARIANISM, the name usually given to

a system of religious opinion and practice promul-
gated within the Church of England in a series of

papers published under the title of Tracts for the

Times, between September, 1833, and March, 1841.

These papers owed their origin to a feeling of alarm
in the minds of the writers for the safety of the
Church of England, a feeling produced by various

recent acts of tne legislature such as Roman Catholic

emancipation and the re-distribution of political

power by the reform act of 1832. It was feared

that these measures might result in a union between
the Roman Catholics and the Protestant non-con-
formists for the overthrow of the Established Church.
The immediate object of the writers seems to have
been to rouse a lar^ number of nominal adherents
of the Church of England from their apathy, by
awakening their interest in what the writers con-
ceived to be the distinctive principles of that church.
For this end they sought to mark out a middle way
l)etween Romanism and what they called ultra-Pro-
testantism. The leaders in this movement were J.
H. Newman, John Keble, and E. B. Pusey, and they
were assisted by not a few devoted adherents, such
as R. H. Froude (brother of the historian). Hook,
Palmer, Perceval, Isaac Williams, and others. In the
first stage of the movement little else was attempted
than the inculcation of the peculiar and exclusive
powers of ministers episcopally ordained by the
laying on of hands in a direct and unbroken line
from the apostles; and it was not till the publication
in 1838 of the Remains of R. H. Froude, under the
joint-editorship of Newman and Keble, that any
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Boqpioion was created in the public mind of the ulti-

mate tendencies of the movement The volumes

published under that title were ^rvaded by an un-

mistakably anti -Protestant spirit and the fact of

their being edited and defended (as they afterwords

were) two who were known to be leaders in the

Tractanan movement caused that movement to be

denounced by many who had hitherto treated it

with indifference or forbearance, or had even be-

stowed upon it a certain measure of approval. From
that date the bishops commenced a series of charges

all bearing more or less strongly against the authors

of the tracts, and treating them not as heretics but

as disturbers of the church. Still the movement
went on more actively than ever. A multitude of

controversial writings appeared on both sides, and
the tracts equally show^ more and more of a lean-

ing to the ^man Catholic Church. At last, in Tract

No. 90, written by Mr. Newman, and published in

March, 1841, an attempt was made to prove, as the

Jesuit Francis or Santa Clara had formerly tried to

do, that there is no insurmountable barrier between
the Roman Catholic and the Anglican communions;
that the thirty-nine articles, although prepared by
Protestants, are susceptible of a Catholic inteipreta-

tion not inconsistent with the doctrines of the Coun-
cil of Trent. On the 15th of the same month the

hebdomadal board of the University of Oxford con-

demned the tract as teaching a mode of interpret-

ing the thirty-nine articles inconsistent with the

statutes of the university, and the bishop of the

diocese of Oxford recommended that the series of

tracts should terminate with that number, which it

did. A few years later (1845) Newman went over

to the Church of Rome, as several of the other

partakers in the movement had done before him.

The effects of the movement can still be traced

within the English Church in the extreme develop-

ment of ritualism in a section of the High Church
party. See Church’s The Oxford Movement; Lid-

don’s Life of Puaey; Ward’s William George Ward
and the Oxford Movement, and W. G. Ward and
the Catholic Revival.

TRACTION-ENGINE. See Locomotive and
Steam-engine.
TRADE, Board op. See Board op Trade.
TRADE-MARKS, marks used by a manufac-

turer or a merchant to distin^ish his own goods

fI'om those of other persons. The law relating to this

subject in Great Britain is regulated by various acts,

some of them quite recent. According to present

regulations trade-marks must be duly registered at

the patent office, one of the chief officials of which is

the registrar of designs and trade-marks. By the act

of 1888 a trade-mark is defined as consisting of one

or more of the following essential particulars: (a) a
name of an individual or firm printed, impressed, or

woven in some distinctive manner; (b) a written
signature or copy of a written signature of an in-

dividual or firm; (c) a distinctive device, mark,
brand, heading, label, or ticket; (d) an invented
word or words; (e) a word or wor^ not referring to
the character or quality of the goods and not being
a geographical name. To any one or more of these
pi^iculi^ there may be added any letters, words,
or figures, or <»mbination thereof; but the applicant
must state his essential particulars and disclaim
right to the exclusive use of any merely added
matter. No proceeding may be taken to prevent
the infringement of a trade-mark unless such trade-
mark be renstered. A trade-mark must be regis-

tered as belonging to particular goods or classes of
goods. By the Merchandise Marks Act (1887) it is

enacted that any person who foiges any trade-mark;
who applies to go^ any trade-mark so similar as to

be apt to deceive; who makes or disposes of any die,

block, machine, &c., for foiging a trade-mariE; or

who exposes for sale any goods bearing a forg^
ti^e-mark; the same is liable on conviction on in-

dictment to imprisonment for two yean, and on
summary conviction to four months* imprisonment
or a fine of £20 for first offence.

TRADES-UNIONS. A trade society was defined
in the report of the Social Science Committee on the
subject appointed at Bradford, in 1869, as *a combi-
nalion of workmen to enable each to secure the con-
ditions most favourable for labour’; and although
trades-unions, as they are generally called, almost
always have other objects in view in addition to that
specified in the definition, that object is their dis-

tinj^ishing one. Combinations of this sort in Great
Britain are considerably more than three centuries
old, for there is a statute of the year 1548 expressly
directed against them. The principle of legislation

regarding the relations of masters and workmen in
England down to the beginning of the nineteenth
century was that the rate of wages should be deter-

mined from year to year by the magistrates. T^is
was particularly the case as to the wool trade, the
acts regulating which in the manner indicated were
only repealed in 1809, previous to which date they
had been for some time suspended. Even before
that date, as many magistrates had habitually ne-

glected the duties impost on them by the legislature

in respect of workmen’s wages, the men had often

formed combinations for self-protection, but such
combinations were always illegal and therefore secret.

After the total repeal of the acta relating to the
wool trade these secret combinations became much
more common, and in 1824 the laws against such
combinations were repealed, in consequence of which
trades-unions multiplied very rapidly. The Trade
Union Act of 1871 gave them a greatly improved
status, and other acts tending in the same direction

have been passed since. By a decision of the House
of Lords in 1901 it has been settled that a trades-

union is a corporation, and that it may be sued as
such and its funds made liable for damages. The
following methods are those by which trades-unions
generally aim at accomplishing their main object:

—

1, Issuing periodically a view of the state of trade
throughout the country; 2, keeping registers of men
in search of work and masters in want of men; 3,

assisting men in search of work from town to town,
and occasionally helping to furnish the means of

emigratin)^; 4, regulating the number of apprentices;

5, maintaining men in resistance to employers; 6,

regulating the working hours and drawing up trade

rules; 7, organizing strikes. The success of trades-

unions generally in effecting their main object of

improving the conditions of labour, and the reason-

ableness of some of their methods, have been much
disputed. As to their general results, although it

is impossible to attribute the greatly improved con-

dition of the working-classes within the last half-

century wholly, or even in great part, to the influ-

ence of trades-unioni^ yet it can scarcely be doubted
that such combinations give the men a power of

reaping the advantages to be derived from the pros-

perity of their trade more readily and perhaps more
completely than they could have done without them.

It is, of course, well understood, and that too, gener-

ally, by the workmen themselves (thanks chiefly to

trades-unions), that such combinations are powerless

to force up wages independently of the state of the

trade; but when the state of trade admits of a rise

of wages the demand of a union for an increase must
obvio^y be more effective than that of individuid

workmen, and is likely to obtain the increase for the
men sooner than the operation of supply and demand.
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That trftdef-Qnioiui alio enable the men to benefit

the ftated trade more than thev otherwise would
liaye done would appear from the mct^ which is said

to be established, that the worst paid t^ee are those

without unions. Trades-unions are also said to have
done a great deal towards increasing the safety of

the labourer by procuring modifications of the con-

ations in which he works. As to the methods of

trades-unions, the utility of strikes is what has been
especially questioned. It is sometunes asserted that

the gains that have come to the workmen through
successful strikes do not oompensate the losses in-

curred in the struggles, and that the loss is very
great on the side of the workmen when the unsuc-
cessful strikes are taken into account But it must
be remembered that strikes have not always owed
their origin to trades-unions, and that now, on the
contrary, trades-unions, instructed by former experi-

ence, often use their influence to check inconsiderate

stril^g. And it should also be remembered that

the utmty of striking cannot be fairly estimated by
the mere balance of loss and gain in the strikes that

have actually taken place. The practice of striking

has no doubt taught the masters as well as the men
a salutary lesson, and has made the former less

ready to resist the men’s demands when these de-

mands are reasonable. Much hostility against trades-

unions has been produced by the outrages of a more
or less serious nature of which some of the unions
have undoubtedly been guilty. The most common
of these outrages is what is called

*
rattening,* that

is, depriving a workman who has rendered himself

obnoxious to his union, of his tools, and keeping them
until the workman has made amends to the union

for his offence. The intimidation of non-unionists

who venture to take work where the men are out on
strike is also a common practice. So frequent did

such outrages become that special legislation had to

be made regarding them (38 and 39 Victoria, cap.

Ixxx. s. 7). The number of unionists among the

working-classes is by no means so large as is often

supposed. There are many trades that have no
union at and even in those which have unions
the unionists are often in a minority. In 1900,
however, there were 1272 trades-unions in Britain,

with a total membership of 1,905,116. The income
of 100 of the chief unions amounted to a total of

£1,974,611, the accumulated funds being £3,766,625.
Bee Webb’s History of Trade Unionism (1894) and
Industrial Democracy (1897).

TRADE-WINDS. See Wind, and the articles

on the Atlantic, Indian, and Paoipio Oceans.
TRADITION, any knowledge handed down from

one generation to another by oral communication.
It plays a very important part in the Jewish and
Roman Oatholic Churches. For an account of the

position it holds in the first, see Talmud and the

articles referred to there
;
and for that which it holds

in the second, see Infallibiliti.

TRADUCIANS (from traduco^ transmit), a name
which the Pelagians anciently gave to the Catholics^

because of their teaching that original sin was trans-

mitted from father to children. More commonly the
term is applied to the theory first propounded by
TertuUian that souls are tran^tted to children by
the parents. See Mind.
Trafalgar, a cape on the south-west coast of

Spain, at the north-west entrance of the Strait of

Gibndtar. It is low and sandy, and terminates in
two headlands, on the east of which is a round tower.
The famous naval battle in which Nelson lost his
Ufe, after defeating the combined French and Spanish
fleets under the command of Villeneuve and Gimvina^
was fought off this cape, October 21, 1805.
TRAGEDY. SeeD^AMA.

TRAOOPAN. SeePHiAflAHK.

TRAGULUS, an interestiiig genus ol Bmninant
Quadrupeds, by some zoologm induded in the

family Mos^(W or Musk-deers (which see), and by
others made the type of a distinct family, that of tlte

Tra^dsB. The most familiar spe(^ of t^ genus

is the TracfuLui pygmosus or Kanchi, sometimes also

known as the Pigmy Musk-deer, the smallest known
ruminant. It occurs in the Eastern Archipelago,

where it inhabits thick forests. It is very wary and

cunning; and is said to feign death when caught^

and to frequently escape tlurough this rusa Ab a

genus the Traguli are known by the hairless chin
and throat

TRAINING, Athletic. The main requisite in

athletic training is to get rid of all superfluous flesh,

which consists chiefly of the fatty tissue of the body.

This is chiefly effected by perspiration induced by
violent exercise and warm clothing, or sometimes

now-a-days by the use of the Turkish bath. The
length of time during which the training must be

continued depends of course greatly on the condition

of the person undergoing the process. One who has

been accustomed to a life in the open air with plenty

of exercise, will put himself in proper condition in

much less time than one whose pursuits up to the

time of his commencing training have been sedentary.

During all the time that the training is going on the

person trained must adhere to a strictly regulated

diet both as to eating and drinking. The slightest

unwarrantable indulgence would completely undo
the effects of much h^ labour. Almost the same
methods of training are pursued with animals as with

men, but in their case much less training is required

to bring them into condition.

TRAJAN (Lat. Marcufi Ul/pmi TVajanus),aRoman
emperor, bom in Italica (near Seville), in the S^mnish
province of Baetica, in the year 52 A.D., was the son

of Trajanus, a distinguished Roman commander under
Vespasian. He accompanied his father in a campaign
against the Parthians, and also served on the Rhine,

where he acquired so high a character that when the

excellent and aged Nerva came to the throne he
adopted him and raised him to the rank of Csesar in

97. His elevation immediately curbed the insolence

of the prffitorian guards; and Nerva dying a few
months after, he peaceably succeeded to the throne

(98). He was at that time in Germany, where he
remained for more than a year, to settle a peace with

the German tribes, and in 99 set out with a numer-
ous escort to Rome. After a liberal largess to the

soldiers and people he took measures for supplying

the capital with com, in which he was eminentlv

successfuL He then proceeded to punish and banish

the pernicious tribe of informers, and to reduce some
of the most odious of the taxes, and showed the most
praiseworthy solicitude to fill the most important
posts with men of talent and integrity. Although
nis early military life had prevent^ him from
acquiring the accomplishments of learning, he was
sensible of its importance, and founded libraries;

and under his patronage ^e studies were revived
which had suffered from the persecution of Domitian.
His virtues procured for him^ by the unanimous voice
of the senate, the title of Optimus. In 101 he set
out on an expedition against Decebalus, king of the
Dacians

,
who had forced Domitian to purchase pMoe

by an annual payment of money. The war lasted
for about two years, and ended in the defeat of the
Dacians. Trajan then returned to Rome and enjoyed
the honours of a triunmh with the tia.Tne of Dadcas
(108). In this yew Pliny was made governor of
Pontus and Bithynia, whim circumstanoe nve rise
to a series of offic^ letters between him ana Trajan
still extant. Amnng these are the epistles
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Tespecting the Ohristiaiis, whom he direots Pliny not

to aearch for, but to pnn^ if brought before him;
and on no account to listen to anonymous charges.

In 104 Deoebalus renewed the war with the Romans,
which immediately called out the warlike emperor,

who, with a view to form a road for his troops,

oonetocted a bridge over the Danube, below the

modem Orsova, which was deemed one of the

greatest works of antiquity (106). He then marched
mto Dacia, and reduced the capital of Decebalus,

who, in despair, killed himself; and Dada became a

Roman province. It is supposed that it was in com-
memoration of his wars in Dacia that he erected

the column sculptured with his exploits which still

remains under his name. After this war Trajan

occupied himself continuously with the work of ad-

ministration for some years. The year 114 is said

to be that in which he dedicated the magnificent

forum that he built in Rome, and in that year he
set out on a new warlike expedition. The disposal

of the crown of Armenia led, in the first instance, to

a contest with Chosroes, the Parthian, of which war
the reduction of Armenia to a Roman province was
the result. His war with the Parthians was com-
pleted in two campaigns, after which he sailed down
the Tigris and entered the Persian Gulf. During
his absence the Parthians revolted. After giving

a king to the Parthians he laid siege to Atra, the

capital of an Arabian trilie, but was obliged to with-

draw to S3rria. In the following year (117) he pro-

posed returning into Mesopotamia, but was attacked

by a disorder, which induced him to repair to Italy,

leaving the army under the command of Hadrian.

He had proceeded no farther than Selinus, in Cilicia,

when he died, after having adopted Hadrian for

his successor. Trajan died in his sixty -fourth

year, after a reign of nearly twenty years. In his

private character he was said to be addicted to sen-

sual indulgences. His good qualities as a ruler,

however, were such that, at the distance of 250 years

from his death, the senators, in their acclamations

on the accession of a new emperor, were accustomed

to wish that he might be more fortunate than Au-
gustus and better than Trajan.

TRAJAN’S COLUMN. See Rome.
TRALEE, a market-town and seaport in Ireland,

in the county of Kerry, on the river Lee, 55 miles

south-west of Limerick. It has several spacious and
well-kept streets, and an active trade in farm pro-

duce. By means of a canal vessels up to 300 tons can

discharge their cargoes within 100 yards of the

town. Pop. (1891), 9318; (1901), 9867.

TRAMWAY, a variety of railway specially

adapted for passenger traffic on the streets of towns

or for facilitating communication between a town
and its suburbs. A tramway or street-railway

necessarily differs considerably from a railway in the

strict sense of the term. The rails must be so laid

as not to interfere with the general traffic, and the
points must be of much simpler construction, with
the fewest possible movable parts. The speed of the
cars must, of course, be much less, under most cir-

cums^ces, than that of railway train^ and the
emission of smoke or steam is not permissible. The
cars, moreover, must run at short intervals, and
must stop either when required or at least fre-

quently. The gauge of tramway lines is mostly
tne same as the normal gauge of railway lines.

Formerly the rails were of iron and rested on
wooden sleepers, but this system was deficient both
in firmness and in permanence. Steel is now used
for tramway rails, and they are supported on a bed
of road-metel or coarse sand so as to be on a level

with the surface of the street. Flanges on the
wheels of the can serve to ke^ them on ^e rails.

Until recently street tramways were propelled
chiefly by horses, but the great superiority of me-
chanical traction has almost wholly displaced the
horse for work of this kind. In several cities steam
is the motive power adopted, but in such oases it is

necessary to provide means for consuming the smoke
wd condensing the steam. The Rowan steam-car
is one of the principal vehicles of this type. Fire-
less steam-cars have also been devised. Compressed
air was successfully used as a motive power in
street tramwa3ra in Nantes in 1881, and it has
since been intr^uced elsewhere. Street cars driven
by gas motors were first tried in 1885 in Mel-
bourne, and several tram lines with gas power
have been laid down in Germany in recent years.
Cable-cars were introduced in San Francisco, a
city with very st^p gradients, by Andrew Hallidie,
in 1873, and this system is in op>eration also in
Cincinnati, Denver, St. Paul, St. Louis, and other
American cities, as well as in some cities of the Old
World, such as Edinburgh. An endless wire cable
is kept running on pulleys in an iron tube, beneath
the level of the street and midway between the rails,

by a stationary engine at the power station. Each
car is provided with a bar which can be let down
into the tube through a slit in the upper part, and
this bar can be firmly fixed to the cable by the

driver when required. All these forms of mechani-
cal traction, however, are now of less importance
than electric traction, which bids fair to drive them
all from the field. The first successful application

of electricity as a tramway motive power was made
by Siemens and Halske near Berlin in 1881. Three
systems are now in use, namely, the overhead trolley

system, which necessitates an elaborate erection of

supporting poles and overhead wires; the under-
ground trolley system; and the accumulator system.
The last is the best from a theoretical stand-point,
because with it each car has its own power and is

not dependent on the continuous working of a cur-

rent from a power station; but the imperfections of

the present accumulators, particularly their great

weight, have hitherto stood in the way of its general
adoption. The underground trolley system has been
introduced in London, New York, and Washington,
but at present the prevailing method of applying
electricity to the propulsion of cars is by means of

overhead wires and trolleys. (See Electric Rail-
ways in Supp.)

Street cars have mostly two decks, one protected

from weather and one exposed, but one-decked cars

are also in use. They are generally entered from
the ends, but some are entered from the middle.
Sometimes the fares are deposited by the fiassengers

in a box, but usually they are collected by the con-

ductor. In most large American cities and in some
Continental cities there is a uniform fare for any
distance, and in not a few places (Stockholm, New
York, San Francisco, St. Paul, &c.) transfer tickets

are obtainable with or without extra charge.

The first tramway was constructed in New York
in 1831, and the first tramway in the United King-
dom was the Birkenhead one of 1860. The first

French line was laid down in Paris in 1853. In
1898 Boston (U.8.A.) opened a subway for her
electric cars, and at some points of the route there

are even sub-subways. Most of the larger munici-

palities of the United Kingdom own and control the

tramways within and even beyond their municipal

limits. There are now about 1200 miles of road

and street tramways in the United Kin^om, with
an annual income of over £6^600,000 ancfan annual
expenditure of over £4,000,000. The total num-
ber of passengers carried in a year is about
1,100,000,000.
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TRANCE, in eortainr, a 0fcate In which the Yolnn-
tarr Innotbns of the oodj ere mepende^ end in

iHuoh e dreem life ie oeriMd on of more ooherenoy
tiien in ordinary sleep. In some oeses the <ndy ex-

teniel sign of trenoe is the length of time dozing
which the voluntaiy functions are suspended. The
patient is then said to be in a tranoe-sleep. When
the trance is deeper the action of the heart and
hinn is very feeble although perceptible; ^e state

of me patient is distinguish^ as that of trance-coma.
And when the trance is so deep that ^e action of

the heart and lungs becomes alt<^ether imperceptible,
the body falls in temperature and no sustenanoe is

taken, the patient is said to be in a deai^-tranoe.

The state of trance is usually a consequence of violent
emotion or excitement, espedally of a religious nature.
By those who have fallen into such a state in conse-
quence of religious excitement the dreams then ex-
jmenced by them are often taken for revelations

bom another world. For the state of apparent death
which sometimes takes place to such a degree as to

have led to the interment of people under the suppo-
sition that death had actually taken place, see As-
phyxia and Death; and for the means of restoring

suroended animation, see Dbowkino.
TBANI, a town and seaport of South Italy, in

the province of Bari, on the Adriatic, 26 miles n.w.
of Bari. The principal edifices are the cathedral
(twelfth century), with a large cxypt and fine bronze
doors, and the castle, now used as a prison. The
old fortifications have been replaced by promenades.
The trade consists chiefly in oil, grain, almonds, figs.

Mid excellent wine. Trani was an important town
in the period of the Crusades, and since the eleventh
centuiy it has been the see of an archbishop. Pop.
about 25,000.

TRANQUEBAR, a seaport of India, in Madras,
district of Tanjore, 66 miles south of Pondicherry.
It stands between two arms of the river Cavory,
and is surrounded by ramparts faced with masonry,
and having at the south-east angle the citadel of

Danneborg, now used as a prison. The town is

neatly built; and there are two Protestant churches,
a Portuguese chapel, and Danish, English, and
Portuguese schools. Some manufactures of coanse
cottons, die., are carried on. The railways in the
district have diverted its trade. It was the first

settlement of Protestant missionaries in India. It
was mide a Danish settlement in 1616, and sold to
the British in 1845. Pop., with the native suburb
of PoraiyAr, 14,468.

TRANSCAUCASIA. See Caucasus.
TRANSCENDENT and TRANSCENDENTAL

are technical terms in philosophy. According to
their etymology (from tramcendere) they signify
that which goes beyond a certain limit; in philosophy,
that which goes beyond or transcends the circle of
experience, or of what is perceptible by the senses.

The latter sort are called, in a narrower sense, pure
or trariicendentcd,

TRANSEPT. See Abohitecture,
TRANSFUSION {trun^utio, from tran^undo, to

pour from one vessel into another), the transmission
of blood from the veins of one living animal to those
of anothw, or from those of a man or one of the lower
animals into a man. This operation, performed with
^e view of restoring the vigour of exhaustqjd subjects,
is a very old one. It was performed without success
on Pope Innocent YIII. in 1492. It was resorted to
in Frwoe by Denys and Emerez in the seventeenth
century, but the ImmI success of some of their opera-
tions led to the proscription of the practice by the
Parliament of Paris in 1668, and for a long time the
mration was altogether given up. It has, however, <

been reintroduced into modem snigery, and with a i
i

great amount of suooeas. Probably the faflnrsa b
former times were occasioned by a want of due pre-

cautions to exclude the air when transfusing the
blood from one person to another, perhaps also from
the blood of animals being us^ The operation

being dangerous is only to be tried after other means
have failed and is employed in oases of great loss of

blood by hemorrhage or other causes, p^dpally in

connection with labour. Full details regarding the

mode of performing the operation are to be mund
in Dr. Playfair's &mdbook of Obstetric Operations

(London, 1865).

TRANSIT, the passage of a heavenly body across

the meridian; the passage of one heavenly body
across the disc of another. See Vekub.
TRANSIT INSTRUMENT, a telescope adapted

for observing the passage of heavenly bo^es across

the meridian. A transit telescope has a transverse

axis on which it is free to rotate in bearings solidly

supported on stone pillars. The line of coUiznation

(the line joining the optical centre of the object-glass

with the centrfd intersecting cross wires in the prin-

cipal focus) must be adjusted at right angles to

the axis of rotation, so that this line will describe a
plane when the instrument is moved

; and the bear-

ings of the axis must be so placed that the plane
described will be the plane of the meridian. In the
principal focus of the object-glass an arrangement of

six single fibres of silk exists; one of these fibres is

horizontal, and five others placed at equal distances

apart cross it at right angles. In using the in-

strument, when a star is seen to cross the intersec-

tion of the middle wires the time by the observatory
clock is noted

;
a graduated circle attached to the

instrument gives the altitude of the star. A small
lamp is attached to the side of the telescope tube
to throw light against the cross-wires, so that they
may be seen through the eye-piece.

TRANSMIGRATION OF THE SOUL, or
Mbtbmpbtohobib, the passage which, according to
the belief of many races and tribes at all times, the
soul after the death of the body makes through the
bodies of the lower animals or other human bodies,
or, it may be, through plmits or inanimate objects.
Among various trib^ of Africa and America the
belief is found entirely unconnected, so far as can
now be discovered, with any ethical notions. In the
teaching of the Brahmanic Hindus, among whom the
doctrine can be traced further back than in any other
r^e, it has its foundation in the belief of the connec-
tion of all living beings, and of the gradual purifica-
tion of the spiritual part of man and its return to
the common source and origin of all things—GhxL
By them the migration of a human soul through
various bodies is regarded partly as a penance and
partly as a means of purification. The doctrine of
transmigration is accepted by the Buddhists also, but
with them the ultimate goal of the soul is not absorp-
tion in the Deity, but annihilation, Nirvana, The
southern Buddhists hold the doctrine with another
important difference. They do not believe that one
soul undergoes a variety of migrations, but that
after the death of the body another soul which derives
its existence from the one that inhabited that body
begins its life in another body. With this doctrine
IS connected the regard which the Indigni^ have for
animus. The doctrine also formed part of the secret
teaching of the Egyptian priests, who believed that
the soul had to continue 8000 years after death in
the bodies of animals before it could reach the habi-
tations of the blessed. It was probably from the
Egyptians that the doctrine pas^ to the Greeks,
among whom it was never generally ourzen^ butwas
confined to the mysteries and some philnanphic sys-
tems. Pythagoras is the first Gieek philnanjO^ In
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whoM lyttem the doctrine ooonpied en important

nlaoe» but Thelee and Phereoydea are both said to

have preceded him in teaching it Plato in his

Pbsdo advances some probable arguments in favour

of the doctrine, propounding the speculation that

souls return into the Grodhead after a cycle of 10,000

years, during which they have to abide in the bodies

of animiJB and men. Plotinus treats of two kinds

of transmigrations, a passage of souls from invisible

ethereal b^ies into earthly ones, and from earthly

into other earthly bodies. Among the Romans,
Cicero alludes to this doctrine, and Virgil, and more
especially Ovid, in many passages give it a poetical

tr^tment Caesar informs us, that it was believed

in by the Gauls, who, he 8a3r8,
in this faith were able

to despise death. The doctrine is also found in the

Talmud, but only a minority of the Jewish rabbis

appear to have adopted it. They treat the subject

of transmigration in their peculiar way, maintaining

that God created butacertain numberof Jewish souls,

which therefore constantly return on earth as long as

Jews are to be found here, and are sometimes made
to dwell in the bodies of animals for the sake of pen-

ance, but at the day of the resurrection will all be
purified, and in the bodies of the just revive on the

soil of the promised land. The doctrine of the trans-

migration of souls has also been held by various

heretical Christian sects, for example, by the Carpo-
cratians, Valentinians, and Manichseans. It was
also professed by the Arabs before Mohammed, but
was not admitted by him into the Koran. Even
some modem European writers have inclined to this

doctrine. Among these may be mentioned Lessing

in Germany, and Pierre Leroux and Jean Reynaud
in France. The reasoning of Lessing in support of

the doctrine amounts to this, that the human soul

can acquire the infinite conceptions of which it is

capable only in an infinite series of successive exist-

ences, that the soul in one condition may supply the
deficiencies of another, and thus gradually fit itself

for a perfect life. Such a theory, however, is radi-

cally different from the ordinary doctrine of trans-

migration, inasmuch as it does not imply successive

existences on earth.

TRANSPLANTING, the removal of a i)lant to a
new situation. Most plants can be transplanted when
very young, and from time totime till they are middle-
aged, if due precautions are taken, and adequate
mechanical means employed. In transplanting large

trees aconsiderable amount of mechanical power is re-

quired to raise the tree and its roots together with the
mass of earth adhering tothem above the surface of the
pound. Evelyn in his Sylva (1664) mentions several

instances in which large trees were transplanted in

considerable numbers in his day. In removing large

trees two principles have been chiefiy acted upon.
According to one the stem of the tree, with a strong
piece of timber braced to it, forms a lever

;
and on

being drawn down over a fulcrum, consisting gener-
ally of an axle supported on wheels, the root with its

ball of earth is raised up, and the tree is conveyed in
an^ inclined position to its destination. By the other
principle, which is that more recently adopted, the
tree with its ball of earth is raised perpendicularly
by screw power or otherwise, and this mode is unques-
tionably the best where there is clear space to move
the tree along in an erect position, and even in some
oases where the tree must necessarily be inclined
after it is taken up on account of the want of head-
room in its course of transit.

TRANSPORTATION, a punishment formerly in
general practice in Briti^ for crimes of the more
serious description, but falling short of the pe^ty
of death. It varictd in duration from seven years to
the tenninrtiyi of the criminal’s life, aocmrding to the

magnitude of the offence. Australia, Tasmania^ and
Norfolk Island were the stations to which oonviets
were conveyed. By an act of 1867 sentences of
transportation were abolished, and superseded by
sentences of penal servitude, varying from three years
to the whole period of life. This act, however, re-

served to the privy-counoil the right of ordering
persons under sentence of penal servitude to be trans-
ported, and it was not till 1868 that transportation
to Western Australia actually came to an end.

TRANSUBSTANTIATION. See Lord’s Sup-
per.

TRANSVAAL, formerly The South Afrioah
Republic, a British colony in South Africa, bounded
on the north by Rhodesia, from which it is separated

by the river Limpopo
;
on the east by Portuguese

^st Africa and Zululand ; on the south by Natal
and the Orange River Colony, the boundary being

chiefly the Vaal river; and on the west by Bechuana-
land; area, including Swaziland, about 122,150 square

miles. A great part of the country consists of ele-

vated plains or undulating plateaux, rising in the

south and east to a height of from 4000 to 7000 feet

above sea-level
;
in the north, or low country, where

it slopes to the Limpopo, having an elevation of

1500 to 4000. The scenery is, as a rule, monotonous
and uninteresting, though in parts relieved by ranges

of wild and ruggecl mountains; but forest landscape is

rare, and many parts are scantily supplied with water.

In the east the great Drakenl)erg range is continued

northward into the country, and the culminating

point seems to be Mauch Peak, 8780 feet. In the

south the now famous Witwaterarand range stretches

from east to west, forming the watershed between
the Vnal and the Limpopo basins. Here also is the

Magalie8l>erg range. The rivers that intersect the

country are chiefly tributaries of the Limpopo, such

as the Crocodile, Magalacjueen, and Olifant. The
climate naturally varies according to elevation and
local circumstaru^es; generally it is healthy, and even

bracing, on the higher grounds
;
in the low grounds

and river valleys it is tropical, and in the rainy sea-

son fever is apt to prevail, especially to the north of

the watershed. The summer lasts from September
to the end of March

;
the winter, from April to the

end of August. This is the driest season. The raini-

est months are December, January, and February.

The indigenous flora is comparatively poor, but all

kinds of European grains, fruits, and vegetables

thrive excellently, and sub - tropical and tropical

plants may be successfully cultivated in many locali-

ties, including oranges, cotton, sugar, coffee, and
tob^o. The country formerly swarmed with large

animals, but these have been exterminated or largely

reduced in numbers. The country is more pastoral

than agricultural, and the Boers, who are the chief

owners of the land, possess large flocks and herds of

sheep and cattle. Cultivation is extending, however,

but in many parts to carry it to perfection irrigation

would be necessary. The great product of the coun-

try at present is gold, the first field to be success-

fully worked being that of Lydenburg, opened in

1869. Mining progressed slowly, however, till 1886,

when the Sheba Reef was discovered, and the Rand
was proclaimed a gold-field. Since then the quantity

obtained has enormously increased, the Witwaters-

rand having yielded no less than 4,288,086 ozs.

in 1898, the total value of the yield for that year

being over £16,000,000. The total output of

all uie Transvaal mines from 1887 to 1899 was
22,788,038 ozs. The same perod also witnessed

the rise and growth of the mining centre Johannes-

huTgt from *a few straggling shanties' to a town of

220,000 inhabitants in 1899. The Transvaal is rich

also in other minerals, including coal, which is now



worked at several places. Silver is mined near
Pretoria. Iron, zinc, antimony, quicksilver, copper,

lead, and sulphur have also been reported. The
total population in 1898 was given as 1,043,075, of

whom 754,325 were coloured and 288,750 white.

About 73 per cent of the whites were said to be of

foreira origin, the remainder being the South African
Dutw people, known as Boers. Of the whites
some 70,000 or 80,000 were resident in Johannes-
burg, and of these some 67 per cent were of British

origin, other foreigners mostly Germans,
Americans, and Portuguese. The coloured popula-
tion consists of Kaffirs, Bechuanas, &c. Under the
Boer constitution of 1858 (the Grondwet), as subse-
quently revised, the legislative body consisted of

two volksraads or houses. The first volksraad was
composed of twenty-nine members elected by direct

vote of the electors, and no one could sit in it unless

he was at least thirty years of a^ and had been for

two years a qualified voter. The second volksraad

also consisted of twenty -nine members directly

elected. No bill passed by the second raad could

become law without the approval of the first. Mem-
bers of the first raad were elected by the first-class

burghers, that is, all male whites bom in the coun-
try or resident prior to 1876, or who fought in

certain subsequent campaigns, and their children

from the age of sixteen. The second raad was
elected by, and from, the first and second - class

burghers, the latter of whom included all naturalized

alien males and their children from the age of six-

teen. Aliens could become naturalized after two
vears’ residence, and they could become first-class

burghers by resolution of the first raad twelve years

after naturalization. The fourteen years period for

full burghership was not introduced until the great

immigration of gold-seekers, especially into Johannes-
burg, had made the little republic alarmed for its

safety and national existence. In 1876-81 one year

Q
ualified for the franchise. The executive was in

be hands of a president (from 1882 Stephen John
Paul Kruger, see in Supp.), elected for five years by
the first-class burghers. He was assisted byan elected

executive council. The seat of government is Pre-

toria, and the other chief towns are Johannesburg,

Heidelberg, Potchefstroom, Rustenburg, Klerksdorp,

Pietersburg, Lydenburg, Barberton, and Boksburg.

The main railway through the Orange River Colony
crosses the Vaal and runs north to Johannesburg,
Pretoria, and Pietersburg. There are also lines from
Pretoria to Delagoa Bay, from Johannesburg to

Klerksdorp, and from Johannesburg to Dur^n.
The revenue in 1898 was £3,983,560, the expendi-

ture £8,971,473; estimated revenue for 1902-08,

£3,700,000. The imports for nine months in 1902
were £7,771,000.

The Transvaal first appears in South African his-

tory in 1836, when some of the Boers who had left

Cape Colony at the time of the Great Trek crossed

the Vaal in order to esca^ from the rule of Britain.

With native assistance they soon drove the invad-
r » s

With native assistance thejr soon drove the invad-

ing Matabele across the Limpopo, and they after-

wards adopted a republican extern of government.

In 1852, the Sand River Convention, Great

Britain formally recognized their complete independ-

ence, but it was not till 1860 that the four republics

of Potchefstroom, L3
rdenburg, Utrecht, and Zout-

pansbercr were welded together into a single re-were welded together into a single re-

iree years later Pretoria became the capital.public. Three
3
rearB later Jrretona became tne capirai.

The republic had to face many diflRculties, financial

and other, and Sir Theophilus Shepstone, a British

commissioner with authority from the Im^rW
Ipvemment, thought that in 1877 its position justi-

fied annexation, for the sake of the people them-

selves, and this was accordingly declared on April

12 of that year. The executive and the president

formally protested, and it sMn became dear that a
large majority of the inhabitants were oiq>oeed to

annexation. Had the promise of legislative auto-

nomy, however, been carried out without delay, all

might have been well, but the Boers were led by
repeated refusals to take up arms, and on Dec. 13,

1880, declared their independence. The Boers at

once invested all the British garrisons and cut off

their communications. Then followed in quick suc-

cession the British disasters at Bronkhorst Spruit,

Laing’s Nek (Jan. 28, 1881), Ingogo (Feb. 7), and
especially Majuba Hill (Feb. 27). These reverses,

together with information concerning the possible

effect of the continuation of the struggle upon the

other Dutch inhabitants of South Africa, led the

British government to conclude peace upon the ^is
of a modified Transvaal independence under British

suzerainty. This settlement was embodied in the

Pretoria Convention of 1881, but in 1884 this con-

vention was superseded by the London Convention,

under which the republic, thenceforward to be called

the South African Republic, was granted internal

independence, with the reservation of British control

over foreign treaties. Trouble arose soon after in

connection with the annexation by the Transvaal of

territory in Bechuanaland outside of the limits as-

signed by the London Convention, but the affair

was settled amicably. In 1886 the gold-fields of

the Witwatersrand began to attract great numbers
of British and others, and these steadily increased

from year to year. The difiicult questions con-

nected with the naturalization of the Uitlanders

(Outlanders), as the new-comers were called, and
the granting to them of the franchise, had to be
faced by the republic, which tried to put off the

settlement as long as possible. The agitation among
the Johannesburg Uitlanders reached a crisis in

December, 1895, when a rising was arranged to take

place, supported by an armed invasion from the
west under Dr. L. 8. Jameson, Administrator of

Rhodesia. Jameson crossed the frontier on Dec. 29,

but owing to some misunderstanding the revolt did
not take place, and the ‘raiders’ were forced to sur-

render to a Boer force near Krugersdorp on Jan. 2,

1896. The Uitlanders gave up their arms, and the

leaders of the internal agitation were tried. Four
pleaded guilty to a charge of high treason, and the

rest to &e-maje8ti, but ^1 were eventually released

on the payment of various fines and the making of

certain declarations. Jameson and his subordinates

were handed over to the British government for

trial. From that time events steadily drifted to-

wards the disastrous war which began on October

11, 1899, and in which the South African Republic
was joined by the Orange Free State. The story of

the war is told in a separate article. South African
War (in Supp.), and the terms on which the Boers
agreed to surrender are also stated there. The
Transvaal is nowdirectly under a lieutenant-governor

and executive council; the resettlement of the
country is rapidly proceeding; trade and mining are
rapidly expanding; and education, railway communi-
cation, &C., are now receiving much attention.

TRANSYLVANIA (German Hun-
garian Erdily)^ the south - east portion of the Aus-
trian Kmpire, now fully incorporated with Hungary;
ar^ 21,500 square miles. The surface is moun-
tainous, being covered the Carpathian chain and
its ramifications. The whole belongs to the basin

of the Danu]^ which receives a great put of its

waters very circuitously hy means of the Maros and
the Szamos, both tributaries of the Theias. Tho
climate is healthy; the summer heat of the lower
grounds is at tiniM extreme. There are magnificent
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and valoable forests; fruits abound evnrwhere, and
the culture of the vine is general. The crops in-

clude, besides the ordinary cereals, jMtatoes, &c.,

also maize, hemp, flax, and tobacco, rme breeds of

horses, cattle, and sheep are reared. Many horses

are exported. Large numbers of swine are fatten^.

The wild animals include bears, wolves, and wild

boars. The minerals are importaxit, and include

gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, quicksilver, antimony,

coal, and i^t. The last occupies immense tracts.

Manufactures have made little progress, and are

chiefly in the hands of Germans. The trade is

chiefly conflned to the natural produce of the

country, and imported manufactures. The chief

centres are Hermannstadt, Kronstadt, and Klausen-

burg. Education is in a somewhat backward state.

The population, about 2,500,000, is very mixed. The
principal nationalities are Roumanians, Magyars,

and Germans, besides Gypsies, Jews, Bulmrians,

and others. The chief religious bodies are Roman
Catholics, Greek Catholics, and Protestants. The
name Transylvania, 8ignif3ung ‘beyond the woods’,

is due to the extensive forests on the western side.

In ancient times Transylvania was a part of the

province of Dacia. From the fourth century on-

wards it was occupied by various nations in succes-

sion. In 1004 it was conquered by Stephen I. of

Hungary, and was afterwards governed by a viceroy

{voyvode). In the sixteenth century the voyvode
John Zapolya obtained Transylvania as a sovereign

principality, but it could not maintain its indepen-

dence against the house of Austria, and in 1713
was united to Hungary. In 1765 Maria Theresa
raised it to the rank of a grand-principality. It

Buffered severely during the commotions of 1848-49^

and since 1867-68 it has been reunited to Hungary.
TRAP, a term rather loosely applied to igneous

rockSjjiiatinct from granite on tne one hand and
recent volcanic rocks (lavas, &c.) on the other, but
not now used in any scientific sense. Such rocks

often produce very picturesque or striking scei^ery.

Basalt is the most compact, the hardest, and the

heaviest of the trap-rocks; it almost always contains

felspar, olivine, and augite, with a considerable

portion of iron. The most remarkable form assumed
by basalt is that of regular pillars, often rouped
together in colonnades. To the effect of cooling are

ascribed the prismatic 8ha|Xi of basaltic columns,

and the ball-and-socket adaptation of the joints in

these columns. The sea-cliffs of Mull, Skye, and
other islands of the Hebrides often exhibit b^lt in

the columnar form. Of these, Staffa affords the most
celebrated example. (See Staffa.) The north coast

of Antrim also exhibits an extensive development
of basaltic columnar rocks, as at Fair Head and the

Giant’s Causeway. (See Giant’s Causeway.) In
the Isle of Skye there are pillars 400 feet in height.

TRAPANI (ancient Drepanon or Ihepanum)^ a
s^port in the west of Sicily, on a peninsula shaped
like a sickle, and hence its name, from the Greek
drepangf a sickle. It is surrounded by walls flanked
with biwtions. The only important ecclesiastical

edifi^ is the cathedral. The palace in which the
provinmal assemblies meet is a handsome edifice.

There is a Ivceum, and a statue of Victor Emmanuel
stands in the piazza named from him. There are
manufactures of articles in coral, shell, and alabaster.

hartour is good, and the trade is considerable
in salt, wine, and flour. Fishing is actively carried on.
At a short distance B.N.E. of the town is Mount San
Giuliano, the ancient Er3rx. (Sc^Ertz.) Pop. 85,000.
TRAP-DOOR SPIDER. See Mabon-bpidbb.

^
TRAPEZIUM, a quadrilateral figure of unequal

aidea» and consequently unequM angles, but with
two of the sides parallel. A trapezoid is a quadri-

lateral figure with no two sides piurallel; but soim-
times the respective meanings are interchanged.

TRAPPE, La, Trappibts. See La Trapfi.
TRASIMENUS, Laoub. See Pbruqia (Laoo m).
TRAVANCOR, or Travangore, a native Indian

state, under Madras, occupying the extreme south-

west of the peninsula, its frontier terminating in
the south-east at Cape Comorin ;

area, fl730 square
miles. It is bound<^ by the Ghauts on the eut,
and most part of the territory is hilly, descending
abruptly toward the sea, where the surface is fiat

and presents extensive back-waters. Streams are
numerous, as are also canals and tanks for artificial

irrigation in the south. The climate is generally
considered healthy, and the soil fertile. Rice, pepper,

cardamoms, cocoa and areca nuts, and oil-pUmto are

the chief vegetable products. The mulberry, coffee,

and tobacco thrive well. The dwellings are better

than in many parts of India, and the middle classes

of the population are usually able to read and write.

The ruling family is Hindu; the sovereignty and
inheritance of property pass in the female line, as

elsewhere on the Malabar coast. Travancor, the

former capital, is small, and now in decay. Trivan-

drum is the residence of the rajah. Pop. of state

in 1891, 2,557,840 (including 500,000 Christians).

TRAVELLERS. See Inn and Innkeepers, and
Pasbbnoerb.
TRAVELLER’S TREE {Bavenala Madagazoar-

ienm)i an arborescent plant of the natural order

Musacese (banana family). Its trunk terminates in

a bundle of leaves arranged in the manner of a fan,

each of which is borne by a petiole often 10 feet in

length, and has a blade alx>ut 6 feet long and 2} to

3 feet broad. The plant grows in marshy districts

of Madagascar and Reunion. The seeds yield a flour,

which is eaten by the natives. It is called Traveller’s

Tree from the fact that when an incision is made in

the base of the petiole a Quantity of limpid and whole-
some water flows out, which renders it often a great

resource for travellers. Another species, R, guya-
nensisy is found in Guiana and northern Brazil.

TRAVERTINE, a kind of limestone, abundant
in different parts of Italy, and employed in andent
and modem buildings. See Tufa.
TRAVESTY, a comic treatment, particularly in

poetry, of a subject which has been already handled
gravely, so that it is, as it were, divested of its grave
dress and a comic one put on.

TRAWLING, a mode of fishing in which a net
in the form of a large bag 70 to 100 feet long,

narrowing to the clos^ end, is dragged along the

bottom of the sea. The mouth or wide end of the

net in the ‘ beam trawl ’ is kept open by a beam, at

the ends of which are attached the ends of the rope

by which the net is dragged along. In the ‘otter

trawl’, which has largely superseded the beam
trawl, there is no beam, and the mouth is kept open
chiefly by two boards that rest edgewise on the
bottom, and are spread out diagonally by wire ropes

attached to them and connected with the trawling

vessel. In the narrow closed end of the net the fish

are collected, and lest they should escape there is

usually an inside net opening backwards. This
mode of fishing is practised to a very great extent

in the seas round the British Islands, especially in

the North Sea, for nearly all kinds of fish exoq>t

herring and mackerel. Cod, whiting, and other

white fish are taken in this way in large numbera,
and some kinds of flat-fish, as soles, can scarcely

be taken in any other manner. There are now
many small steam-vessels engaged in this industiy,

which has largely developed in recent years. It is

often objected to as destroying fish spawn, and idti-

mately tending to injure the productiveness of the
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fifltung'grounds, but except, perhaps, as regards cer-

tain localities, this does not seem to be conclusively

proved. Latterly, however, it haa been prohibitea

within 8 mUes of the British shores.

TKEACLE. See Suoab.
TREAD-MILL, an instrument of punishment of

modem date, consisting of a large wheel, about

20 or 25 feet wide, with steps on its external sur-

face, upon which the criminals are placed. Their
weight sets the wheel in motion, and they mmntain
themselves in an upright posture by means a hori-

zontal bar fixed above them, of which they keep hold.

The power thus obtained may be applied to the same
purpose as water power, stean^ &c. The tread-mill

has recently been abandoned in most penitentiaries.

It is the invention of Sir William Cubit of Ipswich,
uud was introduced into the prisons of Great Britain
about 1820. See Prison Disoiplins.
TREASON, High. Treason, the crimen IceecB

of the Roman law, is that crime which is

diractlycommittedagainst thesupremeauthority ofthe
state, and is considered to be the greatest crime that

can possibly be committed. The crime of taking the
life of any person to whom the criminal owes duty or

allegiance, as that of a lord or master, an ecclesiastical

superior, a husband, was formerly held to be petty

treason, and it was in opposition to this offence that

treason against the sovereign or the state was called

high treason
;
but by 9 George IV. cap. xxxi. a. 2

such taking of life is declared to be murder only, and
high treason is therefore now the only treason. In a
monarchy it is considered to be the betraying or the

forfeiting of allegiance to the monarch; but in a
community not governed by a supreme hereditary

chief it has reference to the government or the

whole body of the community. This crime can be
committed only by a subject of the sovereign power
or a citizen of the state to which he owes allegiance,

and only against such sovereign or state; and it con-

sists essentially in renouncing his allegiance and
putting himself in the attitude of enmity or hos-

tility. A traitor puts himself in the same relation

to his own sovereign or state that a pirate holds to

all states and governments. The present law of

treason in the United Kingdom rests substantially

upon the statute of %e twenty-fifth year of Edward
III., which comprehends the following descriptions,

namely: 1, compassing or imagining the king’s

death; 2, violation of the king’s companion (mean-
ing the queen), his eldest daughter, unmarried, or

the wife of his eldest son and heir; 3, levying war
against the king in his realm; 4, adhering to his

enemies in his realm, and giving them aid and com-
fort in the realui or elsewhere; 5, counterfeiting the

great or privy seal; and 6, slaying the chancellor,

treasurer, either of the justices of the Court of King’s
Bench or Common Pleas, or of the justices in eyre

or of assize when in the discharge of their judicial

functions in open court. The third of the offences

detailed in this statute of Edward III.’s reign is no
longer declared to be treason, but treason-felony, and
has a milder punishment than treason annexed to it.

(See the next article.) The clause of that statute

pronouncing the counterfeiting of the great seal to

ne treason is now repealed, llie English law con-

demns the person convicted of treason to be drawn
in a hurdle to the plaoe of execution, there to be

hanged, then to have his head severed from his body,

and his body divided into four quarters, the head and
quarters being placed at the oisposal of the crown.

But the more barbarous and revolting parts of this

punishment are usually remitted. Formerly also a
conviction of treason worked forfeiture of lands and
goods to the crown and attainder of blood, so that no
person could inherit an estate to which he must have

derived a title through the person convicted of this

crime. This attainder might be reversed, that is, the

punishment of the traitor's heirs for his offence ndght

^ remitted by act of Parliament, as was done In

respect to the heirs of Algernon Sydney. These pro-

visions are now, however, abolished by 83 ana 84

Viet. cap. xxiil The concealment of treason is called

misprision of treason. See Misprision.

TREASON-FELONY, a term commonly used to

designate those offences which are pronounc^ felony

by 11 and 12 Viet. cap. xii., namely, the TOmpassing,

imagining, inventing, devising, or intending, first, to

deprive the sovereign of any of the royal powers or

prerogatives; or, second, to levy war within the

United Kingdom against the sovereign in order to

force a change of measures or councils, or to put any

force or restraint upon or intimidate either house of

Parliament; or, third, to incite foreigners to invade

any of the dominions of the crowm, when such com-

passing, imagining, inventing, devising, or intending

is declared or uttered by publication of any printing

or writing, by any open and advised spealang, or by
any overt act or deed. Any person found guilty of

any of these species of felony is now liable at discre-

tion to be sentenced to penal servitude for life or for

a term not less than seven years, or to be imprisoned

for a term not exceeding two years with or without

hard labour.

TREASURER, Lord High, the title given in

England to a great officer of the crown first appointed

by William I. He was intrusted with the manage-
ment of the king’s exchequer. In 1612 the duties

of the office were for the first time distributed among
commissioners, and since 1715 this has been the

regular practice. (See Treasury.) After the Union
of England with Scotland in 1707 the I^ord High-
treasurer of England became Lord High-treasurer

of Great Britain, and the corresponding office in

Scotland ceased to exist. In 1816, by 56 Geo. III.

cap. xcviii., although the title of lord high-treasurer

was no longer in actual use, it was enacted that the

title and the duties connected with it should thence-

forth be held as for the United Kingdom.
TREASURE TROVE, coin, gold or silver plate,

or bullion found hidden in the earth or other private

place. Such treasure belongs to the crown, and any
person finding it is bound to give information of the

fact to the officers of the crovm. Failing to do so

he is liable to fine or imprisonment. The crown, on
having treasure trove delivered up to it, is in the
habit of paying to the finder its full value, in order

that persons may not be induced to conceal such dis-

coveries with a view to the profit, whereby many
interesting remains of antiquity might be lost.

TREASURY, the department of government to

which is intrusted the management of the civil list

and of the revenues of the kingdom generally. For-
merly this department was under the management
of a lord high-treasurer appointed by the sovereign

;

it is now intrusted to a board of commissioners, the
two heads of which are the first lord of the treasury
and the chancellor of the exchequer. According to
modem usage the first lord of the treasury, who may
be a member either of the House of Lords or the
House of Commons, is the head of the government;
although, therefore, he is responsible for the treasury
as well as for other departments his superintendence
is general, and the special head of the department
is the chancellor of the exchequer. There ore two
joint-secretaries to the treasury, one of whom, called

the patronage secretary, exercises functions which
are no longer connected with revenue, although their

original connection with it is sufficiently obvioua
The lord high -treasurer, or the treasury board,
bad the oontim of all appointments relating to the
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cevenua^ and ttie Muna official who ffiatribated theie

Mppointmenta wm intniated with the delioate task

of aeouiinff the alleffianoe of the government aup-

porten inatmctiona to them on

unportant occaaiona where their aid was needed.

Tbia ia now the aole function of the {^troni^e aecre-

tary, who ia popularly called the miniateriid whip.

The treasury board has the control of the various

permanent offices connected with the revenue. It is

seldom attended either by the chancellor of the

exche^er or by the prime minister.

T!^ATY, an agreement, league, or contract

between two or more nations or sovereiras formally

signed by oommissioners properly authorized, and
ratified by the several sovereigns or the supreme

power of each state. Treaties are of various lands,

as treaties for regulating commercial intercourse,

treaties of alliance, offensive and defensive, treaties

of peace, &c. In most monarchies the power of

making and ratifying treaties is vested in the sove-

reign; in republics it is vested in the chief magis-

trate, senate, or executive council; in the United

States of America it is vested in the president by
and with the consent of the senate, ^^aties may
be concluded and signed by diplomatic agents, but

these, of course, must be furnished with full powers

by the sovereign authority of their states.

TREBIZOND (Turkish, Tarahotan) anciently

Trapezii8\ a town and seaport of Asiatic Turkey,
capital of a vilayet of the same name, on the shore

of the Black Sea, at the mouth of the Muchka, 120
miles N.w. of Erzeroum. Its houses are mostly of

wood, and its chief buildings are the citadel, mosques
(formerly Greek churches), and churches. The streets

are narrow, crooked, and badly paved. It is the see

of a Greek metropolitan, an Armenian archbishop,

and a United Armenian bishop. It has no proper

harbour, but carries on a considerable trade. The
exports, chiefly tobacco, hazel-nuts, carpets, cattle,

silks, and raisins, amounted to £691,970 in 1901,

and the imports, mainly cottons, woollens, sugar, and
silks, to £1,669,090. Pop. 36,000.

TREDEGAR, a market-town of England, in the

county of Monmouth, 12 miles west by south of

Abergavenny, on the Sirhowy. It has a handsome
town - hall and market - house, three established

churches, and a number of other places of worship

;

and a tine public park. Near it are valuable mities

of coal and ironstone, which furnish employment to

mar^persons. Pop. (1891), 17,341; (1901), 18,674.
Tree, a perennial plant with a single wooded

stem, from which spring the branches containing
the various conservative and reproductive organs,

leaves, blossoms, and fruit. The form most nearly
resembling a tree is the shrub, in which the branches
spring directly from the crown of the root without
a ste^ The two forms are not absolutely distin-

guished, many species of plants being capable of
either development, according to cultivation or other
circumstances. Trees are both endogenous and exo-
genous; by far the ^ater number both of indi-
viduals and of varieties belong to the latter class.

Trees are an important feature in the landscape of
wooded countries, to which they add an element of
incomparable beauty, and they exercise a very power-
ful climatic influence. Their utility in many ways
is great. They supply wood and bear fruits of vari-
ous kinds with an inexhaustible range of valuable
qualities. The ^ts, bark, and other portions of
trees are all utilized in an endless variety of ways.

leaving them bare in winter, are calleJ^^lLdduous;
those ^ which the foliage falls only partially, a fresh
wop of leaves being always suppUed before the
ttstore leaves are exhausted, are called evergreen.

Trees attain a nmt and indefinite age. Thev am
the longest-lived oxganisms of the vegetable king^

dom, and greatly exceed the age of animala AjO-

oording to some themists a tree is not an individual

organism, but a hereditarr series of distinct plants

growing upon the decayed forms of their predeoeo-

Bors. There is consequently no limit, such as that

imposed by individuad decay in animal oiganisnu^ to

the age they may attain. See Abbobioulidbi^
Botany, Timbeb, &a
TREE-FERNS. See Febns.
TREE-KANGAROOS. See Kangaroos.
TREE-NAILS, certain long, cylindrical wooden

pins employed to connect the planks of the ship's

side and bottom to the corresponding timbers.

TREFOIL, a distinctive title applied to plants of

various kinds on account of a peculiarity of the form
of the leaf, which consists of three leaflets; examples,

buckbean, clover, and medick. See the articles or
these plants.

TREMATODA, a division of Scoledda, belonging

to the group of Platyelmia or Flat-worms, and repre-

sented by such forms as the Flukes or DistomaB

(see Livbb-fldke) and their allies. These animals

are known by their flattened shape, and by the

presence of one or more suckers for adhesion to the

tissues of their hosts. A digestive system is very

generally present. The Trematoda are all herma-

phrodite—that is, possess the sexes united in the

same individual In their development the Trema-
toda may exhibit a complicated metamorphosis. The
young or larvae are distinguished from those of the

Tseniada or Tape-worms (which see), in that they

do not possess hooks developed at the cephalic ot

head extremity; and they are never, as in Tape-
worms, inclosed within cysts. See pARABiTia,

Platyhelminthes, Rot, Sooleoida, &c.

TREMOLITE. See Hornblende.
TRENCHES, the name gdven in general to aU

those works which are used in attacking a fortress.

See Siege.

TRENI\ a river of England which rises in Staf-

fordshire, 4 miles north of Burslem; flows first south-

east till it reaches the south-east frontiers of Stafford,

when it turns suddenly north-east, proceeds across

the south comer of Derbyshire, then n.n.e. past
town and through the county of Nottingham, then
almost due north, forming part of the boundary
between that county and Lincoln, enters the latter

county, and falls into the Humber at Trent Falls

after a course of 144 miles, of which 117 milfta,

reaching as for as Burton-on-Trent, ore navigable by
barges, and 25 miles, as far as Gainsborough, by
vessels of 200 tons. Its chief affluents are, on the
right, the Sow, Tame, Soar, and Devon; and on tbc

left, the Blyth, Dove, and Derwent Its navigablf

importance is much increased by a series of cf^s
Its basin has an area of about 4000 square miles.

TRENT (German, Trient), a fortified town of

Austria, in Tyrol, giving name to, but administra-

tively distinct from, a circle, beautifully situated in

a large valley surrounded by hills, on the left bank
of the Etsch or Adige, which is here navigable and
crossed by a wooden bridge, 76 miles north-west of

Venice. Its church-towers, palaces, and ruined castle

give it when seen from a distance, a very imposing
appearance. The houses are in the Italian style, and
the streets wide and commodious. I'he town con-

tains a ruined Gothic castle of vast extent and pic-

turesque appearance; a cathedral, a noble structure

entirely of marble, finished in 1212, in the Byzantine
style; three other churches, one of which, Santa
Maria Maggiore, a modernized building of red marble,
is historic^y interesting as the place where the cele-

brated Council of Trent held its sittings. Silk-Bi^
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mA dMUeriai m the prinoipal maanfMoring
MliiliUahiiieiitB. An active trade ia carried on, par-

tkalarij in silk, wine, and brandy. Trent ie a place

ol great antiquity, havi^ been a blahoprio bWore
B80. In the middle agee its bishopa made themselvee

ladependenty and aat in the Germanic diet as princes

ti the empire. The only memorable event in its

history is the oonncil—assembled a.d. 1645, concluded
A.D. 1568-*-whioh was held in it^ and bears its name.
PoM1890), 21,671; (1900), 24,908.

ITIENT, Gounoil or, a celebrated oBCumenical
eouncil of the Homan Catholic Ohuroh, convened to

settle various oontroversieB that were agitating the
ohuroh during the Keformation period, and for the
reform of abuses. It met during the pontificate of

Paul IIL at Trent in 1546, and comprised four

legates, eleven cardinals, twenty-five archbishops,

thirty-nine procurators of absent bishops, and seven
generals of religious orders. The wars in Germany
caused its transference to Bologna in 1546, and its

sittings were for a time suspended. Pope Julius

IIL having reassembled it at Trent in 1551 it dis-

pecsed the year following on the approach of the
Lutherans under Maurice of Saxony. After eight

years of inteiruption it was again called together by
nus IV., after which it was able to finish its labours

In 1568. This council definitively settled the doc-

trines of the Homan Catholic Church. Its decrees

are embodied in what is known as the Creed of Pius
IV., which we have already given in our article

Homan Catholic Church. The council also pub-
lished some reformatory decrees, instituting semin-
aries and causing a catechism to be drawn up. All
the decrees of the council as to dogma were unani-

mously accepted by the Catholic States, but those

relating to ^dpline were partially rejected, espe-

cially in France, as contrary to the usages and
infringing on the liberties of the Galilean Church.
The council issued its canons and decrees in Latin,

and they have been often translated; the best English
translation is that of the llev. Jeremiah O’Donovan.
The history of the council has been written by Sarpi

and Fallavicino. See Fallavicmo.
THENTON, a city of the United States, capital of

KewJersey, on the left bank of the Delaware, opposite
the Lower Falls, 60 miles south-west of New York.
It is laid out with great regularity, and has a state-

house finely situated on a commanding height, a
courthouse, governor’s house, and state-prison, cover-

ing an area of 4 acres. It is at the head of the
navigation of the river and has abundant water-
power. Pottery is the chief manufacture, and the

trade is extensive. Fop. (1900), 73,307.

TBEFANG. See Holothubia.
IHEPANNING, the operation of opening the

skull by means of a surgical instrument adapted for

the purpose. The instrument used is called a trepan

or trtphintf and consists of a handle, to which is fixed

a droiilar saw or hollow iron cylinder, of about 1 inch

in diameter, oidled the crown, from the centre of

which projects a sharp perforator called the centre-

vin, ^e upper part of the centre-pin screws into a

hole at the top of the crown; its use is to steady the

trepan before the teeth of the saw have made a suffi-

cient furrow to prevent it from slipping; for which

purpose it is pushed down below llie level of the

teeth of rile saw, and fixed in the centre of the bone

to be removed. The trephine differs from the trepan

In having its crown fixed upon and worked by a com-

mon transverse handle, like a gimlet, instead of being

turned by a handle, like a wimble or centre-bit, as is

the case with the trepan. The former is used in

England; the latter it preferred by the surgeons of

continental Europe. ^Fhe operation of trepanning is

mortad to for the purpose of relieving the brain

from pressure. Such pressure may be onnsed by the

depression of a portion of the cranium, or it may be

prrauced W an extravasation of blo^ or the

lodgment of matter betwixt the skull and the dura

mater, occasioned by a blow upon the hea^ or riie

infiammation of the membranes of the brain. The
trepan is also used when abscesses exist in bones^

such as the upper end of the tibia.

TRESPASS, in English law, a term applied

generally to any offence against the person or pro-

perty of another, but more especially applied to a
peaceable but unlawful entry upon the property of

another, the remedy for which is by an action of

damages. Any person who enters the house or

^unds of another without leave may be expelled

by force if he does not leave when requested to do

so. Trespass is justifiable when the intrusion upon
another’s property is for a lawful purpose, as to pay

or demand money lawfully due, or to execute law-

fully any legal process. Entrance upon an inn or

public-house without leave of the owner constitutes

a justifiable trespass. The abuse of any such lawful

right of entry by misconduct brings the person who
abuses it wit^ the law of trespass. Entrance upon
the house or property of another cannot be insisted

upon even for a lawful purpose against the will of

the owner. A creditor or customer can be ordered

away by a shopkeeper or householder, and even the

civil courts have no power to give a right of entry

to officers intrusted with the execution of legal pro-

cesses, but such officers may maintain possession if

once they gain entrance. To pursue game over the

ground of another without a grant of free warren is

a trespass at common law. In order to prevent

trifling actions for trespass the law is that no costs

shall be given to a plaintiff to whom a jury awards
less than £6 damages, unless the action is brought to

try a right, or the trespass is wilful and malicious.

A trespass is deemed wilful where the trespasser has
received notice not to intrude, and malicious where
the intrusion is designed for the purpose of injury or

annoyance. Where these circumstances are proved,,

which the judge is bound to certify, full costs are

recoverable, whatever may be the amount of damage..

Trespassers in pursuit of game are liable to summary
prosecution under the game-laws. (See Game-laws.)*

The Scotch law of trespass is similar to the English.

Justices of the peace have in Scotland a summary
jurisdiction against trespassers, and an interdict may
be obtained from court to prevent a threatened tres-

pass.

TREVES (Germ^ Trier), a town of Fruss^
capital of the province of ^einland, in a fertile

vallev on the ri^ht bank of the Moselle, here crossed
by a oridge, which is partly of Homan construction.

Treves is considered the oldest city in Germany, and
is by far the richest of its cities in Homan remains.
It is on the whole but indifferently built. The chief
buildings are the cathedral (restored since 1897),
an irregular structure in the earliest Romanesque
style, containing the celebrated Holy Coat (see Holy
Coat or Tbeves), the Liebfrauenkirche or Church of
Our Lady, a circular edifice adjoining the cathedral,
and one of the earliest and most elegant specimens eff

pure pointed Gothic; the Church of St. Gangolph;
the Basilica, a Homan building, now converted into
a Frotestant church; the palace of the electors and
bishops, now converted into a barrack

;
the Schwarzes-

Thor or Porta Nigra (Black Gate), one of the most
interesting monuments of the town, a magnificent
Homan three-storied gateway, believed to belong to

the first century of our era, decorated in front with'

rows of Tuscan columns, and presenting the massive
simplicity of Homan structure; the so-called Homan
Baths, a pictnrreque group of mins; the Homio
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batlis prc^per, belonging to the third or fourth cen*

tnry
;
and the Roman amphitheatre, outside the town.

There is a public library of some 100,000 volumes,

and a provinc^ museum containing Roman and
other antiquities. The manufactures include iron,

dyes, furniture, hats, leather, tobacco, &c. Treves,

when Julius Ceesar led his armies into the district,

was the capital of a powerful people, whom he calls

the Trevin. It afterwards, under Augustus, was
made a Roman colony under the name of Augusta
Trevirorum, and became the capital of Gallia Belgica.

Several of the Roman emperors often resided in it,

and it attained to great magnificence. During the

invasion of the Goths, Huns, and Vandals it was
almost annihilated, but revived and rose to great

splendour under the archbishop-electors, who pos-

sessed extensive domains, often maintained large

armies, and managed, by their union of temporal

and ecclesiastical sovereignty, to exercise great po-

litical influence in Germany. Pop. (1900), 43,324.

TREVISO, a town of Italy, capital of the province

of Treviso, 15 miles n.n.w. of Venice, on the Sile.

Its chief buildings are the cathedral (unfinished),

the church of S. Nicol6, the town-hall, theatre, and
provincial palace (restored); and there is a monument
commemorating the liberation of Italy and one to

Victor Emmanuel. The manufactures include metal

goods, machines, pa{)er, silks, pottery, &c.; and the

trade is in com, cattle, and fruit. Pop. in 1901, 34,004.

TRIAL. See Juky and Procedure (Civil).

TRIANGLE, a plane figure bounded by three

right lines; a portion of a spherical surface cut out

by three planes which meet at the centre of the

sphere. It is found convenient to restrict the name
spherical triangle to figures whose sides are each less

than a semicircle of the sphere. See Trigonometry.
TRIANGULAR NUMBERS. Sec Fioural

Numbers.
TRIANGULATION. See Ordnance Survey.
TRIAS. See Geology.
TRIBUNE {tribunus). See Rome—History,

TRICHINA. See Nematelmia.
TRICHINAPALI, or Trichinopoly, a town of

British India, capital of district of same name, in

the Presidency of Madras, on the right bank of the

Cavery. It is a station for British and native forces,

and there is here a fort or citadel situated on a
granitt peak 500 feet in height, which commands
all the surrounding country. On the rock are also

a large and massive pagoda, and a square-pillared

Hindu edifice; and in its southern face is a sculptured

cave-temple. At the foot of the rock i.s the closely-

built native town, and beyond it, on the south and
west, are the various barracks, several hospitals,

handsome residences for military officers, parade-

ground, a race -course, public rooms, St. John’s
church, with the tomb of Bishop Heber, a Roman
Catholic chapel, &c. Trichinapali chains and jewelry
are famous; there are manufactures of cottons, linens,

&c. Pop. (1891), 90,730; (1901), 104,690.—The dis-

trict is bounded north by Salem and South Arcot,
west by Salem and Coimbatore, south by Madura
and Pudukottai state, and east by Tanjore; area,

3561 square miles. Pop. (1891), 1,215,033.
TRICOLOUR, any nation^ flag with three

colours in nearly equal masses, especially the flag,

called tricolort, adopted by the French during the
revolutionary period. The French tricolour has
blue, white, and red in vertical bands from the staff

outwards. For the tricolours of Italy, Roumania,
Mexico, and other countries, see the plate Flags.
TRIDENT. See NEptune.
TRIEINNIAL ACT, the name generally given

to the Act of Parliament 16 Char& II., *for the
assembling and holding of Parliaments once in three

years at least’. This act was confirmed, after the
Revolution of 1688, by 6 William and Mi^, cap. ii.

The Septennial Act 1 Geom I. cap. xxxvih., passed

7th May, 1716, empowered Parliaments to sit for

seven years.

TRlEST (Italian, Trieste)^ a seaport town of

Austria, in the Ktistenland, 214 miles south-west of

Vienna^ on a gulf of same name at the north-eastern

extremity of the Adriatic. It stands partly on slop-

ing and partly on level ground, in the form of a semi-
circle inclosed by hills. The old town, on a slope

surmounted by the castle, is surrounded by old black
walls, and has steep, narrow, and crooked streets.

The more modern parts of the town are regularly

built of handsome white houses, either lining broad,
commodious, well-paved streets, or forming spacious
elegant squares. A broad canal, deep enough to float

vessels of large burden, runs up from the harbour into

the town, and enables the merchants to receive or
deliver cargoes at their doors. The principal edifices

are the Tergesteum or Rathaus, serving as an ex-

change; the old exchange, now the seat of the

chamber of commerce; the palace of the Austrian
Lloyd; the commercial and nautical academy, with
a fine museum and an observatory; a museum of an-

tiquities
; a municipal museum

;
the new dicasterial

building; and a cathedral of very great antiquity.

Com and timber form the chief articles of export,

others being flour, oil cake and seeds, paper and rags,

hemp, glass-ware, and valonia. The principal im-
ports are colonial goods, coal and iron, cotton and
cotton goods, dried fruits, hides, wines, &c. Triest

is the head-quarters of the Austrian Lloyd’s steam

-

packet company, which possesses a large fleet of

Steamers trafling to Venice, Alexandria, Varna,
Constantinople, &c. In 1901 the number of vessels

entered in the home and foreign trade was 9970 of

2,278,801 tons; cleared, 10,042 of 2,291,964 tons

The chief share of the foreign trade belongs to

Britain and Italy. The im|H)rt8 in 1901 amounted
to £15,646,000; the exiwrts to £13,000,000. The
commerce of Trieste has lately suffered from the
competition of Fiume. Though Triest is more a
commercial than a manufacturing town, the manu-
factures are numerous and include white-lead, wax
candles, soap, rosoglio, spirits, earthenware, and
morocco leather. A great number of vessels also

are built. Triest existed under the Romans (the

Latin name l)eing lergeste or Tergesium\ but never
rose to much importance till about the middle of

the eighteenth century. The country immediately
around Triest is extremely beautiful—gardens, vine-

yards, and orchards meet the eye in every direction.

The town itself ismore Italian than German; accoimts

are generally kept and most of the business done in

Italian; Italian papers and pamphlets fill the coffee-

houses; the chief magistrate oven is not Biirger-

vieister but PodesUl, Pop. in 1890, 157,648; in

1900, 178,127.

TRIFORIUM, in architecture, a gallery or open
space between the vaulting and the roof of the aisles

of a church, generally lighted from the nave or by
windows in the wall of the building.

TRIGGER-FISHES {.Balistes), a genus of Tele-

ostean Fishes, so named from the peculiar structure

of the dorsal fin, the first ray or spine of which can

only be depressed by the movement of the second

ray—the mechanism being thus like that of a
gun-trigger. Balistes cuspiotUum^ B, vetvla^ and B,
Umentosus of tropical seas exemplify this group.

TRIGLYPHS. See Architecture.

TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY. See Ord-
nance Survey
TRIGONOMETRY, the science of the measure-

ment of triangles ; the science of angular measure-
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mflut Anfflet tra mMSiired !n degrees or rsdiaas.

Two right wes being perpendicular to one another,

and intersecting, if an arc be described between
them from the point of intersection as centre, and
this arc divided into ninety equal parts, each of

them is called a degree, ana a pair of lines drawn
from each end of one such division will include an
angle of one d^free; degrees are again subdivided
into minutes and seconds. A circle being described

of any radius, and a portion of its drcumferenoe
being taken equal to what a radius would lie aloi^
if it were bent to the shape of the circumference,
two right lines joining the extremities of this portion

to the centre include an angle called a radian^ which
is a definite angle, and mav be used as a unit
of angular measurement. A radian is equal to
57•29677951. . degrees. The number of radians in

two right angles is 8*14159.. This number is

always denoted by ir. Trigonometry is divided into

plane and ephencal, (See Tbiangls.) From a
point in either of two right lines which contain an
angle less than a right angle draw a perpendicular
to the other line; then if A represent the intersec-

tion of the lines, P the point from which the perpen-
dicular is drawn, and M the foot of the perpendicular,

PM-i-AP is called the sine of the angle A, AM-r-AP
is the cosine of A, PM~AM is the tangent of A,
A M*t-PM is the cotangent of A, A P-t-AM is the

secant of A, A P-j-PM is the cosecant of A, cosine

of A subtracted from 1 is the versed sine of A, and
sine A subtracted from 1 is the coversed sine of A.
The above are the trigonometrical functions of the
angle. It is found easy to consider the trigonomet-

rical functions of all angles, whether they are greater

than a right angle or not, by paying attention to the
directions in which it is agreed to consider measure-
ments as positive or negative.

To solve a triangle, three independent things must
be known, such as two angles and a side, two sides

and an angle, or three sides. The three angles are

not independent, because, if we are given two angles,

the third is the difference between their sum and
two right angles. Let the angles of a triangle be
denoted by A, B, and C, and let the sides opposite

these angles be denoted a, 5, and r. Qirm A, and

0, and &, a : & : : sin A : sin B and B is equal to 180° -

, - _ , 6 sin A . „ ,

(A -I- C); so we have a = — ^ ; similarly, c :6:

:

, _ . _ _ h sin C . , ,

,

sin G

:

sin B and e = Q%vm A, and c, and 6,

B - C 6 - c A
tan —^ cot from which B and C are

found, and a may be found as before. Qivm A, and

5, and a, then a : 6: : sin A : sin B; sin B = —^

—

We here find sin B, and there are two angles which
have the same sine as B, namely, B, and the angle

called the supplement of B, that is 180“ - B. This

is called the ambiguoue case. Oiven the three eidet,

let 8 denote half the sum of the three sides, then

sin
- 6) (» - e)

be ’

'«(»-«»)

be

A /{$ - b) (8 - c) , . ,

tan -g =^—
8 (8 - a)

—

*

similar formulie

are true fortheotherhalf angles. Solutions of triangles

are worked by means of tables of the values of the

trigonometric^ functions, and the processes are much
fa^tated by the use of logarithms. Books of tables

contain, besides the numerical values for the sines and
cosines of all angles differing by T between 0° and
90°, the logarithmical vadues for their sines, cosines,

tangents, cotangents, secants, and cosecants. It must
be remembered that the logarithmic functions are

eadi inoreased by ten, so as to avoid negative char-

acteristios, and to distinguish the tabular logarithm

from the real logarithm it is denoted by the letter

L; thus, in the case of given the three sides^ we
should work the question as follows

—

.I. .1.1.

For the extended applications of trigonometry, and

to understand anything of spherical trigonometry,

recourse must be had to special treatises on the

subject.

TRILL, or Shake (in Italian TWKo), K In musio^

the quick, uniform alternation of two adjoining tones

or semitones. See Music.
TRILOBITE, an extinct genus of remarkable

Crustacean animals, so named from the general

appearance of the body, being divided on its dorsal

suriace into three lon^tudinal lobes. The fossil

remains of Trilobites occur from the Upper Cam-
brian to the Lower Carboniferous rocks, these forms

being thus exclusively Palseozoic in their geological

distribution. The head was protected by a shield

(cephalic shield) or buckler, of semi-circular shape,

ana consisting of a central piece {glabella) and two
lateral portions. The glabella appears to have
covered and protected the stomach-region in the

living animal This head-shield bore a pair of large

compound eyes, which were sessile or unstalked; and
it is rather a curious fact that no appendages of the

nature of limbs or other structures (so ^entifully

developed in living Crustaceans) have b^n found

associated with the Trilobites, with the exception of

a small lip-plate bearing a palp or organ of touch.

The absence of appendages is all the more to be

wondered at, inasmuch as the bodies of the Trilobites

are themselves very well preserved; and, presuming
that, as in existing Crustaceans, the limbs, like the

body, were invested with a hard limy shell or exo-

skeleton, it seems difficult to account for the non-

preservation of the body-appendages. The segments
which go to make up the thorax or chest-region were
movable upon one another, and in all probability

many Trilobites must have possessed the power of

rolling themselves up for defence, like our existing

Woodlice or Slaters (see Oniboub). The segments of

the abdomen or tail formed a pygidium or caudal

shield^ and were amalgamated or united to form a
single piece or plate; and this latter shield may be
provided with prominent spines or projections. With
regard to the relationship of the Trilobites to living

Crustaceans, the view which has received most sup-

^rt is that they are most nearly related to the

Isopoda or Woodlice, and also to the Phyllopodoup
Crustaceans. (SeePHTLLOPODA.) Themostimportant
genera of Trilobites are Agnostua, OLenua, Paradox-
tdes, Aaaphua (see PI. II. fig. 2, at Geology) Cheiru-
rua, Calymene^ ilomalonotua^ Phae<ma^ he.

TRILOGY, among the ancient Greeks, a union of

three tragedies, connected in subject, which, together

with a satirical piece, were performed in immediate
succession. There is only one trilogy of antiquity

which we can be certain of possessing complete,

namely, the Orestias of JSschylus, which contaitii

the Agamemnon, Choephori, and Eumenides.
TRIMURTI (from Sanskrit tri, three, and mUrti,

form), the mune of the Hindu trinity, Brahm%
Vishnu, and iiva, considered as an inseparable unity.

Tlie sectaries of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva respec-

tively make their god the original unity from wmeh
the trinity emanates; but considered separately.

Brahma is the creating, Vishnu the presMviiv, aiM
^va the destroying principle oif the deity, while
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mUrtl If tlie theological or pbilofO|^oal tmity^whidi

oombiiiea theoe aeparate fonna in one self-exiftent

being. (See Brahma, (Suva, and Yibh^.) The
TrimOiti if represented symbolically as one body
with three hea^ Vishnu at the right, &va at the

left, and Brahma in the middle.

l^INCOMALEE, a maritime town of Ceylon, on

the east coast, on the north side of the entrance to a
noble harbour, at Uie foot of a height crowned by a

fort The fortifications for the defence of the harbour

have recently been greatly strengthened and im-

proved, heavy guns of the m^ern type being moimted
in the forts and batteries. The town has rather a

mean appearance. The harbour is the principal

harbour of refuge for shipping in the Bay of Bengal
and along the Coromandel coast during the north-

eastern monsoon. The town successively belonged

to the Portuguese and the Dutch, and was taken by
theBritish from the latterin 1796. Pop. (1891), 11,411.
TRINQ-, a market-town of England, in the county

of Hertford, 31 miles north-west by west of London,
a station on the London and North-Western Rail-

way. It has a handsome church (restored); Victoria

Hall; a literary and scientific institute; Rothschild

museum; market-house, &c.; manufactures of canvas
and straw-plait, and silk throwing and weaving,

which are all, however, on the decline. Pop. (1881),

4364; (1891), 4525; (1901), 4368.

TRIOTDAD, one of the British West India
Islands, and, excepting Jamaica, the largest and most
valuable. It is the most southerly of the Windward
group, lies immediately off the north-east coast of

Venezuela, at the mouth of the Gulf of I’aria, oppo-
site the northern mouths of the Orinoco; and is of an
oblong form, with considerable projections at all its

angles except the south-east; area, 1765 square miles.

Approached from the north Trinidad apfiears like an
immense ridge of rocks; its eastern and southern

shores are ako rocky and high; but on the west, or

side next the Gulf of Faria, it presents one of the

most beautiful and magnificent panoramas im^n-
able, hills, valleys, and plains being covered with a
verdure that knows no decay. The mountain chains

run west to east. In the north, near the sea, they
attain an elevation of about 3000 feet, and are broken
and rugged. In the centre of the island is a leas

elevated group of mountains, and in the south a series

of beautiful hUls and knolls, among which numerous
delightful valleys occur. In the intervals between
the ranges of mountains are several extensive plains,

plentifully watered Ijy numerous streams, but gener-

ally terminating towards the Gulf of Paria in great

swamps. The principal rivers are the Caroni, the

Oropuche, and the Ortoire; the first two navigable

to a considerable distance inland by small craft.

Near Point Hicacoa, forming the aouth-weatern ex-

tremity of the island, are several mud - volcanoes.

Submarine volcanoes also occur on both sides of the

bland. An asphalte or pitch lake occurs on the lee-

ward side of the bland, on a small peninsula jutting

into the sea a little to the north-east of Guapo Bay.
It b about mile in circumference, and elevated

80 feet above the level of the sea. The pitch at the
sides of the lake b perfectly hard and cold, but
towards the middle the heat g^*adually increases, and
at last the pitch boib up in a liquid state. The
dimate b less unhealthy than that of many of the
other West India Islands, and it b not subject to

droughts. The soil b in general extremely fertile,

and the elevated parts of the surface are mostly
covered with dense forests, wUch contain the finest

wood for ship -building and for oniamental pur-
poses, amon^ which the red cedar and a great
variety of piJms are conspicuous. The chief crop of

Trinidad b sugar; the other exportable products aro

molasses, rum, cocoa, coffee, pitch, cocoa nuts,

oranges, balata gum, tobaooo, bitters. The total

value of the imports into Trinidad in 1900 was
£2,600,268; that of the exports was £2,584,649.

Trinidad is a crown colony, the public affairs being

administered by a governor, assbted by an executive

and a legislative council. It was discovered by
Columbus in July, 1498, and was taken from the

Spaniards by the British in 1797. The island of

Tobago b part of the colony. Port of Spain, a fine

seaport town on the north-west side of Trinidad, b
the capital, and other boroughs are San Fernando (a

seaport) and Arima. Education, both secondary and
primary, is partly secular, partly denominational.
There are 80 miles of railway. Pop. in 1891,

208,030; in 1901, 263,250, including English, French,
SpaniarciSjGermans, and over 85,000 Indian coolies.

TRINITY, a theological name given to the Deit>

as expressive of the Christian doctrine of the Triune
nature of God. The doctrine of the Trinity b no-

where expressly taught in the Old Testament The
doctrine in regard to the divine nature which b most
strongly insisted on throughout the Old Testament
b the unity of God as opposed to polytheism, and by
the names by which God revealed himself to Moses
(Ex. iii. 14, 16, and other passages) it is implied that

the divine nature b inscrutable to human intelligence.

The plural form used to designate the Deity in the

account of the creation, and many other incidental

circumstances or expressions, are, however, held as

implying, if not teaching, thb doctrine.

In the New Testament it b evident that the doc-

trine of a Trinity in the divine nature b clearly and
copiously taught. In the Gospeb Christ himself

asserts a mysterious union between himself and the

Father, a}>propriates to himself by an evident allusion

the mysterious name of God revealed to Moses, and
repeatedly refers to the Holy Spirit along with the

Father ns partaking of the same divine nature and
union. The same doctrine b implied in the teaching

of John, the foreninner. In the baptbm of Christ

by him the Holy Spirit b represented as descending
visibly upon him while he b recognized by an audible

voice from the Father, and in the rite of baptism
instituted by Chrbt the names of Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost are used as the joint designation of the

divine being. The apostles and other writers of the

New Testament Ejibtles constantly employ this fonn
both in the introductory assertion of their authority

and in their closing benedictions, and in the Epbtles
of Paul dbtinct arguments are introduced to justify

the attribution of divinity in union with humanity
to Jesus Christ. It is thus evident that in the New
Testament the accepted manifestation of God b a

Trinity in unity.

Among the definitions which resulted from the

confiict of opinion in the early church with regard

to the doctrine of the Trinity, that which was adopted

by the Catholic Church and b generally accepted by
orthodox Christians, fairly claims the merit of the

fullest harmony and most comprehensive consistency

with the various statements of Scripture. It b that

there are in the Godhead three persons, one in sub-

stance, co-etemal, ecmal in power, the Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost. It was only, however, after a
severe and protracted confiict that thb definition

came to be generally accepted, and as soon as the

definition proceeds one step further a wide schbni

again separates the church. The Eastern Church
holds that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father,

the Western, throughout all its divbions, adopting

the amended form of the Nicene Creed (see Nice,

CouKOiLB of), holds that he proceeds from the Fatlier

and the Son. The three cre^ commonly called Ihe
Apostles*, the Athanaiian, and the Nicene^ aU contain
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the points of egreement between the two divisioni

of the dinrch, while on the point of dififerenoe the
Athanaeian and the commonly known form of the
Nioene expren the faith of the Weetem Chnroh.
The word 'IVinity’ ie not in Scripture. The term
peraone ia not applied in Scripture to the Trinity,

but something analogous to the conception of person-
ality seems to be implied in the apostolical arguments
of the epistles. See Abianb and Sabellius.
TRINITY COLLEGE. SeeDuBUKlJKivxBBiTT.
TRINITY COLLEGE, Cambridge, was formed

by Henry VIII. in 1546 by the extension and con-
sedation of several earlier foundations. It is the
largest in the university, having nearly 700 under-
graduates in residence. Of the long line of dis-

tinguished alumni may be mentioned Bacon, Barrow,
Newton, Cowley, Dryden, Bentley, Porson, Byron,
Macaulay, Hallam, and Tennyson. There is a col-

lege of the same name at Oxford, and also one called
T&ity Hall at Cambridge.
TRINITY HOUSE, London, a society incorpor-

ated in 1514 by Henry VIII. for the promotion of
commerce and navigation,by licensing and regulating
pilots, and erecting and ordering lighthouses, beacons,
buoys, Ac. The corporation is now empowered to

appoint and license pilots for the English coasts, and
a general supervision over the corporations which

have charge of the lighthouses and buoys of Scotland
and Ireland, subject to an appeal to the Board of

Trade, to whose general superintendence the Trinity
House is also subject in matters relating to England.
The corporation consists of a master, deputy-master,
a certain number of acting elder brethren, with an
unlimited number of younger brethren. The master
•ad honorary elder brethren are chosen on account
of eminent social position, and the other members
from ofhcers of the navy or the merchant service

who possess certain qualifications. The corporation
derives its revenue from lighthouse and other dues.

Trinity House, on the north side of Tower Hill,

London, was built in 1795.

TRINITY SUNDAY, the Sunday after Whit-
sunday. Its introduction as a festival of the church
is somewhat late. It was definitely established by
Pope John XXII. in 1334. All the principal feasts

occur in the half-year between Advent Sunday and
Trinity, and all the Sundays from Trinity to Advent,
which may amount to twenty-five, or more or fewer,
are called Sundays after Trinity.

TRIO, a musical composition for three voices or
for three instruments. The same name is also applied
to a movement in | time in a different key, which
follows a minuet in a symphony and leads back to

the original movement This movement is alro

called minuetto alternativo.

TRIPE DE ROCHE. See Liohrn.
TRIPLE ALLIANCE. Two treaties in European

politics are known by this name. The first was
formed in 1668 by Great Britain, Sweden, and the
Netherlands against Louis XIV.; the second in 1717
by Great Britain, Prance, and Holland against

Spain, then governed by Cardinal AlberonL See
the histories of the respective countries.

TRIPLET, in music, a combination of three notes

to be played in the time of two. They are joined

by a luar and distinguished by having the figure 8

above them.

TRIPOD (Latin, tripos; Greek, tripous^ three-

legged). This name, signifying generally any three-

legged utensil, came to be applied to a bronze altar

consisting of a cauldron raised on a three-legged
stand of bronze. Such was the altar of Apollo at

Delphi. It had a round flat plate on the top, on
which the priestess sat when giving responses. Tri-

pods of flne workmanship and of precious metal were

placed in later times as votive gifts in the tamplis^

especially those of Apollo.

TRIPOLI, a coun^ in the north of Africa, form-

ing a portion of the Turkish Empire, having since

1835 been administered as a vilayet. It is b^ded
on the north by the Mediterranean, west by Tunis,

south by Pezzan and the Libyan Desert, and east

by the Libyan Desert and Barca; area, estimated at

126,500 square miles. The Turkish vilayet of Tri-

poli includes Pezzan and Barca, and has an area of

344,000 square miles. The coast-line, which is 700
to 800 miles in length, including the Gulf of Sidra,

or Greater Syrtis, has only one harbour, that of Tri-

poli, the capital The eastern part of the interior,

mostly a continuation of the desert, partakes of its

character, and contains large tracts of almost barren

sands. In the south, however, it is partly traversed

by the Black Mountains, an eastern offset of the Atlas,

which, descending in successive terraces, inclose many
valleys and plains of considerable fertility. Farther
to the west the surface becomes still more diversified,

and presents scenery which is not deficient either in

beauty or grandeur. Here the Ghurian Mountains
stretch from west to east, nearly parallel to the coast
This range, which has a width of 12 to 15 miles, and
attains a height of about 4000 feet, is not more than
20 miles from the coast, and becomes visible at sea.

By far the richest tract of Tripoli is that which
stretches about 15 miles along the coast, with a
width not exceeding 5 miles, and has the capital

nearly in its centre. The whole of this district is

occupied with fertile fields, on which rich crops of
wheat, barley, millet, and Indian-corn are grown;
plantations of productive palm-trees, olive-yards, vine-

yards, orchards, and gardens. Prom the porous
nature of the soil there are no proper rivers in the
country, but abundant rains fall from November to

March, and are collected in numerous tanks and
cisterns to provide against the droughts which prevail

throughout the remainder of the year. There are
also artesian wella Prom May to September the
heat is intense, the sirocco often blows, and the ther-

mometer rises as high as from 90“ to 92“. Tripoli,

like the other Barbary states, was formerly a nest
of pirates, whose ravages were not entirely put an
end to till the French conquest of Algiers. It had
then long been independent, but in 1835 it was again
brought under the rule of Turkey, and is governed
by a Turkish pasha. The exports of the country
include esparto, barley, ostrich feathers, ivory, Ac.
Pop. 1,150,000.

'TRIPOLI, a seaport town on the northern coast
of Africa, capital of the country of same name (see

above), standG) on a rocky promontory, is inclosed on
the land side by a lofty wall flanked with bastions,

and is defended by several forts. The town consists

chiefly of a num^r of narrow and uneven streets,

lined for the most part with mean houses huddled
together without any order, and from the absence cf
front windows looking more like dead walls than
inhabited dwellings. Many improvements have been
effected in recent times; barracks, hospitals, prisons,
Ac., have been built by the government, as well as
handsome business premises and residences by the
European portion of the inhabitants. There are a
number of mosques with tall minarets, and extensive
bazaars and caravansaries. Water is now brought
in pipes from wells outside the town, besides being
collected in tanks when it rains. The only manu-
factures of any consequence are carpets and other
woollen stuffs, and leather. The trade of the interior,
as far as Timbuctoo and Bomou, has its emporium
at Tripoli, to which the goods are conveyed across
the desert by caravans. The exports oompiiae
esparto, barley, ostrich feathers, sponges^ ivory.
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flkinB and hideS) cattle, ftc.; value of eiporte in 1901,
£826,500. Pop. about 80,000.

TRIPOLI, Tababolu^ or Teipous, a seaport
town of Syria, a short distance from the Mediter-
ranean, 48 miles north hy east of Beyrout It stands
on a small triangular piain, near a hill crowned by
a Saracenic casUe. There are numerous mosques,
and also Christian churches of various sects, a
synagogue, and denominational schools. Groves of
orange and other fruit-tre^ carefully cultivated,

abound in the plain, and silk sashes and soap are
manufactured. The harbour, about 2 miles distant,
at the village of El-Mtn4, is small and unsafe,
but it has a considerable trade in cottons, grain,
wool, silk, and soap. Tripoli is unhealthy, especially
at the end of summer, when fever is prevalent
Pop. 23,000.

TRIPOLI. See Clay.
TRIPOLITZA, officially TripclU^ a town of

Greece, capital of Arcadia, on a bleak and elevated
plain more than 3000 feet above sea-level, 45 miles
B.w. of Corinth, with which it communicates by rail
It is the seat of an archbishop, and has a gymnasium
and priests’ seminary. It occupies the site of the
ancient Mantinea, Pallantion, and Tegea, and was
captured by the Greeks on Oct 6, 1821. Ibrahim
Pasha held it from 1826 to 1828. Pop. (1896), 10,466.
TRIREME. See Galley.
TRTSMEGISTUS. See Hermes Trismeqibtus.
TRISMUS, a species of tetanus affecting the

under jaw with spastic rigidity; locked-jaw. There
are two kinds of trismus, one attacking infants

during the two first weeks from their birth, and the

other attacking persons of all ages, and arising from
cold or a wound.
TRISTAN D’ACUNHA, or Da Cunha, the

largest of three islands in the South Atlantic Ocean
(the others, which are uninhabited, being Nightin-

gale and Inaccessible Island), about 1300 miles south

by west of St. Helena. It is a mountainous volcanic

island, one peidc rising to the height of 7640 feet.

The climate is mild, and favourable to the growth of

potatoes and other vegetables. The island contains

^ood pasture, and cattle and sheep are reared by the

mbabitants; poultry and pigs are also numerous. No
com is grown, its cultivation being given up on ac-

count of the ravages of mice. There is an abund-
ance of excellent fish. The wind sometimes blows
with such violence as actually to kill cattle. Ships

seldom call. The island was taken possession of by
Great Britain in 1817. Pop. in 1897, 64.

TRITON, son of Poseidon and Ampbitrite, a sea-

god. Tritons are also mentioned in the plural. They
are variously described, but their body is always a
compound of the human figure above with that of a
fish below. They carry a trumpet composed of a

shell, which they blow at the command of Poseidon

to soothe the waves.

TRITON. See Newt.
TRIUMPH, a solemn procession granted to a

victorious general of ancient Rome, llie triumph
was the height of a Roman general’s ambition, and
the circumstances with which it was celebrated were
of adequate splendour to the peatness of the occasion.

The senate claimed the exclusive right of granting
triumphs, although the grant had to be confirmed
by the people. It was bestowed only on one who
IumI held the office of dictator, consul, or praetor,

and after a decisive victory over foreign foes, or on the
complete subjugation of a province. On the day of

the triumph iffi the temples were thrown open; every
hrine was decorated with garlands, and every altar

smoked with incense. The general assembled his

aoldisn without the city, delivered to them a com-
mendatory oratioD, and distribated rewards and
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money as their share of the spdl of the e?*emies.
He then mounted his oar and advanced to the
triumphal gate (porta triumphal^), where he waa
met by the senate, and the procession was formed
and marched along the Via Sacra to the oapitoL It
was led by the senate, headed by the magistrates,
and included a train of carriages laden with spoils
models of captured forts and cities, pictures of the
country conquered, trumpeters and flute-players^
white^ bulls or oxen destined for sacrifice, attended
by priests with their insignia and implements; the
most distinguished captives, &c. The triumphant
general rode in a circular chariot drawn by four
horsra; in his right hand he bore a laurel bough, and
in his left a sceptre; be was attired in a gold-em-
broidered robe and a flowered tunic, and his brows
were encircled with laurel In the car he was
accompanied by his children of tender age, and some-
times by very intimate friends. A public slave held
over his he^ a gold Etruscan crown ornamented
with jewels. The legates, tribunes, and equestrians,
with the grown-up sons of the conqueror, followed
on horseback. The infantry followed in marching
order, their spears adorned with laurel, shouting, Jo
triumphel singing hymns to the gods, and praising
or ridiculing their general, according to the license
of the day, as their humour might dictate. As the
procession ascended the Capitoline Hill some of the
captives were withdrawn from it and conducted to
pmon to be put to death. As soon as their execu-
tion was intimated the victims were sacrificed, oflfer-

ings presented to Jupiter, and the general and his

friends parted in the temple, returning home in the
evening accompanied by flutes and torches and a
crowd of citizens. Sometimes when the spoil was
mat the procession extended over more than one
day. The ovation was a lesser triumph, so called

bemuse the sacrifice on the occasion was a sheep.

The general entered the city on foot, and was not
attended by the senate. He was preceded by flutes,

but not by trumpeters, and was not necessarily

accompanied by his army.
TRIUMPHAL ARCH, a monument consisting

of a grand portico or archway erected at the entrance
of a town, in its princi[>al street, upon a bridge or in

a public road, to the glory of some celebrated general,

or in memory of some important event The inven-

tion of these structures is attributed to the Romans.
Of those existing at the present day some consist

of a single arch, such as that of Titus at Rome (see

Plate III. at Abchitboture), of Trajan at Ancona,
&C.; others are formed of two arches or arcades;

and others of three. Many beautiful structures of

this kind have been erected in modem times, but

principally on the plan and in imitation of some one
of the ancient arches.

TRIUMVIRATE, an office administered by three

men {triumviri). When Caesar was murdered Antony,
Octavius, and Lepidus received power to restore

order in the state: they were called triumviri reipuh-

licce comtituendce, and their office the triumvirate.

The coalition between Caesar, Pompey, and Crassus

is also often, but improperly, called a triumvirate, as

it was merely a union or conspiracy of three private

men without the public sanction.

TRIVANDRUM, a town of India, the capital of

Travancore state, Madras presidency, situated about

two miles from the sea. The town is of considerable

importance, has a fort containing the rajah’s palace

and other buildings, an ancient temple, college with

European instructors, medical school, hospitals.

Napier museum, various handsome buildings, and a
military cantonment. Pop. (1901), 57,882.

TRIVIUM, the name ^ven in the middle ages to

the first three of the seven liberal arta—grammar,
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rhetoric, and The other four, oonsiating of

arithmetic, music, geometry, and astronomy, were
called the quadrivium (which see).

TROAD. See Tbot.
TROCHILUS. See Huvmino-bibd.
TROGLODYTES, the name given by the Greeks

to tribes living in subterranean caverns. The an-

cients mention some tribes of Troglodytes in Asia,

^Ethiopia, and Egypt, but give little information

concerning them.

TBOGONS, a well-known family of Insessorial

Birds, belonging to the Fissirostral division of the
order, but having the toes directed two in front and
two behind—as in Scansorial or Climbing Birds.

They inhabit both Old and New Worlds, but a single

species only is known to occur in Africa. The
Mexican Trogon {Trogon Mexicanus) is a familiar

species found in North Mexico, and known by the

bright green colour of the upper surface and the

scarlet and yellow of the under parts. These colours

predominate in all the New World species. The
genus Calurus includes the Beautiful Trogon {Cal-

uruB antisianuB) and the Resplendent Trogon ((7.

rcBpl^denB, Plate I. at Ornithology), both of which
specieB are noted for the remarkable elongation of

the shoulder-feathers, and also of those of the upper
tail-coverts. The former inhabits South America,

and the latter is found chiefly in Central America.
All of these birds are insect-feeders. There are

several other genera.

TROLLOPE, Anthony, a famous novelist, was
the second son of Mrs. Frances Trollope, an almost
equally prolific and popular author (see below), and
was bom 24th April, ISlfi. Educated chiefly at

Harrow, where he learned little and spent, as he
tells us, a number of unhappy years, he entered the

post-office service as a clerk in 1834, and continued

a diligent and highly efficient public servant in that

department till 1867. In 1841 he was appointed
to do post-office surveying work in Ireland, and it

is in that country that the scenes of his earliest

novels are laid. The Irish series, as they may be
called, include The Macdermots of Ballycloran

(1847), The Kellys and the O’Kellys (1848),

and Castle Richmond (1860); and were but moder-
ately successful. In 1850 be published La Vendee,
a historical novel of some merit. His real popularity,

however, began with the series in which he painted
clerical and country society with great minuteness,

fidelity, and good-humour; this series comprehends
The Warden (1855), Barchester Towers (1857), Doc-
tor Thorne (1858), Framley Parsonage (1861), and
The Last Chronicle of Barset (1867). Another clearly

marked group is constituted by what may be termed
bis political novels, commencing with Can You For-

give Her? (1864), Phineas Finn (1869), Phineas
Redux (1873), and The Prime Minister (1875).

Among the more important of his less strictly classi-

fiable novels are Orley Farm (1862), The Small
House at Allington (1864), The Claverings (1867),

The Struggles of Brown, Jones, and Robinson (1870),

The Eustace Diamonds (1878), The Way we Live
Now (1875), The American Senator (1877), and many
others, three of which were published after his deatbL

As a writer of travels he also holds a respectable

place, and his books on the West Indies, the United
States, the Australian colonies, and South Africa

contain much entertaining and instructive matter.

His Life of Cicero, and a little work on Ceesar, are

fair specimens of literary workmanship in a different

field. He died 6th December, 1882, leaving behind
him a very interesting Autobiography, which was
published in 1888.

—

Thomar Adolphus Trollops,
the elder brother of the above (bom 1810), is the
author of a good number of novels (La Beat% Beppo

the Conscript, Lindisfara Chase, &o.), several hfs

tories (the chief being The History of the Common*
wealth of Florence), biographies (Life of Pius IX,
&C.), reminiscences, &c. He died in 1892.

TROLLOPE, Frances, an English novelist, bom
in 1780 ; died at Florence, Oct 6, 1863. She was the

daughter of a clergyman named Milton, and in liS09

married a barrister named Thomas Anthony Trollope.

The marriage proved an unhappy one, and in 1829

she was left a widow with six children. After the

death of her husband she went to America, where

she tried to establish some kind of business in Cin-

cinnati, but not succeeding she came back at the end

of three years to England, where she turned her

residence in America to account by publishing a book

on the Domestic Manners of the Americans (1832).

j

The work was read with avidity on her own side of

I

the Atlantic, where it procured her the reputation of

a clever and pungent, if somewhat prejudiced, satir-

ist, although in America it is regarded as a broad and
rather offensive caricature. Mrs. Trollope followed

up this first success with a long series of works,

chiefly novels, becoming perhaps the most volumi-

nous novelist of her day. During the course of her

literary career she travelled a good deal on the Con-
tinent, which furnished her with material for various

works, containing an account of her adventures and
the results of her observations. About 1844 she went
to Italy, where her son Thomas Adolphus (himself

a distinguished litterateur) was residing, and in that

country she passed the greater part of the remainder
of her life. The most successful of her novels is said

to be The Widow Bamaby (1839), with its sequels The
Widow Married (1840), and The Bamabys in Ame-
rica> or Adventures of the Widow Married (1843).

Among her other novels may be mentioned Tremor-
dyn Cliff; The Vicar of Wrexhill; and Fashionable

Life, or Paris and London, her last work, published

in 1856. See preceding article.

TROMBONE, a musical instrument of the trumpet
kind, formerly called the sackbut. It is a large deep-

toned instrument with sliding tubes, and is capable

within its compass of producing every sound of the

chromatic scale in periect tune. In the orchestra

three trombones are used, which harmonize with each
other. The range of the alto trombone is from C
above the second line of the bass to G above the

treble staff; that of the treble trombone is from B,

the second line of the bass, to A above the second
line of the treble; that of the bass from C, the second

line below the bass staff, to G, the second line of the

treble.

TROMP, Martin Harpertzoon, a celebrated

Dutch admiral, was the son of a Dutch naval officer,

and was bom at Briel in 1597. He went to sea

with his father in 1607. His father was killed soon
after, and he was taken prisoner by the English.

After recovering bis liberty he served in various

subordinate capacities, and remained for a time in

retirement. In 1687 he received the appointment
of lieutenant-admiral, and served with great success

against the Spaniards. On 21st October, 1639, he
gained a decisive victory over the Spanish and Por-
tuguese fleet near Dunkirk. After a doubtful en-
gagement with Blake on 19th May, 1652, he was
superseded by De Ruyter, but was soon after rein-

stated, and with a superior fleet defeated Blake
on 29th November. He was again encountered in the
Channel by Blake and Monk in February, 1658,
without decisive results. On the 8d and 4th of June
other indecisive engagements took place, and on the
29th July he fought his last battle with Monk. It
was obstinate and closely contested, but the English
were suooessful, and the Dutch lost their adnSral,
who was killed in the battle.—His son. Cobneub
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Yan Tboup, born at Rotterdam in 1629, was also

distinguished in the naval service of his country.

He died in 1691.

TROMSO, a seaport town in the north of Norway,
capital of the province of Tromso, pleasantly situ-

ated on a small island off the west coast. It is im-
portant on account of its fisheries, and it has an
extensive trade in dried and smoked fish, herrings,

train-oil, &c. It is the see of a bishop, and has a
town-hall, a Protestant and a Roman Catholic church,

a museum, &c. Pop. (1891), 6079.

TROND, St. (Flemish, Sint-Truyden), a town of

Belgium, in the province of Limburg, 10 miles south-

west of Hosselt. It has a town-house with a lofty

quadrangular tower, a college, an hospital, &c. It

has tob^co-works, sugar-factories, breweries, and
distilleries. Pop. 14,000.

TRONDHJEM, or Throndhjem (German, Dront-
heim), a seaport town on the west coast of Norway,
the ancient capital of the country, beautifully situ-

ated on a bay at the mouth of the Nid, on the south
side of the Trondhjem-fiord. It has spacious, regular,

and remarkably clean streets, the houses being cniefly

of wood. The most remarkable edifice is the cathe-

dral, which mainly dates from the latter part of the

twelfth to the end of the thirteenth century, and is

entitled to rank, as a whole, as the most remarkable
ecclesiastical structure in the kingdom; it has long
been undergoing extensive restorations. Among
other buildings are a residence of the royal family,

an academy of science, containing a valuable library

and antiijuarian collections, an arsenal, &e. The
manufactures are not of much importance, but there

are breweries, distilleries, pti|K‘r-mills, and ship-yards.

A new harbour has recently been constructed, and
two railways now terminate here. The trade con-

sists chiefly in exports of timber, dried and salted

fish, tar, and copper. Poj). (1901), 38,180.

TROON, a seaport in Scotland, on the coast of

Ayrshire, and between 5 and 6 miles north of Ayr.

It is pleasantly situated on a promontory projecting

into the sea, and is neatly Vjuilt, containing many
handsome villas and cottages, chiefly for the accom-

modation of summer visitors, Troon being a favourite

sea-side resort. The principal trade of the port is the

exportation of coal and pig-iron
;
and ship-building

is ca. ried on. Pop. (1891), 3786; (1901), 4764.

TROOP, in the army, a body of cavalry, usually

consi.sting of sixty troopers under the command of

a ca})tain and two lieutenants. A squadron is com-

posed of two troops.

TROP^OLACEiE, a natural order of plants,

consisting of smooth, herbaceous, trailing or twining

plants, with alternate leaves without stipules, axil-

lary one-flowered peduncles; yellow, scarlet, orange,

or even blue flowers; three to five sepals, usually

valvate; one to five petals; six to ten free perigynous

distinct stamens with two-celled anthers, a single

three-cornered ovary, and an indehiscent fruit con-

taining large seeds without albumen. This order

is now often included in the Geraniaceee. All the

plants are natives of the temperate parts of North
and South America. They are generally acrid, pun-
gent, and antiscorbutic. The unripe fruit of Tro-

pcuclum majus, commonly known as Indian-cress or

garden nasturtium (taking the name nasturtium
from the similarly pungent water -cress), is fre-

quently pickled and employed as a substitute for

capers. This plant is said to have been brought
from Peru in 1686, while T» minus came from the

same country as early as 1586; both being hardy
annuals and very well known in gardens. T. specio-

sum, a perennial species with scarlet flowers, brought
from Chili in 1841, grows almost like a weed in

some parts, especially in Scotland. T, peregrinum,

a pretty yellow-flowered species, is known as the
Canary creeper. Most of the species have tuberous
roots, some of which are edible, as T* tuberosum,
TROP.®OLUM. See prec^ng article.

TROPICAL YEAR. See Year.
TROPIC-BIRD (PhaHon), a genus of Natatores

or Swimming Birds, included in the family Pelecan-
idsB and in the sub-family Phaetoninee. The bill in
these birds is sharp, curved superiorly, and is as long
as the head. The two middle feathers of the tail

are very long and narrow. These birds inhabit the
tropical seas, and can fly for days together without
resting on land. The cry is loud and shrill, hence
sailors call these birds by the name of Boatswains.
The common species is the Phaeton cethcreus, which
averages alxmt 2^ feet in length, the elongated tail-

feathers being about l.'i inches in length. This bird
breeds in Mauritius. Another well-known species is

the Roseate Tropic Bird {P. phccnicurus). Sec Plate
VII., fig. 19, at Ornttholoov.
TROPICS, in astronomy, two circles on the

celestial sphere, whose distances from the equator
are each equal to the obliquity of the ecliptic, or 23

J®

nearly. The northern one touches the ecliptic at

the sign Cancer, and is thence called the tropic of
Cancer, the southern one l^eing for a similar reason

called the tropic oj Capricorn. The sun’s annual
path in tlie heavens is lM)unded by these two circles,

and they are called tropicH (Greek, tropH, a turn),

: because when the sun, in his journey northwaid or

southward, reaches either of them, he, as it were, turns

hack, and travels in an f)pposite direction in regard

to north and south. Geographically the tropics are

two parallels of latitude, each at the same distance

from the terrestrial e((uator as the celestial tropics

are from the celestial eejuator. Tl»o one north of the

equator is called the tropic of Cancer, and that south

of the equator the tropic of Ca})ricorn, Over these

circles the sun is vertical %vhen farthest north or

farthest south, that is, at the solstices (or midsummer
and midwinter, 21st .Tune and 21st Dec.), and they
include between them that jiortion of the globe

called the torrid zone, a zone 47*^ wide, having the

equator for its central line. See Eoliitic, Day, &;c.

TROPPAU, a town of the Austrian Empire, capi-

tal of Silesia, on the Oppa, 78 miles north-east of

Briinn. It is well built, containing hand8f)me squares,

and consists of an inner town, with pleasure-grounds

on the site of the former fortifications, and of three

suburbs. It contains some handsome public build-

ings, several fine churches, an upper gymnasium, a
museum, a library of 35,000 volumes, an upper real-

school, and other educational in.stitutes. It manu-
factures woollen and linen cloth, beet-root sugar,

beer, liquors, paper. A congress of sovereigns was
held here in 1820, occasioned by the revolutions of

Spain, Portugal, and Naples. Pop. (1900), 26,725

TROSSACHS. See Katrine (Loch).

TROUBADOURS. See 1»iiovkn?al Poets.

TROUT, a name applied to various species of fish,

belonging to the genus Salmo, family SalmonidsB,

but a&o given to other fishes. Very many species

and varieties of Trout are found. The Trout dis-

tinctively so-called i.s the Salmo fario of naturalists

(see Plate III. at Ichthyology), occurring as a

characteristic fresh -water fish in Britain and in

almost all the rivers and lakes of Northern Europe,

being even found in the smallest streams, and pre-

senting variations in colour which are probably due

to differences in habits, locality, and feeding. The
general and most usual colour is a yellowish-brown

above, marked with dark reddish-brown spots, whilst

.spots of brighter red exist along the lateral line of

the fish. The lower parts of the sides are golden-

yellow, the belly bemg silvery-white. A trout
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weighing a pound is oonsidered a good fish, and
tho^h a weight far in excess of that is frequent,

many streams produce none so laige. Worms, flies,

4ind insects, or small animals of any kind, are the

food of the trout. The trout is a favourite fish with

the angler, and is protected by law during the winter

season (in Scotland only since 1902). It spawns
about the latter part of October and in November.
The Loch Leven trout is a distinct species (jSi. U/Den-

ensis)<, and some regard the Great Lake trout {8.

Jerox) as distinct from the common trout. Other
trout are the Bull or Gray Trout {Salrno eriox),

common in the Tweed, and the Salmon Trout {Sabrno

trutta). America has several species of large lake-

trout, the common American brook-trout being 8.

fontvnalis. See Salmon, Salmonid-*:, &c.

TROX7VERE. See France—

X

ttcraturc.

TROVER, in English law, an action against a
man who is in possession of the goods of another,

and refuses to deli ver them to the owner, or sells or

converts them to his own use without the consent

of the owner. It was originally confined to cases

in which one man had actually found the goods of

another and refused to deliver them on demand, but
•converted them to his own use.

TROWBRIDGE, a market-town of England, in

the county of Wilts, 26 miles north-west of Salisbury,

on a rock eminence in the valley of the river Biss.

The houses are generally old and indifferently built.

In the parish church, a fine building in the Perpen-

•dicular style dating from the fourteenth century, the

poet Orabbe officiated from 1814 until his death in

1832, and a fine monument is here erected over his

remains. The principal manufacture is that of

woollen cloths; engineering and brewing are also

oarried on. Pop. (1891), 11,717; (1901), 11,626.

TROY, or Ilium (Greek Troia or Ilion), a famous
ancient city in the north-west of Asia Minor, not

far from the iEgaean Sea and the Hellespont. This

region— the ancient Troad— is for the most part

mountainous, being intersected by Mount Ida and
its branches. There have been various opinions

respecting the site of the ancient city, and many
•efforts made to reconcile the present topography
with the geographical statements made in the

Homeric poems and other ancient writings. The
most probable opinion seems to be that which places

the original city at the head of the plain bounded
by the modem river Mendereh, supposed to be the

Scamander of Homer, and the Dorabrek, probably

the Homeric Simois. The Ilium of history was
founded, according to Strabo, about 720 B.c. by
.ffiolic Greeks, on an offshoot of Mount Ida, on the

site, as they doubtless believed, of the ‘sacred city*,

A few miles south-east of the bay into which the

Scamander falls. This bay, at the entrance of the

Hellespont, is the only place where such a fleet

as that described by Homer could have effected

A permanent landing. New Troy (Ilium Novum)
was visited and favoured by Alexander the Great,

but it did not become a place of importance until

the arrival of the Romans in Asia, and its later

Iiistory is of little interest. It is now represented

by ruins at a place called Hissarlik. Nearly all

antiquity believed that New Troy occupied the site

•of Old Troy, and most modems have taken the same
view. This topographical question has been debated
by Welcker, Ueber das Homerische Ilion (Bonn,

1846); Maclaren, The Plain of Troy described (Edin-

l)urgh, 1863) ;
Schliemann, Ilios t^nd Troja

(1883); Normand, La Troie d*Hom^ (1892); and
others. Schliemann's excavations at Hissarlik in

1871-82 and 1890, and those of his co-worker and
aucoesBor, W. Dorpfeld, have established the suc-

oesBiye existence of several ancient cities there. Of

these the lowest and oldest belongs almost wholly

to the stone age, and the second lowest, which miut
have been destroyed by fire, was identified by Schlie-

mann with the Troy of Homer. Professor Bury
considers that the Homeric Troy corresponded to

the sixth city built on this site, and that its fall

was consequent on the Greek colonization of Asia

Minor. According to him ‘ we know with full cer-

tainty who the people of Troy were; we know that

they were a Phrygian folk and spoke a tongue akin

to our own. The six cities of Troy perhaps corres-

pond to successive waves of the Phrygian immigra-

tion from south-eastern Europe into north-western

Asia Minor, an immigration which seems to have

extended over the third, and early portion of the

second, millennium*. The excavations here and
those carried out elsewhere by Schliemann are of the

utmost importance in the study of the Homeric prob-

lems, but the many questions raised by them are as

yet very far from having received a final answer.

(See Schuchhardt's Schliemann’s Excavations, 1891.)

The mythical, legendary, or poetical account of

the rise and fall of the Trojan kingdom is briefly as

follows :—Teucer, the first king of the Troad, had a
daughter who married Dardanus. From Tros, the

grandson of Dardanus, the country and people derived

the names Troas and Troes, and from his great-grand-

son Hus the city which he founded derived its name
Ilium. Laomedon was the son and successor of Hus,
and on the death of this king his son Priam suc-

ceeded him. The abduction of Helena, wife of

Menelaus, king of Sparta, by Paris, one of Priam’s
sons, brought on the siege of Troy. (See Priam,
Paris, Helena, &c.) To revenge this outrage all

the Greek tribes afterwards famous in history banded
themselves against the Trojans and their allies the
Lycians, Mysians, Lydians, Ac. The Greeks spent
ten years in equipping a fleet of 1186 vessels, con-

taining over 100,000 warriors commanded by Aga-
memnon. The first nine years of the war were
spent by the Greeks in driving the Trojans and their

allies within the walls of the capital, and in reducing
the surrounding towns. The tenth year brought
about the quarrel between Achilles, the bravest of

the Greeks, and Agamemnon, which proved so disas-

trous to their party, and which forms the subject of

the Iliad. The Trojans, headed by Hector drove
the besiegers back to the coast, and killed Fa tree.! us,

the intimate friend of Achilles. This roused Achilles

from his inactivity; he once more rushed into the
fight, forced the Trojans again behind their walls, and
killed Hector, their bravest champion. Achilles
was, however, slain by an arrow from the quiver of

Paris, and once more the Greeks were threatened
with disaster. But they now constructed an im-
mense hollow wooden horse, in which a number of

the Greek heroes concealed themselves. The horse
was drawn out into the plain before Troy, and the
Greeks withdrew to their ships as if they had abim-
doned the siege. The Trojans incautiously drew the
horse within the city, and gave themselves up to a
night*s wild revelry. The Greeks within the horse
now issued from their concealment, and being joined
by their companions without the walls, Troy was
taken and utterly destroyed. .^Eneas and Antenor
with their families were among those who escaped
the ^neral massacre. The destruction of the
is said to have occurred about 1184 B.O.

TROY, a town of the United States, capital of
Rensselaer county, New York, 161 miles north of
the city of New York, on the left bank of the Hudson
river. It is regularly built in spacious streets cross-
ing at right angles and openmg into fine public
squares

; and has a fine court-house, a lyceum with a
museum, a celebrated female institute, a polyteohnie
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ixistitute, a new pnbtio library, a government arsenal,^ The Hudson furnishes power to fnmaoes and
forges, paper, saw, cotton, did flour mills. Other
manufactures are cotton and woollen opods, railway

rolling-stock, collars, shirts, &c., and ^ere are large

laundries. Troy is an important ri^way centre.

Larro quantities of lumber, flour, grain, b^f, pork,

wool, &c., besides manufactured go^s, are shipped.

PoM1900), 60,661.

TROYES, a town of France, capital of the depart-

ment of Au^, and formerly of the province of Cham-
pagne, 103 miles e.s.e. of Paris by rail, on the left

bank of the Seine. Many of the streets are narrow
and irregular, and lined with antiquated wooden
houses; but these buildings are gradually giving way
to others of modem construction. The principal

edifices are the cathedral, a splendid specimen of

florid Gothic; the churches of St. Urbain, regarded

as a model of light, airy Gothic, of St. John, and of

St. Madeleine, in the flamboyant style; the fidtel-de-

viUet the prefecture, the hospital, museum, palaia-de-

jutiioty and public library, containi^ 100,000 printed

volumes and nearly 6000 MSS. ^e manufactures

consist of cottons, woollens, hosiery, soap, artificial

flowers, paper, gloves, &c. There are numerous
worsted and cotton mills. It carries on an important

trade in grain, wine, brandy, colonial produce, famous
sausages, hemp, wax, wool, wood, iron, lead, zinc,

Ac. The town was in existence previous to the

conquest of Gaul by the Romans, hy whom it was
called Augustobona. The Treaty of Troyes between

Charles VI. and Henry V. of England was con-

cluded in 1420 (see England, p. 169). Nine years

after, the English were expelled by Joan of Arc.

Pop. (1901), 63,169.

TROY WEIGHT, a scale of weight used in

Britain for weighing gold, silver, precious stones,

Aa, and legally established for determining the

weight of coins. Neither the etymology nor the

date of the introduction of this denomination is at

all certain. By some the term troy weight is

supposed to be derived from Troyes, in France,

which, like Cologne and other continental towns,

may have had its own system of weights; indeed,

it is asserted that such a system was brought from
Cairo to Troyes by the Crusaders, and thence to

England by the goldsmiths. The unit and only

standard of weight is the troy pound, one-twelfth

part of which is an ounce, one-twentieth part of

such ounce is a pennyweight, and one-twenty-fourth

part of such pennyweight is a grain; thus 6760

grains are a troy pound, while 7000 such grains

are a pound avoirdupois. Formerly a different

anbdivision of the troy pound was used by apothe-

caries, but medicines are now weighed by the avoir-

dupois scale. The standard troy pound, if lost,

might be restored by reference to the weight of a
onUo inch of distills water, which, weighed in air

brass weights at the temperature of 62** Fahr.,

the barometer being at 80 inches, is equal to 262*468

grains, while the troy pound oontams 6760 such

grains.

TRUCE, a temporary suspension of hostilities

between two armies or statM for negotiation or

other pmrposes. By the laws of war none of the

contending parties are allowed to take up a more
favourable position during a truce or so to act as

to secure advantages over the enemy which they
had not at the commencement of the trace. A truce

to become binding requires the sanction of the com-
mander-in-chief, but may be ended before the period

previously agreed upon on due notice being given to

the oppo^ party.

TRuCE OF GOD, in the middle ages, a limita-

tion of the right of private warfare introduced by

the ohurdh in order to mitigate an evil which it waa
tmable to eradicate. TUa truce of Qod proviM
that private feuds should cease, at least on the holy
days, from Thursday evening to Sunday evening ia
ea^ week; also dui^ the whole season of Advent
and Lent, and on the octaves of the great festivals
This salutary regulation was first introduced In
1083 in Aquitaine, then in France and Burgundy.
Under William the Conqueror it was introduced
into England, and in 1071 into the Netherlands.
At many councils it was a chief subject of discussion,
and was enjoined by spedfd decrees. At a later
period the truce of God was sometimes extended to
Thursday. Whoever engaged in private warfare on
the prohibited days was excommunicated. The truos
of God was also extended to certain places, as
churches, convents, hospitids, churchyards, Aa, and
certain persons, as clergymen, peasants, merchants,
pilgrims, and, in gene^, all defenceless persons.

At the Council of Clermont (1096) it was made to
include all Crusaders. This institution was entirely

abolished when the rulers of the various countiies

became strong enough to curb effectually their tur-

bulent and powerful subjects.

TRUCK SYSTEM, an arrangement by which
an employer pays his workmen in goods instead of

in money—a practice that extensively prevailed, and
to some extent still prevails, in the mining and
manufacturing districts of Great Britain. The plan
has been for the employers to open shops or stores,

and the workmen have either got their wages ac-

counted for to them by supplies of goods from such
establishments without receiving any money, or they
have been paid the money with the understanding,

implied or expressed, that they were to purchase

their provisions, clothes, Ac., at the premises opened

by the masters for that purpose. The system offers

great facilities for fraudulent dealing. In too many
cases it has been the practice to supply goods at fir^

on liberal terms, and the workmen have been induced

to purchase to such an extent in anticipation of wages
that they soon run into debt. They then cease to

be free agents, as they are compelled to take sucdi

goods and at such prices as the master pleases. The
only resource by which they can escape from this

thraldom is to quit their employment and remove to

some other place. In many instances the profits

of the truck shop became a source of consioerable

revenue to the employers, and thousands of work-

men, whose nominal wages were 30s. a week, did

not really receive, owing to the bad quality and high

price of goods supplied, more than 20t., and frequentiy

not so much. A remedy for such a scandalous stats

of matters was long and loudly called for, and at last

the system met a severe check by Lord Hatherton*s

act, 1 and 2 William IV. cap. xxxil, which abolished

the system in mining and manufacturing centres.

This has been extended and amended by an act

passed in 1887.

TRUFFLE (Tuber), agenusofmushro^ (Fungi),

remarxable for their form, and for growi^ entirelj

under ground, at the distance of a few inches from

the surface. Only a few species are known, which

are found chiefly in temperate climates, ^me of

them have the rind rough, with small tubendss;

others have it entirely smooth. They attain the

diameter of 2 or 8 inches. The Condon Trnfito

(T. cibarium), so celebrated in the annals of oookerj,

is said to inhabit all the warm and temperate paito

of the northern hemisphere, although its existence in

North America is doubtful The best are imported

from France, Italy, and Algeria. In certain distrioti

it is astonishingly abundant, as in Piedmont, and afl

Perigord, in France, which latter place has in oonsa*

quenoe acquired celebrity for producing them. Tbsy
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abound most in light and dr^ soils, es^cialW in oak
and chestnut forests

;
but it would oe difficult to

procure them an3nirhere were it not that hogs are

extremely fond of them, and lead to their discovery

by rooting in the ground. Do^ are sometimes
taught to find this fungus by ^e scent and to

scratch it up out of the ground. The season for

collecting continues from October to January. The
truffle is usually about as large as an egg; is entirely

destitute of K>ots; the skin blackish or gray, studded
with small pyramidal warts; the flesh, white, gray,

or blackish, varied with black or brown veins. They
are commonly preserved in oil. They may be kept
in ice or covered with lard

;
in some countries they

are dried. They were in use among the ancient
Greeks and Romans.
TRULLAN COUNCIL. See Constantinople

(General CouNaLs of).

TRUMPET, a musical wind-instrument, known
in all ages and countries, generally made of brass,

and sometimes of silver. Tlie orchestral or slide

trumpet consists of a tube alx)ut 5^ feet long, twice

curv^ and ending in a bell. The slide is on
the second curve. The scale of the slide trumjKjt

begins with A sharp in the first apace of the bass

stave, and extends to C above the treble stave, but

0 below the bass stave can be produced. The
natural notes are C (below bass), C (octave), G,
middle C, E, G, B flat, C, D, E, F, G, A, B flat, B,

C. A univalve trumpet was introduced by Mr.
Bassett in 1876. The addition of the valve greatly

improves the slide trumpet in re8j)ect of accuracy

and comideteness without injuring its characteristic

tone in any way. The trumpet, from its exciting

effect, is well-fitted for military music.

TRUMPET, Hearing. See Ear-trumpet.
TRUMPET, Speaking. See Speaking-trumpet.
TRUMPETER {Psophia), a genus of Grallatorial

or Wading Birds, found in South America, and so

named from their hollow cry, which results from
the peculiar conformation of the windpipe or trachea.

The most familiar species is the Golden-breasted
Trumpeter (/’. crepitans)^ which is readily tamed,

and becomes a favourite inmate of the house. The
head and neck are velvety - black

;
the breast is

glossy-green; the back gray; and the wings, tail, and
under parts black. The eggs, numbering ten or

twelve, are light-green in colour, and are deposited

in a mere hole scratched in the ground.

TRUMPET-FISHES, a name sometimes given

to the Pipe-fishes (which see). The name Sea-

trumpet is also applied to the Triton variegatus or

Ooncn-shell, a large genus of Gasteropodous Molluscs,

which is employed as a horn or trumpet by the

South Sea Islanders.

TRUNK-FISHES, the name given to several

curious Teleostean fishes belonging to the sub-order

Plectognathi, and forming the family Ostraciontidie.

The body in these fishes is inclosed in a solid immov-
able case of large ganoid plates, the tail alone being

mobile; and this ossified condition also extends to

the skeleton of the head. The Homed Trunk-fish

{Ostraewn comutus) is a familiar example of this

group, the members of which chiefly occur in tropical

seas. (See Ichthyology, PI. III. fig. 21.)

TRURO, an episcopal city and municipal borough

of England, in the county of Cornwall, at the con-

fluence of the Kenwyn and St. Allen, lOJ miles

N.N.B of Falmouth. The principal edifices are a

Sificent new cathedral and a range of public

ings comprising an assembly-room, libraries

and re^ing-room, &c. There are here a grammar-
school, a free library, a mining-school, the museum
of the royal Institution of Cornwall, and the Central

Technical School for the county of Cornwall. Vessels

of about 100 tons can come up to the town; and tin

and copper ore are exported, and iron, coi^ timber,

&a, imported. Truro ceased to be a parliamentary

borough in 1885. Pop. (1891), 11,131; (1901),

11,562.

TRUSS, in surgery, a bandage or apparatus em-
ployed in ruptures (see Hernia) to keep up the

reduced parts and hinder a fresh protrusion. A truss

ought so to compress the neck of the hernial sac,

and the ring or external opening of the hernia, that

a protrusion of any of the contents of the abdomen
may be completely prevented. It should make an
equal pressure on the parts without causing incon-

venience to the patient, and be so secured as not

easily to slip out of its right position. Every truss

consists of a pad for compressing the aperture through

which the hernia protrudes, and of another pad which

is applied to the spine, and a steel spring for keeping

up the pressure; to these are sometimes added a

thigh-strap and a scapulaiy, which posses over the

shoulder.

TRUSTEE, a person to whom property is legally

committed in trust, to be applied either for the

benefit of specified individuals or for public uses.

The person for whom or in whose favour the trustee

holds the estate, or any interest therein, is colled

the cestui que trust. Trusts are generally raised by
marriage settlements or by wills. The ordinary

trusts in the former case, as to real estate, ore, in the

first place, for securing to the wife payment of her

pin-money during marriage, and of her jointure on
her becoming a widow; then for raising the stipu-

lated provisions for younger children, and also for

providing for their maintenance while minors. Trusts
are commonly raised in wills for the maintenance* or

advancement and portioning of children. Trustees
may be declared verbally as regards personal estate,

but as to land writing is necessary. No one is com-
pelled to undertake a trust, but if he once accept he
cannot renounce it unless the trust-deed contains

a provision enabling him to do so, or the Chancery
Division grants him a discharge, or by the consent
of all those beneficially interested in the estate.

Trustees are bound to act in strict accordance with
the terms of the trust and the rules of the Chancery
Division, and are liable for the consequences of any
breach of trust. However, by the Judicial Trustees
Act of 1896 the High Court may relieve a trustee

from i^ersonal liability, either wholly or partly, if

he has acted honestly and reasonably. They are
accountable for the interest which they do or might
make from the employment of the money in their

possession, as also for the whole profits they may
derive from trading with the trust fund. As their

office is considered purely honorary, they are not
entitled to any allowance for their trouble in con-
nection with the trust. Trustees are liable for any
misapplication of the trust fund arising either from
ignorance of facta which they might by common
diligence have known, or from ignorance of the law
in any case, even though they may have acted in
good faith and in reliance on the opinion of eminent
legal advisers; but they may apply for advice by
petition to a judge of the Chancery Division, or by
summons to a judge at chambers, and so be ab-
solved from responsibility. By the Trustee Act of
1893 trustees were given power to select from a wider
list of securities than was formerly permissible, but
subject to the limitations of the trust-deed. The
estates of trustees deceased are liable in the case of
fraudulent administration. The appropriation of the
trust fund by the trustee to his own use makes him
liable to prosecution and punishment by imprison-
ment. The above-mentioned Act of 1893, which
does not apply to Scotland, repealed, but substantially
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re^^iiMted, most of the Traatee Act of 1888, and
providee for lessening the personal responsibilities

of trustees who act in good faith. By the Judicial

Trustees Act of 1896 the Hi^h Court, or any County
Court judge with jurisdiction under the act, was
given power, on application by a person d^rous of

creating a trust or by a trusts or beneficiary of an
existing trust, to appoint a paid judicial trustee to

act either along with another person or as sole trustee,

and, if cause be shown, in place of the existing

trustees. This act does not apply to Scotland or

Ireland, or to charitable trusts. S^ Birrell's Duties

and Liabilities of Trustees (1896).

TSARSKO-SELO, or Zarskoje-Selo (‘Czar’s

Town’), a town of Russia, in the govemment of

St. Petersburg, and 14 miles south of the capital,

with which it Is connected by rail. It is the favourite

summer residence of the imperial family, and was
founded by Peter the Great In 1744 the Empress
Elizabeth erected the magnificent palace, which
Catharine 11. decorated at great expense. Ihe prin-

dpal front is about 1000 feet long. The interior is

goigeously ornamented, the walls of some of the

rooms being covered with amber, mother-of-pearl,

jaspers, agates, and other precious stones. This
palace has not been for many years the residence

of the imperial family; they have preferred a less

pretentious building, erected by Alexander I. llie

palace grounds, which are 18 miles in circumference,

are findy laid out, and offer every variety of land-

scape. Pop. 20,000.

TSETSE-FLY {Olomna niorsitans)^ a genus of

Diptera or flies, belonging to the family of the Tab-
anidte or Gad-ilies, and nd^ for its deadly effects

on horses, dogs, and cows. This fly is especially

South African in its distribution, and appears to be
innocuous to man and to wild animals. It is an
insect of about the size of our common house-fly, or

perhaps a little larger; it is of a brown colour, with

a few yellow stripes across the abdomen. A curious

gland, secreting a poisonous fluid, exists within the

mouth. A single bite appears sufficient to cause

death in the horse, ox, or dog, but it is equally

curious to note that the nearly-allied goats, mules,

and asses, do not appear to suffer from the bite of

the tsetse. It is said to be absent from districts

in which the buffalo has been exterminated. The
83rmptomB of tsetse -bite are at first those of a
severe cold, the eyes, nose, and mouth beginning

to ‘run the body then swells, whilst emaciation sets

in. The fly seldom bites at night, and it appears

never to approach close to a river side, so that ani-

mals conveyed by water usually escape its attacks.

TUAM, an ancient town of Ireland, in the county

of Galway, Connaught, 126 miles west by north from
Dublin. It is the seat of the Bishop of Tuam, and
also of the Roman Catholic archbishop. Its principal

edifices are the Protestant and Roman Catholic

cathedrals, the bishops’ palaces, the college of St.

Jarlath, for the education of Roman Catholic clergy;

the court-house, bridewell, National and other schools.

The manufactures are confined to canvas and a few
coarse linens, but the trade in grain is considerable.

Pop. (1881), 8567; (1891), 3012; ( 1901 ), 2896.
TUARICKS, Tuabegb, or Tawabiks. See Beb-

BJDSSimd Sahara.
TUBER, in botany, a short and fleshy subter-

nneBU stem (often erroneously called a root), con-
sisting of a mass of starchy substance, which affords

a supply of nutritious matter for the future germ
in the spring, and protects it from the cold during
winter. They are more or less numerous, as in the
Jerusalem articb<dce and potato, and are attached to

the true root at different pcdnts, sometimes in the
middle, sometimes at the extremities. They belonff
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exdnrively to perennial plants, and mav be used for

the propagation of the plant by division into portions,

each contdningan eyeor bud. Arrow-root is obtained

from the tubers of the MararUa arundwaoea, and
many other tubers form articles of food.

TUBERCULOSia See Supplement.
TUBEROSE {PolyaniJiet tvbero$a\ a plant of the

natural order Liliaoea. Tins highly ^oi^erous and
favourite flower was introducea into Europe from
the East Indies about the middle of the sixteenth
century. Though almost purely an ornamental plant,

its culture is now so extended that the roots form a
considerable artide of export from the southern to
the northern parts of Europe. The root is a rounded
bulb; the radical and inferior leaves are long, almost
sword-shaped, and very acute; the stem uprighti
unbranching, and 3 or 4 feet high. The flowers are

diroosed in a simple and more or less elongated
spike, and are of a very pure white : the tube of the
corolla is a little curved, and divides into six oval

obtuse lobes. The flowers expand successively, so

that they continue nearly three months, and their

fragrance is emitted mostly after sunset. The essen-

tial oil is used by perfumers.

TUBES OF FORCE. Conceive a small area of

an electrified surface and the lines of force which
spring from it; if we consider the lines of force

which spring from the boundary of the area as form-

ing the [x>unding surface of the tube the whole bundle

of lines of force may be called a tube of force.

In a tube of force the total force at all eertione it

the tame^ so that where the tube widens the force

intensitp is weakened. In the case of an electrified

sphere the tubes of force are tapering to a point at

the centre of the sphere.

TUBICOLA, an order of Annelida or Worms dis-

tinguished by the fact of its members secreting or

manufacturing tubes of various kinds for the protec-

tion of their bodies. The familiar Serpidas (which

see) thus make bard tubes of lime, as also does

Spirorbit (which see); whilst Terebella and SabeUa
make tubes of sandy materials.

TUBINGEN, an old town of Wfirtemberg, in the

circle of the Schwarzwald, situated in a vall^ on the

Neckar, 16 miles south-west of Stuttgart, lie town
is somewhat irregularly built, and the streets are for

the most part steep and narrow, but the environs are

finely diversified by hill, dale, and forest. Hiere
are some woollen and linen manufactures, as also

dye-works, saw and other mills, but the town is sup-

ported chiefly by the university, which was found^
by Eberhard im Bart, first Duke of Wfirtemberg,

in 1477, and received very important improvements
in 1769. It has a library of 250,000 vols., a botanic
garden, a chemical laboratory, collections of zoology

and comparative anatomy, of minerals, of coins ana
antiquities, gymnastic and swimming schools, and
an average attendance of about 1200-1400 students,

receiving instruction from about eighty ordinary and
extraordinary professors, lecturers, &c. Among the

celebrated names connected with the professorships

of this university are Reuchlin, Melanchtbon, and
in the nineteenth century Baur, the founder of the

new Tfibingen school of theology. The first men-
tion of Tfibingen in history is in the year 1078.

Pop. of the town in 1890, 13,275; in 1900, 15,388.

TUBIPORA, a genus of Corals or Actinozoa,

belonging to the order Alcyonaria, and represented by
the familiarOrgan-pipe Coral ( T. mutica), and byother
species. In these Corals the Sclerodermic (which see)

variety is well represented. The little polypes have

each eight fringed tentacles, and are of a bright men
colour, which contrasts markedly with the dark red

of their investing coral

TUBUTiAR BRIDGE. See BBiDai (TubulaiV.
896
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TUbOLARTA, % w«n>kn(ywn geaiM ol HydrosoA
or Zoophyteo (tee Cqelentibata), indaded in tbo

otdorOorynidnorTubiilarida. The organism coiisittf

of a ooUeotion of tubes either unbranohed, or very
lightly BO, each of which contains a single polypite.

The tubes are straw-coloured, and the odonies of

Tubularia are sometimes hence known as 'Pipe-

oorallines.* The animalB themselves are of red colour,

and are provided with two sets of tentacles. Hie
geaserative buds or bodies exist at the bases of the

teazles, imd appear as medusse-like bodies. Tubu-
larva indivisa is a familiar species,

TTJCXJMAN, or San Miguel db TucDiiAN,a town
of the Argentine Bepublic, capital of the province of

same name^ with ta^eries and sugar-works, distil-

leries, &c. Pop. in 1895, 34,305.

T17DELA, a city of Spain, in the province of

Navarre, 156 miles north-east of Madrid in a plain

on the right bank of the Ebro, at the junction of the
Queiles. It is a neat but dull place, with narrow
streets and solidly-built houses; there are, however,
several fine public squares and a beautiful promenade
along the river. It has an ancient cathedral and
other churches, a medical college, an orphan asylum
and foundling hospital, and manufactures of soap
and earthenware. Pop. (1887), 9220.

TUDOR. See Britain and the articles Henbt
VII., Henry VIII., Elizabeth, &c.

TUDOR STYLE, in arcldtecture, the latest

Gothic style in England, forming a transition from
the Perpendicular to the Elizal^than style. It is

characterized by a flat arch, shallow mouldings, and
a profusion of panelling on the walls.

TUESDAY (Latin, dies Martis)^ the third day of

our week, so called from the Anglo-Saxon god of

war, Tiw (whence the Anglo-Saxon TiwesdcRg),

TUFA, or ToPP, the name of a soft porous stone,

sometimes compost chiefly of calcareous matter
deposited from water holding much carbonate of

lime in solution, and sometimes of a fine volcanic

powder, and cemented more or less completely by
the percolation of water. The first kind, called cal-

careous tufa, when consolidated, becomes travertine;

the second kind, called volcanic tufa, is the material

in which Pompeii is buried. Under the microscope
it has sometimes been found to contain organic

remains.

TUILERIES (from tuUe^ a tile, because the spot

on which it is built was formerly used for the manu-
facture of tiles), the residence of the French mon-
archsy on the right bank of the Seine, in Paris.

Oatharine de’ M^ici, wife of Henry II., began the

building from the designs of Philibert Delorme and
Jean BuUant (1564). Henry IV. extended it, and
founded the old galleiT (1600), which was intended

to connect it with the Louvre, and form a residence

for twenty-four artists. Louis XIV. enlarged it

(1654), and completed that gallery. The side towards

the Louvre consisted of five pavilions and four ranges

of buildings; the other side had only three pavilions.

In the pavilion of Flora Napoleon resided, and it

was aftowards occupied by Louis XVIII. and his

successors. During the levolution of 1830 the palace

was sacked and the furniture destroyed by the mob.
It was restored by Louis Philippe to its former

splendour, but in 1848 the populace once more drove
their sovereign from his residence, and wreaked their

vengeance on the furnishings of the royal chambers.

The Tuileries then became an hospital for wounded,
a picture-gallery, and the home of Louis Napoleon
In 1851. On the evening of the 28d May, 1871, this

magnificent structure was almost totally destroyed
by fire (the work of the communists), and the remain-
ing portions were finally removed by order of the
government in the course of the year 1888.

TULA, a government of Centrsl Russia^ with an
area of 11,772 square miles. The surface is m
generally flat as to have somewhat of a monotcmous
^pearance. The principal rivers are the Oka^ tbs
Upa, and the Don. By canal there is water oom-
munication with the Baltic, the Black Sea, and tbs

Caspian. Mudli grain b produced, and vast numben
of horses, cattle, and sheep are reared. Iron is smelted

and manufactured to a large extent Tula is the

capital Pop. (1897). 1,432,743.

TULA, a town of Russia, capital of the above
government, cm the Upa, 107 miles south of Moscow.
Tula, with its numerous towers, domes, and spires,

presents a very striking appearance, entitling it to

be regarded as one of the handsomest provincial

towns in Russia. It is the residence both of a civil

and a military governor, the see of a bishop, and
has manufactures of fire-arms and hardware so

extensive as to have procured for it the name of the

Russian Birmingham. The fire-arms of the govern-

ment are manufactured in an extensive establish-

ment. The other manufactures of importance here

are cutlery, ornamental steel- work, platina snuff-

boxes, silks, hats, soap, caudles, cord^e, and leather.

Pop. (1897), 111,048.

TULIP {Tidipa), a genus of plants of the order

Liliaceae, natives of Europe, Western and Central

Asia, and North Africa. They are bulbous plants,

with leaves few, and disposed about the base of the

stem
;
the latter simple, and usually terminated by a

large solitary flower. The cal3rx is wanting
;
the corolla

composed of six petals, and the stamens six in num-
ber. Among the garden species are T. gesneriana^

introduced from the Levant in 1577, typically crim-

son-red with a blue base, from which most May-
flowering and florists’ or English tulips are derived;

T. auaveolem^ a South Russian species, introduced

into Western Europe in 1603, with red and yellow

flowers, the parent of the early-flowering Dutch
tulips; T. dusiaua, a Himalayan species, introduced

in 1636, with red-striped white flowers, purplish in

the centre; T. platystigma, an Alpine form from
which the showy Dragon or Parrot Tulips are de-

rived; and T. sylvatrUj the wild yellow tulip of

Britain. About a century after the introduction

of the tulip into Holland a tidipomania prevailed

there, and great sums were often given for a single

bulb. It is still extensively cultivated in Holland,

from which all Europe is supplied.

TULIP-TREE (Lvriodendron tulij»fera), a tree

belonging to the natural order Magnoliacese, a native

of North America, where it is sometimes called pop-
lar, whitewood, &a It is a beautiful tree, aix>ui

140 feet high and 8 or 9 feet in diameter in the

Western States. The leaves are smooth, with two
lateral lobes near the base, and two at the apex,

which appears as if cut off abruptly by a broad shallow
notch; petals long, greenish -yellow, marked with
orange, in two rows, making a bell-shaped corolU;

pistils flat and scale-formed, long and narrow, cohering

together in an elongated cone, which, when mature,
is 8 inches long. T^e tree is unknown in the wild
state east of the Connecticut River, although occur-

ring as far north as lat 45°, at the southern extre-

mity of Lake Champlain. It delights only in deep
loamy soils, such as are found in the rich alluvial flats

which lie tJong the rivers and on the borders of the

great forest-swamps. In some parts of the Western
States it constitutes, alone, pretty extensive tracts

of the forest, and here attains its largest dimemdons.
The hearty or perfect wood, is vellow, smproaching to

a lemon colour, and the sap white. Tnough claamd

among the light woods, it is muoh heavier than the

poplars; the grain is equcdly fine, and more oompaot;

it u eai^y wrought polishes well, and is soffiGiently
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strong and stiff for |nupofies re^niring sreat solidity.

Mechanics distinguish two vaneties» the white and
^Uow, the latter of which is preferred. The wood
18 used for a great variety of purposes, such as

trunks, bedsteads, bowls, cattle-troughs, &c. The
bark, s^s, and cones are used in chronic rheumatism.

TIJLLAMORE, a town in King’s County, Lein-

ster, Ireland, on a tributary of the Clodagh, near

the centre of the Bog of Allen, 48 miles w. by s. of

Dublin. Owing to its central situation in a populous

district, and its position on the Grand Canal and on
a branch of the Great Southern and Western Rail-

way, TuUamore is a thriving trading town. There
are a Roman Catholic and some Protestant churches;

a town-haU, jail, court-house, work -houses; a
brewery, malting establishments, a distillery, aer-

ated water works, Ac. Great quantities of com and
provisions are sent to Dublin. Pop. (1891), 4522;

(1901), 4639.

TULLE, a town of France, capital of the depart-

ment of Correze, on an acclivity at the confluence of

the Correze and Solane, 116 miles n.n.e. of Bordeaux.

It is an ancient place, and is generally composed of

houses which are old and ugly, but some of which
possess considerable interest from their antiquities.

It has a cathedral and Episcopal palace, a communal
college, a diocesan cemeteiy, court-house, theatre,

Ac. There are manufactures of firearms, made in

a government factory; woollen goods, iron goods,

paper, leather, &c.; and a trade in brandy, liqueurs,

paper, wool, horses, Ac. Pop. (1896), 17,374.

TULLE, a kind of silk open lace or net formerly

manufactured at Tulle in France in narrow strips,

and much used in ladies’ caps, Ac.

TULLUS HOSTILIUS, according to the common
statement King of Rome and successor of Numa
PompiliuH (B.C. 672), a warlike monarch, in whose

reign took place the combat of the Horatii and
Curiatii. (See Hoiiatii.) He subdued and utterly

destroyed Alba by treachery. He likewise con-

quered the Fidenates and Sabines. His death, after

a reign of thirty-three years, is ascribed by some to

lightning, by others to Ancus Martius, his successor.

TULLY. See Cickko.

TUMOUR, a term applied in its widest sense to

a swelling or enlargement in any part of the body,

oi of any kind. More strictly, however, it implies

a permanent swelling, occasioned by a new growth,

and not a mere enlargement of a natural part, which

is called hypertrophy. Tumours are divided into

two great classes—solid and encysted, or, in other

terms, simple or benign, and malignant or cancerous

tumours. The solid tumour is generally enveloped

in a dense cellular sheath formed by condensation

of the cellular tissue during the enlargement of the

new growth. This covering separates the diseased

from the healthy parts. The cyst of encysted tumours,

on the contrary, must be considered as an integral

part of the tumour; for should one of these tumours
be removed and any part of the cyst be left, the

disease is certain to be reproduce. Generally
speaking, tumours cannot be cured by external

applications, such as liniments, friction; excision

appears to be in most cases the only available

remedy. See Cancsb, Polypus, and Wkn.
TUMULL or Babbowb, artificial mounds of earth

or stone raii^ to mark the resting-place of the
dead. The practice of rearing sepulchral mounds
may be traced in all countries to the remotest
antiquity. Their origin is to be sought for in the

heap of earth displac^ by interment, which still to

thousands suffices as the most touching memorial of

their dead. In a rude age, when the tomb of the
great warrior or patriarch was to be indicated by
some more remarkable token, the increase of the

little mound b^ the joint labours of the tribe into
the form of a gigantic tumulus would readily suggest
itself M the fittest mark of distinction. The ancient
Scythians had their barrows on the banks of the
Borysthenes, the aborigines of North America on
the banks of the Mississippi and the Ohio; the
steppes of Tartary are thickly covered with banowa,
and they have been found in Southern Africa and in
the interior of New South Wales. They may still

be seen in great numl)ers in Denmark, Germany,,
Sweden, France, Portugal, Spain, and the British
Isles. Barrows differ considerably in form as iii

magnitude, and have been divided, according to>

their shape, into such classes os the long liarrow, the
bowl Imrrow, the bell barrow, Ac. Among other
tumuli in England may be mentioned Devoid Bar-
row, in Dorsetshire, on the downs to the west of
Blandford, which on being explored in 1825 was
found to contain twenty-one unbaked urns, with
broken pottery and other remains, inclosed in a cist

or stone coffin; and Bartlow Hills, in the county
of Essex, on the southeni body of Cambridg^ire,
being the name given to four tumuli of varying size,

arranged in a row, the largest of which, measuring
142 feet in diameter by 44 inches in height, was
excavated in 1835, and a square inclosure or chest
discovered containing various remains of Roman or

British-Roman manufacture, sucli as glass urns or
bottles, a bronze lamp and cup, glass vessels, an
enamelled vase, Ac. Among Scotch barrows, one of

the most remarkable forms is the ship barrow, a
specimen of which occurs in the parish of Dunning,
Perthshire. It consists of an earthen mound cover-

ing several acres, and resembling a ship turned up-
side down. The most numerous and remarkabk,
however, of the Scottish sepulchral mounds, both
for number and size, are the stone tumuli or cairns.

See Greenwell’s British Barrows and Sepulchral
Mounds; Wilson’s Pre-Historic Annals of Scotland;
Anderson’s Scotland in Pagan Times; Ac.

TUN, the name origiu^ly applied to all laarga

casks or similar vessels for containing liquids. In
Hiiveral countries the name, or rather one derived
from the same root, came to denote a measure of

capacity, and ton is etymologically the same word.
The tun in old English wine-measure contained 252
gallons, or 4 hogsheads; but measures of higher
denomination than a gallon are no longer lewdly
recognized.

TUNBRIDGE, or Tonbridge, a town of Eng-
land, in the county of Kent, about 4 miles north ^
Tunbridge Wells, on an acclivity above the Med-
way, here crossed by several bridges, 11 miles south-

west of Maidstone. It consists chiefly of a long

and tolerably well-built street; and has a handsome
church with a square embattled tower, several Dis-

senting chattels, a well-endowed grammar-school, a.

new public hall and market-house, a free library, Ac.

It has manufactures of gunpowder and fancy wo^n
wares (Tunbridge ware). Pop. ( 1 891 ), 1 0,123 (1901 )»

12,736.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, a municipal borough,,

market-town, and watering-place of England, in

Kent, pleasantly situated amid picturesque scenery,

about 28 miles S.8.E.. of London, and 4 south of

Tunbridge. It consists chiefly of clusters of houaee

many of them handsomely built on detached
eminences ;

and of a spacious parade, finely planted

on one side, and occupied hy assembly-rooin%.

libraries, and elegant shops on t^e other ; and haa
numerous places of worship and schools, a eons-

modious town-hall, corn exchange, public halls, the

Pump Room and Neyill’s Club, Gonvalesoeni Home
for children, mechanics’ institute, an infirmary and
du^nsary ;

and an exte&aiye aak of fancy aiticiia
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in inlaid wood, such aa ladies’ work-boxes, desks, &c.,

covered with mosaic work forming pretty pictures,

and known by the name of Tunbridge ware. The
spring to which the place owes its ongin and pros-

perity is chalybeate, and is considered very effica-

cious in cases of weak digestion. The wells are

situated on the promenade called The Pantiles, and
the accommodation provided for the numerous
annual visitors is ample. Fop. (1891), 27,896;

(1901), 33,388.

TXTNDRA, the Russian name for the extensive
low-lying, swampy peat-mosses which compose a con-

siderable part of the great Siberian plain, and that of

N. Russia. From June till the middle of August the
tundras are thawed to a small depth, and are seen
covered with mosses and lichens, among which there
are sprinkled a few flowering plants. Many furred

ammals, along with various migratoiy birds, resort

hither for the short summer season.

TUNE. See Melody.
TUNGSTEN, a metal occurring in the minerals

Wolfram (tungstate of iron and manganese), scheelite

(tungstate of calcium), and scheelinite (tungstate of

lead). These minerals are found in Cornwall, in

Saxony, in Bohemia, and in Chili. Metallic tung-

sten may be prepared by heating the trioxide in a
stream of hydrogen; it is a granular powder of a
light-gray colour and strong lustre, having a specific

gravity of about 19. When heated in air tungsten

bums to the oxide. Tungsten has the symbol W
(from the German Wolfram) and the atomic weight
184. This metal forms four chlorides—WCla, WCI4,

WCl* and WCh; it also forms two oxides, WO2,

and WO3. The latter of these is soluble in aqueous
alkalies; on acidulating this solution with an acid a
hydrated oxide (HaO . WOa or HaWO^) is precipi-

tated. This hydrate is possessed of acid properties,

and forms a series of salts called tungitatea. Various
other salts of tungsten are known.
TUNIOATA, a class of Molluscoida or Lower

MoUusca (see Mollusoa), including those forms

known as Sea-squirts (which see) or Ascidians, Salpse

(which see), Pyrosomae (which see), and others.

TUNING-FORK, a forked piece of steel con-

structed and tempered so as to give a definite musical

note when caused to vibrate. For musical purposes

tuning-forks are small and easily carried in the

pocket. They may be caused to sound by striking

against the knee
;
the sound will be much strength-

ened by placing the handle in contact with a table.

Lar^ tuning-forks are used for lectures on acoustics,

fiixed on sounding-boxes, and caused to vibrate with

a rosined hair-strung bow. See Pitch.

TUNIS, a country of North Africa, formerly

dependent on Turkey, now a French protectorate, is

bounded on the north and north-east by the Mediter-

ranean, on the south-east by Tripoli, and on the west

and south-west by Algeria
;
area, estimated at 45,700

square miles. The coast-line presents three remark-

able indentations, forming the Bay of Tunis on the

north and those of Hammamet and Cabes or the

liMser Syrtis on the east. The north-west portion

of Tunis, lying between the frontiers of Algeria on

the west and the valley of the Mejerdah on the

south and east, is traversed by a range of moun-
tains which, entering from the west, spread over

the whole district. These mountains, estimated at

nearly 4000 feet high, are well covered with fine

timber, and on their lower slopes have many fertile

tracts, partly under culture and partly under oHve
plantations. The valley of the Mejerdah itself is a

fertile tract, through which now runs the railway

from Algiers to Tunis. A similar mountainous
region lies to the south-east of the Mejerdah valley,

asA south of this again stretches the extensive plain

or plateau of Eairwan. The fertility of this part of

the country was celebrated by the ancients, but at

present in great part it is little better than a desert,

though the numerous ruins to be met with testify to

its former populousness. The only river of any con-

sequence in Tunis is the Mejerdah. Agriculture is

very much neglected, and large tracts, capable of

yielding productive returns, remain in a state of

nature. The principal crops are wheat, barley, and
maize

; olives also are extensively grown, and date

plantations are so numerous as to furnish the prin-

cipal subsistence tomanyof the inhabitants. Tobacco,

cotton, indigo, saffron, and opium are also grown.

Considerable areas are covered with esparto. Almost
all the fruits of Southern Europe a^un^ and in

various quarters drugs and dyes form special objects

of culture. The principal domestic animals are

mules, oxen, and camels. On several parts of the

I

coast the fisheries, including that of coral, are

valuable. The manufactures consist chiefly of wool-

len fabrics, more especially the red caj^s known all

over the Mediterranean; soap, dyed skins, and
ordinary and morocco leather. The trade with the

interior and with Europe is of considerable extent.

The chief towns are Tunis (the capital), Sfax, Susa,

and Kairwan. Olive and other oils, cereals, ores

and metals, animals and animal products, fruits and
seeds, sponges, esparto grass, &c., are exported;

value in 1900, £1,700,000. The inhabitants consist

of Moors and Arabs, with Berbers, here called

Kroumirs, occupying the elevated tract north of the

valley of the Mejerdah, Turks and Jews, and a few
Christians. The native ruler has the title of hey,

Inoncient times Tunis belonged to the Carthaginians,

and afterwards formed j^art of the Roman province

of Africa. About 675 it was subdued by the Arabs,
who established a viceroyalty at Kairwan. In the

thirteenth century Tunis became a powerful state

under independent rulers. About 1676 it was in-

corporated with the Ottoman Empire. Till the
capture of Algiers in 1816 Tunis was, along with
Algiers, a mere nest of pirates. In the spring of

1881 the French invaded Tunis, in order, as they

alleged, to punish the turbulence of the Kroumirs,
who harassed the frontiers of Algeria; and as the

result of this invasion, the bey was obliged to agree
to a convention which has made the country a French
protectorate under a resident, the bey’s authority

being now only nominal. The bulk of the commerce
passes through Goletta (the port of Tunis). The chief

exports to Great Britain are esparto grass, zinc ore,

and phosphate of lime, while the principal imports
consist of cotton fabrics and coal. Pop. 1,900,000.

TUNIS, the capital of the above state, lies on the
Mediterranean, at the western extremity of a shallow

salt lagoon connected with the Bay of Tunis by a
narrow channel at the port of Goletta. A canal, 7
miles long and 22 feet deep, has been dredged
through this lagoon to Tunis. The interior of Tunis
presents generally a labyrinth of narrow dirty streets;

but great changes have taken place since the French
occupation, a European quarter with fine buildings

(including the French residency, the public offices,

R. Catholic cathedral, &c.) having arisen. Among
the most interesting native buildings are the bey’s
palace and the mosques. There is now regular
steam communication with Europe and the ports of

Algeria, and a railway runs to Algiers. The ruins
of ancient Carthage lie about 10 miles to the north-

east of Tunis, and may be reached by railway. Pop.
estimated at 170,000.

TUNNEL, a subterranean passage tocarry a canal,

road, or railway. Tunnels are always arched above
and more or less curved at the sides so as to resist

the downward and inward pressure. Where the sole
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ii of firm rock it requirei no muonry or brickwork
to itrengthen it, but where the material ii soft au
inverted arch must be constructed between the side

walls to resist the upward pressure. A tunnel is

always oonstructed from both ends at onoe, and some-

times when it is long it is begun at various points

by winking shafts at intervals from the surface of the

ground to the depth of the tunnel and proceeding

with the excavation in both directions from the

bottom of the sh^ts. In excavating a tunnel from

various starting-points in this way it is a common
practice to begin by working a smaller passage of

about 6 01 7 feet in height from shaft to shaft

through the whole length of the tunnel, with its

summit on a level with that of the tunnel By this

method the centre line of the tunnel is fixed, and

the excavation proceeds by the enlargement of this

smaller passage. As the work goes on the sides of

the tunnel are supported by boards and bars, and

when a certain length has been completed a cen-

tering is constructed, as in building arched bridges

(see Bridge), and the roof and sides are then built

up with stone or brickwork. When a tunnel is very

long permanent shafts are constructed for ventila-

tion. These are generally made circular in section

and about 10 feet in diameter. Service shafts are

made only wide enough to allow the buckets used

to convey away the excavated materials to (lass one

HQother, and are built up when the tunnel is com-
pleted. The greatest completed work in tunnelling

is the railway tunnel through the St. Gothard group,

the boring of which was finished on the 29th (f

February, 1880; but the largest in the world will

be the Simplon tunnel, from Brieg to laelle, which

was begun in 1898 and may be finished in 1904. A
project to tunnel under the Straits of Dover has

been refused the sanction of the British government.

See Cents, Gothard, Simplon.

TUNNY ( Orcpius Thynnus)^ a genus of Teleostean
riahtjs, belon^'ng to the Acanthoptenms division of

the oi^er, and included in the Scomberidae or Mac-
kerel-family. The genus is distinguished by pvissess-

ing from six to nine finlets or divisions of the dorsal

fin; by the scales of the breast forming a kind of ‘corse-

let;' by the tail being keeled or ridged on each side;

and by having teeth on the vomer and palate. The
colours are brilliant, but not much varied : the back
resembles polished steel, being coloured dark blue; the

under parts are silvery; and all the fins are yellow

except the first dorsal. These fish live in shoals in

almost all the seas of the warmer and temperate parts

of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, but are not
equally common in every season or in all parts of the

|

seas which they frequent. Immense numbers enter

the Mediterranean by the Straits of Gibraltar in May
and June, and immediately divide, one part following

the shores of Europe and the other those of Africa,

in search of a place to deposit their spawn. They
l^netrate into the Black Sea; and it is remarkable
that they follow the right shore of the Bosporus in

going, and the left in returning—a circumstance
which induced some of the ancients to suppose that
they saw more clearly with the right eye than the
other. At the approach of winter they retire to deep
water.

^

They often, besides, undertake irregular
migrations. They have been known to accompany
vessels sailing from Europe to America for more than
flirty days. The tunny is very voracious, and con-
sumes a great quantity of food. Its animosity against
the mackerel is well known: it is sufficient to present
a rough image of this fish to draw it within the nets.

It is taken in immense quantities in large seine-nets.

The fiesh somewhat resembles vesl, is delicate, and has
been in request from time immemorial It forms an
extensive branch of conuneroe in the Mediterranean,

and not less than 45,000 are taken annually on the
coasts of Sardinia alone. Stations have bom estab-

lished in elevated places for watching the approach
of the tunny, from the most semote antiquity. This
fish rarely visits the northern coasts of Europe in

Jioals, though solitary individuals are not unfrequent
(See loHTHTOLooY, Elate II.) A aeoond Bodies is

the Pacific Albacore {Oreynut Pao{fieus)t which fol-

lows ships in large numbers and for great distances.

TUNSTALL, a town in England, Staffordshire^

24 miles N.B. of Newcastle-under-Lyme. It has
rapidly risen from a hamlet to a considerable town,
and lias a spacious market-plac^ with a town-hsll

in its centre; a Victoria institute, containing a
library and schools of art and science; a fine market-
ball; and a memorial clock-tower. Manufactures
of china and earthenware, bricks and tiles, Ito., are

carried on. Coal and ironstone are worked, and
iron is manufactured in the town. Pop. of township

(1891), 15,730; (1901), 19,492.

TUPELO {Nyssa), a genus of forest-trees peculiar

to North America, and almost strictly confined

within the territory of the United States. The leaves

are simple, alternate, and mostly entire ; the flowers

greenish and inconspicuous, disposed at the extremity

of a long peduncle
;
the fruit is a drupe, containing

a hard stone. The flowers are dioecious. The genus

Ny&m includes several species and belongs to the

natural order Comace.TB.

TURANIAN. See Ural-Altaic.
TURBAN (in Turkish, dulbend, tuWend), a cover-

ing of the head, worn by most nations in the East,

and of very various forms in different nations and
different classes in the same nation. It consists of

a piece of cloth wound round a cap. The Turkish

sultan's turban contains three heron's feathers^ with

many diamonds and other precious stones. A pM>
ticular officer, tulbend aga^ takes care of it The
grand vizier has two heron’s feathers; other offioen

but one. The emirs, as descendants of Mohammed
and Fatima, have the privilege of wearing a green

turban.

TURBELLARIA, an order of Scoleoida (which

see), included in the division of the Platyelmia or

Flat-worms, but distinguished from the Tape-worms
and Flukes by the fact that its members are not

parasitic, and are for the most part aquatic in habits.

The Turbellarians possess ciliated outer surfaces, but
do not possess suckers or booklets. The alimentary

canal may be straight or branched, and an anal

aperture may or may not be present. Two groups

—the Planarida and Nemertida—are included in

this order; the former being represented by certain

fresh water and marine forms, and the latter by
the Nemertes (which see) or Ribbon-worms.
TURBINE, a term formerly confined to horizontal

water-wheels, the revolution of which is due to the

pressure derived from falling water, but now applied

to any wheel driven by water escaping through small

orifices subject to such pressure. The name is oriri-

nally French, and is derived from the Latin turSo,

a whipping-top, from the similarity of the motion.

The horizontal turbines are much the commonest.

The simplest form of the machine is what is called

the Scotch turbine, or the reaction wheel, a develop-

ment of Barker’s mill, described in the article

Hydraulics, llie first considerable improvement

in turbines was made by Foumepon, who in 1827
constructed a machine of this kind on a principle

suggested by Euler, by which the force of the water

is more completely utilized. In this maobine the

water b supplied, as in Barker's mill and the Scotch

turbine, by a vertical pipe, but instead of at once

escaping through radial arms, it first passes over a
fixed plate through a number of channels curved In
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wmh m minner m to givo the water on Imvina these

ehanaela a direction tangential to the oiroaiiaerenoe

the plate. From these channels the water passes

halo similar channels in the revolving wheel curved
in the <^;>posite direction, and finally escapes at the

obomnferenoe of the wheel Other fonns of hori-

aontal turbines have been invented by Henschel,
ioQval, Fontaine, Nagel, Whitelaw, and others.

Ibose in which the water is supj^ed at tilie centre

aad fiowB outwards, as in Foumeyron's machine, are

called outward-flow turbines, and those in which the
eratsr is supplied at the drcumference, and escapes

by an orifice at the centre, are called inward-flow
turbines. The high and low pressure vortex-wheels
invented by Mr. Thomson of Belfast (late Professor

Thomson of Glasgow) are among the best examples
of the latter class. Turbines are much smaller than
erdinary water-wheels, but revolve much more
qaiddy. Where the fall of water is small they
yield a better, but where it is great, a worse result

Ulan the other wheels. Where, however, the fall is

more than 40 feet, ordinary water-wheels cannot as

a rale be oonveniently us^ while turbines can be
naed for falls of several hundred feet Turbines are

therefore best adapted for small and very great falls,

and the ordinary water-wheels for moderate falls of
water. See further details under Hyduaulios, and
for steam turbines see Supp.
TURBOT {Rhombus maximus), a well-known

species of Flat-fishes or Pleuronectidas (which see),

sometimes attaining a weight of 70 lbs., and plenti-

fully found off the coasts of Britain. The colour is

brown on the left side, which is usually the upper
side, or that on which the eyes are placed through
the twisting of the bones of the head. These fishes

are caught by the line or trawl-net, and their food
consists of molluscs, crustaceans, and the smaller
fishes. The flesh is highly esteemed. See the illus-

tration at lOHTHTOLOGT, Plate II.

TURCOMANS. See Turkestan.
TURENNE, Henri de la Tour d*Auvergne,

ViooMTE DE, a renowned French commander, bom
In 1611 at Sedan, was the second son of Henri de la

Tofir d’Auvergne, dnke of Bouillon, and of Elizabeth,

daughter of William I., prince of Orange. He learned
tbe art of war under his uncles Maurice and Henry
of Nassau, and in 1630 entered the service of France,
in this service he distinguished himself in Lorraine
aad Northern Italy, and in December, 1643, he
received from Mazarin the command of the army of

the Rhine, the remains of the army of Bernhard of

Weimar. (See Thirty Years’ War.) During the

CMQpaigns of 1644 and 1645 he kept in check the
Imperial forces under Mercy. In August, 1646, he
succeeded, by a series of skilful manoeuvres, in form-

ing a union with the Swedes under Wrangel, and
along with him defeated the Bavarians at Zusmars-

haui^ and compelled the elector to agree to a truce

(March, 1647). Subsequent successes of his contri-

bated greatly to hasten the conclusion of the Peace
of We^halia (1648). During the disturbances of

the Fronde, which hetm in the same year in which
this peace wae oonmded, he at first sided with

the iwoontents in order to please the Duchess of

Loo^eville, and to follow tiie example of his elder

brother; but after the death of the latter he changed
aideiL ai^ defended the court against the Prince of

Cond^ who had previously bera the main support

of the court partv. The viotoriee of Tnrenne at

Blfoeaa on the Lorn (April, 1652), and in the subnrb
of St Antoine at Paris (July, 1652), led to the ter-

Eilaatlon of the dvil war and the complete triumph
«f the court party; but during theee disturbances the

fiMniards hid taken up arms, and now under CondA
uwwas so exasperated with the court that he joined

the enemies of France, Invaded Artois. Taremw
was sent to repel the invasion, and gained a victory

at Arras in 1654. But the war was prolonged for

eeveial years. At last his victory on the down#

near Dunkirk in 1658, and the capture of Dunkirk

itself in the same year, prepared the wav for the

Peace of the Pyrenees, which was oonduded in the

following year. In 1660 he was named marshal-

g^eneral of the camps and armies of France. When
the war was renewed with Spain in 1667 Tnrenne

conquered Flanders in three months, and in the

following year subjurated Franche-Comt4 in as

many weeks. In the Dutch war of 1672 he had the

chief command, and earned greater renown by his

exploits during this war than in any other. The
United Provinces had obtained as allies the Elector

Frederick William of Brandenburg and the German
Empire. Turenne first marched against the elector,

and having driven him back as far as the Elbe

forced him to sign the Treaty of Vossem in 1673.

In the winter campaign of 1674-76, which was
signalized by the victories of Sintzheim, Mulhouse

(1674), and Turkheim (1676), he delivered Alsace,

which had been given up for lost by the ministers of

Louis XrV., from the imperial troops. This is the

most brilliant campaign of his whole career. At the

conclusion of it he was invited by Louis to hasten

to the court to receive the monarch’s personal thanks

for his achievements, and his journey to the palace

of St. Germain was a continued triumph. In the

summer of 1675 he returned to his army on the

Rhine, but on ihe 27th of July was killed at Salz-

bach while making his preparations to engage Mon-
tecuculi. Turenne was a man of great modesty and
disinterestedness. He was by education a Protes-

tant, and remained attached to that faith most of

his life, but in 1668 went over to Catholicism. Bos-

suet, who wrote for him his Exposition de la foi, is

usually credited with his conversion. His life has

been written by Sandras, Raguenet, and Ramsay,
and the last-mentioned published bis Memoirs of bin

Campaigns from 1643 to 1658.

TURGOT, Anne Robert Jacques, a patriotic and
enlightened French minister, was bom at Paris in

1727, and in his youth gave himself up to the study

of theology at the Sorbonne. In 1751 be renounced
his intention of entering the church, and in the end
of the following year he was admitted a councillor

of the parliament. While fulfilling the duties of

this position he also occupied himself with economical

studies, and made himself well acquainted with the

physiocratic system of Quesnay. In 1761 he was
appointed intendant of Limoges, which post he oocu-

pi^ for twelve years, and was long remembered
with gratitude for his wise, salutary, and benevolent

reforms and rejplationB. On the accession of Loui»
XVI. in 1774 Turgot was pointed out by the reform
party as the man who might perhaps save the state;

but the first minister, Maurepas, and the adherents
of the old system were afraid to commit the man-
agement of the finances to a man who passed for

a philosophical reformer, and he was accordingly

only put at the head of the marine; but in the
same year (August, 1774) he became comptroUer-
general of France. He now had a wider sphere for

carrying out his principles. He moderated ihe
duties on artioleB of the first necessity without loss

to the revenue; freed commerce from many fetten^

and encouraged industry by enlarging the rights ol
individuals, sad abolishing the exclusive privilem
of companies and ooiporations. He also formed a
project for commuting the feudal rights^ for render-

ing salt an article of free merohan&e^ and for re-

fmning the royal household. His reward for these
useful and b^volent views was opposithm and
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fidicale. He was, however, able to carry into effect

some very important improvements; but as he
endeavonred to control toe nobilily, restrict the
clergy, and res^n the license assumed by the offi-

cers of the crown, they all united against him. The
result was his dismissal from office in 1776, from
which period he lived a retired and studious life

until his death at Paris in 1781.

TURIN (Italian, Torwio), the fourth largest city

of Italy, capital of the province of the same name
in Piedmont, situated mainly on a fertile plain on
the left (west) bank of the river Po and chiefly to

the south of the Dora Riparia, which joins the Po
below the town, 75 miles w.s.w. of Milan. Both
rivers are crossed by several bridges. The streets

are regularly laid out, and several of them are

lined % arcades with shops. The chief square of

the city is the Piazza Gastello, with the Palazzo

Madama in the centre, a somewhat heavy-looking
thirteenth-centuiy structure now containing severid

institutions; and among the numerous other squares

are the following; Piazza San Carlo, with Maroc-
chetti’s equestrian statue of Duke Emanuel Phili-

bert; Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, a large square with

a marble statue of Victor Emanuel I.
;
Piazza Carlo

Alberto, with an equestrian statue by Marocchetti

of Charles Albert; FiaZza Carlo Emanuele II., or

Carlina, with the fine Cavour monument by Dupre;
Piazza dello Statute, with a colossal monument to

commemorate the cutting of the Mont Cenis tunnel;

and the Piazza Lagrange, with a marble statue of

the great mathematician. The chief public gardens

are the Nuovo Giardino Pubblico, on the river side,

continued south by the botanical garden; the Giar-

dino della Citadella; and the Giardino Reale and
zoological garden. The most conspicuous church is

the cathedral dedicated to St. John Baptist, built in

Renaissance style in 1492-98, with a marble fa9ade,

and containing the burial-chai>el of the Dukes of

Savoy. Other churches are those of La Consolata,

constructed in banique style in 1679, containing a
much-prized madonna; San Spirito, a seventeenth-

century building; S. Massimo, built 1845-54, with

a dome, and containing good frescoes and statues

;

and Gran Madre di Dio, a domed building erected

in 1818 in imitation of the Roman Pantheon. There

is also a synagogue in Moorish style, and a Walden-
sian church. Of public buildings and institutions

the following are the most noteworthy; Palazzo

Madama, already mentioned; Palazzo Carignano, a

seventeenth-century structure, the seat of the Italian

parliament in 1860-65, now containing natural his

tory collections; Palazzo di Citt^^ or town-hall, built

in 1659, containing a library and several monuments;
Palazzo Reale, or royal pal^e, a plain brick building

begun in 1660, with a royal armoury; Palazzo delle

Torn, either a Roman gateway with two mediaeval

towers or an eighth-centuiy Lombard building, now
used as a drawing-school; Palazzo dell’ Accaidemia

delle Scienze, with collections of Egyptian,

Greek, and Roman antiquities, and a picture-gi^eiy

;

Accademia Albertina delle Belle Arti; Mole Anto-
nelliana, begun as a synagogue in 1863 and com-
pleted in 1878-89 as a historical national museum;
Museo Civioo, with a varied collection; the arsenal,

containing an artilleiy museum
; an industrial mu-

seum; the exchange; toe university, founded in 1404,

in prewnt building sinoe 1718, with a musuem of

antiquities, libraiy, &c.; a military academy; a poly-

tech^ school, in an old royal palace; seveml fine

theatres; several hospitals, and other l^evolent in-

stitatioDs; and the huge central prison. The manu-
factures are extensive and include sHka, jeweBeiy,

furniture, pianofortes, chocolate, beer, glovee^ leather

goods, paper, soap, sugar, tobao(x>, machineiy, Ac.—

Turin was anciently the capital cS a tribe called the
Taurini, and under the Roman Empire was called
Augusta Taurinorum, having been ooloniaed by
Augustus. Charlemagne made it the residence of
the Duke of Susa, whose line reined till 1082, when
it was succeeded by that of &voy. It was the
capital of the modem Kingdom of Italy from its

formation till the removal of the seat of government
to Florence in 1865. Turin was taken by the French
in 1640, and unsuccessfully besieged by tnem in 1706.
Pop. (1901), 335,639.

TURKl^TAN, a name which in the widest
sense denotes the vast territory extending eastwards
from the Caspian Sea to the Desert of Gobi, and
southwards from Siberia to Persia, Afghanistan,
India, and Tibet. It embraces two main sections,
both naturally and politically distinct, namely Eas-
tern or Chinese Turkestan, and Western or Russian
Turkestan. The former is bounded on the west by
the mountainous plateau of the Pamir; on the north
by the Thian-Shan mountains; on the south by the
Kuen-Lun and Altyn-Tagh ranges, separati^ it

from Tibet ; and on the west by the Desert of Gobi.
It consists practically of the basin of the Tarim
river, which flows eastwards and loses itself in Lob-
Nor. Three-fourths of the country are desert, but
the remainder yields many valuable products, the
chief towns l)eing Kashgar and Yarkand. Western
Turkestan includes, besides the Russian general

government of Turkestan, the general government
of the Steppes, the governments of Turgai and Uralsk,

the Transcaspian territory, and the vassal khanates
of Khiva and Bokhara. The total area of Eastern
and Western Turkestan is about 1,880,000 square
miles, with a ]X)pulation of 11,600,000. The area

of Western Turkestan is 1,444,000 irauare miles, and
the population about 11,000,000. The general gov-
ernment of Turkestan, comprising the governments
of Samarkand, Ferghana, and Syr-Daria, has an
area of 207,134 square miles and a pop. (1897) of

3,898,076. In the east and south-east Russian Tur-
kestan is mountainous, with fertile valleys

;
but tho

greater part of the region belongs to the dreary,

sandy plains of the Aralo-Caspian depression, often

salt-encrusted, and only at isolated oases, or where
irrigation has been successfully introduced, yielding

crops of any kind. Its two largest rivers, the Oxus
or Amu-Daria and the Jaxartes or Syr-Daria, rise

in the southern highlands and flow into the Aral
Sea, inclosing between them the sandy desert known
as Kizil Kum. The Hi river similarly loses itself

in Lake Balkhash; but the other streams, notably

the Zarafshan of Samarkand, and the Murgh-ab of

the Merv oasis, simply diy up in the sands. Of the

lakes, those above-named and Issik-Kul and Kara-
Kul are the most noteworthy. The climate is con-

tinental, extreme heat being followed by extreme

cold, and the rainfall is exceedingly scanty. The
cultivated plants include wheat, bi^ley, rice, cotton,

hemp, madder, flax, tobacco, many fruits, mulbeny,
maize, and sorghum. Horses, cattle, sheen, and
camels are reared in large numbers. The inhaoitanta

comprise, besides Russiansand other settlers, Usbegs,

Kirghizes, Turkomans, Tajiks, Persians, Ac., and
many of them lead a nomadic life. Tashkent is the

political capital of Turkestan proper. The Trans-

naapiim railway has done much to open up the

country, which now exports large quantities of raw
cotton. Valuable minerals exist Russia acquired

Western Turkestan in the last century, mainly after

1850. Eastern Turkestan has long belong to

China» but between 1864 and 1877 it was inde-

pendent.

TURKEY. A sketch of the history of the Turks
and the Turkish dominion will be found under Otto*
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MAK Bicfibi, and geognphioal and atatiatioal Botioea

of the parts of that empire that lie out of Europe, as

enumerated at the be^ninff of that article, under
their several headings. It thus remains for us here

only to give a geographical and statistical account
of uMrkev in Europe ; to which we prefix a state-

ment of the area and population of the whole empire,

the figures being taken from Die Bevolkerung der

Ezde, Dy Dr. A. Supan (Gotha, 1899), and the Al-
manooh de Gotha (1902):

—

EuROPi:^
Area in ea. mllea.

Jromediste possessions, . . 64,682
liulgaria ^assal state), .

Eastern Rumelia (prac-

tically part of Bulgaria)
Crete (autonomous)
Bosnia and Herzegovina

g
u Austrian occupa-
onX

Thasos (Egyptian), .....

. 24,880

[
12,931

. 8,827

I
19,728

.. 162

Population.

6.891,700

2,641,886

1,091,864

809,849

1,691,086

12.140

ASIA:—
126,100 11,637,414

Immediate possessions, . . 681,986 16,808,700
Hamos (principality) 181 64,834

682,166 16,968.634

Africa
Egypt (practically BritiBh).883,800 9.821.046

lldpoli and Benghazi 898,802 1,000,000
782,692 10,821,046

Total, 1,689,958 39,811,998

The Treaty of Berlin In 1878 greatly reduced the area
under direct Turkish rule (see Ottoman Empire), and since
ihen Thessaly has been ceded to Greece, and I'unis has
become a French protectorate, while Crete has been made
autonomous.

European Turkey is traversed in different direc-

tions by numerous mountain chains, but three main
systems may be distinguished. The first of these is

the Hoemus or Balkan range, stretching from west
to east from the valley of the Timok on the borders

of Bulgaria and Servia, to Cape Emineh on the Black
Sea. The second of these systems is called in a loose

way the Pindus range, and runs from north to south,

stalling from the Shardagh at the sources of the
Vardar. It forms the watershed between the iEgean
Sea in the east, and the Ionian and Adriatic Seas in

the west, and separates Thessaly from Epirus, Mace-
<lonia from Albania. The third great mountain sys-

tem starts from the same nucleus as the Pindus, and
proceeds north-westwards under various names into

Bosnia and Herzegovina, which are covered with the
ranges belonging to it. In addition to these main
systems there are several smaller chains and groups,

Huoh as the Acroceraunian or Ohika mountains in

the west, and the group to which Olympus belongs,

in the east, and there are numerous offshoots from
the three main systems themselves. The most im-

portant river basin of Turkey is that which drains

into the Archipelago or iEgean Sea, which receives

the Indje, Karasu, Vardar and Struma (Strymon)

from Macedonia, and the Maritza, the ancient

Hebrus, from Thrace. The Adriatic and Ionian Seas

receive from Turkey no rivers worthy of notice, ex-

cept the comparatively insignificant Albanian Drin,

Scombi, and Vogatza. The Sea of Marmora receives

only a few mountain torrents. Considering the

mountainous character of the country, and its nu-

merous perennial streams fed from snowy heights, it

is remarkable that it does not possess a single lake

worthy of the name, with the exception perhaps of

those of Ochrida in the east, and ox Scutari in the

north-west of Albania. The principal plains of Tur-
key, which are remarkable for their fertility and
beauty, occur in the south of Macedonia and the

sonth-west of Albania.

Owing partly to the elevation of the surface, and

partly to its exposure to tlie nortb-eaetem Uasti
from the interior of Bnssia, the climate ie not eo

mild as the h^tude might seem to indicate, and ln^

moreover, subject to sudden and violent fluotoations.

The winter is very severe; on the other hand, the

I

summer heat is excessive, especially in Albania and
! other districts which possess a shelter on the north,

I

and even in the more exposed dutriots the vintage

I

becomes general before the end of July. For the

production of the ordinary cereals no part of the

world is more admirably adapted; and the grain

produced at present very fully indicates the immense
quantities that might be produced under a better

system of cultivation. The principal grains grown
are maize, wheat, and barley. In various districts

rice, millet, and buckwheat are also produced. Bad
as the agriculture is, the produce of these cereals is

not only amply sufficient for the home consumption,

but yields considerable quantities for exportation

The cultivation of tobacco is very general, and in

many parts is a great source of wealth. It has its

principal seats in the vilayets of Saloniki and Ya-
nina, that is, in portions of the ancient Macedonia
and Epirus, where also the cotton-plant is cultivated.

Flax, hemp, sesame, and madder are also grown in

large quantities. Among the fruits of Turkey the

figs are highly esteemed. The cultivation of the olive

is carried on along the coasts of the Archipelago and
the Adriatic, as well as on the island of Crete, and in

these parts is one of the most important branches

of agriculture. Wine is an important product in

many districts, and much attention is paid, espe-

cially in Thrace, to the growing of roses, for the ex-

traction of otto. Considerable quantities of opium
are grown and exported. In connection with agri-

cultural products may also be mentioned the breed-

ing of oxen and the rearing of bees and silk-worms.
Manufactures now occupy a very secondary place

in Turkey. There are scarcely any large manufac-
tories except in Constantinople. Elsewhere manu-
factures are either a domestic employment or are

subsidiary to agriculture. It follows from this that

the exports of Turkey are chiefly agricultural pro-

duce of one kind or another; while the imports are

cotton, woollen, and silk goods, metals, iron, steel,

and glass wares, and various other manufactured
articles. No official returns of the commerce of

Turkey are issued. The following table shows the
value of the trade between the immediate possessions

of Turkey in Europe and the United Kingdom in

several years between 1880 and 1901 :

—

Tear. Exports from Turkey. Imports.

1880 £1,664.166 .... £8,968,671
1889 1,469,321 .... 3,493;408
1894 1,012,262 .... 8,331,024

1898, 1,352,385 .... 8,016,854

1901, 1,882,700 .... 2,823,436

In 1901 the exports from Asiatic Turkey to Britain

amounted to £4,325,077, the imports from Britain to

£4,258,083. The commerce centres at Constantinople.

The principal railways are those from Constantinople
and Salonica, which cities are now directly connected
by railway with the rest of Europe. The length of

telegraph lines is about 28,500 miles.

Accounts are usually kept in piastres, the value
of which is about 2^d. sterling, 112 piastres being
about equal to an English sovereign. A hundred
piastres make a Turkish lira or gold medjidi^ (slightly

more than ISj. in value), and 500 make a 'purse .

The metric system of weights and measures was
introduced in 1882, the old names being applied to
the metric units. Since 1889 it has been compul-
sory for measures of capacity, and since 1892 for
weights. The units are: the arshin or metre; the
miU or kilometre; the/araon^ of 10 mills; the dei^um
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or MO (2*47 aoree); tibe d^trUh or hootaro; the wUehik

or litre; the kiU or hectolitre (also decalitre); the

olvor^ogramme; the cteuibor gramme; the drachma

or decagramme ;
l^e karUar of 100 kilos.

The tohabitahts, consisting of various races acci-

dentally brought into juxtaposition or political rela-

tionship by immigration and conquest, present none

of the kindred features which combine to form a

national character. First in order are the Osmanli

Turks, who, as the dominant race, are diffused over

the country, but are most numerous in the south-

east. By right of conquest they are proprietors of

the greater part of the soil, and fill all the civil and

military offices. They live generally in towns em-

ployed in various trades, and are never found as

agriculturists, except in districts where they have

settled in great numbers. Accustomed to obtain

their wives and supply their harems from other

races, they now constitute a very heterogeneous

mixture, retaining few of the leading features of

their ancient national character, though the masses

are still distinguished by fanaticism, ferocity when

roused, and Asiatic indolence, as well as by a certain

degree of good-nature, frankness, and hospitality-

Their highest enjoyment is to allow the time to pass

indolently and luxuriously away, and their great

places of resort are baths and coffee-rooms. The

former are used universally by both sexes and all

classes; the latter, placed often in the vicinity of

natural or artificial fountains, shaded by trees and

o;)eii to the sky, may be seen crowded at all times

by visitors, in all forms of listless attitudes, app^

rently enjoying the highest happiness of which their

nature seems capable, from such simple indulgences

as a cup of coffee or a tobacco or opium pipe.^ The

only striking contrast to such phlegmatic manifesta-

tions is presented by the general fondness for chil-

dren, and the strong attachment of children to their

parents, both of which affections are exemplified in

numerous ways. The Greeks form the bulk of the

population in Macedonia, Epirus, and the islands,

and constitute to a very considerable extent the

mercantile and trading community of Turkey, more

especially in the seajjorts. Amauts (as they are

called by the Turks), or Skipetars, that is, moun-

taineers (as they are called by themselves), are found

throughout Albania, but considerably mixed in the

south with Greeks. Other races represented to a

greater or less extent are Roumanians, Magyars or

Hungarians, Gipsies, and Jews. The north-west

(the former vilayet of Bosniaand northern Macedonia)

is occupied by Servians; and Bulgarians inhabit the

district south of the Danube and east of Servia and

Albania. After the conquest of Circassia by the

Russians large numbers of Circassians left their own

land and found a refuge in Turkey, chiefly in Bul-

garia and Thessaly. Armenians are found a« traders

in all the larger towns.
^

The government of Turkey is despotic. The

monarch, usually designated by the titles of sultan,

grand-seignior, or padisbah, is regarded by the Turks

as the khalif or head of Islam, and is addressed by

European courts as majesty or highness. His edicte

bear the name of batti-sberif, and his government

is often designated as the Sublime Porte. The sov-

ereignty is hereditary in the family of Osman, the

presumptive heir being the eldest son who is bom
to the sultan after his accession to the throne. On
a new succession the sultan is not crowned, but is

girded with the sword of Osman in the Mosque of

Eyub at Constantinople, after swearing to defend

Islam. His dignity is conceived to be too transcen-

dent to allow him to enter into the married relation,

and he has therefore no proper wives. Among the

fenuJes of his harem, however, there is a gradation

of rank. From four to seven, bearing the title of

kadin, take precedence of all the others, while a still

higher place and influence are assigned both to the

mother of the sultan and to the mother of his pre-

sumptive heir.

The public officers who conduct the administration

under the sultan are divided into three classes. The
first class is that of law, which, being founded
entirely on the Koran, makes no distinction between

religious and civil, and, accordingly, includes all per-

sons who discharge either ecclesiastical or judicial

functions. At their head is the Sbeikh-iil-Islam.

The second class consists of the officials of the pen
or the members of administration, properly so called.

At their head is the grand- vizier or Sadr-azam, who
is regarded as the centre of all administrative func-

tions, domestic and foreign. The third class includes

all the officials of the sword, or those who preside

over the army and navy, the head of the former

being the Seraskier or minister of war, and of the

latter the Capudan Pasha or high-admiral, and min-

ister of marine. Mufti u the title of the legal mem-
bers of the councils of war, marine, |>olice, &;a, M
well of the councils of provinces, districts, and towns.

All magistrates and officers of chancery bear the

title of effendl Superior officers and sons of pashas

have the honorary title of bey. Lower grades of

officials bear the title of aga. The supreme deliber-

ative council is the divan or privy council, a body

resembling the cabinet or ministry of other countries,

at its head being the grand-vizier, other members

being the Sbeikh-iil-Islam, the ministers of war, for-

eign affairs, the interior, finance, public works, mar-

ine, justice, education, commerce, &c. The immediate

possessions of the Turkish Empire are divided into

general governments or vilayets, at the head of each

of which is a governor bearing the title of vali. The

vilayets are themselves subdivided into sanjaks,

administered by mutessarifs; and these ^aiu into

kazas administered by kaimakams. The immediate

possessions in Turkey in Europe are divided into

vilayets bearing the following names:—Adrianople

(nearly corresponding to the ancient Thrace), Salonikl

(the greater part of ancient Macedonia), Mouastiror

Bitolia (Western Macedonia), Yanina (Southern Al-

bania), Scutari (Northern Albania), and Kobbovo

(between northern Albania and Servia). Constanti-

nople forms a vilayet by itself, which extends across

the Bosphorus into Asia.

Military service is obligatory on all Mohamme-

dans. The service lasts twenty years: six with the

Nizam (or regular army) and first reserve, eight in

the Redif, and six in the Mustafiz (or Landsturm).

Adherents of other religions than Islam may be

exempted from service on land, but are Iwund to

serve in the fleet if called upon. The following was

the war strength of the Turkish army in 1900:

Active Army...
Reserve (Ilav6),

Redif
Mustafiz

850.000
600.000

804.000

120.000

Total 1,600,000

he whole empire is divided into seven army districta,

with an army corps {ordu), the head-quarters

jingat Constantinople, Adrianople,
Monastir, Eram-

,n (Armenia), Damascus, Bagdad, and S^oo. The

ivy is relatively leas powerful now than it formerly

as. Some of its best ships were sold t^ntain,

id others have become nearly obsolete, ^ere are

robably not more than three sea-gomg ironclads

I any fighting capacity, though the total number of

Msels included in the navy is over 100.

The financial condition of Turkey is thoroughly

sound. Since 1860 there has been almost a con-
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stant defidency in the revenue, and this defidenoy
is calculated at several millions annually for some
recent years, though in 1897-98 there was an esti-

mated surplus of about £73,720, the revenue and
expenditure being respectively £16,660,190 and
£1^586,470. Since 1854 Turkey has contracted a
series of foreign loans, the total nominal capital of
which recently amounted to about £250,000,000. In
October, 1875, the government, being no longer able
to ^y the interest on the debt, issued a decree re-

ducing the interest to one-half the amount for five

years, converting the other half into capital bearing
interest at five per cent. Having failed to pay even
this, the government, on the 9th of July, 1876, issued
another decree, announcing that no payments would
be made. In 1881 a new arrangement of the foreign
debt was effected by delegates of the bond-holders
who met at Constantinople for the purpose. The
capital was now reduced to £106,437,000, and the
Turkish government agreed to hand over to a com-
mission representing the bond-holders the excise re-

venues of Turkey—who have thus secured interest

of 1 per cent since 1882. The total amount of the
debt as now administered is about £140,000,000.
Fart of the debt consists in the balance of the war
indemnity due to Russia. In addition to the foreign

debt the country is burdened with an internal and
floating debt.

The established religion of Turkey is Mohammed-
anism, the Koran being the manual of religious

belief and practice as well as the guide in matters
of law. The priesthood are under the rule of the
Sheikh -til -Islam. Christianity, under the Greek
form, is professed by a large majority of the Greeks
and Bulgarians, and more partially by the Albanians,
part of whom are Roman Catholics. Other religious

txxiies represented are Armenians, Syrians, Maron-
ites, Protestants (not veiy numerous), and Jews.
Question is at rather a low ebb, though there are

many public elementary schools, to which all Mo-
hammedan children are required to be sent on reach-
ing the age of six years. There are also a consider-

able number of secondary schools and medresses or
colleges in connection with mosques. A university
was established at Constantinople in 1900, There
are, besides, various special institutions, such as an
imperial art school, a Greek national school, a Greek
theological seminary, militaiy and naval schools, &a
Language and Literature.—The Turkish belongs

to the Ural-Altaic or Turanian family of languages,
whidi is spread over all Middle and Northern Asia
from the Caspian to the frontiers of China, and which
has been extended to more ivestem regions by the
conquests of the Osmanli Turks. The language of

this branch of the race is what is specially known in
the West as Turkish. While the Eastern Turkish
or Jagatai dialect is rough and hard, and preserves

many archaic words and grammatical forms, the
Osman Turkish is softer and more melodious, and
at the same time more polished as to its inflections.

On the other hand, the vocabulaiy of native Turkish
in the Western dialect is very meagre, at any rate

in the higher diction. The defect is made up by
borrowing to an unlimited extent from the Arabic
and Persian, so that the Turkish language as spoken
and written in the Ottoman Empire presents the
singular phenomenon of having* its most important
elements derived from three great groups of lan-

guages—Ural-Altaic, Bemitic^ and I^o-European.
IliiB la^ importation of fordgn words has had a
VOT injurious influence on the huiguage.

oldest literature in any dialed of Turkish
ia ^t of the Uigurs, a division of the Turkish race
whmh preserved an independent nationality in the
region to the west of L^e Baikal till about the

end of the twelfth centmy. The^ are said to have
received some knowledge of Christianity at a veiy
early period from Nestorian missionariesy from whom
they probably derived tbeir alphabet of fourteen
letters formed from the Syriac. Their literature is

said to have contained at one time translations of

all the Chinese classics, but veiy few relics of it are
still extant. The Eastern Turkish dialect, commonly
called the Jagataian, flourished under Tamerlane
and his successors for somewhat more than 100 years
(about 1400 to 1530). The two most important
names to be mentioned in connection with it are

those of Mir Ali Shir, the vizier of Sultan Hussein,

author of a collection of biographies of earlier Jaga-
taian poets, with specimens of their works; and
Sultan Baber, founder of the Mongol dynasty of

Hindustan, and author of memoirs of his own life

and times (ed. Vambery, 1885). Turkish literature,

in the narrower sense of the term, that is, the litera-

ture of the Western Turks, is rich in various de-

partments of knowledge, besides poetry, but contains
little original. Almost all its productions are imi-

tations of Persian or Arabic models. Great lin-

guistic interest attaches to a collection of three
fourteenth-century treatises on falconry, forming one
of the oldest monuments of this dialect, and first

printed by Hammer (Pesth, 1840, with a translation

into German). Among the Turkish poets the most
notable are Mohammed Tcjhelebi, who in his Mu-
hammediyeh (text and commentary, Bulak, 1840;
text, Kasan, 1845) has made a complete collection

of the legends relating to the prophet Mohammed

;

Lami, the greatest and most fruitful of the Osman
poets; Fasli and Baki. Lami lived in the beginning
of the sixteenth century under Soliman the Great,
and in addition to various prose works, partly trans-
lations from the Persian of Jami, wrote four epic
poems, the materials for which are all taken from
Persian legends, as well as a number of lyric and
didactic poems. Fasli is an allegorical poet (died

1563), and Baki (died 1600) is the most esteemed
of the Turkish lyrists. In the sphere of tales and
fables the most important productions are Humayun-
nameh (Cairo, 1838), a translation of the Persian
version of Pilpay’s fables; the Tuti-nameh (Cairo,

1837), imitated from the Indo-Persian; The Journeys-
of Sayid-Batthal (Leipzig, 1871) ; The Drolleries of

Nasr ed-Din (German, 1857); and the stories of the
forty viziers of Sheikh Sade (translated by Gibb,
1886). For the history of the Turkish Empire the
voluminous annals begun by Saad-ed-din and con-
tinued by other authors till towards the end of the
eighteenth century are quite indispensable. The
style of these historical works is affected, full of far-

fetched metaphors and similes. Their chief contents
have been mode known by Hammer in his Geschichte
des Osmaniseben Reichs. In geography the most
valuable works in Turkish are the Geographical Dic-
tionary of Haji-Khalfa (who is also one of the most
learned of Turkish historians), and the Travels of
Evlia-Effendi (English by Hammer, London, 1834).
For the knowledge of the doctrines of the orthodox
Mohammedan sect of the Sunnites the sketch of
Mohammed Pir Ali el Berkevy (Constantinople,
1802; French by Garcin de Tassy, Paris, 1822) is

important. The various collections of FetvaB, Oir

decisions in complicated legal cases, derive great in-
terest from the close connection of Mob»-mTn«^an law
with religion, and from the glimpses they give us of
the inner life of the East. In philology we Turks
have done little for their own language, out much for
the Arabic and Persian. The excellent Turidah trans-
lations of the Arabic dictionary of Jauhari by Van-
kuli (Const. 1803), of the equally edebzated Arsbio
diotionaiy Kamus, by Asim Effendi (Const. 1814;
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Cairo, 1885), and of the Perdan diotionarj Burhan-
l-Sjvti, bj Abhmad Emin Eftendi (Coi^ 1799;
Cairo^ 1886) are deaerving of tpedal mention. *Ihe

Peraian-Turkish dictionary Ferneng-i-Shunri (Const.

1742) ia Teiy valoabie on account of its numerous
eitations from Persian poets. Equally important are
the numerous commentaries on the favourite Persian
poets, as thoee of Sudi on Saadi’s Gnlistan (Const.

1883), and on the poems of Hafiz (Cairo, 1885).
ModemTurkish literature has been greatly influenced
by the literature of Western Europe, and thus an
entirely new character has been impressed upon it.

Among those who have helped to make the Turkish
literature known in other countries is Baron von
Hammer (Hammer-Purgstall), who edited and trans-

lated a number of Turkish works. There are various
grammars and manuals for En^ish students, and a
valuable Turkish and English Dictionary by J. W.
Eedhouse (^four parts, 1884-87).
TURKEY {Afeleagris gaUopavOj see PL IV. at

art. Ornitholoot), a familiar genus of Rasorial
or GallinaoeouB birds, belonging to the sub-family
Meleagrinse, and distinguished by the bill being
strong, with a keel or ridge; by the short wings
with the fifth and sixth quiUs longest; by the broad
and rounded tail

;
and by the stout tarsi, scaly in

front and spurred. These birds appear originally to
have come from America, but are now perfectly

acclimatized in Britain and other countries. The wild
male bird is coloured with golden bronze hues,
marked and varied by the blue and black lustre of
the plumage. The head and neck are furnished
with wattles and erectile structures, which, under
excitement of sexual or other kind, exhibit varying
tints and hues. In America these birds begin to

mate about the middle of Februazy. The Honduras
or West Indian Tiu*key {Mdeagrii ocellata) is a
second specaes of Turkey, of rather less size than
the Common Turkey, but more brilliantly coloured.

This latter species wants the tuft of hairy feathers

seen on the breast of the familiar Turkey. The
Honduras Turkey derives its specific name from the

presence of eye-Uke spots of brilliant appearance on
the tail-coverts.

The Brush Turkey {TaUegdUa Zathami) belongs

to a different sub-family from the Common Turkey
and is described under the head of Talleoaujl
TURKEY- BUZZARD (CatharUs Aura), the

type of a genus of Raptores or Birds of Prey, belong-

ing to the family VulturidsB or Yulturer^ andallied to

the Black Vulture (C. Iota) or Z(milote. The Turkey-

buzzard is also named Carrion Vulture, and derives

Its former name from the resemblance it outwardly

bears to a turkey. It occurs in North America^ but is

also found in Jamaica, where it is known as the * John
Crow.’ The size of tiiis bird is about 2 feet 6 inches

in length, and the weight about 6 lbs. The plumage

is colour^ of a blackish-brown hua The bill of the

male is pure whit^ otherwise there is little different

between the sexes in size or coloration. The nest is

rudely constructed, and may be formed in the hollow

of a trea The eggs, numboing two or four, are of a
dull-gray colour, marked by brownish blotchea The
food consists of dead carrion of all kinda
TURKEY-RED, a beautiful and diuable colour

kito Western Europe from Turkey. The processes

which a fabric und^goes in receiving this dye are

nnmerous, and vary in different estabushments; but
the moat essential in the production of the best colour

b the preliminary treatment of the fabric with oik or
fati^ combined with certain other substance^ such as

narbonate of potash or soda. Turkey-red dyeing is

lupposcd to have originated in India. Adrian^ewas
kng the ptino^Md asat d the Induetiy In Europe,
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Towards the end of the eighteenth century it wan
introduced in the neighbouihood of Glasgow, wher^
as well as in Lancashire, it is stiU carried on, alizarine
being now used instead of madder.
TURKOMANS. See TuBKESTair.
TURMERIC, the dried tubers or rhizomes of

Curcuma Umga (natural order ZingiberaoeKi). It is

used ss a condiment, a test, and a dye. It is largely

employed in India and Chiua as a seasoning, and
forms an important ingredient in curry powder. Un-
sized white paper, steeped in an alcoholic solution
of tmmeric,when dried, is employed as a test to deteok
alkalies, which change its colour from yellow to red-

dish-brown.
^

It is also used as a test for boric acid.

Turmeric yields a yellow colour, which has great
brightness, but little durability. Common salt and
sal-ammoniac are the best mordants for it.

TURNER, JosEPH MallobdWiluam, aneminent
painter, was in London on April 23, 1775. Ho
was destined when voung for the same occupation a»
his father followea, that of hair-dresser, but the

boy’s tendencies towards art were so strong that his

parent wisely allowed him to follow the bent of bia

inclination, and in 1789 heentered theRoyal Academy
as a student. After remaining there in that capacity

for five years, and working actively at his profession

for other five, during which periods he sent to the

exhibition no less than fifty-nine pictures, he was
elected in 1799 an associate of the Royal Academy.
In the two following years he exhibited fourteen

pictures, and in 1802 was elected an academioian.

Till this date he had chiefly been known as a land-

scape-painter in water-colours, but thenceforth he
turned his attention to oil-painting, and in the

ensuing half century produced at the Academy exhi-

bitions upwards of 200 pictures. In 1807 he was
elected professor of perspective in the Royal Academy,
and the following year appeared his LiW Studiorum
or Book of Studies, which Charles Turner, Mr. Lupton,

and others engraved. Other works by him which were
engraved are his illustrations of Ijord Byron’s and Sir

Walter Scott’s poems; Rogers’s Italyand Poems; The
Riversof England; The Rivers of France, and Scenery
of the Southern Coast. To enumerate the different

paintings of Turner would be impossible. They
have established him as the greatest of English

landscape-painters, and earned for him the appella-

tion of the * English Claude,’ to whom indeed many
of his admirers pronounce him superior. Among hit

more famous pictures reference may specia^ be

made to his Kilchum Castle, Loch Awe; Hie Tenth

Plague of Egypt; The Wreck of the Minotaur;

Calais Pier
;
The Fighting Temeraire Tugged to

her Last Berth; The Grand Canal, Venice; Dido

and ASneas; The Golden Bough; Modem Italy;

The Fall of Carthage, and The Building of Cariha^
The eccentricity of his colouring and indefiniteneie

of his figures, rendering many of his later pictures to

ordinary observers nothing more than a splash or

unmAfl-Tiing medley, have been frequently animad-

verted on; and with respect to the pictures executed

during the last twenty years of his life it cannot bo

deni^ notwithstanding their unfailing suggesUve-

that much of this censure is well founded. In

private life Turner was a man rather of reserved and

unsocial manners, but the reports circulated of hio

parsimony and sullenness appear to have been quite

untrue, and many instances are recorded of his liberal

and generous acts both as a man and an artist. Ho
died at Chelsea on the 19th of December, 1851. Ho
never was married. By his will he bequeathed aO

his pictures, of which he bad about sixty in hlo

poMnnninn at his death, along with an Immenio

of engravings and sketches, to the natioiL

on of a suitable building bring ereoted
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within ten years for their reception. They have
been placed in the Turner Qallery, occupying two
rooms in the National Galleir. He also intended

a large part of his fortune to be devoted to the for-

mation of a benevolent fund for artists, but this

intention, though clearly enough expressed, was set

aside by the lawyers because of the somewhat con-

fused nature of his will. Turner owes his immense
reputation largely to the brilliant advocacy of John
Buskin (see in Supp.) in his Modem Painters. Mr.
Buskin divides his career, from an artistic point of

view, into five periods: a period of development, three

periods of fatness, and one of decline. His de-

velopmental period ended with 1800. It includes

these, among other works: A View of the Arch-
bishop’s Palace at Lamljeth (1790), his first drawing
exhibited at the Boyal Ac^emy; The Pantheon
the Morning after the Fire (1792); Moonlight: a
study at Millbank (1797), his first exhibited work
in oils; Morning on the Coniston Fells; Norham
Castle on the Tweed (1798), to which he owed his

early success; The Battle of the Nile (1799), and
Dolbadara Castle, his diploma work. His first style

lasted from alxiut the beginning of the century to

about 1820, and in it he ‘laboured as a student imi-

tating various old masters’. The principal pictures

of this ijeriod are: The Fifth Plague of Egyjit (1800);

The Tenth Plague of Egypt (1802); Kilchum Castle

(1802); Calais Pier (1803); The Shipwreck (1805);

The Garden of the Hesperides (1806) ;
Sun Rising

through Vapour (1807); Apollo and the Python
(18 llj; Snowstorm (1812); A Frosty Morning (1813);

Crossing the Brook (1816); Dido building Car-

thage (1815); and The Field of Waterloo (1818).

The Liber Studiorum also belongs to the period of

his first style. His second style prevailed, accord-

ing to Buskin, from about 1820 to about 1835, and
was characterized by freedom from mere imitation

and by striving for beautiful, ideal effects. Among
the works which illustrate it are the following: The
Bay of Bai«, with Apollo and the Sibyl (1823);
Cologne (1826) ; Dido directing the Etiuipment of

the Fleet (1828) ;
Ulysses deriding Polyphemus

(1829), sometimes regarded as his masterpiece; The
Loretto Necklace (1829) ;

Caligula’s Palace and
Bridge (1831); Childe Harold’s PilCTimage (1832);
The Bridge of Sighs (1833), one of nis earliest pic-

tures of Venice; The Golden Bough (1834); Wreck-
ers—Coast of Northumberland (1834); St. Michael’s

Mount, Cornwall (1834); Line Fishing off Hastings

(1835); and Ehrenbreitstein (1835). During his

third period, 1835-45, he produced many splendid

works of marked individuality, but shallow critics

began to ridicule him and his work, and full ap-

preciation of his genius did not come till Buskin
entered the lists in 1843. The following represent

his third style: Mercury and Argus (1836); Snow-
storm, Avalanche, and Inundation (1837); Modem
Italy (1838); Ancient Italy (1838); The Fighting

Tera^raire tugged to her last Berth (1839), his beat-

known picture; The Slave Ship (1840); The Giu-
decca, Venice (1841); Depositing of John Bellini’s

three Pictures in La Chiesa Redentore (1841) ; The
Splugen (1842); Lucerne (1842); The Campo Santo

(1812); The Snowstorm (1842); Peace—Burial at

Sea (1842); The Approach to Venice (1843); and
Bain, Steam, and Speed (1844). The remaining
years of his life were years of decline, but his genius

still asserted itself fitfully. In the Dictionary of

National Biography the late Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse
says of him: ‘Other artists, like Claude, Cuyp,
Crome, and Constable, have painted certain familiar

aspects of nature with more fidelity and complete-
ness, but no landscape-painter has equalled Turner
in range, in imagination, or sublimity. His technique

in oils was unsound, but in water-colours it was
supreme ; and in oils his dexterity was such that he
obtained unrivalled effects in that medium. It is

impossible to estimate his power without study of

his water-colour drawings, especially as so many of

his finest works in oil are mere wre^ of what they

were.’ See Buskin’s Modem Painters and other

works; biographies by Thombury (two vols., 1862),

Hamerton (1879), and Monkhouse (1882); Womum’s
Turner Gallery (1859); Cook’s Handbook to the

National Galleiy; &c. See also the article Paint-

ing for an indication of his position in the history

of painting.

TURNER, Shabon, historian, was born in Pen-
tonville, London, on Sept. 24, 1768. Educated at an
academy in his native place, he was articled to an
attorney at the age of fifteen, and took over the

business on his master’s death in 1789. His atten-

tion was early directed to the study of Icelandic and
Anglo-Saxon, then almost wholly neglected, and after

many years of patient work, largely of a pioneer

character, he published a valuable History of the

Anglo-Saxons (that is, of England) to the Norman
Conquest (four vols., 1799-1805; 7th ed., 1852). He
afterwards continued his history in works entitled

History of England from the Norman Conquest to

1509 (three vols., 1814-23), History of the Reign of

Henry VIII.: comprising the political history of the

commencement of the English Reformation (1826),

and History of the Reigns of Edward VI., Mary,
and Elizabeth (1829); the whole being republish^
uniformly in twelve volumes in 1839. He retired

from business in 1829, and died in London on Feb.

13, 1847. During the last twelve years of his life

he received a civil list pension of £300 per annum.
His other works include: a Vindication of the genu-
ineness of the j>()etn8 ascribed to the great Welsh
Imrds, Aneurin, Taliesin, Llywarch Hen, and Mer-
dhin (1803); Prolusions on the present Greatness of

Britain and on Modern Poetry (1819), a volume of

verse; an epic on Richard the Third (1845); and
a Sacred History of the World as displayed in the

Creation and subsequent events to the Deluge (three

vols., 1832), a popular work, written from the stand-

point of narrow orthodoxy. Turner’s History of the

Anglo-Saxons was of the utmost value for the pre-

Norman period, but it has been all but superseded

by the works of later scholars.

TURNER, Sir William, a distinguished anato-

mist, was bom in Lancaster in 1832. He received

his general education in private schools, and began
the study of medicine in St. Bartholomew’s Hospital,

graduating with distinction in the University of

London in 1857. He became a member of the Royal
College of Surgeons in 1863, and in the following

year was appointed demonstrator in anatomy in the
University of Edinburgh, a post which he held till

1867, when he succeed^ John Goodsir as professor

of anatomy in that university. Since 1873 he has
represented his university on the General Medical
Council, of which he became president in 1898, on
the death of Sir Richaid Quain. He presided over
the meeting of the British Association at Bradford
in 1900, and delivered a valuable address on the
progress of the cell-theory in biology. He has ex-
amined in anatomy on behalf of the universities of

Oxford, London, and Durham, and has lectured be-
fore the Royal College of Surgeons. He has re-

ceived honorary demes from various universities,

is a fellow of the Royal Societies of London and
Edinburgh, and a member of many other learned
societies. He was one of the founders, and is joint-

editor of the Journal of Anatomy and Physiology,
and he has contributed many pax>er8 to the transac-

tions of learned societies, the Challenger reports, to
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He was created a Kniffht Bachelor in 1886) and
a Knight Commander of the Bath in 1901.

TURNHOUT, a town in Belgium, in the pro-

vince of Antwerp, and 26 miles S.K.B. of the town
of Antweip. It has manufactures of linen, woollen,

and cotton fabrics, coloured pimr, playing-cards,

and various other industries. In 1597 it was the
scene of a victory of Prince Maurice of Nassau over
the Spaniards, and in 1789 of the Brabantese over
the Austrians. Pop. (1900), 20,945.

TURNING, in mechanics, a very ingenious and
useful art, by which a great variety of articles are

manufactured by cutting or fashioning them while
they revolve upon an axis. The art of turning is so

extensively applicable that it would require a volume
to describe its uses and the methods of practising it.

The largest columns, the most ponderous artilleiy,

and the minutest pivots of watch -work, with all

wheel - work, rotatory machines, vessels, &c., are

worked in this method. See Lathe.
TURNIP (Brassica rapa)^ a cruciferous plant

extensively cultivated for the sake of its esculent

root. This latter varies considerably in colour, both
of exterior and interior, as well as in size and form,

in the varieties produced by culture. It is of a fleshy

consistence, and has a sweet, somewhat pungent and
agreeable taste. The radical leaves are oblong and
lyrate; the upper ones entire; the flowers are usually

yellow. The smaller varieties, in general, are most
agreeable to the taste; but the quality depends very
much on the nature of the sod, which should be
sandy and light. The ordinaiy season of sowing is

from the end of June to the beginning of August;
but if it is desired to procure them throughout the

season, they may be sown from March till September.
Turnips are a wholesome article of food, much in use.

The large-rooted varieties have been employed for

fodder during the winter season from time imme-
morial in various parts of Europe and Asia, though
os a field-crop turnips are of comparatively recent

introduction into Britain. In England they were
grown as a field-crop to be eaten by sheep towards
the end of the seventeenth century, but in Scotland

they were not much cultivated in this way for nearly

a century later. In both countries, as also in Ire-

land, they now form a most imix)rtant crop, and
Scotland has a larger area under turnips in propor-

tion to its arable land than either of the other

countries. A good loamy soil suits turnips best,

and they require farmyard or other manure and
plenty of moisture. They are generally grown in

drills. Turnips are classified as white-fleshed and
yellow-fleshed, as long, tankard, round, and flat ; as

purple-topped, green-topped, &c. Some authorities

would derive all ultimately from the cabbage;

others, from Brastica oampestrUt the wild turnip or

navew. The Swedish Turnip is probably a hybrid

between B, eampestria and B, rapa or naputt. B.

wtpuB 3rields rape, cole, or colza seeds, from which
a well-known fixed oil is obtained by expression.

Turnips are very liable to the troubles known as
|

anbury and fingers-and-toes. See also next article.

TURNIP-FLY {Athalia eentifolia), a genus of

insects belonging to the order Hymenoptera, and
included among the Saw-flies. The larvae or cater-

pillars feed on turnips and destroy the leaves. They
are called *ni^j;gers* on account of their black colour,

and pass their chr3r8ali8 stage in the ground. (See

PL II. at Entomology.) .Mother insect known as

the Tumip-fly is the small beetle ffaltiea nemorum^
which feeds on the leaves of the young plant. The
Turnip-aphis, the Turnip-weevil, &c., are also ene-

mies of this crop.

TURNPIK^ a sate set up across a road,

watched by an officer for the purpose, in order to stop

travellers, waffons, coaches, &c., to take toll of them.
TURNSPIT, a name given to a variety of Terrier

dogs, from their being trained to turn the spits or
roasting-jacks in mansions. The breed is now prac-
ticaUy extinct.

TURNSTONE [StrepsUm irUerpres)^ a genus of
Grallatorial or Wading birds, so named from its

habit of turning over stones and other objects on
the sea-beach in its search for food. It occurs in
Europe and in North America also, and is distin-

guished as a genus by havin|T the bill curved upwards
at its tip, by the ttirsi being covered with broad
scales, and by the hind toe being elevated on the
tarsus. It runs with great speed, and is active in
all its movements. The nest is built near the coast-

line; the eggs number four, and are olive-green,

spotted with ash-blue and shaded with brown. The
length is about 9 inches; the head is white and
black, as also are the neck and breast; the under
parts being pure white, and the legs and toes orange.

TURPENTINE is a resinous juice extracted from
several trees belonging to the genus Pimts. English
turpentine is from the Scotch fir. Venice turpen-

tine, which is more thin and aromatic, is from the

larch. Strasburg turpentine is from the silver fir.

The common American turjHJiitine comes from the
P. palustris^ which grows abundantly in the Southern
States. All are obtained by exudation and harden-
ing of the juice flowing from incisions made in the

pine-trees. To obtain the oil of turpentine the juice

IS distilled, usually with water. Turpentine oils from
different sources exhibit differences m their physical,

more especially in optical properties. Their specific

gravity varies from 0*86 to 0*88. They all contain

hydrocarbons of the general formula n CioHie, called

terebenthenee. Turpentine oils are decom{x>sed by
chlorine, with the production of hydrochloric acid

and carl>on; they are rapidly oxidized by strong

nitric acid, with evolution of heat and light; with
more dilute nitric acid they yield a number of oxi-

dized products. Oil or spint of turpentine, often

called simply turpentine, and also ‘turps’, is em-
ployed pretty extensively in medicine, Vjoth inter-

nally and externally, and it is also widely used in

the preparation of paints and varnishes.

TURQUOISE, or Calaite, is a mineral of a

bluish or greenish colour, feebly translucent on the

edges, or opaque; hardness that of felspar; specific

gravity, 2*63 to 3*00. According to Berzelius it

consists of phosphate of alumina and lime, silica,

oxide of iron and copper, and a little water. It is

found in Persia, either in pebbles or in small veins.

Cut and polished, it is used for ornamental purposes,

a piece of fine colour, 5 lines by 4J, being valued at

about £10. See Gems.
TURRET-SHIP. See War-vessels.
TURTLE, the name collectively given to various

genera of Chelonian Reptiles, Ixjlonging for the

most part to the family Cheloniidte, the meralnirs

of which are distinguished by the caraj^ace or shell

being more or less flattened and depressed, by the

fore-limbs being longer than the hind-limbs, and

by their inability to retract their head and limbs

within the ‘ shell’; whilst the toes are inclosed within

a membrane so as to convert the feet into swim-

ming-paddles. The beak or snout is exposed and

homy. These reptiles are found chiefly in tropical

seas, and the food consists of both animal and vege-

table matters. The best-known species is the Green

or Edible Turtle {Chdone mydas or viridU), foimd

on the Atlantic coasts of Africa and America,

and chiefly caught at Ascension Island and in the

West India Islands. These animals are brought ta

Europe and America chiefly for the purpose of

yntt-ViTig the famous turtle-soup; the hard parts of the
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aaimalMiigiiielMi. Theeggsdepoiltedo&thebeadb
•re elso eat^ and are regaled as delicacies. The
Hawk's-lnll iWtle (C. or CareUa imbricata) is noted

sui affording the erroneously-named material known
as tortoise^shehf which is derived from the epidermic

plates covering the back or carapace of the animaL
IkliiB aniniftl jg found in the American and Indian

Oceans, and the plates are removed by the rather cruel

process of steaming and heating the animal, whilst

after the removal of the plates the animal is allowed

^ go free, and in due time another but less valuable

•set is developed. The flesh is not eaten. The colour

is yellow,marbled with dark-brown above. Occasional

specimens have been found round British coasts. The
Loggerhead Turtle {Chdone eauanaf see Plate I.

at Ksftilbb) is a third species, and appears to be of

voracious and fierce nature. It occursm tropical seas.

The Leathery Turtle (Sphargis comc<a, fig. 8 of same
plate) derives its name from having its back covered

fcy a homy or leathery skin instead of homy plates.

The back is ridged, and of dark-brown colour. This
epedes occurs in the Pacific, Indian, and Atlantic
Oceans, and may attain a length of 8 feet and a
weight of over 1600 lbs. The Umbs are well devel-

oped, and its natatory powers are very great. The
flesh is said to be not only of disagreeable taste, but
to prove injurious to those who eat it. The eyelids

open vertically instead of horizontally. See also

Tortoise.
TURTLE-DOVE (Turtur auritu8\ a sjwcies of

Columbidffi or Pigeons, having a slender bill, long
wings, with the second and third quills longest; a
tail of rounded shape and moderate size; tarsi scaly

in front; and the outer toe shorter than the inner

digit. This dove is migratory in habits, arriving in

England from Africa about the beginning of May,
and shortly thereafter breeding. It is most commonly
found in England in the southern counties, and builds :

its nest in the forked branch of a tree, laying two
{

wliite eggs. Only one brood is produced in each
year. The food consists chiefly of seeds. It leaves

England about the end of August or beginning of

September. This bird may be known by its possessing

four rows of black feathers, tipped with white colour

along the sides of the neck The top of the head is

of a slaty-brown colour, the upper parts being pale-

brown, mottled with darker hue, and the abdomen
and under tail-coverts white. Tlie beak is brown,
and the legs and toes brownish-yellow. The average
length of this bird is about 11 inches.

TUSCAN ORDER OF ARCHITECTURE. See
Abohitbotubb.
TUSCANY (Italian, Toscana), formerly a grand-

duchy, now a department {compartimento territoricUe)

of Italy. The area of the department is 9279 square
miles, and the pop. (1901), 2,548,154. The interior

of Tuscany is finely diversified. The chain of the
Northern Apennines forms a considerable portion of

its northern boundary, and sends out numerous rami-

fications over the country. The intervening vaUeys
are distinguished alike by their fertility and their

beauty. The largest and richest of these, that of the

Amo, occupies nearly a sixth of the whole surface.

The coast, though sometimes bold, is generally low,

and lined by extensive swamps (marmme), from
which, in summer, the air comes charged with pesti-

lential vapours. Elsewhere the atmosphere is in the

highest degree salubrious, and the climate mild,

except on the principal chain of the Apennines, where
it is often very severe in winter. A^ost the whole
of the soil is under cultivation, or covered with forests

or natural pasture. Cereals cover a large area» and
vineyards, olive-yards, and orchards are numerous.
The favourite cereal crops are maize and wheat. Of
the latter a peculiar sp^es is cultivated solely for

the straw. In the low flats a good deal of rloe Is

grown. By the_poorer classes chestnuts are much
used for food. The methods of cultivation are vety

imperfect, although the cultivators are very industri-

ous. The metayer system of land tenure is general

Only wine of moderately good quality is pi^uoedL

Oil also is more abundant than excellent, though that

of Pisa and one or two other towns is well known in

commerce. The produce of silk is considerable. Oxen
and buffaloes are almost the only animals used for

draught. The marble of Tuscany, especially that of

Siena, is well known throughout Europe. The manu-

factures consist chiefly of straw-plait and straw-hats,

and a great variety of articles in marble, alabaster,

and mosaia The trade is almost wholly centred in

Leghorn. The people generally bear a high name
for industrv, sobriety, and honesty. The Italian

spoken by the educated classes has long been adnutted

to be the standard of purity, though Rome claims a

su|)eriority for pronunciation. See Italy.

Tuscany corresponds to the ancient Etruria, which

was, however, of wider extent. (See Etruria.) After

the fall of the Western Empire (476) it passed suc-

cessively into the hands of the Ostrogoths (see Goths),

Byzantine Greeks, and Lombards, under whom
Hetruscia formed aduchy. The name of Toscana dates

from this period. Charlemagne made it a Frankish

province, and it was governed by marquises or dukes,

who in course of time rendered themselves independ-

ent In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries^ it

became broken up into a number of small republics,

only four of which were of the first consequence

—

Florence, Pisa, Siena, and Lucca. (See the articles

on these towns.) From the first Florence occupied

the leading place, and it gradually extended its ter-

ritory. From 1406 to 1494 it held Pisa in subjec-

tion, and in 1509 it definitively united it to its own
territory. In 1557 the territoiy of Siena was also

annexed to the Florentine, and in 1569 Pope Pius L
granted to Cosmo I. the title of Grand-duke of Tus-

cany, which was confirmed to his successor in 1575
by the German emperor. The first hereditary rulers

of the Florentine territory of the house of Medid,
Alexander (1531-37), Grand-duke Cosmo L (1537-

74), Francis (1574-87), Ferdinand I. (1587-1609),

Cosmo II. (1609-21), did much for their dominion,

encouraged trade and industry, and maintained a
certain independence between Spain, Austria, and
France. But the period of the later Medici, Ferdi-

nand II. (1621-70), Cosmo III. (1670-1728), and
Giovanni Gaston (1723-87), was one of constant

decline, and during the last twenty or thirty years

of it Tuscany was completely under the influence of

the house of Austria. When it seemed likely that

the male line of the Medici was about to Mcome
extinct, it was agreed in the Peace of Vienna in

1785, between Austria and France, that the reversion

of the grand-duchy should be given to Francis Ste-

phen, duke of Lorraine (afterwards husband of Maria
Theresa and German enmeror), in return for the
Duchy of Lorraine, which i^ancis agreed to give up to
Stanislaw Leszczynski, ex-king of Poland. In 1787
Francis actually succeeded to the grand-duchy, and he
reigned till his death in 1765, when he was succeeded
by his second son, Leopold, who in turn assigned it

to his second son, Fernand III., when hehimself
obtained the German Empire (1790). The mutations
which took place in Tuscany, as in other parts of
Italy, during the Napoleonic era, w^ be found
recorded with sufficient detail in the article Italy*
It is enough to mention here that Ferdinand, after
being driven from his dominions, recovered them In
1814 with some additions. Ferdinand died in 182^
and was succeeded by his second boil Leopold H.,
whose government latterly degenerated Into so severe
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* deipoiinii that hk snbjeota ware eager to throw off

hie role. In 1859 the allianoe of France with Sai>

dinia against Anstria, the great supporter of Leopold,

enoonraged the popular party, and a demonstration
having taken pla!» at Florence, the grand-duke with-

drew from the country. Tuscany was then annexed
to Sardinia by a popular vote, and in 1861 became,
with Sardinia, part of the Kingdom of Italy.

TUSCULUM. SeeFEASCATL
TUSSAC GRASS {Dactylia castpUosa), an exotic

S
with a soft, tender, smooth folia^, forming
tufts 5 or 6 feet in height. It is a native of the

Land Islands and the southern coasts and islands

of South America, and also of New Zealand and
•ome of the smaller of the Auckland group. The
inflorescence is sometimes 9 inches or a foot long, and
consists of a mass of soft, thin-sided spikelets. The
atalks contain a considerable quantity of saccharine

matter, and are much esteem^ as food for cattle.

For this reason successful attempts have been made
to introduce the grass into some parts of the Orkney
Islands and the Hebrides. The inner part of the

«tem above the root is edible by man. Ikissac grass

belongs to the same genus as cock’s-foot (Daetylia

^lomeratoi),

TUSSILAGO. See Colt’s-foot.

TUTENAG, a white metal brought from China,

containing nickel, zinc, and copper.

TUYERE, the nozzle of the blast-pipe in a blast-

furnace or smith’s forge. See Iron.
TVER, a town in Russia, capital of the govern-

ment of the same name, beautifully situated in a

plain on the Volga, 96 miles north-west of Moscow.
It consists of the Kremlin or fortress, surrounded by
an earthen wall, and the town proper; and occupies

a large space, but has an inanimate, and in some
parts an almost desolate appearance. The manufac-
tures are numerous and varied, and the admirable

position of the town secures to it a valuable transit

trade, particularly with St. Petersburg and Moscow.
Pop. (1897), 68,477.—The government has an area

of 26,794 square miles, and a population of 1,812,826.

The surface is elevated in the south, but slopes to-

wards the north, gradually sinking into an extensive

plain. Rye, barley, hemp, and flax are largely cul-

tivated, and the forests are extensive.

TWEED, a river of Scotland, which rises in the

aouth part of Peeblesshire, passes byor near to Peebles,

Melrose, Kelso, Coldstream, from near which place

it forms the boundary line between England and
Scotland, and runs into the North Sea at Berwick.

Its waters are clear and sparkling, and abound with

salmon and trout, on which account it is much
frequented by anglers. Its name is celebrated on
account of its connection with some of the best

literature of Scotland. Its length is 97 miles.

TWEEDS, a certain kind of cloth, so called from
the fact that its manufacture originate and was long

exclusively carried on in Galai^elB, Hawick, Sel-

kirk, Jedburgh, and some other places on the Tweed
and its tributaries. It is distinguished by the soft-

ness and flexibility of its texture, qualities which
result from the manner in which it is made, the yams
not being so finely spun, nor tiie cloth so closely
woven or so thoroughly felted, as is the case with
fine English doths. Tweeds are also well known by
their peculiar and endlessly varied patterns and mix-
tures of colours, produced by weaving with dyed
yams. The manufacture is ot comparatively recent
origin; but the great demand for the material has
led not only to the rapid growth of the manufacture
in its original locality, but also to its extension to
various o&er parts of Scotland, and also into Eng-
land, as well as to the imitation of the material in

Wanoe and other continental countries. Some I

of the English so-oalled tweeds cannot boast, as true
Scotch tweeds, even of inferior quality, can, of freedom
from shod^, mungo, and cotton.

TWELITH-DAY, the popular name of Effiphanj
(the 6th of January), which is the twelfth day from
Christmas. In all Christian countries this was for-

merly (as it still is in most) a day of great festirity,

and the evening of the day was the occasion of observ-
ing many curious customs. One of the most wide-
spread of these was the baking of a cake (in Eng-
land called twelfth-cake) with a bean in it, and
dividing the cake among the partakers of the fdwt.
Whoever got the piece with the bean in it Y**
regarded as king for the remainder of the day, in
France for the whole of the year. This custom is

supposed to have been derived from that which pre-

vailed among the Roman children at the end of the
Saturnalia, of drawing lots with beans to see who
should be king. In Italy it is customary to give
presents to children on this day. See Befana.
TWELVE TABLES, Laws op the, a code of

laws compiled in ancient Rome in 451-450 B.a See
Rome—History.

TWILIGH1\ daylight which continues after sun-

set. Twilight is occasioned by the reflection of sun-

light from the higher parts of the atmosphere which
are still illuminated after the sun has become invi-

sible from ordinary heights. Twilight is supposed

to last till the sun is about 18** below the horizon,

but it manifestly is much influenced by the state of

the atmosphere as to clouds, &c. In low latitudes,

both on account of the quickness with which the sun

sinks below the horizon and because of the trans-

parency of the atmosphere, there is little twilight.

TWILL, a textile fabric, presenting an appearance

of diagonal lines on the surface. It is prc^uced by
passing the weft in weaving over one and under two
or more threads of the war|) instead of over and under
alternative threads as in plain weaving.

TYBURN, a turnpike at the west end of Oxford
Street, London, was noted for the public executions

of metropolitan malefactors which long took place

near it. The turnpike was removed in 1829.

TYCHO {Tyge) BRAHE (properly Fon Rro^),a
celebrated astronomer, descended from an old and
noble family, was bom in Sweden in 1546, in Schones
or Scania, a province then subject to Denmark. He
began his astronomical studies very early in life; and
being sent in 1562 to the University of Leipzig to

study law employed himself while there almost exclu-

sively in astronomical olwervations. He returned to

his native country in 1565, but soon left it again to

go back to Germany. In 1578, when again residinff

in his native country, he married a peasant girl, and
afterwards travelled to Italy and Germany. On his

return Frederick II., king of Denmark, became bis

patron, allowed him a salary, and furnished him with

the means of erecting the observatory of Uranienbor^

on the small Island of Hwen, lying in the Sound.

In this retreat, where he was visited by various

princes, he framed that system of the universe which

is yet known by his name. He assumed the prin-

ciple that the earth remains fixed and immovable in

the centre of the universe, and that the sun and all

the heavenly bodies revolve round it. We are indebted

to his observations for a more correct catalogue ol

the fixed stars, for several important disooveiies

respecting the motions of the moon and the comets^

and the refraction of the rays of light, and for some
important improvements in astronomical inatrumenta.

His observations served also as the basis of Keidefs
astronomical labours. (See Astbonomt.) On the

death of Frederick IL in 1588 Brahe’s position

became uncomfortable, the new king, Christian

being prejudiced against him, so that ha was deprived
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«if his pension. On this Aoonnnt he accepted in 1597
Ml invitation of the Emperor Bodolph IL to oome to

his court at Prague. Here he reoeived a considerable

salary and many aids in the prosecution of his studies,

but he died in 1601. Tycho was a remarkable man
for the age in which he lived, and his name is one
of the most important in the history of astronomy.
His works were written in Latin.

TYLER, Wat. See PoiJi-tax.

TYMPANUM. See Ear.
TYNDALE, William. See Tindall (William).
TYNDALL, John, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., an

eminent physicist, was born at Leighlin Bridge, oo.

Carlow, 2l8t Aug. 1820, his father being a petty

tradesman. He went to school till he was nineteen,

and then joined the Ordnance Survey, with which
he was oonneoted for five years. He was then en-

gaged in railway work, and in 1847 became a teacher

of physics at Queenwood College, Hants. After
stuaying in Berlin, and becoming acquainted with
Faraday, Huxley, and other eminent men, he was
appointed professor of physics in the Royal Insti-

tution, London, with which he continued to be con-

nected till his retirement in 1887. Tyndall did a vast

amount of valuable work by original investigation

in various branches of science, especially magnetism,
electricity, heat, light, sound, Ac., on which he pub-

lished many papers and several well-known volumes,

such as Lectureson Sound; On Light; Heat as a Mode
of Motion ; Forms of Water, in Clouds and Rivers,

loe and Glaciers ; On Radiation
;
Lectures on Elec-

tricity ; Fragments of Science ; &o. Mountaineering
and the study of glacier phenomena had also a great

fascination for him, and gave rise to his Glaciers of

the Alps
;
Mountaineering

;
and Hours of Exercise in

the Alps. He was president of the British Associ-

ation meeting at Belfast in 1874, and delivered an
eloquent address on the Darwinian theoiy, thereby

causing a great commotion in orthodox circles. He
was the recipient of numerous honours from learned

bodies at home and abroad, and many of his books
were translated. He died, 4th December, 1893, from
an overdose of chloral, being then suffering from
insomnia and rheumatism.

TYNE, The, a river of England, formed by the

junction near Hexham of the North Tyne and the
South Tyne, rising respectively in the north-west of

Northumberland and the extreme east of Cumber-
land. The united stream, which latterly separates

Northumberland from Durham, passes Newcastle
and discharges into the North Sea at Tynemouth, just

after passing North and South Shields. Its whole
oourae (to the source of the North Tyne) is about
120 miles, of which the 20 miles next the sea is tidal.

The Tyne has, since 1854, been the subject of large

engineering operations, consisting of extensive dredg-

ing, the building of long piers at its mouth, the con-

struction of large docks, Ac. By the construction of

the piersand dredging at the mouthof theriver the bar

has beenremoved, and a depth of nearly 30 feet at low-

water spring-tides has been attained, where previously

there was but 6 feet. The deepened entrance and
protection afforded by the piers enable vessels of the

ha^gOBt size to enter the Tyne in all kinds of weather.

Shields harbour, about a mile up from the entrance

between the pier-heads, has a depth (obtained by
dredging) of 30 feet at low-water, for a length of about

8000 feet. As a further result of the dredging, from
Shields harbour to Newcastle, a distance of iwout 8

miles, the minimum depth at low-water spring-tides

is nearly 30 feet. The old stone bridge at Newcastle,

passable only by river craft, has been replaced by a

gigantic swing-bridge, allowing the largest sea-going

vessels to pass. From Newcastle bridge to Sootswood
suspension-bridge, a further distance of about 3}

miles, there Is a depth of about 18 feet at low-water
or 33 feet at high-water spring-tides. Thus from the

sea to Sootswood suspension-bridge, adistance of about
14 miles, the rivSr is navigable for large vessels.

These improvements have ^ded so largely to the

trade of the river that the Tyne, in the amount oi

tonnage of vessels entering and leaving, now rivals

the Mersey and the Thames.
TYNEMOUTH, a parliamentary and municipal

borough of England, in the county of Northumber-
land, at the mouth of the Tyne on its north bank.

Tynemouth, having both baths and a fine sandy
b^h, is much frequented for sea-bathing. There
are many handsome buildings, a magnificent stone

pier, a grand parade nearly a mile long, and the

ruins of a picturesque old priory, rising abruptly from
the sea. The public buildings comprise the parish

church, St. George’s Church, several other places of

worship, town-hall, free library, Tynemouth palace

and winter-garden, skating-rink, &c. The port of

North Shields and several villages are included

within the borough, which returns a member to

Parliament. Pop. (1881), 44,118; (1891), 46,688;

(1901), 61,390.

TYPE. See Pbintino.
TYPE-FOUNDING, the art of casting and finish-

ing the types used for printing. (See Printing.)

The metal of which types are formed is an alloy of

lead and antimony, with generally an admixture of

tin. In making types the letter is first cut upon the

end of a steel punch. The punch is then driven into

a piece of copper, which forms the matrix or bottom
of the mould intended to produce the letter. The
mould in which the types are cast is composed of

two parts. The outer part is made of wood, the

inner of steel. At the top it has a hopper-mouth,
into which the fused type-metal is poured. The
matrix is placed at the bottom of the mould, directly

under the centre of the orifice, and is held in its posi-

tion by a spring. Every letter that is cast can be
loosened from the matrix only by removing the pres-

sure on the spring. Each letter is cast by itself, the
workman having a pot of the melted alloy beside him,

from which be takes the necessary quantity with a
small ladle. A skilful workman will turn out 600
good letters in an hour. A considerable piece of metal
remains attached to the end of the type as it quits

the mould, but this is easily broken off. The types

are afterwards dressed and polished on each side,

and a groove or channel is cut in their bottom
to make them stand firmly on end. It is essen-

tial that each letter be perfectly symmetrical and
square; the least inequality of their length would
prevent them from making a fair impression. Each
letter is finally tied up in lines of convenient length,

the proportionate numbers of each variety, small
letters, points, large capitals, small capitals, and
figures, ^ng selected when the fount of type is ready
for delivery to the printer. Several type-casting
machines have been invented, and some of them are
now extensively used for making type.

TYPE-WRITER, a machine designed as a sub-
stitute for the pen in manuscript writing. Numerous
forms of such machines are in existence, but we re-

strict ourselves to a description of a perfected form
first produced in the United States, and now widely
used both in the Old and the New World. Its
principal recommendations are the facility and com-
fort with which it can be worked ; its speed, which
is more than twice as gr^t as that of pen-writing;
the legibility of the writing or rather printing pro-
duced by it

;
and its power of producing a oertaio

number of copies of a writing by the same operation.

The essential part of the machine is about 16 inohee
in height and breadth, and the same in width at the
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wideet purts. Writiiig is done by touching keys, give rise to this fever, and yet sewer gas is a most
The pa^ on which the writing is done is held potent a^t in the production of the disease,

between two horizontal cylinders 8^ inohee in length, when this fluid permeates the atmosphere of a
one of which, called the papw cylinder, is coated dwelling it has a depressing effect upon the vitality

with india-rubber and has a diameter of 24 inches, of those who inhale it. At the same time the nitro*

Under thia cylinder, and below the paper also when
it is inserted, passes an inked ribbon which is

gradually wound from a drum at one side of the

machine on a drum at the other. Seneath the

ribbon is a circular bole 7 inches in diameter and

a few inches in depth, round the circumference of

which are attached at their fulcrums a series of

levers bearing the types at their ends. When the

key corresponding to a particular type is struck, the

type-bearing arm rises, so that the type strikes the

under side of the ink ribbon immediately above the

centre of the circular hole, and causes the ribbon to

make the desired impression upon the paper. Every
time a key is struck the rollers move a little to

the left, carrying the paper with them, and each

letter is thus impress^ at a proper distance to

the right of the prevous one. At the same time

the ink ribbon makes a slight movement in the same
direction as the paper. At the end of eveiy word
a space-key is touched in order that a suitable inter-

val may be left between the words. Each key has

marked upon it the sign that it represents. When
a line of the paper is about to be finished the fact

is indicated by the machine itself ringing a bell, and
the operator thereupon touches a lever which at

once brings bock the rollers to the proper position

for beginning a new line, and causes them to make
a partial revolution, so that the paper receives the

impression of the new line at a suitable distance

below the previous one. When several copies of

the same writing are wanted, all that is necessary

is to put as many sheets of paper as there are copies

required between the rollers, with a sheet of car-

bonized paper between each pair of sheets. As
early as 1714 an Englishman named Mill obtained

a patent for a writing machine, but the first prac-

tical type-writer was patented in America in 1867,
|

and nearly all the subsequent machines are of

American origin also. Of keyboard machines there

are several tjqies, those with type -levers, such as

the Remington (above descrilied), Calligraph, Yost,

Bar-lock, and most of the best-known machines;

and those with the types on a wheel or cylinder,

as in the Hammond, BUckensderfer, &c. There are

also several varieties of one-keyed machines. In some
of the lever machines the levers carry two tjrpes

each Remington), and there is a shift-key to

determine which of the two shall be impressed on the

paper. Generally the two types are the same letter

m lowercase and capital. The Hammond machine
has three rows of types on its type-wheel, namely,
lowercase, capitals, and figures and punctuation
marks. It has accordingly two shift-keys.

TYPHOID FEVER was at one time called

abdominal typhus, and was indeed confounded with
^hus. Its synonyms are gastric and enteric fever.

This disease depends upon evils existing in the
locality from whence it spring and is not com-
municated from one individuid to another by the
breath or by touch. It is essentially a disease
arising from a defect or defects in the sanitary
arrangements of the house, or the poison may be
absorbed by milk or other fluidc^ and these, when
imbibed, pi^uce the disease. Milk, perhaps, is one
of the most congenial soils that the typhoid germ
can locate itself in, but water is certainly the most
common medium by which it enters the human
atoma^ and is therefore the most ordinary vehide

which typhoid is conveyed to its victims. It is

quite evident that sewer gas when inhaled will not
VOL. XIV.

genous compounds which form sewer gas are ab-
sorbed by the water in the cistern or by milk or
other liquids, and thus convert these fluids into an
appropriate nidus, in which the germs of t^hoid
can thrive and attain their deadly properties. These
liquids are taken into the stomachs of the various
members of the household, and if the germs gain
accetM to the alimentary canal of a person whose
vitality is impaired by breathing foul gases, or by
any other cause, the disease is immediately set up.
It attacks rich and po<jr alike, but it is particularly

a disease of early life. It frequently has a course
of thirty days, but no definite rules can bo laid down
on this point. It is very often followed by a re-

lapse. The symptoms usually do not show them-
selves for a period vaiying from two or three to

fourteen days after the entry of the poison. They
commence with languor, chills, violent headache,

thirst, very thickly furred tongue, pains in the

limits, so that at first the disease may somewhat
resemble the onset of rheumatic fever. Soon
diarrhcea sets in, accoinjtanied by a distended and
tender state of the abdomen. The temperature

rises, the skin loses its moisture, the kidneys cease

to act freely, and the tongue becomes dry and
brown. Then a scanty rash appears over the chest

and.abdomen, which may soon disap]:>ear, only, how-
ever, to Ihj lollowed by a new cn>p of spots. At
this stage delirium and other serious symptoms set

in, which indicate very great prostration and danger,

and a frequent complication occurs in the bronchial

tubes becoming inflamed, giving rise to bronchitis.

At this stage, too, lied sores are apt to form, and
should be carefully guarded against. As the dis-

ease advances, ulceration of the bowels takes place,

which may give rise to severe, and often fatal,

hemorrhage, or to {lerforation of the bowel, which
is always fatal. The treatment consists in sustain-

ing the vital powers while endeavouring to relieve

the various symptoms and complications.

TYPHOON. See Cyclone.
TYPHUS FEVER was at one time known as

putrid, hospital, ship, or jail fever, and by many
other namiM. It is essentiallv a fever of the poor,

ill-fed, and badly-housed inhabitants of large cities.

A well-ventilated and well-lighted dwelling cannot
afford a harbour for this disease; indeed the disease,

though very infectious in overcrowded, bodly-ven-

tilat^, and ill-lighted dens, retains hardly any of

its contagious properties in a large and airy house.

The a^e at which the disease is contracted has a
most important bearing upon the result. Young
children are almost certam to recover from the

fever, but as age advances the risk increases, and to

such an extent that at the age of forty the chances

of recovery are lessened. Another peculiarity of

typhus is that it is not infectious till after the eighth

day of the fever. The duration of the fever is from

fourteen to twenty-one days, and when death takes

place it is generally about the twelfth day.

Before we symptoms show themselves there is

a period of incubation varying from two to twelve

days. Then there is generally a rigor, followed by
a hot, dry skin, a suffused condition of the eyes, a
small pupil, thirst, a dull, stupid expression, gr^
prostration, and costive bowel& Towards evening

the patient is restless and irritable, and cannot sleep.

About the seventh day a rash of irregular spots and
of a dnsky hue appears over the chest and back, but
sometimes this is entirely absent. As the disasee

899
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AdvanoM the patient*! strength becomes rerj much
exhenstedy tiie tonm loses all its moistare^ and
resembles a piece ox diy cork; the iiiinai7 secretion

Is scanty, and sometimes is almost, if not entirely,

suppressed. Delirium sets in, and the danger is

often increased by the supervention of broxb^tis,

pneumonia, or pleurisy. About the twelfth day
a crisis gnulually sets in, which ma^ be attended
by a sle^, diarrhcea, a free perspiration, or copious
flow of unne. The convalescence m slow and graduti,
and some time elapses before the patient regains lus

wonted health and strength.

The treatment consists in combating the evils

which give rise to the disease, in keeping the patient
in a well-ventilated room, seeing that he is kept
thoroighly clean, and preventing exhaustionby freely

administering a light and whol^me diet.

TYPOGBAPHY. See Printing.
TYE, in northern mythology, the son of Odin,

brother of Balder, not to be confounded with TUor.

He was the god of war and victoir. The Danes
and Icelanders still call Tuesday after him

—

Tirt’

da/yw Tyrt'day,

TYRANT, a word derived from the Greek tur-

annof, which signified an absolute ruler. The word
did not have originally the bad signification which
we now attach to it; but as it is a x^e which admits
of ve^ few exceptions, that the possessor of uncon-
troUed power,whether individual, corporation, or mul-
titude, will abuse it, tyrant came at length to signify

an abuser of power, particularly of the chief power
in the state.

TYRAl^rrS,a sub-family of Insessorial Birds, allied

to the Flv-catchers or Muscicapidw, and included in

the Dentirostral section of the order. The Tyrants
are distinguished by their bill being long, broaA and
flattened at its base, and by its tip being hooked; by
the nostrils being hidden by plumes and bristles; by
the long pointed wings; bv the tail being slightly

forked; and by the tarsi bemg slender. These birds

inhabit South America, and familiar exa^les are

the King Bird or Tyrant Fly-catcher {Tyrannxu
intrepidiUj see Plate II. at Obnitholoot) and
the Orest^ Tyrant (2*. eritUUus), Their name is

derived from their pugnacious, tyrannical habits.

They feed uix)n fishes, insects, and even kill smaller

birda. The average length of the King Bird is about
8 inchei^ and the plumage is black, relieved by gray
and white markings. Another genus of Tyrants is

represented by the Fork-tailed Fly-catcher of South
America {MiivuLut (yrannu*).

TYRE, one of the most celebrated cities of an- 1

tiquity, and, with its elder sister, Stdon, the richest
{

and most iminirtaut commercial city of Phcenicia.
i

Ancient Tyre was built partly on an island and
partly on the mainland, the island being nearly

|

g mile from the mainland. Alexander the Great,

when he besieged Tyre, caused a causeway to be

constructed from the mainland to the islai^, and
the modern Tyre or Stir, which occupies part of the

former island, is still reached by a broad embank-
ment It is a ^oe of 6000 inhabitants, including

many Roman OathoUcs, besides Greeks and Pro-

testants, with sriiools for the different bodies, a mon-
astery and convent, Ac. The part of the city situ-

ated on the mainland was called Old Tyr% and is

assumed to have been the original dty. Hie city

appears to have existed only on the mtinland when
bssiaged by Nebuchadnessar, but the insnlar fortifioa-

tioDB form^ its chief strength when besieged by Alex-

ander the Great As eariy as 1300 B.C. Tm was
a powerful city, enriched by oonuneroe ana refined

by the artt (Sm PBonnexA.) The andent Gadss
(Cadis) and Carthage were Tyrian ooloniea. The
«ast oalehratad s&s^ of Tjfie waa that eaiilad on

by Alexander the Ghwat After aeveral muHiooessfnl
attempts to take it he at length formed a project to

fill up the strait and unite the island to the oontinent
The dty was taken in the seventh month after it had
been besieged (July, 832 B.O.) It was again taken
by Antigonus, after a siege of fifteen months, in B.a
818. Three e^esiastical councils were held at Tyre—^the first in 885, when Athanasius was stripped of

his bishopric and banished from Alexandi^; the
second in 448; the third in 519. Relics of the

splendour of the andent dty are everywhere to be
seen, as numerous and beautiful columns stretched

al(^ the beach, ruins of an aqueduct, and others.

Tyrol, or Tirol, a province of Austria, indud-
ing Tyrol Proper and Vorarlberg (part of andent
Rhsetia and Noricum), is bounded north by Bavaria
and Lake Constance, west by Switzerland eaat

Salzburg and Carinthia, south, east, and west by
Venetia and Lombardy; area, 11,325 square miles.

Vorarlberg forms the westernmost comer of the

province, bordering on Lake Constance. In mag-
nificence of scenery Tyrol is only inferior to Swit-

zerland, of which it is a continuation, having like it

its snowfields, gladers, avalanches, and waterfalls.

The Alps enter it from Switzerland in three chains,

of which the central (the Tyrol or Oetzthaler Alps)

is the loftiest, and divides the country into North
and South I'yroL The Brenner Pass, famed for its

romantic scenery, is in this chain, and is traversed

by the main highway to Italy from Germany,
^tween this central chain and that on the norui

lies the valley of the Inn, while the southern chain

is separated from the central by the valley of the

Adige and that called the Pusterthal, and is itself

divided into an eastern and a western portion by the

river Adige forcing its way through it There are

also innumerable minorvaUeya, all as weU as the prin-

cipal capable of cultivation. The drainage of North
Tyrol is mainly carried to the Danube by the Inn,

which is the only navigable river, that of South Tyrol

is mostly conveyed to the Adriatic by the Amge.
The large lakes Garda and Constance are aituatM
on the confines of the Tyrolese territory; the interior

lakes are numeroua bat small About one-third of

the surface is practically inaccessible, another third

is occu{ded by forests, and the remainder, capable of

cultivation, is largely occupied by commons, and
mostly in a state of nature. Sheep and goats ore

the principal stock. The vine is cultivated, and the

gardens and orchards produce the finest fruits In

abuirdance. Cereals are cultivated, and minerals,

especially iron and salt, are extensively worked,
though leas productive than formerly. Manufactures
are numerous but not extensive. Silk, metal wires^

wood articles, lace, and embroidery, are among the
distinctive types. The transit trade is oonnderable,

Ibe Tyrolese are a simple, manly, loyal, and religimis

people, not without a share of superstition. The
capital is Innabruck, other towns being Bozen, Bo-
veredo, and Trent. Tyrol anciently formed part of
Rhaetia. It came into the hands of the dukee of

Austria in 1359. It waa ceded to Bavaria by tim
Peace of Preasburg in 1805, which led to a revolt

under the oelebrat^ Hofer and others. It was re-

stored^ Austria in 1814. Pop. in 1900, 979,878.
TYRONE, an inland ooun^ of Ireland, in the

evince of Ulster; bounded north-esst by London-
deny and north-west by Donegal, meeting at an
ngex in the north; east by Lough Nea^; south-
east, south, and south-west Arma|^ Monaghan,
and Fermal]u^^; area, 808,658 acares. The surfsoe
is hilly, rising into mountains in the north and
oath, and declining to a level towaida Loo^^ Neagh.
The soil on the lower districts is fertile and wafeeM
by numeioiis branches of the Foykand Bkckwitei;
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Of the total area of the oonntjr some 250,000 acres

are under tillage, two-fifths is in pasture, about
9000 acres are in plantations, and nearly one-quarter

is wast^ bog, mountain, Ac. Young cattle are

reared in the hilly or mountainous cUstricts, and
numbers of them find their way over to Great
Britain. Agriculture generally is in a backward
state, but in the fertile parts is practised on im-

prove principles. Coal, suitable for domestic pur-

poses, is raised to a small extent near Dungannon
in the eastern portion of the county and Goal Island;

and lead, copper, and in)n occur in small quantities.

Linens, woollens, earthenware, whisky, beer, chemi-

cals, Ac., are made. Since the passing of the act of

1885 the county returns four members to Parliament.

Principal towns, Strabane, Dungannon, Gookstown,
and Omagh. Pop. (1881), 197,719; (1891), 171,278;

(1901), 150,667.

TYRRHENIAN SEA, the name given in ancient

times to the part of the Mediterranean Sea ad-

joining the west coast of Italy. It was borrowed by
the Romans from the Greeks, who called Etruria

Tyrrhenia.

TYTLER, Patrick Fraser, a distinguished his-

torian, was the fourth son of Alexander Fraser

lytler (Lord Woodhonsdlee^ a ^ ^ Court
of Session), and was bom at Jrainbui||h on 80th
August, 1791. He was educated at thel^h School,

and afterwards at the University of Ininbui^b,
with the view of following the paternal profemm
of law, and in July, 1818, was admitted a memher of

the Faculty of Advocates. He abandoned the bar,

however, for literature, and from 1837 resided in
London. The first volume of his great work, The
History of Scotland—undertaken at the sugg^on
of Sir Walter Scott—appeared in 1828, and the
ninth and last in 1843. It commences with the
reign of Alexander III., and terminates with the
accession of James VI. to the crown of England*
It is a work of very considerable research, and is

generally regarded as a standard history for the
period. Among other works of Tytler’s we may
mention his biographies of the Admirable GriohtoD,
Wicliff, and Sir Walter Raleigh, and his Lives of

Scottish Worthies. His death took place on 24th
December, 1849. His father (bom 1747, died 1818)
wrote Elements of General History and other works;
and his grandfather, William Tytler (1711-92), alio

a lawyer and man of letters, was the author of an
able work in defence of Mary Queen of Soots.

U.

U is the twenty-first letter and fifth vowel of the

English alphabet. The Greek u is supposed to have
had a sound similar to the French u or German H.

It was translitenvted into Latin by y (from the form

of the Greek capital letter), and that character having

acquired an independent significance in modem lan-

guages the sound of many Greek derivatives has

been changed by its use. With the Romans v and tc

were regaled as one letter, both vowel and conso-

nant The capital was written P, the small letter tt;

hence up till the present century many dictionaries

combing the u and v. The consonantal sound of

the Roman u appears to have resembled our w, as

in ueipa or vftpa^ a wasp. The normal vowel sound
of u in Latin was, as it is in German and most of

the modem languages allied to German or based on
Latin, like the English oo in good, wood, Ac. In
English fi has three sounds. The principal or name
«ound, as in pure, is strictly a diphthong. The close

sound of u in English, as in but, is almost p^uliar

to the English language, but it is very similar to

the sound of the unaccented French e. The third

sound of u in English, whether short as in full or

long as in rule, is the common Gontinental sound.

The various sounds of u and o are frequently inter-

change; thus, in Latin the Greek oi is commonly
tranwterated u». U being represented bv the Latin
capital V is used in few important aboreviations.

U.8. signifies United States; 7 27 is a recognized
mercantile and le^ abbreviation of I Owe You;
and in Scotland 27.F.C7. signifies United Free ChurcK
UBEDA, a ci^ of Spain, in Andalusia, in the

province of Jaen, on the right bonk of the Guadal-
quivir. This place was baUt the Moon, and its

whole aroect is still Moorish. It contains a fine

cathedral and other interestii^ stmeturea. The
inhabitants are mostly engaged in sgricolture. Pop.
0887), 18,718.

UBES, St. See Sctubal.
UCAYALE, or Uoatau, a large river of Pern,

cne of tiie head-waten of Amason (which see).

It is upwards of 1000 miles in length, and is navi-

gable by lar^ vessels for 100 miles.

IJCKFIELD, a town of England, in Sussex, 8
miles N.N.x. of Lewes, with a Perpendicular church
(altered), other places of worship, a seventeenth-
century grammar-school (reorganized), an institute,

an agricultural school with farm, a technical school
for females, brickworks, brewing, Ac. Pop. (1891),

2497; (1901), 2895.

UDALL, or Uvedalb, Nicholar, English scholar

and dramatist, was bom in Hampshire in 1505, and
was educated at Winchester and Corpus Ohristi

College, Oxford, which he entered at the early sge
of fifteen, graduating in 1524. Ho is said to have
imbibed Lutheran opinions and to have been on
this account prevent^ from getting his M.A. de-

g
’ee till 1584. He now became headmaster at
ton, a post which be held till 1541, when he was

dismissed and imprisoned for a disgraceful offence.

His reputation did not permanentiy suffer, however.
He continued to hold till 1544 the vicarage of Brain-

tree to which he had been appointed in 1587, and he
rained the favour of Catharine Parr, queen of HeniJ
VIII. Under her patronage he translated part of

Erasmus's Paraphrase of the Now Testament He
was also in high favour at the court of Edward VL,
and held more than one benefice. On the aooearion

of Mary be confined to maintain himaelf in favour,

and from 1554 till shortly before his death he waa
headmaster of Westminster. He died in London
on Dec. 28, 1556. Udall is now only remembered
by his comedy Ralph Roister Doister, a somewdiat

rude work in rhymed verses licensed in 1568 bat

probably written as earlv as 1540. Several editiona

of this earliest of English comedies have sinoe s^
peamd, among them one in Arber’s Reprints (IBM)
and one in Dodsley's Old Plays (1874).

UDDER, the name given to the mammary or
milk glands of many domestic animals and Uiair

allies. The Ruminaatia (whirii see), inclnding tha

Sheeps Oxen, Goatt Ac., form the gronp of fiain-
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xnalia to the mammary glands of which the term
* udder* is commonly applied. The glands in the

udder are united together so as to form a compact
mass, but the teats or nipples are distinct.

UDINE, a town of North Italy, capital of pro-

vince Udine, 60 miles north-east of Venice. It

forms a kind of double town—an outer and an inner—^faoth surrounded by wails. It contains a castle

(now barracks) on an eminence, a cathedral, arch-

bishop’s palace, museum, technical institute, Ac.

The silk industry is important, and there is a con-

siderable trade, especially in flax and hemp. Pop.
in 1901, 37,933.

UEBERWEG, Friedrich, a German writer on
philosophy, was bom at Leichlingen in Rhenish
Prussia on Jan. 22, 1826, and died at Konigsberg
on June 9, 1871. He studied at Gottingen and
Berlin, and in 1868 was appointed professor of philr)-

sophy at Konigsberg. His works comprise ; Uber die

Echtheit und Zeitfolge der Platonischer Schriften

(1861); System der Logik und Geschichte der logi-

Bchen Lehren (fifth edn., 1882; Eng. trana., Logic

and Lo^cal Doctrines, 1871); Schiller als Hiatoriker

und Philosoph (1884); and Grundrisa der Geschichte

der Philosophic (eighth edn., 1894-97; Eng. trans..

History of Philosophy, two vols., 1874), a wr>rk of

great value for the fulness of its biographical and
bihliographical material.

UFA, a town of Russia, capital of the government
of same name, on the Biclaya, at the confluence of

the Ufa, 736 miles east by north of Moscow. It is

defended by a citadel
;

is the see of a bishop, and
has a number of handsome and regular streets, and
considerable manufactures and trade. Pop. (1897),

49,961.—The government was seiwrated in 1866

from Orenburg; area, 47,185 scjuare miles. On the

east, where it is bordered by the Southern Urals,

the country is mountainous, wooded, provided with

excellent pasture^ and rich in minerals. It is well

watered by the Bielayo, with its tributaries, and has

abundance of good arable land. To the west of the

capital the country becomes flat, and to the south

steppes ])revail. l*op. (1897), 2,220,497.

UGANDA, a British protectorate in the region

of the great lakes of E<|uatorial Africa, bounded
on the east by the British East African jirotec-

torate; on the south by German East Africa and
Victoria Nyanza; on the west by the Congo Free
State; und on the north by tlie Egj'ptian Soudan.

The total area is about 1.50,000 sijuare miles, and
within it are included the native states or terri-

tories of Ugivnda projicr, on the north-west shore of

Victoria Nyanza; Usoga, north of the same lake;

Kavirondo, north-east of that lake; Unyoro, north-

west of ll^ganda and extending to Albert Nyanza;
Koki and Buddu, south of Uganda; and Ankole, in

the extreme south-west of tlie protectorate. Most
of the protectorate is over 3600 feet above sea-level.

The great Rift Valley of East Africa traverses the ex-

treme east of the protectorate, and contains the lakes

Naivasha, Baringo, Rudolf, Ac., the last-mentioned

being outside of the protectorate. The northern half

of Victoria Nyanza, a small eastern portion of Albert

^ward Nyanza and the whole of the associated

Lalce Dweru, the whole of Albert Nyanza, and the

large irregular expansion of the Victoria Nile known
as Lake Kioga, are all in the protectorate. The
chief rivers are the Victoria Nile, flowing from

Victoria Nyanza to Albert Nyanza, the i^mliki,

only partly in the protectorate, flowing from Albert

Edward Nyanza north to Albert Nyanza, and the

Upper White Nile, a boundary river. The greatest

mountain feature in the protectorate is the snow-
olad range of Ruwenzori on the western frontier,

which attains in its highest summits, Duwoni and

Kiyanja, an elevation of at least 20,(}()0 feet. Next
to it Mt. Elgon (14,200 feet), a gr^t extinct volcano

in the east of the Central Province, with curious

caves and fine falls, deserves mention. A series of

lofty mountains (Kikuyu, Laikipia, Mau, and Elmyo
escarpmen^ Suk Mts., Ac.) flanks the Rift Valley,

among their chief iieaks being Mt. Nyiro (10,000 ft.),

Mt. Londiani (10,000 ft.), and Mt. Ohibcharaftan

(10,000 ft.). The main mass of the Uganda plateau

appears to consist of Archeean gneisses, schists, and
granites. Among the plants collected or observed

in the protectorate are acacias, dracaenas, tall lobelias

of striking appearance, the red-hot-poker plant, sun-

flowers, euphorbias, white balsam, the magnificent

JSpathodea, fan, date, raphia, and other palms, bao-

babs, bananas, papyrus, fig-trees, screw-pines, tree-

ferns, junipers, cycads, tree -heaths, bamboos, Ac.

The vegetation on the slopes of the higher moun-
tains, notably <ni Ruwenzori, is of great interest, and
includes many forms identical with or closely allied

to common British species. The vegetation and
scenery of the Nandi plateau, to the east and north-

east of Victoria Nyanza, are said by Sir Harry John-
ston to Ixj remarkably like those of much of England.
The fauna includes the lion, leoj)ard, cheetah, serval,

civet cyit, genets, hunting dog, hippopotamus, ga-

zelles, hyenas, zebras, aardwolf, rhinoceros, elephants,

jackals, wart-hogs, buffaloes, monkeys, bats, chame-
le^ms, deadly putf-iulders, pythons, flaniingf)e8, storks,

pelicans, cranes, geese, herons, cormorants egrets
sacred ibises ostriches, turacos gra}' parrots, hom-
bills a fine pigeon, vultures, owls, many kinds of

anteloj)e (eland, oribi, hartebeest, Ac.), one or two
kinds of giraffe (okapi, five-homed giraffe), temiites,

biting ants, brilliant butterflies, Ac. The climate is

healthy where the elevation is not lower than 3.500

feet above sea-level, and the only very unhealthy
places are small areas on the shores of Lakes Albert,

Victoria, Kioga, and Baringo, Ac. Violent thunder-
storms are frequent, and mosejuitoes are often a
serious plague. The principal products which are

or may Ikj of commercial value are ivory, skins, hides,

live stock, bees’-wax; coffee, india-rubber, sugar,

tobacco, cotton, fibres, various kinds of timber, dye-
woods, drugs, gums, grain (chiefly maize and mil-

lets), oil-seeds, spices, chillies; and among minerals
iron, plumbago, and salt.

The protectorate is divided for administrative
purposes int(> six provinces. Eastern, Rudolf, Cen-
tral, Nile, Kingdom of Uganda, and Western, the
first being under the administration of the East
Africa rrotectonite. The Kingdom of Uganda is

sulxlivided into twenty administrative divisions, and
each of the other provinces into three, four, or five

districts. The Easteni Pn)vince roughly occupies
the part of the protectorate east of Lake Victoria
and Mt. Elgon and south of Lake Rudolf. In it are
included the Uganda part of the Rift Valley with
the lakes previously mentioned, and also Kavirondo
Bay, a gulf of Victoria Nyanza. The south and
the north of the Rift Valley are rather sterile

regions, but the main part of the province consists
of ^rolling grass -lands, dense forests of conifers,

and bamboo-covered mountains’. In the south-east
there are numerous signs of past and present vol-

canic activity, notably the steaming fissures about
El Burro. North-west of the Eastern Province,
across the River Yala, lies the Central Province,
which extends north from Victoria Nyanza. Its
great feature is Mt. Elgon, and among its other
mountains are the beautiful Mt. Debasien (9700 ft),

Kamalinga (8000 ft), Nakwai Hills (6000 ft), Lobor
Mta (6060 ft), Moroto (10,010 ft), and Berkate
Hills (9300 ft.). Its lakes include Kioga, Salisbu^,
Gedge, Norman, and Mporogoma; and among its
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riven are the Naoia and Sio, flowi^ into Victoria a Bahima chief called Muganda. The Nilotic Negro
Nyaa^ Sonth-wert of the Central IVovinoe, across is found in the valley of the Nile below All^
the Victoria Nil^ is the Kin^om of Uganda, ex- l^anza, and also elsewhere to a less extent. The
tending from Victoria to Albert Nyanza, imd in- Masai, Turkana, Naud^ Elgumi, Ac., form another
eluding Buddu and Koki in the imuth. It is ‘ one type not altogether distinct from the preceding;

interminable series of rounded hills, many shaped and there is finally the Hamite element represent^
liked tumuli, covered with pasture of fair by the Bahima, Ac. The total population is under
quality, but much of it spear-gross. The hills are three millions. The revenue for 1902-1903 was
of red marl and shaly gravel, with much of iron-ore estimated at £60,000. The government of the pro-

slag. The valleys are generally of black marah tectorate is carried on by a commissioner, oonstd-

soi^ and full of coarse elephant-grass. The hills general, and commander-in-chief, who is assisted

are usually some 800 feet above the valleys, and a deputy-commissioner.

their elevation is about 4200 feet' (Lugard). Uganda was recognized as within the British

There is an almost complete absence of running sphere by the agreement with Germany in 1890,

water, the rivers being merely large papyrus swamps, and for a time it was under the Imperial Briti^
The marshes are crossed by native causeways of East Africa Company. The company withdrew in

white sandstone built up between stacks of paUrodes. 1893, and a British wotectorate was proclaimed in
Dense tropical forest occupies much of Kiagwe, the the following year. The protectorate was extended
most easterly district This province contains Men- in 1896 over Unyoro, Usoga, and other neighbouring
go, the capi^ of the kingdom, with Fort Kampala territories. The first forei^ religion to secure a
beside it and Entebbe, on the shore of Victoria foothold in Uganda was Mohammedanism, but in

Nyanza, the present British capital. The banana 1877 King Mutesa admitted English Protestant mis-

is the chief cultivated product of Uganda. The sionaries, and French Roman Catholics followed in

Sese archipelago, Buvuma, and other islands in 1879. Afterwards Endish Roman Catholics also

the lake l^long to this province. The Western arrived in the country. The three groups of mission-

Province (districts Unyoro, Toro, Ankole) extends aries for long failed to work harmoniously together,

from the southern boundary north to the Victoria and under Mwanga, Mutesa's successor, the Chris-

Nile. Unyoro contrasts strikingly with Uganda, tians were cruelly persecuted. Bishop Hannington of

It has low, rugged granite hills, mostly bare on the Eastern Equatorial Africa being murdered in Usoga.
top, and often of fantastic form. They contain Mwanga was expelled in 1888, but was restom
many large caves, to which the natives frequently two years later after professing Christianity. In
resort. Trees are fairly plentiful, and both on the 1891 the native Protestants and Catholics came into

hills and in the valleys there is much rich soil, open strife, which was not allayed without difficulty

The chief feature of Toro district is the Ruwenzori and blo(Kiahed. One of the most noteworthy of the

range, near which are outliers of the great Congo Protestant missionaries was A. M. Mackay, who
forest. Ankole contains the large lake Kachera and died in 1890. In 1897 Mwanga headed a revolt in

a large number of small crater lakes. North of the Buddu, and after its suppression he fled into German
Western and Central Provinces lies the Nile Pro- East Africa and surrendered to the authorities there,

vince, with several scattered j)eaks and ranges (Mt. His infant son was thereupon declared king, and a
Agoro, 9400 ft.), and east of it, extending to Lake native council of regency ap^inted. In the latter

Rudolf, is Rudolf Province, with the Turkwel river part of 1897 a senous mutiny of the Soudanese
and some hills of moderate height. troops broke out, and after it had been suppressed.

Sir H, H. Johnston distinguishes five main the military force of the protectorate was reorgan-

Btocks in the population. The pygmy-pnjgnathous ized. The railway from the coast (Mombasa) to

type is represent^ in the Ruwenzori region and by Kisumu and Port ^orence on Victoria Nyanza was
limited groups elsewhere. The Bantu type is the completed in Decemlier, 1901. The l)est account of

most important and constitutes the great body of the protectorate is that mven by Sir H. H. John-
the population in the Western, Uganda, and Central ston in his work on The Uganda Protectorate (two
Provinces. The chief Bantu peoples are the Bakonjo vols., 1902).

of the Semliki- Ruwenzori region; the Bairo of UGOLINO, Count. See Gherariibsoa.
Ankole; the Batoro of Toro district; the Banyoro UGRIAN, a term used in ethnology and com-
of Unyoro district; the Baganda, or people of Uganda parative philology with somewhat different denota-

proper; the Basoga, or people of Usoga; and the tions. In ethnolo^ it usually denotes a group of

Kavirondo, dwelling on the north-east shores of ;>eopleB of Mongolian stock extending from the

Lake Victoria. The Baganda, who are the prin- rivers Ob and Ui^ in the east to the Baltic and the

cipal race, are a fine people of quick intelligence Danube in the west and south, and is thus an alter-

and remarkable technical skiU. Their typical native name for Ugro-Finnish or Finno-Hungarian,
national dress is made from the bark of fig-tr^ In the science of language Ugrian, UCTo-Finnish, or

but they also use skins, and are rapidly adopting Finno-Hungarian describes one of the great main
European clothes. They do not practise tattooing, branches of the Ural-Altaic (otherwise Turanian)
cicatrization, circumcision, or any other mutilation group of languages. The Ugrian languages have
of the body, and they show a regard for decency no grammatical gender, and cases of nouns denoting
and cleanliness which is rare among negroes. Their loc^ity are richly developed. Possessive suffixes

domestic animalA are the ox, goat, sheep, fowls, and take the place of our possessive pronouns. The
dogs. Their staple food is the banana or plantain, verb has in general but two tenses, one for com-
which is generally cooked when unripe, but they pleted and the other for uncompleted action. Some
also eat sweet-potatoes, ground-nuts, maize, and of the Ugrian languages, such as Hungarian, have
other vegetable foods, braides fish and flesh. They an objective conjugation of the verb, in which the

drink a kind of beer made from the juice of the personal object is expressed by a suffix. Most of

banana, and they grow tobacco and hemp for smok- these languages have a special negative conjugation,

ing. They are all nominal Christians or Moham- in which the negation is conjugated while the verb
mt^ns. They were formerly subject to a ruling remains unalter^. See Finns.

race or aristocracy of Hamitic stock, the Bahima, UHLANS, a species of light cavaliy of Tatar
who ruled them from Unyoro, but some four or five orimn. They were originally armed with lan^ on
centuries ago they formed a separate kingdom under wmdi they carried a small coloured flag to frighten
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tht hoiMi of tho enemy. The Uhleiie were adopted
from the Taten by the PoIm, and eabeeraen^ by
the Anetriana, Biusiana, and Prnaiiani. llie Proa-
riani^ who adopted the Uhlana in the Seven Yean*
war, have usea them very effectually in their later

wan^ particularly in akinniahing, reconnoitring,

eoouring the country in advance of their armies.

UHLAND, JoHAKN Ludwig, a celebrated lyric

and atudent of ancient German literature, was
at Tubingen in 1787. His earliest poetry dates

from 1800, wd he first appeared publiay as a poet
by his contributions to various a^TinnAU in 1806 and
auooeeding years. The first collection of his poems
appeared in 1815. In this year also he began to
attract attention as a patriot song-writer in con-
nection with the political changes of the day, particu-
larly those affecting his native state of WUrtemberg.
In 1810 he was elected by his native town of Tubingen,
and later by Stuttgart, to the assembly of the States
of WUrtemberg, and was by the assembly elected a
member of the permanent legislative committee.
In 1880 he was appointed extraordinary professor
of German langu^es and literature at Tubingen,
but he resigned this appointment in 1833 to take his

place as a representative in the assembly. In the
general election of 1839 he retired without seeking
re-election. In 1848 the electoral circle of Tubingen
footed him their representative in the German
National Assembly. He died 13th November, 1862.
Among the fruits of his antiquarian researches are

a treatise, Ueber das altfranzbeische Epos (1812);
CJeber Walther von der Vogelweide (1822); Ueber
den Mythus der Nordischen Sagenlehre vom Thor
(1836). An edition of his poems, together with his

Ufe, was published at Stuttgart in 1863. His dra-

matio poems, of which there are several separately
published, are less esteemed than his lyrics.

UIST, North and South, two Scottish islands in

the Hebrides, south of Harris, and separated from
each other by the Island of Benbecula. North
Uist is 16 miles long, with a breadth at most of

18 miles. The eastern part of the island is elevated,

and the shore is much broken by inlets of the sea;

the western portion lies low, and is the most fertile

part, producing good pastiu^ and crops of cereals,

while sheep and cattle are reared. South Uist is

20 miles long, and averages about 7 broad. In the
west it lies low; in the east is mountainous, the
greatest elevation being 2500 feet. The island con-
tains good pasture, and the inhabitants rear sheep
and cattle. Both islands contain n\imerous lakes,

pop. (1901), N. Uist, 2936; S. Uist, 3541.

UJEIN, or Ujjain, a town of Indio, in Gwalior,
860 miles north-west of Bombay. It is 6 miles in

circumference, surrounded by a stone wall with round
towers. It contains Scindia’s palace, a poor edifice.

It is an ancient city, and still has a considerable

trade in opium, &c. Pop. (1901), 39,892.

UKASE, or Urab (Bussian), signifies an ordinance
of the government of the Russian Empire. The
Russian law consists of a collection of the ukases of

different emperors.

UKRAINE (from the Russian and Polish ukralnOf

*th6 frontier *), an extensive country formerly on the

frontier between Poland and Russia, now forming
the Russian governments of Kief, Chernigof, Podolsk,

Elharkof, and Poltava. It is watered by the Dnieper,

which intersects it in a winding course from north to

south.

ULANS. See Uhlans.
ULC^ is a suppurating sore prodnced by the

destruction of some part of the living structure, leav-

ing a hollow from which matter is discharged. Ulcers
may be either internal or external. The former are
commonly very difficult of treatment; the latter are

more or Icm so acoordh^ to tlM eaaae from whkb
they originate. Sir B. &ocUe baa divided eztenal
ulom into healthy, Indolent, slonghiiig, and irritaUe.

Healthy ulcers are the effect S wounds, suigioal

incisions, or similar causes, when they do not heal
by tKe Jirtt intention. Indolent uloera oocnr a littie

below the level of the skin, principally on the legs;

they discharge flakes of coagiilated lymph. Sloughkiff

ulcers are those that spread by suppuration and
absorption of the surrounffing parts; they are attended
with considerable pain; the odschaige from them ia

offensive; and they cause considerable disturbanoe

to the constitution. Sir A Cooper calls them gan-
grenous ulcers.

ULEMA. See Mum.
ULFILAS, Ulphilas, or Wulfilas, a biriiop of

the Goths, celebrated for his translation of the Bible

into the Gothic language in the fourth century of

the Christian era. He was bom in 311; consecrated

bishop by Eusebiusof Nicomedia, probablyat Antioch,
in 341 ;

and died at Constantinople in 381 (these dates

are, however, doubtful). He was bora on the north
of the Danube, and his native language was Gothic^

but he learned to speak and write Greek and Latin.

Ulfilas was an Arian, and was called to Constanti-

nople by the Emperor Theodosius shortly before his

death to attend a oonference or controversy on dis-

puted matters of faith. He translated the whole
Bible, with the exception of the Books of Kings, which
he deemed too warlike for his inflammable Got^. He
seems to have invented the Gothic alphabet, whidi
is evidently based on the Greek. He employed
the Septuagint for the Old Testament, and a Greek
text, different from the received text, for the New.
His translation is faithful, but not slavish. It was
generally used by the Goths who migrated to Spain
and Italy, but the Gothic language having died out
m Southern Europe it was entirely lost, and only
some fragments have been preserved. These consul
of the greater part of the Gospels and epistles of Si
Paul, fragments of Ezra, Nebemiah, and of a psalm.
There are editions by Gabelentz and Lobe (1843-
46), Heyne (9th ed., 1896), Balg (American, 1891),
&c. This Gothic work is of the highest importance
to the student of philology. See Gothic, Goths.
ULLSWATER^ or Ullsb-Watbi^ a picturesque

lake in England, between the counties of Cumber-
land and Westmoreland, about 9 miles long, and
varying in breadth from ^ mile to 2 miles; depth,
210 feet.

ULM, a town of WUrtemberg, 45 miles 8.8.S. of

Stuttgart, on the left bank of the Danube, here
crossed by one, and on both sides of the Blau, here
crossed by five, bridges. It is a place of considerable

strength, being provided with imiH)rtaDt defences
on both sides of the Danube. It is an old town,
irregularly built^ with narrow, winding streets. It
has a cathedral in the old Gothic style, with spire

530 feet high completed in 1890; manufactures of

machinery, woollen and linen cloth, leather, paper,
brasswure, 6:c. ;

and an im|>ortant tr^e. Ulm is ad-
vantageously situated, and was long an imperial free
town. It forms an important military position, and
the possession of it having been keenly contested in
every great European war its prosperity has l^n seri-
ously injured. The capitulation of Ulm, 17th October,
180.5, was the turning-point of the campaign of Aua-
terlitz. Pop, (1890), 36,201; (1900), 42,985.
ULMACEjE (the Elm order), a natural wdei

of plants, formerly a sub-order of Urticacese. They
are exogenous trees or shrubs, with rough, alter

nate leaves, commonly deciduous, and each with a
pair of deciduous stip^es; flowers in loose blusters;

oalyx membranous; petals wanting; stamens
inserted into the base of the calyx; ovary saperiov
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or 2-oeD6d; omlos Bolitarr; stigmM 2, distmct;

fmit 1- or 2*oeUed, memonuioQB or drupaceous;

seed Bolitaiy, pendulous. The elms are natives of

the north of lndia» China, Europe, and North
America. In Europe and America they form valu-

able timber trees.

ULNA. See Hand.
ULPHILAS. See Ulfilas.

ULSTER, the most northerly of the four provinces

of Ireland, comprehending the counties of Antrim,

Armagh, Cavan, Donegal, Down, Fermanagh, Lon-

donderry, Monaghan, and Tjrrone. Area, 5,483,201

acres, or 8568 square miles. Pop. (1871), 1,823,163;

(1891), 1,617,877; (1901), 1,581,351.

ULTRAMARINE, a beautiful and unchang^ble

blue pigment, which was originally obtained only

from the rare mineral lapis-lazuli, but which is now
manufactured artificially. The method of preparing

ultramarine from lapis-lazuli is as follows:—The
mineral is made red-hot, and thrown into water or

into vinegar to render it easily pulverizable and to

remove any calcium carbonate which may be con-

tained in it. It is then reduced to a fine powder by
levigation with a mixture of honey and dragon’s-

blo(^, and intimately mixed with a varnish formed
of resin, wax, and boiled linseed -oil. After remain-

ing at rest for some days this jiasty mixture is put

into a linen cloth and repeatedly kneaded with not

water; the first water, which is usually dirty, is

thrown away, the second gives a blue of the first

quality, and the third yields one of less value. The
preparation of artificial ultramarine was first carried

out on the manufacturing scale in accordance with

the process of M. Guimet. The idea of preparing

artificial ultramarine was suggested by tlie appear-

ance of blue-coloured masses upon the hearths of old

soda furnaces and limekilns. The composition of

these masses proved to be almost the same as that

of natural ultramarine. Ultramarine is manufac-

tured by fusing a mixture of kaolin, Glauber salt,

and charcoal in a closed crucible, roasting the green

substance so obtained with the addition of sulphur,

whereby its colour changes to blue, and pulverizing

and washing the powder. Ultramarine is HUpjiosed

to be a double silicate of sodium and aluminium
with swlium sulphide, and one formula given for it

is 4(Na2Al2SiaOH) + NaaS4. This pigment is largely

used in paper-staining, in dyeing, and in calico-

printing, for colouring soaps, in the sugar industry,

and also as an artists’ colour. The manufacture is

chiefly carried on in Germany, France, and Belgium.

ULTRAMONTANISM (from L. ultra rnontest

beyond the mountains—that is, Alps), the usual name
for the views of those Roman Catholics who recog-

nize the alisolute authority of the Pope over all

Catholics in every country, and his independence
of the decrees of councils—views opposed by those

who claim a certain degree of independence for the
national churches and paramount authority for the
decrees of councils. The infallibility decree pro-

mulgated by the Vatican Council in 1870 prac-

tically made ultramontanism a dogma of the Roman
Catholic Church. Ultramontanism has been, and is

still, an important factor in the political situation

in Germany, France, and other European nations,

especially since it is usually associated with other
anti-national and anti-social claims.

ULVERSTON, a town and seaport of England,
in Lancashire^ 25 miles north-west of Lancaster, on
some gentle declivitiejs, about mile from More-
cambe Bay, with which it is connex^ted by a e^anaL

Its chief buildings and institutions are an old Per-
pendicular church, market-ball, post-office, police-

court, drill-hall, concert- hall, cattle -market, and
cottage hospital It has a paper-mill, shoe-factory,

blast-furnaoee, boiler and other works. A little

shipping is done, chiefly in exporting pig-iron. Pop.
(1891), 10,016; (1901), 10,064.

ULYSSES (in Ginek, OdyMms), a celebrated

Greek hero, king of the island of Ithaca, son of

Anticlea and Li^rtes. His wife was Pendope^ by
whom he became the father of Telemachus. He was
one of the Greek princes who went to the Trojan
war, in which he distin^ished himself by his valour
and sagacity. After the war he was exposed to a
number of misfortunes during the ten years that
elapsed before he reached his native country. He
was thrown upon the coasts of Africa, and visited

the rountry of the Lotophagi, and of the Cydopes,
in Sicily. Polyphemus seized him, with his com-
panions, six of whom he devoured (see Poltpbjekxjb);
but the prince, having intoxicated him and put out
his one eye, escaped from the cave, ^olus, whose
island he visited, gave him a bag of winds to carry
him home. His companions opened the bag, the winds
escaped, and they were driven back to the Island
of .iSolus. A^in sailing onwards he reached a
land inhabited by cannibal inants, the Leestrygones,

from whom he escaped with only one ship. Then
ho was thrown upon the island ^^a, where Circe
changed his companions into swine. Ue escaped their

fate by means of an herb which he hod received

from Hermes; and after he had obliged the en-

chantress to restore his companions to their original

shape he 3rielded to her charms, and is said (not by
Homer) to have made her mother of Tele^nus.
He next visited Hades, and consulted the soothsayer

Tiresias how to return with safety to his country.

Subsequently he passed along the coast of the Sirens

(see Sirknh), and escaped the monster Scylla (who
seized some of his men, however) and the whirl-

lK>ol Charyl)dis. In Sicily his companions killed

the sacred oxen of the sun, for which Zeus de-

stroyed his ship by lightning, and all were drowned
except Ulysses, who swam to Ogygia, the island of

the nymph Caly|)Ho, where for seven years he had to

remain, though yearning to return to Ithaca. The
gods at laat interfered, and Calypso suffered him to

depart on a raft built by himself. Poseidon, still

mindful that his son Polyphemus had been robbed
of his eye by Ulysses, raised a storm and sunk his

raft. Ulysses swam to the island of the PhaBOcians,

where King Alcinous hospitably entertained him,
and sent him home in a ship to Ithaca, after an
absence of twenty years. He found his palace be-

sieged by a set of insolent suitors for the hand of his

wife Penelope, who insisted on her marrying one or
other of them, and feasted and wasted his substance.

With the aid of his son Telemachus he put the suitors

to death. He is said to have lived about sixteen

years after his return, and to have been at last

killed unwittingly by his son Telegonus, who had
lauded in Ithaca with the hopes of making himself

known to his father. The adventures of Ulysses in

his return from Troy are the subject of Homer’s
Odyssey.

UMBALLA, or AmbAla, a town in Hindustan, in

the Punjab, 120 miles n.n.w. of Delhi, 3 miles from
the Ghaggar. It consists of a new and an old

quarter, with cantonments several miles to the

south-east. In the old quarter the streets are very

narrow, elsewhere there are broad streets and roads,

with many modem buildings, including a handsome
church. There are many English shops, and a large

trade b carried on. Pop. (1891), 79,294; (1901),

78,638.

UMBELLIFER.^, an important natural order of

herbaceous plants, which receives its name from its

members having the flowers in umbels. Some of the

plants of this order yield edible products, others resin-
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Mtodolly mbitaiiMi^otheti^ Thete
dilfmiioat arise fromthe varionsoomhiiiatlotiiof three
eommop prindplee—an acrid,watery eeoretiop,agnm-
rerinons, and milky, and an aromatic^ oHy seoretlon.

The predominance of the first prodnoes poisonoa%
that of the second esculent that of the third stimiilint

and carminative qualities. Among the esculents is

the carrot Anise, carrawaj, and coriander contain

a volatile, aromatic oil; the assafoetida yields a foetid

gum-resin, much used in medicine, ^e hemlock
yields an oleaginous alkali called conia, which is an
active poison, producing paralysis of the spinal cord.

The UmbelliferaB previdl most in temperate regions.

In warm countries they are found at high elevations.

UMBILICUS. See Navel.
UMBRA AND PENUMBRA. See Penumbra.
UMBRELLA (from the Latin um5ra, a shade).

This useful article was first introduced into England
from Italy, but at what period is uncertain. D^den
mentions it; and also Gay, in his Trivia, or. The Art
ofWalking the Streets, published in 171 2. Although,
however, umbrellas were known so far back, it was
late in the 18th century before they came into general

use.^ They were for a long time used exclusively by
ladiet, It being considered effeminate for a man to hie

seen with one. The umbrella is of Asiatic origin,

and was originally used as a shade against the sun.

When it was transferred to rainy climates the new
adaptation of its use was obvious. It has from time
Immemorial been so well known in all the warm
countries of Asia that it is impossible to discover

in which of them it originated. It is more in use in

China than elsewhere in Asia; but there is no evid-

ence that it originated there. Except in that country
the umbrella is nowhere in Asia an article in common
use among the people. In most of the Asiatic nations

It forms a distinction peculiar to royalty, while in

some others it is also conceded to persons high In

authority and place, particularly to governors of pro-

vinces, who in most Asiatic countries are, for purposes

of government, invested with powers almost regaL
tTMBRELLA-BIRD {Oephalopterut orruUui), a

peculiar genus of Insessoiial Birds, belonging to the

O) of the Conirostree and included in tiie sub-

y of the Gymnoderime or Fruit Crows. These
birds derive their familiar name from the peculiar

nature and form of the crest borne on the head. The
bill is long, and the nostrils open by a large aperture.

The males possess the head-crest, and have bare

breasts, which, however, are provided with pendu-
lous plumes. The third is the longest of the

wings. The umbrella-birds inhabit Brazil and ad-

jacent regions. Their average size is that of an
ordinary crow; and the plumam is black, tinted

with a rich purple gloss. W. Wallace has described

the peculiar crest of these birds as being * the most
fully developed and beautiful of any bird known,’

and as being composed of 4ong slender feathers,

rising from a contractile skin on tiie top of the head.

The shafts are white, and the plume glossy blue,

hrir-like, and curved outward at the tip. When
the crest is laid back, the shafts form a compact white

maM, sloping up from the top of the hea^ and sur-

mounted by the dense hairy plumes. Even in this

position it is «ot an inelegant crest, but it is when it

ui fully spread that its peculiar character is devel-

oped. Ilie shafts radiate on all sides from the

top of the head, leaching in front beyond and below

the tip of the beak, whi& is completely hidden from
view. The top then forms a p^ect slightly elon-

gated dome, of a beautiful shining blue colour,

having a point of divergence rather behind the cen-

tre, like that in the human head. The length of

this dome from front to back is about 5 inches, the

bveadtii 4 to 44 inolMS. The tuft of fM^thers on the

bweat growl from a fleshy eentwdetalM about
hmg. llie food consists of beiries end fruity end
the Is loud deer*

UMbBTA, a territOT of Italy, whkh derives its

appellation from the Umbriani^ by whom it was
i^bited in ancient times. It now forms the pio-

vinoe of Perugia.

UMPIRE. See Arbitration.
UNALASHKA. See Alledtian Islands.

UNCTION, Extreme. See Extreme Unction.
UNDERWBITER, the technical name applied

to the subacriber of a marine policy of insurance.

See Broker and Insurance.
UNDULATORY THEORY, the theory whidi

accounts for the phenomena of light and radiant

heat as being caum by the undulations or vibra-

tions of an aU-pervading medium called ether.

Our notions of the behaviour of such a medium
are best fllustrated by the vibrations of the air in

the case of sound; but the motion of a particle of

ether when propagating a ray of light is at right

angles to the direction of the ray, while the mo-
tion of a particle of air is in the diraction of &e ray
of sound. When a sound is produced at a point

we can conceive a series of concentric spherical i^ella

of compression alternating with shells of rarefaction

as successively produced in the air round this point,

and in time reaching the ear of the listener. The
exterior surface of the outside shell at any instant

is called the wave front, and the distance from a
point of greatest compression and the next point of

greatest compression at any instant is a wave length;

the distance of a particle of air from its position of

rest, when it is at a point of greatest compression or

at a point of matest expansion, is the amplitude.

In the case of i%ht we can also imagine an instan-

taneous pulse of light as having a wave front; but
here the condensation and rarefaction take place in

directions lying in the wave front, and a wave length

will be the d&tance between two successive wave
fronts which are perfectly similar in their conditions

of compression and rarefaction. The distance of a
particle of ether on the wave front from its initial

position of rest to its position when the wave front

b in its state of greatest compression and expansion

is the amplitude. To give our conception of a wave
front of a simple pulsation of light proceeding from

a point we might take a globe and cover its surface

with a net-work of equal, regular hexagons, and say

that at one time of greatest compression and expan-

sion the lines represent the region of greatest com-
pression, and that at the next time of greatest com-
pression and expansion the lines represent the region

of greatest expansion; and in changing from one of

these conditions to the other the wave front passes

through every intermediate condition. If now we
take one of these hexagons we can consider its

motions as bein^ those of a single ray whose direc-

tion is the straight line joining the centre of the
hexagon with the point of light. The direction of

motion of the particles of ether is radially between
the centre of the hexagon and its perimeter. It Is

conceivable that the presence of other material

mediums along with the ether may give resultant

directions of motion, arranged not riulially but in

two sets, as from opposite sides of a square or

rectangle, to either of which figures our hexagon
may in this case change; and in this way we come
to a conception of plane polarized light. If some
means the ray receives a twist so l£at the square or

rectangle is set on one comer as compared with its

first position the planes of polarization are said to

have been rotated. If we suppose a particle of the

ether as reoeivinff an impulse, or a reriraint having

an effect as to mrection of motion equivalent to an
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ImpiilMail rMl aagiw to Hi wotnfawMf palii ai the
imiUnt wfaealt k at the and of iti patit, the ninhaat
motioa will be an eUipoe or a oirble; and thii is what
b midentood by elUptioal and oiroolar pdarbatioii.
We do not gi^e whiA we have aaid above aa being
ovtainly deacriptive of what ooonii^ bat merely aa
oonvenimt ideab which have been found useful in

glvine meaning to the terma wave, wave length,

amplitude, planea of polariaation, io. It appears
that in space where there b only ether (if there be
such QMoe in the universe), ana through space in
which the medium oo-exbting with the ether b
perfectly transparent (a medium whose moleoulea
abaorbnoenergy, whose condition does notchange, and
which does not rise in temperature on the passive
of light), each molecule gives up to its neighMuring
molecules exactly as much energy as it itself re-

ceived in the same way from previously affected

molecules, and b then exactly in the state in which
It was before it received the impulse. The molecules
of ether are stepping-stones by which energy passes
without loss from one part (d the universe to any
other. When a ray of light b passing through a
medium its velocity b dimhibhed owing to the re-

straining action of the molecules of the medium upon
the molecules of ether, even when the medium b
transparent to the ray: And when a number of dif-

ferent rays (rays having different rates of vibration)

enter a medium some of these rays will be absorbed
(rays which have peculiar sympathy with the ordi-

motions of the molecules of the medium) and
heat the medium. It b owing to the retarda-

tion of the ray on entering a denser medium that
we can have the results produced by the various
kinds iql lenses; and the sdence of spectral analysb
b a d}tftrimina6on of substances by our being able
to discover what particular rates of light vibration

^e molecules of the substances absorb. The emb-
sion theoiy of light accounted for the bending of
rays towanb the normal on entering the surface of
a aenser medium by supposing that the molecules of

the medium attracted the particles of light, and
hence the velocity of light should be increased by
the medium

;
an experiment of Foucault by means

of a rotating mirror gave a means of proving that
the velocity of light b diminbhed in a denser me-
^un^ and thb has been accepted on all hands as
aettling the controversy which for a long time
dh^Jed smeiHKo men on thb subject, llie emb-
doii theory can be traced to Empedocles and Demo-
critus, but it was completed and rigorously brought
into agreement with the known phenomena of hght
by Newton, whose great name gave it support until

the theory was clearly proved to be untenable.

The notions of the undulatory theory are
found in the writings of Aristotle, and more recently
it was advocated by Descartes, Malebranche, and
Grimaldi

; but Huygens was the first who gave the
theory a definite s^pe, and since hb time it has
gradually been perfected so as to give an explana-
tion of all the known phenomena of light, and so
that many important results pointed at by the
theory have on performing experiments thus sug-
gested proved the aocunuy of the theoretical sur-
mbes. Among those who have most notably ad-
vanced the subject, Dr. Young of Edinbuigfb holds
a foremost place, and Fresnel and Cauchy may be
mentioned as important contributors. It b im-
possible in a work lilm the present to give more
than the mere sketch given above; but we hope the
reader will, on comparing the various articles on
light and heat with thb sketch, have a good popular
idea of the subject. For further information on the
undulatory theoiy, the reader mMx consult Everett’s
edition of Deschanel's Natural Philosophy; Sir G.

B. AJiy*a tJndulatoiy Theory of Optbs; and Prst-
ton’s Theoiy of Light
UNGULATA, or Hoofid Mamwam, a large a&d

iwMxrtant order of Mammalia^ dbtingnbhed prim-
aruy by the development of large nails, tamed
*ho^s,* saving to protect the toes, and upon whldi
these animab walk. Thb order b of somewhat
compound nature, inasmuch as it includes in itsell

several groups accounted as distinct orders in former
systems of Mammalian dassifioation. As the order
Ungulata at present stands it includes three divisions
once regarded as of good value as Mammalian orders.
These three groups are the Pachydermata (Ele-
phants, Bhinoceroses, Tapirs, Ac.). Solidunmila
(Horses, Ac.), and the Buminantb (wUoh see) or
those that * chew the cud.’ The Elephants have been
separated out from the Ungulata to form, of them-
selves, a new order, the Proboscidea; km the Un-
gulate have been re-arranged, without regard to the
constitution of the old orders, as follows:

—

Ungulata.—Section 1. Artiodactyla^—1. Omni-
vors: Hippopotami, Swine, Ac.; 2. Ruminantia:
Deer, Sheep, Oxen, Ac. S^ion 2. Periuodactyla:
Rhinoceros, Tapirs, Horses, Zebras, Aa
The dbtinctive features of Ungulates as a whole

are found in the fact that no more than four fully-

developed toes exbt on each foot
;
these toes being

provided with hoofs. No clavicles or collar-bones

are developed, and the Placenta (which see), whidi
b either diffuse or cotyledonary, b of the non-ebrid-

uate type. Two sets of teeth are developed. The
molar or grinding teeth have broad crowns, and are
adapted for the ^turation of grain and other vege-
table matters. The mammie or milk-glands of
female ITngulata may be few in number when placed
in the groin; or more numerous when abdominal In

position. The intestine of Ungulata b very usually
provided with a laige caacum; and the brain is convol-

uted on its surface, whibt, when viewed from above^
the cerebellum or lesser brain b in greater part un-
covered by the cerebrum or true br^n. Regardiim
the classification of Ungulata, a primary chanM^ter b
found in the number of the toes of its included
members. The section Periuodactyla includes those

forms in which the toes are present in an odd num-
ber. Or, to be more definite, in thb section the
hind feet are odd-toed in all the members, whilst the
fore-feet are odd-toed in all except the Tapirs.

dorso-lumbar vertebrae (that b, the vertebra of the
back and loins collectively) do not number lees than
twenty-two. The third digit or toe of each foot b
symmetrical by itself, that is, does not form a pab
with its neighbouring digit The thigh or femur
bears a third trochanter. The stomach b of sinmle

character, and the caecum b of very large size, ^e
teats are inguinal in position; and if boms are devel-

oped they belong merely to the epidennb or outer skin

layer, and are not supported by a bony core, whibt
as regards position they exbt in the middle line of

the head, where two horns exist (as in some Rhin-
oceroses) the second b situated behind the first. Be-
longing to the Perbsodactyle Ungulata we find three

chief families and genera—the Rhinoceroses, Horses,

and Tapirs. The Rhinocerotidae, represented by
the various species of Rhinoceros (see accompanying

Plate I., fig. 6-0), possess three toes on each foot;

the skin is usually thrown into folds; the muzzle b
rounded and blunt; the molars numbering fourteen

in each jaw. The nasal lioncs support one or two
horns. These animab in the present day are con-

fined to the Old World. The family Tapiridse or

Tapirs (see the first plate, fi^. 7, 8) possess a
short proboeds, and as shown in the skull (8) the

nasal bones project over the nasal cavity. The front

feet have four toes each, but these are asymmetri-
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eaUy formed, and the hind feet are three>toed. The
Horses (figs. 9 and 10), Asses (11), and Zebras (12),

with the allied Quaggas, constitute the family

Equidm or SolidunguU. In these forms the feet

possess but a single perfect toe each, inclosed in a
hoof ; although certain extinct Equids (for example,
Hipparion and Anchitherium) had lateral toes more
or less perfectly developed. The neck possesses a
mane, and canine teeth are present in the males
only. The curious and aberrant Mammals known
under the name of Hyrax (hg. 4) are included by
some naturalists in the family Rhinocerotidas—an
arrangement apparently sanctioned by similarities

in the disposition and form of the molar teeth. The
Hytyix Syriaeus is believed to be the ‘coney* of
Setipture. The front feet have four, and the hind
feet three toes, inclosed in hoof > like nails. No
clavicles exist. The nose and ears are short, and
the toil is rudimentary. No canine teeth exist, and
the incisor teeth grow from permanent pulps like

those of Rodentia. The placenta is zonary and
deciduate. By the majority of naturalists the

Hyrax is included in a special order of Mammals
(Hyracoidea)^ otherwise its nearest affinities are
with Perissodactyle Ungulata.
The Artiodactyla, or ‘Even-toed* Ungulata, are

distinguished by the toes being present either to

the number of two or four, the third toe of each
foot forming a symmetrical pair with the fourth

toe. When horns are developed these always exist

in pairs, and are supported on bony ‘ cores *. The
stomach is usually of compound nature, and the

csBcum is small. The dorso-lumbar vertebrae num-
ber nineteen, and the thigh wants a third tro-

chanter. The first section of Artiodoctyla is named
Omnivora. The family Hippopotamidae, represented

by the Hipixipotamus of Africa (see the second

plate, fig. 1), is distinguished by the feet possessing

each four toes. The body is massive
;
and all three

kinds of teeth are develojied. The lower canines

(see first plate, fig. 15) grow in the form of large

tusks, the molars number twelve or fourteen in each

t

'aw. The tail is short, and sparsely covered with
lairs. The Suidae or Swine form the second family,

and are represented by the African Wart Hogs
{Phacochwrua) (see first plate, fig. 13), by the Ameri-
can Peccaries {Dicotylen) (fig. 14), by the Wild Boars
{Sut) (see second plate, fig. 4), Babyroussa Hogs
{Su$ Babyruutaa) (fig. 5), &c., the latter forms being

noted (os seen in fig. 5) for the immense develop-

ment of the upper canine teeth, which in the males
pierce the upper lip, and constitute curiously-con-

torted tusks; the lower canines also being largely

developed. The Swine as a family are distinguiimed

by the feet having two useful or functional toes only,

and two rudimentary toes in addition. All three

kinds of teeth are developed, the canines under-

going most fr^uent enlargement. The stomach

w of comparatively simple structure. The second

section of Artiodactyla is the Ruminants. The
Ruminantiat distinguished by the comiwund nature

of the stomach (see second plate, fig. 6), described in

the article Ruminantia, are also characterized by

the ‘ cleft ’ foot produced by the presence of a sym-
metrical and functional pair of toes, with two other

toes placed on the back of the foot, and which do

not usually touch the ground. In typicid Ruminants
(fig. 8), such as Oxen, Sheep, &c., no incisor or canine

teeth, and only twelve molars, exist in the upper

jaw. The lower jaw contains six incisoi^ two
canines, and twelve molars. Several exceptions to

this general rule, however, are to be not^ in the

Camels and Musk Deers. The Gamelidae or Camels
and Llamas (Plate III., figs. 12, 13) form the first

family of Ruminants, and are distinguished by the

pre^noe of two oanine-Uke upper mcoaori^ whilsi

canine teeth also exist in the upper jaw. The feet

are loim, and are provided with two connected toes,

the naib of which exist in the upper surface of the
toe only, whilst the soles of the feet are veiy broad.

No horns exist ;
and these animals are able to close

their nostrils at will. The Llamas have no humps,
and the toes are distinct. The Moschidee or Mu^-
deers form the second family, and are represented

by the Musk-deer of Central Asia (fig. 10), in which
toe upper canine teeth form tusks (fig. 11), whilst

lower canines are present in addition. No horns
are developed in either sex. The large family of

the Cervidee or Deer (not to be confused with the

Antelopids or Antelop^) possess horns or antlers

of solid structure, which are deciduous or shed
annually; the males alone (save in the Reindeers)

bearing horns. The Cervidse further possess lachry-

mal or tear glands. This large family is not repre-

sented in Australia or South Africa; and as examples,

the Elk (fig. 6), Reindeer (fig. 7), Stag (fig. 8), and
Roebuck (fig. 9) may be cit^. The family Cavi-

comia or Hollow-homed Ruminants includes the

Sheep, Oxen, Goats, and Antelopes. These animals
are known by the horns being persistenU and by
their consisting each of a homy sheath surrounding
a process of the frontal bone (see the second plate,

fig. 8). No incisors or canines exist in the upper
jaw. The feet are cleft, and accessory hoofs are

developed on the back of the foot. The Antelopes
(see Plate III., figs. 1-.5) are distinguished from the
deer by their permanent and ‘ hollow ' horns, which
may occur in both males and females. The horns
are most frequently of annular shape and twisted

conformation. Inguinal pores and lachrymal sinuses

exist; but a beard or ‘dewlap’ is rarely developed.

The Ovidse or Sheep and Goats (see on Plate II.,

figs. 12, IS, 14) have curved and twisted horns in

both sexes, with heavy bodies, short legs, and thick

wool or hair. The goats have no lachrymal sinuses.

The Oxen (Bovidee) have simple rounded horns
(when these are present at all) and no lachiymal
sinuses. To this family belong the Bulls and
ordinary Oxen (figs. 7 and 8), the Buffaloes (fig. 9),

Bisons (fig. 10), and Musk Oxen (fig. 11); the latter

being by some authorities regard^ as true sheep.

The Elephants, although usually placed in a dis-

tinct order of Mammals—Prohoacidea (which see),

may claim to be regarded as Ungulates, from the
feet being provided with largely-developed nails.

Each foot possesses five toes. No clavicles exist.

The nose is prolonged to form a flexible proboscis,

at the extremity of which the nostrils open. The
testes are abdominal throughout life. The breasts

are pectoral in position, and the placenta is decid-

uate and zonary. The canine teeth are wholly
wanting^ and the molars are few in number and are

ridged or tubcrculate on their crowns. The upper
incisors grow from persistent pulps and form tusks.

No lower incisors are develoj>ed. The Indian
Elephant (see on Plate II., fig. 2) {Euelepluu or
Ehphaa Indicus) is known by its concave forehead,

small ears, and by the development of tusks in the
males only. The molar teeth exhibit a transverse
pattern on their crowns. The African Elephant
{Loxodon Africanua) has large ears, and a convex
forehead

;
tusks appear both in males and females

;

whilst four toes exist on the front feet and three on
the hind feet. The molars exhibit a lozenge-shaped
arrangement of their surfaces.

UNICORN, a fabulousanimal, described in ancient
accounts as a native of India, with the body of a horse
but of larger size, and with one horn of 1 j)

to 2 cubits

in len^h on its forehead, perfectly stra^ht, with a
white base, black middle, and red tip. unicorn
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liM adofiiedM a iQiipoiier ol the Scottish«n^
bom wldoh it has dm Introdnoed aa the left oap-

portar of the Bxitiihmm, and baa in thk form bem
imported into India.

tThllFOBht, the name giren to the drem of any
partknlar body of men who are incorporated for a
common pnblic object and diatinguiahed by a paiv

ticalar style of apparel Uniform is in a public

what livery is in a private service. It is specially

implied to the dress of soldiers, pdlioe, and custom-

hoM or exdse officers, or other servants of the

central or local government whom it is necessary or

convenient to dutinguish by a uniform appearance.

The general establiidiment of uniforms in the mili-

tary aervioes is comparatively modem, but is now
universal in oivOized oommunitieB. Most of the

Eiuopean uniforms are of sobtf colours. The pre-

vailing colour of the British is scarlet, but in the
South African War the dust-coloured cloth known
as khaki, originally employed in India, was adopted
on account of the protection afforded by its colour.

UNIFORMITY, Act of. See Nonconform-
18TB.

UNIGENITUS DEI FILIUS (so caUed from
the initial words), a bull of Pope Clement XI. in

1718, which arose out of the Jansenist controversy,

and by which that controversy, as far as the Roman
Catholic Church is concern^ was violently and
finaUy closed. (See Jansenius.) The bull con-

demned 101 propositions of Quesnel's Reflexions

morales (see Qusbnel), many of which were quota-
ticms from Scripture or the fathers, but they were
declared to be condemned only in a Jansenist sense.

The bull was resisted by Noailles, archbishop of

Paris, and many others of the deigy, in spite ot the

jnsistanoe of Louis XIV. on its unconditional accep-

tance; and the controversy became hotter than ever,

those who accepted it being called Constitutionists

and those who resisted Anti-constitutionists. After
the death of Louis XIV. the latter received some
favour from the regent and pope, and an apjieal to a
general council against the bull was drawn up, from
which they received the title of Appellants. Another
appeal was made from the pope ill informed to the

pope better informed. The controversy continued
under the two popes who succeeded Clement XL,
and was only concluded after the midorityof Louis
XV. in the pontificate of Clement XlL ^e Arch-
bishop of Paris was persuaded to subscribe the bull

in 1728, and in 1730 the parliament of Paris was
compelled to register it. After this the opposition

to it within the church was rigorously suppressed,

and the Appellants, though for a time they con-

tinued to resist, gradually died out The Jansenist

controversy being almost confined to France the bull

Uni^nituB had comparatively little effect

UNIO. See Mussel.
UNION FABRICS are textile fabrics made of

a mixture of different materials, as cotton and wool,

cotton and silk, and similar mixtures, in which flax,

hemp, jute, &c., are mixed with other fibrous mate-
rials.

UNION FLAG, the national banner of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

formed by the union of the cross of St George—red
on a white ground, the diagonal cross or saltire of St
Andrew—white on a blue ground, and the diagonal
cross or saltire of St. Patrick—-red on a white ground.
This flag is often spoken of as the Union Ja^; but
It is not properly speaking a jack unless it is flown
on the *jack-staff,* or staff on the bowsprit or fore part
of a vessel The term Jack is believ^ to be derived
from the name of the reigning sovereign James L,
under whose direction the first Union Aag was con-

structed, and who signed his name * Jacques.’ The

national flag of Englandwas the bsiinsr of St Qsorgs
(described in heraldry as argent a oross gules), and
soon after the union the Sootthdi with the English
crown, by a prodamation dated 12th April, 1606^
this was unitM with the Scottish national flag or
banner of St Andrew (asure, a saltire argent), time
making the first Union Flag. On the u^on with
Scotland in 1707 a new and altered design for the
Union Flag was adopted as the national flag. It
is described in heraldic terms aa azure, a saltire

argent surmounted by a cross gules fimbriated or
edged of the second. On the union with Ireland
the Flag was again altered by roval proclamation,
dated Ist January, 1801, the red oross or saltire

of St Patrick being now introduced. The Union
Fl^ as still existii^ was thus formed. It de-
scribed heraldically as azure, the crosses saltires of
St Andrew and St. Patrick quarterly per saltire

oonnterchanged argent and gules, the latter fimbri-

ated of the second, surmounted by the cross of St
G^rge of the thiid fimbriated as the saltire. The
Union Flag when used by itself or as an independent
flag is the national flag always used on shore. When
it occupies the upper comer or canton next the staff

of a red, white, or blue field, the flag so formed is

called the Red, White, or Bltie Ensign, and in this

form it is only used on board ship. Except when used
as a jack the Union Flag is only to be hoisted at sea

on the following occasions:—1. At the mizen-top-

gallant-mast-he^ of the ship which the king may
be on board of, the royal sbuidard and the lord high

-

ailmiral’s flag (both of which are nerioruU flags) at

the same time being hoisted at the main and fore

top-gallant-mast-hea^ respectively. 2. At the main-
top-gallant-mast-head, as the proper flag to be worn
by an admiral of the fleet llie Union Flag, with
the addition of distinctive badges, is also used under
certain circumstances; for instance, with a harp in

the centre on a blue shield it forms the flag of the

lord-lieutenant of Ireland; with the Star of India in

the centre, surmounted by a crown, the flag of the

governor-general of India; with the royal arms in

&e centre on a white shield, surrounded by a green

garland, it is borne by ministers plenipotentiary,

charyii daffairti^ Ac., when on shore, or embarked
in boats or other vessels, and so on. With a border

of white of one-fifth the breadth of the flog it fonns
the signal for a pilot, being then flown at the fore.

The use of the Union Flag, as forming part of a red,

white, or blue ensign, is of some importwace. Up to

1864 the admirals of the British navy were divided

into three classes, distinguished as the Red, White,

and Blue; and when incommand of fleets orsquadrons,

the vessels under their orders hoisted the red, white,

or blue ensign, according to the division to which

the flag-officer or commodore in command belonged.

By order in council of 9th July, 1864, however, it

was directed that this classification should be dis-

continued, and that in future the white ensign should

be used by all British ships of war in commission.

These accordingly now carry the white ensign (divided

into four quarters by the cross of St. George) with

the union in the upper canton or comer next the

staff. Merchant vessels are entitled to carry the red

ensign only, with the union in the comer. When
commanded by an officer of the Royal Naval Reserve

merchant vessels may carry the blue ensign, but only

after obtaining permission from the Admiralty.

UNITARIANS, a religious sect or congees of

sects, distinguished by the denial of the received

doctrine of the Trinity. Many other oonsequencee

flow from this denial; and in regard to these the

Unitarians are by no means agreed hence a compre-

hensive definition of those who adopt the title can

include only this one article of agreement* The
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tJaltuiMii call themielFai CbriitUiia; but whila
tonia of them hold the pre-exietenoe td Ohxiatk end
Mpprazhnate in their views to the Arieni or Semi-
Anus of the primitive ohnrdi (see Ajuav end
TbivittX others hold Christ to have been a mere
man. A similar difference obtahis in regard to
their views on the authority of Scripture. Some
regard the Scriptures as the only source of divine
in^iration and the final authority in matters of
doctaine; others regard them with various degrees
of reverence or respect without considering their
authority as final; others establish their religious

principles on purely rational grounds, and esteem
the Scriptures, like any other book, only in as far
as they agree with them. The Ariaidsm of the
early church was mostly of the first type, as was
that of Milton, and perhaps of Locke, Newton, and
other eminent men ot modem times who are claimed
as Unitarians. In the Roman Catholic and Greek
Churches the open profession of Unitarianism was
never tolerated after the establishment of the ortho-
dox cree^ hence it was only after the Reformation
that Unitarianism could acquire a separate standing.

When Unitarianism reappeared at toe Reformation
it was persecuted both by Catholics and Protestants.

Martin Cellarius, a former friend of Melanohthon,
was imprisoned for his views. Servetus was burned
at Geneva in 1553. The sect was first tolerated in

Poland and Transylvania. In the former countiy
it flourished under the leadership of the younger
Socinus, in tlie latter under that of his friend

Blandatra. The Polish toleration was finally with-
drawn in 1658, when the Unitarians were banished
under pain of death. They dispersed in Germany
and England. In England, where Unitarians were
burned as well as on the Continent, full toleration

was not granted till 1813. In the meantime it had
leavened several of the Dissenting bodies, particu-

larly the Presbyterians and the General Baptists.

On the Continent, in like manner, Unitarianism
progressed in proportion to the progress of Ration-
alism. The Remonstrants of Holland contained
a large number of them, and their prevalence in
Geneva led, in 1725, to the abandonment of the
Helvetian Confession. In America Unitarianism
first sprung up in New England, from which it

spread rapidly. There are about 350 Unitarian
congregations in the United Kingdom. The British
and Foreign Unitarian Association is a body formed
for the purpose of promoting ‘ the principles of

Unitarian Cfhristianity and it is affiliated to the
International Council of Unitarian and other Liberal
Religious Thinkers and Workers, founded at Boston,
U.S.A,, in 1900. There is a Unitarian Home
Missionary College in Manchester, but the leading
ministers of the denomination have been trained
at Manchester College, a free theological institution

founded at Manchester in 1786, now in Oxford,
after having been located in York and London.
The number of professed Unitarian congregations
in the United States is about 350, of which some
two-thirds are in New England. The leading names
in Unitarian thought during the nineteenth oentury
have been W. E. Channing, Theodore Parker, and
R. W. Emerson in America; John James Tayler,

Charles Beard, and especially James Martineau in

Britain; and in their writings, sermons, and bio*

phies the various phases of the movement may
t be studied. Joseph Priestley should also be

mentioned as a pioneer of Unitarianism in England.
XJNITED BRETHREN (commonly called mora-

vuin8)y a religious body originally formed by the
descendants of the Bohemianand Moravian Brethren,
(^e Bohemian Brethren.) When these Chris-
tians were driven by persecution from their own

oonstry many of them settled at BertlielsdorL in

Upper Liisati% an estate of Count Zinsendor^

imte whose leadership they founded a society*

This colony, which was established in 1722, ao-

qcured the name of Hermhut» from its situation on
tne southern declivity of a hill called the Hutberg.

(See Hebrhhdt.) The society which was fotmM
under the leadership and according to the plu of

Count Zinzendorf took the name of the United

Brethren. Their object was to form a society on
the model of the primitive church. Statutes were
adopted and signed in 1727 under the name of a
BrotWly Agreement. They adopted as articles of

faith only those fundamental Scripture truths on
which the leading Protestant denominations are

agreed, together with a system of sodal compact
and (diurch discipline, the latter founded on that of

the Moravian Brethren. As an official creed, when
challenged by governments, they gave a general

adhesion to the Augsburg Confession, whic^ how-
ever, they regarded as the creed of the majority,

their ministers not being bound to its separate

articles, but agreeing not to teach anything decidedly

repugnant to them. They consider themselves not as

a sect but as a society of Christians united to lead an
active Christian life. Their general practice is to

avoid discussions on speculative trutlri of religion

and insist on a practical experience of the efficacv of

the gospel as the essential of religion, to dwell in

preaching on the manifestation of God in Christy

and to make the life, sufferings, and death of the

Saviour the principal theme of &eir teaching. They
avoid theoretical discussions on the mysteries of

the divine nature, adhering in such matters to

the lanraage of Scripture; they hold that the Spirit

of God continues to t^h those who believe,

not by revealing new truths, but by enabling
them to understand the Scriptures; and th^ pro-

fess faith in the providential guidmioe of Goa
answer to prayer in the common affairs of life.

Their social discipline does not extend to a com-
munity of goods. Marriages were formerly con-

trolled by the elders; but though their consent is

still necessary as a formality, it is given as a matter
of course to ^ well-conducted appUcants. None of

their social regulations are considered as indispens-

able, but only as means of promoting active piety,

and may be altered or amended on the better
iudment of the society, for which purpose they
hold legislative synods. The main sphere of their

activity is the propagation of the gospel among the
heathen, in which they have had a remarkable and
successful career. This has spread the society in
many countries, and local boards have been organ-
ized in England, America, and elsewhere for its

government, while a central board of directors, called
the Board of Elders of the Unity, administers the
general affairs of the society. In towns and popu-
lous districts their social organization is relaxed, but
th^ are always ready to form societies of their own
ana to supply the means of local self-governments,
for which they tax themselves bya regular assessment.
Frequently they work in common for the good of the
society. Each particular community is governed by
an elder, with the aid of a committee usually elected
by the local members. Each has to provide
maintain a church and schools, with appropriate
officers. In their own communitieB no one is per-
mitted to be a householder unless he is a member in
full communion and has signed tiie Brotherly Agree-
ment. The tempora^ residence of strangers who
submit to the discipline of the community is freely
pmmitted. Balls, dancing, plays, gambling, and aU
promiscuous assemblies of the youth of both sexer
are forlddden. Numbers of young persons of both
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86X68 go to their oommunitieB to be trained aa mis*

sionanes,who reside respectively in a common house,

under the superintendenoe of an elder or of a matron,

called the House of the Single Brethren and the

House of the Single Sisters, ^ey have likewise

a widows’ house. Public meetings for religious or

social purposes are held daily, besides spedaJ meet-

ings on Sundays and festivals. They hold love-

feasts, particularly before the communion, accom-

panied by vocal and instrumental music. On lilaster

morning there is a solemn commemoration of the

departed. T^ey discourage wearing mourning for

the dead, and accompany their funerals with music.

UNITED FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND,
an ecclesiastical body in Scotland formed on Oct.

81, 1900, by the union of the Free Church of Scot-

land (which see) and the United Presbyterian

Church (which see).

UNITED GREEKS are Christians who origi-

nally belonged to the Greek Church, but whom the

Roman Church has united with her own members
on certain conditions. They have their own church
government, and retain the old names of ecclesias-

tical dignities. Their priests wear beards and ca|)8,

and are allowed to marry under certain conditions.

They retain the ancient rites, the Greek language
during service, the strict Greek fasts, and the Lord’s

supper under both forms, in common with the old

Greek Church. Such United Greeks are found in

Italy, in the eastern parts of the Austrian monarchy,
in Transylvania, Hungary, Croatia, Slavonitv, Dal-
matia, Ac., and in parts of the Russian Empire.
Their number is estimated at 5,000,000, of whom
about 4,000,000 belong to Austria. See Ghkek
Church.
UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, the

name adopted by that Scottish church which was
formed by the union of the Secession Church (which

see) and the Relief Church in May, 1847. The
Relief Church originated in the secession from the

Established Church, in 17.'i2, of the Rev. Thomas
Gillespie, who claimed for the congregati(jns the

right to elect their own ministers. At the time

of its union with the Secession Church it numbered
113 congregations, while the Secession was made
up of 384. Thus, at its incorporation the United
Presbyterian Church started with 497 churches, and
a memlHjrship of over 140,000. This religious body
adhered to the theological doctrines taught in the

Westminster Confession of Faith and the Larger
and Shorter Catechisms. The system of church

government differed from that of the Established

and Free Churches only in having no intermediate

court between the presbyteries and the supreme
court, the latter of which was called a General

Synod, and sat once a year. The grand distinguish-

ing feature which marked the United Presbyterian

Church was that it was a voluntary church. United
Pre8b3rterians set themselves accordingly against all

state establishments of religion and all public and
national endowments for the maintenance of Chris-

tianity in the counti> A movement for union with
the Fr^ Church of Scotland, begun in 1863, culmi-
nated in the formal union of the two bodies at

Edinburgh on Oct. 31, 1900. The new body thus
formed is called the United Free Church of Scotland.
UNITED PROVINCES. See Netherlands.
UNITED PROVINCES 9F AGRA AND

OUDH, an administrative division of British India,

bounded on the north by Tibet ; on the north-east
fay Nepaul ; on the east and south-east fay Bengal

;

on the south mainly by Rajputana and Central
India; and on the west by the Punjab, from which
it is s^Murated by the Jumna. The province of Am
consists of the divisions of Agra, Meerut, Robil-

khond, (^rakfapur,Knm4an, Allahabad,and Benares,
comprising in all thirty-seven districts; and the
province of Oudh forms the two divisions Lucknow
and Faizabad, with twelve districts. The area ofA^ is 83,198 square miles

; of Oudh, 23,966 square
miles; total area, 107,164 square miles. In addition
there are the native states of Rampur and Garhwal,
with a total area of 6079 sciuore miles; thus, the
area of the United Provinces and native states is

112,243 square miles. These provinces belong al-

most wholly to the Gangetic plain, situated south
of the Himalayas and north of the central plateau,

I but they include small {.tortions of these two elevated
tracts. The following natural divisions of the
country may be (larticularized

: (1) The Himalayan
section, comprising the sources of the Ganges and
the Jumna and the peak of Nanda Devi (25,635 ft.);

(2) the Doab, or region between the Ganges and
the Jumna, from the Siwalik Hills to Allahabad,
a fertile, well-irrigated region

; (3) the Rohilkhand
plain, north of the Ganges, south of the Hima-
layas, and north-west of Oudh, including part of

the bhdbar^ a region formed of the boulders aiid

debris on the lower Himalayan ranges; and the

iaraU a marshy and malarious tract of jungle fol-

lowing the hhihar along the l)ase of the hills; (4)

Oudh, extending from the Ganges to the Hima-
layas, watered by the Gogra, Chanka, Gumti, and
Sai rivers; (5) Bundelkhand, a somewhat unfertile

tract on the northern edge of the central plateau,

south of the Jumna; (6) the Mirzapur region,

south of the Ganges, similar to the preceding but

with a more fertile alluvial portion
; (7) the

densely-populated tract between the Ganges and
the Gogra, south-east of Oudh, a fertile alluvial

plain wateretl by the Gumti and 8ai rivers; (8)

the trans-Gogra region, north of the Gogra, also

generally fertile but merging northwards into the

mountainous country. In the mountainous Ku-
miiun region there are several small lakes known
as tah\ and in the Doab, Oudh, and the Benares
division there are many marshes called jhila.

South of the Jumna and lower Ganges there are

numerous artificial lakes formed by embanking
mouths of valleys. These are of ancient origin

and are now used for irrigation. The total length
of irrigation canals is over 12,000 miles, of which
nearly 1400 miles are main canals. There are

no canals for navigation only, but a considerable

length of the main irrigation canals can Ije used

for this puiqiose. The total area irrigated by these

canals is over 2,000,000 acres. The total culti-

vated area is alwut 37,500,000 acres, and the area

under forest is about 9,000,000 acres. The principal

crops are rice, especially in the east
;
wheat, chiefly

in the upper Doab; gram; barley, generally mixed
with other crops, except in Benares division

;
jodr

or great millet
;

hdjra or spiked millet
;
maize

;

linseed, sesamum, rape, mustard, and other oil-

seeds; sugar-cane, especially in the upper Doab,

Rohilkhand, and the Ganges-Gogra tract; cotton,

chiefly in the lower Doab
;
indigo and other dyes

;

opium, in the lower Doab, southern Rohilkhand,

Oudh, and the Benares division; tea, to a small

extent in KumAun and neighbouring districts ;
to-

bacco. Among the fruits are mangoes, oranf^es,

lemons, limes, guavas, custard - apples, plantains,

pine-apples, pomegranates, melons; potatoes and
other vegetables are grown

;
and among the forest

pr^ucts are adl and other timbers, gums, resins,

dyes, and tans.

The principal lines of railway in the provinces

are the East Indian, the Oudh and Rooilkhand,

the Rajputana-Malwa, and the Rohilkhand and
Kum&un. In addition to the native artistic in-
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<lastrie6 th«re are an increasing number of fustories

on the European plan, includnig cotton and wool-
len mills (Cawnpore), soajp- factories, ptaper-mills,

augar-factories, breweries, indigo -factories, ioe-fac-

tories, engineering works, lace -factories, and the
government opium-factoiy at Ghazipur. In 1901
there were 40,757,137 Hindus, 6,781,034 Moham-
medans, 102,409 Christians, 84,401 Jains, 15,319
Sikhs, and a few Buddhists, Parsees, and Jews in
the provinces proper, excluding the two native states.

The number of students in pimlic colleges was 2425;
in public schools, 850,153; in private institutions

(advanced and elementary), 80,921 ; in all, 433,499,
the vast majority in each case being males. The
examining university of Allahabad is at the head of

the educational system of the provinces. The prin-

cipal towns in order of population are ; Lucknow,
capital of Oudh; Benares; Gawnpore; Agra, the capi-

tal; Allahabad; Bareilly; and Meerut. The North-
western Provinces were constituted under a lieuten-

ant-governor in 1835 out of territory ceded in 1801-
16, and in 1856 Oudh was annexed and placed
under a chief commissioner. The first outbreak of

the great mutiny occurred at Meerut, and both pro-

vinces were the scene of dramatic incidents during
that struggle. Oudh was partially amalgamated
with the N.-W. Provinces in 1877, the lieutenant-

governor of the latter becoming al^ chief commis-
sioner of the former. In 1902 the name was changed
to United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Pop. of Agra,
in 1891, 34,254,254; in 1901, 34,858,705: of Oudh,
in 1891, 12,650,831; in 1901, 12,833,077: of Agra
And Oudh, in 1891, 46,905,085; in 1901, 47,691,782:
of native states, in 1901, 802,097; of United Pro-
vinces and native states, in 1901, 48,493,879.

UNITED STATES OF NORTH AMERICA,
a federal republic, occupying the whole of the central

portion of the continent, between lat. 24'’ and 49'' N.,

and Ion. 67® and 125® w.; stretching from east to

west between the Atlantic and the North Pacific

Oceans, and from north to south between the
Dominion of Canada and the Gulf and Republic
•of Mexico; greatest length, east to west, 2800
miles; greatest breadth, 1600 miles; area, 3,028,290
4square miles. To the republic belong also Alaska,
Hawaii, Porto Rico, the Philippine Islands, Guam
in the Ladrones, and the eastern Samoan Islands.

Cuba is under United States protection. Including
it the total area is 3,755,130 square miles.

Area and Population,—The republic consists of

forty-five states, four territories, and one district,

besides the Indian Territory, Alaska, and the un-
assimilated foreign possessions. The following table

shows the area and population of the component
parts of the union, together with the dates of the

formation of states and territories. The original

states are indicated by an asterisk.

STAnCI AII0 Tckri*
roRiJ^ Am Datjci or

FORMATtOli.

Korth AtUintic
JHoimon,

Maine (18S0)
^New Hampshire
0788)

Vermont . . . .(1791)
^Maisaobutetts

(1788)
-'^Ehode Island
0790)

*Connectiont 0788)
New York (1788)
New Jersey (1787)
'Pennsylvania

(1787)

1

Area In
8q. MUes.

1

Population
inlSW.

Popnlatkm in
1900.

88,040 661,066 694,890

9,805
9,666

876,630
832,422

411,688
843,641

8,816 2,288,948 f,80M46

1,250
4,990
49,170
7,816

846,606
746,268

6,907,868

1,444,988

428,656
908,865

7.968,009

1,888,669

46,216 5,268,014
1

6,801,866

168^666 U,4ALi4i
i 81,044J96

South AtlanUe
Division.

Delaware...(1787)
Maryland. . .(1788)
District of Colum-
bia (1791)

•Virginia. . . .(1788)
West Virginia

North Carolina
(1789)

•South Carolina
(1788)

•Georgia. . . . .(1788)
Florida 0845)

2.050 168,496

12,210 1,042,890

70 280,892

42,460 1.656,980

24,780 762,794

62,260 1,617,947

80,670 1,161.149

69,476 1,887,868

58,680 891,422

184,786
1,189,946

278,718
1,854,184

968,900

1,891,902

1,840,812
2,216,829
628,542

282,685 8,857,920 10,448,668

Itorth Central
Divieiou.

Ohio (1802)
Indiana (1816)

Illinois (1818)
Michigan.... (1887)
Wisconsin... (1848)
Minnesota. . .(1868)

Iowa (1846)
Missouri (1821)

North Dakota
(1889)

South Dakota
(1889)

Nebraska....(1867)
Kansas (1861)

South Central
Divigion,

Kentucky ... .(1792)
Tennessee.. . .(1796)
Alabama . . . .(1819)
Mississippi . .(1817)
Louisiana....(1812)
Texas. (1846)
Oklahoma (Ter.

1890)
Arkansas . . . .(ISSQ

8,672.816
2,192,404

8,826,851

2,098,889

1,686,880

1,801,826

1,911,896
2,679.184

828,808
1,068.910

1,427,096

22,862,279

40,400 1,868.686

42,060 1,767,618

62,260 1,618,017

46,810 1,289.600

48,720 1,118,587

266,780 2,286,528

89,080 61,884

68,860 1,128,179

4,167,646
2,616,468

4,821,660

2,419,782

2,068,968

1,761,896

2,261,829
8,107,117

401,660
1,068,901

1.469,496

2,147,174
2.022.728

1.828,697

1,661,872
1,881,627

8,048,828

896,246
1.811,664

688,890 10,972,803 18,690,280

Wutem Divieion.

Montana . . . .0889)
Wyoming.. . .(1890)
Colorado (1876)
New Mexico (Ter.

1860)
Arizona .(Ter. 1868)
Utah (1896)
Nevada. (1864)
Idaho 0890)
WaBhington..(1889)
Ormn 0869)
CaWornU...(1860V

158,508
69,620
207,006
46,761
84,386
849.890
838,767

1,208,180

193,777
122.212
276.666
42,884

161,771
617,672
418,582

1.486,068

Indisn Territory
0864)

BawaU (Ter. 189^
Alaska ^er. 1868)
Indians

Totalfor Statesand
Territories 8,699,080 68;014,015

ColonialPommiont

Cuba 0898) 86,904 —
Porto Rioo..(l^) 8,600 —
Philippine Islands
089® 116,826 —

Oxaan 0896) 900 —
Eiatern Samoan

lslanda....(1900) SO _
enmd Total.... 8,766,180

76,856,102

1,672,797
068,248

8.000,000 (est)

9.000 (set)

6.000 (est)

86,897.142
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|& 1790 the Ont oeneni ef the United Stotei wm
ti3^ when the popoletion was found to number
8,929,214. Since then a cenans has been taken every

decaide with the following results: in 1800 the popula-

tion numbered 5,808,483, being an increase at the

rate of 85 per cent; in 1810, pop. 7,239,881, increase

over 36 per cent
;
in 1820, pop. 9,638,822, increase

83 per cent; in 1880, pop. 12,866,020, increase 32*5

per cent; in 1840, pop. 17,069,458, increase 33*5 per

cent; in 1850, pop. 23,191,876, increase 85*8 per cent;

in 1860, pop. 81,448,821, increase 85 per cent; in

1870, pop. 88,558,871, increase 22*6 per cent; in 1880,

pop. 50,155,783, increase 80 per cent; in 1890,

62,622,250, increase barely 25 per cent ; in 1900,

75,620,859, an increase of si^mewnat over 20 per cent.

Oeniral Features.—The shores of the UnitM States

have a ooast-line which, according to the report of the

officers of the Coast Survey and of the Topographical

Department, measures 12,609 miles, of which 6861 are

on the Atlantic, 2281 on the Pacific, and 8467 on the

Mexican Gulf. On the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico
it is generally low and shelving

;
on the west it is

genei^y bold and rocky. The indentations are

comparatively few, and of no great magnitude, but

are more numerous on the east than on the west aide.

The most im^rtant on the Atlantic are Massachusetts

Bay; Long Island Sound, between Long Island and
Connectiait, and in connection with it the noble bay
of New York; Delaware Bay, penetrating far into

the interior b^ween the states of New Jersey and
Delaware; Chesapeake Bay, stretching north through

Vir^ia and Maryland for about 200 miles
;
Alhe-

marie and Pamlico Sounds on the coast of North
Carolina. The Gulf of Mexico is an immense inden-

tation of the Atlantic, and itself contains no sub-

indentation of any consequence. The Pacific is also

deficient in bays, but possesses in that of San Fran-

cisco, on the coast of California, one of the laigest

and finest natural harbours in the world. The coast

of the Atlantic is remarkable for the almost total

absence of islands, the only one of the least conse-

quence over a range of more than Ifi^ from lat 30*

to 45*, being Long Island
;
and on the coast of the

Padfic, though the islands are more numerous, they

are all insignificant in respect of magnitude. The
country exhibits two great mountain-chains, which
stretch at a comparatively short distance from the

opposite coasts, and in directions nearly parallel to

them, and inclose between them a vast tract, some-

times so elevated as to deserve the name of a plateau,

and so sterile as to present all the character of a
desert, and at other times so depressed as to form a
deep and level valley traversed by mighty rivers,

belon^g chiefiy to the basin of the MissMppi, and
spreadiug out into luxuriant prairies, rich alluvial

plains, and boundless swamps, regularly laid under
water. By far the loftiest and most ma^fioent of

the two chains is that of the Rocky Mountains,
which, entering from Mmdoo, of whose Cordilleras

they may be omisidered a continuation, stretch north
along the Pacific, at dutanoea from it varying from
500 to 600 miles, and are continued into British

America. They l^ve a breadth of about 800 mfles^

and, besides throwing off several transverse ramifica-

timis, descend by a series of paniUel ranges, of which
that ci the Siora Nevada is the most elevated, to-

wards the coast, and often give it veiy bold features.

Within the United States th^ attain in Mounts
Whitney sad Shasta, both in the Siena Nevada, tiie

ffsspsetive heists of 14,894 and 14,472 feet; in

Gray’s Psak, Pike’s PeiOc, and Mount Linocdn, all

in Colorado, the heights of 14,252; 14,21^ and
14,128 festrespsotivsly; Mount Haydon (Wyomfaig)
k 18,858. The eastern diaiii, that of Che AUe-
ghsni^ atrslehsi in a sfadlar diiaetisB along the

shores of the Atlantic; neaify fxom the Qtdf of
Mexico to the St Lawrenoe^ at a considerable dis*
tanoe from the shore in the south, but gradually
approaching it towards the north. Thou^ by no
means destitute of magnificent scenery, the AUe-
ghanies are much tamer than the Rooky Mountaiiu;
consisting rather of a long plateau orested with
mountains and hills than of a well-defined oontinuons
chain, occasionally rising in Vermont and New
Hami^ire to the height of 5000 or 6000 feet, onl-

minating in Mount Mitchell, N. Carolina, 6688 feet,

and only in Pennsylvania and Virginia attaining a
breadth of 100 miles. The great plateau and valley

inclosed by these two chains belongs almost entirely

to the bMin of the Mississippi, which is by far the
largest river of the North American continent (See
MissiasiPPi.) The principal tributaries of this river

are the Missouri, the Arlmnsas, and the Red River
on the right bank, and the Wisconsin, Illinois, and
Ohio on the left bank. The country west of the Rooky
Mountains, belonging to the basin of the Pacific, u
of comparatively little width, though of very gr^
length, and hence cannot boast of many large rivers.

The most important are the Colombia; the Sacra-

mento, which discharges itself into the Bay of San
Francisco; and the Colorado, which falls into the Gulf
of California. Between the Alleghanies and the
Atlantic the principal rivers are the Connecticut,

which falls into Long Island Sound
;
the Hudson, a

magnificent stream, alike remarkable for its scenery

and its navigable importance, which Hows south for

800 miles, and contributes to form the harbour of

New York; the Delaware, which, after a course of

800 miles, falls into the bay of that name, and is

navigable by ships of the line to Philadelphia, a dis-

tance of 40 miles; the Potomac, which falls into

Chesapeake Bay, and is navigable by the largest

vessels to Washington, a distance, including the bay,

of 200 miles; and the Savannah, which, iJter sepa-

rating between South Carolina and Georgia, enters

Savannah Bay, and being navigable for large vessels

for 17 miles to the town of ^vannah, there forms
an important harbour. Besides the rivers, one of the
most remarkable features of the United States, but
common to them and Canada, is the chain of enor-

mous fresh-water lakes—Superior, Michigan, Huron^
Erie, and Ontario, which drain an area of about
90,000 square miles, and send its waters into the St
Ijawrence, after precipitating the greater part of

them in an accumulated mass over the renowned
falls of Niagara, between the two last-mentioned

lakes. In the interior of the country the most ex-

tensive lakes are those of Lake Champlain in the
north, between the states of Vermont and New York;
and the Great Salt Lake in Utah.

Minerals.—It has been estimated that the coal-

fields of the Union have a total area of over half a
million square miles, but the full extent of the coal

resources of the country is far from being adequately

known. Coal is found in about three-fourths of the

states, but is chiefly worked in Pennsylvania (which

produces about a third of the entire yield of the

countiy), Illinois, Ohio, West Virginia, Alabama,

Iowa, Indiana, Maryland, Kentucky, O>lorado, Kan-
sas, and Tennessee. The total yield for the United

States as a whole was 225,607,649 short tons of

bituminous coal and 60,242,560 long tons of anthra-

cite in 1001. In some districts the coal is found so

near the surface that the risk of underground work-

ing is avoided by stripping off the superincumbent

stone and earth, and working the mineral as in a
quarry. About a quarter all the ooal ndaed
belongs to the anth^te variety, which is almost

wholly obtained from north-eastern Pemuylvania^

in the United States, as in Britain, iron ore figaxm
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next to coal aa the most valuable mineral raised.

Iron ore, like coal, is widely disseminated, but it is

mined on a commercial scale m only a few states.

The principal iron mines are in Michigan. Minne-
sota, Alabama, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Wisconsin,

Tennessee, New York, and New Jersey. The total

amount of pig-iron pn^uced in 1901 was 15,878,354

long tons, Pennsylvania heading the list, followed

ly Ohio, Alabama, Virdnia, Tennessee, New Yorl^
Wisconsin, and West Virginia. In addition to this

about 11,000,000 tons of steel were produced. As
a gold-producing country the United States holds

a place in the front rank, nearly a quarter of the
world’s annual production being supplied by its

mines, which are chiefly situated in Colorado and
California. During 1901 the total production of

gold was valued at over £16,000,000. The value of

the silver obtained amount^ to £16,500,000, the

largest quantity being produced in Colorado, after

which came Montana, Utah, and Idaho. The ex-

tent to which the Union has drawn upon its gold

and silver mines is seen in the statement that from
the year 1793 up to 1900 the total quantity of gold

reported hasamounted in value to about £480,000,000,

while that of silver has been alwut £360,000,000.

Among the other metals occurring may be mentioned
copper, chiefly from Montana, the Lake Superior

district, Arizona, and Colorado, the value in 1901

being £17,400,000. Lead is widely distributed

throughout the states, but principally in Colorado,

Utah, Missouri, Kansas, Illinois, Wisconsin, and
Iowa; the total production in 1901 was 270,700
short tons. A large proportion of the lead ore is

argentiferous, and is worked for its silver contents,

and not for the value of the lead. Zinc also occurs

in considerable quantity, especially in Illinois, Mis-
souri, and Kansas, the production in 1901 having
amounted to 140,822 short tons. Nickel is widely

disseminated, but not in large available deposits
;
it

is worked chiefly in Connecticut and Pennsylvania.

Petroleum has since 1860 formed an important
mineral resource of the states of Pennsylvania and
Now York. It is found also in several other states,

the chief next to those mentioned being Ohio. The
total quantity of petroleum obtained in 1901 was
69,389,194 barrels. (See Petroleum.) Natural
gas to the value of alwut £6,500,000 was obtained

in 1901. Copious salt springs abound in various

localities, and salt is produced in great quantities

in N<.w York, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kan-
sas, and West Virginia. Extensive beds of gypsum
are found in New York, Maine, Virginia, and otlier

states, and in the large bed extending from the

Arkansas river in the Indian Territory to the Hio
Grande in Texas. Building materials, such as

marble, fine granite, sandstone, porphyry, &c., are

abundant. The total production of minerals of all

kinds in 1901 was valued at £227,647,000, of which
about £109,000,000 represented metallic minerals.

For a general account of the geology see North
America.

Climate.—A vast country, stretching over 25® of

latitude, and exhibiting all possible varieties of sur-

face—low swampy shores, boundless alluvial plains,

swelling hilly regions, elevated arid deserts, and lofty

mountain chains—must obviously possess, not one
climate, but a number of climates, not only differing

greatly from each other, but often exhibiting the

most remarkable contrasts. The only one feature

which can be said to be common to all the climates

of the United States is inconstancy. The transitions

from cold to heat, from humidity to drought, take
place so suddenly and to such an extent, wat even
m the central states a change of 5® in the thermo-
meter, in the course of a few hours, is by no means

uncommon. On the northern frontiers these changes

become still more marked, and on the other hand,

at the opposite extremity are so much diminished

that the tnermometer in ^orida is almost stationary

throughout the year, and at no time varies so aa to

give an annual range of more than 12®. Oompared
with Europe, the climate of the United States ex-

hibits very remarkable differences. The isothermal

line which passes through Belgium in lat. 61®, after

crossing the Atlantic is found at Boston in lat. 42®

30'
;
and that which passes between Rome and Flor-

ence in lat. 43®, is found in the United States at

Raleigh in lat. 36®. In the north of the States,

between lat 42® and 45®, nearly on the parallels of

Rome, Toulon, Padua, and Boi^eaux, the winter is

so severe for three or four months that the enow is

abundant enough for the use of sledges, and the ice

of the rivers strong enough to be crossed by horses

and wagons. In Philadelphia, lat. 39® 56', the mean
annual temperature is 54® 9', whereas in Naples,

lat. 40® 50', it is 63“ 2'
;
in other word^ the American

town, which, from having a lower latitude, ought to

have a higher annual temperature than the Euro-

jiean town, is about 9® colder. The ranges of tem-

perature are still more remarkable than the annual

averages, and hence it has been said with truth, that

while New York hat; the summer of Rome, it has

the winter of Copenhagen. The average rainfall

is estimated at 37^ inches, whereas in the north-

west of Europe it is only 31J inches, and yet in the

United States, as the showers are more copious, and
perhaps also more continuous, the number of rainy

days is fewer. In the more elevated middle dis-

tricts the climate is decidedly healthy, but on the

low flats of the south, and the immense plains where
the great rivers are continually overflowing their

banl<^ cutting out new channels, and forming
stagnant marshes, all the diseases engendered by
miasmata prevail.

Vegetation^ Agriculture, <5c.—A large portion of

the United States still remains in a state of nature,

either because from its arid nature it never can be
brought under profitable cultivation, or because the

population is still too thinly scattered to be able to

overtake it. On the former description of land vege-

tation is either altogether wanting or very stunt^

;

on the latter, it is usually of the most magnificent
description, the surface being either covered% dense
forests or spread out in boundless prairies of the
richest verdure. The principal cultivated crops are

the following : wheat, grown in all states, but espe-

cially in Minnesota, i^nsas, S. Dakota, Nebraska,
N. Dakota, California, Missouri, Pennsylvania^ Texas,
Illinois, Iowa, Washington, Oregon, Maryland, Ken-
tucky, Wisconsin, Tennessee, and Oklahoma; maize,
grown throughout the whole country, but chiefly in

Iowa, Illinois, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, Ohio,
and Indiana

;
oats, increasingly important, confined

to the north, cultivated chiefly in Iowa and Illinois;

barley, of importance only in New York, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, and Iowa; rye, a minor crop of the
north-eastern states; buckwheat, mostly in New
York and Pennsylvania; cotton, the staple of the
southern states, especially of Texas, Georgia, Mis-
sissippi, Alal^ma, S. Carolina, Arkansas, Louisiana,
and N. Carolina; tobacco, raised in most states, but
chiefly in Kentucky, Virginia and W. Virginia, N.
Caroling Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Louis-
iana; rice, only in the south and mostly in the
Carolinas, Georgia, and Louisiana; cane-sugar in
Louisiana and Texas; beet -sugar in Calimmia,
Nebraska, and Utah; sorghum -sugar in Kansas;
maple-sugar in the north-eastern states; potatoes,
chiefly in the northern states; sweet-potatoes^ al-

most wholly in the south. Of fruits, iq^^ples, pears,
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and plimis m eoltiTaied in nort^; peadies

further eonth; orangM in 71orida» CalifomuK &o.;

grapes in Cslifornisi New York, Ohio» &o.; lemony

pine-spplee, end in the south. Wine is

made in Oalifomia and other states. The following

table lAows ^e amount of the agricultural produce

of the United States in 1874 and 1900:—

JBrtinuited Produce.

Grope.

Indian corn,
Wheat,
OaU

1874 1000.

bnahela, 850.148.000 2,106.108,000

„ 805.000,000 552,280.000

.. 240.809,000 800.126.000

PoUtoea. „ 106.981,000 210,927,000

Barlw^ 82,662,000 68,926,000

Cotton, ..baleaofdOOlbs. 8,748,000.... (1899) 9,142,838

Tobacco, Iba. 200,000,000.... „ 096,666,762

The domestic animals are the same as those of

Europe. Great attention is bestowed on dairy-

farming. Hogs, in various improved American
breeds, are rea^ in enormous numbers. The total

live stock as estimated in 1900 numbered 13,537,500

horses, 43,902,500 cattle, 41,883,065 slieep, over

60,000,000 pigs, and 2,086,000 mules. Among wild

animals the bison or buffalo, which formerly roamed
in countless herds over the vast prairies, is now
almost extinct ;

the other more remarkable animals

are the moose or American elk, the prong-honied

antelope, the panther or puma, the black and the

grisly bear, the raccoon, opossum, beaver
;
birds in

almost endless variety; seqients, including the

deadly rattlesnake; and alligators in the southern

waters.

Manufactures.—During the second last decade

of the nineteenth century the United States jiassed

ahead of Britain as a manufacturing nation, and it

is now the leading manufacturing nation of the

world. Although more persona are employed in or

supported by the agricultural industries than by the

manufacturing industries, the value of the product

is much greater for the latter than for the former.

The development of United States manufactures

has been largely aided by the national protective

policy, but this policy must also be held to a great

extent responsible for the extraordinary development

in that country of the manufacturing combina-

tions or amalgamations known as trusts. From
1850 to 1890 the capital employed in manufactures

increased nearly thirteenfold, the number of hands
employed hvefold, the wages paid nearly tenfold,

the gross pnnluct more than ninefold, and the net

product ninefold. The population in 1890 was
about 2§ times that of 1850. In 1850 the average

capital per manufacturing establishment was about

£800, in 1890 alxiut £3000; the number of em-
ployees per establishment, owing to the development
of machine industiy, also considerably increased;

and the average annual wages per employee in-

creased during 1850-90 from about £50 to nearly

£100. By far the greater part of the manufacturing
industry of the country is carried on in the North
Atlantic and North Central States, and in these

the establishments are mainly located in large cities.

Following is a list of the chief manufacturing in-

dustries, with some indication of the chief centres:

lumbering, especially in Minneapolis, Bay City,

Saginaw, Muskegon, La Crosse, Oshkosh, and else-

where in the same region
; slaughtering and meat-

packing, notably in Chicago, Kansas City, and
Omaha; flour-nulls, especially in Minneapolis

;
clotb-

ii^, principally in New Yorl^ Philadelphia, Chicago,
Cinemnati, Bwtoi^ Baltimore, and R^bester; iron
and steel, chiefly in Pittsburg Allegheny, Chicago,
CleveliuMl, Youngstown, Scranton, and Birming-
ham; iron and steel manufactures, especially m
Pliiladeli»hia» Chicago, New York, Pitt^nug, Pro-

volTxiv.
*

idenoe, St. Louu, Cincinnati, Olevelaiid, BuiEalo,

WoToester, and Erie; carpentering and furnitore-

making, ohieflv in the great lumboring le^on, the
latter especially in Grand Rapids; printing and
publishing, especially in New York, Philadmnhia,
and Chicago ; cotton goods, especially in the New
England towns of Fall River, Lowell, New Bedford,
Manchester, Lawrence, Holyoke, Iiewiston, Lincoln,
Pawtucket, and Woonsocket, and also in Newark,
Augusta, and Atlanta

; rubber clothing in Chelaea;
boots and shoes, especiollv in Lynn, Haverhill, and
Brockton; tobacco, notably in Richmond, Peters-
burg, Lynchburg, Wheeling, Durhai^ and Key
West; railroad cars, chiefly in Detroit, Miohigim,
and Pullman

; locomotives mostly in Philadelphia;
wagons, chiefly in Racine, South Bend, and Moline;
masonry

;
malt liquors and distilled liquors, every-

where, the former notably at Milwaukee
;
leather

;

woollen goods, especially in Philadelphia, Providence,
Lawrence, and Lowell

;
su^ar-reflning

; silk, chiefly

at Paterson; petroleum-renniiig, mainly at Phila-

delphia and Cleveland; agricultural implements,
especially in Chicago, Springfield (111.), Akron,
Canton, and Auburn; hosiery; paper; chemicals;
carpets

;
and pottery, notably at Trenton.

Trade.—In the value of its ex])ortB the United
States is now on a par with Britain; and in the
value of its im})ort8 it is surpassed only by Britain,

Genuany, and France. Of the imports about one-

third (in value) re}>reBents raw materials, nearly

one-fourth fcKKl-stiiffs and animals, rather under
one-seventh luxuries of various kinds, and the rest

almost wholly articles partially or wholly manu-
factured. Manufactured goods account for almost
thirty per cent of the total value of exports, agri-

cultural products for nearly sixty -five per cent,

forest products for nearly four i>er cent, mineral and
fishery products for the bulk of the remainder.
The princi|>al articles of export are: cereals, raw
cotton, provisions, iron and steel and manufactures
of iron and steel, mineral oils, copper and copper
manufactures, machines and instruments of many
kinds, timljer and wo(xl manufactures, animals,

tol>acco and tobacco manufactures, leather and
leather g(K)ds, cotton manufactures, coal, oil -cake,

vegetable oils, chemicolH, &c., fruits, paraffin, seeds,

fertilizers, carriages, cars, &c., paper, fish, furs, sugar,

and cycles. The chief articles im{iorted are : su^ar,

hides and skins, chemicals, Ac., coffee, raw silk,

cotton manufoctuws, india-rubber and gutta-perclio,

hempen, jute, and similar manufactures, silk goods,

hemp, jute, and other fibres, timber, iron and steel

manufactures, raw wool, fruits, tin, woollen manu-
factures, tobacco and tobacco manufactures, precious

stones, copper and copper manufactures, leather and
leather go^s, spirits, Ac., furs, tea, earthenware

and other pottery, raw cotton, fish, oils, toys, cocoa,

glass and glassware, animals, coal, and paper.

A view of the trade of the United States for the

years 1870, 1895, and 1901 is shown in the follow-

ing table:

—

Team. Importf. JEsporto.

1870 £92,476,617 .... £106,908,860
1895 162,493,760 .... 166,200,200

1001 171,494,200 .... 804,203,086

The value of the gold and silver bullion and
specie imported in 1901 was over £21,500,000,

while the value of the domestic bullion and specie

exported amounted to nearly £24,500,000.

The commercial intercourse of the United States

with Great Britain is shown in the subjoined state-

ment, which gives the total value of the exports of

merchandise (exclusive of bullion and gold and silver

specie) from the United States to Britain, and the
400
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inporte of BritiBh produoe and maaufactunt into^ TJnited Statos in 1879, 1895, and 1901 :

—

Taanii Xzsoita. Invofta.

1879 £91.818,295 .... £20,821,990
1895 86,548,800 .... 27,948,112
1901 141,015,405 .... 18,898,888

Chief among the articles exported to Britain is

raw ootton, the export of which in 1901 was vidued
at £82,355,712; next come grain and flour,

£81,878,150; ba^n and hams, £18,466,667; oxen
and bulls, £7,317,221; fresh beef, £6,761,687; wood
and wood-work, £4,817,917; tobacco, manufactured
and unmanufactured, £3,786,238 ;

leather and leather

goods, £3,786,628; ^troleum, £3,472,354. The
prmcipal imports of British home produce in the
same year were : cotton goods, £2,640,836 ; linen

goods, £2,688,897; iron, wrought and unwrought,
£l,d48,415; juteyam and manufactures, £1,183,867;
woollens and worsteds, £1,128,288; skins and furs,

£809,204; machinery and mill-worl^ £665,277. The
value of the foreign and colonial merchandise sent

from Britain to the States was £19,257,267, includ-

ing especially tin, raw ootton, wool, copper, goat-

skins, jute manufactures, hemp, and caoutchouc.

The international commerce of the United States

is at present mainly carried on in foreign bottoms,

which convey about 80 per cent of the aggregate

imports and exports. Previous to the year 1856
from 76 to 80 per cent of the foreign commerce was
carried by vessels belonging to the United States.

Of late years, however, there has been an increase

in the total strength of the commercial navy of the

United States, as is shown by the following state-

ment of the number and tonnage of the sailing and
steam vessels together in 1873, 1897, and 1901 (in-

cluding canal boats and barges) :

—

Tear. Number. Tonnage.

187.8 14,448 2,801,671
1897 22,638 4,769,020
1901 24,067 5,524,218

The recent purchase of British Atlantic steamship
lines may turn out to have important consequences.

The share of American and foreign vessels in the
trade for 1901 is shown as follows :

—

Entered. Cleared.

Number. Tonnage. Number. Tonnage.

American vessels..

Foreign „ .

.

18.768
20.769

6,381,305

23,886,716

18,602

20,620
6,417,847
28.402,646

Total foreign trade 34,617 29,768,021 84,222 29.819,898

The total burthen of the veueli engaged in the coasting

trade was 4,582,645 tons.

The internal commerce of the countiy, greatly

facilitated by the unrivalled natural highways in

the shape of navigable rivers and lakes, has been

further immensely extended by the construction of

canals and railwavs. The railway system is the

most gigantic in the world, there bein^ now nearly

200,000 miles in operation, or nearly nine times the

mileage of the United Kingdom. The telegraphs

are largely in the hands of the Western Union Tele-

graph Company, which had in 1901 193,689 miles

of une, 97^766 miles of wire, and 23,288 offices;

the number of messages transmitted in 1901 was

66,667,049. The Postal Telegraph Gable Company
had in the same year 26,349 miles of line, and
184,282 miles of wire, and transmitted 17,898,073

messages. The total length of telemph lines open
for business is about 240,000 miles, beiges railway,

government^ and private lines. There are nearly

2,000,000 miles of wire eseoted for tslephone use.

Tl^ postal business for the year 1901 was as

follows:—The number of letters, Ac., handled was
14,181,224,420 ; and the number of registered pack-

ages was 19,446,064. The total value of the mon^
orders issued was over £30,000,000.

Weigkti and Meaauret^ Currency, Thewe^ts
and measures are the same as those of Great Britain;

but the old Winchester wine gallon, equal to ’SSS of

an imperial gallon, and ale gallon, equal to 1*01695

imperial gallon, and the Winchester biuhel, equal to

‘9692 of an imperial bushel, are used instead of the

imperial standards, and a quintal of 100 lbs. is used

instead of the cwt. Accounts are kept in dollars

=

about 4«. sterling, cents or hundredths, and mils or

thousandths of a dollar. The currency is partly in

paper and partly in specie, both of equal value.

Gh>ld is coined in double eagles=20 dollars, ei^les

= 10 dollars, half-eagles, and quarter-eagles. Silver

is coined in dollars, Wf-dollars, quarters, and dimes
or 10 cents. Silver coins of 20 cents, 5 cents, and
3 cents are also current, but no longer coined.

Formerly there was a silver trade-dollar coined to

compete with the Mexican dollar, and from 1849
to 1890 a gold dollar was coined. There are also

5-cent pieces in nickel, and cent pieces in bronze.

Constitution, Government, dec,—The United States

is a federal republic, its government being based on
the constitution of 1787. It has been partially

modified by subsequent amendments, but remains
essentially the same. Each state maintains its in-

dependence, and by means of a state legislature

and executive has complete management of its own
affairs; but the combined states, considered as a
Union, have one supreme legislature, which takes

the name of Congress, and consists of a Senate and
House of Representatives. The Senate consists of

two members from each state elected by its own
legislature for six year^ one-third of the whole body
being renewable biennially. Senators must be resi-

dent in the state which chooses them, citizens of the

United States of nine years’ standing, and at least

thirty years of age. The House of Representatives

consists of members chosen biennially by the people

of the several states, in numbers proportioned to

their population as ascertained by a decennial census.

Each state appoints at least one representative,

Pennsylvania having now 80 representatives, and
New York 34. It was settled by law, after the

results of the census of 1890 had been ascertained,

that the House of Representatives should be com-
posed of 357 members, or one member to every
173,900 inhabitants. Representatives must be re-

sident in their electing states, citizens of the United
States of seven years’ standing, and at least twenty-
five years of age. In addition to the representatives

from the states, the bouse admits a * delegate’ from
each oi^nized territory, who has the right to debate
on subjects in which his territory is interested, but
is not entitled to vote. The salary of a senator, repre-

sentative, or delegate, is 5000 dollars, with travelling

expenses. No senator or representative can, during
the time for which he has bc^n elected, be appointed
to any civil office under authority of the United
States which shall have been creat^, or the emolu-
ments of which shall have been increased, during
such time, and no person bolding any office under
the United States can be a member of either house
daring his continuance in office. Congrees meets
at least once a year, and on the first Monday of

December, unless otherwise specially provided by
law. Its leading powers are to levy taxes, duties,

imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and provide
for the common defence and general welfare of the
Union, to regulate oommeroe with foreign nations
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and anMOg tli6 aevenJ stetesi to ooin money, dedAre

war, laiae and maintain an army and Ac. To
aeonre the genezal control of Ocmgreas it is provided

that no stete shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or

confederation, cioin money, or make anything but

fiold and silver a legal tender, make any law impair-

ing the obligation of oontracts, levy duties on imports

and exports, exoept vnth the consent of Congress

and for the use of the United States* treasury, keep

troops or ships of war in time of peace, or enter into

any agreement or compact with another state or

with a foreign power. The executive is vested in a
president chosen for four years, but re-eligible inde-

^nitely, by the ballot of an electoral college. This
oollm is peculiarly formed. None of its members
can w eitW a senator or representative in Con-

l^ress, or in possession of any office of profit or trust

under the general ^vemment. Each state, in such

manner as its legislature may provide, chooses as

many electors as it sends senators and representatives

to Conffress. The president and vice-president are

chosen by the majority of these electors; in the case

of an equality of votes the president is chosen by the

House of Representatives and the vice-president by
the Senate. The only important restrictions are,

that in this the House of Representatives votes not
by a majority but by states, each state having a
single vote; and that the election both of president

and vice-president must fall on one or other of the

three candidates who received the greatest number
of electoral votes. The president, who must be a
native-born citizen, thirty-five years of age, and re-

sident in the United States for fourteen years, is

oommander-in-chief of the army and navy, and has

the power, in concurrence with two-thirds of the

senate, to nuUce treaties, appoint civil and military

officers, levy war, conclude peace, Ac. He has even
a veto on the laws passed by Congress, at least until

such time as the same law, when again brought under
consideration, has received the assent of two-thirds

of both houses. The salary attached to this office

is 60,000 dollars a year. The vice-president, who is

granted a salary of 8000 dollars a year, presides in

the senate, acts for him in cases of temporary dis-

ability, and, in case of death or permanent disability,

success him for the whole period of his office which
was unexpired. By a law which came into force in

1886 the secretary of state, and after him, in the
order of the establishment of their departments, the
other members of the cabinet, shall act as president

in case of the removal, death, resignation, or in-

ability of both the president and vice-president

The business of the executive is administered by
the cabinet, a 1x)dy consisting of eight principal

officers—the secretary of state, secretary of war,
secretary of the navy, secretary of the treasury, post-

master-general, secretary of the interior, attorney-

general, and secretary of agriculture. Each of

these has a salary of 8000 dollars per annum. All
Md office under the will of the president. The
judicial powers of the union are vested in a supreme
court prended over by a chief-justice and eight
associate judges, and such other inferior courts as
^ngyess may from time to time establish. These
inferior courts consist at present of circuit-courts
and district-courts, the former held a justice of
the supreme court and a district-judge conjointly,
Mid the latter Iry a district-judge alone. All these
jndges hold their office during good behaviour, and
are removable ^y on impeachment. Each state
administers justice by its own judges, many of whom
owe their a{^ntments to the suffrages of the people,
and hold tlmm only for limited periods. No religious
test is required as a oualification to any office or
public trust mider the United States. The oonstitu-

tio&s of the several statee agree in all their easentisl

featuree, and the modes of adminktration are virtu*

ally alike. The executive of every state is vested

in a governor, whose duties are in general aiudogoui
to those of the president.

Finance.—The general government derives its

revenues, almost without direct taxation, from ous*

toms, internal duties, and miscellaneous aouroes. Ii
1860 its public debt did not amount to £14,000,000
sterling. The debt increased enormously duiiiiff

the ciril war, reaching in 1866 the amount (3

£658,873,646. The following table gives a view ol
the revenue, expenditure, and debt in recent ysaiai-*-

Tearenclinc
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1879..

.. £57,047.880 .. £55,614.142 .. £467.811,4M

1801..

.. 78,526,228 .. 78,154,781 .. 822,124,081

1896..

.. 65,895.240 .. 71.502,560 .. 858.968,005

1901..

.. 122,484,446 .. 106,248,198 .. 446,596,445

Army and Navy.—By the constitution of the
United Stat^ Congress is empowered to * raise and
support armies*. The Army Act of 1901 fixed the
maximum enlisted strength at 100,000. The term
of service is three years. The army as now organiaed

consists of 15 regiments of cavalry; 80 regiments
of infantry

;
a corps of artillery ; three battidione of

engineers ; Ac. Certain rerimenta are composed of

negro soldiers commanded by white officers. Each
state is supposed to have a militia in which all able-

bodied men l)etween the a^es of eighteen and fortv-

five are enrolled, but this scheme is imperfectly

carried out. The territory of the Union is divided

into eight military departments, namely, East, Mis-
souri, Texas, California, Dakota, Platte, Colorado,

and Columbia. The navy in 1902 consisted of

twelve battle-ships (seven first-class), three coast*

defence ships, eleven armoured cruisers, nineteen
other cruisers, twenty gun-boats, thirteen destroyers,

thirty-two torpedo-mats, and four submarines
; be-

sides vessels building or projected. The United
States possesses nine dockyard—Portsmouth, Bos-
ton, Brooklyn, Washington, Norfolk, Pensacola,

Mare Island, League Island, and Puget Sound ; and
there are naval stations at New London, Port Royal,
and Key West. In the budget of 1900>1901 the
estimate expenditure on the army was set down at

£30,128,000 ;
on the navy at £1^600,000.

People.—With remird to nationality the people

are very much mixed. The constant and extensive

immigration of the past sixty to seventy years has
considerably modified the character of the popula-

tion sprung from the first colonists. The puritan

type of the New England States, which were colon-

ized by the co-religionists of Cromwell, has not yet,

however, disappeared. In Maryland the descen-

dants of the English Catholics who immijpated
with Cecil Calvert still form one of the pnncipal

elements of the population. New York was first

colonized by Dutch; Delaware and New Jeim
by Dutch and Swedes; Pennsylvania by English

fakers, and subsequently by Germans, who now
form a numerous class of the population; Virginia

was colonized by English cavaliers; North Carolina

by nonconformists; South Carolina, in a great mea-
sure by Huguenots. Louisiana at the tune of its

annexation was mostly peopled by French families.

Spaniards are still numerous in New Mexico, Tes^
and California; the last-mentioned state contains,

besides, a gr^t number of Chinese. The total

number of Chinese in 1890 was 107,476. One im-

portant element in the population is formed by the

negroes, or persons of African descent. The census

of 1880 returned them at 6,680,798, that of 1890 at

7,470,040, 6,887,980 being * blacks The aborigines

are dying out ; a portion of them still live a nomadb
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mhA mvBge lifa, wblle others are settled and par-

tially oivSized, and in the Indian Territory manage
their own affairs.—Between 1820 and 1901 (June 80)

19|986y818 immigrants entered the States. The total

number of immigrants in 1901 was 487^918, of whom
188,996 were from Italy, 113,390 from Austria-Hun-

gary, 85,257 from Russia, 45,564 from the British

isles, 39,234 from Sweden, Norway, and Denmark,
21,651 from Germany, and 3150 from France.

Education and Religion.—There is no uniform

mtem of national education throughout the United
States, the organization and management of the
* common ’ or free and state-supported schools being

left to each state, while considerable control is also

given to the local authorities. These common
schools, which in rural neighbourhoods are called

district schools, are usually public elementary schools,

but in some states they include the higher grades.

To support these schools the government makes no
direct appropriation of moneys, tins being supplied

by each state through the state legislature directly,

or from local taxation, or the sale of public domains
(allotted by the federal governments), the proceeds

being set apart as a permanent school fund. Atten-

dance on elementary schools is compulsory in many
of the states, but not in all, the compulsoiy age being

between 7 or 8 and 12 or 14. The secondary schools

are commonly known as grammar-schools and high-

schools. There are also many private elementary

and secondary schools. In 1899-1900 the total

numljer of pupils enrolled in the public schools was
15,841,377, of ages varying from 4 to 21 ;

in similar

private schools, 1,429,741. At the census of 1890,

out of a total population above ten years of age of

47,418,559, 6,324,702 were returned as unable to

read and write. This is a percentage of 13*3, but
it shows a considerable improvement since 1880,

when the percentage of illiterates was 17. Among
the native white population over ten years of age
only 6*2 per cent are illiterate, among foreign

whites the |>ercentage is 13'1, and among the

coloured population it is 56*8. Superior education

is provided for in colleges and universities, which
number 480 in all, with 83,218 pupils, the older

universities of Harvard and Yale being amongst
the chief of these institutions. There are also

numerous apKjcial schools and colleges, such as Indian
schools, normal schools, schools of science, theology,

law, and medicine, industrial and manual training

schools. The constitution of the States grants per-

fect equality to all creeds aud religions. The mem-
bership of the chief religious bodies in the United
States is given for 1890 as follows: Methodists of all

sects 4,980,240 (the Methodist Episcopal Church in-

cluding 2,240,854, the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, 1,209,976); Baptists, 4,292,291 ;

Presbyterians,

1,278,815; Lutherans, 1,086,048; Disciples of Christ,

641,051; Congregationalists, 512,711; Episcopalians,

480,176; German and Dutch Reformed Church,

296,988; Friends, 107,208. The Roman Catholics

daim a total of 6,250,045 adherents or members in

1890. There were in 1880 in all 86,132 churches

belonging to the various Protestant bodies, and 5975
Roman Catholic churches; 70,864 Protestant minis-

ters, and 6366 Roman Catholic clexgy. The other

chief sects remaining to be mentioned are the Mor^
mons, with 144,852 members (in 1890) ;

the Universal-

ist^Unitarians, Jews, Swedenborgian^ Shakers, &c.

Eutory .—The first Englishcolony within the limits

of the Union was settled in Viiginia in 1607. It

was placed under the command of Captain Newport*
but its master-spirit was the celebrated John Smith.
The expedition was sent out by two merchant com-

Oompany, and consisted of on^OO individu^ who

NORTH AMSRIOA.

were soon reduced to a third of their number firem

disease and scarcity of food. Anew colony, sent out in

1609, proved equally unfortunate, but o^er settlers

continuing to arrive, a better footing was ultimately

obtained and a colonial assembly was for the first

time convened in June, 161 9. The August following

a Dutch war-ship entered James River and sold

into t^e cdony; and two years later the cuftivation

of cotton was commenced. The foundation of the

colonies of New England was laid by the ‘ pilgrim

fathers,* a body of Puritans numbering 100 who sailed

from England, 6th September, 1620, in the Mayfiowevt

a ship of 180 tons, and landed 21st December, at a

harbour in Massachusetts Bay, where they founded

the town of New Plymouth. The neighbouring

colony of Salem was founded in 1628, and in 1630

840 additional emigrants settled Boston. Unfor-

tunately the conduct of these new settlers was very

inconsistent. While claiming unlimited religious

freedom for themselves they denied it to others, and
numerous instances of their persecuting tendencies

are on record. Rhode Island was first settled at

Providence in 1 636 by Roger Williams, who had been

driven from Massachusetts for maintaining religious

and political opinions at variance with those of the

rulers of that colony. The states of Maryland and
Virginia, colonized chiefly by English Roman Ca-

tholics and royalist refugees, were remarkable for the

development of an aristocratic and military spirit.

The central states were of a more mixed character,

having to a great extent been colonized by Dutch
and Swedes, who remained in the country after it

was ceded to Great Britain. Pennsylvania, colonized

by the Society of Friends, long preserved much of

the character of its founders, and generally observed

a calm neutrality amid the commotions of its more
excitable neighbours. But it, is impossible to enter

into a detail of the origin and progress of the differ-

ent states now composing the Union. Their early

history is merely that of a rising colony occasionally

depressed but more generally prosperous, and seldom
engaged in transactions which possess much general

interest The most remarkable events were those of

the wars which Great Britain and her colonies were
obliged to wage with France, and which terminated,

as is well known, by the cession of Canada to Great
Britain in 1763.

No sooner was this peace concluded than the
tranquillity and prosperity which it promised were
rudely disturbed by a very harsh, impolitic, and al-

most infatuated procedure on the part of the mother-
country. On March 10, 1764, the British Parlia-

ment resolved that it was proper to charge certain

stamp-duties on the colonies. This resolution was
followed, in 1765, by an act for raising a revenue by
a general stamp-duty through all the American colo-

nies. The excitement, opposition, and violent com-
motions produced by this act led to its repeal in the
following year; but the conciliation thus attempted
to be produced was completely defeated by a pre-
amble, which asserted a sovereign right in the British
Parliament to tax their colonies as they might find
expedient Qbis preamble was not long allowed to
remain a dead letter, for in 1767 an act was passed
imposing a duty on tea, paper, glass, and painters*

colours, introduced into the colonies. The same
violent opposition, and the same course of itud

iiTMolute yet most obnoxious policy, were again
exemplifieoL In 1770 all the duties were repealed
except that on tea. The controversy between the
mother-country and her colonies involved an impor-
tant principle the former asserting her r^ht to tax
genei^y, and the latter denying her right to tax for
any but oolonial purposes. By retaining the duty
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4m t0ft ib« wliole groond of oontrover^ remained at

before^ and consequently, as might have been fore-

seen, and was dis^otly announced in the almost

{irophe^ eloqnenoe of Burke, the controversy itself

raged more nercely than ever, as if a new element

of oittemess had been infused into it. The colonists

dos^ their ports against the articles on which duty

was imposed, and in December, 1778, when British

sh^ loaded with tea attempted to effect a landing

in the port of Boeton, a number of the inhabitants,

disguised as ludiaus, seized them and threw the car-

into the sea. To punish this defiant deed, Par-

ent passed the Boston Port Bill, which declared

that port closed to all commerce, and transferred the

seat of colonial government to Salem. The inhabi-

tants were reduced to great distress, but were every-

where looked upon as the champions of popular

rights; Salem refused to become the seat of govern-

ment, and liberal contributions of money and provi-

sions from the most distant colonies came pouring

in to their relief; even in London £30,000 was sub-

scribed in behalf of the proscribed town.

It was evident that a conflict was inevitable, and the

colonists began to prepare for war. In Massachusetts

nearly every man able to bear arms was trained daily

in military exercises and engaged to take the held at

a moment's notice. In 1775 hostilities actually com-
menced. A small British force was sent from Boston,

18th April, to destroy the military stores at Concord,

which they effected; but on their return the fol-

lowing day they were attacked by the colonists in

some force near Lexington, and forced to retreat,

leaving behind them 273 killed and wounded. Before

the end of the month the British governor and army
were closely hemmed in in Boston by a provinciid

force of 20,000 men. Elsewhere the colonists acted

with spirit; the important northern fortresses of

I'iconderoga and Crown Point were seized, and their

cannon and ammunition proved of great service in

the struggle. A continental congress assembled in

May at Philsulelphia, and took measures to raise an
army and equip a navy. George Washinc^n was
unanimously chosen as coramander-in-chiei, and to

furnish him with the sinews of war bills of credit to

the amount of $2,000,000 were issued, for the redemp-
tion of which the faith of the united colonies was
pledged. On 17th June the British attacked the

intrenched position of the colonists on Bunker Hill,

which commanded Boston harlxiur, and captured it,

but at a loss of 1054 killed and wounded; the Ame-
rican loss did not exceed 450 in killed, wounded, and
prisoners, so that they soon came to look upon the

action as a victory. After Washington had s^icnt

some time in getting his troops into proper order, he
regularly beleaguered Boston till 17th March, 1776,

when the British evacuated the town, and sailed for

Halifax, carrying away many loyal families. Early in

the same winter an expedition was sent into Canada
by the colonists, who believed the inhabitants of that

province favourable to their cause; but after taking
Alontreal, and unsuccessfully assaulting Quebec, the
remains of the expedition abandoned the British

territoiy in June, 1776. On 7th June Richard Henry
Lee, of Virginia, brought before Congress a resolution
declaring that *the united colonies are, and ought to
be, free and independent states; that their political

connection with Great Britain is, and ought to be,

dissolved.’ lliis resolution was passed after an ani-

mated debate by nine of the thirteen existing colonies;

and Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and others
were selected to draft a declaration of independence,
which was written by Jefferson and adopted 4th July
by the votes of the thirteen colonies, which thus
became the United States of America. The British
government now began to see that the oppodtion

I
was not the onUnaiy popular outbreak whkh thoy

I

supposed it to be. An army of 55,000, inohsdliig

17,000 German mercenaries mostly fr^ Heme*
Cassel, under the command of Sir William How%
was sent into the colonies. The campaign was opened
by a battle on Long Island, 27th Au^ti 1776, In
which Washington was defeated wim heavy loss.

He retreated with a disorganized army beyond the
Delaware, hoping to save Philadelphia. He was
rather listlessly followed by the British, who took
unopposed the principal towns of Now Jersey as they
advanced, but allowed themselves to be surprised
at Trenton (25th December), and at Princeton (M
January, 1777). Meanwhile Congress had not bm
idle; it formed articles of confederation between the
states (which were ratified by all except Maryhmd
in 1778-79), and sent Franklin and Silas Dean to
France to solicit recognition and aid. Formal recog-

nition was withheld, but money and material were
privately sen^ and volunteers, such as Lafayette^
Pulaski, Kosciusko, Baron Steuben, and Baron Kal^
crossed the Atlantic to fight for the republican cause.

The next campaign again opened disastrously for the
Americans. Washington, in order to defend PhUa-
delpbia, then the capital, was obliged to give battle

on the Brandywine, 11th September, to a much
superior force, and was completely defeated, and the
British entered Philadelphia without further opposi-

tion. Fortune, however, smiled upon the Americans
in the north. General Burgoyne, with an army of

7000 British and German troops, accompanied by
numerous bands of Canadians and Indians, maroheci
from Canada to effect a junction with the British on
the Hudson, and to cut off New England from the
rest of the confederacy. He was met by General
Gates at Stillwater, near Saratoga,where two toughly-

contested actions t<^k place (19th September ana 7th
October), on the whole favourable to the Americans.
Having but three days’ provisions, he was com[)elled

to capitulate on the 17th October. This event in-

duced the French to enter the struggle in the spring
of 1778, and subsequently Spain and Holland joined

in the war against England, and aided the Americans*
Britain sent fresh armies and fieets to crush the
re))ellion; but although they gained several victories,

it was obvious that the subjugation of the confederates

was farther off than ever. At last the surrender of

the British general Lord Cornwallis with an army
of 7000 men at Yorktown, 19th October, 1781, to a
combined French and American force under Rocham-
beau and Washington, virtually terminated the war.

On 3d September, 1783, Great Britain formally

recognized the mde^wuclcnce of the United States,

which now turned their attention to the improvement
of their {jolitical constitution and social cf)ndition.

It was soon felt that the articles of federation

adopted in 1 778 formed an insufficient constitution for

the nation, and thatthey were especially defective with

regard to the subjects of legislation which concerned

thewhole country, such as the regulation of commerce^

the common defence, making treaties with foreign

powers, adjusting disputes between the several states^

&c. A national convention met at Philadelphia 14th

May, 1787, and after four months’ deliberation framed

a constitution, which is still the basis of the govern-

ment. It was objected to by many as setting no
limits to the federal power

;
but after a thorough

discussion, lasting in some states for two or three

years, it was accepted by all of them, first by Delaware
in 1787, and lastly by Rhode Island in 1790. When
two-thirds of the states had voted for the constitutimi

it was considered valid, and came into operation in

March, 1789. New York was chosen as the capital,

and there Washington, who was unanimously chosen

08 first president, was inaugurated SOth Ap^
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The ftnl OoDgmIminodl^
eefeniie byimponng dutiee; toeitablldi efedenl iudi-

ciM^iOonidetiiigofasapreme oonrtwithoire^

triotoourti; to organize the ezeoutive admlnletratlon

hyoreatiog the departmente of war, of foreign affain,

Mid the treaeuxy; to fnnd the debt of the United

Stately and to aaenme the heavy war debte of the

eeveral itates; and to establish a national bank. The
lealoosy of state rights soon began to manifest itself

In oppositioD to the federal government and the two
parties of federalistsand anti-federalists became every
day more distinctly marked. Indian hostilities had
alM required an mcrease of the military establish-

ment; and the duty on domestic spirits met with such

open resistance, that the president issued a proclama-

tion against combinations and proceedings tending to

bbstmot the execution of the laws.

In 1798 Washington was nnanimously re-elected

president An insurrection (the *Whisky War') in tb«»

western counties of Pennsylvania, on account of the

duties on domeirt;ic spirits, was Duelled (1794) without

bloodshed, by the prudence ana vigour of the execu-

tive; and the hostilitieswiththeInd^nson thewestern

Ihmtier were terminated by the entire defeat of the

savages by General Wayne. Meanwhile the progress

of tlm French revolution had excited a lively interest

in America, naturally producing among many a high

deme of enthusiasm in favour of the nation which
had borne arms in their cause, and was now struggling

for liberty. The president was determined to pre-

serve a strict neutrality between the new republic

and the other European powers. Citizen Genet, the

French minister at New York, fitted out privateers

against England, a course which led Washington to

demand his recall, and another minister was sent in
|

his place. A treaty of amity, commerce, and naviga-

tion which was concluded with Britain, 14th August,

1795, poduced so much opposition among the anti-

fedem or republican party as to put in danger the

existence of the government; but public opinion

gradually settled in favour of the treaty as the only
means of saving the country from becoming involved

in the wars of the French revolution. Washington
refused to be elected for a third term and vacated
the presidential chair 4th 1797.

During his administration the states of Yermont,
Kentucky, and Tennessee were admitted into the
Union. «fohn Adams was elected second president,

with Thomas Jefferson as vice-president. The rela-

tions between France and America had now become
0 threatening that Congress convened in extra session

resolved to send envoys to France with full power to
adjust all difficulties. The FrenchGovernmentrefused
to receive them, and Congress made preparations for

war. An army was organized, and Washington was
nominated commander-in-chief

;
but the actual fight-

ing took place only at sea, where the American
oraisers hM the advantage in several encounters.

The war was terminated in 1800. In the same year
the seat of government was transferred from New
York to Washington. In 1801 Jefferson became
third president. In 1802 Ohio was admitted into

the Union, whose territory was more than doubled
in the following year by &e purchase of Louisiana
from the French for |15,000,000; this gave the States

the whole region, 1,000,000 miles in extent, between
the Rocky Mountains and the Mississippi, and thus
secured the free navigation of that important river.

The Peace of Amiens had for a short period given
tranquillity to Europe

; but hostilities in whi(m all

the powers of that continent were involved were soon
renewed; and the United States, being the only
important nation which preserved its neutndity, had
become possessed of an extensive and lucrative carry-
ing trade. The continental system of Napoleon, and

the ocnmter measures of the British govenmiflU^

directed to the intermption of all commercial inter-

course between the respective belligerents and n^-
tral^ led to a series of acts which threatened tile

entire destruction of American commerce. In edi-

tion to the depredations committed bythe two powers,

Great Britain also claimed the right (rf searohtog'

American vessels, and impressii^ from them Britlim

seamen. The British frigate Leopard stopped the

United States fixate Chesapeake in June, 1807, near

the entrance to ^esapeake Bay, and demanded four

of her men, alleged to be British subjects ;
on a refusal

bring gfiven, the Leopard fired into her, killing and

wounding twenty-one of her crew. The surprised

Chesapeake struck her flag, and four men were taken

from her, three of whom were afterwards proved to

have been natives of the States. Some time later

all trade and intercourse with France and England

was prohibited by act of Congress, and in June, 1812,

war was declared against Britain. Thiswar continued

with varying success for three years, during which the

Americans made a vain attempt at the conquest of

Cana^ and the British were repulsed in several

attacks on the maritime towns. In the numerous

sea-fights that took place the Americans had gene-

rally the advantage, but the tide of success seemed

tun^g when peace was concluded in December, 181 4.

The main subsequent events up to tbe great civD

war are tbe wars against the warlike southern Indian

tribes and the acquisition of Florida from the Spanish

in 1819; the annexation of Texas, which led to a war
with Mexico, in 1845; and the acouisition of New
Mexico and Upper Cs^omia, which were ceded to

the United States on the payment of 15,000,000

dollars to Mexico along with some claims of American
citizens against Mexico.
The period in and about 1857 was an anxious and

agitating one for the United States. The dissensions

between the various states were becoming serious as
their interests became more directly affected. One
cause of dissension was the duties levied on foreign

manufactures, which were so high as to act as pro-

tective duties in favour of the manufacturing states,

and in the same degree prejudicially to the agricul-

tural states of the west and the tobacco and cotton-

growing slave states of the south. There were also

other causes of dissension. The Northern States
were desirous of confining the area of slavery, the
Southern States were resolutely bent on extending
it. They had introduced Texas into the Union as a
slave-holding state, and the endeavour to act simi-

larly with regard to the territory of Kansas led to
what was a civil war on a siuall scale—Kansas
remaining a territory, and not a state, because it

refused to admit slavery as a part of its constitution.

The question was still further complicated by dis-

putes respecting the territory of Nebraska. During
the years of Buchanan’s presidency (1857-61) aS
these questions were discusi^ with increasing bitter-

ness and earnestness, to which an attempt of John
Brown, in October, 1859, to raise the slave population
against their owners, added force. Brown was exe-
cuted, but the slave-owners were still in dread of the
' Abolitionists.’ When the tune for the election of a
president in succession to Buchanan approached, and
it became apparent that the candidate of the Nor-
thern States would be victorious. South Carolina
was foremost in declaring its determination to secede
from the Union if that were the case. To pacify the
dissatisfied states Buchanan in December, 1860, pro-
posed certain amendments in the constitution, but
without avail On December 20th South Carolina
formallv seceded from tbe Union, and was followed
in quiw succession by North Carolina^ Misslak^pi,
Florida, Alabama, Geoigia, Louisiana, TenneMecw
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Vii|Ari% Taia% and AricaoM Alleir a liot oontatt

tli*»«rth oaoiad Hit eMUm of Abraham Lincoln

ai piOBldont Tba aooedad atalo% with thoM that

•aihaaqnently joined them, formed themaelvea into a

Sonthern dmederation (4th Fehruaiy, 1861), with

Jeffenon Davit and Alexander H. Stephens for

pnaident and vioe-preddent The cattom-honset,

amenala, and United States bnildings general]v were

and occupied bjf Confederate offioen, and every

preparation made to organize a separate government
Defections of officers and men, naval and military,

and of other public servants of the Union, took plaro

far and wide ;
and a very large volunteer army was

^Medily in readiness to maintain the independence

of the seceded states.

At the time of the outbreak the United States

army consisted of only 14,000 regulM troops, scat-

tered over the country in all dictions; and the

navy numbered only 5000 seamen, in all parts of

the world. The troops in garrisons in the Con-
federate States either surrendered or joined the

Confederate cause. The garrison, however, at Char-
leston, in South Carolii^ was an exception, for,

taking possession of Fort Sumter, under Major
Anderson, this small body of troops determined
to make a stand. Here tibe first blow was struck

on April 12, 1861 ; . the Confederates proceeded
to bombard the fort, which, after thirty-two hours'

resistance, was foro^ to surrender, without a life

being lost on either side. This episode aroused the
Norm to active measures. The president called out
by proclamation 75,000 volunteers, who were soon
oiffai^ed into an army. Hostilities commenced in

Virginia^ the Federal General Butler being defeated

at Big ^thel in the east, and McClellan Ming suc-

cessful in the west But the first action on a large

scale took place at Bull Bun, about 25 miles south
of Washington, between the newly levied Federal
army of 50,000 men under Genend M*Dowell and
the Confederate army of 30,000 men under General
Beauregard. During the action a panic seized the
Federal troops, and a most disorderly retreat at once
commenced, the men throwing away, their arms and
accoutrements and hunying back terror-stricken to

the capital General Bmuregard did not follow up
his advantage; and the president of the Northern
States immediately prepared to repair the disaster,

and took far larger measures by calling out two levies

successively of 500,000 each. During the remainder
of 1861 frequent collisions took placebetween the rival

forces at different points, almost always to the disad-

vantage of the North, so much so that at the close of

the Year the Federals had possession of very few places

in the seceded territory. In the following spring of

1862, however, besides the capture of Fort Donnelron,
on the Cumberland River,by General Grant, the same
commander obtained a signal victory over the Confed-
erates at Pittsburg Landing, in Tennessee. The naval
operations comprised the capture of Roanoke Island,
and of Forts Pulaski and Macon by the Federals,
and eng^ments on March 9th and 10th in Hampton
Roa^ in the James River, in which the MerrimaCf
an iron-dad steam ram, made great havoc of the
Federal flee^ but on attempting to renew her attacks
thenextdaywas encounter^ bythe Monitor,aFederal
iron-dad turret ship, and obliged to retire. On April
28th the Federal fleet, under Admiral Farragut, hav-
ing passed the forts at the entrance of the Mississippi,
bdow New Orleans, that city was evacuated by the
Confederates, after burning vast quantities of cotton
and other property, and fmmally surrendered to the
Nordiem forces. An attempt was then made by
G^eral McClellan to invest Richmond, capital
M the Confederacy, from the peninsula between the
Tofk and James Rivers; the Federal lines were

established along the Chiekahoiiiiny, wHhin sight of
the capital after a determined onset by the
Confederates under Generals Ijee and *Stonewidl'

Jackson, maintained for several days, the Noitiiem
army was driven back to the James River and the
shelter of the gunboats. The Southern forces under
General Jackson then turned northward, and repulsed
with great energy and success a Federal army under
Gene^ I^ope, which was pushing on with some har-

dihood without a base of operalnona General Lee
then assumed the offensive and threatened Wadi-
ington, necessitating the recall of McClellan from
the James River for the defence of the Northern
capital After a successful engagement with the
advanced guard of the Confederates at South Moun-
tain, and a second and obstinate fight on the banks
of the Antietam, which, however, was attended with
no decisive result, the Federals had the satidaotlon

of seeing the Confederates recroes the Potomaa In
the meantime the Federal General Rosecrans ob-

tained advantages in the north of Mississippi, and
elsewhere the Northern forces had success. After

a pause M'Clellan was superseded by Burnside, and
in December another advance to Richmond was
commenced

;
this General Lee had anticipated, and

intrenched himself behind the town of Fredericks-

burg, south of the Rappahannock. The Federals

attired this position with immense energy, but

could make no impression upon it; and at last,

baffled and demoralized, they were forced to reoross

the Rappahannock, to the great consternation of the

North. The year 1862 thus closed with no material

progress made on either side, but with heavy losses

and disasters to both combatants in turn.

The first days of 1868 were signalized by a single
prolonged over three days at Murfreesboro^ in Ten-
nessee, at the dose of which the Confederates fell back
defeat^. At the end of April General Hooker, super-

seding Burnside in the command of the army of the

Potomac, commenced another movement towards the

Confederate capital and crossing the Rappahannock
some distance above Fredericksburg thought to turn

the left of Lee’s army. Lee, however, despatched

‘Stonewall’ Jackson to intercept this movement,
and so suddenly and impetuously was this effected,

on two successive days, near Chancellorsville, that

Hooker with difficulty saved his army from total

defeat This done Lm turned back and drove a
Federal force out of the position at Fredericksburg

which he bad just left ana they had occupied. The
success at Chancellorsville was attended with irrepar-

able loss to the Confederates in ‘Stonewall’ Jaolmon,

who was mortally wounded by a chance shot from
his own division. Flushed wi& this success General

Lee transferred hb army to the valley of the Shenan-

doah, entered Maryland, and crossed into Pennsyl-

vania; but at Gettysburg he was obliged to turn

upon the Federab under Meade, their new com-

mander, who were following him. On the first three

days of July prolonged and desperate encounters

took place between the two armies
;
on the third the

Confederates, with whom the balance of advantage

thus far rested, prepared for a grand and desperate

attack upon the high ground on which the Federab

were posted, but Meade bringing up hb resmrves the

almost superhuman efforts of the Southern anny
were of no avail and the battle ended in favour of

the North. Lee slowly retreated into Virdnia, hav-

ing lost nearly 15,000 men of the flower ca hb anny
in a week’s fighting. On the Mississippi the fortune

of war was ahk) in favour of the Federab. Vicks-

burg and Port Hudson were the strongholds of the

Confederacy in thb direcrion. Against the former

General Grant oommenoed operations in the be^-
ning of 1868, but was unsuccessful until Adimral
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Famiffiit with hli fleet daihed {Murt the betterlef of

Fort Hudson, as he had done at New Orleans, oap-

tuced Katcbez, drove away the Southern fleet, and
effected a junction with Admiral Porter below Vioks>

buz]^. Grant suddenly resumed the offensive, and
after failing to carry the place by storm, at last, in

conjunction with the fleet, reduced it by regular den
to a surrender on July 4th. Soon alter the whme
len^h of the Mississippi was in the bands of the
Federals. In the spring a Federal iron-clad fleet

bombarded Charleston and was signally repulsed
;
in

J uly a bombardment of Fort Sumter and the other
forts was commenced by a land force, but an attempt
to capture Sumter, which had b^n battered to

]>ieoe8, by assault, was unsuccessful In September
the Federals were beaten on the banks of the Chicka-
iiiauga, and under Kosecrans fled in total rout to

Chattanooga, in Tennessee, where they were beset

by the Confederates posted on Lookout Mountain
and Missionary Ridge. Grant replaced Rosecrans,

and having received large reinforcements, prepared
for a grand sortie on November 25th. On that day
a vast army issued from the besieged town, drove
the Confederates from Lookout Mountain into the

valley behind, one division with some difficulty also

ilislodging the Confederates from Missionary Ridge.

The Southern army fled wildly from the field of

battle, and left the Federals masters of the situation.

In the early months of 1864 numerous engage-

ments took place in various directions, resulting for

the most part in Confederate success, but having

little influence upon the issue of the conflict. The
chief interest now centred in the army of the Poto-

mac, over which Grant was appointed commander-
in-chief, and which he at once set himself to re-

organize. In May he moved his main force across the

Rapidan against Lee, who awaited him on the south

bank. A co-operating column advanced down the

Shenandoah, while Butler with a large force moved
up the James River towards Richmond. On May
0th the fighting began at the Wilderness, and lasted

throughout the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, Idth, and 11th, Grant
«iisplaying marvellous tenacity and fertility of re-

source, and Lee exhibiting surpassing skill in baffling

every attempt of his antagonist. Unable to rout

the Confederates, Grant endeavoured by a flank

movement to cut them off from Richmond, but I^ee

anticipated the attempt and foiled it. This was
repeated e^ain and again, till, reaching the Chicka-
hominy, Grant dashed upon the Confederate lines,

but so deadly was the Southern Are, that in ten

minutes the assailants were totally repulsed Thus
baffled, Grant by a circuit crossed the James River,

joined Butler, and attacked Petersburg, but was re-

pelled, and obliged to begin a regular siege. Thus
relieved from iinmudiate attack, Lee despatched

Ewell against the Shenandoah army, which he de-

feated, marched up to the very walls of Washington,
and leisurely retired with enormous booty. Mean-
time Sherman, with a large Federal force in Georgia,

after much successful flghting and excellent strategy,

reached Atlanta, and forced the Confederates to eva-

cuate it Admiral Farragut, too, executed another

dash, passing the forts at the entrance of Mobile Bay,
and with wooden vessels compelled the iron ram
Tenneaate to surrender. Grant having failed in two
assaults upon Petersburg, endeavoured to cut off its

communications with the South, and established him-

self strongly on the Weldon Railroad. On November
14th Sherman abandoned Atlanta, and after several

weeks of public uncertainty as to his course he re-

appeared on December 14th before Savannah, which,

Fort McAlister being taken by storm, was shortly

after abandoned by the Confederates. In the middle
d January, 1865, Sherman advanced with the main

eoltimn of his anny towards Oliarkstoii, wUsii wm
evacuated In the night of February 17th, and enteAHl

by the Federals the next day ;
andw the 22d Wil-

mington was captured by a oombioed naval and
military force. In the meantime severe flighting

had taxen place between Grant and the defenders

of Petersburg and Richmond ;
till at length, after

three days' sanguinary conflict, the Confederate lines

were broken, and Richmond lay at the mercy of the

Northern armies. Lee retreated north of the Appo-
matox, while Grant occupied Richmond and Fet»s-

burg on Monday, April 3d, and then followed in

close pursuit of Lee, who four days after, seeizg that

further resistance was hopeless, surrendered with bis

army as prisoners of war. llie remaining Confe-

derate armies in the field soon after surrendered like-

wise, ordisbanded themselves. Thus hostilities ceased,

and the four years' war ended in the complete sub-

jection of the Southern States to the Federal govern-

ment In the course of the war the total and uncon-

ditional abolition of slavery had been proclaimed by
I'resident lincoln, and at the end of it every slave

found himself absolutely free.

On April 14th President Lincoln was assassinated

in Ford’s theatre atWaahington by a Southern fanatic

named Booth. He was at once succeeded by Vice-

president Johnson, who prepared to carry out the

wise and moderate measures which Mr. Lincoln had
contemplated for the pacification and revival of the

exhausted country. As the states returned to their

allegiance to the Union, they were re-admitted to

their state and national privileges; but soon party

spirit in the North began to rise, and in the con-

gressional struggles of the rival Democrats and Re-
publicans the liberties of the Southern States were
sorely infringed, and many of the states subjected

to the rule of military governors nominated by the

Northern cabinet. The restoration of prosperity to

the South was thus greatly impeded, and the condition

of both negroes and whites became one of great priva-

tion. After a time, however, there was an approach

to better things, and the work of reconstruction in

the Southern States commenced. The first thing

was to establish the equality of the suffrage for all,

and to invest the coloured population with all civil and
equal rights. Congress decreed that * no distinction

should be made between citizens of the United States,

either in the exercise of the franchise or in the right

to discharge any functions of the state, by reason of

race, colour, birth, property, education, or religious

creed.’ The access of General Grant to the presi-

dency in 1869 served, in some measure, to consolidate

matters. A cn)wd of abuses had invaded the admini-

stration, and especially the finances of the state, owing
to the disorder produced by the war. Unscrupulous
men bad got into office, and taken advantage of it to

> make enormous fortunes in a few montiis. The gigan-

tic debt that had accumulated in the few years of the

warwas anapparentlyunmanageable difficulty. Many
people, alarmed at the burden and taxation that the
debt would involve, proposed repudiation, or, in other
words, an act of national bankruptcy, either by only
a partial payment of the state creditors, or by paying
them in paper money. But the president announced
that * not a cent of the public debt should be repu-
diated. I’he national honour demanded that every
dollar borrowed by the government should be repaid
in gold.’ No difficulty has been experienced in cbal-

ing with the debt on this principle, the resources of

the country being boundless.

Some years subsequently to the establishment of

peace a dangerous storm began to gather in the South.
The emancipation of the negroes in the slave-holding

states was an unavoidable result of the defeat <S

their former masters, and the extension of dvil
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rigfati to lliem almoit m inevitablo. Bd&ff led and

liowevor, bv a host of diarepotable adyen<

torere from tibe Nmrth, who eoon come to be known

1^ the exprettive title of * oarpet-be^rs *, they

poeseesed themselvee of the whole machmery of gov-

ernment, made lawa and q)ent taxes with the reck-

less gaiety of ignorance. Fierce struggles for power

to<A place, but ultimately by fair and foul means

the whites gained the upper hand, and they have so

arranged the state macmnery that the negroes can

never i^in become masters of the situation.

The Treaty of Washington, signed on May 8, 1 871,

provided for the settlement by arbitration of three

outstanding disputes with Great Britain. One of

them concerned the claims based on the depreda*

tions of the Confederate vessel AlaJbama (which see);

the second, the San Juan boundary question, bore

on the disputed boundaty between British and
United States territory in the neighbourhood of

Vancouver Island
;
and both of these were settled

in favour of the United States. The third concerned

the Canadian fisheries, and was decided against the

United States.

President Grant’s policy had alienated many Re-
publicans, but in 1872 he was re-elected by a very

large majority, and in 1873 entered upon his second

term of office. He made strong efforts to reform

the civil service by making the tenure of office and
promotion dependent on merit and not on partisan-

ship, but his work in this direction was seriously

hampered by the opposition of Congress. The year

1878 witnessed a serious financial and commercial

crisis due to the state of the currency and to over-

speculation, and in consequence an act was passed

which for the first time restricted the free coinage

of silver. In 1875 an act provided for the resump-
tion of specie payments on Jan. 1, 1879. In 1876
the centenary of the Declaration of Inde|)endence

was celebrated by a great international exhibition

at Philadelphia. The chief candidates for the presi-

dency at the election of 1876 were Rutherford B.

Hayes (Republican) and Samuel J. Tilden (l)«mo-

crat). The voting was practically equal, and there

was some dispute as to the electoral votes of certain

southern states. The house was Democratic and
the senate Republican, and for a time they could

not agree on a method of determining the result.

Ultimately the question was referred to an electoral

contmission consisting of five senators, five represen-

tatives, and five members of the Supreme Court,

and Mr. Hayes was declared to be elected by a
majority of one. President Hayes, who assumed
office in 1877, ended the period of reconstruction

in the South by withdrawing all federal troops in

1877, and he greatly advanced the cause of civil

service reform. Since the passing of the Act of 1873
silver dollars had not been coined, but the Bland
Silver Act, passed over the president’s veto in 1878,

required the treasury to purchase a minimum of

2,000,000 dollars’ worth of silver bullion per month
for coinage into dollars of 41 2J grains, and these
dollars were declared an unlimited legal tender.
The leading candidates at the presidential election

of 1880 were James A. Gkrfield (Republican) and
W. S. Hancock (Democrat). The former was elected,

and assumed office in 1881, but he was shot by a
disappointed office-seeker in July, and died in Sep-
tember of the same year. His place was taken by
the vice-president, Chester A. Arthur, whose ad-
ministration was uneventful, its principal legislative

measure being the Civil Service Act of 1883. In
1884 the Republicans nominated James G. Blaine,
and the Democrats, Grover Cleveland, for the presi-

dency, and the latter was elected. President Cleve-
land need the veto more than any of his predecessors,

m
and in his message of 1887 deolmred strongly in
favour of a deplore from the protectionist p^oy
which had obtained since the Civil War. At the
elec^on of 1888 he was beaten by the Republican,

;

Benjamin Harrison, who sucoeraed him in the
spring of 1889. The most noteworthy measure of
Harrison’s term was the highly protectionist Tariff
Act of 1890, generally named after its chief promoter,
William M'Kinley. To the same year belongs the
Sherman Act, similar to the Bland Silver Act of
1878. The election of 1892 resulted in the defeat
of Harrison by Cleveland, who began his second

I

term in 1893. This year was notaUe for a serious
! business crisis and the consequent repeal of the

I

purchasing clauses of the Sherman Act, for the
great Columbian Exposition at Chicago to celebrate

I

the fourth centenary of Columbus’s discovery, and

I

for the submission to arbitration of the dispute
with Canada regarding the seal-fisheries in the
Behring Sea. Cleveland was supported by a Demo-
cratic majority in both chambers, and accordingly

he secured the passage of the Wilson Tariff Act
of 1894, under which much of the protection of

McKinley’s Act was removed, and a tax imposed on
incomes of over 4000 dollars. The Supreme Court
in 1895 decided that the income-tax provision was
unconstitutional. The great railway strike of 1894
led to riots and the interference of the federal

troops; and in the same year there was a serious

development of the problem of unemplo3rment. In
his message of Dec. 17, 1895, President Cleveland
brought his country to the verge of war with Britain

by claiming to interfere, on the basis of the Monroe
Doctrine (see in SuPP.), in the l)oundaiy dispute

between Venezuela and British Guiana, but an
agreement to submit it to arbitration was come to

in the following year. The presidential election of

1896 was an extraordinarily exciting one. The
Democratic candidate, William J. Bryan, was a
young man of great eloquence, who demanded the
free coinage of silver at the ratio to gold of sixteen

to one, and accordingly he received the support of

the silver-mining and the agrarian interests. He
was opposed by the Republican, William McKinley,
whose defence of * sound money’ and the gold
standard gained him the votes of the financial and
manufacturing interests. The result was a victory

for McKinley. Hawaii was annexed in 1897.

The year 1898 is an important date in United
States history, for it marks the l)eginning of Ameri-
can imperialism. The immediate occasion of this

movement was the war with Spain, which arose out
of the revolt in Cuba. From 1868 to 1878 a large

part of the island was virtually independent of

Spain under a rebel republican govemnient, and
when a fresh revolt broke out in 1895 the insur-

gents received help from private sources in the

United States. When General Camjxjs had failed

to re-establish Spanish authority by conciliatory

methods he was replaced in January, 1896, by
General Weyler, whose brutal policy of devastation

and concentration was even less successful. Weyler
was recalled towards the end of 1897, and General
Blanco was placed in command, an autonomous gov-

ernment being at the same time conferred u}>on the

island. This repentant and liberal policy, however,

came too late to save the situation, and the demand
for independence grew stronger. The United States

was becoming more and more ready to intervene^

and the destruction by explosion, on Feb. 15, 1898,

of the MainCf a United States warship lying in

Havana harbour, made war practically certain. A
Spanish and an American commission reported on
the explosion, the former attributing it to an inter-

nal, the latter to an external cause, the suiEqnoion in
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being that guUtftttMhed to Spai^ By the
intervention of the Fope and the Suropean Powers
hostilities were stayed between Spain km the rebels,

bnt before any final settlement was reached, the
United States forwarded to Spain a demand for the
evacuation of Ouba. While this demand was on
its way, the Spanish government broke off diplo*

matic relations, and from April 21, 1898, there was
a state of war between the two countries. Soon
after the outbreak of war. Admiral Dewey destroyed
the Spanish fleet in the harbour of in the
Philippines, captured the forts Kt Cavite, and made
prnM^tions for reducing Manila itself. Aguinaldo
and other leaders in the former rebellion against
Spain were brought from Hong Kong, but the
capital was not taken till Aug. 18, a day after the
peace protocol had been signed. Cuba was mean-
while blockaded by the United States fleet under
Admiral Sampson, and on May 19 the Spanish fleet

under Admiral Cervera was shut up in the harbour
of Santiago. On June 1 1, Guantanamo was captured,
and troops were landed by the Americans, who
marched upon Santiago aided by the insurgents.

When the outworks of the town had been carried

by General Shafter’s force, Cervera tried to slip out
of the harbour, but all his vessels were sunk or
captured. The city and the eastern part of the
island were surrendered on July 14. Porto Rico
was invaded on July 25 by an American force under
General Miles, but on the following day overtures
for peace were made by Spain through the French
ambassador. The protocol was signed at Washing-
ton on August 12, 1898, and the final treaty of peace
at Paris on Dec. 10, 1899. Spain relinquished all

claim to Cuba, and ceded to the United States Porto
Rico and other West Indian islands, Guam in the
Ladrones, and the Philippine Islands. A Cuban
convention drafted a republican constitution, which
was accepted by the Umted States, subject to certain

conditions, constituting a kind of suzerainty, and on
Feb. 24, 1902, the first president and vice-president

of the new republic were elected. The Filipinos

refused to accept the cession of their islands, and
formed a republican government with Aguinaldo as
president. They have maintained a determined
struggle against the American forces, and although
their chief leader Aguinaldo has been captured, they
are still unconquered. The aim of the Filipinos

ajipears to be to secure a settlement similar to the
Cuban one. Disturbances in the Samoan Islands
led to the reconsideration of the Act of 1889, under
which Britain, Germany, and the United States
p^uaranteed the neutrality and independence of the
islands, and by the Anglo-German agreement of

Nov. 14, 1899, ratified by the United States in

Jan. 1900, Britain retired altogether from the
islands, Germany received Savaii and Upolu, whilst

the United States obtained Tutuila and the eastern

islands. The Dingley Tariff Act, a highly protec-

tionist measure, was passed in 1897.

The candidates at the presidential election of

1900 were again M'Kiuley and Bryan, the latter

not only demanding the free coinage of silver, but
also strongly opposing the expansionist and im-
perialist movement, and calling for legislation to

check the huge industrial combinations known as

triMts. McKinley was again victorious. The United
States acted along with the European Powers in the
Chinese crisis of 1900. The Isthmian Canal ques-
tion led to protracted negotiations with Great
Britain. The Clayton-Biflwer Treaty of April 18,

1850, guaranteed the neutrality of any canal that
might DO constructed across the Isthmus of Panama
or an^ Central American staj^ and placed it under
the joint protection of Britain and the United

States. The Hay - Pannoefote Treaty of Feb.
1900, modified tms treaty in favour of the United
Stat^ but the senate introduced important amend-
ments, which practically meant the abrogation of
the 1850 agreement Ultimately, on Nov. 18, 1901,
the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty was superseded by a
new Hay-Pauncefote Treaty, giving the United
States sole control over any Isthmian canal con-

structed by it but securing to Britain equal com-
mercial rights in its use. On Sept. 6, 1901, Presi-

dent M*]£nley was shot by an Anarchist named
Czolgosz while attending the Pan-American Ex-
position at Buffalo, and he died eight days later.

The vice-president Theodore Roosevelt succeeded
him. He has indicated a desire for a relaxaticm

of the protectionist policy in favour of one of re-

ciprocity, and has b<4n bold enough to declare for

legislation to control the trusts. In 1902 his

intervention ended a great strike in the Pennsyl-
vania anthracite industry. He stands firmly by the
Monroe Doctrine asthec^inal principleofAmerica’s
foreign policy. Negotiations for the purchase of

the Danish West India Islands took place in 1902,
but the treaty has not yet been accepted by the
Danish parliament. Perhaps the most notable fea-

ture of the recent history of the United States has
been its marvellous industrial development, marked
by new phenomena of a perplexing and even dan-
gerous kind. The trusts, such as the huge Steel
Corporation, have given rise to much uneasiness
even outside of the Union, and in the same con-

nection may be mentioned Mr. Pierpont Morgan’s
aoq|uirement of an extensive control over some
Bntish and other Atlantic shipping companies. In
1902 the United States government made a repre-

sentation to the European Powers regarding the ill-

treatment of Jews in Roumania. An outstanding
question between Britain and the Union is that of
the Alaskan frontier, which has become of import-
ance since the discovery of gold in the Yukon region.

Literature .—The first literary work of any conse-

quence produced in the country was a translation of
Ovid’s Metamorphoses by George Sandys (London,
1626). The first book printed in the colonies was a
Puritan edition of theP^ms (Cambridge, U.S., 1640),
perhaps the worst of all hitherto pub^hed English
metrical versions. Anne Bradstreet (1612-72), wife
of a governor of Massachusetts, wrote a volume of

poems (The Tenth Muse) which was published in
London in 1650. But by far the most notable writers
of this period were the theologians, such as Increase
and Cotton Mather (1639-1723, 1663-1728), Roger
Williams (1604-83), and, above all, the subtle meta-
^ysical Calvinist Jonathan Edwards (1703-58).
From the journals and annals of John Winthrop
(1588-1649), governor of Massachusetts, Edward
Winslow (1595-1655), governor of Plymouth colony,
William Bradford (1690-1657), governor of Ply-
mouth, Nathaniel Morton (1613-85), and others,
the modem historians of America have derived much
valuable information. The career of Benjamin
Franklin (1706-90), statesman, philanthropist, and
scientist, belongs to the stirring revolutionaiy era,
during which the chief writers were politicians.

Among the most noted of these were James Otis
(1726-83), Josiah Quincy (1744-75), John Adams
(1736-1826), Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826), the
eminent writers of the ‘ Federalist *, a series of
essays in vindication of the federal constitution
published in 1787-88, viz. Alexander Hamilton
(1757-1804), James Madison (1761-1886), and John
Jay (1745-1829). Local historians were not in-
active; the History of Connecticut was written by
Benjunin Trumbull (1735-1820), of Idassachusetts
by Thomas Hutchinson (1711-80) and George R.
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Mmot (1758-1802), of F^nufljhroiiift by Robert

Proud (1728-1818), and of Now Hampehire
Jeremy Belknap (1744-98). Historiee of a more

seneral aoope are tboee of New Eogland by Hannah
Adams (1755-1882), of the American revolution

William Gordon (1730-1807) and David Rameay
(1749-1815), and the Annals of America liy Abiel

Holmes (1768-1837). Among the theolodans we
can only mention the younger Jonathan Inwards
(1746-1801), Samuel Hopkins (1721-1803), Timothy

Dwight (1762-1817), Bishop William White (1748-

1836), John Murray (1741-1816), and Joseph S.

Buckminster (1784—1812). The Journal of the

(Quaker John Woolman (1720-72) was greatly ad-

mired by Charles Lamb, 'l^ittier, and other eminent

men of last century. The list of poets includes

Francis Hopkinson (1737-01), author of The Battle

of the Keys and other humorous poetical pieces;

I^dip Freneau (1762-1832), the author of many
spirited revolutionary poems; John Trumbull (1760-

1831), writer of the satirical M'Fingal, a Hudi-
brastic epic; and Joel Barlow (1755-1812), who com-

posed the dull epic called The Columbiad. The
first American novelist of note began to write at

this period, namely, Charles Brockden Brown (1771-

1810).

The number of American writers has enormously
increased since the beginning of the nineteenth

century, and a few have obtained a world -wide
reputation. Nearly all branches of literary art are

represented by works of a more or less adequate

and characteristic kind, and some new materials and
forms, notably the so-called ‘American humour',
have been added to the Old World stock. Only the

briefest summary can be given here, but fuller in-

formation may be had from the articles on the chief

writers and from special works, such as those men-
tioned at the end of this article.

The first American writer to become really pop-

ular on the European side of the Atlantic was
Washington Irving (1783-1859), author of Knicker-
bocker’s History of New York (1808), The Sketch-

book (1820—containing the famous story of Rip
Van Winkle), several novels, histories, and bio-

graphies. After him came James Fenimore Cooper
(1789-1851), who obtained a great reputation by his

novels of American Indian and of sea life, such as

The Last of the Mohicans (1826), The Pathfinder

(1840), The Pilot (1823), and The Red Rover (1828).

He was far surpassed by Nathaniel Hawthorne
(1804-64), one of the most original writers of

America, whose greatest works are The Scarlet

Letter (1850), The House of the Seven Gables (1851),

and Transformation (1860). Henry D. Thoreau
(1817-62), author of A Week on the Concord and
Merrimac Rivers (1849) and Walden (1854), stands

at the head of a class of writers on nature whose
point of view is characteristic of our time. William
B. Channing (1780-1842) and Theodore Parker
(1810-60) were amon^ the foremost leaders of

the liberal movement m theology and religion, as
well as in politicid and social questions, which fur-

nished much of its vitality to the New England
literary circle.

At the head of the so-called Transcendentalist
group of wiiters was Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-
82), a man of profound insight, whose influence has
bera both deep and wide-spre^. His best-known
works are his Essays (1841-44), Representative
Men (1850), and similar prose writings; but his
poems, though often metrically imperfe^ are in
some respects a truer expression of his genius. In
the conduct of The Di^ an organ of Transcen-
dentalism, he was associated with Margaret Fuller
Onoli (1810-50) and George Ripley (180^0), also

known otherwise as authors. Emerson oontributed
to the Atlantic Monthly, which was started in 1857
under the editorehip of James Russell Lowell (1819-
91), whose fame is securely founded on his admir-
able essays, his highly ide^t and finished serioua
poe^, and his masterly satirical dialect verses
aminst slavery and the Mexican war, known aa

I

The Biglow Papers (1848). One of the most notable
I
contributors to the early numbers of the Monthly
was Oliver Wendell Holmes (1809-94), who pro*
duoed several novels, much excellent poetiy of tiie

lighter kind, and, above all. The Autocrat of the
Br^kfast Table (1858) and two similar works,
which may be regarded as belonging to the essay

type. Nathaniel Parker Willis (1806-67) was long
one of the most prolific and versatile of magazinisto
and miscellaneous writers, and for many years edited
the Home Journal.

The foremost names in American poetry are those
of William Cullen Bryant (1794-1878), whose Tha-
natopsis (1817) and other similar works have much
affinity with Wordsworth’s manner; Edgar Allan
Poe (1809-49), the most striking fi^re in American
literature, whose weird poem of The Raven (1844>
is only one among several noteworthy efforts of

his genius; Henry Wadsworth Lon^ellow (1807-

82), author of Evangeline (1847), The Golden legend
(1851), The Song of Hiawatha (1855), and manv
other equally well-known poems; James RusseU
Lowell, already mentioned, whose chief serious

poems are his Vision of Sir Launfal, and Tho
Cathedral

;
and John Greenleaf Whittier (1807-92),

a Quaker of intense moral earnestness and unshak-

able optimism, whose political poems form a faithful

reflex of the hopes and fears of the Abolitionists-

throughout their long struggle. Walt Whitman
(1819-92), ‘the good gray jK>et’, boldly challenged

the accepted poetical conventions in his rhymeless
and metreless Leaves of Grass (1855), Drum Tape.

(1866), and other poems, in which he seeks to in-

culcate a lofty conception of democracy.
Of the other poets since the beginning of last cen-

tury, the principal are: Richard H. Dana (1787—

1879), author of The Buccaneer (1827); George P.
Morris (1802-64), a song-writer; Joseph Hopkin-
son (1770-1842), author of Hail, Columbia!; Fran-
cis 8. Key (1780-1843), author of The Star-Spangled
Banner; Jos^h R. Drake (1795-1820), author of
The Culprit Fay; Fitz-Greene Halleck (1790-1867),
whose best works are Fanny, and a fine elegy on
Drake; John G. Saxe (1816-87), chiefly known by
humorous pieces; Jones Very (1813-80), a deeply
spiritual poet; Richard H. Stoddard (1825- ), alsio

a literary critic
; John Hay, known by the dialect

Pike County Bcdlads; Thomas B. Aldrich (1836-

), also a writer of stories; Paul H. Hayne and
Elbridge J. Cutler, whose work was inspired chiefly

by the war; George P. Lathrop, John T. Trowbridge,

l^eodore O’Hara (1820-67), known chiefly by hia

The Bivouac of the Dead; Bayard Taylor (1826-78),

translator of Faust (1870-71) and author of orimnal

poems, novels, and travel lx)oks
;
Charles G. Leland

(1824- ), whose humorous work, the Hans Breit-

mann Ballads (1867-70) in Pennsylvania Dutch,

forms only a small part of his literary output;

Edmund C. Stedman, also a critic; Charles G.
Halpine (1829-68), who wrote both verse and prose

under the pseudonym Private Miles O’Reilly; John
H. Payne (1792-1852), author of dramas, in one of

which Home, Sweet Home occurs; Epes Sargent

(1813-80), a dramatist; Nathaniel P. Willis; Joa-

quin Miller (1841- ), author of Songs of the

Sierras (1871), Pacific Poems (1873), and other

volumes of verse, besides novels; Francis Bret
Harte, better known by bis stories; Willistn Carle-
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ton, nathor of Farm Ballada; James W. Ril^, a
d^eot poet; Eugene Field; and Sidney Lanier.

The chief women poets are: Alice Cary (1820-71);

Ehcebe Oar/ (1824-71); Maria G. Brooks (1795-

1845), chiefly known Zophiel; Helen M. Jack-
son; Sarah M. Piatt; Rose Lathrop, a daughter of

Nathaniel Hawthorne; Lydia H. Sigourney (1791-

1865); Julia Ward Home, author of the Battle

Hymn of the Republic; Lucy Larcom; Rose Cooke,

al^ a story-writer; Celia Thaxter; Sarah C. Woolsey
(Susan Coolidge), also author of stories; and Edna
D. Proctor.

The novelists and story-writers are numerous, and
many of them are much read outside of America,
among the chief of these being William D. Howells
(1837- ), a leader of the modem realist school,

and a stylist of distinction who depends little on
incident; Henry James (1843- ), who relies much
on psychological analysis; Francis Marion Crawford
(1854- ), who has given us in particular some
able novels of Italian life; and Francis Bret Harte
(1839-1902), author of That Heathen Chinee, The
Luck of Roaring Camp, &c., who depicts with vivid-

ness and power Western life in its earlier and
ruder phases. Among other writers of this class

are: James K. Paulding (1779-1860), author of The
Dutchman’s Fireside (1831); Rol^ert Montgomeiy
Bird (1803-64), author of Nick of the Woods (1837),

a stirring tale of frontier life; Catharine M. Sedgwick
(1789-1867); William G. Simms (1806-70); George
W. Curtis (1824-92); Edgar Allan Poe, who wrote
masterly t^es of a weird and sensational t3rpe;

Harriet B. Stowe (1812-96), author of the famous
Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852); Edward Eggleston (1837-

), author of The Hoosier Schoolmaster and other

stories of pioneer life; Elizabeth S. Phelps (1844-

), also a poet; Louisa M. Alcott (1832-88), known
chiefly by Little Women (1868); Charles D. Warner
(1829- ), also known by essays, sketches, Ac.;

George W. Cable (1844- ), author of Old Creole

Days and other descriptions of Louisiana Creole

life; Edward P. Roe (1838-88), a very popu-
lar writer; Julian Hawthorne (1846- ), a son of

Nathaniel; Francis R. Stockton (1834-1902), author
of Rudder Grange, and The Lady or The Tiger?;

Richard H. Davis, author of many short stories;

Hermann Melville (1819-91), author of Typee
(1846) and Omoo (1847); Susan Warner (1819-85),

chiefly known by The Wide, Wide World (1860)

;

Edmund Quincy (1808-77), author of Wensley
(1864); Sylvester Judd (1813-53), author of Mar-
garet (1846); General Lew Wallace (1827- ),

chiefly known by Ben Hur, A Tale of the Christ

(1880); Sarah O. Jewett (1849- ), who depicts the
local life of New England; James Lane Allen,

author of The Choir Invisible, The Increasing Pur-
pose, A Kentucky Cardinal, &c.

; and Stephen Crane
(1870-1900), author of The Red Badge of Courage

(1895), a powerful description of war.

The American humorists, in the narrower signi-

fication of the term, depend for effect largely on
grotesqueness and misspelling, but some of their

work is of a more truly literary t3rpe. Among the
chief names in this department are Seba Smith
(Major Jack Downing, 1792-1868), Benjamin P.
Shillaber (Mrs. Partington, 1814-90), Henry W.
Shaw (Josh Billings, 1818-85), George H. Derby
(John Phoenix), David R. I^cke (Petroleum P.
Nasby), Charles F. Browne (Artemus Ward, 1834-

67), Edgar Wilson Nye (Bill Nve), and especially

Samuel L. Clemens (Mark Twain, 1836- ), much
of whose work, however, is of a higher class than
that put out by other ‘ humorists ’.

The historians include: Geoige Bancroft (1800-
91), author of a Histoxy of the United States to

the revolution era (1884-82); William EL Prescott

(1796-1859), author of histories of Ferdinand and
Isabella (1837), the Conq^uest of Mexico (1848), the

Conquest of Peru (1847), Ac.; John L. Motl^
(181 4-77), author of The Rise of the Dutch Repubho

(1866) and a history of the United Netherlands

(1861-68); Francis Parkman (1823-98), author of a

history of France and England in North America

(1866-92); Hubert H. Bancroft (1832- ), who has

written the history of the Pacific coast states;

George Ticknor (1791-1871), author of the l^t
history of Spanish literature (1849); Richard Hild-

reth (1807-65), author of a history of the United

States to 1821 (1849-56); John Fiske (1842-1901),

a brilliant writer on philosophy and religion, who
published valuable monographs on The Critical

Period in American History (1888), The American
Revolution (1891 ), The Discovery of America (1892),

and similar historical epochs; Justin Winsor (1831-

), editor of a Narrative and Critical History of

America (1884-89); and Henry Wilson (1812-76),

who wrote on The Rise and Fall of the Slave Power
(1872-76). The theologians include Horace Bushnell

(1802-76), Henry Ward Beecher (1813-87), Phillips

Brooks (1835-93), and numerous others. Among
remaining writers worthy of mention are Richard

H. Dana, jun. (1815-82), author of Two Years
before the Mast (1840); Donald G. Mitchell (Ik

Marvel), an essayist; Edwin P. Whipple (1819-86),

a critic; and Jared Sparks (1789-1866), a bioCTapher.

Names of considerable note in science, travel, philo-

sophy, scholarship, Ac., might also be mentioned if

space permitted. See Duyckinck’s Cyclopaedia of

American Literature (two vols., 1876); the American
Men of Letters series (from 1881); Nichol’s Amer-
ican Literature (1885); Richardson’s American
Literature (two vols., 1887-89); Tyler’s History of

American Literature (two vols., 1878-81); Haw-
thorne and Lemmon’s American Literature (1891);

and Mathew’s Introduction (1896).

UNITS, Electrical, certain definite measures in

multiples of which electrical quantities and capacities

are expressed. (1) The electrical resistance of a
conductor is measured in ohim. The ohm is the

resistance of 14*4621 grammes of pure mercury at
0” C., in the form of a uniform column 106*3 centi-

metres high. 1 megohm is equal to 1,000,000 ohms,
and 1 microhm to one-millionth of an ohm. (2) The
electromotive force at any point of a conductor is

expressed in volU. The e.m.f. of a standard Clark
cell at 15® C. is 1*434 volt. (3) The strength of a
current is measured in amperes^ one ampere being
the current given by an e.m.f. of one volt through
a resistance of one ohm. An unvarying current of

one ampere when passed through a solution of silver

nitrate in water deposits silver at the rate of *001118

gramme per second. (4) Quantity of electricity is

measured in coulombs, one coulomb being the quantity
conveyed in one second by a current of one ampere.

(5) The farad is the unit of capacity, and is defined
as the capacity of a condenser which requires one
coulomb to charge it to a potential of one volt. The
microfarad is one millionth of a farad. (6) The elec-

trical unit of work, the joule, is the work done in a
second by an ampere current in an ohm resistance. It
is equal to ten million ergs. (7) The electrical unit
of power, the watt, is the rate of working represented
by one joule per second. A kilowatt is 1000 watts,
and one horse-power is 746 watts. The above units
are derived from the absolute or C.G.S. electromag-
netic units by dividing or multiplying by powers of
ten.

UNIVALVE, the name applied to such shells as
oon^t of a single piece, as in the whelk, limpet, and
ftnail.
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XTNIVERSALISTS, those Ghristiaiis who believe

in the final salvation of all men, in oppomtion to the

doctrine of eternal punishment. There is, however,

a great difference of opinion, in renard to the future

state, among those who are call^ Universalists.

Some believe in a remedial punishment of limited

duration, which will end in a universal restoration

to goodness and happiness.

UNIVERSITI^ the name given to a number
of institutions in many countries, which all agree in

being corporations designed for the encouragement

of the higher education, and having the right to

confer degrees in several faculties, as arts, medicine,

law, and theology. In most cases the corporations

constituting universities include a body of teachers

or professors for giving instruction to students. In
the sense here given to the word, universities are an
institution not older than the twelfth century, for

it was not till then that degrees were first granted.

The name university is still later, not being found
in any application at all like the modern one till

the thirteenth century. Such phrases as univeraitaa

•tnagiairorum et auditorum (or icholarium)^ meaning
the whole l)ody of teachers and scholars, are met
with at the very beginning of the century. As
applied to Oxford such an expression is found in

a document belonging to the year 1201. But it

was not till the next century that the term univeraitaa

acquired a technical sense, and came to be used by
itself pretty much as we use it. The three oldest

universities, those of Bologna, Paris, and Oxford,

grew out of schools that h^ previously attained a
more or less wide-spread fame as seats of learning.

In the early part of the twelfth century Bologna
acquired great celebrity as a school of law by the

lectures of Imerius or Werner, based on the newly-

discovered works of the Roman jurists. Later in

the same century the lectures of Abelard on philo-

sophy and theology attracted to Paris hearers from

all parts of Europe. By the middle of the eleventh

century there were undoubtedly schools at Oxford,

and these ac(|uired a new importance after the quarrel

between Henry II. and Becket brought about the re-

turn to England of students studying in Paris and
holding benefices in England. Earlier by a century

than the oldfsst of these schools there existed a

famous school of medicine at Salerno, in Lower Italy,

but it was long before it obtained the rank of a uni-

versity. The practice of granting degrees probably

originated in Paris in the second half of the twelfth

century. If this is the case, the University of Paris

is in this sense entitled to be regarded as the oldest.

(See Paris, University op.) Students who had
degrees conferred upon them were thereby entitled

to teach; bachelors, or haccalaurei^ under the super-

vision of a fully-qualified teacher, and masters, or

doctors {fnagiatrij doctorea)^ independently At first

the universities were free and self-governing corpo-

rations, in no way dependent on either church or

state. But gradually this freedom of organization

was modified, owing to the increasing influence of

the church. The pope granted bulls of confirmation

to the universities alre^y in existence, and till the
Reformation no new universities were erected

throughout Christendom without the Papal sanction.

The popes also claimed the right of protecting and
superintending the universities. After the Refor-
mation the claims of the popes were, of course, no
longer recognized in countries that had become Pro-
testant. The oldest university that never sought
Papal confirmation was that of Marburg, founded in

1527. The University of Paris was a corporation
of teachers, that of Bologna a corporation of students,

or rather two such corporations, since the students
attending that school were divided into tlie umver-

nta$ fdtramonkmorum and univenittu eiifvimontan^
onim, or students from the farther and students
from the hither side of the Alpa Both of these
univeraitatea were schools of law, and each of them
elected its own rector; but by the fourteenth cen-
tury they had been practically amalgamated. In
Paris the students and masters attending the uni-
versity were divided into four nations; at Bologna
those attending each university were divided into
seventeen or eighteen nations. These divisions were
ori^nally the only ones in the universities. A
division into faculties did not arise till the thirteenth
century. The division of studies into theology and
arts was acknowledged in the time of Abelard, and
the distinction of faculties was aided by the fact
that Honorius III., who feared that the general
interest in legal studies would extinguisli theology
at Paris, forbade, in 1219, priests and regulars to
read civil law. Thus the faculties of theology, arts,

law, and medicine became gradually differentiated.

In the thirteenth and following centuries endowed
colleges were established at Paris and the English
universities for the reception of poor scholars, some
of whom received also pecuniary assistance from the

foundation. Both in Paris and in England it be-

came customary for all the students of the university

to reside in colleges, and gradually also the colleges

almost entirely superseded the universities in the
work of teaching. See the articles on the univer-

sities of Paris and Oxford.

Kumerous universities have been established in all

countries of Europe, as well as elsewhere, from the
thirteenth century down to the present time. The
reader will find sufficient information regarding the
university systems at present in force in England,
Scotland, and Ireland, in the separate articles de-

voted to the universities, the chief American ones
also receivinj^ se])arate notice. In Germany, how-
ever, the universities have certain peculiarities to
which we here draw attention. (See also Pranok.)
The general organization of a German university

is as follows:—The head of the university is a rector,

elected annually, who is assisted by a committee of

professors called the senate, which is also elective,

In many cases there is a curator, who represents the
state and Isjars equal authority with the rector. The
academical teachers are divided into faculties, mostly
four in number: theology, law, medicine, and phi-

losophy (arts). At some of the universities there is

a Roman Catholic and an evangelical (Protestant)

faculty. The academical teachers are divided into

ordinary and extraordinary professors, and private

teachers {Privatdoemten) or licentiates. The ordi-

nary professors receive a higher salary than the ex-

traordinary ones, and otherwise have superior privi-

leges both in the faculties to which they belong and
in the affairs of the university generally. The pro-

fessors are for the most part appointed by the govern-

ment, but in the appointments regard is usually had
to the proposals of the faculties. In the larger uni-

versity towns there is usually also a small number of

honorary professors. The last class of lecturers con-

sists of those who, after undergoing an examination,

have obtained permission to teach (licentia dooendi).

They receive no salary. Any person can request to

be examined by the faculty in this way, and thus

become empowered to teach. From them the extra-

ordinary professors are ordinarily taken. Every
person in these three classes can lecture upon what-
ever subject he may choose

;
but the ordinary pro-

fessors, whatever other subjects they may select for

their courses, must also lecture on the branches for

which they are particularly appointed. Very often

three or four courses are delivered on the same sub-

ject. The German student, in the Protestant uni-
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TenitMii 18 left at full liberty to dioooe the leotuiea

^rhidik he will attend, whe&er delivered by<ndinaiy
or extraordinanr professors, or by lioentiates. Usu-
ally be divides his term of study among two or more
unive^ties; but though he is thus left almost at full

liberty while at the universitieB, he must go through

A severe examination, particularly in Prussia, if he
wishes to become a clergyman or statesman, or prac-

tise as physician, lawyer, or teacher in a superior

school. The professors who conduct these state ex-

aminations are appointed by the government.
UNIVERSITO COLLEGE, Oxford. Thepre-

sent foundation of this college consists of a master,

9 ordinary fellows, one civil law fellow, 15 scholars,

and 14 exhibitioners. The fellowships are held for

seven years, but may be extended under certain con-

ditions. The scholarships (£80 per annum) are

open to all who have not exceed the age of nine-

teen. They are tenable first for two years, which
are generally extended to four years in case of in-

dust^ and good conduct, and for special reasons to

five years. There are seven church livings in the

gift of this college. See Oxford (Univrbsitt of).

UNST, the most northern of the Shetland Islands;

length, 10 miles; average breadth, between 8 and 4

miles. The surface rises to the height of 700 feet.

The soil is tolerably fertile, and the pasture-grounds
afford excellent feeing for sheep. There are good
harbours at the villages of Baltasound and l^ea-
sound, and here the fishings are prosecuted with

onergy. Excellent ponies are exported. Pop. (1901),

1940.

UNTERWALDEN, one of the smaller Swiss
cantons, in the centre of Switzerland, bounded on
the north by the Vierwaldstatter Lake, on the east

by mountains which separate it from Uri, on the

south by Bern, and on the west by Lucerne. The
pasturage of cattle is the chief support of the inhabi-

tants, and there is a considerable trade in agricultural

produce and in wood. The surface is mountainous;

the most remarkable summits are those of Pilatus

and of Titlis. The canton is divided into two valleys,

Upper and Lower (Obwalden and Nidwalden), by a
forest called Ktrawald^ which crosses it from north

to south. Each of these valleys forms an indepen-

dent state, but is represented by only one member
in the council of the Swiss States, instead of two, as

all the whole cantons are. The chief town of Ob-
walden is Samen, and of Nidwalden, Stanz. Area
of Obwalden, 183 sq. miles; pop. (1900), 15,280; area

of Nidwalden, 112 sq. miles; pop. (1900), 13,088.

UPAS-TREE {Antiaris toxicaria), a Javanese
tree celebrated for its poisonous qualities, which,

however, have been very much exaggerated. It was
long believed in Europe that this tree was a solita^

one situated in a valley in Java, that the pestilential

qualities of it were so great, that neither herb nor

animal could live within many miles of it, and that

criminals alone were sent to gather poison from it,

few of whom ever returned. There is a poison valley

in Java, but its deadly effects are produced by the

exhalation of carbonic acid gas from the soil. The
Upas-tree belongs to the same order with the bread-

fruit, the Artocaipaoess. The flowers are monoecious.

Male and female flowers are produced on the same
branch at no great distance from each other. The
stem rises completely naked to the height of 60 feet

or more. The bark is whitish, and near the eround
in old trees more than half an inch thick, and when
wounded yields copiously the juice from which the
poison is prepared. This juice or sap is yellowish,

rather frothy, and when exposed to air its surface

become brown. In consistence it is much like milk,

but thicker and more viscid. A kind of coarse doth
;

is made from the fibrous inner bark, and is worn by
|

pM people, but if wetted ^lain it alSecti thewearer
with an intolerable itchi^. The peparatkm of

poison from the sap is a secret exduaivel^ possessed

Dy the inhabitants of the eastern extremity of Java.

It is used to poison arrows, and is speedily fatal to

animals. It orings on vomiting, convulsions, and
death. The manchineel of the West Indies has
similar properties to the Upas.

UPHOI^TERER BEE {Xyloo^ eajfra)^ some-
times also named Carpenter B^ is so named from
its habit of making cells in wood, in which the

larvflB are deposited. They are found in South
Africa. Each burrow is partitioned off into a
number of cells, in each of which a larva with a
supply of food is placed.

UPSALA, a town in Sweden, 38 miles north

by west of Stockholm, on the Fyris&, which is

crossed by five bridges, and enters an arm of Lake
Maelar. It contains a large cathedral, erected in

1260-1485, and restored in 1883-98, and other

churches. The cathedral contains the tombs of

some Swedish kings, and many other monuments,
among which is that of Linnaeus. The Archbishop
of Upsala is the primate of Sweden. The University

of Upsala, founded by Sten Sture in 1477, has a
library of over 200,000 volumes, besides rare manu-
scripts, among which is the Codex Argenteus, a
manuscript of Ulfilas; also a botanical garden, an
observatory, &c. Its present building, in Renais-

sance style, was erected in 1877-86, and the library

building, erected in 1819-41, was restored in 1888-
92. A great fair has been held here since the

earliest times in the beginning of February. Pop.

(1900), 22,855.

URAL, formerly Jaik, a river of Russia, which
rises in the Ural Mountoins, in the north of the
government of Orenburg, near lat. 55® N.; flows south
past Yerknei-Uralsk to Orsk, then west through an
opening in the Ural chain to Orenburg, where it

turns south-west and then south, till it reaches the

Caspian, and enters it by several mouths, the largest

of which passes close to Guriev. Its course is about
1000 miles. It abounds with fish.

URAL-ALTAIC, or Turanian, also Finno-tatar,
names given to a family of languages spoken over a
wide area in Eastern Europe and Northern Asia,

and comprising at least six branches, viz. Ugric,

Turkic, Finnic, Samoyedic, Mongolic, and Tungusic,
perhaps also Japanese and Corean. These languages
are all of the agglutinating or agglutinative type,

that is, in the structure of their words the root

always stands clearly out as distinct from the suffixes

or other elements more or less loosely tacked on to

it. Another feature of these languages is the law of

vowel harmony by which the vowels of the suffixes

or formative elements are assimilated to that of the
root. See Philoloot, Ac.

URAL MOUNTAINS, a long and comparatively
narrow chain, stretching nearly north and south from
the shores of the Arctic Ocean to the south frontiers

of the government of Orenburg, in Russia. During
the whole of this extent it forms the boundary
between Europe and Asia. The North Ural is con-
stituted more or less of a simple central ridge, while
the South Ural forms separate ridges, diverging in

a fan-shape from a common nucleus. The average
height of the Ural Mountains is 2000 to 2500 feet,

but there are several summits above 5000 feet The
^uth Ural is most picturesque and diversified, and
is to a gpreat extent a pastoral country. The Ural
Mountains consist chiefly of chloritio, quartaose, and
metamorphic rocks, and are celebrated for the mines
of gold, platinum, copper, and magnetic iron which
they contain, more e^iecially in the South UraL In
the south are many valleys of remarkahle fertility.
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The priad^ riven fed by tiie Uni ohrin an the

PetriKHra» numerone affleeiita of the Obi, be-

loogiiiff to the Arctic Oceao; and the Kama and

UralTbrioi^g to the Oaroian.

UBAXSS, a town in Asiatic Ruaeia, capital of

Uralak province, on the right bank of the Ural, 170

TniliMi WJB.W. of Orenburg. It haa a considerable

trade, especially in fish caught in the Ural, and

in caviar, whicm is prepared there. Pop. (1897),

86,597.

URANIA, the muse of astronomy, a daughter of

Zeus and Mnemosyne. She is generally represented

with a crown of sta^ in a garment spott^ with stars,

holding in her left hand a celestial globe or a

lyre. SeeMusss.
URANIUM, a metallic element usually regarded

as belonging to the iron group. Its symbol is U,
and its atomic weight is 239*5. Its specific gravity

is 18*69. It is one of the rarer elements, and does

not occur in nature in the free state. The chief

natural sources of the element and its compounds
are: pitMUnde^ mainly composed of the oxide UsOg,

a pitch-black, greenish or grayish mineral, found

mostly massive but sometimes in octahedral ciystals

at Joachimsthal in Bohemia, in Saxony, in Norway,
in Cornwall, and in the United States; torhemite^

or copper xuranUzy a hydrated copper uranium phos-

phate occurring in Saxony and Cornwall in pearly-

green tetragonal and partly transparent crystals;

autunito, or limt wranUe^ a hydrated calcium ura-

nium pho^hate occurring in France, Saxony, and
Cornwall in micaceous sulphur-yellow orthorhombic

crystals; uraeonite^ or uranium ochre, a lemon-yellow
substance containing the hydroxide and the sulphate,

often associated with pitchblende; Ac.

Uranium was first discovered by Klaproth in

1789, but he mistook an oxide for the metal, and
j

it was not till about 1840 that Peligot isolated the

true element. It may be obtained from uranous

chloride by treating it with sodium, and when com-
pact is a malleable, silvery metal, like nickel in

appearance, with a specific gravity of 18*7. It

melts at a red heat, and the powder bums, forming
the oxide UiOr when heated to about 400'* F. Its

oxides are : UOs, a basic substance known os uramyl;

UO», uranyl oxide, which yields uranyl salts and
uranates ; UOf.UO* or UjO#, a black body produced
by igniting the nitrate, used for glazing porcelain;

!

and UOa.2UOj or U*0|, a green substance formed
by oxidizing the former. H one of the oxides be
dissolved in nitric acid, uranyl nitrate is formed and
may be obtained from the solution in fluorescent,

lemon -yellow crystals. This salt is used in the

estimation of arsenic and phosphoric acid, and also

in photography. In its practical applications it may
be replai^ by uranyl acetate, which is prepared
from it. Sodium uranate is called uranium yellow,

and is used commercially in painting glass and
porcelain, and in the preparation of a fluorescent

glass called uranium glats. On the large scale it

IS prepared by roasting pitchblende with lime, dis-

solving the calcium uranate so produced in dilute

sulphuric acid, acting on the resulting uranium
sulphate solution with excess of sodium carbonate,
neutralizing with dilute sulphuric acid, and boiling
till the uranium yellow is precipitated.

URANUS. According to the cosmo-theogony of
the Greeks, Gsa (Earth) proceeded from chaos (the
infinite void of sp^). The Earth produced Uranus
(in remote antiquity, the personification of the sphere
of light, the heavenly vault), and by him be^me the
mother of the Titans (see Titans), the Hecaton-
cheiras (hundred-handed), and the (tyclopes.

URANUS, the seventh planet from the sun. The
meandistanceofUianns fr^ the son is 1,782,()00,000

207

I miles; its equatorial diameter is taken as 88^000
miles; the ecoentrioity of its orbit is *046,678, sad
the angle between the plane of its orbit and that of

I

its equator is veiy smalL The density of Uranus
is *195 (the earth being taken as 1). Sir William
Herschd discovered Uranus in 1781. Hersohel
called the planet (^rgium Sidus, and it has been
called a^ the planet Herschel, but to make the
name uniform with those of the other planets Uranus
has been now universally adopted. Sir William
Herschel observed two satellites of Uranus, those
now known as Oberon and Titania, and in 1861
Mr. Lassell detected other two satellites interior

to these, to which the names of Ariel and Umbriel
have been given.

URBANISTS. See Franoibcans.
URBINO, a town in Italy, in the province of

Pesaro e Urbino, on an isolat^ hill in the midst of

bleak and desolate mountains, 21 miles west by south
of Pesaro. It ^ the see of an archbishop, and the
seat of a university with twofaculties—jurisprudence,

and mathematics and natural science. Among the

buildings deserving of notice are the ducal palace,

one of toe finest edifices of the kind in Italy, and the

cathedral. Urbino is the birthplace of the painter

Raphael. His house is still shown, and a statue

of him was erected in 1897. From 1474 to 1626
Urbino was the capital of a duchy. Pop. 6000.

URCHIN, Sba. See Eohinodermata.
UREA (N2H4CO), the name given to a crjmtal-

line compound which is present in the urine of all

mammiferous animals. This substancelikewiseoccurs
in small quantities in the blood of man and of some
of the lower animals, in the vitreous humour of the
eye, and in the chyle and lymph of various animals.

The formation of urea is probably to be traced to the
decomposition in the system of albuminous bodies

taken as food: the greater part, if not the whole, of

the nitrogen contained in these bodies being excreted
in the form of urea. Urea may be obtained from
urine by evaporation and exhaustion of the residue
with alcohol; or by treating the partially evapor-
ated liquid with nitric acid, separating the crystals

of nitrate of urea which are thereby formed, decom-
posing them by means of carbonate of barium, fil-

tering, and evaporating the filtrate. Urea may be
prepared artificially % decomposing cyanate of
potassium with sulphate of ammonium, filtering,

evaporating the liquid—^which contains ammonium
cyanate—to diyness, dissolving the residue in alcohol,

and crystallizing. It was by such a process that
Wohler prepared urea in 1828; from the time of this

research of Wohler we may date the begiuning of

the science of organic chemistry. Before 1828 it

was generally believed that those compounds which
are found in the bodies of animals and of plants

could not be prepared by any other means than
the agency of the so-called * vital force *. But the
artificial preparation of urea proved this theoiy to

be false, and paved the way for the preparation of

a large number of substances v/hich had heretofore

been regarded as products solely of vital functions.

The preparation of urea by the method sketched

above is also interesting as affording an instance of

the change of one substance into another possessed

of the same percent^e composition, but of very dif-

ferent properties, fte formula NjH^CO expresses

at once the empirical composition of ammonium cya-

nate and of urea; the difference between these com-
pounds is usually supposedi to be due to a difference

of arrangement of the constituent atoms of each : thus

the formula of the former is written (NH4) ONO,
that is, the ammonium salt of tyanic acid (HGNO);
while that of the latter is written CX) (NHt)«, that

is, carbonyl chloride (CX)Glt)f in which two Dionne
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tiloiii* replied by the gxmip (NHs) twioe. TTraej

oryetallizas in long pi^mi which have a ooolhoff taita

feeembling that of nitre; the cryitals are aolnble in

water and in alcohol; they melt at 120" C., and de-

oomtxMe at higher temperatures
Urea oombinei with adds forming cryatalline aub-

•tanoes, of which the hydrochlorate NaH4GO.HCl
may be taken as the representative; it tlao combines
with metallic oxides, forming su^ compounds as

NSH4CO . 2HgO; and with salts, giving rise to a series

of compounds represented by the l^y NSH4CO.
AgNO«|. The hydrogen of urea may ^ pi^ly re-

placed by alcoholic or add radicles, whereby a series

of compound ureas is produced; of these diethyl urea,

NaH2 (C8H5)s CO, may be taken as a representative.

UREDO, a pseudo-genus or stage in the develop-

ment of certain fungi. See Fungi and Bunt.
URETER^ the excretory duct of the kidneys

(which see), which serves to convey the urine from the

latter organs to the urinary bladder or cloaca, as the
case may be. In Teleostean Fishes the ureters open
behind the anus or termination of the alimentarv
system. In some fishes (for example, Amia) each
ureter dilates into a bladder-like structure. In such
lower mammals as the Omiihorhynchue, and in Rep-
tiles, the ureters open into the cloaca, or chamber
common to the tenninal ducts of the urinary, gene-

rative, and alimentary systems. In man each ureter

averages from 16 to 18 inches in length, and is of

the average diameter of a goose-quilL It consists of

three coats, an outer or fibrous, a middle or muscular,
and an inner or mucous coat. I'he ureter on leaving

its kidney passes behind the peritoneum or lining

membrane of the abdomen, at the back of the latter

cavity. It runs downwards and inwards from the
lower part of the pelvis of the kidney, and entera

the cavity of the bony pelvis (which see), passing

downward and forward to open into the base of the
bladder. Ilie ureters open into the bladder each by
a constricted orifice, and each in its course lies upon
the psoas muscle. They derive their nerves fnim
the inferior mesenteric, spermatic, and h3rpogastric

plexuses; and their blood-vessels form the renal,

spermatic, and other arterial trunks. See also

Kidney.
URETHRA, the canal leading from the bladder

to the external urinary opening, and serving for the
excretion of the urine (which see). In the male the

urethra traverses the penis, and its length varies

from 8 to 9 inches. In the female it is a narrow
membranous canal attaining a length of about
one and a half inch, with a normal diameter of

about ^ inch. It is thus a much more complicated

structure in the male than in the female, and its

anatomy and relations have to be carefully studied

by the surgeon in view of the diseases to which it is

subject, and also in connection with the important

operations of lUhotomy and lUhotrity, or those of

cutting for calculus or stone in the bidder, and for

arushing the stone respectively. The urethra in man
consists of three coats: a mucous, a muscular, and an

erectile coat. In the female the urethra is capable

of great distension, so much so that it may be art!-

fiddly dilated so as to permit the removal of calculi

from the bladder without further operation.

URI, a canton in Switzerland, bounded by Schwyz,

Unterwalden, Bern, Valais, Tessin, Orisons, and Gla-

ms; area^ 415 square miles. It is one of the most
mountainous of the Swiss cantons, presenting a com-
plete chaos of deep ravines, narrow valley and moun-
tain-masses, none of which have a less elevation than

6000 feet, while the greater part are from 8000 to

9000 feet, and sevco^ above 10,000 feet. The most
famous, though not the highest mountain, is the St
Gothard. So completely k the canton hemmed in

by these mountain chaln% that tiie only pficticable

outlets from it are the pass of St Gothiurd in the

south, that of Oberalp in the south-east, Furka in

the south-west and the Vierwaldstiltter in

the north. The Beuss traverses the canton from

south to north. The climate cannot bo r^^arded m
temperate except in the lowest grounds. There is

little agriculture, properly so called. In the lower

grounds are gardens sown with corn, rape, and hemp,

or planted with potatoes and vc^tables. The mea-

dows are remarkable for their richness. Fruit-trees

and walnuts and chestnuts flourish. The chief town

is Altorf. Other remarkable places are Blirglen,

where Tell is said to have been bom, and the meadow
of RUtli, where the representatives of the three ori-

ginal cantons, Schwyz, Uri, and Unterwalden, mot in

1307 to plan the insurrection by which the house of

Austria was ex^wlled. The inhabitants are almost

all Roman Catholics, and speak German. Top.

(1900), 19,701.

URIC ACID. See Ubinb.
URIM AND THUMMIM (‘Ughtand perfection’),

parts of the dress of the Jewish high-priest, by means

of which he gave oracular answers to the people.

What they were, and the mode in which the divine

will was communicated to the high-priest by means

of them, is disputed among critics. All that we know
is that Moses was directed to put them in the breast-

plate, so that they should be upon Aaron’s heart when
he went in before the Lord (Ex. xxviii. 30). Many
biblical scholars believe that the twelve precious

stones on the breastplate, on each of which was

written the name of one of the tribes of Israel, are

what was meant
;
and Josephus and the Rabbins sup-

|)OBed that these stones indicated the divine will by

a preternatural luminousness.

URINE is an excrementitious fluid, designed for

ejecting fn)m the system substances which, by their

accumulation within the body, would prove fatal to

health and life. It is secreted by the Iddneys, whose
sole office it appears to be to separate from the blood

the waste products which are yielded by the oxida-

tion of the nitrogenous portions of the food, and
which are of no further use in the body. The sub-

stances which, in particular, pass off in this way are

nitrogen and various saline and earthy compounds.

In its natural state urine is transparent, of a yellow

colour, a peculiar smell, and saline taste. Its quan-

tity, and in some measure its quality, depend on the

seasons and the peculiar constitution of the indi-

vidual, and are likewise modified by disease. It is

observed that perspiration carries off more or less of

the fluid which would else have passed off by urine;

so that the profusion of the former is attended

with the diminution of the latter. The specific gra-

vity of the most concentrated urine is 1*030: the

average gravity is, however, 1 *020. It gives a red
tint to litmus paper—a circumstance which indicates

the presence of a free acid, or of an acid salt Though
at first quite transparent, insoluble matter is deposited

on standing; so that urine voided at night is found
to have a light cloud floating in it by the follow-

ing morning. This insoluble substance consists in

part of mucus, and partly of urate of ammonium,
which is much more soluble in warm than in cold

water. Urine is prone to spontaneous decomposi-
tion. When kept for two or three days it acquires

a strong smell
;
and as the putrefaction proceeds the

disagreeable odour increases, until at length it be-

comes exceedingly offensive. As soon as these
changes commence the urine ceases to have an acid

reaction, and earthy phosphates are deposited. In
a short time free alkali makes its appearance, and a
large quantity of carbonate of ammonium is gnulnaliy

generated. Similar changes may be prodnoed la
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MOMt iiiiiM bjooDtixiiMd baQiag. In both cmm the

pbenomennm owing to the deocmipoeition of urea, a
nitrogeniied oompound, end one of the normal oon-

•titnents of urine. See Ubia.
The following are the more important constituents

oi normal urine.

1. Water, 2. Inorganic eaUe, including chloride^

idiosplu^ Bulphatee, nitrates, carbonates, and sili-

cates of potassium, sodium, ammonium, calcium,

magnesium, and iron. 8. Nitrogenous bodies^ chietl3r’

urea, uric acid, hippuric acid, creatinine, xanthine,

sugar, lactic, succinic, oxalic, formic, and phenylic

adds. 4. Co^ounnp matters, the principal of which is

urochrome. In various diseases colouring matters

different from those found in normal iiriue are pre-

sent. 5. Albumenoid matters and fei'nunts. 6. Ex-

tractive matter.

Uric acid (CaH4N403) is a constant ingredient in

urine; it sometimes occurs in the state of a white

impalpable powder, sometimes in small four-sided

prisms, having considerable lustre. It is tasteless,

colourless, and insoluble both in water and alcohol. In
concentrated sulphuric acid it s^teedily assumes the

form of a jelly, and with the aid of a little heat a

complete solution is obtained. In nitric acid, even
though dilute, it dissolves with effervescence; and
when the solution is evaporated to dryness, and the

dry yellow residue is treated with ammonia, it

assumes a fine pink colour, owing to the formation

of a compound called Murexide. Uric acid is dibasic;

it combines with the different bases, and forms salts

called urates. The only important urates are those

of ammonia, potash, and 8(Kla. Urate of ammonia
is soluble to a considerable extent in l)oiling, but

more sparingly in cold water. 1'he urates of soda

and potosli, if neutral, are of very feeble solubility;

but an excess of either alkali takes up a large quan-

tity of the acid. When uric acid is heated in a
retort carl>onate and cyanate of ammonia an<l hydro-

cyanic acid are fonneil, and a volatile acid sublimes,

called cganuric acid.

Such is a general view of the com|K)8ition of human
urine in its healthy state. But this fluid is subject

to a great \ ariety of morbid conditions, which arise

from the deficiency or excess of certain compounds
which it ought to contain, or from the presence of

others wholly foreign to its composition. Of those

substances which are sometimes contained in the

urine the most remarkable is sugar, which is secreted

by the kidneys in dial>ete8. Uiabetic urine has a
sweet taste, and yields a syrup by evaporation, is

almost always of a ))ale straw colour, and in general

has a greater specific gravity than ordinary urine.

I'he sugar when projierly purified appears identical,

both in properties and composition, with grape-sugar

or glucose. The acidifying process which is con-

stantly going forward in the kidneys, as evinced by
the formation of sulphuric, phosphoric, and uric acidi^

sometimes proceeds to a morbid extent, in conse-

quence of which two acids, oxalic and nitric, are

generated, neither of which exists in healthy urine.

ITie former, by uniting with lime, gives rise to one
of the worst kinds of urinary concretions; and the
latter appears to lead to the formation of purpurate of

ammonia by reacting on uric acid. In severe cases

of jaundice the bile passes from the blood into the
kidneys, and communicates a yellow colour to the
tirine. Though albumen is contained in a very minute
quantity in healthy urine, in some diseases it is pre-
sent in large proportion. It is characteristic of certun
kinds of dr^y. In certain states of the system
urea is generated in an unusually small proportion.
This occurs especially in diabetes mellitus, and in
acute and chronic inflammationi of the liver. An
abundant secretion of uric add is 1^ no on-
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common. In some instances this add makes its

appearance in a free state; but happily it gensrallv

occurs in combination with an alkali, especially with

soda or ammonia. The undue secretion of these

salts, if temporary, occasions scarcely any inconven-

ience, aud arises from such slight causes that it fre-

quently takes place without being noticed. This
affection is generally produced by errors in diet,

whether as to quantity or quality, and by all causes

which iuternipt the digestive process in any of its

stages, or render it imperfect. Dr. Frout specifies

unferrnented, heavy breiul, and hard-boiled puddings
or dumplings, as, in particular, disposmg to the for-

mation of urates. These seiliinents have commonly
a yellowish tint, which is communicated by the col-

ouring luatter of the urine; or, when they are depo-

sited in fevers, forming the lateritious sediment, they
are red, in consecjfuence of the colouring matter of

the urine being then more abundant. As long as

uric acid remains in combination with a base it never

yields a crystalline deposit
;
but when this acid is in

excess and in a free state, its very sparing solubility

causes it to separate in minute crystals, even within

the bladder, giving rise to two of the most distressing

complaints to which mankind aiij subject—to grad
when the crystals are detached from one another,

and, when agglutinated by animal matter into con-

crete masses, to the stone. I'hese diseases may arise

either from uric acid being directly secreted by the

kidneys, or fn)m the formation of some other acid,

by which the urate of ammonia is decomposed. The
tendency of urine to contain free acid occurs most
frequently in dyspeptic ]>6rsons of a gouty habit, and
is familiarly known by the name of tlie uric or lithio

acid diathesis. In these individuals the disposition

to undue acidity of the urine is siiperadded to that

state of the system which leads to an unusual supply

of urates. A deficiency of this acid in urine, how-
ever, is no less injurious ttuui its excess. As phos-

phate of lime in its neutral state is insoluble b
water, this salt cannot Im dissolved in urine except

by l)eiiig in the form of a superphosphate. Hence
it hupjHiiis that healthy urine yields a precipitate

when it is neutralized by an alkali
;
and if, by the

indiscriminate employment of alkalme medicines, or

from any other cause, the urine, while yet b the

bladder, is rendered neutral, the earthy phosphates
are necessarily (le)X)8ited, and an opportunity afforded

for the fonnation of a stone. The microscopic and
the chemical examination of the urine are now looked

upon as most important aids to diagnosis, not only

m diseases of the kidneys and bladder, but b dia-

eases of remote organs aud of the system at large.

UROFYGIUM,the oU or tail gland of birds. See
Ornithology.
UIISA MAJOR, a northern constellation (the

Greater Bear). The seven brightest stam of Ursa
Major are well known as Charles’s Warn, as the

Plough, and sometimes as the Butcher’s Cleaver.

Two of these seven stars are called the pointers,

because they and the fK>le-star lie nearly in a right

line, aud these stars direct an observer to the pole-

star.

URSA MINOR, a northern constellation (the

Lesser Bear). Ursa Mmor contains the pole-star.

URSON, a name given to the Erethizon dorsatum,

or Canadian Porcupine. See Porcupine.
URSULA, St., a virgb martyr, according to the

legend a daughter of a prbi:e b Britain put to death
at Cologne by a horde of Huns, some say b 884,

others in 458, together with 1 1 ,000 virgbs who accom-
panied her. Accordbg to another readmg the num-
oer of her companions was only eleven. The number
may have been bereased to 11,000 by a mistake in

401
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taking the name of one of her attradante (called,

aoooraing to the lej^nd, and according to a missal

which belonged to uie Sorbonne, UndeeimiUa) for a
number (Lat. undecim miU>iat eleven thousand). The
Roman martyrology mentions the saint and her

virgin companions without stating their number.
Some bones, said to be those of herself and her

companions, are still shown to visitors. The day
dedicated to her honour is the 21st of October. St.

Ursula was the patroness of the Sorbonne. See
Baring-Gould’s Popular Myths of the Middle Ages,

also Ursulinks.
URSULINES, or Nuns op St. Ursula, a sister-

hood founded by St. Angela Merici at Brescia in the

early part of the sixteenth century, at first without
being bound to the rules of conventual life, but de-

voting themselves merely to the practice of Christian

charity, especially in nursing the sick and the educa-

tion of children. In 1637 a rule was drawn up for

them bv their founder, and received the sanction of

the Bishop of Brescia. The order spread over Italy,

and was then intn>duced into France, where it in-

creased very rapidly. Within a hundred years after

its foundation the order is said to have had 350 con-

vents in France. The order found large numbers
of adherents in other jiarts of Europe, and latterly

has been introduced into Britain and Amtsrica. The
memliers of the order jwld to three religious vows
a fourth, to occupy themselves gratuitously in the

education of children of their own sex. The order

is under the superintendence of the bishops. The
congregations of Ursulines did not universally accept

the conventual rule.

URHU8. See Bear.
URTICACEi^i], or Nicttleworts, a natural order

of dicotyledons, comprising trees, shrubs, and herbs,

with opposite or alternate leaviiS, having small, flat,

membranous stipules, and usually covered either

with asperities or stinging hairs
;

inconspicuous

flowers, scattered or clustered, or in catkins or

close heads
;
a membranous, lolied, persistemt calyx

;

definite, distinct stairiens, inserted into the base of

the calyx ; anthers often curved inwards in aestiva-

tion, and backwards in bursting ; a superior simple

ovary, with a solid erect ovule; fruit in the form of

a simple indehiscent nut, and a straight, albuminous
embryo. The s])eeies are found almost everywhere.

They are (diiefiy eharacdcri/.ed by the exc^essivc

causticity of their juice, which is much more power-

ful in some of thfi East Indian nettles than in

those of Europe, producing veiy painful sensations

that last for a week or ten days. Owing to the

tenacity of the fibres of some sj)i?cies a tough cordage

has been successful ly manufa(;tured from them. See
BotHMERiA and NK'n’LK.

URUGUAY, a river of S(»uth America, rising in

the Brazilian state of Santa Catharina, in the Serra

Geral, near the Atlantic coast, l)y several head-

streams (Pelotas, Santa Annn^ Maromlwis). It flows

first west, aej)arating the Brazilian states of Santa

Catharina and Rio Gmnde do Sul, and then south-

west and south, separating the Argentine Republic

on the west from Brazil and Uruguay on the east.

It passes the towns of Salto, Paysandu, Concepcion,

and Fray Bentos, and enters the La Plata estuary

above Buenos Ayres. It is about 960 miles long,

and is navigable by sea-going vessels to Paysandu,
200 miles up. Its chief tributary is the Rio Negro,
in Uruguay.
URUGUAY, or ReptJbltca Oriental del

Uruguay, a republic of South America, bounded
on the north and north-east by Brazil, on the east

by the Atlantic, on the south by the Rio de la

Plata, and on the west by the Uruguay, separating
it from the Argentine Republic. It is of a compact

shape; area, estimated at 72,150 square mileB. The
surfoce forms a vast undulating pli^ mnerally flat

towards the Uruguay, the Rio de la Plata^ and the

sea-coast, but broken in the interior several

ridges of moderate elevation. The principal river

is the Negro, which, rising on the north-east fron-

tier, flows south-west and enters the estuary of the

Uruguay, dividing the state into two nearly equal

portions. On the south-east frontier is the Iwo
lake of Merim, which is chiefly in Brazil. Tne
climate is mild, frost being unknown, and the ex-

cessive summer-heats being greatly tempered by
sea-breezes. The extensive plains, covered with rich

award and almost destitute of trees, seem admirably

adapted for agriculture; but owing partly to the

thinness of the population they remain for the most
part as pasturage for immense herds of horses, cattle,

and sheep. The leading industry is the preparation

of animal products, such as jerked beef, frozen meat,

beef extracts, tinned tongues, hides, skins, tallow,

and wool, which fonn the chief exports. Some
towns, such as Fray Bentos, Mercedes, and Pay-
sandu, are little Ixitter than huge shambles. The
value of the imports in 1901 was £5,041,000, and
of the ex|K)rts, £5,900,000. There are over 1200
miles of railway. The j)ermanent army consists of

alsnit 3000 men, besides the active civilian and police

forces. The rtivenue of late years has amounted
to al)out £3,300,000, chiefly derived from customs
duties. Th(! actual accounts of revenue and expen-

diture usually exhibit large deficits, and there is a
total foreign debt of over £20,000,000. The legis-

lative IxKly is a parliament composed of two houses,

a senate and a chamber of representatives; the head
of the executive is a president, elected for four

years. Montevideo is the capital and chief port.

The estimated po}>. of the state in 1900 was 930,680.

There is a considerable immigration, especially of

Italians.

Uruguay at one time formed a part of the Spanish
vi(.*eroyalty of Buenos Ayres, and when in 1811 it

severed its connection with Spain a period of con-

fusion followed in Uruguay, during which the Bra-
zilian government incorporated the latter territory

with its own (1821). When, shortly after, Brazil

broke away from Portugal, the republic of Buenos
Ayres refused to recognize Dom Pedro as Emperor
of Brazil unless Uruguay were restored. A war
broke out in consecpence which lasted till 1828,
when peace was concluded through the mediation
of Great Britain. In that peace Uruguay was
recognized as an independent state, and in 1830
a repiiblic4in constitution was adopted. Since that

time the history of Uruguay has consisted of little

else than a series of civil and foreign wars.

URUMIYAH, or Ookmia, a town and lake of
Persia, in the west of the province of Azerbijan.
The town is situated on an extensive plain alx)ut

10 miles west of the lake, and 65 miles south-
west of Tabreez. It claims to be the birthplace of

Zoroaster, and in the vicinity are several mounds,
supposed to have l)een made use of in the ceremonies
of the ancient fire-worshippers. The surrounding
district is of surpassing fertility, and forms one vast
extent of groves, orchards, vineyards, gardens, rice-

grounds, and villages. Pop. of the town, about
30,000.—The lake, situated 4300 feet above sea-

level, is about 80 miles long from north to south,
by 20 miles broad. It is extremely shallow through-
out. Numerous islands are scattered over its surface.

Its waters are so salt that neither fish nor moUusca
can live in it.

URUS. See Ox.
USAGE, in law. See Common Law and Pbi-

bcription.
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ITBBBCES^ ft Tnridili tribe wUdi ftt one time I

loaned the xnliiig dea threughoat Western Tur-

kestan, in Bokhans Khokmul, Khios and Balkh,

and pi^y aloo in Eastern Turkestan. In Western

Turkestan they are now completely under the influ-

ence of Bussia, but in the districts mentioned they

still form a sort of nobility, living mostly in towns,

and owning the numerous castles and strongholds

which are scattered over these lands. Tbeyare to a re-

markable degree active, bold, and indefatigable inwar.

USEDOM, a Prussian island in the Baltic, sepa-

rated from the coast of Pomerania partly by the

Peenestrom and partly by the Little Half, about

flO miles in length, of a very irregular form
;
area,

150 square miles. The surface is covered with

marshes, forests, and lakes, but there is some good
meadow and arable land. The inhabitants are em-
ployed in agriculture, navigation, and fishing. The
chief towns are Swinemiinde and Usedom. Pop.

about 83,000.

USHANT (French, Ouessant), an island of France,

15 miles off the west coast of the department of

Finistbre, to which it belongs
;
area, 6 square miles.

It is almost entirely composed of granite, and pre-

eents a very bold and rocky coast, which is accessible

only at some points. Fishing and the rearing of

sheep are the principal occupations of the inhabi-

tants. St Michael is the chief place. Two naval

engagements were fought off the island between
the French and English. In the first Sir Edward
Hawke defeated Admiral Conflans (1759) ;

the second,

in which the commanders were Admiral Keppel and
Count D’Orvilliera, was indecisive (1778). Ushant
with the surrounding islets forms a commune having
a ix)p. of *2377.

USHER (French, huissi(*r), an officer who has the

care of the d(»or of a court hall, chamber, or the like,

—The ifcntlemun nnher of the hlack rod is an ofiicial

of the House of T/)r(la, on which he attend.^ during

the sessions (f Parliament. His badge is a black

rod, with a lion, in gold, at the top. He .assists at

the c'^remony of introducing a new peer to tliv. house,

and has the duty of summoning the C^nnrnons when
their attendance is re(|uired in the House of Peers.

USHER, or Chhheu, James, Archbishop of Ar-
magh, in Ireland, born at Dublin in 1581. He took
orders in IfiOl, and in 1607 received the professor-

ship of divinity at IVinity College, Dublin, and the
Afice of chancellor of St. Patricli’s; in 1620, the

bishopric of Meath; in 1623, a f»lace in the Irish privy-

council; and the primacy of Ireland in tlan. 1624 (the

Archbi.sh(»[>ric of Armagh). His notions of church
government verging tow’ards Presbyterianism, his

enemies took advantage of this to attempt to destroy

bis credit with tiames I.; but he enjoyed to the last

the esteem of that king. He attended Strafford in

prison and at his execution. During the civil war
he was a stanch adherent of Charles I., and wit-

nessed the execution of the king. After that event
be experienced civility and flattering promises from
Cromwell. He died at Reigate, Surrey, in 16.56, and
the protector ordered that he should be interred in
Westminster Al)bey. Archbishop Usher carried on
an extensive coriespondence with the learned in
various parts of Euro)>i3^ and was a man of great eru-
dition. He wrote a number of works, the principal
of which are the Annals of the Old and New I’es-

tameut, which forms the basis of the received biblical

cbroiiology
; Britannicarum EcclesianimAntiquitates

;

and a Body of Divinity, compiled surreptitiously from
his sermons and notes, and published without bis

Approbation. See Aikin’s Lives of Selden and Usher
(1812).

USUFRUCT (usus fruetus), in the civil law, the
temporary use or enjoyment of any lands or tene-

ments, or the ril^t ol reoeiviiig the IniHi and proAli
of an inheritanoe, or other thing, without a power of
ftlienating the thing or changing the property thereof.
The relations between the proprietor and the usu-
fructuary are settled by the agreement made between
them.

USURY. See Interest.
UTAH (formerly the Daertt of the Mormons), one

of the United States, bounded north by Idaho and
Wyoming, east by Wyoming and Colorado, south bT
Arizona, and west by Nevada; greatest length, ncnth
to south, 350 miles, average breailth, alx>ut 260 miles;
area, 84,970 square miles. It is divided by the Widi-
satch Mountains into two unequal portions; ahiUy
country on the east, drained by the Green and Grand
Rivers (the head streams of the Colorado), the Colo-
rado itself, and their numerous tributaries; and ft

high and genewdly sterile table-land on the west, tho
drainage of which has no outlet to the sea, but ter-

minates in or connects the different lakes. Of these
the largest are the Great Salt Lake in the north-west
(see Great Salt Lake), and Utah Lake, about
25 miles to the south-east, a beautiful sheet of fresh

water having an area of 130 square miles. The riven
are mostly rapid and unnavigable, running through
rocky caflons whose walls often rise 2000 feet above
the stream. Some of the peaks of the Wahsatch
Mountains are above the snow-line, reaching an alti-

tude of 10,000 to 13,000 feet above sea-level, while

the valleys have an average elevation of 5000 feet.

The mild and healthy climate and the fertility of the
river valleys render certain portions of the territory

a good field for the agiiculturist, although the gene-

ral want of water operates unfavourably, it having
been estimated that nineteen-twentieths of the boU
is hopelessly sterile. In the fertile districts wheats
oats, barley, and potatoes are grown successfully,

and tho fruits and vegetables peculiar to the temper-
ate zone are produced abundantly. Cattle-raising is

(iairied on very nrofitably on the oi>en plains where
agri(5ulture could not succeed. Valuable deposits of
gold, silver, C()p|>er, lea<l, iron, coal, and other mine-
rals exist, and the production of the mines is annually

increasing. Internal communication is maintained

by several railway systems, including lines of the

Central Faoific and the Union Pacific railways. The
educational establishments include a university at

Salt Lake City. Utah formerly belonged to Mexico,

but was acquired by the United States iti 1848. Its

limits were formerly much larger. It has been oc-

cupied since 1847 by the Mormons, who settled here

after they had been expelled from Illinois (see Mor-
mons). Tho Mormons were long the chief inhabi-

tants, and would have preferred to remain so as well

as to retain their peculiar institutions, but the influx

of ‘ gentiles’ brought the rule of the Mormon church

to an end, and i)olygamy is not now openly practised.

A law was j>aased in 1894 making Utah a state

(taking effect in 1896). The capital is Salt Lake

City. Pop. in 1850, 11,380; I860, 40,273; 1870,

86,786; 1880, 143,907; 1890, 207,905; and in 1900,

UTERUS, or Womb, the organ which in higher

Mammalia receives the fecundated or impregnated

ovum or germ, in which the embryo is contained and

developed, and from w'hich, when mature, it is finally

born or exj>elled. The utenis lies between the

bladder and rect\mi or terminal part of the boweL

In the virgin female it is somewhat pear-shaped,

tiattened from ateve or before backwards, and pro-

jecting t below by its ccinnx (or neck) and os (or

mouth) into the vagina—this latter being the mem-

branous communicating externally, and through

which the embryo or young, when mature, ii bom.

fn the unimpregnatea state the uterus measutei
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•Ixmt 8 inehes in length, 2 inches htosd, 1 inch In
thickness, and about 1 4 oz. in we^ht It is divided

into a funduB or base, a hody^ andf a cervix or neck.

It opens into the vagina by an aperture (os uteri) of

transverse shape. The organ is retained in its place

bv oertain ligaments, derived from the peritoneum,
of which the chief are the round and broad liga^

merits of each side. Its internal cavity is of small
size when compared with the bulk of the organ, and
at each superior angle at the fundus a Fallopian
tube or oviduct enters. These tubes serve to convey
the ova or eggs from the ovary/ (which see) to the
uterus. In structure, the uterus is composed of three
coats. The outer coat is serous in structure, the
middle coat is muscular, and the internal is mucous.
The middle coat becomes largely developed in the
impregnated uterus, and constitutes the muscular
layer concerned in the forcible expulsion of the child.

The arteries of the uterus are derived from the in-

ternal iliac and ^rta, and are named uterine and
ovarian. The veins are of large size, and are named
sinuses in the impregnated state. The nerves come
off from the inferior hypogastric and 8f)ermatic

plexuses, and from the third and fourth sacral nerves.

In old age the uterus approaches in ap]>earance and
dimensions to its infantile or early proportions.

The womb is liable to many diseases, of which the

most frequent and important are inflammatory affec-

tions and tumours. From its connection with the

menstrual function and its intimate relations to the

ovaries the womb is singularly liable to derangements,
which are rather functional than of organic nature;

and in certain diseases of its ligaments and surround-

ings (vagina, Fallopian tubes, &c.) the uterus partici-

pates to a greater or less extent. UteHne catarrh^

marked by pain and discharge; inflammation or

metritis (acute and chronic); ulceration of the os and
cervix uieH; cancer; and tumours (fibroid, fibrous,

polypi, cystic tumours, &c.) com prise the most common
of uterine lesions. In addition to these actual diseases

the womb is liable to become displaced in various

ways, from laxity of its ligaments and from other

causes (see PuoiiAPHUft Utkui); and the treatment
of these displacements forms a highly important
branch of obstetric medicine.

UTICA, a city of the United States, in New York,
situated on a beautiful slope on the right bank of the
Mohawk, 9.^ miles west by north of All)any. It has
wide and spacious streets, cotton factories, boot and
shoe factories, Hour, grist, and saw mills, tanneries,

foundries, machine shops, &c.
;
and an extensive trade,

tispecially in cheese, greatly facilitated by canals

and railways. Pop. (1890), 44,007; (1900), 56,?»81i.

UTILPlARIANllSM, the school or theory of

morals which defines virtue as consisting in utility.

The name is more sjxjcially applied to the school

founded by Jeremy l^enthaiii, of which the greatest

exponent was John Stuart Mill, but there are othiT

developments of the same jirinciple l>oth in ancient

and modern schools of morals. The Utilitarian

theory may be traced back to Epicurus, or perhaps

to Aristotle; the former at least defined hajipiness

as the sole end of virtue, and this position distin-

guishes all to whom the name of Utilitarian is pro-

perly applied, and all who consistently maintain this

principle are Utilitarians. See Sir Leslie Stephen’s

The English Utilitarians (1900); also Ethics.

UTOPIA, a name invented by Sir Thomas More,
from the Greek ou topos (no place), and applied by
him to an imaginary island, which he represents as

discovered by a supposed companion of Amerigo
Vespucci, who descril)e8 its condition to More at

Antwerp in 1514. He gave an account of this

imaginary island in his work called Utopia, written

in l^tin, and published at Louvain and Antwerp in

1516. The author deecribez in this work many Ima.

ginary perfections in laws, politics, Ac., in oontra-

distinction to the defects of those which then existed.

UTBAQUISTS. See Calixtinis.

UTRECHT, an important town of Holland, capita)

of a province of the same name, 23 miles south-east

of Amsterdam. It lies in a pleasant district, on a

somewhat elevated site on the Old Rhine, where the

Vecht branches off from it, and is traversed by two
canals, across which are numerous stone bridges. It

is an open, well-built town, with numerous squares,

and five public promenades. Utrecht possesses a

government-house, a Protestant cathedral, national

mint, town-hall, the finest building in the town, the

buildings of the Society of Art and Science, several

barracks, an arsenal, and numerous remains of anti-

quity. There is here a university, with a botanical

garden, anatomical hall, laboratory, observatory,

library, and a museum of natural history attached;

a veterinary school, musical college, schools for draw-
ing and architecture, and numerous other educational

establishments. Utrecht is the central point of the

Dutch railway system, and is well situated for trade

both by land and water. It carries on an extensive

trade in grain and cattle, and in the manufactures of

the place, which include soda, sulphuric acid, ultra-

marine, bone-black, tobacco and cigars, iron-castings,

beer, the kind of plush called Utrecht velvet, car-

pets, fl<K)r-cloth, salt, Ac. Utrecht is the oldest town of

Holland, and was called by the Romans Trajectum ad
Jihenum^ that is, ‘I’ord of the Rhine,’ and later Ultra’

trajectum, Jn the audience-hall of the university, in

1579, was signed the act of confederati*)!!, declaring

the seven United Provinces independent of Spain;

and in the British minister’s house, now replaced by
a barrack, the Peace of Utrecht was signed in 1713,

which ended the war of the Spanish Successiou. (See

Utkiccht, Peach of.) Pop. in 1900, 101,101.—The
province of Utrecht is the smallest in the kingdom,
having only an area of .'>32 scpiare ndb'S, with a pop.

of 254,867 in 1900. It is generally flat, is well

watered by the Rhine, Vecht, Amstel, &c., and is

better suited for dairy-farming and stock-rearing

than for corn growing.

UTRECHT, Peace op, a peace which consisted

of a series of separate treaties between the powers

who had been engaged in the w ar of the Spanish
Succession. The emperor refused to accede to the

peace, and his dilFerences with J<>ance were subse-

quently atljusted by the 'I’reaty of Rastadt, 7th March,
1714, for his own dominions, and of Baden, 7th Sep-

tember, 1714, for the empire. (See Germany—His-

tory.) On April 11, 1713, England, the States-

general, Prussia, Portugal, and Savoy, signed sepa-

rate treaties with France. By the treaty wdth ICng-

land, France, among other things, recognized the

Hanoverian succession, engaged that the crowns of

France and Spain should never be united, agreed to

the restitution of comiuests to the allies of England,
engaged that the fortifications of Dunkirk should be
razed; and ceded to Britain Nova Scotia, Newfound-
land, St. Kitts, and Hudson’s Bay and Straits. Gib-
raltar and Minorca were also ceded ou behalf of

Spain. Fraime ceded to Holland all that part of the
Spanish Netherlands still held by her, which was to

he banded over to Austria w'hen a barrier treaty was
arranged. (See Barrier Treaty and Germany.) Por-
tugal aM^cpiired some colonial accessions, l^ouis XIV.
recognized the title of the King of Prussia, and on
behalf of Spain ceded to him Spanish Guelderland,
except Veuloo and Roermonde. Prussia also ac-

quired the sovereignty of Neufch&tel in Switzerland,
and renounced the principality of Orange with its

dependencies. Savoy and Nice were restored to the
Duke of Savoy, who was recognized as preeumptiveL
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heir to the Spanish monarehy, and remiv^ an and a grammar-Bohool; and oarriee on maltinff, iron*

aooeseion of territoiy with the title of king. The founding, agrioultural-ixnplement making, and brew*
different powers concerned in the tr^ties with ing. Pm (1891), 4418; (1901), 5183.

France could not enter into direct negotiations with UVUliA. See Palate.
Spa^ as Philip V. was not recognize till the con- UXBRIDGE, a market -town of England, in

elusion of the treaties; but France treated for Spain, Middlesex, 15 miles west by north of liondon, on
and formal treaties with that power corresponding the left bank of the Coin, here crossed by two good
with those with France were signed by Britain, 13th bridges, and on the Great Western Railway. It is

July, 1713; Savoy, 13th August, 1713; Netherlands, well built, contains an ancient church, built of flint

June 26, 1714; and by Portugal, February, 1715. and brick; two new churches, several Dissenting
UTTOXETER, a market-town and urban dis- chapels, and a spacious coni-exchange. There are

trict of England, Staffordshire, 14 miles sln.k. of iron-foundries, a brewery, corn-mills, &c. Brick*

Stafford, on an eminence above the vale of the making is carried on on a large scale, and there is

Dove. It is clean and well built; has a handsome an extensive traffic in com and flour. Pop. in 1881,

parish church, and several other places of worship, 7669; in 1891, 8206; in 1901, 8585.

V.

y, the twenty-second letter of the English alpha- becomes slightly elevated, hard, and red. This
bet, a labial, formed by the junction of the upper elevation by the fifth day has l)ecome a distinct

teeth with the lower lip, and a gentle expiration. It vesicle, bluisli-whito in colour, with a raised edge
resembles the letter/, but in pronouncing it the teeth and central cup-like dtJpression. It is distended

are pressed less tightly to the lip, and the sound is with clear lymph, and by the eighth day it attains

voic^ or sonant, / being surd or mut(i. In Anglo- its full development; the vesicle being j)lump, round,

Saxon there was no letter v, but / often had this more decide<ily jHjarl-coloured, the margin being
sound. In Latin, V and U were one letter. (See U.) firm and the central depression very marked. On
As a numeral V denotes 5, or with a dash above it, this day, and souietimes a little earlier, a ring of

5000. inflammation called the areula l>egins to form al^ut

VaAL river. See Orange River. *ind both vesicle and areola continue to

VACCINATION (from the vacctM virus or spread for the next two days. After the tenth day

matter characteristic of the disease vaecinia or the areola Ixjgins to fade, the pustule also coinmeno-

cow-j>ox, from L. vacca, a cow) is the process or I

to dry in the centre, until by the fourteenth or

operation by whi(?h the human subject is inoculated !
fifteenth day a hard brown scab is formed, which

(vaccinated) with the lymph or matter of cow-jk)x,
;

usually falls off about the twenty-first day, but

usually artificially produced, with the view ol pro- which may remain a day or two longer. It

tecting the individual treated against an attack
,

leaves a cicatrix or scar which is usually permanent

of the far more serious small-|)ox. The ravages of
;

h* after-life, generally of circular shajHj and some-

small-jKix before the introduction of voc^cination what depressed. The constitutional symptoms are

have Ixien referred to under Ino(!ULATIon and l

usually a slight rise of temperature, increasing to

Small- pox; and an account of the discovery that i

obvious feverishness, with derangement of the

crw-jx>x when communicated to man rendered him stomach and Ixjwels, lartween the eighth and tenth

as insusccptil)]e to an attack of srnall-ixix as an ' day, and occasional swelling of the glands of the

attack of small-pox itself did, tr»gethcr with the
i

arm-pit, these symptoms subsiding as the areola

fact that cow-pox might be easily communicated .
disapfiears. Sometimes slight skin eruptions also

from jKjrson to person by inoculation, has Vieen given appear when the areola is at its height; but those,

under Jknnkk. There are several different methods • tc»gether with the general symptoms, are usually

of performing the ojwration of vaccination, the slight in intensity, and seldom call for si>ecial tr<»t-

essential point of each being the introduction of the i
lucnt. While the jmnetures are healing there is a

vaccine lymph into the circulation. The spot gene- i

deal of itching, and it is a good plan to cover

rally selected is the outside of the arm just lielow
j

them with a soft piece of clean linen, thickly spread

the shoulder, and here four or more small incisions !

with cold cream, which may lie kept in its place by

are made. Some surgeons make a few small I
means of a layer of cotton wool and a suitable

straight cuts in the skin with a sharp lancet well l^andage.

charged with lymph
;

others make a number of
|

With respect to the age at which children should

parallel or crossed scratches with a charged lancet; !

be vaccinattid, it is generally maintained that since

while Dr. Seaton, who was the medical officer to
I

small -jhix is a disease to which jK^rsons are liable

the Local Government Board and one of the chief
,

from birth, and which is peculiarly fatal in infancy,

authorities on this subject, recommended as the it is imiwrtant that vaccination should lie performed

most effective methfxl the plan of making a numlier
{

very early in life, riump and healthy children

of small punctun^s on the spots selected, over which
i

should be vaccinated when a month or six weeks

the lymph should be spread with the flat part of
j

old; more delicate children may lie kept waiting for

the lancet. He further advised that when the ;

three or four weeks more; but all, except where the

vaccination was performed on both arms there :

state of health positively forbids vaccination, should

should be three insertions of lymph on each, while
I

be vaccinated by the age of three months—the aae

if it was confined to one, five insertions should :

formerly in England laid down by law. In the

be made on that arm. In ordinary cases, after i
case of ‘arm-to-arm vaccination’, which, however,

the lymph Is inserted, no particular effect is ob-
|

« »ow becoming obsolete, the lymph for vaccination

served till about the end of the second day, or
|

should be taken from perfectly healthy subjects and
early on the third day, when ^e alHw at the spot

|
fi^om thoroughly characteristic vesicles, the best time
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M0 it being the eighth the vesiole being un-

injured and free from areola. ^e latter circuxnstanoe

ia important, and of still greater importance is the

rule to reject all lymph with which even the slight-

est quantity of blood has been drawn. Calf lymph,

lymph obtained from calves specially selected and
vaomnated for the purpose, is now widely employed,

its effects being apparently in no respect different

from those of the best human lymph. The lymph
is usually kept in fine glass tubes. Latterly what
is known as * glycerinat^ calf lymph * is the special

sort made use of, which Lord Lister has described

as removing the last
* rational obj^tion which could

be urg^ against vaccination *. The glycerine kills

off various microbes that were apt to get into the

vaccine lymph, and also increases its efficiency,

while it x^uces the inflammatoiy and febrile dis-

turbances attending the vaccination.

In the early days of vaccination it was supposed
that the operation, when properly performed, would
protect the subject against small-pox for life, though
Jenner never claimed for it more protective power
than that afforded by an attack of the disease itself,

and it is known that a person may have more than
one attack of the small-pox. But experience has

shown that in the majonty of cases revaccination

about the age of twelve years is necessary, and that

it may be desirable to resort to it afterwards when-
ever there is any risk of infection. In small-pox

hospitals it is customary to vaccinate the nurses,

whether they have been previously vaccinated or

not, before they enter upon their duties; and many
doctors submit to the operation whenever they have
to combat an epidemic of the disease, the immunity
of both doctors and nurses being most remarkable.

With respect to the value of vaccination as a
protection against small-pox, the defenders of the

practice, among whom are included the vast majo-
rity of the medical profession, British, Continenbd,
and American, contend tliat it is manifested in two
wa3rs: first, by the immunity from the disease,

which, as a rule, it confers; secondly, by the modi-
fication which, when immunity is not complete, it

induces in the course and severity of the di^ase in

the majority of cases. Statistics derived from the
experience of the small-pox hospitals of London go
to prove that while the disease runs an unmodified
course in all but 2*6 per cent of the unvaccinated
patients, its course in vaccinated patients is modified

in 73 per cent; and that while the death-rate of

natural small-pox is 35’55 per cent, that of post-

vaccinal small-pox is not more than 8 per cent. The
difference between 85 and 8, however, does not give

a fair idea of the protection afforded by vaccination,

as in many cases the vaccination was proved to

have been of a very imperfect character. Statistics

recently collected of 11,724 coses of small -pox
treated in the hospitals of the Metropolitan Asylums
Board showed that in 4477 cases having good vac-

cination marks there were 183 deaths—mortality

per oenl^ 4T; while in 7247 cases having indifferent

marks the mortality was 799, or at the rate of 11

per cent. Many similar statistics have been col-

lected elsewhere.

That some disadvantages—or even dangers—at-

tend vaccination need not be altogether denied, but
these in recent practice may be said to be altogether

obviated. S3rphili8, it is alleged, has been conveyed
to healthy persons through this operation, and eiy-

aipelas is also said to have been brought on by it;

but such cases have been very rare, and the practice

of vaccination is now almost universal in civilized

countries— in some of them being compulsory.
Oompulsion was introduced in England in 1853,
and in Scotland and Ireland in 1868* A con-

solidating and amending act was passed in 1867ft

this being slightly amended by an Mt of 187L
Provision was thus made for the appointment and
payment of public vaccinators throu^out the king-

dom, and for the due registration of the operation.

It was enacted that in England all childron must
be vaccinated within three months of their births

under a penalty of 40«., unless any pubbc vaccinator

or medical practitioner should certify in the case of

any particular child that it was not in a fit state to

be vaccinated. The limit of age for Scotland was
fixed at six months. lie payment of the penalty

was not to release the parent or guardian from

compliance with the law, and it could be enforced

at due intervals till obedience was rendered. The
law gave rise to an outcry among igno^t and
prejudiced persons, and many suffer^ imprison-

ment rather than comply. This feeling manifested

itself with special vehemence at certain centres of

population, and in some towns such a strong anti-

vaccination movement arose as led to a wholesale

disregard of the vaccination laws. Among towns
where this movement hod the greatest success were

Leicester and Keighley, where the anti-vaccinators

were so numerous that the law was practically

defied. Every year the number of unvaccinated

children increased, and a government inquiry was
at last brought about.

A royal commission to inquire into the working
of the vaccination acts was appointed in 1889, and
the commissioners issued their final report in 1896.

In 1892 they had issued an interim report recom-

mending that the imposition of repeated penalties

in respect of non-vaccination should cease. In
final report the commissioners, by a majority

eleven out of thirteen, gave as among their cox^^

elusions that vaccination has a protective effqci^

diminishing the liability to attack and
the severity of the disease; that the beneSHm*
effects of vaccination are greatest in those cases%^
which the operation has l^en most thoroughly per^
formed; that the protection is greatest during the
nine or tun years following vaccination, after which
it rapidly diminishes, though it never wholly ceases;

that revaccination restores the temporary protection;

that diseases, as alleged, have resulted from vac-

cination, but only to an insignificant extent as
compared with the total number of vaccinations,

and are diminishing under the better precautions

now adopted. They recommended the use of calf

lymph as affording absolute protection against the
communication of disease

;
that the vaccination age

should be extended to six months; and objected

to the imposition of re|ieated penalties. Some of

these recommendations were embodied in the act of

1898, according to which, while it is still the law
that all children bom in England (the act does
not refer to Scotland) must be vaccinated within
six months of their birth, no parent is liable to
any penalty for non-vaccination, if within four
months from the birth of the child he satisfies two
justices of the peace, or a stipendiary magistrate,
that he conscientiously believes that vaccination
would be prejudicial to the health of the child, and
obtains a certificate of exemption. Vaccination
may be performed either by a private practitioner

or by a public vaccinator, it being the duty of the
latter, when called upon, to visit the home of the
child and vaccinate it free of diarge. A parent can
only be prosecuted twice for non-vaccination in the
case of the same child, and the second time not till it

is four years old. Since every birth must be regis-

tered, and certificates of vaccination have also to be
forwarded to the registrar, cases of non-oomplianoe
with the law are easily detected and dealt with.
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iLmai^y wchtIh ih favour of vaooination are M*Vail*a

Yacci]iatio]i Vindioated, Vaoomation and

Variola, Hart's Tmth about Vaocmation; against

it, Creighton’s Jenner and Vaccination, a^ Natural

fiistoiy of Cow-pox, Crookshank’a Histoiy and

Pathology of Vaccination.

VACUUM, an absolutely empty space; an in-

dosed apace in which the tension of the oocup3ring

gas is very small oompared with the ordinaiy ten-

sion of the atmosphere outside the inclosure. The
bast-known vacuum is the vacant space above the

mercury in a barometer, called Torrioelli’s vacuum.

This space is not absolutely empty, because there is

vapour of mercuiy filling it, probably also the glass

of the tube gives off a vapour having a very small

tension at ordinary temperatures. Very elaborate

experiments have been devised to produce what are

called perfect vacuums, and air and other gases have

been very perfectly removed from glass vessels; but

even if we did not believe in the existence of the

ether necessary to the undulatoiy theory of light,

what we surmise as to the evaporization of bodies at

all temiieratures would lead us to the belief that an
absolute vacuum has not yet been produced.

VACUUM-TUBES, glass tubes containing dif-

ferent gases much rarefied, and liaving inserted two
pieces of platinum wire (platinum and glass contract

nearly at the same rate in cooling), by means of

which sparks from a Ruhmkorff's coil may be passed

through the gas. The colours and stratification pro-

duced by electrical discharges in these tubes are very

beautiful and interesting. Vacuum-tubes are also

called Geissler’s tubes, from Geissler of Bonn, an

eminent maker. An egg-shaped ghiss vessel, called

'electric egg’, is u^ similarly. The colours

^K>end on the particular gas inclot^ in the tube;

air the colour is purple or red at the positive

and blue or white at the negative end. In

yMtfDgen the light is gr^n, in ammonia it is blue,

mHId sulphurous acid it is lilac. There ore also

i^Ofwkes and Hontgen tubes, for which see Radio-
graphy in Surr.

VADUZ, capital of the principality of Liechten-

stein, on the right liank of the Rhine, 14 miles

B.S.K of Appenzcdl. It is finely situated at the foot

of a hill, in a district where much fruit is grown.

It has an interesting old castle, restored in the six-

tt'* nth century, wdth a sijuare Uiwor dating from the

ninth century. Pop. in 1890, 1139.

VAGRANTS, a class of persons of which the

Englisli law takes cognizance, the statutes dividing

them into the three grades of idle and disorderly

persons^ roquet and va(jahoivdt^ and ineorriyibU

roquet. Idle and disorderly j)erton8 are such as,

while able to maintain themselves and their families,

neglect to do so, pedlars or chapmen trading without
a license, persons begging or encouraging children

to beg, Ac. They may be sentenced to imprison-

ment with hard labour for not more than a month.
A rogue and vagabond is one who, having been
convicted as an idle and disorderly person, is again
guilty of the same offence; so persons pretending to
tell fortunes or practising any other sort of impo-
sition, persons having no visible occupation and un-
able to give a good account of themselves, or ex-
hiUiting wounds in order to obtain alms, or playing
or betting in public with a table or other instrument
of gambling, and other similar cases. This second
claffi of offenders may be imprisoned with hard
labour for not more than thr^ months. A con-
victed rogue and vagabond on repetition of the
offence renders himself liable to punishment as an
inrorrigible rogue; that is, he may be committed to
prison with bard labour rill next quarter-sessions,
and may then be imprisoned with hard labour for a

year, whipping being added aooording to the Mea-
sure of the iusrioes. In Scotland, vagrantaare bm^y
dealt with by local enactments.
VAIGATCH, an island in the Arcrio Oeean,

belonging to the Russian government of Axch^
angeh separated from the mainland by the Tugor
Strait and from Nova Zembla by Kara Strait, and
forming with Nova Zembla the western boundary
of the Kara Sea. The mountain chain of the
^jacent mainland peninsula is continued in the
island by a low chain near the east coast Vege-
tation is very scant, but the island is visited by
Ricans and Samoyedes in search of fur-bearing
animals, whales, various kinds of birds, and fish.

The area is about 1410 squai'e miles.

VALAIS (Germax^ WaUit)^ a southern canton
of Switzerland, abutting on France and Italy, and
having an area of 2026 square miles. It is surrounded
on all sides by the loftiest and most magnificent
mountain chains in Europe, namely, by the Bernese,
Pennine, and Helvetian or Lepontine Alps, all con-

taining ridg^ 13,000 to 15,000 feet high, with mag-
nificent glaciers. The Rhone flows through the whole
length of the canton, forming the largest valley in

Switzerland, and discharges into the Lake of Geneva.
Where the elevation is not too great the mountain-
slopes are covered with large and valuable forests of

pines, and lower down of hard-wood trees, succeeded
by productive orchards; rich pastures abound, and
support numerous cattle, the principal source of

subsistence of the inhabitants. In the lower valley

of the Rhone there is much arable land, the finer

fruits are grown, and silk-worms reared. The canton
produces a good deal of wine. In the Upper Valais,.

German, in the Lower, French is spoken. The can-

ton was admitted into the Confederation in 1558.
Sion is the capital. Pop. in 1900, 114,980, of whom
only a small nuinlier were Protestants.

VALDAI HILLS. See Russia.
VALDEPEI^AS, a town in Spain, province of

Ciudad-Real, 110 miles south of M^rid. It ia

celebrated for a wine derived from the Burgundy
vine introduced from France. Pop. (1887), 15,404.

VAL DE TRAVERS, a valley of Switzerland,

in the canton of Neufchatel, in the Jura Mountains
to the west of Neufchatel Lake, about 12 miles south-
west of the town of Neufchatel. It is about 7 miles
long, and is drained by the river Reuse, flowing

north-east to the lake. The inhabitants are engaged
in agricultural and pastoral occupations and in the
manufacture of clocks, liqueurs, lace, and especially

cement and asphalte, for which the valley is famous.
The chief villages are Fleurier, Mutiers, Couvet, and
Travers, with a total population of about 9000.

The valley is traversed by a railway from Dijon to

Neufchatel.

VALENCE, a town in France, capital of the
Department of Drome, on the left bank of the Rhone,
66 miles south of Lyons. It contains a small

ancient cathedral in the Romanesque style, with a
bust by Canova of Pope Pius VI.

;
a public library

of 20,000 volumes, several higher educational insti-

tutions, a museum of antiquities and paintings, a
handsome court-house, and a theatre. It is the see

of a bishop, and has a court of first resort. Its

chief manufacturing industries are cloth-printing;

brewing and distilling, tanning, and hardware-

making; and it has a trade in timber, grain, coal,

silks, and wine. Pop. (1896), 26,212.

VALENCIA, a city of Spain, capital of a pro-

vince of the same name, on the south bank of the

Turia or Guadalaviar, over which several bridges

lead to northern suburbs, near the eastern coast,

190 miles E.B.B. of Madrid. It stands in a fertile

district and has an attractive and somewhat Ori-
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ental appearance, and its streets are mostly narrow
and winding. The city walls were removed in 1871,

and their site is now occupied by broad boule-

vards, but two old gates have been left in position.

The chief square is the Plaza del Mercado, or

market-place, on the north side of which is the

Lonja de la Seda, or silk exchange, a beautiful

Gothic building of the fifteenth century, restored in

1892>95. The other noteworthy buildings and in-

stitutions of the city are: the cathedral (La Seo),

completed in 1482, with an octagonal Gothic bell-

tower called El Miguelete; the Colegio del Pa-
triarca^ an ecclesiastical building in Renaissance
style (1686-1605), containing a church of Corpus
Christi, pictures, frescoes, tapestry, &c.; the church
of San Nicolas, with fine paintings by Juanes; the

university, founded in 1441, with a valuable library;

the Audiencia, formerly the chamber of deputies of

the kingdom of Valencia, a sixteenth-century Re-
naissance edifice; the provincial picture-gallery,

strong in the Valencian school; the citadel, built by
Charles V., now in ruins; the provincial and the

military hospital; the penitentiary; the archiepis-

copal palace; &c. The fine botanical garden, the

bull-ring, a theatre, and some other buildings are

situated outside of the boulevard line; and on the

north side of the river is the charming Alameda,
lined with plane-trees. El Grao, the harbour, is

at the mouth of tlie Tiiria, on the north side, and
beside it are sea-bathing resorts. Valencia has

manufactures of silk, cigars, pn])er, oil, chocolate,

soap, &c., and a considerable trade in wine, oranges,

rice, oil, &c. Valencia figured in Roman history,

and was destroyed by Pomjxiy in B.c. 76. It was
long the capital of a kingdom of Valencia, which
came to an end in 1319. In 1812-13 it was occu-

pied by the French under Suchet. Pop. (1897),

204,768; of j)rovince, 775,99.6.

VALENCIENNES, a town of France, in the

department of Nord, at the junction of the Rhon-
delle with the Scheldt, 30 miles south-east of Lille.

Its chief buildings and institutions are: the church

of Notre Lame du St. Cordon, a modern edifice in

thirteenth - century style, with fine stained -glass

windows; an old Gothic church, with a modem
tower; the town- hall, a seventeenth -century build-

ing, with a fa9ade of more recent date; a lyceum; a
museum of painting and sculpture, rich in works of

the Flemish school; a natural history museum; a
municipal library; a civil and a military hos})ital;

an arsenal
;
and barracks. The district yields much

coal, and among the manufactures of the town are

chicory, beet-sugar, salt, potash, soap, glass, iron,

woollen yarn and goods, linen, &c. The once

flourishing lace industry is now extinct. Pop. in

1901, 81,007.

VALENS. See Rome—

H

istory.

VALENTIA, or Valencia, a small island off the

south-west coast of Ireland, belonging to the county

of Kerry. It is about 6 miles long by 2 miles broad,

mostly fertile and under tillage, and possesses valu-

able rfate and flag quarries and productive fisheries.

The village of Valentia, at the south-east extremity

of the island, has some trade in slates, flags, fish, and
agricultural produce. Valentia is the point from

which the British Atlantic telegraph cables start to

Newfoundland. Pop. in 1891, 2060.

VALENTINE, St., a saint of the Roman calen-

dar, whose day is February 14. The custom of

choosing valentines on his day is of considerable

antiquity, and it was an old belief that birds began
to mate on this day. On the eve of St. Valentine’s

day young people of both sexes used to meet, and
each of them drew one by lot from a number of

names of the opposite sex, which were put into a

common receptacle. Each gentleman thuB got a
lady for his valentine, and became the valentine of

a lady. The gentlemen remained bound to the

service of their valentines for a year. A similar

custom prevailed in the Roman Lupercalia, to which

the modem custom has, with probability, been traced.

The practice has fallen into desuetude. The day
used commonly to be celebrated by sending, anony-

mously through the post, missives specially provid^
by the stationer for the purpose. These were either

of a sentimental or of a ludicrous character, the

latter class generally being intended to convey,

either seriously or in fun, depreciatory sentiments

regarding the recipient’s personal appearance, habits,

&c. The valentines of the serious class were some-

times very elaborate affairs, costing perhaps five or

six pounds. This practice has all but cea^d.

VALENTINIANS. See Gnostics.

VALERIAN, the common name of plants of the

genus Valeriana^ type of the order Valerianaceae of

sympetalous dicotyledons, closely related to Com-
positte. Among the principal distinguishing char-

acteristics of the order are: calyx superior; corolla

of usually five united petals, often spurred; stamens

1-4, with free anthers; ovary of three united carpels,

only one of which is fertile, containing a single

pendulous ovule
;

seeds exalbuminous ;
embryo

straight; leaves exstipulate; flowers in dichotomous

cymes. The order includes eight genera; among
the species being spikenard {Nardostachys Jata-

mansi) and lamb’s lettuce (
ValerianeUa olitoria).

The species of Valeriana are shrubs or herbaceous
plants with pinnate, opposite leaves, three stamens,

corollas without spurs, fruit almost always one-celled,

and calyx mostly appearing as a pappus after flower-

ing. They number about 160. The chief British

S}>ecie8 are V. officinalis^ a tall plant with white or
pinkish flowers, abundant in moist places, and V.

dioica^ a smaller species. The root of the former
yields a well-known antispasniodic medicine, useful

in hysteria, flatulence, palpitation, and convulsions.

Cats are extremely fond of it.

VALETTA, a fortified seaport, capital of Malta,
on the north-east coast of the island, picturesquely

situated on an elevated peninsula, with a large and
commodious harljour on each side. The town and
lM)th harbours arc defended by walls and forts of

great strength, partly built in the solid rock. The
streets are narrow, the squares are spacious and
handsome, and the splendid (juays, lined with ele-

gant buildings, are particularly attractive. From
the inequality of the site the communication Initween

j

the different streets is maintained by flights of steps.

I

Among the churches the most notable is the cathe-

I

dral, built in 1580, containing the tombs of the

I

knights, who are rtJpresented in white marble in full

costume. The governor’s residence, the ancient
palace of the grand-masters, has a corridor hung
with portraits of knights, and an armoury rich in
trophies and ancient armour. There is a library and
museum and a university, a botanical garden, a
military hospital, occupying a noble building erected
by the knights, and otlier public institutions. There
are several dry-docks, one of very great size, and
the town is an important coaling station. It haa a
stone quarry, silk-factories, a large transit trade, and
is the chief station of the British fleet in the Medi-
terranean. Pop., including suburbs, estimated at
70,000.

VALHALLA. See Northern Mythology.
VALKYRIAS. See Northern Mythology.
VALLADOLID, a city of Spain, capital of a

modem pi-ovince of the same name, and seat of an
archbishop, on the left bank of the Pisuerga, a tri-

butary of the Douro, which is here joined by the
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(largely covered in) from the east and the

Canal of Castile from the nort]^ 110 miles north-

west of Madrid, It is situated in a spacious, fertile

plain, and has fine streets and squares, among the

fatter being the Plaza Mayor (or de la Oonstitucion),

the oentre of the city’s life. The most notable

church is the cathedral, begun in late Renaissance

style in 1585, but still unfinished ; and the most in-

teresting church is that of Santa Maria la Antigua,

dating from the twelfth century. Close to these

two edifices stands the university, a seventeenth-cen-

tury building, with a library. Other noteworthy

buildings and institutions are: the Colegio de Santa

Cruz, a splendid plateresque building of the fifteenth

century, containing a museum and some modern
paintings ;

the Colegio de San Gregorio, a fifteenth

-

century building, now devoted to municipal purposes,

with a splendid Gothic fa9ade ;
the thirteenth-cen-

tury church of San Pablo, with an ornamental Gothic

fa^^e; the royal palace, dating from the seventeenth

century
;
the convent of San Benito, now used as a

barrack; two theatres; a bull-ring; general hospital;

&c. The Campo Grande is the finest park of the city.

The industries include iron-founding and manufac-
tures of cloth, silks, pa{>er, gold and silver wares,

chemicals, and leather. Valladolid was the capital

of Spain before Madrid. It is the birthplace of

Philip II., and it contains the house in which Co-
lumbus died. One of the foreign institutions for

the training of Scottish Roman Catholic priests was
formerly situated here. I*o}). (18117), 68,745.—The
province lias an area of 3048 square miles, and a
pop. (1897) of 276,366.

VALLADOLID, a city of Mexico, in the state

of Yucatan, finely built, and containing numerous
churches, a Jesuit college, a h(«pital, atid a fine

aqueduct. It has a cotton industry. Pop. 14,000.

See also Morelia.
VALLl^lHE, Louise. Sec La VALLifciiK.

VALLISNERI.V, a genus of plants of the natural

order Hydrocharida<re{e, or floating i»lants. The
VaJliHnrria spiralia is f<jund in still waters in Italy

and France. It presents partly stihmerged fields of

narrow, linear, three-nerved, grass-like, olivtvgreen

Iciives. The male and the hanale flowers are pr«»-

diiced upon difTereiil jJaiits. The former have short

stalks, while those of the latter are hmgand spirally

tw’i-ted. When the time? of ftscundation arrives the

male flowers become detached and rise to the sur-

face, where they are enabled to fertili/.e the female

flowers, whose long spiral stems enable them to float

on the surfiux' even at a variable dej)th. Afttjr fe-

cundation the female flowers are drawn undtjr water
by the contraction of their spiral .stems, and there

rii>en the seed. This plant is extensively used in

aquaria.

VALLOMBROSA (‘Shady Valley’), an Italian

abl>ey in the AiHiimines, some 18 miles ea.st by south

of Florence, surrounded by forests. Here an order

of monks was e.stablished in 1038, subject to the

rule of St. Benedict, called the order of Vallombrosa.

There is now a school of forestry in the building,

but some monks still reside here and attend to a
meteorological observatory. The place is much
visited on account of its scenery and the fine views
to be had, and there are hotels for the accommoda-
tion of visitors. Milton’s reference to the ‘autumnal
leaves that strew the brooks in Vallombrosa’ is well

known.
VALOIS, House of. See France—History.

VALONIA, an im|M)rtant sulistance, used chiefly

in tanning operations, the acorn-cup of the Qiicreus

€tgilop$t brought from the Levant. See Tannino.
VALPARAISO, the principal port of Chili,

capital of the province of Valped^iso, situated on a

large bay of the Pacific, 60 miles w.w.w. of Santiago,
The bay is open to the north, but well sheltered
from wmds in other directions, and is capable of
accommodating a very large number of vessels. The
town rises in an amphitheatre, and its general aspect
is that of an English colonial town, but the build-
ings are not handsome, and except tlie public offices

there is hardly any public building worthy of note.
It contains arsenals, shipbuilding yards, and a naval
college. There is communication by railway with
Santiago, the capital. The importance of Valpar-
aiso is exclusively mercantile, it being the great com-
mercial emporium of Chili. The }K)pulation consists
largely of foreigners attracted by the commercial
advantages of the place. The principal im|H)rts are
manufactured goiKls, coal, sugar, wine, and tobacco
and cigars. A large portion of the exports consists

of agricultural produce (wheat, barley, wool, Ac.), the
remainder of mining produce. The total value of

imjKirts and exports in 1900 was 1*6,892,66*2, or less

than the total for Iquiijue by some 1300,000, and
rather less than a third of the total trade of Chili.

Pop. (1899), 143,022.

VALPY, Richard, schoolmaster, was bom in

Jersey on Dec. 7, 1754. He was educated in Nor-
mandy, at Southampton grammar-school, and at the
grammar-school of Guildford, and in 1773 he entered
Pembroke College, Oxford, where he graduated in

1776. He took orders in 1777 and proceeded M.A.
in 1784 and D.D. in 1792. After acting for a few
y<;ars as second master in the school of Bury St.

Edmunds he iHuyirno head -master (J Reading gram-
mar-school in 1781, and he o(?cupied this position

with great success till his retirement in 1830. He was
collated to the rec.tory of Stnulishall in Suffolk in

1787, and he is said to have twi(!(5 refused a bishopric.

He died in Kensington on Mardi 28, 1836. He
published a volunu; of verse (I'oetical Blossoms,

1772), various Greek and Latin school-books, a
jK»etical chronology of history, and other works.
His youngest son, Francuh Edward Valfy (1797-
1882) Hucceechid his father in the hendmastership of

Reading school in 1830 and was afterwards master
of Burton -on -Trent schoid. His second son, Abra-
ham .loHN Vai.I’Y, lK>rn in 1787 and edu(?ated in

Reading school, graduated from Pembroke College
in 1809. He set up in business in London as a
classical printer and editor, but in 1837 ho sold his

stock and retired. He started the Classical Journal
in 1810 ami conducted it till 1829, and among the
chief jjroductions of his press were a reissue of

.Ste}>hens’s Thesaurus Lingme Gnecai (1816-28) and
:i reissue of the Dolphin Classics (1819-30). He
died in London on Nov. 19, 1854. A brother of

Richard, Edward Valpy (1764 - 1832), became
master of Norwich grammar-school in 1810. He
was author of Elcgantia? Jjatime (1803), and issued

an edition of the (;iree‘k Testament, with notes.

VALUE, Adam Smith notes that value ‘hiw
two distinct meanings, and somtitimes exj)reHseH the

utility of some particular objtjct, and sometimes the

jiower of purchfising other goods whicJi the {iossession

of that object cfmveys’. In reality there are three

distinct things signified by tht; term value, all of

w'hich are the subject of discussion in [)olitical

economy: inherent utility, cost of production, and
purchasing jMiwer. These three things, as generally

recognized by economists, are distinct, and require

to Ije represented by distinct terms; but it is equally

true, though not eijually recognized, that they have
also in common a fundamental property which re-

tjuires to lie represented by a common name, and to

w'hich the term value has lieen assigned in establislied

usage. The fundamental sense of value is utility

estimated or measured by some standard; the mean-
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ing of the term value theref(ve varies with the
Btwdard implied. The standard professedly estab-

lished by economists is power of purchase, but the
attempt to make this the exclusive standard of value

is an unfortunate one, as cost of production and
practical utilities of various kinds require to be dis-

cussed in political economy as stan^rds of value,

and no other form of expression can be correctly

applied to them in consistency either with common
usage or with the use made of the term value as ap-
pli^ to purchase by political economists themselves,
who are, therefore, frequently led to violate their

own definition. The value, for example, of any
commodity to the producer is the coat of its produc-
tion, as that is the price at which he procures it;

the market value, or price at which he sells it, is

different, but no good reason can be given for calling

one of these a value and the other not.

VAMPIRE. There is a superstition, somewhat
analogous to the ghopl legends of the Persians and
Arabians, prevalent in the east of Europe concern-

ing the reappearance of certain persons after death,

who are called vampires (Servian, vampir), Greece,

Hungary, Moravia, Silesia, Poland, and Russia are

countries where this belief prevails. A vampire is

the ghost or spirit of a person who has been for some
time dead, but who shows symptoms of vitality as he
bes by day in liis grave, and at night issues forth and
sucks the blood of living persons, particularly of the

young and healthy, causing them to pine away
and die. Vampires especially favour their friends

and relatives with their visits, and any one whose
death is caused by a vampire becomes a vampire.

Among the Greeks the superstition has been so

far minified by Christianity that the original vam-
pires are supposed in many cases to be excommuni-
cated persons, who are kept alive by the devil, and
who procure their food in this and other unlawful
ways. Where the belief in vampires prevails, when
a person dies a careful examination is mode by a
skilled person lest he should have been killed by a
vampire and so Ix) liable to become one

;
if this is

suspected, the body may be pierced with a stake cut

from a green tree, the head cut off, and the heart
burned. This is also the process for destroying the
vampire spirit in a corpse believed to be alre^y a
vampire.

VAMPIRE-BAT, a genus of Cheiroptera or Bats,

belonging to the family Phyllostomidse. These bats

are included in the division of Insectivorous or Car-

nivorous Bats, and are distinguished by possessing

large leaf-like nasal appendages. The ears are of

small size. The teeth number four incisors in the

upper jaw and six in the lower jaw
;
two canines in

ea^ jaw; and twelve molars above and ten below
—making a total of thirty-four teeth in all. The
incisors are small and the canines large. (See PI.

at OUBIBOPTBRA, fig. 9.) They are confined in their

distribution to South America. The Vampire-bat

is scientifically known as the Vampyrus or Phyllo-

stoma spectrum. The body and tail do not attain a

great size, averaging about 6 or 9 inches in length

;

but the spread of the wing-membrane may measure
over 2 feet. The body is covered with a light-brown

fur. This species is now known to be entirely

innocent of the blood-sucking which was formerly

attributed to it, but it has b^n established beyond
all question that certain other species are true vam-
pires. Darwin gives an instance of a Vampire-bat
attacking a horse in Chili during the night, the

servant, on hurrying out to ascertain the cause of

the restiveness of the animal, discovering a bat on
its withers. The bite exhibited tenderness and irri-

tation for some days thereafter, but no bad results

followed from the mjury. Bates and Wallaoe were

themselves bitten by bats during their fstnons

Amazon journey, and other travellers have oonfirmed

the evidence of these naturalists. The guilty species

are now known to be Iksmodus rufus and Diphytt/cs

ecaudata^ which constitute a peculiar group character-

ized by a striking dentition of a distinctly sangui-

nivorous type. the worksof the above-mentioned
naturalists and of other South American travellers.

VAN, a town and lake of Asiatic Turkey, on the

borders of Armenia and Kurdistan. The town, 145
miles south-east of Erzerum, is close to the east shore

of the lake, and is the capital of a vilayet of the

same name. It stands on an extensive plain covered

with beautiful gardens; overlooking it is the citadel,

in a ruinous condition, crowning a lofty calcareous

height. Cotton cloth is the only staple article lx)th

of manufacture and export. Pop. 30,000 to 85,000.

—The lake, situated at a height of 5200-5460 feet

above sea-level, is of very irregular shape, contains

many islands, and has an area variously estimated

at from 1200 to 1500 square miles. Its water is

salt, but becomes only brackish near the mouths of

the streams. It has no visible outlet. A kind of

sardines, which are salted and exported to aU parts

of Asia Minor, are caught in it.

VANADIUM, the name of a metal discovered in

1830 by Seffstrom. It is found, among other locali-

ties, in vanadate of lead from Wanlockhead, in

Scotland, and in the copper-bearing sandstones of

Cheshire. Metallic vau^ium is obtained by heat-

ing pure dichloride to redness in a stream of per-

fectly dry hydrogen. From the great readiness with
which the reduced metal combines with oxygen it is

very difficult to obtain it perfectly free from oxide.

Indeed, it has been shown by Roscoe that the sub-

stance which was generally believed to be metallic

vanadium is really an oxide of that metal, and that

the atomic weight assigned to vanadium by the older

chemists must be altered. The atomic weight of

vanadium is now taken to be 51*2
;

its symbol is V.
Metallic vanadium is a white, shining, silver -like

crystalline metal. It does not undergo any change
in air at ordinary or at moderately high tempera-
tures. Powdered vanadium, when thrown into a
flame, burns brilliantly, forming pentoxide, VsOa.
Vanadium forms three basic oxides, VjO, VjOa,
VaOj, and two acid oxides, V2O4 and VjOe. The
last of these is the most impoitant, and is pre-

pared from the mottramite of the Cheshire Keuper
sandstones, which has the formula (PbCu)# (V04)i
-f 2 PbCu (HO)a. The mineral is act^ on by hydro-
chloric acid and the solution concentrated and evaiK>-

rated with ammonium chloride, so as to form am-
monium metavanadate, NH4VO8. From this salt,

when freed from metallic impurities, the pentoxide
of vanadium is obtained by roasting. It crystallizes

in red prisms, and may be reduced to the trioxide

by hydrogen. It forms several series of salts, known
os vanadates, and distinguished by the prefixes
mete-, ortho-, pyro-, tetra-, hexa-. Vanadium bronze^

which is used as a pigment, consists of metavanadio
acid, which may be obtained in the form of yellow
or orange crystals by acting on copper metevanadate
with sulphurous acid. Ammomum metevanadate
is a colourless or white substance used in making ani-

line black, and vanadium ink is prepared from it by
adding gum water and gallic acid.

VANBRUGH, Sir John, a celebrated English
architect and dramatist, bom in 1664. He was
well educated, partly in England, partly in France,
entered the ^glish army in 1686, and from 1690
till 1692 was a prisoner in France, being latterly

confined in the Bastille. He acquired ^ know-
ledge of architecture daring bis earlier residence in
Fnmoe. His first play, The Relapse, was brou^t
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out at Df^ Lane in 1697. .ffiaopi founded on a
French origmal, followed at a short interval, and
in May of the same year his plav of The Provok’d
Wife was performed. In 1700 he adapted Beau-
mont and Fletcher’s comedy of The I^grim. In
1702 he designed Castle Howard, the seat of the

Earl of Carlif^e, who presented him with the tabard
of Glarencieux king-at-arms. He now entered into

a speculation to build a mmt theatre at the west
end of London, in which he was his own architect.

Both plays and operas were produced; but it did
not prove a success. He wrote for it the Con-
federacy, and adapted some of Moli^re’s comedies.

In 1706 he received a commission from the queen
to present the garter to the Elector of Hanover.
By this time he was occupied with the erection of

Blenheim Palace for the Duke of Marlborough.
This work got him into considerable pecuniary
trouble, as the money supplies, provided out of the

civil list, were latterly stopped, and heavy claims
were made against him. Ultimately the duchess
took the work out of his hands, and he had difficulty

in getting the money that was justly due. He built

many other mansions for the nobility, for which he
must have received considerable sums. From 1702
to 1711 he was comptroller of the board of works.

In 1714 he was knighted by George I., in the follow-

ing year appointed comptroller of the royal works,
and in 1716 architect of Greenwich Hospital. He
died 26th March, 1726. Vanbrugh’s plays are ad-

mirable in dramatic conception as well as in wit, but
are coarse and indelicate. His architectural works
have been praised by many qualified critics of recent

years.

VAN BUREN, Martin, president of the United
States, was bom at Kinderhook, N.Y., on Dec. f),

1782. He was elected a senator of his state in

1812, and in 1821 a U.S. senator. He was governor
of New York state in 1828, secretary of state under
President Jackson in 1829-31, and for a few months
in 1831 minister to England. He was vice-president

during Jackson’s second term (1833-37), and W'as

himself president during 1837-41. At the election

of 1840 he was defeated by the Whig W. H. Harri-

son, and he w*** ™.;n beaten when he ran in 1848 as

a free-soil democrat. He died at Kinderhook on
July 24, 1862. See works by Shepard (1888) and
Bancroft (1889).

VANCOUVER. SeeSupp.
VANCOUVER ISLAND, an island on the west

coast of British America, in the Pacific Ocean,

opposite and at no great distance from the west
shore of British Columbia, of which province of

Canada it forms part ;
length, 285 miles

;
breadth,

from 40 miles to 80 miles
;
area, about 20,000 square

miles. It has no navigable rivers, but several deep
arms of the sea project far inland, forming good
harbours. A mountain chain traverses the island

from south-east to north-west at an average height
of between 2000 and 3000 feet, the highest point

being Victoria Peak (7484 feet) in the northern
half of the island. The interior is rocky, often

bare, but interspersed with moderately fertile val-

leys, with lakes and small streams, on each side of the
mountain range. Coal is worked (at Nanaimo), and
gold, copper, and iron-ore and other valuable minerals

are found. Forests are numerous, and the timber
trade is important. The fruits, cereals, and roots

are similar to those produced in England, and come
to ^freat perfection. Horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs

thnve well. The puma, the bear, the wolf, two
kinds of deer, the marten, and other fur-b^iing
animals, exist in the less settled parts of the island;

partridges, snipes, and many varieties of wild-fowl
are found. The seas and lakes abound with fish.

2I»

I

The climate closely resembles that of England.
;
The harbour of Esquimalt, on the south-east coast
of the island, is one of the finest in the oontinent»
and is the chief Pacific station of the British fleet.

Victoria is the chief town, and the capital of British

Columbia. A railway now connects Victoria with
Esquimalt and the great coal-shipping port of Na-
naimo. Pop. (1901), 60,164.

VANDALS, a German nation or confederation,
probably allied to the Goths, who occupied at an
early period the country on the south of the Baltic,

i between the Oder and the Vistula. At a later

period they ap^Hiar to have descended into Silesia,

and occupied the country almut the Riesengebirge.

In the Marcomannian war they attacked Pannonia
in conjunction with the Marcomanni and the Quadi.
In the reign of Constantine they had migrated or
spread themselves into Moravia, from whence they
were transplanted to Pannonia, from which they
roigmted again, taking an eastward direction, into

Dacia. In 406 they joined a confederate German
host which crossed the Rhine into Gaul, and from
thence, after Gaul had been ravaged, the Vandals
found their way into Spain, in which they established

themselves under their chief Godigiselus. In Galicia

they contended with success with another barbaric

horde of invaders belonging to the Suevi, and having
vanquished a confederate army of Goths and Romans,
they advanced still farther, and seized and ravaged

Seville and Carthagena. Under Genseric, who had
newly assumed the leadership, they crossed to Africa.

In 429 they vanquished the Roman governor and
established a kingdom, which spread over the greater

part of the Homan [xtssessions on that continent.

Genseric immediately began to revive the maritime
glories of Carthage, diligently cultivating the means
of maritime warfare, and extending his conquests to

Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica. He also invaded Italy,

and sacked Rome in 4.55. The atrocities of the

Vandals on this occasion have been a favourite sub-

ject of declamation, but Gibbon shows them to have
iKjen much exaggerated. Genseric concluded a long

reign in jHiace in 477. The kingdom of the Vandals
was continued under his descendants—Hunneric,
his son, who immediately succeeded him

;
Gunda-

mund, 484 ; Thrasimund, 496 ;
Hilderic, 523 ;

Geli-

mer, 530. It was overthrown in 634 by Belisarius,

the general of the eastern Emperor J ustinian. The
Vandals adopted the Arian faitli, and persecuted

the orthodox Christians.

VAN DE VELDE, Adrian and Wiluam. See

VAN DIEMEN’S LAND. See Tasmania.
VANDYCK, Sir Anthony, except perhaps Titian

the greatest of all portrait-painters, was bom at Ant-
weip on the 22nd of March, 1599. His father was
a Bilk mercer, and his mother was skilled in em-
broidering land8ca|)eB and figures. At the age of

ten he l^came a pupil of Hendrik Van Balen, a
friend of the great Rubens, and some six years later

he opened a studio of his own at Antwerji. He was
never a formal pupil of Rubens, but his style was
formed under the influence of that master, with

whom he was closely associated in the execution of

some of his works. In 1619 he obtained the free-

dom of the Guild of St. Luke in his native city,

and in 1620 he went to England on the invitation

of the Earl or the Countess of Arundel. James I.

granted him a pension, and the painter executed,

though probably not from the life, the full-len^h

portrait of the king now in Winder Castle. Re-
turning to Antwerp, he made, by the advice of

Rubens, a journey to Italy. He set out in 1621

and went by way of Brussels to Genoa, where he
made a prolong^ stay with a group of Flemish
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artists. A romantic story which was formerly told
of his stay at Saventhemi near Brussels, is more
than doubtful. On leaving Genoa he visited Rome,
Florence, Bolo^a, Venice, Mantua, Palermo, and
Turin, improving his knowledge of the Italian

masters, especially of Titian and Paolo Veronese.
The details of his return journey are obscure, but
he was probably back in Antwerp in 1626. His
fame was now at its highest, and efforts were made
to induce him to settle in England. These succeeded,
and in 1632 Vandyck came to London. Charles
received the painter with great distinction, beetowed
upon him the honour of knighthood, a considerable
annuity, and a summer and winter residence. Van-
dyck rewarded this generosity by unceasing diligence:

he enriched England with his master-pieces, and exe-

cuted, besides a multitude of jiortraits, several mytho-
logical and historical paintings. He was fond of

splendour, and lived in such an expensive style as to

squander the greater part of the large sums he re-

ceived for his portraits. When he found that the
gains of his art did not suffice to meet his expendi-

ture, he sought to increase his means by the pursuit

of the philosopher’s stone, but this of course only
served to impair his resources still more, and gra-

dually degra(iod his character by developing in him
a thirat for gold. At the same time he ruined his

health, and even weakened his intellect, by his licen-

tiousness. To save him from the complete degrada-

tion into which he seemed likely to fall, some of his

well-wishers, the king among the number, contrived

to have him united in marriage to the beautiful Mary
Buthven, a grand-daughter of the Earl of Gowrie.
Vandyck visited his native city with her, and went
thence to Paris, where he hoped to be employed to

aint the gallery of the Louvre; but as the work
ad been already committed to Poussin, he soon

returned to England. Iliough infirm and exhausted,

he proposed to the king to paint the walls of the
banqueting house with the history and procession

of the order of the Garter, promising to make the

cartoons. But be died soon after, in the forty-third

year of his age, Dec. 9, 1641, the year after his

master Ilubens. In spite of his extravagant habits

he died worth about £20,000. He was buried in

St. Paul’s. I^he principal galleries contain some of

his pictures. Though Vandyck shone in historical

composition, his strength lay in portrait; and no
painter ever exceeded him in the knowledge of

chiaroscuro. In his portraits he gave a peculiar

grace to his heads, and his expression was inimit-

able. His draperies are in a grand style, broad
and Bim))le in the folds, easy in the disposition, and
the colouring lovely. In some particulars Vandyck
has been acknowledged to be superior to Kuliens: his

touch is more delicate, his ideas are more graceful,

and his expression is more true. He sometimes
amused himself with engraving, and etched several

plates, consisting mostly of |)ortraitB, in a spirited

style.

VAN EYCK. See Eyck.
VANILLA, a genus of climbing orchids, highly

esteemed on account of the balsamic aromatic juice

obtained from the pods of one or two of the species,

and used as a flavouring ingredient for chocolate and
other sweet preparations. The 8|>ecie8 which yields

most of the vanilla of commerce is the T. ^pUinifolia^

a native of the warm regions of Eastern Mexico,

where it flourishes in moist shady woods, growing

high up the trees and sending down aeri^ nxits

several feet in length. The plant has long lanceolate

leaves very slightly ribbed, and lai|fe axillvy flowers

growing in racemes. It is cultivated in various

parts of Mexico, as well as in the Mauritius and the

niast and West Indies.

VANNE3, a seaport town In France, capital of

tbe department of Morbihan, on the Vuines, where

it falls into a narrow inlet of the Gulf of Morbihan,

64 miles north-west of Nantes. It is walled, and

has narrow gloomy streets overhung by antiquated*

looking houses. The principal public building is the

cathedral. The town possesses a museum, very rich

in Celtic antiquities. The manufactures consist of

coarse cotton goods, lace, leather, and ropes. The
trade is in corn, hemp, honey, wax, butter, a^t, tallow,

cider, and wine. Pop. (1896), 22,189.

VANUCCI, or Vanndooi, the family name of

Pietro Perugino. See Pkrugino.

VAPOUR. See Gas.
VAPOUR-BATH. See Bath.
VAR, a maritime department of France, in the

extreme south-east, bounded on the north by the

department of Basses-Alpes, on the east by that of

Alpes Maritimes, on tbe south by the Mediterranean,

and on the west by the department of Bouches-du*
Rhone

;
area, 2349 square miles. The coast is gene-

rally bold, and is penetrated by numerous indenta-

tions. Off the coast are the Hyeres islands. The
interior is generally mountainous. The principal

rivers are the Verdon, on the north frontier, be-

longing to the Rhone system, and the Argens.

About one-fourth of the whole surface is absolutely

waste, and not one-sixth arable. There are mag-
nificent forests of pine and oak—the latter affording

much bark. The vine, olive, mulberry, and tobacco

are all cultivated. The minerals include salt, lead,

iron, coal, marble, &c. Tire manufactures include

perfumes, liqueurs, olive-oil, soap, corks, leather,

paper, and silk
;
and the fishing both of tunny and

anchovies is actively carried on. The arrondisse-

ments are Draguignan, Brignoles, and Toulon. Dra-
guignan is the cajiital, Toulon the chief town. Pop.

(1896), 808,374; (1901), 325,490.

VARANGIANS, or Varagians, the name (sup-

posed to mean ‘confederates’) applied to the Nor-
man vikings, who in the ninth century harassed

the coasts of the Baltic, and in the close of the same
century founded various principalities in Russia, one
of which formed the nucleus of the whole Russian
dominion. Some of them afterwards entered the

service of the Byzantine emperors, and performed
the duty of imt>erial guards at Constantinople. Here
they were recruited, according to the Byzantine
writers, by bands of their countrymen from Thule

—

that is, by Saxons and Danes, who fled from Eng-
land to escape the Norman yoke. They coutinu^
to speak the Saxon or Danish language till the over-

throw of the empire. 'I’he peculiar weapon of these

Varangian guards, to whom the keys of the palace

and tlie capital were intrusted, was the two-edged
battle-axe. Sir Walter Scott’s Count Robert of

Paris is represented as l^elonging to this body-guard.
VAKANITS. See Monii-ok.

VARIABLE QUANTITIES, algebraic symbols
placed in relationship one to another, so that if dif-

ferent numerical values are given to a particular

letter the other letters will have corresiionding values
or sets of values; for instance, let y=a:*-f 3, when
y=12 a^= 3, when y=:19a;=:4, and soon, is called

independent variable and x the dejiendent vari-

able, because the value of x depends on the value
we assume for y.

VARIATION OF CURVATURE, the change
in the curvature of a line in passing along it in any
direction. ^J’he curvature at any point of a curve
is measured by the reciprocal of the radius of curva-
ture of the point.

VARIATIONS, Calculus of, a branch of higher
mathematics treating specially of the marima. and
minima of functions of variables.
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YABIGOSE (Latii4«ar^ » dikted
f«liif in ft diaeated state in which they become dilate^

and assume a tortuous oourse, presenting to the touch

ft soft elastic sensation, exceptm the situation of their

alves, where they form hard knotty swellings, gene-

rally of a dark bluish colour. This disease occurs

most frequently in the lower limbs, and is indeed a
ery common affection there; but it also occurs in

the veins of the scrotum, and in those at the lower

part of the rectum, forming in the latter case the

tumours called bleeding piles. In the lower limbs

varix is often complicated wdth peculiar indolent

ulcers, and sometimes the varix bursts and hecmor-

rhage takes place, which if not speedily stopped may
lead to death. Varicose veins are caused by the pre-

sence of some obstruction to the free return of the

venous blood towards the heart, and such obatniction

may arise from tumours within the abdomen, enlarge-

ment of the liver causing pressure on the ascending

vena cava, pregnancy, constipation of the bowels,

tight gartering, and other causes. As to the treat-

ment, the first step of course is to remove the cause

of the disease, whenever that is possible. If the

disease is grappled with at an early stage much good
may be effected by enjoining complete rest in a hori-

zontal posture, by bathing the limb with cold water
twice or thrice a day, and by the use of a properly

applied bandage or laced stocking. When the dis-

ease is far advanced no radical cure can be effected

except by a surgical operation, and the patient will

generally do better to rest content with a i)alliative

treatment.

VAKIETY. See Species.
VARINAS, or Bakinas, a town in Venezuela,

in the state of Zamora, on the right bank of the

St. Domingo, 80 miles south-east of Merida. It is

a neat place, at the opiJiiing of a valley
;
and has a

church and a hosj)ital. Cacao, coffee, and tobm^co

are cultivated in the neighb<iurho«xi, but the town
and its industries have much declinfid in recent

years. I'oj). about 2000, formerly 12,000.

VARNA, a seaport town of Bulgaril^ fui the west
shore of the BliR;k Sea, at the mouth of a river of

the same name, ICO miles N.N.w. of Constantinojile.

It exports wheat, maize, cattle, attar of roses, &c.,

and iinjjorts woollens, metals, sugar, coffee, leather,

halKjrdashery, machinery, &c. The harbour is Inung

impro , :*d. It is the see of a Greek and a Bulgarian
archbishop. In 1444 Ladislaus, king of Hungary,
was defeated and slain by Amurath II., sultan of

the Turks, near this town. In 1828 it was taken
possession of by i\nr Ru8.sian8, but was restored to

the Turks in the following year by the Peace of

Adriunople. In 18r)4 the Crimean expedition sailed

from it. Pop. in 1900, 33,443.

VARNISH, a solution of resinous matter, forming
a clear, limpid Huid, capable of hardening without
losing its transparency, and used by painters, gilders,

cabinet-makers, &c., for coating over the surface of

their work in order to give it a shining, transparent,
and hard surface, capable of resisting in a greater or
less degree the influences of air and moisture. The
resinous substances most commonly employed for
varnishes are mastic, sandarac, lac, benzoin, copal,
amber, and asphalt; and the solvents are fixed oil,

volatile oil, and alcohol. Before a resin is dissolved
in a fixed oil it is necessai^ to render the oil drying.
For this purpose the oil is boiled with metallic oxides,
in which operation the mucilage of the oil combines
with the metal, while the oil itself unites with the
oxygen of the oxide. To accelerate the drying of
this varnish it is necessary to add oil of turpentine.
Fixed oil varnishes are the most durable, and are
the beet adapted for all objects that are exposed to

the weather. Amher van^ is a varnish of this

kind. It is composed of amber, linseed-oll, litham,
and turpentine. Volatile oil vamishet oonikt of t

solution of resin in oil of turpentine. The varnish

being applied the oil flies off and leaves the resin.

They are used chiefly for paintings. When resins

are dissolved in alcohol the va^rnish dries very
speedily, and is liable to crack; but this fault is

corrected by adding a small quantity of turpentine
to the mixture, which renders it brighter as well
as less brittle. The coloured resins or gums, such
as gamboge, dragon's blood, &c., are used to colour

varnishes. Imstre is given to varnish after it is

laid on by rubbing with ptninded pumice-stone and
water, wiping with a cloth, rubbing with an oiled

rag and tripoli, and then cleaning with soft linen

cloths, and brightening with the psdm of the hand.

VARRO, Marcus Tehentius, one of the most
learned men and prolific writers of ancient Rome,
bom B.C. 116, served in his youth in the araiy,

and at a later period obtained the dignity of tribune,

with other public oflices. Varro was the intimate

friend of Cicero, and was proscribed by Antony,

but managed to make his escape, and returned to

Rome under Augustus, and died there in B.c. 28. The
number of his writings, chiefly on language, history,

and philosophy, is stated to have amounted to nearly

500, of which only one bos come down to us entire

—a treatise upon agriculture (T)e Re Kustica), in

three books, which is contained in the collection

Scriptores Kei Rusticje, and a translation of which

into English by Owen was published in 1800. Con-

siderable fragments (six out of twenty-four books,

v.-x.) of a treatise on the Latin language (l)e

Lingua Latina) have also been preserved, The
best editions are those of Spengel (Berlin, 1826)

and Miiller (Leipzig, 1833). A few fragments of

bis great work on anti(|uitioH (Ariticpiita^'s L*erum

Humanannn and Anticpiitates Rerum Diviuarum)

and of his Saturie are also oxtant.

VAUCS, PuKMUH OuiNTiLiiJH, a Roman general,

celebrated in consecpience of the defeat that he

suffere<i at the hands of AnniniuH (Hermann), leader

of the Germans. He was c(»uhu1 in 13 B.C., after-

wards governor of Syria, and alxmt 7 A.i>. received

from Augustus the command to intnxluce the Roman
jurisdiction into that part of Germany extending as

far as the Visurgis (Weser) that had just been

conquered by Drusus. A general revolt having

been secretly arranged by Anninius, Varus was
suddenly attacked by an immense host, and while

trying to make his escape had his whole army
destroyed in a pass of the Saltus "J’eutoburgiensis.

Varus put an end to his own life. The exact

scene of this battle is disputed. (See AuMtNiUS.)

In consequence of this defeat the Roman dominion

was once more restricted on the side of Germany
to the Rhine.

VASA, Guhtavus. See Gustavus I.

VASAllHELY, or Holdmezo-Vasabhelt, a

large market -town in Hungary, in the comitat of

Ceongrad, on Lake Hed and the Karoly Canal,

learling into the Theiss, 12 miles north-east of Sze-

gedin. Tr>bacco and wine are grown, and a great

many cattle are reared in the neighbourhood, and

large cattle markets are held in the town itself.

The inhabitants mostly belong to the Reformed
Church. Pop. (1890), .^i5,475; (1900), 60,883.

VASARI, Giokoio, a painter and architect, but
most distinguished as the biographer of artists, was
burn at Arezzo, in I'uscany, in 1511, and studied

under Luca Signorelli, Michael Angelo Buonarotti,

and Andrea del Sarto, 'ilie Cardinal Ippolito de*

Medici, Pope Clement VII., and the Dukes Ales-
sandro and Cosmo of Florence, successively engaged
him in their service. As an architect be showed
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mat and two of his designs, that of the
PahuEzo degli Uffizi at Florence, and that of the
ohnroh of Abbodia at Arezzo, are among the brat
of his time. As a painter be was less suco^fuL
His principal paintings are a Lord’s Supner, in the
oathedral of Arezzo, and several works in the Palazzo
Vecchio in Florence, and in the Vatican in Rome.
He has himself given us an account of his different

works in Florence, Arezzo, Pisa, Venice, Bologna,
Rome, &c. They exhibit all the faults of the late

Florentine style. His work on the Vite de’ piii

eccellenti Pittori, Scultori ed Architetti—Lives of
Painters, Sculptors and Arc'hitects—is of great
value. He, however, has fallen into many errors

respecting the earlier masters, owing to the imper-
fection of existing accounts; and he is also guilty

of partiality towards the Tuscan artists. The work
was first printed in 1550, and an enlarged and
otherwise improved edition appeared in 1568. The
latter forms the basis of all sulisequent editions,

such as that of Milanesi (Florence, eight vols., 1878
onwards). An English translation by Mrs. Foster
has been published in five volumes. He died at

Florence in 1574.

VAaClO DA GAMA. See Gama.
VARELINE. See Supp.

VASEH, hollow vessels of various shape's and
materials, generally with one or more handles,

variously decorated and ornamented by means of

pigments or otherwise, and used for many jmr-

poses. The scientific study of ancient vases—espe-

cially those of earthenware or terra cotta—as a
branch of arehroology is of comj»arati vely recent

origin, but it has alrca.dy shed much light on the

life of antifiuity. At first, attention was concen-

trated on the subjects of the decorative additions,

but now the vases themselves are the object of

careful investigation. Mt»st of the ancient peoples

have left numerous vases distinctive of their national

character and civilization, but the most important
by far are those of the IJelleiiic world, which have
bi'en found not only in Greece, but also in Asia
Minor, Etruria, South Italy, Sicily, the .<Egean and
ether Mediterranean islands, North Africa, and else-

where. Hellenic vnsi's may be gi'ouped, according

to period of jirodiictnin and artistic tyjie, in four

classes, naiiu'ly: (1) nrchaio and early; (2) bhu’k-

figured Athenian; (8) red-finured Athenian; (1)

decadence. The earliest Gu'ek vases yet dis-

covered are ju’obably those found by Schlieinann

at Hiasarlik in the Troad (see Thoy). They are

of a very rude typi', la'ing hand made and un-

painted, mostly without handles, though often

having pierced projections for the purpose of sus-

E
ension, and either undecorated or adorui'd only

y means of incised lines and claj -striiKS. The
island of Thera (now Santorin) luus yielded great

numbers of vases of a rather more lulvanccsl tyjH*.

Those vases, a.scribed to the eighteenth or twentieth

century B.r., arc ornamented with figures of ]>lants

and animals in dull colours, and have lK«en made
wholly by means of the potter’s wheel. The ware

known as Myceiufian has been unearthed not only

in the neighbourhotxl of Mycente, but also else-

where on the mainland of Greece, on some of the

^gean islands, and in Rhodes and Crete. In the

earlier specimens the colours are dull, but the

later vases of this type are ornamented with more
brilliant colours. The geometric style of ornamenta-

tion which begins to appear in the Mycenaean vases

is found fully developed in the Dipylon vases found

at Athens. The Phaleron vases show the rise of

orientalism, which for a time exorcis^ a great
^

influence on the ornamentation. This influence is

at its height in the Rhodian group, of which the
j

best-known specimen is the piMK or platter in the

British Museum representing the combat of Mene-
lauB and Hector over the body of Euphorbus. The
Corinthian group of vases is also strongly Oriental

in the style of the ornamentation. These have been
found not only at Corinth and in other parts of

Greece, but also in Etruria, notably at Caere. The
Etruscan examples, however, were of Corinthian

origin, at least in the main, though there is also

a native Etruscan pottery of a different type. The
m(W3t notable example of Corinthian ware is the

Dodwell pi/xi8 now in the Munich Pinakothek.

The Corinthian are the earliest vases signed by
their makers. About the fifth centuiy Athens
began to assume the lead in vase-making, and soon

Corinth and other towns were driven from the

Italian market. The earlier Athenian vases have

usually a red, slightly glazed clay ground on which
the figures are painted in gloasy black enamel,

touched up with red and white in certain parts.

The designs arc mainly mythological. The finest

work of this black-figure period is the Frangois

vase found at Chiusi, now in the Florence Museum,
which is signed by Ergotimus the potter and Clitias

the jiainter. The most productive vase-maker of

this time is Nicosthenes, from whom we have about
seventy vases, mostly found in Etruria. A s])ecial

type of black-figure vase is the Panathenaic amphora,
which was presented as a prize at the Panathenaic
games. After a period of transition black-figure

vases were almost entirely displaced by red-figure

ones, in which the art reached its zenith. The
painters now broke with convention, and often sub-

stituted HceiK's from everyday life for the well-worn
mythological ineidimts. Gn'at simplicity, refine-

ment, and purity of taste charaetenze the liest

vases of this period. Several styles of red-figure

vase-painting have been distinguished, such as the

severe style, rejiresented by the productions of

Sosias, Euphronios, Duris, and l^rygos; a more
graceful style, well represented by the Nola amphorae
in the Najiles Museum; the Attic style of jierfect

elegance, of which the finest examples are the small

arjfhnlU found at Cunne and at A2xone in Attica
(now in Najiles Museum); the white heythi found
111 Attic tombs; and the beautifully gilded poly-

chromic vases dating from the fourth century B.O.,

well represented by the of Camirus in the

British Museum and by a vase from Cumai now in

St. Pt'tersburg. In vases of the decadence, orna-

mentation becomes overdone and tastt*les.s, and ulti-

mately, about 100 B.r., jiainted vases practically

ceased to lie made. Late vases have been found
chiefly in South Italy and Sicily. Ancient vases

w’ire also made of metal, glass, alabaster, &;c.; a
famous gloss vase being the Portland Vase (which
see). There are also fine Chinese and Japanese
vases. (See CniL\Mirs.)

VASSAL. See Feudal System.
VATICAN, tlie most extensive palace of modem

Rome, built upon the Vatican Hill, from which it

has received its name, immediately to the north of

the basilica of St. I’eter’s. It is a long rectangular
edifice lying north and south, with an irregular

cliLstcr of buildings at either end. The jiresent

building was begun by Poir* Eugenius HI. ( 1 1 45-53),
and has lx*en enlarged and ernliellished by many
subswpient pojies down to Pius IX. (1846-78).
It now possesses twenty courts, and about 1000
rooms of one sort or another. Immense treasures

are stored up in it. Here are the celebrated collec-

tions of pictures, and the museums, in which all the
periods of the arts are represented by many of their

most perfect productions. Here are the Utgffie or

arcades of Raphael, Bramante, and Giov. da Udine,
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and tha iiomit orh«]h a( BtphMl; bfiM KM the
andPauline ohapela(the former with MichaelAngelo*a
odebrated ceiling paintingi representing the prepa-

ration of the world for the advent of Clmst, and the

Last Judgment of the same painter on the altar wall)

;

the wuMO Chiaramonti^ with the Braocio Nuovo or

new wing (founded by Pius VIL, whose family

name was Chiaramonti) and the muteo Pio-Clemen-

Uno formed under Popes Clement XIV. and Pius
VI.); the museo Oregoriano (of Etruscan antiqui-

ties, formed under Gregory XVI.); the Egyptian
museum, the tapestries of ^phael; here is the rich

Vatican library (described below); here are pictures

of almost all the first masters of that glorious period

of which Raphael is the chief ornament
;
and near

it is the gigantic St. Peter’s. The Vatican has been

used more or less as a place of residence by the popes

since their return from Avignon in the latter part of

the fourteenth century, and here the conclaves always
meet for the election of new popes. The portion

now occupied by the pope as a place of residence is

the eastern wing of the court of Saint Damaso, in

the south-east of the whole pile, the court surrounded

by the loggie.

Vatican Library .—The collection of papal archives is

known to have been begun as early as Pope Daraasus

I. (366-385) if not earlier, but Nicholas V. (1447-55)

was the first to constitute a public library, for which
Sixtus V. provided the great saloon (designed by
Fontana), in which a large part t)f the library is still

preserved. Leo X. devoted himself to the collection

of Greelc, Pins IV. of oriental manuscripts; Pius

V. united the papal archi\eH with the library; and
various additions have been ma<le since. In the

suite of rooms allotted to the library are includ<'d

the museum of Christian antiquities and the staii/a

de’ papiri, the latter containing documtuits on ]>aj>uus

from the fifth U) the eighth century, and atlonied

with paintings by Raphael Mengs. 'Phe maiiustript

collection of the Vatican Library is by far the most
im|Mjrtant part of it. The numl>er of MSS is said

to Ik* o\<‘r 26,()0q. Tin* ninnher of jumttd \olum<s

has 1 Kit 11 'stiniated at fiom 150,000 iu 220 000, in-

cluding 2'00 fifteenth (tntury tditioiis, and a git. it

numlier of ' ihliogr.iphit.d raiitus. It is <q»< n f<»i

four hours jhi day on about tvo hundred days in

the veil.

V' vriCAN COUNCIL See Infalubiuty.
\ yVribVN, Sr BAS7IFN I E PHF'^TKI., Si U.NH K DE,

Marsh.il of J‘’rance, and the greatest engineer ^ hith

that conntiy has produced, descended of an ancient

and mihle fiiniily of ]Si\einois, was bom 1633, and
early entered the army, where his uncommon tideiits

and genius for fortification soon bt'canie knoun, and
were sigi ally displayed in various succeshive sieges.

He rose to the highest military rank by his merit
and services, and was made goNernorof the citotlel

of Lille in 1668, and commissioner-general of forti-

h(*ations in 1677. He uas made Marshal of France
in 1703, and died at Paris in 1707, age<l se\enty-
fonr. As an engineer he carried the art of fortifying,

attacking, and defen«ling towns to a degree of per-

fection unknouTi before bis time. He fortified

alM>ve 3('0 ancient citadels, erected thirty-three new
ones, and had the priricip^ management and direc-

tion of fifty-throe siegus. Among the principal
places fortifierl by him are the port of Dunkirk, and
the citadels of Lille, Metz, and Strassburg. His
works consist of a treatise entitled La Dixme Royale
(1704), and a vast collection of manuscripts, in
twelve volumes, which he calls Mes Oisivet^, con-
taining his idea^ refiections, and projects for the
advantage of France. Three volumes extracted
from the Oisivett^s were pablisbed at Paris in 1841-43.
VAUCLUSE, a department of France, bounded

north by XMine*, east by Bamm-Alpea; milk by
the Dnnmoe, separating it from Bonohoa-dn-BhciM;
and west by the Rhone,separating it from Gard ; aroi^

1370 square miles. The surface has a general inoUna-
tion to the south and west, and all the eastern portion
is rugged and monntainous. More than one-half of
the whole surface is arable, and vineyards ooonpy
about one-sixth of this portion. Some of the wines
bear a good name, and are extensively exported
to Switzerland and Germany. A good deal of ground
is occupied by the mulberry (for the rearing ot silk-

worms) and olive. Madder also is cultivated on a
large scale, and considerable attention is paid to the
rearing of aromatic and medicinal plants. Sulphur
and coal are the most inijMirtant minerals. The
manufactures consi‘^t chiefly of silk stuffs, machinery,
leather, Ix'er and spirits, pajicr, cloth, &c. For adi-

ininihtrative purposes Vaucluse is divided into the
four arrondHst'Tuents of Avignon, Apt, Caqientras,

Orange. The capital is Avignon. Vaucluse takes

its name
(
V<d!i8 clausa) from the valley and village

of that name rendered celebrated by Petrarch. Pop.
in 1896, 2.1.5,033; in 1901, 235,157.

VAUl) (German Waadt), a canton of Switzerland,

boundt'd north by the canton and lake of Neuf-
cb.\tel, west by France, south by the canton and
lake of Geneva, and east by Fribourg, Rem, and
Valam; area, 1214 sij. miles. Tlie mountains of this

canton belong to tliree distinct chains—the Alfis, in

whi<‘h are the culminating points of the canton, in

the south-last ; the dura in the west; and tiio Jurat,

strctdimg to the nortli of the J^ake of Geneva and
forming a coiiiu'eting Imk bidutsm the other two.

Valid k'longs paitly to tlu* basin ot the Rhine and
partly to that of tlie Rhoni*, the Jorat foiming tho

waltrslud vvlmh sejiiuatiH them. The pniicqial

rner is the Rroye. The elinmte is on tho whole
both temperate and salubrious. Salt, marble, coal,

and budding stone an woikcd, and there arc mineral

springs. Till soil in geiural is not of remarkable
fi rtiiity. Along the Ihinks ot tlie Lake of Geneva
the culturo of the Mne is exteiisivily earnod on,

and miuh wine of a fair quality is mode. The
111 imifuituies eoiiijirise eoiidtiisid milk, tolKveco and
(

I
gars, doiks, musieal boxes, chocolate, and iron-

w.ires, and the trade is of some nnjiortance, Lau-
Hiiine IS the ciqutal, and among other towns are

Vtvty, Yvcidou, Paytniu, luul Aienches. The
inhaliitants an almost all Protestants, and tducation

IS v< ry gem rally dilfusisl. Thi* greater part of Vaud
b( longisl to Savoy, till in 1536 it was conquered by
the Riruese, to whom it remained sulqeet till 1798,

whtn it freed itself with tho aid of tin* French. It

iKsame a canton of the Swiss Uonfederatiou by the

act of mediation in 1803. Pop. (1900), 279,152.

VAUQUELINITE, native chromate of lead and
copper.

VAUXHALL GARDKNS, formerly a fashion-

able place of entertaiumont and summer resort situ-

ated near the ’I'hames, in the parish of Lambetb,
about H mile from \V estminster lindge. They were
denominated from the manor of VauxbaU. They
are now removed and built over.

VECTOR. See Radius Vfctou.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY, a system of Brah-

manic philosophy, first set forth in a work called

the Vedanta, said to have been written more than

two thousand years ago, and descrilied as containing

the quintessence of the Vedas. I’his system is

based, like that of the Eleatics among the Greeks,

upon the unity of all real existence. The sole real

existence is denominated knowleclge (jndna), soul, or

God. I1ie best idea that we can form of this one

existence is that it is light or glory. But this iden

is Inadequate, and indeed misleading, for the one
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real existence is none of the infinite ntunber of modes
of existence. The diversity of the nniveiee, that Is,

the multiplicity of individual life and variety of
external nature, is merely phenomenal, and has all

proceeded from the one real being. It has done so
Dy the exercise of a power or energy belonging to
that being, which power is ignorance {ajndna) or
the negation of the very essence of that being,
^orance has three quahtfes or ^fetters,' iottwa^
vajoBy and tainaSy which may be translated pure
cognition, lively emotion, and inertness; or goodness,
passion, and darkness; or purity, foulness, and dark-
ness. In accordance with these qualities ignorance
operates, and its operation is twofold, first, envelop-
ing the soul and giving rise to the conceit of per-
sonality or conscious individuality; and secondly,
throwing round it the phantasmagoria of external
nature, which latter is composed of the five elements:
vacuum, air, fire, water, and earth. The soul may
escape from these illusions, and return to the know-
ledge that it is the one, either by a gradual process
or by immediate emancipation. A gradual emanci-
pation may l>e obtained by an ascetic way of living,

and the constant practice of religious duties. Im-
mediate emancii)ation can result only from the entire

extinctir)u of all consciousness of outward things,

through meditation on tlie one supreme spirit,

Bralima. See Moiiicr-Williams’s Hinduism (1877;
for a iirief r6»'U7ruU)i tlic system; ColetinxjkeH Essays
(1873); Gough’s Tht* Philosophy of the U])anishad8
(1882) ;

Max Muller’s Three Lectures on Vedanta
Philosophy (1894); and the translation in The Sacred
Books of the East.

VEDAS (from the Sanskrit iviot ^idy meaning
‘know ’), the oldest of the Astras or sacred writings
of the Brahmans, and the oldest compositions in the
Sanskrit language. Their date is unknown. Sir
W. Jones fixes it at ]5()() B.C., and Bitter at 1400 to

1600 B.c. They are held by the Brahmans in the
resf/eefr, and it is believed that it involves

guilt for a ^lidra, or member of the lowest castt*,

even to hear a portion of them read. They are four
In numl>er, and are reB}»ecti\ely called the Rig,
Yajur, Sama, and Atharxa Veda. Various mytho-
logical ])oem8 called Itihasiis and Puraiias are looked
upon os forming a supplement to the Vedas, and
hence constitute a fifth Vedu. All the Vedas are
believed to be inspired, and although the author of

each passage is mentioned in the explanatory table

4 contents to the Vedas called the Anukramanika,
•uch author or Rishi is regarded merely as the per-

son to whom the revelation was mav^le. In many
cases, too, the Anulcrainanika ascribes the author-

ship of a passage directly to a divine being. 'I'he

mater part, if not the whole of the Vedas is, in

fact, the work of a class of devotees called Munis.
The different portions of the Vedas are said to have
long existed in a state of disorder, until they were
arranged by Dwaij)ayana, hence sumamed Vyiisa

(the compiler) or Veda-Vyasa. This Dwaipayana
is said to have tauglit each of the four Vedas to a
different disciple, each of whom in turn instructed

a number of other disciples, who again instructed

others, until no fewer than 1100 schools of Vedic
teachers arose.

The religious system of the Vedas is at bottom
monotheistic. It derives a polytheistic appearance
from the mention of the deity by various names
according to the difference of his manifestations and
attributes (Sorya, Mitra^ &c., the sun; Soma, the

moon; Agm*,fire; Jndra,the firmament; Vayu, wind,

&0.), but the unity of the supreme being is expressly

asserted in more &an one passage, and the supreme
being is declared to be alone worthy of worship.

of the Vedas is divided into three parts; the

first called the Sanhitdy which is made up of matUroi

or gdnasy that is, i)rayers, hymns, &c.; the second,

BrSiuhana, which relates chiefly to ritual
;
and the

third the Jnana or Upanishads, which la the phDo-

Bophical portion of the work.

The first part of the designation ]Wg-veda is de-

rived from the word Hch to praise. The name is

due to the character of the mantras of this veda^

which are for the most part hymns of praise or

prayers consisting mainly of expressions of adora-

tion. The subjects and uses of these mantras are

endless. A choice is offered to a worshipper for

every religious occasion that can be conceived. The
Brahmana of the Rig-veda consists chiefly of rules

regarding the sacrifices to be performed by Idngs,

the consecration of kings, &c. The thirty-eighth

chapter describes a supposed consecration of Indra

when elected by the gods as their king, and the cere-

monie.s there described are similar to those enjoined

for the consecration of earthly sovereigns, only more
solemn in their character. The last chapter is about

priests, and speaks of the benefit of entertaining

them, of the selection of proper persons for the office,

of the mode in which they are to l>e appointed by
the king, and of tlie duties attached to the office.

The TTpanishads constitute the argumentative sec-

tion of the Vedas. I'hey are sometimes called col-

lectively the Vedanta. 'J'hey are not all separate

compositions, but some of tliein form a i)(>rtion of the

Brahmana and one of them is even part of a San-

hita. A portion of the Upanishads of the Rig-veda,

which closely resembles in its teac'hiug the doctrines

of the Vedantists, is held by that school in es|)ecial

reverence. This j)()rtion treats of the creation of

the universe, first of the regions above the visible

heavens, then of the atmosphere, the earth, aiul

waters, then of a god to rule these regions, by the

self-existent and all-|)ervading soul (I*aramatma) or

Brahma. It also explains how the universal soul

penetrated the man.
The Yajur-veda is composed of two vedas, the

White and the Black. It relates chiefly to oblations

and sacrifices; and its name is <lerived from yaj) to

worship. It contains instructions respecting the

religious exercises suitable to all important events

in fife and to all kinrls of religious duties. The
Black Yajur-veda is more copious in mantras than
the White, but less so than the Rig-veda. No admit-

tedly human authors are noticed by Oolebrooke

in this veda. A number of sections are ascribed

to Prajiipati (lord of creatures), some to the moon,
some to fire, and some to all the gt)d8.

'J'he Sama-Veda is so called from sdmariy a prayer

arranged for singing. To this Veda the Hindus
attach a peculiar degree of sanctity, so that even to

read it is believed to free one from sin. There are

four Brahmanas of this Veda which are received by

I

four different schools.

The dialect of the Atharva-veda is more modem
than that of the others, and for this, among other
reasons, several scholars regard it as of less autho-
rity, and even question whether it should be reck-

oned as a Veda at all Some passages of the Indian
scriptures themselves seem to support this doubt.
The Atharva is not mentioned in an enumeration in

the White Yajur, nor in a passage of the S^strat

quoted by a commentator on the Rig-veda, and the
popular dictionary of Amara Singha names only
three Vedas, while it makes mention of the Atharva
without calling it a Veda. This Veda contains in the
Sanhita many forms of imprecation for the destmo-
tion of enemies, also a number of prayers for safety,

and for the averting of calamity. Its most remark-
able part, however, is its Upam^ads, four of whhdi,
together with six belonging to the other Vedas^ are
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oonrtutfjr cited in diaeniwiOM on the Vedinta. See
Whitn^^s Oriental and Linguiatio Studies, Weber's

ISistoiy of Indian Literature, Monier- Williams's
Indian Wiadoxn, Muir's Sanskrit Texts, Oldenburg's

Die Rel^on des Veda, &c.

VEDETTE, a sentinel on horseback. It is also

used sometimes for sentinels on foot, forming the

extreme point in the line of outposts. They are

often placed in pairs, in such a way that the field of

vision of one intersects that of the other.

VEGA CARPIO, Fkux Lope dk, a Spanish poet

and dramatist, bom at Madrid, November 25, 1562,

of poor but noble parents; died at Madrid in

August, 1635. After studying at Alcala he became
the secretary of the Duke of Alva. In 1582 he
joined the army, and in 1588 accompanied the In-

vincible Armada. After being twice married and
twice a widower he in 1609 became a priest, and
afterwards was admitted into the third order of St.

Francis (not earlier than 1611). The most brilliant

part of his literary career was still to follow. He
had already written and published various poems,
but his productions were now multiplied with extra-

ordinary rapidity. Scarcely a year passed in which
he did not print a poem, and m general scarcely a
month, or indeed scarcely a week passed in which he
did not produce a piece for the theatre. He himself

informs us that he had more than a hundred times

composed a piece and brought it on the stage within
twenty-four hours. Such pieces must, of course,

have been very short. The fame that he enjoyed
during his lifetime was immense. The people

idoliz^ him, and he received marks of distinction

from the king of Spain and Pope Urban VIII. The
latter, in return for the dedication of a tragedy on
Mary Stuart, conferred on him the title of Doctor
of Theology, and sent him the cross of the order of

Malta. The profits that accrued from his works
corresponded to his fame. His career thus contrasts

strikingly with that of his contemporary Cervantes,

who died (1616) in neglect and poverty in the very

city in which Vega was then living in luxury and
splendour, and whose fame has spread over the

world, while that of Lo|)e has greatly declined even
in his own country. In his later years Vega be-

came ascetic in his way of living. Alxmt 300 of

his dramatic pnxluctiona have been printed (Madrid,
16''''9-47). They reveal an inexhaustible but ill-

regulated imagination, a strange mixture of the

b^utiful and the ridiculous, the suVilime and the

trivial, a rare mastery of dialogue, and extraordinary

facility in versification. He has been describee!,

probably with more epigrammatic force than strict

accuracy, as the dramatist who has written the

greatest number of good scenes, and the greatest

numljer of bad pieces.

VEGETABLE CHEMISTRY, that part of

plant physiology which treats of the chemical con-

stituents of plants and the chemical changes accom-
panjring their development. The essential facts may
be briefly summarize here under a series of head-
ings.

Proportions of Water and Dry Matter.—If a plant
or a part of one be dried at a temperature somewhat
above that of boiling water until no further loss of

weight takes place, the total loss of weight represents

the amount of water in the composition of the plant;

and if the resulting dry material be burned in the
open air, a small amount of grayish or yellowish
aw will be left behind. The proportions of these
three constituents, water, combustible dry matter,
and incombustible inorganic ash, differ much in
differen^lants and in different pMurts of the same
plant Tnus, for red clover the percentages are (in

the above order), 80*4, 18*3, 1*8; for the wheat
VOL. XIV.

grain, 14*8, 76*5, 9*2; for a carrot (root), 86, 14*1, *9;

for an apple, 84*8, 14*8, *4; for mangold leave^
90*5, 7*7, 1*8. The water and the ash come from

I

the soil, but the combustible portions oome mainly
I

from the atmosphere.
EUmtnUiry UonstUuenU of Plants,—The elements

I

which water and sand culture and the analysis of
the ash have shown to be essential to the life of
plants are : carbon, about 40-50 pier cent of the diy
matter, obtained partly from the soil but mainly
from the carbon dioxide of the air ; hydrogen, about
5-6 per cent of the dry matter, also in the water
absorbed from the soil ; oxygen, about 85 *46 per
cent of the dry matter, obtained from the air and

I

the soil ; nitrogen, especially in leguminous plants,

obtained from the air and from the soil
;
phosphorus,

especially in the ash of seeds, abBorl)ed from the
soil; sulphur, in small quantity, absorbed as sul-

phates from the soil
;
piotussium, absorbed from the

soil as various salts
;
c^ciutn, alisorhed as salts from

the soil; magnesium, chiefly in the ash of seeds,

absorlied as salts from the soil; and iron, present

in very small quantity but essential to the formation
of chlorophyll. In addition to the above elements
the following are always present in green plants,

though not essential to life: silicon, whose oxide

forms fully a half of the ash of cereals, absorbed as

silicates from the soil; sodium and chlorine, espe-

cially abundant as common salt in the halophytio

plants, such as glasswort, beet, and other Cheno-
podiaceie. Other elements that occur in some plants

are zinc, copper, aluminium, manganese, cassium,

rubidium, Imrium, strontium, silver, mercury, lead,

cobalt, nickel, tin, thallium, selenium, titanium,

Ixiron, arsenic, fluorine, bromine, and iodine, the
two last eH]>ecially in sea-weeds.

Principai CojnjfHmnds in Plants.—These may be
grou|)ed as follows, the first seven grou])B containing

no nitrogen, whilst the remainder are nitrogenous.

() Carbohydrates^ compound of carlxm, hydrogen,

and oxygen, the last two elements being present in

the pro|K>rtumH found in water (U3O). The number
of atoms of carlxm in the molecule is six or a mul-
tiple of six. They include: (1) sugars, especially

glucfise, dextrose, or grape-sugar (CeHuOe), and
fructose, lievulose, or fruit-sugar (CeUijOfl) in fruits,

saccharose or cane-sugar (CislL^On) in the cell-sap,

esjiecially of the sugar-yielding plants, and maltow
(CuHeOxi) in germinated cereals, es|)ecially malted
barley

; (2) starch (n CellioOa), obtained chiefly from
potato tulx^rs and the grains of cereals; (3) cellu-

loses (n CJIioOi), the materials of the cell-walls,

occurring in combinations or mixtures known as

pectocelluloses, mucocelluloses, adipocelluloses, cuto-

celluloses, and lignocelluloses
; (4) inulin in CeHioO^),

which replaces starch in the cell-sap of many Com-
positie and Campanulacem, and occurs in the bull)S

and other parts of many Liliaceie and Amarylli-

daceee; and (5) the gums, non-crystalline carlx)-

hydrates, including gum-arabic, tragacanth, agar

agar, dextrin, Ac.

() Vegetable Acids^ chiefly oxalic (O2H3O4), tar-

taric (C4HeOe), citric (CflllgOr), and molic (CiH^Ot),

the last three mostly in fruits.

(c) Fixed Oils and Fats, arranged, in so far as of

vegetable origin, in seven groups, typified by olive-

oil, rape-oil, cotton-seed oil, linseed -oil, castor-oil,

palm-oil, and cocoa-nut oil.

(d) Essential or Volatile Oils may be hydrocarbons,

ethers, aldehydes, phenols, &c., and give the char-

acteristic odour to many plants. Among plants

yielding them are camphor, chamomile, mustard,

Rosa damascenaf several pines, rue, rosemary, euca-

lyptus, juniper, cloves, thyme, spearmint, sage, al-

monds, anise, lavender, and cinnamon.
402
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(e) Olucosidei (amygdalin and indioan contain

nitsogen), which are transformed acids and
sBiQrtnet into sugan and other substances. Among
them are saliom, in the willows; sBsoulin, in the

horse’Chestnut ; and sinigrin, in many Crudfens.

(/) ASfiftns, which may be classified as: (1) resins

proper, including colophony, frankincense, copal,

dammara, guaiacum, la^ and sandarach
; (2) oleo-

resins, concaining also volatile oil, among them
being copaiba, elemi, anime, tacamahac, and turpen-

tine; (3) balums, containing cinnamic or benzoic
acid, including storax, benzoin, Peru balsam, and
Tolu balsam; and (4) gum resins, composed of gum
and resin, including asafoetida, olibanum, scammony,
galbanum, gamboge, bdellium, myrrh, euphorbium,
ammoniacum, opoponax, and sa^fapenum.

(p) Tamdtii or Tannic Acvda, astringent sub-
stances, of which the beat known are the digallic

(gallotannic) and querdtannic acids obtained from
various species of oak.

(li) Proteida or Albumtnoidtf complex compounds
eontaining carbon, hydrogen, oxygen^ nitrogen, and
sulphur, more or less like white of egg in appearance
and properties. They constitute a large portion of

protoplasm, and also occur dissolved in the cell-sap,

and some of them are stored as aleuron-grains in

the cells of seeds and other oigans.

{Ic) Amidea^ which occur in the cell-sap, chiefly

represented by asparagine (C4HeN20|), betaine

(OsHiiNOs), and tyrosine (GsHnNOa).
(l) AUadoida or Vegeto-Alkaloidat basic compounds

generally containing carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and
hitrogen (a few have no oxygen), and usually occur-

ring m plants as salts of organic acids. They are

found in most of the dicotyledonous orders, though
not in Labiatm and rarely in Compositffi, and among
monocotyledons they occur in a section of Liliaceee.

They are mostly solid and often ciystalline bodies,

but some {e.g. coniine and nicotine) are liquids.

Most are insoluble in water, but may be dissolved

by alcohol, chloroform, ether, or benzene. Many of

them are deadly poisons. The best-known vegeto-

alkaloids are : atropine (deadly nightshade), quinine

(cinchona bark), stxychnine {Strychnoa nux-vomiea),

theobromine (cacao), caffeine or theine (tea and
coffee), morphine (opium poppy), nicotine (tobacco),

coniine (hemlock), cocaine (coca), physostigmine

(Calabar bean), pilocarpine (jaborandi), piperine

(pepper), and veratrine (sabadilla).

(m) JEnzymca or Unofywniaed FermenUt which
transform reserve materials in seeds, roots, tubers,

Ao, into soluble substances capable of osmotic diffu-

sion. These include : diastase, which changes starch

into maltose and dextrin; cyta^ which dissolves

the celluloses of the cell-wall; inulase, which con-

verts inulin into Icevulose ; invertase, which changes

cane-sugar into invert-sugar, a mixture of dextrose

and laavulose
;
emulsin, which produces glucose and

benzoic aldehyde from amygdalin ; myrosin, which

eonverts sinigrin into mustard-oil; lipase, which

changes fats and oils into fatly acids and glycerine

;

and vegetable tiyps^ which transform insoluble,

indiffusible proteids into peptones and amides.

The Fixation of Carbon,—Green plants obtain

some carbon from decaying remains of plants and
animals in the soil, but the greater part of the carbon

x^uired by them is derived from the fi^ carbon

dioxide of the air. Saprophytes and parasites obtain

their carbon from other oxganisms, dead or living,

in which it has been assinulated from the atmos-

phere. The carbon dioxide of the air enters plants

only at green surfaces, the surfaces where there are

oells containing the green chloroplsatids, and it is

absorbed almost entirely at the openings called sto-

xnatSk In the leaf or other oells the carbon dioxide

and water are so acted upon as to produce soluble

carbohydrates end set free oxygen. This prooeM,

which takes place onlv in presence of chlorophyll

and light and at suitable temperatures, is variously

called carW-fixation, photosynthesis, and assimila-

tion. In refipect of its final products this process

may be represented by such an equation as 12 COs-f
= CuHnOii -h 12 Os ;

but the exact nature of the

process is still unknown. Starch is the first viaiUe

product, and it has been supposed that sugars with

the formula CoHisOe are derived by condensation

of formaldehyde (CHsO), produced according tx) the

equation: COs +H2O=CHsO + Os. The cbemicsl

composition of chlorophyll, the green colouring

matter, is unknown, but iron is essential to its for-

mation.

AaaimUation of Nitrogen^ dec.—The only plants

that seem able to assimilate directly the free nitro-

gen in the air are the Leguminoss, and even these

are like all other plants in obtaining their requisite

nitrogen most re^ily from nitrates in the soiL

Ammonium salts and various organic compounds
containing nitrogen can also supply plants with this

element, but probably in most cases they are first

changed by b^teria into nitrates of calcium, mag-
nesium, potassium, and sodium. The proteids are

ultimately formed with the aid of the nitrates ab-

sorbed, but the process is exceedingly obscure and
probably very complex. Various amides, such as

asparagine, appear to be intermediate products, and
these react in some way with carbohydrates pro-

duced as explained above to form the imi>ortant

proteid compounds. The sulphur essential to the

formation of proteids comes from sulphates, chiefly

calcium sulphate, obtained from the soil. It is

supposed that the sulphate reacts with the oxalic

acid in the plant, with the production of the calcium

oxalate so common as ciystals in plant cells. The
resulting sulphuric acid may then be reduced so as

to form free sulphur. Phosphorus may similarly be
obtained from phosphates in the soil

Reapiraticn,—PhotosynthesiB and the other as-

similative processes are anabolic, or consist in the

formation of highly-organized compounds from their

inorganic constituents or sources. Respiration,which
in green parts of plants is masked in daylight by
the absorption of carbon dioxide, is catabolic, that

is, it is a destructive process consisting in the reso-

lution by oxidation of the complex organic bodies

(carbohydrates, &c.) into simple inorganic products

such as carbon dioxide and water. The process is

obscure in its details, but it takes place only in the

presence of living protoplasm. It has been supposed
that the protopl^m itself is oxidized, and the other

organic compounds are used up in restoring it

VEGETABLE IVORY, the name which is

applied to the kernels of the nuts produced by the
Phytdephae maorooarpa, a palm growing in Colum-
bia, South America. It is very hard and compact,
has the appearance of ivory, and may be tum^ in

the lathe, being used for buttons, umbrella handles,

Ac. The stem of the palm is extremely short, but
the leaves rise to the height of 30 or 40 feet See
the ^te at Palms.
VjEXJETARIANISM, the practice of ahstainixig

entirely from all flesh food, or from all food obtained
by the killing of animals. The abstinence from
flesh food is the essential element in the connotation
of the word vegetarianism, but ve^tarians are
usually also total abstainers from alo^olic liquors,

and in regard to the use of such animal products as
eg^ mil]^ butter, and cheese, and of cereals, as

w^ as on the advisability of cooking food, different

views are held amongst them. The average vege-

tarian admits into his diet t^e animal prodnots
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aboTe mentioned, and there are semi-vegetarians

who also eat fish. With many persoi^ besides,

vegetarianism is but one aq)ect of a philosophy of

life, whose central principle may be stat^ as con-

formity to natural law m all the relations of in-

dividual and social life. The ailments for and
against a vegetarian diet cannot be set forth here

at length, but the most important of them may be

indicated. Th^ fall into three main classes, namely,

physiological and hygienic, ethical, economic. Vege-

tarians claim that man is closely akin to an ex-

clusively frugivorous group, the apes, and widely

different from carnivora, herbivora, and omnivora.

They assert, what is universally admitted, that the

actual state of mankind and the science of physiology

both show that a complete fleshless diet is possible

and readily procurable, and they argue that if such

be the case any moral arguments that may be ad-

vanced against the eating of flesh ought to have
decisive weight. Anti-vegetarians object, that with

a purely vegetable diet an enormous amount must
be consumed in order to obtain sufficient nutriment,

and that the waste products are excessive in quantity;

but it is to be noticed that whatever be the force of

this argument against extreme vegetarians, it can
hardly be maintained against those who admit eggs,

milk, &C. Vegetarians maintain that flesh-eating

is responsible for the propagation of some of the

moat serious diseases of our time, notably tubercu-

losis and cancer, and they contend that it hinders

the development of the higher nature of man both
by its physiological influence and by the necessity

of systematic slaughter entailed by it. It bos lieen

objected, that if animals now regularly slaughtered

were allowed to breed unchecked the countiy would
be overrun by them, but the [Hissible answers to

this argument are obvious. It is also claimed by
vegetananism that it is in such products as nuts,

se^g, roots, eggs, and milk, and not in the com-
paratively degenerate form of flesh, tliat nature pro-

vides the means of supporting life in its best and
most nutritive form.

Vegetarianism is as old as the ancient religion of

Hindustan, and was taught by Plato, Plutarch, and
other writers of dassia^ antiquity. One of the

oldest pioneers of the movement in Britain was
George Cheyne (1671 -1743), a Scottish doctor, who
supported it in an Essay on Regimen, j)ub]isbed

in 1740. Shelley’s vindication of natural diet is

well known. J. F. Newton’s Return to Nature,

or Defence of Vegetable Regimen, was published

in 1811, and in 1847 the Vegetarian Society was
founded at Manchester. Eduard Baltzer (1814-87),

a German liberal clerg3rman, introduced the move-
ment into Germany, and founded at Nordhausen in

1868 aVerein von Freunden der Nattirlichen Lebens-

weise. His book on Die Natiirliche Lebensweise

reached a fourth edition in 1896. Other leading

German pioneers of vegetarianism are Gustav von
Struve (1805-70), author of Die Pflanzenkost, die

Grundlage einer neuen Weltanschauung (1869), in

which he associates vegetarianism with socialism

;

and Tlieodore Hahn, author of Die Naturgemasse
Diat (1869) and Der Vegetarianismus (1869). Vege-
tarianism has obtained less hold in France than in

Britain and Germany. Amongtbe chief Frenchworks
on it are the Thalysie, ou la nouvelle Existence

(1821) of Jeao Antoine GleXz^ (1773-1843), and Le
V^tarisme rationnel scientiflque (1889) of Dr. £.

Bonnejoy. The early leaders of vegetarianism in

America were Amos Bronson Alcott (bom 1799),

father of the well-known andsoress Louisa May
Aloott; Sylvester Graham (1794-1851), author of

The Saenoe of Human Life (1839); and Charles

Laoei author of A brief practical Euay on Vege-

table Diet (1847). The Vegetarian Federal Union
was founded in 1889, and several societies through*
out the world are affiliated to it. Vegetonaft
restaurants are now oomparatively common. For
further information see the periomcals devoted to
vegetarianism and the following works: Anna Kings-
ford’s The Perfect Way in Diet (1881); Howard
Williams’s The Ethics of Diet (1888), a sort of
encyclop^ia of the subject; John Smith’s Fruita
and Farinacea the proper Food for Man (abridged^
edn. by F. W. Newman); F. W. Newman’s Hnays
on Diet (1883) ; H. S. Salt’s A Plea for Vegetarian-
ism (1886) : Sir B. W. Richardson's Foods for

(1891); A. F. Hills’s Essay on Vegetarianism (1893);
and Josiah Oldfield’s Tuberculosis: Flesh-eatang a
Cause of Consumption (1898).

VEHME. See Femqebichte.
VEII, an ancient Etrurian city, on the river Ore*

mera, celebrated in the early history of Rome, with
which it had several wars. The lost war with Veil
was carried on between 406 and 396 B.c., when the
city was taken b^ Camillus. Veii was completely
laid waste, and in modem times the very site of

the ancient city has been a subject of much dispute.

It is now generally supposed that the ruins found
near the modem village of Isola Famese, 12 miles

N.N.w. of Rome, mark the site of the ancient city.

Caesar, and afterwords Augustus, established a
Roman colony at Veii

;
but it bad again sunk into

decay in Hadrian’s reign.

VEIN, in mining. See Mining.
VEINS. See Blood-vessel.
VEIT, PjllLlPP, German piinter of the religious-

romantic Hch(K>I, was Uira in Berlin in 1793, and
was grandson of Moses Mendelssohn and stepson of

Friedrich Schlegel. He studied art in Dresden and
then went to Romo, where he liecame a member of

the circle of which GiraoUus and Overbeck were
the chief representatives (see those articles), produc-

ing there the Seven Years of Plenty, the Triumph
of Religion, Ac. From 1830-43 he was director of

the Stadel Institute at Frankfort From 1858 he
lived at Muinx, and died there, December 18, 1877.
Some of his large frescoes for churches procured him
a great reputation.

VELAZQUEZ (orVelabquez),Diego RoDBiaxntz
Da Silva t, a celebrated Spanish painter, was boro
at Seville in June, 1590. His father was Juaa
Rodriguez da Silva, of a Portuguese family, and his

mother a Spaniard named Ger6nima Velazquez. He
was well educated with a view to a profession, but
his artistic genius asserted itself, and he was placed

under the painter Francisco Herrera the Elder.

Owing, it is said, to Herrera’s severity he soon left

him, and continued his art training under Fran-
cisco Pacheco, whose daughter Juana be married

in 1618. For a few years he worked in Seville,

producing several tavern pieces, os they are called,

The Water-Carrier (now at Apsley House), and the

two religious pictures, The Adoration of the Magi
(1619), in the Prado Museum at Madrid, and The
Adoration of the Shepherds (also called The Na-
tivity and the Manger), now in the National Gal-

lery of London. In 1622 he went to Madrid to

seek wider opportunities, and through Don Juaa
Fonseca, almoner to the king, he was introduced

to Olivarez, the king’s minister. Nothing came
of this visit at the time, and he aocordinffly re-

turned to Seville ; but in the following year he waa
summoned to the court by Olivarez, and he at

once gained the favour of Philip IV. and an appoint
ment as court painter. He is said to have painted

a portrait of Charles L, then Prince of Walfifl» when
be was in Spain in connection with the project of

t^ Spanish marriage, and among other portnita of
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Uiis period in Madrid are those still extant of

Philip Iv. in Hunting Oostumey the Young King
Philip V.y and Don Oarlos, you^er brother of

Philip IV. Los Borrachoe or The Topers (e. 1628),

nowm the Prado Museum, is one of his finest works.
In 1628 Rubens visited Madrid, and on his advice

Velasquez went to Italy in 1629. He stayed in

Venice, Rome, and Naples, studying several of the
p^reat Italian masters, but his own style was little

mfluenced. He remained in Italy for two years,

and during that time he painted Joseph’s Goat in

the Escurial Galleiy, Vulcan’s Forge in the Prado,
Madrid, and Views of Villa Medici (Prado). He
made a second visit to Italy, chiefly to Rome, in
1648-51, to purchase works of art for his king, and
during his stay in the Italian capital he paint^ the
portrait of Innocent X. now in the Palazzo Doria.

Among the chief productions of this second period,

between his two visits to Italy, are some fine por-

traits, including Don Baltasar Carlos (equestrian,

1635), Don Baltasar Carlos (1642-43), Count of

Benavente (1635), Conde Duque de Olivarez (eques-

trian, 1640), Philip IV. and Isalxilla of Bourbon
(two equestrian, 1644), his great historical painting.

The Surrender of Breda (also called Las Lanzas,

1647), The Crucifixion (1638), and El Primo, one of

Philip IV. 's dwarfs, besides other pictures of the
royal dwarfs and buffoons, all now in the Prado
Museum. On his return from his second vi.sit to

Italy he was appointed by the king Ajiosentador

Mayor, and in this capacity it was his duty to pro-

cure lodging for the king along the routes of his

journeys. The duties of the office absorbed much
of his time, and ultimately they proved to be in

part the cause of his death. In 1659 he had to

arrange for the marriage by proxy of Louis XIV.
to the Infanta Maria Teresa on the Island of Phea-
sants in the Bidassoa, and the strain of the work
told so seriously on his health that he died not long
after his return to Madrid, on Aug. 6, 1660. His
wife followed him to the grave a few days afterwards.

The masterpieces of his late.st period are Los
Meninas, showing himself painting Philip IV. and
Queen Marianne in presence of the Princess Mar-
garet, maids of honour, a master of ceremonies,

dwarfs, &c. (1656), and Las Hilanderas or the Ta-
try-Weavers of Madrid. Among notable pictures

Velazquez not already mentioned are the follow-

ing:—In the Prado Museum, Philip IV. and his

S^ond Wife at their Fald-Stools, full-length por-

trait of Marianne of Austria, Virgin Enthroned,
Mars, equestrian portraits of Philip III. and his

Wife painted long after their death. Court Jester,

Mercury and Argus, Martinez Montafies the sculp-

tor, the Infanta Maria Teresa, and SS. Paul and
Antony the Hermits; in the National Gallery,

Philip IV. hunting the Wild Boar, The Dead
Roland, a bust of Philip IV., a full length of the

same, and Christ at the Column; in the Louvre,

Meeting of Artists, and others
;
in Vienna, Family

of Velazquez, Philip IV., and others ; in Valencia

Museum, his own portrait ; in private British collec-

tions, Don Baltasar Oarlos (several), St. Clara,

Dofta Juana Pacheco, Stag Hunt, Don Adrian Pu-
lido Pareja (two), Juan de Pareja (two), Lot and
his Daughters, The Finding of Moses, Philip IV.
(several), Isabel of Bourbon, Olivarez, Deliverance

of St Peter, Venus and Cupid, and Supper at Em-
maus

; and others in Berlin, Dresden, St. Petersburg,

America, &c. In Velazquez the realism that char-

acterizes all great Spanish art reached its grandest

expression. He ow<^ something to other masters,

especially Ribera, but it has been truly said that his

real master was nature. His genius was so indi-

vidual and unique that he had no followers and

founded no school, tho^h other punters arauired

something of his technique. Ruslan has said that

whatever Velazquez has done may be accepted by
the student as correct. See Stowe’s Velasquez

(1881); Curtis’s Vela^uez and Murillo (1883);

Justi’s Velasquez and his Times (Eng. trans., 1889)

;

and Stevenson’s The Art of Velazquez (1895).

VELDE, Adrian van de, Dutch painter, younger

son of the following, was bom at Amsterdam in 1635
or 1636, and died in 1672. He is one of the b^t
painters of landscapes. He is also known for having

painted the figures and animals in the landscapes

of other artists, for example, of his teacher, Jan
W3mants, Van de Heyden, &c. He also painted

some large historical pieces.

VELDE, Willem van de, the Elder, one of a
distinguished family of painters, was born at Leyden
in 1610. He was originally bred to the sea, but
afterwards studied painting, and retained enough of

his former profession to make it the source of his

future fame. He l)ecame early distinguished for his

excellence in marine subjects, which induced him to

go to England with his son, both of them entering

into the service of Charles II. He is said to have
repaid the favours of his royal patron more grate-

fully than patriotically, by conducting the English

fleet to bum Terschelling. He is said to have been
present at several sea-fights, merely in order to sketch

I

the incidents. He chiefly painted in black and white,

on a ground so prepared on canvas as to give it the
appearance of paper. He died at London in 1693,

liis son, William Van de Velde the Younger, was
born at Amsterdam in 1633, and painted the same
class of subjects as his father, whom he surpassed.

In fact, no period since the revival of art has pro-

duced his equal in his own peculiar line. He col-

oured many of his father’s designs. His principal

works are chiefly to be found in the royal collections

and cabinets of England. He died April 6, 1707.

VELELLA (see Plate at Protozoa, figs. 3-5), a
curious genus of Ccelenterate animals, belonging to

the class Hydrozoa, and represented by free-swim-

ming oceanic forms, which occur around our coasts,

but more frequently in warm seas. The Yddla
vuhfarU is a familiar species. This organism—in-

cluded in the order Physophoridee—is about 2 inches

in length by 1^ inch in height. It consists of a broad
‘float ’ or pneumatophore of rhomboidal sliape, bear-

ing a vertical sail-like crest on its upper surface.

This structure also bears a single large pdypite or

digestive cavity, with reproductive bodies, and ten-

tacles fringing the margin of the disc. No swimming-
bells are developed. A system of ciliated canals

traverses the clear jelly-like organism, which is

tinted of a beautiful blue colour. A 8|>ecial family,

VeUllidaSy has been constituted for the reception of

this genus. The name ‘ Sallee Man ’ is sometimes
given to the Velella.

VELEZ-MALAGA, a city of Spain, in Andal-
usia, in the province of Malaga, and 15 miles east of

the city of that name, on the Velez, mile from the
Mediterranean. It is a well-built and prosperous
town, overlooked by a Moorish castle on a high rock.

The district is exceedingly fertile, and produces the
sugar-cane, indigo, batatas, palms, olives, oranges^

and other fruits. Pop. 25,000.

VELINO. See Terni.
VELLEIUS PATERCULUS. See Paterculus.
VELLETRI, a town in Italy, 21 miles south-

east of Rome. It is surrounded bjr ruinous walls,

and is irregularly built. The buildings chiefly de-

serving of notice are the cathedral, a handsome*
Gothic structure rebuilt in 1660; the town-hall, built

from the designs of Bramante
;
the palace Lanoel-

lotti or Ginetti, with the finest marble staircase in
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Italy and tha palace BoigbL Vdletil (anciently

VelHnB) waa the birth-plaM cf the Kmperor An-
gnatna. Pot. (1881), 15,878.

VELLORE, a town and fort of India, preaiden^

of Madraa, diatrict of North Aroot, 80 muea w.8.w.

of city of Madna The town haa no edifice deaenr-

ing ci notice, except a large pa^^a, with aome

remarkable a^ptnrea. The fort la of oonaiderable

extent, but it ia completely commanded by the

adjoining hilla. Within are a mat ^pagoda, now
naed as an arsenal; the hospital, ue baxTacka, maga-

aine, and quarters for staff-ofiicera. A revolt of the

native troops took place here on the 10th of July,

1806. More than 100 Europeans were massacr^.
Pop. (1901), 48,637.

VELLUM, a writing material, resembling fine

parchment. It is made of calf and kid skin, ex-

tended and drawn to a proper thinness when green.

Parchment is made of sheep-skins in like manner.

See Parchment.
VELOCIPEDE, a light carriage consisting of a

simple frame-work, supported on two or three wheels,

and which is driven by the feet acting on cranks at-

t.'icbed to the axle of one or two wheels. See article

C\ci INI. in SUPP.

^LOCITY, the rate at which a body changes
its position in space. Velocity is popularly expressed
as so many miles per hour, or as so many feet per
Ht'oond. A man who walks at a rate of 6 miles per
hour haa a greater velocity than a man who walks
at a rate of 4 miles per hour, and if the number ex-
pressing the time is constant, the velocity is projKir-

tional to the number expressing the distance. Again,
a man walking at a rate of 6 miles in two hours has
a less velocity than a man walking at a rate of 5 miles

in one hour, and if the number expressing the dis-

tance is constant, the velocity is inversely proportional

b> the number exjiressing the time, therefore we can
measure velocity numerically by dividing the numlier
expressing the distance which would be traversed in

a given time by the number expressing the time.

Algebraically, ^ where v is velocity, « space or

distance, and t is time in units w'hich are specified.

Velocity is said to be uniform when e(]ual 8])aces

are descril^ed in succeeding ecpial small intervals of

time; velocity is said to be uniformly arreUraUd
when it increases by ef]ual amounts in equal small
intervals of time Velocity as defined above is some-
times called absolute lelocity; the relative relorily of

a bod^ is the rate at which it moves fnim or towards
another moving body. Angular velocity is the velocity

of the BjKike of a wheel measured as a number of

angles of a specified extent (as right angles or as

radians) divided by a measure of time in specified

units. See Fall op Bodies, Force, Motion, &c.

VELOCrJ'Y OF ELECTRICITY, the rate at

which electricity is propagated through a conductor.
The velocity of electricity through a conducting wire
is in all cases very great when compared with the
velocities of moving bodies, such as the velocity of a
railway train or of a projectile; but the velocity of
electricity, any more than the velocity of a planet,
of a railway train, or of a bullet, is not a certain
numlier of miles per second fixed for all cases; it

varies for a number of causes, and to such an extent
that while Wheatstone found the velocity through
copper wire to be 288,000 miles per second, in the
Atlantic cable of 1858 it was found to be 3000
miles per second. Faraday showed that a submarine
cable acts precisely as a leyden-jar, that the water
serves as the outside coating, and that just as a ley-

den-jar takes time to become charged and to dis-

oha^e, so a cable through which a sharp signal is

sent from one end delivers the signal at the other

end more or lecB prolonged; that is, the deflection of
the receiving needle is gradual, reaching a maximum
and then at the same rate coming back to rest. Sir
William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) diowed that the
more delicate the receiving instrument, the more
instantaneous is the first appearance of the current
at the receiving end of the cable. He mves three
reasons for the retardation of the eleotno ooirent

(1.) Charge and electrical accumulation in a conductor
subjected in any way to the process of electrifica-

tion. (2.) Electromagnetic induction, or electromo-
tive force, excited in a conductor by variations of

electric currents either in adjacent oonduotoni or In
different parts of its own length. (3.) Resistance to
conduction through a solid. The first tucoessful

attempt to find the velocity of electricity was made
by Wheatstone with the revolving mirror (his inven-
tion), which has been so successfully employed by
Foucault to discover the velocity of light. Wheat-
stone had a sparkboard with six knobs upon it, which
we will call 1, 2, 8, 4, 5, and 6; 1 was connected
with the outside coating of a leyden-jar, between
2 and 3 was inserted ^ mile of copjier wire, and
between 4 and 5 there was another ^ mUe of

copper wire. When connection was made between
6 and the inside coating of the jar there was a spark
lietween 1 and 2, a spark between 3 and 4, and a
spark between 5 and 6. I'he revolving mirror waa
placed to refiect the three sparks, and when it re-

volved with a high velocity it was seen that the

middle spark was displaced from being in a straight

line with the other two; moreover, the sparks were
elongated, and from measurements of the displace-

ment and of the elongation Wheatstone estimated

the velocity of electricity and the duration of the

electric spark.

VEL()(?ITY OF LIGHT, the rate at which light

is propagated. There have Ix^en two ustiouomioal

estimates of the velocity of light and two terrestrial

estimates. I'ka satellites of J upiter re twelve regulsrlv

round the planet. When the Earth is in such a posi-

tion with resfioct to Jupiter that there is the distance

of the breadth of the Earth’s orbit in addition to the

distance of Jujuter’s orbit from the Earth's orbit

between Jupiter and the Earth (when Jupiter is in

opposition), thore is an irregularity of 16 min. 26*6 sec.

in the times at which they are hidden by the planet

as coiiq)ared with corres]tending occultations when
the Earth is the breadth of her orbit nearer Jupiter

(when the Earth is in conjunction), 'llius it takes

light 16 min. 26*6 sec. to pass across the Earth's orbit.

Taking this distance ao 183,000,000 miles the velo-

city thus found is 185,500 miles i>er second nearly.

The second astronomical estimate has been made by
means of what is called the aberration of the fixed

stars. Each star appears to descrilie a small orbit in

the course of a year about its true place, llie motion
of the earth in its orbit carries the sj>ectator at one

time so as to increase the relative velocity of the

light from the star, and at another so as to diminish

this velocity. In this way it has been computed that

the velocity of light is about 10,000 times the velo-

city of the earth in its orbit, that is, about 185,000

miles jier second. Koemer, a Danish astronomer,

invented the first of these methods, and Bradley, an
English astnmomer, invented the second. The two
experimental estimates weremade, the first by Fizean,

and the second by Foucault. Imagine a toothed-

wbee) rotating so that a small ai>erture is covered

and uncovered at the passage of a tooth and space.

A ray of light sent through the open aperture and
reflected back on its path from a long distance may,
if the motion of the wheel is comparatively ilow,

return through the same space on the wheel; but U
the motion of the wheel is much increased the wheel-
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Timmay bftve moyedyBo flwt the aperture is ooTered 1

\xf a tooth when the lay has agam amved at the \

ran oi the wheel. 'When the xetnni ray cannot he
\

aeenhy an obeerver placed at the outside of the aper-

ture, tne velocity of the wheel is such that a point

on its rim moves the distance between the centre of

a tooth and the centre of a spam in the time taken
by light to travel twice the distance of the wheel
from the reflecting mirror. M. Fizeau placed his

mirror about 5^ miles off. The method employed by
Foucault is more reliable than that of Fizeau. This
is an application of the revolving mirror first used
by Wheatstone to determine the duration of the
electric spark. Imi^ne a ray of light, and a reflect-

ing surface placed in its path
; the direction of the

reflected ray will depend on the angle between the
reflecting surface and the incident ray. It is easily

proved, that as the angle between the incident ray
and the surface is changed, the angle between the
incident and reflected ra3rB changes at twice the rate.

A beam of light enters a darkened room by a square
hole across which is a piece of platinum wire; this

beam falls upon a rotating mirror which reflects the
image of the hole in different directions as it rotates.

In me path of one of these reflected beams is placed

a concave mirror which sends the image back to the
rotating mirror, and it is found that during the pas-

aage of the ray from the rotating mirror to the fixed

mirror and back to the rotating mirror, the rotating

mirror will have moved an appreciable distance, and
the return beam will not fcdl exactly on the hole,

but at a distance above or below it depending on
the rate and direction of rota-

tion of the mirror. The ac-

companying figure illustrates

the positions of the pieces of

apparatus in the experiment.

a is the aperture, L is an
achromatic lens, m is the

revolving mirror; M is the

fixed mirror, 9 is a plane

reflecting surface of unsil-

vered glass BO as to permit the passage of the

beam from a, and at the same time to reflect the

return beam to the eyepiece o. a' is the image of

the platinum wire displaced from a in virtue of the

rotation of the mirror, a a' are images of a a' formed
the glass-plateg . The mirror m', the tube T, and the

Ira l', seen below, are for the purpose of demonstrat-

ing experimentally that light travels more slowly

through dense mediums than through rarer mediums;
the tube T being filled with water, a" and a" are the

images formed by the light which has traversed the

watOT. M. Foucault, after perfecting his method,

determined the velocity of light in air to be 298

million metres per second. Professor Michelson and
Professor Newcomb, both of the United States, made
careful measurements of the velocity by improved

forms of Foucault's method in 1882. Their results

were practically alike, namely 299*86 million metres

per second, or about 186,300 miles per second.

VELVET, a rich kind of stuff, all silk, covered

on the outside with a close, short, flue, soft shag, the

other side being a very strong dose tissue. The
nap or shag, called also the vdveting of this sti^,

is formed of part of the threads of the warp, which
the workman puts on a long, narrow-channelled
ruler or needle, which he afterwards cuts by drawing
a shaip steel tool along the channel of the needle to

the ends of the warp. Florence and Genoa were
Umg noted for the manufacture of velvet, but Lyons,
in Franoe, is its principal seat ;

Krefeld and lUber-

feld are the chief seats of velvet-making in Germany.
Cotton and woollen fabrics woven in this manner
are odled velveteen and plu$h respectively*

VENDAOE {poregomuM IVtUougliiM), a ffenos of
Fishes, included in the Salmon family, and in the
same genus as the Pollan (C. Polkm) or Fresh-watar
Herring of Insb and other lakes. The Vendaoe
occurs at Lochmaben in Bumfriesdiire, and in
Derwentwater Lake in Cumberland. It is aho
found in Bassenthwaite Lake, and in XJUswater.
On the banks of the latter it is locally known by
the name of ^Skelly*. Apparently this fish does
not exist in the fresh waters of the eastern side of

Britain. Pennant (quotes the idea that the fish was
introduced into this country by Mary Queen of

Scots, but it was more probably introduced by the
meml^rs of some of the religious houses. Its name
is variously supposed to be derived from the French
vandoiee a dace, and from La Vendee in France,
from which the fish was believed to have originally

come. The Vendace inhabits lakes in the middle
and north of Sweden. This fish resembles the
herring closely in shape. Its average length is

about 7 or 8 inches. The upper parts are delicate

greenish-brown, the belly silvery. The habits of

this fish appear to lead large numbers to congregate
together in shoals. The males are much less numer-
ous than the female fishes, and are also of smaller

size. The breeding season is at the middle of

November. In the delicacy of its flesh the Vendace
equals its better-known neighbours the Salmon and
Trout. A fisli of the same genus, the Coregonius

marcena of the Continent, is shown at Ichthtologt,
Plate III., fig. 13. Some fine North American
species are known as white fish.

VENDEE, a maritime department of France,

formed from the ancient Poitou, and deriving its

name from the river Vendee, is bounded on the
north by the departments of the Loire-Inferieure

and Maine-et-Loire; on the east by the department
of Deux-Sevres; on the south by that of Charente-
Inferieure; and on the south-west and west by the
Bay of Biscay; area, 2595 square miles. The surface

is much diversified, and is divided into three distinct

parts: the Bocage (Thicket), on the north and north-

east, a hilly and wooded district forming about one-

half of the department; the Plaine, a tongfue of land

included between the ^cage and the southern limit

of the department, a bare arid tract sloping down
towards the sea; and the Marais, including all the
south and west coasts, where salt marshes prevail.

In the north the department is watered by tributariea

of the Loire, especi^y the S^vre-Nantaise, and in the

south by the ^y (witii the Yon) and tributaries

of the ^vre-Niortaise. Besides grain, which more
than sufiKoes for the home consumption, the principal
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«Mfia«ete«Bd iwqp; m q^MatHy o! 1w inSIttiNBfc w)ih» ifiaa i» ako pfodnaed. For
4idmiiii8tndia« pnira ia Airided into three

nnroBidiiaemeiite— Eoche-aiir-Yoii, Fontenay-k-

Oomte, and Sablea d'Olonne, which are aubdivided

into tUrty oantcma and 299 oommimea; capital. La
Roche-aor-Ton (Kapoleon-VeDdde). The inhabi-

tanta, partknilarly thoae of the Booage, are remark-

able for the dmplioHy of their mannera, and thmr
attachment to old caagee, to the nobility of the dis-

teiet, and to the dergy. Inspirited by audi daring

laadera as La Boohejaqnelein, OaUieUnean, Cbarette,

and Sofflet^ and aided by the hilly and wooded
nature of tibe ground, th^ carried on from 1798 to

1796 a war in the royalist cause, which endangered
the existenoe of the republic. The first severe ^eok
they met with was at Savenay, 24th December,

1798, where their foroee were ^ken up, and the

survivors and their families were dragged to Nantes
and drowned in masses by Carrier. Li the following

year a fresh outbreak took plaoe, and the Vendeans
were joined by the Chouans, but after some fighting

they were pa^ed by the government granting an
anmesty, freedom from nulitary service, the free

exercise of their religion, and an indemnification for

their losses. The landing of some thousands of

^migrds at Quiberon encouraged them to resume
their arms, but the rising was completely quelled by
the activity of General Hoche, who treated the Ven-
deans, however, with great mildness. In the winter
of 1799-1800, and again in 1814 and 1815, some
risings took place in favour of the Bourbons, but
they were quickly suppressed by prudent and vigor-

ous measures. See Cathklinieau, Chouans, and
La Roohejaquilein. Pop. in 1901. 439,637.

VEND&MIAIRE. See CALEimAB.
V£ND6M£, a town of France, in the depart-

ment of Iioir-et-Cher, on the Loir, at the foot of a
hill covered with vineyards, 20 miles N.N.w. of Blois.

It is regularly and wtdl built, and on a height above
it rise the picturesque ruins of the old castle of

|

Venddme. It contains a fine old church, and has
manufactures of gloves tanneries, and cotton and I

paper milK Pop. in 1806, 7091.

VENDUME, Loum, Dukx of, the oelebrated

general of Louis XIV., was the grandson of C4sar,

eldest son of Henry IV. and Gabrielle d’Estr^es. He
was bom in 1654, early entered the military service,

and received, in 1702, the command of the French
army in the war of the Spanish Sucoession. After
havi^ distinguished himself in Italy, Tyrol, and
Belgium, the Duke of Burgundy was placed over

him; and the disagreement of the two commanders
caused the defeat ^ the French at Oudenarde (July

11, 1708). Through the influence of Madame de
Midntenon VendOme was recalled; but when the
affairs of Philip V. in Spain began to wear a threat-

ening aspect, the Spaniards requested Louis XIV.
to send them Venddme. His arrival changed the
state of things. December 9, 1710, he defeated the
Austrian general Starhemberg at Villa-Vkiosa, and
having re-established Philip’s throne he died in

1711^ and was buried in the EscuiiaL His brother
PhiUp wasjnand prior of the order of the Knights of
Malta, in France. He was bom in 1655, served In
the Spanish war of Succession, and died in 1724.
VENEEB, a thin layer cl choioe hard wo^ such

m mahogany, rosewood, maple, Ac., glued to the sur-
face of wood of a oommonar woit, such as fir or pine, so
as to give the whole the appearance of being made of
themore valuable material. It is mostly used for fnr-
ttitnre, and owing to recent improvements in sawing
mariiiiignr, layers as thin asjM4»er can be
yENESECnON. See raLmnonT.
ySNETIAN SGHOQLu Sea PAonmra.

VENEZUELA, a republio in nortSi part d
South America, branded on the north by the Oarib-
bean Sea, on the east by the AUantio and British
Guiana, on the south by Brazil, and on the west bj
Colombm; area, aa now delimited, about 544,000 «|.
miles. The Andes enter Venezuela from the west in
two branches; the western branch incloses the Lake
of Maracaybo on the west, and reaches the ooaat
at Cape Chichibaooa; it has a moderate elevatlQii,

rarely exceeding 4000 feet. The eastern branch
enters much fai^r south, and atretobes north-ead
for about 300 miles, being about 60 miles in breadth;
it is an immense pile of rooks, rising to the limHs of
alpine vegetation. The paramoi or summit plains
have generally an elevation of 12,000 feet, and the
Sierra-Nevada-de-Merida, the two loftiest summits
of which are respectively 15,342 and 15,810 feet

high, is always covered with snow. BreaJdng df
from these mountains near Trujillo, a branch runs
north-east, and then parallel with north coast,

and at no great distance from it. Here the SiUa de
Caracas rises to a height of more than 8000 feet

The valleys and table-lands of these coast moun-
tains are the chief seats of cultivation in Venesuria,

and form the most populous region of the torrid zone
in the New World. In the south, on the frontiers

of Guiana, rises an insulated group known as the

Mountains of Parima, between the Orinoco and the

Amazon, an unexplored region, overgrown with

superb forests. From these mountains to the ooast

chain at Caracas, and from the foot of the Andes to

the mouths of the Orinoco, extend vast plains (Utmot)

with an area of 300,000 square miles, having the
appearance uf a bare sun-bumed desert in the dry
season, though in the rainy season vegetation oomes
forth and spreads itself abroad with surprising rapid-

ity. The rivers are now quickly filled, and tnelr

waters spread over the low-lying llanos, forming
great seas; the higher lying plaiiM feed cattle and
hones in great numbers, llie principal rivers are

the Orinoco and its affluents, the former traversing

the centre of the country; the rivers flowing into the
Caribbean Sea are much inferior in magnitude. Hie
chief lakes are those of Maracaibo and Tacarlgua;
but the former is rather a gulf of the sea than a
lake. The chief ports are La Guayra, Puerto Cabello^

and Ciudad Bolivar; La Guavra owes its importance
to its vicinity to Caracas, and to the populousness of

the neighbouring country.—^The climate exhibits in

the fuUest manner the equatorial diaracter; the

seasons are distinguished as they are wet or dry. On
the coasts there are two rainy seasons, from Deoom-
ber to January, and from April to November. In
other parts of the country, as at the foot of the

Andes, rains fall heavilv with little intermission for

ten or eleven monUis in the year. The whole of

Venezuela, excepting the alluvial tracts about the

Orinoco^ is liable to earthquakes. From the level of^ sea to the height of 8800 feet, extends the region

of palms; mingled with the palms are cacti of oande-

labra forms, sensitive mimosie, the pin<^apple, the

milk-tree, the mahogany, and the trees yielcUnff mr-
: siqMbrilla, copaiba, mragon’s blood, and other cumgi^

besides caoutchouc fr^ several trees of different

kinds. Starting from an elevation of generally 2000

feet are the forests eff the chinchona or Peruvian bark

tree, the aromatic vanilla, the plantain, Ao. Tmos
grow stunted at an rievation cl 8000 fe^ wbsre4ril

the grains of temperate regions attain perfection. At
the&i^t of 18,700 feet only lichens and hepaticiaa

cover^ rocks. The natural wealth of the ootmtfj

consists at present chiefly in its vegetable prodnata.

Coffee is extensively ^wn in the more temperate

districts, and cacao in the hot low-lying regiona,

Bugar-oaoe, cotton, maize, and other plaata ate ako
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cultivated. Among the mmeralB are gold, silver,

tin, and copper, the latter being the only metal
now product to any extent; coal is said to be
excellent and abundant in many of the coast dis-

tricts; salt mines are found in the same districts;

asphalt and petroleum abound round Lalce Mara-
caybo.—The wild animals include the jaguar (now
rare), puma, tapir, ounce, wild-cat, various trib^ of

monkeys and serpents, the alligator, the manatee,
&c. The turtles of the Mid(Ue Orinoco yield a
valuable oil, and caripe butter is obtained from the
guacharo, a bird found along the coasts. The popu-
lation is of Spanish, Indian, and Negro origin,

either of pure or mixed blood. The white inhabi-

tants of pure blood do not amount to more than
a fourth, while more than half are mestizoes,

niulattoes, and other mixed breeds. A consider-

al>le number of the Indians lead an independent
life, free from all c.ontrol of the state. The trade

luis greatly increased within the last few years.

The total value of the exports in 1898 was
£3,000,000; of the imports, £1,700,000. The trade

i ^ carried on chiefly with the United States, Britain,

(Germany, and France, the staple export being coffee.

The chief ex|K)rta to Britain are copper ore and
rigulus. The constitution is modelled on that of

the United States of America, each state having its

<ivn legislature and executive, its own budget, &c.

In 1901 a division into twenty states, a federal

district, four territories, and two colonies was intro-

(iUced. The legislature for the whole republic con-

sists of a congress with two houses, a senate and a
house of representatives. At the head of the execu-

1 i ve is a president. The capital and largest town is

(JarAcas. The revenue is about £1,600,000; the pub-
lic debt amounts to about £8,000,000. The Republic
of Venezuela was formed in 1830 by secession from
i le other meml)ers of the state of Colombia founded
l»y Bolivar. (See Colombia.) Since 1847 it has

suffered matly from civil war. A boundary dis-

jiute with Great Britain regarding the frontier

towards Briti.sh Guiana assumed a serious aspect

in 189.5-96, but was settled by arbitration in 1899.

Since 1901 there have been internal troubles and a
dispute with Colombia which led to some fighting.

Pop. in 1894, 2,444,816.

VENICE (Italian Venezia^ German Venedig), a
city of Northern Italy, capital of a iirovincc in the

compartment or division of Venetio, situated on about
1 20 islands in a lagoon or shallow bay of the Adri-

atic Sea (Gulf of Venice), north of the mouths of

the Adige and Po, 150 miles east of Milan and 70
miles w.s.w. of Trieste. Though built on many
islands the city has a compact, roughly elliptic^

form, since the greater number of the islands are

situated close together and separated only by narrow
canals (nV), alx>ut 175 in number, over which 378

bridges have been constructed. The city is about

2i miles from the mainland, with which it is con-

nected by a railway bridge of 222 arches. On the

sea side, separating the lagoon from the open sea, are

long narrow stretches of sand-hills, known as lidi^

strengthened in places by masonry bulwarks. Both
the and the coast behind the town are defended

by strong forts. Besides the canals, which to a large

extent take the place of streets in Venice, there are

numerous narrow lanes {caIJi) between the houses.

The broadest street is the Corso Vittorio Emanuele
in the north, and the most important business str^t
is the Merceria, lined by handsome shops, which
opens into the Piazza S. Marco. The buildings are

mostly erected on piles. The main part of the city

is traversed by the Grand Canal, about 2 miles long
and from 33 to 66 yards in width, which proceeds
from the south-east to the railway-station in the

north-west by a winding conne, somewhat like a
letter 8. It is lined along its whole length on both
bemks by a series of splendid palaces and bouses.

It is crossed by the famous Rialto bridge, in the

centre of the city, built in 1588-91 and consisting

of a single marble arch, and by two iron bridges.

The tramways and cabs of other towns are repre-

sented in Venice by the gondolas, barcas, and steam
launches which ply on the canals. The chief square

is the Piazza S. I^rco (St. Mark is the patron saint

of Venice) on the south-east, continued by the smaller

Piazzetta to the bank of the Canale di 8. Marco,

and lined by some of the chief buildincp of the city.

It is the fashionable promenade of the Venetians imd
the centre of the city’s life. Of islands not forming
part of the main mass of the city the chief are Giu-
deccA, on the south, separated from Venice proper by
the Canal della Giudecca

;
Isola di 8. Giorgio Mag-

giore, immediately east of the former, and separate
from Venice by the broad Canale di S. Marco

;
Isola

di S. Pietro, east of the main group of islands;

Murano, a mile and a half to the north, with an
ancient glass industry; Cemetery Island, to the north-

east; Burano, to the north-east, with lace-factories;

Torcello, to the north-east, with an interesting ca-

thedral
; S. Lazzaro, to the south-east, with an Ar-

menian Mechitarist monastery; and S. Servolo, to

the south-east, with the lunatic asylum of the pro-

vince.

Churches.—The greatest church of Venice is the
cathedral of St. Mark, on the east side of the square
of the same name. It was begun in 830 as a brick

basilica in Romanesque style and was rebuilt after

a fire in 976. It was elaborately decorated and
transformed into a Byzantine building in the suc-

ceeding two or three centuries, and in the fifteenth

century Gothic elements were added. In its present
form it is a Greek cross surmounted by a dome
at the end of each arm and one in the centre, and
it contains about five hundred columns, mostly in
Oriental style, with richly ornamented capitals.

The interior is adorned with a great profusion of

splendid mosaics and also by other artistic produc-
tions of great beauty, such as the bronze monument
of Cardinal Zeno and the Pala d’Oro, an altar-piece

exquisitely worked with jewels on plates of gold
and silver. Near the cathedral stood till its fall

in 1902 the square Campanile, or bell-tower, 322
feet in height, with fine bronz(' statues and gates,

and here is the clock-tower, with two bronze giants
for striking the hours. Among other churches are
the following:—88. Giovanni e Paolo, a splendid
Gothic domed building erected in 1340-1430, con-
taining the burial-vaults of the doges and many mag-
nificent monuments

;
8. Maria Gloriosa dei Frari, a

beautiful cruciform structure in Italian-Gothic style,

erected in 1250-1338, containing some splendid
monuments and several of the finest works of Titian
and Giovanni Bellini; 8. Salvatore, completed in
1534 (facade later) and recently restored, containing
Titian’s Annunciation

; Madonna dell’ Orto, with a
beautiful fa^i^e in late Gothic style, and containing
many fine pictures by Tintoretto and others; 8.
2jaccaria, built in 1457-1515 in the style of the
Gothic-Renaissance transition, with fine pictures;
8. Maria Formosa, an early cruciform church, often
rebuilt, with good pictures by Palma Vecchio and
others ; 8. Maria dei Miracoli, erected in the style
of the Early Renaissance in 1481 (restored), adorned
with marble outside and beautifully decorated in
the interior

; 8. Giacomo di Rialto, the oldest church
of the city, now closed

;
8. Rocco (1490, restored

1725), containing many of Tintoretto’s works; 8.
Sebastiano (1506-18; restored), containing the tomb
of Paolo Veronese and fine paintings by him; 8.
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Marift ddk Salute, erected in 1681-82 in memory of

the pl^e, including works by Titian and others; S.

Giorgio Mamore, on the lalwd of the same name,
begun by Palladio in 1560, with a very beautiful

interior; II Redentor^ on the Qiudecca, erected by
Palladio in 1576; S. Giovanni Orisostomo, in Renais-

sance style, containing fine paintings by Giovanni

Bellini and Sebastiano del Pioml^
; S. Marciliano,

notable for works by Titian and Tintoretto; S. Cate-

rina, with a splendid altar-piece by Paolo Veronese;

the Jesuits’ church, in baroque style (1715-80),

and splendidly decorated, with a fine altar-piece by
Titian

; S. Giorgio degli Schiavoni, with Renaissance

fa9ade, and containing fine p|mntings by Carpaccio;

S. Pietro di Costello, on S. Pietro island, the cathe-

dral of the city till 1807 ; S. Giovanni Elemosinario

(1527), containing a splendid altar-piece by Titian;

Ac. There are also churches for Anglicans, Scottish

Presbyterians, Waldensians, German Protestants,

Greek Catholics, Armenians, Jews, an Italian Free
Church, &c.

Palaces.—The Procuratie Vecchie, so called be-

cause the procurators of the republic formerly dwelt
in them, are an imposing group of buildings on the

north side of the Piazza S. Marco, and directly

opposite them are the Procuratie Nuove, which
together with the magnificent library building now
form the royal palace. The Procuratie Vecchie
were built in 1496-1520, and the Procuratie Nuove
were begun in 1684. The library was begun by
Sansovino in 1536 and is one of the finest non-
ecclesiastical buildings in Italy. Its interior is

adorned w’ith ceiling and wall paintings by Paolo
Veronese, Tintoretto, Schiavone, and others. Facing
the old Library, on the opposite (eastern) side erf

the Piazzetta, stands the Palazzo Ducale or Palace of

the Doges, which was first erected in 800 and has
been rebuilt in styles of ever-increasing grandeur
after five destructions. The exterior consists of two
arcades, one above the other, and is adorned with
coloured marbles. It was restored in 1873-89. The
Porta della Carta, a portal next to the cathedral,

the incomplete court, and the flight of steps leading

up to the palace (Scala dei Giganti) deserve special

mention. The interior is very fine and contains a
splendid collection of works by Tintoretto, Paolo
Veronese, and other great Venetian masters, includ-

ing the Paradise of the first named, which is the

largest oil-painting in the world. The building also

includes the Library of St. Mark, with its many
manuscript and other treasures, and an archaeological

museum. The famous Bridge of Sighs (Ponte dei

Sospiri) leads from the Palace to the Prigioni Crimi-

nali, or prison for ordinary criminals, built in 1612-

97 and still in use. The palaces along the banks
of the Grand Canal are of all styles from Roman-
esque to Late Renaissance, among them being the
following: Palazzo Comer della CA Grande (1532),

now the seat of the prefecture; Pal. Grimani (Ren.),

a very fine building, now containing the Court of

Appeal; Pal. Farsetti and Pal. Loredan (Rom.), both
now used by the municipal authorities; Pal. Rezzo-
nico (17-1 8th century), in which Robert Browning
died; Pal. Foscari (Gothic), now containing a higher
commercial school; Pal. Cappello-Layard, the former
residence of Sir H. A. Layard

; Pal. Bernardo, said

to be the oldest building of the city, now a mosaic
factory; Fondaco de’ Tedesebi, a German warehouse
from the beginning of the thirteenth century, now
the chief post and revenue office; Pal. Ck Doro
(Gothic), now the French consulate; Pal. Vendramin
Calergi (Early Ren.), one of the finest of all, the place
where Wagner died ; Paul de’ Camerlenghi (Early
Ren.), the former residence of the treasures of the
republic; and the Fondaco de’ Turchi (Rom.), once

a Turkish warehouse, now containing the municipal
museum.
Monumentt*—^Theae include: in the Piazza San

Marco, the pedestals of the flag-staffs (1505) and
the marble sarcophagus, supported by lions, of
Daniele Manin, the h^ of the short-lived republic
of 1848; in the Riva degli Schiavoni, a marble-
paved quay along the north bank of St. Mark’s
Canal, an ^uestrian statue of Victor Emmanuel
II. (1887); in the Campo S. Bartolommeo, a bronze
statue of Carlo Goldoni (1883); in the Campo S.
Fosca., a bronze statute of Fra Paolo Sarpi (1892);
beside the church of SS. Giovanni e Paolo, an
equestrian statue of Bartolommeo Colleoni, modelled
by A. Verrocchio (d. 1488) and cast in bronze by
A. Leopardo, on a marble pedestal designed by the
latter (1490-96), consider^ by Ruskin the finest

work of sculpture in the world
;
south of the arsenal,

Benvenuti’s monument (1885) in commemoration of

the service of the soldiers in the inundation of 1882;
a bronze monument to Garibaldi (1887) at the
entrance to the public gardens

;
and a marble statue

of Niccol6 Tommaseo (1882) in the Campo Francesco
Morosini.

Educational Institutions, Collections, Gardens,
Ac.—The Accademia di Belle Arti, at the southern
end of the older iron bridge over the Grand Canal,

contains a priceless collection of paintings by
Venetian masters, including Titian (his masterpiece

is here), Paolo Veronese, Giovanni and Gentile

Bellini, Palma VecchiJ, Rocco Marconi, Pordenone,
Cima da Conegliano, Paris Bordone, Carpaccio,

Tintoretto, and Tiepolo. The Reale Istituto di

Belle Arti is situated beside the academy. The
Royal Institute of Sciences, Arts, and Industry
occupies one of the {)alace8 on the Grand Canal.

The Museo Civico Correr, in the Fondaco de’ Turchi,

comprises both the former municipal and the Correr
collection. The town also has lyceums and gym-
nasia, an Armenian educational institute, a Semi-
nario Patriarcale, containing some sculptures and
pictures, technical schools, a higher commercial
8ch<K)l, school of industrial art, a deaf-mute school,

conservatory of music, athenaeum, oliservatories, and
other similar institutions. The Qiardini Pubblici,

in the south-east, were laid out by Napoleon in

1807 on the site of monasteries which he caused
to be demolished; other gardens are the Giardino
Reale, behind the royal palace, and the Giardino
Papadopoli, at the northern end of the Grand
Canal. The chief theatre of the town is La Fenice.

Public and Commercial Jiuildinys, Ac.—Among
these are: the archives building, beside the Frari
church, containing about fourteen million docu-

ments from 883 downwards; the Zecca or mint
(1536), beside the royal palace; the customs-house,

at the south-east end of the Grand Canal; the

branch of the Banca d’ Italia in the Palazzo

Manin; the Monte di PietA or pawn-office, in the

Pal. Comer della Regina ;
the arsenal, in the south

of the city, with stocks for ship-building and large

graving-docks; the chamber of commerce; telegraph

office; military prison; barracks; &c. New water-

works were completed in 1890. The public hospital

is a large building beside the church of SS. Giovanni

e Paolo, and the city also contains a military and a
naval hospital, lunatic asylums, orphanages, a home
for foundlings, houses of correction, and other insti-

tutions of a like kind.

Manufactures, Trade, Ac.—In addition to the

glass and lace industries on the islands of Murano
and Burano, there are in the city manufactories of

glass and glass beads, silk -stuffs, cottons, woollens,

tobacco, soap, wax, furniture, gold and silver wares,

matches, artificial flowers, machinery, torpedoes, &c.
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is alto« Ditferade

of Yenioe, wough far leas important than in the

^fteenth oentuij, hat been steadily mwing for

many years, and is now oontiderahle. llie number
of [e£ipB which entered the port in 1900 waa 3097,

with a total tonnage of 1,288,940. The annual ex>

parts and imports to the United Kingdom each
exceed £1,000,000. Vessels enter from the sea

dirough the Porto MaJamocco and the Porto Lido.

HUtory,—The foundation of Venice is attributed

to the inhabitants of the surrounding districts, who
fled from the cruelty of Attila the Hun and took
refuge among the islets off the mouth of the Brenta.

Here, about the middle of the fifth century, they
founded two small towns called Malamocco and
Rivoalto, and devoted themselves to commerce. In
697 Pauliiocio Anafesto was elected the first doge or

duke. In 819 the seat of government was trans-

ferred from Malamocco to Rivoalto (Rialto), and the
adjacent islands were connected by bridges. The
Oxusades (1096-1271) gave lucrative employment to

the shipping of the Venetians, and enabled them to

make large additions to their territory. In 1204 the

Doge Enrico Dandolo conquered Constantinople with
the aid of the French Crusaders. In consequence of

this the Byzantine Empire was divided, and the coast

districts of the Adriatic and the Levant, together

with numerous islands, including Candia, fell to the

share of Venice. Under the successors of Dandolo
Genoa contrived to wrest from Venice her eastern

isonquests. In 1355 the Doge Marino Falieri, who
plotted the overthrow of the aristocratic form of

government, was beheaded. During the dogeship of

Andrea Contarini (1367-82) Padua, Verona, Genoa,
Hungary, and Naples leagued themselves against

Venice, which, after a severe struggle, lost ^1 its

possesBions on the mainland. The tide of fortune,

however, soon set again in favour of the Venetians.

In 1386 they captiued Corfu, Durazzo, Argos, &c.;

in 1405 their general Malatesto, conquered Vicenza,

Belluno, Feltre, Verona, and Padua; in 1408 they

gained possession of Lepanto and Patras; and in

1409 of Guastalla, Cas^maggiore, and Brescello.

In 1416 the Venetian fleet under Loredan defeated

the Turkish at Gallipoli, and in 1421 subjugated all

the towns on the Dalmatian coast. The close of the

fifteenth century is the culminating point in the his-

tory of Venice. It had a population of 200,000, and
was the centre of the entire commerce of Europe.
With the commencement of the sixteenth century

its power began to decline. Its commerce was grad-

ually superseded in a great measure by that of the
Portuguese in consequence of the disrovery of the

new sea-route to India. A league to subdue the
republic was formed at Cambrai in 1508 between
Pope Julius II., the Emperor of Germany, and the

Kings of France and Spain. Once again all its

poMessions on the mainland were taken from it.

2%e work of destruction was all but completed by
warfare with the Turks, at intervals from 1649 to

1718, during which the Morea and the islands of

Cyprus and Candia were lost, and with them the

ascendency in the Levant. After the French revolu-

tion it refused to enter into an alliance with Buona-
parte, and the French took possession of the city in

1797. It subsequently became part of the Austrian

Empire, of Napoleon’s Kingdom of Italy, and of

the Lombardo-Venetian Kingdom under Austria,

in which last it continued from 1815 to 1866. A
revolution broke out in 1848, when the citizens

endeavoured to re-establish their ancient form of

government under the presidency of Manin, but after

Bi;^ering from a fifteen months’ siege by the Aus-
trians, and from internal dissension, it was compelled
to capitulate. In conaequenoe of the misfortunes of

Austria in her war with Pyamia m1666 flhe m^rwiifl

province were ceded to Napoleon IIL, under whoaa
aoiqpioeB th^ were united by a plebiscite to tha
Kingdom of Italy. The greatest names in Venetian

art are those of theLomb^i (fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries), Jacopo Sansovino (1477—1670), Andrea
Palladio (1518-80), Vincenzo Sinmozzi (1552-1616%

and Baldassare Longhena (1604-75) in architecture;

the Massegne (about 1400), the Buon (fifteenth oen>

tury), the Rizzi (fifteenth century), the Lombardi
Alessandro Leopardi (d. 1522), and Jacopo Sanso-

vino in sculpture; the Vivarini (fifteenth oentuiy)^

Jacopo Bellini (d. 1464), Carlo Crivelli (d. 1493),

Gentile Bellini (1427-1507), Giovanni Bel^i (1428-

1516), Vittore (Carpaccio, Cima da Conegliano, Gior-

gione (d. 1610), Jacopo Palma Vecchio (1480-1628),

Tiziano Vecelli (Titian, 1477-1576), Sebasti^o del

Piombo (1485-1547), Rocco Marooni, Giovanni
Antonio da Pordenone (1483-1639), Paris Bor-

done (1600-70), Jacopo Tintoretto (1618-94), Paolo
Veronese (152^86), Palma Giovane, and Giovanni
Battista Tiepolo (1693-1770) in painting. Among
the best guides to this wonderful city, its history and
its art are Ruskin’s Stones of Venice, and works
by H. F. Brown, Hare, Howells (Venetian Life),

Mrs. Oliphant (The Makers of Venice), and Wiel
(Story of the Nations). Pop. in 1901, 151,841.

VENICE, Gulf of. See Adriatic Ska.

VENOMOUS ANIMALS. Among the Tarious

contrivances for offence and defence found among
animals the presence of a poison-appaiutus, consist-

ing of a poison-gland and a ‘ fang ’ or organ for in-

flicting a wound and introducing the poison into the
body of the prey, is a noteworthy feature. In some
of the lower forms of animal life, such as in certain In-
fusorians (see Protozoa), and in Ccelenterata more
especially, peculiar stinging-cells, termed thread-

cells, cnid(Bf or nematocystSf are developed in tho
tissues. Each thread-ceU consists of a sac, contain-

ing fluid, and having a filament or thread coiled up
therein. On being subjected to irritation the thread-

cell ruptures, and its fluid contents exude, whilst

the thread is also everted, and may be conceived to
play the part of a dart, whilst the fluid is certainly

of irritating nature. By means of such a poison-ap-

paratus the Meduss or Jelly-fishes sting severely

and capture their prey; whilst Sea-anemones (^i<m
see), Zoophytes, Hydrse, and allied organisms are
also provided with thread - cells. In Centipedes
(Scolopendridee) a poison-apparatus is contained
within the mouth, one pair of maxillipedes or foot-

jaws being furnished with a booked fang which com-
municates with a poison-gland. Amonmt Insects

—

such as the Bees, Hornets, Ants, &c.—the acvleug or
sting is formed a modification of the abdominal
appendage, and consists essentially of sharp fila-

ments. perforated for the transmission into the
wound they make of a poisonous or irritating fluids

secreted by a special gland. The well-known poison-
ous powers of spiders reside in the poison-apparatua
formed by the poison- fang borne on each of the
mandibles orpnncip^ jaws, and which communicates
internally with a poison-gland situated in the man-
dible its^f. In the allied Scorpions the poison-
gland is situated in the last segment of the jointed
tail, the fang being formed by the modified tdam or
last segment of the body. j^Gnongst higher anfirm-la.

the Serpents or Ophidia (see Serpents) constituto
the chief group in which a venomous apparatus is
present, these animals certain modified teeth off

the upper jaw form hollow or oanalieulated fBOgBp
which oommunicate with the poison-glands, formed
by modifications of the salivaiy glands. The venom
of serpents appears to act 1^ alteringthe constitution
of the blood in some way not understood, aiwl by
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iMTenlDiig tfa» due jnnifieiAicBi of die lilood its

aoticm on the blood^oerposcleB. The bite of scorpions

snd other airimab above mentioiied is not fatu to

man, save under very exoeptioDal circumstances.

And it may be remarked diat in all cases the ven-

omous matter must be introduced direcdy into the

circulation to produce its effects. Thus, for example,

a person may svnallow the poison of a snake without

experiencing any evil effects, the process of digestion

depriving the matter of its properties, which act so

powerfuUv whenintroduced mto the system directly,

as through a wound.
VENTILATION. See VTabmino and Venti-

LATION.

VENTNOB, a pleasure-resort of England, on the

south-east coast of the Isle of Wight, 8 miles south-

south-east of Newport. It is beautifully situated on
a terraced site, and enjoys an excellent climate.

Besides churches and chapels, it has a Benedictine
convent school; a literaiy and scientific institution,

with libraiy and museum; Albert hall; convalescent

homes; and the usual appurtenances of a sea-side

holiday resort, such as hotels, boarding-houses,
esplaxuules, pier, park, Ac. Pop. (1891), 5817;
(1901), 5866.

VENTRILOQUISM, the art of speaking in such
a way as to cause a hearer to believe that the sound
comes not from the person speaking but from a dif-

ferent source. The name (Latin, venfer, belly, and
loqui, to speak) originated from the erroneous sup-

position that the sounds uttered were formed in the

belly, whereas practice alone is necessary to carry

this act of illusion to a high degree of perfection.

The sounds are formed by the same organs as the

emissions of sound commonly— the larynx, the

palate, the tongue, the lip^ Ac. The art of the ven-

triloquist consists mereljj in this;—After drawing a
long breath he breathes it out slowly and ^adually,

dexterously modifying the sound of the voice by the

muscles of the larynx and the palate ; besides this

he moves his lips as little as possible, and by various

contrivances diverts the attention of his auditors.

This art was known to the ancient Greeks.

VENUE, in English law, the place or county

where an action is to be tried, and from whence
juries are to be summoned for trial of causes. In
local actions, as of trespass and ejectment, the

venue is to be from the neighbourhood of the place

where the lands in question lie; and in all real

actions the venue must be laid in the county where
the property is for which the action is brougnt.

VENUS, the Roman name of the goddess of love,

identified by the Romans with the Greek goddess

Aphrodite. In the Iliad she is described as the

daughter of Zeus and DiOnS, but Hesiod represents

her as the offspring of Uranus, bom among the foam
(Greek, aphroa) of the sea. She surpassed all other

goddesses in b^ty, and hence received the apple

which was to be awarded to the most beautiful by

Paris. She was ihe wife of Hephsestos (Vulcan),

but would scarcely be considered a faithful consort,

as she bestowed her love on the gods ArSs, Dionysos,

Hermes, and Poseidon, and the mortals Anchises
and Adonis. Among herchildren were Eros (Cupid),

Anteros, Hymen, Hermaphmditus. ^e had
the power of granting beauty and irresistible charms
to her votaries. Among plants the myrtle, rose,

P^pyt other fruits were sacred to h^, and
among animals the dove, sparrow, swan, swallow,

;

fam, hare, and tortoise. The chief places of her
wonship in Greece were the islands of Qyprus and
O^ihera. Before she was identified with the Greek
Aphrodit^ Venus, the Roman goddess, was one of

like least important in the religion of the Romans,
yet her wor^p seems to have been established in

m
Rome at an early period. Hereseveral temples were
erected to her at different times and under different
names. In the best days of srt diis gc^dess wao
sometimes represented draped, at other times nude.
The most celebrated ancient statue of AphroditS waa
that in Cnidus by Praxiteles ; there are copies of it

in the Vatican and at Munich. Other o^ebrated
statues are the Venus of Milo, in the Louvre, and
the Venus de’ Medici, at Florence.
VENUS, the second planet in order of distance

from the sun. The mean distance of Venus from
the sun is 67,200,000 miles; its orbit has an eccen-
tricity of ‘00686, and the plane of its orbit is inclined
to the plane of the ecliptic at an angle of 8** 28' 81\
Its 3rear is 224*700787 days, and it is in coniunction
at intervals of 583*92 days. The volume is about
*975, and the mass of Venus is about *855 of that of
the earth. Venus increases in brightness as it moves
from that position which corres()onds to the phase of
new moon, as the bright side of the planet turns
towards us; but the distance between us and Venus
also increases at an increasing rate, so that the ap-
parent diameter becomes smaller; a point is reached
when the rate of increase of brightness is equal to-

the rate of decrease of apparent diameter, and then
the planet is brightest; a corresponding position

occurs after it passes the full phase. Schiaparelli's

observations led him in 1890 to the conclusion that
the day and the year of Venus are alike.

A transit of Venus means a passage of the planet
across the solar disc seen from the earth. During a
transit, suppose an observer can note the position of

the planet at a particular instant on the sun’s face,

and that another observer at a different station can
note the position of the planet at the same instant,

the difference of the observed positions in connec-
tion with the distance of the ob^rvers apart gives a
means of calculating the distance of the sun from
the earth. A transit of Venus occurred in 1874, and
there was again another in 1882. From these the
sun’s distance has been more accurately obtained
than before.

VENUS’S FLY-TRAP. See Dionjea.
VERA CRUZ, a seaport of Mexico, in the state

of the same name, on the coast of the Gulf of

Mexico, about 180 miles east by south of Mexico.
It is entered by four railways, and has a system of

street tramways. In 1902 a series of bre^watera
forming a well-sheltered harbour with entrance from
the south was completed. There isa quay-wall with
a depth of 25 feet at low water alongside it, and a
number of piers with all requisite appliances. Among
the buildings are churches and convents, hospitals,

a custom-house, a post and telegraph office, an amphi-
theatre, and a theatre. The site is unhealthy, but-

the new sewage and waterworks, which will be com-
pleted in 1903, are expected to produce a great im-

provement. Most of the foreign trade of Mexico
goes through this port, the imports and exports for

1900-1901 being valued atjC4,469,957 and £2,195,489

respectively. The chief articles of export are ores-

and precious metals, coffee, tobacco (including manu-
fiustured), beans and peas, broom root (for bmshes),

and bides; the principal imports are textiles, metals

and hardware, machineiy, raw cotton, jute, A&,

wines, spirits, and aerat^ waters, animals and
ii.nimii.1 products, paper and paper goods, and che-

micals. Pop. (1895), 24,085.

VERATRIN. See Sabadilla.

VERBENA. See Vervain.
VERCELLI, a town of North Italy, in the

vince of Novara, near the right bank of the Sesia,

44 miles W.8.W. of Milan by rail. It has generally

narrow and winding, with a few spacious am hand-

some streets; a cathedral, a castle, now converted
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into courti of jnitloe; * rl<^ €ndow«d hoiptta],

Mvilxy-bwraoki, flooriihing maanfaotam and
ftndd. Pep. without iitbiirbf (1882), 20,185.

VERDK Caps. See Gafi Vbbdi.
VERDICT. SeeJuBY.
VERDIGRIS, A poieonom sahetanoe, prepared

by expoeing copper to the air in contact with acetic

and, and used as a pigment, as a mordant^ in medi-
cine, ko,

VERDITER, a blue pigment, prepared by dis-

aolving yerdigris in acetic add.
VERDUN, a fortified town of France, in the

department of the Meuse, in a valley on the Meuae,
150 miles E.N.B. of Paris. It has a dtadel, the work
of Vauban, and is defended by eleven detached forts

of recent construction. The prindpal buildings are

the cathedral, which dates from the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, the bishop’s pdace, and the hotel

de ville. The liqueurs and confectionery of Verdun
are famous. The town was captured by the Ger-
mans (after a snirited defence) on 9th November,
1871. Pop. (1896), 22,162.

VERJUICE, a sharp vinegar made of the juice

of the crab apple. The sour juice of unripe grapes,

used for culiziary purposes, is also called verjuice.

Formerly a cooling syrup was made of it for fever

patients, but it is now disused for this purpose.

VERMICELLI (Italian, kittle worms’), an Italian

mixture prepared from fiour, with water and a small

portion of egg, worked into dough, and formed into

tubular tbrei^-like pieces by forcing it with a pis-

ton through a number of little holes in a metal plate

made for that purpose. It is much used in Italy and
other countries, in soups, broths, ftc.

VERMILION, the name given to a pigment of

a bright red colour, obtained from crystallized mer-
curic sulphide. It is generally prepared by subliming
the ordinary sulphide.

VERMONT, one of the United States of North
America, bounded on the north by Canada

;
on the

west by New York, from which it is partly sepa-

rated by Lake Champlain; on the south by Massa-
chusetts; and on the east by the Connecticut river,

separating it from New Hampshire; area^ 9565
square miles. The surface is for the most part hilly

and mountainous,being traversed by the GreenMoun-
tains (French, Verts Monts) which give the state ite

name, and, entering from Massachusetts, stretch

across it centrally south to north. They attoin their

greatest heights in the north-west, where Camel’s
Hump, midway between Burlington and Montpelier,

is 4190 feet high; and Mansfield Mountain, a few
miles farther north, is 4389 feet. The drainage is

shared between Lake Champlain and the Con-
necticut. Marble, granite, slate, and soapstone are

extensively worked in the state. The soil is gener-

ally fertile, consisting, more especially in the valleys,

of a deep, dark loam; the higher lands are most
profitably employed in grazing. The climate, though

generally healthy, has a wide range of temperature,

rising in summer to 94®, and sinking in winter as

low as 20® below zero. Nearly three-fourths of the

inhabitants are employed in farming and grazing,

but the manufacture of cotton and woollen goods,

leather, organs, agricultural implements, iron, &c.,

is yearly increasing. The foreign trade is limited,

and is for the most part carri^ on through New
York and Massachusetts; but the internal and
transit trade are considerable. The government is

vested in a governor, executive council, senate, and
assembly, all elected annually by universal suffrage.

At the head of the educational system is the Uni-
versity of Vermont at Burlington. Montpelier is

the capital, but Burlington is the largest town.
Vermont was first settled by emigrants from Massa-

ehusetta, and became a member of the Union m
1791. Pw. (1890), 882,422: (1900), 848,641.

VERl^, JiAV EiriiBHOBAai» commonly ealled

Hobaoi ViBNiT, a French painter, ffrandaon of

Claade Joseph Vemet, the distinguished paintor cl

sea-pieces and seaport scenes ; and son of Antoine

Charles Horace Yemet» better known as Carle

Vemet, an eminent painter of battle and genre

pictures. He was bom in the Louvre, Paris, 80th

June, 1789. His first master in art was his father,

and even at the age of thirteen he could support him-

self by the payments received for his drawh^ At
an early age he executed numerous drawings for

booksellers and designs for fashion-books. In 1811

he married, opened a studio, and established a manner
of bis own. In 1814 he twk part in the defence of

Paris, and was decorated by Napoleon with the cross

of the Legion of Honour. He drow upon himself the

ill-will of the government of the restoration by his

lithographic caricatures, and in 1822 his works were

excluded from the exhibition; this induced him to

open a picture-gallery of his own, which was very

successful His rapidiy increasing popularity at lart

induced Charles X. to appoint him to the directorship

of the French Academy in Rome, a post which he
ably filled till the end of 1834. On his return to

Paris Louis Philippe commissioned him to paint the

historical galleries of the museum of Versailles, a

task which occupied him five years. Among the

most remarkable of the pictures are The Occupation

of Ancona, The Assault of the Town of Constantine

in Africa, The Attack of the Citadel of Antwerp,
The Fleet forcing the Tagus, &c. In 1840 we find

him travelling in Egypt; PiJestine, and Syria; in

1842 he accompanied the Emperor Nicholas on a

journey from St. Petersburg to Sebastopol; in 1845

he visited Spain and Algeria. In 1858 he followed

the French army to Varna, but soon returned to

Paris, and produced his last great picture. The Battle

of the Alma. He died 17th January, 1863. To the

above-mentioned works must be added. The Dog of

the Regiment, The Soldier of Waterloo, The Battles

of Jemappes, Montmirail, Fontenoy, Wagram, The
Capture of La-Smala, The Prayer in the Desert, The
Council of Arabs, Vemet attempted Biblical

subjects several times—Rebecca at the Fountain,

Abraham dismissing Hagar, Judith with the Head
of Holoferaes—but with less success.

VERNIER, an index fitted to slide along the edge
of a scale (as that of a barometer) and having diri-

sions marked upon it, by means of which readings

may be taken to small fractions of the parts actuidly

marked on the scale. Suppose we have a scale of

inches and tenths of an inc^ and suppose the index

is i^ths of an inch, and divided into 10 divisions.

Suppose that in taking a reading the end of the index

is past the 8 figure on the scale we write down 8,

that it is past 3 of the tenth spaces and part of an-

other we add *8, then looking up the index we find

that its 6tb division most nearly coincides with a
division on the scale and we add *06, and so the posi-

tion of the index is taken as marking 8*36 inches.

VERONA, a city of Northern Italy, capittd of the
province of the same name, 72 miles west of Venioe
by rail beautifully situated where the last slopes of
the Alps merge into the plains of Lombardy, on boUi
sides of the Adige, which traverses the city in a wild
and rapid torrent, and is crossed here by six bridges.

The town is surrounded by lofty walls flanked with
towers and bastions, and is entered by five gates
remarkable alike for solidity and beauty. Manv of
the streets, though narrow and crooked, are linea by
splendid mansions, particularly rich in marble decora-
tions, and there are several elegant squares. Among
the more interesting buildings is the Roman axnphi-
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Ihetttrc^ oooopyliig one aide of the Fieaift-Bii; It la

•nppoaed to nave been built in the aeoond or third

oentniyof onrera. Ibe interior la neariy perfect; it

ia in the form of an eOipae, the tranaverae axia of

which ia 510 feet, and the conjugate 410 feet; it ia

106 feet high, and on the forty-five tiera of atepa

27,000 apeotatora could be accommodated. There
are about fifty ohurchea, many of them magnificent

apedmena of Gothic architecture, rich in paintinga

and other art treaaurea. The cathedral ia an imposing

Gothic atmoture of the fourteenth century, with a
choir and Romaneaque fa9ade of the twelfth; the

church of St. Zeno ia a Romaneaque basilica of noble

proportions, with acme interesting old statues and re-

liefa; those of St. Anastasia, St. Giorgio, and St. Fenno
Maggiore, should also be mentioned. The Palazzo

dd Consiglio, in the Piazza dei Signori, dates from
the beginning of the sixteenth century; it is adorned
with statues of celebrated natives of the town, among
whom are Cornelius Nepos, Catullus, Pliny the

Younger, and Vitruvius. Close by are the imposing
Gothic tombs of the Della Scala family (known also

as the Scdigeri), who for upwards of a century (1262-

1889) were the lords of Verona. There are several

theatres, a museum with a valuable collection of anti-

S
uities, a public library, hospitals, and numerous
terary and artistic institutions. The town carries on

manufactures of silks, woollens, hats, &c., and has an
important trade.—^Verona is supposed to have been
founded in the fourth, and to have been subjected to

the Romans in the second century B.o. On the

decline of the Roman Empire it was taken by the

Goths, and made by Theodorio (in German legends

Dietrich of Bern, that is Verona) the capital of his

empire. In 774 it was captured by Charlemagne,
and took a lead among the Italian cities while the

power of the emperors in Italy lasted. It afterwards

became an independent republic, but suffered much
from the dissensions of its nobles, a state of affairs

depicted by Shakspere in Romeo and Juliet.

Weary of the vicissitudes to which it had been sub-

jected, it voluntarily ceded itself to Venice, under
which it remained from 1405 to 1797. It then passed

into the hands of the French, afterwards into those

of the Austrians, and along with the rest of Venetia
was incorporated with Itdy in 1866. Up to this

time it was possessed of great strategic importance

to the Austrians, as it formed a member of the cele-

brated * Quadrilateral,' or four mutually supporting

fortresses (Mantua, Verona, Peschiera, and Legnago)
which secured the Austrian position in Northern
Italy, and formed the key to the Tirol from the

south. Pop. (1881), 60,678; (1901), 74,261.

VERONESE, Paul. See Caolubi (Paul).

VERSAILLES, a town of France, capital of the

department of Seine-et-Oise, in a plain, 11 miles b.w.

of Paris. It may be regarded as a town of royal con-

struction, having risen up rapidly, regularly, and with

great magnificence under the auspices of the sove-

reigns of £>ance, particularly Louis XIV., who made
it the seat of his court, and lavished immense sums
on its embellishment. It is justly regarded as one of

the handsomest towns in Europe. The palace is the

most conspicuous edifice in the town, though some-
what monotonous in appearance. It was built by
Louis XIV., but ceas^ to be a royal palace at

the revolution of 1793, and Louis Philippe converted

it into a national museum. It is mled with an
immense collection of statues and paintings intended

to represent all the principal personages and events

oonnected with French histoxy from Clovis down-
wards. The principal fa9ade, situated towards the

garden and park, is over 400 yards long. The park,

both in extent and embellishment a fit accompani-

ment of the palace, attracts crowds of visitors.

Versailles was the German head-quarten in Sept-
March, 1870-71, and the seat of the French govern-
ment from thepeaoe tUl 1879. Pop. (1901), 54,081.
VERSE, a measured and cadenoM fonn of speech

or imposition, usuallv adopted in jx>etry. The
origin of verse is lost in antiquity. It seems to be
the natural language of passion, vet it has unquestion-
ably been improved and devdoped by art It is

doubtful if the verses of Hebrew poetry were mea-
sured, or had more of the mechanical form of poetry
than an irregularly recurring cadence. The use of
rhymed cadences is a comparatively modem inven-
tion. (See Rhyme.) The multiplication of poetry
and the growing fastidiousness of taste have con-
stantly tended to increase the varieties of verse.

Grammarians have elaborately classified these, and
analytically distinguished the possible divisions of

words into bars of accented and unaccented syllables.

(See Rhythm.) A mechanical adherence to a uniform
measure is, however, irksome in poetry as well as in

music; and poets who are gifted with any command
of language vary their verse as their own feelings

dictate, ^ese arbitrary changes it is impossible to

classify. Modem French and Italian verse is always
rhym^ In England and Germany there are the

varieties of blank verse and rhyme. The former is

commonly in ten syllables or hexameters.

VERST, a Russian measure of length, eaual to

8500 English feet, or very nearly two-thiros of a
mile.

VERTEBRA. See Spine.

VERTEBRAT.^ the name mven to the highest

sub-kingdom of animals, and also used to indioate

them in contradistinction to the numerous groups of

lower animals, which are collectively termed Inver-

tebrata (which see). The Vertebrate group includes

five classes, lliese, beginning with the lowest, are

named the Pisces or Fishes, Amphibia (Frogs, Newts,
&c.), Reptilia or Reptiles (Lizards, Crocodiles, Ser-

pents, and Tortoises), Aves or Birds, and Mammalia or

Mammals, including Man himself. The characters

of these classes are fully considered in the respective

articles devoted to them. It remains, however, in

the present instance that the general characters of

the sub-kingdom, and of its main subdivisions,

should be briefly indicated, llie first character of

Vertebrate animals is the possession by them all, tn

their early life^ of a notochord (which see) or chorda

dortalUy a structure in the great majority of cases

replaced by the spine or backbone. It is not strictly

correct to say that Vertebrata are backboned animal^

since some of them (such as the Lancelet, Lampreys,
Mudfishes, and other fishes) do not possess a spine even

in adult life—the place of the spine being supplied

by the notochord, which thus persists in these oases

throughout life. The presence of the notochord in

the early life-history of all Vertebrates is therefore

to be t^en as one of the chief characters of the

group. A second character of importance is found

in the specialization of the great nerve-centres of

these animals. In all Vertebrates the nervotis system,

is shut off or differentiated from the general cavity

of the body, being usually contained within a n>eci^

case formed by the skull and spinal column. Noth-

ing homologous or corresponding to this disposition

of parts is seen in Invertebrate and therefore the

dorsal inclosed nerve-masses of Vertebrates form

structures unrepresented in lower animals, llie

limbs of Vertebrata are always developed in pairs.

They are BupiK)rted by an internal (appendicular)

skeleton derived from &e body (axial) skeleton; and

are further turned away from that (dorsal) asp^ of

the body in which the nerve-centres are situated.

The jaws of Vertebrata always form parts of the

head, and are never (as in insects, Crustaoeansi
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wpwwntad hj noWad limlii^ or (« in MoUtwoi)

1^ hard itructiirea developed in the lining membrane
of ilie alimentary canal The digeHioe gytUm in

Yertefarata ia not, as in Invertebrata, embnoed by
the chief nervona oentree, bat opens on the anrfaoe

(ventral) of the body, 0{^^te to that wherein the
nervoos system is dispos^ In all Yertebrata (with

^e single exception oi the Lancelot) a distinct heart

is developed, and in all save the Lancelot the blood
is red. In Yertebrata part of the venoos blood
returning to be purified in the breathing organs (gills

or lungs) is diverted to the liver, there to be elabo-

rated into bila This supply of venous blood is

carried to the liver (which see) by a special set of

veins named the portal veint, and hence the presence

cf a portal $yttem of veins is another character

the higheBt group of animal life. In Yertebrata also

the pmucts of mgestion are taken up from the ali-

meirtaiy caniJ by a special set of vessels (lymphatiet

or abtorbenta—see Lymph), and poured by these ves-

•els into the current of the bloo^ so as to renew the
latter fluid. As an ahtorhent eystem is not developed
In any Invertebrate its presence is also a characteristio

of the Yertebrata.

Certain structures seen in the development of

Yertebrate animals are peculiar to the sub-kingdom.
Thus at an early stage in development the Yertebrate
egg shows a depression (primitive groove) on its upper
eunaoe. This groove is soon oouverted into a canal, in

the floor of which the notochord is developed, whilst

within it the nervous system is formed. The embryo
ef no Invertebrate exhibits a similar course of de-

velopment. Then also in the Yertebrate embryo a
series of cleftt named the branchial clefts or visceral

arches appear at the sides of and behind the mouth,
and in a transverse direction to the axis of the body.

These structures, in Fishes, for example, bear the

^Is, but in higher Yertebrates become obliterated.

Their invariable presence, however, is to be accepted
as a distinctive character of these animals.

'fhe classificalion of Yertebrata into BranchiaJtea

(Fishes and Amphibians) or those that breathe by
gills, and AhranchioUes (Keptiles, Birds, and Mam-
mals) or those that breathe by lungs, is a simple, but
cot wholly satisfactory method of subdivide this

group, since many other characters of equal value

to those furnished by breathing-organs are entirely

lost sight of. A better classification is that enume-
rated m the following table:

—

Sbotxon a. loHTHTOPBiDA, Including Yertebrata
which possess gills at some ]^od of l^e; whidi in

their aevelopment have no amnion^ and only a
rudimentary allantois; and which have nucleated

blood-corpuscles.

OUus 1. Pisces (Tishes)—^Yertebrata breathing by
pUls throughout life; ha^ng the limbs in the form
of fint^ cold blood, a two-chambered hearty and no
anmion or allantois.

Class 2. Amphibia (Frogs, Ac.)—Yertebrata having

gills in early life ana lungs in adult life, the limbs

never converted into fins, two occipital condyles to

the skull, and a three-chambered heart.

Sbotion B. Saubopsida, including Yertebrata

distinguished by the absence of gills, the breathing

being carried on entirely by lungs;Wthe development

at an amnion and alUmtcis; by &e skull having only a
sinrie condyle; by the lower iaw being compound,
and articulating with the skull by a quadrate bone;

and by possessing nucleated blood-corpuscles.

OUUm 8. ^pei/ia—Yertebrata with cold blood, a
mixed drcnlation, no air-sacs, homy scales or bcmy
plates as bodv-ooverings, fore-limbs not modified for

flight, and the tarsal and metatarsal bones of the

hind-Umbs never united to form a single bone.

OUu§ 4. Avet—Warm-blooded Yertebrates with a

four-diambeied hesrt^ a bo4y-emrfttf of featiieB|

the tarsus and metatanus of the hino-limb and]^«

loeed, fore-limbs generally modified for flight one

aortic arch (the right), and the bronchi opedbg Isle

alr-saos.

Sbotion 0. Mammaeia—Yertetata hav^ am
amnion and allantois^ a body-covering of hairs, two

occipital condyles, a simple lower jaw and no quad*

rate bone, mammary or milk glandi^ and non-nu*

cleated red blood-corpuscles.

CloLss 5. —characters those of the seo
tion.

YERTUMNtrS, a Boman deity who presidad

over the spring and orchards. He is generally repre-

sented as a young man crowned with flowers, covered

up to the waist, and holding in his r^ht hand fruit,

and a crown of plenty in his left. He was the hus-

band of Pomona.
YERULAM, Lobd. See Bacon.
YERYAIN (Verbena), the typical genus of the

order YerbenaoesB, which consists of herbs or shrubs

with opposite leaves, a more or less two-lipped or

irregular corolla, did3mamous stamens, and a 2-4

oell^ ovary. Tbe Common Yerbena (F. officinalis)

has pinnatifid or three-cleft leaves, oblong-lanceolate,

sessile, the lobes cut and toothe^ spikes panided,

very slender, bracts small, much shorter than the

very small purplish flowers. The plant was em-
ployed by the ancients in religious ceremonies, and
was in equal veneration among the priests of l^me
and Greece, the Druids of Gam and Britain, and the

Magi of India. It possesses no known properties to

account for such an important position.

YERYIERS, a town of ^Igium, province of

Li^ge, on the Yesdre, 14 miles X.B.E. of Li^ge, and
on the railway between Li4ge and Aix La Ghiqpelle.

It was a fortified town, but the fortifications were
destroyed by Louis XIY. It is celebrated for its

manufacture of broad-cloth, which is the staple of

the town. There are also cotton, leather, and other

manufactures. Pop. (1900), 52,203.

YESALIUS, Andbeab. See Suboebt.
YESPA. See Wasp.
YESPASIANUS, Titus Flavius, Emperor of

Rome, was bom near Rieti, in the country of the

Sabines, in A.D. 9. In the reipi of Claudius, being

appointed commander of a legion, he acquired great

reputation in Germany and in Britain; and on his

return to Rome he was made consuL In the begin-

ning of Nero’s reign he lived in retirement, but was
at length appointed Proconsul of Africa; and on
the rel^Uion of the Jews be was sent with an army
into Judea (a.d. 66). After reducing almost thie

whole of Galflee to subjection he was preparing to

attack Jerusalem, when he received the news of the

death of Nero (a.». 68). After the transient reigns

of Galba, Otho, and Yitellius, he was elevated to the

imperial power. Reaching Rome about the middle
of the year 70, he was received with general rejoic-

ing. He reformed the discipline of me army, puri-

fi^ the senatorial and equestrian orders, and ap-
pointed a commission to seUle the vast multitude of

suits which had accumulated during the late troubles,

besides presiding on the bench frequently him«df,

that justice might be administered with imparti-

ality. He was an enemy to luxury, and devoid of

personal or family pride, being by no means desirous

to conceal the obscurity of his origin. On the other
hand, he is charged with displaying a d^free of

meanness and rapacity in the aocnmulation of wealth,
inconsistent with his character and station. Though
this reproach is not destitute of foundation, it impears
to be exaggerated, and may have been partly due
to an exhausted treasury. Vespasian favoured arts^

letters, and learned men, partionJariy Quiutiliaa,
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FUn^tiad JanplRMk H« ftMH a pift of tbe <%,
fBrtom tha oMtol tint had beta buned under
VitdOiiiii^ with ttuaeaaed apleiidoar, and erooted the

gigantic amphitheatre^ the miiia of which are atill

edefarated tmder the name of the Cofieeicii. Among
the principal public cTenta of the reign of Vecpaiiaa
are the tdminatian of the dangeroua rebellion of the

Gaola under Civilie, and the capture of Jermalem
bj bis eon Titua, whom the emperor had made bia

heutenant in Judea. He died in June, a.d. 79.

VESPER (Latin), properly the evening; at pre<

cent it ia generally vuaied to aignify the evening aer-

vice; henoe veitper beU and vetper sermon,

VESPERS, SioiLiAK. See Sicilian Vespkbs.
VESPUCCI, AMEBioa See Amebious Vespu-

dUB.
VESTA, a Roman divinity, the goddeea of the

hearth, .^hieaa waa auppoaed to have brought the

eternal fire, by which me waa repreaented, from
Troy, along with the Penatea. She waa worshipped,

along with the Penates, at every family meal, when
the household assembled round the hearth, which
waa in the centre of the room. Her public sane-

toary waa in the Forum, between the Palatine and
the Capitoline Hills. It was round, with a vaulted

roof, and the sacred fire waa kept burning in it by
the vestals, her priestesses, ^e sacred fire was
renewed on the 1st of March each year. Her fes-

tival was on the 9th of June, and on the 15th her
temple was cleared. This was a diet nefcLtiutf but
marriages were contracted in the afternoon. The
vest ds are said to have been established by Numa.
The e were at first four, and afterwards six of them,
lliey were taken from six to ten years of age. They
were bound to virginity for thirty years, the term
of their service, after which they were allowed to

many. Their persons were inviolable, and they
were treated with great honour, and had important

public privileges, llie punishment of a vestal who
was guilty of unchastity was burying alive.

VESTMENTS, Sacred, are the official garments
worn by ministers of religion. The priests of almost
every religion have been distinguished by some
especial garb, at least in their official ministrations,

and usui^y also in common life. Among Catholics

and High Churchmen, who believe that Christianity

has retted a special priesthood and ritual, much
importance is attached to vestments. The majority of

Protestants discard these notions, but nearly all the

lar^ bodies distinguish their officials, and especially

their cleigy, by some sort of uniform, to which a
epedes of sanctity is almost involuntary attached.

For the principal vestments in use in ^e English

and Roman Churches see Chasuble, Stole, and
Ritualism. For Jewish vestments see Hioh-fbiest.
VESTRY, a room adjoining a church where the

vestments of the clergy are kept. Henoe the place

of meeting of those who had the charge of parochial

affairs, and subsequently the persons themselves to

whom these affairs were intrusted. Vestries were
originally intrusted with the secular affairs of the
church, as the maintenanoe and repair of the building,

and the levying of church rates for this and other
purposes. In England they latterly acquired a
general control of the affairs of the parish, but by
the local government act of 1894 the vestries in

rural parishes were superseded as regards their civil

powers b^ the parish council or parish meeting.
Vestries in urban parishes remain practically as

before, unless where their powers are transferred to

an urban district oounciL The vestries which for-

meriy managed the affairs ’of the pcmulous parishes
of London were done away with by the London
Government Act of 1899, under which a number of

metropolitan boroughs, each with its own mayor,

aldermen, and oouncil, were establiriied in their piaoe

and in the place of other anomalous autbontieei

Every parishioner rated for relief of the poor is en*

titled to attend a veatiy. A select vestry is a num-
ber of parishioners elected by the vestry for a year to

manage the affairs of the parish. See Parisb.
Vl^UVIU^ a volcanic mountain of Soitthsem

Itidy, 10 miles S.8.S. of Naples. It rises in the
centre of a plain 2800 feet above the sea, in a
midal cone of 1500 feet; total height, 8800 met
The cone is truncated, and about 2000 feet in diam-
eter. Previous to an eruption about 1838, the top
was an uneven plane, but was then convert^ into a
hollow cup, with a rim 400 feet to 500 feet broad
on its west side, and not more than 50 feet on the
others, and with an internal sloping surface to a
depth of 500 feet. A precipitous itK^y ridge, forming
an arc of a circle, and 1400 feet in height, CEdled tiie

Monte Somma, is situated at a short distance from
the cone on the north, from which it ia separated by
a deep valley called the Atrio del Cavallo. Near
the western extremity of this valley an observatory

has been established, expressly for watching the

volcanic phenomena. The lower part of the sloping

plain, winch rises gradually from the sea to the foot

of the cone, forma a belt of about 2 miles broad along

the shore. It is laid out in vineyards and well cul-

tivated, though intersected at intervals by terraces

of blac^ calcined matter. Beyond the cultivated

belt the plain is rugged and covered with soorie of

all forms and sizes. The cone itself is covered with
loose matter composed of scorise, blocks of lava, and
volcanic sand, arranged in successive layers by the

natural force of gravitation, llie form of the pjrra-

mid has been modified by the bursting out of erup-

tions from the sides, and by the intern^ force acting

upon the external matter before it has cooled. An
internal movement of elevation has been proved by
the angle at which continuous streams of lava an
now found being much greater than that at which
thev are known to have originally flowed. A stream

of lava ceases to be continuous, and breaks into

masses of scoriae at an angle of more than 8°. Monte
Somnxa is supixMied to have formed at one time a
complete cone of much larger dimensions, and pro-

bably of greater height than the present cone, b^g
Bubs^uently thrown down by volcanic forces, in the

same manner as 800 feet of the present cone was
carried away by an eruption of 1822. From a dif-

ference of structure implying greater pressure, geolo-

gists have concluded that Somma was a subinarine

volcano, while the present is a subaerial one. Till

A.D. 68, when many of the surrounding cities were
damaged by an earthquake, no symptoms of activity

are known to have been given forth by Vesuvius

within human memory. Li 70 occurred the great

eruption which buried Herculaneum and Pompeii
(See these articles.) Since that time there have been

continuous symptoms of activity, and numerous erup-

tions have taken place. The first recorded discharge of

liquid lava after that of 79 was in 1036. Since then

there have been many violent eruptions; the most

noted were those of.1779,1793, 1834, 1847, 1850, 1855,

1867, 1872, 1878, and 1880. The eruption of 1779 was
fiarticularly magnificent, flames of fire rising to three

times the height of the mountain, and stones, scoria,

Ac., being projected as high as 2000 feet, while a river

of lava 1500 feet wide flowed for three and a half

miles and extended 600 feet into the sea. In 1872 four-

teen different orifices opened in the mountain sanding

forth rivers of lava that threatened to carry devas-

tation far and wide. The villages of San Sebastiaiio

and Massa di Somma were almost entirely destroyed.

(See Plate at Volcanoes.) A number of persons

who had gathered near the obeervatoiy lost their
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Hvea by the sudden opening of two oradka which
(Mve vent to stifling fumes and lava. In 1880 a
double line of rails was laid to the top, forming a
railway which is traversed by one carriage going up
while another is going down.
VETCH {Vicia)j leguminous plants, with herba-

ceous stems, often supporting themselves on sur-

rounding objects by means of the tendrils with
which their leaves are terminated. These last are pin-

nated, and provided with stipules at the base. The
flowers are disposed in clusters upon an axillary and
more or less elongated peduncle, and are succeed
by pods. In short, the ^neral habit of these plants

is precisely similar to that of the pea. Above 100
species are known, most of which inhabit the nor-

thern and temperate parts of the European conti-

nent. The common vetch, or tare, is extensively

cultivated in Europe, and considered a valuable

agricultural plant. The crop is cut at the time of

flowering, to be given green to cattle; or these are

turned into the fleld to graze. It is an excellent

fodder for milch-cows and working stock.

VETERINARY ART. This, according to the

present acceptation of the phrase, compr^ends a
knowledge of the external form, as well as the in-

ternal structure and economy, of the domestic quad-

rupeds, the appropriate management of them, the

nature, causes, and treatment of their disorderly and
the art of shoeing such of them as may require it.

The word is derived from the Latin vcterinarius^

which some of the ancient writers, particularly

Columella, used to denote a farrier, horse-doctor,

or one who lets horses to hire, its radical being the

verb veho (to carry); whence veterinariua was applied

to things connected with or relating to beasts of

burden. The first veterinaiy school was instituted

in 1762 at Lyons; in 1766, that at Alfort near

Paris was opened. A similar institution was estab-

lished at London in 1791, and in the year following

one in Berlin. In Edinburgh, instruction in veteri-

nary medicine began to be given by Mr. Dick in

1819, and in veterinaiy surgery in 1823. He erected

college buildings soon after, collected a museum,
and at his death in 1866 left all his fortune to the

endowment of this institution. There is also another

veterinary school in Edinburgh, and one in Glasgow.
In London, besides the older institution now called

the Royal Veterinary College, Camden Town, there

is a second established at Bayawater in 1865. In
1844 the veterinary surgeons obtained a charter

constituting them a corporation under the title of

the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, and em-
powering them to appoint examiners and grant

licenses or diplomas, the holders of which are mem-
bers of this body (M.R.C.V.S,). Their powers
were extended by subseciuent charters, and in 1881

the Veterinaiy Surgeons Act intrusted them with

the registration of all practising veterinary surgeons

in the United Kingdom. Penalties are attached to

the offence of using the name of veterinary surgeon

without being registered. In the army, veterinary

surgeons are required to attend to the diseases of

the horses in the cavalry and artillery.

VEVAY, a town of Switzerland, in the canton

Vaud, beautifully situated at the north-east margin
of the Lake of Geneva, 11 miles E.S.R. of Lausanne.
It is celebrated for its manufacture of cigars. The
beauty of the town and neighbourhood attracts many
foreign residents. Pop. 10,000.

VIADUCT. Sejc Bbidor and Railways.
VIATICUM, literally provision for a journey;

in Roman Catholic theology, the eucharist adminis-
tered to patients beyond hope of recovery. Protes-
tants also often take the LoM*s supper before death,
but do not give this name to it.

VIATKA, a town of Bussiat capital of the govern-

ment of aame name, advanta^ualy aituatM near

its centre in a beautiful dutriot at the oonfloenoe

of the Klinovka with the Viatka, 500 miles b.n.1. of

Moscow. Its houses are surrounded by gardens, and
there are also public gardens. It has two cathe-

drals and also monasteries. There is steamer com-
munication with Kazan. Pop. (1897), 24,894.—The
government has an area of 69,172 square miles.

The chief river is the Viatka, which joins the Kama,
a tributary of the Volga. There are low hills,

especially in the north. Flax and hemp are im-

|>ortant crops, and among the chief minerals are

iron and copper, which are extracted and smelted.

There are sJm other manufactures. Pop. in 1897,

3,082,788.

VIBRIO, the name that used to be given to

organisms of microscopic size which apj)ear in in-

fusions of organic matter, and which are believed

to represent low forms of vegetable life, including

different kinds of bacteria. These organisms con-

sist of elongated filaments, composed of numerous
joints. The presence of these organisms in fluids

was one of the chief points under discussion in the

controversy regarding spontaneous generation,

VICAR (from Latin vicarius, substituted, dele-

gated), a representative, a vicegerent. The pope

calls himself vicar of Christ on earth. A vicar-

apostoLio was formerly a bishop or archbishop of

the Roman Church to whom the pope delegated

some of his jurisdiction, but the term now denotes

a titular bishop in a country where episcoral sees

have not yet been established, or where the suc-

cession has been interrupted. A vicarforane is a

priest appointed by a bishop to exercise a limited

jurisdiction in a particular town or district. A
bishop may appoint one or more vicars-general to

assist him in the work of his diocese. In England
the vicar is a particular kind of parish priest. See
ItECTOR.

VICE-ADMIRAL. See Admiral.
VICE-CHANCELLOR. Bee Chancellor.
VICENZA, a town of Italy, capital of a province

of the same name, 49 miles west of Venice, beauti-

fully situated at the confluence of the Retrone with
the Bacchiglione. It is surrounded by dry moats,

now partly under cultivation, and by dilapidated

walls, and is very well built; containing numerous
fine mansions, many handsome streets, and several

elegant squares, among which the Piazza-dei-Signori,

with its cami)anile, not more than 20 feet square

and yet more than 300 feet in height, is conspicuous.

The public buildings, though numerous, are some-
what monotonous, being almost all the work of

Palladio, who was bom here, or of scholars who
rather slavishly imitated him. The most remark-
able edifices are the Duomo, originally Gothic, but
much injured by modern alterations; the Basilica,

or Palazzo-della-Ragione, an ancient Gothic build-

ing; the Palazzo-Prefetizzio, in a rich and fanciful

Corinthian style; the Teatro-Olimpico, regarded as

the most curious if not the finest work of Palladio;

the Museo Civico, the lyceum, public library, and
numerous hospitals. The manufactures are silk,

woollen, and linen tissues, leather, earthenware,
hats, &c. Vicenza

(
Vicentia) was founded above a

century before the Christian era^ and became a
Roman municipal town. Pop. in 1901, 44,261.

VICENZA Abmand Augustine Louis, Duo de,

a French general and diplomatist, was bom at Cau-
laincourt, 16th September, 1777. He entered the
aimy before the revolution, was sent on a diplomatic
mission from Napoleon to Alexander I. in 1801, and
acted in a diplomatic capacity on the Rhine in 1804,
but he did not attain the rank of general till 1805,
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when hewm also created Duke ofVioensaand officer

of the Legion of Hononr. He was ambassador to

St. Petersborff from 1807 to 1811. He accompanied

Napoleon to Kusaia in the expedition of 181^ and

in 1813 ne^gotiated with the plenipotentiaries of

Russia and Prussia the armistice after the battles of

Ltitxen and l^utzen. He was during the same year

appointed minister of foreign affairs, and in 1814 as

plenipotentiary of Napoleon he negotiated and signed

the treaty of 1 1th April, 1814. During the Hundred
Days he again acted as minister of foreign affairs,

and issued on 4th April, 1815, the celebrated circular

declaring the pacific intentions of the emperor.

After the restoration he lived in retirement. He
died in Paris on 19th February, 1827.

VICH, or ViQUK, a town of Spain, in the province

of Barcelona, on both sides of the Merder, a tribu-

tary of the Ter, 50 miles north of Barcelona. It is

a bishop’s see and has a cathedral, founded in 1040

and modernized in 1803. Its museum of art and
archsBology is of great interest and value. Cotton,

linen, and paper are the principal manufactures;

copper and coal are found m the vicinity. Pop. in

1887, 11,640.

VICHY, a town of France, in the department of

the Allier, in a beautiful valley of the river of that

name, 32 miles s.b.b. of Moulins. It was once a
place of strength, and is celebrated for its thermal

alkaline springs. These are nine in number, and
belong to the government. The waters are drunk
on the spot, are used for baths, and are bottled for

export; and the salts obtained from them by evapora-

tion are manufactured into lozenges. The tempera-

ture of the springs ranges from 59° to 106°, and the

chief constituent is bicarbonate of soda. The Vichy
waters are efficacious in urinaiy and uterine affec-

tions, diabetes, rheumatism, gout, and similar dis-

orders. The town is well provided with the usual

accessories of a spa. Pop. (1896), 11,658.

VICKSBURG, a city of the Unit^ States, capi-

tal of Warren county, Mississippi, on the Mississippi

Raver, 45 miles west of Jackson, 235 miles north-

west of New Orleans. Its site is elevated and
und^, and the streets are narrow, but regularly

laid out. The principal public buildings are a
handsome court-house, churches, public and private

schools, a commercial college, charity hospital, mer-
chants’ and cotton exchange, &c. The chief manu-
facturing establishments are an extensive cotton-

oil mill, iron-foundries, railway -carriage factory,

machine-shops, planing-mills, breweries, &c. A con-

siderable trade, chiefly in cotton, lumber, cottonseed

-

oil and cake, is carried on. Vicksburg stood a
protracted siege by the Federal military and naval

forces, but capitulated to General Grant with about
27,000 men, 4th July, 1863. Pop. (1890), 13,353.

VICO, Giovanni Battista, Italian jurist and
philosopher, was bom at Naples in 1668. He was
the son of a small bookseller, and was for nine years
tutor to the nephews of Rocco, bishop of Ischia. In
1697 he was appointed professor of rhetoric at the
University of Naples, and in 1735 historiographer-
rpyal. He was almost unknown to Europe at the
time of his death, but a work which he puolished in

1721, Principi d’una Scienza Nuova d^ntomo alia

Commune Natura delle Nazioni, has caused him to
be regarded as one of the founders of the philosophy
of history. He was also one of the first to deny the
historical reality of the mythical personages which
^re in early Greek and Roman history, and an-
ticipate Wolf in his theory of the origin of the
Homeric poems. Different opuscules of Vico were
collected by Carlo Antonio R^ with an autobio-
gr^hy in four vols. (Naples, 1818); and a French
edition of his works was pubUshed by Michelet

VOL. XIV.

(1836). There is also a (German translation. Vico
died at Naples, 20th January, 1744. For an account
of his principles see Histobt. See Flint’s Vico
(1884).

VICTOR AMADEUS II. See Sardinian Mon-
ABCHT.

VICTOR EMANUEL I. See Sardinian Mon-
archy.

VICTOR EMANUEL (Vittorio Emanuels) IL,
king of Italy, the eldest son of Charles Albert^ king
of Sardinia, and of Theresa, daughter of Ferdinand,
grand-duke of Tuscany, was bom at Turin on 14th
March, 1820. He received an excellent training in
military scien^ and in the campaign of 1848-49
against Austria he was commander of a brigade,

being severely wounded at Golto. After the battle

of Novara, Charles Albert thought that the straggle

was hopeless, and abdicated in favour of his son,

Victor Emanuel, who thereupon became King of

Sardinia, on March 23, 1849. The new king was
at first distrusted by the Italian reformers, b^use
he was the husband of an Austrian archduchess,

whom he had married in 1842, and a pupil of the

Jesuits; but he soon showed himself faithful to

the constitution in his negotiations with Austria,

and finally received the title of the honest king {Re
galantuomo). With the aid of wise ministers, among
whom was the celebrated Cavour, he regulated the

finances, reorganized the army, secularized the church
property, gave a stimulus to trade and commerce,
and prepared his country to assert its independence
in an effort to unite Italy. To further this end, and
in order that Sardinia might claim to be a power
in European politics, Victor Emanuel sent 17,000

troops to the Crimea (1855) to fight with France
and England against Russia. In the Congress of

Paris (1856), which followed the Crimean war, Sar-

dinia took part, and her demands that Austria

should deal more leniently with the Italian pro-

vinces which she occupied was supported by France
and England. Cavour also entered into an alliance

with Napoleon III. when they met at Plombi^res,

securing France as an ally against Austria when
that power invaded Piedmont on the 23rd April,

1859. A number of the Italian states having now
declared in favour of Victor Emanuel os their king,

he took command of the army, and entered upon
a campaign against Austria with Napoleon ill.

as his ally. At the battle of Palestro he distin-

guished himself by his bravery, and after a series of

engagements, ending with the victory of Magenta, he
enter^ Milan along with Napoleon III. The Aus-
trians were routed, and Lombardy was annexed to

Sardinia after the battle of Solferino, when suddenly

Napoleon III. closed the war by the treaty of Villa-

franca (July 11, 1859), which frustrated the hope of

making a united Italy. The Italians declared that

their cause was betrayed by this treaty, and Cavour
was so broken-hearted at the result of all his labours

that he retired for some time into Switzerland. This

riod of gloom soon passed, however, when Tuscany,

odena, Parma, and the Papal Legations declar^

in favour of Victor Emanuel as their king. This

was followed by the conquest and annexation of

Sicily by Garibaldi; and as the Sardinian king was
now master of the peninsula, with the exception of

Rome and Venetia, it was decreed by the senate on
the 5th May, 1860, that he should receive the title

of King of Italy. It had been a great personal loss

to Victor Emanuel when he was required to cede

Nice and Savoy, the cradle of his family, to France;

but the death of Count Cavour in 1861 was at once

a grief to the king and something that seemed, for

the time, a nation^ disaster. Yet, although he was
deprived of his favourite minister, Victor Emanuel
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myt (xmstant ftttentioii to the material miereata cf

Italy, BO that roads were oonstmoted, the ooina^
was reoaat, tithes suppressed, aad the eodeoaatioal
eatablishments placed under the oontrol of the state.

Neither did he slacken his efforts to obtain the
oOmplete freedom of Italy from foreign oocujpation,

and in this he was greatly fayourra <^um-
stances. When the conflict arose between Austria
and Prussia in 1866, the Italian troops took the
field in alliance with the latter power, and although
checked at Custozza and Lis^ Victor h^anuel
received the cession of Venetia (7th November,
1866) as the result of the Austrian defeat at Sadowa.
Borne still remained in the hands of the Papal
authorities, supported by France; but when the
Franco-Qorman conflict began, in 1870, the French
troops were withdrawn, and after the disaster of

Sedan, Victor Emanuel advanced upon the city.

After negotiations with the pope, and a riight skir-

mish with the papal troops, the king enter^ Rome
on the 20th September. He took up his residence

in the Quirinal, and in the following year the govern-

ment and parliament installed themselves in the

capital. Thenceforward the efforts of the king were
mainly directed to the development of Italy a^ the

maintenance of peace through a reconciliation with
Austria and an alliance with Germany. His death
took place somewhat suddenly on 9th January, 1878.

This event produced profound sorrow throughout
Italy, for the king was beloved not less for his

honest manliness of character than for the benefits

which his courage and wisdom had conferred upon
his country. See Storia di Vittorio Emanuele II

€ del suo Begno by Oappelletti (three vols., Borne,

1894).

VICTORIA, Queen of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland and Empress of India,

was the only child of Edward, duke of Kent, fourth

son of George III., byMa^ Louisa Victoria,youngest
child of Francis Frederick Antony, duke of Saxe-

Coburg-Saalfeld, and widow of Prince Ernest Charles

of Leiningen, and was bom at Kensington Palace

on May 24, 1819. On June 24 she was baptized in

the palace by the names of Alexandrina Victoria,

the latter name being that of her mother and the

former being formed from that of the Czar Alex-

ander I., who was one of the snonsors. The reigning

sovereign at the time of her birth was George III.,

and there stood between her and the throne the

Prince Regent, afterwards George IV., the Duke of

York, the Duke of Clarence, afterwards William IV.,

and her father. She was brought up under the

oareful superintendence of her parents, especially of

her mother. Near the close of 1819 she was with

her parents at Woolbrook Cottage, Sidmouth, and
there, on Jan. 28, 1820, her father died, only nine

days after the death of George III. A few months
later her mother removed with her to Kensington

Palace, where she lived in comparative seclusion

till the year of her elevation to queenhood. In

the training of the young princess the Duchess of

Kent was greatly assisted by the wise advice of her

brother, I^noe Leopold, afterwards King of the

Belgians. Her formal education b^;an in 1824, her

first teacher being Fraulein (afterwards Baroness)

Lehi^ but from 1827 the chief direction of her

studies was intrusted to the Rev. George Davys,

afterwards bishop of Peterborough. On the death

of George IV. in June 1830 she became h^-pre-
aumptive to the throne, and in that year a bill was

conferring the regency upon me Duchess of

in the event of &e princess’s accession to

the crown while still under a^ and an additional

£10,000 per annum was voted to her on behalf of

baa daughter. She was noBfirmed at the Ohapd

Royal, St James’s, on Jvfy 80, 1885, and m Ha^
of the following year she first met her future hue-

brad. The death of her unde, William IV., qb
June 20, 1887, raised her to the throne^ near^ a
month alter she had attained her majori^. She
elect^ to be known by the name of Victoria. The
kingdom of Hanover, which, according to the Salio

law, could not be ruled by a woman, passed to her

unde^ the Duke of Cumberland. The general elec-

tion of 1887, which took place under the then exist-

ing law in consequence of the demise of the crown,

resulted in a strengthening of the Tory party, but

still left the Whigs under I^rd Melbourne in power.

The young queen, daughter of a Whig or even

Radi<^ father, held Whig principles herself, rad
soon learned to place implicit confidence in Mel-
bourne and to look to him for political guidance.

For many years she was regarded with somewlut
unfriendly feeling by the Tories, but her chief

favourite among the statesmen with whom she after-

wards came into contact was a Tory, or at least a
Conservative, Benjamin Disraeli. She opened her

first parliament on Nov. 20, 1837, and its first busi-

ness was the adjustment of her civil list. After

some discussion she was granted £885,000 of an
annuity, in addition to the revenues of the duchies

of Lancaster (ultimately over £60,000 per annum)
and Cornwall (ultimately over £66,000), though the

latter duchy passed to the Prince of Wales on bis

birth in 1841. She assumed her father’s debts rad
paid them in full. Her coronation took place in

Westminster Abbey on June 28, 1838, amid a scene

of great brilliance, among those present being Mar-
shiu Soult.

In 1839 the queen came into collision with Peel
on the bed-chamber question. Melbourne resigned

in May, and Peel was asked to form a ministry, but
he msisted on replacing the Whig ladies who held

the chief posts in the household by the relatives

of Conservative noblemen, and to this the queen
emphatically refused her consent. Peel ultimately

gained his point, but the immediate result was that

Melbourne resumed office. On Oct. 15, 1839, 1^
was engaged to Prince Albert, younger son of the

Duke of Saxe 'Coburg, who had been carefully

trained under the care of King Leopold and his

friend Baron Stockmar. An annuity of £30,000^annum was settled on the prince and a naturaliz-

ation bill was passed, and on Feb. 10, 1840, the

marriage was solemnized in the chapel of St. Jama’s
Palace. In July of that year a bill was passed
making Prince Albert regent in case the queen
should not survive her first confinement, and on
Nov. 21 her first child, the Princess Royal, was
bom at Buckingham Palace. Melbourne was de-

feated in the House of Commons in 1841 on a vote

of no confident and parliament was dissolved. The
Tories were triumphant at the polls, and Sir Robert
Peel, whom she at first distrusted but soon learned

to like, became premier. On Nov. 9, 1841, a male
heir to the throne, afterwards Edward VIL, was bora
at Buckingham Palace. She made her first visit to

Scotland m September, 1842, and in the following
year she left Britain for the first time, to visit Louis
Philippe at Eu and King Leopold at Bruaseda.

When Peel in 1845 determined on the repMl of the
corn-laws the queen gave him her whcde-hearted
support, and Peel’s defeat on an Irish question in

1846 caused her * deep concern ’. Lord Jora Rusadl
formed a minutiy, with Lord Palmeraton as foreiigii

secretaiy, a position in which he gave her mura
anxiety. In 1848, the year of revolution, she made
her first stay at Balmond, which was afterwards to

be her residence durii^ a large part of each year.

She had already acquit Oabonae, in the Ide oi
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(1844). She vkiled iNlatid for the first

time in 1849, and on that ooeasion the Cove of

Cork, where ahe landed, was renamed Queenstown

in her honour. In 1848 and the three foUowii^

jeais her dislike of Palmerston’s fore^ policy,

and her indignation at what she re^ard^ as his

arbitrary conduct and high-handed independency

steadily increased, but m December, 1851, his

wholly unwarranted approval of the eoup d*itat in

Prance caused Lord John Bussell to remove him
from office. During the period of the no -popery
outoiy which followed tne re - establishment of

Koman Catholic bishoprics in England in 1850, the

queen steadily discountenanced Protestant bigotry.

The Great Exhibition of 1861, which was mainly

due to the initiative and the energy of her husband,

naturally aroused her keen interest.

Lord John was defeated on a militia bill in 1852,

and Lord Derby formed a new ministry, which in-

cluded Disraeli as chancellor of the exchequer and
leader in the lower House. The result of a general

election compelled Derby to resign in December,
and upon this, at the queen’s own suggestion, Lord
Aberdeen formed a coalition ministry which in-

cluded Palmerston (as home secretary) and Russell.

On Feb. 28, 1864, war was declared with Russia,

and during the trying time which followed she bore

herself with exempkiry dignity and showed the

keenest interest in the comfort of the troops in the

field. Early in 1855 Aberdeen was defeated on the

question of the conduct of the war, and the queen
was reluctantly compelled to ask Palmerston to

form a ministry. The Victoria Crosi^ for acts of

conspicuous bravery in battle, was instituted at her

instance in 1856. The year 1857 is memorable as

that of the Indian Mutiny, which led to the placing

of India more completely under the authority of

the crown. In that 3rear also Prince Albert was
created Prince Consort by letters-patent, and in

the following year Palmerston was succeeded in the

premiership by Lord Derby. The Princess Royal
was married on Jan. 25, 1858, to the future Fred-

erick 111., German Emperor; and on Jan. 27, 1859,

their first child and Queen Victoria’s first grand-

child, the Emperor William II., was bom. She
interfered with excellent effect in the matter of the

proclamation issued to her Indian subjects in 1858,

aiid she created the new order of the Star of India in

order to reward native loyalty and eminent services

in India. The elections of 1859 placed Derby in a

minority and compelled her to accept another Pal-

merston-Russell ministry. She at once came into

conflict with them on the Italian question, on which
her B3rmpathie8, controlled rather b^ personal and
dynastic than by political considerations, were with
Austria. Distrust of the intentions of Napoleon III.,

which she fully shared, led to the foundation of the

volunteer force in 1859, and in 1860 she held a
ipreat volunteer review in Hyde Park and formally

maugurated the National Rifle Association at Wim-
bledon. A special prize for volunteer marksmanship,
instituted by her, was known as the Queen’s Prize.

On March 16, 1861, her mother died, and on
Dec. 14 of the same year she suffered the crowning
affliction of her life, the death of her deeply-loved
husband. The latter bereavement altered me whole
tenour of her life. For many years she lived in
almost uninterrupted seclusion, and only towards
the very end of her reign did she return to anything
like the court system of her married life. The
manias of her eldest son, the Prince of Wales,
took {dace on March 5, 1868, and his first child,

afterwards Duke of Clarraoe, the second heir at that

tune in the direct line, was bom on Jan. 8, 1864.

The war between Prussia and Denmark caused

m
h« keen anziefy, her aympathisB on the whole bei^g
with Prussia, while the me ef her eldestm was
a Danish princess. The death of Palmerston in
1865 raisM Lord John (now Eari) Bussell to
premiership, and the consequent rearrangement of
portfolios made W. E. Gla^tone ebanoeUmr of the
exchequer. The institution of the Albert Medal
in 1866 for bravery in rescuing at sea showed at
on^ her devotion to her husband’s memory and her
quick human sympathy. The war between Prussia
and Austria was a severe trial to her, beoause she
had near relatives on both sides, and her satisfaction
at the aggrandizement of Prussia was qualified by
regret at other results of the war. Earl Buasella
defeat on the reform bill led to his resignation in
1866, and a Derby - Disraeli ministry came into
power. Disraeli he^ her active support in carrying
nis reform bill, which was congenial to her Whig
principles. On Derby’s resignation in 1868 she had
the satisfaction of raising Disraeli to the head of
the government, but his defeat on Gladstone’s Irii^

Church resolution led to a dissolution. The electors

gave the Liberals a large majority, and in Decembw,
1868, Gladstone became premier and inaugurated a
period of reforming energy that filled her with some
alarm. With Gladstone she was never in B3n|npathy.

Recognizing, however, that Irish disestablishment
was inevitable, she used her influence with Arch-
bishop Tait to secure the passage of the bill through
the House of Lords. Cardwell's important amy
reforms were distasteful to her, for she always triad

to retain control of the army as a ro3ral prerogative.

On Feb. 27, 1872, she attended the service of thanks-
giving in St. Paul's Cathedral for the recovoiy of

the Prince of Wales from his dangerous illness.

The dissolution of 1874 placed the Conservatives
under Disraeli in power, much to the satisfaction

of the queen; and in 1876 the Royal Titles Bill,

conferring upon her the additional title of Empress
of India, was passed. The passing of this bill

may be taken as marking the formal beginning of

the movement known as Imperialism, which has
come to great prominence in recent years, and with
which Queen Victoria was from the first in hearty
sympathy. Disraeli was rewarded for his services

by ^ing raised to the upper House as Earl of

Beaconsfield, and the new regime in India was sig-

nalized by the institution in 1877 of the Orders
of the Indian Empire and the Crown of India.

Gladstone’s passionate denunciations of Beacons-
field’s Eastern policy and of his aggressive im-
perialism in other parts of the world during the

years 1876-79 were extremely distasteful to the

queen, and his return to power after the over-

whelming Liberal triumph of 1880 was far from
welcome to her. In 1878 she had suffered a great

grief by the death of her second daughter, the

PrinoesB Alice of Hesse, the first of her cnildrra to

be thus called away.

She disapproved strongly of the a^ion of her

ministers in regard to the Transvaal in 1881, and
during the Egyptian and Soudan troubles of 1883-

85, which culminated in the unhappy fate of t^
brave Gordon, she never ceased to urge strong aotion

upon her advisers. Gordon’s death called f^h her

keenest sympathy. Beaconsfield’s death in 1881 geve

her an opportunity of expressing her admiration for

one of the leading statesmen of her reign, one whom
she had come to regard as a personal friend. The
death ofW son Prince Leopold, Duke of Albans in

1884, was naturally a still more severe blow. The
negotiations which led to the passing of the fraaohiae

and redistribution acta of 1884 and 1885 were mnek
aided W her influenoe and tact. Gladstone was
defeated in June, 1885, and on his resignatioa wtm,
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in aooordanoe with custom, offered an earldom,

whi^ he declined. The Marquis of Salisbuiy came
into office, but in Januaiy of the following year,

af^ a general election, through which the Liberals

beoime the more numerous parly, she had to recall

Gladstone. She was strongly opposed to the Home
Rule policy which Gladstone now adopted, and was
greatly relieved by its defeat in the Commons and
at the polls, and by the return of Salisbury to power
(1886). Lord Salisbuiy, as it turned out, served

under her as premier for a longer period than any
other of her prime ministers, and their political

views were in close harmony.
The completion of the fiftieth year of her reign,

in 1887, was celebrated throughout all her dominions
with appropriate splendour and rejoicing, and her
diamond jubilee in 1897 called forth even more
striking demonstrations of loyalty and respect.

The queen took an active part in supporting the

Colonial and Indian Exhibition of 1886, and in

the movement for the foundation of an Imperial

Institute in London. In 1889 she felt it necessary

to apply to parliament to make provision for the

children of the Prince of Wales, and a satisfactory

arrangement was come to without much demur, Mr.
Gladstone proving a valuable ally in regard to the

matter. At the end of 1891 the Duke of Clarence

and Avondale, eldest son of the Prince of Wales,

was betrothed to Princess Victoria Mary of Teck,

but he died early in 1892, before the marriage had
taken place. In July of the following year his

brother, the Duke of York, married his fianc6e^ and
on June 23, 1894, a son, Edward, the third heir to

the throne in the direct line, was bom to them.

The general election of 1892 placed Gladstone
again in power, and once more the queen had to face

the question of Home Rule, but she was relieved by
the rejection of the 1898 bill in the House of Lords.

In 1894 Gladstone resigned, and the queen sum-
moned the Earl of Rosebery to the head of the

government. The Lil)eral Government fell in 1895,

and the (jueen had the satisfaction of again asking

•Lord Salisbury to form a ministry. Lord Salisbury

remained in power during the rest of her reign. On
Sept. 23, 1896, her reign exceeded in length that of

George III., till then the longest in English history.

When Gladstone died in 1898 she expressed sym-
pathy with his family, but she mode no pretence
of admiration for his public policy and achieve-

ments. The South African War, which began in

October, 1899, caused her much anxiety and pain,

and called forth her former enthusiasm for the army
and her old sympathy with suffering. She sent

boxes of chocolate to the troops at the front at

Christmas, 1899, and in recognition of the bravery

of Irish soldiers in the held she conceded the per-

mission to wear the shamrock in the army on St.

Patrick’s Day, and ordered the formation of a regi-

ment of Irish Guards. She visited Ireland in 1900,

after an absence of nearly forty years.

During the last few years of her life she suffered

from rheumatics and failing eyesight, and a tendency
to aphasia also manifested itself. On Jan. 16, 1901,

she drove out for the last time, and from that day
she gradually sank till the 22nd, when she peace-

fully passed away at Osborne at half-past six in the

evening in the presence of all her surviving children

except her eldest daughter, who was slowly dying
in Germany. Her reign of 63 years, 7 months, and
2 days is the longest in English history, and she
outlived all previous British sovereigns, being at

her death three days older than George HI. Her
remains rest in a sarcophagus in Frogmore mauso-
leum, beside those of her husband. During the
later years of her life she spent much of her time

abroad and at Balmoral and Osborne, and never re-

mained in London for any length of time. Several

attempts were made upon her life at various times,

but none of them was of any significanoe or impor-

tance. In 1868 she issued Leaves from the Journal

of our Life in the Highlands, and in 1883 More
Leaves—both being very unpretentious little works
corresponding with their titles.

By her husband, All)ert Francis Charles Augustus
Emmanuel of Saxe-Coburg, Prince Consort, she had
issue: Victoria Adelaide Maria Louisa, Princess

Royal, born Nov. 21, 1840, married Jan. 25, 1868,

Frederick, afterwards King of Prussia and German
Emperor, died Aug. 6, 1901 ;

Albert Edward, now
Edward VII., born Nov. 9, 1841, married March 10,

1863, Princess Alexandra Caroline Marie Charlotte

Louisa Julia, eldest daughter of King Christian IX.
of Denmark; Alice Maud Mary, bom April 26,

1843, married July 1, 1862, the Grand Duke of

Hesse, died Dec. 14, 1878; Alfred Ernest, Duke of

Edinburgh, bom Aug. 6, 1844, married Jan. 23,

1874, the Grand Duchess Marie of Russia, became
Duke of Saxe-Coburg on Aug. 22, 1893, died July

30, 1900; Helena Augusta Victoria, bom May 26,

1846, married July 6, 1866, Prince Frederick Chris-

tian of Schleswig-Holstein; Louise Caroline Alberta,

bom March 18, 1848, married March 21, 1871, the

Marquis of Lome, now Duke of Argyll; Arthur
William Patrick Albert, Duke of Connaught, bom
May 1, 1860, married March 13, 1879, Princess Louise

Margaret Alexandra Victoria Agnes of Prassia;

Leojx)ld, Duke of Albany, born April 7, 1853,

married April 27, 1882, Prince.S8 Helen of Waldec k,

died March 28, 1884; BeatriceMary Victoria Feodore,

bora April 14, 1857, married July 23, 1886, Prince
Henry Maurice of Battenberg. Six of the queen’s

children survived her, and of the nine all but the

I

Duchess of Argyll have issue. At the time of her
death she had thirty-one grandchildren, and of her
great-grandchildren there were thirty-seven.

See the notice in the Dictionaiy of National Bio-

graphy (Supplement) by Sidney Lee, and the same
as published separately in an enlarged form; bio-

graphies by Holmes (1887), J. C. Jeaffreson (1893),

and others; Mrs. Gurney’s Childhood of Queen
Victoria (1901); Grey’s Early Years of the Prince
Consort (1868), and Martin’s Life of the Prince
Consort (five vols., 1874-80); the Greville Memoirs;
the Queen’s own little works.

VICTORIA, a British colony, forming one of the
original states of the Commonwealth of Australia,

in the south-east of the island of Australia, l>etween

lat. 34** and 39® b., and Ion. 141“ and 160“ E. It is

bounded on the north by New South Wales; on the
west by South Australia, the boundary elsewhere

being the ocean; Bass Strait on the south separates

it from Tasmania; area, 87,884 square miles. The
coast, both at the eastern and western extremities,

is low and fiat, and with few indentations, but in

the centre, between Cape Otway and Wilson Pro-
montory, it is broken by large bays and skirted by
perpendicular cliffs 500 to 1000 feet in height.

Among these natural harbours the most remarkable
is Port Phillip Bay, which, with an area of 876
square miles, and an entrance scarcely 2 miles wide,
affords a safe shelter for the largest fieet. The
entire seaboard, which has a southern aspect, is

about 600 geographical miles in extent. The in-

terior, though somewhat diversified by moimtains,
is chiefly distinguished by vast unwooded plains,

so that it has b^n said the plough might often be
dra^ continuously for 100 miles across tracts of
agricultural land. The land, however, is chiefly

occupied as pasture, for which it is best adapted.
There ore two principal ranges of mountains near
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the opposite extremities of the colony. The eastern

range, known as the Australian Alps, enters the

colony from New South Wales, where it runs south

parallel to the coast. On entering Victoria it pro-

ceeds south-west, with diminishing height, to the

coast at Wilson Fromontoiy. This range has numer-

ous ramifications north and west, covering an area

estimated at 7000 square miles. In Mount Bogong

it rises to the height of 6508 feet, in Mount Ho&am
to that of 6100, and there are several other summits

over 5000 feet high. The western range, called the

Grampians, lies m a direction roughly north and
south, including the Sierra range on the east and the

western orVictoria range, with^eir nucleusinMount
William (3827 feet), at the north-west extremity

of Bipon county. The Grampians and Australian

Alps are distinctly connected by sue!) ranges as the

Pyrenees and the Great Dividmg Range, and their

united B3^tem forms a continuous watershed, send-

ing the drainage north to the Murray or south to

the ocean. The whole system has an extent east to

west of about 300 miles, with breadths varying from
100 to 150 miles, and numerous cones and extinct

(apparently submarine) craters, and is composed of

metamorphic rocks of granite, syenite, quartz, &c.,

overlain by secondaiy and tertiary formations. This

is the region of the gold-fields. The rivers are

numerous, but seldom large. In the rainy season

they overflow their banks, and in summer they diy
up and leave the country parched. This is the

great climatic disadvantage of Victoria. The most
important river is the Murray, which, from its

source in the eastern mountains, forms the boundary
between Victoria and New South Wales, deriving

most of its waters from the latter and skirting the

whole colony in a north-western direction, finally

flowing through South Australia into Lake Alexan-

drina. Its length is 1700 miles, and it is navigable

for several hundred miles. Another short navig-

able river is the Yarra-Yarra, on which, at its

entrance into Port Phillip Bay, Melbourne, the

capital, is situated. Most of the other principal

rivers are tributaries of the Murray, except the

Snowy, which crosses the east part of the colony.

Lakes are numerous, but are small and liable to dry
up, and often salt. The climate of Victoria is tem-

perate and salubrious, but liable to sudden fluctua-

tions, and the hot winds from the interior which
blow at intervals from November to February cause

great discomfort. The annual fall of rain at Mel-
bourne is 27 inches. For the chief animal and
vegetable products native to the colony see Aus-
tralia. ^me of the common English quadrupeds
and birds have been introduced, such as hares,

rabbits, deer (foreign as well as English), goats,

pheasants, quails, white swans, partridge^ ducks,

thrushes, larks, &c., and are now becoming quite

plentiful. Rabbits have become so numerous in

some localities as to prove a nuisance. Victoria

has a valuable asset in its forests, now under govern-
ment management. The chief mineral production
is gold, which was discovered in 1851. The gold
discoveries were important not only to the colony,

but to the world at large, as they made Australia
for a time the chief source of supply. (Seo Gold.)
In 1852 the 3rield of gold in Victoria was 2,210,782
ozs., valued at £8,875,128; in 1856 the yield was
2,985,991 ozs., value £11,943,964. In 1900 tho
total yield of gold was 807,407 ozs., of the value of

£8,229,628; in 1901 the amount was rather smaller.

Copper, tin, antimony, silver, iron, limestone, granite,

and coal are also among the minerals worked. The
staple product, however, is wool The cultivation

of wool seemed to be threatened by the gold dis-

ooverieSk but instead of that the value of the wool

expOTted is now xnnoh greater than that of the gold
obtained. In 1869 the value of the wool exported

£3,368,075; in more recent years it has some-
times been as high as £6,000,000. The total
value of Victorian produce exported in 1868 was
£11,697,893; in 1883, £18,292,294; in 1900,
£17,422,552. The imports, in 1886 amounted to

£18,530,576; in 1900 to £18,301,811. A veiy
large proportion of the trade is direct with Great
Britain. Agriculture has not been neglected, and
besides wheat, barley, and oats, fruits, and especially
the vine, have received attention. Of the four
million acres under cultivation, fully two million
are under wheat. Victoria promises to become a
great wine country. Tobacco is also growing into
a staple. Much money has been expended on irri-

gation and other waterworks.
Victoria is divided into five districts, and these

into thirty-seven counties. The districts are Gipps-
land, Murray, Wimmera, Loddon, and Western.
The executive is vested in the governor, who is also

commander-in-chief of the colonial troops, and is

assisted by a ministry of eleven members. He is

appointed by the crown for six years, and has a
salary of £7000. The legislative authority is vested

in a parliament of two chambers, the legislative

council and the legislative assembly. The legis-

lative council at present consists of forty -eight

members, representing fourteen provinces, and
holding office for six years. The legiriative assembly
has ninety-five members, representing electoral dis-

tricts, and is elected triennially. Members are paid
£300 a year in reimbursement of their expenses.

A property qualification is required both for mem-
bers and electors of the legislative council; the
members of the legislative assembly are elect^ by
universal suffrage. The revenue of Victoria amounted
in the year 1900-1901 to the sum of £7,727,168

;

the exjienditure for the same year amounted to

about £7,710,000. The chief item of expendi-
ture is railways and public works, and there is a
debt, contracted chiefly on account of these, amount-
ing in 1901 to £50,071,047. In the middle of the
year 1901 Victoria had 3238 miles of railway opened,
all belonging to the government of the state. The
principal lines connect the leading towns, Mel-
bourne, Geelong, Ballarat, and Bendigo. There is

telegraphic communication with the other Australian

states and with England. The government of Vic-
toria is protective, and gives bonuses on manufac-
tures, which have consequently made some progress.

The breweries, tanneries, soap and candle works,

woollen mills, and meat-preserving establishments

may especially be mentioned. There are numerous
minor manufactures for the supply of local wants.

Among religious sects the Church of England is

most largely represented in Victoria, the Roman
Catholics next, and the Presbyterians third. At-
tendance at school is compulsory in Victoria be-

tween the ages of 6 and 13, the attendance to

amount to 40 days in each quarter-year. In the

state schools education is free in certain subjects,

and compulsory with certain exceptions. There
are several colleges connected with various religious

denominations, besides the Melbourne Universi^.

The numljer of technical schools is increasing.

Little was known of this part of Australia at the

end of the eighteenth century. In 1802 Port Phillip

Bay was explored, and the country and bay were

taken possession of for Britain, the name being

given in honour of Captain Phillip, governor of

New South Wales. A convict settlement was
planted next year at Port Phillip, but was trans-

ferred to Tasmania (then called Van Diemen’s

Land) in a few montha Victoria was first colonised
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It mow made rapid progreM^ eepeoially in breeding
ebMp, of which in ten yean it had 1^00,000. The
DOpidation in 1846 amounted to 32^79. MMboame
had already become a municipality; in 1847 it wae
made a city, and the first bishop arrived early next
yw. By 1850 the population numberedover 76,000.
But the turning-point in its fortunes was the dis-

ooveiy of gold, which caused a rush of population
from all parts. Hitherto it had been Known as
Port PhiUip, and formed part of the colony of New
South Wales, but it was now erected into a separate
oolouy under the name of Victoria. The prc^sent

system of responsible government was introduced in
1856, and in that year also the first line of railway
(Melbourne to Sandridge) was opened. Ballot vot-
ing dates from 1856, and in 1857 manhood suffrage
became the basis of election for the lower house.
A great international exhibition was held in Mel-
bourne in 1880-81, and a second took place in
1888-89. The colony suffered much during the
commercial depression of the early nineties of last

century, when several banks suspended pa3rment.
In recent years financial problems have been pro-
nunent, and retrenchment has been a bimning issue.

The Act establishing free, secular, and compulsory
educa^on was passed in 1873. An income-tax law
came into force in 1896. A very advanced Factories
and Shops Act was passed in 1896, and an additional
one followed in 1900. These provide for the fixing

of minimum rates of wages. In 1901 Victoria be-

came a state of the Commonwealth of Australia.

It returns six members to the federal senate and
twenty-three members to the federal house of re-

presentatives. Pop. in 1871, 731,628; in 1881,
862,846; in 1891, 1,140,405; in 1901, 1,201,606.

VICTORIA, a town of Southern Rhodesia, the
centre of an auriferous district, 188 miles due south
of Salisbury. It has the usual government build-
ings and a hospital, and is protected by a fort. The
climate is unhealthy during the rainy season. About
17 miles to the east are the famous Zimbabwe ruins,

the relics of a very ancient exploitation of the gold
in the territory. (See Zimbabwe.) Pop. about
25,000 natives and 100 whites.

VICTORIA, a town and seaport of Brazil, capital

of the stote of Espirito Santo, situated on the bay
of Eemrito Santo, 275 miles north-east by east of
Bio de Janeiro. The roadstead is well sheltered
and the best between Bahia and Rio. The entrance
to the bay is defended by five batteries, and several

islets and rocks make it difficult of passage. The
town u r^larly built, and has fine streets and
sane striking buildings. An old Jesuit college,

fotmded in 1551, is now used as the government
palaoe. Victoria comes next to Santos and Rio
as a coffee-exporting port. It is one of the oldest

Portuguese establishments in Brazil, and succeeded
the town of Espirito Santo, which was founded in

1635 a short distance to the E.S.E., and was soon
afterwards transferred to a neighbouring island.

P<^ about 10,000.

VIOTORIA, a town in Vancouver Island, capital

of Brituh Columbia, on the Strait of Juan de Fuca,
at the south-east end of the island, amid beautiful

scenery. There are government buildings, town-
hall, i^Ucan cathedi^ ftc., and some go^ streets

and many well-built houses. The harbour of Victoria
for large ves^ is at Esquimalt, 3 miles distant,
where there is a station of the British navy, and
to which runs an electric railway. There is also a
railway to the ooal-mining town Nanaimo (78 miles).
P<m. (1891), 16,841; (1901), 20,816.
VICTORIA. See HoNQ-i^vo.

VICTOBU COtOSS, a Briladi nuHtaiy dsoora.

ticm aastilnitsd at the dose of die Orimesn wmt kk
lB5fi. It is granted to soldievs, sailon, or marinea
of any rank for having performed some signal aotof
devotion in the presence of the enemy. It oonsista

of a bronze Maltese cross, with a royal crown in the
centre, surmounted by a lion, and the words * For
Valour ’ on a scroll below the crown. The ribbon is

red for the army and blue for the navy. A pension
of £10 a year accompanies the decoration when
gained by a non-commissioned officer, private, &c.^

with additional clasp and £5 if gained a second time.

VICTORIA REGrlA, the name given to a mag-
nificent water-lily, observed in the river Berbice, m
British Guiana, in 1837, by Sir Robert Schomburgk,
and belonging to the natural order NymphmaoeeB.
The leaves measure from 6 to 10 or 12 feet across;

they are orbicular or peltate in shape, with a rim
8 or 4 inches high, the upper surface of a deep
green, the lower of a crimson tint, furnished with
strong veins, which are cellular, filled with air, and
form an elegant net-work. These enormous leaves

can support a great weight as they rest on the
water, and a child of twelve may thus be borne up,

if standing on a small board. The flower when ex-

panded is nearly a foot in diameter
;
the petals are

numerous and at first pure white, passing by suc-

cessive tints into a rosy hue and a lively red, and
they exhale an agreeable odour. The plant is

successfully cultivated in hothouses.

VICTORIAUNIVERSITY. SeeOwensCollege.
VIOUSA. See Llama.
VIENNA (Latin, Vmdobona; German, Wim),

one of the great cities of Europe, capital of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, on the right bank of

the Danube and on the Donaukanal, a narrow arm
of the river, into which fall several small streams.

It is 380 miles 8.B.B. of Berlin, and 650 miles east
by south of Paris, and stands in a plain with con-
spicuous mountain boundaries at 10 or 12 miles
distance on all sides. Most of the city is on the
right bank of the Donaukanal, rising from it with
a considerable acclivity. The older portion waa
separated from the newer by a wall and ditch,

forming what is called the 'Lines', but this has
largely given place to an encircling street or boule^
vai^. The nucleus of the dty, the Innere Stadt^
forms a small part of the whole inside the Lines.
It was formerly surrounded a rampart, fosse,

and glads, but these have been levelled, and tha
space occupied hy the Ringstrasse, a handsome
boulevard averaging 66 yards broad, forming one
of the finest thoroughfares in Europe. The inner
or old town is still the court and fashionable quarter
of the city, and contains some of the finest mansions
of the nobility. The streets here are often narrow
and crooked

;
but on the whole Vienna is a hand-

some well-built town, with fine squares, and straight
and spadous streets well kept. The houses ars
frequently built four or five stories high, and occu-
pied in flats with common stairs. The chief public
park is the Prater, on the island between the
Donaukanal and the river itself, about 4 miles long-

and 2 broad, and so l^autifully laid out, planted
and decorated, that it is regarded as the finest
public park in Europe. Among the churches the
most remarkable is the Dom Kirche, or cathedral
of St. Stephen, a lofty orudfomi Gothic structure,
with a main tower (erected in 1860-64 to replace a
former unstablestructure), taperingwith regularlyre-
treating arches and buttresses to a height of 463 feet.

The tower contains a bell of 18 tons weight, made
of oaimon taken from the Turks. The richly mined
iwf is supported by eighteen massive sciuptured
pillars, and the interior is adorned with numeroua
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BtotM tad mxmxttnmtB, mod m ^pit The
windows poresent fine Q)6oiineiiB ancient punted
g^Lsas. Toe Hofpfurkixohe (1880) ia » findy-pfo-

portioned edifice ; ^ C^moto church eontaina the

Imperial buiying Tault; the Votivkirohe (1856-79)

is one of the foicat apedmena of modem Gothic.

The imperial or Hofburg, on the aouth-weat

of the umer town, ia a conglomeration of parts of

Tarioua dates, with a fine new fa$ade constructed in

1890-98; the imperial summer residence, Schon-

bnmn, with fine grounds, is in the suburb of Hiet-

aing. The palace of the Archduke Albert adjoin-

ing the impei^ palace is modem and handsome,

as are those of the Archdukes Victor and William.

The palace of the Prince of Liechtenstein, those of

Duke Philip Alexander of Wttrtemberg, Prince

Augustus of Saxe>Coburg-GU>tha, and others of the

nobility are also noticeable. Spe(^y must be men-
tioned the Parlaments-palast, in which the legislature

met for the first time in November, 1883; &e mag-
nificent Gothic Bathhaus (1872-88), the courts of

justice, the twin museums of art and of natural

lustory, the mint, the imperial and civil arsenals,

the barracks, the exchange, and the national bank.

Ihe university was founded in 1237, and reorganized

by Maria Theresa. It occupies a fine new building,

and has over 360 professors and instructors, and an
attendance of about 6000. There is in immediate
connection with it an admirable botanic garden and
several valuable collections. The Josephinum, an
academy for army surgeons, has an extensive series

of anatomical preparations in wax. The Polytechnic

Institute instructs about 900 pupils in engineering

and other practical arts. The Seminarium, a Homan
Catholic institute, is devoted to the special training

of priests; there are also Hungarian and Protestant

theological institutes. An ac^emy of oriental lan-

guages, a militaiy academy, an academy of the fine

arts, a conservatory of music, and a number of

gymnasia and real schools are among the leading

educational appliances of the metropoliB. There are

many libraries and museums open to the public. The
chief among the former are the imperial library with

500.000 volumes and 20,000 MSS., and the university

libnury with 820,000 volumes. The imper^ museum
of natural histoiy is one of the finest in Europe.

The imperial cabinet of coins and antiquities contains

140.000 coins and medals, 12,000 Greek vases, fine

cameos and intaglios, and other treasures. The
Treasury, among other imperial treasures, contains

the regalia of Charlemagne, taken out of his grave

at Aix-la-Chapelle. The imperial picture-gallery con-

tains about 2000 pictures, llie Academy of Arts has

also a gallery, and there are a number of well-known
private collections. Charitable, sanatory, and other in-

stitutions are numerous. There is a general hospital

with 3000 beds, a general lying-in and foundling hos-

pital, and other benevolent institutions too numerous
to mention. TheAcademy of Sciences, the Austrian
Geoli^cal Institute, the Imperial Geographical So-

ciety, the Polytechnic Institute, the Imperial Agricul-
tural Society, and the Austrian Philharmonic Society,

are the principal of such associations. Gardens, caf^s,

and similar places of amusement are numerous. The
principal theatres are the Hofburg and the Stadt
theatres, the fine Opera house, &c. Vienna is the
first manufacturing town in the empire. Its manu-
factures include cotton and silk goods, leather, porce-

lain, arms, musical instruments, Imrdware, and numer-
ous other articles. There is also a large inland trade.

Vienna appears to have been a Homan station in

the first centi^. It was afterwards included in

Upper Pannonia, and receivedthenameof Vindobona.
It was taken and pillaged by Attila about 450. It

was conquered by Oharlemi^^ about 791, became

the capital (tf iho Idbimviaite Aiwtrkab^
a free imperial In 1287 ;

it was bade^ hj
Solyman in 1529, and by Kata Muatapha in 168A
was occupied by Napd^ 18th November, 1805,
and 12th May, 1809; the did walls were demolished
in 1860. It is now the centre of a great railway
system which promises further development cl ita

rescurces; and the diversion and deepening of the
ch^el of the Danube (completed piurtially, 1881),
which brings the river nearer the dty, is expected to
make it the centre of the shipping trade between
eastern and western Europe. In 1873 a mat inter-

national exhibition was opened in the Prater. In
1890 mwy suburbs were incorporated with the
city, which is now divided into nineteen districts.

Pop. in 1880, 726,105; in 1890, 1,364,648; in 1900,
1,66^269.
VIENNA, CoNORBSS of. This congress was

assembled after the first overthrow of Napoleon to

reorganize the political system of Europe, disturbed

by the oonquesto of France, llie congress asaemUed
on let November, 1814. The princip^ powers repre-

sented in it were Austria, Hussia, Prussia, England,
and France. Spain, Portugal, Sweden, and other

minor powers were also consulted on matters more
nearly concerning them. The Emperors of Austria
and Hussia, the King of Prussia, and many other

German princes were present in person. The lead-

ing territorial adjustments effect^ by the congress

were the foUovdng:—Austria recover Lomlmrdy
and Venetia, while Tuscany and Modena ware con-

ferred on collateral branches of the imperial house.

The Infanta Maria Louisa, queen of Etruria, re-

ceived the Duchy of Lucca in exchange for Parma,
Piacenza, and Guastalla, which were given with the

title of empress to Maria Louisa, ex-empress of

France. The Legations, Benevento, and Ponte Corvo
were restored to the pope. The King of Sardinia re-

covered Piedmont and Savoy, with the addition cl

Genoa. Murat retained Naples. Holland and Bel-

gium were erected into a kingdom for the Prince of

Orange, William I. Hanover, with the title of long,

returned to the King of England, and the Ionian

Isles were as a republic placed under the protectorate

of Great Britain, which also retained Malta, Heli^
land, and several conquered colonies. A federative

constitution, with a diet at Frankfort, was established

for Germany. The Kings of Denmark and the

Netherlands were admitted in virtue of their German
possessions to the diet. Bavaria was reinstated in

her Palatine possessions with WUrzburg, Aschaffen-

burg, and Hhenish Bavaria, in return for her restora-

tions to Austria. The demands of Prussia caused a
dispute which nearly broke up the congress, but she

was finally satisfied with the Duchy of Posen, the

Hhme Province, and a part of Saxony. The congress

was suddenly broken up by the restoration of Napo-

leon; but its acts were signed by the powers inv-
ested on 9th June, 1815. See also the notices of the

different countries represented in it.

VIENNE, a department of France, bounded north

by Maine-et-Loire and Indre-et-Loire, east by Indre,

south by Haute-Vienne and Charente, and west by
Deux-S^vres; area, 2690 square miles. The surface,

though nowhere mountainous, is very much diversi-

fied. It is well watered, being traversed south to

north by the Vienne, and on its north frontier by
the Oreuse, both navigable, and belonging to tne

basin of the Loire; has a mild though changeable

climate, and ia generally healthy. Three-fifths of

the surface is arable. The wine produced in the

department is indifferent. Iron is abundant^ and
there are excellent quarries of marble, granite, mlll-

stones, whetstones, Utho^phic stones, and limestone.

*^0 manufactures consut of woollens, lace, oittlery,
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Mper-iml]% blait-funiMei, and gthar Iron-worka.

toe capital la Poitiera. Top, in (1901), 888,896.
VIJSiNNE (ana Vknna AUabrogvm), a town of

V^ranoe, in the department of lahre^ at the foot of an
amphitheatre of hills, on the left bank of the Bhone,
here crossed hy a suspension-bridge leading to the
suburb of St Colomb^ 49 miles N.K.w. of Qrenoble.

It is a very ancient plaoe^ and yeiy indifferently

built^ having only a few small squares, and narrow,
dark, steep, and winding streets, toe principal

edifices are the cathedral, with a west front flanked
by two towers; the church and cloister of the andent
abbey of St .^dr4-le-Bas, with a fine Bomanesque
tower; the museu^ the public library, the college,

the infirmary, hospital, and corn-market The manu-
factures are woollens, linens, soap, and chemicals.

There are also sUk-mills, dye-worlu, tanneries, glass-

works, paper-mills, copper and lead foundries, iron-

mills, and blast-furnaces. The trade is important
Vienne contains numerous Homan remains. It Is

one of the first towns of Prance into which Chris-

tianity was introduced, and makes a considerable

figure in eoclesiastioal history. Pop^ (1896), 24,977.

VIENNE, HADin, a department of Prance,
bounded north by Vienne and Indre, east by Creuse,

south by Corr^ and Dordogne, and west by Cha-
rente; area^ 2180 sonare x^es. The surface is

ooyer^ by numerous hills and mountains, which are

highest in the east and slope gradually to the west
and exhibit extensive forests, toe culminating point
Mont Jargean, 8116 feet separates the basin of the

Loire, to v^ch almost the whole department belongs,

from those of the Charente and Dordogne, toe
prindpal river is the Vienne. Little of the soil being
adapted for wheat the principal crops are buck-

wheat 17^1 beans, and pease. Horses, mules, and
swine of superior breeds are reared, toe minerals

include iron, copper, tin, lead, antimony, coal, and
an excellent seam of k^lin, which is largely em-
ployed in the porcelain-works in the neighbourhood
of Paris. The principal manufactures are porcelain,

woollen and other tissues, paper, and leather. There
are also many glass-wor^ blast-furnaces, steel and
other iron woru. Limoges is the capital Pop.
in 1896, 866,972; in 1901, 374,212.

VIERWALDSTATTEBSEE. See Luoebn*
(Lake of).

VIGIL (Latin, vigil, watdiful), an eoclesiastioal

term applied at first to the evening, and afterwards

to the whole day, preceding a great festival This
name originated from the circumstance that the first

Ohristia^ spent a part of the night preceding such
festivals in prayer, to prepare themselves for the

coming celebration.

VIGO, a dty and sea-port of Spain, in Galicia, in

the province of Ponteved^ on a spadous bay. It is

surrounded by walls with bastions, and has steep,

narrow, and tortuous streets. Agriculture, fishing,

and curing sardines form the prindpal employment
of the in^bitants, and the trade is in wine^ grain,

oil, and fish. Pop. (1887), 15,044.

VIKING (from the Icelandic vik, a bay or fiord,

and tile termination ing, implying one who belongs

to or is descended from: literally one who lurked

in bays and issued thence to plunder), a rover or

sea-robber belonging to one of the bands of Northmen
who scoured the European seas during the eighth,

ninth, and tenth centuries. This word has been
frequently oonfoimded with sea-king, a term which
is applied to a man of royal race, who took by right

the title of long when he assum^ the command of

men, although only of a ship’s crew; whereas the
former term is appUcable to anymembw of the rover
bands. See Nobthhin.

VILLABS, Clauds Louis Hsofos, Duo djl am
of the greatest generals of the age of Louis

was the son of Lieutenant-general the Marquis ds
VillariL and was bom at Monlins, 8th May, 1658.

He early entered the army, and greatly distinguished

himself under such commanders as Turenne^ Gond4^

and Luxembourg. He was appointed marddhal da
camp in 1690, and lieutenant-general in 1698. In
the war of the Spanish Succession (see Suoqisbios
Wabs) he obtain^ for the first time an independent

command, being sent to oo-^rate with the Elector

of Bavaria. He defeated Prince Louis of Baden
at IViedlingen, 14th October, 1702, for which he
received his marshal’s baton; and having formed a
potion with the elector he defeated the Prince of

JBaden at Hochstadt, 2lBt September, 1708. In

1704 he was employed in suppressing the insurrection

of the Gamisards (see Oamibabdb and Oavalibb);

and for his brilliant success he was created duke the

following year. After the battle of Blenheim he
was sent with the army of the Moselle to defend

the frontier against Marlborough. He selected a
position at Fronsberg (1705), in which Marlborough
did not venture to att^ him. In 1705, 1706, a^
1707 he took the offensive with success against the

Imperialists, forced the formidable lines of StoU-

hofen, near Strasburg, and penetrated far into Ger-

many. After recroBsing the Rhine he was recalled

(1708) to defend the southern frontier against the

Duke of Savoy. While making head in this quarter

he was recalled by the defeat of Oudenarae to

replace VendOme in Flanders (1709). To save

Mons he fought the battle of Malplaquet against

Marlborough and Eugene, in which he was seriously

wounded. In 1712 he defeated the allies at Denain,
took Marohiennes, and forced Eugene to raise the
siege of Landrecy. After the Peace of Utrecht he
opposed Eugene with uninterrupted success in the

closing campaign of the war, and negotiated with
him the Peace of Rastadt^ 7th March, 1714. When
war broke out anew between France and Austria in

1788 he was sent to Italy at the head of an army,
with the title of Marshal-general of France. Aftw
a successful campaign, in which he displayed all his

wonted vigour,he demanded his recall, l^ing thwarted

;

in his operations by the King of Sardinia; but the
fatigues of war at an advanc^ age had exhausted
his constitution, and he died at Turin, 17th June^
1784.

VILLEINS, a species of serfs who grew up
I
along with the feudal customs of Europe. A feudiJ

lord received from his superior, on conation of mili-

tary service, a grant of conquered land, which he
distributed among his dependents on two distinct

tenures or classes of tenure. The freemen, who were
the kindred or followers of the conqueror, received

their land on the same condition of milita^ service

as himself. The conquered or the serfs who were
not directly employed in domestic or personal service

were allowed to cdtivate the land on the tenure of
menial or non-military services, either determinate
or indeterminate. Such is the simple origin of vU-
lena^ In some cases the villeins were at the
absolute disposal of their lord, who could sell them
or deal with them as he pleased. In others they
were attached to the soil, and formed part of its

movable wealth. Sometimes they held dv defined
services, such as making and repairing roa^ felling

timber, or cultivating the lord’s domain; but even
then the control of justice was commonly in the
hands of their lord, against whose oppression they
had no redress. Halltm says that in 'Rngla-nH they
were incapable of property; yet even in Eng^lano^
when the laws he^a to extend their protection to
personal rights, the association of the villeins with
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^ 0oil flttoUiflhed t ^[ood tenure a| property, eub-

jeet to ongtomaiy servioefl, which were finally oom-
mated into money rents. See Copthold, Land
(Tsnuks of), Manob, &C.

VILUEBS. See Buokinqham and Clabendon.
VILLIERS, Chables Pelhaic, statesman, grand-

son of Thomas Villiers, first Earl of Clarendon, was
bom in London on Jan. 3, 1802. After attending

a Kensington school and the East India College at

Haileybury he entered St. John’s College, Cam-
bridge as a gentleman commoner, and graduated
B.A. in 1824. Going to London, he came into con-

tact with Stuart Mill, Grote, and the other utilitarian

leaders, and he unsuccessfully contested Hull as a
parliamentary candidate in 1826. In 1827 he was
called to the bar at Lincoln’s Inn, three years later

he became secretary to the master of the rolls, and
in 1833 he was appointed an examiner of witnesses
in the court of chancery. He was elected member
for Wolverhampton in 1836, and he represented
that constituency uninterruptedly for the remaining
sixty-three years of his life. Soon after entering
the House of Commons he began to press for repeal
of the com -laws, and when the Anti-Com-Law
League was founded he urged his case more vigor-

ously. He secured the appointment of a select

committee on the subject in 1840, whose report

greatly strengthened the free -trade cause. His
annual motions for repeal were regularly defeated
by lar^ majorities, but his object was achieved
when Peel joined the free-traders in 1846. He
was appoint^ judge-advocate-general in 1852, and
in 1859 he became president of the poor-law l^ard
and a cabinet minister under Palmerston. He re-

signed office on a pension in 1866. He died
.
in

I^ndon on Jan. 16, 1898, at the great age of ninety-
six. A selection of his speeches on free-trade was
published in 1883 in two volumes.

VILLON, Francois, French poet, was bom in

1431, probably at Paris. His real name was Fran9ois
de Montcorbier, but he adopted the name of his

guardian, Guillaume de Villon, a priest. He re-

ceived the degree of master of arts in 1452, and
three years later had to flee the country because
he had killed a priest. He was pardoned in 1456
when it had become clear that the deed was done
in self - defence, but immediately afterwards he
^’'gaged in a series of extensive robberies, for which
he was condemned to death. While lying in prison
awaiting the execution of his sentence he wrote the
epitaph in which he depicts himself and his com-
panions suspended on the gibbet. His sentence,

was, however, commuted to banishment, but in
1461 he was again in prison, this time at Meung,
perhaps for sacrilege. He was set free in October
of that year in consequence of a jail delivery
ordered by Louis XI. on the occasion of his visit

to the tovm. Nothing is known of his subsequent
career, but probably he died soon afterwards, worn
out by dissipation, torture, and imprisonment. His
works include Le Petit Testament (1456); Le Grand
Testament (about 1461); and numerous ballads.
The first dated edition of his works is that of 1489,
and of recent editions the best are those of Longnon
(1892) and Moland (1893). There is an English
translation of much of his best work by Mr. John
Payne (new edition, 1892). See Longnon’s l&tude
Biographique (1878); and R. L. Stevenson’s Fa-
miliar Studies (1888).

VILNA, or Wilna, a town of Russia, capital of
the government of the same name, on the Vilia,
415 miles south-west of St. Petersbiug. It is pic-
turesquely sit^ted, partly on hills, partly on the
banks of the river, and contains numerous convents
and churches. The most notable buildings are the

govemoPs palace, the town-house, and the buildingB
of the now suppres^ univeraity. The Greek and
the Roman Catholic cathedrals are also worthy of
notice. Educarional institutions are numerous. T^
manufactures include tobacco, lead pencils, hats,
leather, &c. Pop. (1897), 159,668.—The govern-
ment, which lies on tiie Baltic, has an area of 16,406
square miles and a population (1897) of 1,591,912.
VIMEIRO, a village of Portuguese Estremadura,

3 miles from Torres Vedras and 28 north-west of
Lisbon. It is remarkable for the battle between
Wellington and Junot, fought on the 2l8t of August,
1808, which was followed by the Convention of
Cintra (August 30).

VINCENNES, a town of France, department of
the Seine, on the east of Paris, just outside the
walls and dose to

j
the Bois-de- Vincennes. Its

large old castle, which is surrounded by lofty walls
and deep ditches, was once the frequent residence
of the French kings, and was long a state prison.

It now forms part of the defences of Paris. The
donjon or keep is a square tower 170 feet high with
walls 10 feet thick. There is a fine Gothic chapel
belonging to the castle. The Bois-de-Vincennes is

a beautiful and extensive public park which con-
tains an exercise-ground for infantiy, and an area
set apart for artillery puqxises. The castle was
occupied by the insurgent communists in 1871, and
surrendered to the Versailles troops on 28th May.
Pop. (1901), 30,336.

VINCENT, John Jkbvib, Earl op St., British
admiral, son of a barrister, was bom at Meaford,
Staffordshire, on Jon. 9, 1735. Educated at Burton-
on-Trent and Greenwich, he entered the navy early
in 1749, and was promoted to the rank of lieutenant

in 1755. He had an important part in the Quebec
expedition of 1759, and in 1762 he fought a success-

ful engagement with a French squadron which was
proceeding to Newfoundland. He was in command
of the Foudroyant under Admiral Keppel in the
naval battle off Ushant in 1778, and gave evidence
in favour of Keppel at the subsequent court-martial.

He assisted in relieving Gibraltar in 1780 and again
in 1781, and in 1782 he captured the French 74-gun
warship P^gase after a severe fight. His success
gained him a knighthood. In 1783 he was elected

to the House of Commons as member fur Launceston,
and in 1784 for Yarmouth. He attained the rank
of rear-admiral in 1787, and that of vice-admiral in

1793. He arrived in the West Indies early in 1794,
and in co-operation with Sir Charles Grey captured
Martinique, St. Lucia, and Guadeloupe, but the
two last were soon recaptured, and Jervis was
relieved and returned to England in 1795. Raised

I

to the rank of admiral, he w'as appointed commander-
in-chief in the Meditenanean, in which he was
stationed for a time. Towards the end of 1796 he
had to withdraw from the Mediterranean owing to

the strength of the French and Spanish in that

region; but on Feb. 14, 1797, he gained a brilliant

victoiy over a Sjianish fleet superior in numbers off

Cape St. Vincent. To this victory young Nelson,

in command of the Captain^ contributed materially.

Jervis was at once awarded the thanks of parlia-

ment, a pension of £3000 a year, the freedom of

London and other towns, and the earldom of St.

Vincent. He then blockaded Cadiz, but ill-health

compelled him to resign his command on June 15,

1799. During the operations after his great victory

St. Vincent enforced extremely strict discipline in

order to suppress the disaffection which was threaten-

ing to spread throughout the whole fleet, and while
in command of the Channel fleet in 1800 he enforced

the same severe S3r8tem. In 1801 he became first

lord of the admiralty, and he obtained the appoint-
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ment of a royal oommitwioB in 1802 wliieh laid bavo
an almost incredible amount of diahonoBty in the
naval administration. His oondnot of admiralty
affairs gained him many enemies who made aeriona

ohai^pfes against him even after he left office in 1804,
but in 1806 the House formally voted its approval
of his administration. He again took a command
in 1806->1807, and in 1821 he was created admiral
of the fleet. He died on March 14, 1828. See the
Memoirs by J. S. Tucker (1844).

VINCENT, St., one of the British West India
Islands, belonging to the Windward Group, 100
miles west of Barbados; 17 miles long and about
10 miles broad; area, 132 square miles. A ridge of
high volcanic hills, bold and abrupt, but well wooded,
stmtches through the island north to south, and
sends off subordinate masses, whidi extend to the
sea, and are intersected by beautiful and fertile

valleys. The highest peak of the range is Mome
4 Qi^u, which attains an elevation of about 4000
feet. In the north-west, where the mountains are
highest, is a volcano called the Soufri^e. Its

height is 3000 feet above sea-level, and one of

its two craters, nearly 2 miles in circuit and 500
feet deep, is occupied by a lake. It was in violent

eruption in 1812, and in 1002 eruptions caused great

loss of life and immense damage to property. The
soil in the valleys is usually a rich, tenacious, and
occasionally a fine black loam. On the h^er
regions it is more sandy and less productive. The
climate is exceedingly humid, there being an average
annual fall of rain of nearly 80 inches, out it is not
unhealthy. The island has on several occasions

been visited by violent hurricanes, the most recent

being that of 1 898. The principal products are sugar,

rum, molasses, arrow-root, cocoa, fruits, and cotton,

but the si^r industry is in a state of great de-

prassion. The fisheries are of some local importance.

During the three years 1898-1900 the annual value

of imports averag^ about £100,000, and of exports

£60,000. The government is vested in an adminis-

trator subordinate to the governor of the Windward
Islands. The revenue averages about £30,000, and
the expenditure about £37,000 per annum. The
capital is Kingstown (pop. 4547). St. Vincent was
discovered by Columbus in 1498, and has been in

British possession uninterruptedly since 1783. Pop.
of island (1891), 41,054, namely, 2445 white, 7554
coloured, and 31,055 black.

VINCENT DE PAUL, St. See Paul (St.

Vincent de).

VINCI, Leonardo (or Lionardo) da, a cele-

brated Italian painter, sculptor, architect, civil and
military engineer, and pioneer in the study of natural

and experimental science, a man of almost imiversal

genius and unquestionably one of the most gifted

mdividuals of any age or race. He was bom in

1462 at Vinci, a village near Empoli in the valley

of the Amo. His father was a lawyer, and his

mother was a peasant woman. Leonardo was bom
out of wedlock, and his parents had no further com-

munication after his birth. Leonardo was brought

up in his father’s house and early manifested im-

usual promise. His father placed him with Andrea
del Verrocchio, an artist of considerable power and
skill, whose chief work is the magnificent eques-

trian statue of Bartolommeo Colleoni at Venice, and
young Leonardo rapidly attained to technical ma-
turity. Vasari asciib^ to Leonardo a figure in

Verrocchio’s picture of The Baptism of Christ now
in the Academy at Florence, and probably other

parts of this painting were also from the young artist’s

bru^. In 1472 we find his name on the list of the

Cters* guild at Florence, but he appears to have
L regarded as Verrocchio’s pupil tiU about 1477.

He received his first mdependent eomBriseifln irestt

the signory of Florence in 1478, and he worked tha»
under Lorenxo the Magnificent till 1480* Only tmo-

authentic works of this early period of his cmeer
are extant, namely, The Adoration of the Kings, in

the Uffisi Galleiy at Florence, and the St Jerome,
in the Vatican U-alleiy at Borne, both unfinished.

During the period 1480-84 he held the appointment
of engineer to the sultan of Babylon, that is, Cairo,

and travelled widely in Egypt Cyprus, Asia Minor,
Armenia, and neighbouring regions. About 1485 ho
settled in MiIrti in the service of Ludovico Sforza.

A letter is extant in which Leonardo states hia

qualifications to the duke, undertaking to cany out
not only works of military and dvil engineering, but
also works in architecture, pmnting, and sculpture.

He was fully employed in Milan in many different

ways. He constmcted irrigation works, invented

many new types of military engines, and even took
part in campaigns, acted as director of court pageants

and festivities, and completed his two greatest works
of art. Of these latter, the celebrated colossal eques-

trian statue in bronze of Francesco Sforza is known
only by the studies for it preserved in the Boyal
Library at Windsor. The other masterpiece of Leon-
ardo is the celebrated picture of the Last Supper,
which ranks with Micnelangelo’s Last Judgment
and Baphael’s Sistine Madonna as one of the tbres

greatest pictures of the world. It was painted on
the wall of the refectory in the monastery of Santa.

Maria della Grazie, and was completed about 1498
after some ten years* work. Leonardo employed
a method, devised by himself, of painting on the
wall in oil, but unfortunately the picture soon began
to fade. It has been repeatedly restored, and thua
it is probable that in its present form, though pre-

serving the well-balanced and carefully-conceived

design of the painter, it retains nothing of his actual

execution. In engravings, notably that of Baphael
Morgben, and numerous copies, it is perhaps the
best known of all pictures. It portrays the varied

emotions and expressions of the twelve just after

Jesus has told them that one of them will betray

him. At Milan, Leonardo was head of an academy
of arts, and trained or influenced numerous peters,
such as Bernardino Luini, Beltraffio, and his close

friend Salaino. He also extended his investigations-

in mathematics, mechanics, and other sciences, and
contributed the figures to the De Divina Proportione

of his mathematical friend Pacioli. Duke Ludovico
gave him a present of a vineyard near Milan in 1499,

but on his patron’s fall next year he left Milan and
appears to have gone to Venice. In 1501 be was-

again in Florence, and in 1502 he entered the service

of Ctesar Borgia as military engineer, and travelled

with him through much of Central Italy. He
settled once more in Florence in 1503 and produced
fresh paintings of great power. A black chalk
cartoon for an altar-piece for Santa Maria dell*

Annunziata is one of the treasures of the Royal
Academy in London. His portrait of Mona Lisa,

wife of Zanobi del Giocondo, which was purchased
by Francis I., and is now in the Louvre gallery

(being commonly called La Gioconda), is a master-
piece. He and Michelangelo were both commissioned
in 1503 to decorate the walls of the great hall of
the palace of the signory, now Palazzo Vecchio, at
Florence. Each prepaid a cartoon of a battle-

subject, that of Da Vinci representing a furious,

fight for a standard in the battle of ^ghiari, in

which the Florentines overcame the Milanese. Both
the cartoons, when exhibited, were admired
triumphs of the painter’s art, but they have un-
fortunately both perished. Leonardo started tc^

transfer his subject to the walls, but a new process^
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xBwnM kitiMdl, failed OTen more sumally than
that need at Milan, and he abandoned the work in

diigust From extant engravings we can form some
oonoeption of this graat attempt. His failure with
this picture and disputes with his half-brothers

about his inheritance led to his departure in 1506

for Milan, then in French poesession. He became
coTBt painter and engineer to Louis XII., and about
this time painted! his Virgin of the Books, of which
there are two existing forms, one in the Louvre
and the other and mu^ better one in the National
Gallery at London. In 1514 he went to Borne,

where the pope was Leo X., son of his former patron

Lorenzo de’ Medici, but he was not well received at

the papal court, and in 1515 he returned to Milan,

where Francis 1. was now in authority. Francis

induced him to go to France, and assigned for his

use the Ch&teau de Cloux, near Amboise, where ac-

oordingly Leonardo and his friend Francesco Melzi
took up their abode in 1516. His career was now
drawing to its dose, and on May 2, 1519, he passed

away.
Leonardo was the oldest of the three great masters

of the Italian Benaissance—^Da Vinci, Michelangelo,

Baphael—and the most brilliant and many-sided
representative of a brilliant and many-sided age.

The extent of his existing work is small, but the

extraordinary greatness of his genius is as indisput-

able as the marvellous range of his powers. Stand-
ing in the front rank of painting and sculpture in

his time, he was also one of its foremost engineers,

and his works show that his mind was as thoroughly

scientific as it was grandly artistic. He anticipated

many of the ideas and principles slowly evolved by
science since his day, and he had a wonderful ac-

quaintance with the facts of anatomy, physiology,

TOtany, geology, and other similar branches of

knowl^ge. In painting, his greatness is chiefly

shown in his mastery of chiaroscuro and his accurate

dravring. He was a close student of nature and
almost wholly free from the trammels of the antique.

Besides the works already named, the Louvre con-

tains La Belle Ferroni^re, which is probably by
him, and there are a gmt many of his drawings in

various collections. His Treatise on Fainting is his

best-known literary work, and is included, with
translation, in Dr J. P. Bichter’s Literary Works
of Leonardo da Vinci (1883). It is worth mention
that Leonardo was left-handed and wrote from right

to left, using a sort of phonetic spelling. Sec
Uzielli’s Bicerche intomo a L. da Vinci (1872 and

1884); Heaton’s L. da Vinci and his Works (1874);

Grothe’s L. da Vinci als Ingenieur und Philosoph

(1874); Bichter’s L. da Vinci (1880); and Bosen-
beiv’s L. da Vinci (1898).

VINE. The vine order of plants, Vitaceae, con-

sists of climbing shrubs with ti^d joints, the woody
tissue abounding with large dotted ducts, which at

certain seasons pour out a profusion of sap; leaves

simple or compound
;
producing small green flowers

arranged in a thyrsus^ a panicle, or an umbel
;
ped-

uncles sometimea changing into tendrils ; calyx small,

nearly entire at the edge; petals four or five, in-

serted on the outside of a di^ surrounding the ovary;
stamens equal in number to the petals, inserted upon
the disk; ovi^ usually two-celled; berry round,
often by abortion one-o^led, pulpy, seeds bony. The
plants of this order are found chiefly in Asia and
America. The best known of the species, and one
of the most extensively cultivated and useful of
plants, is the vini/eroy the grape-vine. Amongst
the olher species it is distin^iiahed by possessing
lohed sinuately-tooihed, naked or downy leaves. The
varietias of this species are very numerous, both
eoeannng wild and resulting from its wide-spread

I
eultlvaHim. Its native oountry eannot be deter*
mined satisfactorily; Uke the cereal grabs tt has
followed the footsteps of man. It iqmeam to be
truly bdigenous b the East^ b the re^on between
the Black and Caspian Seas. It may be doubted
whether it is bdi^ous b any part of Europe^
although it occurs wild b some parts of Fraa^
Germany, Portugal, and Italy. The cultivation of
the plant extends from near 55*’ v. lat to the equator,
but b south latitudes it only extends as far as 40*.

It is ^tivated at various elevations, b Germany
ascending to a height exceedbg 1000 feet above^
aea-level, on the south side of the Alps It reaches
2000 feet, b the Apennbes and Sicily 5000 feet
and on the Himalayas 10,000 feet above the level of
tile sea. It succeeds best b those countries whit^
enjoy a long summer, and b which the temperature
of the months of September and October is suf-

ficiently high to allow the fruit to ripen thoroughly.
France is probably the greatest vbe-growing oountry
m the world. In recent times the vbe has been
subject to a disease caused by the growth of a fungus,

and known by the name of Oidium, It appeared b
England bl845; two years afterwards it attacked the>

vmeries at VersaUles; and in 1852 it spread over

France, Italy, and Spain, and extended to Madeira.
In ten years later this dis^e hod abated its ravages;

but still more recently the vbe has been subject to
another destructive (hsease produced by an insect

called the Phylloxera (which see). In planting the

varieties known to produce the best wbe^ it is of

importance to select such as arrive at maturity at

the same period, otherwise much mconvenience will

be experienced. The vbe is universally propagated
by cuttings, either a foot or more long, irith a por-

tion of two years old wood; or short, with only one
bud, or one bud and half a joint, Aa New varie-

ties, however, can only be obtain^ from seed
;
and

a seedlmg, carefully treated, will show blossoms b
its fourth or fifth year. But the diversity of wbes
aiipears to depend more on soil, climate, and expo-

sure, than on the particular variety. The Burgundy
may be considerea the most general vbeyard grape
of France, from Champagne to Marseilles and Bor-

deaux. The best wbem Italy and Spam is also made
from grapes of this description; but in both countries

many of the larger-berried sorts are raised, as being

more productive of liquor. The sweet wmes are

made from sweet-berried grapes, allowed to remab
on the plants till over ripe. That wbe is the

strongest, and has most flavour, b which both the

skins and stones are bruised and fermented. As a
general rule, the varieties most esteemed for wbe-
makbg have small berries and bunche% with an
austere taste. In certab localities the vine lives

only twenty or thirty years; but under favourable

drcmnstances it may last several hundred. The time

of flowering is a critical moment: heavy rains,

drought, or a sudden fall of temperature, at this

peric^ may produce the partial or even total destruc-

tion of the vbtage. Most varieties bear only once b
the season, some oftener, especially b warm climates.

The fruit of the vbe is m various ways used as

food. In the fresh state the gra})e has im agreeable

sweet acid flavour, which renders it universally ac-

ceptable. It would appear that the ancients were b
the habit of drinkmg the expressed juice of the

grape before fermentation set b Grapm are exten-

sively used b the dry state under the name of

raisins. The drybg is effected by cutting half

through the footstalk whilst they are suspended on

the tree. Grapes thus dried are callea muscatel

raisins, and are chiefly imported from Spab and the

Levant. The dried currants of commerce are the

produce of the small seedless Oorbthiaii fpeepa
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which is cultivated in many of the Greek idands.

The formula of the sugar of grapes, or dextrose, is

OcHjsOe; that of cane-sugar, or sucrose, is QuH^Ou*
Bie ScGAB.
The vine is one of the plants named in the most

ancient historical records, and the grape has been
in use for the making of wine for more than 4000
years. The Fhcenicians were the first to introduce
the vine into Europe, transporting it into Greece and
Italy, whence it spread into France, Germany, and
other parts of the Continent. Vineyards existed

in England long previous to the Norman Ooxiquest,
and it is known that the abbeys and religious houses
usually possessed a vineyard. The inmates of these
institutions were many of them foreigners, and they
contributed to render the cultivation of the vine toler-

ably suooessfuL The names of several places in Kent
are supposed to be derived from their having been
the site of vineyards. It was in the south of Eng-
land that vineyaj^ were most numerous, but there
is evidence of a vineyard as far north as Derbyshire.
In the reign of Henry II. the cultivation of the
vine in England began to be neglected. Her inti-

mate connection with France—her actual possession

indeed of a portion of the wine-growing districts of

that country—contributed to p^uce this change.
But though the making of wine was no longer carried

on in so extensive a manner, yet there is the testi-

mony of Dr. Plot, Bamaby Gk)oge, Samuel Hartlib,

and others, to the fact, that during the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries a considerable quantity of

native wine was still made in England from the
produce of the grape. In the gardens at Hampton
Cou^ Palace is an old and celebrated vine, said to

be the largest in Europe; it was planted in 1769,
and measures 72 feet by 20; in one season it has
been known to produce 2272 bunches of grapes,

weighing 18 cwt.; the stem is 13 inches in girth.

Artificial heat was not applied to the production
of mpes before the beginning of the 18th century.

In Lawrence’s Fruit Calend^, 1718, it is stated

that at the Duke of Kutland’s, at Belvoir Castle,

fires were constantly kept up from Lady Day to

Michaelmas, behind the slope-walks on which the
plants were trained. The vinery of the Duke of

Portland, at Welbeck, near Worksop, was the most
celebrated in the country a little alter the middle
of the century. It contained seventy different varie-

ties of the vine, all of which were raised to the
highest state of perfection. Here a bunch of Syrian
grapes was produced weighing 19J lbs. The grapes
grown for dessert in the vineries of Great Britain,

with all the advantages of modem methods of heating
and improved skill in cultivation, are unsurpara^
by the produce of the most celebrated grape-growing
countries. For the manufacture of wines see Wine.
VINEGAB {acetic acuf), the name given to dilute

Boetio add employed as a condiment. The varieties

of vinegars known in commerce are five: 1, wine
vinegar; 2, malt vinegar; 3, dder vinegar; 4, sugar
vinegar; 5, wood vinegar.

The following is the French method of malHrig

wine vinegar :—Thewine destined forvinegar is mixeS
in a large tun with a quantity of wine lees; and the
whole l^ing transferred into doth sacks placed witl^
a large iron-bound vat, the liquid matter is forced
through the sacks bysuperincumbent pressure. What
passes through is put into large ca^ set upright,
having a small aperture in their top. In these it is

exposed to the heat of the sun in summer, or to that
of a stove in winter. Fermentation supervenes in a
few days. If the heat should then rise too high, it

is lowe^ by cool air and the addition oi fresh wine.
In the skilful regulation of the fermentative tem-
perature OGnsists the art of maiHTig good wine vinegar.

In summer the nroosM is MnevaUy completed In a
fortnight: in wmter dcubm the time is reqjuiaitet

The imiegar is &en run off Into harreluL whion con*

several chips td. birch wood. In about a fort-

night it is found to be clarified, and is then fit for

the market It must be kept in dose casks.

In Great Britain vinegar Is usually made from

malt By ip^Mbing with hot water 100 gallons of

wort are extracted in leas than two hours from one

boll of malt When the liquor has fallen to the

temperatiue of 75** Fahr. 4 gallons of the barm of

beer are added. After thirtv-six hours it is racked

off into casks, which are laid on their aides and ex-

posed, with their bung-holes loosely covered, to the

influence of the sun in summer ;
but in winter they

are arranged in a stove-room. In three months this

vinegar is ready for the manufacture of sugar of lead.

To make vinegar for domestic use, however, the

process is somewhat different. The above liquor is

racked off into casks placed upright, having a false

cover, pierced with holes, fixed at about a foot from

their bottom. On this a considerable quantity of

rape, or the refuse from the makers of British wi^
or otherwise a quantity of low-priced raisins, is laid.

The liquor is turned into another barrel every twenty-

four hours, in which time it has begun to grow warm.
Sometimes the vinegar is fully fermented as above

without the rime, which is added towa^ the end to

communicate flavour. Cider is the principal source

of vinegar in the northern states of N. America. The
strongest commercial vinegar has a specific gravity

of 1*019, and contains 5 per cent, of real acetic adcL

A crude vinegar has long been obtained from
wood for the use of the calico-printers. It is some-

times known under the name of pyroligntoua oetd

(which see). For a description of ^e acid (acetic)

which is ^e main constituent of vinegar, see the

article Aoetio Acid.
Vinegar is largely used as a condiment, both alone

and as an ingredient in manufactured sauces, and in

preserving animal and vegetable substances, which,

when preserved in vinegar, are said to be pickled.

It is considered, in common with other vegetable

acids, to promote the digestion of oily food. When
taken immoderately, whichan excessive love of pickles

is apt to induce, it is very injurious to the stomach.

It is sometimeB used deliberately as a counteractive

of a tendency to corpulency, but it has no such effect,

except by inducing indigestion, and depriving the

system of a proper supply of nutriment. Strong
acetic add is used memcinally as an irritant. It

reddens, and if long applied, blisters the skin. It

removes warts, &c., by acting on their albuminous
and gelatinous constituents. Diluted vinegar is

grateful as a refrigerant when applied to the skin

in a heated or fevered condition, and is often used
for sponging the skin. Aromatic vinegar was for-

merly considered a protection against i^ection from
diseases which are pro()agated by the contamination

of the air, but it has, in reaUty, no disinfecting

power. Vinegar forms a useful ingredient in gargles

for the throat, and in washes for some affections of
the eye. Internally it is most frequently used as a
medium for exhibiting other medicines.

VINEGAR-EEL. See Nematelmia.
VINET, Alexandre-Rodolfhe, a Swiss theo-

logian and writer, was bom at Lausanne on 17tb
June, 1797. He studied for the Protestant ohurdi,
of which he was ordained a minister in 1819, having
two years previously been appointed, when only
twenty years of age, professor of the French langnaM
and literature at the gymnasium of Basel In 1829
he published his Chrratomathie Fran^aise, originally

intended as a text-book for his dass, and oommisiiig
a valuable survey of French literature, mhae-
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4(iiiiiUT to thli be mm e inralifio eonttiimtor to the

}oiinua tie Samenr, itorM in 1881; end in 1837
pabUshed e lelection of eneyi written for it under
the title of Eseeii de PhOoiophie Morele. In the

year leet mentioned he likewiie eooepted the chair
j

of practical theology in the Academy at Laueanne,

hut gave it up in 1845, and seceded from the national

ohu^, holding the principle that there should be
no connection between chu^ and state. His views

on this subject were enforoed in his Essai sur la

Manifestation des Convictions religieuses, et sur la

Separation de Tl^glise et de I’lfttat (1842). He died

4th May, 1847. As a preacher Vinet was noted
for his eloquence and earnestness, qualities which
also form the distinguishing characteristics of his

written works. In addition to those already referred

to, may be mentioned his Discours sur quelques

sujets religieux, and Nouveaux Discours, sdections

from both of which have been published in E^lish,
under the title of Vital Christianity; ^Itudes Evan-
ff41iques and Nouvelles Etudes l&vangdliques, trans-

uited into English as Gospel Studies. His Histoire

de la Littorature Fran^aise, au XVIII« Si^cle; and
£tudes sur la Littorature f^an9ai8e du XIX* Si^cle

display considerable critical insight

VIOL, a class of ancient musical instruments

which may be regarded as the precursors of the mo-
dem violins. They were fretted instruments with

six strings, and were played on with a bow. There

were thi^ instruments differing in pitch in a set, the

treble, tenor, and bass viols, and in concerts they were
commonly played in pairs: two treble, two tenor, and
two bass. The bass viol was the last to fall into disuse,

which it did about the close of the 18th century.

VIOLA. See Violin.
VIOLACEiE. See Violet.
VIOLET

(
Viofa)t the popular name ^ven to the

species of the natui^ order Violacese, which are fav-

ourite flowers in all northern and temperate climates,

and many of them among the first to make their

appearance in the spring. The corolla is composed
of five unequal petflds, of which the inferior one is

the largest, and is more or less prolonged into a spur
at the base. The roots are mostly perennial ; the
stem almost wanting in some species, and distinct

in others; the leaves are alternate, provided with
stipules at the base, and the flowers are disposed on
axillary peduncles. More than a hundred species

are known. Although the violet has given its name
to one of the primitive colours, we must not imagine
that it is always of a violet hue; it is often blue,

purple, lilac, or white, and the Viola tricolor

^

or heart’u-

ease, is partly yellow. The flowers were formerly
considered useful in diseases of the chest

;
but this

;

belief is now exploded. The root, however, is an
emetic, and may be useful as a domestic remedy in

country practice. The dose is 40 grains. The infu-

sion of violets is one of the most delicate tests of the
presence of acids and alkalies; the former changes
its colour to red, the latter to greea
VIOLIN, a musical instrument consisting of four

strings stretched by means of a bridi^ over a hollow
wooden body, and played on with a bow. The prin-
oip^ parts of the violin are the §croU or headf in
which are placed the pins for tightening and slack-
ening the strings; the ntckf which connects the scroll

with the body and to which the jingtr-hoard is at-
tached, that is, the board upon wMch the strings are
pressed down or stopped by the fingers of the left

iiand as it holds the neck in playi^; the 5s2fy or
upper surface of the body, over which the strings are
stretched, and which has two sound holes, one on

Mkdi side in this shape^ ; the ioch or under side;

the ssdes or ribs, uniting the back and belly and

completing the body; the taH^piece, a piece ol wood
of somewhat triangular shape, to the broad end
of which the strings are fast^ed, and which is at-

t^ed by a piece of catgut to a knob at the oppo-
site end of the body from the head, and sols stretwed
above the belly; and the bridge, rising between the
tail-piece and the finger-board, with one of the sound-
holes on each side. The back and belly have both
a considerable convexity, and the edge of the bridge
on which the strings rest is also convex so as to allow
of each being touched separately by the bow. Some
instruments consist of as many as fifty-eight different

?
ieceB, but so minute a division is not necessary.

’he back, neck, and sides are generally of sycamore,
the belly of deal, the finger-board and tail-piece of

ebony. Almost all the different pieces are fastened

together with glue. The strings are of catgut, the
lowest or bass -string being covered with silvered

copper wire, silver wire, or even gold wire.

^struments of the violin kind have been in use

from an unknown antiquity. The viola, which pre-

ceded the violin in Europe, has been tnu^ back to

the eighth century. In several important respects

the violin is superior to almost every other instru-

ment, and there is none which combines so many
excellenciea Within its range it can take eveiy

interval of pitch to the minutest fraction, its suscep-

tibility of division being limited only by the deli-

cacy of manipulation of the performer; so that it

can always be played either in just intonation, or in

any temperament required by the accompanying
instruments. It is thus eoually adapted to solo and
orchestral performances. For the former it is fitted

by its clear and brilliant tone, as variable in volume
as in intonation, inexhaustible in continuity and
variety of shading, and capable of the sharpest

strokes of Btaccato as well as of the most sustained

efforts of legato music. Its place in the orchestra is

marked by these perfections as the leading one, to

which the melody is intrusted. As a solo instru-

ment it has also a peculiar faculty of imitation, not

only of the tones of other instruments, but of non-

musical sounds, as far as they are capable of musical

imitation. This and its indefinite range are some-
what liable to abuse.

As an orchestral instrument its powers are multi-

plied by the construction of similar instruments

varying in size, but nearly identical in principle and
form of construction. The full orchestral set con-

sists of the violin, which is used for first and second

parts; the viola, or tenor violin; the violoncello^ or

oass-violin; and the violone, contra-basso, or double-

I

bass violin, which usually accompanies the violon-

! cello at an octave of interval The four strings

of the violin are tuned at intervals of fifths, thus

jlfeii: . The highest range of the instru-

men^epends to some extent upon the performer,

but the high notes when forced are apt to be thin

and squeaky. Its legitimate extent exceeds three

octaves. The violin can, to a limited extent, be

made to produce harmony by sounding two or three

strings together, but this is only a tour de force, not

suitable for rendering a sustained composition,

although a fugue in four parts for a single violin

has been written by Sebastian Bach. The viola is

tuned thus q, the musm being written

in the alto clef. Its range extends to the o above the

treble clef. The violoncello is tuned §
It:-

Its oompaas extends to the a above the second line
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In ilie trabla ckl. With the wfitinoe of hamioiiioi

4t my be oanM one or two ootaToi Uj^ier. Hie
ionbU-beM hes three^ four, or five ttringi. For iti

fMM fta, we OONTBA-BAMO.
Tb» ttmctore of the yiolin ii ttOl Impeifeotiy

wndentood by morioel meoheniita. The raeet vio-

llni ere by old maken, which oeimot be imitated,

end the pFedw canae of their saperioiity has never
been satikaotorily ezplainedL The Cremona violins

etand in the first rank, the celebrated masters of

this school being the Amati, Antonio Stradivwi
(Stradoarins), and Giuseppe Goameri (Guameilus);
•of Grerman makers Stainer or Steiner and Klotz
{both belonging to Tyrol) are the most celebrated

;

VoiUaume of the French; and Forrest of the English.
VIOLONCELLO. See Violin.
VIPER (Vipera), a genus of Serpents belonging

to the sub-order Viperina, and to the family Viper-
Ide. The Vipers are characteristic serpents of the
Vipei^ or typically poisonous section of Snakes,
and like the other members of that section possess

no teeth save the two hollow poison-fangs on the
upper jaw. The family Viperidas is further dis-

tmguished by the flattened top of the head, the
latond eyes, and by the nostrils existing at &e sides

<»f the muzzle. The head is separated^m the body
by a distinct constriction or neck. The Vipers have
no pits or depressions between the eyes and nos-
trils, as in the allied family Grotalids or Rattle-
enakes (which see). The nose is curved upwards in

the genus Vipera, and the shields on the head are
flat and high at the sides. The Common Viper or
Adder of Britain

(
Vipera hems) appears to be very

local in its distribution. It atta^ a length of from
to 2 feet, and may be found to be variously col-

oured. Its most frequent and stable markings
appear to be a brownish-yellow ground colour, wi3i
« wries of continuous zigzag markings along the
back, and a set of triangular black spots along each
eide. Specimens are frequently found with light

cmts and sometimes nearly bl^k. The Common
Hannless Grass or Ringed Snake {Coluber ruUrix)

of Britain wants the black back marks of the
Viper. The Viper is the only poisonous reptile

of which Britain can boast. Its bite does not appear
in the adult to be productive of fatal consequences,
but may induce pain, sickness, fever, and even deli-

rium as a sequence to the latter. The effects have
been known to persist for a fortnight or more;
and in children a fatal result has o^»sionally fol-

lowed the adder's bite. The Viper has been aUeged
to receive its young into its mouth and thus to save
them from danger. Observations would seem to

dhow that probably the young are really received

into the throat; but are certainly not swallowed,

And again rejected at will, as the popular belief runs.

The food consists of frogs, mice, birds, eggs, Ac. The
Viper is viviparous—retaining its em within the
body till the young are hatred. Various other

Serpents are draomi^ted Vipers in a popular sense.

The Black Viper {ffeterodon niger) inhabits North
America; the Death Viper or Adder {AcarUhophii

myUsrdica) is found in Australia; the Honied Viper
or Asp (Cerastes ffasselquisUi) and Plumed Viper
(Clothe comuta) of North Africa; and the Water
Viper (Ceuehris piscivorus), are examples of Snakes
known under this desimation. See Plate IL at

article Rbptilm, figs. 11-14.

VIRGIL (PuBLiUB ViEGiLiusorVbeoiliub Mabo),
the most distinguished epic, didactic, and pastoral

poet of ancient Rome, was bom at Andes (probably

Pisto2a), a little villa^ near Mantua, 15th October,

70B.O. His fatherimpears to have poesesaed a small

ostate there, which ne cultivated himself. Vir^
atudied at Oremona and Milan, took the toga nmiB

at the foRiier at the age of rixtean,
and pebalify

proceeded to Naples for the purpose of improve-
ment He studied the Hpienroan philosoidty under
a certain Syro, probably at Rome. Varus, to whom
the sixth edogue is addressed, was probably hie

fellow-pupil It has been generally soppoeed that

the po^s which bear the iiucription Oatalecta Vlr-

gilii, were composed by him at an eariy age; but

modem criticism has shown that some cf them are

evident^ not his, and that others are of unoertahi

date. H we are to suppose that Virgil describes

himuftlf under the character of Tityrus in his first

eclogue, he was thirty years of age rdien he went
to Rome for the first time, to obtain the restoration

of his farm, which had been taken possession of by
the soldiers of Octavius and Antony, after the close

of the war against the republicans. He was here

presented, by Pollio or some other fnend, to Au^
ustus, and gained the favour of Maecenas, throu^
whose intercession he obtained the restitution of bis

property. But on his attempting to take posseasion

of it the new occupants resisted him, and threatened

his life; and it was not until after a second journey

to Rome, and repeated efforts, that he finally suc-

ceeded in hia obj^. This is the common story, but
its accuracy is not firmly established. About this

time he wrote several eclogues, the tenth and last

of which is ascribed to the th^y-third or thirty-

fourth year of his age. His Georgies (poem on agn-
culture), which he undertook at the suggestion of

Maecenas, was completed in B.o. 81. He is said to

have spent seven years upon this work, of which the

termination at any rate was written at Naples; but
these accounts of him are not well authenticated.

The iEneid was probably begun or contemplated

about B.O. 27, at which date Augustus wrote to

Virgil from Spain, desiring to have a monument of

his poetical talent The dUites of different portions

of ^e uEneid are fixed inferentially at B.O. 28 and

20, by incidents introduced into them; but as an
allusion might be introduced into a part of the

work previously finished, this only proves that the

work was in progress at these dates. In B.a 20
Virgil, whose health was declining, appears to have
engaged on a tour of Greece. But Augustus
having arrived at Athens on his return from the

East Virgil determined to accompany him home.
At Megara, however, he fell sick; and his disease

becoming aggravated on the journey, he died at

Brunduuum, B.O. 19. His b^y was carried to

Naples in compliance with directions given by him-
self, and there interred by the side of the Puteolan
Way at the second milestone from Naples. Accor-

ding to well-authenticated accounts, the poet on his

death-bed ordered the .^eid to be burned, as an
unfinished and defective work; but it was preserved

by his friends L. Varius and Flotius Tuoca. Virgil

passed an easy and comfortable life, bring enriched

by the munificence of his patrons, and enjoying the

Mendship of the most accomplished men ri the day,

including the poet Horace. He was amiable ana
modest, free from envy and jealousy, and ot irre-

proachable character. As a poet the first place

must be assigned to him among the many distin-

guiahed authors of his age. If he had not tl^ inven-

tive talmit in its highest degree—for in his Edoguss
he imitated Theocritus, in Georgies Hesiod, and
in his MuM Homer—^yet he deserves our adnrira-

tion lor his command of language, which he displayn

in all gradations, from the smiplest and sweetest
strains of the pastoral to the most splendid and
lofty descriptions of the epic; for ^e bmty of Us
vernfication, in which, pactioolarly in his Ghsorgloig

he is unrivalled
;
and for the taste and skill with

whkh he manages all the materials of postsfk
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III ili0 lagmds o£ the Middle x^m he appeen as

a benevoie&t enidiaater, in which character many
atoriea were current resardin^ him in Italy. The
chief annotated Engliim edition of Yirgilh works
is that of Oonington and Nettleship ; other useful

editions are by Kennedy, Papillon, and A. Sidgwick
respectively. Among prose tran^tions are those

by Lonsdale and Le^ Oonington, and Mackail. The
great verse translation is that of Dryden. See also

Prof. Sellar’s Boman Poets of the Augustan Age.
VIBGINIA one of the United States of North

America. Since its separation from West Virmnia
{see following article) Virginia is bounded nor^ by
West Virginia and Marylemd; east by Maryland and
the Atlantic Ocean

;
south by North Carolina and

Tennessee ;
west by Kentucky and West Virginia.

The area of Virginia before its division was 64,770

aquare miles ; the area now is 40,125 square miles.

The state presents a considerable variety of surface,

4Uid may be divided into three sections. The sea-

board or tide-water district, comprising thirty-seven

counties, is generally level, being not more than 60
feet above the tide in its highest parts. The second

district, extending inland to the &ue Bidge or east-

ern chmn of the Alleghany Mountains, is more
varied and elevated. The third section is crossed

from B.B.W. to N.N.E. by the great range of the AUe-
ghanies, the different chains of which, known by
various local names, inclose extensive and fertile

valleys. The width of the mountainous district is

from 80 to 100 miles. The highest point is Balsam
Mountain in Grayson county, 6700 feet above the

level of the sea. The western chains of the Alle-

ghaniea, the Shenandoah, Greenbrier, and Great Flat

Top Mountains separate the state from West Vir-

ginia. The valle3r8 comprised in the mountain dis-

trict form a table-land of from 1200 to 1600 feet above

the level of the sea. The mountain district is formed

of various sandstones and shales; from the foot of

the Blue Bidge chain a broad belt of primary for-

mation stretches east
;
and from thence to the sea-

coast runs a tract of tertiary formation. The central

counties, Fluvanna, Orange, Spottsylvania, Gooch-
land, and Buckingham contain gold mines, of which
the produce is considerable; but the working of them
has proved rather expensive. The same district

also contains productive copper mines. Coal and
iron are abundant. The principal rivers are the

Potomac; the Bappahannock, the York, and the

James, which flow into Chesapeake Bay, with their

numerous affluents. The Boanoke passes into North
Carolina. The climate varies much according to

locality. The staple products are tobacco, cotton,

and Indian-com, wheat, and oats are the chief

gr^ crops. Cattle and sheep are numerous, and
dairy produce is exported. Virginia is one of the

original states of the Union. It received its first

English colony in 1607. The capital and largest

city is Bichmond. Pop. (1890), 1,665,980 ; (1900),

1,864,184.

VIBGINIA, West, one of the United States of

North America, formerly forming part of Virginia;
Bounded north-west to north-east by Ohio, Pennsyl-
vania, and Maryland

; east and south by Virginia

;

and west by Kentucl^
;
the area is given as 24,646

square miles; capital, Chwleston. It is traversed
by spurs of the Alleghanies, the western chain of
vmion chiefly forms the boundary between it and
Viigini^ and the country is generally hilly and
mountainons. It contains much fine scenery, grand
and meged landscapM alternating with scenes of
sylvan l^uty. Its principal riven besides the Ohio
on the Great and Little Kanawha, and the Big
Baack River on the Kentudey border, all flowing to
the WiOi Xt pooseooes lead iron, coal, and salt

mines. The beds of coal and iron an vm exten-
sive. The climate is mild and healthy. The soil is

genei^y productive even on the sides and tops of
the hills, and there is abundance of timber. Indian-
com, wheat, oats, potatoes, and butter are the chief
productions. Wheeling is the largest city. When
Virginia seceded from the Union in 1861 the portion
now forming West Vi^nia protested against this
action, formed a provisional government of its own,
and was admitted into the Union by act of Congress
in 1862. Pop. in 1890, 762,794; in 1900, 968,80a
VIRGIN ISLANDS, a group of about 100 omall

islands in the West Indi^ occupying a space of about
100 miles long by 20 miles wid^ east of Port Rioo.
Not above a fourth are inhabited and cultivated.
The chief exports are sugar, molasses, rum, cotton,

and i^t. The Virgin Islands are shared by Great
Britain, which has about fifty, the princitml being
Tortola, Anegada, and Virgin Gorda; Denmark,
which has St. Thomas, Santa-Gruz, and St. John,
with a considerable number of islets; and Spain,
which has Culebra, Grab Island, and several islets.

The Virgin Islands that belong to Britain have an
area of 68 square miles, and a pop. in 1901 of 4908.

The imports in 1900 were valued at £3387, the ex-

ports at £2812. The revenue is over £2000. There
IS an administrator of the islands under the governor-

in-chief of the Leeward Islands. The group was dis-

covered by Golumbus on his second voyage in 1494.

VIRGIN MARY. See Mabt, Maeiolatet,
and Saints.

VIRGINS, Eleven Thousand. See Uesula (St.).

VIRGIN’S BOWER. See Clematis.
VIRGULARIA, or Sea-bod, a genus of Coelen-

terate animals, belonging to the class Actinozoa and
to the order Alcyonaria. These organisms, nearly

allied to the Pennatulee (which see) or Sea-pens, m

.

of compound nature, and consist of an aggregatioif
of polypes, each possessing eight fringed tentaclesP^

The living polypes of Virguloria are supported by
rod-like b^y of calcareous nature, which represent^
a sclerobosic coral. (See Scleeodeemio GoEAL.>t
This rod is of slender make and construction, and^
has hence derived its name of ‘Sea-rush’. Numer-C?
oua branches bearing the little pol3rpeB are given off"

from the central rod-like axis. VirguLaria mvrdbilta

is a familiar species.

VIRIATHITS, a brave Lusitanion, originally a
herdsman, who maintained a struggle against the

Romans in defence of his country for about ten yean
from 161 B.O. onwards. After inflicting various de-

feats on the enemy, he hemmed in a Roman force

in a difficult position, and the commander, Q.
Fabius Servilianus, concluded a treaty with him in

order to save his army. This was ratified by the

senate ; but Servilius Ceepio, who succeeded to the

command in Further Spain during the same year,

renewed the war, and shortly after had Viriathus

assassinated (b.o. 140).

VISGONTI, an old Milanese family, celebrated

for its political consequence and its pati^age^ of

science. History makes mention of the Visconti in

the eleventh century ;
but they disappear from the

time of the destruction of Milan Iw Irederick Bar-

barossa, when, with some other noble families, they

were obliged to yield to the superior power of the

opposite party, the Torriani or family Della Torre.

The first of the Visconti who laid the foundation of

their greatness was Ottone, created archbisbem of

Milan in 1263, and perpetual lord of Milan in 1277

(died 1295), who gained the ascendency over Iub

enemies, and be^eathed his power to his nephew,
Maitbo (died 13^). The latter was, however, ariven

into banishment hy the Torriani, but after living^ in

exile seven years, had the address to obtain the nBe

NAWAB
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of imperial Tioar, whioli he aoon exchanged for that

cfliora-general of Milan (1817). Matteotrenamitfeed

die supreme power to his eldest son, Galiazzo, who
was overpowered by his enemies and thrown into

prison by Louis of Bavaria in 1827. He was soon
after released, and died at Bresda in 1828. His son
Azzo, who Buooeeded him and increased the extent

of his dominions, was not less distinguished for his

pacifio virtues than for his military talents. He died
m 1889. Hii uncle Luoohino succeeded him. The
latter extended still farther the dominions of the
family, and was the first of the name who was dis-

tinguished as a patron of science and art He corre-

sponded with Petrarch. After his death in 1849 his

brother, Giovanni (died 1854), archbishop of Milan,
assumed the reins of government He was a zealous

patron of letters. He appointed a commission of six

leamed men to oompose a commentary on Dante,
fostered the University of Bologna, and received

Petrarch on his arrival at Milan with the highest

marks of distinction. Giovanni was succeeded by his

nephews Mattxo II., Bebnab6, and Galeazzo II.

Matteo died within a year; and his two brothers,

who shared their estates on his death, though eminent
for their warlike talents, rendered themselves ob-

noxious by their cruelty and other vices. Galeazzo,

however, continued to treat Petrarch with the same
respect that his predecessors had shown him, and
employed him in several negotiations. He was
succeeded in 1378 by his son Gian Galeazzo, who
imprisoned his uncle Bemabh in the castle of Trezzo,

and took upon himself the sole government (1385).

In him the Visconti family reached the summit of

its grandeur and splendour. In 1395 he received

from the Emperor Wenceslaus the ducal dignity;

and his territories were more extensive than those

of any of his predecessors. Pisa, Siena, Perugia,

Padua, and Bologna were subject to his sceptre; and
he had already shown a disposition to assume the

title of King of Italy, when his ambitious projects

were cut short by his death of the plague (in 1402).

He fostered science and art, collected the most dis-

tinguished scholars at his court, restored the Univer-
sity of Piacenza, and connected that of Pavia with
it, and founded a large library. He built the cele-

brated bridge over the Ticino at Pavia, and began
the magnificent cathedral at Milan (1386-97). Gian
Galeazzo left three sons, Giamhabia, Filippo Mabia,
and an illegitimate child, Gabbiel, Giammara suc-

ceeded to the dukedom, and was assassinated in 1412,

after which Filippo Maria reigned alone till his death
in 1447 without male heirs. His natural daughter,

Bianca, had been married to Francesco Sforza, who
was named duke of Milan in 1450. See Sfobza and
Milan (Duohv op).

VISCONTI, Ennio Quibino, a celebrated Italian

archaeologist, was bom at Home in 1751. He was
the son of Giovanni Battista, also a well-known

archaeologist, and from his earliest years was trained

in the habits of an antiquary. He continued the

work begun by his father, entitled H Museo Pio-

Clementino descritto, of which he wrote the g^ter
part even of the first volume, which bears his &ther*s

name. It extended to seven volumes, the last of

which was published in 1807. In 1785 he was
appointed keeper of the Capitoline Museum. In

1798 he was named one of the five consuls of the

Roman Republic, and during a consulate of seven

monl^ he found^ the Roman Institute. In 1799

he left Italy and settled in Paris. Before his arrival

he was appointed an administrator of the museum of

the Louvre, and a chair of archeolo^ was created

ioi him. He became a member of the Institute in

1808, and of the Academy of Inscriptions in 1804.

He wted Ijondon in 1815. He died at Paris 7th

February, 1818. The archgolcgical worksufVlw
are very numerous. Among the most popular are

Desori^on des Antiques du Mus4e Royal; Descrip-

tion dM Vases peints dn Mused; loonognqihie greo-

S
ue; and loonographie romaine. He oonMbnted to

he scientific journals of France and Italy, and to

the Magasin Encyclopddique, and the Biognmlde
Universelle. His complete works appeared at Milan
in 1824, seq., in Italian and Frenm (Opere tutte^

divise in tre Glass! : 1st division, eight voUk; 2d, five

vols.; and 8d, eight vols.), with numerous engrarings.

VISCOSITY, the cohesive quality of liquids

which is exemplified in the fiow of such subetimoes

as tar or treacle. The least vuoous of liquids are

such as benzoline, turpentine, and ether; pitch is a
case of extreme viscosity.

VISCOUNT, in England, the fourth title of

nobility, indicating a rank between an earl and
a baron. (See Titles of Honoub.) The first

viscounts in England were created in the reign

of Heniy VL; and they have never been numerous.
VISHNU, called ‘the Preserver*, the second god

of the Hindu triad, and by his special worshippers
considered to be the greatest. In the article India

—

Religions, it has been mentioned that the development
of the Hindu religion is naturally divided into three

periods. In the first, or Vedic period, Vishnu is one
of the gods who represent the various qualities of the

sun. In a few hymns he is specially distinguished, but
in genend he is classed without distinction with gods
who were regarded as inferior to Indra, and fewer
hymns are dedicated to him than to some others.

In the second or epic period. Vishnu is elevated

to the rank of first of the Adityas or luminous
offspring of Aditi (space). Of the two great epics

—the lUmayana and the Mah&bharata—the former

is entirely devoted to the glory of Vishnu, one of

whose avatSrs it celebrates; the latter is divided

between him and ^iva, the third of the triad,

whose worship during its period began to prevail

over that of Vishnu. In the third period, which
is represented^ by the Puranas, the worshippers of

Vishnu and Biva are divided into different sects,

and their respective creeds are propagated in separate

Puranas. The distinctive characteristic of the wor-
ship of Vishnu is his avo^drs or incarnations, wliicb

greatly excel in number and importance those of Biva

or any other god. The numW of the avatars of

Vishnuvaries indifferent authorities. Sometimes they
are regarded as almost innumerable; but there are

ten principal avatars distinguished by specific names.
Some of ^ese avatars appear to have had at first a
purely cosmical character and others to have been
founded on great historical movements of a religious

nature. Vishnu is always represented as becoming
incarnate to oppose the power of the demons, restore

the authority of the gods, or otherwise to eff^ some
beneficial change in the government of the universe.

The last avatar is yet future. See Avatab, India

—

Religions, Sanbkbit Language and Litebatube, and

VISIBLE SPEECH, the name given by its in-

ventor, Alex. Melville Bell, to a system of alphabetical
characters designed to represent every possible articu-

late utterance of the human organs of speech. It is

based on an exhaustive classification of the possible

actions of the different organs concerned in speech,
and to every organ and every mode of action of an
organ a symbol is assigned. Of these radical symbols
there are in all thirty, and by combinations of these
thirty symbols some hundreds of characters may be
formed to represent the sounds of the human v<fios^

but little more than a hundred characters are actually
required for all the ascertained sounds of different

languages^ and only two-thirds of the tbirfy radleal
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fljmbols are required in forming the signs or letters

neoeesaiy for the writing of any European langusm.

In form the letters are as simple as those of the

Roman alphabet After oompletmg this qrstem, Mr.
submitted it to the oonsideration of a large

number of gentlemen well qualified to judge of its

value, and allowed it to be tested in their pre^nce

in such a manner as to make quite clear its efficiency

for the purposes for which it was devi^. Mr. 1^11

afterwards published his system, and its theoretical

completeness is acknowledged by everyone who has

inquired into the matter. It is manifest that the

benefits that may be derived from such a system as

this are enormous. If it is the case, as is asserted,

that by means of it perfectly illiterate persons could

learn to read their own language, whatever that

might be, in a few dajrs, or even in a few hours, that

one fact will enable us to realize of what immense
use the system would be if it were extensively used

for printed books. It might also be applied with

great advantage as a key to the pronunciation of

foreign languages. The system has been successfully

applied in ^e IJnited States to the teaching of deaf-

mutes, and has been very widely adopted
;

it has

made little progress in England as yet. See Bell’s

Visible Speech: the Science of Universal Alphabetics.

VISIGOTHS, or West Goths, the western branch

of the Goths (see Goths), who after the death of

Theodosius broke into Italy under Alaric, and cap-

tured Rome in 410. Alaric died later in the same
year before he had matured his plans, and after his

death his brother-in-law Athaulf, who was placed at

the head of the nation, turning towards Gaul, mtule

new conquests on both sides of the Pyrenees. He
reached Barcelona, where he was murdered in 415;

but his successors continued to extend their do-

minions in Gaul and Sfiain. Wallia made a treaty

with the Romans, and in return for certain services

received under their nominal suzerainty, though in

virtual independence, western A(]uitania, with Tou-
louse as capital. He died in 419. His successor,

Theodoric I. (419-451), was treated by the Romans
as an independent ruler, and took part in the victory

over Attila on the Oatalaunian Fields in 451. Euric

(466-483), third in succession to Theodoric, con-

quered the Suevi and other races, and is considered

the founder of the Visigothic kingdom. Clovis,

king of the Franks, on pretence that it was unjust

to let the heretic Visigoths possess the fairest jxir-

tion of Gaul, attacked the peaceful Alaric, Euric’s

successor, and defeated him at Vougle in 507. The
Franks obtained possession, without resistance, of

most of the cities in Southern Gaul and the king-

dom of the Visigoths would have been in great

danger had not Thecxioric, king of the Ostrogoths,

undertaken its defence. While guardian of the Visi-

gothic prince, his grandson, he embraced the favour-

able opportunity to make himself master of a part

of the territories still belonging to the Visigoths in

Southern Gaul
;
and after a long separation of the

two nations there existed for a time an intimate con-

nection of the Ostrogoths and Visigoths. After his

death dissensions soon arose among^eVisigoths, and
the pernicious influence of the difference of religion

between the Arian Visigoths and the Catholic pro-

vincials, who were sometimes tolerated and some-
times persecuted, became more and more evident.

The kingdom of the Visigoths arose again with new
energy under Leovigild (668-586), who totally sub-
dued the Suevi, improved the laws, limited the power
of the nobles, made Toledo the royal residence, and
tried to render the regal power hereditaxy. His
son Recared adopted, on bis accession (586-601),
the Catholic faith, upon which the divisions of the
people ceased, and Goths and Spaniards became one

Voi. XIV.
*

nation. Under his reign was held the Council of
Toledo. His conversion had the nioet important
influence on the character of the government. As
soon as the Catholic faith became the established
religion, the clergy, who had become accustomed
during their former state of oppression to adhere
firmly toother, acquired a predominant influence,

and constituted a hierarchy independent of the Ro-
man pa{»l authority. The Arian bishops had lived
quietly in their dioceses, and had no influence on
the public administration

;
but the Catholic bishops

strove after an active participation in public affairs

in order to render secure the authority which their
church had obtained. The grandees of the king-
dom— the secular public ministers and officers of
the court—(called viri illuatres officii palatini)^ who
formed a kind of nobility, and, as the constitutional

counsellors of the king, usurped the rights of popular
representatives, remained no longer the first class in

I

the state; the old mode of choosing the king, which
hod thrown the election into their hands, was altered

in favour of the bishops; and under weak kings, who
often attained the crown by artifices of the priests,

or solicited absolution and justification from the
clergy on account of the usurpation which they had
committed or the oaths which they had violated,

these found it easy to place themselves at the head
of the state and to procure exemption from all public

burdens. This prevailing influence was especially

visible in the ecclesiastical councils, which in previous

times had discussed merely matters of doctrine or

church discipline, but immediately after the conver-

sion of the so\ ereign began to mingle with spiritual

atfaiis matters of a political character. When the
clergy had once established their political influence

they could, without reluctance, allow the secular

grandees, who came with the king to the councils,

to take part in the deliberations, the more par-

ticularly as they could always be sure of outvoting
them

;
and as early as 633 the regulation was made

that those secular grandees alone should be admitted
who should be pronounced worthy of the honour by
the bishops. The internal disturl)anceB, which the
excessive power of the clergy produced or favoured,

facilitated the conquest of the country by the Sara-
cens, who were settled on the north coast of Africa.

As early as the year 675 these Mohammedans began
their attempts to settle in Spain, and during the
reign of the weak Roderick were enabled to execute
their project. The Goths were defeated in 711 at

Xeres de la Frontera; the king was slain, and
the Saracens spread themselves over the greatest

part of the country. (See Spain.) The remainder
of the Goths, who, after the downfall of the king-

dom, fled to the mountains of Asturia and Galicia,

founded there new kingdoms, in which the consti-

tutions of the Visigoths were in part retained, and
which, when their descendants broke forth from their

fastnesses and wrested from the Moorish settlers one
tract after another, finally gave rise to the King-
doms of Spain and Portugal. The traces of the

public institutions of the Visigoths were preserved

in the laws. The most ancient collection of Spanish

laws, the Fuero Juzgo, or Forum Judicum (see

Fuebo), is drawn from the ancient laws of the Visi-

goths ; and many of their institutions have been re-

tained to the present day in the provincial laws of

Castile and Catalonia. The Spanish lan^age con-

tains a strong admixture of the Gothic element.

See Hodgkin’s Italy and her Invaders (1880-85).

VISION. See Eye, Optics, Sight.

VISIONS. See Apparition.
VISTULA (German, Weiehsel)^ a river about

650 miles long, navimble from Cracow, which rises

on the frontiers of Galicia and Austrian SilesU. on
4M
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northern deolfvity of the Oerpathian Moontaina,

flowa fint eastwards paat the town of Craoow, form-

iag from a point about 15 miles below Cracow the

boundary of Galida and Poland, till it receives the

San on the right bank, when it turns north-west

through the Polish provinces, enters West Prussia

a little above Thom, and after traversing that pro-

vince divides into two branches, of which the eastern,

the Nogat, empties into the Frisches Haff ; the west-

ern divides again about 5 miles from the Baltic into

an eastern and a western branch, the latter, the Dant-
sig Vistula (which is much the larger), proceeding
towards Dantzig, the former to the Frisches Haff.

A new channel cut from the head of the Dantzig
branch now carries most of the water directly to

the Baltic. The navigation of this river is impor-
tant, especially to Poland, though often obstructed

by ice or shallow water. The canal of Bromberg
connects the Vistula, through the Netz and Warthe,
with the Oder. Several navigable rivers empty into

it. The area of its basin is about 76,000 square mUea
VITALIAJJS. See Apollinarians.
VITELLIITS, Aulus, a Koman emperor, remark-

able only for his gluttony. He had managed to ingra-

tiate himself in succession with Tiberius, Caligula,

Claudius, and Nero, and Galba gave him the com-
mand of the legions in Lower Germany. On the

death of Galba liis troops proclaimed him em}:»eror

(January 2, 69 a.d.), and having defeated the forces of

Otho he actually became master of the empire. In
July of the same year the troops of Vespasian called

him to the throne, and he having accepted the call

sent his general, Piimius, to depose Vitellius, which
he succeeded in doing. Vitellius was dragged out

of the palace, and put to death with every mark of

ignominy (December 22, 69).

VITEPSK, or Vitebsk, a town in Russia, capital

of the government of the same name, on the Diina,

which is here navigable, and receives the Viteba,

316 miles south of St. Petersburg. It has few build-

ings of any note, and in 1887 the greater part of tlu;

town was destroyed by fire. Its manufactures are

woollen and linen cloth, leather, and mead. It has
a considerable trade. Pop. (1897), 66,143.— The
government has an area of 17,433 square miles. The
surface is generally flat, and much occupied by woods
and morasses. The whole drainage is carried to

the Baltic. The soil suits rye better than any other

grain. The only mineral of value is iron. Pop.

(1897), 1,502,895.

VITERBO, a town in Italy, in the province of'

Rome, and 40 miles north-west of tlie city of Rome.
This city lies in a beautiful and fertile valley. Its

chief ediiices are a Gothic cathedral containing the

tombs of four popes and numerous flue pointings;

an ancient and dilapidated episcopal palace; the

palazzo pubblico, &c. The trade is chiefly in sul-

phur and iron. About 2 miles from the city are the

celebrated sulphur baths of Viterbo. Viterbo was
the chief town of the allodial possessions of the

Countess Matilda, which were given by her to the

popee, and formed the patrimony of St. Peter. Pop.

(1881), 19,941.

VITORIA, a town of Spain, in Biscay, capital of

the province of Alava, agreeably situated on a gentle

height overlooking an extensive plain, 65 miles north-

east of Burgos. The old parts of the town ai’e poorly

built, but the new town is well laid out in spacious

streets and squares. The principal buildings and
establishments are four parish churches, one of them
adorned with a fine altar-piece by Velasquez, a hand-
some modem palace of deputies, an academy of music,

theatre, and prison. The chief manufactures are

furniture, canoes, and articles in leather. There is

a brisk trade, espeoially in steel and iroo) grain and

wine^ as well as in the manuiaotiiret mantlciiiiiA It

is the scene of two battles, the first fought in 1857
in wMch the Black Prince gained a viot^ for Pedro
the Cruel; the seoond on we 21st of June^ 1818; In

which the Duke of Wellington concluded his seriet

al neat Peninsular victories, defeating the French
un&r King Joseph and Marshal Jourdan. Pop.

(1887)^7,660; (1897), 30,614.

VITRIFIED FORTS, the name given to certain

ancient structures in Scotland to which attention was
first called by John Williams in his Account of some
Remarkable Ancient Ruins lately discovered in the

Highlands and Northern Parts of Scotland (1777).

The peculiarity to which they owe their name is that

the materials of which they are constructed have
acquired by the action of beat more or less of a glassy

appearance and texture. Some of them are slight

structures that show no sign of having been intended

for forts; others are so put together that there can

hardly be a doubt that that was the design of their

construction. Among the latter is one on Graig-

phadric Hill near Inverness. One situated at Dun-
nydeer in Aberdeenshire is known to have been used

as a fort down to the sixteenth century. It is still

a matter of debate among antiquarians whether the

vitrifaction was intentional or not. It has been
suggested that the circumstance in question may be
accounted for by supposing that these structures were
used for beacons, or in reUgious ceremonials in which
fire was used; and this suggestion agrees with the

fact that the vitrifaction is in many cases confined

to the interior. On the other hand, it is stated that

vitriiiable stones have in some instances been brought
from a distance for the construction of these forts,

while there were unvitrifiable stones lying ready to

hand at the site chosen, and this undoubtedly points

to the conclusion that the former were selected with
a view to vitrifaction.

VITRIOL, Green, the same as copperas or sul-

phate of iron. See Copperas.
VITRIOL, Oil of, the common name for strong

sulphuric acid (which see).

VITRUVIUS POLLIO, Marcus, a celebrated

writer on architecture, who is supposed to have
flourished in the time of Julius CEesar and Augus-
tus, and of whose parentage and place of nativity

no certain knowledge can be obtained. The most
probable opinion is, that he was bom at Formia, a

city of Campania, now called Mola di Gaeta. The
Veronese, however, claim him as a fellow-citizen,

and have erected a monument to Ids memory. He
plainly ap}>ears to have been liberally educated; and
that he travelled for information and improvement,
we learn from his writings. The only public edifice

which he mentions as l^ing constructed from his

designs is a basilica at Fanum Fortume (now Fano)
in Umbria. He wrote at an advanced age his work
De Architectura Lib. X., which he dedicated to

the emperor (without doubt, Augustus, although he
k not named). This treatise, which is valuable as

a compendium of those of numerous Greek archi-

tects, was first printed at Rome about 1486; and
among modern editions, the most valuable are those
of Schneider (Leipzig, 1808, four vola. 8vo), Stratioo
(Udine, four vols. 1825-80); and Rose and Muller-
Strtibing (Leipzig, 1867). An English translation

of the work of Vitruvius, with a commentary by
William Newton, appeared in 1771, folio, repub-
lished 1791, two vols. folio; and a new translatior

by W. Wilkins, with an Introduction, containing an
Historical View of the Rise and Frotrress of Andii-
tocture among the Greeks, was published in 1812-17.
VITTORIA See ViToRU.
VITUS’S DANCE, St., or Chobsa Sanoti Vin

(from Greek, chorda^ a dance), is a spasmodic or oqu*
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vokivs aiieaw, in wUoh the muolM of the extremi-

iiei and other parte are thrown into varloiu inTolnn-

tary motion^ and perform in an iireffular maimer
thoae motions whi<m are dictated by the will The
approach of the disease is oommomy slow, and is

inmcated by a lom of the naaal vivadty, by a variable

and often ravenous appetite, a swelling and hardness

in the lower belly in most cases, but m some a lank

and soft belly, and in general a constipated state of

the bowels. Slight, imgular, involuntary motions

are soon observ^, especially of the muscles of the

face, which after a while b^me more violent In
general, when the patient wishes to be at rest, the

muscles are perpetually moving, and distorting the

limbs, face, and trunk; and when any motion is

attempted by the will it is performed irregularly

and with difficulty after several efforts. This disease

attacks both sexes, but chiefly those who are of a
weak constitution, or whose health and vigour have
been impaired by confinement, or by the want of

sufficient or proper nourishment It appears most
commonly from the eighth to the fourteenth year.

Chorea and rheumatism are very closely allied. The
disease is due to an irritable condition of the spinal

cord, and is relieved by soothing and tonic remedies
applied to that portion of the nervous apparatus.

ITie name of St. Vitus’s dance ( VeiUtam) seems to
have originated in Germany.
VIVIPAROUS ANIMALS, the name given to

those animals which bring forth their young alive.

Properly speaking, the name should be limited to

that form of reproduction seen in Mammalia alone,

in which the young during the whole course of their

development are contained within the parent body,

and bear to the parent organism a definite and.inti-

mate degree of relationship. Thus in Mammalia
the young animal is contained within a special cavity,

the uterus or womb, and is nourished by the blood

of the parent during its development; whilst only

at birth does it pass from the body of the parent to

the outer world. 'J’his is a very different process

from that olwerved in some fishes, and in several

reptiles, in which the eggs, from which the young are

pi^uced, are retained within the parent’s body until

the young are hatched therefrom. Such forms are

named oio-Hiiparous^ but there is no intimate or

organic connection between the parent and offspring

in such a case.

VIVISECTION, the practice of operating with
the knife ufion living animals. This practice may
have three o])ject8; fii-st, to obtain a knowledge of the

functions of the different parts of the animal organ-

ism; second, to illustrate to physiological students

previously-known facts; and third, to enable students

to acquire dexterity in surgical operations. The
practice of vivisection for the third of these purposes
18 generally condemned in Great Britain, but is car-

ried on in the veterinary colleges of France, where it

is defended on the ground that it is necessary to ac-

custom the students to preserve their coolness at the
sight of blood, and to teach them to avoid the risk

of injuiy from the convulsive movements of an
animal on which they are operating. Even when
practised with the other two objects mentioned
vivisection is condemned by a large class of persfins

as unwarrantable cruelty u^ess the animal operated
on is rendered insensible by some ansesthetic. It is,

however, contended that the use of an ansesthetic

may in many cases destroy the value of an experi-
ment upon a living animal by materially influencing
the phenomena which it is desired to observe, and
that vivisection even involving painful operations is

absolutely indispensable to the advance of physiolo-
gical and medical science. At the Liverpool meeting
of tibe British Amodation in 1870 a committee was

imported to oQiirider tbte sabjeot and to report en It
Their report waa rendered at the meeting held In the
following year at Edinburgh, and was as loUowa^—

1. No experiment which can be poifonned undm
the influence of an anseathetio ought to be done
without it

2. No painful experiment is justifiahle lor the
mere purpose of illustrating a law or laot already
demonstrated; in other wonu, experimentation with-
out the employment of ansBsthetios is not a fiti^ig

exhibition for teaching purposes.

S. Whenever, for the investigation of new tratfa»

it is necessary to make a i^tainful experiment, every
effort should be made to insure success, in order that
the suffering inflicted may not be wasted. For tiiis

reason no painful experiment ought to be performed
by an unskilled person with insufficient instromenti
and assistance, or in places not suitable to the pur-
pose; that is to say, anywhere except in physiolo^oal
and pathological laboratories, under proper regula-
tions.

4. In the scientiflc preparation for veterinary prac-

tice, operations ought not to be performed upon
living animals for the mere purpose of obtaining
operative dexterity.

In 1876 an act (89 and 40 Viet. cap. Ixxvii) entitled

an act to amend the law relating to cruelty to animals

was passed with the view of placing restrictions on
the practice of vivisection. The act forbids the per-

forming on any living vertebrate animal of anpr

experiment calculated to give pain, unless the experi-

ment be perfoimed by a person holding a conditional

licence from a secretary of state, and unless it be

performed in a registered place, and on an animal
rendered insensible to pain by some antesthetia If

the operation is of such a nature that the animal is

likely to suffer paiu after the effect of the aneesthetin

has ceased the animal is to be killed before it recovers

from the influence of the ansnsthetic. There are

special restrictions as to painful experiments on dogs,

cats, horses, asses, or mules. Ex|>erimentB on animals
are now mostly bacteriological and not physiological,

as they were at the time of the passing of the act.

VIZIER, a title of honouramong the Mohammedan
powers. It is an Arabic word, and by the Arabs w
pronounced wezecr\ but the Turks and Persians give

the first letter the sound of a v. According to its

most probable derivation it signifies bearer, namely,
of the burden of government. In Turkey there were
formerly six raeinlx3r8 of the divan who bore that

title, and who, under the presidency of the grand-
vizier, formed a sort of committee of that body, but
yet had only a deliberative voice in it, and no vote,

'rhe grand-vizier formerly ruled with absolute power
a.s the representative of the sultan in peace and war,

but now acts more as the president of a ministry,

lie is usually styled by the figiirative title aadr-azem
(seat of honour), referring to his jdace in the divan.

VLADIMIR, a town in Russia, capital of the

government of same name, on a lofty and wooded
bank above the Kliasma, 10,5 miles north-east of

Moscow. It is one of the oldest towns in Russia;

and has a cathedral, a theological seminary, consider-

able manufactures, and a tr^e in fruit, particularly

cherries. From 1167 to 1328 it was the residence

of the Russian grand -princes. It was twice sacked

in the time of the Tartars (1238 and 1410).

28,286. — The government lias an area of 18,7^
square miles, and a pop. (1897) of 1,670,780. It has

an undulating surface with a general slope towards

the east, and is not very fertile. The drainage is all

carried to the Volga by the Oka and its tnbutary

the Kliasma. There are important manufactures ot

linens and woollens, and several blast-fumaoes.

VLIESSINGEN. See Flushing.
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VOCAL MUSIC. Sm Mraio laA Voi<».
VOIO]^ the name given to the lesnlt of the pro-

dno^on of sound in neerly ell higher Vertebrate
snimale. * Speech ’ (which see) is a modification of
* voice.* In man the voice is pr^uoed by the inferior

laryngeal ligaments^ or true vocod, cordt (see Labtnx)
as tiiey are termed. These cords being attached to the
glottis are thrown into vibration by the currents of air

which in expiration pass over their edges. That voice
essentially resides in these cords has been proved by a
varietyof experiments. Thus if an opening be made in

the wind-pipe below the larynx the voice ceases; but
an opening made above the vocal cords does not inter-

fere with the production of voice. The voice returns
when the opening in the wind-pipe is closed. When
tile nerves {laryngeal) which supply the muscles mov-
ing the vocal cords are injured voice ceases; and if

these nerves be divided on each side the voice wholly
disappears. When a current of air is forced upwards
through the larynx in the dead subject, to imitate
the act of expiration in the living body, vocal sounds
are produoecL The vocal cords consist of elastic

tissue, and through their attachments to the carti-

laginous parts of the larynx they can be stretclied

more or less tightly as occasion re<{uires. The cliief

structures surrounding the vocal conls and entering
Into the formation of the larynx or organ of voice
are noticed in the article Larynx. The thyro-ary-
tenoid muscles have perha{» the largest share in

placing the vocal cor^ in a parallel position witli

one another, and of thus relaxing them. The pos-

terior crico-arytenoid muscles separate the cords and
dilate the glottis. In tranquil or ordinary breath-

ing the opening of the glottis is wide and triangular,

being narrowest in expiration. In deep inspiration

the opening is widely dilated, and becomes of a
lozenge-shape; and when voice is produced the vocal

cords are seen to be approximated and made parallel

whilst they are tightly stretched. The higher the

note produced the greater is the tension on the cords;

and the range of voice thereforedepends on theamount
of tension which the cords can undergo. No true

sound of voice appears capable of being produced at

the under part of the opening of the glottis.

Begarding the compass and application of the voice

In speaking and singing physiologists have noted three

kin^ of sequence. Iu ordinary speaking a monotonous
sequence is observed, the notes having nearly all the

same pitch, and the variety of the sounds being due
rather to articulation in the mouth than to definite

movements of the glottis and vocal cords. A passage

from high to low notes, without intervals, forms the
second kind of sequence; or the same sequence is

observed in the passage from low to high notes.

Such a sequence is exemplified in crying and howling

both in man and in lower animals. *J'he true muticSi

sequence forms the third, each sound in the latter case

having a defined number of vibrations; and the suc-

cessive sounds have vibrations corresponding in rela-

tive proportions to the notes of the musical scale. In
most sii^fers the voice-compass extends to two or three

octaves. The lowest female note is an octave or so

higher than the lowest note of the male voice; and
the female’s highest note is about an octave above

that of tiie male. The compass of both voices taken

together is about four octav^ the chief differences

residing in the •pitchy and also in the timbre. The male
voice admits of division into tenor and bass, and the

female into soprano and contralto. The differences

between the respective voices in males and females

is chiefly in tone, and not so much in pitch, since

bassos can sometimes attain vei'y high notes and
contraltos can frequently rival sopranos in the height

of the notes they can take. But on comparing the

timbre or quality of these voices singing the same note

thedifference fsseen to bevery marked. IkedlfferenM
d'pitch between the maleand female voice isduo tothe
lengthof thevocal cords. These inwomenand menare
as 8 to2,whilst thedifferencein timbre appearstoresult
from differences in the nature and extent of the walk
and cavity of the larynx. Inboys the larynx and voice

resemble those of the female, dter puberty the boy’s

voice taking on the characteristics of the male sex. In
castrated individuals the voice retains its boyish and
effeminate characters. In old persons the cartil^es of

the larynx become ossified and hardened, and this fact,

togetiier with the loss of nerve power and the relaxa-

tion of the vocal cords, explains the cracked and feeble

condition of the voice. Chat notee differ from fal^

eetto noUe in that the former are natural notes pro-

duced by the natural voice; but the production of

falsetto notes is still an obscure phenomenon. MUller

thinks they are formed bv vibrations of the inner

borders only of the vocal cords; whilst Petrequin

and Diday are of opinion that the vocal cords have

no share in producing falsetto notes, and that they

arise from vibrations of air passing through the aper-

ture of the glottis. Finally it may be noted that

the actual etrength of the voice depends on the degree

to which the vocal cords can be made to vibrate, and
also in a minor degree on the resonance of the larynx,

lungs, and chest generally. See also Larynx and
Speech
VOLATILE OILS. See Oils.

VOLCANOES. The term ‘volcanic’ is applied to

all outward manifestations of subterranean fires; to

columns of smoke and vapour rising from rocks;

‘salses’ or mud volcanoes; argillaceous cones emitting

L'ud, asphalt, and hydrogen; to hot springs, in which,
as in those of Iceland and the Yellowstone region in

the Rocky Mountains, the waters under the action of

elastic vapours are thrown up in jets to a considerable

altitude. Earthquakes also are undoubtedly vol-

canic in their origin. (See Earthquakes.) Volcanoes

may occur as isolated conical mountains, such as

Vesuvius, Etna, or the Peak of Teneriffe. They also

form various groups or systems of mountains, some-
times arranged in single or double lines extending

through hundreds of leagues in length, and all show-
ing that the volcanic agencies do not depend on
restricted causes operating near the earth’s surface,

but that they are great phenomena of deep-seated

origin. One remarkable fact in the distribution of

volcanoes is their proximity to the sea
;
in proof of

which it is sufficient to state that, out of 323 active

volcanoes enumerated by Fuchs as occurring in vari-

ous parts of the known world, all excepting two or

three in America, and about the same number in

Central Asia, are within a short distance at least of

the ocean. There are certain regions over the whole
of which active volcanic vents are distributed at in-

tervals. Throughout the intermediate spaces there is

abundant evidence that the subterranean fire is con-

tinually at work; for the ground is convulsed from
time to time by earthquakes: gaseous vapours, espe-

cially carbonic acid gas, are disengaged plentifully

from the soil; springs often issue at a very high
temperature, and their waters are very commonly
impregnated with the same mineral matters which
are discharged by volcanoes during eruptions.

Of these great regions that of tbe Andes is one of

the best defined. In Chili an unintemipted line of

volcanoes stretches north from the 46tL to the 27th
degree of a. lat. The Chilian volcanic rise up
through granitic mountains. Villarica, one of the
principal, continues burning vrithout intermissioD,

and is so high that it may be distinguished at the
distance of 150 miles. In Peru are several moun*
tains of volcanic origin, and farther north, in Ecua-
dor, in the neighbourhood of Quito, where the Andes
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•tiaiii their greetert Tongonigius Coto-

paxi, and Piohindi% the three former of

whidi not nnfreqaentljr emit flamee. Cotopaxi, ]9,50o>

feet in height, is the most elevated of the American

volcanoee wUoh have been in activity in recent

timea. (See Cotopaxi.) Going farther north, vol-

canoes still continue to be found, and in Guatemala

and Nicaragua in Central America there are no less

than twenty-five active volcanoes. This great vol-

canic chain, after having pursued its course for

several thousand miles from south to north, turns off

in a side direction in Mexico, and is prolonged in a

great plateau between the 18th and 22d degrees of

south latitude. Five active volcanoes traverse Mexico
from west to east; namely, Tuxtla, Orizaba, Popo-

catepetl, Jorullo, and Colima. Jorullo, which is in

the centre of the great plateau, is no less than 40

leagues from the ocean, which shows that the prox-

imity of the sea is not a necessary condition, although

certainly a very general characteristic of the position

of active volcanoes. Thus it will be seen that vol-

canoes and earthquakes occur uninterruptedly from
Chili to the north of Mexico.

On an equal, if not a still graijder scale, is another

continuous line of volcanic action, which commences
on the north with the Aleutian Isles, passes over

to north-eastern Asia, then proceeds southward
without interruption throughout a space of between
sixty and seventy degrees of latitude, to the Moluccas,

and then branches off in different directions both
towards the east and the west. The northern ex-

tremity of this volcanic region is the Peninsula of

Alaska. Thence the line is continued through the

Aleutian Islands to Kamtchatka, in the southern

extremity of which there are seven active volcanoes.

Ilie Kurile chain of isles constitutes the prolonga-

tion of the range in a southern direction; the line is

then continued to the south-west in the Japanese
Islands, where there are active vents. Between the

Japanese and Philij)pine Islands the communication
is preserved by several small insular vents. The
line is then prolonged through Sangir and the north-

eastern extremity of Celebes to the Moluccas. Here
a great transverse line may be said to run from east

to west. On the west it passes through the whole of

Java, where there are thirty-eight large volcanic

mountains. In the volcanoes of Sumatra the same
linear arrangement is preserved. In this region oc-

curred recently one of the most disastrous volcanic

eruptions recorded in history. A volcano in the

island of Krakatoa in the Straits of Sunda burst out
into violent activity on the 26th August, 1883, and
iu the course of two days caused the loss of many
thousand lives, and devastated not only the other

isles in the strait, but also extensive portions of Java
and Sumatra. In another direction the volcanic range
is prolonged through Borneo, Celebes, Banda, New
Guinea; and further eastward in New Britain, New
Ireland, and various parts of the Polynesian Archi-
pelago. The Pacific Ocean indeed seems, in equa-
toriid latitudes, to be one vast theatre of igneous
action; and its innumerable archipelagoes, such as

the New Hebrides, FriencUy Islands, and Georgian
Islands, are all composed either of coralline lime-
stones or volcanic rocks, with active vents here and
there interspersed.

In the Old World the volcanic region extends from
east to west for the distance of about 1 000 miles, from
the Caspian Sea to the Azores, including within its

limits the greater part of the Mediterranean and its

most prominent peninsulas. From south to north it

reaches from about the 85th to the 45th degree of
latitude. Its northern boundaries are Caucasus, the
Black Se% the mountains of lliraoe, Transylvania,
and Hungary,—the Austrian, Tyrolese, and Swiss
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Alps^—the Oevennes and Pyrenees^ with the moon-
tains which branch off from the Pyrenees westward
to the north side of the Tagus. The sonthem boun-
daries of the region include the most northern parti
of Africa and a portion of tiie desert of Arabia.
Besides the continuous spaces of subterranean dis-

turbance, of which the outline has been ^ven abov&
there are other disconnected volcanic groups, of
which the geographical extent is as yet imperfectly
known. Among these may be mentioned loelancl^
which belongs perhaps to the same region as the
volcano in Jan Mayen’s Island. With these also
part of the nearest coast of Greenland, which is

sometimes shaken by earthquakes, may be connected.
The Island of Bourl^n belongs to another theatre of
volcanic action, of which Madagascar and Mauritius
form a part. Kespecting the volcanic system of
Southern Europe, it may be observed that there is a
central tract where the greatest earthquakes prevail,

in which rocks are shattered and cities laid in ruins.

On each side of this line of greatest commotion there
are parallel bauds of country where the shocks are

less violent. At a still greater distance, as in North-
ern Italy, there are spaces where the shocks are much
rarer and more feeble. Beyond these limits, again,

all countries are liable to slight tremors at distant

intervals of time, when some great crisis of subter-

ranean movement agitates an adjoining volcanic

I

region; but these may be considerea as mere vibra-

tions, propagated mechanically through the external

crust of the globe. Some remarkable manifestations

of this widely-diffused force are on record. On the
day of the great earthquake at Usbon, Ist November,
1755, Vesuvius became tranquil after having shown
signs of commotion. The lakes in Scandinavia, and
the hot springs at Tdplitz, in Bohemia, were at the
same time disturbed. On the Cornwall coast the sea

rose to a height of 8 or 10 feet, and the same pheno-
menon was observed on other parts of the Englisli

coast. In Scotland the waters of Loch Lomond,
Ijoch Ness, Loch Katrine, &c., rose above their banks.

The sea around the West Indian Islands assumed a

black tint, perhaps from a discharge of bitumen.
Although the connection between earthquakes and
volcanoes is established by undoubted facts, there

are instances, which are not so easily accounted for,

of shocks occurring in places far remote from all

indications of modem igneous action, and, so far as

has Ijeen observed, not synchronous with similar

manifestations in volcanic regions. At Comrie, neai*

Crieff, in Perthshire, there are freejuent shocks of

earthquake of greater or less intensity. Slight shocks

have also been felt in several parts of England,
especially in Sussex, and in many other countries

far removed from all existing volcanic vents. Vesu-

vius is the most famous of all burning mountains,

and an especially celebrated event in its history was
the overwhelming of the cities Herculaneum and
Pompeii in a.d. 79. Since then there have been

numerous symptoms of activity, the most noted of

the more recent eruptions being those of 1779, 1798,

1834, 1847, 1850, 1855, 1867, 1872 (see accompany-

ing plate), 1878, and 1880. One of the eruptioM

moat destructive of life and property occurred in

1902, in the island of Martinique, in the West Indies,

Mount Pel^ having by a sudden outburst destroyed

the town of St. Pierre with most of its inhabitants.

Much damage and loss of life was also cau^ at

the same time by eruptions of the Soufri^re, in the

neighbouring island of St. Vincent. In the nine-

teenth century several instances of the rise and dis-

appearance of islands owing to volcanic action were

observed. Gne of these occurred in July, 1881, off

the south-west coast of Sicily, where a vast ag-

glomeration of volcanic matter arose above the sur-
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face of the sea. In Augiut the island attained the

height of 200 feet and a diameter of 1670 yards, but

W the end of the ^ear it had completely disappeared.

WbSild it existed it received the names of Graham
IslanA Julia, and Ferdinandea. In 1866 small vol-

canic islands were similarly thrown up at Santorin

in the Grecian Archipela^. See Santorin, Hbb-
OULANETTM, POMPEII, VESUVIUS, .fflXNA, HeOLA, &C.

Various theories have been proposed to account
for the immediate cause of volcanic action. Two
hypotheses, in particular, have been maintained with
equal in^nuity by physicists, the one chemical, the

otoer mechanical. The chemical theory first took a
definite shape in the hands of Sir Humphry Davy,
who suffgest^ that the phenomena of volcanic action

might ci accounted for on the supposition that the

interior parts of the earth consist^ of potassium
and sodium, and that violent combustion is produced
when water comes into contact with these highly-

oxidisable metallic bases. This theory was ultimately

relinquished by Davy in favour of the mechanical

hypothesis, which rests upon the assumption that

the interior of the globe consists of a mass of matter

in a state of fusion, causing the evolution of a great

body of elastic vapour, expanding and seeking to

escape where the least amount of resistance is pre-

sent^, and manifesting itself in the explosions that

accompany an eruption, or in the upheaval of rocks

and the production of earthquakes. For the views

of Lord Kelvin, Mr. Mallet, and the Rev. 0. Fisher

on the interior of the earth, see Earth (Internal
Heat of) in Supp. and Geology (p. 188).

The three essential conditions for the production

of volcanic phenomena appear to be: (1) apertures or

fissures affording communication with the interior

of the earth
; (2) highly-heated matter beneath the

surface
; (3) subterranean water, which, in the form

of high-pressure steam, is competent to produce all

the crater operations. A mass of lava within a
small active crater precisely resembles a boiling fluid.

The viscous seething mass of lava contains water
entangled in it, and when this rises to the upper
part of the column of lava it is relieved from pres-

sure and flashes explosively into steam. This re-

stores equilibrium for a while, during which more
steam is being generated, and presently another
outburst occurs. The friction of the steam against

the rock masses generates enormous quantities of

electricity, which appear as flashes of lightning issu-

ing^from the column of steam above the crater.

The most characteristic product of a volcano is

molten rock or lava. Cooled lava in appearance is

very like the slag of our furnaces. As to its chemical

composition, all lava is made up of oxides, so that

half its weight is oxygen, and of these oxides silica

is so far the most abundant (from 40 to 80 per cent

of the total moss) that the element silicon forms a

quarter of the total weight, and of the remaining

quarter something less than half is due to the metid

lUuminium. Where silica forms over two-thirds of

the mass of lav^ it is called an acid lava; where the

proportion of silica is less, it is a basic lava. The
typical acid lava is trachyte, the typical basic lava

bai^t. Fresh acid lavas are whitish, but basic lavas

are usually nearly black in colour, all lavas when
weathered taking reddish-brown tints. Under the

microscope thin slices of lava reveal great differences.

First, we have volcanic gloss or obsidian, a lava

which has rapidly cooled from a condition of com-
plete fluidity, and which shows nebulous patches

scattered through a glassy base. A very high power
reveals that these patches are compost of minute
aystals, called microlithi or eryst^ites, Ciystals
are made up of microliths grouped about certain

axes, and a completely amoi^hous glassy lava may

be converted into a highly^oiyatalline mass by slowly

cooling, thus giving the molecular forces time to act

in the grouping of the microliths. Most lavas, when
viewed under the microscope, exhibit a glassy paste

or ground-mass containing microliths, among which
distinct crystals are distributed. Or again, when
lavas are consolidated at a great depth beneath the

j

surface, the ground-mass is made up of small crystals,

amongst which larger crystals are distributed. And
finally, we arrive at the granitic structure, in which
the rock is completely made up of large ciystals

without any ground-mass. One and the same rock

may exist in each of these forms, according as it has

been cooled slowly or rapidly, at a great depth be-

neath the surface or near it. Thus, while basalt

represents the lava form of one variety of volcanic

rock, gabbro is the corresponding granitic or crystal-

lized form, and tochylyte (or ba^lt-glass) its glassy

or obsidian form. When examined by high powers
of the microscope the ciystals of granitic rocks are

sometimes seen to contain cavities filled with liquid

or gas, or with two liquids and a gas. Sometimes
the liquid is water, sometimes a hydrocarbon like

the mineral oils which are found in abundance in

deep-seated rocks in various parts of the world.

Not infrequently the inclosed substance is liquefied

carbonic acid, a gas which requires a pressure of

nearly 600 lbs. per square inch to liquefy it at the
freezing-point of water. All lavas alike, when arti-

ficially fused, make glass.

Far more abundant than the lava is the steam
which issues from a volcano during eruption, and
the rain and mud are more formidable enemies than
the lava to the population near a volcano. It was
mud and dry ashes, but particularly the former, and
not lava, which buried Pompeii and Herculaneum.
With the steam a large amount of gases also escapes,

the chief being hydrochloric acid, sulphur dioxide,

boracic acid, carbonic acid, and sulphuretted hydro-

gen, as well as free hydrogen and nitrogen, am-
monia, and some of the volatile metals, such as
arsenic, antimony, and mercury. The yellow coat-

ing round a volcanic crater is far more often ferric

chloride, formed by the union of the iron of the

rocks with the hydrochloric acid emitted from the

crater, than sulphur, which it resembles, and for

which it is so commonly taken. The materiala

ejected from volcanoes are not, as many may think,

a wholly useless collection of ddbris. On the other

hand, much of what is thus thrown out is of con-

siderable commercial value. Of the volatile sub-

stances issuing from volcanic vents some are at

once deposited when they come into contact with
the cool atmosphere; others form new compounds
with one another and the constituents of the atmos-

phere; while others, again, combine with the ma-
terials of the surrounding rocks and form fresh

chemical compounds with some of their ingredients.

The deposits which are thus continually accumulat-
ing on the sides and lips of volcanic fissures consist

of sulphates, chlorides, sal-ammoniac, sulphur, &c.
Besides the lava, solid substances are thrown up.

These may be fragments of the sides of the volcanic

fissui-e, as, for instance, at Vesuvius, which is strewn
with bits of limestone, even containing fossils. The
‘ lava ornaments’ so frequently purchased at Naplea
are made, not from lava, but from bits of limestone,

altered somewhat by the heat and compressed steam.
The escape of the compressed steam and gases from
the boiling lava carries up the clinkery froth which
perpetually forms on the surface, and which, when
not burst into the tiny fragments called volcanic ash,

is known to us as pumice, and is in fact a sponge of

glass, a m^ of tmy glass bubbles. It is this ash
or dust which is so dangerous a product, for it rises
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aometimea miles above the moimtaiii, and the air

oarriee it enormous distances, hundred^ and even

thousands of miles, or it falls mixed with the con-

densing steam, and buries whole village in mud.
When masses of half-fluid lava are flung into the air

they assume roughly spherical forms, and the super-

heated water, which they (like lava) contain in

large quantities, attempts to free itself as steam, dis-

tending them with bubbles. Such masses are called

hombi. Often they burst, and the rough cindery

fragments are called scoria, or, if small, lapilli. Vol-

canic mud, when pressed and formed into a rock,

makes the building-stone called fq/a, so much used

in Naples and in ancient Rome. Such rocks of tufa

or of stratified scoriee are generally penetrated by
hard * dykes’ of solid lava, evidently thrust through

the mass in a molten condition when it was soft.

Weathered cliffs of stratified volcanic rock show
these dykes standing out like buttresses. Volcanic

products and effects may be seen and examined in

many countries, such as Scotland, where volcanic

activity has not been known in historic times. See
Judd’s Volcanoes (1881) and Hull’s Volcanoes

(1892). Illustrations of volcanic phenomena (includ-

ing geysers, mud and submarine volcanoes, &c.) will

be found on the accompanying plate. See also

Getseks, Earthquakes, &c.

VOLE (Arvicala), a genus of Rodent Mammalia,
closely allied to the Muridee, or Rats and Mice, and
included in that family, but distinguished by the

enamel of the molar teeth l)eing folded so as to

produce the ap|)earance of a double triangle on the

crown. The ears are very short and rounded, and
the soles of the feet are hairless, whilst the tail is

relatively short to what obtains in the Mice. Of
this genus the best-known forms are the Water-rat
or Water-vole {A, amphihius), and the Carnpagnol,

Field- vole, or Short-tailed Field-mouse {A. ayrestis).

The Water-vole attains a total length of 13 inches,

the tail making 4| inches of this measurement. It

breeds twice yearly, and appears to produce five or

six young at a birth. Its colour is a pale or chest-

nut brown, tinted with gray alxive, and fading into

gray on the under pirts. The ears are remarkably
short. A black vanety is common in some localities,

as, for instance, the north-east of Scotland. The
front teeth are yellow-coloured. The finxi of the

Water-vole appears to consist almost exclusively, if

not entirely, of vegetable matter. The Water-vole

is often confused with the Brown Rat, which often

frequents the same localities. The Field-vole is a

smaU animal of 5 inches in length, erroneously named
a field-mouse. (See Mouse.) In 1876, and again

in 1891-92, a plague of these animals visited farms

on the borders of England and Scotland, and did

much damage to the pasturage. This animal is very

prolific, and feeds on vegetable matters. Its colour

18 reddish-brown above and gray below. Another
British species of vole is named the Bank-vole. In
its habits it is similar to the Field-vole.

VOLGA, a river in Russia, the longest in Europe;
and, with exception of the Danube, possessing the
greatest body of water. It rises among marshes and
small lakes beside the Valdai Hills, in the govern-
ment of Tver, at an elevation of about 550 feet

above sea-level, and falls into the Caspian Sea by
many months, at Astrakhan. Its basin has an area
of about 563,300 square miles, and its entire course,

including windings, is about 2200 miles in length,

while its fall from source to embouchure is only
630 feet. It flows at first south-east about 90 miles

to Zubtzof, thence generally north-east past Tver to

Mologa, thence east by south past Yaroslal, Kos-
troma, and Nijnei-Nov^rod, to toe vicinity of Kasan.
Here it turns south, flows drcuitoualy S.8.W. past

Simbirsk and Saratof to Tsaritsyn and Sarepta, mak-
ing a marked eastward bend at Samara, and thence
south-east to the Caspian. At Tsaritsyn it sends
off a branch, the Akhtuba, which flows parallel to
the main pari of the river, and is oonnecM with it

by many cross branches, Its principal affluents are
the Oka and Kama, the one joining it from the south-
west, the other from the north-east. The Vo^ is

navigable almost from its source, and below Nijnei-
Noygorc^ it floats quite lai^ vessels; but its navi-
gation is impeded by shallows and ^sand-banks,
and in winter by ice. Passenger steamers similar
to those of American rivers now ply upon it. Bv
a judicious system of canals it communicates with
the Caspian, Baltic, Black, and White Seas. The
short railway from Tsaritsyn to the river Don has
diverted much of the traffic from the lower Volga
and the Caspian to the lower Don and the Sea of

Azov. The banks of the Volga are fertile, and often

well-timbered. The river sounds in fish, particu-

larly sturgeon, car|), and pike of extraordinary size.

VOLH YNIA, a government in Russia, bounded
north by Grodno and Minsk, east by Kief, south by
Podolia, and west by Austrian Galicia and Poland;
area, 27,743 square miles. In the south there are

spurs of the Carpathians, but the north is low and
largely marshy. The whole drainage is carried to

the Dnieper by numerous small streams. The cli-

mate is mild, equable, and in general healthy. The
soil is almost all remarkably fertile, producing abun-
dant cro{>s of all kinds of grain, particularly wheat
of excellent (]uality. Beet and tuba(;co are import-

ant cro})H. There are also considerable manufactures.

The capital is Jitoinir. Pop. (1897), 2,997,902.

VOLITION. See Will.
VOLOGDA, a town in Russia, capital of the

government of the same name, on the Vologda, in

the south-west of the govenmient, in a beautiful

district extensively occupied with gardens, 35 miles

E.S.E. of 8t. Petersburg. It consists chiefly of old

wooden houses; with a few stone buildings in the

modem style in the chief square, and has manufac-
tures of linen, soap, candles, glass, leather, &c. Pop.

(1897), 27,855.—The government is bounded north

by the government of Archangel; east by the Ural
Mountains; south by Perm, Viatka, Kostroma, and
Yaroslaf

;
and west by Nov^rod and Olonetz;

area, 155,498 square miles. The surface consists

generally of a plateau covered with woods, lakes,

and morasses. The drainage mostly belongs to the

basin of the Northern Ocean. The great wealth of

the government consists in its forests, which, besides

timl)er, furnish charcoal. Pop. (1897), 1,365,587.

VOLSCI, an ancient Italian tribe who dwelt in

Latium, on both sides of the river Liris (Garigliano).

They had a republican government. Their prin-

cipal city was Corioli, from which Coriolanus derived

his surname. After having several times endan-

gered the Roman state, they were conquered and

disappeared from history, like the other tribes of

Latium (338 B.O.).

VOLTA, Alessandro, a celebrated Italian physi-

cist, descended from a respectable family of Uomo,

was bom in that place in 1745, and died there

in 1827. In 1777 he paid a visit to Switzerland,

where he became personally acquainted with Bhdler

at Bern, Voltaire at Feraey, and De Saussure at

Geneva. Two treatises, published in 1769 and

1771, in which he gave a description of a new
electrical machine, laid the foundation of his fame.

In 1774 Volta beoime rector of the gymnasium in

Como and professor of physics. In 1779 be was
transferred from Como to Pavia to fill the chair of

natural philosophy in the university of that city.

Here be occupiea himself entirely with electrical
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gewearohew. He had pm^ioiidy ineented the alectro-

phunu, and hie invontioii of the electroaoope wai alao

Ml important improvement (See Elkotbosoopi.)
Hit ODMrvations upon the bubblee which axiu from
•tagnant water led him alio to lome valuable

ooveriei in regard to gaies. The electrical pistol,

the eudiometer, the lamp with inflammable air, the
electrical condenser, and other inventions, are among
his claims to renown. He next turned his attention
tf» some of the atmospherical phenomena, as the
nature of hail, &c., and subsequently increased his

rnputation by the invention of the Voltaic pile (1800).
1(1 1782 he had made a tour through France, Ger-
many, England, and Holland. In 1794 he received
t)ie Copleian medal from the Royal Society of Lon-
don, on account of his paper upon the condenser;
and in 1801 his electric apparatus attracted so
much notice in France that the first consul invited

him to France to give an account of his invention
liofore a commission of the Institute, and when the
commissionerB made their report, proposed that a
gold medal should be awarded the inventor in recog-

nition of his services to science. Further favours

showed the respect in which Napoleon held him. He
was decorated with the cross of the Lemon of Honour
and the order of the Iron Crown, and in 1810 was
raised to the dignity of senator of Italy, with the
title of count. In 1819 he resigned his professorial

duties, and retired to his native town. Antinori
edited a collection of his works (Opera di Volta,

I'lorance 1816, five vols.).

VOLTAIC ARC, the flame of incandescent par-

ticles of carbon which is caused by the passage of a
current of electricity between two pieces of carbon,

and which is the source of the electric light. The
heat of the voltaic arc is the most intense artificial

heat known; by its means platinum may be readily

fused. See Eleci'Ric LioHTiNa.
VOLTAIC PILE, Volta’s arrangement in a pile

of alternate discs of copper and zinc separated by
pieces of flannel moisten^ with salt water or with
water acidulated with sulphuric acid. The voltaic

pile gives a very small current; but, its circuit being
|

i»roken, it shows at its extremities electricity of high
ttinsion, and it is capable of sending a current through
considerable resistances.

VOLTAIRE, FuANgoiB Mabib Arouet, called

M. DB, a French lUUrateur^ bom at Paris (according

to the register of the parish of St. Andr^), November
21, 1694; died there May 30, 1778. His father was
Fran9ois Arouet, till 1692 notary at the Chfltelet,

and his mother Mai^gudrite Daumart, a native of

I’oitou. He was destined by his father for the legal

profession, but his inclination for literature was so

decided that he never seriously entered upon it, and
the success of his first tragedy Oedipe, which was
brought out in 1718, reconciled even his father to

his abandonment of law for letters. It is tradition-

ally recorded that this play was finished, and that

two cantos of his Henriaide were written in the Bas-

tille, where he was confined for nearly a year (May,

1717, to April, 1718), on account of certain satirical

v erses on the regent, the authorship of which was
ascribed to him. llie success of his tragedy at once

made him the fashionable poet of the day, and for

the next eight years he resided mainly at Paris,

leading a life of gaiety and pleasure, and it must be

added of license, in the society of the great, whom
he frequently visited also at their country seats. It

was about the beginning of this period that he
chimpd his paternal name of Arouet into Voltaire,

which latter name is most probably explained as

an anagram of Arouet L j. (leJeune—^the youn^r,
he havh^ an elder brother). Aie mode of life just

|

indicated ended with Voltaire in a second imprison-

ment in the Bastille in 1726, the oooasioii of whidi
was his lending a challenge to the ChevaUer Bohan,
by whom he had been grossly and shamclolly in-

sulted. This second imprisonment lasted no mors
than a month, and on being liberated Voltaire deter-

mined to seek greater liberty in England, where he

had been invited by Lord Bolingbroke. His red-

dence in England lasted till 1729, and during it he
acquired a certain knowled^ of English literature

(Shakspere, Pope, Swift, Addison), and made him-

self acquainted with the writings of the English

free-thinkers, Toland, Tindal, Collins, Shaftesbury,

Ac. After his return he lived chiefly at Paris tUl

1784. In the coarse of this second Parisian resi-

dence he raised himself from very moderate circum-

stances to a condition of affluence, not, however, by
literary labour, but by monetary enterprises. He
had inherited a small patrimony from his father,

and this he had increased by the publication of the

Henriade, which he had finished and published by
subscription in England. The two sums did not

make a large capital, but by a few successful specu-

lations, and highly remunerative contracts with the

government, be multiplied it many times. From
1734 to 1749 his principal place of residence was at

Cirey, in Lorraine, where he lived with the Mar-
chioness du Ch&telet, with whom he had become
intimate in July, 173^ The death of the marchion-

ess in 1749 deprived him of this retreat, and in the

following year he accepted the often repeated invi-

tation of Frederick the Great to come and live at

I

bis court at Potsdam. Here he was received with

the greatest honour, but the good understanding

between him and the king did not last long, and in

1758, after numerous unpleasant scenes, Voltaire

quitted the Prussian court. Before returning to

France he visited one or two of the minor courts of

Germany. At Frankfort Frederick caused him to

be detained in order to recover from him a collection

of poems by the king containing a number of satires

on several princes, some of which Voltaire had mal-

iciously exhibited at the courts he had visited. On
re-entering France he remained for a short time at

Strasburg, Colmar, and Lyons. Near the end of

1754 he removed to Geneva, and for almost the

whole remainder of his life he lived either in Switz-

erland or close to its borders. In 1760 or 1761 he
fixed his residence with his niece Madame Denis at

Femey, in the Pays de Gex, a district that at one

time belonged to the counts of Geneva, and from the

year 1765 this was his sole place of abode. Under
his care the village of Femey, which in 1758, when
the estate in which it lies was acquired by him, con-

tained only forty-nine peasants in a miserably poor

condition, became a thriving place, and in 1778 num-
bered 1200 inhabitants, among whom Voltaire lived

almost as a sovereign prince. In this retirement

he became known to all Europe as the patriarch of

Femey, and here he received a constant succession

of visits from persons of rank and fame, and kept up
an immense correspondence, which included in ite

range most of the crowned heads of Europe. In
Febmary, 1778, impelled, no doubt, chiefly by the

desire of hearing once more the applause of multi-

tudes, be went up to Paris, where he was hailed by
all classes with boundless enthusiasnL But Uie
sudden change in his manner of life had an injurious

effect upon Ms health, and there can be little doubt
that his death was hastened by the excitement of

the occasion. He was buried at the Abbey of Soel-

libres, between Nogent and Troyes, of which his

nephew the Abb4 Mignot was oommendator. At
the revolution his remains were tnmsferred to the

Panthdon (1791).

During his whole life Voltaire was an indefatig-
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•hie writer. The lonjjr Ikt of hie productioiii em- holtz'e Voltairee Leben nnd Werke (3 toIs., 1885);
bmoee worke in elmoet every branch d literature: Parton’a Life of Voltaire (2 vols., 1881); Hamley’s
in poetry, the drains romance, hietory. philoeophy, Voltaire (1877); Ballantyne’e Voltaire’s Visit to
oritlGism, and even edenoe. Nearly all bis works England (1898); and Espinasse's Voltaire (1898).
are strongly animated by a spirit of hostility to the See also Voltaire: sechs \ ortrftge by David Strauss
priests, and the religion they represented. Hatred (1870); and John Morley’s Voltaire (1872).
of fanaticism and superstition was his ruling passion, VOLTAMETER, an arrangement which shows
for it amounted to a passion. Eor this reason he the quantity of electric current which is psMing
was almost aU bis life long in dread of the persecu- through its circuit in terms of a quantity of water
tion of the church. Some of the most obnoxious of decomposed. The figure shows toe voltameter to
his works he disowned altogether, and although his the left connected with a battery. A circular vessel

repudiation was never believed, yet it served as an has two wires let through its Attorn, which bear
excuse to the government to refrain from taking

any steps against him. The infiuenoe of the

clergy was great enough to hare him excluded
from the Academy on more than one occasion,

when he sought admission, and he did not be-

come a memto of that body till 1746. It was
mainly in order to be out of the reach of the

clergy that he lived so much at a distance from
Paris on the frontiers of France, whence he
could easily make his escape for a while, when
he thought it advisable, into Holland or Switzer-

land. At Cirey and Femey he could be more
outs|K)keu than he had dared to be when he
lived chiefly at Paris. . From Femey he issued

all his most direct attacks upon Christianity

and Catholicism, the Sermon des ciiujuante.

Extrait des sentiments de Jean Mealier, La
Bible enfin expllquee, &c. At the same time
be was a chief contributor to the Encyclop^die,

and indeed its leading spirit. Yet he had no
sympathy wdth the atheistical views that are found inside two jneces of platinum foil as shown; water

expressed in some parts of that work. He upheld slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid is Mured into

theism with as much zeal as he denounced Christian- the vessel, and two tubes which have been filled

ity and priestcraft. It ought to be mentioned also with water are placed one over each strip of platinum

that his hatred of fanaticism, although often the or tkcirode. (>n the poles of the battery being con-

cause of violence and injustice on his part, was the nected with the exterior ends of the wires by means
mainspring of some of the most honourable actions of binding-screws, water will be decomposed, and
of his life, as in the case of the Calos family. See hydrogen will appear in one tube and oxygen in the

Calas (Jkan), other. It will be found, as represented in the figure.

The works of Voltaire on which his literary fame that more than twice the quantity of water is dis-

is now generally held mainly to rest, are his philoso- placed in the hydrogen tube than in the oxygen tube,

phical novels (Zadig, Candide, L’iugdnu, &c.), his IVo volumes exactly of hydrogen and one volume of

histories (Silicle de Louis XIV., Histoire de C’harles oxygen are the proper proportions to form water;

XII.), his correspondence, and more than all, per- but some of the liberated oxygen is dissolved by the

haps, his poetical epistles, satires, and occasional water.

iioems of a light character, in which the typical VOLTERRA (anc. VolotcrrcR), a town in Italy,

Frenchman is exhibited in his most complete mani- Tuscany, 83 miles south-west of Florence, on a plateau

festation, full of wit, gaiety, vivacity, ease, and grace, above the left back of the Era. It was ancientlv

Several of his tragedies, among which may be men- one of the twelve principal cities of Etruria, is still

tioned Zaire (usually reckoned bis master-fuece in surrounded by Etruscan walls, within which is the

the dramatic art), Alzire, Mdrope, Mahomet (trans- modem town, which has a separate inclosure of walls,

lated into German by Goethe), and Rome sauvde, is defended by a citadel, and entered by five gates,

had great success in their own day, but the French It })osBeB8e8 a museum rich in Etruscan antiquities,

do not assign to them a high place in their literature, miut, and hospital The manufactures ore chiefly

Voltaire attempted comedy also, but in this he was articles of alabaster and of salt. Pop. 6000.

•till less successful He seems to have been almost VOLUNTARYISM, the principle of supporting

entirely deficient in the comic faculty. The best of religion by voluntary association and effort, in oppo-

his comedies is L’Enfant prodigue. We should not sition to doing so by the aid or patronage of the state,

omit to mention that Voltaire was always a great VOLUNTEERS, citizens who of their own accoid

lover of the drama, and that wherever he settled for offer the state their services in a military capacity

any length of time one of his first aims was to get without the stipulation of a substantial reward. The
a theatre established in the place, sometimes in his oldest volunteer force in Great Britain is the Honour-
own house. Occasionally he acted himself. The able Artillery Company of the city of London, which

Henriade, an epic poenoi, is another work of Vol- received its charter of incorporation from HenryVIII.
iaire’s, wliich, though not highly esteemed now, had In 1794, and again in 1803, when the ambition and
great success, and exercise? a powerful influence threats of France agitated England, nearly the whok
when it first appeared. Of the numerous editions of of the available male population was formed into

the works of Voltaire, the best are those of Beau- volunteer com{>anie8, and toe government at one time
marchais, with introductions and notes by Condorcet reckoned upon having nearly 500,000 efficient volun-

(70 vols., 1784-89), Beuebot (72 vols., 1829-41), and teers in arms. The numbers soon declined, and in

Moland (52 vols., 1877-85). The chief biographies 1815 the force almost ceased to exist. About 1857
are Desnoiresterres’ Voltaire et la Socidtd Fran9ai8e a feeling of insecurity began to manifest itsell in

au XVIU* Si^e (8 vols., 2nd ed., 1887); I^hren- consequence of the alleged iuuffidenoy of the national
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defonoee, and the Victoria Rifles in London and one
or two other corps were formed. In a short time
the movement began to spread; in May, 1859, the
formation of volunteer corps of riflemen commenced
under the auspices of government, and by the end
of the year many thousands were enroll^. After
four years’ preliminary experience an act of Parlia-

ment relating to the force was passed in 1863;
another was passed in 1869, and these, with subse-

quent acts and regulations, constitute the law re-

lating to volunteers. The volunteer forces comprise
ArtiUery Volunteers, Engineer Volunteers, Rifle

Volunteers (by far the most numerous), and the
Volunteer Medical Staff Corps (besides the special

force of Imperial Yeomanry). In Ireland there

are no volunteers. The appointment of all officers

is vested in the crown, and they hold their com-
missions from his majesty. The commissions are

prepared in the same manner as those of officers in

the regular army; non-commissioned officers are

appointed by the officers commanding. The enrolled

members are classed as efficient or non-efficient (after

their initial training during the first two years), the

efficients in rifle battalions being those who have
attended at least nine drills during the year, been
present at the annual inspection (unless absent

on leave), and have made a specified score at the

targets. For each efficient government allows to

the ooips a capitation grant of 35s. ;
an additional

grant of 50s. is made for each officer or sergeant hold-

ing a certificate of proficiency. The conditions of

efficiency for the artilleiy, engineers, &c., differ in

some details from those applicable to the rifles.

Ghivemment supplies the arms and a part of prac-

tice-ammunition; uniforms, drill-halls, ranges, Ac.,

have to be provided by each corps out of the capi-

tation grant or otherwise. The Volunteer Acts of

1896 and 1900 regulate offers by volunteers for

actual military service outside the United Kingdom;
and in the South African War a number of volun-

teers took part with great credit to themselves.

Under the territorial system Volunteer battalions

are attached to the line regiments of their respec-

tive districts, and the new Army Corps scheme of

1901-1902 provides a definite place for them in the

district army corps. Increased efficiency, especially

as regards summer training in camp, will hence-

forth be required. The strength of this force has

varied considerably in the course of its existence.

In 1860 it consisted of 119,146 men; in 1900 the

total number of men provided for was 277,628, of

whom over 50,000 were artilleiy volunteers. The
state expenditure on the force was estimated at

£1,230,000 for 1901-02, while in 1900-01 it was
£1,730,000. There are also considerable numbers
of volunteers in India, Canada, Australia, Ac.

VOLUTES, the spiral ornaments of the Ionic and
Corinthian capitals. See Architecture.

VOMEIR, one of the bones of the skull, forming

a single bone placed vertically at the hinder part of

the nasal foass or nostrils, and forming part of the

septum nasi or division between the cavities of the

nostrils. Its name is derived from its ploughshare-

like shape. It is a thin bone, and articulates with

the sphenoid and ethmoid bones, with the two upper

jaw-^nes, and the two palate-bones. No muscles

are attached to the vomer. Its sides are smooth,

and grooved for the transmission of blood-vessels.

VOMITING, the forcible expulsion of matters

from the stomach through the oesophagus or gullet.

In vomiting, a deep inspiration is first taken, the

glottis is then dosed, and the musdes of the abdomen
contract strongly and spasmodically. The diaphragm
is fixed, and cannot move upwards; and the cardiac

or guUet-ppening of the stomach is opened, so that

by the contraction of the stomaoh itself, and by the
action of theabdominal musdes,whatever thestomach
contains is forced upwards. The abdominal musdes
force the stomaoh towards the upper and back parts

of the unyidding diaphragm, against which, os
against a fulcrum, the stomach may be pressed.

The power of vomiting at will appears to be pos-

sessed by some persons, and in the"case of persons

who have not this power naturally it appears capable

of being acquired by habit. Vomiting is a symptom
of many diseases and injuries. Many fevers are

ushered in, or indicated at their commencement, by
vomiting. It may be a symptom of cerebral or

brain disorder when unattended by gastric derange-

ment; and persistent vomiting, in tne morning gener-

ally, is one of the first symptoms of pregnancy. In
the latter case it is due to a reflex action, arising

from irritation of the cervix uteri.

VONDEL, JoosT VAN den one of the most cele-

brated poets of Holland, was bom at Cologne 17th

November, 1587. His parents, who were Anabap-
tists, removed to Holland while he was a child, and
the poet himself afterwards went over to the Armin-
ians, and finally died in the bosom of the Roman
Catholic Church, his death taking place on 5th

February, 1679. Nature had endowed him with
extraordinary talents, and he derived little aid from
education. Devoting himself entirely to the culti-

vation of Dutch poetry, Vondel first learned Latin

and French in the thirtieth year of his age. His.

works display genius and elevated imagination, but
the language is often incorrect. They embrace lyric

and didactic poems, satires, an epic, and about thirty

tragedies, some of which are founded on biblic^

subjects and bear such titles as Lucifer, Noah,
Jephth^ the Gilieonites, Ac. These enjoy a high
reputation in Holland, and the interspersed choruses

may be regarded as the finest lyrical productions of

the Dutch muse. The best collective editions of his

works are those by Jan van Lennep (twelve vols.,

1850-69) and Unger (twenty vols., 1890 onwards).

Milton has been accused of borrowing ideas and
expressions from Vondel, and a plausible case can
be made out.

VORARLBERG. See Tyrol.
VORONE.T, a town of Russia, capital of the

government of same name, on a height above the
Voronej, near its confluence with the Don, 290 miles

8.8.E. of Moscow. It consists of a high town, a low
town, and an extensive suburb—is tolerably well

built, and has a cathedral, an episcopal palace,

town-house, gymnasium, diocesan seminary, arsenal,

hospital, and poorhouse; manufactures of woollen

and linen cloth, soap, and vitriol, numerous tan-

neries, a considerable trade in com and tallow, and
important fairs and markets. Fop. (1897), 84,015.

—The government of Voronej has an area of 25,443
square miles, and a pop. (1897) of 2,546,255. It is

intersected by the Don, which receives the whole
of the drainage, partly through its tributaries, the
Voronej and Khoper. The soil is generally fertile,

and large crops of grain are raised. The breeding
of horses and sheep is an important industry.

Manufactures are considerable, and there is an
extensive trade.

VORTICELL.^, or ‘Bell-animalouleb’, a genus
of stalky Infusoria (see Protozoa), notable for the
contractile fibre of the stalk, by means of which th^
are enabled to contract themselves instantaneously
at will. The bell-shaped head or disc is fringed with
ciliot which are used to create currents in the sur-

rounding water and thus to attract particles of food
to the mouth-opening. Reproduction may take place
hy Jiasion or division of the body, by ffemmatioti or
budding, and also by a peculiar process termed eneya-
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tefMm» the iwliMiale ol wUehkbat imperfeotiy imder-

tood. Theie onlmalonlet m»y b< foond in ^enty in

ommar Attadied to the ftemi and Imyea oi water-

^aata. They are aU of minute and miotoaoopio aize.

VorHceUamicrotUmaukd F.iieduf^eraarewell-known

qpedea of them animaloulea.

VOSGES, a chain of moontalna about 100 miles

loiig,partlyon the frontien of France and theGerman
territory A Alsace, partly in Alsace, extending from
N.v.1. to B.8.W. nearly parallel with the Shine, and
forming a continuation of the Jura Mountains, which
separate France from Switzerland; the breadth varies

from 20 to 45 miles. The highest summit^ Ballon-

de-Guebwiller (the summits are ^nerally called

balloru), has a height of 4685 feet a^ve the surface

of the sea. The Vosges mountains have a gentle

declivity, and on the eastern and southern sides are

often covered with vineyards. Great part of the

Vosges is densely wooded, and, besides abounding in

game, they possess great mineral wealth, inclumng
silver, cop^r, iron, lead, coal, and antimony. They
also contain excellent pasturage; and the inhabi-

tants breed many cattle. The 111, Lauter, Moselle,

Meurthe, Saar, and SaOne rise in this chain of

mountains.

VOSGES, an eastern department of France,

bounded on the north by the departments of Meuse
and Meurthe, on the east by Alsace, on the south by
the departments of Haute-Sadne, and on the west by
Haute-Mame; area^ 2268 square miles. It derives

its name from the mountain-chain which bounds it

on the east, and sends out ramifications over the

greater part of its surface. Its south portion is

traversed east to west by the chain of the Faucilles.

In the lower grounds, on an elevated but tolerably

flat trac^ grain, hemp, flax, and potatoes are exten-

sively rais^ The wine pi^uced is indifferent, but
the department has long been famous for its kirsch-

wasser made from the produce of extensive cherry-

plantations. The principal rivers are the Meuse,
Mouzon, Madon, Moselle, Sadne, and Meurthe; but
none of them are navigable within the department.

The minerals include axgentiforous lead, copper, iron,

antimony, oobalt, marble, millstones, slate, kaolin,

and fine agates. The chief manufactures are the

famous G^rom^ or Munster cheese, cotton and linen

cloth, lace, musical instruments, turnery and wooden
clogs, nails, iron, steel and iron ware, paper, leather,

pottery, and glass, ifilpinal is the capit^ Pop.
in 1896, 419,676; in 1901, 421,114.

VOSS, Johann Hxinbioh, a celebrated poet and
translator, was bom in 1751, at Sommer^orf, in

Mecklenburg. Till his fourteenth year he was ^u-
cated in the small town of Penzlin, and then at New
Brandenburg. He afterwards acted as tutor in a
private famuy. He early began to write verses, and
some of these contributed to the Giittingen Musen-
almanach led to a correspondence with Boie, upon
whose invitation he went in 1772 to Gottingen.
Here he studied the daseical and modem languages
with great zeal, and was one of the founders of the
GKittinger Bichterb^d. (See Gebmant—Litera-
ture.) The editorship of the Musenalmanach being
handed over to him by Boie, he retired to Wandsbeck
in 1775, in order to attend to it in the quietness of the
country. He published the Musenumimaoh up to
1800. In 1777 he married Bole's sister, and next year
he was appointed rector at Ottemdorf, in Hanover.
In 1781, iJter the publication of several treatises, he
produced his German Odyssey, a work which has
rsndered this grand poem national with the Germans.
In 1782 he left Otterndor^ and went as rectortoEutin.
In 1798 apfiearod his translation cl the Iliad, and that
cf the Odyssey, in a new fonn, in which, however.
It did not please so modi as before, the former dis-

playing stealer troth and naturalness. In 1795 he
published an idyl in the epic form called Loise. It

nad nrevionsly appeared in 1788, but waa now pro-

duced with improvements. In 1799 appeared hie

translation of the whole of VlrgiL In 1801 he added
a volume of pastoral poems to a new edition of Lniss^

and in 1802 four volumes of lyric poems. In 1805
he went as professor to Heidelberg, where he re-

mained till nis death 29th March, 1826. Voss
rendered good service to the study of olssaioal anti-

quity, and threw fresh light upon many subjects.

As a translator he exhibit^ wonderful oommand of

language and great skill in the handling of metres.

Among his translations that of Homer’s works is

imdoubtedly the greatest; we mi^ also mention, in

addition to his Vi^p^il, his Hesiod, Horace, Theocritus
Bion and Moscbua, Aristophanes, Tibullus, Proper-

tius, and selections from Ovid. He also undertook
with his sons Henry and Abraham a translation of

Sbakspere, which was completed in nine vols. in 1829.

This tranidation cannot stand a oomparison with

Sohlegel's.

VOSSIUS, Gebhabd Johann, a celebrated writer

on criticism and philology, bom near Heidelberg in

1577, studied at Bordrecht and Leyden. At the age
of twenty he commenced his literary career by the

publication of a Latin panegyric on Prince Maurice
of Nassau, and two years alter became director of

the college of Dordrecht. In 1614 he undertook the

direotion of the theological college at Leyden; and,

after having occupied that post four years, he pro-

cured the appointment of professor of rhetoric and
chronology. Having declared himself in favour of

the Kemonstrants, he became obnoxious to the pre-

vailing party in the church; and at the synoa of

Tergou, or Gouda, in 1620, be was deprived of his

ofl^ce. Thnmgh the influence of Archbishop Laud,
the patron of Arminianism in England, Vosrius was
indemnified for his loss by a prebendal stall at Can-
terbury, with permission to continue his residence

in the Netherlands. In 1633 he was invited to

Amsterdam, to occupy the chair of history at the

icfwla UliutriSf and continued there till his death lu

1649. Among bis numerous works may be specified

the treatises Be Origine Idololatrioe; Be Historicis

Grsecis, et de Historicis Latinis; Be Poetis Grecis
et Latinis; Be Sdeutiis Mathematicis; Be Quatuor
Artibus popularibus; Historia Pelagiana; Institu-

tiones Histories, Grammatics, Poetics; Etymolo-
gioou Lingus Latins; Be Vitiis Sermonis; Be Phl-

losophoram Seotis. A collective edition of his works
appeared in six vols. folio (Amsterdam, 1695-1701).

Several of bis sons, especially Isaac, also distinguished

themselves as scholars.

VOUSSOIBS, the wedge-shaped stones which

form an arch.

VOW, a solemn promise made to perform some
act, or to follow out some line of conduct, confirmed

by an appeal to tbs Supreme Being, or supernatural

power to favour or to punish the maker of the pro-

mise according as he fulfils or breaks such promise.

Some vows bind those who make them to perform a

certain act out of gratitude for a particulM favour,

as in the case of Jephthah; others comprehend the

performance of certain limited duties during a whole

life-time, as the marriage-vow and the sovereign's

coronation oath; and others, again, give a particular

form to the entire character of a man’s life, m the

monastic and priestly vows. Among Eoman Catbolios

vows are divided into two kinds:—Solemn, those

taken in the face of the church; and simple^ thoie

made in private. Bishops are consideredf to have
the power of releasing from simple vows generally;

\m% the power of dispensing in important sunple, and
in all solemn vows rests with the pope; the five vows
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ipedlaSly reierved for Papal dltpeiisation were: that

of absolute and perpetual ohaetity, entering into a
religions order, mal^g a pilgrimage to Borne or

Compostella, or of setting out on a crusade. To
Protestants the theory of tows appears untenable,

as they consider that it is the duty of man at all

times to idm at the performance of all the good in

bis power. See Monabtio Vows, Obdkrb (Bbli-

otodb)^

VOWEL (from the French voyeUe; Latin, vocalia\

a simple articulated sound, which is produced merely
by hmtbing, accompanied by a constriction in the

larynx, a greater or less elevation or depression, ex-

pansion, and contraction of the tongue, and contrac-

tion or expansion of the lips. The vowel sounds of

the English alphabet are imperfectly represented by
five letters, a, e, i, o, u (and sometimes to and y)\ the
deficiency of our alphabet may therefore be seen at

|

a glance, when we mention that there are at least

thirteen distinct shades of vowel-quality in the

spoken language as heard in the words, ofe, an, as^,

aA, aU\ elly err; eel, HI; old, ore; pull, ooze. The long
sound of t, as in ire, and of y, as in hy, although
represented by one letter, are really compound vowel
sounds or diphthongs. The French simple vowel
soimds u and eu, and the German 6 and il, are not
heard in the English language. See the articles

under the several letters.

VULCANITE. See Ebonitb.
VULCANUS. See Hephaestus.
VULGAR FRACTIONS. See FRAcmoir.
VULGATE, the name of the Latin translation of

the Bible, which has, in the Catholic Church, official

authority, and which the Council of Trent, in their

fourth session, in May 27, 1546, declared * shall be
held as authentic in aU public lectures, disputations,

sermons, and expositions; and that no one shall

presume to reject it, under any pretence whatsoever.'

Even in the early period of the church a Latin
translation of tlie Biblt? existed, called Itala, the Old
Testament made after the Septuagint. This trans-

lation was not always accurate, and about 382 a.d.

St. Jerome began a revised Latin version of the

New Testament, while between 885-405 A.B. he
made a new Latin translation of the Old Testament
from the Hebrew, which, however, was only partially

adopted by the church. In the sequel the translations

were combined, and formed the Vulgate, so called.

That its Latin phraseology is impure, if the Latin
of the classical Roman authors is taken as the stand-
ard, is not, in all cases, an objection. New ideas
require new terms; but the Vidgate does not give,

in many passages, the sense of the original, and does
not correspond to the present advanced state of

philology and archaeology. Many Catholics have
often represented the necessity of a new translation,

a* much of the old one was made when scriptural

philology was in a very low state; and all of them
aimit that the church does not consider the Vulgate
as a perfect translation, but only as the most satis-

factory of aU the Latin editions. Cardinal Bellar-

mine maintains that all that the Council of Trent
says is that the Vulgate contains no errors which
affect points of faith or morals: he does not pretend
that it is without fault The Protestants, however,
were of opinion that the Vulgate was to be abso-

lutely rejected if they desired to rest their faith on
the &ble. But what edition of the Vulgate was to

be adopted by the Catholics after the decree men-
tioned above became a question, because the edi-

tioni were various, and differed essentially. A oom-
mittee was appointed to prepare a proper text ; but
the pope not liking it, it was abandoned Pius IV.,
Pins V., and Sixtus V., then took the greatest pains
to form a oorrect Vulgate. The latter published

his edition in 1590, with anathemas against any who
should venture to make changes; bat tra editUm had
scarcely i^»peared when Pope dement VIIL pub*
lished a new one in 1592, aooompenied by a rimilsr

buU. Another improved edition was printed in 1598,

which has remained aa the standard tranidation of

Catholics. The differences in these editions are very

considerable. The decree of tiie council above men-
tioned gives the list of the canonical books as given

in our article Bible. St. Jerome inserted, it is true,

the apocryphal books; but it is dear that he only

considered those canonical which are now regarded

as such by Protestants.

VULTURE, the name given generally to various

genera of Raptores or Birds of Prey beloi^ing to the

family Vulturidse. This group is distinguished by

I

the possession of a compressed bill
;
by short tarsi

covered with reticulated or net-like scales. The
middle toe is longer than the tarsus, and the binder

toe is a little elevated on the tarsus. The daws are

blunt. The head and neck are frequently naked or

covered with a light down. A li^e crop exists.

The sub family Vulturinse includes the genera Fiil-

tur, Otogypt, and Oype, The first-mentioned genus^

represented by the Arabian or Cinereous Vulture

(7. Arahicui or monachm), is distinguished by the

presence of a ruff of feathers, and by the crest Dome
on the back of the head. The Arabian Vulture

inhabits Europe, Asia, and Africa, and is the com-
monest member of the group. It may attain a

length of 8 or 4 feet
;

its colour being a chocolate-

brown
;
the naked head and neck being blue. A long

tuft of feathers springs from the base of the wings.

This bird inhabits lofty situations as a rule, and ap-

pears to content itself with carrion, but rarely ven-

turing to attack living animala The genus Otogype

—including the 0. calvus, or Pondicherry Vulture,and
the 0, auiletdaru or Sociable Vulture—is distin-

guished from the preceding genus by having a bare

head and neck, with long wattles dependent from
the ears. The Sociable Vulture inhabits South
Africa. It is coloured a general blackish brown, and
its average length is 4 feet. The naked head and
neck are red. The Pondicherry Vulture inhabits

India, and is usually about 8 feet in length. Its bead
and neck are flesh-coloured, and the chest bears a
tuft of white feathers, the plumage generally being

dark or blackish-brown. The genus Oypa is repre-

sented by the Griffin or Fulvous Vulture {O.fvlvua),

and is distinguished by the bill being swollen or

distended at the sides, the head and neck being

covered with short down, and the neck possessing a

ruff of long pointed or downy feathers. The Grffiln

Vulture inhabits Europe, Asia, and Africa. It attains

a length of 4 feet, ana is coloured of a general yel-

lowish brown tint, the tail and wing quills being

black, and the neck ruff white. The head is covered

with white down. The Alpine or Egyptian Vulture
(Neophron percnoplerwt) inhabits ^uth Europe,
Egypt, and Asia. It is coloured white, the quill-

feathers of the wings being dark brown, and the faoe^

bill, and legs yellow. This bird is also known under
the designations of * Pharaoh’s Chicken ’ and * White
Crow,’ and is protected by laws from bdhg injured.

It belongs to a genus included in the sub-family
SaroorhamphinaB, in which the bill is long and
slender, and the tarsi long, whilst the third toe is

usually short and weak. The Condor (Sweorham*
phua Oryphut) also represents this sub-family, which
also derives its characteristic name from the presence

of a fleshy appendage which exists at the bsM of the
bill and on the head. (See Condor.) The King
Vulture (S. papa) of IVopicsl America inhabits the

forests, and is coloured a Instroua white on the upper
parts, and a pure white below. The wing-pinioiis
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am black, and the neok-rnff is gray. The throat

and back of the neck are lemon-oolottrod, and the

crown of the head la aoarlet The bill ia orange and
black, whilat other tinta decorate the head. The
Black Ynltnre or Zopilote (Ca^aruta Jota) inhabita

the Sonthern Statea of America. Ita general colour

ia a dtdl black. The throat haa a yellowish tinge.

The length of this bird ia about 2 feet. It appears

to 6y high, and feeds on putrid carrion. The Turkey-

buszard or Carrion Vulture (Catharuta Aura) in-

habits North America and Jamaica. (See Turkky-
BUZZAHD. ) The sub-family GypaStinas is represented
by the celebrated Lammergeier or Bearded Vulture
{OypaHtut barbatu9)f a genua and spedea distin-

guished from the preceding by the head and neck
being feathered, and by the cere being concealed by
bristly hairs. See LXmmbrgsisb. ^ Plates 111.

and IV. at Ornithology.

W.

W, the twenty-third letter of the English alphabet,

representing a sound formed by opening the mouth
with a contraction of the lips, and an initial breath-

ing such as is performed in the rapid passage from
the vowel sound u (oo) to that of i {ce). The English
pronunciation of is a peculiarity of that language,

though some other languages have a sound coming
pretty near it, as ou in the French oui (pronounced
we), and the Spanish hua, as in Chihuahua (pronounced
Chitodwa). in the beginning of proper names the

French and Spanish generally substitute a gu for

the original w sound: thus OuUlaume (William),

Ouadalquivir (Arabic, Wad-al-kebtr, the great river).

At the end of words or syllables w is either silent,

as in low, bow; or it modifies the preceding vowel, as

in new, law, how. In the Welsh language it is em-
ployed by itself as a vowel, as in Bettwe (pronounced

Bettoos). In German it haa a sound approaching to

the English v. By the Cockneys w is substituted

for V, and v for w, with what Webster calls a most
amusing perversity. This letter is formed, as its

English name indicates, by doubling the u or v (the

latter the only Latin form for the vowel and conso-

nant), and makes its first historical appearance in a

document of Clovis III. at the end of the seventh

century
;

it came to be used in England about the

middle of the eleventh century, when it was often

preceded by an k, as in the Anglo-Saxon hwylc,

which
; hwenne, when ; in such words the letters are

now transposed, but the pronunciation yet remains
as if they had not been so.

WAAL, a branch of the Kbine. See Khine.
WABASH, a river of the United States, which

rises in the N.w. of Ohio; flows west and south across

Indiana, then nearly south between Indiana and
Illinois, and falls into the Ohio after a course of 550
miles. It is navigable for steamboats to La Fayette

and connects Lake Erie with the Ohio by the Wa-
bash and Erie Canal.

WACE, an Anglo-Norman poet, whose Christian

name b generally believed to have been Hichard or

Robert, a native of Jersey, bom about 1115, pa-

tronized by Henry II. of England, who made him
a canon of Bayeuz ; died about 1180 or 1184. Two
important works by him remain, the Brut d*Angle-
terre (see Layamon), and the Roman de Kou, a bb-
tory of RoUo and the dukes of Normandy, including
the conquest of England.
WACO, a rising town of the United States,

McLennan county, Texas. It b situated on the
Brasos River; and as the centre of a large and
fertile ranching and wheat-growing dbtrict it com-
mands a large and increasing trade in cattle, wheat,
and other agricultural products. Pop. (1890), 14,445.
WADAI, or Wadat, an extensive and powerful

neno state in the Central Soudan, between Kanem
and Bagirmi in the w. and Darfur in the k., with a

population estimated at about 5,000,000. It consists

principally of an elevated plateau, very fertile iu

some parts, producing abundantly maize, millet,

indigo, cotton, Ac. Ivory and slaves are abo largely

dealt in. The inhabitants are warlike, and their

sultan exercises tributary rights over several neii.,h-

bouring settlements; but his aggressive policy was
somewhat checked by the Mahdi. The latter’s

troops inflicted a crushing defeat on the Sultan of

Wadai’s forces in Novemlxjr, 1888. The prevailing

religion in this state is Mohammedan. Capitol,

Abeshe. Wadai is in the French sphere.

WADELAl, a military post in tlie Equatorial

Province of the Egyptian Soudan, on the Nile not

far below the Albert Nyanza. It is famous as the

chief station of Emin Paslia (Dr. Edward Schnit-

zer), governor of the province, who, after the Mah-
dist rising, was cut off from civilization, and who
was relieved by Mr. (now Sir) Henry M. Stanley.

See Africa.
WADHAM COLLEGE, Oxford, a college cn-

dowed with estates purchased by Nicholas Wadham,
of Merifield, Somersetshire, founded for a warden,

fifteen fellows, fifteen scholars, two chaplains, and
two clerks, and opened in 1613.

WADING BIRDS (Orallatorce), an .rder of

birds, distiugubhed by tbeir elongated legs. See
Ornithology.
WAFER, in the Roman Catholic Church, a thin

and generally circular cake of unleavened bread used
in the admiubtration of the Eucharist. They are

usually made with a design in relief, representing

the crucifixion, the Lamb, the cross, or other sacred

symbob, and are of various sizes, the smallest, about
1 inch in diameter, being for the communion of the

people.

WAGES, generally speaking, the payment given
for personal services, as coiitradbtiugubhed from
money received for anything sold; thus when an
author publbhes a book, or a shoemaker selb a pair

of shoes, the sums received are not wages, although

they are to the seller virtually the same thing. The
term wages is now usually restricted to the money
paid at short intervals (say weekly or fortnightly)

for mechanical or muscular labour, the term Mlary
being applied to the remuneration of the services of

bonk, railway, and other managers, overseers an<i

clerks, paid at longer intervals, as quarterly, half-

yearly, Ac.; and fee to money paid fur the services

of lawyers, doctors, paid at special times according

to custom. As to the laws regulating the rise and
fall of wages, see the article Political Economy;
and as to the attempts made by labourers them-
selves to raise the rate of wages, see Trades Unions.
(See abo Capital, Communism, Laboub, Truck-
SYSTEM.) In law, the attachment of wagesb abolbbed
in England by the Wages Attachment Act of 1870;
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And the Wages Arrestment LimltationAot of 1870
for Scotland provides that onlj that portion of the

wages labourers, farm servants, manufacturers,

artificers, and workpeople, which is in excess of 20s.

per week, shall be liable to arrestment for debt
WAGNER, Wilhelm Richard, musical com-

poser, was bom at Leipzig, 22d May, 1813. He
was educated first at Dresden, and afterwards at the

University of Leipzig. While pursuing his studies

there he also studied music, and composed his piano

sonata in B fiat, and a symphony performed in 1832.

In 1834 he became conductor of the theatre at

Magdeburg, where he produced his now forgotten

opera Das Licbesverbot (Forbidden Love)
;
acted in

the same capacity in 1837 at Kunigsberg; and in 1889
at Riga, where he wrote the first two acts of Rienzi.

In the latter year he went to Paris, where, in the

midst of many disappointments and privations, he
oompleted Rienzi and wrote the whole of Der ^ie-
gende Hollilnder (The Flying Dutchman). Rienzi

was produced at the Dresden Opera House with such

eucoess that the management brought forward Der
Fliegende Holliinder in the following year. This

also proved a signal success, and the post of con-

ductor of the Royal Opera was offered him, one of

the most important and lucrative musical appoint-

ments in Germany. In that position Wagner re-

mained for seven years, during which he composed
Tannhauser (first performed in 1845) and Lohen-
grin (completed 1 849, produced 1850). Inconsequence
of his active sympathies with the liberal party during

the revolutionary period of 1848 he was compelled

to leave Dresden and take refuge in Zurich. Here
he partly com|)08ed his great tetralogy Der Ring des

Nibelungen (the Ring of the Nibelungs). Here also

he wrote his two most important theoretical works,

Opera and Drama, and The Work of Art of the Fu-
ture. In 1855 he accepted the conductorship of the

concerts of the Philharmonic Society of London, which
he held for one season only, his method of conducting

an orchestra being at variance with English tradition,

and, therefore, violently condemned by the press. In
1859 the music to Tristan iind Isolde was completed,

and towards the end of that year Wagner went to

Paris. Here in 1 861 Tannhauser was produced at the

Grand Opdra, and was hissed off the stage. In 1864
Wagner was invited to Munich by King Ludwig of

Bavaria, who remained his steady friend and patron
to the lust. At M unich IVistan und Isolde was pro-

duced in 1865, and Die Meistersingor von NUrnborg
in 1868—both with brilliant success. It was mainly
the assistance of King Ludwig which enabled Wagner
to realize the boldest dream of his life, the perior-

mance of theRing of the Nibelungs ata theatre erected
for the purpose at Bayreuth, an event which took jdace

in the summer of 1876, More an audience including

the Emperor of Germany and many of the leading

artists from all parts of the world. In 1877 he again

visited London, and conducted a series of concerts

at the Albert Hall. In the summer of 1883 was
produced Parsifal, his last opera, at Ba3Teuth, some
months, however, after its great comfKMser’s death,

which took place at Venice, 13th February, 1883.

It is claimed for Wagner that he has abolished,

as far as opera is concerned, the entire apparatus

of absolute musical form, bringing about the relin-

quishment of set aria, duet, trio, quartet, &c., which
are so often dragged in to tickle the ear and to form
mere opportunities for the leading vocalists, in de-

fiance of the dramatic action
;
and he has put into its

place another form, inspired by poetry alone, and
founded upon the necessities of the dramatic purpose.

The poetry of his operas he wrote himself, and as a
literary work it is infinitely superior to the vapid
Ubreta so common before his time. See Opera.

i

WAGON, a four-wheeled vehiole for the traos-

port of gooite or passengers, drawn generally by
horses or a steam-engine. Horse-wagons are fur-

nished, according to the number of horses to be yoked

in them, with either one or two pairs of shafts, and
as these bear no part of the weight they are hooked
or hinged to the body of the wagon, so that they can

be raised or lowered at pleasure. To enable the

vehicle to turn as quickly and in as little space as

possible, the fore pair of wheels are often made
smaller than the hind pair, and to increase this

advantage still further the axle of the fore-wheels

is frequently fixed to the bottom of the vehicle by a

swivel joint, in which case the shafts are attached

to the fore axle. The framework of the wagon Is

usually mounted on springs. As to the comparative

advantages of the two-wheeled cart, in which the

horse has to carry as well as draw the weight, and
the wagon, in which he has merely to draw, various

opinions prevail.

WAGRAM, a village of Lower Austria, on the

left bank of the Russbach, 12 miles N.E. of Vienna,

famous for the great battle between the French
under Napoleon and the Austrians under the Arch-
duke Charles, on the 6th and 6th July, 1809. Na-
poleon had obtained reinforcements after the severe

loss which he sustained at Aspem and Essling, and
was able to throw an army of 150,000, with 660
cannon, across the Danube on the 6th July. The
Austrians, who occupied a strong position at Wag-
ram, were immediately attacked, but the first day
with little success. On the following morning the

archduke fell upon the French centre under Massdna,
and then upon their left, producing confusion ending
in total rout. A successful attack upon the Austrian
left and centre by Davoust and MacDonald com-
pelled the archduke to retreat, which he did leisurely

and in good order, carrying with him about 7000
prisoners, but leaving behind him 26,000 dead and
wounded on the field, the French loss being probably
about equal. On the 12th an armistice was signed

at Znaim, and negotiations were commenced for a
peace, which was concluded on the 14th October at

Schonbrunn, and by which Austria ceded all her sea-

coast to France
;
Bavaria and Saxony were enlarged

at her expense
;
part of Poland in Galicia was given

to Russia, and Jo.seph Bonaparte was acknowledged
king of Spain.

WAGTAIL, the name applied to a certain num-
ber of insessorial birds belonging to the warbler
family, from their well-known habit of jerking their

long tails when running or perching. These birds

inhabit meadow-lands and pastures, and frequent
pools and streams. They are agile runners, and
have a rapid flight. The food consists of insects.

Their nests, built on the ground, contain from four
to six eggs. These birds belong to both Old and
New Worlds, and migrate southwards in winter.

I'he best-known example of the British Wagtails
is the Pied Wagtail {MotaciUa YarreUii\ a per-
manent resident in Britain. Its colour is almost
wholly black and white, the former colour pre-
dominating on the top of the head, neck, throat,
shoulders, upper tail, and wing-coverts. The under
parts are grayish-white. The average length is 7
or 8 inches. The eggs number four or five, and are
coloured^grayish-white, speckled with brown. Bri-
tain, Norway, and Sweden are the countries in
which it is chiefly found. The White Wagtail {M,
afha) has often been regarded as a mere variety of
the preceding species. This species is common in
France and Southern Europe, but it is only an occa-
sional visitant to Great Britain. It resembles the pre-
ceding species, but is rather slenderer in form than
it, and has the throat and part the head and neck
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•lone 1)lMk» tbe geuaaal oolonr d tho upper parte

baiog of a U^i ash gray. As the Pied Wagtail
aumea a gray ooloiir on the baok in winter, the

birds mnoh more dosely resemble each other at that

•eason. The Gray Wagtail (M, eampairu or Boa-

rula)^ and die yellow sp^es (if. tvi/jphurta or Bvdifiti

Bayi)t or Ba/s Wagtail, as it is also named, are

equally typiesd representatives of the sub-fa^y.
The gray speoies is a migratory British bird, of a

slate-gray oolonr above, the wing coverts, quill fea-

thers and six central ieathers of &e tail b^g black;

the throat is black, and the under surface bright

yellow. The Yellow Wagtail, or Bay’s Wagtail, is

coloured olive on the upper and yellow on the under
parts^ with white, brown, and black markings. The
genus Ephthianura^ of which E, aUnfrona of Australia

is a familiar species, is an allied genus to MotaciUa,

The male has a white throat and a black band on
the chest; and the tail is shorter than in the English

species. The Pipits or Titlarks (Antliua) are also

Included in the sub-family Motacillinsa.

WAH. See Panda.
WAHABEES, Wahabis, or Wahabites, a Mo-

hammedan sect, founded in Arabia about the middle
of the eighteenth century by Abd-el-Wahdb, an
oriental scholar of high attainments, who could not

help observing the corruption both of doctrine and
in practice prevalent among the professed sons

of Islam, especially the Tur^. He deemed it his

mission, not to teach a new religion, but to purge
the innovations and errors which had crept into the
old faith, and to restore the doctiines and observ-

ances to strict harmony with the teachings of the
Koran and the Suuna. He inveighed against the

idolatrous veneration for the Prophet and other

saints, denying the intercession of saints altogether.

He was an enemy to the gaudy decorations of the
mosques and the rich dresses worn by the Turks,
and strictly prohibited the use of tobacco. All who
should oppose this reformation were to be destroyed i

by fire and sword. The first of Abd-el-Wahdb’s
1

important converts was the young and ardent chief

Sa’Qd (or Saoud), who ruled over the little territory

surrounding the fortified town of Herayeh (or Dur-
eeyeh), and who afterwards became the son-in-law

of the reformer. Abd-el-Aziz and Ibn Sa’ild, the

son and grandson of this chief, carried their arms
to the utmost limits of the Arabian [teninsula, subju-

gating and converting numerous tribes of Bedouins,
and plundering the treasures of the mosques. I'he

province of Nejed became the chief seat of their

power, but Sa’fid II. soon extended it over the

greater part of Arabia, over which he administered
justice in the manner of the caliphs. In 1808 he
captured Mecca, and soon conquered Hejaz. The
loss of the sacred city at last roused the I’urks to

action, and Mehemet Ali, pasha of Egypt, was
appointed in 1804 to the task of crushing the
fanatics. Nothing of importance, however, was
done till 1812, when the Egyptians took Medina
and drove the Wahabees out of Hejaz. In 1815
Ibrahim Pasha undertook an expedition into Central
Arabia to crush the power of the sect at once and
for ever; but it was not until 1818, after much hard
fighting, that lie fairly succeeded in dispersing the
Wahabee forces and taking their capital, Derayeh,
which he laid in ruins. Abdal^a^ the son and
successor of Sa’fid, and some of his ministers, were
made prisoners, and sent off to Constantinople, where
they were executed. The Egyptians were not able
to maintain the supremacy which they had acquired;
gradually the Wahabees regained their influence in

&e centre of the peninsula; and soon after the death
of Mehemet Ali, in 1849, the Egyptians gave up the
struggle. For many years no reliable information

respecting the oondition of the sect readisd Burepe;
but it was at last learned frem the aocounte of Pal-

grave, who visited them in 1868, and of Colonel
Pe^ in 1865, that the Wahabees, under the rule

of Feysul, at onoe their emir (temporal ruler) and
imaum (spiritual chief), extended their sway over a
wider territory than ever before, and threatened to

control by their arms and influence the whole penin-
sula. Since 1870, however, owing to internal oissen-

sions and the active hostilities of the Turks, their

power has been on the decline, yet they have many
active partisans and missionaries in &e principal

towns. Numerous fanatical Mohammedan bc^es, evi-

dently allied to the Wahabees, have settled in India,

and by their turbulence and conspiracies have caused
great uneasiness to the British government.
WAHLSTATT, a large village in Silesia, near

Liegnitz, on the Katzbach, on the site of which
Henry IL, duke of Silesia, fought a bloody battle,

April 9, 1241, against the Mongols, in which, although

he lost his life and the latter were victorious, me
torrent of invasion was checked. In memory of this

battle a chapel was erected, and gradually a village

grew round it, which received the name of Wahlstatt

(Battle-place). In the neighbourhood Bliicher was
victorious over the French, August 26, 1818 (see

Katobach), and in reward of this and other victories

was made Prince of Wahlstatt.

WAIFS, in English law, goods found to which
nobody lays claim; also goods thrown away by a

thief when jmrsued, to prevent apprehension. Such
goods belong to the crown unless the owner takes

the necessary steps for prosecuting and convicting

the thief.

^V^A1NSC0T, the name given to boards employed

to line the internal walls of an apartment. Wains-
coting, both of Flemish and English oak, was com-
monly used for interior linings in Elizabethan and
Stuart times.

WAPi’S, the name given at one time to the king’s

minstrels, whose duty it was to guard the streets at

night and proclaim the hour. In the province the

name was afterwards applied to the towm’s musicians,

who, however, did not perform the duties of watch-
men; and to private bands, when employed as seren-

aders. At present the waits are musicians who play

during the night hours on the approach of the Christ-

mas or New-year seasons, and call at the houses of

the inhabitants for donations.

WAKE, a term corresixinding originally to vigils

and applied to an annual festival held on the ai^-
versary of the day on which the parish church was
consecrated and dedicated to a saint, the celebration

bebig begun on the j)receding day (the eve or vigil).

On the eve of the anniversary the parishioners at-

tended service in the church, the floor of which was
strewed with flowers and rushes, and the altar and
pulpitweredecorated with boughs. Tents were planted

in the churchyard to sui)ply the people fnjm surround-

ing parishes who crowded in on the morrow, that day
being observed as a holiday. They soon degenerated

I

into mere country fairs, and were long characterized

by wild riot and licentiousness. Statutes were at

various times directed against holding markets in

churchyards and showing all goods except necessary

refreshments on the great church festiv^, but they

seem to have been little regarded. Country wakes

on some saints’ festivals are still kept up in certain

English parishes. A lyke or liche wake (Anglo-

Saxon, Itcy a coqwe) is the watching of a dead b^y
by night by the relatives and friends of the deceasea

The custom arose no doubt from the dread of remain-

ing alone all night in the presence of the dead or

from the fear that malignant spirits would interfere

with the corpse. Ilie practice, once general, is now
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confined to the lower Iriah claeaes, and aa the
watchers are frequently freely BUppH^ with liquor,

scenes much out of keeping with the sad occasion

occur.

WAKE, William, Archbishop of Canterbury,

was bom at Blandford, in Dorset, on Jan. 26, 1667.

From Blandford grammar-school he proceeded to

Christ Church, Oxford, where he graduated B.A.
in 1676. After ordination he received the appoint-

ment of chaplain to Lord Preston, the English am-
bassador in Paris, and in 1688 he became preacher
at Gray’s Inn. In 1689 he was appointed deputy
clerk of the closet and chaplain in ordinary to

William and Mary, and in that year also he re-

ceived a canonry of Christ Church, Oxford. From
1693 till 1706 he was rector of St. James’s,
Westminster, he became canon residentiary and
dean of Exeter in 1703, from 1705 to 1716 he was
bishop of Lincoln, and from 1716 till his death on
Jan. 24, 1737, he was archbishop of Canterbuiy.

He took part in negotiations during 1717-20 for the

union of the Anglican and the Gallican churches,

and in his relations with Nonconformists he always
showed a liberal spirit. His chief works are : The
State of the Church and Clergy of England in

their Councils, Synods, Convocations, Conventions,

and their other Assemblies, historically deduced

(1703); The Genuine Epistles of the Apostolical

Fathers (1693); and Principles of the Christian

Religion in a Commentary on the Church Cate-

chism.

WAKEFIELD, an episcopal city, parliamentary

and munidpal borough of England, in Yorkshire
(West Riding), on tlie river Calder, 9 miles south

by east of Leeds. The river is here crossed by a
bridge of ancient date. The moat noteworthy
builmng of Wakefield is the cathedral of All Saints,

mainly in the Perj^endicular style, with a lofty

tower and spire, though including work of earlier

and later dates. The vestry dates from 1881, and
the episcopal throne from 1888. The other places

of worship in town include: St. Mary’s Chantry,
on the bridge, a decorated structure of the time of

Edward III., restored in 1847; the m<xlern churches

of St. John’s, St. Andrew’s, St, Mary’s, St. Michael’s,

and Trinity ecclesiastical parishes; and chapels for

Congregationaliats, Baptists, Wesleyana, Unitarians,

and other Nonconfonnist bodies. The other chief

buildings and institutions of the town include; the
town -hall, a fine building in French Renaissance
style

;
a large corn-exchange

;
a market-house, an

industrial and fine art institution (1890), containing

a museum, laboratory, and lecture-room; the post-

office; public baths; mechanics’ institute; church
institution and library; West Riding sesaions-house;

a grammar-school founded in the sixteenth century;

a nigh-class school for girls; a prison; a hospital;

a lunatic asvlum for the West Riding; and alms-

houses and charities. The industrial establishments

comprise woollen-mills, soap and artificial-manure

works, iron-foundries, boiler-works, agricultural-

implement manufactories, wire-rope works, machine-

works, corn -mills, malting -works, breweries, &c.

There are many collieries near the town, and market-

gardening is carried on in the vicinity. The trade,

especially in corn, is very extensive, and is facilitated

by railway connections as well as by the river Colder

and canals. Wakefield is mentioned in Domesday
Book. It was the scene of a Yorkist defeat in the

Wars of the Roses on Dec. 31, 1460. In 1832 it

was made a parliamentary borough, and since then
it has returned one member to tne House of Com-
mons. In 1888 it was made the seat of a bishopric,

formed mostly out of the diocese of Ripon. Pop. of

municipal borough in 1891, 33,146; in 1901, 41,544;

of parliamentary borough in 1891, 87*269; in 1901,

41,189.

WAKEFIELD, Edwabd Gibbon, colonial states-

man, was bom in London on March 20, 1796.

Educated at Westminster School and Edinburgh

High School, he became associated in a subordinate

capacity with the legations at Turin and Paris*

In 1826 he induced a young lady by false pretences

to be married to him at Gretna Green, and he had

in consequence to undergo three years’ imprisonment.

During this period of restraint he turned his atten-

tion to colonial affairs and worked out the scheme

of colonization usually known by his name. Its

cardinal features were the abolition of free grants

of land for a^cultural purpose^ and the ^reful

control of emigration. The National Colonization

Society was founded in 1 830 to carry out his ideas,

and in the following year his j)lan was adopted bv

the government for New South Wales. The South

Australian Association was formed in 1834, ^d
included many eminent men, and under its auspices

the colony of South Australia was founded in 1836

on Wakefield’s principles. He accompanied Lord
Durham to Can^a in 1838 as adviser, and he had
an important share in drawing up the report in

which Durham embodied his pro}K)sals for settling

the Canadian difficulty. Wakefield was the moving
spirit behind the New Zealand Association of 1837,

which forced the British government to annex New
Zealand. He was subsequently a prime mover in

founding the Anglican settlement in New Zealand,

and in 1852 he went to New Zealand and plunged
into colonial politics. After the breakdown of his

health in 1854 he lived in retirement till his death,

which occurred at Wellington, New Zealand, on
May 16, 1862.

WAKEFIELD, Gilbert, scholar and contro-

versialist, son of an Anglican clergyman, was bom
in Nottingham on Feb. 22, 1756. After receiving

his school education in his native city and at

Kingston-on-Thames, he entered Jesus College,

Cambridge, in 1772. He graduated as second
wrangler and with the highest classical honours
in 1776, and was elected a fellow of his college.

Ordained in 1778, he served curacies in Stockport
and Liverj>ool, but in 1779 he left the Anglican
body because he had (X)me to hold views of a semi-

Arian or Unitarian type. He was classical tutor

ill the famous free theological academy at War-
rington from 1779 till its dissolution four yeaia

later, and in 1790-91 he held a similar {xist in the
dissenting college at Hackney. His rejdy to a
party pamphlet by Bishop Watson of Llandaff led

to a prosecution for seditious libel, and he was im-
prisoned in Dorchester jail during the two years
1799-1801. He died at Hackney, soon after his

release, on Sept. 9, 1801. Wakefield’s contributions
to scholarship comprise editions of Virgil’s Georgies

(1788); Horace (1794); Moschus (1795); and espe-
cially of Lucretius (three vols., 1796-99); a transla-

tion of the New Testament; Tragoediarum Delectus
(1794), containing several works of the three great
Greek dramatists; and Silva Critica (1789-95),
his chief work, in which he sought to illustrate the
Scriptures ‘by light borrowed from the philology
of Greece and Rome ’. He also wrote : Essay on
Inspiration (1781); The Internal Evidence of the
Christian Religion (1789) ; Inquiry into the Ex-
pediency and Propriety of Public or Social Worship
G791), in which he states his reasons for objecting
to public worship; Evidences of Christianity (1798);
The Spirit of Christianity compared with tne Spirit
of the Times (1 794); Reply to Paine’s Age of Reason
(1796); and Noctes Carceraris (1801), on Greek
metres. Wakefield was a pioneer of the libend
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moyement in theolm and religioi^ and in him, as

in numy others of time, religious liberaUsm

was associated with politi^ radicalism, esj^ally

with opposition to the policy of Pitt and with ad-

miration for the French revolution. He was a

friend and correspondent of Fox.

WALACHIA. See Roumania.
^^ALOHEREN, an island of HtOlland, in the

province of Zeeland, at the mouth of the Scheldt,

forming an irregularly-shaped circle of about 11

miles in diameter. It is a ^e island, in some parts

well wooded, but generally consisting of fertile

meadow lands, yielding com and other crops in great

plenty. Fruit is abundant. The inhabitants are

chiefly engaged in agriculture. It contains the towns

of Flushing, Middelburg (the capital), and Veere. It

is protected from the sea by strong dykes, which

have frequently been broken through. The Wal-
cheren expedition of 1809 is one of the most com-
plete failures in British militaiy history. The
second Earl of Chatham, eldest son of the great

Chatham, was despatched to the island in command
of a force of about forty thousand for the purpose

of capturing Antwerp and destroying Napoleon’s

arsenals on the Scheldt. He was to be supported

by a fleet of thirty-five ships of the line and many
other vessels under the command of Sir Richard
John Strachan. On July 29 he landed part of his

force on the island and soon occupied Middelburg,

while other parts of the army took possession of

other fortresses about the mouth of the river.

Instead, however, of pressing forward against Ant-
werp, he j>erai8ted in the siege of Flushing, which
was captured on Aug. 16, and so allowed the greater

port to be strongly fortified. In September he re-

turned home with the bulk of his force, leaving a
garrison of fifteen thousand on the island of Wal-
cheren. The garrison was soon attacked by fever

and other diseases, alxiut one-half being stricken

down. Orders were then received from the govern-

ment to destroy Flushing and return home.
WALDECK, a principality of the German Em-

pire, consisting of tw'o distinct portions, Waldeck
proper and Pyrmont Waldeck proper, with an
area of 407 square miles, is inclosed by the Prussian

provinces of Westphalia and Hesse-Nassau, and
Pyrmont, with an area of 25 square miles, is in-

closed by Prussia, Brunswick, and Lij)pe. Both
sections are mountainous, and belong to the basin

of the river Weser. Waldeck proper is nowhere much
under 600 feet above sea-level, and in the western

region, known as Upland, it attains in the Ettels-

berg an elevation of 2726 feet. Much of the soil

is not suited for agriculture, but some parts, such

as the lower valley of the Eder and the north-east

of Waldeck proper, are fairly fertile. The chief

industries are agriculture and the rearing of cattle,

sheep, pigs, and other animals. Manufactures are

of small extent: the most im|)ortant are tobacco and
cigars (Pyrmont), liqueurs (Arolsen), and machines
(Wetterburg). There are ironstone mines at Adorf.
The constitution bears date August 17» 1852. The
princely dignity is hereditary according to primo-
geniture in the male line, but on the extinction
of the male line it falls to the female line. The
Diet consists of fifteen members elected indirectly

for three years. By the Treaty of Accession of

1867* renewed in 1877 and 1887y the internal ad-
ministration is carried on by a Landesdirektor
appointed by the Prussian government with the
approval of the prince. Its courts of justice are
Bubject to those of Cassel and Hanover, and its

troops form a battalion of a Prussian infantry regi-

ment. Arolsen is the capital and residential town.
The Reformation was introduced under Count

VOL. XIV.

Philip IV. in 1626. The imperial field-marshal,

George Frederick (1664-92), was the first of its

rulers to assume the style of prince. In 1712 the
ruler Anton Ulrich was created a prince of the
empire. Waldeck supported Prussia in the war of

1866, and entered the North German Confederation
in the following year. The Treaty of Accession of

1867y which makes the prince a merely nominal
sovereign, was the result of a desire expressed by
the diet for union with Prussia. Pop. (1895), 67,766;
(1900), 57,918, of whom 8636 are in ^rmont The
inhabitants are nearly all Lutherans.
^VALDENSES. This Christian sect owes its

origin and name to Peter Waldus (Waldo), a rich
citizen of Lyons, although some of their writers derive
the appellation Waldenses from valUe (valley), and

1

call them Vaudoin^ or dwellers in the valleys, whilst
others have traced their origin to the earlier sects of

!

Henricians and Cathari. Alx)ut 1170 Waldo, from
reading the Bible and some passages from the fathers

of the church, which he caused to be translated into

his native tongue, came to the determination to

imitate the mode of life of the apostles and primitive

Christians, gave his goods to the poor, and by his

preaching collected numerous followers, chiefly from
the class of artisans, who, from the place of their

birth, were denominated Leoni»t&s or the poor of

Lyons; Sahatati or Inmhatati^ on account of their

wooden shoes or sandals [sabot8)\ IlumHiatuts^ on
account of their humility; and were often confounded
with the Cathari, I^atarenes, Albigenses, and others,

whose fate they sliared. Tlieir chief strongholds

were, and still are, in the mountain tract of the

Cottian Alps, south-west of Turin. In their con-

tempt of the degenerate clergy and their opposition

to (the Roman priestluMKl the Waldenses resembled
other sects of the Middle Ages; but, going beyond
the design of their founder, wliich was merely to

improve the morals of the clergy and preach the
word of God freely to every one in his native lan-

guage, they made the Bible alone the rule of their

faith, and, rejecting whatever was not founded on
it and conformable to apostolical antiquity, they gave
a great impulse to a reform of the whole Christian

Church, renounced entirely the doctrines, usages,

and traditiems of the Roman Church, and form^ a
separate religi(>UH society. They were therefore ex-

communicated as heretics at the Council of Verona
in 1184, though Waldo liad received a certain

amount of encouragement from the Pope Alexander
III; but they did not suffer a general persecution

until the war against the Albigenses, after they
had spread and established themselves in the south

of France, under the protection of the Counts of

Toulouse and Foix. At that time (1209-30) many
Waldenses fled to Arragon, Savoy, and Piedmont.
In Languedoc they were able to maintain them-
selves till 1330; in Provence, under severe oppres-

sion, till 1645, when the parliament at Aix caused

them to be exterminated in the most cruel manner;
still longer in Dauphiny; and not till the war of

the Cevennes were the last Waldenses expelled

from France. In the middle of the fourteenth

century single congregations of this sect went to

Calabria and Apulia, where they were soon sup-

pressed; others to Bohemia, where they were call^
Oruhenheimery because they used to conceal them-

selves in caverns. They soon became amalgamated
with the Hussites; and from them the Bohemian
Brethren derive the apostolical consecration of their

bishops. Their doctrines rest solely on the gospel,

which, with some catechisms, they have in their old

dialect, consisting of a mixture of French and Italian.

In this language their simple worship was performed
till their old Barhet (uncles, teachers) became extinct

406
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In 1608. Tliey then reoelTad preabhcm from Frmoa^
tiiioe that time their preadiiiig haa been in

French. Theee teachen, however, form so diatlsot

prieathood, and are supplied from the academies of

the Calvinistio churches. Their rites are limited to

baptism and the Lord's supper, respecting which
they adopt the notions of Calvin. The constitution

of their congregations, which are diiefly empWed
in the cultivation of vineyards and in the breemng
of cattle, and which are connected by yearly synods,
is republican. Each congrepition is superintended
by a consistory oomposed of elden and deacons, under
the presidency of the pastor, which maintams the
strictest moral discipline, and adjusts small differ-

ences. From the time of their orifdn the Waldenses
have been distinguished as a separate community
by their pure morals and their industry, and have
b<Mn esteemed as the best subjects. After they
had entered into a religious communion with the

Calvinists, in the sixteenth century, they were also

exposed to the storm which was intended to sweep
away the Beformation. This was the cause of their

extirpation in France and their chequered fate in

Piedmont Those who had settled in the Marquisate
of Saluzzo were totally exterminated by 1633; and
those in the other valleys, having received from the
court of Turin in 1654 new assurances of religious

freedom, were treacherously attacked in 1655 by
monks and soldiers, treated with brutal cruelty, and
many shamefully murdered. The rest of their male
popidation took up arms; and their bravery, aided

the mediation of the Protestant powers, finally

procured them a new, though more limited, ratifica-

tion of their freedom by the treaty concluded at

Finerolo, August 18, 1655. New oppressions in

1664 gave rise to a new contest and treaty. The
persecution exercised in 1685 through French influ-

ence obliged thousands to emigrate into Protestant

countries. In London they united with the French
Hu^enots; in the Netherlands with the Walloons;
In l^rlin with the French congregations; nearly

2000 went to Switzerland. Some of these returned

by force to Piedmont in 1689, and with those who
had remained maintained themselves under many
oppressions, to which limits were finally put in

1725 in consequence of Pmssian mediation.

The Waldenses were not permitted to enjoy full

religious freedom and civil rights until the establish-

ment of the Kingdom of Italy, but now they do so not
merely in their old vallevs of Lucerne, Perusa^ and
Stb Martin, but generally throughout Italy, and
they have churches in Turin, Rome, Venice, Ac.

Their church service is under the direction of a synod.

After long negotiations, in the way of which great

difficulties were thrown by the religious zeal of the

Tubingen theologians, several hundt^s of the above-

mentioned fugitives settled in WUrtemberg in 1699,

where their descendants now form several parishes.

They are next to the Calvinists in the simplicity of

their worship and in their ecclesiastical constitution,

but in intellectual cultivation they are behind the

other Protestants. See Oomba’s History of the

Waldenses in Italy (Eng. trans., 1892); Melia’s

Origin, Persecution, and Doctrines of the Wal-
denaes (1870); Ac.

WALDHEIMIA, a well-known representative

genus of Brachiopoda (see Mollusoa), belonging to

the family Terebratulide, in which the ueU is

minutely punctate, the ventral valve or lower shell

being perforated for the emission of a flexible mus-
cular stalk or pedMnd^ by means of which the shell

is attached to fixed obje^ This genus possesses veiy
long loopi in the dorsal valve for the attachment of
the 'arms.*

WALES, a principality In the south-west of the

Iriand of Great Britain, which gives the title of

Prince of Wales to the heir-apparent of the British

crown, and has an area of 4,779,825 acres, or 7468

square It is divided into twdlve oounries, lbs

and areas of which see the article BsiTAiBr.

It is composed of a peninsula^ with the Island of

Anglesey situated at its north-west extremity, and

separated from it by the Menai Strait, now crossed

two very remarkable bridges, and with a number

of islands chiefly at a short distance frmn

the south-west coast. The peninsula^ washed north

and west by the Irish Sea, and south by Bristol

Channel, and bounded west by the four English

counties, Cheshire, Shropshire, Hereford, and Mon-
mouth, is 185 miles long; where widest 95 miles,

and where narrowest only 85 miles broad. It is

very mountainous, particularly in the north division,

where Snowdon, the culminating point of South

Britain, rises to the height of 3571 feet; is inter-

sected by beautiful valleys, traversed by numer^
streams, including among others the Severn, which

has its source within it
;
and is rich in minerals, par-

ticularly copper in the north, and coal and iron par-

tially there also, but much more extensively in the

south. The Silurian formation, so called after the

Silures, the ancient inhabitants of the principality,

covers more than two-thirds of the whole surface^

extending continuously from the mouth of the Con-

way to the vicinity of St. David’s Head
;
but is suc-

ceeded in the south by the old red sandstone, above

which lies, first the mountain-limestone, and then

the large and valuable coal-field already mentioned.

Besides the Severn, already mentioned, the prin-

cipal rivers are the Dee, which has part of its lower

course in Cheshire; the Clwyd, in Denbigh and
Flint ; the Conway, forming the boundary between
Denbigh and Carnarvon; the Dovey, and the united

Rheidiol and Ystwith, which have their mouths near

the centre of Cardigan Bay; the Teify, separating

Cardigan on the north from Carmarthen and Pem-
broke on the south; the Cleddy and Cleddeu, re-

markable chiefly from contributing, by their jimo-

tion, to form the splendid estuary of Milford Haven;
the Towy and Bury, which both fall into Carmar-
then Bay; the Kbwy and Taf, which have a common
estuary in Bristol Channel; the Romney, which
forms part of the boimdary between Wides and
England; and the ITsk and Wye, which, though
rilling in the principality, have only the earlier p^
of their course within it. The lakes are numerous,
but the largest, that of Bala, is only 4 miles long,

and scarcely 1 mile broad. The climate is on the

whole moderate and equable, though somewhat keen
in the loftier districts. In all the counties, but more
especially in the maritime, humidity is in excess, the
average fall of rain in the principality being 84
indies, while that in England is only 22. Hence
both climate and surface concur in rendering Wales
much more adapted for pasture than agriculture.

The soil, too, seldom possesses great natural fer-

tility, except in some of the vales, of which those of
the ^wyd in the north, and of Glamorgan in the
south, are celebrated for productiveness. The latter,

rather a plain than a vale, is of great extent, and
gprows excellent wheat. The system of agriculture^
however, notwithstanding recent improvements, con-
tinueB on the whole inmfferent. The minerals,
already observed, are very valuable, and the south
contain some of the largest coal and iron works in
the kingdom, as well as the oopper works of Swansei^
probably the most extensive in the world. Of mann-
lactures, properly so called, by far the most impose
tant are woollens. The prindpal articles are flanne^
for which the prindpali^ has long been famous, olotii

chiefly cl a coarser description, aim hodety. Tlieiii-
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lubtiitMitti tm almoit pnrdk Odtlo in beinff th«

dewendantt of the earlj Biitona, who were able to

tlMmuMiWjiahtimwhan thereat of the ootintry

waa o?emm by the Germanio Invadere. (See below.)

Among the peotiliaritiea whidi oharaoterize the

nle, one of the moat striking, at least to a stranger,

e female dress, consisting generally of a plain or

checked gown, a mantle, a napkin of gay flaunting

colours around the neck and Moulders, and a black

beaver-hat, either cylindrical, like that worn else-

where by men, or broad-brimmed and taperii^ to

the form of a truncated cone. All classes are dis^-
guished by civility and hospitahty. Mwy curious

BuperstitionB, handed down by immemorial custom,

sUll retain their hold. Moat of the upper class be-

long to the Established Church (whose numbers are

increasing), but the majority are Nonconformists, the

most numerous bodies being the Gongregationalists,

the Calvinistic Methodists, and the Baptists.

Biitary,—Previous to the Roman occupation

Wales appears to have been chiefly inhabited by
three British tribes, called the Silures, Dimetse, and
Ordovices. During the later period of the Roman
occupation, perhaps from the reign of Diocletian,

the subject part of the island was divided into four

provinces, of which one, including the country from
the Dee to the Severn, waa called Britannia S^unda.
It was after the invasion of the Saxons that the
country acquired a distinctive national character as

the refuge of the vanquished Britons who were
gradually driven to the west. From this period till

die final conquest of the country by Edward I. there
is little but a succession of petty wars between the
rival chiefs or kings into which both countries during
a great part of the Saxon period were divided, or

the more systematic efforts of the larger monarchy
to absorb the smaller. Among the greatest of the
Welsh heroes of the early period was Cadwallon.
After being defeated by Edwin of Deira, or Northum-
bria, and compelled to flee to Ireland, he returned
and defeated the Saxons in numerous battles, but
was at last defeated and slain by Oswrid of North-
umbria in 635. While the boiler territories con-

tinued to be contested in incessant warfare between
the two races Offa of Mercia built the celebrated

dike known by his name to guard the marches
which he had conquered. In the middle of the ninth
century Roderick, or Rhodi Mawr, succeeded in
uniting the whole of Wales into one principality,

but he divided it among his sons into three princi-

^ities, called respectively Gwynedd (or North
Wales), Ceredigion and Dyved (or South Wales),
and Powys (composed of parts of the counties of

Montgomery, Salop, and Radnor). Soon after this

the Danes began to Invade Wales. The country was
again re-unit^ in the tenth century under Howel,
sumamed Da, the good

;
but as the English mon-

archy also acquired unity it gradually prevailed over
the smaller principality, and Athelstane received
tribute as the sovereign of Wales, although his sway
in the countiy was o^y nominal The daim of the
conqueror being resist^, William invaded the coun-
try and compeUed the Welsh princes to do homage,
but they continued in virtual independence, and
became troublesome to the succeeding Norman mon-
arc^ by allying themselves with their disaffected
snbjectiL

^

William and his successors tried to break
theh* spirit by granting fiefs in Wales to Normans
and English on condition of conquest^ and Henry I.

Introduced into the country a colony of Flemings.
Henry L, Heniy IL, John, and Henry IIL, all made
with various success a series of efforts to reduce the
Wrish princes to submission. Llewell^ and David,
princes of North Wales, snooessively did homage for

that dominion to Henry ni. On the death of David,

UeweUyB tereltod agafaial Bdwaid I., bat wis 4s«

feated by Henry, and in a subseqiieat revolt waa
again defeated and slain by the Earl of Morthner,
1284. His brother David, who followed his example^
was taken and executed. Edward L crsated his

eldest son Prince of Wales, and from this ttoa
Wales was united with England.

Language and LUeratare,—The native name of

the Welsh language is Cymra^, the speech of the
CymrL The names Wales and Welsh are of foreign

origin. They were given to the country and people
of Wales by the A^lo-Saxons, and are the same
as the names applied by other German tribes to
foreigners of different nations; thus Italy waa oalled

Welschland, and the same form is preserved in Wal-
loon and Walachia. It is also the name given by
the Romans to the Gauls (Gallia=Wallia), wHh
whom it possibly originated.

After some controversy the Celtic languages have
been divided into two branches—the one consistinff

of Irish, Gaelic, and Manx, the other consisting m
Welsh, Cornish, and Breton or Armorioan. %be
degree of affinity between these two branches Is

represented as somewhat similar to that between
Icelandic and German. A sufficient popular notion

of it may be given by two facts. Professor Forbes
has maintained that an intimate knowledge of Gaelic

would not enable a person to master a single verse

of the Bible in Welsh. On tlio other hand, the Rev.
R. Garnett found on examination of 270 monosyllabic

words occurring in Neilson’s Irish Grammar that

140 were identical in sense and origin with corre-

sponding Welsh terms, and thirty clearly oommto.
What is still more remarkable, the Rev. Thomas
Price, a Welsh scholar, who visited Britanny for the

purpose of comparison of dialects, declared it dis-

tinctly impossible for a Welshman to communicate
with the natives except through the medium of

French. It is also a fact that the remains of ancient

Welsh literature cannot be understood by persons

merely acquainted vdth modem Welsh. The Celtic

languages, though not destitute of literature, are

exclusively spoken by peoples without an inde-

pendent national existence, and consequently without
the means of giving an authoritative and commanding
position to their literature; hence they are more liable

to degenerate into dialects than languages dominated
by a national literature. This tendency is markedly
shown both in Irish and Gaelic.

The Celtic languages are included in the Indo-
European group, but they have, particularly the
Welsh, some peculiarities that certain philologists

have considered probably to lielong to a lan^fuoge

spoken in Britain by an earlier race of inhabitants

than the Celts. But such peculiarities are few, and
the Celtic tongues are clearly Indo-European. From
internal structure Welsh is regarded as less ancient

than Irish, but it is more ancient than the majority

of modem European languages. The Cornish, now
extinct, is by some scbmars regarded as the elder

dialect, and as being the language which was onoe

spoken by the Britons. It resembles the Breton or

Armoric more than Welsh. The Welsh cherish their

language wito great affection. They have tram-
planted it to America, where it prevails in some dia-

tricts, and is represented by newspapers. In 1891

there were in Wales 508,000 people who knew no
English, or at least habitually s^ke Welsh. Numer-
ous predictions of its extinction have been falsified^

and scholars seem now disposed to take an oppodta

tone; but the neoessity of learning English is so

obvious, and the inconvenience of retaining two lan-

guages so manifest, that in spite of conservative seal

and bot-honse nursing ft would appear to be merely

a question of time when it shall cease to be spoken.
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Welsh is not regarded by stran^^ers as a eui^oaious
language. Its vocabulary is nch in oonstruotive

power. It does not, like English, freely import
ready-made foreign terms, but forms new deriva-

tives from its own roots, and assimilates what it

borrows to its own forms of composition. It thus
remains a closely-compacted and homogeneous lan-

guage. The Welsh alphabet contains thirteen simple
and seven double consonants, and seven vowels, with
numerous diphthongs and triphthongs. C has the
sound of A;; rA is guttural; (id=soft as in thU\
f=v; /=/; U m a. sound peculiar to Welsh, a sort

of aspirated I ; u and y have also' peculiar sounds,
the former resembling ^ in the latter i in first ;

wsioo. The accent is always on the ultimate or pen-
ultimate syllable. The most striking euphonic pecu-
liarity of Welsh is mutation or permutation. There
are certain established relationships of sequence in

sounds or letters, in virtue of which the initial

letters of words give way to the final letters of the
preceding words, and are replaced by the letters to

which the latter are supposed to have a special

affinity. Thus/y (my) prefers to be followed by nh;
hence tdd, father, preceded by /y, becomes fy n?idd.

In like manner are fonned ei ddd, his father; ei

thddf her father. The rules of permutation are nu-

merous and complicated, and it presents one of the

greatest difficulties to learners of Welsh. As it de-

pends on sound or alliteration it has in general no
inflective value, and though probably originating in

euphonic considerations it does not retain a eu-

phonic value. The Welsh, however, doubtless from
habit and association, attach much im|)ortance to it.

Among works on the Welsh language the following

may be mentioned: Ilhys’s Lectures on Welsh Philo-

logy (1877); Rowland’s Grammar; dictionaries by
Pughe and D. Silvan Evans (not yet complete); and
Southall’s Wales and her Language (1892).

The library of the University of Cambridge con-

tains in a paraj)hrase of the Gospels a few frag-

ments of Welsh writing dating probably from the

ninth century, but practically the oldest Welsh
manuscripts are the Black Book of Carmarthen, be-

longing to the twelfth century, the Book of Aneurin,
dating from the end of the thirteenth century, the

Book of Taliesin, of the early fourteenth century,

and the Red Book of Hergest, of the fourteenth or

fifteenth century. The first and third of these are

included in the Hengwrt collection, originally made
by Rol>ert Vaughan (1592-1667) and his contempo-
rary John Jones, and now in the library at Peniarth,

in Merionethshire. The Red Book is in the library

of Jesus College, Oxford. These manuscripts were all

edited by W. F. Skene in his The Four Ancient Books
of Wales (1868), and they also form a chief part of

the Old Welsh Texts which Prof. Rhys and J. G.
Evans have edited. They all contain much material

belonging to a period several centuries before their

own dates, but critics and students are not yet

agreed as to the date and authorship of their con-

tents. Of the four bards, known as C3rnfeirdd, whose
work is alleged to be represented in these books,

two, namely Taliesin and Myrddin (or Merlin), are

regarded by Professor Rhys as purely mythical, but

others considerthat therewas a historical Taliesinand
a historical Myrddin of the sixth centuiy who were
afterwards identified with earlier mythical person-

age of the same names. The other two bards usually

assigned to the same period are Aneurin and Llyw-

aroh Uen. The Y Gododih of the former, found
in the book named after him, a poem dealing with
the Saxon victory over the Strathclyde Britons at

Cattraeth in 667, is generally accepted as genuine.
The most recent edition is that of lliomas Stephens
(1888). To Llywarch Hen are ascribed many poems

m the Bed and Black Books, whidi were edited in

1792 by Dr. William Owen Pu^e under the title,

The Heroic Elegies and other Fiecea of Llywarch
Hen. A work of immense value to students of

Welsh literature was the Myvyrian Arcbaiolo^,
published in three volumes from 1801 to 1807. It

was prepared by Owen Jones (Owain Myvyr, 1741-

1814), Edward Williams (lolo Morgannwg, 1746-

1826), and William Owen, afterwards W. 0. Pughe
(1759-1885), and in it was published a great mass
of Welsh poetry down to the fourteenth century, to-

gether with a large part of the early prose literature

of the language. The laws ascribed to Howel Dda,
a tenth-century prince, were edited by Aneurin Owen
in 1841 under the title The Ancient Laws and
Institutes of Wales.
The period from the sixth to the eleventh centuiy

is almost barren from the point of view of literature,

though the names of Meigan^ Cuhelyn, and Elaeth

are attached to poems of this period in the Black
Book. The eleventh century witnessed a great

literary revival, due largely to the influence of the

kings Grulfydd ab Cynan and Rhys ab Tewdwr.
Meilyr Brydydd, who died about 1140, is the first

of the mediaBval bards to whom a fairly definite date

can be given. He is represented in the Myvyrian
Archaiology by an elegy on his master Gruffydd ab
Cynan and two other poems. His son Gwalchmai

I wrote odes in honour of the prince Owain Gwynedd,
one of which has been adapted by Gray. Einion
and Meilyr, sons of G walchmai, were also eminent
bards. Other poets of the twelfth century were
Owain Cyveiliog, prince of Powys; Cynddelw, who
wrote poems in honour of the preceding

;
Howel ab

Owain Gwynedd, a son of the North Welsh prince

Owain Gwynedd, author of stirring martial odes;

Llywarch ab Llywelyn, also called Prydydd y Moch,
who has been called the most illustrious Welsh bard
of the Middle Ages, represented chiefly by poems
addressed to North Welsh princes; and Gwynvardd
Biycheiniog. The chief bards of the thirteenth cen-

tury were Davydd Benvras, Elidyr Sais, and Einion

ab Gwgawn, who sang the praises of tlie great prince

Llywelyn ab lorwerth; Llygad Gwr, Bleddyn Vardd,
and especially Gruffydd ab yr Ynod Coch, who wrote

of theprinceLlywelynabGruffydd; Prydydd Bychan,
whose poems relate to princes of south Wales; Phylip
Brydydd; and Howel Voel. Welsh poetry reached
its high-water mark in the fourteenth century, when
the three Eisteddfods of the Renascence, as they are

called, led to a more exact determination of the rules

of metrical form on the basis of the sound-corres-

I^ndences known as cynghanedd. Rhys Goch ab
Rhicert, a Glamorgan poet, is represented by many
beautiful love poems, and his contemporary and
rival, Davydd ab Gwilym, is one of the very great-

est of all Welsh bards. The poems of the latter deal

mainly with love themes, and show a marvellously
keen and sympathetic insight into nature. They were
edited by Owen Jones and Pughe in 1789, and were
admirably translated into English by A. J. Johnes
in 1834. Madog Benvras wrote an elegy on Davydd
ab Gwilym, lolo Goch, whose real name was
Edward Llwyd, is chiefly known for the stirring

martial odes with which he inspired the followers

of Owen Glyndwr (or Glendower). An incomplete
edition of them by Robert Jones appeared in 1877.
Other poets of this period were : Sion Cent or John
Kent, who is sometimes said to have been a Lollard,

and who also wrote in prose on grammar, theology,

and other subjects; Gruffydd ab Maredudd ab
Davydd, author of a very beautiful elegy; Rhys
Goch Eryri; Dafydd Nanmor; Trahaeam; lorwerth
Vychan; Caanodyn; and Gronwy ab Davydd. The
odes of Lewis Glyn Cothi (fl. 1450-86) are of con-
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aderable hutorical value. They were edited in 1867

by W. Davies and John Jones. About the same

time leuan Brydydd Hir wrote his poem on Old

Age, and Maredudd ab Rhys his Ode on Fishing;

and a little later came Tudur Aled (1480-1525), a

poet of great distinction. Guttun Owain was both

a poet and a historian.

The early prose literature of Wales consists largely

of chronicles or Bruts, of tales or romances, which

are of widely different date ;
and of Triads, or brief

statements of various kinds arranged in triplets,

which date from the twelfth century onwards. The
most important of the Bruts is the Brut y Tyw3r8

-

ogion, or Chronicle of Princes (Rolls Series, 1860);

and the most important of the romances are those

from the Red Book, edited and translated by Lady
Charlotte Guest in The Mabinogion (1849). Lady
Guest’s book furnished Tennyson with the materials

of his Geraint and Enid. The most noteworthy
writers in prose and poetry from the sixteenth to

the eighteenth century are the following: William
Lleyn or Owen (d. 1587), a j>oet; Lewis Morgannwg
(early sixteenth), poet and historian; Edmund Prys
(d. 1624), whose version of the Psalter (1621) is

still in use; Griffith Roberta, who published a
Welsh grammar at Milan in 1567; William Sales-

bury, whose translation of the New Testament
appeared in 1567; Dr. William Morgan, bishop of

St. Asaph, who translated the whole Bible into

Welsh (1588); Morgan Llwyd (1619-59), a Puritan
divine and mystic, chiefly known by his Llyfr y Tri

Aderyn (Book of the Three Birds, 1653); Charles

Edwards (d. about 1691), author of a liistory of

Christianity (1671); Huw Morris (1622-1709), a
Royalist who afterwards accepted the Revolution

settlement, the greatest of Welsh ballad -writers

;

Bishop Parr}% who was mainly nisponsible for the

present Welsh version of the Bible (1620); Ellis

Wynne (1671-1734), author of the famous Gweltid-

igaethau y Bardd Cwsg (Visions of the Sleeping

Bard, 1703; English translation by George Borrow,

1860, and R. G. Davies, 1897), which is regarded as

the finest of Welsh prose works
;
Theoj)hilus Evans

(1694-1767), a clergyman who wrote a very popular

but very untrustworthy work on Welsh history

entitled Drych y Prif Oesoedd (1739); Lewis Morris

(1700-65), a man of splendid attainments in widely

different departments, a good i>oet and an able

jintiquarian
;
Rev. E. Evans (1731-89), a poet who

is chiefly known by his Hix^cimens of the Ancient
Welsh Bards tran.slated into Engli.sh (1764); and
Goronwy Owen (1723-1769?), one of the greatest

of Welsh poets, a (jlergyman given to intemperance,

who died in America. Of more recent writers who
have maintained the traditions of Welsh littTature

the following may be mentioned: Dr. Lewis Edwards
(1809-1887), author of Es,says, Literary and Theo-
logical (1867) and The Atonement (1860; English
translation, 1886); Samuel Roljerts (1800-1885) and
his two brothers, authors of numerous works of many
kinds; Dr. William Rees (1802-1883), author of a
long epic poem Emmanuel (1861-1867) and many
other poems, besides a large amount of work in
prose; Daniel Owen, novelist; Robert Williams
(Robert ab Gwil3rm Ddu, 1767-1850), known by
Gardd Eifion (1841), a volume containing many
poems, chiefly religious

; David Owen (Dewi Wyn,
1784-1841), chiefly remembered by his noble poem
on Charity (1819); and the poets Elxjn Fardd,
leuan Gian Geirionnyd, Emrys, Islwyn, and Ceiriog.

See Stephens’s Literature of the K3rmry (1849 ; 2nd
edn., 1876); Matthew Arnold’s Studies of Celtic!

Literature (1867); Watts’s Sketch of Welsh Litera-
i

ture (1863); recent works by O. M. Edwards; Ac.
!

WALES, New South. See New South Wales.
|

WALES, Pbingi of. See Pbihob of Wales.
WALES, Untvebsity of (in Welsh, Prifytgd

CT^ru), an institation eetablii^ed ohar^ in

1893, and formed by the union or ssaociation of
three already existing colleges, the University Col-
lege of Wales, Aberystwith, founded in 1872; the
University College of North Wales, Baz^r, founded
in 1884; and the University College of South Wales
and Monmouthshire, Cardiff, founded in 1883. EiMsh
of the colleges has a women’s hall of residence, that
of the last being known as Al>erdare Hall, There
are no special university buildings apart from those
of the colleges, but there are temporary offices at
Newport, Monmouth. The university has power
to grant degrees in arts or literature, science, law,
theology, and music; but the constituent colleges

do not supply a full course of instruction in each of

these subjects, the necessary courses for the degrees
of B.A. and B.Sc. being at present those chiefly pro-

vided. As regards theology, instruction is furnished
by a number of theological colleges in the principali^,

at which students may qualify for the degree of B.D.
The classes are open to persons of both sexes above
the age of sixteen years. The first matriculation

examination of the university was held in 1895.

WALFISH (also Walvihoh) BAY, a harbour
and small territory belonging to Britain, on the

coast of German South-west Africa, close to the

parallel of 23** 8. The harbour is a good one, and
is formed by a sandy spit of land which projects

northwards parallel with the coast and ends in a
point known os Belican Point. It receives the river

Khuiseb at its head, and just beyond the northern
frontier of the territory is the mouth of the river

8wako]>, wliere the German authorities have con-

structed a new harbour, known as Swakopmund.
The enclave is included in Cape Colony for adminis-

trative purposes. The area is 430 sq. miles, and in

1891 the iK>pulation numbered 768, of whom only
31 were white.

WALFORD, Edward, clergyman and miscel-

laneous author, lK)rn near Clielmsford on Feb. 8,

1823, was the son of an Anglican clergyman. He
was educated at Hackney and the Cliarterhouae,

and entered Balliol College, Oxford, in 1840. He
gained distinction in elassicH and graduated B.A. in

1845. He was ordained deacon in 1846 and priest

in 1847, but a few years later he joined the Roman
Catholic Church. He returned to his mother church
in 1860, again went over to the Roman communion
in 1871, and in 1896 returned again to the Church
of England. For a short time he was an assistant-

master in Tonbridge school, but lie spent the greater

part of his life in general editorial and literary

work. He started Hardwicke’s Shilling Baronetage
and Knightage and similar works, and in 1862 he

edited Men of the Time. He edited the Antiquary
in 1880-81, and from 1881 to 1886 he was editor

of the Antiijuarian Magazine and Bibliographer, of

which he was the founder. He was author of A
Handtxiok of the Greek Drama (1856); Old and
New London (1872-78), with Walter Thombury;
Louis Na]K)leon: A Biograjihy (1873) ;

Life of Bea-

consfield (1881); Greater London (1883-84); The
.Jubilee Memoir of Queen Victoria (1887); William

Pitt: A Biography (1890); Patient Griseldo, and
other Poems (1894); and other works. He also

edited Butler’s Analogy and Hermons, translated

Aristotle's Politics and Economics and several ec-

clesiastical histories for Bohn’s libraries, and wrote

the Juvenal in the Ancient Classics for English

Readers. His death occurred at Ventnor on Nov.

20, 1897.

WALHALLA, or Valhalla, the ancient para-

dise of the Scandinavian deities, for an account of
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whioh see Nobthkbn Mttholooi. The xuttoe has

been given to a fine building* on the model of a
temple, erected by Louis L of Bavaria in

1830-42, on the bank of the Danube near Batisbon*

and intended* by means of statues, busts, Ach to

oommemorate all the great men of Germany.
WALKER, Fbedkriok, painter, was bom in

London on May 26, 1840. After an ordinary school

education he worked for a time in an architect’s

office, and then pursued his art studies at the British

Museum, in an art academy, and in the Royal
Academy schools. He became an apprentice to

Whymper the wood engraver in 1858, and soon
afterwards he be^ to provide drawings for Good
Wor^ the Comhill Magazine, and other periodicals.

He illustrated the Adventures of Philip and the

Denis Duval of Thackeray. He exhibit!^ his first

oil picture. The Lost Path, at the Academy in 1863.

He was elected an associate of the Old Water colour

Society in 1864, and in 1871 he became an associate

of the Royal Academy. He died at St. Fillans, in

Perthshire, on June 4, 1875. His principal pictures

in oils were; Wayfarers (1866), by some considered

his best oil-painting; J^thers (1867); Vagrants

(1868), in the Natio^ Gallery; The Old Gate
(1869); The Plough (1870); At the Bar (1871);
The Harbour of Refuge (1872), in the National

Gallery; and The Right of Way (1875). Among
his more numerous works in water-colour the fol-

lowing may be mentioned: Philip in Church (1863);

The Young Patient; The Shower; The Village

School; Jane Eyre; Refreshment; Spring; Autumn
(1865); The Bouquet (1866); The Gondola; In a
Perthshire Garden; The Housewife; The Rainbow;
and The Fishmonger’s Shop. See his Life and
Letters (1896) by J. G. Marks.
WALKER, George, noted for his share in the

defence of Londonderry, was bom in 1618 either in

Tyrone or at Stratford-on-Avon, and was educated
at Glasgow University. He took orders, and in

1674 was presented to the living of Donaghmore,
near Dungannon. In April, 1689, he became joint-

governor of the besieged town of Londonderry after

the traitorous governor Lundy had l)een allowed to

escape, and he did much to inspire the heroic de-

fenders. On his way to England after the relief, to

present a loyal address to the king, he received many
tokens of national gratitude and esteem. He re-

ceived the thanks of the House of Commons, and had
honorarv degrees conferred upon him by Cambridge
and Oxford. He fell at the battle of the Boyne on
Jul^ 1, 1690, being at the time of his death bishop-

designate of Derry. His True Account of the Siege

of Landonderry (1689) and Vindication of it are

reprinted in Dwyer’s Siege of Londonderry (1893).

WALKER, John, actor and lexicographer, was
bom at Colney Hatch, Middlesex, on March 18,

1732. After losing both his parents he became an
actor, and for a time he was engaged by Garrick

at Drury Lane. He was a leading member of the

company at Crow Street Theatre, Dublin, in 1758-

62, and during the five following years he was at

Covent Garden. In 1768 he left the stage, and
after conducting a school at Kensington for a few
years he became a lecturer on elocution. He died

m London on Aug. 1, 1807, having for several years

been a Roman Catholic. His lexico^aphical and
elocutionary works include; A Dictionary of the

English Language, answering at once to the Pur-
poses of Rhyming, Spelling, and Pronouncing (1775;
latest edn., 1888); Elements of Elocution (1781);
A Rhetorical Grammar (1785); The Melody of

Sj^king Delineated (1789); A Critical Pronouncing
Dictiona^ and Expositor of the English Language
(1791), his chief work, which was long regarded as

a standard for pronunciation and whiiffi has gona

through many editions ; The Acsdemio Speakor

(fou^ ed"-, 1801); and The Teacher’s Assistant in.

Englifth Composition (1801-02).

WALKER, William Sidmsy, a Shaksperisa

scholar, son of a naval officer, was bom at Pembroko

on December 4, 1795. He was educated at Don-

caster and Eton, and in 1815 entered Trinity College,

Cambridge, where he highly distinguished himself

in classics and graduated in 1819, becoming a fellow

of his college in the following year. He applied

unsuccessfully in 1824 for the chmr of Greek in tho

university. Unorthodox views regarding eternal

punishment prevented him from taking oiders, and
accordingly he had to resign his fellowship in 1829.

He was now without means of support; but the

generosity of his friend W. M. Praed and of Trinity

College enabled him to live modestly in London,

where he removed in 1831. After years of mental

decline he died on Oct. 15, 1846. His friend

Moultrie edited in 1852 a collection of his Poetical

Remains; and another friend, William N. Lettsom,

compiled from his papers the works entitled Shake-

speare’s Versification, and its Apparent Irregu-

larities explained by Examples from Early and Late
English Writers (1854); and A Critical Examination

of the Text of Shakespeare, with Remarks on hia

Language and that of his Contemporaries, together

with Notes on his Pla5rs and Poems (1860). These
volumes, though very unmethodical, are of the utmost
value to students of Shakespeare and Elizabethan

literature generally.

WALKING. See Locx)motion (Animal).

WALKING-LEAVES and WALKING-
STICKS. See Lkaf-insecjts.

WALLACE, Alfred Rubber a distinguished

naturalist and writer on land nationalization, spirit-

ualism, and vaccination, of Scottish ancestry, waa
bom at Usk, in Monmouthshire, on Jan. 3, 1823.

He was educated at Hertford Grammar School, and
was afterwards articled to a land surveyor and archi-

tect. When resident at Leicester as English master
at the collegiate school he made the acquaintance of

Henry Walter Bates, who, like himself, was an en-

thusiastic entomologist longing for a wider field of

work. The publication in 1847 of Eldwards’s Voy-
age up the River Amazon gave definite form to their

vague speculations, and in April, 1848, the two
friends set sail from Liverpool on a journey to the
Amazon valley which marks an epoch in scientific

travel. With Bates he ascended the Tocantins in

August 1848, and in the following year they ascended
the Amazon. In March, 1850, they separated,

Wallace taking the basin of the Rio Negro for his

ground and Bates that of the Solimoens or Upper
Amazon. Wallace returned to England in 1852,
and in the following year issued an excellent account
of his wanderings under the title A Narrative of
Travels on the Amazon and Rio Negro, &c. Another
result of this journey was a small work on Palm-
Trees of the Amazon and their Uses (1853). Of
still greater importance to the progress of modem
biological geography and philosophy was his eight
years’ residence (1854-62) in the islands of the Malay
Archipelago, because it led him to the formulation
of his theory of natural selection, and produced that
scientific classic, The Malay Archipelago, the Land
of the Orang-Utan and the Bird of Paradise: a
Narrative of Travel, with Studies of Man and
Nature (2 yols., 1869). His natural selection theory
was (^ntained in a paper which he sent to Mr.
Darwin in 1858, and on July 1 of that year it was
re^ at a meeting of the Linnsean Society along
with a statement of the practically identical theory
which Darwin had been elaborating independently
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fov many yean. WiUlaoa’a fnper induced Darwin
alao to Umit the aoope of the work upon whi^ he

was engaged, and bo precipitated the publication of

The Ori^ of Speciea in 1859. His work in

layaia is fittingly commemorated by the application

oi his name to the imaginary line (WaUaoe’s Line)

between Bali and Lombok which, as he showed,

mariced the boundary between an Asiatic and an

Australian fauna in the archipelago. In 1870 he
published a volume of Contributions to the Theory
of Natural Selection, and in 1876 he issued the first

^oroughly sdentifio treatise on zoogeography, a
subject wUch he has made ^uliarly his own, under
the title The Geographical Distribution of Animals,

with a Study of the ^lations of Living and Extinct

Faunas as elucidating the Past Changes of the

Earth's Surface (2 vole.). This subject was further

developed in the more popular work. Island Life, or

the Phenomena and Causes of Insular Faunas and
Floras, including a Revision and attempted Solution

of the Problem of Geological Climates (1880). Tropi-

cal Nature and other Essays (1878) contains sugges-

tive papers on sexual selection, colour in nature, and
similar subjects, and was reissued, with modifica-

tions and additions, in one volume along with Con-
tributions to the ibeory of Natural {Election in

1891. In Darwinism: an Exposition of the Theory
of Natural Selection, with some of its Applications

(1889), he gives a final and masterly statement of the

theory of organic evolution as he conceives it, with
abundant illustrations from his first-hand knowledge
of the facts. He stands by pure Darwinism, refus-

ing to admit the additional elements, such as sexual

selection, which Darwin himself adopted in his later

works. He refuses to extend evolution to the de-

velopment of mind, and he adopts Weismann’s views
on heredity. In short, he holds by organic evolution

only in so far as it is consistent with or reijuired by
a imiritual interpretation of man and nature.

Dr. Wallace’s work has been by no means confined

to natural history. In 1866 he issued a work on
The Scientific Aspects of the Supernatural

;
and in

1875 he gave in Miracles and Modem Spiritualism

a full statement of his spiritualistic faith. He is

also a pronounced anti-vaccinist. He issued in 1885
a pamphlet entitled Forty-Five Years of Registra-

tion Statistics, proving Vaccination to be both Use-
less and Dangerous. He gave evidence before the

recent Rfjyal Commission on the subject, and in

1898 he published Vaccination a Delusion, its Penal
Enforcement a Crime, in which he endeavours to

prove that the majority report of the commission is

opposed to the best evidence laid before it. In Land
Nationalization: its Necessity and its Aims (1882)
he compares the landlord-and-tenant system of land
tenure with an occupying tenancy under the state,

and strongly advocates the latter. A Land Nation-
alization Society, of which he is president, has been
formed to disseminate the principles of his book.
Bad Times : an Essay on the Present Depression of

Trade (1885) is another contribution to economics.
He prepared the volume on Australasia (1879) in
Stanford’s Compendium of Geography and Travel,
and to the new issue he contributed the first of the
two volumes on Australasia, dealing with Australia
and New Zealand (1893). In 1898 he published
The Wonderful Century, its Successes and its Fail-
ures, a review of the nineteenth century; and in
1901, Studies, Scientific and Social (2 vols.). He
was awarded the Royal Medal of the Royal Society
in 1868, the Gold Medal of the Society de Geo-
graphic in 1870, the Darwin Medal of the Royal
Society in 1890, the Founder’s Medal of the Royal
Geographical Society, and the Gold Medal of the
Linngtan Society in 1892; and sinoe 1881 he has been

in receipt of a Civil List pennon of £200j^ aannin.
He has received honmraxy demreeB from Imhlin, Che-

ford, and the University of Walea.
WALLACE, Sib Riobabd, art oonnoiseenr, re-

puted half-brother (or son) of the fourth Marank of
Hertford, was bom in London in 1818. He was
brought up chiefiy in Paris, and was early distin-

guished as an art collector. On the death of the
fourth Marquis of Hertford, in 1870, he inherited
valuable estates in Ireland, a Parisian house, Hert-
ford House in London, and the splendid collection

of pictures and art objects which had been brou^t
together by the third and fourth marquises. He
equipped ambulances for use in the Franco-German
war, and spent a large sum for the relief of the
besieged inhabitants of Paris. In 1871 he was
created a baronet, and during 1878-85 he repre-

sented Lisburn in the House of Commons. He was
created K.C.B. in 1878, partly in recognition of his

services as a commissioner at the Pans exhibition.

He died in Paris on July 20, 1890. His wife,

daughter of a French officer, was married to him in

1871, and died on Feb. 16, 1897. He bequeathed
his art collection to her, and she bequeathed it to the
nation. On the recommendation of a commission
Hertford House was purchased for £80,000 as a home
for the collection, and in 1900 it was opened to the

public. It includes pictures, sculptures, and other

art treasures, as well as arms and armour, furniture,

Ac., and has been valued at some £2,000,000.

WALLACE, Sir William, the hero of Scottish

inde^ndence, is said to have l)een the younger son
of Sir Malcolm Wallace of Elderslie, by Jean,

daughter of Sir Reginald Crawford, sheriff of Ayr.
He was pvobably bom about 1270, and was his

father’s second son. He was educated at Dunipace,
in Stirlingshire, and afterwards at Dundee. Owing
to the want of contemporary Scottish records, the

real facts regarding his hfe and achievements remain
in much obi^urity. Many incidents rest solely on
the authority of Blind Hany, who wrote about two
hundred years later, and can hardly be regarded as

a serious historian. The body of tradition, how-
ever, in respect to such a character is not to be
despised, and Burton, who himself relies mostly on
English authorities, has observed that the funda-

mental facts of some of Blind Harry’s narratives

have from time to time been confirmed by slight but
significant incidental circumstances which have come
to light. We can only give here a bare outline of

such facts as are generally recognized. Wallace is

represented as a man of herculean proportions and
great personal strength, and it is certain that he
possessed in a high degree the {)crBonal influence and
power of command which distinguish a great party

leader from a mere tactician. The known incidents

of his career show that he possessed also an inventive

genius in military tactics. He attached to himself

and made great leaders who secured the final success

of his cause. He had thus every (|ualification of a

consummate commander. Wallace is represented as

having been for some years engaged in a partisan

war against the English before what is represented

by Blind Harry as the turning-point in his career

took place, the burning of the town of Lanark and
the murder of Hazelrig the sheriff. According to

tradition Hazelrig was killed because be bad put to

death Wallace’s betrothed for refusing to marry bis

son. Tlie tact of the attack on Hazelng was charged

against him in London, and has also b^n confirmed

by contemporary English testimony. This incident is

ascribed to May, 1297. Soon after, he attacked Or-

mesby, the justiciary, while holding a court of justice

at Scone, and Beck, bishop of Durham, at Ghu^ow,
whom he put to flight. Among the followers of Wa]-
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Imo alxmt this time wm William of Donglia, the poser, wae bom at Waterford in 1814. His father,

representative of a great Border family, which subse- a Scotchman, was bandmaster of the 29th Foot
qnently oontribated invaluable aid to the war of inde- and a bassoon-player in a Dublin theatre ordhes^
pendence. Surrey, who had been commissioned by Toung Wallace soon rave evidence of great musical

Edward to put an end to the disturbances in the ability, became a skilful player on several instra-

north, sent bis son Perc^ in advance with 800 knights, ments, and in 1829 was organist in Thurles Oathe-

and, it is said, 40,000 footmen. Perc^ receiv^ at dral. His enthusiasm was stimulated by hearing

Irviue the submission of Bruce, earl of Garrick, Paranini play in 1831, and in 1834 he played a
James, steward of Scotland, Alexander de Lyndesey, violin concerto composed by himself. He went
and William of Douglas, who had been in arms for to Australia in 1835 and worked at sheep-farming,

the national cause. Wallace retired to the north, But he soon returned to music, and travelled to

and recruited in Aberdeenshire and other lowland New Zealand, where he had a romantic escape from
counties. He took most of the northern fortresses, assassination by the Maoris. His travels afterwards

and was besieging the Castle of Dundee, when he extended to the South Sea Islands, Oudh, Nepal,

beard that Surrey and Cressingham were advancing Kashmir, Valparaiso, Buenos Ayres, Santiago, Lima,
upon Stirling. He resolved to meet them, and took and Mexico, and proved very profitable from a
up a position encompassed by a loop of the Forth in financial point of view. He returned to London in

front of the Abbey Craig, a hill near the Abbey of 1845, and towards the end of that year his popular

Cambuskenneth. Surrey determined to attack him, opera of Maritana was produced at Drury Lane with

and the English crossed the Forth on a narrow great success. Matilda of Hungary (1847) was
bridge from early mom till near noon, while the dama^d by an exceedingly bad libretto. He next

Scoto were drawn up as spectators of their passage visited Germany and France, and received a com-

on the hill. When Wallace deemed the enemy mission to compose a work for the Grand Op^ra
snfficiently divided he attacked those who had crossed at Paris, but the failure of his sight prevented him
with his whole force, sending at the same time a from carrying it out. After a voyage to America
detachment to secure and hold the bead of the bridge, be again settled in England in 1853, and in 1860

The victory was complete. Cressingham was killed, Lurline, a better work than Maritana, was produced

and Surrey fled to Berwick. After this Wallace with even greater success at Covent Garden. Other

appears with the title of Guardian of the Kingdom, operas were the Amber Witch (1861), Love’s Triumph
which was temporarily cleared of the English, and is (1862), The Desert Flower (1863), and Estrella, the

found conducting an invasion, or series of organized last left unfinished at his death. He died in France
raids intoEngland. In 1298 Edward entered Scotland on Oct. 1 2. 1 865.

with an army estimated at 7000 men-at-arms and WALLACHIA. See Roumania.
80,000 footmen. Wallace retired before him, wasting WALLENSTEIN, or Waldstein, Albrecht
the country, but was at length overtaken at Falkirk Wenzel Eusebius, von, Duke of Friedland, Meek-
id a position where he was compelled to fight. He lenburg, and Sagan, a famous leader in the Thirty

drew up his army on an inclined plain with his Years’ war, was bom on the paternal estate of Her-
horsemen, about 1000, in the rear. The footmen manic in Bohemia, 15th September, 1583. Both his

were arranged in circles, the bowmen in the centre, father and mother belonged to the Bohemian evan-

and the spearmen in the front rank kneeling. In gelical church. In his youth he was sent to the

this order they resisted for a time the attacks of the school of the brethren at Koschumberg; but on the

Englishmen-at-arms, but the circles were gradually early death of his parents, his uncle Albrecht Slavata

broken, and the army routed. After this Wallace placed him under the Jesuits at Olmlttz, and after

disappears from the scene. Whether he resigned he had been brought over to the Catholic faith he
his guardianship, or was compelled by the jealousy finished his studies at the Universities of Bologna
of the nobles, as is commonly reported, to surrender, and Padua, and travelled in Italy, Germany, France,
it is not known. It is certain that he went to Spain, England, and the Netherlands. He took
France, probably in 1299, and he may even have military service in Hungary under General Basta,
visited Rome in the national cause. The council and returned to Bohemia at the peace of 1606 with
of regency which succeeded him carried on the war the rank of captain. Here he married an elderly
for some time with spirit; but on 9th February, widow, who on her death in 1614 left him consider-

1804, they and their followers were admitted to able landed property. From his uncle be inherited
King Edward’s f>eace. Wallace was excepted by numerous estates. In 1616, on assisting the Arch-
name. He was then in the country, and every exer- duke Ferdinand with 200 dragoons in his war against
tion was made to secure his apprehension. It was Venice, he was raised to the rank of count and made
effected through Sir John de Menteith, governor of a colonel. By his second marriage, with Isabella
Dumbarton Ciistle. He was conveyed to London, Katharina, daughter of Count Harrach, he acquired
through which he was carried on 22d August, 1305. great influence at court. At the outbreak of the
He was put on trial at Westminster before a special Bohemian war he refused to join his compatriots and
commission, crowned in mockery, according to the saved the military chest of Moravia for the emperor,
chronicles, with a wreath of laurel, as a subject of raised a regiment of cuirassiers and fought against
the King of England; but as an outlaw he was not Thum and Bethlen Gabor, with the post of quarter-
permitted to jileiad to the indictment. He was con- master general of the imperial army. When the
victed of treason and rebellion, though he had never estates of the vanquished Bohemians were confiscated
acknowledged Edward as his lang, and was executed in 1620, he bought sixty lordships and estates from
on 28rd August. He was dragged to a gallows in the emperor for the sum of 7,290,228 florins, for a
Smithfield, where he was banged. His heart, liver, part of which his services were reckoned, and in 1624
lungs, and entrails were burned, and his body was he was raised to the dukedom of Friedland. He now
beheaded and quartered. The head was placed on applied himself to the care of his estates, which were
a pole on London Bridge, and his quarters were valued at 80,000,000 florins, and of which he Imew
exposed at Newcastle, Berwick, Perth, and Aberdeen how to make the most by economy and strict exaction
or Stirling. Besides the histories of Scotland and of his revenues. When the emperor was involved in
others relating to the period, see the biographies by new troubles by the Lower Saxon league in 1626 he
Moir (1886) and Murison (1898), offered to raise 20,000 men for his semoe by his own
W.^LAOE, William Vinoent, musical oom-ivfforts. Before hehad completed hislevy he wasnamed
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ff«iMn]|«imo and fidd-mawhal, and aet out at the

head ol 80,000 man to oo-operate with Tilly. In
A|)ri], 1826, ha gainad a vioto^ over Count Manafeld

at DeMaa, and when that general proceeded at the

doia of the year to Hnngaiy to join Bethlen Gabor,

he followed with 60,000 men and brought the latter

to oondude a truce. In the campaign of 1627 he
conquwed Sileaia and bought from the emperor the

dukedom of Sagan, at a price in which hie military

aipenseB were reckoned. The estates of Mecklenburg
having been forfeited in the war, he was invested in

them, first as security for his expenses, and after-

wards as a regular fief in 1629. In September, 1630,

owing to the jealousy of the nobles and the license

of his followers, he was deprived of his command.
When Gustavus Adolphusinvaded Germany,WaUen-
Btein attempted to negotiate with him on his own
account, but the distrust of the Swedish hero frus-

trating his intentions, he listened to the earnest

entreaties of the emperor, and again took the field,

having procured a formal capitidation securing to

himself almost absolute power, together with great

personal advantages. After some partial successes

he encountered the King of Sweden at Liitzen, 16th
November, 1632, in which battle Wallenstein was
defeated and Gustavus killed. During winter be
recruited his army in Bohemia, but in the following

cam})aign he showed remarkable inactivity. After
the death of the Swedish king he had reopened
negotiations with the enemies of the emj)eror, by
whose assistance he hoped to place himself at the

head of affairs in Gennany. 1'he matter [U’oceeded

slowly as his offers were received with much mis-

trust, especially by the Geniian princes; he resumed
hostilities to make his value felt, then reopened
negotiations. His proceedings were known at the

court of Vienna; but he Wiis at the head of an army
largely consisting of foreigners, and many of whose
leaders were jiersonally pledged to him alone. 'I’he

emperor was not strong enough to remove him, and
was bfise enough to have recourse to assassination.

On 24th .Ian. 1634, he signed a secret patent con-

ferring the (‘ommau<I of the anny on (.V)unt Gallas,

who wiis instructed to arrest Wallenstein and his

associates, and throw them into prison. On Feb, 18
an open proclamation was macle commanding the

army to obey only Generals Gallas, riccolomini,

and others named. This was posted in Prague on
22d February, and forced matters to extremities.

Wallenstein left Pilsen with some of his confidential

associates on the 23d to take refuge in the fortress

of Eger, which he reached on the 2 1th. Here he
was assassinated on the evening of the 25th. The
plenipotentiary of Saxony and Brandenburg had
reached Zwickau, and the {denipotentiary of France
Frankfort, on their way to Wallenstein’s head-
quarters, when they received word of his death.

iTie emperor openly rewarded the assassins, among
whom were two Scotchmen and two Irishmen,
Gordon, Leslie, Butler, and Devereux. Wallenstein’s

/
overtures to the enemies of th empire have been
represented by his partisans as de cfuerre,

WALLER, Edmund, a celebrated English poet,

was bcm at Coleshill, Hertfordshire (now in Buck-
inghamshire), on 3d March, 1606. He was early

left an orphan with a considerable estate. He was
educated at Eton and King’s College, Cambridge.
He is said to have been returned as member of Par-
liament for Amersham in his sixteenth year. In
1625 he was retumeci for Chipping Wycombe, and
he sat for other places in several parliament^ in-

cluding the Long Parliament. His first poem cele-

brated the escape from shipwreck of Charles I. on
his return from Spain in 1623. It was published

some years after, and had all the finish of his later

I

vei^ His first wife^ Anna Banks, a oHj helnsiL

dying a few years after their marriim ^9 oonrtea
I^y Dorothea Sydney, dan^ter of the Earl of

Leicester, whom he oelebrated in his verses under
the name of Sacharissa, and Lady Sophia Murray,
whom he distinguished by the name of Amoret, boui
without success, and married Mary Bresse or Braoey,
by whom he had a large family, at what exact time
is not known. In Parliament he at first opposed
the court party, but afterwards became known as a
royalis^ and retained his place in the Long Parlia-

:

ment, it is said at the desire of the king, and openly

I

expressed his royalist sentiments after the civil war
began, which was freely tolerated, probably beoause
of^ his want of influence. He was sent as a oom-
missiuner from Parliament to the king after Edm-
hill. Soon after this took place the incident called

Waller’s plot. The nature of the plot is not clearly

understood, though Waller made an abject confession

of all he knew, including the names of his confede-

rates, some of whom, his near relations, were put to

death. He was imprisoned for a year and fined

£10,000, but it is said he had to spend three times

that sum in bribes. On his release he retired to

France. During this exile the first collection of

his poems was published in 1645. In 1653 he ob-

tained permission from Cromwell to return to Eng-
land. In 1654 he addressed a Panegyric to the

Lord Protector. In 1656 he recommended him in

in another poem to assume the royal title. Shortly

after a poem on the death of the lord-protector, he
addressed one to the king on his majesty’s happy
return. The jmKjeedings of Monk apparently had
not been anticipated. Ho again sat in Parliament,

with inte''valsof cessation, u}> till the reign of James
II. BuriK^t says his popularity in Parliament was
great, but he did not take pains to understand its

business, but only studied to gain applause, being a
vain and empty, though a witty man. He died at

Beaconsfiold, 2iHt C)(:tol)er, 1687. Waller's poetry

was celebrated for elegance and polish at a time
when these graces had been comparatively little

studied, but it is destitute of all great qualities.

WALL-FLGWEK {Chcirantitus ckein)^ a cruci-

ferous plant, which grows in the clefts of rucks and
old walls, in most parts of Eurojje. The stem is

naked, hard, and almost woody at the base, dividing

above into leafy branches. The flowers are large,

of a fine gtdden-yellow in the wild-plant, and
agreeably scented. In the cultivated plant the flowers

are of various and brilliant colours, and attain a much
larger si/e. Double and semi-double varieties are

common in gardens. It U a beautiful and favourite

ornamental plant.

WALLINGFORD, a inunicij)iil borough of Eng-

land, in Berkshire, on the 'I'liaines. It htis good

churches, a spacious market-place, a town -hall, gram-

mar-school, free library, &.c. It is situated in an

agricultural district It sent two meml)er8 to Parlia-

ment fiom the twenty- third year of Edward 1., but

by the Reform Act of 1832 was deprived of one of its

members. In 1885 its parliamentary representation

was merged in that of the county. Pup. of mun.

bor. (1891), 2980 ; (1901), 2808.

WALLIS, the German name of the Valais. See

Valais.
WALLIS, John, a celebrated mathematician, bom

in 1616 at Ashford in Kent, where hia father was
minister, was eduaited for the church at Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, and having regularly taken his

degrees, entered into holy orders, and in 1641 be-

came chaplain to a Yorkshire baronet. In 1648 he

obtained a living in London, and the following year

was one of the secretaries to the assembly of divines

at Westminster. He was one of the first members
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of the eolenttfle aewdetlon whkh gftTe Irfrth to the
Bojel Sodety, and in 1649 waa appointed by tiie

parUamentaiy yinton Savilian pn>fe«or oi geometry
at Oxford. In 1658 he pnbliahed a grammar of

the Engliah tongue written in Latin for the use of

foreignen. He wa« admitted to the degree of Doctor
of Divinity in 1654, and on the death of Langbame
waa choaen custat archivorum to the univeraity. He
waa particularly akilful in the art of cryptography,
or deciphering; and having by thia meana hem
enabled to render conaidend)le aervice to the royal
canae, he waa on the Keatoration of Gharlea IL very
favourably received at court, and made one of the
royal chaplains. In 1661 he waa one of the divinea

appointed to review the Book of Common Prayer;
and aa he complied with the terma of the act of

Uniformity, he continued a ateady conformist to the
Established Church till his death. When the Koyid
Society was founded in 1663 the name of Dr. Wallis
was included in the list of the earliest members; and
he added much to the reputation of that body by his

valuable oontributionB to the Philosophical Transac-

tions. After a long life devoted to science and to

the duties of his clerical profession, he died at Oxford
in 1708. Among his mathematical works the most
important are Arithmetica Infinitorum; Mathesis
Universalia, sive Opus Arithmeticum; Mechanica,
aive de Motu Tractatusgeometricus; De Sectionibus

Coniois Tractatus; and his Algebra. He also pub-
lished some of the writings of j^himedes, Ptolemy,
Aristarchus, and Porphyry. His works, including

various treatises on theology, were published at

Oxford (1692-99, three vole, folio); and a volume of

his sermons, printed from the original manuscripts,

appeared in 1791.

WALLOONS, the name given to the inhabi-

tants of the Southern Netherlands, who are chiefly

of Celtic or Homan extraction, and speak the French
language, in distinction to the northern inhabitants

of German race and language. The name is probably
analogous to that given by the Germans to other
foreign races, as the Walachians, Gauls, Welsh, &c.
See Belgium

—

People, and Walks.
WALLSEND, a mun. Iwr. (incorporated 1901) of

England, in Northuml>erland, on the Tyne, 4 miles
E.N.K. of Newcastle, with modern churches and
chapels and the ruins of an ancient church; a libraiy
and concert-hall, &c. Coal is worked, and there are
shipbuilding- yards, blast-furnaces, engineering, cop-
per, and chemical works. The town owes its name
to its position at the end of the great Roman wall.
Pop. (1891), 11,257; (1901), 20,932.
WAJjL-TREES, trees trained against walls with

the view of regulating their branches with regard to
light and heat, their own branches being exposed to
the influences of the sun while not depriving those
of other trees of the same benefit, and at the same
time obtaining heat by radiation from the wall. This
method of training is adopted chiefly, if not exclu-
sively, for fruit-trees. In training trees in this way
the regulation of the branches as to light and heat
is not the only thing that has to be attended to. It
is also important to provide as far as possible for an
equal flow of sap to all the branches. The principal

modes of training are the fan, the horizontal, the
verii^, the oblique, and the wavy or curved. Fan-
training is BO called from the principal branches being
disposed somewhat like the ribs of a fan. This mode
of training may be commenced when the tree has
made its first three shoots. The middle shoot is

trained perpendicularly, and the two outer ones at
an angle of about 45“, this elevation favouring the
growth and strength of the whole plant. At the
winter pruning the middle shoot is cut over three
•nitable buds, the shoots proceeding from which are

tmlned in the tame way as tito first three^ iihe two
outermost i^oots being lowered to make room for the
two additional ones. At the next pmnlng all the
three inner shoots are out in the same way as the
middle one was at the first pruning, and the process
is oontinued till the wall is sufficiently covered. Fan-
training, or some modification of it, is usually adopted

for stone-fruits, such as the peach, aprioo^ cherry,

and plum. When employed for th^ the brands
must not be trained too low, that is, too nearly at

right angles to the central stem, otherwise the si^
wBl pass them, and they will be^me weak and die

off prematurely. In training the peach and nectarine

the upright shoot is dispensed with, and a modifica-

tion of toe fan-shape is effected by branches proceed-

ing from two main branches diverging on opposite

sides of the central stem. Horizontal training has
been long employed chiefly for the pear. In this case

the training is commence as in the first method, but
the outer branches are gradually brought down tOl

they are horizontal, and the only shoots trained are

those proceeding from the principal stem, two of which
on opposite sides are trained at every pruning in the

same way as the first two. When the trees are vigor-

ous, and the soil and climate favourable, two pain
of horizontal branches may be trained in one year.

Oblique training exactly resembles horizontal train-

ing, except that the branches, instead of being made
to take a hoi'izontal direction, are trained obliquely

upwards. In upright training two shoots are first

trained obliquely like the upper limbs of a Y. Gbra-

duallythese are brought down to a horizontal position,

and when they have grown to a sufficient length the
shoots that push on the upper side are allowed to

grow upwards, care being taken that they grow at
an equid pace. Wavy or curvilinear training admits
of many variations. The stem may be serpentine

and the branches oblique, the stem may be straight

and the branches wavy, or both stem and branches
may be wavy. The object of all these modes is to
prevent the sap from flowing, according to its natural
tendency, in much greater abundance towards the
upper part of the tree than it does into the lower
branches. A mode of training called pendulous
training hasbeenrecommended, and occasionallyprac-

tised in the case of varieties of apple and pear which
are more apt to grow to wood than to produce fruit.

It is a form of oblique training in which the branches
are directed obliquely downwards instead of obliquely
upwards. In all modes of wall training the proper
dim;tion is given to the branches by passing them
through loops of woollen cloth nailed to the walk
These loops are renewed every year lest they should
cause disease. In wall-trees toe fruit is sometimes
partially forced by hot flues in the wall against which
they are trained.

WALNUT {Juglans), the common name of a
numljer of trees belonging to the natural order Jug-
landaceee. They are trees with alternate, pinnate^
stipuled leaves and unisexual flowers, toe stamini-
ferous flowers forming an amentum or catkin; peri-
anth 2-3-6-parteti, with a scaly bract

;
stamens three

or more; fruit dnipaceous; ovary 2-4-celled at the
base, unilocular at the apex. The common walnut
{J. irgia) was introduced into Europe (probably from
Persia) at a remote period, and is now common in
the central parts of that continent, but flourishes
m(»t in Italy, Spain, and the south-western depart-
ments of Fiance. It is a lofty and beautiful tree.
The fruit in the wild state contains a umall hard
nut, of inferior quality; but in the cultivated varie-
ties the nut is much larger, the shell becomes thin
enough to be easily crushed by the fingers, and the
kernel is agreeably tasted. These nuts are highly
esteemed, and often served no at deasart. and £krm
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•B article of oommem. Tbe oil eapmed from

fthem li in general nae aa an artide of diet in thoae

dktriota whm the tree abovnda, and ae^ea a atill

more important pnrpoae in the preparati<m of fine

odlonia; it ii prderM on aooonnt m the oom])lete

and rapid manner in whidi it drieO) and the fa^ty
of obtaining it perfectly limpid, by diffiiring it n^
water in la^ahallowTaaea. In oopper>plate printing

it ia employed to prodnoe a fine impreadon, either in

black or coloora. By boiling the hoaka when be-

ginning to decay, ana the bark of the roota, a aub-

Btantiid dark-brown colour ia obtained, which ia uaed

by dyera for woollena, and alao by oabinet-makera

to atain other apedea of wood in imitation of walnut.

The fruit, in a green atate, before the ahell hardena,

ia much uaed for pickling. Before mahogany waa
imported ao abundantly into Europe the wood waa
employed almoat exdi^yely in cabinet-making, and
ia atill in general uae for that purpose. It ia pre-

fened for tbe stocks of muskets, as it is lighter

in proportion to its strength and elastidty than
any other wood. Seven or eight varieties are cul-

tivated. The Black Walnut (/. nigra) is found

in moat parts of the United States of America, the

extreme north and east excepted, and the low district

of the Southern States, where its absence seems to

be owing to the nature of the soil, which is either

too sandy or too wet. It requires a deep and fer-

tile soil, and in favourable situations the trunk often

attains the diameter of 6 or 7 feet. It ia one of the

largest of American trees, and yields to none in the

majesty of its appearance. The nuts are often served

upon table. The ahell is very hard, and the kernel

is divided by firm woody partitions, but has a sweet

and agreeable flavour, though inferior to the Euro-

pean. The wood is very strong and very tenacious,

when thoroughly seasoned is not liable to warp and
split, and remains sound a long time, even when
exposed to the influenoe of heat and moisture: the

grain is sufficiently fine to admit a fine polish, and
it is, besides, secure from the attacks of worms. It

is greatly employed in cabinet-making wherever it

abounds. The Butternut (/. ccUkartica) is a much
smaller tree than the preceding, rarely exceeding

50 feet in height, with a trunk 10 or 12 Inches in

diameter. The fruit is elongated, covered externally

with a viscid, adhesive substance; and the nut is

hard, rough externally, and deeply and irregularly

furrowed. The nuts are sometimes brought to mar-
ket. The wood is light, of a reddish hue, and
possesses little strength, but lasts long, and is secure

from worms. A dark-brown dye is also obtained

from the bark, which is employed for woollens; but
that afforded by the Black Walnut is preferred. By
piercing the tnmk early in the spring, sugar may
obtained, but of inferior quality to maple-sugar. The
hickory (which see) belongs to the same order.

WALPOLE, Hokaoe, Earl op Orford, the fourth
son of Sir Robert Walpole, was bom 5th October,
1717. It is to be mentioned, however, that doubt
has been cast on his birth. Cunningham, in hb
edition of Walpole’s Letters, attaches faith to the
scandalous story published by Lady Louisa Stuart,

that he was the son of Lord Hervey. He was edu-
cated at Eton, and King’s College, Cambridge, on
leaving which he travelled two years on the Conti-
nent. Returning in 1741 he took his seat in the
House of Commons as member for Callington, and
be sat for various constituencies up to 1768. He
always took a lively but superficial interest in poli-

tloB, inclining sentimentally to extreme opinions. His
parliamentary career requires no particular record,

imt it may & mentioned that in Mwrch, 1742, be
|

spoke in defence of bis fathers administration, and
in 1757 be exerted bimself earnestly in b^alf of

I

Admiral Byng. In 1747 be purobased flttawbwty
Hill, wbere be erected a Gotbio villa, laid out tbe
grounds with minute ingenuity, and made it a prin-
cipal busineas of bis me to adorn and furnlib H
aooordii^ to a fantastio but refined and educated
taste, with objects of curiosity and antiquarian bite-

rest, rare prints, pictures, books, and manuaoripta.
His maintenanoe was provided for by some sinecure
appointments. To bis antiquarian taste be added
authorship^ first in verse and afterwards more exten-
sively in prose, and in 1757 he established a mrivate
printing-press at Strawberry Hill, at whidi he
pmted not only his own works but those of othen^
bis editions often selling at very high prices on
aoooimt of the small number printed. In 1791 be
succeeded his nephew in tbe peerage. He never
took bis seat in the House of Lords, and appears to
have avoided using his title. He died 2d March,
1797. Tbe works of Horace Walpole are nume-
rous. His first publication was a description of Sir
Robert Walpole’s pictures, printed privately in 1747,
under the title of Aedes WalpoliansB. Li 1757 a
popular satire appeared called Letter from Xo Ho,
a Chinese philosopher at London, to his friend Lien-

Chi, at Pekin. Fugitive pieces in verse and prose,

:

and Catalogs of the Royal and Noble Authors of

England, with lists of their works, appeared in 1758.

Anecdotes of Painting in Englaiu^ five vols. 4to,

were published in 1762-71. The Castle of Otranto,

1764, a romance, regarded as the tyi)e of a class

which subsequently became popular, is very vari-

ously estimate. Praised by Byron and Sir Walter
Scott, it is pronounced by Hazlitt dry, meagre, and
without effect. The Mysterious Mother, a tra^y,
and Historic Doubts on the Life and Reign of King
Richard III., appeared in 1768. Walpole became
keenly attached to the opinions expressed in the

Historic Doubts, on which he could not bear criticism.

Some other publications followed these, and Walpole
projected a collected edition, which was not com-
pleted, of his works. The two works on which his

reputation now chiefly rests are his Letters, of which
the best edition is that edited by Peter Cunning-
ham, in nine vols. 8vo (London, 1857), and his Me-
moirs and Joumal, a series embracing the reigns of

George II. and III., from 1751 to 1783.

W^pole is almost unanimously pronounced the

best of English letter-writers, it being understood

that his letters were carefully prepared for the public,

and that their vivacity and ease, like Sheridan’s

jokes, wore laboriously studied. The memoirs are

more bitter and cynical, but both are valued as a
store-house of the more evanescent traits of contem-
porary history, being full of passing topics and occur-

rences, anecdotes, characters, and portraits. Though
a keen and able he was not, however, an accurate or

impartial observer. The want of depth and ear-

nestness in his own character, his party prejudices,

his vanity and love of effect, tempered all he wrote,

and greatly detract from the weight of his evidence.

Few writers, however, are more uniformly enter-

taining. W^pole’s manners were affected l^th per-

sonally and as a writer. He was as fastidiously

aristocratic in his personal notions as he was senti-

mentally liberal in his political opinions, and in both

he was probably conventional rather than sincere.

He was keenly sensitive to criticism and eager for

applause, but under his vanity and frivolity there

existed an indestructible sub-stratum of good sense

and sound judgment. Allowing for affectation of

humility, it is scarcely possible to doubt that, in his

later years especially, he was ashamed of his own
literary pretensions, and put a painfullv modest
estimate on his works. In one respect he under-

rated them. Of their value as a chronicle of ounenfc
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•venti he wm hairdly In a position tCi judge, but this

ahme has perhaps prevented posterity from oon-

hrm^ his own estimate, and placing him among
the mob of gentlemen who write wltii ease. His
personal ohanK^ is commonly chars^ with selfish*

ness, coldness, and cynicism,W Mary Beny, who
knew him intimately, but who was perhaps b^ded
by the partiality of personal attachment, gives a very

different account of it.

WALPOLE, Sib Bobert, Earl of Orford, a great

Whig statesman, was a younger son of Sir BobertWal*

pole, M.P. for Castle Bising, and was bom Aug. 26,

1 676. Hewaseducated at a private school at Massing-
ham, on the foundation at Eton, and at King’s College,

Cambridge. Although his studies were not remark-
able, he became a good classical scholar. On the

death of his elder brother in 1698 he resigned his

scholarship and went to live with his father in the

country. In 1700 he married Catherine Shorter,

grand'daughter of a Lord-mayor of London. He suc-

ceeded to the paternal estate the same year on the

death of his father, and entered Parliament as mem-
ber for Castle Rising, and in 1702 was elected for

King’s Lynn. He became an active member of

the Whig party, and soon distinguished himself by
attention to busincBS, and, though not an orator, by
practical debating power. In 1708 he w»is appointed

secretary-at-war, and intrusted with the manage-
ment of the House of Commons. He was one of the

managers of the impeachment of Sacheverell (1710).

though privately opposed to that measure. Soon
after this the Whigs were dismissed from office. On
the meeting of Parliament in 1712 he was convicted

of a high breach of trust and notorious corruption,

for receiving £1000 in consideration of two contracts

of forage for her majesty’s troops quartered in North
Britain, granted by him as secretary-at-war. He
was expelled the House of Commons, and impris-

oned in the Tower. By his party Walpole was re-

garded as a martyr. He refused to make any sub-

lulBsion, pleading precedent in his favour, and wrote
a pamphlet in his own defence. He remained in

firison, or held his levee in the Tower, till the proro-

gation. He was returned again for King’s Lynn,
but the House of Commons decided that he could

not sit again in that Parliaineut. After the dissolu-

tion in 1713 he resumed his place and influence in

the House, In the first ministry of George I. (1714)
he was appointed paymaster of the forces. He was
also in 1715 ap])oiuted chairman of the committee to

impeach the late ministers. In October he was
mode first lord of the treasury and chancellor of

the exchequer. In April, 1717, a split having
occurred in the ministry, Walpole resigned, and
made himself formidable in opposition by his revela-

tions of the corrupt practices which had [trevailed

among himself and his colleagues while he was in

office. He opposed the quadruple alliance and the

South Sea Scheme, in which, however, he did not

disdain to speculate. In June, 1720, he again took

orHce as paymaster of the forces, and was intrusted

with the measures rendered necessary by the failure

of the scheme. (See South Sea Bubble.) On the

resignation of Sunderland he again became first lord

of the treasury, 2d April, 1721, and for twenty-one
years held the highest office in the state without
interruption. During his long administration the

Hanoverian Succession, to which he was zealously

attached, became firmly established, a result to which
his prudence and political sagacity largely contri-

buted. He promoted by an enlightened policy the
commercial prosperity of the nation, and relieved the
weight of taxation by many improvements in the
tariff. In 1724 he was made a Knight of the Bath,
In 1726 a Knight of the Garter, and on 9th Eeb-

rnary, 1742, two da^ befora hb rorigna^ he wae
oroat^ Earl of Oiford. So long a period ol office

did not of course pass without oppositioiL On the

acoesrion of George IL he was disoussed and re-ap-

pointed, the favour of Queen Caroline being of

iflati»g service to him during this reign. In 1788

the opposition to his excise scheme proved too strong

for him^ and during the later years of his ministry

he encountered increasing difficulties. When, after

successive defeats in Parliament, he resigned, he was

consulted by the king as to his successors, and

allowed to stipulate for his own immunity. An
attack was soon, however, made upon him in Par-

liament, and a committee of secrecy appointed to

inquire into his administration. The committee’s

report charged him with having used undue influence

at elections, with granting fraudulent contracts,

and with peculation and profusion in the use of the

secret service money. The king exerted himself to

frustrate the inquiry, and on the other hand the

committee did not gain credit for impartiality. The
prosecution against Walpole was dropped. He took

little further part in public affairs, but was fre-

quently consulted by the king. He died 18th March,

1745.

WALPURGA, Walbuboa, or Walpubgis, a fe-

male saint, bom in England, sister of St. Willibald,

first bishop of Eichstiidt, in Germany, and niece of

St. Boniface, the apostle of the Germans. She went,

like her uncle and brother, to Germany as a mission-

ary, and became, about the middle of the eighth

century, abbess of a convent at Heidenheim, in

Franconia. She must have been a learned woman,
as she was considered the author of a liatin descrip-

tion of the Travels of St. Willibald. After her death

(776 or 778) she received the honours of a saint, was
believed to work many miracles, and chapels in

honour of her were built in many places. From the

circumstance that in German almanacs the name
Walpurgit has been accidentally placed, sometimes
alone, sometimes together with the names of the

apostles Philip and James, against the first of May,
the night previous to the first day of May, so famous
in Cei’inau legends for the assembling of the witches,

has been called Wdl.purgis night. The first of May
is an important day for the German cultivator; many
contracts are made at this time; the labours of the

field assume new activity, &c. It is not strange

that, on BO im})ortant a day, the devil and the witches

were supposed to be more active than usual, and tr

assemble in a particular place to organize the work
of evil. This superstition, however, may have had
its origin in the ancient German mythology. Hence
straw was burned in many places on the Walpurgis
night, with a view of dispersing the malignant beings

—a custom still preserved in some places. The chief

convocation of the witches was considered to take

place on the Brocken. Many customs connected
with the first of May in Germany originated in

this superstition.

WALRUS, or Morse {Trlchecus Bosmarus), e

genus of Carnivorous Mammalia, belonging to the sec-

tion Pinnipedia or Pinnigrada, and allied to the Seals
(which see). The walrus is distinguished by having the
uppercanine teethlargely developed, and growingfrom
persistent pulps to form tusks, by the help of which the
animal manages to lift itself up from the sea on to

the ice-floes it inhabits. No outer ears are developed;
and the muzzle is full and protuberant, and covered
with thick bristles. The arrangement of the teeth
agrees with that of the seals. Six indsors exist in

the upper and four in the lower jaw of the young
walrus, but these soon disappear, with the excep-
tion of the outer pair of upi>er incisors. The tus^
may attain a leug^ of 15 inches or more, and the;
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grow downwards and slightly inwards. There are

three simple molars on each side of the upper jaw
in the adidt» and four on each side of the lower jaw.

Some authorities regard the first lower molar as a
canine tooth. The walrus is monogamous in habits,

each male keeping company with a single female

only. It attains a len^ of from 10 to 15 feet,

and is a large unwieldy animal. It is very active

in the water, and swims well by means of its

paddle-shaped feet. The walrus is hunted for the

sake of the ivory afforded by its tusks, whilst its

skin affords a v^uable, thick, and durable leather.

The EiMuimaux and others use its bones, skin, and
flesh. The food of these animals consists of fishes,

small seals, crustaceans, &c. They are gregarious in

habits, and frequent the coasts of the Arctic and
Antarctic Seas. They are exceedingly courajreous

and fierce when attacked. Each female produces

but a single young one at a birth, and the mothers
are very attentive to their offspring.

WALSALL, a pari., county, and municipal bor.

of England, in Staffordshire, 8 miles n.n.w. of Bir-

mingham, on a limestone ridge, above a stream of

same name which joins the Tame a little below,

and on the London and North-Western, Midland,
and South Staffordshire Railways. The environs

present much fine scenery, and the town itself con-

tains numerous spacious streets, and is rather hand-
somely built. The chief buildings and establish-

ments are a modem parish church, with tower
terminating in a lofty spire, and other places of

worship; a free grammar, blue-coat charity, and
other schools; a town -hall and jail; a public library

and news-room; three theatres; a hospital for medi-
cal and surgical cases; county court, a handsome
structure with a Doric colonnade; alms-houses and
other charitable endowments; a technical school;

and there are also four public parks. A new town-

hall and municipal buildings have Iwen erected. The
situation of the town gives it great advantages for

carrying on the iron manufacture, which accordingly

forms a leading industry; the cliief articles consist-

ing of ironmoil gtjry, including coa<;h and carriage

harness mountings, buckles, chains, locks, keys,

screws, files, edge-tools, gas-tul)es, &c. Saddlery

and harness are exttmsively made, and are the

staple of the to>vn. There are also brass and iron
,

foundries, machine-shops, tanneries, and establish-

mt its for currying, dyeing, and japanning hides,

malt -works, and clothing - factories
;
and in the

vicinity extensive lime-works, and both coal and
iron pits. Walsall is of considerable antiquity,

but tlie existing town is almost entirely of modern
origin. It returns one member to Parliament. The
devoted labours of Sister Dora (sister of Mark Patti-

son) in the town are commemorated by a fine statue.

Pop. in 1891, 71,791; in 1901, 86,440.

WALSHAM, North. See North Walsham.
WALSINGHAM, Sir Francis, an eminent Eng-

lish statesman, was Ixim at Chiselhurst, Kent, appa-
rently in or about 1 530, of a good family settled in

that <juarter. He studied at King’s College, Cam-
bridge, and travelled on the Continent until early

in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. He was introduced
to public service by Cecil. His first embassy is said

to have been to France about 1561. He resided in
France as ambassador from August, 1570, to April,

1573, and on his return was made principal secre-

tary of state and a privy-councillor, and soon after

knighted. In 1578 he was ambassador to the
Netherlands, in 1581 to France, and in 1583 to

Scotland. After having the chief direction of the
measures for the discovery of Babington’s conspiracy,

he was appointed one of the commissioners for the
trial of Queen Mary in 1586. He was afterwards

|

xnade chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster. He re-

tir^ from public life some time before his death,
which oTOurred at his own house in London on
6th April, 1590. It is somewhat remarkable that
BO little is known of Walsingham’s career, but he
worked in secrecy and dealt imdnly in intrigue. He
is said to have had fifty-three private agents and
eighteen spies at foreign courts, and many stories

I

are told of his diplomatic profundity. In his private

I

character Walsingham is said to have been asceti-

I

cally strict in his morals and puritanic in his reli-

I

gious zeal. An account of Walsingham ’a embassy
' to France appeared in a work by Sir Dudley Digges,
entitled The Complete Amliassador, published in

1655, and a work entitled Arcana Aulica has been
wrongly ascribed to Walsingham himself.

WALTHAM, a town of the United States, in

Middlesex wunty, Massachusetts, on both banks
of Charles River (which supplies abundant water-

power), 9 miles west of Boston. It consists prin-

cipally of a main street, and contains several fine

churches and schools, a free public library; the fac-

tory of the American Watch Co., the largest estab-

lishment of the kind in the Union; extensive cotton-

factories, and minor manufacturing establishments.

Pop. (1880), 11,712; (1890), 18,707.

WALTHAM -HOLY- CROSS, or Waltham
Abbky, a market town of England, in the county

of Essex, 12 miles north by east of London, on the

left bank of the Lea. It consists chiefly of one
irregular main street; and has a spacious Norman
church, which once formed the nave of the church
originally belonging to a famous abliey, and has a
cha{>el connected with it and varioas interesting

features. There are here government manufactures

of gunj)owder and percussion -caps, cordite, and
small-arms, besides breweries, flour-mills, &c. The
old abbey of Waltham was founded or enlarged

by King Harold in 1060, and is said to have once

possessed a fragment of the cross on which Christ

suffered. In the neighbourhood are the village of

Waltham Cross, and an ‘Eleanor cross’, an orna-

mental structure latterly eomi>letely restored. Pop,

(1881), .5368; (1891), 6066; (1901)' 6547.

WALTHER VON DER VOGELWEIDE, one
of the most eminent old German lyric jKiets of the

class of Minnc8iv(/cr», was descended fi’om a noble

but not wealthy family, whose castle, Vogelweide,
is Huyqiosed to have lieen situated in Tyrol. Walther
resided at the court of Frederick, the eldest son of

Leo}M>ld VI., duke of Austria, and on Frederick’s

death in 1198 he seems to have left the court of

Vienna and entered on a series of wanderings. He
seems to have remained longest at the splendid

court of the Landgrave of Thuringia, who had
always around him a circle of poets, and instituted

that celebrated i»ootic contest, the war of the Wart-
burg (1207), in which Walther took part. Walther
shows himself, in his political i)()ems, a warm de-

fender of the imperial power against the encroach-

ments of the clergy and their head in Rome. The
Emperor Frederick II. was also a patron, and be-

stowed on him a small fief. He died probably about

1230. His poems, all of which are lyric, have been

published by Lachmann and others.

WALTON, IzAAK, famous os the author of The
Compleat Angler, was bom at Stafford on August

9, 1593. After receiving a school education in his

native towm he went to London and was apprenticed

to an ironmonger. In 1618 he was made free of

the Ironmongers’ Company, and he seems to have
retired with a competency in 1644. He early be-

came closely aetjuainted with Dr. John Donne, Sir

Henry Wotton, and other famous men; and was a
strong royalist and the friend of prominent royalists.
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After Restoration he lived chiefly with George
Morley, bishop of Winchester, and on Dec. 15, 1658,

he di^ at his son-in-law’s house in Winchester, a
daughter of his having married a prebendary of

Winchester. His first wife was a descendant of

Archbishop Cranmer, and his second a half-sister of

Bishop Ken. Walton’s fame rests on The Compleat
Angler, or the Contemplative Man’s Recreation:

Being a Discourse of Fish and Fishing, not un-
worthy the perusal of most Anglers. It was pub-
lished in 1653, and went through five editions in

his lifetime. The fifth edition, issued in 1676, con-

tained, as a second part, Charles Cotton’s treatise

on fly-fishing, written to correspond with Walton’s,
and designated Instructions how to Angle for Trout
or Grayling in a Clear Stream. The chief sub-

sequent editions are those by Moses Browne (1750),

Sir John Hawkins (1760), Major (1824), Sir Nicho-
las Harris Nicolas (1836), Ed. Jesse and H. G. Bohn
(1856), R. B. Marston (1888), J. E. Harting (1893),

and Andrew Lang (1896). There is a facsimile

reprint of the first edition by Elliot Stock. Walton
alM wrote almost equally famous biographies of John
Donne (1640), Sir Henry Wotton (1651, in Reliquiae

Wottonianae), Richard Hooker (1665), George Her-
bert (1670), and Robert Sanderson (1678). The first

four were published together in 1670, and have been
often reissued, as, for instance, under the editorship

of A. H. Bullen (1884) and Austin Dobson (1898).

Besides the short pieces of poetry in his works,

Walton wrote other occasional and prefatory verses,

which are to be found in R. H. Shepherd’s Wal-
toniana (1878). The charm of The Compleat Angler
is due to its purity and simplicity of stylo, the ease

and unaffected humour of the dialogue, and its

exquisite pictures of natural scenery, combined with
the picture that it presents us of the writer’s own
sunny and benevolent nature. See the lives of

Walton in Nicolas’s and Marston’s editions of his

chief work, and the article in the Dictionary of

National Biography.

WALTZ, a dance executed by any numl^er of

couples, the gentleman having his arm round his

partner’s waist, the couple wheeling round on an axis

of their own, and at the same time moving round
the room. The music is written in triple time in

crotchets or quavers, and consists of eight or sixteen

bar phrases. The valse d deux temps is a form of

waltz now commonly danced, in which two steps are

made to each bar of three beats. Compositions in

waltz form are often not intended for dance tunes.

WANDERING JEW. See Jkw (The Wander-
INO).

WANDEROO {Macaeus sUenus)^ an Indian mon-
key of considerable size, with a conspicuous white

mane of hair round its face, said to be very cunning.

It is allied to the Rhesus Monkey (which see, and
see kfoNKETs).

WANDSWORTH, a metropolitan and parlia-

mentary borough and parish of London, on the south

side of the Thames. The parliamentary borough

consists of the civil parishes of Wandswortn, Putney,

Streatham, and Lower Tooting or Tooting-Graveney,

and is bounded on the north by the Thames (sepa-

rating it from Fulham) and by Battersea and Clap-

ham, on the east by the Norwood division of Lam-
beth pari, bor., and on the south and west by the

county of Surrey. The metropolitan borougn in-

cludes also the parish of Clapham, which belonjra to

the parliamentary borough of Battersea and Clap-

ham. Wandsworth proper is situated close to the

Thames, near the mouth of its small tributary the
Wandle, and is built between and on the slopes of

two hills. New Wandsworth, a suburb of recent
growth, lies to the east, and south of both stretches

Wandsworth Common, beside which are the Surrey

county prison, the county lunatic a^lum, kc. There

are many important industrial estaolishments. Fop.

of metrop. bor. in 1891, 155,524; in 1901, 232,080;

of pari. bor. in 1891, 113,244; in 1901, 179,882.

WAPITI. See Deer.

WAPPING, a commercial district of London, in

the pari. bor. of Tower Hamlets, containing do<^
warehouses, &c. See London.
WAR. The last resort for the settlement of dis-

putes is the appeal to physical force, whereby the

weaker is either compelled to yield to the demands
of the stronger, put to flighty or, in the last extremity,

slain. War is resorted to either for advantage or for

vengeance. The one party possesses something which
the other has resolv^ to seize, or has inflict^ some
real or supposed injury on the other, which he deter-

mines to punish by the infliction of a corresponding

chastisement. War and law are quite opposed to

each other, but while opposed they are also related.

The ultimate means of enforcing law is by physical

force, but in every society the aim of law is to put
down every appeal to force except on the part of

the magistrate, and equally to restrict his use of it

to the enforcement of the law. Where there is no
organized society every individual family, or group,

enforces its own claims, and appeals to force are

consequently frequent, but as society extends its

organization these partial appeals to force are de-

clared illegal and put down. But the society, how-
ever extended, is still partial; outside of it exist other

societies with independent laws and different in-

terests. Between these, disputes are liable to arise,

which, failing mutual accommodation, can only be
settled by force. In each society, moreover, the

central authority is liable to vicissitudes of strength.

When it is active and vigorous, the whole society is

kept in equilibrium and repose; when it is weak or

idle, private or party interests assert themselves, the
laws are disobeyed, and the central authority may
be defied and overthrown. Thus, three conditions of

warfare arise according to the degree of organization

of society : the state of private war, when no great

central authority has been established, or when it

has been wholly destroyed; the state of civil war,
when such an authority, having been established, has
decayed, and the society arranges itself in different

parties for the purpose of maintaining the old, or
establishing a new central authority; and the state

of international war, when states sufficiently power-
ful to control their own subjects quarrel among
themselves. In each of these states war is conter-

minous with and opposed to law. The aim of law is

always to control war, and either suppress it or render
it subservient to its own enforcement or re-establish-

ment; the aim of war is either to supplement the
impotence of law, or accomplish some object for-

bidden by it. Hence the peculiarity of all laws
relating to war. They are fluctuating in their nature,
because the power to enforce them is frequently
wanting; yet they are necessaiy, and in ^e end
efficacious, because force can be applied in favour of
law as well as against it, and it commonly becomes
the interest of society in the long run so to apply it.

It follows also from these conditions that as there
are three states of warfare, so there are three rela-
tive states of law opposed to them: international law
is opposed to international war, natimial law to civil

war, and natural law to private war. In each case,
law forms the boundary of war and war of law, so
that where one is strong the other is weak. Inter-
national law may thus be defined as consisting of
those common principles which still continue to be
recognized and observed by belligerrats. The per-
sistent disregard of any principle of law a belli-
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gmnt would irnilHIato H m » prinelplo of tntoniA-

Honal law, and m the belligeieiit haa already aet the

power of iti iniTnediate aatageniat at defianoe, the

only oondderationa which can enforce ita obserranoe

of an intemational law are ita own reepeot for ita

principle, or ita fear of the power of nentrala. In
uke manner natbnal law ii oppoaed to and limita

civil war. In aa far aa either piwty aeta the national

law at defiance the law ia abrogated and can only

be re-eatabliahed by force; in aa far aa it is obaerved

it Gontrola the action of both partiea. Private war
Is opposed by natural law becaw there k no positive

law recognized by the parties. Violence k limited

only by the power or oonadenoe of the belligerents.

But where the central power k not wanting, but
weak, private war cornea partly under the control of

potitive law. Thk was tne case in feudal Europe,

rrivate war was legally sanctioned in those feu^-
tories who were too powerful to be controlled by the

central authority, but was put under numerous
restrictions which were dkregaraed when the feuda-

tories were strong and made more absolute as they
became weaker. The church also lent its aid to

•uppress private war by peculiar regulations of its

own. See Truce of God.
WAR, Peasants’. See Peasants’ War.
WARBECK, Perkin. See Henrt VII.
WARBLERS (SylviadsB), the name applied to a

family of Deutirostral Insessores, dktinguiahed by
the bill being of moderate length and of slender

make, broad at the base and tapering towards the

extremity. The tip of the upper mandible k curved
downwards, and k slightly notched. The nostrik

open at the base of the bill in a membranous gooov^
their opening being uncovered. The wings are

elongat^ the tarsi being long and slender, and the

outer toe united to its neigh&ur digit at the base.

The family includes a variety of sub-families and a
large number of genera. The typical group of the

family k that of the SylvinaB or True Warblers,

sometimes also named LuscininGe. To thk CToup
belongs the genus represented by such forms
as the White-throat {Syli-ta undata), the Garden
Warbler (5. hortenit), the Chiff-chaff (5. rvfa), the

Willow Warbler (5. trochUut), the Brake Warbler
Curruca), the Wood Warbler (5. tibilairix), the

Blackcap Warbler (5. atricapiUa)^ and other eoually

notable species. Ibe species of the genus oyhia
possess a few weak bribes at the base of the bill.

The wings have the first QuiU short and the third

and fourth quilk longest Ine hinder toe has a strong

daw. ITie Garden Warbler or White-throat and
the Brake Warbler or Lesser White-throat are

noticed in the article White-throat. The Chiff-

chaff k a small spedes, attaining a length of 4 or

fi inches. Its colour k brown on the upper and
white on the under parts. It inhabits wo^ and
thickets, and destroys large numbers of insect larvae,

especially those of the O^-green Moth. It arrives

in England in March and migrates southward in

October. The Chiff-chaff derives its name from its

cry. The Willow Warbler or Yellow Wren k col-

oured an olive-green above, the throat and chest

being white, witii a yellowish tint; whilst the belly

k pure white. Its average length k 5 inches. Thk
hied feeds on insects, and inhabits the same localities

as the preceding species. The eggs are five to seven
in number, and are of gray-white colour, spotted with
red. Hie Wood Warbler may be known by the
yellow streak over the eye, and by the green colour of

<he upper parts; the undw parts bd^ pure white.

Thk feeds chiefiy on me * Leaf-roUii^ Cater-
pOlars* and on other insects, which it pursues on the
wing. Its length k about 5 inches. Hie nest k
Iniflt cn the ground, and k ingeniously oonstruoted

ef hair and grawea^ Uned with moM. The Blaokoan
Warbler k the nearest rival cl the olosriy-relaM
nightii^e in the sweetnew of its song. (See Black*
OAF.) Grasshopper Warbler belongs to the genua
Calamodyta, and k named C. locutklla, Iti cry k

I

not unlike that cl the grasshopper; and its colour k
! a greenish-brown, the under parts being pale brown.
The average length k 5^ inches. The food consists

of insects. The nest k artfully concealed, and k
formed of grasses, Aa The Sedge Warbler ({7.

phragmitis) k an allied spedes, and k so named
from its habit of diving into reeds and grasses when
dkturbed. Like the Grasshopper Warmer it arrives

in England in April and leaves again in Septembw.
Its colour k brown above and white on the throaty
the abdomen being of a buff colour. The average
lenrth k 44 inches. The number four or five;

and the colour k a yellowkh-brown, with darker
brown spots. The genus Salicana includes the S,

ciiticola or Fan-tail Warbler of the Mediterranean
coasts and of North Africa and West Asia. It k
common at Gibraltar, and k coloured a chestnut
or ruddy brown above, the under parts being white
with a brown tint Tbe tail k brownkh-bla^ each

tail-feather being tipped with whita The len^h of

thk bird, which derives its name from the fan-Uke

spread of its tail, k 5 inches. The nest k made of

leaf-blades and grasses ingeniously sewed together.

Hie eggs, numbering four or five, are of a blue tint

laid on a cream-coloured ground.

WARBURTON, William, a celebrated English

prelate, was bom at Newark-upon-Trent, in Notting-
hamshire, in 1698. He was the second son of an
attorney, and in 1714 commenced the study of law.

After completing a clerkship of five years he was
admitted in one of the courts at Westminster, and,

returning to Newark, he engaged in legal practice.

Not finding the profession adapted to his taste or

talents he relinquished it, and in 1723 took deacon’s

orders in the church. In 1726 he visited London,
and formed an acquaintance with some of the inferior

wits of that period, among whom was Theobald, to

whose edition of Shakspere he contributed. In 1727
he began to dktingukh himself as an original writer

by his inquiry into the Causes of Px^igies and
Miracles, which he dedicated to Sir Robert Sutton,
who presented him to the rectory of Brant Broughton,
in Lincolnshire, whore he remained several years,

composing here most of those works which contri-

buted to the establishment of his fame. In 1736
apiKjared his Alliance between Church and State,

or the Necessity and Equity of an Established

Religion and Test Law, which passed through four

editions during the life of the author, though it k
said to have ^ven satisfaction neither to the zealotB

of the chur^ nor to the advocates for religious

liberty. The first volume of his chief work was
published in 1737, under the title of The Divine

Legation of Moses demonstrated on the Prin(^les

of a Religious Dekt from the Omission of the Doc-
trine of a Future State of Rewards and Punkhmenti
in the Jewkh Dkpensation. Thk paradoxical per-

formance met with adversaries among all parties^

who concurred in criticizing and censuring the theory

on which it k founded. He replied to nk critics m
a vindication of hk opinions, and persevered in the

prosecution of bk work. Having publkhed In the

journal odled the Works of the learned, in 1739

and 1740, a defence of the Essay on Man against

the remarks of De Crousaz of Geneva^ Pope ac-

knowledged hk obligations to hk advocate^ and sa
intimacy ensued between them. On hk death hi

1744 Pope bequeathed to our author half hk library,

and the copyright of such of hk works already printed

as were not otherwise disposed ol Among tbi
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numerous antagonists of Warburton and his Divine
Legation were Doctors Middleton, Pooocke, and
Stebbing, against whom he published, in 1744 and
1745, two defences, in which he treats all his oppo-

nent^ except Middleton, with ahighdegree of asperity
and self-confidence. He became, in 1746, preacher

to the society of Lincoln’s Inn; and in the following

year he appeared as the editor of Shakspere, and
proved himself to be but a poor commentator. In
1750 appeared his Julian, or a Discourse concerning
the Earthquake and Fiery Eruption which defeatS
that Emperor’s Attempt to rebuild the Temple,
elicited by Middleton’s Inouiry concerning the
Miraculous Powers of the Christian Church. He
now rapidly advanced in the course of preferment
in his profession, becoming prebend of Gloucester in

1763, king’s chaplain-in-ordinary in 1764, then pre-

bend of Durham, D.D., dean of Bristol in 1757, and
two years after Bishop of Gloucester. In 1768 he
established a lecture at Lincoln’s Inn on the evidence

in favour of Christianity from the prophecies of the

Old and New Testaments. The last years of his life

were embittered by the loss of an only son. Bishop
Warburton died at Gloucester, June 7, 1779, and
was interred in the cathedral church, where a monu-
ment was erected to his memory. His works were
collected and published by his friend Bishop Hurd
in 1788 (six vols. 4to); and a biographical memoir,
forming a seventh volume, apj^eared several years

after. A valuable life of this rather quarrelsome

and arrogant churchman was published by the Rev.
J. S. Watson (London, 1863). See Mark Pattison’s

Essays (1889).

WARD, Edward Matthew, historical painter,

son of a banker, was bom in Pimlico on July 14,

1816. He gave evidence of artistic ability at an
early age, and when only fourteen years old he was
awarded a prize by the Society of Arts. His first

regular studies in art were pursued in the studio of

John Cawse, in London, and in 1835 he entered the

Royal AcMidemy schools. During the three years

1836-39 he was abroad, at first in Paris and Venice,

but latterly, and for the greater part of the time, in

Rome, where he was a pupil of Cavaliere Filippo

Agricola, director of the Academy of St. Luke. On
his way home to England he studied fresco-painting

with Cornelius at Munich. He had exhibited as

early as 1834, but his first noteworthy picture was
that of Cimabue and Giotto, which he sent to the

Royal Academy in 1839. From that time he was
a regular contributor to the Academy’s annual ex-

hibition, and in 1855 he was elected one of the

forty academicians, after having been an associate

for eight years. He was unsuccessful with a car-

toon, Boadicea animating the Britons, which he sent

to the Westminster Hall comi>etition in 1843, but in

1868 he was commissioned to paint eight historical

pictures for the corridor of the House of Commons.
The result of this commission was his eight fresco

pictures—The Execution of Montrose, The Last

Sleep of Ar^ll, Alice Lisle concealing Fugitives,

Monk declanng for a Free Parliament, Tlie Escape

of Charles II. with Jane Lane, The Landing of

Charles II., The Acquittal of the Seven Bishops,

and William and Mary receiving the Lords and
Commons. He died at Slough on Jan. 16, 1879,

from the effects of a self-inflicted throat wound.
Ward’s oil-paintings were mainly historical, but
some of them depicted incidents and phases of

English life in the eighteenth century. Among
the best of them are: Napoleon in the Prison of

Nice in 1794 (1841); Comet Joyce seizing the King
at Holmby, 1647 (1841); Dr, Johnson reading the

Manuscript of the Vicar of Wakefield (1843); A
Scene from the Early Life of Goldsmith (1844); A

Scene in Lord Ohesterfield’B Ante-room in 1748

(1846), now in the Tate Galleiy; The Disgrace of

Lord Clarendon (1846), of which there is a replica

in the National Gallery; The South Sea Bubble

(1847), now in the National Gallery; Charles II.

and Nell Gwyn (1848), in the South Kensington

Museum; James II. receiving the News of the

Landing of the Prince of Orange at Torbay (1850),

now in the National Gallery; The Royal Family
of France in the Temple (1851); Charlotte Corday
going to Execution (1852); Napoleon III. being

invested with the Order of the Garter at Windsor

(1857); The Visit of Queen Victoria to the Tomb of

Napoleon I. (1857), like the previous one commis-
sioned by Queen Victoria; the Ante-chamber at

Whitehall during the dying Moments of Charles

II. (1861); Hogarth’s Studio, 1739 (1863); Luther’s

First Study of the Bible (1869), now owned by the

British and Foreij^ Bible Society; The Eve of St.

Bartholomew (1873); Marie Antoinette in the Con-
ciergorie (1874); Lady Teazle (1875); and The Last
Interview between Napoleon I. and Queen Louise

at Tilsit (1877). Many of these are well known in

engravings. He married a granddaughter of James
Ward, the painter and engraver (see next article).

See the Life and Works of E. M. Ward, by Dafforne

(1879).

WARD, James, painter and engraver, was born
in L<)ndon on Oct. 23, 1769. He studied the en-

graver’s art with great success in his lM)yhood and
also early turned his attention to painting, and
when only twenty-five years of age he was appointed
painter and mezzotint engraver to the Prince of

Wales, afterwards George IV. He w’a« elected

associate of the Royal Academy in 1807, and full

academician in 1811. He died at Cheshunt on
Nov. 23, 1859. Ward first exhibited a painting in

1790, and from that time to his death he produced
numerous pictures of different types, though his

best work was done in the painting of animals.

His most important works are: Bull-baiting (1797);
The Alderney Bull, Cow, and Calf in a Meadow
(1820-22), his master-piece, now in the National

Gallery, painted in rivalry with Paul Potter’s cele-

brated master-piece; Allegory of Waterloo (1817), a
sketch for the British Institution which he after-

wards painted larger with less success; Gordale
Scar, Yorkshire, in the National Gallery; Harlech
Castle, also in the National Gallery; Regent’s Park
in 1807; A Cattle Piece, also in the National Gal-
leiy; Bulls Fighting in a Landscajie, a work of

great merit, now in the South Kensington Museum;
Donkey and Pigs, also in the museum at South
Kensington; Pigs, and A Chinese Sow, in the same
collection; The Council of Horses, in the Manchester
Gallery; and De Tabley Park, in the Oldham Gal-
lery. Among his engmvings the most noteworthy
are after Rembrandt, Hoppner, Rubens, Northcote,
Morland, and Reynolds. George Morland, the
jMvinter, was married to a sister of Ward, and
Ward’s elder brother William (1766-1826), a skil-

ful engraver, was the husband of Morland’s sister.

James Ward’s son, George Raphael Ward (1798-

1878), attained some fame as an engraver of por-
trait^ and William Ward’s son, Martin Theodore
Ward (1799-1874), was known as an animal painter.

A daughter of George Raphael Ward became the
wife of E. M. WaM, the painter (see preceding
article).

WARD, William Gbobor, Tractarian leader and
Roman Catholic theologian, son of a banker and
Tory member of parliament, was born in London on
March 21, 1812. Educated at Hammersmith and
in Winchester Colley he entered Christ Church,
Oxford, in 1830, obtained a scholarship at I^ooln
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OdQsgb m 1888; grudoKtod m 1884, and about

^ aama tune aeoored alaotioii to a lellowahip at

BaUioL He took oiden, «id beoame a lecturer in

nathematics and logic* Ward aoon became a

powerful influence in Oxford life, eapeciaUy on its

leligiooa aide, among thoee who were more or lees

a£cM by him being Archbishop Tait, Benjamin

Jowett, Dean Stanlw, imd the poet Qough. He
in turn was profounmy influenced by John Hen^
Newman, whose famous Tract 90 he supported in

two panmhlets. The publication, in 1848, of

William ramer*s Narrative of Events connected

with the Publication of Tracts for the Times pro-

duced from Ward in reply his famous work entitled

The Ideal of a Christian Church considered in

comparison with existing Practice (1844), and the

formal condemnation of this book by the university

autiiorities precipitated Ward’s reception into the

Roman CatWic Church (1845), where he was soon

follow^ by Newman and other Tractarians. In

1851 he became lecturer in moral philosophy in St

Edmund’s Coll^jie, Ware, and in 1854 the pope

gave him the d^loma of Ph.D. He resigned his

lectureship in 1858, and in the columns of the

DubUn ]^view, which he edited during 1863-78,

he oontended vigorously on behalf of ultramontane

principles. He was a founder and leading member
of the remarkable Metaphysical Society. He died

at Hampstead on July 6, 1882. In addition to the

works already mentioned Ward wrote: On Nature
and Grace (1860); Essays on the Philosophy of

Theism (1884), a work of great ability; and many
smaller workk See William George Ward and
the Oxford Movement (1889) and W. G. Ward and
the Catholic Revival (1893), both by his son

Wilfrid.

WARDEN, the name of various oflicials. The
heads of All Souls, Keble, Merton, Wadham, and
New Colleges at Oxford are known as waidens.

The Warden of the Cinque Ports (see CiNQUX
Ports) is an official with merely nominal duties

now, though he was formerly of much importance.

Wakens of the Marches were formerly appointed

to keep the disturbed border counties of England in

a state of defence. Certain municipal officers in

Connecticut and Rhode Island also b^r this name.

See also Churchwardicns.
WARDLAW, Ralph, an eminent clergyman of

the Independent persuasion, was bom at Dalkeith

on 22nd December, 1779, but six months after his

birth was removed with his parents to Glasgow.

His mother was the granddaughter of Ebenezer

Erskine of Stirling, the founder of the Secession

Church, and he himself studied divinity with the

view of becoming a minister of that body. But
having been led to change his views on the subject

of ecdesiastical polity he embraced the principles of

the Independents. Having properly qualified him-
self for the sacred office he was inducted in 1803
to the charge of a chapel in North Albion Street,

Glasgow, where he continued for sixteen years, and
from thence removed with his congregation to a

largw building in West Geome Street, where he
officiated to the close of his life. In 1811 he was
appointed pmfessor of systematic theology in the
newly-established Congr^;ational seminary in Glas-
gow. Both as a lecturer and as a preacher his

abilities were of the first order, displaying as their

leading characteristics the qualities of soUd, logical

reasoning, earnestness of pupose, and the elegance
of a refined taste. Of bis numerous publications,

we may mention Discourses on the Socinian Con-
troversy (1814); Essays on Assurance of Faith, and
Extent of the Atonement and Universal Pardon
(1880) ; Christian Ethics (1882); National Chur^

You XIV.

Establishments examined (1889); Lectures on Fe-
male Prostitution (1842); a^ Congregational Inde-
pendency (1847). Dr. Wardlaw died near Qlsngow
on 17th December, 1858. He received the degree
of D.D. from Yale Cbllm in 1818.
WARE, a town of England, in the oountir of

Hertford, 2 miles I.K.S. of Hertford, in a vidley,

on the banks of the Lea. It contains a Peipen-
dicular parish church (restored), with interestinip

monuments; various other places of worship; a town-
hall ; a grammar-school

; Ac. The chief i^ustries
are brick-making, and especially malting. The great
bed of Ware, a huge structure of 12 feet square,
mentioned by Shakspere, has been removed from
an inn of this town to the Rye House, a place of
entertainment about 4 miles distant. Pop. (1891),
5256; (1901), 6678.

WAREHAM, a municipal borough and market-
town of England, in Dorset, situat^ between tiie

rivers Piddle and Frome, near their mouths in Poole
Harbour. The town is laid out on the rectangular
plan, and is inclosed on three sides by earth ram-
parts of great antiquity. It has three ancient

churches, two of them now disused, remains of an
ancient priory dedicated to the Saints Maiy, Peter,

and Ethelwold; a town-hall and com-exchange; Ac.

It has a large brewery and a trade in various kinds
of clay. Wareham was formerly a two-member par-

liamentary borough, but in 1885 the single member
left to it by the act of 1882 was withdrawn. It

occupied a prominent place in history for many cen-

turies. Pop. in 1891, 2141; in 1901, 2003.

WAREHOUSING SYSTEM, the system by
which goods liable to excise or customs duty are

kept in waxehouses without the duty being paid on
them till they pass to the consumer or the retail

dealer. In Britain, before the adoption of this sys-

tem, importers of goods liable to duty were obliged

to pay duty on the whole of the goods imported on
amval, or to give a bond with security to the cus-

toms for the sube^uent payment of tne duty. If

goods which were liable to duty on importation were
afterwards re-exported, a drawback equivalent to the
duty paid was allowed. This system was inconve-

nient to the importers in compelling them to invest a
large capital in duties on goo^ which might remain
for an indefinite period unsold in their warehouse,

and it subjected the revenue to the liability of fraud-

ulent claims for drawbacks. The object of the
warehousing system is to enable importers of goods
which are liable to duty to store the goods on arrival

at their destination, re-export them ifdesirable with-

out paying duty, or take delivery of them from time
to time for home consumption by paying duty on the
quantity required. The adoption of a warehousing
system formed part of the excise scheme of Sir Robert
Walpole in 1783, but the merchants of that day
oppo^ it, it is said, because it interfered with the
abuse of drawbacks, and it was withdrawn. The
foundation of the present system was laid in 1808
by the statute 48 George III. cap. cxxxii. After

numerous modifications and amendments it was re-

modelled by the Customs Consolidation Act, 16 and
17 Victoria, cap. cvii., which has also been amended
by various sub^uent statutes, particularly 28 and
24 Victoria, cap. xxxvi., and 39 and 40 Victoria, cap.

xxxvi. We shall give a brief outline of the generid

working of the system both in its legal and commer-
cial aspecta Go^ liable to duty are warehoused in

a bonded warehouse, and are called goods in bond.

The ports at which particular kinds of goods m^ be
warehoused are determined, but the system has been
gradually relaxed so as to admit of every important

port being used for warehousing, and even important
inland towns are admitted as warehousing centres.
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The werehouse is kept a bonded-Btore keeper,

who givee a bond of sufficient valoe, and with satis*

factory security to thej^emment for the perform*

anpe A his duties. \¥hen goods are warehoused hy
an im^rter in a bonded store they may be trans*

ferred^ an order, addressed by the importer to the

store-keeper, to any other person, the new owner
assuming the responsibilities of the importer. Gkiods

in a bonded store are always open to the inspection

of the officers of customs, and can only be inspected

by the owner in presence of the proper officer. Any
importer who fraudulently gains access to goods
stored by him without the presence of the proper

officer is liable to a penalty of £100. GKiods must be
stored and remain m store in their original pack-

ages, unless when permission is given before or after

storing to sort or repack them. Any infringement

of this regulation, or of the regulations for storing

or removing goods, subjects to heavy pentdties, com-
monly to the forfeiture of the goods. Goods under
bond may on application be removed at the expense

of the owner as often as required from one ware-

house to another, or by coast, or inland carriage,

from one port to another, being stored on the same
terms in the new port or war^ouse as in the old.

The warehouse-keeper is bound to store the goods

so that easy access can be had to each pacl^ge,

under penalty of £5 for each offence. He is liable

to a like penalty for neglecting to produce any
package when required by any officer of customs.

The keeper of the warehouse is liable for the duty
on any goods taken out of the warehouse without

proper authority; but if goods are improperly re-

moved by a customs-officer no duty is exigible, and
the commissioners of customs, with the sanction of

the commissioners of the treasuzy, may make good
the loss of the owner. The commissioners do not

make good any loss by fire, but they may remit duty
on any goods accidentally lost or destroyed before

or after warehousing. Goods which have been in

warehouse for five years must be rewarehoused, or

they will be liable to be sold.

WARHAM, William, archbishop of Canterbury,

was bom in Hampshire about 1450. He was edu-

cated at Winchester school, and New College, Ox-
ford, of which he became a fellow in 1476. He
acted for a time as advocate in the Court of Arches
and moderator of the civil law school at Oxford,

and in 1493 he was ordained subdeacon. He was
granted the living of Barley, Herts, in 1495, and
that of Cottenham, near Cambridge, in 1500, and
he held both till 1502, when he was consecrated

bishop of London. From 1494 till 1502 he was
master of the rolls. He was formally installed as

archbishop of Canterbuiy in 1504, and about the

same time he was appointed lord-chancellor after

seventeen months’ service as keeper of the great

seal. From 1506 till his death he was chancellor of

Oxford University. He performed the ceremony of

coronation in 1509, after the accession of Henry
VIII., and in 1615 he was succeeded by Wolsey in

the lord-chancellorship. When Wolsey had been

raised to the dignity of papal lemte there was much
friction between him and Warham in their official

capacities. Warham’s action in rega^ to the divorce

question was very weak and subservient, but shortly

t^fore his death, which occurred on Aug. 22, 1532,

he made a protest against the acts of the wliament
undermining the papal authority. In his earlier

years he was much employed on foreign embassies.

WARKWORTH, a seaport of England, in North-
umberland, on the river Coquet, near its mouth,
6 miles south-east of Alnwick. It is a small village,

with an ancient church (restored) of much interest,

the ruins of a Benedictine piioiy, a twelfth-century

osstle, sad a famous hermil^fe, partfy hewn out of
the rook. Pop. about 700.

WARMING AND VENTILATION. Wsnn*
ing and ventilation are closely allied, and thqy aro

generally treated in oonjunotion. Man is so consti-

tuted that his body is dependcgpt on the materials

with which he is surrounded for nourishment and
support; and probably no subject connected with
the health and vigour of the min^ as well as of the

body, deserves more and has received less attention

than the condition of the internal atmo^here of

our houses and apartments. In private dwellings it

often seems as if ventilation were not considered

necessary. As Dr. Birkbeck remarked, in his evi-

dence b^ore a committee of the House of Commons,
*heating and ventilation, especially the latter, seldom
enter into the mind of the builder when he projects

his building ; he begins as if he did not know that

ventilation could be necessary; he trusts to the doors

and to the windows, to neither of which belongs the

business of ventilation’. Again, Faraday remarked
that ‘ the builder makes the doors and the windows
to fit as tightly as possible, and then the poor

chemist is <^ed in to provide fresh air’. But if

the contaminations and impurities that exist in the

air of unventilated inclosures could be seen by the

eye, the evil would not be endured. Constant sup-

plies of pure air are even more needful for health

than the artificial warmth by which the rigours of

our uncertain climate are mitigated. Various di-

seases have been referred to the breathing of impure
air, and a large proportion of our ailments originate

in our imperiect modes of warming our dweuings.
Statistical reports laid before parliament by the war
office on the sickness and mortality of the troops of

the United Kingdom stationed in different parts

of the world, have proved clearly the effect upon
human life produced by small and nearly inappreci-

able differences in the quality of the atmosphere.

On the same class of persons, performing the same
duties and placed as nearly as possible in the same
circumstances, the average mortidity varied in differ-

ent parts of the world from 1 i per cent per annum
to 67 per cent.

The unequal distribution of solar heat over the

earth is the cause of notable differences in national

character; and where an artificial indoor climate is

required, the comparative facility with which fuel

is procurable has a great effect in promoting or

interfering with the health and personal comforts

of nations, and these react upon and contribute to

form the character. The county of Bucks was
formerly overgrown with wood, and it was thought
necessary to clear it away, as it had afforded refuge

to numerous robbers infesting the district. The
people, thus dei)rived of fuel, bscame in the course

of time stunted in growth and dulled in intelligence,

until, by the extension of inland navigation, fuel

was cheapened, and the inhabitants improved. In
Lancashire, on the contrary, the abundance and
cheapness of fuel were extremely favourable to

h^lth and comfort, and hence, according to Sir

Gilbert Blane, the inhabitants of this county, par-

ticularly the females, became noted for their well-

formed pe^ns and handsome features.

In settling the supply of fresh air necessary for

the proper ventilation of apartments, it may be re-

mark^ that the proportional quantity of carbonic
acid in the air may be taken as an index to its

general character for puiposes of re^iration. Atmos-
pheric air consists of oxy^n and nitrogen in the pro-
portion of about 1 to 8% weight, or 1 to 4 by vol-

ume, so that in 10,000 volumes of air there are about
2500 volumes of oxygen and 7500 volumes of nitrogen.
In addition to these, the essential elements, there is
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peiwil^ moot&tng to the tnfMtiptfoni of Dr* Aogiii

Bmltfa. * Tory maQ quantity of ointaiio Mid, from

StotTobmieilnlOiOOOyQliixDOiof air. Thepropor-

tloo, ney«rtlkd«i% inmany oonfinad aitoationa^greatly

ozooeda thia ratio; for Dr. Smith found by analyaia,

that tho atmoapherea of the fdllowinff looalitiea con-

tained the annexed proportiona of oanxmio add:

—

OtfboBla Mid,
olamMia

lOiOiOOpAlti of oIp.

Streeti of Manoheitir during a fog. 0*8

Drat oirelo, Hajmarkot Thoatro, 1M4 7*6

OloM boildingo (arorage) 16‘0

Pit of tho Theatre Rojal, Manoheeter. 27*8

Wont parte of theatraa 82*0

Ifinee forage of 839 teete) 78*6

Minee (laigeet proportion) 278*0

Here the margin for ezceaa ia very wide. Dr.

Letheby atatea tlmt» with a proportion of 10 volumes

cf carbonic add in 10,000 volumes of air—one-tenth
of 1 per cent.—the atmosphere be^ns to get bad;

but that there are many instances m which persons

have lived, apparently without discomfort, in atmos-
pheres holding considerably more than 16 volumes
of carbonic add in 10,000 of air. He gives the fol-

lowing cases:

—

The Coart of Chanoeiy oontainad. ..... .10*8 volnmea.
The Chamber of Depatiee in Park 26 „
The London theatra . 10*2 „
The Park theatree 28 to 48 „

The wide range of these proportions of impurity in

the atmorohere, measured by the quantity of car-

bonic add, clearly demonstrates that the human
frame possesses a great power of adapting itself to

various conditions of the atmosphere. It is, how-
ever, necessary, in order to the maintenance of sound
health, that spedal provision be made, by ventila-

tion, for chan^g the air of apartments, and sup-

plying plenty of fresh air for respiration and other

wants of the system; for it is to he remembered that

the poisonous gas carbonic add is produced, not only

by the oombiution of charcoal, gas, oil, or candle, but
Ukewise by respiration, which is in r^ty a spedes
of slow combustion. A male adult makes twenty
respirations per minute, and according to Dr. Keid,

inhtdes 16 cubic inches of air at each inspiration, and
discharges by expiration, 1^ cubic inches of carl^nic

add gas, together with a small quantity of watery
vapour, diluted, of oourse, with air rejected from the
lungs. The nett quantity of air thus inhaled and de-

•troyed or contaminated, amounts to 820 cubic inches,

or nearly ^th of a cubic foot per minute. In addition,

there are vapours discharged from the skin; and, in

aumming up the various items of demand for air, it

is found that, the minimum quantity of air that

ahould be provided for the ventilation of apartments
is from 3^ to 5 cubic feet per head per minute. This
rate of supply is suffident in the winter season; and
it should be increased to from 6 to 10 cubic feet per
minute in summer. With these proportions, accord-
ing to Mr. Hood, the wholesomeness and purity of
the atmosphere are maintained.

But, how is the proper degree of ventilation to be
affected, without giving rise to draughts 1 This is

the practical issue of problem, and in conjunc-
tion with warming, it has been more or less a diffi-

culty in systems of artifidal ventilation. Let us
aee what Nature teaches that intelligent insect, the
bee. Imagine, says Mr. Tomlinson, a dmne-shaped
building, {^e<tly air-tight, exoept through a small
bole at the bottom, capable of containing 80,000 or
40,000 animals

,
full of life and activity,—every por-

tion of the indosed qtaoe that can be spared being
filled with curious machinery—the problem is how
io warm and ventilate sudi a space so as to

n proper temperature^ and yet to give to every indi-

vidual within it a proper euppty of air. Now this la

the condition of a onmmon bee-Uve, la whloh there

Is abeolutely no other door or window, or opening
than throu^ the small entraaoe opening, (m tak-

ing posseenon of a new hive, the bees sh^ up a& the

and dhlnks with a reeinons subetimoe named
propoli% for the purpose of keeping out Insect depre-

^tors. Huber, an enthusiastic and successful Inquirer

into the habits of bees, was struck by the constant

appearance of a number of the workers arranged on
ea^ side of the entrance a little within the hive^

incessantly engaged in vibrating their wings. On
holding sn^ pieces of paper, suspended by threadiL

before the aperture, the existence of two currents of

air became evident:—a current of warm air was rush-

ing out, and at the same time a current of cold air

was rushing in. These two currents are established

in the hive by the fanning motion of the bees' wings:
inwards at one side of the entrance, and outwards at

the other side; and thus the ventilation of the hive

is effected.

The (droumstanoes under which our rooms are

placed are more favourable to ventilation than those

of the bee-hive. Whether ventilation be left to

chance, or whether any special apparatus be erected

for the purpose, the foul air must be got rid of, and
fresh air admitted in sufficient quantity. A good
system of ventilation must have tne effei^ of rMuo-
ing the proportion of carbonic add in the air as

much as possible without produdng the inconveni-

ence of local draughts, or materially lowering tho

temperature. Openings not specially intendra for

the purpose of ventilation, such as chimneys, door%
and windows, nevertheless afford, under ordinanr

circumstances, natural passages for air, although

there is no predse information as to the deme of

ventilation effected by such means :—^how much fresh

air enters, and how much spent air issues. In a given

time. It is commonly supposed that the warm car-

bonic add formed by respiiution, and by the combus-
tion of lamps and canmes, ascends and forms an
atmosphere of impure air in the upper part of rooms
not artificially ventilated at the top; so that per-

sons breathing the air above the level of the opening

to the chimney, breathed a more unhealthy air than
those below such level It is found, however, that

gases, even if they be of various sp^fic gravities,

tend to become intermixed, and to be imiformly
diffused throughout a space occupied by them in

common. Koch’s experiments have shown that

there is no local accumulation of impure air in a
room. But this conclusion does not hold with regard

to the air in crowded and heated public buildings:

—

the air collected from the gallery of a crowded thea-

tre was found to contain much more carbonic add
than the air that was collected from the pit

The drculation of air in an apartment has been
well illustrated by some experiments made by Mr.
Campbell He filled a small balloon with a light

gas, and wdghted it until it was nearly of the same
density as the air in the stillest part of the room.

When placed opposite to, and near the fire F, as In

Fig. 1 annexed, showing a room in section, the bal-

loon expanded, ascended and moved steadily along

the ceiling from the fireplace towards one or other

of the windows w, when it descended to the floor,

moved towards the fireplace, and again ascended.

If any one moved about the room, or if there were
a draught from a door or window, or other sli^t
disturbing cause, the direction of the balloon wee
somewhat altered As the motion of the balloon

indicates the motion of the air, it follows that the

air near the fire must be continually asoendlng^ and
‘as it can neither escape nor accumulate at the oeil-

ing, it most flow from the place where it asoeodi^
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Uuit from Abora tlia flxapUoe towwdo tbe win-

dowi and waI]% when it If ooda^ and oooaaqtiaiitij
ooDtracti and baoomaa haaviar, falla na own
wadlght^ and la foroad downwarda fraah qnantitiea

d haatad air. azpandlng and following in tha aama
trade. In like manner, baoauae air canilot aoonmn-
lata on tha floor, tha deaoending onrranta at tha

Fig. 1.

windowiL and thoaa originating there from the cold*
neaa of the glaaa, must give riae to currents moving
towards tha fireplace near the floor, in the direction

in which the bi^oon actually moves. If, then, the
air of a room be circulating thus rapidly, foul air

cannot accumulate in any graat excess in any part
of it, but, on the oontraiy, different qualities of air
must be speedily mixed.' It was further remark-
able *that the ventilator v, opening into the chinmey,
was not drawing air from tne ceiling so as to inter-

fere with the direction of the air passing close to and
above it'

*On warm days, when the sun shines on the car-

pet through the windows, and no fire is lighted the
currents are reversed. Those parts of the room
where the carpet is wanned by the sun become the
wannest The air then ascends and flows from the
windows along the ceiling towards the ventilator,

which works freely, opening and shutting at short
intervals. The air then enters tbe room by the
chimney, and escapes by the door.’ But when the fire

Is UghtM the whole air of the room is in rapid cirou-

lation—^much more so than when there is no fire, and
the experiments seem to show that an open c^nney
with a fire lighted will serve to remove foul air from
a dwelling-room, without any special opening com-
municating with the chimney from the upper part
of the room.

The quantity of air that escapes from tbe room

^ the chimney is very considerable, and Mr.
Campbell’s experiments show that when persons are
seated by the side of a comfortable fire, currents of

air are constantly streaming over the surface of

their bodies. No wonder that colds and rheumatic
affecUons are so common in every household, under the
usual arrangements of the fireplace, and that a cold

will often run through the whole family at the end
of autumn, when fires are begun for the winter.

Por the ventilation of pubuc buildings, as, indeed,

for the ventilation of any building, it is advisable

to make the aggregate area of the openings tiiat

admit the fresh idr larger than the agmemte open-

ings for the efflux of Uie vitiated air. Tlini beoewes
neoeasary, notwithstanding the increase of volume
which takes place in the heated and vitiated air. If

the opposite couxae be adopted, and the eduction

tubes be larger than the indu^on tubes^ then a
counter-current takes place in the hot-air or venti-

lating tubes, and the oold air descends through them;
but by malring the induction tubes numerous, and of

a lam total area, the vdodty of the entering oor-

lent la reduced, and unpleasant draughts are avoided.

In very hot weather, and with crowded asmm-

blie%the draught is aaslsted Intheatrea andacmeoCIms
large buildhigs, by heating the air in the upper parti

of the ventiUmng tube^ which materiallv aooeleratei

the upward ounenti^ and increases tha influx of

fretii air. The heat cf the large gaaalier in the

oentre of the house, near the oeilSig of a theatre^ is

thus utilized for ventilation. Aether mode ci

acoelerating the draught, is to conduct the spent air

Into the lower part of a vertical shaft, where a fur-

nace is maintained in active combustion, and a very
hot column of air is maintained.

When the ventilation takes place by numerous
apertures from below upwards, a supply of from 4

to 64 cubic feet per minute maintains the air suf-

ficiently pure; but in peculiar cases, as in hospitals,

a supply of from 80 to 60 cubic feet of air per bed
per i^ute is required. In the theatres of Paris

a snpply of 18 cubic feet of air per minute for each
spectator is found to be sufficient Care must, how-
ever. be taken to raise the temperature of the in-

coming air to the normal temperature of the inclosed

space, and to distribute it in such a way as to pre-

vent the currents from being perceived.

The temperature which fr found the most agree-

able for the air of apartments, in which the occu-

pants are not engagea in bodily exercise, is from 68”

to 65” Fahrenhrit The ordinary open ooal-fire is,

if not the most economical, at least the most agree-

able means of heating apartments. The waste of

heat is ve^ considerable. It is estimated that the
quantity of heat radiated into an apartment from a
fireplace is about one-fourth of aU the heat radi-

ated by the oombnstibles; and it is only about a
fifteen^ part of the total heat generated by combus-
tion when wood is the fuel, the remainder of the heat
being carried off by the chimney. From coal or ooko
combustion In the fireplace, about cue-eighth of tho
heat is radiated into the apartment; tbe rest is

carried off. The large proportion of heat thus
carried off is not entirely wasted, for it creates tbe
draught which is necessaiy for the ventilation of the
room. In burning wood, ordinary chimneyB draw
about 1600 cubic feet of air per pound of fuel

; and
better constructed chimneys draw about 1000 oubie
feet.

By means of stoves, as may be expected, apart-

ments may be warmed more economically than by
ordinary fireplaces. From experiment, it appears
that the proportions of fuel required to heat an
apartment are, as 100 for ordinary fireplaces, 68 for

metal stoves, and from IS to 16 for apparatus
similar to stoves, with open fires.

In France stoves are employed in schools and hos-

pital-wards; they consist of an upright column,
square or cylindrical, from 5 to 7 feet h^h, inclosing

the fumaoe. They are surmounted by a pipe wbioh
rises vertically, and is then carried nearly horizon-

tally through the apartment to a chimney. The
column is inclosed in an outer casing of sheet-iron or
brickwork, with an interspace into which tke exter-
nal air is admitted, and from the upper part of

which the warmed air passes into the room. The
area of heating surface of the stove amounts to from
20 to SO square feet per pound of coal burned per
hour.

The oockle-stove was applied by Mr. Strutt of
Derby, in 1792, to warm his cotton frotories. The fire

ohamiber is qylindrioal in form, with a flat or dome-
shaped head, and a pipe leading from the uraer pari
to cany off the smoke into the chimney. This iron
fire-box, called a co^ from its Bhiq)e, was placed on
a bed of masonxy or brickwork, with a grating and
ashpit beneath. The cockle was enveloped In a brick-
work shell, built round it, leaving an airwipaoe between
the oodde and the diell, Into which a ounent of air
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I imtoneilh th* ftov«^

.. Irom tiM •ztmial «teM»pb«ra. The air being

heiitod Mdrunfied. nMended towards tiltb^
stove^ and pawed toxoagb ona or more apertnrea into

the room required to be warmed. The stove has

also been known as the Bdper etOM^ named alter

theplaoe of realdenoe of Hr. Stnitt

The oookle-stove erected by Hr. Charies Sylvester,

for warming the Derby Infirmary, was long re^ed
as a model^ its kind for a large bnildl

stmeted of wronght-iron plate i inch

ItIsoon-

[ok formed
(see Fig. 2 b^ow)

Fig.1.

with an arch and two sides

dosed at the end%
through one of which
the fumaoe-mouth is

made. The furnace is

formed of fire-bridL

within the ease, ana
the smoke is drawn off

by fiues below the fur-

nace. The case u in-

dosed in fire-brick,

with about 6 inches

dear space for the cir-

culation of the air to

be heated. The air is

introduced through
the brickwork at tM
lower part of the sides, through numerous iron tubes,

which are laid to within an inch clear of the sides of

the case, and cause the fresh air to impinge upon the
heated surface. The air passes upwards, and is ulti-

matdy led off at the top, and distributed in pipes

where it is wanted.
Hot water and steam, in pipes, are extensively em-

ployed for wanning buildings. The first practical

application of the principle of heating by radiation

from metallic surfaces thus heated, was made by
/ames Watt, in the winter of 1784-86, who fitted

up an apparatus for wanning his study. The room
was 18 feet long, 14 feet wide, and 8} feet high.

The apparatus consisted of a box, or beater, made of
two side plates of tinned iron, about 8^ feet long by
2^ feet wide, united by stays and jointed round the
edges by tinplate, lliis heater was placed on its

ed^ near the floor of the room. It was fitted witii

a code for letting out the air, and was supplied with
steam by a pipe from a boiler, entering at its lower
edge; and by this pipe, also, the condensed steam
returned to the boiler. The heating effect was not
so great as was expected, perhaps, as Mr. Tomlinson
suggests, in consequence of the bright metallic sur-

faces of the box not being favourable to radiation.

It appears that Mr. Hoyle of Halifax was the
originator of the system of heating by steam-pipes.

He obtained a patent in 1791 for beating rooms by
ibis means, according to which the steam was at once
conveyed from the boiler, by a pipe, to the highest
elevation of the building to be heated, and from that
point, by a gentle de^vity, the condensed steam
flowed into the snpply-dstem of the boiler. Unlike
hot-water apparatus, which retains its beating power
for many hours, steam apparatus ceases to afford
he^ as soon as^ the fire tails to raise steam in the
boiler. The boiler for a steam-heating apparatus
should be capable of eviqwrating as much water in
a given time as the pipes would condense in the same
time. Mr. Hood recommends that six square feet of
direct surface of boiler should be mvidi^ to evapor-
ate a cubiefootof water per hour, ^esteam generated
from a cubic foot of water can be <vmdensed in an
hour, under ordinanr ciremnstanoes, by 160 square
f^ of cast-iron pipe-surface. Pipes 4 indies in
diameter are the best sise for general heating pur-
posss, and a length of 186 feet presents an area of

160 square feet Filial^, to find ttie length of l-ludi

pipe required for heating the air in a ouildiiig; bv
steam having a pressure of 5 Iba. per equare Inch

above the atmoeptiere; multiply the volinne ab In

oubk) feet to be warm^ per mmute, by the diffnenoe

of the external and intenial tempentnre^ and divide

theproduot by 886.

The heating of rooms by the circulation of hot
water in pipes seems to have ooonpled the attention

of a few speculative individuals long before the
attempt was actually made. The first suooessful trial

was made by Sir Martin Triewald, a Sweden who
resided for many yean at Newoastle-on-Tyne^ and
about the year 1716 described a method of warming
a greenhouse by hot water. The water was heated
outside the building, and oonduoted by a pipe Into a
chamber under the plants. Subsequently, in 1777,

M. Bonnemain employed hot water droulating in

a long series of pipes, for hatching chickens. Mr.
Atkinson, in 1822, appean to have first suooeeded in

reducing the hot-water apparatus to its most simple

and practical form. The circulation of water is

brought about on tiie prindple of the expansion of

water by heat, and its greater levity in consequence.

Whatever be the depth of the water above, the water
when heated in the lower part of a boiler will rise to

the surface, making room for other and colder par-

ticles to be heated m their turn; and if a pipe full of

water rise from the top of a boiler to any reauired

height, and then return by gentle bends to the Doiler

at the lower part, heated water will rise and occupy
the straight pipe, and the colder water will descend
into the boiler. Thus a continuous circulation mav
be maintained; for as the heated water ascends, ft

gradually parts with its heat, and the returning our-

rent is of necessity colder than the asoendhig ouiranl

The greater the elevation to which the heated water
ascends, and the higher the initial temperature of the

water, the greater is the motive power for droulation,

orthe difference of weight of the two columns of water.

Suppose a boiler A (Fig. 8) to be 2 feet high, and the

Fig. 8.

distance from the top of the upper pipe f to the centre

of the lower pipe a to be 18 mobes, the pipes being

4 inches in ai^eter, and laid horizontaUy. The
difference of pressure on the return pipe will be 168
grains, or about a third of an onnoe, and this will be

the motive power of the apparatus, whatever be the

length of pipe attached to it If such an apparatus

have 100 yards of 4-inch pipe connected to it and
the boiler contain 80 gaUon^ all full of water, there

will be 190 gallons, or 1900 pounds weight of water

kept in continual motion by a force equal to only

one-third of an ounce. With so very smul a motive

force available for circulation, it may be easily im-

aged ^at in laying down a system of hot-water

pipes, careful arrangement and adjustment are re-

quir^ in order thi^ no lodraent of air may take

place at any point and tims break the Gurrent; that

the frictional resistance to the passage of the water

through the pipes be minimized; that the bends should

be easy and regular; and that there be no obstruoticn

in the pipes. A simple wood-shaving in the fdpea

has bera known to arrest the current; and, snw is

the effect of friction, that the velocity iA the mirreiit

may not exceed a hitif or even only a ninth of that
which would be impressed upon the water by gravity
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if it were allowed imreetricted action. Eveiy part

of the apparatus where an alteration of lerel oooura

must be furnished with a vent for air, to be opened
and closed when neoeowry. For example, m an
apparatus constructed in the form represented by
Fig. 4 below, in which the upper pipe is depressed

at the middle of its length, the motion upwards
through the boiler and the pipe B A, and downwards
through the section o D, takes place in virtue of the

difference of weight of the two columns, which are

hot and cold with respect to each other; and, of

course, as the return current passes along the lower

pipe D B into the boiler, the outflowing current must
traverse the siphon piping Aefghc. But when a
very small quantity of hot water has passed from the

pipe A e down the pipe e/, the column of water g k
will be heavier than the column e/, and the current

will therefore tend to move along the upper pipe

towards the boiler instead of from it; and unless the

force producing motion in the descending pipe o d
be sufficient to overcome this tendency to a retro-

grade movement, no circulation of water can take

place.

The length of 4-inch pipe required to warm any
building varies very much according to the character

of the building. Thus, for each 1000 cubic feet of

capacity, the lengths are approximately as follows :

—

Churches and large public rooms, .... 5 feet. 65* Fahr.
Dwelling-rooms, 12 n 66* »
Work-rooms, 6 m 60* to 55* h
Schools, 6 to 7 II 55* to 58* ii

Greenhouses and Conservatories, 85 » 55* h
Graperies and Stove-houses, 45 u 65* to 70* n
Hothouses, 55 h 80* n

The best forms of boiler for heating purposes are

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The first is generally made

of wrought-iron plates riveted together; the second

is of cast-iron.

In Perkins’ s^tem of warming by hot water, a
continuous circulation of water is maintained through
endless wrought-iron tubes of ^ inch bore and i inch
thick, being 1 inch in diameter externally, and capable

of supporting an internal pressure of 200 Atmospheres
or 8000 lbs. on the square inch. The temperature of

the water at the upper part of the circuit varies from
800* to 400® Fahr., which correspond to pressures of
from 60 lbs. to 220 lbs. per square inch. The tubes
become red-hot in the furnace. 20 feet of length
of pipe are allowed for heating 1000 cubic feet of
capacity.

In large buildings fresh air cannot always be pro*

Tided by what are commonly termed ^natural meansV
that is, by use of the currents caused fay the

ffifference in weight of columns of air of different

temperatures, and in such cases mechanical meana
are adopted, such as rotary ventilating fans, and these

are often actuated by electric motors, which may foim
part of the structure of the fan its^. If the air is,

nowever, laden with vapour, as is the case inpublio

baths and laundries, it is advisable to avoid the
latter arrangement, for the motor under such con-

ditions is liable to rapid deterioration. In other

cases cowls, such as the Boyle air-pump ventilator,

are fixed upon the roof, and give satisfactory results*

Modem nospitals are probably the buildings most
carefully designed to attain the best results both in

warming and ventilation. In the large hospital

recently built for the city of Birmingham, the

windows are all kept closed, and the entire heating*

and ventilation are effected by means of air drawn
from the outside by rotary fans, then washed, cleaned,

and heated, and discharged at ceiling level into the

wards and rooms, in which the atmosphere is thus
kept at a pressure slightly exceeding that existing

outside. The tendency, therefore, is for the flow of

outgoing air to pass not only through the flues spe-

cially constructed for the purpose, but also through
all cracks and pores in the structure. This system
has, however, not been very widely adopted, and in

the metropolis it is usual to provide open fires, with
windows made to act as inlet ventilators, and to-

supplement this by hot-water radiators, or heating
pipes placed, usually, below the window-sills, and
provided with fresh-air inlets cut through the ex-

ternal walls.

The use of illuminating gas for beating purposes
has largely increased during recent years, and when
adopted the gas may be consumed in two different

ways: either burnt with a luminous flame, or, when
mixed with air, it may be consumed with a feeblylumi-

nous or heating flame. As an example of an apparatus
designed to be used in the former manner we may
cite Clark’s * Syphon ’ hygienic condensing gas stove,

which consists of two Argand burners, with the
usual chimney tubes and a drip tray. The carbonic

acid gas produced usually passes into the air of the
room, as the apparatus is seldom provided with a
special outlet flue. The simplest method of employ-
ing gas with an atmospheric flame would at first

sight appear to be the provision of a special casting

with a number of jets in the bottom of an ordinaxy

coal grate, and the addition of asbestos balls to fiU

the grate. This is, however, the most uneconomical
method of using the gas, as a coal grate is not
designed to give good results with gas. A more
economical method is to fix a specially-designed gas
stove in front of an ordinaiy fireplace, and to cany
the flue into the chimney. A recent invention
known as the Clamond stove has met already with
some success. In this stove the atmospheric flame
is inclosed in a perforated tube of fire-clay, which
becomes incandescent, and the radiant heat more
nearly resembles that given off by an ordinaiy coal
fire than that given off by most other forms of gas
stove. On the other hand, a novelty known as the
Gasteam Badiator has also proved successful. Thia
apparatus consists of a vertical radiator of the usual
American form—a series of connected pipes forming
a number of closely adjacent loops,—and at the base
is arrwged a row of atmo^heric gas jets. A small
quantity of water is contained in the radiator, which
is rapidly converted into steam by the heat, and
a reg^ting device is arranged in such a way that
as soon as the pressure of the steam has reached
2 lbs. per sq. in., the gas supply is partially dosed.
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Ml isAswsftsr psesargttd bsfewM the

Jitst supplied and the heat diss^Mited. A snail

qaantily ef sqxHir is also djsohaiged into the air,

shioh prevents the diy leelmg so notioeaUe with

other sppseatns.

For tsnporaiy pmpeoes, srheare portability is vei^

disiiable, one of the modem forms of oil etovee is

veiy laefqL As yet oil has only been satisfaotonly

burnt with a luminous flame, Imt atmoepherio oil-

hamen for heating have already been used in a
tentative and experimental manner, and will pro-

faablypvove valmmle very soon.

Sieotnoity has been used to some extent for

htatiing purpoMS, sad the apparatus are designed

upon two dii^ot prinoiplee: sther for the pix^uc-

tira of heat waves of low temperature suitable for

heating the surrounding air, or for the production

of radnmt heat calculated to heat the surrounding

walls and solid objects. Examples of the former

type may be cited in the case of eleotric radiators,

oonsisting of wires of high resistance embedded in

some good insulating material, such as enamel; and
an example of the second is the apparatus consisting

of several large inoandesoent lamps fixed before a
polished reflector. Both varieties give satisfactory

results, the latter being of the more pleasing ap-

pearance; both, however, are expensive method of

heating, although commendable as causing no vitia-

tion of the air.

WARMINSTER, a market -town of En^nd,
in Wiltshire, at the western end of Salisbury Plain,

15 miles 8,s.b. of Bath. It is an anoient place,

with a twelfth-century church, rebuilt in 1887-89,
other places of worship, a town-hall, an old grammar-
school, a savings-bank, an athenaeum, missionary

oolleges for men and women, a reformatory, a cot-

tam hospital, alms-houses, &». It has works for

silk-winding, engineering, and the manufacture of

agricultural implements and machinery, breweries

and maltings, kc. Roman and other ancient re-

mains have been found in the vicinity. Pop. in

1891, 5563; in 1901, 5547.

WAR OFFICE, the department of the executive

government through which the Secretaiy of State

for War administers the militaiy system of the

United Kingdom. He is at the head of the whole
army administration, both civil and militaiy, and is

a cabinet minister responsible to parliament. He
has as his chief adviser the oommander-in-chief,

and there are now also a War Office Council, a Per-

manent Executive Committee of the War Office,

and special departmental committees. See Abut,
Bbitain.
WARPING, a mode of fertilising poor or barren

land by means of artificial inundation, the admitted
waters being such as can deposit ^t or earthy
matter on the land.

WARRANT, an instrument authorizing some
one to do what he would otherwise have not the
right to do. In commercial and business relations

the principal kinds of warrants are dividend-war-
rants and dock - warranty but the term is best
known in oonneotion with legal procedure. A
distress - warrant is an authorization to a proper
officer to distrain upon a person’s goods, and a
•oaroh-warrant authorizes the search within speci-

fied premises for stolen goods, soods ille^y stored,
Aa Numerous other types of warrant are known
by distinguishing namee, but some instruments of

tbia kind are called writs, executions, Ac. GFeneral
warrants, that is, warrants in wbidi no particular

nenon is named, but all smpected are ordered to

be ervested, are illegal in the United Kingdom.
WARRINGTON, * county, municipal, and par-

JammOuy borough of England, in Lanoaahire, on

m
the river Mersey and the ilanchaitiir Ship Obnal,
near the Sankey and Bridgewater Canali^ 16 mileB
east of LtveipooL Its bmldings and insritutioni

^ude: the pariah church of St S^n (raatoied),

in Decorated style; other modm perish okanhm;
Nonconformist and Roman Oatholio drarohss; the
town-hi^ in dassioal s^le; the museum, oontahung
a free library and municipal art-gidlery; the giam-
mar-Bohool, Uue-ooat school, clergyorglmn dangnters*
school, St Elphia’s schools, a training-ooUege for
school-mistresses, a municipal school of ai^ techmoal
aohoola, and other educational institutions; post-
office; public baths; new police premises; the
market -hall; municipal gas-works, water -works,
tramways, electric-light works, and works for

treatment of night-soil; an infectious diseases and a
smallpox hospital, and an infirmary; a gynmastirai;

a public cemetery; public parks and g^ens; and
military barracks. Of the numerous industries of

the town the most important are the manufacture
iron and iron goods, wire, leather, soap, and beer.

Warrington is an ancient towi^ and had at one
time a oouse of Augustinian friars. The famous
academy, which existed here from 1757 till 1783,

had amoi^ its teachers Dr. Joseph Priestley, Dr.

I
William Enfield, Dr. Aikin, Dr. John Taylor, the

Rev. Gilbert Wakefield, and other eminent men;
it is now represented by Manchester College, Ox-
ford. Pop. of county borough (1891 ), 52,743; (1901),

64.241.

WARRNAMBOOL, a seaport and municip^
town of Australia, in the colony of Victoria, in

Villiers county, on Warmambool or Lady Bay, 166
miles south-west of Melbourne. The principal public

buildings are the Episcopal, Roman Catholic, and
other churches, various banking and insurance offices,

mechanics’ institute, the Oddfellows' and the volun-

teer artillery balls, a hospital, and benevolent asylum,

Ac. Steamers ply regularly several times a week to

Melbourne, ana a gf^ trade is done from the port

in wool and other agricultural produce. To facili-

tate the loading and discharging of veesels a viaduct

and breakwater pier has been constructed. The
town contains a flour-mill, biscuit-factories, boot-

factories, tanneries, breweries, Ac. Pop. (1901 ), 6410.

WARSAW, the capital city of Russian Poland,

partly on a flat, and partly on a height rising gradu-

ally from the left bwk of the Vistula, here crossed

by an iron bridge 1660 feet long, and by a railway

bridge, oommunicating with the suburb of Pcaga,

825 m^es east of Berlin. It consists of the city

proper and several suburbs, inclosed for the most
part along with it by a rampart and fosse, and
defended or overawed by a vast citadel ereot^ ly
the Russians. In the older parts the greets are

narrow, and the houses, generally of veiy indifferent

appearance, are huddled together without any order;

in the newer part, and more especially in some of

the suburbs, the streets are often spacious, and
many ranges of handsome buildings are seen ; but

the impression produced is by no means favourable,

and Warsaw, as a whole, is decidedly ill-built, badly-

paved, and dirty. It has, however, sever^ lar^
public squares, among which that of Sigmund,
adorned with a bronze colossal statue of the third

king of that name, is particularly deMving cl

notice; and the viciniW is well provided with

beautiful promenades. The more remarkable publio

buildiugs are the Roman Catholic cathedral, die

Rusrian cathedral, the church of the Holy OroM, the

church of the Carmelites, the Lutheran church, the
Zamek or ancient castle of the Polish kings, a huge
pile on a height overhanging the Vistula; the pskoe
of Casimir, oooupied by the university and adomsd
in front with a statue of Copeniicas; the fihuum
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MUoa, with fine gafdm fttttcM to it; the Kme*
ineky peleoe, occupied pertly the supinior eourte

eeverel thcati^ end the beseer of BiamTiUe, con-

aiiting of a lar;^ equals lined with aroadee. The
principal eduoationai establuhnients are the univer-

sity, suppressed after the rebellion of 1880, reopened
in 1864; a lyoeum, technical, oommeroial, and many
other sohoola Among the benevolent institutions

are a town and a militi^ hospital, a foundling hmi-
tal, a deal and dumb and two lunatic asylums, l^e
manufactures consist of metals, beer, tobacco, tex-

tiles, chemical products, furniture, artificial fiowers,

musical instruments, The trade is exten-

sive, Warsaw being by far the most important
commercial emporium of Poland, and carrying on a
large traffic both with the interior and with Thom
and Dansig, by means of the Vistula. Warsaw,
though very ancient, did not become the capital

of Poland till about the middle of the sixteenth

century. Pop. in 1897, 688,208, of whom above a
fourth are Jews.
WART (verruca), a thickening or induration of

the cuticle. These little tumours form most com-
monly on the face and hands, and either drop off

spontAneously or may be removed by the application

nitrate of silver, tincture of iron, gla^ acetic

add, or by tying or cutting them off.

WARTBuRG, an ancient mountain castle of

Germany, not far from Eisenach, belonging to the

Grand-duke of Saxe-Weimar. It was built oetween
1069 and 1072, and was the residence of the land-

gravea of Thuringia. The elector Frederick the

Wise of Saxony caused Luther, who had been out-

lawed by the Diet of Worms, to be carried thither,

where he lived from May 4, 1621, to March 6, 1622,

engaged in the translation of the Bible. The room
in which he laboured is yet seen.

WART-HOG (Phaeoohfxrut), a genus of Ungu-
lata, so named from the presence of a peculiar warty
^tuberance on each cheek, and belongi^ to the

|

family of the Suids or Swine. The P. (Eliani of I

Northern Africa is a familiar species, sometimes
|

known under the names of Halluf or Harqja,
Another species is the Vlakte Vark (P. JSthiopicwt)

of South Africa, which, like the preceding form,

has tusk-like canines and a laige wart under each
eye. The molar teeth number ten or twelve in each

S
according to the age. The animal attains a
h of 8 or 4 feet, and is of a black colour on the

The tusks may be 8 or 9 inches long. It is a
fierce and courageous animal, and fights desperately

when pursued. See Plate I., fig. 18, at Unoulata.
W.4^TON, Thomas, a poet, critic, and literary

historian, was the son of the Rev. Thomas Warton,
professor of poetry at Oxford, and was bom at

Xlasingstoke on Jan. 9, 1728. He graduated from
Trinity College, Oxford, in 1747, and took orders,

and in his twenty-first year distinguished himself

by his Triumph of Isis, a poetical vindication of his

alim iMXer aminst the reflections in Mason’s Elegy
of Imis. In 1760 he took the degree of M.A., and
next year he was chosen a fellow of his college.

His Observations on Spenser’s Faerie Queene, pub-
lished in 1764, made him favourably known m
a critic, and prepared the way for his election in

1767 to the professorship of poetry at Oxford, which
he filled for ten years with abili^. He was
instituted to the living of Kiddington, in Oxford-
shire, in 1771. The first volume of his History of

English Poetry was published in 1774, and the
aerond and tlurd respectively in 1778 and 1781.

|

His plan was extensive, including the period frmn
|

the deventh to the eighteenth oentoiy; but tlm his-

tory readbes no farther then the rsignof Biaaheth,
and a few sheets only of a fourth i^me were
pared for the press when he relinquished his under-

taking. The work is a mine of infomiation, and is

invaluable to the literary student A new edition,

with the notes of Ritson, Ac., was published in 1824;

an improved edition, edited Iw Richard Taylor, was
pubUsned in 1840 ;

and anothw, with considorable

iterations, under the editorship of W. C. BhtaUtt
in 1874. In 1786 Warton became Camden professor

of history at Oxford, and succeeded Whitehead in

the office of poet-laureate. His last ^blicatira

an edition of the smaller poems of Milton, with in-

structive notes. He died suddenly from a paralytic

attack at Oxford, May 21, 1790. He published a
collection of his poems in 1777 ;

and his Poetical

Works, with Life, by Richard Mant, araeared in

1802.--His brother, Joseph (bom 1722; died 1800),

also a distinguished literary critic, deserves mention
as the author of an Essay on the Writings and Genius
of Pope (vol. i. 1767 ;

voL ii. 1782); of a volume of

Odes; as the editor of an annotated edition of Pope’s

works (nine vols. 8vo, 1797); of the works of Virgil

—

the Georgies is his own tnmalation—(four vols. Svo,

1768) ; and an uncompleted edition of Dryden.
WAR-VESSELS. Some account of the oar-pro-

pelled fighting-ships of antiquity is given in the

article Galley, and further information conoemiiig

them and more recent war-vessels will be found in

the article on Navies ahd Nayioation. The war-

vessels of the present day differ radically from those

of even the earlier part of last century. At that time
they were constructed of wood, but now they are

built of steel. They were then propelled by means
of sails, but to-day the motive power is steam, and
the immediate means of propulsion the screw-pro-

peller. Steam, hydraulic, or other power, moreover,

IS now used in riups of war for many operations, other

than propulsion, which were formerly done by hand.

The dectric light has been introduced, the system
of signalling by flags, lights, and semaphore has been
perfected, and now the larger war-vessels are fitted

with a Marconi wireless telegraphy apparatus. The
guns carried by the modem iron-clad are immensely
superior in sp^ of working, in the velocity of pro-

pulsion, in range, and in penetrative power to those

of the old w(^en-wall^ three-de^er; and the
change in their nature has necessitated a different

method of mounting and a consequent complete
transformation in the appearance of the vessel. The
torpedo has been invent^, and means of protection

against it, as well as against the improved modem
guns, have been introduced.

The Great Harry, built in the reign of Heniy
VII., was the first British war-vessel in anything
like a modem sense. Under Henry VIII. was
built the Henry Grace de IHeu, a three-decked
vessel carrying seventy-two guns. The poops and
forecastles of these and all other vessels of tiie

navy at that time were of veiy great size. Groat
improvements were effected by Fhineas Fett in
the reigns of James 1. and Oharles I., especii^y in
the removal of the purely ornamental and clumqr
top-work& His chief pr^uctions were the Prince
Royal (1610), regarded by Stowe as ’the greatest
and goodliest ship that was ever built in England*,
and the Sovereign of the Seae (1687), a vessel which
did good service against the Dutch, and was acciden-
tally destroyed by fire in 1696. For a long time
afterwards naval architecture was more advanced
in fVanoe than in Britain, and many veaselB in the
British navy were either captured from the French
or copied from French mod^
Steam was introduced into the royal navy only
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•Itv it liad becnm to MtafaUah itidf in merohant
eiMla. The Fetuiape, a 46-ra frigate^ was the

first important war-vesau propelled paddles. The
BuMer, launched in 1848, was the fiist Admiralty
easel fitted with a screw; and the Aoammnon, a
50-gtm ship laundied in 1852, was the first designed

for the sorew*propeller from the outset. The Sties

of last oentuiy saw the construction of the earliest

fioating-batteries protected ^ iron plating, at first

in France, where the earliest was the TownanU
(1855), but immediately afterwards in England,
where the pioneer vesa^ of tiiia kind were the

irehutt Terror, T%underMt, and some others. La
Oloire, launched at Toulon in 1859, was a sea-going,

wooden, armour-plated frimte, and was replied to by
the British Admiralty with their first sea-goinff iron-

clad ship, the Warrior, which was launched near

the end of 1860. Her len^h was fully 880 feet, her

displacement 9200 tons, her indicate horse-power

5470, and her speed 14‘3 knots. The thickness of

her armour, as in the case of La Qloirt, was 4*5

inches, but she was unprotected at each end. A
sister ship named the Black Frinee soon followed,

and in other ships built soon afterwards the armour
was extended from end to end. The introduction of

the ram, a revival of a feature in ancient ships of

war, took place about the same period, and in this

also the French were the pioneers. The torpedo

came into use soon after the middle of last centuiy,

but it was not till the seventies that the Whitehead
fish torpedo, now in use, was devised and adopted.

Special vessels, called torpedo-boats, have been built

in large numbers to discharge torp^oes, hut all ships

of war of any size are provided with torpedo tub^
Torpedo-boat destroyers are a more recently intro-

duce class of vessels intended to attack and destroy

the torpedo-boats. The success of Ericsson's Monitor
in the American Civil War brought into prominence
the turret system of construction, and for a time
there was much discussion as to the relative superi-

ority of this and the broadside system. Turret ^ips
have on deck revolving turrets, each canying one
or more laige guns, ^e first British turret ship

was the Royod Sox'treign of 1862, but the first sea-

going turret vessel was the Monarch of 1865. The
Ikvastatton and Thunderer, which followed a few
years later, were turret ships without masts, and
marked another step in advance. The CoUingwood,
completed in 1886, was the first of the modem
harMtte ships, that is, those caning guns exposed
on the upper deck, but inclosed in pairs by a fixed

armoured base or barbette affording protection to

the mechanism for working the guns. Iron has
now been displaced by steel in naval construction.

and in quite recent years great improvements in
guns have been effected, notably in the introduc-

tion of quick-firing and machine guns, and in the
quality of powder used. One of the latest develop-
ments in naval architecture for war purposes is the
introduction of submarine boats. Some particulars

regarding them will be given later in the article.

Warships may be classified generally thus: (1)
Ships for offensive and defensive purposes, which
must be prepared to fight at any time during war

;

these are called battle-raipiE^ and in them armour and
armament are of primary importance, and speed is

aecondmy. (2) Ships that ma^ fight if they desire
or ate oompell^ to ; this class includes cruisers and
torpedo craft; with them l^h speed is essentiid, and
the armour and armament is of a much lighter nature
than in a battle-ship.

Battle-ships are of the first, second, or third cLsas,

according to their value as ^hting-ships, which is

ganged w the extent and resisting power of their
annour, the number, rang^ and penetrating power

of their guns, their maximum speed and radius of
action; it generally follows that the siae of ship is

gMtest in the first-class, and least in the third-olaaa
Only batUe-ships of the first class are built by Qieat
Britain, and these remain in the first class until thqy
are so far surpassed by new veasela that they are out-
classed, when they become second-dass bam-shipa;
after a farther li^ of time, if they survive, tk^
become of the third-class. The London may be taken
as typical of a first-dassBritish hattle-ship. Of15,060
tons displacement, she is 400 ft in length by 75
ft be^ and has a mean draught of water of 26
ft 9 in. when ready for sea. She has twin-screw
engin^ developing 15,000 indicated horse -power,
and giving her a speed of 18 knots per hour; her
side armour is 9 in. thick, and the armour bulkhead
is 12 in., all of Krupp steel ; she carries four 12-in.

and twelve 6-in. guns, besides twenty -four small
quick-firing ones and two torpedo tu^; she was
built at a cost of slightly over one million pounds
sterling, and has a complement of 750 men. In the
Duncan class, bv the introduction of Krupp steel of

7 in. thick for the side armour and 14 in. thick for

the bulkhead armour, the large guns remaining tbe

same as in the London, sufficient weight has been
saved to allow of the displacement being reduced to

14.000 tons, and the fitting of engines to develop the

18.000 I.H.P. necessary to propel her at a spe^ of

19 knots per hour. Later ships of the London class

have eight 7‘5-in. guns and ten 6-in. ones, instead

of four 12-in. and twelve 6-in. ones. The 12-in.

guns carried b^ these vessels weigh 50 tons each,

and throw projectiles weighing 850 lbs., which can
pierce wrou^ht-iron 28*7 in., or Krupp steel 11*5

inches in thickness, at 3000 vards distance. The
7*5'in. guns are * quick-firing; , and weiffh each 14
tons

; they can throw projectiles of 200 Ids. weight,

and pierce 16*2 in. of wrougbt-iron, or 7-in. Krupp
steel, at 8000 yards. The London cost £l,023,0(w.

Cruisers of the first, second, and third-class are

built by Great Britain, although tbe process of de-

gradation from class to class alro goes on with them
as with battle-ships. Although some of the largm
cruisers could take their place in line of battle, their

function in war time is to protect the merchant
shipping of the country and to capture that of an
enemy. Cruisers would also be employed in scout-

ing and reconnoitring in time of war
;
this could be

done by the second and third-class vessels where
fast enough.
Among recent first-class cruisers built by Britain

are those of the * County ' class (being named after

counties), about 440 ft. lonu by 66 ft. broad, with a
mean draught of water of 24 ft. 6 in., and a displace-

ment of 9800 tons ; they have 22,000 i.H.p., and can

attain a speed of 28 knots with this power; their

armour on the broadside is 4 in. thick, decreasing to

2 in. thick at the fore end, and tbe bulkhead annour
is 5 in. thick, all Krupp steel; the armament consists

of fourteen 6-in. guns, thirteen small quick-firing

guns, and two torpedo tubes. These vessels cost

about £700,000 each, and have a complement of 500

men. Their 6-in. guns weigh 7 to^ each, and throw

a projectile of 100 lbs. weight, which, at 8000 yards,

can pierce 7 inches of wrought-iron, or 8*2-in. Krupp
steel

The second-class cruisers are unannour^ having

only a sloping deck in way of the water-line, which
is mtendra to protect the vitals of the ship, such

as engines, boilers, and magaaines, from the^ effects

of ^ell explosion within the ship, and possibly by
causing shots which strike it to glance off. Tma
deck is water-ti^t, and prevents water from getting

below if the side is pierced in the vidni^ of the
water-line ; it is known as a * protective* deokt tnd
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18 sloped down to meet the Aell of the ship ftt aboot
8 feet below the water-line, so that when the vemel
vcdla, or the side below water is exposed, an enemy
may not send a shot under the deck. Protective

de&s are formed by two or three thicknesses of

steel plating riveted together, and are in this class

8 in. thick on the slope and in. thick on the flat.

Unarmoured cruisers offer practioally no resistance

to shot and shell passing through their upper worlm,
except round the large guns, where casemates 8
in. uiick on the front are formed. Second-class
cruisers of the Herme$ type have a displacement of

5600 tons on 20 ft 6 in. mean draught; their length
is 850 ft, and breadth 54 ft, and with 10,000
I.H.P. they attain a speed of 20 knots; their arma-
ment consists of eleven 6-in. and fifteen smaller
quick-firing gons, and two torpedo tubes in the
broadside, l^ese vessels each cost about £280,000
to construct and they carry 477 men. A typical

third-class cruiser is the Pandora^ whose displace-

ment is 2200 tons on 18 ft. 6 in. draught; her length

is 805 ft., and breadth 86 ft 9 in., and with 7000
X.H.P. she attains a speed of 20 knots; she carries

eight 4-in. and eight 8‘pounder quick-firing guns,

bwdes two torpedo tub^. This class costs about
£160,000 per ship, and each vessel carries 224 men.
Battle-ships and cruisers are constructed with ram-
bows formed of cast-steel in the case of unsheathed
ships, and of phosphor bronze in sheathed vessels

;

these are for the purpose of sinking an enemy’s ship

by piercing it below the water-line.

Gun-boats are vessels built more for police duties

than for warlike purposes, and vary in tjrpe accord-

ing as they are required to follow the fishing-boats

in the North 8ea, or to patrol some African river,

or to do some other specif service. Their displace-

ment seldom exceeds 800 tons, and their speed 13
knots; their largest gunsare 4 in., of which the Thrmh
carries six, and the Dwarf two. All cruisers and

nboats intended for foreign stations where diy-

B do not exist are sheathed with teak about 8^
in. thick on the outside of the steel shell-plating;

outside of this again is nailed sheet-copper. This
copper prevents the adhesion of marine growths to

the vesael’s bottom by exfoliation.

Torpedo-boats are vessels whose chief function is

to sink the vessels of an enemy by discharging tor-

pedoes at them, consequently their armament con-

sists chiefly of torpedo tubes. The later vessels of

this type carry three tubes, and have also three

8-pounder guns. These vessels are about 140 feet

in len^h, steam about 28 knots, and carry 18 men.
Second-class torpedo-boats are only 60 ft. long, and
cany two torpedo tubes and a marine gun. They
are worked by 7 men, and steam 16 knots. They
are generally carried on a battle-ship.

In 1898 another class was added to the British

navy, viz. torpedo-boat destroyers, vessels of high

q>e^ built to run down and smk the torpedo-boats

A an enemy^ means of quick-fixing guns, which
they carry. The earlier bc^ts had a speed of 27
knots, and those built since 1896 have attained a
speed of 80 knots. These later vessels vaiy in length

from 210 to 227*6 ft., and displace about 450 tons

when fully laden. They carry one 12-pounder, five

6-pounder Q.F. guns, and two torpedo tubes, so that

not only can they destroy the torpedo-boats of an
enemy means of their guns, but at the same time
they can perform the duties of a torpedo-boat proper.

The toip^o tubes of torpedo-boats and of destroyers
are carried on deck, and are not submerged like

those fitted to the latest cruisers and battle-ships.

A new kind of vessel, the ^submarine', was added
to the British navy in 1901. Five submarine boats
similar to those desiffued for the United States

government were ordered by ^ Admiralty for
experimental purfMaes. They are 68 ft 4 in. long
and 11 ft 9 in. in beam, sod their displaoexiient

when submerged is 120 tons. In shape they are de-

scribed as double-pointed spindles with a conning-

tower on the ba^ and vertical and horisoolu
rudders. They are built of steel sufficiently strong

to withstand water pressure at d^ths not exoeecf

ing 100 feet Like other warships they are pro-

vided with bulkheads. At the surface th^ aro
propelled by gasolene marine engines specially

adapted, and tney can attain a speed of 8 knots
per hour. When submerged they are driven hy
* waterproof * electric motors at a speed of 7 knots
per hour. The motors ore worked by accumulators

sufficient for a four hours’ journey beneath the sur-

face. Incandescent electric lamps supply light when
the vessel is submerged. The supply of air to tho

crew is provided for the storage of oompressed
air. Steering and diving can be effected either by
means of hand -gear or by special engines. The
armament consists of a torpedo tube at the bow.
It is stiU a matter of uncertainty how far the sub-

marine may affect the conditions of naval warfare^

but the prevailing opinion, at least in Britain,

appears to be that the new type of vessel will prove
comparatively ineffective. Longitudinal stability

is difficult to maintain; diving in rough water is>

dangerous, and under any drcumstanoes it is as yet

too slowly effected; and so far no completely satis-

factory means of gauging direction and position when
submerged has yet been introduced. In small vessels-

containing much steel and electrical apparatus the
compass cannot be relied upon, and even the gyro-

scope, which has been used as a substitu^ is un-

satisfactory. The French, who were the pioneers in

submarine navigation, use an instrument called the
periscope for obtaining a view of the surface, but it

is very imperfect, and has been even described as-

valueless. An invention allied to that of the sub-

marine warship is the aetinaut^ or torpedo steered by
means of electrical influence conveyed without wires.

Submarine navigation dates back for some time, but
in its present form it does not go back much earlier

than the last decade of the nineteenth century.

Warships are all built of steel, some being after-

wards sheathed with wood, as already explained.

Steel with a tensile strength of 32 tons per square
inch has been used in some parts of the structuro of

the latest vessels, while nickel steel has been used
almost throughout in some torpedo-boat destroyers.

Nickel steel an ultimate tei^e strength of a^ut
87 tons per square inch, which is 80 per cent greater

than that of mild steel, and for the same strength of

structure a consequent reduction is made in weight
of the hulls of vessels built throughout of nickel

steel, as compared with vessels built of mild steel,

of 26 to 30 tons per square inch tensile strength.

The desire of the warship designer is to minimize
weight wherever it can possibly be done, while re-

taining the necessary strength, so that on a given
displa^ment he may give more weight to the
machinery, and thereby secure higher power and
greater sp^, or to allocate the weight saved to

additional armament or armour. Any saving of
weight in the structure as a whole may be used
to make the warship a more efficient fighting

machine. Almost all war-vessels have side bunkers
for carrying coal. When these are filled, the coal

forms a protection from the enemy’s shot and sheU.

This it does in two ways: firstly, ly stopping the
progress of the projectile, and in ^e case of a shell,

causing it to expire amongst the coal, where its

effect would be comparatively hannless; and se-

condlv. fav oocuDvinor the crreater nart of the anaoe
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wliieli the water would otherwiae mdb into when
the outer platinff is pieimd. It is therefora deeir-

able that a veesd, on going into action, 8lu>ti]d have
her ooal*biinkerB full; but as the wanhip designer

oannot rely on the ship going into araon with

hfonkers full, other means m ^en to minimise

the effect of shots or shell piercing the skin of the

Bh4>. The vessel is divided op into a large number
of water*tigbt compartments, with the intention

t^t, if one compartment is damaged, the water
wlu^ flows in may be confined to this one com-
partment. This principle is adopted in all large

vessels nowadays, warships or merchantmen, in

fitting a cellular double oottom, an arrangement
whereby the space between the outer and inner

bottoms of the ship is divided into cells by trans-

verse water-tight floors and longitudinal girders

extending from the outer to the inner bottom.

At the water-tight compartments in wa^ of the
ship's water-line an additional precaution is taken
in warships. In some places where it is probable
that a shot or shell may pierce not only the ship's

side but also one of these fore-and-aft water-tight

bulkheads forming the subdivision, a cofferdam is

fitted on that buOchead on the side farthest from
the sea. A coffer-dam is formed by a partial bulk-

head carried to about 3' feet above the load water-

line, parallel to and about 1 foot from the bulkhead
it protects. Before a vessel goes into action it is

intraded that these coffer-dams should be filled with
canvas bags, sails, oakum, or cellulose, and should
the bulkheiul be pierced by projectiles the aperture

can be blocked up by ramming down the canvas or

sa^ or if cellulose be used, the water reaching it

will cause it to swell up and automatically fill the

hole. Torpedo-boat destroyers and gun-boats carry

neither armour nor a protective deck, and rely

entirely on subdivision, while cruisers and battle-

ships use subdivisions as supplementary to their

protective decks and armour.
Plate I. represents H.M. battle-ship London, On

the bridges and at the mainmast-head are sema-
phore arms for signalling, and in the lower fighting

tops are quick-finng guns. Search-lights are fitted

in the upper tops and on both bridges. At the

mainmast-nead a yard is fitted for using the Mar-
coni system of wireless telegraphy. Round her side

are arranged torpedo nettmg and booms in their

stowed positions. During war-time, when this ship

may be at anchor or moving slowly, and liable to a
torpedo attack, these booms would be stayed square

to the ship’s side, the steel-wire netting unrolled and
hung from the extremities of the booms, so forming
a shield along the sides of the ship. If a torpedo

strikes this netting it would probably Yx exploded
there, and do little or no harm to the ship.

Immediately underneath the forward bridge is the

oonning-tower, the sighting slot of which is visible

in the plate. This is an armoured round-house from
which the ship is conned in action, and it is fitted

to almost all war-ships. It is more completely seen
in fig& 1 and 2, Plate II.

I^de it are means of communication with all

gun positions, torpedo positions, engine-room, Ac.,

and a steering appmtus. To ensure that this com-
munication be maintained in action the leads are

taken from the oonning-tower downwards in an
annoured tube, and Im to the various stations

under the water-line or armoured deck.

A boom is shown fitM on the foremast ; this is

for hoisting out the heavier boats, which are stowed
nearer the centre-line of the ship than the smaller

ones, these latter being hoisted in and out bv davits.

ISertric boat-hoisting engines are fitted onm latest

war-ships.

m
Plate IL, fig. 1, represents H.M.S. CVieity,fiist-eIaaa

oniiser. The fitting other than the guns^ are veiy
like those of the Zrendem just described. The little*
ships of the British navy have all much lem free-
board than the large cruiser ^qie, and th^ therefore
pr^ent a much smaller target to an enemy's guns,
in the older battle-ships this reduction of freeboard
was oarried to such an extent as to cause the forward
deck to be always awash when steaming, even in
moderate weather.

Fig. 2 of same plate represents H.M.S. ffyaoinih,
second-class cruiser and sister ship to the Hermte
already described.

Fig. 3, Plate II., shows a 30-knot torpedo destroyer
at full speed. Almost all these vessels have a turtle*

Fig. 1.

back forecastle to throw off water when th^ are
steaming against head seas.

Plate II., fig. 4, shows the first British submarine
warship being launched from the yard of Messrs.

Vickers, Sons, A Maxim, Limited, Barrow-in-Fur-

ness.

Fig. 1 here given represents diagrammatically the

midship section of a battle -ship. Longitudinal

strength is given by the shell plating, plating behind
armour, longitudinals, and the dedcs, while trans-

verse strength is given by the frames and floor-

plates, beams and decks, and the shell plating.

Fig. 2 shows a broadside view of the stem of a
battle-ship or armoured cruiser. This is cast in

two parts, the junction being at the platform deck.

Rab&ts are r^e in the casting to receive the

armour or shell plating as shown in the sections,

and landing-pieces are formed to receive the decks.

The ram is reinforced by a cast-piece extend^
aft for a considerable length and from side to side

of the ship, where it is connected to the shell.

Ihe protective deck is also carried down to
strengthen a part of the stem likely to be strained

in ramming.
Some particulars of the principal vessels of the

Britiitii navy may be added here. The CoUingwoodt
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mentioned abov^ was the earlieet of the Admiral
daflB of battle-ehipe, which indudee also the Badnty,
BenJbow^ Ckimpe^wn^ Howe^ and Anton, These
vessels are of little value for modem warfare, uid
are now rated third-olaas. The Trafalgar and Nile
(completed 1890), sister ships of 11,040 tons displace*

men^ are more heavily armoured and still of value,

being rated second-class. The Royal Sovereign, com-
pletM in 1892, was the first of a new mup, now
rated second-class, and including also Empreee of
India, RepuLte, Royal Oak, RamilUet, Resolution,

and Revenge, Their displa^ment is 14,150 tons,

the extreme armouring 18 inches, their i.h.p. 18,000,
and their spe^ 17*6 kno^ The Hood (completed

1893) is practically identical The Centurion and
Barfoar (1894) are smaller but slightly faster vessels

of the same type, and the Renown (1896) is an in-

termediate vessel with thinner armouring and an
inclined armour-deck. The Majestic (1895) gives

name to a class of first-class battle-ships, including

also the Magnificent, Prince George, ricforioua,

Jupiler, Cottar, Hannibal, Illustriout, and Mart, all

completed by 1897. They displace 14,900 tons, and
have an extreme armouring of 14 inches. They
have a lower i.h.p. (12,000) and fewer torpedo tub^
(5) than the Royal Sovereign class, but their speed is

the same. The Canopus (1900) was the first battle-

ship to be provided with a Belleville boiler, and it

gives name to a class supposed to be slightly superior

to the preceding, and including Ocean, Goliath, Albion,

Glory, and Vengeance, all completed by 1902. Their

displacement is 12,950 tons, their extreme armour-

ing 12 inches, their i.h.p. 18,500, and their nominal

speed 18*75 knots. The Formidable, Irresistible,

and ImpbacaUe (1902) are similar vessels of greater

displacement (14,700 tons) and greater I.H.P. (15,000),

but of slightly less nominal speed. The Lordon,

Venerable, and Bulwark (1902) are practically iden-

tical with the Formidable dass, but the^ have much
increased bow armour. The London is illustrated

in the plate, and described above. Six vessels of

the Dunoan class {Dunean, ComwaUit, Rutsdl, Ex-
mouth, Montagu, and Albemarie) are of 14,000 tons

displacement and rather thinner armouring than
the Formidables and Londons, but they have greater

I.H.P. (18,000) and develop greater nominal speed
(19 knots). The (lueen and Prince of Walet are

.
Bister battle-ships of 15|000 tons of the same ^psnenl

type and speed, but with a somewhat dmerent
armament The King Edtoard, Dominion, and
CorunonweaUK marif a new departure in some ways.

Their displacement reaches the lar^ amount of

16,500 tons, but their i.h.p. and nominal speed are

the same as in the Dunoan and Queen, Armoured
casemates are done away with, and a complete

armoured battery substituted on the main aeok,

and four 9*2-in. guns are mounted in secondary

turrets. Their armament consists of four 12-in.

guns, four 9*2-in. Q.F. guns, ten 6-in., and
twenty-eight 8-in. Q.F. guns, being thus consider-

ably different from that of the Lonaon, Among the

older cruisers are two, the Impirieute (1886) and
WarspUe (1888), of 8400 tons, belted, 10,000 I.H.P.,

and 16*7 knots nominal speed; seven of the Un-
daunted type, belted, of 5600 tons, 8500 I.H.P.,

and 18*5 knots speed; the BUike (1889) and
Blenheim (1890), of 9000 tons displacement, 20,000

I.H.P., and 22 knots nominal speed; five of the

Edgar (1890) class, deck-protected cruisers, of 7350
tons di^lacement, 12,000 I.H.P., and 19*7 knots

nominal speed; and four of the Crescent (1892) type,

similar to the preceding, of 7700 tons, 12,000 I.H.P.

In 1894-96 nine protected cruisers of the Edipse
class were built, of 5600 tons displacement, 9600
I.H.P., and 19*5 knots nominal speed. The Power-

ful and Terrible, two huge deck-protected cruisers

of 14,200 tons, completed in 1895, have no side pro-

tection, and a comparatively weak armament, but a
large coal supply. They develop an indicated horse-

power of 25,000, and have a nominal speed of 22
I knots. Four vessels of the Furious type were com-
pleted in 1896. These are deck-protected cruisers

of 5750 tons displacement, 10,000 1.H.P., and 19 knots
speed. The Hermes, Hyacinth, and Highfiyer of

1898, two of which are mentioned above and one
illustrated in the plate, carry eleven 6 -in., and
fifteen smaller Q.F. ^ns. The Diadem (1896) and
its seven sisters, aU built by 1898, are smaller

Powerfuls, They displace 11,000 tons, develop an
I.H.P. of 16,500, and a speed of 20*5 knots. Their
armament consists of sixteen 6-in., fourteen 12-

pounder, and twenty smaller Q.F. ^ns. The Cresty

^902), illustrated in the plate, is the type of a dass
of six armoured cruisers {Hogue, Ahoukir, Sutlej,

Euryalus, Bacchante) of 1^000 tons displacement,

21,000 I.H.P., and 21 knots speed, and with arma-
ment very like that of the Powerful. More recent

cruisers are those of the Oounty class, induding the

Essex, Kent, Monmouth, Bedford, Berwick, Cornwall,

Cumberland^ Donegal, Lancaster, and Suffolk, all of

9800 ton^ 22,000 I.H.P., 22 knots speed, and ar-

moured like the Cresty, the Drake, King Alfred,

Leviathan, and Good Hope, armoured, of 14,100 tons,

80,000 1.H.P., and 23 knots speed; and the Encounter
and Challenger, protected, of 5600 tons, 9600 I.H.P.,

and 19*5 knota
WARWICK,acentral countyof England, bounded

on the north by Stafford, Derby, and Leicester; on
the east by Northampton

;
on the south by Oxford

and Gloucester; on the west by Worcester; area,

577,462 acres. The surface is &ely diversified by

rtle hills and vales, and is well watered, chiefly

the Avon and the Tame. The oUmate is mild
and salubrious, and the soil, with the exception of

some cold, stiff clays on the higher munds, is fer-

tile, consisting mai^y of a strong red or of a sandy
loam-^the one well adapted for wheat or beans and
the other for barley and turnips. Much land is kept
in permanent pasture for grazing, and fine timber is

abundant. Alwut a fifth of the total cultivated sivea

is under com crops, chiefly wheat and oats; shout
a twentieth under green crops, especially tuilpipab
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pototoei, and mangold; and more than 800,000 acres

are in permanent pasture. The cultivated area ia

about six'ieventba ol the total area. Sheep and

oatUe are nmnerona. The moat valuable mineralfl

are coal, Hmeatone, sandstone, blue flagstone, and

fire^claj. Manufactures of tbe most varied and

diverse kinds are carried on in tbe towns. The
natural deficient of river communication has been

amply compensated 1^ canals and railways, which

traverse the county in all directions. The county

sends four members to Parliament, the divisions

being Nuneaton, Ruuby, Stratford-on-Avon, and

Tamworth. Aston Autnor, Birmingham, Coventry,

and Warwick and Leamington are parliamentary

borough The county town is Warwick ; the other

chief towns are Birmingham, Coventiy, Lwmington,
Rugby,and Stratford-on-Avon. Pop. (1881 ), 737,889

;

(1891), 806,072; (1901), 897,678.

WARWICK, a mun. and pari, borough and
market -town of England, capital of the above

county, on the right bank of the Avon, 90 miles

north-west from London, pleasantly situated on
an eminence rising somewhat abruptly from the

river. The princi^ buildings are the Church of

St Mary, with adjoining chapter-house, lady-chapel,

and various interesting monuments, among them
the tomb of Earl and Countess Warwick, who died

in 1869; the Earl of Leicester’s hospital for aged

brethren, a very ancient structure; the shire-hall,

jail, museum, endowed grammar-school, east and
west gates, Ac. The chief manufacture is gelatine;

and the trade in cattle, com, and provisions is con-

siderable. The principal object of interest is the

ancient and magnificent castle, the residence of the

earls of Warwick. The date of the original erection

is unknown. Caesar’s Tower, the most ancient part

of the structure, is 147 feet high; Guy's Tower,

128 feet high, was erected in 1894. The approach

to the grand front exhibits three stupendous towers,

and the entrance is flanked with embattled walls

covered with ivy. It was piwtially destroyed by
fire in 1871; but the most ancient portion remains

uninjured. Warwick and Leamington form a pari,

bor., sending one member to Parliament. Pop.

(1881), 11,802; (1891), 11,903; (1901), 11,889.

WARWICK, Earl ok. See Edward IV.
WASH, Thr, a large estuary on the east coast

of England, about 22 miles long by 15 wide, between

the counties of Norfolk and Lincoln. It receives

the rivers Ouse, Nen, Welland, and Witham, and has

low marshy shores, considerable portions of which
have latterly been reclaimed. When the tide is full

the whole is under water, but when the tide is

out large stretches of sand-bank are exposed. The
Boston Deeps and Lynn Deeps are navigable for

sea-going vessels.

WASHING-MACHINES. There are various

forms of washing-machines for domestic use. A
primitive form, called a dolly, is said to have been
m use in Yorkshire for more than a century. It
consists of a wooden disk, furnished with from three
to five legs with rounded ends, and a rod rising from

|

the centre, to which a cross-piece is fitted for working
|

it The clothes to be washed are put into a tub or
box, and the dolly ia turned alternately in different

directions, thus subiecting them to the action of the
water by the jerk, while at the same time the rubbing
against the sides and bottom of the vessel materially
assists tbe cleansing process. This mode of wash-
ing is, however, only suitable for strong, coarse
fabrics; articles of finer texture would be injured by
the result^ friction, and to obviate this a floating-

ball washing-machine has been invented, whichis
said to be suitable to all kinds of fabrics. Its

qiecial cbaracteristioB are the employment of elm-

wo^ balls about the sise of an orange, a number of
which are placed in a wooden trough, 2 or 8 feet

long by 15 inches wide, oontaining water or soap-suds,
A fulcrum is fixed at the back of the trough, naving
a long cross-beam like a pump handle working on it.

A frame like a small window sash is fixed to this

oxws-pieoe, hanging so as to be capable of being
immersed in the trough. To this frame the clothes
are attached by movable bars, and the washing is

performed by moving the cross-piece up and down
like an ordinarv pump handle, which depresses the
frame and clothes among the balls floating in the
suds; the balls produce a gentle friction, which,
without injuring the texture of the linen, effectually

removes the dirt in a short space of time. To
lighten the labour of the washer a dead weight is

attached to the extreme end of the cross-piece,

which counterbalances the weight of the clothes
and frame. The dash-wheel washing-machine con-

sists of a vessel with a semicircular bottom, in which
works a sparred cylinder or drum, into which the
clothes are put This cylinder is made to revolve

backwards and forwards, submitting the clothes to

: the action of the water, with which the vessel has
been filled, and to friction against the spars of the

drum. The vessel is providt^ with a cover for the

purpose of keeping in the steam, which acts power-
fully on the clothes, bleaching them more effectually

than though they had been boiled. Various other

machines are in use, most of them having a pair of

rollers, through which the clothes are pasM for the

purpose of wringing, and which may be also used
lor mangling the clothes.

WASHINGTON, one of the United States of

America, in the extreme north-west, bounded on
the north by British Columbia, on the east

Idaho, on the south by Oregon, from which it is

separated chiefly by the Columbia River, and on the

west by the Pacific Ocean; area, 66,880 sq. miles.

The chief indentations in its coast on the Pacific

are the estuary of the Columbia River, Willapa
Harbour, and Gray’s Harbour; but the principal

feature of its coast-line is Puget Sound, with its

splendid series of natural harbours, opening to the

Strait of Juan de Fuca. Two whole counties in

this quarter, San Juan and Island, consist entirely

of islands. The Cascade Range runs north and
south through the state, dividing it into two very

different portions, Eastern and Western Washington,
the former of which includes a part known as Cen-
tral Washington, between the range and tbe bend of

the Columbia River. The highest summits of the

range are Mt. Rainier (or ’DMK>ma, 14,444 feet),

Mt. Baker (10,827), Mt. St. Helens (9750), and Mt.
Adams (9570). Western Washinaton is traversed

^ the Coast Range. Among the rivers are, in

]mtem Washington, the Columbia, with the tribu-

taries Snake, Spokane, and Colville; in Central

Washington vanous tributaries of the Columbia;

and in Western Washington a number of streams.

The largest lakes are Chelan, Washington, Union, and
Whatcom. Tbe soil in the eastern part of the state

is a light volcanic ash of great fertility when suffi-

ciently watered either naturally or artificially, and
the principal crops there are wheat, barley, hay,

hops, and oats, ^e Yakima and Kittitas valleys

in Central Washington have been rendered exceed-

ingly productive by irrigation; and among the other

fertile eastern valleys are those of Widla Walla,

Palouse, Colville, Okanogan, and Klickitat, besides

tbe Big Bend countiy. In Western Washington
the cultivated soil is that of the river bottoms and
reclaimed tide-marshes, especially in the neighbour-

hood of Puget Sound, and tbe chief crops are oats,

potatoes^ bops, and hay. Vegetables, flax, rye,
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3ii*ue» and peft-nutB are also cultivated in the state.

TUhe dense forests of the western section yield abun-

dance of excellent timber, notably fir, cedar, spruce,

hemlock, larch, pine, and maple. The principal

minerals raised or found are bituminous coal, gold,

silver, iron, lead, copper, zinc, granite, sandstone,

nnd limestone. The mean annual rainfall is in

Western Washington 52'6, and in Eastern Washing-
ton 10'5 inches, most of it falling from October to

March. The mean temperature for the year is

fi0’4° and 49*7’’ in these two parts respectively, but
the annual is much greater in the east than
in the west. The chief manufactures are flour,

lumber, iron, bricks, and furniture, but there are

many other kinds of works, especially in Seattle,

Tacou^ and Everett. Salmon are caught in large

quantities and canned for export, and oyster-fishing

is also of importance. The trade of Puget Sound
is large and increaaing. The state is now well

supplied with railroads. For administrative pur-

po^ it is divided into thirty-four counties. The
capital is Olympia, but several towns, notably

Scuttle, Tacoma, and Spokane, are lar^. The
chief educational institution is the Umversity of

Washington, located at Seattle. In 1853 Wash-
ington was separated from Oregon as a separate

territory, and in 1889 it was admitted to statehood.

Pop. in 1860, 11,594; in 1890, 349,390; in 1900,

fil8,10S.

WASHINGTON, the capital city of the United
States of America, co-extensive with the District

of Columbia, situated on the left (east) bank of the

river Potomac, at the confluence of the Anacostia

or East Branch, 106 miles above its mouth in

Chesapeake Bay, about 220 miles south-west of

New York, and about 630 miles e.s.e. of Chicago.

The District of Columbia is bounded by Mary-
land on eveiy side except the south-west, where
the Potomac separates it from Virginia. The area

of the District is 64 square miles, but the actual

city occupies only about 10 square miles. It is one

of the finest cities in the States, or indeed in the

world. The streets are nearly all straight and
broad and lined with handsome buildings, and many
of them are finely shaded with trees. The centre

of the city is the square in which the Capitol stands,

and due west from it there extend in succession the

Botanic Garden and the large park known as The
Mall. Diverging from the Capitol Square at various

angles are broad streets or avenues forming the

principal thoroughfares of the city. These and other

wide streets radiating from squares and * circles’

dominate the more ordmaxy streets that are arranged

on the rectangular plan. The Potomac is crossed

by the Long Brid^ for railway trains, vehicles,

and pedestrians, and the Aqueduct Bridge
; and the

Anacostia is spanned by the Navy-yard Bridge and
Pennsylvania Avenue Bridge, both of iron. Many
of the streets are traversed by tramways, mostly

driven by electrical power on the underground

trolley pl^. Manufactures and commerce are both

of comparatively small importance in this city of

politicians and officials,. The water-supply is obtained

from the Potomac.

Official The Capitol, situated on a

small hill, is the most conspicuous building of the

city. It is in classical style, the central part being of

sandstone and the two wings of marble. The ^in
fa9ad6 faoes the east, and is adorned with sixty-

eight Corinthian oolumha The centre of the build-

ing is crowned by a large dome surmounted by
a bronze statue of Libe^. The whole building

is 751 feet long and 285 feet high, and covers an
area of 3J acres. The north wing consists chiefly

of the Senate Chamber, and the south wing of the

hall where the House of Representatives meets;

and on the north and south sides respectively of

the great Rotunda under the dome are the rooms
of the Supreme Court and the National Hall of

Statuary, to which each state may send statues of

two of its greatest sons. The first Capitol, begun
in 1793, was burned by the British in 1814. ihe
present central building was erected in 1818-27, and
the wings were begun in 1851, the whole being com-
leted in 1863 at a total cost of over £8,000,000.

mmediately to the south-east of the Capitol is the

New Congressional Libraiy, in Italian Renaissance

style, built of granite in 1888-97. It has a fine

reading-room and accommodation for 4,500,000

volumes. The other chief official edifices are : the

Executive Mansion of the President, popularly called

White House, a two-storied stone building with
Ionic portico, dating in its present form from 1818,

situat^ in grounds of the extent of 75 acres; the

large building containing the State, War, and Navy
Departments, of granite, in the Italian Renaissance

style ;
the Treasuiy building, a large Ionic gianite

structure; the Depnvtment of the Interior, or Patent
Office, a large Doric building of stone and marble

;

the Department of Agriculture, a stone - trimmed
brick building in Renaissance style, in The Mall,

with good coUections; the Department of Justice;

the old Post Office, in Corinthian style, occupied

by the Department of the Interior; the new Post
Office, completed in 1899, with a lofty tower

;
the

huge Pension building, of brick, on Judiciary Square;

the City Hall, or district court-house, on the same
square; the Washington Navy-Yard, on the Ana-
costia, with a gun-factory and a museum; the Marino
barracks; and the Washington barracks.

Other JSuUdingi and Jnstitutiom.—The National
Museum, in The Mall, is a large square building

of brick, erected in 1879-82. It includes exten-

sive collections relating to anthropology, zoology,

botany, mineralogy, geology, paleeontology, and other

branches of science, and is under the manajj^ement

of the authorities of the adjacent Smithsonian In-

stitution, in which large supplementary collections,

especially in zoology and American antiquities, are

housed. (See Smithsonian Institution.) In con-

nection with it are a Bureau of Ethnology, an astro-

physical observatoiy, and the National Zoological

Park, on Rock Creek, in the north-west of the

city. The higher educational institutions of the

city comprise: the Columbian University, founded
in 1814, now in a building completed in 1883, in

the centre of the city; Howard University (1867),

open to all, irrespective of colour or sex; Georgetown
University, a Jesuit institution founded in 1789;
the American University (1891), a Methodist Epis-

copal post-graduate institution on an elevated site

outside the city proper on the north-west; the
Catholic University of America (1889), a mainly
post-graduate institution in the extreme north of the
city

;
and Gonzaga College. The Botanic Garden,

to the east of The Mall, contains a fine fountain in

memory of Bartholdi. Other institutions worthy of

mention are: the Army Medical Museum, in The
Mall, viith a large hbraiy and several collections;

the United States Fish Commission building, in

The Mall, with an aquarium; the United States

Fish Ponds, in the west of The Mall; the Naval
Observatory, and the Sigi^ Office and Weather
Bureau. The benevolent institutions include the
Columbia Institute for the Deaf and Dumb; the
Soldiers’ Home, in a park named from i^ in the
extreme north of the city; and various horoitals and
a^lums. The National (or Arlington) Oemeteiy,
on the west of the Potomac, contains the mves of

about 16,000 soldiers, among them those of ShexidaD
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and Shermtn, and alao ArHngtoa House, a fonner

reeideiioe ol General Lee.

ifontiaiefite, OaUerietj ftc.—The grantest monu-
ment of the city is the Washington monumrat in

the western part of The MalL It is an obelisk of

marble 555 feet in height, and can be ascended in

the interior by a long flight of steps or by an elevator.

It was completed in 1884, after fourteen years of

actual building, at a total cost of more than a quar-

ter of a million sterling. The other monuments in

the city include thoee of Franklin, Washington, Lin-

coln, Garfleld, and many other eminent men. The
Corcoran Gkilleryof in a fine classical white

marble building erected in New York Avenue in

1894-97, contauns sculptures by Powers, Rauch,
Canova, and others, and paintings hy G. F. Watts,

J. Faed, Morland, A^ Scheffer, Uorot, Troyon,

Erskine Niool, Mengs, G4rdme, and others.

Hittory.— site of Washington was selected

for the Meral capital in 1790, and the federal dis-

trict (see Columbia, District of) was laid out on
territoiy ceded by Maryland and Virginia. The
part ceded b^ the latter state was retroceded in

1846. The city was planned by Major L’Enfant,

and in 1791 the present name was adopted. The
seat of government was removed here from Phila-

delphia in 1800. The city was captured by the

British in 1814, and the Capitol and other public

buildings were burned. From 1802, the date of its

charter, till 1871 it was governed municipally, but
from the latter year to 1874 the government was
territorial. Since 1874 it has been governed by
three commissioners appointed by the President,

and all questions of finance and general improve-

ment are determined by Congress. Pop. (1800),

3210: (1890), 280.392; (1900), 278,718.
wASHDn’OTcN, George, was bom in West-

moreland county, in the North American colony of

Viiginia, on the 22d of Februaiy, 1732, and was
great'grandson of John Washington, a gentleman of
^e south of England, who emitted in 1 657. The
education of young Washington extended only to
the ordinary branches of reading, writing, and arith-

metic, with the addition of brok-keeping and sur-

veying. His inclinations, it seems, led him to adopt
a sea-ufe, and when fourteen years old he obtained
the commission of a midshipman in the British navy,
but relinquished that service by the pressing entrea-
ties of his mother. After this he spent three years
in surveying a part of the extensive estates of Lord
Fairfax in Virginia, an undertaking fraught with
danger, owing to the lawlessness of the border popu-
lation and the treachery of the surrounding Indian
tribes. When only nineteen years of age he was
appointed adjutant-general of the Virmnia militia,

with the rank of major. Some time later he was
appointed envoy to the French commandant on the
Ohio, to remonstrate against certain encroachments
of his troops upon the province of Virginia. Upon
his return he was made lieutenant-colonel of a regi-
ment which had been ordered to proceed against the
French, the answer of the commandant not having
proved satisfactory. He had not proceeded far when
the command devolved upon him by the death of the
colonel, and bis services in this campaign obtidned
the thanks of the legislature of Virgil Soon after
he resigned his commission and retired to Mount
Vernon, an estote on the banks of the Potomac, to
whidi he had lately succeeded by the death of his
brother, purposing to devote himself to the oocupa-
tkms of a country life. In 1755 he joined the farces
under General Braddock as a volunteer, and was the
only officer of note who escaped unhurt from the
disMtioos ambuscade of 9th July, though four bullets
had passed throog^ hk ooat» and two horses were

* shot under him. In 1758 he h^ Ihs chief cnminand
of the Virginia conting^ in €l«neral Forbeses ena
dition agiunst Fort Duquesne^ but the foUowmg
Tear he resigned his military appdntments, married
Mrs. Martha Oustis, a wealthy widow of his own
age, and devoted his time to the management of hia

estates, raising wheat and tobacco, aim carrying on
brick-works and fisheries, assisted, like almost ail the

American landholders of the period, by slave-labour;

He sat for some years in the Virginia Assembly, and
like many of his oompatriots was at first oppom to
the idea of independence, but resolved to fight should
the grievances of the colonists obtain no redresa
Shortly after the outbreak of the war Washington
was elected commander-in-chief of the Amenoan
forces (15th June, 1775). To relate his life in that

capacity would be to write the history of the war of

independence, which we have already briefly traced

in the historical section of our article on the UMITBD
States. It is sufficient to say that the struggle was
carried cm by him under every possible disadvantage.

Neither he nor his subordinates had any experience

in handling large masses of troops; the continental

congress had no power of taxation, and no right to

compel the obedience of the individual
;
the country

had no foundries, no arsttoals, no forts, no navv, no
funds, no credit. Britain, on the other han<^ had the

prestige of the legitimate authority, of dhKdplined

armies, of a powerful navy, of the military possession

of many of the important towns, and of the macshineiy

of government for peace and war, together with the

expressed sympathy of a considerable number of the

colonists, es()ecially of the wealthier classes. His
first task was the re-organisation of the army, the

difficulty of which was seriouslv increased by the

want of discipline, sickness, and desertion among his

men, the unfriendliness of his officers, and the inter-

ference of the dvil power. No event of interest

occurred during the first eight months, but at last

Washington succeeded in fortifying Dorchester
Heights, which compelled the British to evacuate
Boston, 18th March, 1776. In 1781 the struggle

was virtually closed bv the surrender of Lord Ooni-
wallis at Yorktown; in 1788 the British evacuated
New York, peace was signed, and the independence
of the States recognized On the 28d December
Washington resign^ his commission as commander-
in-chief, and retired to Mount Vernon to resume his

occupation as a farmer and planter. He refused all

recompense for his military services, and only con-

sented to accept a sum wMch covered hia personal

expenses. On his return from a journey across the

AUeghanies he laid before the legislature of Virginia

a memoir respecting the junction of the head waters
of the rivers in the interior of that state; this led to

the organization of the companies who constructed

the James River and Potomac Canals. For his valu-

able service and advice on this occasion the state

voted him 150 canal shares, valued at 60,000 dollars^

which he applied to the endowment of Washington
College, Lexington, and of a university at the seat

of the federal government. After four years of re-

tirement he was elected the first president of the
new republic, and inaugurated 80th April, 1789, and
again in 1793. At the close of his second tenn ol

office, disgusted with the factious opposition of the
Republicans, headed by Jefferson and Randolph, he
resigned (1797) and once more retired to his esti^es.

Shortly afterwards, when a misunderstanding arose

between the United States and France owing to a
vexatious commercial policy pursued by both ooitn-

triea, measures of military and naval preparaticii

were adopted by the Congress, and Washington was
appointed lieutenant-general of the foroee ol the
United Stateo, but he had not to take the field in
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aoloal On the 12th Deoember, 1799^ while
taking hie ue^ ride round hk fanm^ he wee over*
taken hr e violent itonn of enow, whidi letterly

tatned Into e fettled cold ndn. He wee etteoked
with eonte leiyngitif, for which he wee profuielj
Ued hat he senk rapidly, end died on the 14th De-
oemher. He had a mind far above perty itrife, end
wee mourned by men of all partiee. (Werel Lee
onlV eznreffed tae univenel sentiment when he de-
scribed him in his funeral oration as 'first in wer, first

in peeoe^ and first in the hearts of bk countrymen/
Thioaghout hk whole career he showed himseu true,
juB^ and brave. He was a man of deeds, not words,
and hk success was as complete as hk task was
unimie and difficult. He had no family.
wASP, the name given collectively to various

genera of Hvmenopterous insects, belonging chiefly
to the family VespidsB, in which the head-shield is

of square shape, and the mandibles or greater jaws
short and toothed at their tips. The wings are
folded longitudinally when at rest The antenns of
the males are thirteen-jointed, those of the females
and neuters being twelve-jointed. The abdomen k
Cttg-shaped, and the mandibles oblique at the tip in
the genus Vetpa itself. The Wasp colony, like that
of the common bees, consists of three groups of indi-

viduals—^males,fenDialeB,and neuters or workers. The
community lasts for about a year only, and breaks
up at the commencement of cold weather; the males
bring then dead, and the workers dying^ofP, whilst
the femaleB hybernate hi holes in trees, ^e females
build nests in spring, and hatch larvae therein, which
develop into workers. These latter devote their
time and attention to the care of succeeding larv»,
which the mother of each hive produces. The
nests are built of a kind of paper manufactured
from woody -fibre obtained from leaves, the sur-
face of palings, tree-bark, The females and
workers are armed with stings. The largest British
Wasp k the Hornet (which see). The Wood or
Bush Wasp (V, sylvatrit) k a veiy common species,

which builds nests under roof-eaves, or attached to
walls, trees, or bushes. The Vespa vulgaris or Com-
mon Wasp makes a nest in the ground, and the genus
Odynerus, or Burrowing Wasps (included in the
family Eumenidce), represented by the 0, parietwa
of France, constructs a tunnel-like nest of compli-
cated form. These latter are sometimes named
False Wasps, and are little black insects banded with
yellow. A near ally of Odynerus k Eumenes pomi^
/orwiSf an insect of black colour with yellow wings,
and which builds its nests on walls. The genus
Eumefies has the basal segment of the ririomen of
narrow shape, and forming a pedicle or foot-stalk.

These are soUtary wasps, which develop no neuters
in their colonies, and which possess long mandibles
and a shortened thorax. Other genera of Wasps
include the well-known Pclistes GdUica, which has
the yellow bands continued on tiie antennae. These
Wasps have long bodies, and have the pedicle-like

abdomen described in the genus Eumenes. The
Waiqps of the genus Polices build nests cd papery
matwial, and attach them to bushes and shrub^ Po-
lybia liliacea oonstructs a nest 4 feet high, containing
musands of oells, and attached to branches of trees.

The Pasteboard Wasps {CharUrgus) nudce nests of

a material resembling c^-board. (7. nidulans of

Brasil oonstructs a nest of a beautifully white ap-
pearance externally. A mup of Hymenopterous
hueots, very much resembling bees and wasps in

appearance, and also fumkbed with stings, are known
as Band Wasps. They inhabit the warmer coun-
tries, and live solitary. One of them, the Amtnophila
sabvlosa, k shown at Entomoloot, Plate II., fig. 29.

1

WATCH, a well-known pocket instrument for'

Tiwfiffuri"g Little k known of the early mann*
factures of watches; there k authority for the

opinkm that they were mads of some form at ISTfini*

beig as early as 1477. Henry VIIL of England
ana the Emperor Charles V. are both well known to

have poasessed watches, and in Shaksperek time they

were worn by private individuals, as we learn from

hk Twelfth Night, in which Malvoliok made to say:
—*I frown the while; and perchance wind up my
watch, or play with some rich jewel* Some of these

early watches were oval, and as small as those of the

present day, otherswere as large asdessert plates; they

were all imperfect measurers of time. The wheek m
modem watches and in spring clocks are moved by the

force of a spiral spring (a thin steel ribbon) inclosed in

a hollow cylindrical barrel or box; the inner end of

thk spring (called the main-spring) k fastened to the

axis, or arbor of the barrel and the other end to the

inner wall of the barrel In winding up a watch the

spring k coiled up round the arbor, and by its ten-

dency to uncoil itself it sets the barrel in motion.

As the elastic force of the spring k greatest when it

k fully coiled up, it would act unequally on the

train of wheels, miless some means were taken to

modify it. Ihk k effected by the fusee, a cone with

a spiral groove cut on it
;

it k connected with the

barrel by a chain, one end of which k attached to

the bottom of the fusee and the other to the outside

of the barrel llie watch k wound up by placing

or turning the fusee by a key applied to the end
of its axis, this winds the chain along the spind

groove of tae fusee, winding it off the barrel, every

revolution of which helps to coil up the main-spring.

When the spring k fully coiled up, and allowed to

operate, the chain acts on the small or upper end of

the cone, where it has the least leverage; as the force

of the spring gradually lessens the cli^ reaches the

broader parts of the cone, and the leverage increases.

The fusee connects with the first or great wheel of

the watch (their centres coinciding), by a ratchet

and dick, which admits of the fusee b^g turned
backwards in winding, and by means of a stiff

spring sometimes set in the mat wheel the motion
of the train k maintained while the watch k being

wound up. The French, Gkneva, and American
watchmakers generally dkpense with the fusee and
chain and fix the great wheel on the barrel It has
been discovered ^t there k a position of every
spring in which its force does not materially vary
for four or five turns; and if the spring k sucffi that
thk position occurs just at the right degree of ten-

sion for using it in a watch barrel, it k evident that
it may be used for a main-spring without any further

provision for equalizing its force, llie other wheek
and pinions wMch constitute a watch movement are
essentially the same as those of a clock (see Clook-
wobk), until we come to the escapement. The ol^
watches were provided with the vibrating balance in
the form of a heavy ring the same as now used

; tb’
spiral hair-spring, which gives the oompensatf^d
balance whed all the perfection of the beet pendu-
lums^ was invented and applied by Dr. Hook about
1658. One end of thk spring k attached to the
axk of the balance wheel, round which it k loosely
coiled, and the other end fixed to the frame. Any
alteration in the length of the spring affects the
number of the vibrations in a given time, and advan-
tage k taken of thk principle to regulate the watdi.
A pointer or regulator turning on a ring, fixed to
the wat^-plate, conoentric witi the balance, k pro-
vided with two small pins called cuHhpins just dose
enough toother to embrace tire spring, and as tha
repilator k moved to the left or to the right the
vibrating portion of the spring k lengthened or short-
ened, and therefore the movement will be dower or
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fMiar. Tha«mpem0nteMnnm«roiis,lmtQiayt^
•till in use can De mentioned. The veiiioal escape-

ment oonsuti ol two pallets (see Cloox-wobk) placed

in a different |dane on the arlxnr of the balance wheel;

these pallets fit Into the teeth of the crown wheel,

•rhose levolntioii thus oommnnioates motion to the

balance. This form of escapement is going rapidly

oat of nse. The lever, now generally em^oyed in

the best watches, except bhronometera—is the inven-

tion of Berthoud, a f^oh watchmaker, and im-

proved by Madge ol London. It is distinguished by

the scape-wheel acting upon the balance through a

lever with a pallet at each end. In the horizontal

or blinder escapement the impulse is given to a
hollow out in the cylindrical arbor of the balance

by teeth of a peculiar form set on a horizontal crown

wheel In toe duplex escapement the scape-wheel

li furnished with two sets of teeth; one set is of

short pins standing on the rim of the wheel, and these

give the impulse; the other set are the usual teeth

for interlooldng; this escapement works with great

accuracy, but it is extremely delicate and easily

deranged. The detached or chronometer escape-

ment, originally a French invention, but perfected

in England by Eamshaw and Arnold alx)ut the

dose of last century, is characterized by the balance

being free or detached from the scape-wheel in its

vibrations, except at the instant of receiving the

impulse, as each tooth impinges in succession on the

pallet attached to the arbor of the balance. On this

unpulse being communicated a little cam, also on
the arbor, runs under the point of a straight steel

spring fixed to a piece called the detent, and lifts

this, together with the tooth attached to it that

ohe^ &e scape-wheel
; the balance with its pallet

and cams swings round, and as it vibrates bacl^ the

cam moves the little spring forward to admit its

passing, and the pallet receiving another impulse the

movement is repeated. As variations in tempera-

ture would, as in clocks, produce variations in the

rate of movement, this hiu to be dulv provided for.

The balance-wheel of the best watches is made of

brass and steel, as in the case of the gridiron pen-

dulum (sM Clock-work), the brass forming the
outer oircumferenoe, the steel the inner, and is

weighted by brass Imobs or weights. As the tem-
perature rises the brass expands and bends the steel

inwards, bringing the weights nearer the centre, and
so increasing the inertia of the balance. In setting

watches to time the hands of a pocket chronometer
or a duplex watch should never be turned backwards;
in other watches this is of no consequence.

WATER, a universally-diffused liqui^ the true

nature of which was not discovered till towards
the close of the 18th century. In 1781 Cavendish
carried out a series of experiments by detonating
mixtures of oommon air and hydrogen, or dephlo-
g^ricated air, as it was termed. He showed that
ny regularing the relative quantities * almost the
whole of the^ inflammable and dephlogisticated air
is converted into pure water.* Although Cavendish
ahow^ experimentally that water is produced by
bringing together oxygen and hydrogen, yet to Lavoi-
sier, who received information r^g^arding Cavendish’s
experiments, must be sailed the merit of inter-
preting aright the experimental resultst and of prov-
ing that water was a oomixrand substance—a com-
pound ol hydrogen and of oxygen. The diaoovery
has also been claimed for Watt, but it would appear
without good grounds. Water may be produced^
exploding a i^xture of two volumes of hydrogen
with one volume of oxygen; Inr psTting hydrogen
over many heated metallic oxides; and in various
oUmt ways. It exists^ althoui^ never in a pssfeotly
pure stats^ in immense quantities in nature. The
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omnpositioa of water has been detennined by two
distinct methods: 1, by volumetric synthesis; 2,

by
gravimetric lynthei^. In volumetric qmtiieais m
water measured volumes of pure dry hydrogen and
of pure dry oxygen are mixed, and the mixture is

exploded by the electric spark while standing over
mercury; the residual volume of gas is then mea-
sured; it is found that two volumes of hydrogen
invariably unite with one volume of oxygen. In
the second method a weighed (mantity of a metallic

oxide (usually cupric oxide) is aeoomposed by moans
of pure dry hydrogen at a high temperature^ and
the water which is produced is weighed. The decrease

in weight of the oxide gives the quantity of oxygen
in the water formed; while the difference between the
total weight of water and the weight of the oxygen
gives the weight of hydrogen used. It is found that

16 parts by weight of oxygen are always united with
2 parts by weight of hydrogen to form 18 parts by
weight of water. As 16 is taken to be the atomic
weight of oxygen the formula of water is HyO.
Water is a colourless, tasteless, inodorous Uqmid.

At all temperatures below O'* C. it is a solid, and at

all temperatures above 100** C. it is a gas. When
water at 0° is heated it contracts until it reaches the

temperature of 4** C., after which it expands; con-

versely, when water at 100** is oooled it contracts

until it reaches the temperature of 4** C., after which
it expands. 4** C. (=:S9".2 F.) is called the point of

maximum density of water; the specific gravity of

water is greater at this than at any other tempera-
ture. The fact that water expands on cooling from
4** to O'* is a most important one. If a sheet of fresh

water be cooled the upper layers become more and
more dense; they therefore tend to sink, and so fresh

surfaces are exposed to the cooling influences. But
when the temperature of themass of water has reached
4” any further cooling of the surface causes an expan-
sion of the upper layers, which continues until these

become ice; these layers of cold water consequently

float upon the warmer water underneath; hence it is

impossible for the mass of water to suddenly freeze

throughout When water passes from the liquid to

the solid state it expands to the amount of about

-xVth of its volume. Ihis expansion is sufficient to

bring about a large quantity of mechanical work;
and to it the bursting of water-pipes during frost is

to be largely traced. When solid water becomes
liouid, or when liquid water becomes gaseous, a con-

siderable quantity of heat is rendered * latent.* Steam
issuing fn^ boiling water is no hotter than the water
itself; water formed when ice is melting is no hotter

than the ice itself; yet heat is being communicated
to the ice and to the water. The latent heat of

water is 79 thermal units; the latent heat of steam
is 536 thermal units. In other words, in order to

convert unit weight of ice at O'* into water at O'* a
quantity of heat must be communicated to the ice,

which, if communicated to unit weight of water at

O'*, would raise its temperature to 79** C. In order

to convert unit weight of water at 100** into steam
at 100** such a quantity of heat must be communi-
cated to the water as would suffioe to raise the tem-
perature of that weight of water through 536'* C., or

586 times that weight of water through 1 ** G. Before

water can become steam the upward pressure of its

vapour must overcome the downward pressure of the

atmosphere; hence it follows that the boiling point

of water is conditioned by the atmospheric pressure.

Water boils at a much lower temperature on moun-
tain tops, where the pressure Is comparatively small,

than in the valleys.

The solvent power of water is very large. Aa
a rule hot water dissolves larger quantities of solid

matter than oold. Aa has Men mentioned water
407
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is nerar found In natnxe In n state of parity. The
different Idnda of natoral waters may be divided

into three groups:

—

Bain water; 2, river water;

8, wingf inclumng mineral water and sea water.

Jiain water, when collected before it toaohes the
earth, contains only such impurities as may be
derived from the atmosphere, chiefly consisti^ of

oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide. The rain

water of towns contains comparatively large quan-
tities of acids and of soluble salts, ^e amount of

these substances may be taken as an estimate of the
comparative purities of the atmospheres of different

towns. Rain water collected near the sea is lidi in

chlorides.

Biver water varies greatly in so far as the nature
and quantity of the substances held in solution by it

are concerned. The soluble constituents of river

water are chiefly such as may be derived from the

rooks through which the water of the springs which
have fed the river has percolated, llie dUution of

the original spring water by the continual influx of

tributa^es r^uces the relative quantity of solid

matter held in solution, while the escape of carbon
dioxide during the exposure of the surface water to

the air causes the precipitation of those salts which
were held in solution by the aid of the carbonic

add. River water is often largely contaminated by
the drainage of towns or of manufactories situated

on the river banks.

The soluble constituents of spring waters are very
various. In some springs the quantity of dissolved

solid matter is but trifling, while in others it amounts
to 2000 grains per gallon. Spring waters are usually

divided into classes in accordance as one or other

dissolved constituent predominates. Thus we have

—

A. Carbonatsd Waters, in which the dissolved

mineral matter consists chiefly of carbonates. In
accordance with the metallic carbonate chiefly present

this group is subdivided into: 1. Alkaline, in which
carbonates of the alkalies predominate. 2. Mag~
nesian, in which carbonates of magnesium predom-
inate. 8. Calcareous, in which carl^nates of caldum
predominate. 4. Cfudybeate, in which carbonates of

iron predominate.

B. SuLPHATio Waters, in which the dissolved

mineral matter consists chiefly of sulphates.

G. ChlorinatedWaters, containing chiefly chlor-

ides. These groups are also each subdivided into four

sectionB.

D. Sulphuretted Waters, containing large quan-
tities of sulphides or of sulphuretted hydrogen.
The waters of the wells of Ems and of Vichy are

examples of carbonated alkaline waters. Carlsbad
is an alkaline sulphatic; Bath a calcareous sulphatic;

Hombuig and Wiesbaden are alkaline chlorinated;

and BUu'^ate is a sulphuretted water.

Sea water is essentially an alkaline chlorinated

water. The quantity of solid matter held in solu-

tion varies in the waters of different seas. Inland

seas, as a rule, contain less solid matter than the

ocean : thus the solid content of the water of the

Black Sea amounts to about 1760 parts per million,

while that of the Baltic averages 17,700, and that of

the Atlantic Ocean 86,000 parts per million. The
constituents of sea water are chiefly chlorides and
sulphates of sodium, ma^esium, and potassium, to-

gether with bromides and carbonates, chiefly of potas-

sium and calcium.

In considering the suitableness of a water for

domestic use attention should be principally paid
to (1) the source of the supply, (2) the total solid

matter held in solution by the water, (8) the oiganio

matter held in solution, and (4) the action which is

Ukely to be exercised on the water by the means of

supply. Let us consider these point! briefly. In

examining the source of a water supply attention

should be especially paid to the proximity of drains

or sewers of any desoription, and to the likelihood

of contamination from these sources. The nature

of the soil through which the water percolates should

also be inquired into. The solid substances held in

solution by a sample of water may be estimated by
evaporating a measured quantity of the water to dry-

ness in a platinum basin heated by steam, and weigh-

ing the residue. From a knowledge of the total solids

in a water, unaccompanied byany further information,

no reliable conclusion as to the suitability of such

a water for potable purposes can be deduced. In
seeking to determine whether a sample of water

has undergone contamination with huitful oiganio

matter the following points are to be more particularly

attendedto :—(1) Estimationoftheamountof chlorine^

whether existing as hydrochloric acid or as a cldoride;

(2) estimation of ammonia; (3) estimation of nitrates;

and (4) detection, and estimation, if necessary, of

poisonous metals. The presence of an undue amoimt
of chlorine generally points to contamination with

animal matter.

Pure waters do not as a rule contain more than

8 to 4 grams of chlorine per gallon. It must, how-
ever, ^ borne in mind that such waters as flow

through a soil rich in chlorides—such, for instance,

as the waters found in the neighbourhood of the

Cheshire salt-beds —always contain large quantities

of chlorine. The sudden appearance of chlorides in

a water previously free or nearly free from these

substances points to animal contamination.

Ammonia may be obtained from most waters by
distillation after the addition of a little sodium car-

bonate; when the whole of thU ammonia has been
driven off it not unfrequently happens that the

addition of an alkaline solution of permanganate of

potassium and heating results in the production of a
further quantity of ammom'a. The ammonia obtained

by the tint distillation is usually spoken of as *free

ammonia,’ while to that obtained by the second dis-

tillation ^e name of * albumenoid ammonia ’ is given.

The presence of even small quantities of albumenoid
ammonia points unmistakably to organic contamina-

tion. Such ammonia is derived from the decomposi-

tion, by the agency of the alkaline permanganate
liquid, of nitrogenous matter of animid or vegetable

origin. Pure water should not contain more than
0*10 parts of *free’ ammonia per million, nor more
than 0*08 parts of * albumenoid ’ per millioxL

If nitrogenous matter has become thoroughly oxid-

ized it gives rise to the formation of nitric and
nitrous acids. The presence of these acids or of their

salts therefore generally points to previous contamina-
tion of some organic nature. As, however, these

things are the harmless—^that is, in the quantities

in which they occur in waters—products of the deoom-
position, and therefore of the removal, of hurtful sub-
Btanoes, their presence, even when in compart^velj
large quantities^ ought not of itself to condemn a
water.

The poisonous metals which are most to
occur in drinking waters are load and copper. Tfusm
may be easily detected and estimated even when
present in exceedingly minute quantities For details

of the analytical methods of water analysis reference
must bem^e to manuals of applied chemistry. It is

evident that in a water analysis we look for symptoms
of a disease; not for substances which are in them-
selves hurtful, but for substances whose presence Is

associated more or less invariably with others, the
action of which upon the system cannot but be most
pernicious.

Instoring water fordomesticpurposesthewatermay
undergo ountaminatioa from the vessels onntahiiiy M
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or from proximity to drains or other places emitting

noxious gaseSt It is certain that water exercises a

solvent action upon lead ;
but our ordinary le^en

water cisterns become coated with a comparatively

insoluble compound of lead, so that the danger of

contamination from this source is not gr^t. Hot

water should never be stored in leaden cisterns
j it

very quickly corrodes and dissolves the metol. Aer-

at^ waters act rapidly on lead ;
for this reason

they should never be prepared in le^en vessels.

The solvent action of water on cojiper is very small.

The system of storing water for drinking or cooking

in cisterns close to, or even communicating with,

the house drainage system, is a very bad one. (See

Sewaok, also Sanitary Soienoe.) In some circum-

stances, as in the case of swimming-baths, for in-

stance, large quantities of water have to be heated

to a certain temperature and kept at the same for

« considerable time while the water has to be

maintained in a due condition of purity. How to

accomplish this in the most effective and economic

manner becomes a question of importance, the most
satisfactory answer to which seems to be given by
the system known as the ‘ Rosher system ’ of heating

and aeration. By this system the water is not only

rapidly heated and maintained at an equal tempera-

ture throughout, but by causing a constant circula-

tion and forcing the water through an aerating filter

the requisite purity is attained, and the great ex-

pense of frequently changing the water avoided.

WATER-BED, a contrivance for relieving any
partial pressure of the body of a patient long confined

to bed, and so preventing the formation of ulcers

(lied-sores) whicn arise from such local pressure.

These beds are of various kinds. One form is that

of a trough half-filled with water, covered by a hwse
lining of india-rubber sheeting attached all around
to the upper edge of the trough so as to lie water-

tight, a mattress being laid between the invalid and
the lining. Another form is that of a large water-

proof bag which is laid upon an ordinary mattress

and half-filled with water, the w'eight of the body
resting upon this directly or w'ith bed-clothes be-

tween. Many practitioners prefer air-beds made
upon a similar principle.

WATER-BEETLE, the general name given to

various species of Coleoptera or Beetles, inhabiting

Winter and belonging to the family Dytiscidee (or

Dyticidae). The legs in these insects are adapted
for swimming, the two hinder pairs being flattened

and fringed with hairs. The body is oval and
flattened. The mandibles are short and strong, and
the thorax is broad. The front legs are short and
the antennse long. In the genus DytUcut (or Dyticus)

the tarsi of the males are wide and flat. The head
is short, and received into the thorax. J), marginalia
(see Entomology, PI. I., fig. 37) is the Great Water-
beetle of our ponds. These insects carry a supply of

air for breathing beneath the elytra or wing-covers.
At evening these beetles fly in the air. They are
eminently carnivorous in habits, and feed on other
insects. The larvs are active creatures, and are also
aquatic in habits. The genus llybiua, of which /.

<Uer is a familiar example, is another common genus
of Water-beetles. This genus has smooth elytra,
with a convex body, and the second and third joints
of the labial palpi nearly of equal size. The Gyrinidae,
Whirlwi^ or Whirligig Beetles, are also aquatic in
habits. They possess short front legs and antennae,
and the elj^ do not cover the tip of the body. They
derive their familiar name, and also their French
mAriqMt of Toumt^ueta, fimm their peculiar habit
of describing cirdes on the surface of the pools they
inhdbit. The Common Whirlwig {Qyrinua natatcr)
U shown in PL L at Entomology, 88. Another
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family of water-beetles is that of Hydrophilidaa, an
example of which, the Hydrophilua pieeaa, is shown
on the same plate. These bmtles hve on vegetable
substances, but their larvae are carnivorous.

WATER-BOATMAN {NoUmeeta glauea\ a spe-

cies of Hemipterous insect^ belonging to the section

Heteroptera and to the family Notonectidae. These
insects are so named from their habit of swimming
on their backs (Greek nOtoa^ back, niktos^ swimming),
and of propelling themselves by their hinder legs.

They also possess powerful wings, and make noc-
turnal flights. They are common in summer in all

our pools. See PI. III., fig. 36, at Entomology.
WATERBURY, a city of the United States, in

New Haven county, Connecticut, in a valley on the
Naugatuck River, and at the junction of two impor-
tant railway systems, 76 miles n.b. of New York.
The princi^ streets radiate from a fine public park
in the centre of the city. The chief public buildings

are an elegant city-hall (containing court-house and
corporation offices), many churches, a high-school and
other first-class educational institutions, a number
of public schools, an excellent free library, a public

hall, &c. There are rolling-mills, machine-shops,

clock and watch factories, tool -works, extensive

manufactures of brass goods, such as tubing, kettles,

wire, burners, &c. Pop. (1890), 38,202; (1900), 61,189.

WATER-CLOCK. See Clepsydra.
WATER-CLOSET. See Sewage.
WATER-COLOURS are prepared from any of

the ordinary pigments that work well in water, such
as cobalt, Indian red, gamboge, purple madder, burnt
umber, ivory black, made into a stiff and perfectly

smooth paste with gum-water or isinglass size, or a
mixture of the two, and then compressed in polished

steel moulds and dried; or they may be so treated as

to keep in a moist state, cither in flexible metallic

tulies or otherwise. The above are for drawings on
paper; the colours used for wall-papers and by the
scene-painter are less delicately prepared with size

or glue. Water-colours have always been used more
or less in drawing and painting; but water-colour
painting as a rival of oil-painting is of modem
origin. See Distemper, Illuminating, Manu-
scripts, and Painting.
WATER-CRESS {Nasturtium officinale)^ a cruci-

ferousplant distributed throughout Europe, Western
Asia, North Africa, introduc^ into North America
and the colonies, and choking some rivers of New
Zealand. It grows on the margin of clear streams,
or even partly immersed in the water. The stem
is decumbent at the base, upright, and somewhat
branching above, and a foot or more in length. The
leaves are smooth and pinnatifid, with the lobes

more or less sinuate on the margin, and the ter-

minal one always larg^t. The flowers are small and
white; pod linear. Ike plant has a pleasant, pun-
gent taste, and is employed as an antiscorbutic.

Great quantities are consumed as salad; and it it

cultivated to a considerable extent in many places.

In the bed of a clear stream the plants are inserted

in rows in the direction of the current; and all that

is necessary is to take up and replant occasionally,

to keep them free from mud, weeds, &c.

WATER-CURE. See Hydropathy.
WATERFALL. See Cataract.
WATER-FLEA, a general name given to various

genera of small crustaceans belonging to different

orders of the class Entomostraca. The commonest
genera of these animals are the Cypria and Cydopa^
shown onplate at Crustacea, figs. 31, 82. Of the latter,

the C, quadrieomiit belonging to the order Oope-
poda, is one of the ^t-known species. This lime
crustacean is veiy common in water which contains

vegetable matters. It has the head and chest pro-
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tected by a carapace or shell, and a prominent

jointed tail exists. A single lam e^^e is developed

in front of the head, and behind tms two pairs of

antennsB exist. The feet number five pairs, and are

used for swimming. The young appear to undergo

a metamorphosis, and first appear as Nauplius forms.

(See Nauplius.) The females are larger and more
numerous than the males, and are recognized by
their two external ovisacs or egg-sacs attached to

the tail. A single congress with the males appears

to fertilize the females for life. Equally common
water-fleas are those included in the genus Cjmri^y

of which C, tris-itrUUa is a good example. Cyjvru
belongs to the order Ostracoda, in which the entire

body IS inclosed in a bivalve * shell*, and the gills

are borne by the posterior jaws. The feet are not
used for swimming. These forms swim about by
means of tail-bristles. The females are fertilized

once and for life by the males; and the young
females appear to be capable of producing young by
a process of partkenogenem (which see). Baphnia
waUx (see same plate, fig. 30), or ‘the Branch-
homed Water-flea ’, belongs to the order Branchio-

poda {Cladocera), in which group the head is dis-

tinct, and the body inclosed in a carapace or bivalve

shell The head bears a single eye, and the mouth
hears two mandibles or larger jaws, and two maxillfie.

The gills are borne by five pairs of legs attached to

the uiorax. The larger pair of antennae give the

name to this species, being branched and serving

for swimming. The males are smaller and fewer

in number than the females. The summer eggs of

Daphnia, numbering from ten to fifty, are retained

between the halves of the shell and hatched in that

situation. The winter eggs are two in number, and
are borne in a peculiar receptacle which is cast off

and floats about, tlie eggs being hatched by the

returning heat of spring.

The name of Water -fleas is also given to the

insects of the family Hydrometridaj, of which one
species, Hydrometra pcdudunu, is figured on PI. III.

at Entomolout, fig. 32. These insects run about
on the surface of pools with the greatest lightness

and agility. They live on small insects.

WATERFORD, a county of Ireland, province of

Munster, bounded north by Tipperary and Kil-

kenny, being separated from the greater part of the

one and the whole of the other by the Suir; east by
Wexford, from which it is separated by Waterford
harbour; on the west by Cork; and south by the

Atlantic; area, 461,652 acres, of which a sixth is

under tillage, fully a half in pasture, a twenty-third

in plantations, and a quarter in waste, bog, moun-
tain, &c. The coast is in ^neral bold and rocky,

but besides the harbours of Waterford and Youghal,
at its east and west extremities respectively, has the

deep indentations of Duugarvan Harbour and Tra-

more Bay, The interior is rugged and mountainous,

being covered by the Gommeragh range, which in

Monavallagh rises to 2598 feet, and in the Knock-
meledown range to 2700 feet. The eastern part of

the county, with the exception of the extreme east,

which is Old Red Sandstone, is principally slaty

rock, but greatly broken up by igneous rocks; while

the entire west and the northern border is Old Red
Sandstone, but penetrated by a wide valley of moun-
tain limestone running east and west from Dun-
garvan to Tallow. The minerals include copper and
marble, both of which are worked; and also iron

and lead. The principal rivers are the Suir, navi-

gable to Waterford by large, and to Oarrick-on-Suir

% small vessels; and the Blackwater, by which
ve^ls of 100 tons ascend to the junction of the
Bride, and of 70 tons to Cappoquin. The climate
is mojlst, and the surface, partly covered with bog, is

much better adapted to pasture than agriculture.

The daily is the most important branch of rural

economy, and furnishes a lai^e export of butter.

l%e only other large export is bacon. The coast

fisheries employ a good number of people. The
county sends two members to Parliament. Pop.

(1881), 112,768; (1891), 96,702; (1901), 87,187.

WATERFORD, a city, pari, and county borough,

and seaport, in Ireland, capital of the above county,

97 miles s.s.w. of Dublin, with which it is connect^
by railway, on the right bank of the Suir, here

crossed by a wooden bridge 832 feet long, opening in

one place to allow vessels to pass, and communicat-
ing with the suburb of Ferrybank. It stretches

along the Suir for about 1 mile, consists in the more
modem parts of wide and airy streets and well-built

houses; but in the older quarters of irregular and
narrow streets, with ill-arranged, dilapidate houses.

The principal buildings are the Episcopal and Ro-
man Catholic cathedrals, the Protestant hall, the

town -hall; the custom-house and post-office, the

model school, the college of 8t. John (R.O.), the

united city and county jails and court-houses, the

lunatic asylum, the Dominican chapel, and the

Methodist church. There are several convents,

hospitals, and other charitable institutions. The quay
extends 1200 yards along the river, with a general

width of 40 yards, and has sufficient depth of water
to allow vessels of 4000 tons to discharge their car-

goes. Tlie exports, chiefly to England, are bacon,

pork, butter, eggs, poultry, fish, grain, flour, meal,

cattle, sheep, and pigs. There are several large

bacon -curing establishments, two breweries, two
saw-mills, and two steam flour-mills. Waterford
sends one member to Parliament. Pop. (1891),

26,203; (1901), 26,769.

WATER-HEN. See Gallinulk.
WATER-LILY {Nymphceacece^unovdetoi beauti-

ful aquatic plants, the greatest ornament of our lakes

and slow-moving waters. Their roots are large and
fleshy, often creeping horizontally at the bottom of

the water. The leaves are peltate or heart-shaped,

supported on a stalk so long as to permit them to

float on the surface. The flowers are large and
showy, and contain numerous petals, which pass by a
gradual transition out of the sepals into the stamens.
In the morning they raise themselves out of the water
to expand, and close agkin, reposing upon the surface

in the afternoon. Victoria Regia (which see), the

Victoria Water-lily, the most magnificent of the
order, is found in the still waters of the warm parts

of Eastern South America. It is plentiful in the

rivers Essequibo and Amazon. The lotus of Eg3q)t

{NympJuea lotus) has flowers of a pink colour, and
the margin of the leaves toothed. It grows in vast

quantities in the plains of Lower Egypt, near Cairo,

at the time they are under water. The roots are

oblong, tuberous, as large as an egg, blackish exter-

nally and yellow within, and are eaten cooked in

various ways. The seeds are also used in some
districts to make a' sort of bread. The yellow
water-lilies are classed in a genus under the name
of Nuphar. They are much less ornamental than
the preceding, and differ essentially in the form of

the flower. Ndumhium speeiomm, the Sacred
Water-bea^ allied to the water-lily, is said to be
the Egyptian lotus represented on Egyptian and
Indian monuments. See Lotus.
WATERLOO, a villa^ of Belgium, on the road

from Charleroi to Brusseu, about 10 miles from the
latter city, at the entrance of the forest of Soignies.

A short distance from this village occurred, June 18,

1815, the memorable battle which finally Ottered
the power of Napoleon. After the engagement at

Quatre Bras, and in consequence of we battle oi
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ZJmy, WeHington luid rsttred to tho forett of Sd-

gnSsi,and,Juno 17,oooa];ded an advantago^ portion

on tho heigliti aboot a nUe and a half In front of the

Tillage of Waterioo. BKloher, who had oonoentrated

hli troops at WaTie, about 10 mllea dirtant^ having

promised to support him, he here resolved to risk

a battle. The British army was divided into two

lines. The right of the first line oonsisted of the

second and fourth British divisions, the third and

sixth Hanoverians, and the first corps o£ Belgians,

under Lord HilL The centre was composed of the

corps of the Prince of Orange, with the Brunswickers

ancHassauers, having the guards under General

Cooke on the right, and the division of General

Alton on the left The left wing consisted of the

divisions of Pioton, Lambert, and Kempt The
second line was placed behind the declivity of the

heights to the rear in order to be sheltered from the

caimonade, but sustsined much loss from shells during

the action. The cavalry were stationed in the rear,

and distributed all along the line, but chiefly posted

on the left of the centre to the east of the Charleroi

causeway. The farm-house of La Haye Sainte in the

front of the centre was garrisoned; but there was not

time to prepare it effectually for defence. The villa,

gEirdens, and farm-yard of Hougomont formed a
strong advanced post towards the centre of the right.

The whole Britii^ position formed a sort of curve,

the centre of which was nearest to the enemy.
The French forces occupied a series of heights oppo-

site the British, there being a valley of no great

depth, and from 500 to 800 yards in breadth, between
them. Napoleon had bivouacked about a mile from
the British camp on the eminence of La Belle Alli-

ance, near the centre of the position occupied by his

army, which extended on both sides of the road
from Charleroi to Brussels, this road also piuMung

through the middle of the British lines. The French
were drawn up in three lines, the infantry corps of

Reille and Drouet with Pixd's cavalry forming the
first; the second consisting of cavalry, the third of

the 6th army corps under Lobau, while behind all

were the imperiid guard in reserve. There were
thus three corps of hifantry, two of cavalry, and all

the guards, amounting to about 75,000 men with

250 guns. The alli^ army amounted to about
70,000 men (of whom only 25,000 were British) with

150 guns. The troops of Napoleon were for the
most part veterans, while Wellington had an army
composed of troops of various nationalities that had
never fought together, and a great part of his English
troops were raw levies. Napoleon’s design was to

breaJc the centre of the British, and cut off their

retreat, but in all events to prevent them from
joining the Prussians. The battle began about noon,
June 18, by an attack of the second French battidion

on the advanced post of Hougomont. The wood
round this i>oet was taken by the French, but the
house, garden, and farm-offices were maintained by
the British guards during the whole day. About
two o'clock four columns of French infantry under
Ney advanced from La Belle Alliance against the
British centre. The cavalry supported them, but
were repulsed by the British cavalry, while the
infantry, who had forced their way to the centre
of the British position, were attacked by a brigade
brought up from the second line by General Picton,
while at the same time a brigade of heavy British
oavalrv charged them in flank. The French columns
were broken with great slaughter, and more
2000 men made prisoners, ^n after the French
made themselves masters of the farm of La Haye
Bainte. This was followed by repeated attacks on
the allied caitre and ri^t, Ney hurling against the
tosoiy hlilhaud’s cnirsasiwf^ cuirassiers

and the light and heavy cavalry of the guard, but
without success. The suldien of Wdliiigton held

their ground, and though th^ suffered severely, the

slaughter among tiieir opponents was as gr^ os

greater. During the battle several Fkenoh batteries

were stationed only a few hundred paces In front at

the British, and did great execution. Between four

and five the van of the fourth Prussian battalion

(which the French thought at first to be the corps of

Grouchy), under the command of General BUlow,
showed itself in front of the viUa^ of Planchenoit on
the right flank and the rear of the enemy. The
battalion had left Wavre the same momi]^, and,

animated by the presence of BlUcher, had overcome
all the obstacles of the march. Planchenoit was
taken, but the sixth French corps (Lobau’s), strength-

ened by reinforcements from the gpiards, attacked

the Prussians and forced them from &e place.

Napoleon, aware that BlUcher was approaching with

his troops, now resolved to make another desperate

attack upon the centre of the allied forces, and for this

purpose collected ten battalions of the old and middle

gua^ which made the attack in two successive

columns, supported bv flank attacks of other troops.

Wellington having collected all the troops he could,

quietly awaited the approach of the French, and as

soon as the dense columns had arrived within a

short distance he opened on them so murderous a fire

that they fairly recoiled, being immediately assailed

by the British and forced down the slope. A general

movement of advance was now made on the allied

side, and the sudden appearance of the first brigade

of the first Prussian battalion under General Zie-

then decided the battle. Their anrival had been

delayed by the badness of the roads. They imme-
diately separated the sixth French corps from the

rest of the army, and, by means of twenty -four
cannon brought to bear on the rear of the enemy,
put them to flight At the same moment the Briti^
cavalry had overthrown and dispersed the infantry

stationed at La Haye. These troops became min-
gled at La Belle Alliance with those who were pur-

sued by the first Prussian corps; and thus tneir

defeat heosane complete. The British and Prussians

followed hotly, and kept up a continued fire. A
portion of the guard held their ground with desper-

ate firmness and were out to pieces. The Frmoh
were thrown into inextricable confusion. All the
artillery and baggage were abandoned. At Belle

Alliance the victorious generals met. Bliicher now
ordered a pursuit on the port of the Prussians with
all the disposable troops. In Genappes, which was
taken by a sudden attack, the travelling carriage of

Napoleon, as well as many military chests, and the

rest of the baggage of the French army, fell into the

hands of the conquerors. The whole French army
was dispersed and disabled. The loss in killed,

wounded, and prisoners amounted to between 40,000

and 50,000. The allied loss amounted to 23,000 killed

and wounded, of whom over 11,000 were British and
Hanoverians, 8000 Netherlanders, and 7000 Prus-

sians. Napoleon hastened to Paris. Grouchy, how-
ever, returned through Namur, and brought his army
with serious loss to Paris. The Prussians often speiJk

of this victory by the name of La Belle Alliance;

the French have called it Mont St. Jean, from the

chdteau of that name in rear of the allied troops.

WATER-MITES {Hydiuchnida\ a group of

lower Arachnida^ belonging to the order Acuina, and
distinguished by having the head provided with two
or four ocelli or simple eyes, and by possessing four

pairs of hairy swimming legs. These mites appear
to exist in toeir earlier life as parasites on water-

insects^ and to undergo a metamorphosis-—the larva

having six legs only The Harl^uin Mite (AUm
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kkbiimieui) it » funfliar tpedAB, and fomis n kind
€f wab^ which retains air for breathing under water.

Another well-known genus is DipLodcmtuM^ the males
and females being respectively sociable and living

In swarms. Limnocharet aqmtieui, another genus
and species, attaches itself to insects. The b^y is

reddish and irregularly oval in shapes and the legs

are furnished with claws. A species of this genua,
L. ooncharum, isshownat Entomoloot,PL III., fig. 60.

WATER-OUSEL, or Dipper. See Differ.
WATERPROOF CLOTH. There are several

methods of rendering doth waterproof. The first

to be adopted was that which was patented by
Macintosh in 1828, and which consists in covering
the doth (linen or cotton) with a thin layer of caou-

tohoua This method has the inoonveidence of ren-

dering the doth impervious to air as wdl as water,

in consequence of which the continued wearing of a
waterproof garment of that sort is imt to induce a
disagmeably profuse perspiration. To obviate this

disadvanta^ the following two methods have been
resorted to for rendering woollen doth waterproof.

The first consists in dipping the doth in a solution

of soap which is rubbed well into its texture, and
then passing it through a solution of alum. The
other methcd consists in first dipping it in a solution

of gelatine or isinglass, and then in a solution of

galuL The gelatine or isinglass is rendered insoluble

by the tannin of the galls. A third method has been
recommended by Professor Balard. This is to steep

the doth for quarter of an hour in a mixture com-
posed of a solution of acetate of lead in water, and
another solution of sulphate of alumina.

WATER-SCORPION. See Nbpa.
WATERSPOUT. See Whirlwinds.
WATER-WHEEL. See Hydraulics.
WATFORD, a town in Hertfordshire, on the

river Colne, the Grand Junction Canal, and the

London and North-Western Railway. It is well

buUt, and has an ancient parish chur^ restored in

1871; two handsome modern churches, schools, en-

dowed public library, and school of sdenoe and art.

The London Orphan Asylum is also situated here.

In the town or vicinity are breweries, paper-mills,

silk-mill, wood-turnery establishments, and a straw-
plait manufactory. Pop. (1891), 16,819; (1901), 29,023.

WATLINGSTEEET, one of the Roman mili-

tary roads made in Britain while in possession of

the Romans, running from Dover by St. Alban’s
(Verulamium), Dunstable (Forum Dianse), Towcester
(Lactodurum), Atterston,and Shrewsbury, andending
at Card^w, in Wales.

WATT, James, the celebrated improver of the
steam-en^e, was bom at Greenock, January 19,

1786; and di^ at his seat of Heathfield, Staffordshire,

August 25, 1819. His father was a respectable

merohant and magistrate of Greenock, and James
received a good education in its public schools. He
had a delicate constitution, and very soon displayed

the same love of retirement and study whi(^ was
visible in all his after life. Having determined to

adopt the trade of mathematical instrument maker,

he spent a year in London learning the art, and not

long after his return endeavoured to set himself up
in DusineBB in Glasgow. In this he might not, per-

haps, have Bucoeeded, owing to the opposition of

the Glasgow burgesses, had he not bera appointed

(1757) mathematiGal instrument maker to the uni-

versity, which was outside of the jurisdiction of the

Glasgow municipality. He had apartments given

him in the college, where he remained till 1768,

when he removed into the town. From this time

till 1774 he acted as a dvil engineer—made several

surveys for canals and harbours, and some of his

plans were afterwards carried into execution. It

was during this period that he thought of and
completed most of his improvements of the steam-

engine. The idea of a separate oondenaer first

occurred to him early in 1765, and in January,

1769, he took out the patent for the improvement*
of the steam-engine in which this idea was apjdied.

But it WAS not^ the year 1774 that he united him-

self with Mr. Boulton, a great manufacturer at Bir-

mingham, in order to carry his improvements into

execution. In consequence of this he removed to

Soho, near Birmingham, where the establishment in

which his steam-engines were manufactured soon

acquired a European fame. He retired from the

business in 1800, when his patent, which had been

renewed in 1775 for twenty -five years, expired.

Watt was a fellow of the Royal S^eties both of

London and Edinburgh, and one of the few natives of

Great Britain who have been elected members of the

National Institute of France. He was twice married,

and was survived by one son, who carried on the

establishment at Soho, in partnership with a son of

Mr. Boulton’s. Besides improving the steam-engine

Watt invented or improved a variety of other instru-

ments. He had a powerful memory, and the range

of his reading was very wide. Chemistry, architro-

ture, music, law, metaphysics, and language were
the principal subjects which, in addition to physical

science and its practical applications, engaged hi»

attention, and in all of them his knowle^^ was
wonderfully extensive, minute, and accurate. Like
most other ingenious men, he was exposed to con-

siderable expense, trouble, and injury, by having hi*

inventions pirated; but of this he never took any
other notice than to protect his rights and the inter-

est of his family and children, by having recourse

to the laws of his country. Such was the infiuenoe

of his mild character and perfect fairness and liber-

ality, that all men of learning and sdenoe who were
at all acquainted with him, loved him as a friend ;

even pretenders to these accomplishments were sub-

dued by his plain sincerity, so that he disarmed envy
itself. For an account of the improvements that

Watt effected in the steam-engine see Steam-engine.
WATTEAU, Jean Antoine, a painter of great

merit, talents, and industry, bom October 10, 1684,

at Valenciennes; died at Nogent-sur-Mame, July

18, 1721. His parents, whose situation in life was
very humble, with difficulty contrived to give him tlie

instructions of a very inferior master in &e country.

In 1702 he went to Paris, in company with a scene-

painter, with whom he continued to work for a few
months. Soon after he found employment with one
Claude Gillot, who, although only a painter of deco-

rations for ballets, and a designer of costumes and
of patterns for tapestry, was a true artist With
him he found an opportunity of practising in all

these branches of art, and when he left him he found
another master in Claude Audran, keeper of the
Luxembourg, who was of great service to him in

opening to him the famous gallery of the palace in

which Rubens had painted in allegory the history of
Marie de M4dicis. He now b^an to paint on hi*
own account, but met at first with little enoourage-
ment But this did not last long and in the course
of a few years he became popular and prosperous.

In 1717 he was received at the Academy, and wa*
enrolled in its register under the nov^ title of
painter of fHea galanitt, A year or two before hi*
death he came over to England, in order, it is said,

to consult a certain Dr. Meade regarding his health,

which was never robust He remained a year, and
seems to have received more injury to health

from the English climate than bmefit from the
doctor’s prescriptions. His favourite subjects were
pleasure parties, balls, oonoerts^ masquerades, Ika
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WATTS^ lUAO^ an EagSUh Nonoonfonnitt di-

faie^ emiiMiitly dktingnkhed for hk leftrnine uid

p^,w bom at Soathampton in 1674, and was
adnoated for the miniatry at a Diwenting academy
in Lcmdon. In 1696 he became tutor to the ion of

Sir John Hartopp, at Stoke-Newington, near Lon-
don, and in 1702 luooeeded Dr. Isaac C^unoey (to

whom he had previously been assistant) as minister

of a Dissenting oongr^tion in the metropolis. An
attack of fever, in 1712, obliged him to relinqmsh

for a time his pastoral duties, when he obtained an
asylum at the house of Sir T. Abney, a London
alderman, at Newington; and there he r^ded during

tibe remainder of hk life. He died Nov. 25, 1748.

Among his works are Lyric Poems; Psalms and
Hymns; Sermons; Philosophical Essays; a discourse

on Education; an Elementary Treatise on Astron-

omy and Geo^phy; a Brief Scheme of Ontology;

Logic, and a valuable supplement to it entitled the

Improvement of the Mind ;
besides theological tracts,

and various controversial pieces.

WAT TYLER. See Poll-tax.
WAYES^ disturbances of matter in such a way

that energy is transmitted through great distances

while each particle of matter concerned moves to a
small distance from its initial position. A good
example of wave motion is when a pebble is dropped
into a smooth pool: it is seen that rings of waves
soon extend to the margin, but a floating chip or dry
leaf merely rises and falls with the waves. A com
field when moved by the wind also illustrates wave
motion; the heads of com merely move up and down,
whilethe wavesappeartosweep along with the velocity
of the wind. When a pebble is thrown into water
the waves are seen at the surface, but they also exist

downwards (the wave-front is of the shape of a shal-

low basin); the impulse is propagated in all direc-

tions from the point of disturbance as centre. When
a disturbance is produced at a point in air, waves pro-

ceed from that point as concentric spheres and carry

sound to the ear of a listener. Dr. Tbpler has invented i

an apparatus which renders such air waves visible i

(Pogg. Ann. cxxviL pp. 556-580). Light is supposed !

to be propagated by the wave motion of a substance

called ether in a manner somewhat analogous to the

propagation of sound in air. A wave-length is the
distance from a crest to the next crest or the distance

travelled by the wave-front while a disturbed particle

describes its complete path or orbit.

In the case of waves in the ocean produced by wind
j

there is a slight motion of translation in the direction
|

in which the wind is blowing. Ansted says *the I

highest and largest waves do not often exceed 40 feet !

from the crest to the deepest part of the trough. The
uninterrapted length of a wave of this magnitude is

not veiT considerable. When these great waves
approach the shore or shoal water and reach the
bottom of the sea they increase in height, reaching
sometimes to upwards of 150 feet, but mey diminish
in breadth or amplitude, and become pointed. Thus
lifted up they often topple over, breaking with great

violenoe into foam.’ A tidal wave is the motion of

high water to different parts of an ocean caused by
the joint attractions of the moon and sun and modified
by &e forms of the different coasts and the shi^ oi

the ocean bed.

WAVRE, a town in Belgium, in the province of

Braban^ on the Dyle, 15 miles south-east of Brus-
sels; with manufactures of cotton, bricks, matches,
candles, paper, leather; and a trade in com, and
more especially cattle. A sangninarr combat was
foughthm on the same day as the battle of Waterloo
(June 18, 1815), between a Prussian com under
Thielmann and a Erench divisian under tkoucby.
Ptopu (1897), 7971.

WAX is a concrete, unctuons-feeUng substanoe^

which partakes of the nature of fixed oiL It is

secreted by bees in constructing their hives^ and Is

also a most abundant vegetable production, entering

into the composition of the pollen of flowers, oovering

the envelope of ^e plum and of other fruits^ espe-

cially of tne berry ot the Myrica cenferOf and, in

many instances, forming a kind of varnish to the
surface of leaves. It is distinguished from fat and
resinous bodies by its not readily forming soaps when
treated with allcaline solutions. Common wax is

alwa^ more or less coloured, and has a distinct,

peculiar odour, of both of which it may be deprived

oy exposure in thin slices to air, light, and moisture,

or more speedily by the action of chlorine. At ordi-

nary temperatures wax is solid and somewhat brittle;

but it may be easily out with a knife, and the fresh

surface presents a diaracteristic appearance, to which
the name of waxy luttrt is applied. Its ipedfio

gravity is 0*96. At Ififi” Fahr. it enters into fusion,

and boils at a high temperature. Heated to redness

in a closed vessel it suffers decomposition, yielding

products very similar to those which are procurea

under the same circumstances from oil It is insol-

uble in water, and is only dissolved in small cman-

tities by alcohol or ether. Wax appears to oe a

mixture of myricin^ etrotic acid, and cerolein. The
name wax is now applied to substances other than,

but resembling bees’-wax
;
these substances are partly

of animal partly of vegetable origin. In bleaching

wax the wax must be melted, with a degree of heat

not sufficient to alter its quality, in a caldron so

disposed that the melted wax may flow gradually

through a pipe at the bottom of the caldron into a
large wooden cylinder that turns continuallv round
its axis, and upon which the melted wax falls. As
the surface of this cylinder is always moistened with

water, the wax falling upon it does not adhere to it,

but quickly becomes solid and flat, and acquires the

form of ribands. The continual rotation of the

cylinder carries off these ribands as fast as they are

formed, and distributes them through the tub. V^en
all the wax now to be whitened is thus formed, it is

to be put upon large frames covered with linen cloth,

which are support^ about a foot and a half above
the ground in a situation exposed to the air, the dew,
and the sun. If the weather be favourable, the

colour will be nearly discharged in a few days. It

is then to be remelted and formed into ribands and
exposed to the action of the air as before. Tliese

operations are to be repeated till the wax is rendered

perfectly white, when it is oast into cakes or moulded
into candles.

The principal applications of wax ore to make
candles and mediciw cerates; to give a polish to

furniture or floors, for which purpose it is hugely
used in Southern Europe; to form a lute or cement,

for which it is used by chemists; and to serve as a
vehicle for colours. For an account of the method
in which it was used for the last purpose by
the ancients see Enoaustio Pauttino. By modem
painterB colours previously prepared in oil are some-

times diluted just before being laid on in a mixture

of wax and oil of turpentine. This practice is much
resorted to by French artists, especially in mura)

lutings. The object of it is to keep the painting

&ee from that lustrous appearance which often ren-

ders it difficult to be seen properly in consequence of

reflection. Wax also forms a principal ingredient in

modellers’ wax and gilders’ wax. In the former the

other ingredients are druggists’ lead-plaster, hUve

o^ yellow resin, and whiting; and in the latter ver-

digris and sulphate of copper. Sealing-wax is nict

properly a wax at aU, but is composed of resin lao

and some less brittle resin. The largest oonsmnp-
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tion of wuL taJc68 plaoe in OathoUfc countries, where
large quantities are required for the candles used
in religious ceremonials. The total amount of wax
imported into Britain in 1901 was 40,114 cwts.,

vafned at £158,748. The largest amount came from
Germany, the United States, and BraeiL
WAXf SiALivo. See Sbal and Wax.
WAX-MYRTLE. See Cavdlbberbt.
WAX-PAINTING. See Enoaustio Paihtino

and Wax.
WAX-PALM {Ctrwylon cmdteola), a spedes of

palm yielding a substance somewhat resembling wax.
It is a native of the Andes, towering in maiestic
beauty on mountains which rise many thousand feet
above the level of the Be% mproaching even to the
verge of perpetual snow. Humboldt describes the
tree as attaining the height of 160 feet» while it

differs from all the other spedes of palms in flour-

ishing in a much colder temperature. Its trunk is

covert with a peculiar kind of varnish, possessing
some of the properties of wax. Vauquelte subiected
this product to chemical analysis, and found thsA it

contained two-thirds of resin and one-third of wax.
WAX-WING (Amptlit gamda), an Insessorial

Bird belonging to the sub-family Ampelinoi of the
Dentirostral section of the order. This genus is dis-

tinguished by the moderate size of the bfll, the nos-

trils bdng lateral and concealed by feathers. The
wings have their second quills longest. The daws
are short and curved. This and aUied birds derive

the term * Wax-wing * from the appendages attached
to the second^ and tertiary quill-feathers of the

winm and which rive to the bir^ the appearance of

havmg spots of red sealing-wax scattered thereupon.
The !]£>hemian Chattereror Common Wax-winga^ve
denoted, is a familiar example of this group. It

is found in tolerable plenty in England, but is not
a very common bird. The exact habitat of these

birds is believed to be North Europe; but other
OTinions agree in stating Central Asia to be its home.
The colour is a grayish-brown, variously marked with
brown tints. In flJl about eight of the waxy-looking
appendages exist on the wings and tail, these struo-

tu^ being developed in the seoond year. The food
consists of berries. These birds are eaten in Norway,
and their flesh is esteemed in other northern coun-
tries. See PI. II., fig. 21, at Ornithology.
WAYS AND MEANS, Committeb of. See

Supply (Committee of).

WEALDEN FORMATION. See Geology.
WEANING (of the child from its mother’s breast).

The age of twelve months, when the cutting of the
first teeth has taken place, may be regarded as about

the proper period for weaning. Wiw children who
are healthy, and out their teeth early, it may take

place still sooner; with weak, sickly children, it must
be delayed longer, and never should be attempted

during sickness or dentition. It is best for both

mother and child to bring it about gradually. By
BO doing the secretion of milk in the former is gnri-

ually duninished, and those complaints which arise

from sudden weaning are prevent^; while the child

is gradually accustomed to other kinds of sustenance,

and the reatlessness and want of sleep, which are so

troublesome in sudden weaning, are avoided. Both
during the weaning and some time after it, no food

should be given to the child except what is yery

light of digmtion, and more fluid than aoUd, and in

p^cular what has no stimulating qualities, nor any
that will tend to create acidity, or produce other

marked changes in the organic functions.

WEAPONS. See Arms.
WEAR, or Vbeb. See Ship.

WEARMOUTH, Bishop’s, and Mon Wbab-
MOUTH. See SUNDEBLAVD. I

WEASEL (JTiifteki twUpwrii), a upooleB of Caial-

vorottB belonging to tiie semi-plantigradi

division of the drier, and forming a typM example
of the family Mnstelidss. In this fainily, ^riiioh use
inolute the Skunks, Badgers, Gluttony and othsir

the body is elongiSed, the head Is long, the

legs short, and tite muzzle rounded. The feet have
ei^ five toes. In the genus MuOda the premolar

teeth number eight in eadi jaw. In many Mustel-

id» anal glands are developed these glands secreting

a strong-smelling substance, which is especially offen-

sive in the Skunks (which see), weasel is a
well-known British quadruped, attaining a length of

from 10 to 12 inches, and exhibiting a bright brown
colour on the upper parts, the under puts being

white. The tail is tinted uniformly with the body.

The weasel is a highly courageous animal, and makm
war on rats, mice, ha^ and rabbits, birds, and many
other animals. Many instances are on record in

which these animals have spontaneously attacked

horses and cows, and they seem nearly at all times

to exhibit an utter indifference to the proximity of

man. Thev are espedally fond of eggs, and rob

nests and nen-roosts. Their mode of killing their

prey is characteristic—since they usually fasten on

to the neck of their victim, and hold firmly on whilst

they suck the blood. The fur appears to chanm
colour in winter, and, like its northern allies, the

weasel may appear dad in a fur of a uniform white

colour. See PL II., fig. 17, at Carnivora.
WEATHER See METEOROLOGY.
WEAVER-BIRD, the name pven to various

genera of Insessorial birds, belonging to the Coni-

rostral section of the order, and to the family of the

FringillidsB or Finches. These birds are so named
from their habit of weaving together various materials

to formjtheir nests. They inhabit the warmer regions

of the Old World, being chiefly found in Africa and
India. Of this group of birds the PhUetOirm iocius,

or Sodable weaver-bird, is a good example. In this

genus the bill is compressed and arched above
;
the

winn have the first quill abortive, and the second

to me fourth longest This bird occurs in South
Africa. Its length is about 5 inches; and its colour

is brown, paler on the under parts, and marked with

light tints above. The nest is built of long grasses,

and a general roof or shelter is constructed, &neath
which several nests are built Each nest opens below

;

and the site selected for the nests, on the lighter

branches of trees, is calculated to defy the attacks of

snakes and monkeys alike. The eggs number three to

five, and are coloured bluish-white. Another social

weaver-bird is that known as the ' Mahali’ species.

This bird attains a length of 6 or 7 inches, and is

coloured brown, variegated with yellowish -white.

The Triia Weaver {Phceus Taha), also inhabiting

Africa, appears to frequent rivers. The colour <3

the male is yellowish-brown, black, and gray. Li
this genus the nostrils are partly concealed by plumes.
The Red-necked Weaver {Ifyphantomis textor) is

foimd in Congo and Senegal, and is distinguished by
the red band encircling the black neck. The head
is also black, and the other parts are coloured of an
orange-yellow. The length is about 6 inches. These
birds are often brought to Europe as cage-Hrds, and
when furnished with a few cotton threads will entwine
them in a skilful and ingenious manner between the
wires of their cage by aid of their bills. This
genus has the keel or ridge of the bill pointed on the
forehead. The wings have their fourth quills longest^

and the tail is short and even. The genus Textor,

exemplified by the Red-billed Weaver {T. erythro*

rhynchua), is perhiqw as filustrative a group of these

bi^ as any. This genus is distingnIshM by the
bill being broad at its base and curved towards its
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tip^ with wvwy edgw. The noifcrQi en deroed in

the bOL The toei aie ihort end the neui carved.

The Bed-billed ipedes k oonunon in South Afirioe.

Iti oolonr ie n very derk brown above, and reddish-

brown below. The chin and ean are black, the bill

beiiig aimaon. This bird is a great favocrite wiUi
dealers^ and can be bred in Eorope like the canary.

It appears, like certain other bii^ to pick insect-

larve out of the buffaloes* hides in its native country.

WEAVEB’S-SHUTTLE SHELL {Ovulutntfolva),

a qpedeo of Oasteropodous Mollusca^ belonging to

the Cowry family (C^rsoidfle), and so nam^ from
iti elongated shape, wMoh is extended by the canal

at each extremity of the shell being greatly produced.
WEAVING, the art of producmg doth by the

combination of flexible fibres, is one of very remote
antiquity, and in its primitive forms would seem to

be almost co-existent with the first development of

the constructive and inventive powers of man. The
frame or apparatus on which doth is woven is termed
a loom. Among all barbarous nations weaving con-

sists of warping and crossing grasses and such simple
materials as are most eaidy obtainable. This is

weaving in its most primitive state, and is purely

darning. The long threads running from end to

end of the piece are called the warp. The cross

ones interlacing from side to side, the weft. Cloth
may be wrought in this way, but it must be at an
immense cost of time. In the method of weaving
by darning every alternate thread of the warp must
be lifted by itself to put in the weft-shot, and the

process is therefore very tedious. If, however, a
method were invented for lifting up a certain portion

of the warp at once, which is called shedding the

web, to receive the weft shot, this would be a great

saving of time, and this is weaving in its second

stage. Weaving in this state exists among all par-

tially dvilized nations. Among the Egyptians, East
Indians, Chinese, and others, weaving has existed in

this state from time immemoriaL ^ese countries

are admirably situated for carrying on the manufac-
ture. They have abundance of the best material for

the purpose. The silk of China, the cotton of India,

the flax of Egypt, and the wool of Asia Minor, afford

inexhaustible and beautiful materials for the manu-
facture of doth. Hence they have been distin-

guished for the weaving of various fabrics from a
very early period. The writers of the Old Testa-

ment make frequent mention of the fine linen of

Egypt and the purple of Tyre. Herodotus, the oldest

of the Greek historians, who lived in the fifth cen-

tury B.a, informs us that cotton cloth was the com-
mon dress of the inhabitants of India. He says,

in speaking of this people, that Hhey possess like-

wise a kind of plant, which, instead of fruit, pro-

duces wool of a finer quality than that of sheep; of

this the natives make their dothes.’ The fine figured

fabrics, especially the silks of China^ were bought by
the Greeks and Romans at extravagant prices, even
for their weight in gold.

The great improvements in weaving all belong
to the l^t 160 years. In the Philosophical Trans-
actions of the year 1678 a description is given of
* a new engine*, invented by one M. De Gennes, ‘to
make linen cloth without the aid of an artificer*. In
this machine it was proposed to utilize water-power
for tlmt purpose, but it does not appear that the
machine ever came into use. The success of Ark-
wright in the application of power to spinning in the
latter part of the 18th century turned the attention of
inventors to the question whether it was not possible
to do the like for weaving. The earliest attempts to
solve this problem were those of Dr. Cartwright, who
in 1785 patented a machine which, though not al-

together successful in accomplishing what it was in-

tended to^ has been found oapable of improvement
to such an extent as to enable It almost entirdy
to supersede the hand-loouL The first power-loom
actually in use for weaving cotton fohrios was one
set up by a Mr. Austin In a factory near Glasgow in

1798. At first there was a great obstaole to tin
success of power-loom weaving in the necessity of

frequently stopping the loom to dress the warp as It

unwound from the beam. This obstade was over-

come by the invention, about the beginning of the
nineteenth century, of the dressing-machine for

dressing the warp before it goes into the loom, an
invention due to a Mr. Badcliffe, aided by a work-
man named Thomas Johnson. This machine is now
superseded W the beam-warping and slasher-sising

machines. For a notice of some of the other im-
provements in the machinery applied to weaving
the reader is referred to the following account of

the processes of that art.

I There are certain operations preliminarytoweaving
' which yam after it is spun must undergo before it is

ready for the weaving-machine. These are warping,

beaming, and sizing, of all of which mention is made
in the article Beaming. In that article it is men-
tioned that in power -weaving the operations of

warping and beaming are performed on one machine,

after which the sizing is performed on another ma-
chine in which also thewarp of several beams iswound
upon one. This machine is called the slasher-sizing

machine, and the accompanying PI. I. shows an ele-

vation and a plan of it. The b^ms taken from the

beam-warping machine are placed at that uart of this

machine which is seen at the right hand of the plate.

From these beams the yam is unwound, and passes

through a vessel containing boiling size, then round

two large copper cylinders neated by steam by which
the yam is dried, and finally is wound round another

beam at the other end of the machine.

Weaving is performed upon a Iwmif which is merely

a frame for the purpose of stretching out the waip
or web that is to be made into cloth. The web,

which is of any convenient length, is kept stretcbea

between two parallel beams, fixed horizontally be-

tween upright standards. The one beam, on which

the warp b wound, b called the yam roll, mid b that

which results from the operation of beaming, and the

other, on which the cloth b wound, the cloth beam
or roll The latter is near the front part of the

frame, or the part where, in the common hand-loom,

the weaver sits. Between the two beams, about

15 inches from the cloth beam, is an apparatus for

the purpose of shedding the web, or opening the

threads of the warp for the weaver to throw in the

shuttle and interlace the weft. Thb apparatus b
called the heddles, and consists of two frames with

cords stretched upon them hanging vertically from a

horizontal beam, in such a manner that either can

be raised or let down by means of a treadle. There

b a cord or single beddle for each thread in the warp,

and the thread b taken through a loop or eye in the

middle of the beddle. Every second thread b passed

through the loops of one leii of the heddles, and the

remainder through the other leaf. Consequently,

when one beddle b raised every alternate thread of

the warp b raised with it, and the warp b said to be

shed. The weft-shot b introduced or carried through

the shed by an instrument called the shuttle. Thb
b a kind of wooden carriage, tapering at each end.

It b hollowed out in the middle for the reoeption ol

the weft, which b wound on a bit of turned wood
called a pim or bobbin. The weft unwinds from thb
pim as the shuttle runs from the one side of the web
to the other. The shuttle b driven aorois 1^ re-

ceiving a smart blow from a wooden pin called a
picker (in some parts of Scotland driver). There b
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OMitf theie nini on each lida of tio loom, and thoj
are oonnoctod by a oord to which is attached a handle.

Hdldinff thia handle in his right hand, the weaver
moves me two pins together in each direction alter-

nately by a sudden jei%. A shuttle propelled in this

manner is called a fly-shuttle, and is the invention of

cue John Kay, a mechanic of Colchester, alterwMds
of Bury in Luioashire, who invented it in 1788.
Before that invention the weaver took ^e shuttle

between the Anger and thumb of each hand alter-

nately, and threw it across, by wMoh much time
was loBt in the operation. After the weft-shot has
been introduced, the next thing is to drive it home.
This is done by what is called the reed, which is

like a fine comb formed of flattened pieces of fine

wire or slips of cane, called dents. There is a dent
between every two threads of the warp, and to give
effect or strength to the reed to drive home the
shot with any required force, it is fastened in a
frame called ^e lay, lathe, or batten. The lay vib-

rates like a pendulum, and the weaver having formed
the shed, and driven the shuttle through it to the
other side of the web, then rapidly brings the lay
forward to the verge of the cloth, or fell, and strikes

home the shot
With the exception of Kay*s invention, and im-

provements in the adaptations of those parts of the
loom which move the warp for the purpose of form-
ing various kinds of ornamental figures on the woven
doth, no great change took place in the form of

looms till 1785, when Edmund Cartwright brought
his first power-loom into action. Since that time the

progress made in developing and perfecting the loom
has been simply wonderful

;
the automatic looms of

the present day apparently leaving little to accom-
plish in the way of improvement, except it be to dis-

pense with human superiutendenoe altogether. The
capability of the modem power-loom is extraordin-

ary: connected with motive power, and supplied

with the properly adjusted warp and weft, it goes on
fabricating textures of every kind from the plainest

calico to figured cloths of the most gorgeous designs.

Fabrics other than plain doths necessitate the use

of various attachments, such as twilling-motion^

Jacquard apparatus, &c., the latter of which can pro-

duce patterns in a practically illimitable variety.

In power-looms five distinct actions are performed:

(1) raising and lowering alternately the two sets of

warp-threads, (2) throwing the shuttle through the
shedding of thewarp-threads, (3) drivingupthethreads
of the weft after the shuttle is thrown, (4) unwind-
ing the warp from the beam, and (5) winding the

cloth on the beams in front of the loonm These dif-

ferent motions are produced by a driving shaft

which derives its power through a band from the

common shaft directly impelled by the engine, and
are performed with the most perfect regularity, thus

ensuring thorough uniformity in the structure of the

fabric, while at the same time a speed of from 200
to 400 shots per minute can be attained. An ar-

rangement is also introduced into most looms for

stopping when the shuttle sticks, when a thread

breaks, or when the yam in the shuttle has run out.

This arrangement is effected in various ways accord-

ing to the nature of the machine. For plain work,

such as book muslins, printing cloths and other light

fabrics, the loom known as Todd’s patent, shown on

PI. II., is remarkable for simplicity and efficiency. It

has the great advantages of lightness of oonstruction

and general openness of stmcture, thus allowing easy

access to all its parts, while it is also easily kept in

what is technically known as *furnishings ’. It differs

in constmction from other plain looms chiefly in two

points, first in shedding mechanism, that is, the me-
chanism employed in opening up the wazp to allow

tha rirattie to pass through every alternate thread;
and second, in picking mechanism, that is the me-
dianism employed to Pfopel the shuttle itself across

or through the warp. For the purposes of ^shedding’

the inventor dispenses with the nsual treddles aM
wipers, and instead uses a roller shaft a whioh mas
pa^^ to the driving shaft, and has a rodduff mo-
tion turning half round in one direction towards the

front of the loom and then half round in the oppo-

site diieotion, thus giving the requisite up and down
motion through strap 6 to the heddles e which are

supported by roller a. This is accomplished by an
arrangement of two half-moon shaped wheels and
lever which connects the shaft with another whioh is

geared to the driving-shaft e and runs at half the

speed of the latter. The lay / of this machine,

like most other power-looms, rocks on an under bar
and does not swing with the pendulum motion of the

hand-loom lay; the reed, shuttle-race, &a, is conse-

quently on the top, while the swords of the lay con-

nect the upper parts with the rocking-bar below.

The ‘picking’ mechanism, or the arrangement for

propelling the shuttle from one side to the other

through the shedding, which is one of the distin-

guishing peculiarities of the ‘Todd’ loom, is partly

connected with the lay and partly with the rolling

shaft a described above. The shaft a as it roclw

backward and forward raises and lowers alternately

two pins in slots at each side of the loom. These pine

come smartly in contact with two similar pins fixed

in a shaft attached to the sword of the lay ^ as it

moves backward, and, changing the motion, com-
municate an impact to the picking -stick h by
means of the leather strap % and through it to the
picker in the shuttle-box k. This movement takes

place alternately right and left, and so propels the
shuttle from side to side with wonderful speed and
regularity. A spring and strap is used for bring-

ing back the picking-stick to its position after each
shot, while the buffer-strap m softens the blow of

the picking-stick and keeps it from wearing. In this

loom the pickers have no spindles, hence the cloth

is kept free from the stains of the oil which has to be
used on looms where the pickers run on spindles. The
end of the warp-beam is seen at n; o a weighting

lever used to keep the warp in the proper degree of

tension: p is reed fixed in shell q. The cloth-

beam r receives the cloth from sand-beam s after it

is woven: these beams are regulated by the toothed

wheels t whioh are actuated by the lever u. The
handle for starting the loom u seen at v. The ca-

pability of the plain loom is much increased by the
introduction of special motions, such as the four-leaf-

twill motion, and the ‘tarlatan’ motion, which, by
means of a pattern cylinder, stops the shed as re-

quired in order to allow a number of shots to be
tmrown in so as to form a kind of cord.

When the colour of the yam in warp and weft
is the same, and the arrangements are such as we
have hitherto described, the process is called plain

weaving, and the result is a fabric of uniform colour,

and in which the warp and weft threads regularly

interlace, every warp yam passing above and below
every second weft yam, and every weft yam above
and below every second warp yam. Pattern weav-
ing consists either in using different colours in warp
or weft or both, or in weaving with a more oompli-

oated mechanism than that already described, or in

combining both variations. Without a more oompli-

oated mechanism only the simplest patterns can be
wrought, namely, striped patterns, and what is called

a shot pattern, in whioh a warp of one colour is inter-

woven with a weft of a uniform but different oolonr.

Longitudinal stripes, or stripes running in the diieo-

tion of the warp, are produoM by making warpyana
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m ookmr ahmatt wHh otilim of Molliflr oolow
*E^!aii8mae alripoa oansoit be pfodooed withoot an
addHknal (dintSle oontainlng a diffarantlj odloiiied

wefljaiiL LcngitadliialaiidiniiiveneBtr^
be oomfained in any manner the weaver may deaiie.

When only two ooloiin are oied. and the lame
nunber of yama of each oolonr are made to alternate

with one another in warp and weft^ a regular check

ia produced—^that ia, a pattern oonalating of aquares.

It ia evident that when only two ooloura are uaed

one of the atripea in a atriped pattern muat alwaya

be pnre or aelf-ooloured and the other mixed or ahot;

ana in a check pattern a^-oobured aquarea of one

colour will alternate with ahot aquarea, in the next

line aelf-ooloured aquarea of the other colour with

diiot aquarea. An ingenioua contrivance for facilitat-

ing working with different ahuttlea waa invented by
Bob«rt Kay, a aon of the inventor of the fly-ahuttle.

The ibuttlea travel each from ita own compartment
In a box on one aide of the loom to ita own compart-

ment in a box on the other aide. The oompartmenta
lie one above the other; the boxea are movable ver-

tically; and there ia a aimple mechaniam to bring

each ahuttle when required to the plane on which it

ia to travel Pancy weaving ia another very extenaive

and diatinct branch, and waa until recently almoat

wholly wrought by hand. It oonaiata of the interlacing

of the warp and tne weft in auch a way aa to produce

a flower or figure. Thia figure can only be produced in

weaving by two waya ->by relieving the warp from the

weft, and by contraating colours and shading. Con-
trasting and shading can be carried to any extent in

weaving; but relieving can bedone only to theextent of
the thidmeas of the thread. The weft may be thrown
almoat altogether on the one side and the warp nearly

altogether on the other. Thia is done by twilling;

and this kind of weaving is, prot)erly speaking, the

r
ound of fancy work. The shed of plain weaving
always one thread up and one down all over; but

in twilUng there ia one thread out of 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, or any other number up, and the rest down. It

ia obvious that if the same threads and groups of

threads were raised or depressed each time this oould

be effected with no other mechanism than ia required

for plain weaving; but in that case there would be
no weaving at all in the proper sense of the term.

To make a web of twilled doth the shot thread muat
be made to pass over or under a different group of

threads each time, and every thread of the warp
muat be raised singly in turn. To effect this there

muat be an addition^ leaf of heddles and an additional

treadle to work it for every additional thread of warp
that ia to appear on one aide of the web—that is,

three leaves of heddles for two warp threads together;

four for three warp threads together; and so on.

When, for example, one thread is to be raised out of

four, one leaf of heddles will be required to raise

thrMds 1, 6, 9, 18, and so on; another to raise 2, 6,

10, 14, Ac.; a thi^ to raise 3, 7, 11, 15, Ac.; and
a fourth to raise 4^ 8, 12; 16, Ac. A power-loom for

weaving fuatiaD, which is a twilled fabric, is shown
in the first plate. At the right liand of the ma-
chine at the top, are to be seen the levers for raising

and lowering the different leaves of heddles. Twilling
with a warp and weft of the same colour has only the
effect of producing a ^i^th smooth on one surface
and dhyonally ribbed on the other. When the warp
and wen are different ooloura, say Ubek and wUte,
then one surface will appear black with
white streaks and the otherwMte with diagonaTUack
streaks.

To work afigured patternon thedoth the apparatus
required Is stillmore complicated In this oase^ where
tibe warp and the weft are of different odouni; the
pattern is formed by contrasting and reUevi^ The

oldest invention for effeotbg thisobjeot Is eafled the
draw-loom, ia which the md ia partly fomed by
heddles and partlvly an apparatna galled the harnesi,
The harness isexdunvelynsM for fonnlngthepattoni,
and is an ingenious arrangement of oords, wherel^ a
different set of threads is ndsed for every shot ot
weft aooortUng to the pattern for which the arrange-

ment Is made. When this beantifnl and ingenioua
invention was originated is not known, but it baa
undergone very gi^ improvement sinoe the Quick-

ening and extension of the trade by machinery.
The harness is so arranged on a framing called the
carriage that an assistant, usually a Ihtle boy, stand-
ing at the side of the loom, can draw the oo^ and
thereby raise the yarn. The arranging of the oorda
for a particular pattern is a very laborious operation,

someUmes occupying a man for three or four montha
continuously. When the weaver has got all this

done, and &e lathe on, the loom is mounted, and if

he has got the yam dressed all Is ready for work.
He then sets himself on the front of the loom, with
his feet immediately above the treadles, and oom-
menoes weaving by treading the first treadle with

the right foot, which raises the shed; he moves the

lathe back with his left hand, and seizes the picking

pin to throw the shuttle with his right Tne boy
then draws the first lash, and the weaver throws the

shuttle through the shed, and goes over the treadles^

working four, six, or eight shots, according to the

design, before the boy changes the lash. He baa
then wrought the little squares of the first line in

the pattern. The boy then drops the cords, which
are caused to fall quickly by the piece of lead wire

suspended from each mau. He instantly raises iha

next lash, and this he does so quickly that the weaver
does not require to stop the process of shuttling.

The harness shed here raises the warp in stripes;

and if the weaver throw in the shuttle without rais-

ing the beddle shed the shot would be floating from
the one stripe to the other, wholly unattached to the
warp. The heddle shed, therefore, by raising one-

eighth of the warp, and at the same time by the
sinking leaf depressing one-eighth part of that raised

by the harness in succession, thus binds the whole
tmtber, but throwing the weft chiefly on the upper
side of the web.

This is damask weaving, the prindple on which
table linen is wrought, and a g^t many shawls,

chiefly for the foreign market When the fabric is

well made it is boSi very durable and very pretty.

Both of the sides of this kind of cloth nu^ be sud
to be right The figure is on the one side and its

counter]^ on the other. Damask weaving, how-
ever, although forming the basis of all harness work,

is in itself veiy defective in expression. It cannot

portray a rich inflorescence. Whatever ia the

colour of the weft it is all incorporated more or less

in the ground; it therefore suffuses colour, and from

its defectiveness in shading and deepening it can do

little more than exhibit a bare outline.

This defect in shading is indeed inseparable from

the principle of damask weaving, where the weft,

whatever may be the number of oolouis used, is all

interwoven with the warp. But if instead of this

arrangement we have two kinds of shots, one exoln-

rively used for the spotting on the pattern and the

other for tibe ground, which is merely for the purpose

of kreping the spotting shots in their places, we have

the principle of full harness weaving, on which all

rich and extensive patterns are wrought; and this

p^dple inexhaustible resources for plotoriai

effect The ground in this case, therefore, is a kind

of texture or net-work, between the meshes of which
spotting shots are thrown in to form the pattern;

and in the mterstioee between the patternwhm they
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are not needed for this purpose they float on the
surface of the cloth, and are cut off ^ter the piece

comes from the weaver. In weavi^ this sort of

work the weaver commences by throwing in a ground
shot on the twill, and when this is done i£e boy
draws the lash for the spotting shot. This shot is

then thrown, and the lash for tne next spotting shot
of another colour is raised and thrown in like manner,
and so on for as many spotting shots as may be used
in the pattern, when the weaver closes them all in
with a ground shot In this kind of weaving, there-
fore, the spotting shots, however numerous, add
nothing to the length of the piece; they merely
increase the thickness and colouring of the pattern

;

and hence the value of the shawl, as a piece of work,
depends on the number of spotting shots between
each ground one. Those spotting shots that are used
continuously over the whole pattern are called covers,

but when used intermittingly or partially they are
but parts of covers. As the weaver is paid so much
per cover, and in proportion for a part, and as the
material used is likewise in proportion to the num-
ber of covers, the manufacturer who is a severe

economist endeavours to give effect with as few
covers as possible. This is always more or less evi-

dent in cheap shawls.

The chief inconvenience in the weaving of shawls
arises from the dependence of the weaver on the

draw-boy. He is wholly incapable of proceeding

without him, and as much of his success depends on
the ability and management of the boy, he is fre-

quently a source of great uneasiness to the weaver.

An invention, therefore, to enable him to draw the

harness shed by the process of weaving, and thereby

dispense with the boy, was much want^, and eagerly

sought after. Various methods for this purpose

were invented and tried by the trade, but were at-

tended with little success till the introduction of the

French or Jacquard loom, so called from the inventor,

a native of Lyons. The invention belong to the

beginning of the nineteenth century, but its intro-

duction into general use both in France and Eng-
land was slow.

The inventors of all the plans that were previously

tried to supersede the boy endeavoured to adapt
their contrivances to the loom just as they found it,

with all the details fitting it for manual operation.

It could not, therefore, be otherwise than compli-

cated and expensive, circumscribed and limited in

its application. M. Jacquard, in full mastery of his

subject, swept away all the details that were added
merely to enable the boy to act upon the harness.

What he wanted was to raise any given number of

the cords by the weaver’s treadle, with the least

possible inconvenience in weaving, and we shall see

how well he accomplishes his object. On the top

of the loom, above the harness, is fixed a framing,

having at its under part a board pierced with eight

rows of holes, fifty-one in a row. Through these

holes, attach^ to eyes on the ends of an equal

numl^r of perpendicular hooks, short cords descend,

to which are tied all the cords of the harness, the

eyes of the hooks resting on the holes. The hooks

pass upward through eyes in as many needles placed

in eight horizontal rows one above another, the eyes

allowing the hooks a small backward-and-forward

motion. One end of each needle is caused to pro-

trude through the side of the frame by a spiral

spring, on which its other end rests, con8e(]|uently

carrying the hook with which it is connected in that

direction. Above this is a movable frame, in which

are placed, horizontally and at right angles to the

needles, eight flat iron bar^ corresponding with the

eight rows of hooks, which are sUjpfhuy pressed

against the bars by means of the spiings acting on

the horizontal needles, the curved part of the hooks
being just above the bar ready to be lifted by it

when the frame is raised. The flat sides of these
bars are made to incline a little out of the perpen-
dicular toward the hooks, those which are to be
raised being thereby caught with more certainty by
the bars on their ascent, and when the frame de-

scends the tops of those hooks which were not raised

are pushed ikck by coming into contact with the

inclined side of the bars, and by this means getting

into their original position above them, in reMiness
to be lifted if required. It will be thus perceived,

that as each hook passes through an eye in one of

the horizontal needles, if any of their protruded
ends were pushed back the nook connected with
each would be carried along with it out of the way
of the bar, and if the lifting-frame was now raised

none of those pushed back would be taken up by it.

In order to raise any required number of those hooks
with the cords and warp attacked to them, the fol-

lowing apparatus is employed: a four-sided roller or

barrel is suspended in a swinging frame, exactly

opposite the ends of the needles, and having each of

its four sides perforated with holes answering to

them in number and |)Osition, and into the perfora-

tions in which their ends would enter if the roller

was applied to them, thereby allowing the hooks in

connection with them to remain unmoved. An end-
less band of cards is made to revolve over this roller,

each being exactly equal in size to one of its sides.

These cards are pierced with holes opposite the

needles connected with the hooks wanted to be
raised, and when the roller with the card on its face

is pressed to their ends they pass through the holes

in the card into the perforations in the roller, and
are raised on the elevation of the frame carrying
the lifting- bars

;
the rest of the needles, being pre-

vented by the card from entering the roller, are

pushed b^k, carrying the hooks out of the way of

the bars. The next motion causes a quarter of a re-

volution of the roller, and presents another card to

the ends of the needles; and so on until all the cards

have revolved, which completes the pattern, and
which goes on to be repeated by the further working
of the loom. The .Jacquard was first applied to the

hand-loom, where the various motions of the machine
were all produced by the action of the weaver’s foot

on one treadle, which communitated with levers con-

nected to its moving parts, causing a vibratory and
rotatory motion of the roller, a revolving of the cards,

and the raising of the movable frame with the lifting-

bars; it is now most extensively used with power-
looms. When designs are of a very elaborate char-

acter, many thousands of cards have to be used, in-

stances occurring when they have exceeded 30,000
in number. Several methods have consequently

been suggested or adopted to dispense with such a
costly and cumbersome part of the machine, one of

the most obvious improvements of this kind consist-

ing in the employment of a roll of paper, or a series

of very thin pasteboard cards punched with very
small holes into which the fine needles of a secon-

dary apparatus fit; this apparatus is attached to the
front of the ordinary Jacquard in place of the wooden
cylinder. A valuable improvement obviates the ne-

cessity of having to change the set of cards in use

when weaving goods having end borders or figured

centres or both. In the ordinary way a sufiBcient

number of cards would require to be used to work the

design right through
;
but it is usual to employ one

set of cards for the centre figure or border or both, and
another set for the ground and end border, chai^ng
the cards when required. This entailed a consider-

able loss of time, and the improvement referred to

enables the weaver to effect the change almoet im<
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medbt^jr* To the ordinary Jacquard with which
the loom ii foraidied la added o aopplementary

Miparatiia d the aame kind, but amaller. Snppoee

the fint appantna bean the oarda of the body and
border pattern, and the aeoondary the oarda of a
central deaign. The hameaa from both maohinea

conjoin near the maila which lift the threada, and
when the weaving haa progreaaed to the point where
the central deaign oommenoea, a block plate is lowered

^tween the needlea and the oarda of the primary
machine which renders it inoperative, and the cards

on the secondary machine are brought into oper-

ation. When the design is completed the second

iq>paratus is thrown out of gear, the block on the

primary removed, the needles of which resume their

action. Among the important improvements of the

Jacquard loom be mentioned the Bonelli and the

Durand looms, ^e former applies electricity to

replace the cards used in the Jacquard for pushing

in the needles. The pattern is pidnted with a resin-

ous ink on an endless band of paper covered with

tin-foil. This band of paper with the metallic sur-

face is made to paas under a aeries of metal teeth

connected with a galvanic battery, and in so doing

to establish electric circuits, and to produce as many
electric currents as there are teeth in contact with

the tin-foU. These currents magnetize an equal

number of electro-magnets, which lie in eight hori-

zontal rows in the same lines with the rows of

needles. The resinous ink used in painting the

pattern on the tin-foil has, however, the effect of

rendering those parts of the band of tin-foil over

which it is spread non-conducting, and hence of pre-

venting the production of currents through the metal
teeth that come in contact with those parts, and the

magnetizing of the electro-magnets corresponding to

those teeth. At every movement of the band of

tin-foil, consequently, there are a number of magnets
magnetized corresponding to the unperforated parts

of the card for a particuhur portion of a pattern in
{

the Jacquard loom, and a number left unmagnetized :

corresponding to the holes pierced in the card. Now
|

opposite the rows of magnets are similar rows of

small iron rods contained in a movable frame. By
the motion of this frame the ends of these rods are

brought in contact with the electro-magnets; and
those magnets which are magnetized retain the cor-

res) Minding rods, while those which are not magnetized
allow the rods to be carried back by the returning

movement of the frame. During this return the

rods that are carried back with the frame are by a
simple mechanical contrivance temporarily fixed in

their position; and since the frame in this return

movement is carried to the points of the needles

some of these are pushed back by the rods carried

with it, while others keep their position, their points

being reoeivetl in the holes left by the rods which
are held by the magnets.
One of the latest and beet forms of the Jacquard

loom is the electrical one patented and manufactured
The Carver Looms Company, Ltd., Glasjgow,

and shown in operation at the Gla^ow International

Exhibition of 1901. The following account of it is

taken from the Handbook on the Industries of Glas-
gow and the West of Scotland, which was published

by the Local Committee for the meeting of the

British Association in Glasgow in 1901: *The ma-
chines of the Carver Looms Company, Limited, con-

stitute a simple attachment to the present Jacquard
machines, to which they can be clamped in a few
hours to replace the card mechanism, and they electri-

cally inte^ret the design from a single metallic

sheet bear^ the pattern. These pattern-sheets are

produced inimy number from the original deaign so

rapidly and at such a low cost that it u cheaper and

more convenient not to preeerve them, bnt simply
to preeerve the original design, and reproduce at any
time they may be required any number of working
plates from it, the pattern being removed after use
from the metal, which can thus w used indefinitely.

The electro-magnetic ^tem employed is such that
the machines effect their object with an exceedingly
small expenditure of electric^ energy. The meta&io
pattern-sheet is arran^ about 5 feet above the
ground level, so that it is immediately under the eye
of the attendant, and it can be taken out of the ma-
chine and another substituted for it in a few seconds.*

Looms in which a stri];^ warp of coloured yams
can be crossed with similar or contrasting colours
are called ^check ’ or ‘shuttle’ looms, and are supplied
with two or more boxes at one end of the lay for the
reception of shuttles containing the different colours

of weft. In the majority of cases the shuttle-boxes

are arranged one over another, horizontally, at one
end of the lay, and are raised to or lowered from the
level of the shuttle-race, as required, by means of

levers actuated by a revolving barrel, the surface of

which is pierced with holes which are sot with pins

after the Jacquard principle, so as to produce any
given pattern. When the boxes are all at one end of

the lay a shuttle of anv particular colour can never
make less than two shots. By having an equal

number of boxes on each end of the lay, however,

a single thread of any colour required, or any odd
numl^r of threads, can be put in as desired; this

arrangement is called the ‘pick-and-pick’ plan. In
other cases the boxes are made to revolve round a

centre. A very effective check motion is attached to

a loom manufactured by the Anderston Foundiy Co.,

Ltd., Glasgow (see Plate II.). In this loom the Jac-

quaid attachment is driven by means of the rod a
attached to driving-shaft 6, which also directly drives

the lay— the shuttle-boxes of which are seen at c.

The picking-sticks d are worked by means of wipers

or picldug-cams, which impact on bars projeotiDg

from vertical shaft e, on the top of which the picking-

stick is fixed. Three toothed wheels, ///, regulate

the cloth-beam, and at the same time are the means
whereby the thickness of the cloth is determined.

The check-motion consists of a barrel which is

{lerforated with a number of holes for the reception

of pins of a size and number according to the pattern

derign, and consequently the number of shuttles

con^ning different colours required. In the revol-

ution of the barrel each bole is equal to two shots :

where no pin is inserted the top box, or the one
which usually rests in line with the shuttle-race, is

used; where a pin of the lowest height is put in, it

lifts one box, one a little higher the second box, and
so on till the end of the series or pattern. Two pen-

dants h A, one of which is up while the other is down,
regulate the motion of the barrel till a laige pin put

at the end of the pattern shifts the pendant and re-

verses the barrel, when the pattern is begun again

from the beginning. This barrel acts through a hori-

zontal rod on the bottom part of a quadrant, which

contains two notched horiwntal levers. The levers

of a bell-crank, which are kept moving every second

shot by a cam on the under shaft of the loom, have

each a pall or catch which engages with the notches

in the horizontal levers, and Mitts the shuttle-boxes

up or down one or more spaces at the instant^the

pattern-barrel indicates a change of shuttle; A pair

of springs attached to the bell -crank levers yWd
when any hitch occurs, such as the shuttle piokw not

being properly taken l^k at the compound-box end
of the lay, or when any obstruction takes place in

the sifting of the shuttle-box. This obviates the

necessity ofhaving a separate mechanism for stopping

the loom when an accident oooara.
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For pUdn and hnoy twHla, ipoti, aatin oliaoka,fta,

or, In fact, any fabric which doea not require more
tlum eizteen leaves of heddlee for its produothm, what
is known as the Dobby loom is a very simple and effi-

oient machine. In the latest form of thu loom the
heddles are attached to two parallel series of hori-

zontal coupled levers, one series above and one below.

In connection with the upper series are a grooved
pattern cylinder and a sheaf of verticid hooked
needles which connect with the upper set of coupled
levers. Into the grooves of the cylinder a connected
•chain of perforated cards fit. Square-headed pegs of

wood are fitted into certain of these perforations, in

accordance with the pattern desired, and these as the
cylinder revolves come in contact, in due order of

time, with the vertical needles, which, by means of

their hooks, raise the respective levers which work
the shed and form the pattern. The lower series of

levers are furnished with strong spiral springs, which
•draw the heddles down into their original position as

«oon as the pressure of the studs on the vertical

needles are withdrawn.
The Lappet loom is one suitable for weaving either

plain or gauze cloths, and also for putting in repre-

eentations of flowers, birds, or the like. The lappet

figures are formed by the threads being pasUd
through a series of needles set in a frame, which is

placed between the reed and the shuttle-race. This
frame is made to slide backwards and forwards from
right to left, the needles being raised at the proper

moment so as to allow the weft to pass under the

figuring threads, and so bind them into the cloth.

Looms for weaving narrow-wares, such as ribbons,

tapes, &c., were formerly of considerable breadth, for

the purpose of taking in a greater number of warps.

Each web had its own warp on a bobbin or beam, and
•each had its own shuttle. When weaving goods with
figures on them, the Jacquard was applied. The
form of loom now in use has usually an eye-pointed

needle, which traverses the shed and back again be-

tween each movement of the harness, the loop of the

weft being locked at the selvage by the passage

through it of a shuttle and its thread.

Cross weaving is a term applied to that prooess in

which, as in gauze weaving, the warp-threads, instead

•of lying constantly parallel, cross over or twist around
one another, thus forming a plexus or interlacing

independent of that produced by the weft.

Double weaving consists in weaving two webs
«imultaneouBly one above the other, and interweav-

ing the two at intervals so as to form a double cloth.

Kidderminster or Scotch carpeting is the chief ex-

AD^le of this process.

rile weaving is the process by which fabrics like

that of velvet, velveteen, corduroy, and Turkey car-

pets are produced. In the weaving of these fabrics,

besides toe ordinary warp and weft, there is what is

•called the pile-warp, the threads of which are left

standing in loops a&>ve the general surface till out,

and the cutting of which coni^tutes the pile.

Amonff the curiosities of weaving machinery may
be mentioned a convex-weaving machine for the

manufacture of several articles of clothing, having

•convex surfaces, and also a circular loom in which
the shuttle moves in a circular race and continuously

In one direction through warps arranged in a drde.

Tha fabric in one form of this loom,u^ for weaving

ekirta, is woven round a block suspended below

the frame which supports the warp. The shuttles

move in a circular or other endless track, and inter-

weave their threads with the warp threads round
4he block.

WEBER, KablMaria Friedrich Erhst, Barov
TOH,an eminent German musioian,was bom in Eutin,

18th December, 1786. His father, a man of volatile

disposition, was a ohapel-mecter in that capital, but
his numerous schemes led him to travel about Ger-
many, and his son, who accompanied him, reoeivad

from too many masters a Uberal but irregular educa-

tion, chiefly directed to art. He remained for some
time undecided between music and painting, but at

an early age showed a decided predilection for the

former. £i Hildburghausen he received in 1796-97
from Hanschkel the basis of an excellent style as a
piano-forte player. In 1798 he enjoyed in Salzburg

the instructions of Michael Haydn, and had six little

fugues printed as his earliest work. During the same
year he pursued his studies under the celebrated

singing-master Wallishauser, and the excellent or-

ganist Kalcher. While studying harmony and com-
position under Kalcher he wrote his first opera. Die
Macht der liebe und des Weins, The Power of Love
and Wine, and several other pieces, which were
afterwards committed to the flames. The art of

lithography having been invented by Senefelder, the

Webers, father and son, thought to excel him in that

art, which was still imperfect, and to free themselves

from dependence on publishers by lithographing their

own works, and in this same year they printed Six

Variations for the Piano-forte, No. 1. In 1800 they

came to Freiburg on the Saale, where they thought
to establish their new art on a large scale; but their

means failing, the project was abandoned, and young
Weber, who had felt the occupation too mechanicid

for his genius, returned to music. Here he wrote

the opera of the Waldmadchen, which was performed

at Chemnitz, and afterwards in several other places;

another opera, written in the following year, and
highly commended by Michael Hayd^ was per-

form^ at Augsburg in 1802. In 1803 he came to

Vienna, and placed himself under the instructions

of the Abbd Vogler, an enthusiastic teacher, who ac-

quired a great influence over him. For a year he
studied under the directions of this master, and al-

most abstained from composition himself. Vogler pro-

cured him a musical directorship in Breslau, on which
he entered in autumn, 1804. Here he wrote the

opera of Biibezabl, which was never finished, and of

which only the overture (called Zum Beherrsoher der

Geister) is known. In 1806 be went to Carlsruhe

on the invitation of Prince Eugene of WUrtemberg.
Here he wrote two symphonies and some miscellan-

eous pieces. After some professional joumeyings,

partly caused by the war, and a residence in Stutt-

gart, he came in April, 1810, to Darmstadt, where
he found his teacher Vogler, and resumed his studies

under him in company with Gansbacber and Meyer-
beer. Here he composed many overtures, sonatas,

and symphonies for the piano-forte, the cantata Der
erste Ton, and the opera of Sylvana based on the

Waldmadchen, and which may be regarded as the

forerunner of his master-pieces Freischiitz and Eury-
anthe. In 1810 he produced at Manheim the
operetta of Abu Hassan. In 1811 he made a pro-

fessional journey through Germany and Switzerland.

From 1813 to 1816 he directed the opera at Prague.
After the battle of Waterloo he composed the cantata

Kampf und Sieg (Battle and Victory). In 1816 he
went to Berlin, where he wrote his beiantifnl Bonatas

in A sharp and B flat, and various other works.

Towards llie close of this year he went to Dresden
as director of the German opera, a poet which he
held till his death. Besides a mass, an offertory,

and various instrumental pieces, he wrote the muiM
to Predosa and the opera of Fieischiitz, which was
first performed in Berlin on 2lBt June, 1821. In
1822 Euryanthe was produced on commission for

Vienna, and was brought out there In Augusti 1828.

The fame of Weber was now wide-spre^ and In

1824 he was requested by Charles Kemble to write
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an open for Oovent Gkurden, for which Oberon was
aeleo^ as a sabjeot. To fil himself for this task

Weber studied ihiglish. It was brought out under
his superintendence on 12th Aprils 1826, and met
with an enthusiastic reception. He had come to

London in February suffering from disease of the

lungs, and the unfavourable season hastened the

progress of his malady. He conducted with diffi-

culty a benefit concert on 26th May, and expired in

bed on the night of 4th-5th June. He was buried

in the Roman Catholic chapel of Moorfields, but in

1844 his body was removed to Dresden, before the

theatre of which town a statue of him, by Reichel,

was erected in 1860.

WEBSTER, Daniel, a celebrated American
statesman, was bom on 18th January, 1782, in the

township of Salisbury, New Hampshire, where his

father was a farmer. He studied for four years at

Dartmouth College, and having adopted the legal

profession, and spent some time in acquiring a

practical knowledge of its details, was admitted

as a practitioner in the Court of Common Pleas for

Suffolk county. In May, 1807, he was admitted as

an attorney and counsellor of the superior court of

New Hampshire, and in September of the same year

removed to Portsmouth, where he continued for

nine years. In 1813 he was returned to Congress

by the Federal party in New Hampshire, and from
that period to the close of his life took a prominent
part in public affairs, being especially distinguished

as an orator for lucidity of argument, soundness of

logic, and at times great fervour and earnestness.

No public speaker could surpass him in producing

an impression on an audience, and the same quali-

ties which distinguished him in Congress were con-

spicuous in his practice at the bar as a lawyer. In
1816 he took up his residence in Boston, for which
he was elected in 1822, and again in 1824 and 1826.

He became a senator in 1828, and in 1836 was an
unsuccessful candidate for the presidentship. His
only visit to £uro{)e was made in 1839. In 1841,

under the presidency of General Harrison, he was
appointed secretary of state, a capacity in which
he negotiated with Lord Ashburton, in 1842, the

Oregon (or Ashburton) treaty between Great Britain

and the United States. Another unsuccessful can-

vas for the presidentship was made by him in 1848,

and in 1860 he succeeded General Taylor as secre-

tary of state under President Fillmore. This office

lid continued to occupy till his death, which took

place at his estate at Marshfield, Massachusetts, on
24th October, 1852. A collection of his speeches,

state papers, and correspondence was published at

Boston in six volumes, the year previous to his death.

WEBSTER, John, dramatist, son of a London
tailor, was lx>m about 1580. He appears to have
followed his father’s occupation, and in 1604 he was
a freeman of the Merchant Tailors’ Company. In
1602 he began to write plays in collaboration with
other playwrights, but he attained to his full power
only when, between 1607 and 1612, he adopt^ in-

dependent authorship. He added to The Malcontent,
a play bjr John Marston, and he was associated with
Dekker in writing the two vigorous prose comedies.
Westward Hoe (acted 1604) and Northward Hoe
(acted 1605). The White Devil, a tragedy published
in 161^ was his first independent work, and is now
reco^piized as one of the beet tragedies of its age.

Appius and Virginia, published in 1654, followed
soon afterwards, and in 1616 his masterj^eoe, The
Duchess of Malfi, was first produced at the Black-
friars Theatre. It was first puUished in 1623.
This great tragedy, which has won enthusiastic
praise from CWles Lamb and many subsequent
critioB of eminence, is based on a Neapolitan story

found in Bandella The Devil's Law Case was
published in 1628, and appears to have been
Webster’s last play. Of other plays sometimes
ascribed in pi^ to Webster, only A Cure for a
Cuckold (published in 1661) seems to contain any
of his work. Webster wrote in 1624 a pageant for

the ^rd Mayor of London, and in 1612 he was
associated with He^ood and Tourneur in pro-

ducing Three Elegies to the Memory of Prince
Henry. He also contributed verses to other works.

death probably occurred in 1625. There are
editions of Webster’s works by Dyce (four vole.,

1830; new eds,, 1857 and 1886) and Haxlitt (four

vols., 1856). J. A. Symonds edited a selection in
the Mermaid series in 1888, and there is nn edition

of The Duchess of Malfi in the Temple Dramatists
by C. E. Vaughan (1896).

WEBSTE^ Noah, lexicographer, was bom in

Hartford, Connecticut, 16th C^tober, 1768. In 1774
he entered Yale College, but his studies were inter-

rupted by the outbreak of the revolutionary war, in

which he served under his father as a volunteer.

He graduated in 1778. He was admitted to prac-

tise law in 1781, but the unsettled state of the

country left him no immediate opportunity of ob-

taining a suitable opening in this profession, and
in 1782 he removed to Goshen, N.Y., where he
taught a classical school. Soon after, he published

his Grammatical Institute of the English Language,
in three parts. Part 1 (1783) containing A New and
Accurate Standard of Pronunciation; Part 2 (1784),

A Plain and Comprehensive Grammar; Part 8

(1785) An American Selection of Lessons in Read-
ing and Speaking. The first part of this work after-

wards became fK)pularly known as Welister’s Spelling-

book. Up to 1847 the sale amounted to 24,000,000,

and it has since reached far more than double that

numlier. His literary activity was henceforth very
great, and among works issued by him during the

next few years we may mention Sketches of Ameri-
can Policy (1784-85) ;

Examination of the Leading
Principles of the Federal Constitution (1787); and
Dissertations on the English Language (1789), pre-

viously delivered as lectures. In 1789 he settled at

Hartford to practise law, and in the autumn of the

same year he married. For some years his business

continued to prosper, but political considerations

induced him to remove in November, 1793, to New
York, where he established a daily paper, the

Minerva, for the purpose of supporting the govern-

ment. He published in 1794 a {Mtmphlet on the

Revolution m France, and he wrote ten essavs

under the signature of ‘ Curtius ’, in favour of tne

treaty of 1796 with Great Britain. These publica-

tions had a i)owerful influence in stemming the tide

of feeling in favour of a French alliance. In con-

nection with a visitation of yellow fever he made a
special study of the history of pestilential diseases,

and wrote a work on contagious diseases which was
published in England and America in two vols. 8vo,

1799. In the previous year he had removed to New
Haven. In 1802 he published A Historical Investi-

gation of the Rights of Neutrals, and Historical

Notices of the Origin and State of Banking Insti-

tutions and Insurance Offices. In 1806 he published

an 8vo English Dictionaiy. In 1807 he published

a Philosophical and Practical Grammar of the Eng-
lish Language, in which he adopted a new nomen-
clature, which has not been received. He now
entered on the preparation of his great work, the

American Dictionary of the English Language.
Having collected many new words, and carried out

resear^es through the various languaj^ related to

English, he proceeded to the completion of his dic-

tionary, and in 1824, when it was nearly finished*
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be Tklted Biirope to proonro inch Informetiim ac ho
hod boon nnobio to obtain In Americo. After o
ihort itoT in Parii he went to EoffUnd, wheio he
finiihed nil dictionory during on ei^t monthi* red-
denoe in Cambridge. In June, 1825, he returned to
Amerioo. An edition of 2500 oopiei ii hk diotfonary
wai published in 1828, followed by an edition of
8000 in England under the luperintendenoe of £. H.
Barker. In 1840 he publiihed o leoond edition In
two Toll, royal 8yo^ with ezteniiye odditioni to the
ooabulaiy and oorreotioni of definitions. In 1848
he published in one toL 8vo, o Colleotion of Papers on
PoUtioal, Literary, and Moral Subjects, being a re-
mint of some of his earlier writings. He died 28th
May, 1848. Webster was throughout life associated
with many of the most eminent men of his countiy,
and always took an active share ii^ public life, sup-
porting his party chiefly by his pen. Several enlarged
and improved editions of his dictionary have been
rablishM since his death both in Ainerioa and in
England, and it has always held its plaice as a stand
ard work.

WEDGE, a piece of wood or metal, thick at one
end and sloping to a thin edge at the other, used in
splitting wood, rocks, &c. llie wedge is one of the
mechanical powers, and besides being used for split-

ting purpo^ is used for producing great pressure,
as in the oil-press, and for raising immense weights,
as when a ship is raised by wedges driven under the
keel If the power applied to the top were of the
nature of a continued pressure, the wedge might be
regarded as a double inclined plane, and the power
would be to the resistance to be overcome as the
breadth of the back to the length of the side, on the
supposition that the resistance acts perpendicularly
to tiie side. But since the power is usually that of
percussion with a hammer, every stroke of which
causes a tremor in the wedge, which throws off for

the instant the resistance on its sides, no certain

theory can be laid down regarding it. To calculate

the power we require the additional elements of

weight of the hammer, momentum of the blow, and
the intervals between the blows, and further the
amount of tremor in the wedge and its antagonism
to the resistance on the sides. All that is known
with certainty respecting the theory of the wedge is

that its mechanical power is increasi^ by diminishing
the angle of penetration.

WEDGWOOD, JoBiAH, the celebrated potter,

was bom at Burslem, in Staffordshire, July 12, 1780.

He was the son of Thomas Wedgwood, a manufac-
turer of pottery in the district. The art was then in so

poor a state t^t pottery was largely imported from
the Continent. Wedgwood received little education,

as, his father being then dead, he was employed in his

brother’s work at the age of nine. ^ incurable

lameness^ the result of small-pox, and which subse-

quently compelled him to have his right leg ampu-
tated, compelled him to give up the wheel. He
removed for a time to Stoke, where he entered into

nartnership with persons in his own trade, and where
his talent for ornamental pottery was first displayed.

In 1759 he returned to Burslem, and set up a small

manufactory of his own, in which he made a variety

of fancy articles. His business improving, he ex-

tended it to white stoneware, and to the cream-col-

oured ware for which he became so famous. Having
made a table-service of this ware for Queen Char-
lotte^ he was appointed potter to her majesty. He
now opened a warehouse in London, and his partner

Bentley procured him vases, sculptures, cameos, and
other appropriate articles for imtation. He sue- I

oeeded in producing a ware so hard and durable as
to render works of art produced in it abnost inde- I

Btmctible, and also to be of great service for the I

manufacture of vessels exposed to the actlonof adds
in chemical and manufacturing processes. He also
succeeded in executing paintings on pottery without
the artificial gloss so detrimental to the effect cl
superior work. In 1771 he erected a work at Etru-
ria, a village in Staffordshire^ which he founded, and
where he built a mansion for himself and houses for

his workmen. His improvements in pottery, which
included form, substance, and deoori^n, m all of

which he attained an excellence rarely equalled,

created the great trade of the Staffordshire Pottmiei^
which even durii^ his lifetime acquired a remark-
able expansion. He made fifty copies of the Port-
land va^ which were sold for fifty guineas each, a
sum which it is said did not cover his expenditure hi

their production. He took an active interest hi

matters of public interest, was one of the leading

promoters of the Trent and Mersey Canal, founded
the General Chamber of the Manufactures of Great
Britain, and was a member of the Royal Society and
the Society of Antiquaries. He died at Etruria,
8d January, 1796. See Pottery.
WEDNeSBURY, a pari, and mun. borough of

England, in Staffordshire, 19 miles S.S.E. of Stafford,

with a Gothic i>arish church on the summit of a
hill at the northern extremity of the town ; several

other churches and chapels, a town-hall, free library,

a mechanics’ institute, public baths, a benevolent
society, an alms-house, and several schools. The
principal manufactures are railway-carriages, patent
axles,and general ironwork for railways; steel tubing
for gas and water, and steam-pipes

;
gun locks and

barr^ springs for coaches, hinges, nails, screws,

spades, shovel^ edge-tools, and wrought-iron work
of every description. The borough, which includes

the parishes of Darlaston and Tipton, sends a mem-
ber to Parliament. Pop. of mun. bor. (1891), 25,847;

(1901), 26,644; of pari, bor., 69,088 and 72,478.

WEDNESDAY, the fourth day of the week, in

Latin, dies MercuHiy whence the Prench Mereredif

the Italian Mercoledi^ The Germans call it

Mittwoch (mid-week).. The English name is derived

from the old Scandinavian deity Odin or Woden.
In Anglo-Saxon it is Wodnetdatg; in Swedish, Oefetis-

da<i; in Dutch, Woensdag, We find the same prefix

in the name of some English towns : Wednesbury,
Wednesfield, &c. See also Asu-Wednesday.
WEEK, a period of seven days, one of the com-

mon divisions of time. The w^k is not a natural

division of time, and the question when, why, and
by whom it was first adopted necessarily arises in

connection with its actuid prevalence. The only

natural explanation offered is that it has been ad-

opted as a quarter lunation; but as there is no abso-

lute necessity for dividing the month into four, and
a large fraction is needed to make the weekly squkre
with the lunar periods, this explanation is not satis-

factory. The week is, in fact, a much closer division

of a year than of a month; but the division of the
year into fifty-two portions is so purely arbitrary

that this can hardly suggest the origin of the weelL
The convenience of some short recurring period or
cycle of days is obvious, and it is the prevalence
alone, and not the occurrence of a particular cycle,

that has to be accounted for. The practice of anti-

quity on the subject does not seem to have been so

uniform as is sometimes supposed. Among the
nations who adopted the week as a division of time,

the Chinese, Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldsans, Jews,
Persians, and Peruvians have htem mentioned, hut
in some cases the antiquity of the practice is doubt-

ful, and in others the name has been applied to other

cycles than that of seven days. The nations with
whom the weekly cycle has been traced with cer-

tainty to the greatest antiquity are the Egyptians
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Mid th« Hdlnewi. With the former we on)/ know
of iti wdetenoi^ hot with the letter It hed e much
more importeat duureoter. IMr eerlieet reoordi

epeek of He erietenoe, end refer it to e period pre-

viooe to thet of the netkm iteeli LabeiL the unde
of Jeoob^ alhidee to the week ee ea eetebUahed mee-
erne of time la Gea. zziz. 27. The origin of the

week la further eeorlbed In the Jewlih Scriptnres to

the oxeetion of the world, end la wrought into the
inatitntione of the netion In e reriety oi weyi^ but
pertionleriy 1^ the oonaeoretion of the seTonth dey
to the wonhip of the Creetor. The Hebrew wora
for week le of e general aiffnificetion, end appliea

equally to e period of Mven Smyb, seven months, and
seven yean, each of which had a partionlar celebra-

tion attach^ to it In the Hebrew ritual, hence the
use of days to represent years in the prophetic

writings Is accordh^ to the natural genius of the
language. The number seven had a mystic signifi-

cance attached to it in the symbolism of the Jewish
religion in a variety of other ways. The Homans
and Greeks each divided the month into three periods

(see Galsndab), and were not acquainted with the
week till a late period. The Homans, however, had
for dvil useL as the arrangement of market-days,

a cycle of eight days, the ninth day being the recur-

ring one, ini^ad of Uie eighth, as with us. The use
of ^e week was introduora into the Homan Empire
about the first or second century of the Christian

era from Esypt, and had been recognized indepen-

dently of Christianity before the Emperor Constan-
tine confirmed it by enjoining the obMrvance of the
Christian Sabbath, llie names given by the Ro-
mans to the days of the week, and which have
pervaded Europe, were derived from the planetary

system, which was supposed to consist of the sun,

moon, and five planet^ Mars, Mercury, Jupiter,

Venus, and Saturn. With the Mohammedans the

week has also a religious character, Friday being

observed by them as a Sabbath. It is supposed
by some authorities that thev introduced the week
to India. The Chinese week is said to consist of

five days, named after the five elements, iron, wood,
water, feathers, and earth. See articles on the dif-

ferent days of the week.
WEEKS, Feast of. See Pentecost.
WEEPER-MONKEY, or Sal {Oebui Capucinus)

a sitecies of Platyrhine Monkevs, forming one of the

Capucins. This species inhabits Brazil
WEEPING TREES are trees with long and

drooping branches. The best known and most ele-

gant are varieties of the ash, the birch, and the willow.

Ilie Weeping Ash {Fraxiniu txceUior^ var. penduUt)

differs from the common ash only in its oranches

growing downwards instead of upwards, so that if

it is grafted on a lofty stem the branches will in

time reach the ground and form a natural arbour.

The Weeping Birch {Betvla alba, var. pendula) differs

from the common birch, not only in its dixxiping

bnmchlets, but also in its young &oots being quite
smooth, bright chestnut brown when ripe, and then
dotted over with little white warts. Coleridge calls

this tree the *lady of the woods.* The Weeping
Willow {Salix BahyUmiea), among the finest of orna-
mental trees, is a native of the basin of the Eufdirates,
but it thrives well in England if the rituation is not
too cold for it and if it is planted near water. It
rises to a considerable height, and no tree can be
more graceful on the margin of a lake or stieam. It
is aaia that the first weepi^ willow in England was
idanted by the poet Pope. Having received a present
ol fin from Turkey, he observed a twig of Hha basket
la iriiioh thev were packed putting forth a shoot
He planted this twig in hia garden at Twickenham
and It soon became a fine tree, from wbJob stock
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many of the weeping wIlkwB of this oounti^ have
spm^. This tre^ eo remarkable on every aooomiti
waacut down many years ago.

WEEVEH, asenusof Tereostean fisbeiL beloiming
to and exemplifying the famiW Traohinidw. These
fishes are nearly alfied to the Perches, and have two
dorsal fins, of which the front one Is small, but
strongly qdnous. The ventral fins exist on the throat
The skm is covered with smooth oydoid soales. The
body is usually elongated and the head broad; and
the eyes are fr^ently placed on the upper surface
of the head. The second dorsal and aw fins are
of great leng^ No air-bladder exists. The Great
Weever or Weaver (Trachinoi Draco) iahablts our
own and is also known under the designationa

of * sting-bull* and * sea-oat,’ from the woui^ it is

capable of inflicting by means of the sharp spines of

the first dorsal fin and those of the gill-oovers. Very
painful effects foUow the wound, and usually the
fishermen out off the first dorsal fin and gUl-oover

whenever the fish is caught The name weever is

a corruption of the French term La Vive, given to

this fish from its tenacity of life. The length is

about 12 inches or more, and the colour is a reddish-

gray above and light gray below; the gill-oover being

str^ed with yellow. The Lesser Weever (T, vipera),

also named * sting-fish,’ attains a length of 6 inches.

This species buries itself in mud, and inflicts severe

wounds by means of its spines on anyunwary intruder.

This species is coloured like the preceding; its first

dorsal fin is black, and the tail-fin is edged with that

colour, the other fins being brown.

WEEVIL, a general name applied not only to

various genera of adult beetles or Coleoptera, but
also to their oaterpillars or larva. Most of these

beetles belong to the family Curculionida. The
larva of the Pea-weevil {BruchutPm) damages peas,

the eggs being laid when the peas are ripening. The
mature insect is of a black colour, markra witm white
spots, and about ^ inch long. Several species are

named Corn-weevils, from their destructive effects

in granaries. Bruchui granarius also attacks peas,

and one species infests the cocoa-nut. The B. Pitt was
at one time so destructive in North America that its

ravages threatened to wholly exterminate the pea-

crops. Another well-known enemy of the graiuuy

is the Corn-weevil {Calandragranaria), a little beetle

of a dark red colour, and about i inch long. The
eggs are deposited on the com after it is stored, and
the larvn Durrow therein, each larva inhabiting a
single grain. The Rice-weevil (C. orytat) destroys

rice and Indian-com in a like fa^ion. This latter

species has four red spots on the elytra or wing-oovers.

.Mother species (C, palmarim) infests pahn-trees.

It is common in Guiana, and attains a length of

2 inches, the larvn burrowing in the pith of the trees.

C. tacchari inhabits sugar-canes, and is destructive

in the West Indies. The negroes consider the larvn

of these latter as delicacies, and eat them boiled. The
genus MynchiUt, of which the Grass- weevil or

Lisette {JL Bacchut) is an example, is also included

among the Weevils. This spedes devastates the

growing vines, and strips them of their leaves. The
K Bacchut is coloured of a reddish-tint. In all

Cnrculionidn a beak or rottrum is developed, and
the antennn are nsna^ short. Several Weevils are

shown on PI. II. at Entomoloot, fig. 18 being the

Bruchut Piti, fig. 14 Calandra granaria, fig. 15

RhynchUet hetuUti, fig. 16 Hyletinut trifdii, ^.17
Botlryehut iypographteut, and fig. 18 ScUytue prunu
WEIGHING MACHINE. See Balance.
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. In view of the

exceedingly varied and often very minute differences

that exist in the weights and measures of different

countries, and even within the boundaries of the
408
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to dw«U uMii the »dvftiiteg«t that WDold MoniAfnm
toe adoption of a uniform and oompleto mtem of

wei|^ and meamrea for the dvfliiaa worio. It k
mated, on all aldei^ that imifonuity would be a
Seairable arrangement^ were we calledwm to aettle

toe matter, for the mat time. But aoto k not the
oaae. We have to deal with a net-work of prejndke,

and a dead weight of habit, which oan aoamy be
appreciated by any one who k not In the onatom of

dealing with our amall farmera and the humbler, but
more numeroua member^ of the agricultural daas.
Bach county uaed to have ita own weights and mea*
aurea. In Bedfordshire, wheat was sold by the load

of 6 imperial bushels of 8 gallons each; in Cheshire,

the butoel measured 9 gallons and Kths of a gallon.

At Launceston, the Cornish bushel held 16 g^ons;
at Helston, 24 gallons. In Middlesex, the bushel

contained 8} gallons; in Monmouth, 8 gallons. Suf-

folk had its ooomb, Northumberland its boll. Flint

was among the most eccentric of all the counties.

The mode of selling wheat, oats, and barley in that

oonnty varied, but it was generally done by ^hobbet*.

The hobbet of wheat was equal to two measures, or

four strikes, or 21 gallons, or 168 pounds. In Gla-

morganshire, they carried on business by help of a
' stack

*
of 8 imperial bushels for wheat; and for oats,

of 6 imperial bushels. In different parts of the

country, they had a local measure which they called

a Welsh bushel. These instances, amongst many
others that could be mentioned, show the ridiculous

diversities of practice which prevailed in so simple

a matter as the sale of grain, in different parts of

England Manifestly nothing could be better adap-

ted to check the fiWlom of transactions, than a
system by which a bushel at one end of the country

meant one thing, and another at another. The fanner

fai Suffolk, conversant only with * coombs*, would
write to his correspondent in Northumberland, to in-

form himself of the price of grain. An answer came
that it was so much per boll, and, if he took the

trouble of looking at the Flintshire papers, he would
find that, on a certain day, prices ran^ so much
per hobbet. At Mark Lane, however, he could only

sell by the quarter 1 By an act passed in 1878, the

use of all such weights and measures was abolished

in favour of the imperial standards.

The old standi^ Scotch pound troy, kept at

Lanark, was anciently oonsiderad the unit of weight.

By thk unit, the stipend in meal to many of the

dergy in Scotland was paid. Its actual weight was

7609 grains, whereas uie English troy poimd was
only 7660 grains. The unit of dry measure was the

^lot, the standard of which was kept at Linlithgow.

Tbe wheat firlot was a little over one Winchester

butoel, whilst the barley firlot amounted to nearly

14 Windiester bushel The diy measure also used

iiraemorially and universally in Scotland, for grain,

meal, ko., was the boU,—of four firlots—a name oidy,

and not an invariable quantity, as its contents vari^

in different counties. It k still commonly used in

Scotland. In Edinburgh at the present time, the

oommonest measure for meal k osdled the ^forpit,*

being the fourth part of a peck, of which there are

lour to the firlot The unit of S^tch liquid measure

was the Scotch pint *of just Sterline jug and mea-

sure,’ de^ed in the Scotch Act of 1618 as bring
*
8 pounds 7 ounces of French IVoyes weight of dear

runmng water of the water of Leith.’ It k needless

tosay toat toe natural standard here quoted has long

sinoe vanished. The Scotch pint was a little over a

third of an imperial gallon. The unit of Sootoh

measures of length was the Scotch ell, toe Dxino4>el

standard being toe riwand, or ell, kqpt at EdSnburgh;

toe length of whidh was 87*096 indbas.

The standard wekliti and measoNS of Englaiid

were legalised in Irriand as earij as toe year 1496{
and to^ were praotkallj in genm use these at a
still earUer poriod.

The origin of English messuresk the grain of com.
Thirty-two grains of wheats well dried, and nthered
from the middle of toe ear, were to make vtoat was
called one peimyweight; 20 pennyweightswere called

one ounce; Mod 20 ounoea, one pound. Snbseqnently,

it was thought better to divide the pennyweight into

24 equal parts, to be called grstiu. WUluon the

Oonqneror introduced into England what waa called

Trot wsiobt, firom Troyes, a town in the provinoe

oi Champagne^ in France, now in the draiurtment of

Aube, where a celebrated fair waa held. TbeEngUto
were dksatisfied with thk wright, beoanae theround
did not weigh ao mnrii as the pound at that time in

use In En^and; oonsequently, a mean weight was
esttolished, making the pound e(}nal to 16 ounoM
Henoe arose the term avoirdupott {avoir du pou%
descriptive of the new pound, which was made legal

in toe reign of Henry VIL But the Troy poi^
waa not entirely displaced by the avoirdupois; on the

contrary, It was retired wito subdivisions in medical

practice according to the scale known as the old

apothecaries’ weighty and for the weighing of gold,

silver, jewels, and suto liquors as were sold by weight.

It has latterly, however, been abandoned for apothe-

caries' purposes, and the avoirdupois scale has been

substituted.

The grain is the ultimate English measure of

weight, and it is the base of both the avoirdupois

and the troy scales of weight. There are 7000

grains in one pound avoirdupois, and there are 5760

grains in one pound troy
;
hence the troy is to the

avoirdupois pound fisl44to l76,orneai*lya8l to 1*216.

Althou^ toe troy pound nearly became obsolete, in

commercial use, it was neverthelesB retained as the

stands^ by the act of 1825; and in order that the

standard, in case of damage or destruction, mi^ht be

restored, by reference to a natural standard, it was

ascertained that a cubic inch of distilled water, at a

temperature of 62” Fahr.. weighed, in air, 252*458

gfrains; and it was directea that the standard pound

should be restored, by toe making of a new standard

troy pound, weighing 5760 of such grains.

The original measure of length was that of a grain

of barleycorn; three grains, well dried, placed end to

end, making one Inch
—

^the basis of length. The
length of toe arm of "King Henry L was made the

length of toe %dna or eU, which answers to the

modem yard. The standard yard was, by toe act of

1825, demied as ’the straight line or distance between

the centres of the two points in toe gold studs in the

straight brass rod whereon ’standard yard, 1760,’ k
engraved, whirii shall be the original and genuine

standard yard; and toat the same straight line in toe

said brass rod (the bram being at the temi)erature of

62 degrees by Fahrenheit’s thermometer) shall bs

denominated toe ’impmial standard yard,’ and shall

be toe unit or only standard measure of extension,

wherrirom aU other measures of extension whatso-

ever, whether lineal, superficial, or solid, shall be

derived, computed, a^ ascertain^; and that all mear
sures of len^ aluJl be taken in parts or multipleii^*

and so on.

Though it does not riearly appear why thk par-

ticular length waa fixed upom it may be oonjecturad

that it waa taken as a multiioe of the inch 86 timen^

or three doseu inohea. When the length waa defin-

itely fixed, it operated reflexly, in fixing the

of toe inch as one toirfy-aixto part of a yard. Bat
it waa essential that toe length of the standard yard

ahould always remain the aame, and that if ever the

standard should be lost or destroyed, it ooold be
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Mlond oompaiiMB » datom of UaijA
mtikk ahoidd remain oomUnt In peipetiiHj. Thia
datum waa afforded by the length of a pendulum
vibrating aeoonda at Graenwiehor in Lond^ at the

lerelof theeea^inavaoanm. The length waa found
by exact meaenrement to be 89*1898 inohea; and,

•ooordhigly, if the length of tiie aeoonda pendnlnm
be dividM into 891,898 equal parta, the yard la defin-

able as equal in len^ to 860,000 of these parte.

The imperial gallon is the only itandard measure
of capacity, and is defined by the act of 1825, as con-

taining 10 lbs. avoirdupois of distilled water at a
temperature of 62** Fahr., and under a barometrical

pressure of 80 inches, the vdume of which was
measured as equal to 277*274 cubic inches. It hap-
pened, however, that there was a slight error in the
measurement of the volume, for it has since been
determined that the exact volume.of 10 lbs. of dis-

tilled water is 277*128 cubic inches. Nevertheless,

as the ultimate aim of the measurement was the

ostablishment of a unit of capadtv, the legal capaci^
of the gallon is 277*274 cubic inches, though it holds

more man 10 lbs. of water.

An occasion was early offered for giving effect to

the principle of reetoration by reference to natural

standards, by the fire of 183^ by which the House
of Commons and the standa^ it contained were
destroyed This subject waa very carefully considered,
with a view to the restoration of the standards; and
the oommissioneri unanimously agreed that it was
better to trust to the preservation of the standards

by material representatives, great care being taken
for the conservation of these representatives. The
measure of the earth, or the measure of the seconds

pendulum, is a work of mat difficulty and labour;

and, what is worse, its immediate results must be
subjected to certain theoretical corrections which,

from the imperfections of theory, introduce either

error or doubt So rapidly, in the advance of science,

did these vitiate the conclusions, that it was found,

in 1886, that the natural basis sanctioned by the

legislature, in 1824, would produce results sensibly

erroneous. The weighing of water is a veiy laborious

process, liable to considerable uncertainty; the plan

adopted therefore, for the construction of the new
•tandards was the following:—Materials existed,

—

length-scales which had bwn compared with the

lost yard, and pound weights, which had been com-
parea with the lost pound,—sufficient for restoring the

values of the old standai^ By means of these, five

sets of copies were made, possessing a reoogxiized

official value, and thirty sets of copies, which pro-

bably were quite as good, but which were not officUdly

recognized in the same way. Of the five official sets,

one, the national standard, is preserved at the £x-
ohequer in a stone coffin in a window seat of a groined

room; one Is immured in a wall of the lower waitinff-

)t>om of the House of Commons; one is preserved m
• bullion-room at the Mint; one at the ]&)yal Obser-

vatory, Greenwich; and one was intrusted to the

B^al Society.

By the introduction of the metrical system of

weights and measures, there can be no doubt that^

whi^ver inconvenience to individuals, in the shaM
cf decapitation, oonfiscatian of property, and so for^
the mat French revolution may have drawn with
it, the French nation derived considerable benefit

In the reform of their weights and measures. It has
been the boost of the advocates of the metricsd system
that It is based u]^ a single unalterable unit of

meaanre. The stancUrd metre has been defined to be
equal to one ten-millionth part of the quadrant of the
terreatrial meridian, that is to say, the distance from
the equator to thep^ passing through Parian which,
fay Hm latest and moat anthoritative maaaniement,

is 89*8769 inehei^ in tenna cl tiia Impofal staadsid
at 69* Fahr. But, the latest and moat aoeniate
measurement, the actual ateadard metre at 89* Fahr.
is, in terms of the imperial standard at 69* Fkhr.,
89*87048 mohes^ whilst its legal equivalent, declared
in the metric act of 1864, ia 89*^08 inol^ which
ia the same aa that adopted in France.
The standard kilogramme is defined as the weight

of a cubic decimetre of distilled water at the temper-
ature of maximum density, 4* Centigrade^ or
Fahr.

In the establishment of the metre ss an absolute
Itandard of measure, referable to a natural atandard,
it will be aeen that the same kind of dUfioulty haa
arisen that attended the reference of the FngH^
standards to natural standards :—the difficulty,or per-
haps the impossibility of attaining to absolute exact-

ness of measurement. It follows that, in fact, the
metric system is not really founded on the length of

a quadrant of the meridian, and although it isdescribed

as a scientific system, iMcause of the simple and
definite relation between the metre, which is Its

basis and unit of length, and the kilopamme and
litre, which are the unite of weight and capacity, it

ia admitted that it has been found impoesible^ prac-

tically, to carry it out with scientific accuracy. The
standairi kilogramme is admitted not to be actually

the weight of a cubic decimetre of pure water at the

specified temperature, nor the litre a measure of

capacity holdiDg a cubic decimetre of pure water.

The real standara of weight is declared, even by men
of science in France, to be merely the platinum
kilogramme weight deposited at the Palaia dea

Archives, as the real standard unit and basis of the

metric system is the platinum metre, also deposited

there. It is an accomplished fact, however, i^t all

civilized nations have tacitly agreed to recognise the

metric system as affording for the future the advan-

tages of a universal system of weights and measures,

and to adopt the standards deposited at the Palaia

des Archives, as the primary unite of the system.

There is no practical disadvantage in the necessity

for placing reliance solely upon arbitrary standarda

of measures, for with the means of copying length

to an extreme degree of perfection, matured by Sir

Joseph Whitworth, the limit of error of measurement
may be reduced, with the aid of the sense of touch,

to an amount not exceeding one-millionth of an
inch.

The exigendea of sdentifio investigation havevastly
extended the scope and range of instruments for

making measurements of predsion. By measure-

ment for sdentific purposes is meant the measurement
of quantities. There are geometrical quantities :

—

as lengths, areas, volnm^ angles (plane and solid),

curvatures (plane and solid), and strains. There are

circumstances of motion :—time, velodty, momentum,
acceleration, force, work, horse-power, temperature,

heat. There are properties of bo^es :—moss, weight,

density,spedfic gravity, elastidty, viscosity, diffusion,

surface tension, spedfio beat. Notwithstanding the

very different character of these quantities, they are

all measured by reducing them to the same kind of

quantity. Every quantity is measured by finding a
length proportional to the quantity, and then measur-

ing this length. An angle, for instance, ia measured

by the length of the arc of a drde by which it ia

subtended; an area can be measnred in terms d
length by the planimeter; time is measured by the

length of the arc described by the hand over a dock
face; the pressure of the atmosphere is measnred

by the rise and fall of the barometer. See artlolea

on the various weights and measurea, stuk aa Avon-
DUPOIB, TBOT WllOHT, OUKCI, POUITD, 1)XC11U&
Stbism, artloles on the different ooimtrisi^ Ao.
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WEIMAR, the capital of the Grand-duchy of

Saxe-Weimar, on the Ilm, 13 miles east of Eifurt.

It stands in a beautiful valley surrounded by hilla,

on ground partly elevated and partly flat. It is

irregularly ouilt except in the suburban portions.

Its public edifices most deserving of notice are the
grand -ducal palace, a handsome structure erected

partly under the superintendence of Goethe; the
so-called Red and Yellow Oastles, now united and
occupied by several public departments

; the grand-
ducal library (in theGreen Castle), containing 180,000
vols.; the museum; the Stadtkirche, with an altar-

pie^ one of the finest works of Lucas Cranach, in

which he has introduced portraits of himself and
Luther and Melanchthon; and the modem Gothic
town-house. The public monuments comprise the
Goethe - Schiller monument in bronze, statues of

Herder, Wieland, the composer Hummel, the grand-
duke Karl August, and various others, and a monu-
mental fountain. Goethe's house is now used as a
Goethe National Museum, and Schiller’s contains

relics of its former distinguished owner. A Goethe
and Schiller Archives building was opened in 1896.

Goethe and Schiller are interred in the grand-ducal
vault in the new cemetery. Stretching away from
the palace is a fine park on the banks of the Ilm.

Weimar has a gymnasium, a real-gymnasium, aca-

demy of painting, school of drawing, normal school,

and other educational institutions. It has neither

trade nor manufactures of much consequence, but as

the capital of the duchy it is the seat of the legisla-

ture and of all the more important courts and public

offices. It long ranked as a sort of ‘German Athens’

in consequence of the enlightened patronage which
the Duke Karl August (died 1828) afforded to Goethe,

Schiller, Herder, and Wieland. Pop. (1890), 24,546;

(1900), 28,489.

WEIMAR, Saxk. See Saxb-Weimar.
WEISMANN, August, a distinguished biologist,

was bom at Frankfurt-on-the-Main on Jan. 17,

1834. After studying medicine in Gottingen Uni-
versity he was clinical assistant at Rostock in

1856-57, and in the course of the three years 1858-

60 he visited Vienna, Italy, and Paris, devoting

himself especially to studies in the natural sciences.

He lived for a year at Schaumburg Castle as body
physician to the Archduke Stephen of Austria, and
in 1863 he went to Giessen to prosecute his zoo-

logical studies under Leuckart. Having qualified

as a lecturer in the University of Freiburg, he was
appointed extraordinary professor there in 1866,

and ordinary professor in 1873. His first published

work was a treatise on the Development of the

Diptera, issued in 1864. It was followed in 1872 by
a work On the Influence of Isolation on the For-

mation of Species, and in 1875-76 by the important

two volumes of Studien zur Descendenztheorie.

This work, which was translated into English in

1882 by Professor Meldola, under the title Studies

in the Theory of Descent (with a preface by Charles

Darwin), treats of several important phenomena in

natural history from the stand-point of a thorough

believer in the doctrine of natural sele^ion. His
Beitrage zur Naturgeschichte der Daphnoiden (1876-

79) and Die Entstehung der Sexualzellen bei den

Hydromedusen (1883) are valuable contributions

to the developmental aspect of zoology. A seri^

of treatises followed, in which he developed, his

characteristic theories, among..them being Uber
die Vererbung (On Heredity), Uber die Dauer des

Lebens (On the Duration oif Life), Uber Leben
und Tod (On Life and Death), Die Kontinuitat des

Keimplasmas als Grundlage einer Theorie der Verer-

bunti (The Continuitj^ of the Germ-Plasm as the Basis

of a Theory of Heredity),Die BedeutungdersexueUen

Fortpflanzung ftir die Selektionatheorie (The Sig-

nificance of Sexual Reproduction for the Theory of

Selection), t)ber den RUckschritt in der Natur (On
Retrograde Development in Nature), and Amphi-

I mixis. These have appeared in an English trans-

lation under the title Essays upon Heredity and
Kindred Biological Problems (voL i. 1889; voL ii.

1892). Weismann’s other works include: Das
Keimplasma (1892), in English as Germ Plasm

(1893); Die AUmacht der Naturztichtung (The
Omnipotence of Natural Selection, 1893); Aussere

Einflitsse als Entwickelungsreize (External Influ-

ences as Stimuli to Development, 1894); Neue
Gedanken zur Vererbungsfrage (Fresh Thoughts
on the Question of Heredity, 1895); and Uber
Germinal^lektion (On Germinal Selection, 1896).

For Weismann’s theory of heredity see the article

Heredity.
WELD. See Wold.
WELDING is the intimate union produced be-

tween the surfaces of two pieces of malleable metal,

when heated almost to fusion and hammered to-

gether. This union is so close, that when two bars
of metal are properly welded the place of junction

is as strong, relatively to its thickness, as any other

part of the bar. Practically, iron is the only metal
welded. To weld bar iron to another piece of iron

requires an intense white heat. See also Eleothio
Welding.
WELLESLEY, Province op. See Penang.
WELLESLEY, Richard Colley, Viscount and

Marquis, and Earl of Momington, eldest son of

I

Garrett, first Earl of Momington, and eldest brother

I

of the Duke of Wellington, was bom at Dublin on
the 20th of June, 1760, and educated at Harrow
and Eton, and afterwards at Christ Church, Oxford.

He distinguished himself in classics, but left Oxford
without a degree. On his majority he took his

seat as Earl of Momington in the Irish House of

Peers, and three years after was returned to the

British House of Commons as member for Beeral-

ston. He afterwards sat as the representative of

Windsor (1787-96), and of Old Sarum (1796-97).

He was appointed a lord of the treasury in 1786, and
in 1793 a member of the board of control. These
were only preliminaries to the higher appointment
of Governor-general of India, which was conferred

upon him in 1797, along with a British peerage
under the title of Baron Wellesley. His adminis-

tration, both for its ability and the large accessions

of territory made under it by the conquest of Mysor
and the humbling of the Mahrattas, forms an epoch
in the history of the British Indian Empire. (See
India and Wellington.) He returned to England
in 1805 with the title of marquis, and in 1809
became foreign secretary under Mr. PercevaL He
went to Spain on an extraordinary embassy during
this year. He had been gradually veering round to

liberal views, and in 1812 resign^ his place chiefly

because he was in favour of Catholic emancipation.
He did not return to office till 1821, when he became
Lord-lieutenant of Ireland. This post he retained

till 1825, when he was removed from it by his brother,

the Duke of Wellington, who was an opponent of
emancipation and h^ become prime minister. In
the Grey ministry he held the office of lord-steward

till 1833, M^hen he again became Lord-lieutenant of

Ireland. Displaced in the following year by the Peel
ministry, he afterwards held the office of lord-

chamberlain for a few months of 1835, and then
retired from public life. He died on 26th of Sep-

tember, 1842. There is an edition of bis excellent

Indian despatches, minutes, and correspondence by
Martin (five vols., 1836-37), and a selection by S. J.

Owen (1897). See the Memoirs and Correspondence
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Pearoe (1846), and ahorter biographiefi by Torrens

(1880), Malleson (1889), and Hatton (1898).

WELLHAUSEN, Julius, a distinguished Orien*

talist and Biblical scholar, was bom at Hameln, in

the province of Hanover, on May 17, 1844. He
studied theoloj^ in the University of Gottingen,

where he qualin^ as a lecturer on the Old Testament
in 1870. In 1872 he was appointed professor of

theology in Greifswald University, but he gave
up his chair in 1882 because he could no longer

accept the fundamental doctrines of Protestant

Christianity. He went to Halle as extraordinary

professor of Oriental languages, and in 1885 he was
appointed to an ordinary professorship at Marburg,
whence in 1892 he remov^ to Gottingen to occupy
a similar post. Wellhausen’s name must always be
intimately associated with the views now prevalent

regarding the nature and sources of the Hexateuch
(see Penhateuch). In 1871 he published a text-

critical work on the books of Samuel, and in 1874
appeared his treatise Die Pharisaer und die Sad-

ducfier. The first volume of a Geschichte Israels

was issued in 1878, and a second edition of it in

1883, under the title Prolegomena zur Geschichte

Israels (5th ed., 1899), but the work has not Ixjen

completed. The Prolegomena was translated into

English in 1885 by J. ^ Black and A. C. Menzies,

with a preface by the late W. Rol)ertson Smith,

the volume containing also a reprint of his article

Israel contributed to the Encyclopiedia Britannica

(9th edition). The last - mentioned article was
published separately in 1881 as a Sketch of the

History of Israel and Judah (3rd ed., 1891), and
was included in a German form, os an Abriss der

Geschichte Israels und Judas, in the first volume
of his Skizzen und Vorarbeiten (five vols., 1884^92).

More recently the Abriss has been amplified to

form a work on Israelitische und JUdische Ge-
echichte (1894; 4th ed., 1901). His masterly treatise

on Die ComfKwition des Hexateuchs und der his-

torischen BUcher des Alten Testaments (1885; 3rd

ed., 1899) originally apj>eared in the .lahrbUcher

fiir deutsche Theologie (1870-77). His remaining
works are, in addition to the fourth, fifth, and sixth

editions of Bleek’s Einleitung in das Alte Testa-

ment: Muhammed in Medina (1882); Der arabische

Josippus (1897); Reste Arabischen Heidentums
(2nd ed., 1897), first published in the Skizzen und
Vorarlieiten ;

Die Kleinen Propheten lilxjrsetzt, niit

Noten (1892; 3rd ed., 1898); and contributions to

the Encyclopcedia Britannica (9th edition) and tVie

Encyelojieedia Biblica.

WELLINGBOROUGH, a town of Northampton-
shire, on the river Nen, 10| miles north-east of

Northampton. It is built on a declivity, and ccm-

sists of several streets diverging from the market-
place. There are a handsome ancient parish church,

other places of worship, grammar-school, an endowed
commercial school, a technical institute, a public free

library, a com-exchange, county police-station, Ac.

The chief industries are the manufacture of boots

and shoes and shoe-uppers, and the smelting of iron.

Pop. (1891), 1.5,068; (1901), 18,412.

WELLINGTON, a market-town of England, in

Shropshire, 1 1 miles east of Shrewsbury. The prin-

buildings are two churches, Dissenting chapels,

post-office, Ac. The manufactures include nails,

farm implements, brass and iron ware, and malting;
and there is a considerable trade in com, cattle,

timber, and lime. Pop. (1891), 5909; (1901), 6273.

WELLINGTON, a market-town of England, in

Somerset, situated a short distance soutn of the
river Tone, about 6 miles w.tLW. of Tatmton. It

baa an old Perpendicular church, with interesting

monuments, a modem church, and several Noncon-

formist places of worship; a town-hall or market-
hou^; tbe West Somerset County School ; a literary

institution; Ac. The manufactures include woollens,

bricks and tiles, Ac. The great Duke of Wellington
took his title from this toum, and some distance to
the south a pillar has l)een erected on a hill in

memory of the duke and his triumph at Waterloo.
Pop. (1891), 6808; (1901), 7282.

WELLINGTON, a provincial district of New
Zealand, in the south of North Island, bounded
on the north-west by Taranaki; on the north by
Auckland ; on the north-east by Hawke’s Bay

;
and

on the east, south, and west % the sea and Cook
Strait; area, about 11,000 square miles. Its coast
is but little indented, the princip^ openings bei^
Palliser Bay and Port Nicholson in tne south. IR
is traversed throughout almost its whole lenj^h by
a range of mountains knoMTi in the north by the
name Ruahine, and farther south as Tararua, and
sending off near Cook Strait a branch oUled Rimu-
taka. Parallel to this main rtvnge, which averages

al)out 4000 feet in height, and nearer the east coast,

there is a series of lower ranges called Puketoi,

Taipo, Maungaraki, and Haurangi, and between
these two chief mountain-systems extends the broad

Wairarapa Plain, merging northwards into an un-

dulating country. A considerable extent of fairly

level country, increasing in breadth northwards, is

also found along the west coast. The Kaimanawa
Range in the north of the district should also be
mentioned, and above all the great volcanic range,

whose chief summits are Rua}>ehu (9195 feet),

N^uruhoe (7515), and Tongariro (6500). The
chief west-coast rivers ore the Waitotaro, Wanganui,
Wangaebu, Turakina, Rangitikei, Manawatu, and
Otaki

;
the Hutt river flows into Port Nicholson,

and the Ruamahanga into Palliser Bay; and to the

east coast there flow the Pahaua, Aohanga, and
Akitio. The chief lakes of the district are Waira*
rapa and Onoke in the extreme south. Wellington
is well timbered, and timlier is one of its ^ief
exiKirts. Much of the surface is admirably adapted
for {lastoral purixises, and there are now in the

district over four million sheep, in addition to large

numljers of cattle and horses. Agriculture is al^
successfully carried on in several })arts, the principal

crojjs lx;ing oats, wheat, txitatoes, and tunni>B. The
numlier of cheese and l>utter factories is steadily

increasing. Little mineral wealth has liecn found

in the district of Wellington, but some gold has been

worked. The chief town is Wellington, the capital

of the colony. Besides the elementary public schools

there are secondary colleges at Wellington and Wan-
ganui, and the cajntal also contains Victoria Univer-

sity College. Railways now run from Wellington to

Napier and New Plymouth. Pop. in 1901, 141,364.

WELLINGTON, the capital city of New Zea-

land, in the provincial district of Wellington (Hutt
county), situated on Lambton Harbour, on the

south-west of Port Nicholson, an inlet of Cook
Strait, aljout 1200 miles south-east of Sydney in

Australia. Its fine harliour is the safest and most
commodious in New Zealand. The principal build-

ings and institutions c»f the city are: Government
House, a fine building in Italian style, in its own
grounds; the houses of legislature, including a par-

liamentary library building; the government build-

ing, a huge structure of wood; the supreme court

edifice; Anglican, Roman Catholic, Wesleyan, Primi-

tive Methr^ist, Presb3rterian, Congregational, and
other churches; a free public libraiy; Wellington

Ciollege, a girls’ high -school, St. Patrick’s Cofiege

(R.C.), a technical school, and other similar edu-

cational institutions; Victoria University College,

affiliated to the Universi^ of New Zealand; a
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geiMiftl hospital; a lunatic aaylum; the Boys* In-

stitute; and the botanical gajrdens. The city is

lij^ted by electricity, and has a good water su^y,
and its streets are traversed by electric tramways.

The chief industrial establishments are tanneries,

candle and soap worl^ coffee-mills, boot-factories,

biscuit-works, foundries, brick-works, saw-mills,

woollen-mills, breweries, and meat-preserving works
The town has a patent slip, and has been tortified.

Fop. in 1896, 42,196; in 1901, 48,688, or, including
suburbs, 49,844.

WELLINGTON, Abthue Wellbslet, Duke of,

was bom previous to 80th April, 1769, on which day
be was baptized at St. Peter's Church, Dublin. He
was the fourth son of the first Earl of Momington.
His mother was the eldest daughter of the first

Viscount Dungannon. He lost his father in his

twelfth year. He was educated at Eton, privately

at Brussels, and finally at the Militaiy College of

Angers. On 7th Mai^, 1787, he received a com-
mission as ensign in the 78d Foot He was gazetted
under the name oi Wesley, the fssidly name tiU it

was changed by bis brother to WeUesley. After a
ta^gid senes oi changes and promotiona be attsdned
by purchase in deptember, 1708, the command as

Uentonant-oolonel of the 8^ Begiment, in which he
had attained his majority in April of the same
year. In 1790, when he became of age, he was
retnmod as member to the Irish Parliament for the
family borough of Trim, in the county of Meath.
In May, 1794, he sailed with his regiment for Flanders
to join the army of the Duke of York. The campaign
had taken an adverse turn, and during a protracted

retreat Wellesley acquired the command of a brigade
of the iw-guard, and was particularly remarked for

the ability of his dispositions in checking the pur-
suit. In the spring of 1795 the army re-embarked
lor England.

In the following year the 88d Begiment was
embarked for India, and Wellesley, who had been
prevented by illness from accompanying it, joined

It at the Cape, arrived at Calcutta in February,

1797, and was attached to the Bengal service. The
Earl of Momington arrived in India as governor-
general in May, 1798. The intrigues of Tippoo Saib
(see India) had rendered war inevitable, and Wel-
lesley joined the army under General Harris, dlir-

oumstances, as usual, conspired for his promotion.

The Nizam of the Deccan desired that the brother
of the governor-general should be put in command of

his contingent; the 83d Begiment was accordingly

attached to the Nizam’s contingent, with WeUesley
In command. The army entered Mysor in March,
1799. An engagement took place at Mallavelly on
the 27th, in which Wellesley, who commanded the

left wing, turned the right of the enemy. He was
subsequently employed to dislodge the enemy from
their poets in front of Seringapatam, and after the

capture of that capital he was appointed, July, 1799,

to its oommand. rVom the moment of his arrival in

In<^ he had spared no pains to aoqnahit himself

with its social and politicsJ position, and he now had
the opportunity to tom his knowledge to aooount

For a considerable period he was occupied with nearly

Independent authority in oiganizing^the government
both dvil and military, of iKfyBor. During his admin-
istration he was comp^ed to take up arms against

Dhooudia Waugh, a robber chief, who styled himself

King of the Two Worlds. After a tedious and har-

assing pursuit he overtook and ronted him with a
small h^y of cavalry on 10th September, 1800. In
December he was appointed to oommand a body of

troops assembled at IMnoomalee for foreign service.

On reodpt of advices from home at Madras that

tOOO men were wanted for Egypt he took upon

hhnsdf die le^wndhiUty d snbaiidbg thii aim
without instmotkma, for Bombay; a daittg pcooeed-

ing, whioh was questioned, bat not diaai^ved oi;

by the govemor-genetal On hfa arrival i& Bombay
he waa seised witii fever, and bdng imsble to aooom-

pany the expedition to Egypt he returned to hie

government at Mysor. In April, 1862^ he attained
t^ rank of major-general Early in 1808 he waa
appdnted to the command of a foroe destined to

restore the Pelshwa of the Mahrattsa, driven from

his ospitsl bv Holkar. After this operation had
been snooeaslully performed the other Mshratta

chiefs, Sdndia and the Baj^ of Berar, showed

hos^ designs sgainst the British, sod Welle^y
was appointed to the chief military and politiou

command in the operations against them. After

an active campaign, in which he took Ahmednnggnr
and Arungaba^ he encountered a powerful Mahratta
army, aaakted by French officers, at Assays^ on 28d
September, and entirely defeated it. The parallel

ucoessea d General Lake, and the defeat of the

Bajah of Bexar by Wdlealey at Argaum on 29th
November,compelledthesubmissionof theMshrabtaa,
and peace waa reatoxed on oonditiona drawn up by
tbe tucceesful general WeUerley was immeffiately

compelled to croes the Godavery to put down the
freebooters, who, after an Indian war, pidc up the
disbanded soldiers and employ them in wasting and
ravishing the country. In this fatiguing operation

he was entirely successful The fame of W^esley’s
achievements had now spread over India. The
inhabitants of Bombay presented him with an address,

in which he was styled a commander equally great

in the cabinet as in the field; from Calcutto he
received a sword valued at £1000; from the officers

of the Deccan a service of plate of the value of £2000;
the native inhabitants of Seringapatam also present-

ing him with a touching address. In July he returned
to Calcutta to confer on military affairs. His services

and those of his brother were treated with some ingra-

titude by the Company, whose territories they had
Gontributed vastly to increase, and his health failing

he obtained leave to return home. Before leaving

Madras be received his appointment aa Knight Com-
mander of the Bath and the thanks of both houses
of Parliament. He sailed for England on 10th
March, 1806, and arrived in Septeml^r.
From November to Februaiy he was engaged as

brigadier-general in Lord Cathcart’s expedition to
the Continent, which was without result. In Janu-
ary, 1806, he succeeded Lord Cornwallis as colonel

of his own regiment, the 33rd. On his return to
England he was appointed to command a brigade
for the protection of the coast at Hastings. On 10th
April, 1806, ho married Lady Catherine Fakenham,.
third daughter of the Earl of Longford. He had
previously been elected M.P. for Rye, and distin-

guished himself in the House of Commons by the
defence of his brother’s administration in India. In
April, 1807, he was appointed chief secretary for
Ireland, and in August he received the command of
the reserve in the expedition to Copenhagen under
Lord Catbcart and Admiral Gamoier. He took
Kioge 29tb April, the only land operation of import-
ance. On returning he resumed his duties as secre-

tary, and received tne thanks of Parliament for his>

share in the expedition. On 25th April, 1808, he
attained the rank of lieutenant-general.

Tbe resistance of Spain and Portugal to the French
yoke had inspired the British government with the
fortunate resolution to employ the small land foroe-

which they were able to raise for oontinental opera*

tiona chi^ in rapport of these efforts of patriotism.

In June Wellesley received the oommand of a force

destined to operate in the north of Spain and Per*
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ImL Hm ttp^atfan ww 11x1111 10,000 ftroiiA and
adiw 10,000 wmlntcndad to loOiMr. On 2^Jiil7
ha hmdw at Oorofia, but aa tha Spaaiaida waia
indkaxiaad to nw?ffpt aMiatanoo atiwpt In inaaiia ha
aallai to Oporto^ wUoh ha found in pnamaalon of the
PortngiMoe tnearganta under tha Bldiop of Oporto.

On 8^ July ha hrooi^ tha expedition to anchor
in Mandago ibaj, and landed hia troopa at llgneira.

Here ha waa joined in a feir daya W Goieral
Spenoer with 4000 men from Cadlx. Jnnot held
Liabon, which waa tha object of Sir Arthnr^a expe*
dition, with about an equal foroe^ after deducting
ganiaon^ and the anooeaa of the IStoaniah inaoigenta
bod for the mean time cat him off from ocmmimi-
cation with Spain. The Sngliah oommanoed their

southward march on 8th August, and at Lc^ria were
joined by a email Portuguese force. Wellesley moved
on the coast road to Torres Vedraa. At Roliga
he encountered about 5000 men under Delaborde,
whom Jnnot had sent in advance to arrest his

progress. This corps, after a spirited resistance,

waa driven bock and retired to Torres Vedraa.
Wellealey now drew nearer the coast, reaching
Vimeiro on the 19th, where he was reinforced by
two brigades from England, raimng hia force to

17,000. At the same time he was superseded in the
command. The government had determined to in-

crease their army in the Peninsula, and had appointed
Sir Hew Daliymple to the chief command, with Sir
Harry Burrai^ as second, and Welleslqr, Moore,
Hope, Paget, and Fraser as divisional commanders.
Sir Harry Burrard had arrived from England, and
Wellealey submitted to him his plan for pushing on
to Lisbon, but Sir Harry did not approve of making
a decided movement before the arrival of Sir John
Moore’s corps, which was expected. The question
was speedily decided by Junot, who, having arrived
at Torres Vedras with all his available force, deter-

mined to attack the English on the land side while
they were in the immediate neighbourhood of the
sea. The attack was made on 2l8t August. Sir
Harry

^
Burrard gallantly left to Wellesley the

responsibility of oefending his own position, but
when Junot h^ been repmsed, apprehensive of the
enemy’s superiority in cavalry, he checked the pur-
suit, which would in all pro^bility have led the
British to Lisbon. After the battle Sir Hew Dal-
rymple arrived and took the command, and Junot
proposed an armistice, the result of which was the
famous Convention of Cintra, by which the French
agreed to evacuate Portugal on condition of being
conveyed to France with their arms sad baggi^.
This agreement caused much disoontent in Englaad,
where it was believed the French might have been
compelled to lay down their anus as prisoners of
war. Particular indignation was expressed at the
latitude of a condition which permitted the French
to cany away spoil as ba^age. Wellesley had tried
in vain to prevent this. Fublic feeling rsn so high
that the generals were recalled to be examined by a
board of inquiir, but their conduct was amnroved of
and oommended. Wellesley prooeeded to Irelaad in
Baoember as chief seoretaiy, and early in 1809
reosived the thanks of both houses of ParUament for
his conduct of the oampaign.
In the latter part of 1808 Napdeom ovemn Spain

witiii 200,000 men, and Sir John Mooreu puisued by
Soult, carried the British army to Corufi% where it

embarked for England. Liabon was still held by
Sir John Crado^ and a British foros oooupied

when Wellesley was appointad to amume the
chief command in the Penmcula. He arrived at
Liabosi 22d April, 1800, and soon noeived reinforoe-
menti which enabled him, leaving a divklon for the
dsteMcff the Ibe of the TagwtiiraatsiMd by Victor,

to advance againat SooH a* Oporto with 24^000 amo.
Sooh pcaparad to leoeiva ban on the Hna of tiio

DouxOk whSbh was crosaad by the Biitiah In face of

tha enemy, one diviiion oroosing into tha town of

Oporto Tho French were thrown into oon-

fusion and retreated prodpitatoly. Sosilt nowrotiiad
to Galicia^ followed W WoU^ay to tiia frontiora of

Portonl, and haraased br the Insorgent Portugnasa,
The Peninsula was at this time oooapled by about
250,000 French troopo; but after the departure of

Napoleon the independence or insubordination of the
French marshsls prevented effective oo-oparition of

the different anni^ and the French method of main-
taining their armies at the expense of the ooontry,
and the reoklessneas of the subordinate agents by
whom it was carried out> the violenoe and li^ of the
soldiers in their foraging parties, and the cupidity of

their superiora, had rousM the hatred of the ooontiy.

so that the Frrabh oommand never extended beyond
the districts occupied by their armies^ and their strag-

glers in case of disaster were always liable to be
massacred Ity the enraged inhabitants. The British

oommsnder had a different seriee of ^dffioulties to

contend vrith, whirii, so they extended ihrou|^ sU
his campaigns, and we cannot afford space to enlsarge

on them, may here be sommarized once for all Fm
was the smallness of the armies on which he could

rely. The numbers of the British were always com-
paratively insignifioant, and reinforcements wers
slowly and scantily supplied. Almost as fonnldaUe
was the difficulty of co-operating with his allies.

Spain and Portugal were without regular govern-
ments. The Portuguese officers even had mostly
fled to Brazil, but the Portuguese troops, carefully

drilled by Beresford and placed under the command
of British officers, soon became a tractable and gffi-

dent force. It was far otherwise with the Spaniards.
The junta and the generals were alike ignorant, in-

competent,and self'oonoeited, and with the raw levies

whi^ constituted the Spanish armies it was posi-

tively dangerous to oo-(^rate. Even with the Por-
tuguese government Wellington bad natural but
formidable difficulties to contend with. The sub-
sistenoe of the armies was a constant source of danger
and embarrassment both in Spain and Portumd. The
reeources of the country were oppressed by the anniee
of three nations. The French took all toey wanted
and wasted much more. The Spanish armies, numer-
ous and inefficient, were a sufficient weight for the
jnnta, which always supplied with rduotanoe the
wants of the British, whohad commonly much greater
difficulty in procuring provisions for money
either of the other armies had in seizing them.
Through sU these difficulties Wellington adhered
with undeviating patience and constancy to the strict

prindplet of dindpline he bad laid down. He remon-
strated with herculean labour, and with admirable
spirit, as his despatches show, with authorities of iJl

l^ds; hut he never under the greatest temptation
took, or suffered others to take, violent means to
supply his most pressing wsnts. To this conduct he
adhere from policy as well ss from principle. From
the first he looked on the situation with the eye of a
statesman as well as of a g6nera4 and counted surely

on the reaction against lawless violenoe as a force in
his favour; but it required more than policy to adhere
to such a course amid necessities and dangers whioib

might well have been urged to excuse, if not to jus-

tify a laxer practice.

By a miaunderatanding between Soult^ who held
the oommand in the north of Spain, and Nay, who
was under him, Galicia was evacuated by both mar-
sbal% and never afterwards recovered, a valuable
result of Wellesley’s first campaign. To oo-operato
with the Spanish armiei^ Wellealey had detmiilBed
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to odTBiioo into Spoin, which he did in Jnly hj the
north of the Tam Joaeph Bonaparte had abont
60.000 men nnder Tlotor and Sebaatiani for the
defenoe of Oentral Spain. Sonlt^ who held an in-
dependent command in the ncMr^ waa at Zamora^
and oould bring up by oonoentratkm more 50,000
men. The other lienoh armiea were more diatant.
Kearly every important fortreaa in Spain waa in the
handa of the Fi^oh. General Cneata, with about
40.000 men, waaon theGhiadiana, and another Spaniah
army under Venegaa waa to move on Madridfr^
the aouth. On the 20th Wellealey joined Cueata at
Oropeaa. Victor had taken podition at Talavera la
Heina. Sir R. Wilaon, with a detachment of Por-
tugneae and Spaniah tnx>pa, moved on to Eaoalona,
threatening the French in their rear. On the 22d
the alUea drove in the outpoata of the French, and
Wellealey propoaed to attack them next day before
they were reinforced by Joaeph and Sebaatiani, but
waa fmatrated by the perveraity of Cueata. The
following day Victor feu back aoroaa the ^berohe,
where he w^ joined by King Joaeph with Jourdan
and Sebaatiam. Nothing would now aerve Cueata
but to attack them, and he advanced alone in apite
of Wellealey’a waminga, waa rudely handled on the
26th, and compelled to fall back on the Britiah.
Next day Wellealey, expecting to be attacked in
turn, took up hia podtion at Talavera la Keina. Aa
Soult and Ney were advancing from the north on
Plaaenoia in hia rear, he intruated to Cueata the
charge of guarding the mountain paaa of Puerto de
Banoa, a ta^ whi(£ Cueata thought proper to commit
to 600 men. The advance of Venegaa, who had
reached Toledo, and the operationa of Wilaon near
Madrid, induced Joaeph to attack the Engliah.
Welledey, who anticipated a battle, with great diffi-

culty prevailed on Cueata to fall back on Talavera.
He placed the Spaniarda on the right protected by
the town and atrongly entrenched, while the Britiah
on the left reated on a hill, the key of the poaition.
While a demonatration waa made againat the Span-
iarda, thousanda of whom fled aa aoon aa attacked,
the l^rench gained the aummit of the bill^ and turned
the Britiah left. They were dialodged by Goueral
Hill, and the fighting cloaed for the day after dark.
Next day the chief attack waa directed on the Britiah
centre, which waa broken; but Wellealey, who viewed
the fight from the hill, had anticipated and provided
for the criaia. Aa the broken regimenta retired the
48th advanced from the Britiah left, and opening ita

columna to let them paaa cloaed again, and charged
the puraiiera. llie guarda and Germana who formed
the centre rallied, and a light cavalry brigade ad-
viincing from the rear, the French gave way. Thia
victory earned Wellealey the titlea of Baron Douro
and viacount Wellington. Next day the French
retreated aoroaa the llberche, and broke up their
army, Victor approaching Madrid to o^rve Wilaon,
and Joaeph proceeding to lUeacaa to oppoae Venegaa.
'\\’’ellington, leaving Cueata in Talavera, turned to
meet j^ult The poaition of the armiea waa now
aiugi^ and almoat unprecedented The Portugueae
frontier waa guarded by Bereaford at Almeida.
Soult, Ney, and Mortier, with a force regarding
V hich Wellesley was completely deceived, supposing
It to be under 20,000 instead of over 60,000, were
concentrating at Plaaenoia; the other armiea were in
the (KMitions already mentioned Although holffing
the central position, all the rii^ waa run by Welling-
ton, as no dependence could be placed on the Span-
iards; and on ascertaining Soult's force from Cueata,
who abandoned Talavera and fell back on Mm, and
finding that by hia advance to Naval MormlT^ult
had cut hia oommunioation with Portugal, he took
the only remaining route which that marahal’a

Upionnoe ot hia poaltioii left him, and <

Taffua at Axsobiqw, placed hlmaelf on the high'road

to Badajoa. On 20to Aoguat ho took up hii head-

quarten at Badajoa, and cantoned hia anuy on Um
Guadiana. The first Invaaion of Spain, vdii^ If the
•tato of the Spaniah armies had hem known, would
periiaps not have been made^ had resulted in nothing

out a aeries of movements among the Freneh troops,

Wellington at thia time survey^ the lines of Torres

Vedraa, and formed hia plan of fortificationB for their

defenoe. (SeeToRBEsVEDBAS.) After his departure

the Spanish armiea by their rashness expoMd them-
aelvea to rout on all udea, and he anticipated the

invasion of Portu^; but with the Portugueae forces

and 80,000 Britiim troops he advised his government
that these lines oould be held against 70,000 or 80,000

French, and a position preserved In toe Peninsula

available for future opportunities. Anticipating that

the future invasion would come from the noAi, he
left General Hill to guard the Tagus, and early in

1810 fixed his head-quarters at Viaeu.

The French in the meantime were largely rein-

forced. Soult was in Andalusia with 60,000 men
threatening the south of Portugal, while in the north
the army of Portugal was ooncentrating to the extent
of 70,000 to 80,000, and the veteran Mass^na waa
appointed to command it Wellington was able to
bring into the field from 60,000 to 60,000 British and
Portuguese troops. The French invested the Spanish
fortress of Ciud^ Bodrigo early in June, and took
it on 10th July. They then advanced to the Coa,
from which the British retired. Almeida waa cap-
tured on 27th August Wellington fell back on the
valley of the Mondego. In the middle of September
Maas^na began his march down the right bank of toe
river, the worst according to Wellington of many
bad roads in Portugal. At the Sierra de Busaoo, a
high ridge in front of Coimbra, Wellington made a
stand and repulsed the French. He bad advised the
Portuguese government to order the inhabitants to
leave the open country and retire within the lines,

carrying their effects and especially provisions with
them, and this stand was intended to afford time
for the evacuation of the country, and especially of

Coimbra. After the battle Masstoa turned Welling-
ton’s position,who retreated to Leiria, where he halted
two days. On 8th October he entered his lines, just
as the autumnal rains were beginning to faU. A
powerful fleet and a flotilla of gun-boats on the Tagus
contributed to their defence. Massdna was wh^y
unprepared for his reception, and after some vain
demonstrations he retir^ from their front The
Portuguese parties had cut off his communications
with Spain, and sickness was rapidly diminishing his
numbers. On Ifith November he fell back to Sw-
tarem, but the Portuguese on the left of the Tagus
had neglected Wellington’s instructions to clear the
country. They had also left boats at Santarem, and
toe Fronoh using both banks of the river quartered
their troops at ease in the principal towns. Napoleon
recommended to waste the English with continual
engagements of advanced guards, and sent Soult in-
structions to co-operate with Massdna. But Soult,
with toe blockade of Cadiz and with the Spaniaida
on his hands, oould only spare a sufficient foroe to
besiege ^joz. In March, 1811, Masadna waa
compelled to begin his retreat, which he oondnoted
with great skill but with still greater inhumanity,
laying waste the country, and burning even the
towns which had sheltered bim^ in mere revenge.
Inoeaaant Bkirmishing with the Britiah light brigade
and occasional combats of greater magnitude brou^t
toe French at length to the Agu^ which they
crossed on 6to Ap& Wellington estimated their
loss in toe campaign at not leas then 46,000. Welling-
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ton blooloided Ahneldft, and eantonliig hb army
betwean tha Cua and tha Agnad% ratumad to

Badajoa, tiddoh had baan takan by Souli and in>

wtad by Beraaford. Ha waa ipa^y racallad by
an affffiaaaiva movament of Maw^na to reliave

Almdda. Wellington took a poaition to oover

tba fortreaa at Fuentaa da Onoro, whara ha waa
attacked by MaaaAia with a anparior foroa. In this

battle be performed the exceedingly ciitioal operation

of changing bia front in preaenoe of tha enemy. The
manoeuvre waa auooeaaful, and Maaa^ waa repulsed.

Almeida surrendered a few days after the battle, and
Mass^na was about the same time superseded by
Marmont. Soult in the meantime had defeated

by Beraaford at Albuera in an attempt to relieve

Badajoz. Wellington returned to prosecute the siege,

and Marmont also moved south to join Soult, but

afterwards returned to Salamanca. This induced

Wellington to push the siege of Ciudad Bodrigo in

preference to that of Badajoz, and he returned to the

Agueda. Marmont, however, advanced with a supe-

rior force, and he withdrew to the Coa. Marmont
returned to Salamanca.

During winter Wellington continued to occupy
himself with preparations for this siege, collecting his

stores at Almeidn under pretext of repairing it On
6th January, 1812, he moved his head-quarters to

Gallegos, invested Ciudad Bodrigo on the 8th, and
took it by assault on the 12th. An earldom, a pension,

and a Spanish dukedom rewarded this achievement.

Wellington now went south with his principal force

CO take Badajoz; and Marmont who had collected

his forces to raise the siege of Ciudad Bodrigo, in-

vaded Portugal by Sabugal, and ravaged the country.

Badajoz was taken on 6th April, with a heavy loss,

which broke the firmness of Wellington, and caused

him a passionate burst of grief. Having secured the

frontier fortresses Wellington determined again to

invade Spain. Leaving Hill on the southern fron-

tier he moved north with his main army, and on 17th

June reached Salamanca, Marmont retiring to Toro.

The French general, when he had concentrated his

forces, attempted by a series of pretentious manceuvres

to surprise the British commander, his ultimate object

being to cut him off from his communications. With
this purpose he crossed the Tonnes followed by
Wellington, who took up his position between the

river and two hills called the Arapiles. Here Mar-
mont’s over-display of tactics recoiled on himself.

Having gained the outer Arapile, in extending his

left to attack the British right he gave Wellington

the opportunity he had long desired of attacking him.

Marmont was wounded, and the French left and
centre broken. Clausel, who attempted to re-form

the army, was routed. Numerous prisoners were
taken by the cavalry in pursuit, and the French
retired to Buxgos. Wellin^n reached Valladolid

on Slat July, and turning on Joseph, who had ad-

vanced to support Marmont, followed him to Madrid,
which he entered on 12th August. Hill was now
Advancing to join Wellington, and Joseph fell back
from Toledo to Almansa in Murda. These successes

compelled Soult to abandon Andalusia, and an Anglo-
Spanish foroe from Cadiz took Seville. Wellington’s
next movement was against the army he had defeated
under Clausel, which had been la^ly reinforced.

He left Hill in Madrid (1st September), and ad-
vanced to Burgos, being joined on his way by a body
of Spaniards. The French retired, leaving a garrison
in the castle, which Wellington darned it necessary
to take before advancing. The sieg^ for want of

proper artillery, occupied him till 21st October, lb
the meantime the noji^em army under Sonham was
again advancing, and Soult with a powerful army
aaardhing on Madrid, which Hill had abandoned to

fall back on Salamanca. WdUngton abandoned the
siege and retreated, olosdiy foUoi^ by the Skench,
who repeatedly attacked his rear. At Palenda he
waa joined by a brigade from England. At Tndela
Souham halted to wait for Sonft^ and Wellinffton
proceeded to the Tormes, where he wasJM&m by
Hill, and when the Fren^ crossed the Ibrmes in
foroe he took up his old poaition at the Arapfles.
The united armies of Soult and Souham amounted
to nearly 90,000 men. Wellington’s strength waa
over 60,000. The enemy, instead of attacking,
threatened his communications, upon which he re-

treated to the Agueda, and established his head-
quarters at Ciudad Bodrigo. The French, not being
prepared to invade Portug^withdrew thebr armies to
cantonments in Castile. (Wend Hill’s corps con-

tinue to occupy Estremadura, and the rest of the
British were cantoned on the Portuguese frontier.

The gains of this campaign were substantial The
French had not only l^n compelled to reinforce

their Spanish armies largely at the expense of their

operations elsewhere, but had lost Andalusia, and
given the British a footing in Estremadura. The
sufferings of the British troops on their retreat, which
had been hasty and almost disorganized, had led to

irregularities which were reprov^ bv Wellington in

a severe proclamation. He received (18th August)
the title of marquis, and Parliament voted himthanks
and £100,000. The failure of the Bussian campaign
compelled Napoleon to recall Soult from Spain, and
Wellington was able to open the campaign of 1818
with a force of 70,000 British and Portuguese. He
had also been appointed commander-in-chief of the

Spanish armies. He opened the campaign in May
by an advance in the former direction, and on 12th

June reached Burgos, the French retreating to the

Ebro. Wellington turned their position by crossing

the Ebro near its source, and after some unsuccessfm

fighting they fell back on Vittoria. In a strong

p(xdtion commanding the principal roads through the

town they were defeated % the British on 21st June.
Being driven from the town, while the British left

had seized the Bayonne road, by which they re-

treated, they were thrown into confusion and routed.

The baggage of King Joseph and a marshid’s baton
fell into the hands of the victors. Wellington now
occupied the passes of the Pyrenees, and besieged

Pampluna and San Sebastian. He was created field-

marshal and received the Spanish title of Duke of

Vittoria. Soult was despatched by Napoleon, withthe
title of lieutenant of the emperor, to restore matters in

the Peninsula. He had still a powerful army (80,000),

but after a series of engagements, called toe battles

of the Pyrenees, he retreated into France. Some
time being spent in pushing the sie^ of Pampluna
and San Sebastian, the former of which surrendered

31st August, toe latter 81st October, Wellington

crossed toe Bidassoa in October, and in November
the whole army descended from the Pyrenees into

the French plfuns. Some severe fighting occurred

before the armies went into winter cantonments.

On 27to February Wellington defeated Soult at

Orthez, and theFrench retreated to Toulouse. Suohet

had abandoned Catalonia, and reached Narbonne.

Another engagement took place in front of Toulouse

on loth April in which toe French after severe

fighting were driven into the town. Next day Soult

evacuated Toulouse, and Wellington entered it on the

12th. In toe afternoon news arrived of Napoleon’s

abdication, but Soult declined to submit to the pro-

visional government without further advice, and
Wellington refused an armistice. Advices having

arrived from Berthier, Soult entered into a convention
on 18th, and Suchet on lOth April In a sortie of

the gandkon of Bayonne, before the peace was knownt
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the Britiah suffered severely. On 80th April Well-
ington, lesving hisarmy in quarters, set out for Paris.

In May be mkl to visit Madrid to allay politiod

differences among the Spanish generals, and on 14th
June he issued farewell orders to his army. He was
created Mi^uis of Douro and Duke of Wellington
in May, with an annuity of £18,000, oommutable
for £300,000, afterwards £400,000. He received the

thanks of both Houses of Parliament In July he
went as ambassador to France, and be sucoe^ed
Lord Castlere^h as British representative in the
Congress of Vienna. In April he took the command
of the army assembled in the Netherlands to oppose
Napoleon. (See France and Waterloo.) On his

return to England after the restoration of peace he
received a vote of £200,000 for the purchase of the
estate of Stratbfieldsaye, to be held on presenting a
coloured flag at Winder on the 18th of June each
year. Numerous foreign honours were showered
upon him ; among others he was made field-marshal
of the armies of France, Kussia, Austria, and Prussia.

With the return of peace he resumed the career

of politics. He accept^ the post of master-general

of the ordnance with a seat in the cabinet of Lord
Liverpool in January, 1819. In 1822 he represented

Great Britain in the Congress of Vienna. In 1826
he was appointed High - constable of the Tower.
This year he went to St. Petersburg as ambassador
on the affairs of Greece. On 22nd Jan. 1827 he
succeeded the Duke of York as commander-in-chief

of the forces. On the accession of Canning to office

(April, 1828) he set the bad example of resigning

this post on political grounds. He resumed it again

on the accession of Lord Goderich. On 8th January,

1828, he accepted the premiership, and, resigning

the command of the forces, gave it to Lord Hill.

During his first year of office he carried the repeal

of the Test and Corporation Acts. In January, 1829,

he was appointed Governor of Dover Castle and
Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports. This year he
carried the Catholic Emancipation Bill. Both this

and the repeal of tests were reforms which he had
steadfastly opposed, and which he yielded to neces-

sity rather than conviction. He fought a duel in

defence of his conduct on this bill with Lord Win-
chilsea on 21st March. In 1830 repeated motions
for parliamentary reform were defeated, but the
growing discontent throughout the country on this

subject and a defeat in Parliament caused the re-

signation of the government in November. His op-

position to reform made the duke so unpopular that

he was assaulted by the mob on 18th June, 1832, and
his life endangered. He accepted the office of foreign

secretaiy under Sir Robert Peel, 9th December, 1834,

and retired with him, 8th April, 1835. In the Peel

ministry in 1841 be took a seat in the cabinet with-

out office. On 10th December, 1842, on the death
of Lord Hill, he resumed the command of the forces,

which he held till his death. On the return of Peel

to office in 1846 he supported him in carrying the

repeal of the com-laws, which up till then he had
opposed. From this time his general policy in Par-

liament was to support the government of the day.

He died at WaJmer Castle, 14tli September, 1852.

His despatches have been published in three series,

namely, Despatches, 1799-1815, edited by his private

secretary, Col. Gurwood (thirteen vols., 1884-39; 2nd
ed., eight vols., 1844-47); Supplementary Despatches
and Memoranda, 1794-1818, edited by his son
(fifteen vols., 1858-72); and Civil and Political

Despatches, 1819 -82, edited by his son (eight vols.,

1867-80). Selections from his despatches have also

been published. Two volumes of his parliamentaiy
speeches appeared in 1854. The most complete
mography is that of Rev. G. R. Gleig (four vols.,

1858-60; later abridged editions), and among others

are those of G. N. Wright, W. H. Maxwelh^ 0. D.
Yonge, and G. Hooper. See also A. Griffiths's

Wellington and Waterloo; E. B. Hamley's Welh^*
ton’s Career; Lord Robarts’s Rise of Wellington;

Napier’s Histozy of the Peninsular War; Ropes's

Campaign of Waterloo; Oman’s Histozy of tho

Peninsular War (voL i., 1902); &c.

WELLS, a city and municipal borough of In-
land, in Somerset, at the foot of the Mendip Hills,

20 miles south-west of Bath. It is a w^- built

town of considerable antiquity, and owes its intent
mainly to its venerable oath^ral and its ecclesias-

tical associations. The oldest parts of the present

structure date from the first h^ of the thirteenth

century, notably the beautiful western front (re-

stored 1878). ^e neighbouring deaneiy is a build-

ing of the fifteenth century, and the vicars* college

contains work of various dates from the thirteenth

to the fifteenth centuiy. The Bishop’s Palace la-

in the style of an old baronial castle, and has an
ancient chapel in the Decorated style. The church

of St. Cuthbert is, in its present form, mainly a
fourteenth -century building. There are vanoua
other places of worship; a town-hall (1779); market-

house; grammar-school, founded, it is said, in the

thirteenth century; a blue-coat school (1654), re-

organized in 1889; a theological college; the county
luimtic asylum, situated outside the city; alms-

houses; &c. Brushes and paper are the principal

manufactures. Wells is named from some springs-

in the vicinity, and contributes to the ziame of the

see of Bath and Wells. From 1295 till 1868 it sent

two members to parliament, but in the latter year
its representation was merged in that of the county.

Pop. in 1891, 4822; in 1901, 4849.

WELLS, Charles Jeremiah, English poet, was
bom about 1800 in or near London. He was edu-

cated in a school kept by Charles Cowden Clarke at

Edmonton, and was a school-fellow of a younger
brother of John Keats, with whom and with Leigh
Hunt and Hazlitt he was intimately associated. He
became a solicitor. His Stories after Nature was
published anonymously in 1822, but attracted little

attention until W. J. Linton reprinted some of them
in 1 845. In 1828 Wells publish^ under a pseudonym
his fine dramatic poem, Joseph and his Brethren.

It was even more completely ignored than his eaiiier

prose work, but in recent years it has been recognized

by good judges as a work of great merit. He went
to Brittany in 1840 and became professor of English
in a college at Quimper. He died at Marseilles on
Feb. 17, 1879. In 1876 Mr. Buxton Forman pro-

duced a new edition of Joseph and his Brethren, to
which Mr. Swinburne contributed a preface; and in

1891 Mr. Linton issued a new edition of his Storiea

after Nature.

WELSH ONION. See Oibol in Supp.
WELSHPOOL, a municipal and parliamentary

borough of Wales, resided as the county town of
Montgomeryshire, being the seat of the assizes and
county courts, near the left bank of the river Severn,
17 miles west by south of Shrewsbuiy. The chief
buildings are the fine Gothic church of St. Mary’s
(restor^ in 1871), the town-hall (including assize

courts, &c.), the county intermediate schools, the
Powysland Museum, and the public library. The
manufswture of woollens is the chief industry. Powis
Castle is near the town, which belong to the Mont-
gomery district of boroughs. Pop. in 1891, 6501

;

m 1901, 6121.

WELWITSCHIA, a genus of plants of the order
Gnetacese, in the division of Gymnoepenns, oontam-
ing only one species, W, mirahUU, This species is-

confined to the deserts of German South-west Africa,
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where it was duooveted in 1860 by a Gennan named
Welwitaoh. It haa a abort and more or le« conical

stem of great drcumference, which extends only

about 4 inches above the ground, and from its top

a pair of large opposite leaves spread out. These
leaves last throughout the whole lifetime of the plant,

and become ultimately tom up longitudinally into

long strips, which trail on the surface of the ground.

They were formerly regarded as the cotyledons of

the plant, but it is now known that the cotyledons

are two short-lived leaves of much smaller size which
precede them. The flowers of the plant grow in

cones like those of many oonifers, the cones being

arranged in panicles on the end of the stem between
the two leaves. The female cones are much larger

than the male ones, and in fruit are of a scarlet colour.

WEN, an encysted tumour found on the scalp or

other parts of the body. These tumours are com-
prehended in a membrane called a eytU which con-

tains a fluid matter. The causes of the formation

are unknown, but a strongly-marked tendency to

such swellings exists in particular individuals, which
leads to the suspicion of constitutional causes. An
encysted tumour, in its commencement, is always
exceedingly small and perfectly indolent ; and it is

often many years before it attains a considerable

size. These swellings are usually spherical, except

when this form is altered by the disposition of the

surrounding parts. The best mode of treatment is

amputation of the whole swelling.

WENCHOW, a treaty port of the Chinese Empire,
in the province of Chekiang, on the estuary of the

Ta-kai river, about 200 miles south by west of

Shanghai. Ruined palaces, gates, and triumphal

arches are among the numerous signs of its vanished

greatness, but it is still a comparatively clean town,

with broad streets. Among buildings of recent

erection are the custom-house and the branch of the

Imperial Chinese Post-office. The chief imports are

cottons, kerosene, sugar, opium, iron, and woollens;

Mid the principal articles of export are tea, umbrellas,

timber, and oranges. The average annual values of

the imports and exports during several recent years

were about £170,000 and £.58,000 respectively. The
tonnage of shipping entered in 1901 was 26,044, of

which very little was British. There is also a con-

siderable junk trade. Fop. about 80,000.

WENDOVER, a market-town of England, in

Buckinghamshire, 20 miles n.n.w. of Windsor, with

a Decorated church (restored), Nonconformistchapels,

a literary institution, a market-house, &c. It was
a two-member parliamentary borough from 1300 till

1832. Pop. in 1891, 2036.

WENDS, among the old German peoples a general

designation for their Slavonic neighbours, now re-

stricted to the Slavic people of Upper and Lower
Lusatia, who call themselves Serbs (SerbjQ\ whence
the name Sorbs, often applied to them by German
authorities. In the earliest historical times the

Sorbs occupied the country from the Saale to the

Bober, and from the latitude of Berlin south to the

Erzgebirge; but the Wends are now confined to a
small territory (about 1270 square miles) in the

upper Spree v^ey, extending from south of Bautzen
to north of Kottbus. The Urger part of this Wen-
dish region belong to the Prussian provinces of

Brandenburg and Silesi^ the smaller southern part

being included in the kingdom of Saxony (circle of

Bauteen). The Wends are completely surrounded
by Gennans, and being thus cut off from contact

with the other Slavs, they are becoming slowly Ger-
manized. Their language, known as Sorbian, falls

into two dialects, Upper and Lower Sorbian, which
are spoken in the south and the north of the terri-

toiy req>ectively. The total number of Wends is

about 120,000, of whom about 60,000 live in Saxony
and 70,000 in Prussia. About 12,000 are Boman
Catholics, the remainder being chiefly Lutherans^

about the middle of the nineteenth century Sor-
bish literature consisted ahnost wholly of eodesiaati*
cal and religious works, and works relating to tha
nee^ of peaswt life, but there has sinoe been a
revival of national feeling, accompanied by a more
extended literature.

WENER, the largest lake of Sweden, and after
those of Ladoga and Onega the largest in Europe,
situated centi^y between the l&ns of Wermland,
Dalsland, and Wester Gotland. It is 147 feet above^
sea-level, and of very irregular shape. Its greatest
length, north-east to south-west, is about 100 miles;
and its breadth may average about 30 miles, though
at the widest it is not less than 60 miles, and in its-

lower part, where two peninsulas stretch far into it

from opposite cUrections, it is not more than 15 miles.

This distance is still further narrowed by a group of
small islands, and hence the part of the lake above
these peninsulas is sometimes considered as Weiner
proper, while the part below is called Lake Dalbo.
The area covered by both is 2242 square xmles. By
far the most important feeder is the Klar-elf, which
pours in at its north end the accumulated water of

a course of more than 250 miles. Its only proper

outlet is at Wenersborg at its south-western ex-

tremity, where its superfluous waters are received

by the Gota-elf. In summer steamers and other
vessels ply regularly upon the lake

;
in winter it is

frozen for several months, and crossed by sledges.

It abounds with fish, particularly trout. The Gota
Canal connects Lake Wener with Lake Wetter,
and the Dalsland Canal connects it with Fredriks-

hald in Norway.
WENLOCK, a municipal borough of England^

in Shropshire, 12 miles south-east of Shrewsbury,.

It is in general well built of brick; and has an
ancient church (restored) with a square tower and a
spire; several Dissenting chapels; an ancient guild-

hall; a modem market^all; a com-exchange; and
the ruins of an ancient priory. In 1885 it ceased

to be a parliamentary borough. Pop. in 1891, 15,703;
in 1901, 15,866.

WENTLETRAP. See Soalaria.

WENTWORTH, Sib Thomas, Earl of Strafford.

See Strafford.
WERDAU, a town of Saxony in the circle of

Zwickau, on the river Pleisse, 25 miles w.s.w. of

Chemnitz. It has extensive manufactures of woollen

and linen cloth, worsted, shoes, machinery, &c.
There are also paper and dye wor^ Pop. in 1895,

17,358 ; in 1900, 19,355.

WERDEN, a town of Rhenish Prussia, on the

river Ruhr, here crossed by a bridge with statues of

the Emperor William I., Bismarcl^ and Moltke, 15^

miles north-east of DUsseldorf. Its ancient abbey

is now transformed into a house of correction. There
are manufactures of woollen and cotton cloth, paper,

leather, &c. ; and coal mining is carried on m the

vicinity. Pop. in 1895, 9413.

WEREWOLF, a man-wolf, a man transformed

into a wolf according to a superstition prevalent in

ancient and medisBv^ times. See Ltoantbroft.
WERFF, Adbiaan van dbr, a Dutch painter,

bora near Rotterdam, in 1659, of poor parents, waa-

first instructed in his art by Piccolett, a portrait-

painter, and afterwards became a pupil of Van der
Neer. He settled at Rotterdam, and in 1696 was
fortunate enough to attract the notice of the Elector

Palatine, who was thenceforward his liberal patron,

and who ennobled him in 1703. Among his oele*

brated paintings are the Judgment of Solomon;
Christ carried to the Sepulcnre; Eooe Homo;
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Abrabam with Sarah and Hagar; and Magdalen
in the Wilderness. He died at Rotterdam, Nov. 12,

1722. Van der Werff was particularly noted for

his small historical pieces, which are most exquisitely

finished, and which are still in high request.—His
brother and pupil Piktbe van dkr Werff (1665-

1721), painted portraits and domestic pieces.

WERGILD, or Wergield, among the Anglo-
Saxons the fine which was payable, by a person who
had killed another, to the kinsmen of the person
killed. See Anglo-Saxons.
WERNER, Abraham Gottlob, a German miner-

alogist, bom near Bunzlau on September 25, 1750.

He was educated partly at Bunzlau, partly at the
Mining Academy at Freiberg. Thence he removed
to Leipzig, where he applied himself to natural his-

tory and jurisprudence, especially the former. In
1775 he was appointed inspector and teacher of

mineralogy and mining in the Mining Academy at

Freiberg, m which position he remain^ for the rest

of his life. He contributed a number of valuable

articles to various periodicals, and wrote several

works on mineralogy. Werner was the first to

separate geology from mineralogy, and to place the

former on the l^is of observation and experience.

The geological theory with which his name is con-

nect^ is that which attributes the phenomena
exhibited by the crust of the earth to the action of

water, and is known as the Wernerian or Neptunian
theory, in contradistinction to the Huttonian or

Plutonic, in which fire plays the chief part. He
was nominated counsellor of the mines of Saxony
in 1792, and had a great share in the direction of

the Academy of Mining, and in the administration

of public works. The cabinet of minerals which he
had collected was unrivalled for its completeness

and arrangement, consisting of 100,000 specimens.

It was acquired by the Academy. He died un-
married at Dresden on June 30, 1817.

WERNER, Friedrich Ludwig Zacharias, Ger-
man dramatist, was bom at Kbnigsberg on Nov. 18,

1 768. After studying jurisprudence and cameralistic

science and attending Kant's lectures in his native

town, he became in 1793 chamber secretary in the
Prussian service, in which capacity he si)ent some
years in Warsaw. In 1805 he obtained a govern-
ment post in Berlin, but two years later he retired

from the public service and travelled abroad. He
made the acquaintance of Goethe at Weimar and
of Madame de Stael at Ooppet, and in 1811 he went
to Rome. In the latter year he joined the Roman
Catholic Church, and in 1814 he was consecrated
priest at Aschaffenburg. Taking up his residence

in Vienna, he preached with great acceptance. In
1816-17 he lived in Podolia with Count Choloni-

ewski, through whose influence he was appointed
head of the chapter of the cathedral of Kaminiec.
The last years of his life were spent in Vienna,
where he died on Jan. 17, 1823. Werner’s dramatic
works reveal much of the power and pathos charac-

teristic of Schiller, but overlaid to a constantly

increasing extent, as he advanced in years, by mys-
tical and undramatic elements. The chief of them
are: Die Sohne des Thais (1804); Das Kreuz an
der Ostsee (1806); Martin Luther oder die Weihe
der Kr^t (1807); Attila (1808); Wanda (1810);
Die Weihe der Unkraft (1813), a sort of retractation
of the earlier play on Luther; Kunigunde die Heilige

(1815); Der 24. Februar (1815); and Die Mutter
der Makkab^r (1820).

WERNIGERODE, a town of Prussia, in the
province of Saxony and government of Madgebuig,
43 miles south-west of the city of that name, on the
Holzemme, at the foot of the Harz Mountains. It
has a castellated residence of the Princes of Stol-

berg-Wemigerode, with a libnuy of over 100,000

volumes, an exoeUent natural history cabinet, and
collection of animals; a gymnasium and other higher

schools; a fine town-hall; and a Prinoe Otto museum.
There are manufactures of iron, machineiy, choco-

late, cigars, dye-stuffs, &c. Pop. in 1895, 10,480.

WESEL, a town of Germany, in the Rhine pro-

I vinoe of Prussia, on the right hank of the Rhine, at

! the mouth of the river Lippe, 35 miles north by west

!

of Dtiaseldorf. The Rhine is here crossed by a rail-

way and a pontoon bridge, and the Lippe by a rail-

way and two other bridges. The Berlin gate, with

I

statues of Hercules and Minerva, dates from 1722.

The principal church was founded in the twelfth

centuiy, and dates in its present form from 1621.

It was restored in 1883-96. The town-hall, with a

Gothic fagade, was completed in 1390. The other

buildings and institutions include the Lower Rhine
Museum, formerly a French church; the artillery

barracks, formerly a Dominican monastery
;
a royal

gymnasium and other higher educational institu-

tions; two hospitals; an orphanage; and the fortress

prison. Soap, wire, and cement are manufactured,

and there are also sugar-refineries, brick-works, flour

and oil mills, steam saw-mills, &c., besides a trade

in timber, grain, &c. Wesel has ample harbour

and quay accommodation. The fortifications were

demolished in 1890, except the citadel and four

outer forts, one of which, Fort BlUcher, is on the

left bank of the Rhine. Wesel can be traced back
to the eighth century. It was a member of the

Hanseatic League, and adopted the Reformation in

1540. It came into Prussian possession in 1814.

Pop. in 1895, 22,259; in 1900, 22,647.

WESER (Latin, Vi%urgu\ a river of Germany,
formed by the junction of the Fulda and Werra at

Mtinden, between the provinces of Hanover and
Hesse-Nassau, flows very circuitously first north-

west, then N.N.E., between Westphalia and Bruns-

wick, past the towns of Hoxter and Holzminden,
and w.N.w. post Hameln and Rinteln; below the

latter it enters the government of Minden; flows

north past Minden into Hanover; turns w.N.w.,

traverses the town and the territory of Bremen,
forms the boundary between Hanover and Olden-

burg, at Elsfleth turns almost due north, and falls

by a wide mouth, very much encumbered with sand-

banks, into the German Ocean. Its whole course

is about 430 miles. It is navigable by barges to

some distance up both head-streams, but the prac-

tical limit of summer navigation is Hameln. The
lower part, from Bremen to Bremerhaven, has been
deepened and improved for large vessels.

WESLEY, Charles, younger brother of John
Wesley, bom at Epworth, December 18, 1707, was
educated at Westminster ^hool, and Christ Church,
Oxford, where he graduated Master of Arts in 1733.
While he was at college, Garrett Wesley of Dangan
offered to make him his heir, provid^ he would
leave Oxford and settle in Ireland. The offer was
declined, and Richard Colley, cousin of Garrett
Wesley, and father of the first Earl of Momington
(who was father of the Duke of Wellington), suc-
ceeded to the Dangan estate. Charles accompanied
his brother to Georgia, and also became a preacher
in the Methodist b(x3y, being for many years an
itinerant evangebst, but he differed from his brother
on some doctrinal and other points. After residing

for some years at Bristol and Bath he came to

London in 1771, and here he died on 29th March,
1788, He is said to have written 6500 hymz^ of

which many are well-known. ‘(See next artide.)

Two of his sons, Charles and Samuel were cele-

brated for musical genius, the latter especially, who
was the greatest oiganist of his day.
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WESLEY, John, the systematic foimder of Wes-
leyan Methodism, was a younger son of the Rev.
Samuel Wesley, of Epwortb. The name Wesley is

the same as WeUesley, and the Wesleys belonged

to the same family as the Duke of Wellington, who
originally wrote li^ name Wesley. (See preceding

article.) John Wesley was bom 17th June, 1703,

and was educated at the Charterhouse, and at Christ

Church, Oxford. He took the degree of B.A. in

1724, was ordained deacon in 1725, became a fellow

of Lincoln College, in which he was appointed

Greek lecturer and moderator, and in 1727 gradu-

ated M.A. He was of a serious and religious

turn of mind, and books which impressed him
powerfully were the Imitatio Christ! and Taylor’s

Holy Living and Holy Dying. He took priest’s

orders in 1728. About the close of 1729 he was
called from acting as his father’s curate to perform

the duties of his fellowship in person. At Oxford
he found an association of students of which his

brother Charles was a member. It was known by
various nicknames, among which were the Holy
Club, the Bible Moths, the Sacramentariaus, and
the Methodists. It appears that all the association

did at this time to earn these opprobrious epithets

was to meet on Sunday evenings to read the Scrip-

tures, and on other evenings to read secular litera-

ture. John Wesley joined this society, which
gradually became exclusively religious in its object,

and highly ascetic in its tone. Its members fasted

twice, and communicated once a week, visited

prisons and the sick, and engaged frequently in

prayer, meditation, and self-examination. Among
the members were Hervey and Whitefield. At
the time John Wesley joined it the society num-
bered very few members, but it gradually increased,

though it never became a numerous Ixxly. This
induced him to decline his father’s living at. Ep-
worth, that he might continue to exercise his

influence at the university. During his residence

at the university he became acquainted with Law,
the author of the Serious Call to the Unconverted,
whose society exercised much influence over him.

In 1735 he accepted an invitation from General
Oglethorpe to go out to America to preach to the

colonists of Georgia. He sailed on 10th December,
along with his brother Charles and a considerable

b(*dy of Moravians. During his visit to the colony

he paid his addresses to Sophia Hopkey, niece of

the chief magistrate of Savannah, or rather, as the

story is told, received her advances with favour,

but ultimately declined to marry her. Miss Hop-
key married a Mr. Williamson, and Wesley, with-

out assigning a reason, refused to admit her to the

communion. Her husband threatened legal pro-

ceedings, which were not enforced, but Wesley, on
account of this event, left the colony, ‘ shaking the

dust from his feet’. He reached England 1st

Eebruaiy, 1738, just as Whitefleld, under whose
preaching Methodism had made great progress,

sailed for Georgia. At this time an important

event took place in the inner religious life of Wesley.
He was converted, according to his own account,

about a quarter to nine o’clock on the evening of

24th May, 1738, at a meeting to which he had gone
vei^ unwillingly, while Luther’s Preface to the

Epistle to the Romans was being read. On 13th

June he set out for Germany to visit Hermhut.
He met Count Zin7.endorf at Marienbom, stayed
a fortnight at Hermhut, and returned to England
about me middle of l^ptember. Whitefield re-

turned from Georgia about the end of the year, and
became intimately associated with Wesley. He
began open-air preaching near Bristol in the follow-

ing Februaiy, and his example was soon followed

by Wesley. In July, 1740, Wesley separated from
the Moravians, on account of doctrinal differences.

He soon after separated from Whitefield, but with-
out a permanent personal breach. Wesl^ had now
the Mle control of the religious body which adhered
to him, and he devoted his entire life without inter-

mission to the work of its organization, in which he
showed much practical skill and admirable method.
His labours as an itinerant preacher were incessant.

He had no permanent residence, and never inter-
mitted his journeys on account of the weather. He
would ride from 40 to 60 miles in a day. He read
or wrote during his journeys, and he frequently
preached four or five times a day or oftener. He
married in 1760 Mrs. Vozeille, a widow with four
children, but his habits of life, which he did not
attempt to accommodate to his wife, produced an
alienation, and they finally separated. He died 2nd
March, 1791. Wesley held strongly to the prin-

ciple of Episcopacy, though not a believer in the
apostolic succession; and he never formally sepa-

rated from the Church of England. His collected

works were published by himseS in 1771-’74 in thirty-

two volumes 12mo. But in these only a part of his

literary output was included, his publications being
of the most miscellaneous character, including gram-
mars, an English dictionaiy, biographies, manuals
of history, logic, medicine, which together brought,

him in large sums of money. In 1780 he com-
menced a monthly magazine, the Arminian Maga-
zine, which he edited during his life, and which
after his death was merged in the Methodist Maga-
zine. He also wrote many hymns, which are in-

cluded in the Poetical Works of John and Charles

Wesley, 1868-72 (thirteen vols.). See Green’s

Bibliography of the Works of John and Charles

Wesley (1896). For the life of Wesley see his own
journals and correspondence, and Lives by White-
head (1791-98), Moore (1824-25), Southey (18^20),

Tyerman (1870-71), Rigg (1876), Green (1881), and
Overton (1891). See Mkthodists.
WESSEX, that is, Wkst Saxons, one of the most

important of the kingdoms of the so-called Saxon
heptarchy in England, during the sixth, seventh,

and eighth centuries, and the early part of the

ninth, and that in which the other lungdoms were
ultimately merged in the reign of Egl^rt in 827.

See Egbert and England.
WEST, Benjamin, painter, was bom at Spring-

field, Pennsylvania, 10th October, 1738. He snow^
great precocity in his aptitude for painting. At the

age of eighteen he established himself as a portrait-

painter at Philadelphia, and subsequently followed

the same profession in New York. In July, 1760,

he visited Rome, from whence he proceeded to Flor-

ence, Bologna, Venice, and Parma. Returning to

Rome he painted Cimon and Iphigenia and Angelica

and Medora. He was elected member of the Aca-

demies of Florence, Bologna, and Parma, which

acquired him some reputation. He visited England

in 1763, and was so well patronized that he deter-

mined to make it his future residence. He painted

Hector and Andromache, The Return of the Prodigal

Son, and a historical painting of Agrippina, the liwt

for the Archbishop of York, who introduced him to

George III. The king became his steadfast patron,

and gave him commissions to the extent of about

£1000 a year for upwards of thirty years. In

painting the Death of General Wolfe, West departed

from the custom of the artists of the day of giving

the characters Greek or Roman costumes. He
painted a series of historical works for Windsor, and

for the chapel a series on the progress of revealed

religion, divided into four seri^ antediluvian, jpatri-

archal, Mosaic, and prophetic. On the death of
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Reynolds, in 1792, he was unanimously elected

Preiident of the Royal Academy. When Qeoige
111. became insane the order for painting the re-

ligious series was abruptly recall^ and the pay
atopped. West had finish^ twenty-eight pictui^
and dcetched the entire series. He afterwards

painted a number of religious and historical pictures

on very lai^ canvases. Among them may be
noticed Christ Healing the Sick (in the National
Oalleiy), the Crucifixion, Ascension, and Death on
the Pale Horse. The Battle of La Hogue is among
the best of his historical pieces. He died 11th
March, 1820. West’s pictures number about 400.

WEST BROMWICH, a municipal, parliamen-
ta^, and county borough of Englan^ in Stafford-

ahire, between Wednesbury and Birmingham. The
principal buildings include the town-hidl (1874-75)
with a massive tower; a number of fine modem
ohurches; several chapels of different denomina-
tions; public schools; an institute, art and technical

schools, a free library, and a hospital. There is a
fine public park. West Bromwich has a share in

the mining and manufacturing industries of this

busy distnct, and has grown largely of late years,

•carmng on the manufacture of iron goods of various

kinds, smelting, brass-founding, Ac. It became a
municipal borough in 1882, and a county borough
in 1888. Since the passing of the Redistribution

Act of 1885 it has sent one member to Parliament,

being previously included in Wednesbury. Pop. in

1881, 56,295; in 1891, 69,474; in 1901, 65,172.

WESTBURY, a town of England, in Wiltshire,

•on the edge of Salisbury Plain, 11 miles south-east

•of Bath. It has manufactures of woollens, gloves,

bricks, Ac. It ceased to be a pari. bor. in 1885.

Pop. (1891), 4439; (1901), 8300.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA. See Australia.
WESTERN EMPIRE. See Rome.
WESTERN ISLANDS. See Hbbridbs and

Azobkh
WEST HAM. See Ham (West).
WEST INDIES (also called the Antilles), the

•extensive archipelago or series of islands which lies

between North and ^uth America, stretching from
the coast of Florida i» the shores of Venezuela. It

is divided by geographers into the Bahamas, a group
stretching from near the coast of Florida, in a south-

-easterly direction : the Greater Antilles, comprising
the four largest islands of the group, Cuba, Hayti,
Porto Rico, and Jamaica; the LiWir Antilles,

stretching Hke a great bow, with its convexity to-

wards the east, from Trinidad, near the coast of

Venezuela, to Porto Rico, and subdivided into the

three groups known under the name of the Wind-
ward ulands, the Leeward Islands, and the Virgin
Islands. Ea^ of the divisions above mentioned,

and the most important individual islands, are de-

scribed separately. The islands stretching along

the north coast of South America, and those on
the coast of Central America, form two additional

g^roups. The whole archipela^, with the excep-

tion of some of the Bahamas, hes within the tomd
zone. The total area does not exceed 95,000 square
miles, of which the Greater Antilles occupy nearly

83,000 square miles. The name India was given to

the islands because Columbus (who first discovered

them in 1492) was under the notion that they
formed part of India, which was the object of his

search. When the mistake was discovered they
retained the name, with the prefix West, to denote
their geographical position. (See Amebioa and
Columbus.) Some of the Lesser Antilles are flat,

but the general character of the West Indian Islands
is bold and mountainous. Volcanic action is

eonfined in the archipelago to the idAndH,

from Grenada to St Eustatius. Hayti and Ja-

maica have been the scenes of some of the most
tremendous earthquakes on record, and the recent

volcanic eruptions on Martinique and St Vincent

are still fre& in public memory. In the interval

between June and October the islands are often

visited by tremendous hurricanes. The climate

in the Antilles is extremely hot, but the length of

the night, the sea-breezes, and in m«my of them
the elevation of the land, tend to modify the sun’s

influence. The islands abound generally in all

tropical productions, ^ su^r, cotton, coffee, indigo,

pimento, cocoa, m^icinal drugs, tobacco, maize,

guava, plantain, cacao, Ac. ;
bananas, oranges,

lemons, limes, citrons, pine -apples, Ac.; m^ioc,
yams, potato^ Ac. There are many varieties of

trees, adapted for cabinet-work, ship-building, and
other purposes, such as cedars, mahogany, lignum-

vitse, iron-wood, the Indian fig-tree, the calabash-

tree, Ac. At the time of their discovery the south-

ern iwlAnds of this archipelago were inhabited by a

fierce and warlike race called Caribs; the northern

by a gentler race, the Arrowauks. !^th, with the

exception of a few hundred Caribs in Dominica, are

now extinct. The following is a list of the West
Indian islands grouped according to the states to

which they now belong:

—

United States: Cuba (independent under the

suzerainty of the States), Isle of Fines, Porto Rico,

in the Greater Antilles.

British

:

Jamaica, Cayman Brae, Little Cayman,
Great Cayman, in the Greater Antilles; ^rba-
dos, Grenada, Grenadines, St. Lucia, St. Vincent,

Trinidad, Tobago, in the Windward group; Anguilla,

Antigua, Barbuda, St. Kitt’s, Dominica, Montserrat,

Nevis, in the Leeward ^up; Anegada, Tortola,

Virgin Gorda, in the Virgin group
;

all the Bahamas
and the islands off the coast of British Honduras.

Danish : St. Thorny St. Croix (Santa Cruz), and
St. John, in the Virgin group.

Dutch: St. Eustatius, l^ba, and St. Martin
(partly French), in the Leeward group; Bonaire or

Buen Ayre, Cura9ao, and Oruba or Ajiiba off the

South American coast.

French: Martinique in the Windward; Deseada,

Guadeloupe, Marie GaJante, St. Martin (partly

Dutch), St. Bartholomew, and Les Saintes, in the

Leewai^ group.

Venezuelan: Coche, Cubagna, Margarita, Tor-

tuga, Birds’ Islands, Ac., off the South American
coast.

Independent: HaytL
WESTLAND, a provincial district of New Zea-

land, in South Island, bounded north by Nelson
district, south by Otago, west by the ocean, and
east by Canterbury, from which it is separated

by the chain of the Southern Alps. It is alx)ut

200 miles long and about 80 miles in average
breadth, its area being about 4642 square miles.

It consists principally of hills branching off from
the great idpine system, intersected by narrow
bush -clad valleys, and merging coastwards into
undulating plateaus, river - straths, and shelving
coasts. The rivers are numerous but short. Prac-
tically the whole of the district is clad with forest.

Large tracts can readily be prepared for pastoral

purpoMS, but not much is suitable for agriculture.

Gk>ld is found in the valleys of the rivers, especially

in ^ose of the Arahura and Waiho, and ^Id-
bearing (}uartz is also worked in some places. Silver,

copper, iron, and tin are among the other metallio

treasures of the district, whi^ has also yielded

much coal, especially from the vidley of the Gr^.
The climate is equable and temperate. The rain-

fall is heavy, and snow lies on the high mountains
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dnrinff rnnoh of the jreer. The capital ia Hokitika,

the omar chief towns beii^ Gh^qrmouth, Bnmnerton,
Kumara» and Bose. RailwayB connect Gkeymouth
with Hokitika, Jackson, and Reefton (in Nelson
district). Westland was fonnerly part of Oanterbury
district Pop. in 1901, 14,466.

WESTMACOTT, Sib Riohabd, an eminent
sculptor, was bom in London in 1775, and was
early trained to a knowled^ of art by his father,

who was a statuary. In 1793 he was sent to Rome
to study his profession under Canova, and there

made such progress that he gained the annual gold

of St Luke. He^also obtained a first prize for

sculpture at Florence, and was elected a member of

the Academy there. In 1798 he returned to Eng-
land, married, and rose rapidly into estimation as

an artist Many of the monuments in St. Paul’s

are from his chisel, and that cathedral forms, in

some respects, a gallery of his works. The figure

of a Welsh girl in a monument to the memory of

Lord Penrhyn, at Penrhyn, in North Wales, is con-

sidered by many as the happiest of his creations.

He designed also the Achilles in Hyde Park, the

statue of Lord Erskine in Lincoln’s inn Old Hall,

that of Nelson in Birmingham, besides figures of

Addison, Pitt And many others. He was elected

an associate of the Royal Academy in 1805, a full

member in 1811, and in 1827 succeeded Flaxman
as lecturer to the Academy on sculpture, an office

which he held till his death. In 1837 the dignity

of knighthood was conferred on him. He died in

London on Ist September, 1856.—His eldest son,

Riohabd (1799-1872), was also an eminent sculptor.

He succeeded his father as professor of sculpture at

the Academy, holding the post till 1867.

WESTMEATH, a county in Ireland, in the pro-

vince of Leinster, bounded on the north by the

county of Cavan, on the north-west by Longford,

on the west by Roscommon, on the south by King’s

County, and on the east and north-east by Meath

;

area, 453,468 acres or 708 square miles. The sur-

face is hilly in the north, but elsewhere undulates

gently. The drainage is shared between the Shan-

non and the Boyne. The former, with its expansion

Lough Ree, forms the western boundary of the

county, and receives its drainage mostly through

the Inny and the Brosna. Lough Sheelin on the

northern boundary, and Loughs Derrevaragh, Owel,

and Ennel in the interior, should also be mentioned.

The climate is mild, equable, and healthy. The
soil is light and moorish in the west, and in the

east usuf^y consists of a heavy loam. The princi-

pal grain-crop is oats, but the greater part of the

surface is devoted to grazing, and the cattle reared

are considered the b^t in Ireland. Considerable

attention is also pmd to dairy-farming. Important
means of communication are furnished by the Shan-
non, the Royal Canal, a branch of the Grand Canal,

and the Great Western Railway. Westmeath sends

two members to Parliament, being divided into N.
and S. Westmeath. The county town is Mullingar,

and Athlone is j)artly in the county. Pop. (1891),

65,028; (1901), 61,629.

WESTMINSTER, an ancient city, included
within the limits of the administrative county of

London, consisting of the ancient civil parishes of

St Maimret and St. John the Evangelist; St.

Geoige, Hanover Squm; Close of the Collegiate

Church of St. Peter, Westminster; St James, West-
minster; St Martin-in-the-Fields; St. Anne, Soho;
St Paul, Covent Garden; St Miuy-le-Strand; St
Clement Danes, and the Savoy Prednct, of which
the first two contain two-thirds of its population.

The metropolitan borough of Westminster, still to

be called a city, which was created by the London
Government Act of 1899, is practically oonterminous
with the city as above defined, being bounded on
the south and east by the river Thames; east by the
City of London, from which it was separated 1^ the
former Temple Bar; north ly Holbom, Maiylebone,
and Paddington; and west by Kensington and
Chelsea. It is connected with Lambeth by Vaux-
hall, Lambeth, Westminster, and Waterloo Bridges.
The parliamentary ^rough of Westminster created
by the Mt of 1885 is practically oonterminous with
the parish of St Margaret and St. John the Evangel-
ist, the remainder of the city constituting the par-
liamentary boroughs of St George, Hanover Square,
and the Strand. The city contains some of the
finest and most imposing buildings in London, and
teems with historical and literary associations. All
the metropolitan royal palaces are within its limits,

and also Westminster Abbey, the Houses of Parlia-

ment, the principal government building^ the head-
quarters of the London County Council and the
Metropolitan Police Force, the National Gallery
and the Tate Gallery, Burlington House, Somerset
House, and the principal theatres and opera -

houses.

Westminster Abbey, or the Collegiate Church of

St. Peter, Westminster, was erected in its earliest

form in 616 by an Anglo-Saxon king, Sebert, on the
site of a Roman temple to Apollo. This early

foundation consisted of a church and a Benedictine
convent, the whole being named Westminster (that

is, West Monastery) in contradistinction to an
Eastminster whose name has not survived. No-
thing of Sebert’s work remains, and of the later

church erected by Edward the Confessor in 1049-65
we have only the Chapel of the Pyx and part of

the foundations and cloisters. Henry III. caused

most of the edifice to be rebuilt, and subsequent
kings continued the work, but the most notable name
in connection with the erection of the abbey is

that of Henry VII., whose splendid chapel is one
of the greatest glories of the building. The only
important parts added to the abbey since Henry
VII.’s time are the two western towers built by
Sir Christopher Wren. The nave is partly Early
English and partly Decorated in its architecture.

Dr. Livingstone is buried here, and in the north airie

the graves of Purcell and Stemdale Bennett are

seen. The nave and its aisles also contain monu-
ments to Sir Isaac Newton, Fox, Pitt, John and
Charles Wesley, Isaac Watts, Wordsworth, Keble,

Charles Kingsley, and Matthew Arnold. The lofty

choir is in Early English style, and contains the

supposed tomb of King Sebert and his queen, Ethel-

go^ and also the tomb of Anne of Cleves. The
south transept is notable as containing at its southern

end the famous Poets’ Comer, in which are seen

the tombs of Chaucer, Sjjenser, Browning, Tenny-
son, Drayton, and Ben Jonson, and monuments or

memorials to Shakspere, Samuel Butler, Milton,

Addison, Thomson, Goldsmith, Longfellow, John-

son, Sheridan, Bums, Southey, Coleridge, Campbell,

Macaulay, Dryden, Thackeray, Dickens, Gay, and
others. Heniy VIL’s chapel, at the east end of the

abbey, is the finest example of Perpendicular work
in the country, and consists of a nave and two
aisles, with five small chapels round the apM.
Henry VII. and his consort rest beneath a splendid

black marble tomb in the centre of the chapel,

which also contains the tombs of the subsequent

Boverei^ down to Ghiorge II., besides those of

other illustrious personages. The tomb and monu-
ment of Dean Stanley and his wife, and the grave
of Addison are likewise in this chapel. The north
transept, with a splendid rose-window and a fine
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triple entrance known as Solomon’s Porch, is the

burial-place of Chatham, Fox, Grattan, Oaetlereagh,

Wilberioroe, Pitt, Canning, Palmerston, and many
others. In front of Heniy YIl.'s chapel is the
Confessor’s chapel, containing the tomb and shrine

of the first founder of the present abbey, and also

the royal tombs. The beautiful chap^ diverg-

ing from the choir are of great interest in them-
selves and for their tombs and monuments. Henry
III.’s fine octa^nal chapter-house, restored in 1865,
was the meeting-place of the House of Commons
from 1282 to 1647. The other noteworthy parts
of the venerable abbey are : the chapel of the Pyx,
a former royal treasury; the beautiful cloisters; the
deanery, formerly the abbot’s house; the college

hall, or old refectory, in which the scholars of West-
minster School dine; and the Jerusalem Chamber,
the death-place of Henry IV. and the meeting-place
of Convocation. Westminster School was founded
by Henry VIII. out of the spoils obtained by the
dissolution of the monasteries, and now occupies

the old dormitor}* of the monastery and Ashbum-
ham House, built by Inigo Jones, and formerly con-

taining the Cottonian Libraiy.

Of the other Anglican churches of Westminster
the following are the most important: St. Mar-
garet’s, immediately north of the abbey, dating in

Its present form from Edward I.’s reign, containing

the tombs of Caxton and Raleigh, and formerly at-

tended by members of the House of Commons in

state; St. John’s; St. Anne’s, Soho (1686), in which
King Theodore of Corsica and William Hazlitt are

buried; St. Clement Danes (1682), with the graves

of R3rmer, Otway, Lee, and Berkeley; St. George’s,

Hanover Square (1724), noted for ite fashionable

marriages; St. Martin-in-the-Fields (1726), a fine

Greek church containing the graves of Nell Gwynne,
Roubiliac, Farc^uhar, Robert Boyle, and other not-

able persons; St. Mary-le-Strand (1714); St. Paul’s,

Covent Garden, built originally by Inigo Jones, in

the churchyard of which are buri^ Samuel Butler,

Wycherley, Grinling Gibbons, and other notable

men; St. James’s, Piccadilly, one of Wren’s churches,

with a fine interior and some beautiful work by
Grinling Gibbons, and containing the tombs of

the Vandeveldes, Akenside, and Durfey; and the

Savoy Chapel (1505), on the site of the former
Savoy Palace, notable as the meeting-place of the

famous Savoy Conference. The principal Noncon-
formist churches in the city of Westminster are:

Christ Church (Congregational), with a tower and
spire erected in memory of President Lincoln;

Brunswick Chapel (Methodist); the United Free
Methodist Chapel; and King’s Weigh House Chapel,

Grosvenor Square (Congregational). The leading

Roman Catholic churches are the Brompton Oratory,

a fine building, associated with John Henry New-
man and P. W. Faber, and the splendid new West-
minster Cathedral.

The most imposing and important of the public

buildings of the borough is the New Pai^ of

Westminster or Houses of Parliament, situated on
the bank of the Thames immediately to the east of

the Abbey. The present building stands on the site

of the royal palace erected by Edward the Con-
fessor in connection with the Abbey, but none of

his work or that of his successors remains, except

Westminster Hall, which was built in the reign of

William 11. All the rest of the ancient palace

])erished in the fire of 1834, after which the present

structure was built by Sir Charles Barry with the aid

of Pugin at a total coat of about £3,000,000. West-
minster Hall, which forms an integral part of the
New Palace, is of great interest both architecturally
and from its association with many of the greatest

incidents in English history. For further particu-

lars concerning the Houses of Parliament see the

article London, where also information is given

oonoeming the royal palaces, the government build-

ings, the public park^ the squares, the statues and
monuments, the bridges, the clubs, the theatres,

the art-gidleries, hoepita^ &c. The new Caxton
Hall should also be mentioned.

The history of Westminster goes back to a very

early period. It became a city when, in 1640,

Henry VIII. made it the see of a bishop, and even

though the see was suppressed ten years later it

retained the right to the style of city. The only

(Anglican) bishop of Westminster was Thomas
Thirlby. Since 1831 a branch of the Grosvenor

family has borne the title of Marquis, and since

1874 of Duke of Westminster. In 1860 a Roman
Catholic archiepisoopal see of Westminster was
created by Pope Pius IX., the first occupant being

Cardinal Wiseman. Pop. of city and metropolitan

borough in 1891, 201,969; in 1901, 182,977; of pari,

borough in 1891, 66,774; in 1901, 60,768.

WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES,
a celebrated assembly held in the middle of the

seventeenth century for the settlement of a general

creed and form of worship throughout Great Britain,

at a time when Presbyterianism had gained a strong

position in England as well as in Scotland. On the

23rd of November, 1641, the House of Commons
(Long Parliament) addressed to the king a remon-

strance desiring a synod of the most learned and
pious men throughout the island for the settling of

the government of the church; but it was not till

I 1643, after the civil war had begun, that an ordin-

ance was passed (on 12th June) convoking the long-

proposed assembly of divines. By this act 121

clergymen, with ten lords and twenty commoners
as lay assessors, were nominated as constituents of

the assembly. Among the first were—the Bishops
of Exeter and Worcester, Drs. George Morley, John
Hacket, William Nichol^n, Edward Reynolds, and
Robert Sanderson, afterwards bishops respectively

of Winchester, Lichfield, Gloucester, Norwich, and
Lincoln; Dr. James Ussher, archbishop of Armagh;
Edmund Calamy, John Lightfoot, Cornelius Burges,

Thomas Twisse (prolocutor), and numerous other

distinguished divines of the Calvinistic or Puritan
party. The lay members comprised John Selden,

the two Sir Harry Vanes (father and son), Oliver

St. John, John Pjnn, and other noted adherents of

the popular cause. The assembly commenced its

sittings on Ist July, 1643, in Henry VII. ’s chapel,

at Westminster Abbey, but in the meantime a pro-

clamation forbidding the assembly to meet had been
issued by the king on 2nd June, which had the
effect of inducing the greater part of the Episcopal
members to al)sent themselves, and Episcopacy was
thus almost entirely unrepresented. The majority
of those who remained were Presbyterians, but
there was a powerful and energetic minority of

Independents. A deputation was now sent along
with commissioners from the English Parliament
to the General Assembly of the Scottish Church
and the Scottish Convention of Estates, soliciting

their co-operation in the proceedings of the West-
minster Assembly, and accordingly on 16th Sep-
tember four Scottish clergymen, Alexander Hen-
derson, George Gillespie, Samuel Rutherford, and
Itebert gillie, with two la^en. Lord Maitland and
Sir Archibald Johnston of Warriston, were admitted
to seats and votes by an act of the English le^-
lature. The assembly continued to hold its sittings

till the 22nd of February, 1649. Among the resulto

of its deliberations were the Directory of Public
Worship^ which was presented to Parliament on
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2(Kh A]^ and ratified on 2nd October, 1644; the

Cloiifeasion of Faitb, presented to Parliament in

October and November, 1646, and ratified, with a
few verbal alterationB, in Mai^, 1648; the Shorter

Catechism, presented to the House of Commons on
6th NovemMr, 1647, and the Longer Catechism on
16th SeptembOT, 1648. In the latter period of the

sittings of the assembly the growing power of the

Independent party in Parliament presented a serious

obstacle to the carrying into effect of its recommen-
dations, though in 1648 an order of Parliament was
pronounced declaring *all parishes and places what-

soever ', with the exception of chapels for the king

and peers, to be under the Presbyterian form of

churdi government. The accession of OromweU to

power destroyed the hopes of the Presbyterians, and
on the Restoration thewhole proceedings of the West-
minster Assembly, with the ratifications of Parlia-

ment, were annulled as invalid.

Whilst this celebrated convocation was thus

allowed, as rega^s England, to remain almost in-

operative, its deliberations have left on Scotland an
impress which will probably never be effaced as long

as that country continues a nation. The present

standards of the Presbyterian churches in Scotland,

both Established and Dissenting, are made up of the

various formularies above enumerated. They were
ratified by the Scottish General Assembly as follows:

The Directory of Public Worship in February, 1646;

the Confession of Faith in August, 1647 ; and the

Longer and Shorter Catechism, in July, 1648. See
Hetherington’s History of the Westminster As-
sembly (1843; 6th ed., 1891); the Minutes of

the Assembly, edited by Mitchell and Struthers

(1874) ; Mitchell’s The Westminster Assembly

(1888); Ac.

WESTMORLAND, a county in England, bounded
on the north and west by Cumberland, on the south-

west by Lancashire and Morecambe Bay, on the

south by Lancashire, on the east by Yorkshire, and
on the north-east by Durham ;

area, 500,906 acres,

or 788 square miles. The surface, with the excep-

tion of a small portion in the south sloping to More-
cambe Bay, is very mountainous. The Pennine
chain, entering it at Cross Fell on its northern fron-

tier, stretches across it in the north-east, and then

curves round, forming the boundary between it and
Yorkshire ;

while the principal chain of the Cum-
brian mountains forms its boundary from Helvellyn

to Bow Fell, and sends a lofty branch nearly across

its centre. Much of the celebrated lake-scenery of

England is within the limits or on the borders of

this county. Grasmere Lake, Rydal Water, Hawes-
water, and Brother’s Water are wholly within the

county, which also includes part of UUswater and
Windermere. The streams, which run generally in

narrow romantic dales, are numerous, but compara-

tively unimportant. The principal are the I^en,
Eamont (a m>undary stream), Lune, and Kent, the

last of which forms the broad estuary which termi-

nates in Morecambe Bay. The strata belong in the

west to the lower, and in the centre to the upper
Silurian formation ; in the east, mountain-limestone
is largely developed, and forms some of the loftiest

summits; in the north, granite occurs, particularly

near Shap, where a low isolated mountain is oom-
po^ of a small-mined species, containing lar^
brilliant crystals of red felspar ;

still farther north,

in the vale of the Eden, around Appleby, the new
red sandstone appears in connection with a small

coal-field. The nunerals include graphite, for which
Borrowdale was long famous; excellent roofing-slat^

rnarUe, ooid, lead, and copper. The arable Lnd is

mostly confined to the valleys, where the soil usually

OQosiBtB of a dry gravelly loam, well adapted for

VOLZIV

turnips, large crops of which are produced. The far
greater part of the remaining surface is in natural
pasture or under wood. The total cultivated area
18 rather under 250,000 acres, of which fully four-
fifths is in permanent pasture. The area under com
cr<^ almost wholly oats, is only about 16,000 acres,
and about half that amount is sown with green crops,
principally turnips. The only manufactures of any
consequence are the coarse woollens of Kendal. The
county is traversed by the London and North-West-
ern and the Midland Railway, and a branch of the
North-Ewtem. Appleby is the capital, and the
other chief towns are Kend^ Ambleside, Kirkby
Lonsdale, Bowness, and Windermere. Westmor-
l^d sends two members to Parliament, being
divided into North and South Westmorland. Poi •

(1891), 66,098; (1901), 64,806.

Wl^TON-SUPER-MARE, a seaport town and
watering-place in En^nd, in the county of Somer-
set, situated on the Bristol Channel, at the mouth
of the Severn estuary, here about 8 miles wide, and
almost right opposite Cardiff, 19 miles south-west of
Bristol. It has good shops and hotels, and hand-
some ranges of houses, a handsome town -hall,

several churches and chapels, assembly-rooms, free

library, market-house, church institute, a sanato-
rium, a park and recreation grounds, Ac. The
schools are numerous and good. It is much re-

commended as a place of resort both in winter and
summer on account of its healthy bracing air and its

fine situation. There are many beautiful drives in
the neighbourhood. A fine esplanade, pier, pavilion,

and swimming-baths have been constructed. In the
beginning of last century it was only a small fishing

viUage. Pop. (1891), 16,860; (1901), 19,047.

WESTPHALIA (German, Wettfalen\ a name:
1, orimndly given to a large part of Germany; 2, to

a duchy in Germany
; 8, to one of the circles of the

old German Empire; 4, to a kingdom; 6, to a pro-

vince of Prussia— of which we shall treat in the
above order.

1. The name of Wett^halia was given from the
second half of the eighth century to the western
part of the ancient Duchy of Saxony incorporated
by Charlemagne in the kingdom of the Franks, that
is, to all the countir between the Weser and Rhine,
while the territory between the Elbe and Weser was
called Eattphalia {OHfalen), The latter name was
lost after the dissolution of the Duchy of Saxony in

1180 ; the former was retained, and was applied in

the first place to a newly-erected duchy.

2. Duchy of Westphalia.—This was formed out of

the part of the old Duchy of Saxony, then and still

call^ SUderland or Sauerland, on the Upper Ruhr
and Lenne. When Henry the Lion, the last of the

old dukes of Saxony, was put under the ban of the

empire, this territory was taken possession of by
Philip of Heinsberg, archbishop of Cologne, who
obtained the title of duke from Frederick Barbarossa.

Cologne remained in possession of it until the dis-

solution of the archbishopric in 1801, upon which it

was given, by way of indemnity, to Hesse-Darmstadt.

In 1816 it was ceded by this power to Prussia,

and was united with the Prussian province of West-
phalia.

8. Cirde of Westphalia, one of the ten circles into

which the Empire of Germany was divided by Maxi-
milian I. in 1612. It comprised the region between
Lower Saxony, the Netherlands, Thurinsia, and
Hesse, as well as considerable tracts on the mft bank
of the Rhine ;

but the proper Duchy of Westphalia,

as an appendage of Cologne, was considered as be-

longing to the electoral cirde of the Rhine^ Its

total area was 22,176 square miles.

4. Kingdom of The Peace of Tilsit

409
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1807) had made Napoleon master of aU the

rramn territory west of tne Elbe, and he also kept
possession of the,territories of the eleotori of Hesse
and Hanover, and the Duke of Brunswick. Out of

tile countries just mentioned he created by decree oi

August 18, 1807, a kingdom of Westphalia, with an
area of 14,712 square miles, and a pop. of nearly

2,000,000. Napoleon gave the kingdom to his

youngest brother Jerome, and on the 15th of Novem-
ber, 1807, a constitution similar to the French was
granted to it. The insurrections that broke out in
several parts in 1809 occasioned the adoption of

various severe measures, and the introduction of an
oppressive system of police. At the same time the
l^g was required to bring his army up to a strength
of 80,000 men, which produced great disorder in the
finances. In 1810 a part of Hanover was added to

the kingdom, the whole area of which was now 17,540
square miles. After the battle of Leipzig (1818) the
kmgdom was dissolved. On the 26th of October
Jerome was obliged to quit his capital (Cassel) and
make his escape from the kingdom, whereupon the
territories of which it was composed returned to their

former possessors.

5. The Prussian Pinmnce of Westphalia was formed
in 1815 out of some of the provinces which Prussia

formerly possessed in the circle of Westphalia. It is

bounded on the north by the province of Hanover;
on the east by Hanover, Schaumburg-Lippe, Lippe-

Detmold, Brunswick, Hesse-Nassau, and the prin-

cipality of Waldeck; south by the province of Hesse-
Nassau; and west by the province of the Khine and
the Kingdom of Holland. Its area is 7800 square

miles. The surface in the south and north-east is

generally mountainous, being traversed by the Wes-
terwald, Eothhaar, Teutoburgerwald, and the Weser-
gebirge. The noith-west spreads out into extensive

and often marshy plains, and belongs to the basin of.

the Ems; the north-east and a small part of the east

to the basin of the Weser; the remainder, constituting

the far larger portion of the whole, belongs to the

basin of the Khine. The soil is in general far from
fertile. Live-stock are numerous, particularly homed
cattle, sheep, and swine; tbe hams made from the
latter have long been famous. The staple manufac-
ture is linen, but that of iron is also very extensive.

Besides iron and coal in abundance the minerals in-

clude copper, lead, zinc, and salt The province is

divided into the three governments of Miinster, Min-
den, and Arnsberg. The city of Miinster is the
capital. Pop. (1895), 2,701,420; (1900), 3,187,777.
WESTPHALIA, Peace op, the name given to

tbe peace concluded in 1648 at Miinster and Osna-
briiw (both situated in the former circle of West-
phalia), by which an end was put to the Thirty

Years' war (which see), and a new political system

was established in Europe. After preliminaries had
bemi settled at Hamburg towards the end of 1641

the actual negotiations were begun in 1644, at

OsnabrUok between the empire, Sweden, and the

Protestant states, at Miinster between the empire,

France, and other foreign powers. Among the lead-

ing diplomatists engaged were the Count of Trautt-

mansdorff representing the empire; the Count of

Oxenstiema (son of the chancellor) representing

Sweden; the Count of Avauz, Abel Servien, and the

Duke of Longueville representing France; Lampadius
representing Brunswick-Lilneburg; Vambtlhler re-

presenting Wiirtemberg; and Wetstein representing

Switzerlsnd. Two treaties were drawn up, one at

Osnabriiok, signed August 6, 1648; and one at Mfln-
star, signed October 24, 1648. Peace was restored

with Ike signing of the latter. By this peace the
religious and poutical state of Germany was settled.

Tbe I •vereignty of the members of the empire was

acknowledged. They received the of oonclnd-

Ing treaties among themselves and with fonigB

powers, <mly not against the emperor and empm
llieir consent was made necessary to enable the

emperor to put any of the members under the ban.

The ooncessionB that had been made to the Protes-

tants since the religious peace in 1555 were confirmed.

The form of public worship and the right to secu-

larized ecclesiastical benefices were to return to what
they were at the beginning of the so-called normal
year 1624. The Calvinists (^formirte) received equal

rights witii the adherents of the Augsburg Confession

or the Lutherans. The elector-palatine had the pala-

tinate of the Khine and the electorate restored tohim;

Alsacewasceded to France; SwedenreceivedWestern
Pomerania, Bremen, Verden, Wismar, and a sum
equal to £750,000; Brandenburg, Mecklenburg, Han-
over, and Brunswick werecompensated by the secular-

ization of numerous ecclesiastical foundations. Ger-

many lost altogether more than 40,000 square miles

of territory, and about 4,500,000 of inhabitants. The
independence of the United Provinces was recognized

W Spain, and that of Switzerland W the empire.

T%e solemn protest of Pope InnocentX against these

terms, particularly in respect of the secularization

of bishoprics and abbeys, &c., was not regarded; but
the complete execution of the conditions of the tiWty
was obstructed by many difficulties. See Von Wolt-
mann's Geschichte des Westfalischen Friedens (two

vols. Leipzig, 1808).

WEST POINT, a place in the United States^

New York State, pleasantly situated on the right

bank of the Hudson, 87 miles south by west of

Albany; with the United States military academy
established by Congress in 1802. The ruins of Fort
Putnam, erected during the revolution, crown a hill

598 feet above the level of the river.

WESTPORT, a seaport and market-town in Ire-

land, in Mayo, at the mouth of a small river in Clew
Bay, 10 miles B.B.W. of Castlebar. It has corn-mills,

a brewery, and a trade in live stock, grain, butter,

&c. There is a steamer service to Liverpool and
Glasgow. Pop. (1891), 4070; (1901), 3892.

WETTER, a lake in Sweden, about 24 miles south-

eeet of Lake Wener, and extending between the Ihm
of Mariestad, Orebro, Linkbping, and Jbnkbping;

greatest length, 80 miles; medium breadth, about

15 miles; area, 715 square miles. Its height above

the level of the Baltic is nearly 800 feet, but its

depth is in some parts above 400 feet, or 120 feet

below the Baltic level Its water is very clear. It

has periodic rises and falls independent of the wet-

ness or dryness of the season, and is subject, even in

the calmest weather, to violent underground swells.

When these take place in winter the sounds emitted

by the ice in cracking and breaking up are often

tremendous. An underground ridm is traceable

throughout the whole length of the lake from nortii

to south, and its culminating points form the few
islands which appear above its surface. The largest

of these is the Visingsb, in the south. The Wetter
forms part of a general line of navigation, whidh
extends across the kingdom from east to west^ and
far into the interior. By the Gotha Canal it com-
municates with Lake Wener, and by the Motala
Canal with the Baltia The scenery of the lake is

in many places magnificent
; the chief town on its

shores Is Jbnkbping.
WETZLAR, a town in Rhenish Prussia^ in the

government of Coblenz, and 41 miles S.K.I. of the

town of Coblenz, in a beautiful valley at the jnnetioia

of the Lahn and Dill It has Iron-foundries, pud-
dling-fumaces, roUing-mills, soap-works, breweries;
manufactures of opti<^ instruments, shoddy, woollen
yam, and a trade in skins and wool Wetdar
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vfBB Anciently a free imperiiJ town, and the seat of

the imperial chamber from 1698 to 1806. Pop.

(1895), 8350.

WEXFORD, a maritime county in Ireland, in the

province of Leinster, bounded north by Wicklow,
east and south by St. Oeorge's Channel, and west by
the estu^ of the Suir and Barrow, Waterford Har-
bour, Kilkenny, and Carlow

;
area, 573,200 acres or

895 square miles. The coasts of Wexford are gener-

ally dangerous for shipping, having little good shelter.

The chief inlet on the east coast is Wexford Har-
bour, which, though spacious, is of intricate naviga-

tion and obstruct^ by a bar. Off Camsore Point,

the south-eastern extremity of Ireland, is the Tuskar
Rock, on which is a revolving light. A floating

light lies a few miles to the south of the Saltees, a
group of islands off the south coast. The surface of

the interior is hilly, rising into a ridge on the north-

west, declining into a level peninsula to the south-

east. The strata belong to the clay-slate formation

extending along the east portion of Ireland. The
chief rivers are the Slaney and Barrow, the latter

navigable for large vessels to New Ross, and the

former for barges to Enniscorthy. The climate is

very temperate. The prevailing soil is light or stiff

clay, generally well cultivated, and producing oats,

wheat, barley, and potatoes. Fully 300,000 acres

are in pasture, nearly 200,000 under tillage, about

10,000 in plantations, and some 67,000 are waste,

bog, mountain, &c. Dairies are numerous, and much
butter is exported. The fisheries also are impor-

tant. A small quantity of woollen cloths, checks,

and coarse linens are manufactured. Interesting

remains of castles and ecclesiastical buildings are

scattered throughout the county. Wexford returns

two members to Parliament. The county town is

Wexford; the next largest towns are New Ross
and Enniscorthy. Pop. (1891), 111,536; (1901),

104,104.

WEXFORD, a seaport town of Ireland, capital

of the county of the same name, at the mouth of the

river Slaney. The town is irregularly l)uilt, and
the streets narrow, but it contains some handsome
buildings. It has a county court-house, town-hall,

prison, theatre, barracks, &c.
;
three Roman Catholic

churches, besides several Protestant places of wor-

ship, nunneries, a Roman Catholic college and various

schools. Above the town there is a bridge across

the river 1500 feet in length. Wexford was once

A place of great strength, and some remains of its

ancient thick walls still exist. The harbour is

spacious, but has a bar across the mouth. There is

a dockyard and patent slip. The herring and salmon

fisheries employ many persons; malt, agricultural

implements and machinery are manufactured, and
distilling and brewing are carried on. The chief

trade consists in the exportation of grain, cattle,

poultry, butter, &c. In 1886 Wexford ceased to be
a parliamenta^ borough. Pop. (1891), 11,545;

^1901), 11,168.

WEYMOUTH, a seaport and municipal borough

in England, in Dorsetshire, on a beautiful semicir-

•cular bay, 7 miles b.s.w. of Dorchester, a terminus
on the London and South-Western Railway. A
short line also runs to Portland. The borough
oomprises the adjoining Melcombe-Regis, from
which it is separated by ^e small river Wey. It is

well built ;
has two parish churches, one of them in

Melcombe-Regis; several other places of worship,

a general and an eye infirmaxy, town-hall, reading-

room, Victoria jubilee hall, limries, Ac. There is

a considerable coasting trade, and an active trafiSc,

pMsenger and other, with the Channel Islands.

There are ship -building, sail-making, and rope-

making establmments. Portland stone is export^

Both Weymouth and Meloombe-Regis, p^oularij
the latter, from the beauty of the baya^ its smooth,
firm sands, attract numerous visitors. There is a
fine esplanade, about 1 mile in length, vdth a slope
gradually descending to the sands. Weymouth with
Melcombe-Regi^ pnor to 1885, sent two members
to Parliament

; it then ceased to be a parliamentary
borough; at one time it returned four members.
Pop. in 1891, 18,769; in 1901, 19,881.
WHALE, the general name given to Mammals

of the order Ceta^ (which see), though in com-
mon language some members of the order, as the
narwhal, porpoise, grampus, Ac., are seldom called
whales. The whales are distinguished by the fish-

like form of the body, by the al^nce of hind-limbs,
by the conversion of the fore-limbs into swimming-
p^dles, and by the possession of a korizontaUy-du-
posed caudal or tail fin. Several of the Whales are
of economic importance, and are keenly pursued for
their oil. The oil, except in the case of the sperm-
whale, is mostly obtain^ from the blubber, a thick
coating of fat beneath the skin. This substance,

besides preserving an equable temperature, helps to
reduce the specific gravity of the b^y, and thus aids

the flotation of these immense creatures. The Ba-
Iffinidae, or ‘ Whalebone-whales form the most im-
portant group, and are distinguished by the absence
of teeth in the adult, although teeth are represented
in the foetus. The upper jaw or palate is supplied

with plates of baken or whalebone, which simply
represent a large development of the epithelial lining

of the mouth and gums. These whales are further

divided into the two gr^wps of the ‘Smooth' and
‘Furrowed’ species. The Smooth whales have no
dorsal fin, and a smooth skin; the Furrowed species

having a furrowed akin and a dorsal fin. The
Greenland or Right Whale {Balaam mysticetuSt Bee

Plate at Cktacka, fig. 11) represents the ‘Smooth',
and the ‘Finner’ and ‘Humpbacked’ Whales the
‘Furrowed’ siiecies. The Greenland Whale is at

once the best known and most valuable member of

its family. It inhabits the Arctic Seas, and may
attain a length of from 30 or 40 to 60 feet. The
head is of large size, and the eye is exceedingly

small. No hairs are develojied on the skin. The
animal swims chiefly by the aid of the horizontal or

transverse tail-fin, which may measure 20 to 26 feet

in breadth. The mouth is very large, and the palate

bears two rows of triangularly - shaped plates of

whalebone or baleen, which are fringed at their

edges, and which measure from 8 to 14 feet in length

each, and number from about 200 to 300 on each

side of the mouth. They are shown in the plate

Cetacea, fig. 12. The function of these plates is

that of acting as a sieve or strainer in straining off

the water inhaled into the mouth, and of retaining

the minute Pteropoda (which see) and other small

fry upon which these animals chiefly subsist. These

^ates of baleen are much sought after in commerce.

The average weight of each lamina or plate of baleen

is about 7 lbs. Its value varies greatly
;
recently it

was £3000 per ton. About If ton may be obtained

from a large-sized whale. "V^alebone is prepared

for use by l^ing immersed for twelve hours in boiling

water, this process rendering it soft and pliable. The
nostrils in all Balaenidse are double, and are placed

on the top of the head. That whales ‘blow* and
seem to dect water from these aiiertures is known
to all. Ine whale rising to the surface often throws

up jets of water from the blow-hol^ and this water

was long alleged to be that taken in by the month
and strained through the baleen plates. This view

is incorrect, as the water taken into the month es-

capes from it sideways, and is not taken into the

pharynx at alL The emitted jets consist in reality of
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the expired air from the lnngi» the hot Tapour being
oondenied by exposure to the colder atmosphere,

together with such water as mav lie external to and
above the nostrils, before the whale begins to blow.
The blubber in the Greenland Whale attains a thick-

ness of from 10 to 16 inches^ and a laige whale will

famish 80 or 40 tons of this substance. These ani-

mals appear to produce but a single young one at a
birth. They are inoffensive ; but when wounded or
irritated, especially by the loss of their young, they
may turn upon the fishers and effect much destruc-

tion. Various other species of the genus Balssna
are known. The J ustralis inhabits the Antarctic
regions, and has a smaller proportional head than its

Greenland relative. This whale is also known as
the Cape Whale, and is found frequently at the Gape
of Go^ Hope. The Furrowed or Humpbacked
Whales have short baleen plates and a dorsal fin,

and are represented by the Megaptera hngimana
and other species of this genus, in which the swim-
mine-paddles are very long, and extend from one-

third to one-fifth the length of the body ; by the
gmus BaUenopUrat which includes the Piked Whales,
with moderately-sized flippers; and by the Rorquals,

which form a third group of the Furrowed Whales,
and are represented by the Balcenoptera or Phytalwt
Booptt the Rorqual or * Finner’ of the Arctic Ocean,
which probably exceeds in size all known animals,

and attains a length of more than 100 feet. (See

Rorqual, and the plate Cetacea, fig. 13.) A second

important family of the Cetacea is that of the Phy-
aeteridcB or Catodontida, represented by the Cach-
alot or Sperm Whale {Physetcr macrocephalui).

These whales are often known as ^toothed* whales,

from the development of teeth in the lower jaw. The
upper jaw bears no baleen plates. (See Sperm
Whale.) The Bduga Catodon or White Whale be-

longs to the Dolphin family. It is found in Hudson’s
Bay and Davis’ Straits and is hunted for the sake

of the oil and skin. On this species the Greenlan-

ders may be said to depend for sustenance beyond
all others. It is a swift animal, and but rarely

killed by ordinary whalers. For an account of the

whale-fishery see Whale-fishery.
WHALEBONE. See Whale.
WHALE-FISHERY. The Biscayans were the

first people who prosecuted the whede-fishery as a
|

regular commerci^ pursuit. They carried it on with
great vigour in the twelfth, thirteenth, and four-

|

teenth centuries. The whales taken by them were
not, however, so large as those taken in the polar

seas, and were not very productive of oil
; but their

flesh was used for food, and the whalebone, which
•old at a very high price, was applied to various

useful purposes. The failure of whales in the Bay
of Biscay put an end to this fishery. The voyages

of the English and Dutch to the Northern Ocean, in

search of a passage to India, laid open the haunts of

the whale; and vessels were fitted out by those

nations, the harpooners and part of the crew being

Biscayans. The numbers of whales were here so

great, and the capture so easy, that many were killed

and abandoned merely from the ships being full It

was the practice of these times to boil the blubber

on shore in the North, and to fetch home onlv the oil

and whalebone
;
and the Dutch constructed a oon-

siderable village on the northern shore of Spitzbeigen

which they called Smeerenherg (from meerenf to

melt, and berg)^ and which, during the busy season,

abounded with shops, inns, The Dutch acquired

a decided superiority over their oompetitors in the

fishery ; and such was the quantitv of oil procured

that ships were sent out in ballast to assist in

bringing home the produce. Whales soon became
scarce about Spitsbergen, taking to the deep ocean

and to the Greenland seas; and H became usual te
send the blabber direct to Holland. The fishery had
at first (1614) been granted to an exclusive company,
but was thrown open in 1642: from which rime it

was carried on to the greatest extent, and to the
most advantage. The private ships sent out by the
Dntoh were fitted out on a principle that secured

economy and vigilance on all sides. The hull of the
vessel was furnished by an individual who commonly
took upon himself the command ; a sail-maker sup-

plied the sails, a cooper the cask^ &c. The parties

engaged as adventurers: each person shared in the
pr^uce according to his proportion of the outfit, and
the crew was hired on the same principle. The
Dutch fishery was most flourishing in 1680, and was
then prosecuted by a fleet of 260 ships and 14,000

men. In 1828 Holland sent only one ship to the
fishery. France, which in the end of the 18th centuiy

had as many as forty vessels engaged in it, has now

I

few or none, and there are not many vessels sent

I

from other European countries. The English whale-

! fishery was at first aided by bounties from Parlia-

ment. In 1732 a bounty of 20«. per ton was given to

every whaling ship of more than 200 tons burden.

This bounty in 1749 was raised to 40s., but ceased in

1824. In 1815 Britain had 134 ships and 5800 men
engaged in the whale-fishery; and in 1821 142 ships,

of 44,864 tons, and manned by 6074 seamen, repre-

sented the fishing interest. The numbers decreased

after this period. In 1829 only eighty-nine vessels,

of 28,812 tons, were emjfioyed. The British whaling
fleet now numbers some half a dozen vessels, of

which almost the whole belong to Dundee. Screw-
steamers are now employed, and they generally make
a sealing voyage in the spring before proceeding to

the whale-fishery. The use of steam has greatly

facilitated the carrying on of the fishery; but a
whaling voyage is always a very doubtful specula-

tion. In 1867, for instance, the British fleet of

II vessels obtained only a total of 20 tons of oil,

whereas in 1873, 10 vessels obtained 1352 tons of oil

and 69 of whalebone, and in 1884 again 9 British

vessels got only 836 tons of oil and 40 of whalebone.

The whale-fishery has been carried on with as

much vigour and success from the United States of

America as from any other country. It was begun
by the colonists on their own shores at a very early

period ; but, the whale having abandoned them, the

American navigators entered with extraordinary

ardour into the fisheries in the Northern and South-

ern Oceans, from about the middle of the eighteenth

century. The American whale-fishery was formerly

of much greater extent and importance than at pre-

sent. In 1852 it employed about 700 ships of the

aggregate burden of 193,798 tons, principally belong-

ing to New Bedford, Nantucket, and other ports in

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. The
New England whaling interest, however, has greatly

declined in recent times, and though that of San
Francisco for some time served to counterbalance

the loss, the importance of the industry as a whole

is now relatively small. In 1894 it employed eighty-

five vessels, and during the year over 270,000 iW of

whalebone were obtained, the total value of the catch

be^ about £250,000.
The locality of the northern fishery has repeatedly

changed since the first expeditions. About 1820,

the Greenland seas were almost entirely abandoned
by the whalers, who resorted to Baffin's Bay and
Davis* Straits. The Dutch first begun to frecment

Davis* Straits in 1719 ; after a long interval the Brit-

ish followed their example. Since 1887 the Green-

land seas are again the chief resort. The discoveries

made in the northern waters by the Brituh explor-

ing voyages have mode the fishers acquainted with
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•mnl iiew and adranftigoou rftofttfoM

cation of thdr bmiiieM. The iea in Dnyis* Stniti
if leu incommoded with field ioe than the Greenland
and S^tsbergen leai^ bat it abonnda with ioebeigi;

the fiinety in BaflSn'e Bay and Lanoaeter Sound ie

The instnmientB of general nae in the capture of

the whale are the harp^ and lanoe. The harpoon
ia an inatroment of iitm dbout 8 feet in length, tenni-

noting in an arrow-ahaped head, the two branchea of

which have internally a amaller reverted barb, re-

aembling the beard of a fiah-hook. When thia inatm-
ment ia forced by a blow into the fat of a whale, and
the line ia held tight, the principal barba aeize the
strong ligamentoua fibm of the blubber, and prevent

it from being withdrawn. Sometimea the bwba are

made ao aa to lie cloae to tibie atem of the harpoon
until aome force ia exerted in dragjring the harpoon
back, when they at once expand. The object of thia

arrangement ia to enable the harpoon to enter the

aide of the whale more eaaily. Whalen at the pre-

aent day often uae a harpoon capable of being dia-

charged from a amall a^vel cannon placed hi the

boat. The lance ia a apear of iron, 6 feet in length,

terminating in a head of ateel, made very thin and
exceedingly sharp, 7 or 8 inchea in length and 2 or 2^
in breadth. These two instruments, together with
lines, boats,and oars, form all the neoeaaary apparatus
for capturing the whale. Considerable adorees is

requisite to approach sufficiently near to the animal
dtuing its abort stay at the suriaoe; but when thia

has been accomplished, the hardy fisher rows directly

upon it, and, an instant before the boat touches,

buries the harpoon in its back. But if, while the

boat is at a little distance, the whale should indicate

his intention of diving, the harpoon is thrown from
the hand; and when this is done skilfully it is effi-

cient at the distance of 8 or 10 yards. The wounded
whale makes a convulsive effort to escape. Then is

the moment of danger; and both boat and men are

exposed to destruction from the violent blows of its

ponderous tail The animal immediately sinks under
water; after this it usually pursues its course directly

downwards towards the bottom of the sea. The
utmost care and attention are requisite on the part

of every person in the boat, while the lines are run-

ning out; fatal oonsequenoes having been sometimes
produced by the most trifling neglect When the

tine happens to run foul, and cannot be cleared on
the instant, it sometimes draws the boat under water.

The average stay under water of a wounded whale,

which stes^y descends after being struck, is about
thirty minutes. The greater the velocity, the more
considerable the distance to which it descends, and
the longer the time it remains under water, so much
neater in proportion is its exhaustion and the faci-

Uty of accomplishing its capture. As soon as it re-

appears the assisting boats make for the place with
their utmost speed; and as they reach it, each har-

pooner plunges his harpoon into its back to the num-
ber of three, four, or more, according to the size of

the whale and the nature of the situation. Moat
frequently, however, the whale descends for a few
minutes after receiving the second harpoon, and
obliges the other boats to await its return to the
surface before any further attack can be made. It

b afterwards actively plied with lanoes, which are

thrust into its body, aimed at the vitals. At length,

exhausted b^ numerous wounds and the loss of blood,

the huge animal indicates the approach of death by
discharaing from the blow-holes a mixture of blood

along vrith the air and mucus which it usually expires,

and, finally, jets of blood alone. The sea to a great
ext^ roundb dyed with its Mood ; and the ioe^ boats^

indman are sometimesdrenohedwithit UsfiiudQ^^ I

tore b sometimes preceded by a oonviilalvastniggbL

in which the tafl, reared, whiiwd. and violently jeikea

in the idr, makes a nobe that b neaid to the dbtanee
of several miles. In dying it turns upon its back or its

side. To reduce the risks and unoerbdnties oonneotad
with whale-fishing poison has sometimes been tried

with the view of killing the animal more speedily.

Prussic arid, strychnine, and a mixture of strychnine
and woorali poison, have been used for thb purpose,

sometimes inserted about the barb of the harpoon ia

such a manner that the reoeptarie containmg the
poison b burst when the harpoon receives a badnirard
)erk in the descent of the whale, sometimes lodged In

an explosive shell or bullet which b dbeharged from
a rifle, and u exploded in the body of the animal by
means of a fuse ignited at the moment of firing.

These methods have all been perfectly successful ao

far as killing the whale b concerned (a whrie that

has received a sufficient dose of prussic arid hito Its

system lies dead on the surface of the water about
five minutes after); but It has been found impossiUe
to get them generally adopted on account of the

objection of the sailors to handle animals that have
been killed by such powerful poisons. The method
of killing the Sperm whale b much the same as that

adopted in killing the common whale, but the be-

haviour of the animal when attacked b somewhat
different Sperm Whales are gregarious^ and when
one b struck out of a herd it commonly takes the

lead, and b followed by the rest It seldom descends

far under water, but generally swims off with great

rapidity, stopping after a short course, so that the

boat can be drawn up to it by the line^ or be rowed
sufficiently near to lance it In the agonies of death

the struggles of the animal are tremendous, the sur-

face of the ocean b lashed into foam by the motions

of its tail; and the boats are kept aloof lest they

should be dashed to pieces. When a herd b attacked

in thb way ten or twelve of the number are often

killed: those which have been only wounded are

rarely captured. When a whale has been captured

it b towed by the boats to the ship's side and made
fast to the ship’s chains. Thereupon the operation

of * flensing,' or depriving the animal of its blubber

commences, as well as that of removing the baleen

or whalebone. The flensers, shod with spiked boots

to prevent them from slipp^g, descend to the body
of the whale, and be^ to cut off a long and broad

strip of skin, after wmoh they cut out the blubber

in this area in large cubical masses, which are hoisted

on deck by means of tackle. \^en thb area b
cleaned of blubber another blanket of skin b out off,

and the same processes are repeated until all the

blubber b removed, which b done in about three or

four hours. On de^ the blubber b out into smaller

masses, which are briled in huge pots, and then

strained Thb operation b called *making-off' or
* trying out,’ and the product of the straining b all

tl^t b of comment value. The fragments of

matter retained by the strainer serve as fuel for tike

pots in which the blabber b boiled. The baleen

requires nothing but drying before it b taken home.

In the case of the Sperm Whale the flensing b some-

times done differenuY from the manner used In polar

whaling. A strap of blabber b cut in a spiral mreo-

tion, and being raised by tackles turns the animal

round as on an axb until nearly all the blabber b
stripped off.

WHALE-LOUSE (Cfyamut Ceti), a genus of

small Crustaceans belonging to the order Liamo-

dipoda, and ao named from the habits of its qperies

in Uvi]^ a parasitic life on whales and other Ceta*

ceans. Them Crustaoeans have a rudimentary ab«

demen, and have the limbs of the first joint of the

thorax or chest Inserted beneath the throat The
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body if flattened uid ot oval iha^ and the legs aare

all pieheniile. They appear to Dorrow deeply into

the akin of their hoaha

WHABTON, Philip Whabtok, Duke of, waa
bom in December, 1698. He diaplayed when quite

young talents which attracted notioe. At the age of

sixteen he married clandestinely at the Fleet, to the
greatdisappointmentof his father, whosedeathshortly
after left him at liberty to follow his own indinationB.

In 1716 he set out on his travels for the pnrpose of

finishing his studies at Geneva. But, disgusts with
the sober manners of that place, he left ^ governor
there and went to Lyons, and afterwards to tiie court
of the Pretender at Avignon. That prince, highly
gratified by his attentions, gave him the title of Duke
of Northumberland. About the end of 1716 he
returned to England, and thence proceeding to Ire-

land, where he possessed a peerage, he was allowed,

although not yet nineteen, to take his seat in the
Irish House of Peers. He there devoted himself

with all his powers of reasoning and eloquence to

the established government, in consequence of which
he obtained a British duk^om (January 28, 1718).
On attaining his majority he made his appearance in

the English Parliament, where he pursued a line of

jxfiitioal conduct diame^cally opposite to that which
ne had lately exhibited, distinguishiDg himself as the

warm defender of Bishop Atterbury, impeached as

an adherent to the House of Stuart He also pub-
lished a virulent opposition paper called The True
Briton. Having impoverished himself by extrava-

gance his estates were by a decree in Chancery vested

in the hands of trustees; and he retired to the Con-
tinent, and visited Vienna and Madrid. After prac-

tising new intrigues, deceiving by the levity of his

conduct the Spanish court and the Chevalier de St
Qeoige, he rendered himself contemptible alike to

all parties. In 1727 he served against the British

at tne siege of Gibraltar, for which he was in the

following year attainted. Overwhelmed with debts

he went to Paris, where he lived for some time meanly
and disreputablV. At length he returned to Spain,

and, ruined in health as well as in fortune, he was
proceeding towards a mineral spring in Catalonia,

when he died at a small village in 1731. His Life
and Writings appeared in 1732. See J. R. Robin-
8on*s Philip, Duke of Wharton (1896).

WHATELY, Riohabd, An^bishop of Dublin,
was the fourth son of the Rev. Joseph Whately,
D.D., of Nonsuch Park, Surrey, prebendary of

Bristol. He was bom in London, February 1st,

1787. He received his education at a private school

at Bristol, and at Oriel College, Oxford. He gradu-
ated as B.A. in 1808, and in 1810 won the i^glish
essay prize. In 1819 he made his first appearance
as an author by publishing his famous Historic

Doubts relative to Napoleon Bonaparte. This little

pamphlet is among the most popular of the author’s

writings, more thw twelve editions of it having been
published. The object of it is to show that objec-

tions of the same Idnd as those brought forward by
Boeptical writers to the truth of the gospel narratives,

founded on apparent inconsistencies and absurdities

in these narratives, may be brought against any well-

known and inoontrovertihle piece of history, such as

that of Na^leon Bonaparte. In 1822 Whately was
appointed Bampton lecturer at Oxford, and delivered

eight lectures On the Use and Abuse of Party Feel-

ing in Mattersof Religion. The same year he received

the living of Halesworth with Chediston in Suffolk,

and though he held it for a short time only, being

appointed principal of St. Alban’s Hall, Oxford, in

1826, he continued to retain kindly feelings towards
his former parishioners, and afterwards dedicated

one of his books to them. In 1826 he published

Essays on Some of the Peculiarities cl the Cfliristian

Religion (seventh edition, 1860). A second series of

essays On Some Difficulties in the WiitingB of St.

Paul and in Other Parts of the New Testamenk
came out in 1828 (sixth edition, 1849); and a third

series. The Errors of Romanism traced to their Origin

in Human Nature, in 1880 (fifth edition, 1866). In
1827 was published perhaps the most widely known
of his works, namely—^The Elements of L^c^ and
the scarcely less popular Elements of Rhetoric, in

1828. ^th of these works were written originally

for the Encyclopeedia MetropoUtana, and both have

passed through many editions. Like all his writings

they are marked by force of style, dearness of arrange-

ment, and homely yet felidtous illustration. The
next event of importance in Whately’s life was his

wpointment to the chair of political economy in 1880.

He held the professorship for about a year, and the

substance of file lectures which he then delivered was
afterwards published under the title of Introductory

Lectures on Political Economy. In Oxford, the lari

stronghold of antiquated opinion, Whately stood in

the front rank of those who held liberal views in

ecdesiastical and sodal matters, and among these

his earnest love of truth and honest desire to 'raze

out rotten opinion,* his contempt for arguments rest-

ing solely on tradition, and the keenness of his logic,

gave him great infiuenoe. By his theological and
other writing, and by the part he had taken in

political affairs, especi^y the support he had given

to the Catholic Emandpation measure, his name and
abilities had now become wdl known, yet some sur-

prise and considerable indignation was felt when in

1881 he was appointed by file Whig government of

Earl Grey to be Archbishop of Dubl^ and Bishop
of GlendcJough. The cause of national education in

Ireland he warmly embraced, and for twenty years

he was an active and influentid member of the board.

But in 1868, Dr. Cullen and the Roman Catholic

party having objected to a treatise on the Evidences

of Christianity, composed by Whately, and used in

the schools, and having procured its withdrawal, the

archbishop resigned bis seat at the board. Henceforth

be took little part in public life. Among his services

to education must be mentioned the foundation and
endowment by him of a chair of political economy in

Trinity College. He died on the 8th of October,

1863. The bishopric of Kildare had been added to

his diocese in 1846. Whately was distinguished by
honesty, love of truth, and princely liberality. In
manner he was somewhat rough and careless—^the

reaction, as he said, from the painful sensitiveness

with which he bad been troubled in his youth.

conversation was rich in joke, and pun, and witty
repartee; and he was fond of trapping and puzzling

his opponents by logical quibbles, though no man
could be sharper in detecting a fallacy another’s

reasoning. Besides the works already mentioned,
and other original works, Whately publi^ed valuable
editions of Bacon’s Essays (1856); Paley’s Evidences,
and Paley's Moral Philosophy, Aa See life and
Correspondence of R. Whatdy, D.D.,by his daughter,
E. Jane Whately (London, 1866).

WHEAT {TriHcum tativum). Among the different

kinds of grain which form the principal nutrimmit of

the civilized world, and to the oultureof which civiliza-

tion is even attributed by ancient and modem writers,

the first rank is universally oonoeded to wheat. It
is now cultivated in almost all temperate cliTnatee

throughout the greater part of Europe; in all tiie

provinces of Chhia, in Natolia, Syria, Persia, and
the other temperate parts of Aida; in the ncMrth of

Africa and at the Cape of Good Hope; in the United
States and even in the extreme sonthem parts of

South America. The [dant belonga to the famlij el
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the £fMie% Mka fte oilier eewtk. The ipikeleti of
|

the iow«n an awaril^ and dispoaed on two oppoaite

aidaa of an azii^ the whole toming a tenninal a^e
or ear, whioh in one rarie^ ia eTon branohed. The
oultare of wheats from time immemorial, and in dif-

ferent aoUa and olimatea, baa prodnoed numeroua
ariefeiea, which in acme inatanoea have even been
mietaken for diatinot qseoiea. Winter wheat, aown
in the apring, will ripen the following aommer, ihough
the produoe of aoooeedinff generationa of apring-aown

i^eat ia found to ripen toter. White, awned,
and beardleaa wheat change and run into each other

in different aoila and olima^; and even the Egyptian
wheat ia known to change into the aingle-apikM com-
mon plant. The moat permanent varietiea are the

red a^ white mined, and the apring wheat, which
ia generally red. Wheat ancoeeda beat when treated

aa a bienmal, thon^ it doea not remain above one
year in the ground. Provided the aoil be well pre-

pared and di^, and the grain aown in time, the plwta
do not auffer from the greateat cold, eapedally if the

ground be covered wi& anow. Animal aubatances

are the beat manure for wheat, aa containing much
gluten—a aubatanoe found in a mater proportion in

thia grain than in any other; ana next in importance

ia lime, aa tending to the same effect by chemical

combinationa. Wheat yielda a greater proportion of

flour than any other grain, and stands next to oats

in point of nutritiveness. Gluten is so essential an
ingredient in bread that fermentation cannot go on
without it; hence its inferiority in wet seasons, and
when the wheat is blighted or ^ ripened; and hence

the advantage of having a stock of old grain. Wheat
starch ia mirio by steeping riie wheat, and afterwards

beating it in hempen bags. The mucilage being thus

mixed with the water pi^uoes the acetous fermenta-

tion, and the weak add thus formed renders the

mucilage white. After settling the predpitate ia

repeab^y washed, and then put in square cakes for

drying. The straw of wheat from dry, chalky lands

is manufactured into hats. Leghorn hats are made
from a bearded variety of wheat, not unlike rye, raised

on poor, sandy soils on the banks of the Amo, between

iTSoes not grow above 18 inches in length, is pulled

green, and bleached, like flax, on the gravelly bed of

the river. The straws are not split, which renders

the plait tougher and more durable. (See Sx&aw,

MairurAOTUBi of.) We are ignorant of the country

whence this valuable grain was first derived; but it

was very early cultivated in Sidly. Spelt
(
T, SpeUa)

appears to be a distinct spedes, and more hardy

than common wheat. It has a stout straw, almost

solid, with stro^ spikes, and chaff adhering firmly

to the grain, ^e grain is light, yields but little

flour, and makes but indifferent bread. It is raised

in Switzerland, in elevated situations, where common
wheat would not ripen; and also in Bavaria and
other parts of Germany.
WHEAT-EAB {Saxicdla (man^),aspedeaof bird

of the order Inaeasores (which see), belonging to the

Dentirostral section of the order, and to the family

of the Erythadnie or Bobins. In this genus the biU

ia flattened at its base, with the nostr& placed in a
membraneous groove. The wings are long, the third

and fourth qmlls being longest The tail is even,

and the outer toe longer than the inner. The name
fallow-chat is also applied to the wheat-ear. This
bird occurs in Britain, migrating southwards in win-
ter. Its average len^ is 64 inches, and its colour

ia gray above, the quill feathers of the wings being
tipoed with black; a black streak indoaes the eye
aM ear-coverts, ^e breast is brown and the under
parts white. The female is oolonred dark-brown on
the winga^ ear-ooverts, and tail The wheat-ear ia

much sought after when In good oonditloii aa a table
bird, its flesh being vary delieate. It Is usually
caught in trm formed of a noose of horse-hair
concealed under a tori By the superstitious the
wheat-ear’s presence is regaided as a sign of omin-
ous and unfavourable kind; and probdbly the faot
of the nest being often found in ooUeotkms of old
stones in burial-places has tended to increase the
superstitious feeling. The nest is buried deeply
among stones or in rock-clefts, the eggs being A
pale-blue colour, and numbering from four to six.

WHEAT-FLY {Ceeidomyia tritici), a genus of
Biptera or flies, belonging to the family Ceokbmyidie,
having a short probosc^ terminated by a piw of
fleshy lips. The wheat-fly lays its eggs in the flower
d wheat, the larvss eating the pollen of the stamens,
and ^UB preventing the formation of seed. The
Hessian-fly or American Wheat-fly (C. destructor)

attacks the lower part of the wheat stems, the larva
feeding on the sap. These flies are interesting frmn
rile fad that the larvss of certain spedes living under
the bark of trees are capable of giving origin to other
larvae by a process of internal gemmation or budding.

WHEATSTONE, Si& Charlxb, a disringuish^
sdentific investigator and discoverer, bom at Glou-
cester in 1802; died at Paris October 19, 1876.

Before he was of age he oommenoed business for

himself in London as a maker of musical instra-

ments, and in 1828 he attracted the attention of

men of science by the publication in Thomson’s
Annals of Philosophy of a paper entitled New Ex-
periments on Sound. This was followed by a nnm-
ner of other papers, some of them describing inven-

tions of his own, all of which are remarlrable for

their ingenuity and delicacy of mechanical constroo-

tion. Li 1834 Wheatstone was appointed professor

of experimental philosophy in King’s College, Lon-
don, but he seldom lectured. About this rime be
began to direct his researches to electricity, and in

1836 he exhibited at King’s College experiments
showing the velocity of electridty. For thi^ur-
pose he used a circuit of 4 miles of copper wire. These
experiments suggested to him the idea of applying

his apparatus to telegraphing. In 1887, in conjunc-

tion with W. F. Cooke, afterwards Sir W. F. Cooke,
he took out the first patent for the electric tele-

graph. Another subject that engaged much of tke

attention of Wheatstone was vision, on which he
published various papers, among them a memoir
contributed to the Philosophic^ Transactions in

1848, On some Bemarkable and Hitherto Unobserved
Phenomena of Binocular Vision. In 1865 he acted

as one of the jurors of the Paris exhibition, and on
that occasion he was made a knight of the Legion

of Honour; and in 1868 he received the honour of

knighthood from the queen. He was a fellow of the

Boyal Society from the year 1836, and was also a
corresponding member of the French Institute and
honorary member of the principal academies of sci-

ence in Europe. He was not successful either as a
writer or a lecturer. He wrote no considerable

work, but was the author of numerous papers chiefly

contributed to the Philosophical Magazine and tne

Journal of the Boyal Institution. His want of sno-

cess as a lecturer was solely due to his nervousness:

for in familiar conversation he was both fluent and
ludd in describing his experiments, and communi-
cating their results.

WHEEL, Bbeakivo oir the, a horrible mode of

punishment formerly in use on the Continent The
condemned criminal was first fastened to two |deoee

of wood, in l^e form of a St Andrew’s cross, with his

legs and arms extended, and had the bones of his

Hina and thighs, and of the fore and upper anna,

broken bv blows with a bar of iron. After that he
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WM attMliid to » mall oavriago wliad balanced qq
» atak^ and allowed to anffer m thla poaMon till he
died, aometimea aeveral dapa alter the breaking of

hla Umba. Later the pnniidiment waa ao far miti-

gated that the criminal waa pat to death by a final

blow (a coup de grdce) on the breaat^ apine, or neck,

before being ezpoaed on the wheri, and aometimea
he waa atranffled before even the brealdnff of hla

limba took pboe. Thia pnniahment waa a^Uafaed
in Fnmce at the revolution, and ia now diauaed

everywhere. The Frendh wc^ roul (from roue, a
adieel) properly aignifiea * one worthy of being Inol^
on the wheel*

WHEEL, PsBBiAN. See Pbrsian Whiel.
WHEEL AND AXLE, one of the meohanioal

powera, which oonaiata of a wheel round the dreum-
ferenoe of which a atring may be wound, having a
email weight attached to ita free end, and an axle

whoae drounference, being amaller than that of the

wheel, will auatain a heav&r weight at the end of a
atring which ia wound upon it in the oppoaite direc-

tion to that of the string on the wheel The wheel
and axle ia merely a case of the lever; the amall

weight in ounoea or other measure of wdght multi-

plkid by the radius of the wheel ia equal to the

Dalandng weight on the axle multiplied by the radius

of the aue. By reference to Figs. 1 and 2 it will be

•een that thia power resolves ita& hito a lever of the

first order, in which the wdght and power are at the
ends and the fulcrum between them, o ia the centre

or fulcrum; ao and on are the aemidiametera of^
whed and the axle; and on the prindple of the lever

thepoweriatotheweight asAO is to OB. The wheel
is grooved, and carries a ooil of rope; another rope is

aeonred to the axis; and when the power is in mo^n
everv revolution of the wheel raiam the wdght to a
heightequal tothedrcumferenoeof theadsorcylinder.
The power is increased by enlarging tiie wheel or

dfaniniahing the diameter d the cylinder; but there

ia a limit beyond which the inoreaaecannot beobtained
with safety. The common winch, the windlass, the
capstan, and the tread-mill are so many applicationa

of the wheel and axle; and the same prindple may
be adapted to a train of whed-work wnerdn motion
ia regulated and power acquired.

Wheeling, a dty and port of entry of the

United Stately in West Virginia^ capitd of Ohio

county, findy dtuated on the east bank of the Ohio
Biver, 92 miles below Pittsburg. It is the most
Important place on the river between Pittsburg and
Cindimati, and in respect to trader manufactures,

and pomilation the moat oondderable town of the

state, it is the terminus of three railway lines, and
the National Bead crosses the river oppodte the dty
bv a wire suapendon-bridge 1010 feet long. The
blUa in the neighbourhood contain inexhaustible beds

of bituminous coal, which afford an abundant supply

of ohei^ fuel There are several iron-foundries and
forges; nail, glassy and paper works; and ootton, silk^

and ateam-mgine manufaotoriea. WooUen goods,
white-lead, leMher, flour, Ac., are also prodqoedhere^
and there Is a brisk river traffic. Pop. (1690), 84,622.

{

WHEELS^ WAfn. See HTHBAinLiaB.
WHEEL-^OBK. When an end to be accoai^

pushed In medianka cannot be attained wlthcon^
venknoe by the simple whed and axle it frequently

becomes necessary to transmit the effect cl the power
to the reeistanoe through a system of wheeb and
axles acting upon eadi other. As the whed and
axle is only a modificaUon of the lever, so a q^stem
of such machines, acting one upon another. Is only
another form of the compound lever. In complex
wheel-work the power is implied to the droumfer-

enoe of the first wheel, which transmits its effect

to the droumferenoe of the second whed, which

again transfers the effect to the droumferenoe of the

second aide, which acts upon the dreumferenoe cl

the third wheel, and this, in the same wav, trans-

mits the effect to the dreumferenoe of the third

axle, and thus the transmisdon of the force is con-

tinued until it has arrived at the droumferenoe of

the last axle^ to which the weight or resistance is

applied, lliere are various ways of transmitting the

foroe of each axle to the droumferenoe of the suo-

I
oeedkg wheel A very common method is by ropen

. straps, bands, or belts, round the droumferenoe of

I
the wheel and axle which act upon each other. The
action is in this manner transmitted by the tension

of the rope or strap, and rendered efferave by fric-

tion with the dron^erenoes on which it is rolled.

Wheels and axles connected in this manner are called

band-vfheeli» When the wheel and the axle from
whidi it receives motion are intended to revolve in

the same direction the band is simply passed round
them in the shortest manner ; but when the wheel ia

to revolve in a direction contrary to the revolution

of the axle the strap b crossed between them. This
latter method of applying the strap has the advan-

tage of yielding more surface to act upon, and there-

fore causing more friction. But the most usual way
of transmitring the action of the axles to the sno-

ceeding wheels is by means of teeth or cogs, raised

on their surfaces. 'I^en this is the case the cegs on
the wheels are generally called teeth, and those on
the surface of the axle are called leavee. The axle

itself, in this case, is called a pinion. The ccnnec-

tion of one toothed wheel vrith another, in this

manner, is called the gearing. Wheels are denmni-
nated spur, crown, or beveUed, accerding to the
direotion or position of the teeth. If the teeth are

TOrpendicular to the axis of the wheel, and in the

direction of its radii, it is called a epur^wheeU If

the teeth are parallel to the axis of the wheel, and
therefore perpendicular to its plane, it is called a
erown^wheeL Two spur-wheels, or a spur-wheel and
pinion which work in one another, are always in the
same plane, and have their axes parallel

; but when
a spur and crown wheel are in conne^on, their

planes and axes are at right angles. By tiiis means,
therefore, rotatory motion may be transferred from
a horizontal to a vertical plane, or rice verta. When
the teeth are oblique to the plane or axis-whed, it

is called a beveUed wheel. In this case the surfaces

on which the teeth are raised are parts of the sur-

faces of two cones. The use of the bevelled wheels
is to produce a rotatory motion round one axis, by
means of a rotatory motion round another whh^ is

oblique to it
;
and provided that the two axes are in

the same plane, this may always be acoomplishad by
two bevelled wheels.

WHELK, a general name applied to various

roedes of Qasteronodous Molluscs belonging to the
&ranchifera or Gul-breathing sectioa of thi^ dass.

The Large or Common Whdk {Buerinwm undatum)
is of oonimon ooourfenoe round our coasts, and belongs

to the family Buodnidc^ distinguished Ity the mU
;

having its canal notched, and the mouth or apertare
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§i kift Om Tht wborii d Hm iImII (fee Sbhx)
eee nw and rcmnded. The Whelke ere typloeUy

oendTorooe molliiioi, end poeeeM long odaiiSpkarei

or tongnoe proTided with eOioeoiie or flinty teeth.

TheeeenfmaJeen leigdy need for food end beit^end

ere oenght in *creele’ belted with ^[eibege. The
Ogge ere oontelned in egg-oeeee or mdamental cap-

fwMibandlee of which ere oommon on the eee-ooeete.

The jEtod Whelk, or *Boering Budde’ of the Scotch, ie

the Fu9u$ anUguusot the coologiit, end belongi to the

fMnily Mnrldde. In Fusut the ehell ie epindle*

eheped; its epire ie long end its outer lip thin. The
empty shell in the Shetland Islands is used as a
lamp by being filled with oil and having a wick
drawn tiirotuh the canal The Tulip Whelk (i^ctus or

FaaciolMria 2\dipa) is very richly coloured and inha-

bits the tropical seas. The Purple Whelk {Purpura
laptttut) hi sonamed from its affording the dye which
made Tm of old so famous. It Delongs to the

BnooinidB. Certain spedes of whdks dso belong to

the genus Murex itself.

WHERRY. See Boat.
WHEWELL, WiLLiAV, masterof Trinity College,

Cambridge, was bom at Lancaster on the 24th of

May, 1794. He received his early education at the

freejpammar school of his native town, afterwards

at ^versham Grammar School, whence he went to

Trinity College, being enabled to enter that institu-

tion by gaining a scholarship. Here he greatly dis-

tinffuiriied himself. He gained the chancellor's

medal for an English poem in 1814; and when he
took his degree of B.A., in 1816, he was second

wrangler and second Sixth’s priseman. In due
course he be<»me fellow and tutor of his college, in

which latter capacity he is said to have been very

successful He laboured along with Herschel, Bal^
bage, and Peacock to raise the standard of mathema-
tics in the university, and wrote text-books which
were justly celebrated. From 1828 till 1832 he was
professor of mineralogy. In 1838 he was elected to

the Knightbridge chair of moral philosophy, which

he held till 1855, when he became vice-chancellor

of the university. In 1841 he was nominated to

the mastership of Trinity (worth £3000 a year),

and in^ position laboi^ earnestly and success-

fully to obtain for the natural and moral sciences

a better recognized position among the studies of the

univmrsity. He became fellow of the Royal Society

in 1820, and was one of the fiivt members of the

British Association, for which he drew up valuable

reports on the Tides, and on the Mathematical

Theories of Heat, Electricity, and Magnetisno. He
was president of the association in 1841. He died

on the 6th of Maich, 1866, from the effects of a fall

from his horse. Whewell was a strong, healthy,

dear-headed man, possessed of a vigorous and cajub-

cious intellect, and endowed wiu extraordinary

powers of acquiring and retaining knowledge. The
extent and variety of his attainments were something

wondexful Yet there was nothing superficial about

hii learning, notwithstanding the w^-known mot

of Sydney Bmith, that * science was his forte and

ommsdenoe his foible* Besides other gifti^ he built

at his own expense, and presented to his college, a

Aostri, or ooUec^on oi chambers for under-graduates.

His principal writings, besides mathematical and

physical text-books, and multifarious contributions

to transactions of learned bodies, scientific journals,

and magazines, are:—The Bridgewater treatise. As-

tronomy and General Physics, considered with i^er-

enoe to Natural Theology (1888) ;
History of the In-

ductive Sdenoes (1887); Philosophy cl the Inductive

Mwmmw (1840); Novum Grganum Rcnovatum, Indi-

of the Greater, Hlitoiy of Sdentifio Idea%

of Morality, including Polity, Lectures on

Systematic Monlity, Axehiteotaial Notea m Gor-

man Churoheo, On Liberal Educatioii In Goneral,

Lectures on the History of Moral Phflooophy in

England, PhOosq^y of Hisooveiy, BSstory ci Mo-
ral PhU^phy, The Platonio Dialogusi for English

Readeifl, kk Eiglh enoomiums have been bestowed

on the History and the Philosophy of the Inductive

Sdenoes by such competent authorities as Professor

James D. Forbes, Sir John Herschel, and J. S.

Mill He also translated Auerbach's Professor's

Wife, Goethe's Hermann and Dorothea, and Grotins

on the Rights of War and Peace, and he was the

author of the well-known anonymous essay. The
Plurality of Worlds.

WHEY. See Milk.
WHIDAH (or Wutdah) BIRD, the name given

to a Bpedes of Insessorial birds, included in the order

Oonirostres, and belonging to thefamilyFringillidseor

Finches. These birdsareallied to theWeaverB(which

see), and belong to the sub-family Plooeinm and to

the genus Vidua^ in which the bill is compressed, and

the nostrils hidden by plumes. The wings ^ve
their third to fifth quills longest, and the first quill is

rudimentary. The tail-coverts and tail-feathers may

I

be elongated; and the tarsi are scaly in front. The
1 Pan^ise Whydah Bird {Vidua ParadieeOt Plate

i

II., Obnitholooy, fig. 6) occurs in West Africa.

!
and is of a brownish-black colour, the head, chin, and

I

throat being black, and the neck being encircled ly

a brown collar, llie under parts are pale brown.

The tail is long and formed of the two elongated

central feathers, which possess broad webs at the

base and a slender shaft, whilst the two next feathers

are about 11 inches long and are broadly webbed.

The other tail feathers are set vertioaUy. This

species attains a length of 5 or 6 inches, exclusive

of the tail feathers. The nest is said to be Ingeni-

ously made of cotton fibres, and to be divided into

two compartments, in one of which the female sits

on the eggs, the o^er being occupied by the male

bird. The Shaft-tailed mydah Bird (F. regia)

inhabits ^e African coasts, and is coloured of a

I rusty red on the head and neck, the back of the head

and crown being black. The average length is 8 or

9 inches; and the four central feathers are elongated,

but consist each of the bare shaft or quill only, a

slight web existing at their tips. The name *Widow
Birds' is also given to these birds.

WHIG, in English history, the name which has

been for the last two centuries popularly applied to

the political party which advocates such riumges in

the constitution as tend in the direction of demo-

cracy. For the principles of the opposite party see

Tobt. Defoe thus accounts for tne orighi of the

name; *The use of it began then when the western

men (the peasantry of the West Lowlands of Scot-

land), caUed Cameronians^ took arms frequently

for tiseir rriigion. Whig is a word used in those

parts for a liquor (uhipf Scotch for wAsy), which the

men used to drink . . . and so became oommon to

the people who drank it It afterwards became a

denomination of the poor harassed people of that

part of the country, who, being unmercifully peme-

cated by tiie goveimnent, against all law and ius-

tioe, thought they had a dvil right to their reUpons

liberties, and therefore resisted the power of the

prince (Charles IL).’ Monmouth was sent to queU

the insurrection, and *at his return he found him-

elf iU-treated for having used the rebels too merci-

fully; and Lauder^UJe told Charles, with an oath,

that the duke had been so dvil to the WhigB because

he was a Whig Mwinlf in his heart. This made

it a court woril and in a little tune the friends and

followers of the duke began to be called Whign’ A
different origin is, however, assigned to the tonn.
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Sir Jamai Balfoar, In writing of an ontbroak whidi
oooonrod In 1648, In hia own dny, oalli the enthn-

aiaata ^whigamoree,* and Bnmoti who wai then five

yean old, offers the following explanation; *The
aonth-weet counties of Scotland hare seldom com
enongh to serve them throughout the year, and the
northern parts producing more than they need, those

in the west come in the summer to buy at Leith the
stores that oome from the north

;
and from a word,

whiggam, used in driving their horses, all that drove
were called the whigamors, and shorter, the whiggs.

After the news came of Duke Hamilton's defeat
(in 1648), the ministers animated their people to
rise and march to Edinburgh; and they came up,

marching at the head of their parishes, mth an un-
heard-of fury, preaching and praying as they came.
. . . This was called the whiggamors’ inroad, and ever
after that all that opposed the court came in derision

to be called whign; and from Scotland the word
DMsed to England.^ The Whigs brought about the
Revolution of 1688-89, and established the Protestant

succession; thev were chiefly instrumental in ob-

taining the abolition of the slave-trade and slavery,

the re]^l of the Test and Oorporation Acts, Catholic

emancipation, parliamentary and municipal reform,

the re^al of the corn-laws, and similar measures.

The term Liberals is now generally applied to the

representatives of this party; the extreme section of

the party, who agitate for sweeping iLnovations,
usually have a more or less close connection with
the Whigs, and have adopted the name of Radicals.

WHIMBKEL (Numnim ph(Z(ipui\ a species of

curlew, having the bill small and not so sharply

curved as in the Common Curlew (iV. arguata). See
CUBLEW.
WHIN. See Furze.
WHIN-CHAT (Pratincola ruJbelra\ a species of

Dentirostral Insessores (which see), belonging to the

family Erythacinas or Robins. This bird is allied to

the stone(^t (which see), and is so named from its

freouenting the neighbourhood of whin and furze

bushes. It possesses a long white streak, passing

across the sides of the head, which, as well as all the

upper parts of the body, is coloured brown. The tail

is white at its base and brown at the tip. The chin

is white and the throat a fawn colour, whilst the
belly is buff. The average len^h is 4^ inches. The
whin-chat, like the wheat-ear (which see), is greatly

esteemed for the delicacy of its flesh in ^e autumn
season. It is a migratory bird, arriving in Britain

in the middle or end of April, and hatch^ its young
about the end of May. It produces two bro^ in

tiie year. The nest is constructed on the ground;

and the eggs are from four to six in number, and are

of a bluisl^green hue spotted with brown. Its song

is very sweet, and it has been known to imitate the

so^ of other birds.

vmIPPING, a punishment inflicted by the law
of England chiefly for minor offences. The criminal

law consolidation acts (24 and 25 Viet. cap. xcvi-c.

1861) enumerate several offences for which the pun-

ishment may be inflicted on males under sixteen.

At the time the sentence is passed the number of

strokes must be specified as well as the instrument

to be used. A subsequent act (25 and 26 Viet cap.

xviiL) enacts that when the offender is below fourteen

years of age the number of strokes is not to exceed

twelve^ and that a birch rod is to be the instrument

used. The same act provides that no person is to be

whipped more than once for the same offence. Act
26 and 27 Viet. cap. xliv. enacts that, in all cases of

robbery or intent to rob, where the attempt is accom-
panied by personal violence, and in all cases in which
an attempt is made to render a person insensible by
choking, suffocation, or strangulation, with the view

I

of committing or assistliig othen to commit aity

!

indictable offence, the court may, in additkm to the
other punishments |»ovided by the law% direct that
the offender, if a i^e, be onoe, twice; or thiioe pri-

vatdy whipped. If the offender is under sixteen the
instrument used is to be a birch rod, and the number
of strokes inflicted not to exceed twenty-five. In
other cases the court is to specify the number of

strokes at each whipping, and the instrument to be
used, and in no case is ue number of strokes at one
whipping to exceed fifty. The whipping is to take

plaM within six monti^ after the passing of the

sentence, and, if the offender is sentenced to penal

servitude, before he is removed to a convict prison

to undergo that sentence. This law was chiefly aimed
at the practice of garrotting (see Gabbote),wMch waa
very prevalent at the time of its enactment. It would
seem not to apply to Scotland, inasmuch as the second

clause of act 25 and 26 Viet. cap. xviii provides that

in Scotland no person above sixteen is to be whipped
for tiieft or crime committed against person or pro-

perty. By 1 Geo. IV. cap. Ivil it is enacted that no
female shall be whipped. By 5 and 6 Viet cap. li

the offence of striking or firing at the queen was
made punishable with whipping. See Flagel-
lation.

WHIP-POOR-WILL {Caprimulgua vocifervs,

Wilson), a species of Insessores (which see), belonging

to the family Caprimulgidse or Goat-suckers, and to
the Fissirostral section of the order. The bill io

short and the gape wide. The wings are long, bui
the tarsi are [£ort The hinder toe is also very
small This remarkable bird arrives in the Middle-

States of America about the close of April or the
beginning of May, and continues his migrations to-

the centre of Massachusetts. In the interior it is

said to proceed as high as Hudson’s Bay. It is a
noctum^ bird, and continues the cry from which it

derives its name, till midnight, except in moonlight

nights. The whip-poor-will, when engaged in ita

nocturnal rambles, is seen to fly within a few feet of

the surface of the earth in quest of moths and other

insects. During the day these birds retire into tho
darkest woods, usually on high grounds, where they
pass the time in silence and repose. Their food con-

sists of large moths, beetles, grasshoppers, ants, and
such insects as frequent the bark of decaying timber.

Sometimes, in the dark, they will skim wit^ a few
feet of a person, making a low chatter as they pass.

They also, in common with some other birds, flutter

occasionally round domestic cattle, to catch the in-

sects whicdi approach or rest on them; and heno&
the mistaken notion of their sucking goats.

WHIRLPOOL, a circular eddy or current in a
stream or the sea, produced by the configuration of
the channel, by meeting currents, by winds meeting
tides, &0. lliere are some very celebrated whirlpools,,

such as Charybdis, in the strait between Sicily and
Italy; and the Malstrom, off the coast of Norway.
When agitated by tides or winds they sometimea
become dangerous to navigators. These are not,

however, whirlpools in the strict sense, which are-

indeed very rare, but merely superficial commotiona
created by winds meeting tides, and in calm weather
are free ^m all danger.

WHIRLWINDS sometimes arise from winda
blowing among lofty and precipitous mountains,
the form of which influences their direction, and
occasions gusts to descend with a spiral or whirling
motion. They are frequently, however, caused by
two cuirents of air meeting at an angles and them
turning upon a centre. When two winds thus en-

counter one another, any doud which happens to-

be between them is, of course condensed, and
turned rapidly round

; and aU substances snflioientiy
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light are carried op into the air by the whirling

motion wUoh enaaes. The action of a whirlwind at

sea oooaaions the phenomenon called a water-Bpout

(see Plate at Oloud, fig. 8), the formation of which is

thns described :

—
"From a dense dead a cone de-

scends, in the form of a trumpet, with the small

end downwards: at the same time, the surface of

the sea under it is agitated and whirled round, the

waters are oonrerted into vapour, and ascend, with

a spiral motion, till tiiey unite with the cone pro-

ceeding from the doud; frequently, however, diey
disperse before the junction is effected. Both col-

umns diminish towara their point of contact, where
thev are not above 8 or 4 feet in diameter. In the

middle of the cone forming the water-spout there is

a white transparent tube, which becomes less distinct

on approachi^ it
;
and it is then discovered to be a

vacant space, in which none of the small particles of

water ascend; and in this, as well as around the

outer edges of the water-spout, large drops of rain

predpitate themsdves. In calm weather, water-

spouto generally preserve the perpendicular in their

motion; but when acted on by winds, they move on
obliqudy. Sometimes they disperse suddenly; at

others, they pass rapidly along the surface of the

sea, and oontmue a quarter of an hour or more before

they disappear. A notion has been entertained that

they are very dangerous to shipping, owing to the

descent, at the instant of their breaking, of a large

body of water, sufficient to sink a ship; but this does

not appear to be the case, for the water descends
only in the form of heavy rain. It is true that

small vessels incur a risk of being overset if they
carry much sail

;
because sudden gusts of wind, from

all points of the compass, are very common in the

vicing of water-spouts.

Whisky (a corruption of the Gaelic word uisgt^

water, whisky being called in Gaelic uitge’-heoa^ka^

which signifies water of life\ the name applied to a
well-known liquor distilled from barley, wheat, oats,

and other grains; potatoes, beet, and other roots. It

is much used in England by rectifiers, who convert it

into British gin, and in its simple form is in great

repute both in Swtland and Irelwd It may, indeed,

be considered the national beverage of both these

countries. Whisky from malt alone is made in the

Scotch distilleries as follows:—The malt is bruised

upon cylinders, and the quantity intended to be

mashed is put into the mash pan, water at a tem-

perature of about 170** Fahr. b^g then added.

After two or three hours* adtation the whole is left

to repose for an hour and a half, and then the worts
are ^wn off to about one-thi^ of the water em-
ployed. About two-thirds of the first quantity of

water of a somewhat higher temperature is put into

the pan, and the agitation is renewed for about half

an hour. After a second period of repose these second

worts are drawn off. Both infusions are now cooled

down as quickly as possible to the temperature of 80”

or 70” to prevent souring; the wort is cooled down by
being exposed in shallow coolers to currents of air,

or by being passed through serpentine tubes sur-

rounded with cold water. More water may be let

into the pan, and a third wort drawn off, which may
be mixed with the other worts, or used instead of

water for the first infusion of malt The quantity
of saccharine matter converted into alcohol depends
upon the proportion of ferment or yeast introduced
into the worts; if too little be used, a portion of the
sugar will remain imdeoomposed; if too mu<ffi, the
spirits will have an unpleasant taste. Genmnlly the
worts are let down at ^e specific gravity of 1*050 or
1*060, and at a temperature of 60” to 50**. For every
100 fl^ons a gallon of good porter yeast is added
and moronghly incorporated by agitation. An hour

after the addition of the jeast fennsnlatioa begina

to show itself by a ring of froth round the edgeo of

the vat, and in about five hours frothy bubbleo cover

its whole surface. Large vats generally afford a better

result than small one^ owing to the equality of the
fermenting process. It is considered good work when
the spedfio gravity comes down to that of water and
superior work when it frils to 0*995. In about forty-

eight to sixtv hours tiie warii begins to get dear and
comparativdy tranquil, and is men reidy for distil-

lation. In its simplert form the still consists of a
copper boiler into which the wash is poured. This
vessel is furnished with a close head terminating in

a bent tube which passes in a spiral form through
a vessel filled with cold water. (See Dibtillatiov.)

On the application of heat to the still the spirit begina

«

to rise in vapour at 175**, dong witii more or less

steam. These vapours are condensed in passing

through the spiral tube, and trickle in fluid form into

a receiver. The product of this first distillation is

called low wines. This is again distilled at a lower
temperature, which gets rid of part of the water and
of the fetid oils that had come over with the alcohol

Great purity and strength can only be obtained by
repeated distillation.

WHIST, a game at cards, supposed to be of

English origin, and a development of a game called

TVump, popular in the sixteenth century, and played

a century later under the name of or Whitk,

The latter term seems to have been superseded by
the modem name whist about the end of the seven-

teenth century. Edmond Hoyle, if not the first to

raise the game almost to the dignity of a science^ is

entitled to the credit of having rescued the rules from

the uncertainty of oral tradition by giving them a

printed existence in his Short Treatise published in

1742,—Whist is played with the full pack of fifty-

two cards by four persons, two being partners against

the other two, the partners sitting opposite each

other. The parinership is decided by cutting; those

who cut the two lowest cards are |)artnerB against

those who out the highest; in cutting the ace ia

ranked lowest. The plaw who cuts the lowest card

of all takes the deal Each player may shuffle the

cards once, but the dealer claims the last shuffle.

The cards are cut by the person on the dealer’s right

hand, and are distributed one by one to the players

in rotation commencing on the left, until the pack is

exhausted. The last card, called the trump card, is

turned face up by the de^er, and must remain ex-

posed until the first trick is taken. The suit to

which this last card belongs is called the trump suit^

and takes precedence of all the others. Play is com-

menced by the person on the left of the dealer laying

a card face upwards on the table, to which the otoers

must follow suit; that is, play cards of the same suit

if they have any. When all have jdayed, the trick

is complete, and is taken by the person who played

the highest card. The cards rank as follow:—Ace
(highest), king, queen, knave, and the others accord-

ing to their number of pipe. The winner of the trick

then lead$; that is, lays the first card of a new trid^

the winner of whi^ Incomes in turn the leader, and

so on until the thirteen cards held in each hand are

played out. '^en a player cannot follow suit; that

is, has no card of the suit led, he may either lav a

trump and take the trick, or lay a cs^ of another

suit. After the hand is played out the two sides

score as follows:—The partners who conjointly gain

the majority of tricks m the hand, score one point

each for every trick taken above six. The aoe^ king,

queen, and knave of the trump suit are called hon-

ours, and score one each for the side who hold them;

if one side hold three honours, and the other one, the

former score the difference, counting two by henous;
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if one side hold aU the honotira they ooont four by
honoun; if the honours are equally divided between
the sides they cancel each other, and no one scores

1^ honours. In long whist, an old-fashioned game
now seldom played, ten of these points make a game;
in short whist, the game now almost universally

played, the number has been reduced to five. In
short whist, when either party is at four, that party
cannot count by honours ; and the same holds in long
whist when either party is at nine. In short whist
it is common to count by tridcs alone. A rubber
consists of three games, and is won by the party that
wins two of them; if one party gains two in succes-

sion the third is not played. The theoiy of the
modem scientific game of short whist forbids the
pUyer to consider his own hand apart from that of
his partner, commanding him to treat both in strict

union, and to make every step conducive to the
strict interest of the pair. We cannot enter fully

mto the subject, and must conclude with the follow-

ing short memoranda, which, according to Cavendish
(Henry Jones), a great authority on the game,
should be committed to memory:—1. Lead from
your most numerous suit, beginning with the lowest
unless you have several high cards. 2. Lead your
own suit before you return your partner’s, u^ess
he leads trumps, which return immediately. 8. In
returning your partner’s suit, if you have only two,

lead the highest; if more, the lowest. 4. But as

second or third player, if you hold the beat card,

play it the second round. 6. Holding five trumps,
lead them, or call for them, which is done by
throwing away unnecessarily a higher card before

a lower. 6. Look out for your partner’s call for

trumps, especially if weak in them yourself. If he
calls, and you hold not more than three trumps, lead

the highest; if more, the lowest. 7. Second hand,
generally play your lowest. 8. Do not trump a
doubtful trick second hand, if you hold more than
three trumps; with three or less, trump fearlessly.

9. Do not force your partner if you hold less than
four trumps yourself; but force a strong adverse

trump hand whenever you can. 10. Discard from
vour weakest suit. 11. If not leading, always play

the lowest of a sequence; for instance, if you hold
aueen, knave, ten, lay ten. 12. Be very careful in

the play of even ^our lowest cards, every one of

which will convey information to your partner. 13.

Always play to the score; thus, if you want but
one trick to save or win the game, play a winning
card at once. Recently a development of whist
called bridge has become a popular game. See
Edmond Hoyle’s Short Treatise on the Game of

Whist (1742); Cavendish’s The Laws and Principles

of Whist (1862 ;
20th edition, 1892) and Whist De-

velopments (1885) ;
Dr. William Pole’s Philosophy

of l^ist (1883; 6th edition, 1892) and short treatise

in Bohn’s Handbook of Games (1889); W. P.

Courtney’s English Whist (1894).

WHISTLER, James Abbott McNeill, painter,

was bom at Lowell, Massachusetts, in 1834. He
studied in the West Point Military Academy, and
afterwards spent two years in Pans under Gleyre.

In 1868 he took up his residence in London, and
latterly has resided in Paris. Many of his paintings

are peculiar studies in colour which have occasion^
much critidsm, and in 1877 a severe attack by
Ruskin led to a libel action in which the painter

got a nominal verdict His chief pictures are : The
White Girl (1862); The Last of Old Westminster

(1868); At the Piano (1867); Portrait of My
Mother (1872), now in the Luxembourg Ghdlery,

Paris; Portrait of Thomas Carlyle (1872), purohasra
by Glasgow Corporation in 1891; Noctunie in Blue
and Green (1878); Hannony in Gfray and Green

(1881); Nocturne in Blue and Silver (1882); En-
trance to Southampton Water (1882); Hannony in

Brown and Black (1884); Arrangement in Blaok
(Lady Archibald Campb^—1888); Arranj^ent
in Gray and Green (Miss Alexander—1888); and
his Portrait of Sanisate. He is also a sldlled

worker in other departments of art^ and as an
etcher he occupies a very high position. He has

published The Gentle Art of h&king Enemies (1890),

m which he deals with Ruskin’s attack on his art,

and otW controversieB, a lecture called Ten O’Clock

being also included in it ; and The Baronet and the

Butterfly (1899). He is an officer of the Legion of

Honour, a member of the Soci4t4 Nationide des

Artistes Pran9ais, and an honorary member of the

Royal Academy of Bavaria.

WHISTON, William, mathematician and divine,

was bom on Dec. 9, 1667, at Norton-juxta-Twycroes,

Leicestershire, where his father was rector. He was
educated at home and at Tamworth school, and
entered Clare Hall, Cambridge, in 1686. He
graduated B.A. in 1690, was elected a fellow in

the following year, and proceeded M.A. in 1698.

Ordained deacon in the latter year, he became
chaplain to Bishop Moore of Norwich, by whom he
was presented in 1698 to the vicarage of Lowestoft-

with-Kissingland, in Suffolk. In 1703 he succeeded

Sir Isaac I^wton in the Lucasian professorship of

mathematics at Cambridge after having acted as his

assistant for two years. He was an able advocate

of the Newtonian natural philosophy, and was asso-

ciated with his fellow-professor R^r Cotes, another

ardent Newtonian, in a series of scientific ei^ri-
ments. He was deposed from his chair and bani^ed
from the university in 1710 because he had publicly

roclaimed himself an Arian. Proceeding to London,
e defended his views in a work entitl^ Primitive

Christianity Revived (1711), and in 1714 a court of

delegates was appoint^ by the Lord Chancellor to

try him, but the case soon dropped. Whiston was
a member of the Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge, which was founded in 1698 by a friend

of his
;
and in 1715 he himself founded a society for

the promotion of primitive Christiani^. He left

the Church of England in 1747 and joined the Bap-
tists. He died on August 22, 1752, at the house of

his son-in-law at Lyndon, in the county of Rutland.
Whiston was a man of keen intellect and trans-

parent honesty, but he indulged many fanciful and
even ridiculous ideas on the fulfilment of prophecy
and on other Biblical questions. He believed that

the Tartars were the lost ten tribes, and constantly

interpreted eclipses, meteors, and similar phenomena
as fulfilments of prophecies. His views on clerical

monogamy were incorporated by Goldsmith in The
Vicar of Wakefield. His virulent intolerance was
manifested particularly against Athanasius and the
creed associated with his name. He was proposed
for membership of the Royal Society in 1720, but
Newton secured bis defeat. His chief works are
the following: A New Theory of the Earth (1696);
Essay on the Revelation of St. John (1706); Ite-
lectiones Astronomicse (1707); Boyle lectures on
The Accomplishment of ^ripture Prophecies (1708);
Prslectiones Pbysio-Mathematicm (1710); Primitive
Christianity Revived (five vols., 1711-12), in which
he attaches great importance to the Apostolical Con-
stitutions; A Course of Mechanical, Optical, Hydro-
statical, and Pneumatical Experiments (1718), in
collaboration with F. Hauksbee; A New Method of

Discovering the Longitude (1714), with Humphrey
Ditton; Commentary on the Three Catholic Epistles

of St John (1719); The True Origin of the Sa-
bellian and Athanasian Doctrines of the Trinity

(1720); An Essay towards Restoring the True Text
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of the Old Teetament (1722); The Oeloalatioii of

Solar Edipees without Pan^xee (1724); The
Literal AoconmUshmeiit of Scripture Fr^ecies
(1724); Histonoal Memoirs of Dr. Samuel Olarke

(1780), a valuable work; The Genuine Works of

FlaviuB Jc^hus, the Jewish Historian, in Eng^lish

(1787), which has often been republished; The Pnmi-
tive New Testament in English (1745); and his auto-

laography (1749; 2nd edition, 1753).

vmlTAKER, Joseph, originator of Whitaker’s
Almanack, was bom in London on May 4, 1820.

He was apprenticed to a bookseller at an early age,

and in 1849 started a church monthly called The
Penny Post. Soon afterwards he established a
theological publishing business of his own in Pall

Mall, and in 1856-59 he was editor of The Gentle-

man’s Mag^ne. He made a most successful hit

with The l^lmeller, a periodical founded in 1858
and still in existence; but his name is remembered
principally in the tide of Whitaker’s Almanack,
which first appeared in 1868. The Reference Cata-

logue of Current Literature was started by him in

1874, and still appears at intervals of four or five

years. His death occurred at Enfield on May 15,

1895.

WHITBREAD, Samuel, Whig politician, was
bom at Cardington, in Bedfordshire, in 1758, and
educated at Eton, Christ Church, Oxford, and St.

John’s College, Cambridge, graduating B.A. in

1784. After a period spent in European travel and
in the work of his father’s London brewery, he
entered the House of Commons in 1790 as Whig
member for Bedford. He at once made his mark
in parliament as an able advocate of parliamentary

reform, religious and civil liberty, the abolition of

slavery, and other similar liberal causes, and as a
strong opponent of Pitt’s war policy. He took a
leading part in the impeachment of Viscount Mel-
ville in 1805-1806, and against Lord Chatham for

his mismanagement of the Walcheren expedition in

1809. He latterly suffered from mental derange-

ment, and died on July 6, 1815, from a self-inflicted

wound in the throat.

WHITBY, a seaport and former pari, borough of

England, in the North Riding of Yorkshire, 48 miles

N.N.E. of York, at the mouth of the Esk, which divides

it into two parts, and is spanned by a stone bridge

of three arches with a swivel-bridge for admitting

vessels into the inner harbour above it. The town
consists of brick or stone houses, ranged on bold

acclivities, and has an ancient cruciform church

(modernized), on the verge of a lofty cliff
;
several

modem churches and Nonconformist chapels; a

town -hall, court-house, museum, temperance hall,

seamen’s hospital, Ac. The harbour is spacious and
commodious, having 12 to 15 feet water at spring,

and 7 to 10 feet at neap tides; wet and diy docl^
Aa The manufacture of jet ornaments is carried

on, this substance being abundant in the neigh-

bourhood. There are a&o yards for ship and boat

beading, and productive sea-fisheries. In 657 Saint

Hilda founded her famous priory on the site of

Whitby, then called Streoneshalh, and in it was
held the important Synod of Whitby in 664, at which
the Roman usage as regarded Easter was adopted
(sM Easteb). ^e poet Caedmon was a resident in

this monasteiy, of which nothing now remains, though
the choir, north transept, and part of the nave of an
abbey erected on the site in the eleventh century
are sffl standing. These ruins are in Early English
style, and extremely beautiful Whitby ceased to

be a parUamentaiy borough in 1885. The neigh-

bourhood is rich in picturesque soenery and in-

teresting features. Pop. (1891), 18,075; (1901),

11,7487

WHITE, Gilbebt, a celebrated naturalist, son of
a barrister, was bom on Julv 18, 1720, at Selbome,
in eastern Hampshire, where his paternal grandfather
was vicar. He was the eldest son in a family of
eleven, and of his six brothers one (Benjamin) be-
came a publisher in London, and other two (John
and Henry) took orders. He was educated at a
school at Famham, in Surrey, and afterwards at
the grammar-school at Basingstoke, in Hampshire,
kept by Thomas Warton, whose famous sons Joseph
and Thomas were among his schoolfellows. He
began residence at Oriel College, Oxford, in 1740,
and graduated B.A. in 1743, becoming fellow of his
college in 1744 and M.A. in 1746. Having taken
deacon’s orders in 1747, he acted as curate to an
uncle at Swarraton, in his native county, and after
being ordained priest he was for a short period in

1751 curate to Dr. Bristow, the vicar of ^Ibome.
He was appointed proctor in his university and
dean of his college in 1752, and soon after he be-

came curate of Durley, about 6 miles north-east of

Southampton. He failed to secure the provostahip

of Oriel in 1757, but in the same year he obtained
the vicarage of Morton Pinkney, in Northampton-
shire, which was in the gift of his college. His
father died in 1758, and his uncle, the vicar of

Swarraton, in 1763, and at the death of the latter

he became the owner of his house at Selbome. He
never resided on his Northamptonshire living, but
throughout his whole life remained closely associated

with the Hampshire parish which he has made
famous. Soon after his father's death he gave up
the Durley curacy for that of Faringdon, near to

his home, though for a time he acted os curate of

West Deane, Wiltshire. White’s great classic, The
Natural History and Antiquities of Selbome, in

the County of Southampton, was published by his

brother Benjamin at the end of 1788, with the date

1789 on the title-page. It consists of letters to his

two friends Thomas Pennant, author of the British

Zoology, and Daines Barrington, who devised the

form of Naturalist’s Journal which White kept

from 1767, when he discontinued the Garden
Kalendar begun in 1751. In the preparation of the

part on antiquities, which was compiled only when
ne had been induced to publish, he was greatly

assisted by Richard Chandler, the classical anti-

quary and traveller. He died at his residence. The
Wakes, Selbome, on June 26, 1793, and his body is

buried in the chancel of the church there. His
Natural History of Selbome has won the enthu-

siastic admiration of men of .widely different taste^

and has gone through a very large number of edi-

tions. The most important after the first are the

following: the so-called Markwick’s or Aikin’s

(1802), including The Naturalist’s Calendar which

Dr. Aikin had compiled from White’s papers (md
published in 1795, out excluding the Antiquities;

the 1813 octavo, including his poems for the first

time; Mitford’s (1813, 4to); Rennie’s (1833); Ben-

nett’s (1837), bas^ upon the preceding; Jardine and

Jesse’s (1851); Jardine’s (1853); Harting’s (1875),

one of the bit, based upon Bennett’s; Buckland’s

(1875), with a chapter on the Antiquities by the

Earl of Selbome; Prof. T. Bell’s (187p, which super-

seded all previous ones, and may still be regaled

as the best (see Bell, Thomas); Grant Alien’*

(1899), without the Antiquities; and Dr. Bowdler

Sharpe’s (two vols., 1900-1901), includi^ the An-
tiquities and the Garden Kalendar. Tnere is a

Bibliography (1897) by E. A. Martin, See the

article in Diet, of National Biography.

WHITE, Henbt Kibke, poet, was bora at Not-

tingham, March 21, 1785. He was the son of a

butcher, and while a mere boy wa* employed a* a
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From Ids Infanoj he maiiifsited

«& estnordiiiMy love of leaminf, and at the age of

lonrteen prodaoed spedmena of poetry worthy of

preeervation. He waa now removed from the
etoddng-loom to be placed in an attomeVa offiocL

and devoted bis apare time to the study of Latin and
Greek. Increase of knowledge inajdred him with the
desire to obtain more favourable opportunities for

Improving his talents; and the advamtage of a uni-

versity education, with the prospect of entering the
church, became the great object of his amldtion. At
length, through the generosity of Mr. Wilbeiforce
and the exertions of the Kev. Charles Simeon, he
was admitted a student of St John’s College, Cam-
bridge. There he applied himself to his studies with
euch unremitting labour, that his health became
deranged, and he died October 19, 1806. He pub-
lished, in 1808, a poem called Clifton Grove; and
after his death his Remains, consisting of poems,
letters, and fragments, were edited by Robert Southey
^two vols. 8VO, London, 1807).

WHITE-ANTS. See Nbueoptera.
WHITEBAIT, a name given In England to the

young fry of the herring and the sprat, especially

when caught for the purpose of being used as food.

Whitebait so much celebrated as figuring in the list

•of dainties of London epicures, has given rise to a
great deal of controversy

;
for while by many it has

been regarded as the young of the herring or sprat, or

of some other species of Clupea^ as the Shad {CLu-

pea dU>ia\ others have maintained that the white-bait

is itself a perfectly distinct species of fish, which as-

cends fresh-water rivers for the purpose of spawning.

As such it has been scientifically designated CUipea

<dbaH It was formerly thought to be peculiar to the

Thames, but it is known to occur in the Clyde, Forth,

and Humber as well, whilst it has been also taken off

the Isle of Wight Its fame was no doubt attained,

not so much from the simple quality of its flesh, as

from the modes in which it was cooked at Greenwich;
and doubtless the fact that it formed a feature in the
annual dinner of her majesty’s ministers at Green-
wich also tended to enhance its reputation. It is a
email fish, attaining a length of from 2 to 4 inches.

About 5 inches is a maximum lengUi. It is of a
|»^e silvery colour, with a greenish hue on the back.

Epicures advise its being cooked as soon as caught.
\^itebait are sold in London in June and July.
WHITE-BEAR. See Bear,
WHITEBOYS. See Ireland—History.
WHITEFIELD, George, founder of the Calvin-

Istio Methodists, was bom at Gloucester, where his

parents kept the Bell Inn, December 16, 1714. His
father dvi^ in his infancy, the care of his education
•devolved upon his mother. He was sent to a gram-
mar-school at Gloucester, where he distinguished

liimself by a ready memory and good elocution.

Being destined to assist in the business of the inn,

he was taken early fmm school, and for some time
officiated as drawer. At the age of eighteen, how-
•ever, he embraced an offer of being enters as servitor

at Pembroke Colley Oxford, vmere he became ac-

quainted with the Wesleys, and joined the small

aodeW which procured them the name of Methodists.

(See Mbthodibtb and Wbslbt.) Here, in addition

to religious preaching, reading, and visits to jails,

and to the p<^, he dei^bes himself as lying whole

dayi^ and even weeks, on the ground in prayer,

•choosiim the worst sort of food, and dressing ha a
patched gown and dirty ^oes. Hearing of his de-

votional tendendes, Dr. Benson, bishop of Glouces-

ter, made him an offer of ordination at the early age
<kf twenty-one,which he accepted; andhe was orduned
a deacon in 1786. Such was his powerful and sk-

dting preachings that, after his first sennon at Gko-

oester a complaint was made to the bishop that he
had driven several people mad; on which the prdsts
observed that he hopM the madness would not be
forgotten before the next Sundav. The week lol-

lov^g he returned to Oxford, where he graduated

as B.A, and soon after was invited to I^don, to

officiate at the chapel of the Tower. He preacmed

also at various other places, and for some time

supplied a curacy at Dummer, in Hampshire. The
account sent him by the Wesleys of their progress in

Georgia at length exdted in him a desire to assist in

their pious labours; and embarking at the dose of

1787, he arrived at Savannah in the following Mav,
where he was received with great cordiality. Ob-
serving the deplorable want of education inthe colony,

he projected an orphan-house, for which he deteo^

mined to raise contributions in England, where he
arrived in the beginning of 1789. Althou^ discoun-

tenanced by many of the clergy. Bishop l^nson did

not scruple to confer on him priest’s orders; and on
repairing to London the churches in which he
preached were incapable of holding the crowds who
assembled to hear him. He now adopted the design

of preaching in the open air, which he seems first to

have pract&d at Kmgswood, near Bristol, among
the colliers, on whom his discourses produced a sur-

prising effect, and whose vicious manners and habits

he visibly improved. He afterwards preached in

the open air in Bristol, and in Moorfields, Kenning-
ton, and other places in the neighbourhood of London,
to vast assemblages of people. In August, 1789,

he again embarked for America, and no^e a tour

through several of the provinces, where he preached

to immense audiences, with an effect which is vividly

portrayed in the autobiography of BenjaminFranklin.
He arrived at Savannah in January, 1740, where he
laid the foundation of the orphan-house, and after

making another extensive tour, returned to England,
where he arrived in the March of the following year.

During his absence his cause had been declining at

home, and the differences between him and W^ey
on the doctrines of election and reprobation deprived

him of many followers. His circumstances were also

embarrassed by his engagements for the orphan-

house; but his zeal and intrepidity gradually over-

came all difficulties, and produced the two tabernacles

in Moorfields and in Tottenham Court Road After

where^e nmmed in 1^1, ^e again^retumedU
America, and remained there nearly four years, not
returning until July, 1748. He was soon after in-

troduced to the Countess of Huntingdon, who made
him one of her chaplains. A visit to Ireland and
two more voyages to America followed, and for

several years his labours were unremitting. At
length, on his seventh voyage to America, he was
carried off by asthma or angina pectoris at New-
buryport, in New England, September 80, 1770.

His works were published in 1771 (six vola, 8vo).

The principal accounts of his career are Gillies’s

Memoirs (1772),Gledstone’8 Life and Travels (1871),
and ’Tyerman’s Life (2 vols., 1876-77).
WHITEHALL, a looidity in the west of London,

containing several public offices, and named alter a
palace that once stood here. The building known
as the Horse xuarda, is so cidled in consequence

of being the station where that part of the troops

usually do duty; here is the office of the commandi^
in-chief of the army. The Treasury, near the Horse
Guards, was originally built by Sir John Soane on
the site of part of the old palace of Whitehall; the

First Lord of the lYeasuiy, however, has his official

residence in Downing Street, where also the cabinet

meets. The AdmMty Office contains the offices

ommeoted with the administratioa of the naval
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«&iis of the ooimtiy. The original Whitehall sac-

ceeded a mansion built by HuMrt de Burgh before

the middle of the thirteenth century. It afterwards
eame into the possession of the archbishops of York,
was inhabited by Wolsey (under the name of York
Plam), then pas^ to Hei^ VIII., and was called

Whitehall. Charles I. was executed in front of

Whitehi^ and he was led to the scaffold out of one
of the windows. Oliver Cromwell died in Whitehall.

In 1607 the building was destroyed by fire, except

ihe Banqueting Hall, which had been added by
James I., aoco^ing to a design of Inigo Jones, in

1619. This portion still remains, and chiefly con-

sists of one room, of an oblong form and 40 feet

high. The ceiling, representing the apotheosis of

James I., was painted by Rubens, and was retouched

by Cipriani. This building was long a royal chapel,

but it now contains the museum of the Royal United
Service Institution.

WHITEHAVEN, a municipal and parliamentary
borough and seaport of England, in Cumberland,
situated on a bay of the Irish Sea, 40 miles south-

west of Carlisle. It is well built, and, besides vari-

ous places of worship of no special note, has a town-

hall, custom-house, market -house, public library,

public baths, with swimming-pond; a theatre, &c.

It has a good harbour and a deep-water floating-

dock. There is a considerable shipping trade, coals,

iron-ore, pig-iron, steel rails, &c., being exported,

and American and other produce imported. The
manufactures comprise sail-cloth, cordage, anchors,

nails, cement, alabaster, earthenware, candles, and
soap. Iron ship-building also is carried on, and
there are blast-furnaces, iron- and brass-foundries,

engineering works, flour- and saw-mills, breweries,

a tannery, &c. There are here extensive coal and
iron mines, in which a large number of the inhabi-

tants are employed. The coal-mines, which have
been worked since the seventeenth century, stretch

out some miles under the sea, and coal is wrought
beneath the town. Whitehaven returns one member
to parliament. Pop. (1891), 19,370; (1901), 19,325.

WHITE LADY, a being that, according to a

German legend, appears either by night or by day
in the castles of several German princes and nobles

when any important event, auspicious or otherwise,

connected with the family, but especially when the

death of any of its members, is imminent. Castles at

Neuhaus in Bohemia, at Berlin, Ansbach, Baireuth,

Cleve, Darmstadt, and Altenburg are mentioned
among others in which this appearance is said to be

witnessed. The white lady is regarded as the ances-

tress of the family, and always appears clad in a
snow-white garment, and wearing a bunch of kejra

at her side. The earliest trace of this legend is

found in the sixteenth century, when the white lady

of the lords of Neuhaus and Rosenberg in Bohemia
became celebrated under the name of Bertha of

Rosenberg. The white lady of other princely houses

was oftenbelieved to be identical with this of Rosen-
berg, the circumstance of her appearing in the castles

of of them being explained by the affinities be-

tween the different families. Popular belief knows
also of other white ladies, commonly virgins confined

by a spell in castles and mountains until someone
comes to deliver them. The leading features of these

legends point back to a goddess in the Teutonic
mytholo^, whose influence is felt in birth and death,

and who presides over domestic life. The desig-

nation of white lady and the name Bertha indicate

more particularly the great goddess of nature, who
appears under several names, and under the name of

I^hta, that is, the * Bright ’ or * Shining displays

her power especially in the period between Christ-

maa and Twelfth Night. Qco% in the Monastery,

I has introduced, under the name of the White Lady
of Avenel, a sunematural being who is represented
as attached to toe family, the fortunes of which form
the subject of the romance, in much the same way as
the white lady of German legend is connected with
various German houses. The white lady has given
ite name (La Dame Blanche) to an open^ the
libretto of which is by Scribe, and the music
Boieldieu, and which has been extremely popular in
France since its first production in 1826.
WHITE-LEAD, an amorphous basic carbonate

of lead used as a pigment, ^e Ckrusk.
WHITE MOUNTAINS, a part of the Appala-

chian system of the United States, in the north of
New Hampshire, to the east of the Connecticut
river, comprising the White Mountains proper and
the Franconia Mountains to the south-west. Part
of the White Mountains proper is also known as the
Presidential Range because its }>eaks are named from
American presidents and statesmen. Its highest
summit is Mount Washington (6290 feet), which is

the highest peak of the United States east of the
Rockies and north of North Carolina. The highest
summit of the Franconia Mountains is Mount La-
fayette (6270 feet). Several streams, such as the
Saco, Androscoggin, &c., traverse this region, which
is now a favourite tourist resort owing to the beauty
of its sceneiy. It is well served by railways, and
a cog-wheel line ascends Mount Washington from
the west.

WHITE SEA, a large gulf in Northern Russia,

opening into the government of Archangel, between
the Kola peninsula on the west and the Kanin
peninsula on the east. Near its mouth, and on the

eastern side, is a branch of it called the Gulf of

Mezen, which receives the waters of the river

Mezen, and the inner part of the sea sends off three

large arms, namely, the Gulf of Kandalaksha, pene-

trating north-west into Lapland, the Gulf of Onega,
receiving the river Onega, and the Gulf of Arch-
angel, into which flows the Northern Dwina. Of
the islands in the sea Solovezk is the largest. The
White Sea is mostly comparatively shallow, and it

is frozen over from Octolier to May. Archangel,

at the mouth of the Northern Dwina, is the lead-

ing port of Northern Russia, and other ports on the

shores of the sea are Onega and Kcm. Canals con-

nect the Wliite Sea basin with the basins of the

Caspian, Baltic, and Black Sea.

WHITE-SWELLING, the popular name for

severe disease of the joints resulting from chronic

inflammation in the bones, cartilages, or membranes
constituting the joint. The knee, ankle, wrist, and
elbow are the joints most subject to this form of dis-

ease. It is distinguished from simple inflammation

of the synovial membrane {synovitis) by the fact

that the synovial membrane passes into pulpy de-

generation. Amputation is frequently necessary.

The disease may be local or constitutional in origin,

being in the latter case due to rheumatism, gout^

syphilis, pyaemia, &c.

WHITE THORN. See Hawthorn.
WHITE-THROAT, the name given to various

species of Insessorial birds include in the family

Sylviadse or Warblers (which see), and in the section

Dentirostres. These birds belong to the genuB Sylvia,

and have a few bristles at the base of the bill ; the

nostrils exist in a broad groove, and the winm have

the first quill short, and the third and fourth quills

longest. The hinder toe has a strong daw. The Com-
mon White-throat {Sylvia unda/ta, see Ornitmologt,

Plate II., figure 12), or Nettle-creeper as it is also

named, is a very common British bird, and is coloured

of a reddish-brown on the upper parts, white on the

throat, and brownish-white below. The average
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tongtii ii 5i inches. It Is n migrntorr Urd, «nd
•nivei in E^Und nbont the end ^ Apm, the melee
•niving first The nest is built in open boshes.

The song is very powerful end sweety end tbs food
consists of csterpiilsrs^ flies, end othor insects. The
Osrden White-throst or Garden Warbler {S, Iwr*

tentU) is a second species, and the Lesser White-
throat (iS. currueaYtk third.

WHITE VITRIOL, sulphate of sine. See ZiNa
WHITING {Meriangut vulg€tri8), a fish belonging

to the God family (Gadide), and very abundant along
the northern coasts of Europe. It makes its appear-
ance in vast shoals, keeping at the distance oi from
half a mile to 8 miles from the shore, and is taken
by the line in great numbers. It is considered
the most delicate and most wholesome of all the
species of cod; but it does not attain a large size,

usually not exceeding a foot in length and under
2 lbs, in weight
WHITING, chalk, cleared of its grosser impuri-

ties, then ground in a mill, and made up into small

masses; extensivdy employed as a whitewash and
for cleaning plate.

WHITLOW, in surgery, is an inflammation affect-

ing the skin, tendons, or one or more of the bones of

the fingers, and generally terminating in an abscess.

In severe cases the disorder extends to many other

parts besides the fingers, making its way above the

wrist Whitlows differ very much in their degree of

violence and in their depth and extent. Surgical

writers usually make four or five varieties. The pre-

disposing cause is a low state of the system. The
usual exciting causes of whitlows are various external

injuries, as pricks, contusions, &o. The lodgment of

a thorn or splinter in the put is another frequent

WHITMAN, WALT, an American poet, was
born at West Hills, Long Island, state of New York,
on 81st May, 1819. He was educated at the public

schools of Brooklyn, and while still ayouth be learned

the printer's trade, teaching also in several countiy

schools in Long Island. For a brief period be edited

several newspapers, until in 1847-48 he made an
extensive peaestrian tour as a workman through the

United States and Canada, subsequently employing
himself as a carpenter and builder. His first and
chief work, entitled Leaves of Grass, was published

by himself at New York in 1856. This th^ volume
of 94 pages was received, for the most part, with
abuse, mainly because of its unconventional metrical

style, and the freedom with which the poet dealt

with moral and social subjects. During the Ameri-
can civil war Whitmsm’s brother was wounded on
the battle-field, and the poet, who hastened to his aid,

remained afterwards as a volunteer army nurse at

Washington and In Virginia for the years 1862-66.

After ue war he held a government clerkship in

Washington, but the fatigue and mental strain of

his lalxmrs in the hospitals brought about a severe

attack of paralysis in 1878. He was in the way of

recovering from this illness, when the sudden death

of his mother in his presence caused a serious relapM.

From this time he resided at Camden, N. J., remain-

ing more or less of an invalid until his death on 26th

March, 1892. During all these years Whitman con-

tinued to write with the old vl^nr and freedom of

rhythm, but with less of the early crudeness of expres-

sk^ Besides Leaves of Grass already mentioned,

he published Drum-Taps (1866); Memoranda during

the War (1867); Democratic Vistas (1870); Passage

to India (1870); After all, not to Create Omy (1871);

As Strong as a Bird on Pinions Free (1872); Two
Rivulets (1878); Specimen Days and Collect (1888);

November Boughs (1885); Sands at Seventy (1888);
and Goodly my Fancy (1892).

WHITSTABLE, a seaport and watering-plaee of
England, county of Kent, on a bay near the entrance

to dbe East Swade^ and opposite to the Isleof Sheppey,
6 miles by rail W.N.W. of Canterbury, vrith an insti-

tute, a new pier, extensive oyster-fisheries, ftc. Pop.

(1891), 6669; (1901), 7086.

WHITSUNTIDE. See Pbnteoobt.
WHITTLESEY, a small market-town of Eng-

land, in the county of Cambridge, 6 miles east by
south of Peterborough. Pop. (1901), 8909. About
4 miles south-west of the town was the shallow lake,

Whittlesey Mere, 2 miles long by 1 mile broad. It

abounded in fish and wild-fowl, but it is now
drained, and the land brought under cultivation.

WHITWORTH, Sir Joseph, English engineer,

was bom in 1808 and died in 1887. After working
as a journeyman engineer he started busineaB in

Manchester, and latterly became the head of a great

engineering firm. After distinguishing himself as a
manufacturer of machine tools, about 1864-55 he
began experiments with firearms, and this led him
to the invention of the Whitworth type of rifled

ordnance, and brought him into competition with
Armstrong. He was created a baronet in 1869, and
was also F.R.S., LL.D. of Edinburgh and D.C.L.
of Oxford. In 1869 he founded the Whitworth
Seholarshtptt to encourage the cultivation of combined
theoretical and practic^ skill in the industrial arts

of mechanics and engineering. They were placed

by the founder under the charge of the educational

authorities, £100,000 being invested to form thirty

scholarships of £100 each, tenable for three years,

the candi^tes to be sele<^d by open competition,

under the conduct of the department of science and
art. Ten scholarships were to be competed for each
year. Success was to depend on the combined
amount of practical and theoretical skill, and the
successful applicants were required to pursue their

studies under liberal arrangements. In 1878 Sir

Joseph Whitworth proposed a modification of the
scheme, which was approved of by the council of

education, and other modifications have since taken
place. There are now four scholarships, to be com
peted for each year by any young man not twenty-
six years complete, who has been engaged in actuid

handicraft in the workshop of a mecl^ical engineer

for at least three years. The scholarships are of the

annual value of £126, and are tenable for three

years. There are also exhibitions, tenable for one
year, of the value of £50 and £100.

WHORTLEBERRY (Vaoctnium), a genus of

shrubby plants, the type of the natural older Vao-
ciniaoese, with alternate membranous leaves, which
are permanent or deciduous; the odourless flowers

are either solitary or arranged in simple racemes,

generally drooping, and tinM with shades of red or
pink; calyx 4-5-toothed; corolla uroeolate or oam-
panulate, 4-5 deft, with l^e limb bent back; stamens
8 or 10, with 2-homed anthers; the fhiit, a globose
berry, 4-5-celled, many-seeded, of a dark purple,

bluish, or red colour. O^e spedes are numerous, and
are found in most parts of the northern hendsphere.
The common Whortleberry, Bilberry, or Blaebeny
{V. myrtiUui) is a hardy plant, grown in forests,

heaths, and on elevated mountainB. It is found in

Britain and in the north and middle countries of the
Continent In some places the beny, which is hand-
some and has a delicate bloom when in perfeotioii,

is found as laige as the black currant; they have a
pleasant, sweet taste, and are used for making idly.

Tlie berries of the Whortleberry (F. FtfM-taa»)
are of a bright red odcur, and poaMSS add and
astringent properties. From their great similarity

to cranberries they are sdd under that name lo

various parts of Scotland. Sea CiairBiBBT.
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WETbAE BIRD. See Whidah Bibd.

W&Yj^EE, Edwabd, mountaineer and travel-

ler, eon of J. W. Whymper, wood-engraver and
wi^'Oolour painter, was l^m in London on April

27,1840. Hewaseducatedat Clarendon House school

a^ trained in his father's profesnon of wood-en-

graving, but a series of journeys directed his atten-

tion and energy to travel, especially in mountainous

regions. He ascended Mont Pelvoux in the French

A^ in 1861, and three years later he reached the

summit of the still higher Pointe des Bcrins in the

same district. He made many other notable ascents

in the Alps during 1861-65, especially that of the

Matterhorn on July 14, 1865. These and subse-

quent journeys to *the playground of Europe'

provided the materials for his work entitled Scram-

Ues amongst the Alps in the ^ears 1860-69 (1871),

which secured him a decoration from the King of

Italy. In 1867 and again in 1872 he visited

northern Greenland, where he found fine specimens

of fossil wood and other evidences of a formerly

luxuriant vegetation. His most notable mountain-

eering achievements, however, took place in 1879-

80, when he visited Ecuador in South America to

explore the ^uatorial portipn of the Andes. He
ascended Chimborazo, Cotopaxi, Sincholagua, Anti-

sana, Gayambe, and Cotocachi, all but Cotopaxi for

the first time, and made a great many important

observations. This expedition produced the three

works: Travels amongst the great Andes of the

Equator (1892) ;
a Supplementaiy Appendix to the

preceding; and How to use the Aneroid Barometer

(1891), and on their publication Mr. Whymper was
awarded the Patron’s medal of the Koyal Geo-
mphical Society. His subsequent works are:

Chamonix and Mont Blanc (1896); and Zermatt
and the Matterhorn (1897).

WHYTE-MELVILLE, George John, novelist,

was bom in Fifeshire on June 19, 1821. He was
educated at Eton and at the age of eighteen joined

the 9drd Highlanders, from which he exchanged in

1846 into the Coldstream Guards. He retired three

years later with the rank of Captain, but he volun-

teered for active service in the Crimean War and
was appointed major of Turkish irregular cavalry.

The rest of his life was chiefiy devoted to fox-

hunting and other field sports, and to the writing

of novels and other work^ most of which treat of

fashionable and sporting life. He was killed on
Dec. 5, 1878, by the fall of his horse while hunting

in the Vcde of White Horse, in Berkshire. The
following are among his novels: General Bounce

(1854); The Interpreter (1858); Holmby House
(I860); Ck>od for Nothing (1861); The Queen’s

Maries (1862) ; The Gladiators (1863) ;
The Brookes

of Bridlemere (1864); Bones and I (1868); Contra-

band (1870); Sarchedon (1871); Satanella (1873);
Uncle John (1874); Sister Louise (1875); Rosine

(1875); Roy’s Wife (1878); and Black but Comely
(1879). He also published some volumes of verse.

WIBORG, or Viboro, a town of Russia, in Fin-
land, capital of the government' of its own name, on
a hw in the Gulf of Finland, 72 miles north-west of

St. Petersburg, with which and with Helsingfors it

is connected by railway. It presents from the sea

a very imposing appearance; is regularly built in

spacious streets; and has the ruins of a fine old

castle, situated on an isolated rock in an arm of the

It carries on some iron-founding and other

industries, and has a considerable trade in timber,

deals, tar, tallow, and fish. The canal that connects
the Gulf of Finland with Lake Saima starts at Wi-
boro. Pm (1900), 82,812.

y^CHITA, a dty of the United States, in the
state of Kansas, capital of Sedgwick county, on both

V0L.XIV.
®

wdes of the Arkansas river, 161 miles south-west of
Topeka. It is situated in a fine agricultural and
pastoral district, at the junction of several lines of
railway, and has developed rapidly'sinoe its founda-
tion in 1870. It is regularly built, and is adequately
supplied with water, gas, deotrio light, and all the
needs of a modem city. The principal buildings
institutions are: the United States government
building, the county building, the city hall ; nume-
rous churches; Garfield University, Wichita Uni-
versity, a commercial college, and other higher
educational institutions, besides elementary pmblio
schools; hospitals, charitable homes, &c. The in-
dustrial establishments include stoc^-yards, meat-
packing houses, factories for agricultural implements
and machinery, chemicals, wagons, soap, ice, ftc.

Pop. in 1880, 4911; in 1890, 23,853; in 1900, 24,671.
WICK, a royal, municipal, and parliamentary

burgh and seaport of Scotland, capital of the county
of Caithness, situated at the head of the Bay of
Wick, on the left bank of the river Wick, over which
is a handsome bridge connecting it with Pultney-
town, incorporated with Wick in 1902. • It has
well-built sulxstantial stone houses, and contains a
number of churches, the handsome town and county
buildings, town-hall, temperance hall, and some other
schools, free library, &c. The staple employment is

theherring-fishing,employing thousandsof men, boys,

and females. There are some woollen and filing-
net factories, boat-building yards, manure-works, kc.,

in Pultneytown, and also some boat-buildingyards in

Wick. Along with Cromarty, Dingwall, D^mooh,
Kirkwall, and Tain, together constituting the Wick
Burghs, it sends a member to Parliament. Pop. of

the pari, burgh in 1891, 8463; in 1901, 7882.

WICKLIFFE (also Wycliffe, Wyolif, Wiouf,
Ac.), John, a great English reformer, was bom at

Hipswell, near Richmond, in Yorkshire, probably
later than 1824, the date usually given. He studied

at Balliol College, Oxford, of which he became
master at some date between 1356 and 1861, and he
was appointed by his college to the living of Filling-

ham, in Lincolnshire, in 1361, when he appears to

have resigned the mastership. About the same
time the pope bestowed upon him a prebend in

the collegiate church of 'Westbury-on-Trym, near
Bristol, in which he was apparently confirmed by
the king at a later period. In 1368 he gave up
Fillingham and accepted the living of Ludger^aB,
in Buckinghamshire, and four years later he qualified

as doctor of theology. He was presented by the

crown in 1374 to the benefice of Lutterworth, in the

south of Leicestershire, which he held till his death.

It is almost certain that it is an error to identify

him with contemporary John Wyclifs who are men-
tioned in connection with Queen’s CoUem and
Merton College, and even with the namesake who
was appointed warden of Canterbury Hall by Arch-

bishop Islip, and removed by his successor.
^

A
Latin tract, entitled Determinatio queedam Mamtri
Johannis Wyclyff de Dominio contra unum Mona-
chum, has bi^n regarded as belonging to the con-

troversy raised by the refusal of the parliament of

1366 to pay a tribute demanded by the Pope Urban

y., in virtue of the homage paid by Ki^ John to

Innocent III., but some authorities iWer it to a date

about ten years later, when similar circumstanoes

arose. At the time of writing the tract he was a

kind of royal chaplain, for be calls himself peeuUarii

regii dericui, and in 1874 be was named second on

a commission which went to BrugM to to settle

disputes conoeraing ecclesiastical jurisdiction with

the representatives of the Pope Gregory XI. He
had shortly before been sppointMl a canon of linooln,

but he never actually obtained a prebend in that
410



m wumam-^<mjow.
The devekipmeat of his Tiews on Hie

xnlntioii between the eoneiiimiticml hiemrHiy sad the

mmiax snthoritiei brought him into dote asBocistion

vith John of Gkont, duke of LsnoMtezv sad his

party, end in 1377 the sati^Lsncsstyians aou^t to

strike st their political opponents through Widdifle.

Be was sommoned in that year before Archbiahop
Sudbury and hia suffragans at St. Paul's, and
attended, accompanied by Lancaster, Lord Percy,
and other powerful LancaetriaziB. A violent fdter-

cation between the duke and William Courtenay,
bishop of London, caused the break-up of the meet-
ing and the infuriated populace plundered Gaunt's
palace and attacked Percy's house. Soon after-

wards Pope Gregory sent several bulls to the
University d Oxford, the Archbiahop of Canterbury,
and the Bishop of London, in which he accused
Wickliffe of teaching the condemned doctrines of

Marsilius of Padua and John of Jandun, and ordered
him to be arrested and examined. The parties were
reluctant to move in view of Wickliffe's ^eat
popularity and influence, and even after the bulla

had arrived the heretic was consulted by the govern-

ment as to whether they might legally prevent
mon^ from going abroad to absentee holders of

benences. He eventually appeared before the pre-

lates at Lambeth in 1378, but the king's mother sent

a message forbidding them to interfere with him,

and a popular demonstration in his favour put an end
to the proceedings. In the Gloucester parliament of

1378 he made a defence of John of Gaunt, who had
grossly violated the Westminster right of sanctuaty.

This year, 1878, the year of the great schism in

the papacy, was an important date in Wickliffe's

religious development. While continuing to expose

the abuses in the Church, he now began to question

the whole basis of its sacerdotalism and its authority,

and by 1381 he had attained to a substantially Lu-
theran position in regard to transubstantiation and
the mass. About this time also he began to make
his great appeal to the common people and to pre-

sent religion as a vital force rather than a dogmatic
system or an organized institution. This appeal

assumed two forms, the sending out of his *poor

preachers' and the translation of the Bible from the

Vulgate into the English of his day. His itinerant

svai^felistB spread his doctrines throughout the land
and soon made the Lollard movement one of great

strength and importance. In his translation of the

Bible he had the assistance of Nicholas Hereford,

an ardent follower, who was responsible for most of

the Old Testament, and the whole work was revised

by his assistant at Lutterworth, John Purvey, who
•ftnishfld it soon after Wickliffe’s death. Wickliffe’s

heresy on the euchari8ta.WB8 promptly condenmed
at Oidord and forbidden to & taught there, and
in 1382 Courtenay, now Archbishop of Canterbury,

summoned a coud(^ in the Blackfriars’ convent hall,

at which Wickliffe’s teaching was condemned and
some of his followers excommunicated. This council,

known as the * earthquake council’ because a violent

earthquake occurred during the meeting, ordered

the Carmelite Dr. Stokes to publish the condem^
tion at Oxford. The chancellor of Oxford university

at t^t time, Robert Rygge, was a supporter of

Wickliffe and evaded the duty of canying out the

couxicil's mandate until absolutely oompeUed to do
so. Wickliffe himself remained untoucned, but he
retired to Lutterworth, where he occupied himself

in preaching and writing. It is said that Urban
YI. summoned him to ^me in 1884, but this is

very doubtful He had a paralytic stroke in 1382
or 1888, and a^n in 188^ and on Dec. 81 of the

latter year he £ed at Lutterworth. He was buried

at Lutterworth, but in 1428, in aoooxdanoe with a

decree of the ooanoff of Ornistance in 1415, Ins body
WM exhumed and hnraed, and his adbet thrown
into the river Swift
Of the twenty-four Wydiffite pnpositiona eon-

denmed Ity the earthquake council ten were described

as heretiofd and fourteen as erroneous. The most
important of the ten were: that transubstantiation

is philosophically false, sinoe the substance canaot
be chang^ while the accidents remain

;
that tran-

subetanoation is not ordained in the Gospels ; that

confession is not necessary to salvation; th^ no
one after Urban VL should be recognized as pope

;

and that it is unscriptural for ecdeaiastics to hold

temporal possessions. Of the erroneous doctrine^

seve^ seriously limited the right of excommuni-
cation in a distinctly Protestant sense, one asserted

the right of unlicen^ preaching, another declared

that dominion, whether civil or e^esiastical, oouM
not belong to one in mortal sin, and another dia>

tinctly asi^rted the authority of the temporal power
over the ecclesiastical in temporal affairs. Wickliffe

unmistakably made his appeal to Scripture as of

higher authority than Church tradition or decrees,

and bad a strong sense of the personal basis of trae

religion. He (never reached the Lutheran doctrine

of justification by faith, but from denunciation of

abuses in the Church rapidly advanced to his three

main positions: the divine origin of all dominion
and its forfeiture by anyone in mortal sin, the un-

philosophical and unscriptural character of tran-

substantiation, and the fidsehood of monastidsm in

every form. At first he attacked only the luxurious

and corrupt orders of monks and was on friendly

terms with the friars, but from about 1379 the

friars were also included in his condemnation. He
was one of the last of the realists in philosophy, and
he tried to reconcile predestination with the fre^om
of the human will Not only was Wickliffe one
of the greatest forerunners of the Refoimatum,
but he was also a pioneer in English prose liteow-

ture. He wrote many learned works in Latin, but

the nature of his message and the necessities of his

position led him to app^ to the people in works in

their own tongue. His chief Latin works are: De
Dominio Divino, De Dominio Civili, De Officio Paa-

torali, and Trialogus. All, except the Trialogus and
the De Officio Pastoiali, and al^ volumes of Latin
sermons and a volume of Polemical Works, have
been edited by English and foreign scholars for the

Wyclif Society. The excepted works were edited

by Lechler (1869 and 1863 respectively). His
translation of the Bible was edited by Forshall and
Madden (four vols., 1850) ;

and his English Works are

to be found in the three collections: Three Treatises

of John Wycliffe (1851), by Todd
;
Select English

Works of Wyclif (1869--71), by T. Arnold
; and The

English Works of Wyclif Utherto unprinted (1880,
Early English Text Society), by F. D. Matthew.
The principal works on Wickliffe’s life and work

are the following: the article by Rev. Hastings
Rashdall in the IMct. Nat. Biog., where the original

authorities are given; Lechler’s Johann von Widif
und die Vorgeschichte der Reformation (1878),
translated as John Widif and his Englidi Precur-
sors (1878); Poole’s Wycliffe and Movements for

Reform (1889) and History of Medieval Thought
(1884) ; Burrows's Widif’s Place in Histoiy (1881);
Buddensieg's Johann Widif und seine Zeit (1885);
Sargeant’s John Wydif (1893), in Hooes of the
Nations; Lceerth's Hus und Widif (1884; Eng.
trans. 1884); and Trevelyan’s Age of Wydifle
(1898).

WICKLOW, a maritime county of Irdand, in the
province of Leinster, bounded on the norHi by the

county of Dublin, on tbs east ItySt Gleocge’sOhMHwl,
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<m the Bouth !]y tiie oonnty of Wexfoid, cm tho west

hf Gbriow tnd KikUure
;
greatest kngtb, 40 miles

;

brea4tfa, 83 miles; areai 500,178 acres, of which
nearly afifth is imder erops of all kmds, the principal

being oats and potatoes. The coast is mostly pre*

mpitous, and dangerous from sand-banks. The sor-

Ism is diversiBed and picturesque, rising into moun-
tain-grou]^ the loftiest of which is LugnaquiU^
8039 feet mgh, and intersected by deep and romantic
valleys. The sea-cliffs and most of the interior of

the county consist of clay-slate ; the central moun-
tains have a nucleus of granite protruding through
the slate. Its minerals include a little gold in the

streams, lead and copper orei^ and p^ptes in con-

siderable quantities. The principal rivers are the

8laney and Liffey, which rise in the county, and the

Vartiy and Avoca. The climate is exceedingly mild
and agreeable. The pastures are extensive, but the

-fishenes are neglected. Wicklow returns two mem-
bers to Parliament, the divisions being East and
West. Its chief towns are Bray, Arklow, Wicklow,
the capital, and Baltinglass. Fop. (1891), 61,934;

<1901), 60,824.

WICKLOW, a town of Ireland, capital of the

county of Wicklow, on the estuary of the river Var-
try, with a harbour of comparatively recent con-

struction, about 80 miles south by east of Dublin.

There are churches for Roman Catholics, Protestant

Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Methodists, and others,

and al^ a county court-house, coast-guard establish-

ment, jail, infirmary, fever hospit^ Ac. It has
cattle and horse fairs, a weekly market for general

produce, and some import and export trade. Pop.

in 1891, 4125; in 1901, 3288.

WIDDIN, or ViDiN, a town of Bulgaria, on the

right bank of the Danube, near the Servian frontier,

consisting of three parts, the town on the Danube,
the walled city, and the citadel. The principal

buildings are the palace, several mosques with tall

minarets, and a range of bazaars lining the main
street. Ships can reach the town at high-water.

There is a considerable trade, chiefly in com, wine,

and salt, and the chief manufactures are gold and
silver filigree work and jewellery. Widdin was
formerly strongly fortified, but the treaty of Berlin

<1878), which erected Bulgaria into a hereditary

principality tributary to the Porte, decreed that its

fortifications should be dismantled. Pop. in 1893,

14,551.

WIDGEON, or Wigeon {Mareca), a genus of

Anatidffi or Ducks, belonging to the Anatins or

sub-family of the true Ducks, and distinguished by
the bill being uniformly broad thro^hout, and the

lamina: or fringes very prominent The wings have

their first and second quills longest. The species

if. Ptndape is common in Britain. The head and
neck are, in the males, of a rich chestnut colour,

with the exception of a yellowish cream -colour

band passing from the forehead over the crown; the

breast is pale-red, and the under parts white; the

back is grayish-white, with irregular black lines;

primaries diidcy brown, speculum glossy green
;
and

the tail nearly black. The avera|p length is about

20 inches. The female is less brightly coloured than

the male, and exhibits a ruddy brown on the head

•and necl^ with darker markings; the back being

brown, and the abdomen white. The male loses his

brilliant colours after the breeding season. They
arrive in this country from the north (where they

breed) in September or October, and they migrate

northwaids in March and April. The American
Widgeon (if. cmeriocma) is rather larger than the

preeedmg opecies.

WIDNES, a municipal borough of England, in

Tjanciaahire, on the Mersey (here crossed ^ a mag-

nificent iron-girder bridge), onpoeite Bunoom, 13
milee x.8.1. of Liverpool uf rau. There are exten-
sive chemical, alkali, and soda works; soi^ csadle^
grease, and manure works ; oopper-smelti^ werfai
and rolling-mills, and iron-foundries. The town has
a considerable carrying trade, which has been further
developed by the construction of large docks in 186^
extended in 1884. It gives name to a parL div, cl
the county^ Pop. (1891), 80,011

; (1901). 28,88a
WIDOW. See Dower and Jointure.
WIELAND, Christoph Martin, was born 5th

September, 1733, near Biberach, in Suabia, and re-
ceived from his father, a Pietist dergyman, an
excellent education. In his twelfth year he com-
posed Latin and German verses. From his four-
teenth to his sixteenth year he was sent to school at
IGosterberge, near Magdeburg, and he afterwards
lived with a relation in Erfurt, who prepared him
for the university. In the autumn of 1750 he went
to the University of Tubingen to study law, but
most of his time was devott^ to belles-lettres. In
1751 appeared his Zw5lf Moralische Briefe, which
met with a very favourable reception. He also

wrote at this time a didactic poem called Anti-
Ovid. In 1752 he went to Zurich as a literary com-
p^ion to Bodmer. He was inspired by the deeds of

Frederick the Great to write a poem exhibiting the

ideal of a hero, for which purpose he chose the story

of Cyrus. The first five cantos appeared in 1759,

but the poem remained unfinished. About this time
he published Araspes and Panthea, an episode from
the CyropBBdia of Xenophon. In 1764 he left Bod-
mer’s house, became a tutor, and in 1760 returned to

Biberach, where he translated twenty-eight of Shak-
spere’s plays (1762-68, eight vols.). In 1762 he
went to live with Count Stadion, an accomplished
scholar, but a thorough man of the world, averse to

all religious entlmsiasm. Wieland had been for-

merly prone to religious mysticism, but the gay plea-

sure-seeking life of the society with which he now
came in contact, and the sceptical and cynical kind
of literature now most at his command, produced an
entire change of sentiment. The first production of

his l>earing the stamp of his new philosophy of life

was the t^e of Nadine, which he himself calls a
composition in Prior’s manner. This was followed

in 1764 by Die Abenteuer des Don Sylvio de Ro-
salva (the Adventures of Don Sylvio de Rosalva), a
work in which he took Don Quixote as a model In
1766 and 1767 appeared his Agathon, which estab-

lished his reputation. His chief work devoted to

the subject of love, which at this time occupied

much of his attention, is Musarion (1768), a pro-

duction distinguished for grace, ease, and harmony.
In 1770 he wrote Die Grazien (The Groces) ; and
the New Amadis in 1771, a poem which celebrates

the triumph of intellectual over mere physical

beauty. In 1766 Wieland married, and in 1769

was appointed profator primariui of philosophy at

the University of Erfurt. From this time he no
longer occupied himself exclusively with amatoiw

poetry. In his Verklagter Amor (Oupid Accnseci)

he defended this kind of poetry; and in the Dia-

logen des Diogenes von Sinope (1770) he gave a
general vindication of his philosophical views. In
1772 he was invited to Weimar by the Dndiess

Anna Amalia as tutor to her two sons, with the

status of Hofrath and a salary of 1000 thalers,

which was continued when he ceased to act as tutor.

He now turned his attention to dramatic poetry,

and wrote his Wahl des Hercules (Choice of Hereu-
les), and his Alceste. He also edited the Deutadier

Mercur, a monthly jonxnal, which he oondaotad till

nearly the dose of his life. His views, as exhibited

in journal, showed too much of the narrow
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oonventioiial spirit of French criticismt «nd he was
therefore attacked Goethe, who wrote a satire

un^t him under the title of Gdtter, Helden, und
Wieland (Gods, Heroes, and Wieland), which Wie-
land answered with great good-nature, recommend-
ing it to all who were fond of wit and sarcasm.

G^tiie and Herder were soon drawn to Weimar,
where the Duchess Anna A^lia formed a ^akxy
of talent and genus. Schiller afterwards joined
the circle. In 1778 appeared his Geschichte der
Abderiten. Oberon (1780), a romantic epic, is the
most successful of his larger works. Wielwd also

prepared translations of Horace, Lucian, and the
Letters of Cicero. He died January 20, 1818.
See Gruber’s Biograpbie Wielands, and Wieland’s
Auww&hlte Briefe.

WiELICZKA, a town in Austrian Galicia, plea-

santly situated 8 miles south-east of Cracow, noted
for its extensive mine of rock-salt, regarded as among
the richest in the world. Salt has been mined here
for many centuries, and the workings underground
now occupy an area about as large as that of the

town above them. Thejr form a perfect labyrinth,

and are considered a very interesting sight by visitors.

There is to be seen, among other things, a chapel

adorned with statues and images of salt, a salt If^e,

Ac. Pop. (1890), 6037; (1900), 6012.

WIERTZ, Anton Joseph, Belgian painter, was
bom at Dinant on Feb. 22, 1806, and studied art in

the Antwerp Academy, where he gained, in 1832, a
prize which enabled him to continue his studies in

Rome. On his return to his native countiy he lived

at Li^ for a time, and from 1848 at Brussels,

where the Belgian government erected a large studio

for him in 1850. He died at Brussels on June 18,

1865. Wiertz was a painter of great, though eccen-

tric genius. He had a strange predilection for

horrible and fantastic subjects, and invented a
method of painting, called by himself peintwre moXc
(dull paintmg), agreeable to his wayward genius.

His principal pictures are the following: Greeks and
Trojans contending for the Body of Patroclus; The
Flight into Egypt; Death of Dionysius; The
Triumph of Christ (1848), his masterpiece; The
Things of To-day in the Eyes of the Men of the
Future; The Beacon of Golgotha; The Last Cannon;
Napoleon in Hell

;
A Second after Death ; Buried

Alive; Satan; Suicide; and Hunger, Folly, and
Crime. He did not sell any of his chief painting^

but supported himself by painting portraits. His
Brussels studio was fitted up after his death as the

Mus^ Wiertz, and contains his large pictures. His
principal writings are a Eulogy of Rubens (1840)

and Caract^res Constitutifs de la Peinture Flamande
(1868).

WIESBADEN, a town in Prussia, in the province

of Hesse-Nassau, capital of the government of Wies-

baden, and formerly capital of the Duchy of Nassau,

beautifully situated among vineyards and orchards

on the southern slopes of the Taunus rwge, about

8 miles north of the Rhone and 20 miles west of

Frankfort. It annually attracts about 80,000 visitors

from all parts of Europe by its baths. It is in general

regul^ly built, and luuB many fine public and private

btuldings. The churches include one for English

visitors. Among other edifices may be noted the

royal palace, the ducal palace, the town-house, the

government buildings, tne court-house, the museum
and picture-gallery, the library (100,000 vols.), the

royal court theatre, the Trinkhf^e, and the Kurhaus,
consisting chiefly of a large and q>lendid saloon,

forming the east side of a square, while the no^
and south sides are lined by colonnades, filled with
gay shops, and uniti^ a promenade and a bazaar.

The wrings, all of which except one are alkaline and

among the most powerful of their class, are very
numerous, and have temperatures varying from l0(r
to 158** Fahr. The last is the temperature of the
Koohbrurmen, the principal spring, v^ch seems in
violent ebullition, from the vast quantity of carbemio

acid gas which is continually rismg and escaping in

bubbles. Pop. (1890), 64,698; (1900), 86,lll.—5lie
government of Wiesbaden comprises almost the

whole of the former Duchy of Nassau, most of the
territory which belonged to the city of Frankfort,

Ac. Area, 2108 square miles; pop. (1900), 1,007,889.

WIFE. See Husband and Wipe.
WIG. The use of wigs is traced back to the

ancients. They were used especially by the women.
The fashion is said to have been copied by the Greek
ladies from those of Egypt. Under the Roman
emperors it became common even for men to wear
wigs, and several of the emperors themselves used
this ornament. In the latter half of the sixteenth

century the fashion became much in vogue in

France, Italy, and England. In 1560 no lady ap-

peared at the French court without a blonde wig.

Under Louis XIII. (1610-43) wigs became still

more common, being now used as an ornament
by men as freely as by women not only in France,

but over all Europe. Louis XIV. was at first averse

to wigs
;
but in the latter part of his reign, when he

began to lose his own hair, he reintroduced the

fashion, which went to a greater extreme than ever.

It was now that the many-tiered wigs, reaching half-

way down the back, were first used. About 1660
they began to be worn by the clergy, who had at

first shown themselves hostile to the practice. The
practice of powdering these wigs was adopted about
the year 1700. About 1720 the great wig began to

give place to the queue, which remained riie fashion

till early in the nineteenth century. Modem refine-

ment has abolished the wig as an ornament except

(in this country) for the lord -chancellor, judges, and
barristers ; and where wigs are needed, care is taken
to make them as far as possible resemble nature.

WIGAN, a county, municipal, and parliamentary
borough of England, in Lancashire, on the river

Douglas and the Leeds and Liverpool Canal, IS
miles west by north of Manchester and 19 miles

north-east of Liverpool. It is well-built in its newer
parts. The most noteworthy buildings and institu-

tions are: the original parish church, in late Per-
pendicular style, restored in 1856; some fine modem
Anglican churches; places of worship for Roman
Catnolics, Congregationalists, Baptists, Methodists,

Unitarians, and otiiers; an endowed grammar-school
and other educational institutions; the town-hall

and the public offices; the court-house; a public hall,

a market-hall, and the volunteer drill-hall; a me-
chanics’ institution and a free public library; a com
exchange; public baths; an arcade; an infirmary;
a workhouse; Ac. It stands in the centre of a rich

and extensive coal-field, and has cotton-binning
factories, manufactures of ginghams, calicoes, checks,

and other cotton goods, linen works, iron and brass

foundries, iron-forges, railway-wagon works, oil and
grease works, and bolt, screw, and nail works,
Wigan is an ancient town, and sent two members to
Parliament from the sixteenth century till 1885, but
it is now represented by one. Pop. in 1891, 55,018;
in 1901, 60,770.

WIGHT, Isle of, on island off the south coast of

England, in the county and opposite to the mainland
portion of Hants. It is separated from the main-
land by the roadstead or channel of Spitbead on the
east, and by the Solent or oontinuanon of this on
the west. It is in shape something like a losenge,

about 28 miles in length from east to west, by 15

miles broad; circuit about 70 miles; area, 9$$41
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moK^ cr 146 iqnare mllei. Part of the ooMt, paiii-

eulirlj the louth and sonth-weet, is high, and term!-

niM in ateep diffa The Island alopei downwards
to tile ncnrfeh, as is shown by the course of its chief

streams, the Medina, Tar, and Eastem Tar. The
merd appearance of the country is exceedingly

€UyerBifie(( presenting a constant succession of hill

and dale, intermingle with woody tracts and well-

cultivated lands. The air is remarkably healthy,

and its mildness is evinced by the luxuriant growth
of myrtles and other delicate plants in the open air.

The district known as the IJnderoliff, lying along
the south-east coast, and completely sheltered i^om
north, north-west, and west winds, has long been
much resorted to by invalids. Only a small portion

of the surface is waste. The downs, which cross the
island from east to west and form excellent sheep-

walks, separate it into two districts, which in their

general character contrast with each other, the soil

on the north side being generally a stiff, cold clay,

and on the south side a fertile sandy loam. Excel-

lent cement is manufactured at the works on the

west side of the Medina, and largely exported. The
chief imports are cattle, coal, timto, and building

material The island is well defended, being pro-

tected on the east side by Sandown Fort, Bembridge
Fort and Battery, and by other forts which lie

tween the island and the mainland. The western

approach is guarded by Hurst Castle and other forts.

The Isle of Wight is represented in Parliament

by one member. The chief towns are Newport (the

capital), Ryde, Cowes, Ventnor, Brading, Yarmouth,
and the fashionable health-resorts of Sandown and
Shanklin on the south-east coast. Osborne, situated

on the isle, was a residence of Queen Victoria.

Among the antiquities of the Isle of Wight the

most interesting is Carisbrooke Castle, which stands

a little south-west of Newport, and consists of ex-

tensive and well-preserved picturesque ruins. It has

many historical associations; it is supposed to have

originally been a fortress of the Britons, was after-

wards repaired and enlarged by the Romans, was

considerably strengthened under Cerdic, who founded

the Kingdom of Wessex, and rebuilt in the reign of

Henry I. During the parliamentary war it became

the asylum of King Charles I. on his escape from

Hampton Court, and afterwards his prison. Another

interesting remain is Quarr Abbey, about 2^ miles

from Ryde, which was built in 1132, and is now a

farmhouse. Pop. in 1891, 78,672; in 1901, 82,387.

WIGTON, a market-town (and parish) in England,

in the county of Cumberland, on a gentle acclivity,

11^ miles south-west of Carlisle, with which it is

connected by railway. There are a parish church

and several other places of worship, including a

Roman Catholic church with a convent and orphan-

age, county court, mechanics’ institute, and a very

fine memorial fountain in the market-place. There
are tanneries, preserve-works, and a clothing-factoiy

Pop. (1901), 3691.

WIGTOWN, an ancient royal burgh of Scotland,

in Wigtownshire, pleasantly situated near the north

side of the Bladenoch river, where it falls into the Bay
of Wigtown, at the distance of 94 miles from Edin-
burgh. It is a neat, well-kept place, with a handsome
pamh church and a fine town-hall and court-house.

Prior to 1885 it united with Whithorn, Stranraer, and
New Galloway in sending a member to the House of

Commons. Pop. (1891), 1509; (1901), 1386.

WIGTOWNSHIRE a county occupying the

south-western extremity of Scotland, forming the

western part of the ancient district of Galloway. It

is bounded on the east by Kirkcudbright or Eastem
Gidloway, also by Wi^wn Bay; south and west
by the Irish Sea; and north by Ayrshire. Area,

314,405 acres, of which fully a third is mountain
and heath land, used for grasing; about a ninth is

under com crops, almost wholly oafs ; about one-
eighteenth is under green crops, mostly turnips:
and one-ninth is in permanent pasture. The brm
of cattle is excellent. The coast is indented by
numerous deep and spacious bays, of which Wig-
town Bay, Luce Bay, and Loch Ryan are the chief.
The surface is hilly, but the heights vary only from
400 to 900 feet. The chief rivers are the Cree and
Bladenoch, both partially navigable. Qenendly the
surface is better adapt^ for pasture than tillage,

and a good deal of it is of very poor quality. It is

divided into three districts—the Machars, compris-
ing the broad-based triangular peninsula between
Wigtown Bay and Luce Bay

; the Rhinns, compris-
ing the peninsula formed by Loch Ryan and Luoe
Bay, terminating in the Mull of Galloway in the
south and Corsewell Point on the north; and the
Moors, or that bleak and barren part of the county
north of the Machars and east of Loch Ryan. Pop.
(1891), 86,062; (1901), 32,68.^

WlLBERFOllCE, William, a distinguished

philanthropist, whose exertions to procure the aboli-

tion of the slave-trade give him a high rank among
the benefactors of the human race, was bom at Hul^
in Torkshire, 24th August, 1759. After completing
his education at St John's College, Cambri&e, he
was in 1780 elected member of Parliament tor his

native town; and in 1784 he was returned both by
his former constituency and by that of the county at

Tork. He chose to represent the latter. In 1786
he made the acquaintance of Clarkson, who gained
his sympathies on behalf of the agitation against the
slave-trade, to which he henceforth devoted all his

energies in Parliament till the agitation proved suc-

cessful He first called the attention of the house
to the subject in 1787, and in 1791 he moved for

leave to bring in a bill to prevent further importation

of African negroes into the British colonies. Tear
after year he pressed this measure, but was always
defeated till 1807, when it was passed during the
short administration of Fox. But his exertions in

the cause of the slave were not over. Having secured

the abolition of the slave-trade in the British colonies,

he next addressed himself to the task of obtaining

emancipation for those already reduced to or bora in

slavery. In 1812, after having sat for Yorkshire in

six Parliaments, he withdrew from the representation,

and until 1825, when he retired from Parliament, he
sat for the borough of Bramber as the nominee of

his kinsman, Lord Carrington. He died on the 29th

July, 1833, shortly after the government plan for the

total abolition of slavery in the British colonies had
passed in the House of Commons. His remains were
interred in Westminster Abbey, and bis funeral was
attended by distinguished men of all parties. In

1838 his memoirs were published by his sons, in five

vols. 12mo, containing extracts from his diaries, jour-

nals, and letters. Wilberforce was the author of a

treatise entitled A Practical View of the Prevailing

Religious Systems of professed Christians in the

Higher and Middle Claeses contrasted with Real

Christianity (1797), and of one or two other works.

WILDBAD, a watering-place of Wiirtemberg, in

the circle of Schwarzwal^ romantically situated in

the depths of the Black Forest, in a narrow valley

on the Enz, 20 miles w.s.w. of Stuttgart. It consJsts

of a long and narrow street, terminating in a square^

in which are the celebrated thermal springs^ with

well-frequented baths. Pop. 3500.

WILD BIRDS’ PROTECTION. Several acts of

Parliament have been passed with the view of pre-

servingwild birds from destniction within the United
Kingdom. The f rst, which applies to certainwild sea-
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IM%tm pMMd in 1869 (82 and 83 Viet oan.xm).
23m asoond act waa pawnd in 1872 (85 and 86 Viist

oap. lixviiLX about eighty boda were
protected, indoding a number of anting birda and
mioua land and water birda, aome of them impe^-
ant aa food. Thia act being reg^ed aa giving

iivaiBoient protection to certain birda forming im>

portent artidea of food and oommeroe, an act for

their further protection waa paaaed in 1876, in-

OTvaaing the penalty. A fourw act was paaaed in

16801, coming into operation on lat Jan., 1681, and
lepealing tlM previous acts. By the last act all

wud are protected between Ist March and
lat August, certain of them mentioned in a schedule
beine prohibited to be killed or taken under a
penalty of not more than £1 per bird, the others

aader a penalty of a reprima^ and costs in the

fifft instance, but for every subsequent offence 5s.

for each bird and costs in Mdition. Any birds are

allowed to be sold up to 15th March, or later if

obtained from some person out of the United King-
dom. The birds enumerated in the schedule are:

the American quail, auk, avocet, bee-eater, bittern,

bonxie, oolin, Uomish chou^ coultemeb, cuckoo,

curlew, diver, dotterel, dunbird, dunlin, eider duck,

fern-owl, fulmar, gannet, goatsucker, godwit, gold-

finch, grebe, greenshank, guillemot, gull (except

blaok-bMked gull), hoopoe, kingfisher, kittiwake,

lapwing, loon, mallard, marrot, merganser, murre,
nighthawk, nightjar, nightingtde, oriole, owl, ox-

bi«i, oyster -catcher, peewit, petrel, phalaroj^,

plover, ploverspage, pochard, puffin, purre, razorbill,

redshazuc, reeve and ruff, roller, sanderling, sand-

piper, soout, sealark, seamew, sea parrot, sea swal-

low, shearwater, sheldrake, shoveller, skua, smew,
snipe, solan goose, spoonbill, stint, stone-curlew,

stonehatoh, summer snif^, tarrock, teal, tern, thick-

knee, tystey, whaup, whimbrel, widgeon, wild duck,

willock, woodcock, woodpecker. This act was
amended by 44 and 45 Viet. cap. li., which declares

that no person offering for sale, or having in his

possession, a wild bird recently killed, is liable to

conviction if he satisfies the court that the bird was
killed in some place to which the act does not ex-

tend. Acts of 1894 and 1896 (57 and 58 Viet,

cap. xziv., and 59 and 60 Viet. cap. Ivi.) enable

councils of administrative counties or county bor-

oughs to obtain orders prohibiting (1) the taking or

deifying of wild birds’ eggs in any year or years

in any place or places withm the county; (2) the

taking or destroying the eggs of any specified kind
of wild birds within the county or any part or

parts thereof ;
or directing (3) that the act of 1880

shall apply within the county or any part thereof

to any species of wild bird not included in the

schedue of that act. The penalty for taking or

destroying eggs contrary to these orders is 208. for

each egg so ^en or destroyed. The act of 1896

also gives the secretary of state power to extend

protection to named species during the whole or

any part of the period not dealt with b^ the act of

1880, and a special act of 1888 makes it to

kUI, wound, take, or sell sand-grouse within the

United Kii^om.
WILD HUNT, the name given in Gkrm^y to a

confused noise supposed sometimes to be hei^ in

the sir at night, as if a phantom host were careering

over woods, fields, and villages, accompanied with

the shouts of huntsmen and the baying of hounda
The legends of the wild huntsman, called also heU-

huntsman, vary in detail as much as they agree in

essential pointe, and are sometimes closely con-

nected with legends of the ancient gods, and some-

times with those of the m^hical heroes. The
main root of these soyths is plainly discernible

in the evei^y expresitoo still heaad in Lower
Qermaoy when there is a moial commotion in^
air: *Wodan is hunting’, that is, Wedan or Odin is

advanciiig at the head (ft his battle-maidens (the

WaUyries) and the warriors who had fallen in battle^

accompanied by his wolves and also his ravens, hM
animals, eager for the fray, which hovered about
the comfaatanto, and swqit down upon the fallen.

Although Christianity degraded the pagan gods to

goblins and devils, the former attributes of dtvinity

in all are yet clearly recognizable. Accordingly, m
Odin, the ruler of heaven, the cause of atmospheric

and weather phenomena, and thus of storms, was
represented as riding on horseback dad in a broad-

bnmmed hat and a dark mantle, so also the wild

huntsman appears mounted, and wearing the hat and
mantle, but surrounded b^ companions of a totally

different character: the spirits of drunkards, suicides,

and other malefactors, who are often headless, or
otherwise horribly mutilated. His hellish character

is shown by the fact that when he reaches a cross-

road he falls, and rises up at the other side. The
wild huntsman seldom shows any kindness to the

travellers he may meet He usually causes injury or

destruction, especially to those who recklessly invoke
him, or who join in the shouts of the chase; only
those who remain in the middle of the highway, or
step aside into a sown field, or throw themselves on
the ground in silence, escape the danger. His appear-

ance is not restricted to a certain season, but he is

most frequently seen about the twelve days between
Christmas and Epiphany. The m}^h sproibd not only
among the Germanic and Scandinavian races, but
also among the peoples of France and Spain. In the
various countries into which it was inti^uced, gen-

erally one of the national heroes took the pl^ of

Odin. Another form of the legend prevails m Thu-
ringia and the country round Mansfeld. There the
supernatural host, swelled with unbaptized children,

and under the guidance of Frau Holla or Bercbtha^
was preceded by the trusty Eckhardt, an old man
with a white staff, who called upon the people to
move out of the way, that they might not receive

any injury. See Grimm’s Teutonic Mythology (Eng.
trans., four vols., 1879-89), and Liebrecht’s edition of

the Otia Imperialia of Gervase of Tilbury.

WILFRID, St., an An^lo-Saxon prelate descended
of a noble family of Bemicia (part of Northumbria),
and bom about 634; died at Oundle in Northampton-
shire in 709. In 653 he accompanied Benedict Biscop
to Rome, his special object being to get an authorita-

tive answer to the question of the proper time for

celebrating Easter (see Eastsb). On his return he
obtained from Alchfrid, king ofNorthumbria, a grant
of land and a monastery at Ripon, and here be was
ordained priest in 664. In this same year he took a
leading part in the conference at Whitby, where he
persusd^ the king to decree that, in the celebration

of Easter, the Roman usage should be substituted for
that of the Scottish Church, which had hitherto pre-
vailed in Northumbria. At this time also the king
appointed him Archbishop of York, but having gone
to fVanoe to be consecraM by a bishop holding the
orthodox views on the Easter question, he found on his
return that his see was occupi^ by one of the opposite

party, and he did not suoce^ in getting possession of
his see till 669. But his attempts to render the episco-

pal power superior to that of the king made him ob-

noxious to king E^rid (who had succeeded Alchfrid
in 670), and to reduce his influence the king divided

his diocese into three, and when Wilfrid opposed this

proceeding, deprived him of his see altogether (678).

Wilfrid thereupon set out for Rome to obtain from
the pope a reversal of the king’s act of depositioB.

On his way thither he was instrwental in converting
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tot PM^ (irfiD bad BO dffimity ia nBdorolanding
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aad loaoythoBoa^ of thi modo offeiad themaelvoi

lor bi^miL Havfaf reaohed Bnoe bo oaaily ob*

tobiid firam the pofie the dedshm he deeirea, but

daifag all the n^n of Egfiid he lived under peroe-

oatian or la eadle; bn 687,
however, Aldfrid, who

hadmooeededE^^fiid two yoMra previoualy, reinstated

him in hio dignity. Bntdidfridakoteooane of time

wao offended by his devotion to Borne, and Wilfrid

was again deposed in 69L He then made another

journey to Bone, and oa thia oooaaion remained ah-

aent trouk Englaad for aoany years, not rstoning
ta 705.

WILHELMSHA.VEN. SeeJADi.
VILHEL11SH5HE. See Cabskl.
WILKES, JoHir, a political character of oon-

iderahle notoriety, bom in London to 1727, was the
second son of an opulent distiller. In 1757 he was
returned to Parliai^t as member for Aylesbnry.

la 1762 he attained oonsiderable reputation by the

pnblieation of a paper entitled the North Briton, in

which the administaration of Lord Bute was severely

attaeked. These papers hastened the resignation of

Lord Bute, which took place in April, 1763. In the

same month appeared tin famons No. 45 of the North
Briton, which oommented on the king’s speech in

snoh caustic terms that a prosecution was determined
upon. The home secretary in consequence issued a
general warrant, or one in which particular names are

not specified, ordering the appr^ension of the authors,

printm, and rahlislm of t^ paper In question. On
this warrant Wilkes, among others, was apprehended

;

but be asserted the illegality of the warrant, and
refusing to answer interrc^atories, was committ^ to

the Tower. Some days after, he was brought by
writ of habeas corpus before Chief-justice Pratt, of

the common pleas, who ordered him to be dischar;^
on the ground that his privilege as a member of

Parliament had been violated. The same judge, on
a subsequent occasion, declared such general warrants

as that on which Wilkes had been arrested to be
unconstitutional, illegal, and absolutely void. On the
next meeting of Parliament, however, a special law
was passed to sanction Wilkes’ prosecution, and in

Jan. 1764 he was expelled from the House of Com-
mons. A second charge was also brought agunst
him for prinUng an obs^e poem, entiU^ an mu^y
on Women, and be was found g^ty of blasphemy
as well aa Ub^ Aa he had by tbii time withdrawn
to Prance and did not appear to receive sentence, he
was outlawed, aud thua the ministerial triumph
complete. He in vain made attempts to procure the

reversal of his outlawry; but trustiug to his popu-
larity he ventured to return on a change of ministry

(1768). He was elected to represent the county of

Middlesex in Parliament, but before he could take
his seat was committed to prison to fulfil the sen-

tenoes previously passed upon him, and not long after

was ex^lled frcm the House for an alleged libri upon
the secretaiT of state and secretaiy at war. Three
tfancs after this he was re-elected withm a few months,
hot the House of CommonB persisted in keeping him
out, and after the third election the other candidate,

ab^ugh he had got but a small minority of the votes,

was declared duly returned. In 1770 he was released

from his imprisonment. He was now more than ever
the idol of tlm people, who laviriied aU kinds of favours

ri him, even subscribing, H is said, £20,000 to pay
debts. He was elecM alderman of Lon^n,

ihwiff cl Middlesex, and finally mavor (1774). In
1774 he was as^ elected member of Parliament for

Middlesex, and he was on this occasion allowed to take

hk Mat, whidi lieMd tin ITiO.

was bbirinedM 178^whan the iMolutloBS raapeotfakf

die di^Mited Mlddlaoi dactioB were onlaMd ta
be tiq^mmed fron the janinal of the Houm of Oooh
mens, mm the year 1770 he held the lamMm
office of ohamlMriaia of the dty of London. Hit died
in Deoember, 1797. Wilkes, as a writer and speaksi^

did not reach beyond medio^ty. His private char*

aoter was very lioentions, but he poaseaaed elegant
rnannsn, fine taste, ready wit, and pleaaina conver-
sation. His Letters and Speei^es were pubUehid by
himself in 1786 ;

and much light is threm upon hm
conduct by the Letters from the Tear 1774 to the
Year 1796 to his Daughter (1804, four vds. 12inoL
His oorrespondenoe, in five vols., was also publiriied,

with a memoir by Almon, in 1805.

WILKESBAKRE, a dty of the United Stately

capital of Luseme county, Pennsylvania, on the left

bank of the North Branw of the Susquehanna, in a
beautiful valley about 140 miles north by w^ of
Philadelphia. It is well built, abundantly sap{disd

with gas and water, and has an efficient tramway
service. There are about 80 churches and ohapsli,

numerous schools, a eonrt-houae, prison, opera-hous^

hospit^ home for friendless ohiloren, ^torioal ana
geolo^c^ sodetv, fto It is the oen^ of a rich an-

thracite ooal-field, and has manufactures of maohineiy,

locomotives, oars, mining engines and tooli; iron oas^
ings, ropes, brewery piquets, &o. There is ample
rail and water communication with all parts of ffm

States. Pop. (1890), 87,718; (1900), 51,721.

WILKIE, Sib David, a oelebrat^ painter, was
the son of the minister of Cults, near Cupar, Flfeshiie^

and was bom there on 16th Novembw, 1785. He
received his first education in a sohool in the nelgh-

bouring village of Pitleasie, and afterwards in one In

Kettle, but at neither of these was he distinguished

SB an apt scholar, the only occupation in wnioh be
was seen to take any interest being drawing. Hk
bent for art being so decided his father proemred for

him a letter of introduction from the Eul of Leveu
to the secretary of the Trustees’ Academy, aa aart

seminary in E^burgb, whither the youz^ artist

proceeds in 1790. Here he studied for severSl yeu%
making considerable progress, and in 1803 gained tbs

prize of ten guineas for the l^t painti^ on the sub
ject of Calisto in the Bath of Diana. Ae following

year he returned borne and painted, for Mr. Kiimear
of Kinlooh, Pitleasie Fair, the first of that class of

pictures for which he became afterwards so renowned
in 1805 he went to London, taking with him the

picture of the Yilla^ Becruit, which, after standing

for a while in the window of a frame-maker at Char-

ing Cross, at length found a purchaser for £6. BQs
first patron in London was William Stodart, the

pianoforte-mricer, who, among other introduction^

gave him one to the Earl of Mansfield. This noble-

man purchased from him his Yilla^ Politicians, a

work which was exhibited at the Boyal Academy
in 1806, and excited universal admiration for ito

truthfulness and originality. It was succeeded by
the well-known picture of the Blind Fiddler, painM
for Sir George Beaumont, and among the works

painted between this period and 1821 may be men-

tioned more especially the Bent Day, painted in

1807; Blindman’s Buff, in 1813; IMstraining for

Rent in 1814 ;
the Penny Wedding, painted for the

prince-regent in 1818 ;
the Beading of the Will, for

the King of Bavaria in 1820; and the Chelsea Pen-

sioners, commenced in 1817 and finished in 1821, for

the Duke of Wellington. With this last picture the

most brilliant period of Wilkie’s artistic career was
closed. Abandoning the peculiar style of art In

which he stood unrivalled, he endeavoured to re-

model his style by the study of the old mssteri, but
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kk wiHng to Impwt to hit fa^eoCi moro of tho

of high ut he filled in effecting Ui object^

nod ftt the time lost the simplioity end truth-

fulness by whicfi his fozmer productions hid been
obirictera»d. Among the most noted of the pictures

of this last period are the Entrance of Gec^ IV.
into Holyrood, the Spanish Council of War, and the

hlaid of Saragossa. In 1825 his declining state of

health induced him to cross over to the Continent^

where he remained for two years, visiting France^

Switzerland, Italy, and Germany, and concluding^ tour by again visiting Italy, along with the south

of France and Spain. In 1836 William IV. created

to the East, the motives for which have never been
satisfactorily explained, was undertaken by him along

with his friend Mr. Woodbum. The two reached

Constantinople, and from thence in January, 1841,

proceeded to Smyrna and Jeiaisalem, from which last

place again they travelled in the month of April to

Alexandria. On the 21at of May Wilkie embarked
on board the Oriental steamer for England, but on
arriving at Malta was attacked by fever, the symptoms
of whira, though at first mild, manifested themselves

much more unfavourably after the vessel had resumed
her voyag& He gradiially sank, and expired off

Gibraltar on 1st June. His body was committed to

the sea on the evening of the same day.

Wilkie's pictures are so well known to the general

public by the numerous engravings which have been
published of them, that to attempt to describe them
or enter into a minute criticism of his style would be

an employment equally unnecessary and preposterous.

The merits which characterize his worki^ at least his

earlierones, are their unrivalled truth and naturalness.

They display a wonderful knowledge of and insight

into human nature, combined with great judicious-

ness of grouping, minuteness of detail, and careful

finish. In private life no one was more deservedly

respected than Wilkie. He was a dutiful son, a
warm and faithful friend, a hard-working student,

and a good man.
WILKINSON, Sir John Gardner, a distin-

guished archaeologist, the son of a Westmoreland
clergyman, bom October 6, 1797; died at Llandovery,
October 29, 1876. He was educated at Harrow and
Exeter College, Oxford. After leaving Oxford he
resided twelve years in Egypt, and during his stay

there made a thorough study of the ancient monu-
ments of that country as well as of the languages
and manners of the modem inhabitants, llie most
important fruit of these labours was a work entitled

Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians
derived from a Comparison of the Painting, Sculp-

ture, and Monuments still existing, with the Accounts
of Ancient Authors (five vols. 1837-41). llie work
is very valuable not only for its text, but also for the

numerous beautiful and accurate drawings with which
it is enriched by the author. It still remains a stand-

ard authority on all that relates to Egyptian art
His later works about Egypt are of a more popular

chariicter. Among them are Modem Egypt and
Thel>es, afterwards abridged and published by Murray
as a Handbook for Travellers in Modem Egypt ;

A
Popular Account of the Ancient Egyptians; and The
£g;>’ptians under the Pharaohs, forming a supple-

ment to the previous work. His principal other

works are Dalmatia and Montenegro (1848), the
result of a journey in these regions, and on Colour and
on the Necessity of a General Diffusion of Taste
among all Classes (1868). The honour of knighthood
was c^erred on Willdnson in 1889. The collections

made by Sir Gardner Wilkinson have partly gone to

increase the stores of the British Museum, but a con-
siderable proportion of them was presented to Harrow

for tile purpose d Immdng a inMiiim In aauMtte
witii the wabooL

WILL, in tiia function iriiloh ha li Mb
to give movement to hia limbs and dizeotlon to hti

thoughts, and it may be to incroase or diminirfi the

intensity of his feelings. A man’s oontrol over Ids

members is limit^ on^ his p^sioal structure by

external force, and by disease. £us oontrol over hli

thoughts is not so absolute, and that which he exer-

cises over his feelings is more limited still. Every-

body knows that he has in a greater or less degree

the power of fixing his attention and keeping it fixed

on what subjects he pleases, and most people are

familiar with the fact tiiat this power is not unfafling
in its action. The power of tho will over the feelinga

is in general greater in repressing or moderating

than in exciting or intensifying them.

From a very early period in the history of philo-

sophy there has been a strange dispute as to whether

the human will is free or governed by an irresistible

necessity. To the ordinary understanding unac-

quainted with philosophical discussions freedom ap-

pears to be involved in the very idea of will, and
consciousness appears steadily to confirm this first

view. Yet thequestion has been agitated among philo-

sophers for more than two thousand years, and seems
destined to continue a subject of dispute for ever;

and the singular thing is that the advocates of both

sides of the question mostly make a direct apj^ in

support of their views to consciousness. Aristotle

seems to have been the first philosopher who con-

sidered it necessary to make any statement regarding

the matter. In one passage of the Nicomachean
Ethics he incidentally asserts the freedom of the will

as a presupposition of morality, but in that work
he does not discuss the question. The Stoics and
Epicureans also agreed in affirming it. The early

Christians had some difficulty in reconciling human
free-will with divine foreknowledge, but usually the

freedom of the will and its compatibility with the

foreknowledge of God were maintained. Justin

Martyr (flourished 150 A.D.), Irenceus, Clemens
Alexandrinus, Origen, Gregory of Nyssa, and St
Augustine are among the chief of those by whom
the question was discussed, and by all of them it was
decided in the manner just stated. The only class of

Christians by whom the freedom of the human wOl
was denied was the Gnostic heretics. The question

has been very actively discussed since the revival of

philosophy in modem times. Spinoza denied human
free-will, but asserted the divine free-will in the
sense of will determined only by the nature of the
divine being. Leibnitz asserted the freedom of tho

human will, which was also done by his contem-
|K>rary Dr. Samuel Clarke; and among the leading
upholders of the same view since their day are Reid,

Stewart, Kant, and Hamilton; while the principal

advocates of the doctrine of necessity are Hobb^
Hume^ Jonathan Edwards, J. S. Mill, Ac. By
Jonathan Edwards the doctrine of necessity was
upheld not only as a philosophical tenet, but as a
part of his religious cre^ being regarded by him as
a legitimate corollary of the Calvinistic thedoffy.
This view is not, however, generally held by Calvm-
is^ most of whom are assertors both of the doc-
trine of free-will and of that of the divine foreknow-
ledge and that of election. Such is the teaching
among other Calvinistic works, of the Westminster
Confession of Faith.

There is one thing obvious with regard to thk
controversy, that it cannot relate to free-will in the
ordinary popular sense of the term. In or^finary

speech no one would think of denying that a maa
who performs an action voluntarily and intentionally

acts of his own free-will; and a penon is said net to
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Ml Uf oMi frM-wfll Qolj utai Ml Mtton li In-

olnntovy or qaintmtloiud; or when H ! doe to
plijrioftl inoa extomal to htmMtf, thil when the
MBoia ii proporij ipeaUng aol Us aotiaa ot ell; or

leotty, when he note under e degree of morel ocm-

itnint impoied by othen thet if looked np<A m
Ineeirtiblo. Popnier ipeeoh thus reoognlzoe freedom
of the will in all oaaea in which e peraon may eot as

he pleaaea ; it mekee nae of the expreadon ao often in

the moutha of metephyaioiana and theologiaaa, but
it doea not diatinguiah between the liberty of the
will end the liberty of the agent. Now, aa it ia

impoaiible for any one, even the aubtleat or moat
Bophiatical of metephyaioiana, to deny the poaaibility

uf a free agent in we aenae of a peraon at liberty to

eot aa he chooaea, it ia quite clear that the popular
nae of the expreeaion free-will oould never have given
riae to any oontroveray, and that aomething else must
be meant by the wox^ when metaphyaiciana diacuaa

whether the will is free or not; from which it followa

that it is vain to point to any fact incompatible with
the denial of freewill in the popular aenae as an
objection to the philosophical theory that denies the
freedom of the will; it is useless, for example, to insist

with this object upon the fact that a man when he
did one thing was quite at liberty to do the opposite

thing if he had chosen.

The popular sense of free-will bein^;, then, different

from the metaphysical one, the question arises. What
is the metaphysical one! and it would hardly be too

much to say that the main difficulty in connection
with the problem consists in answering this question.

Without using such words as *contingency,’ * self-

determination,’ &c., words BO vague as to be con-

sistent with any theory of the will, it is scarcely

possible to state the contentions of the two parties

to the controversy in language that will be accepted
by both. Yet we will venture to lay down the

ground of discussion in this way. Those who deny
the freedom of the will, and who are called Neces-
sarians or Necessitaiians, Determinists, and so forth,

maintain that even when a man does what he likes,

his volition or voluntary act is always the immediate
oonsequenoe of his nature and circumstances at the

time l^t the action is performed; while those who
assert the freedom of the will, and who are generally

called Libertarians, aver that this is not the case.

In other words, the Necessitarians contend that a
man always acts from the strongest desire in regard

to the end of action or inaction that happens to

possess him at the time of action, and this is what
they mean by saying that his will is not free. If,

then, the Libertarians assert the freedom of the will

in the same sense that the Necessitarians deny it,

they must admit that a man shows the freedom of

bis will only when he does not act from the strongest

desire that happens to possess him at the time of

action, and they must contend that he may do so.

In the metaphysical sense of the word, then, a man
establishes the freedom of his will only in two ways;
either by doing one thing when be desired more
strongly to do another thing, or by acting in a certain

manner when he had absolutely no desire whatever
in regard to action or inaction in the particular case.

Now, who that oonsideni the meaning of the words
used, and attends to the processes of his own mind,
does not see that neither of these actions is properly

speaking an action at all, that the only actions that
nave a right to the name, the only actions that have
a moral quality, are those which are performed from
the strongest desire, those which are the immediate
eonaequenoe of the nature and circumstances of the

agent at theinstantof their perfonnanoef The very

meaning of the word will is action aooordinff to the
|

strongest desire, that is, in the metaphydcid sense,.
|

nsnsmaiy aetlon; and in tide seals it li m aibsaid Is

talk of a person acting freely as It is to talk of a
that does not
Yet it may be conceded that the fseUng tiiat this

account of the phenomena of volition In an Intelligent

being is incomplete and unsatisfactory is a natural

one, and hence it hiqmena that libertariana no lesi

than the advooatea of me cnpoaite doctrine appeal to

consciousnesa in support of their view. The mind,
they say, determines, ormay determine, our volitions^

and of t^ we are all consdoui. Well, certainly; it

is the mind that apprehends the objects of desire^

the mind that is influenced ly desire, which Is not
a mere physical affection beyond consdousncss: and
hence it may be said very trmy that the mind deter*

minea our volitioni. But this cannot be all that la

meant by those who see in this fact a ground for

asserting a freedom of the will over and above the
freedom of the agent to do as he likes. What, tiien,

is meant? This, perhaps: that man as an intellimt
being has the power of reviewing his conduct both
put and future, and of formbg purposes regarding

his action in future either in general or in a pa^cuUr
instance, determining to act in a certain manner
whatever impulses there may be prompting him to

act otherwise. Now this is a fact nnquestionably,

and an important fact; one of the features of our

nature that make us morally responsible beinn
But it does not at all invalidate what has been already

said as to volition being always the result of the

strongest desire. Purposes are nothing until they
are seized hold of by desire. General principles m
conduct are not so for us until we desire to obev
them, and indeed the power of forming purposes u
nothing else than the fact that such desires may
(and do) arise in us. Whether we do act in accoro-

anoe with our deliberate puriKMes, or not, depends
upon whether our desire to do so is stronger or weaker
than the impulses that may chance to spring op when
there is occasion for doing so.

It is no doubt due to a perception of this fact that

some thinkers, without discussing or attempting to

discuss the contingency of human volition, or the

mind’s power of self-determination, have defined the

freedom of the will as consisting in this faculty of

viewing our conduct intelligently, and governing it

more or less by purposes, or have expressed them-
selves in such a way as to show that they deem this

prerogative of intelligent beings the most important

fact in connection with the will. Thus Aristotle says

that
* freedom exists whenever the will of the agent

meets no obstacle, and he is able to deliberate in-

telligently. It is destroyed by ignorance or con-

straint.’ Thomas Aquinas myb that * necessity

arising from internal causes and reposing on know-
ledge is freedom.’ Herbart defines freedom of the

will as consisting in *tbe assured^ supremacy of the

strongest masses of ideas over single affections or

impressions.’ *The idea of internal freedom,’ he

adds, *is founded on the satisfaction arising from

harmony between the will and our judgment respect-

ing the will’ Trendelenburg expresses himself thus:

*The ability to have for its motive, in opposition to

the desires, and independently of sensuous motives,

only the good as apprehend^ in thought, this we
term freedom of the wUl’ It is evident that by'the
* desires ’ in this last definition must be meant the

lower desires only, for it is impossible to believe that

Trendelenburg oodd speak or think of a will having

the good for its motive unless he conceived the agent

to be animated by the desire of the good.

Kant, Schelling, and Sir William Hamilton have

taken up ingular positions on the qaestUm ol the

fraedom of & will They all acknowledge to a
omtain extent the force of the Neoeesitariaa argn-
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wiH Init eMb of thorn boo hk own nolhod of

ovidfaig the ooDoliieioii towanle whioh thoee oigii-

iDOiits tend. Koat dooi lo in making a dMnotion,
In keedng with the reet of hla philoo^ between

thewin ae a phenomenon, namely, hxite overt aetfons,

and the wiU aa a *thii^ in ftauf.' In the former

OMMe he feeli bound to admit that the wiU ia anbjeot

to the law d oaoaality. and ia accordingly not nee,

but in the latter aenae he holda that the may be
thoo^t aa free without contradiction. To imow
next that the will aa a thing in itaelf actually ia free

he appeala to what he oalla praotioal leaaon, aaaerting

that the categorical imperative, aa ha oalla it, of the

moral law impliea abilitv in thoae who feel that law
in their nature to obey it, and therefore impliea the

freedom of the hitman will. It ia thua cCsex that

Kant oonaidera aomething more than free-will in the

popiUar aenae to be neoeaaary to oonatitute a morally

reqponaible being. Into thia queation it would
faB^caaible for na to enter without having at our dia-

poaal ten times as mudi apace aa can be afforded for

tills article in a work like the present; and we can
tiierefore only hope that it will not be deemed raah

in na to believe that a sound philosophy will agree

with the common sense of mankind in pronouncing
everyman morallv responsible for all the actions that

he voluntarilyana intentionally performs. Schelling’s

aooonnt of fi^-will is this: freedom of man was
exerdaed in an Mntelligible act* done before time,

and through whioh he ii^e himself what he now is;

man, aa an empirical being, is subjected in his actions

to neoeaaity. but this necessity rests on his own non-

temporal self-determination.' This utterance is itself

perhaps a good deal in need of interpretation; but it

seems to state essentially the same doctrine as that

of Kant, at least as the latter was interpreted by J.

S. Mill Sir W. Hamilton’s views on free-will form
part of hia philosophy of the conditioned. He grants

that we are unable to conceive a free volition, but
contends that this is only one of two contradictory

inoonoeivables, one of wluoh must be true, the other

being that of a will determined by an infinite series

of causes. After endeavouring to make this tenet

ffood he manages^ in spite of his admission of the

moonoeivability of a free volition, to appeal to the

testimony of consciousness in support of the doctrine

that this is the one of the two ^oonoeivables which
is true. (Our citations are mamly taken from Uebcsr-

w^s History of Philosophy; English ed.,Lond. 1872.)

WILL, or TssTaMENT, in law, is defined as * the
lecral declaration of a man’s intentions of what he
willa to be performed after his death.' Among the

A^lo-Saxons the practice of devising lands pre-

vails to some extent (Spelman On Feuds, cap. v.;

Wright's Tenures, p. 171); but after the Conquest
lands held by feudal tenure were not devisable, witix

the exception of burgage tenures. Lands hdd in

gavel-kind, however, aa were, for the most part,

thoae of the county of Kent, were devisable. .Mter
some changes in the laws in this respect in England
a statute was passed in the beginning of the reign

of Charles II. which gave a general power of devis-

ing whatever interest or estate the testator had in

lands. The law that now applies to all wills made
in England after the 31st of Beoember, 1837, Is

mainly contained in act 7 Will IV. and 1 Vlct
e^». xcvL

PereonM Capable of Making a WiU; IWopieetg Demo-
abU by WUl, dre.—-'To make a valid will in England,

the teatator must be of sound mind, and must be of

the age of twenty-one years. In some of the States

of tile American Union persons aged eighteen may
bequeath personal estate ; in otiier states the tesU-
mental^ oapaeitv for lan^ even is reduced to that

age. A person bom deaf and dumb is presumed to

iaoapahia of makiBga wBl; hot If It canha pfovud
that he understands the nature cl the aot^ hemaj
make known hk wlQ by aim and tokens. Ahtind
person must be proved to have known the oontente

and given his ^qiroval to^ anv wiU attributed to
him. In Ens^d, previous to January, 1883^ mar*
tied women, unless under certain oonditioa% oonld

not dispose of either real or personal proper^* bni
they have now the same power as tiiat h^ by
single women. In thia respect the American law

is essentially the same. Devisee of lands or tene-

ments^ or money to be laid out therein, to corpora-

tions, except for certain charitable uses, are not antho-

rixed. (See Mortmain.) Money or other personal^y may be left by wiU to worlra of charity, but
I; not be directed to be laid out in land.

Though a person may dispose by wOl both of hia

real and personal property, yet in respect to real

estate the general doctrine up to the date of tiie

coming into operation of the act above dted, was
that a devise of real estate would operate only on

the property of which the testator was possessed at

the time of making the will, but now the lig^t of

the testator to devke by wiU aU the estate that

be may acquire up to the time of his death is put
beyond (|uestion. Formerly oral or so-caUed nuncu-

pative wuls were valid under certain restrictions with

reference to personal estate; but now aU wills, except

those of soldLers in active service and sailors at se%

must be written and attested by two witnesses.

Legacies to witnesses are void, as also legades to>

the husband or wife of a witness. A comdl Is a
supplement to a will, and requires to be made with
similar fonnality.

£zectUion of a Will.—It is a general rule tiiat

wills, to operate on lands, must be executed accor-

ding to the laws of the place where the lands lie;

but personal property passes by a will executed ac-

cording to the laws of the place of residence of the*

testator, though the property be situated elsewhere.

This distinction arises from the meral rule that
the title to lands is to be governed by the 'aws of the*

country where it is situa^ but that personal pro-

perty is subject to the contracts and dispoeitiou

made by the owner, in conformity to the laws of the
place where they are made.

RevociUion.—A will may be revoked by an Instru-

ment of equal formality, or by canoelll^. A sub-

sequent will, accordingly, is a revocation of a prior

one, if its provisions imply a substitution of the latter

will for the former. But the more generul rule

that if a subsequent will is invalid, it will not be a
revocation of a preceding one; and the general rule

again is, that by a revocation or cancelling of a sal>-

sequent will, a preceding one is reviveo., A will

may also be revo&ed by the marriage of thq testator.

ConatrwAion,—It b a general i^e that <wilb are
to be construed liberally, and as far as b practicable

so as to fulfil the intention of the testator. In thia

respect a greater liberality b adopted than in Mgwrd
to deeds and most other written instruments. With
regard to the devise of any real estate it was for-

merly held that the devisee was only entitled to a
life estate, unless it would be gathered from the wiU
that a greater estate was intended to be devised; but
now the rule followed b the reverse^ and such a de-

vise b held to transfer to the devisee all the Interest

that the testator had in the estate bequeathed, unless
a contrary intention appear from the will

In Iki^land the ecclesiaatioal courts formerlyex^
obed jurisdiction In all matters relating to wiil% but
in 1867, by act 20 and 21 Viet. cap. IzxviL (amended

^ 21 and 22 Viet. cap. xcv., and later acts), this
jurisdiction was transferred to a special court caUed
the Court of Probate. See Pbobaxi^ OoObt <w.
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1b Soodand iOBBd pewoB mik eiaoro an effaottial

> who ii of aomid jndgmanifc at dw tinie,

attfaough anffariag{romndm^oraran on hia death-
bad; a wife maj make a will without the ooneent of

her hnabaad; ao alao maj a minor—that ia, a person
between the agee of fourteen (if male) or twmve (if

female) and twenty-one; batapupil—t^t is, aperson
under the age of a minor, cannot make a valid testa-

ment. But even reepeotiiiiff personal estate a testator

cannot efFeotually dispose by testament of more than
that p(»rtion (A it termed 'the dead’s part *; thus, a tes-

tament which encroaches on the jut rdictm or Ugitim
may be reduced at the instance of the widow or chil-

dren in so far as they are interested. (SeeLiGiTiM.)
A testament containing the nomination of an execu-
tor, or the bequest of a legacy above £100 Scots,

must be properly tested and signed before witness,

but if it IS holograph no witnesses are required. If

the testator cannot write, a single notary or justice of

the peace, or the minister of the parish, may subscribe

for him before two witnesses. l^*eYious to the Slst

December, 1868, a testament was effectual only with
regard to ^e movable estate of the testator, while a
wul affecting heritable property could only be made
by way of a deed or ditpotUion^ conveying the pro-

pa^ to the disponee, but reserving the testator’s

liferent; but by an act which came into operation at

that date it is competent to any owner of land to

settle the succession to the same, in the event of his

death, either by the old legal forms or by testamen-
tary or mortit eauta deeds or writings so that heri-

tage is now placed in the same position as movable
estote with regard to settlement by will.

WILLENHALL. See Wolvebhampton.
WILLIAM I., sumamed the C<mquer<n‘; King of

England and Duke of Normandy. He was bom in

1027 or 1028, and was the natural son of Robert,

duke of Normandy, by Arietta, the daughter of a
tanner of Falaise. His father, having no legitimate

son, when about to set out on a pilgnmage to Jeru-

salem, nominated him as his heir. Robert died in

1085, while returning from Palestine; and Normandy
fell for a time into a condition of anarchy. When
William assumed the reins himself, his vigour and
ability soon restored order, and his power increased

so much as to excite the jealousy not only 6f the

surrounding nobles, but of his suzerain the King of

France himself. Two combinations were formed
against him, and twice his territory was invaded;

but he repelled these aggressions, and reduced the

French kin^ to the necessity of peace. The oppor-

tunity of gaining a wider dominion presented itself on

the death of his second cousin, Edward the Confessor,

king of England. When this event took place he laid

claim to the English crown, alleging that Edward
had bequeathed it to him. To enforce his claim he
invadea England, and the victory of Hastings, in

which his rival Harold was killed, ensured his suc-

cess (1066). On the Christmas-day of the same year

William was crowned, after a sort of tumultuary

election on the part of the English nobles, and took

the customary coronation oath. His first measures

were nuld: he sought to ingratiate himself with his

new subjects, preserved his army in strict discipline,

confirmed the liberties of London and other cities,

and administered justice impartially. On his return

to Normandy, however, the English, being treated

by the Norman leaders like a conquered people,

broke out into revolt, and a conspiraty was planned
for massacre of all the Normans in the countiy.

On this intelligence William returned, and began
with a show of justice by repressing the encroi^-
ment of bis followers; but on his revivi^ the Dane-
^t, which had bera abolished by Edward the

Confessor, the discontents were renewed. These

he repressed wi^ his tonal vigour, and a tsnpotiiy
calm snooeeded. The leristanoe of two nowerfid
Saxon nobles, Edwin and Bforoar, who had fcnoed
an alliance with the kiM of Sootland and Dennark^
and ^th the prince of North Wales, aoon alterdrew
William to the north, where he obliged Maloohn,
king of Scotland, to do homage for Cumberlaad.
From this time he treated &e English like a
conquered people, multiplied confiscations in every
quarter, and forced the native nobility to desert the
oounity in gre^ numbers. In 1069 another fomid-
able insurrection broke out in the north, and at the
same time the English resumed arms in the eastern
and southern counties. William first opposed the
storm in the north, and executed such meroileas
vengeance in his progress that the whole country
between York and Durham was turned into a desert;

and above 100,000 of both sexes and all ages are
said to have perished. There being now soiu^jely a
landed proprietor who had not incur^ the forfeiture

of rebellion, he put into execution his plan of intro-

ducing a total alteration of the state of English law
and property, by dividing all the lands into baroniea

and adopting the feudal system in regard to land
tenure and services. He also reduced the ecclesias-

tical property to a similar system, and, to prevent
resistance from the clerjty, expelled most of the

English Church dignitaries, and placed Nonnana
or other foreigners in their stead, Lanfrano being
made archbishop. Still further to subjugate the

minds of the English, he caused French to be used
in the courts of justice and in law proceedings, and
ordered it to form a leading part of instruction in

all the schools throughout the realm. In 1076 ho
received a demand from Pope Gregory VII., re-

quiring him to do homage for his kingdom, and to

pay the accustomed tribute from England to the

ooly see. William denied the homage ; nor would
he allow the English prelates to attend a general

council summoned by (Gregory, but consented to the

levy of Peter’s pence. Towards the end of his reign

be instituted that general survey of the landed pro-

perty of the kingdom, the record of which still exists

under the title of Domesday Book (which see). The
manner in which he laid waste a large dis^ct in

Hampshire, where he demolished villages, churchee,

and convents, and expelled the inhabitants for 80
miles round, merely to form the New Forest for

hunting, exhibits his callousness and love of the

chase, which he further protected by a most severe

code of game-laws. In 1087 he went to war with

France, whose king had encouraged a rebellira of

Norman nobles. He entered the French territcty,

and committed mat ravages, but, by the starting

of his horse at Mantes, received an injury which

caused his death, which took place at the abbey

of St. Gervais, near Rouen (1087). He left three

sons—Robert, to whom he b^ueathed Normandy;
William, who inherited England

;
and Heniy, who

received but his mother’s property. He aim left

five daughters. William the Conqueror was the

most powerful sovereign of his time. He possessed

superior talents, both political and martial, and

employed them with remarkable vigour and in-

dustry. His passions were, however, strong; bis

ambition severe and merciless; and his love of BWBiy

often led him to disregard all restraints of justice

and humanity. See Lappenberg's En^rland under

the Anglo-Norman Kings, Freeman’s History of tl^

Normiui Conquest of England, and Stubbs’s Consti-

tutional History of Engird.
WILLIAM n., sumamed JRufut from his red

face, third son of the {preceding, was born in Nor-

mandy about 1060. Being nommated King of Enjg*

^ his father, on the death of the latter ha
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haitenid over from Noniuuidy, took pomewion of

te xojil traaiiuy At Winchester,imd was
Wesfrniaster on the 26th' of September, 1087. The
division of England end Normandy did not, however,

please the great baroni^ who possesMd territories in

both; and a conspiracy was formed for effeotlnff the

deposition of Williamm favour of his brother Bobert;

but the conspiracy was repressed with great vigour;

the confederate nobles were forced to withdraw to

Normandy, and their English estates were confiscated.

Being now firmly seated on his throne, he forgot his

pronuses to the English; and the death of La^ranc,
Archbishop of Canterbury, freeing him from an
authority which he respected, he extended his rapa-

city to the church, and seized the temporalities of

vacant bishoprics and ablieys, to which he delayed

appointing successors. In 1090 he made an incur-

sion into Normandy, to retaliate on his brother

Hobert; but a reconciliation was effected between
them. In 1096 Eobert mortgaged his dukedom to

William for the sum of 10,000 marks to enable him
to fit out an expedition and join the crusaders in the

Holy Land. William accor^gly took possession of

Normandy and Maine, although in the case of the

latter he was not allowed to do so without a struggle,

inasmuch as the inhabitants had adopted the lord

of La Flbche, a nephew of their old count, as their

master. William ll. met his death while hunting

in the New Forest His body was found pierced

by an arrow, which is genere^y believed to have
been shot, whether accidentally or purposely cannot
be said, by a French gentleman named Walter
TyrreL Tyrrel immediately galloped to the coast,

and embarked for France, where he joined the cru-

saders. The body was interred without ceremony at

Winchester. This event took place August 2, 1100,

when William was in the fortiete year of his age, and
thirteenth of his reign. This prince possessed vigour,

decision, and f)oli(^, but was violent, perfidious, and
rapacious. See Freeman’s Norman Conquest of
England, and his Reign of William Rufus.
WILLIAM III., hereditary stadtholder of Hol-

land and king of England, son of William II. of

Nassau, prince of Orange, was bom at the Hague on
the 4thoi November,! 650. His mother was Henrietta
Mary Stuart, daughter of Charles I. of England.
Possessing superior talents, and educated in an ex-

cellent manner by the grand [)eDBionary John De
Witt, he gained the love of the people, who in 1672,
when Louis XIV. invaded the republic, appointed
him at once captain -general, grand-admiral, and
stadtholder of the United Provinces, after enforcing

the abrogation of a resolution which De Witt had
got passed in 1667, and which declared that in future

no captain-general should at the same time be stadt-

holder. It is impossible to acquit William of all

blame in oonnection with the massacre by a furious

mob of John and Cornelius de Witt, the leaders of

the party that had at this time incurred general

hatred by showing a disposition to make peace with

France. The massacre may not have bew planned

by him as some believe, but he did nothing to prevent

it, and when it was accomplished he protected and
rewarded the rindeaders. William’s management of

the war against fVanoe was masterly. In the cam-
paign of 1678 he opened the aluioea in the dykes
round Amsterdam, thus causing the whole of the

neighbouring district to be inundated and forcing the

Frraoh to retire. In subsequent campaigns he lost,

indeed, the battle of Senef in 1674, and that of St
Omer in 1677; but he was, neverth^eas, able to keep
the eneOT in check, and by hia policy engaged the

empire, Spain, and Brandenburg to take part with
Holland, aothat at the Peace of Nijmegen in1678 Uie

intstgritiy of Holland was respected Im the course of

thfrwarhewas proclaimed heiedltoeysta^
bythe provinoeed Hollandand Zealand,ihenbythoee
of Gelderiand, Utredht^ and OveiljMel (16741. Wll*

Uam’s whole policy was directed against Louis XIV.,
for whom he entertained a personal hatred To oorb

the ambition of the French monarch he institated

the league of Augsburg; July, 1686, between the

emperor, Spain, Sweden, and Holland, to which

Denmark and some Grerinan princes ^ acceded

Perhapa he may have had the further object of giving

effect to bis plans with respect to England BUs
wife, Mary (married in 1677), was the daughter of

James IL, and presumptive heiress to the throna.

Unexpectedly James’s second wife gave birth to a son,

June 10, 1688. The greater part of the Parliament

and of the nation now feared that the bigoted James
would introduce the Catholic religion, mid subvert

the constitution. Rumour also asserted that the

prince was supposititious. The Episcopalians and
Presbyterians in England, under these circumstanoes,

united, in order, by fiie aid of Holland, to give Mary
the succession to throne. William foresaw that

England, by the policy of his father-in-law, would
become more and more closelyconnected with France:

he therefore joined with the great majority of the

British nation; and the pensionary Fagel persuaded

the states-general to support him with ships and
troops for the preservation of British freedom and
the Protestant religion. William arrived suddenly

at Torbay, Nov. 5, 1688, with a fleet of 500 sail,

ostensibly equipped against France, and with 14,000

troops. Upon his landing a great part of the nobility

immediately declared for bun; and James’s soldiers

by degrees went over to him. In December the king

fled with his family to France, after which William
made his entry into London. The two houses of

Parliament inconventionnowdeclared that James IL
had broken the fundamental compact between the

king and the Mople, and by withdrawing from the

kin^om had abdicated the government. After this

(Feb. 18, 1689) Mary was proclaimed queen, and
William, her husband, who had meanwhile gone over

to the English Church, was proclaimed king, and was
alone to conduct the administration. At the same
time the declaration or bill of rights (see Bill of
Rights) settled the limits of the royal power, and
the order of succession. Scotland followed England’s
example; but in Ireland, whither Louis XIV. sent

James with an army, the majority of the Catholics

maintained the cause of the depoi^ king. But the

victories gained by William over the army of James
on the Boyne, July 1, 1690, and by his general

Ginkell at Aughrim, July 13, 1691, assisted oy Uie

clemency with which he treated the vanquished party,

made him master of Ireland. In the war on the
Continent he was less successful At Steinkirk he
was defeated by Marshal Luxembourg in 1692, and
at Neerwinden by the same general in 1698; but be
always succeeded in wresting from the French the
fruits of their victories by skilful retreats and
marches. He even took Namur in 1695, in the
sight of a superior hostile army. Louis was finally

compelled to acknowledge him as King of EngHgj^d
at the Peace of Ryswidk, in 1697. The Parliament
insisted at that time on the disbanding of nearly the
whole army, because it deemed a standing army
incompatible with the security of the constitutiaiL

Soon after, the will of Charles II. of Spain, who had
mi^e the grandson of Louis XIV. his heir, ixuluoed
William to arm all Europe against Louis in the great
alliance of the Hague, September 7, 1701. But in
the midst of these projects he broke his oollar-bone

^ a fiUl from his hoive between Kensington and
Hampton Court, Feb. 21, 1702, and died In oon-

seqnenoe of the accident; March 8. His wife; Maiy,
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Had ^«d ciliIMkii In 16H. Hm Onnign
pouMBioni wflra divided between Prandn end wu-
liam*e neereet oooiin and teatamentaiy heir, John
Wliliain IVieo, the prince of KaaM-Dieta, hereditaij

tadtbolder ol FHeslaiid and etadtholder of Grfinin-

gen, from whom the preeent King of Holland is da-

oended. William’s manneri were too cold and nn-

gnoions to allow him to be popular with the British.

Under a reserved exterior he concealed a strong love

of renown and power. To obtain the majority of

votes in Parliament he made use of bribery. Other-

irise he reigned in the spirit of freedom and tolerant

Protestantism, and agreeably to the true interest of I

the nation. ImmersM in politics and war, he had
|

neither leisure nor inclination for literature and art. I

In conversation he was grave and unattractive; but
|

in business, penetrating, quick, and decided ; in

danger, undaunted
;

in difficulties, unshaken ; in

war, bold without ostentation. See Bishop Burnet’s

History of his Own Times; Macaulay’s History;

Hallam’s Constitutional History; Ranke’s History

of England; Traill’s William III. (1888); &c.

WILLIAM IV., King of the Uiiited Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland, was the third son of

George III., and was bom August 21, 1765. From
1779 to 1790 he served in the navy, and after

ouitting active service was raised successively to all

me higher grades of naval command, till in 1801 he
was i^e admiral of the fleet. In 1789 he was
nused to the peerage with the title of Duke of

Clarence. He frequentlyspoke in the House of Lords,

and during the Canning administration held the office

of lord high-admiral (1827-28). On his accession to

the throne (June 26, 1880) he retained the ministen

who were in office at the decease of his predecessor

(the Wellington cabinet), with assurances of his con-

fidence in their zeal and ability. In the new Par-

liament, which met in November, the ministry, being

left in a minority on a motion of Sir H. Parnell for

referring the civil list to a select committee, im-

mediately sent in their resignation; and a Whig
administration was formed with Earl Grey at its

head. The great events which will render the reign

of William IV. memorable are the passage of the

reform act, the abolition of slavery in the colonies,

and the reform of the poor-laws. William IV. died

on the 20th June, 1887, and was succeeded by his

niece, Victoria. He married in July, 1818, Adelaide,

sister of the Duke of Saxe-Meiningen, by whom
he had no surviving children. He ha^ how-

ever, a huge family by Mrs. Jordan the celebrated

actr^ who was for many years his mistress, while

Duke of Clarence. This lady had already had four

children as the result of a similar loose connection.

Her liaison with the duke lasted from about 1790

till 1811, when an arrangement was made by which

she and her family were well provided for. She died

in France, in 1816.

WILLIAM L THB Youngeb, Count of Nassau,

Prince of Orange, sumamed *The Silent’ on account

of his prudence and caution in diplomacy, the founder

of Dutch freedom, was the eldest son of William the

Elder, count of Nassau, and Juliana, countess of

Stolberg, and was bom April 16, 1533, at the Castle

of Dillenbozg, in the county of Nassau. He was
educated In Roman Catholic faith by Maria,

queen of Hungary, sister of Charles V., and spent

nine years In attendance on the person of the em-
peror, who had so high an esteem for the spirit, the

pmdrace, and intellig«soe of the prince, thatm asked

his opini^ respecting the most important matters,

and when he was but twenty-two years old Intrufted

him with the chief command of the army in the

Netheriandi^ In the absence of Philibert, duke of

Saw^. He also fuoammended him to hli snooeaior.

Fhil4» H., who^ howsw, regarded him wllk dlslraii

As Cardinal Giinvslla had now the entire oonfideoce

of the king, and Margaret of Paima, whowas ofaarged

with the govenunent of the Nettieriands, was obli^
to do whatever this proud and ambitious prelate sug-

gested, especially with reiroeot to the intmuction of

the detest Spanish inquirition, and the ereetion of

new bishoprics, the Count of Egmont, the Prince of

Orange, and the Count of Horn represented to

king m writing, that unless the cardinal was speedily

recced, his violence would drive the country to

rebellion. Philip looked on this step as treason; yet

he concealed his anger, and recalled the cardinal

(1564). After the remonstrance offered in 1566

by SOO noblemen (the Gueux), with Count Louis

of Nassau, the brother of William, at their head,

against the introduction of the inquisition and the

establishment of new bishoprics, had been rejected

with contempt, and the Duke of Alva had been ap-

pointed at the head of an armed force governor of the

Netherlands, William had a meeting with Egmont,

Horn, luB brother Louis, and others at Dendermond,

to deliberate on the means of averting the threaten-

ing danger. The majority advised an armed resis-

tance. but this propo^ came to nothing on account

of the opposition of the Count of Egmont. The

prince, with his wife and his children, excepting the

eldest, who was studying at liouvain, repaired to

Breda, whence, however, be removed to his castle at

Dillenburg. Aiva arrived in theNetherlands in 1567

,

and many men of conseuuenoe, including E^ont
and Horn, were immediately arrested. In the begin-

ning of 1568 he caused the prince and others, who
had retired from the country, to be summoned before

the council of twelve. The prince did not appear, in

consequence of which Alva declared him an outlaw,

confiscated his property, and removed his son Philip

William, then thirteen years of age, from the Univer-

sity of Louvain, and sent him as a hostage to Spidu.

The Prince of Orange now determined on waging

war against Alva. In a document which he issued

in the summer of 1568, and called bis ‘justification,’

he gave the reasons of his conduct and publicly pr^
fessed the Protestant religion. In consequence of this

he received aid in money and troops from several

Protestant princes. With the army which he had

raised, his brothers Louis and Adolphusinvaded Fries-

land, but gained only a temporary success. William

now raisea a new army of 2^000 Germans, who were

joined by 4000 French soldiers, and personally took

the field. He conducted his forces ^tb great skill

across the Rhine and Meuse, entered Brabant, and

defeated a division of the hostile army, but was unable

to bring the Duke of Alva, who threw himself into

the fortresses, to an engagement, or to excite the

people, who trembled before the Spwiards, to a

general insurrection. His army now dispersed. He
mmtelf, with 1200 cavalry, and his brothers, reared
to the Duke of Deux Fonts, and took part in his

expedition to France against the Catbolio party cl

the Guises (1569). In this expedition he distinguiffied

himself in several battles and sieges; but alter the

unhappy termination of the campaign, returned to

Germany. In France Admiral Colimy had advised

him to fit out privateers against the Spanish, and

establish himself particularly in Zealand and Holland,

from which the Spaniards would hardly be able to

drive him. The prince followed this advice, and the

privateers made themselves masters, in 1572, of the

town and harbour of Briel, on the Island of Voom,
and also took Flushing. As Alva’s tyranny beoame

more intolerable, and the people were exaimeratod

by new exactions, several cities of Holland, Zealmd,

Overijssel, and Grelderland pubUcly dedared for the

Prince of Onuige. Eetybig on the awfitanos of
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Frtaoe, which Admiral Oolighj had promised to

obtain for him, William crossed the Bnine, bat on
the news of the massacre of St Bartholomew, which
deprived him for the time of all hope of French
aid, he was obliged to disband his troops, whom he
was anable to maintain. He retired into the pro-

vince of Holland, which always continned steadfastly

to support him. He now resumed his nemtiationa
with France, and obtained a treaty in whi^ France
promised to support him, provided that it should

receive the protectorate over all the provinces of the
Netherlands, which he succeeded in wresting from
the Spaniards. At the end of 1573 Alva was recalled

and rmlaced by Requesens, who was unable to assume
the offensive owin^ to the exhaustion of the treasuiy.

In 1574 Louis and Henry of Nassau, William’s bro-

thers, made an effort to join him, Imt were totally

defeated by Requesens at Mookerheide, near Nij-

megen. Both of William’s brothers fell on the field

of battle. This blow was compensated by the relief

of Leyden, at that time hard pressed by the enemy.
The raising of the sie^e of Leyden saved the province

of Holland for the time, but the Spanish were still

formidable, and daily gathered strength. William in

vain endeavoured to gain allies, and Holland might
have been completely crushed had it not been for

the death of Requesens, which took place in March,
1676. After this event the Spanish soldiers at

Antwerp and other places committed such outrages

that William succe^ed in bringing about the so-

called pacification of Ghent (Nov. 8, 1576), in which
almost all the provinces of the Low Countries united

to expel the foreign troops, and promised mutual
toleration in matters of religion. The new stadt-

holder, John of Austria, a natural brother of the

king, sought to break the force of the union by
granting, in the perpetual edict, almost all the de-

mands of the people (1577), but his conduct soon
manifested his insincerity. The states of Antwerp
then called the Prince of Orange to their aid. The
people received him with acclamations in Brussels.

A part of the estates offered him the stadtholdership;

but as several nobles were opposed to him, he allowed
them to offer the dignity to Archduke Matthias of

Austria, brother of the emperor, while he himself

was appointed to the rank of lieutenant-general.

The war was now renewed, and by the victory at

Gembloursin the end of January, 1678, the Spaniards
recovered their superiority in the Walloon provinces,

which were zealously Catholic. In 1679 Don John
of Austria died, and the king appointed Alexander
Famese of Parma as his successor. The policy of

Famese succeeded in gaining over to the king the

southern provinces, which were dissatisfied with the
religious peace and the political equality of the two
churches. The prince, therefore, brought the five

northern provinces, ^lolland, Zealand, Utrecht, Gel-

derland, and Friesland, into closer connection by
the union of Utrecht, January 23, 1579, and thus

laid the foundation of the republic of the United
Netherlands. In 1580 the king, finding it impossible

to triumph over William by fair means, put a price

upon his head. This step induced the united pro-

vinces to renounce their allegiance to Philip, and
William was offered the dignity of sovereign count of

Holland and Zealand, which he accepted. But the
edict of Philip proclaiming a reward for his life was
not without effect. In 1582 an attempt was made
by a Spaniard named Jaureguy to assassinate him
at Antwerp, and a second attempt, made at Delft
on the 10th of July, 1584, by a Burgundian fanatic

Balthasar Gerard, succeeded. WilBam of Nassau
was four times married. Maurice of Nassau, who
distinguished himself as a general in the lliirty

Years war, was one of his sons, and William III. of

Bnglaad a grandson of his. Seel Gadisnl*8 Corres-

pondaaoe de GuiUaume le Tacitome (siz vdls., 1M7*
66); Jnste’s GuiUaume le Tadtuzne d'apto sa Oor-

respondance et ses Papiers d'Stat (1878); PutnamVi
William the Silent, Founder of the Dutch Repnhlio

(1895); Harrison’s William the Silent (1807); and
especially the brilliant panegyric by J. L. Motl^
The Rise of the Dutch R^uUic (1866).

WILTJAM I., emperor of Germany and 7th king
of Prussia, was l^m in Berlin on March 22,' 1797,

and died on March 9, 1888. He was the second

son of Frederick WiUiam III. and Louisa of Meck-
lenburg - Strelitz. From his earli^t years he
trained in military exercises, and in the campaign
of 1818-14 he joined the Prussian forces as captain,

receivii^ then, for bravery in the field, the * Gross

of St. George’ from the Czar Alexander. When
his father died in 1840 he became heir presumptive

to the throne, and received the title of Prince of

Prussia. On the outbreak of the Revolution in

1848 Prince William quitted Berlin for England,

but was recalled in a few months. In the following

year he proceeded against the insurgents with mili-

tary vigour and suppressed the insurrections in

Baden and the Palatinate. His brother having
become incapable of ruling, William (1867) was
appointed regent, and in Jan. 1861 he became king,

being crownS at Konigsberg in October of the same
year. With the assistance of Otto von Bismarck
as president of the cabinet, and Von Roon as war
minister, he demanded from the nation a large

scheme of army reform, and his foresight in t^
matter was justified by the Prussian successes in

the war with Denmark (1864), and the complete

overthrow of Austria at Sadowa (1866). The latter

war had been brought about by the diplomacy of

Bismarck, who now proceeded to fom a North-
German Confederation with King William as its

head, and to conclude a treaty of alliance, offensive

and defensive, with the South German States.

This growing power of Prussia provoked the jealousy

of France, and a crisis was reached in the negotia-

tions concerning the Spanish crown. War was pro-

claimed between Prussia and France (1870), and
the South-German States having declar^ in favour

of the former. King William led the combined Ger-
man forces throu^ the campaign, which resulted

in the defeat of Napoleon at S^an, and finally in

the siege and capitulation of Paris. Meanwhile
the North German Parliament, uniting with the

German princes, desired the king to become German
emperor. This honour he accepted, and he was
crowned as Emperor William I. at Versailles on
18th January, 1871. After the conclusion of peace
with France, and having entered Paris with his

army, the emperor returned to Berlin amid great
enthusiasm. The latter part of his reign was passed
in consolidating the power of the new Gb^rman
empire, and in parliamentary and political conflicts

with the Catholic, Liberal, and S^^alist parties in
the state. (See Gebmakt.) His life was attempted
several times. Among biographies are those of Forbes
(1888); G. B. Smith (1887); Strauss (1887); Simon
(French, 1 887 ; Eng. trans. ) ;

&c. SeeaW Von Sybel’s

Die Begrtindung des Deutschen Reichs (1889-94;
Eng. trans. five vols., 1890-92); Malleson’s Refound-
ing of the German Empire (1892); Krause’s Ghxiwth
of Gernwn Unity (1892) ;

and Oncken’s Das Zeitalter

des Kaisers Wilhelm (two vols., 1890-92).

WILLIAM^ Roger, was bom about 1604 or

1605, probably in London. He was educated at the
Charterhouse and Pembroke Colley Cambridge^
took orders in the Church of England, and preaebed
for some time as a minister of tw diuroh, but, em-
bracing the doctrines of the Puritans, he embarked for
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wkaro he Miiied la TofaniMy, 1681. H«e
he eoeh iiwmfed^ djuplearoeel the enthoritfai hy
hie nUflleai opinioiUL In July, 1688, he wei eom-
fBoaed MQce the Qenerel Com to enewer oeitain

oheigee ngweding Ue opinioni on the power of the
eivfl megitrate^ fta in Kov. 1685, en act wai
paaed bankhing him from the colony; and the court,

leaming that he still proclaimed his obnoxious
opinions, and that he intended to establish a colony

on Nacragaiisett Bay, it was resolved to send him to

Evland. He oanMved, however, to escape, and
wilm a few companions he founded a town, which he
called Providence, in Rhode Island. In the course

of a few years the little colony gained rapidly in

numbers, and Williams established a government of

pure democracy; and bis system has had a marked
Infloence on the political history of the state. In
1648 he went to England to obtain a charter for

Rhode Island as a separate state. In 1651 he made
a second voyage to England, and succeeded in aver-

ting the dismemberment of the young colony. He
cefused the office of governor which the colony

wished to confer upon him, but continued to labour

•on for its good until his death in 1688. During his

£rst visit to England he published his Key into the

Language of America (London, 1643, 8vo); The
Bloudy Tenant of Persecution for Cause of Con-
cdence (London, 1644, 4to), written in answer to

Cotton’s treatise, which upheld the right of the

magistrate to regulate the doctrines of the church.

This called forth a reply from Cotton, to which
Williams rejoined in his Bloudy Tenant yet more
l>loudy (London, 1652, 4to). He also maintained a
public dispute with the Quakers at Newport and
Providence, and in answer to a work of Fox’s

published a strongly-worded treatise, George Foxe
chgged out of his Burrowes (Boston, 1676, 4to).

His works have been reprinted chiefly by the Narra-
^nsett Club (1866-74), Roger Williams was a
triend of Milton. See recent Lives by Merriman
<1892) and Straus (1894).

WILLIAMSPORT, a town of the United States,

in Lycoming county, Pennsylvania, on the left bank
of the west branch of the Susquehanna. It is a
favourite summer residence on account of its healthy

situation and the beauty of the surrounding scenery.

The hills in the vicinity contain iron, and the in-

•dustries of mining and metallurgy are carried on.

It is perhaps the greatest lumber market in the state.

Pop. (1880), 18,934; (1900), 28,757.

WILLIAMSTOWN, a seaport in Victoria on
the south-west shore of Hobson’s Bay, immediately
opposite Port Melbourne, and 9^ miles s.w. of Mel-
bourne. The business interests of the town largely

oentre in the shipping. The piers are commodious,
and there are ship-building yards, patent slips, and
a dry dock called the Alfi^ Graving Dock, opened
in 1874 and improved in 1897-98. The chief build-

ings are the churches, the mechanics’ institute, the

oustom-house, the sailors’ rest, banks and similar

buildings, 4tc. Basalt and brown coal are worked
near the town, and several manufactures are carried

on. Pod. (1891), 15,960; (1901), 14,083.

WILlI^ Nathaniel Pabk^ an American
author, was bom at Portland, Maine, 20th January,
1807. He was educated at Boston, Andover, and
Tala College, where he graduated in 1827. During
tiis college course he published some poems, for one
of which he gained a prize offered by a rablisher.

He was employed by S.G. Goodrich (Peter Parley) to

odit the Legendary in 1828, and the Token in 1829.

In 1828 he established the American Monthly Maga-
jdae^ which, after he had conducted it for two and a
lialf years, was merged in the New York Mirror. He
now set out on a tour of travel through Europe, visit-

isg Fteiioe, HaW, Gfooo^ SuropeMi Tnringr, Aria
hunoiv and flaai^ England, wiftb the rank of an al-

taohd to the Amman ambaaay at Faiia^ hut
aa a correspondent of the Minw, lor whloh ha wrola
his Penofflingal^lheWay. He maiTied in England
in 1885, retnmed to the Unltod Statoa in 1887, and
after redding for some time on an estate on tha
Susquehanna, became in 1889 editor of the OorBair,

a New York periodical, but the same year he wont
to Eng^d. He returned to New York in 1844, and
in conjunction with Georro P. Morris, his former
publisher, established a duly paper called the Eve-
ning Mirror, but on the dea& of his wife shortly

afterwards he returned to England. On hit return
to New York he married ag^ (October, 1846), and
associated with Mr. Morris in conducting the Huna
Journal, in which most of his subsequent produodona
appeared. He died 20th January, 1867. The fol-

lowing are among the leading works of Willis:—Pen-
dllings by the Way (1835); Inklings of Adventora
(1836); two dramas entitled Two Ways of Dying
for a Husband (London, 1839); Loiterings of Travu
(London, 1840); Dashes at Life with a SVee Pencil

(New York, 1846); People I have Met, or Pioturea

of Society and People of Mark, drawn under a Thb
Veil of Fiction (1850); Hurry^aphs (New York,

1851); a Health Trip to the ^^os (New York^

1853); Outdoors at Iffiewild (New York, 1854); Tha
Rag-bag, a collection of e^emera (New York, 1855);

The Convalescent, his Rambles and Adventuraa
(New York, 1859).

WILLOW {Salix)t a genua of trees and ahmbi^

belonging to the natural order Salicacen, which
belongs to the amendferouB or catkin-bearing planta.

Hie characters of the order are: flowers naked, or

with a membranous, cup-like calyx; ovules indefinite

in number, erect, anatropal; fruit naked, coriaoeona,

unilocular, 2-valved; seeds comose; embiyo erect;

radicle inferior; leaves stipulate. The willows arc

natives of the temperate and cold regions, some of

them being the most northern woody plants known.
They are valuable trees, either for their timber or

for other purposes. The willow, the sallow (both

belonging to the genus Salix)^ and thepoplar {Pojnilut)

are the repreaentativea of the order, which consists

of only two genera. The spedes of willowm very

numerous, and many of them difficult to distinguish,

varieties also being numerous. Most of them are

confined to the more northern parts of the globe.

The bark of some willows is employed for tanning,

and sometimes, from its bitter and astringent pro-

perties, is given in intermittent fevers as a substitute

for cinchona. Among the principal willows indi-

genous to Great Britain are the Goat Willow or

Sallow {8. eaprea), the White or Huntingdon
Willow {8, alia), and Russell’s or the Bedford

Willow ((8. BtuseUiana). The Goat Willow is

among the broadest leaved of the willow tribe. The
vigorous young shoots have a dark-brown gloaiw

bark, which in spring-time forma a fine contrast wim
the buds, which are white, and render it one of the

most ornamental of the genus. It attains a height

of 40 or 50 feet, and its timber is reckoned the

among the willows. As a coppice plant itprodnees

excellent hoops, poles, rods of crates, Ac. The Hun-
tingdon Willow frequently reaches a height of from

50 to 80 feet, with a trunk 2 or 8 feet in diameter.

It is more frequen^ planted as a timber tree than

any other willow. The Bedford Willow was brought

into notice by the Duke of Bedford about the Ix^fin-

ning of the mueteenth century. It is one of the

best of the tree willows, and may reach a height of

90 feet Willow timber is white, soft and light, and

the best kinds are very durable. It is oons^uently

used for a variety of purposes, such as in agricultural
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impimnimti, for tnmecr, Iso. Of tiir dwirf wfflonri

or ooioTi for Mokot-nuildiiff tiie Torlotj k
rorj groftt. The moet eoproTed Idnde ere the 5.

fieiiwfltfi, 5. rtifrro^aad /Sf. /or^iiay eiid thenomeroiii

firieiiee related to there epedeiL among which the
Pack-thread, Whip-cord, and Bed Dutch are known
in aome diitiicta. Th^ are alwayi propagated by
cnttingr, ae indeed are most willows, the snoots taking

root veiy readily. The Weeping Willow (8, Boby^
lanica), so genendly admired for its long; pendent,

branches, grows i^d in Persia, and, Msides, has
long bem a faToorite ornamental tree in China.
(See WimNa Trees.) Almost all the willows are

ci fee easiest propagation and culture.

WILLOW-PLY, a name riven to various species

of Neuroptera (which see) and to fee family Perlids

or * Stone-flies.' The willow-flies have a la^ folded

front pair ef wings and two bristie-like cau(uil or tail

appendages.
wILLOW-MOTH {Caradrvna quadripunetata%

fee parent of a caterpillar which f^a upon wheat
in the fleld, as well as after it is housed or stacked,

sometimes effecting incredible mischief. The moth
(see PI. II., ENTOMOLoav, fig. 65), is rather more
than half an inch in length, and is of a mouse colour.

It rests with its wings cTos^ flat upon its back. The
caterpillar is fleshy, and varies in colour from a dull

ochreous red to a dirty green. The chrysalis is

bright brown and shining. The caterpillars are first

observed when they are half-grown in October. They
live through the winter feeding upon grain, and in

February or March draw the com together with a
thin silken web, in which they change to the chrysalis

form. The moths escape from the chrysalis state in

May, June, and July, and are often abundant in

hay-fields, rick-yards, banks, and gardens.

WILMINGTON, a city and port of the United
State^ in Delaware, 28 miles south-west of Phila-

delphia, on the river Delaware, at the junction of

Brandywine and Christiana Creeks, both navigable.

It is regularly built in broad and airy streets; and
has about fifty churches, a university, various schools,

a city-hall, an opra-house, an hospital, flour, saw,

paper, and powder mills, cotton and woollen fac-

tories, iron-foundries, rolling-mills, machine-shops,

potteries, tanneries, and breweries, and an extensive

trade. Pop. (1890), 61,481; (1900), 76,608.

WILMIN(j[TON, a town and port of the United
States, in North Carolina, on the left bank of the

Cap Fear River, 160 miles north-east of Charleston.

It IS the largest and most commercial place in the

state; has numerous turpentine distilleries, machine-

shops, rice, saw, and other mills; and exports large

quantities of cotton, spirits of turpentine, resin, and
lumber. It is a leading market for naval stores.

Pop. (1890). 20.066: (1900), 20,976.
wlLNiu See vilna,
WILSON, Alexander, fee American ornitholo-

gist, was bom at Paisley, 6th July, 1766. In his
feirteenfe year young Wilson was bound apprentice
to a weaver. After serving an apprenticeship of
three years, and working as a journeyman weaver
for about four years (spending much of his spare
time in reading and in making verses), he abimdoned
fee loom, and adopted fee Iffe of a pedlar. Three
vears were smnt in this mode of life; and in 1789,
having already prepared a volume of poems for publi-
oation, he offers his muslins and soUoited subscrip-
tions for his work. It was published in 1790, but had
little suooess; and he again returned to fee loom. Soon
after he reoiM beforean Edinburghdebatingsodety a
poem called The Laurel Dispited, on fee oomparative
merits of Allan Ramsay and Rol^ Feigusson; and
fee merits of this performanoe gained hi™ the frimd-
•hip of several gentlemen, among othem Dr.Anderson,

•ditcw ri ifra Bse, to whlfe pailodiflal Wfison bsoim
a oontribntor. la 1792 ha pnbUfeed hk Watty and

wbi^ having appeared anonyinbiiriyr was

ascribed to Bumsi thon^ the afyle k very dtfferent

It k said to have had a sale of 100,000 eoptoi la a

few weeks. Having written a oevere satire upon a

person in Paisley Wilson was thrown into priswi,

and was afterwards compelled to bum the libm wife

hk own band at Paisley Cross. He was likewise

looked upon with suspioicxa as a member of fee

Society of the Friends of fee People^ who hailed the

French revolution as a new mommg of liberty; and,

impelled by these drcumstanoes, he determined to

emigrate to fee United States. He arrived at New-
ca^e^ in fee state of Delaware, in 1794, and agalii

resumed his former trade, but after a while turned

schoolmaster, acting in this capacity in several

places in Pennsylvania. It was while thus engaged

at Eingsessing, near Philadelphia, feat he became

acquainted wife William BaHram, fee naturalist,

and Alexander Lawson, an engraver, whose tastes

and instructions proved the occasion of calling out

his own talents. He had already undertaken some

long excursions for making ornithological researches,

and devoted much time to the study, when he was
engaged, in 1806, to assist in editing the American

edition of Rees’s Cyclopaedia, and now began to pre-

pare for the publication of his work on American
ornithology. The first volume of this work was pub-

liifeed in 1808, and the seventh in 1813. The interval

had been passed in exploring different parts of the

country for fee purpose of extending his observations;

collecting specimens, and watching fee habits of birds

in their native haunts. In 1818 fee literary materials

for the eighth volume of the Ornithology were ready;

but its progress was greatly retarded for want of

proper assistants to cmour the plates. Wilson was
therefore obliged to undertake fee whole of thk
department himself, in addition to his other duties;

and these multifarious labours, by drawing largely

upon his hours of rest, began rapidly to exhaust hk
oonstitutiozL A fatal dysentery at last seized him,

which, after a few days’ illness, carried him off on
fee 23d August, 1813. All the plates for fee re-

mainder of fee Ornithology having been completed

under Wilson’s own eye the letterpress of the ninth

volume was supplied by hk friend George Ord, who
had been hk companion in several of hk expeditions,

and who also wrote amemoir of feedeoeased naturalist

to accompany fee last vriuine. He also edited the

eighth volume. Four supplementary volumes, con-

taining American birds not described by Wilson, were
publkhed by Charles Lucien Bonanute (1825-83).

An edition ri the original work, wife Bonaputo’s con-

tinuation, and wife notes and a life of Wilson by Sir

William Jardine, was publkhed in London in 1832
(three vols. 8vo); and various other editions, wife
additional notes and illustrations, have since appeared

I

in Great Britain and in America. Wilson continued
to write poetry after hk arrival in America^ <nie of
hk chief productions being The Foresters, a poem
describing a pedestrian tour to the Falk of Niagara.
Several collective editions of hk poems havebeen
published. A bronze statue of Wilson has been wected
at Pakley.

WILSON, Horace Hatman, a distinguished orien-
talkt, bom in London in 1786; died there May 8, 1860.
He was educated for fee mescal profession, and in
1808 went out to Bengal as assktant-suigeon in the
sorvioe of fee East Inmk Company, but immediately
afterhk arrival was appointed on account of hk know-
ledge of chemktiy to an oflice in fee Calcutta
of which he afterwardsbecameassay-master and seere-
tary. All fee leisure that thk ernffloyment allowed
him was devoted to fee study of Simskiit; and eo
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vmdly did lie beooiM known u an aide acholer in

tra dqpirtment that in 1812 hewas eleoted aeoretazy

of'^ Aeiatio Society of Bengal He was iJao an
aetiTe fnend of edncation, served on the oommiaaion
to remodel the Sanskrit College at Benares, and
acted for many yean aa aeoretaiy of the committee
of public education. Hia exertions meatly contri-

buted to revive the interest of the lEundus in their

own literature as well as to create among them an
interest in the science and literature of Europe.

He remained in India till hia election in 1832 to the
Boden professorshipof Sanskrit at Oxford University.

Soon after his return to this country he was also

appointed librarian at the India House and director

of the Ro^ Asiatic Society, and elected a fellow of

the Royal Society. His publications are extremely
numerous. Among them are: The Megha Duta, or

Cloud Messenger—a Sanskrit poem, with an English
translation, notes, ftc. (Calcutta, 1813); a SaneSirit-

English Dictionary (Calcutta, 1819; second edition,

1882; third edition, 1874); Hindoo Theatre—select
specimens translated from the original Sanskrit

(Calcutta, 1827) ;
The Vishnu Purana—a System of

Hindu Mythology and Tradition, translated from the

original Sansknt and illustrated by notes (1840);
Grammar of the Sanskrit Language for the Use of

Early Students (1841); a new and enlarged edition

of Mill’s History of British India (1840-48); Rig-
Veda Sanhita—translated from the original Sanskrit

(six volumes, 1850-88), the last voltunes being pre-

pared by Prof. E. B. Cowell and W. F. Webster
after Wilson’s death.

WILSON, John, a celebrated author, was the son

of a wealthy manufacturer in Paisley, and bom
there on 18th May, 1785. He received his early

education in the manse of Meama, Renfrewshire,

with the minister of which parish he was boarded

for some years. At the age of fourteen he was sent

to Glasgow University, and from thence in 1803

to Magdalen College, Oxford, where he gained the

Newdigate prize of £50 for an English poem, taking

the B.A. degree in 1807, and the M.A. in 1810.

While at Oxford he was noted for his skill in boat-

ing, cricketing, and other athletic sports, and also for

various frolics of a more questionable nature, such

as becoming waiter at an inn, and roving about the

oountiy wim a gang of gypsies. Having at twenty-

one come into a large fortune left him by his father,

he purchased the property of Elleray, on Windermere,
and retired there to live at his ease, writing poetry

and engaging in field sports and occasional wild

frolics, to which the exuberance of his animal spirits

was ever impelling him. In 1811 he married, and
in 1815 was admitted a member of the faculty of

Advocates at Edinburgh, but beyond this he made
almost no progress in the legal profession. In 1812

he contributed to the Annual Register a set of

stanzas entitled the Magic Mirror. During the

same year he published anonymously an elegy on

the death of Grahame, the author of The Sahtoth,

and also, along with some other poems, the once-

famed Isle of Palms. Another poem, in the dramatic

form, The City of the Plague (1816), was still

more successful; but it also has now been foigotten.

Wilson’s fame with posterity was destined to rest

on his prose writings, and more especially his con-

tributions to Blackwood’s Magazine. Under the

management of the publisher lumself, with the co-

adjutorshiji of Wilsc^ Lockhart, Hogg, and others,

this magazine became the leading Tory periodical of

the day, and was as muck noted for the interest and
ability of its articles in general as for the acrimony
and occasional scurrility with which it treated its

polirioal or otiber ant^nists. Among the numerous
pipen furnished by Wilson may be mentianed those
^^VOL.XIV.

oelelnated ones on fidiii^, shootuig, and kindred
pursuits, produced under the well-known mbrifitd
of Christopher North, and above all his renowned
Noctes Ambroeianm, a series of oonversationB on
literary and general subjec^ supposed to take place
at certain convivial meetingB neld in Ambrose's
Tavern by the contributors to the Magazine. They
have since been reprinted in a sepmte form. In
1820—much to many j^ple’s surprise—he obtained
the chair of moral philosophy in the Universi^ of

Edinburgh, a post he occupied with credit for Uiirty-
two years. In 1822 to 1824 he published three prose
works of fiction—Lights and Shadows of Scottish
Life, The Foresters, and The Trials of Margaret
Lyndsay, which are marked by pathos and b^uty
of description, but are far from &ing faithful tran-
wripts of human nature, and degenerate at times
into a mawkish sentimentality. After 1837 he ceased
to be one of the regular contributors of BlHckwood’s
Magazine. A government pension of £300 per an-
num was bestowed on him in 1851, and the following
year he resigned his professorship. An attack of

paralysis and a dropsical affection laid him totally

prostrate in the commencement of 1854, and on 3rd
April of that year he died at his house in Gloucester
Place, Edinburgh. There is an incomplete edition

of his works by Professor Ferrier, his son-in-law
(twelve vols., 1855-58), and a separate edition of

the Noctes by R. S. Mackenzie (five vols., 1866).

His daughter, Mrs. Gordon, wrote a Memoir of him.
WILSON, Richard, an English landscape-painter,

was bom at Penegoes, in Montgomeryshire, m 1714.
After receiving a classical education he was sent to

London, and ])laced as a pupil with an obscure ].K)r-

trait-painter. On leaving his master he first prac-

tised in the same branch of his profession in London,
but with no great success. At length he went to

Italy, where he occasionally exercised his talents in

studies of landscape; and at Venice, meeting with
Zuccarelli, that artist persuaded him to devote him-
self wholly to the cultivation of that department of

the art in which he attained so much excellence.

After staying some time at Rome and Naples, where
he acquired great reputation, he return^ to Eng-
land in 1756, and settled in the metropolis. He h^
for a while much employment

; but he was at length
doomed to undergo indifference and neglect, and was
glad to obtain the office of librarian to the Royal
Academy, of which he was one of the brightest orna-

ments. He died in May, 1782. His taste was ex-

quisite, and whatever came from his easel bore the
stamp of elegance and truth. Among his best works
are the Niobe, the Ruins of the Villa of Mfecenas,
Phacthon, Snowdon, the View of Rome from the

Villa Madama, &c., several of which have become
familiar to the general public through engravings.

WILTON, a municipal and former parL borough
of England, in the county of Wilts, 3 miles west by
north of Salisbury, in a fertile valley, near the con-

fluence of the Nadder and Wily; with a handsome
Romanesque church, several Dissenting chapels, a
free school, a literaiy institute, and a hospital. Its

carpets have long l^en celebrated. It returned a
member to Parliament till 1885. It is a very ancient

town; it was the capital of the Anglo-Saxon King-
dom of Wessex, and gave the name to the county of

Wilts. Pop. (1891), 2120; (1901), 2208.

WILTS, or Wiltshire, a south-western county
of England, bounded on the north and north-west

by the county of Gloucester, on the west by Somer-

set, on the south by Dorset and Hants, on the east

by Hants and Berks; area^ 866,448 acres, of which
folly 50,000 are under woods and plantations, about

145,000 under com crops, namely, wheat, oats, and
barley, about 80,000 under green crops, chiefly tur-



nipi^ vntdtm, and oabbaga, and some 420*000 in

pendent pasture. It is of a oompaot and nearly

quadrangulw fonu, and is divided the Bristol

Avon and Kennet, and the canal between them,
into north and south divisions distinguished from
eadi other to a considerable extent by distinct

physical features; the north consisting principally

of a fertile flat, with scarcely any perceptible (dope,

except on the north frontiers, where it b^ns to nse
in the direction of the Cotswold Hills, and near the !

centre, where it is broken by a ridge of downs; and
the south, though present^ at a distance the ap-
pearance of an almost uninterrupted plain, having
in fact an undulating surface, both broken by downs
and intersected by some fertile and well-watered
vallevs. In this south division is Salisbury Plain,

an elevated plateau, for the most part umnclosed
and uncultivated, covered with a scanty herbage,

well adapted for sheep-walks, and presenting, as its

most remarkable feature, the megalithic remains of

Stonehenge,, situated about 9 miles north of Salis-

bury, and those of Avebury, about 5 miles west of

Marlborough. The strata of the county are princi-

pally Cretaceous and Jurassic. The drainage be-

longs to three distinct basins—the Thames, which
receives a small portion directly, and a still larger

portion by the Kennet; Bristol Channel, which
receives it by the Bristol Avon; and the English
Channel, which receives it by the Salisbury Avon,
and its tributaries Bourne, Wily, and Nadder.
Though the arable land is of considerable extent,

i

the l^er proportion of the surface is kept in pas-

ture, devoted chiefly in the south division to the
|

rearing of sheep, and in the north to cattle-grazing

and the dairy. The Wiltshire bacon and cheese are

famous. The manufactures comprise woollen goods,

for which the principal localities are Wilton, famous
particularly for carpets, Bradford, Trowbridge, West-
Dury, &c.; excellent cutleiy and steel goods at Salis-

bury, ropes and sacking at Marlborough, iron-found-

ing at Devizes. Wiltshire forms five parliamentary
divisions (northern, north-western, western, eastern,

and southern), each returning one member; of the

towns, Salisbury (the county town), with one member,
is now (since 1885) the only parliamentary borough.
Salisbury, Swindon, Caine, Marlborough, Devizes,

Chippenham, and Wilton are municip^ boroughs.

Pop. (1891), 264,997; (1901), 278,845.

WIMBLEDON, a town of England, in the county
of Surrey, on the south-west of London, of which it

is practically a suburb, at the north-east extremity

of the common of same name, which until 1889 was
well known in connection with the shooting com-
petitions of the National Rifle Association. It has

a free library, alms-houses, three hospitals, and many
fine residences, being a favourite residential locality.

The common has an area of about 1000 acres. The
Wimbledon or north-eastern division is one of the

six parliamentary divisions of Surrey. Pop. (1891),

26,768; (1901), 41,604.

WINCDHESTER, an ancient cit^ of England,

capital of Hampshire, and a parliamentary and
municipal borough, situated on the right bank of

the Itonen, 10 or 11 miles from Southampton. The
most important public edifice is the cath^ral, which
occupies a large open space on the south-east. The
oldest parts of the present structure date from the

cleventn century, but the greater part of the main
building was erected at various times from the

thirteenth to the sixteenth centuiy, William of

Wykeham (1824-1404) having an important share

in the worlL It is in the form of a cross, with a
massive and somewhat heavy central tower (without

a spire) and no other towers; length from east to i

wei^ 646 feet* width of the transepts 186 feet The

weat front has a panelled gal^ with an camamanlad
galleiT, a large and beautifal window with rich

moulaingB, maasive buttresses snd pannactoy and a
g^le termination crowned by a canopied statue of

William of Wykeham. The length of the nave^

which has a very beautiful interior, is 851 feet

height 86 feet; the transept contains several beauti-

ful chapels a^ altars, ^e workmanship of the

choir is remarkably rich, the great screen has been
restored in a magnifleant manner, and there is a
splendid modem r^redos. There are numerous monu-
ments of interest: as the tombs of WiUiam Rufus, of

Edmund, son of King Alfred, of William of Wyke-
ham, Gafina! Beaufort, and of Izaak Widton ; the

shrine of St. Swithin; &c. The other edifices and
establishments worthy of notice are St. Mary’s Col-

lege (Winchester College or School, one of the great

English public schools), founded by William of

Wykeham in 1887, richly endowed and accommo-
dated in a large range of buildings, of which the

chapel, hall, and library are beautiful specimens of

architecture; the guildhall; the old castle, which has

been restor^ and assize courts built adjoining; a
com-exchange

;
barracks for 2000 infantry; the

hospital of St. Cross, founded in 1132, several other

charitable institutions, a free libraiy and museum,
school of art, Ac. The Abbey Ga^ens are very

beautiful, and statues of Alfred the Great by Hamo
Thomycroft, and Queen Victoria by Alfred Gil-

bert, adorn the town. There are no manufactures
or trade of any consequence. Winchester was called

Caer-Gwent by the Britons, Venta Belgarum by
the Romans—under whom it was an important

place, with a Christian church—and Wintanceaater
by the Saxons. It became the capital of England
under the Saxons, when the country was united

under the sway of Egbert, in the first half of the

ninth century, and it retained this dignity till the

middle of the eleventh century, being a royal resi-

dence and place whore parliaments met after this

also. After the battle of Naseby it stood a week’s
siege by Cromwell. It returns one member to

Parliament. Pop. (1891), 19,073; (1901), 20,919.

WINCKELMANN, Johann Joaohim, the emi-
nent critic and historian of ancient classicfd art, was
bom of poor parents at Stendal, Prussia, the 9th
December, 1717. His early-awakened love of study
attracted the attention of the rector of the school of

his native place, who took him into his house as com-
panion and assistant. After having gained a sound
knowledge of Latin and Greek he went to a gym-
nasium at Berlin in 1736, then in 1738 went to study
theology at Halle. Impelled bya passion forthe study
of classical literature, he ceas^ attending the theo-

logical lectures at the end of two sessions, and spent
several years as a private tutor and as a schoolmaster.

In 1748 he was appointed by Count Heinrich von
Bttnau secretary in his library at Nothnitz, near
Dresden. In 1766, after years of mental struggle,

he went over to the Roman Catholic Church, on the
promise of a pension being made him by the papal
nuncio at Dr^en to enable him to visit ^ma.
Here he was appointed librarian to Cardinal Albanv
an 1^ connoisseur and collector, and gave the pnfalio

his ideas on ancient art The more important of^
works are Geschichte der Kunst dee Alterthums
(Dresden, 1764); Monumenti Antichi Inedid (two
vols., Rome, 1767-68); with various sets of letters

on the remains at Herculaneum and Pompeii.
He now began to be recognised as the leading
authority in Europe on the branohea of study to

which he had devoted himself. In 1768 he re*

Bolvad to revisit Germany, intending to stay soma
time at Berlin. He reached Monioh, smara a
longing for his beloved Italy so ovanDasteiaif has
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lia I* oBOi Mennlntd lo wlOA HtwMilby
whM 1m wm wall imivtd Mid whm he

wMi fteeenled to the SmpfeM Maiie ThereoL who
beetowed rich pweeata oo him. In the begixmiag of

Jime he departed for Trieete. where, for the sake
«f the gold medeli end Telneblei In hie poMmelon,
he wiB mnzdered by a fellow-traveller, a eoonndrel

aamed Arcangeli ^e robber waa Interrapted, and
fled without securing any booty, and was snbee-

^Mitly taken and exeouM A oolleotive edition of

Winokebnann's works was published in l>r6sden in

1808-20, in eight vole.

WIND, the motion of air as a current In any
direetion. The general fact that determines the oo-

cnirenoe of winds is the law of gravitation. In
aooordanoe with this law heavier air must always
eedr to pass under lighter air, and If the heavier and
lighter^ are at different pa^ of the surface of the

eurth, a horizontal motion must be produced through
the former flowing towards the place of the latter in

order to restore equilibrium. The general cause of

differences in the gravity of the air at different parts

of the earth’s suHace is difference of temperature,

ultimately due to the heat of the sun. Heat ex-

pands and rarefies air, while cold condenses it, and
oonsequently the general direction of air-currents on
the sunaoe of the earth is from cold parts to warm
parts. The best illustration of this fact is to be found
in a phenomenon with which nearly every one is

familiar, that of tea and land hreezet. At all places

near the coast such breezes blow alternately by day
and night, when their influence is not overpowered
by winds due to other causes. During the day the

sun raises the temperature of the land higher than

Chat of the sea^ in conseouenoe of which the air above
the land becomes rarer than that above the sea, and a
sea-breeze blows over the land. During the night, on
the other hand, the land gives off its heat by rela-
tion more rapidly than the sea^ and the air above the

land becomes on that account colder than that above

the sea, and a land-breeze accordingly then blows

seawards. What takes place on a small scale on
,

eveiy coast goes on at all times over the whole earth

between the poles and the tropics, producing winds

that blow with remarkable steadiness over large

tracts of the ocean. The same steadiness is not ob-

served on the land, for there the irregularity of the

suifaoe, combined with other causes, is constantly

affecting the course of the alr-cuirents. In all the

three great oceans, however, there are certain winds,

called trade-vnnds, which always blow in the same
direction, though with seasonal variations in the

area over which they blow. These are cold currents

of air constantly flowing in from the polar regions to

leplaoe the warmer and lighter air which is con-

stantly ascending from the tropical belt, and which
finds its way bade, at first entirely through the upper

strata of the atmosphere, to the regions in which the

cold currents take their rise. The direction of these

winds, whi(^ is nearly due west, but slightly south

or north, according as it is a north-east or south-east

trade-wind, results from the axial rotation of the

earth from west to east The cold currents that

form the trade-winds, coming from the polar regions

where the daily motion of the earth is comparatively
«nd1 and therefore slow, do not at once acquire the

rate of motion of those puts of the surface to which

.they advance, and oonsequently lag behind, forming

cnirents blowing in an opposite direction to that in

whiob the earth rotatea llie difference in the rate

cl rotatioii, however, becomes sensible only when the

odd ouzfents have advanced soffidently far In the

diieotioii at the equator to make the differenoe oon-

dderahle. TIm fart of these winds blowing so nearly

dad wwt shows that the rate cl motion arising from

the dflfetenoa In nda cf rotatkm Just mqflaimd ii

mubh gientw than that ef the Inflow of onui airtan
the aor^ and aonUu Henoe It mta that thaw
winds are not nearly so oold as if tay wars blowta
directly In from the polar regions at a rata at all

approaching that of the winds themselves, la slow*
ly passing through the lower degrees of latltoda ta
oold currents have thne to get wanned befosa they
reach the regions of the trade-winda For partlonlais

regarding the limits of the trade-winds see the arti-

des on the Atlantio, Paoitk; and Ikoiait OdAM,
From the account just given of the trade-winds It

will be seen that the general character of the air^

movement is twofold. There is a movement from
the poles towards the equator, and a return movo-
ment from the equator to the poles. In low latitudes

the latter takes place exclusively in the higher strata
of the atmosphere, but in higher latitudes its effdet

is often felt on the surface of the earth. In thoss
latitudes, then, the vrinds may be divided into equa-
torial and polar, the former Ming as a rule more or
leas westerly, the latter more or leas easterly.

equatorial winds are distinguished in general by the
highest temperature, the greatest degree o£ satura-

tion, the most cloudy weather, the most frequent

rainfall, and the lowest atmospheric pressure; Mid
the polar by the lowest temperature, the least demree
of saturation, the clearest weather, the least ndiifa]],

and the highest atmospheric pressm. This explains

why in our oountry the south-west wind is that

which brings the most rain, and why a falling

barometer £ as a rule a sign of approaching rain,

and also why the barometer, as is well known,
usually shows an upward tendency with an east

wind. See also Mxtxoboloot.
Certain winds have a seasonal character, being

either confined to certain seasons of the year, as the
Karmattan of the Gkiinea coast and the etetian winds
that blow from the north in summer in the easteni

part of the Mediterranean, or changing their direction

at certain seasons, such as the montoons at the Indian
Ocean. (See MomooN and Harmattan.) These
winds are due to local differenoe of temperature pro-

duced by the passage of the sun from one hemisphere
to another in the course of the year. Another dlsM
of winds consists of those which blow either towards
or away from a common centre, the former being
called cyclones and the latter anH-eycUmet, (See Oy-
OLONR.) Tornado^ typhoon^ hurricane^ fta, are merrty
local names for cydones, and the simoom (which se^
of Sahara has also a cyclonic character. To the last-

mentioned wind the khamsins of Egypt (hot sand-

storms from the south) are said to owe their origin,

as also the oppressive winds that blow at certain sea-

sons from a more or leas southerly direction over the

countries bordering the Mediterranean on the north,

and which are called by different names In different

countries, in Spain the sdlano, in Italy the siroeeo,

in Turkey the samisL

WINDEBMERE, or Winandiritxbx, the largest

sheet of water in England, and hence, as well as on
account of the beauty of its scenery, styled the Queen
of the Lakes^ forms part of the county of Westtare-
land, though the mater part of Its margin belonga

to Lancanmire. It is about 11 miles long, and on
an average about 1 broad. Its principal feeders are

the Brathay and the Rothay, which unite riiortly

before ente:^ the lake. Numerous islets diversify

its surface at no great distance from each other. Its

dmth reaches in some parts 240 feet

WINDHAM, WxLUAM, an orator and stateeiiiMi,

bom In London May 8, 1760; died there June 4,

1810. He waa the hat desoendant of an did Bim-
lish family that had poeseMed the seat of FaXwIgg
Hall, In the county of Norflrik, sinoe 146t Affciv



^2
Mng educated at Bton, Gbifgow, and Oxford, and

tba tour of the oontixt^^ Europe, he was
iitar&ed to parliament aa member lor Nmrlch.
Onring the early part of Fltfa admlnktration he aat

Id the oppoaition, but during the oourae of the French

lerolnt!^ when the violenoe of the reyolutionicta

he revolutionaiy prindplea, and advocating the war
that Pitt dedax^ against France. In 1794 he waa
appointed aecretary-at-war, with a seat in the cabinet,

u^cb he retained till the retirement of Pitt from
office in 1801. Under the Fox and Grenville minis-

try, which came into office in January, 1806, he held

the rank of colonial secretary. During his tenure of

office he brought in and succeeded in passing against

strenuous opposition a measure for reducing the dura-

tion of the period of enlistment for soldiers, and
making various provisions for improving the condi-

tion of the soldier. In March, 1807, mndham waa
again out of office, the Grenville miz^try being then

succeeded by that of Perceval, several of the pro-

oeedings of which, but especially the expedition

agidnst Copenhagen and the Waloheren expedition,

he vigorouslv opposed. Windham waa a man of

thoroughly independent character, accustomed to

think and act for nimself, and indulging a wide variety

of taates with a zeal that indicated the thoroughness

of ^e enjoyment he derived from them. Although

of an active disposition, and an ardent lover of all

manly sports, in the number of which he counted

bull-baiting and prize-fighting, he waa a refined

scholar, ana had the reflective habits of a psycholo-

^t. faults were the faults of his qualities. His
mdependenoe sometimes passed over into eccentricity,

and his reflectiveness occasionally degenerated into

something that had the appearance of hypochondria.

A collection of Windham’s speeches with a life was
publisl^d in 1806; his diary in 1866. A part of his

diary, relating to the death of Dr. Johnson, with
whom he was intimate, had previously appeared in

Crcker*a edition of Boswell’s Life of Johnson.
WIND-INSTRUMENTS, musical instruments

played by the human breath, as the flute, the comet,
Ac., or by artificially produced currents of air, as the
organ, harmonium, Ac., in all of which the vibra-

tiw of a oolumn of air produce the sound. The
wind-instruments of an ordinary orchestra are usu-
ally divided into two classes : wood instruments
(oimed shortly looodt) and brass instruments
{bTau€i)\ the organ or harmonium being classed

apart. The woods, some of which are partially oom-
poied of ivorv, are the piccolo, flute, flageolet,

ionet^ baaset-hom, oboe, and bassoon. I^eir tone is

lights smooth, and soft, and almost vocal in its char-

aotor, and can be produced in all the delicate cre-

scendo and diminuendo shadings. The brasses com-
prise the oomet-a-piston, horn, trumpet^ trombone^
euphonium, bombardon, Ac. Their tone is some-
what harder, and generally more powerful and ma-
jeBti(V ^bat of the woods. Being fixed-toned
instruments (except the trombone) they cannot, like

the strings, play in perfect tune, and they can only
produce one sound at a time. For the number
of the wind-instruments and their proportion to

stringed and percussion instruments in an orchestra,

see our article Orchkstba.
WINDLASS, in mechanics, a machine for raising

weights^ such as coab from a pit, consisting of a
cylinder or roller moving on an axle supported on a
frame, and turned by levers inserted in ^uare holes

ont in the cylinder, or by a crank fitted on to one or
both ends of the axle. One end of a rope or chain is

attached to the cylinder, and the other to the weight,
whitii is raised bv the rope being shortened in pass-
log round the roller. See Whiu and Axli.

WIND-MHiL, a mlU wblrii reoeives itsniQiloB

tile wind aot^ upon ssSi. They are said to have
been Introdnoed into Europe by the knights d Qt.

John, who had seen them In use among the Saraoens.
When wind is employed as the first mover of mariii-

neiyit may be applied in two ways—1, by reosiving

it tq>on sails whiw are nearly vertical, and whion

C^ve motion to an axis nearly borisontfd, in whidi

case the machine is called a vertical lOind-miUl; and,

2, by receiving it upon vertical sails which move in

a horizontal^ane, and give motion to a vertical axis,

in which case it is called a horizontal wir^milL As
ahorizontal wind-mill consists of vertical sails moving
horizontally around a vertical arbour or windshafi^

no motion would arise on exposing it to the action of

the wind, as the eflfect of the wind upon the sails on
one side would be oounterbalanoed by its action upon
the corresponding sails on the opposite side. Hence
it is necessary either to screen the sails on one side

from the action of the wind, or to construct the sails

in such a manner, that when they return i^ainst the

wind, they present only their edge to its action.

When the screen is not used, the s^ may be fixed

like float-boards with hinges on the circumference of

a large drum or cylinder, so that, when they are to

receive the action of the wind, they stand at right

angles to the drum, and when they return against

the wind they fold down upon its circumference. In
the vertical wind-mill the arms which carry the sails

revolve in a plane facing the wind. In this arrange-

ment, if the sails were in the same plane with tiie

arms the wind would fall perpendicularly upon them,
and merely press the arms against the building, per-

pendicular to the plane in which they are designed

to move. If, on the other hand, the sails were per-

pendicular to the plane in which the arms move, their

edges would be presented to the wind, and would
therefore offer no resistance, and there would be no
motion. In order to make the arms revolve^ the

sails must therefore be placed in some direction in-

termediate between those of the wind and the plane

in which the arms revolve. In determining the angle

at which the planes of the sails should be inclined to

the axis of motion, or the direction of the wind, it

is necessary to consider the sail in motion; and the

neglect of this element in the calculation has led to

very great errors in theoretical calculations. The
sail being in motion, the velocities of the sail and
the wind must both be taken into account; for, if the

sail moved before the wind with a speed equal to that

of the wind itself, no effect would produced. The
effect will depend on the difference of the velocities,

that being the velocity with which the vrind strikes

the sail. Now, as the obliquity of the sail to the

wind should depend on the force with which the

wind acts upon it, and as those parts of the sail

which are nearer to the centre of motion move more
slowly than those which are more remote, it follows

that the position of the sail should vary at different

distances from the centre of rotation. From the
experiments of Smeaton on this subject it appean
that the following positions are the best. Suppose
the radius to be divided into six equal parts, and otil

the first part, beginning from ^e centre^ one, the
second two^ and so on, the extreme part b^g —

So.

1
2

Ancle
with

the Axil.

71

Angrle with the
Plane of Motion, oc
Angle of WeatlMK;

IS
8 72 18
4 74 18
6..... 77* 13*
e 7

As It Is necessary that a wind-mill should face tilt

wind from whatever point it blows^ tiie whok
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jgnaflhfcH^^ otf > 3^ d fl, smit 1m oiMSbb of taming
lMrimt47« Sometiiiiii tbn wlm mill If mndn
to ten upon n ftoong mitlad poiti mid k tlMr«fora

ofOed • poftetS; bat mora oonnnonly tiie raof or

ted only raralTo^ Oonying with It te wlnd-whod
ad Iti ihffik te weight bekg fopported on friotbn

raUom la order that the w&id xtoelf may regulate

the pofltloii of the mill, a large vane, or weather-

oook, k placed on the dde wbiohk opposite the laik,

tte toniing them always to the wind. Bat in large

mills the motion k regulated by a small supplemen-

tsiy wind-whed, or p^ of sails, occupying the place

ol the vane, and situated at ii(^t angles with the

principal wind-wheel When the wind-mill k in its

proper position, with its shaft parallel to the wind,

the supplementary sails do not turn. But when the

wind changes they are immediately brought into

action, and, by tuniing a series of wheelwork, they

gradually briilg round the head to its proper portion.

On account of the inconstant nature ox the motion

of the wind, itk necessary to have some provision for

aooommodating the resistance of the saik to the degree

of violence wim which the wind blows. Thk k com-

monly done by clothing and unclothing the sails
;
that

is, by covering with canvas or thin boards a greater or

smaller portion of the frame of the sails according to

the force of the wind at different times. A method has

been devised for producing the same effect by alter-

ing the obliouity of the saik
;
and wind-mills have

bm so made as to regulate their own adjustment

by the force of the wind. If we suppose a wind-mill,

or wind-wheel, to consist of four arms, and that the

sails were connected to these arms at one edge by
means of springs, the yielding of these sprlnra would
allow the saik to turn back when the wind should

blow with violence; and their elasticity would bring

them up to the wind whenever its force abated. This

effect has been produced by a weight acting on the

safls through a series of levers.

W^DOW, an opening in the wall of a building

to admit light and sir into the interior. In dwelling-

houses in ancient times the vdndows were narrow

slits, as they were also in the castles and mansions of

the middle ages. When glass was first used in win-

dows k uncertain. It was not until the end of the

twelfth century that it was used to any extent in the

vrindowB of private houses of Englanil and the glass

had to be imported. Windows were almost unknown
In the religious edifices of the Egyptians, Greeks, and

Romans, the light being admitted at the roof, but

teyconstitute an essential and distingukhing feature

of the Gh>thic style. In Britain a window-tax was
first imposed in 1695, was several times increased,

and in 1850 produced £1,832,684 ;
the tax was re-

pealed in 1851, and a tax on house property sub-

stituted. See also AEOHiTjeoTUB*.

WINDPIPE. See Trachea,
WINDSOR, or New Windsor, a municipal bor-

ough and market-town, in the county of Berks, 22

nmes w. from London. It lies on the right bank of

the Thames, connected by a bridge with Eton, with

which town and Clewer it forms a parliamentary

iMrough returning one member. There are severd

churches and chapels, a town-hall, a corn-exchange,

the Albert Institute, a theatre, barracks for cavaliy

and infantry, an infirmary, &c. The population of

the municipal borough in 1891 was 12,827; in 1901,

18,958; the oorre^nding populations for the parlia-

mentary borough Deing 18,893 and 21,477. Windsor

Castle, for many centuries the chi^ residence of

the Englkh sovereigns, stands on the east side

and almost in the town, and k built on a lofty

majw of (^Ik which overiiangB the bend of the river.

The earliest part of the present strncture k to be

found on the south aide of the ward, from the

Vktaila Tower, itera era Hk M^^ee^i tidhrils

roomsy to Edward Ike Third's and te Devil Tower.
Thk k ol the time of Heoiy II, fnm whkh dels

many alterations have been made hy suooesslve sov.

erai^ The original Nonnan cam indaded the

upper and middle wards with the Bound Tower.

lower ward was added by Henry ni It extends

the tower which bean hk name and the Wnohestsr
Tower to the west, and indudes Si George's Chimd,
the Cloisters, the lodgings of the Militey Knights,

Henry VIIL's gate, and the Curfew or Clewer and
other towers. Edward IIL greatly enlarged te
bnilding. He founded there the Order of the Garter.

Si Gemm’s Chapel was begun by Edward IV. and
finkhed by Hen^ VIII., at wmoh time also Was
built the Tomb House, formerly containing the un-

finished tomb of its royd founder
;
under thk bnilding

k the Boyal Vault oonstruotad by George IIL Tile

building itself was decorated at the instance of

Queen Victoria, and is now called the Albert Chapd.
In the vaults of St George’s Chapel lie Henry VI.,

Edward IV., Henry VIII., and Charles I., beside

many others. In the castle many illustrious captives

have been confined, among others beiim John, king

of France, James I. of Scotland, and Charles, duke

of Orleans. On the north, east and south the castle

k surrounded by the Little or Home Park; oyer

thk and the surrounding oountiy there are brautiful

views from the great terrace of Queen Elisabeth,

which runs dong the north side of the upper ward.

To the south lies the Great Park. An avenue of

elms 3 miles long, known as the Long Walk, runs

from the castle through this to Snow Hill,^ which is

crowned with a colossd equestrian statue in bronse

of George III. Three miles farther is the artificial

lake Virginia Water; near this is Cumberland

Lodge, and nearer to the castle is Frogmoro, with

the mausoleum in which Prince Albert and Queen

Victoria are buried. In both parks there are many
ancient and celebrated trees.

WINDWARD ISLANDS, one of the divisions

of the liOiiser Antilles in the West Indies, so called

in opposition to another divkion of the same, called

the Leewwrd Itlandt. The Windward Islands art»

Martinique, St. Luoia^ St. Vincent, Grenada, Bar-

badoes, and Tobago. The name k, however, differ-

ently^applied by afferent writers.

‘VinEN^ the fermented juice of the grape, the

sugar which it contains being partially transformed

by fermentation into dcohol and oarbonio add.

The Egyptians attributed the invention of wine-

making to Osiris, the Greeks to Dionysus, and the

Latins to Saturn. Wine was in common use from

an early peri(^ among the Hebrews ;
but the use of

it was for a long time forbidden in Rome, and even

at a later peri^ was not allowed to women. The

Greeks and Romans poured out libations to the gods

upon the ground or table
;
and the custom of drink-

ing to the health of dktingukhed persons or absent

friexids ako prevailed in both nations.

The main processes which have to be gone throu^

in wine-making are the gathering of the grapes

vintage), the expression of the jmce, which k some-

times preceded oy the separation of the berries from

the stalks, the fermentation of the juice or must^

and lastly the racking ofl the barrelling, &o. The
vintage takes place at different times, aooordlxw to

the season and locality, in France ^nerally from

the beginning of September to the midfdle of October.

The grapes mnst not be gathered till they are anite

ripe. In France the bunches are generally out from

the vinee with scissors, which are preferrM to prun-

ing or other knives. Before the juice k pressed out

the stalks may either be removed or not They

yield an astringent prindple to the wine, oonakting
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cUdij cf tim^ wlikh li o! adtruitage to iom
ilto«% tboagh otlMM m infficletoly aftriiwBiit ol

ItaualTW. Winei we commoiily oiTided mto the

toro greet eUmim ol white wineem red. The for-

mer mej be mede from either white or ocdowed

grepoi, the jnioe of all grepee it oolonrleeii^ the

oobaihig matter eziftiDg in the ik^ The ooUnirlng

matted diisolved by the aid of the alcohol devdi-

oped daring fermentation, ooneeqoently in making
wmte whMs the eking most be eeparated from the

jnioe before fermentation gets in. The jnioe k
preeged ont either by treading the grapeg with the

naked feet, or by the wine-pregg, whim ie alwayg

need when all the jnioe the grapes contain ie wantm.
The fineet winee are thoee nmde with most expreeaed

by eimple treading. The wine-pregg diiferg in oon-

itmotion in different oonntrieg.

The inice of the grape, when newly ezpreeaed, and
before it hag began to ferment, ie odled must, and
in oommon language twut wine. It ie turbid, hae
an agreeable aim very eaooharine taate, and ie very

laxative. When the must is preesed from the grapee,

and pnt into a proper veesel and plaoe, with a tem-
peratnre of between 65** and 60**, a gradual fermen-

tation enaneg. Bubbleg of carbodc add rise to

the gnrfaoe, bringing along with them the eking,

atoneg, and other groaser matters of the grapee, and
which form a aoum, or soft spongy omst, that covers

the whole liquor. After a time the crust becomes
stiff, ie broken in pieces by the ascending ^ and
falls to the bottom of the liquor. When thu takes

plaoe, if we would secure a good and generous wine,

all sansible fermentation must be ch^ed. This is

done by mtting the wine into dose yessels, and
oarxying tnese into a cellar or other cool place.

The wine produced by this first fermentation ^ers
entirely and essentialW from the juice of grapes

before fermentation. Its sweet and saccharine taste

is changed into one that is very different, though
still agreeable and somewhat spirituous. It has not
the Iwtive quality of must, and if taken immode-
rately oocasions drunkenness; when distilled it yields,

insteid of the insipid water obtained from must,
genuine alcohol When any liquor undergoes the
gpiritaouB fermentation, all its parts seem not to

ferment at the same time, otherwise the fermenta-
tion would probably be very quickly completed, and
the anpearanoes would be much more striking; hence,

in a liquor much disposed to fermentation, this mo-
tion is more quick and simultaneous than in another
liquor less disposed. Experience has shown that a
wme^ the fermentation of which is very dow, is

never good, and, therefore, when the weather is too

odd, the fermentation is accelerated by heating the
place in which the wine is made. A too hasty and
vident fermentation is also hurtful, from the dissi-

pation and loss of some of the spirit. However, we
may distinguish, in the ordinary method of xnaldng

wines of grapes^ two periods in the fermentation, the

first of which lasts during the appearance of the

sensible effects above alludM to, in which the peatest
number of fermentable partides ferment. After this

first effort of fermentation these effects sensibly

diminisL and ought to be stopped for reasons here-

after to be mentioned. The fermentatiye motion of

the liquor then ceases. The heterogeneous parts that

were suqMnded in the wines by this motion, and
render it muddy, are separated, and form a sediment
called leet, after which the wine becomes dear. But
though the operation is then considered as finished,

and the fermentation apparently ceases, it does not
really oease; and it ought to be continued in some
degree if we would have good wine. In this new
wine a part of the Bquor probably remains that has
•ol fivmented, and which aftenntfds ferments^ but

so dowly as to be impeneptibla. The effectsof toll

fermentation are tlm mdnal toorease of alocMt and
of the s^Mumthm of the tortar from the wine. As
the taste of tartar is harsh and disagreeable. It Is

evident that the wiad, which by means of the lassn-

sible fermentation has acquired more alcohol, anff

has disengaged itself of the greater part of Us tar-

tar, ought to be much better and more agreeable
;

and for this reason chiefly old wines are nnivetaally

better than new. But msensible fermentation oais

only ripen improve the wine if the sensible fer-

mentati^ has regularly proceeded, and been stopped

in due time. We know certainly that if a suffidmit

timft liAJi not been allowed for the first period of tho

fermentation, the unfermented matter that remain^

being in too large a quantity, will then ferment in

the bottles or dose vessels, in which the wine is put,,

and wfil occasion effects so much more sensible tho

sooner the first fermentation shall have been inter-

rupted ; hence these wines are always turbid, emit
bubbles, and sometimes break the containing ves-

sels, from the large quantities of air disengaged

during the fermentation. We have an instance of
these effects in champagne, and in other wines of

the same the sensible fermentation of wbidbi k
interrupted, or rather suppressed, that they may
have thin sparkling quality. It is well known that

these wines sparkle and froth when they are poured

into glasses; and that they have a taste much more
lively and piquant than still wines. These effecta

are caused by a considerable quantity of carbonic

add, which is disengaged during the confined fer-

mentation that the wine has undergone in dose
vessels. When this gas is entirdy disengaged fromi

these wines they no longer sparkle, but lose their

brisk taste and become insipid. Such are the quali-

ties which wine acquires in time, when its first fer-

mentation has not continued suffidently bng. These-

qualities are given purpose^ to certain wines to in-

dulge taste or caprice. Wines for daily use ought
to have undergone so completely the sensible fermen-

tation that the succeeding fermentation shall be in-

sensible, or at least very nearly so. Wine, in which

the first fermentation has been too far advanced, ia

liable to worse inconveniences than that in which the

first fermentation has been too quickly suppressed

;

for every fermentable liquor is, from its nat^ in a
continual intestine motion, more or less stroxig accor-

ding to drcumstances, from the first instant of the-

spirituous fermentation till it is completely purified;

hence from the time of the completion of the spirit-

uous fermentation or even before, the wine b^ns
to undergo the add or acetous fermentation. &i»
add fermentation is very slow and insensible, when
the wine is induded in very dose vessels and in a
cool place; but it gradually advances, so that in a
certain time the wine becomes completely sour. This
evil cannot be remedied, because the fermentation

may advance, but cannot be reverted. Wine mer-
chants, therefore, when their wines become sour, can
only conceal or remove this addity by alkalies or
alkaline earths. But these additions communicate
to wine a dark, greenish colour, and a taste w]d<^
though not add is somewhat disagreeable. Besides,

calcareous earths accelerate, considerady, the total

destruction and putrefaction of the wine. Oxides of
lead, having the property of fmming, with the adA
of vinem, a salt of an agreeable saccharine tastei

which does not alter the cdour of the win% and
which, besides, has the advantage of stopping fermen-
tation and putrefaction, mightM employed to remec^
the addity of wine, if lead and all its prepamtiona
were not so pdsonous. If wine omtaln oxide of
lead, it may be disooveied by transmitting through a
portion of it in a wine-glass, a eunenl of so^ms
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'Wmii ibe iriam bM ttofaww! a mdSkimt dagiee of

materl^ U li fraed from the leeo by being racked

Into a dean oaak; and in order to prevent a renewal

el the fermentation it is inbjeotea to the operation

el anlphnring. This prooess is generally pcnormed
by boning siilidior matnhes in the oask into which
tM wine £ to be radced, and shonld the fermentation

ftOl oontinne this mnst be renewed as often as is

necessary. Sometimes must^ strongly impregnated
with sulphoroos add gu, is added to the wii^ and
answers the same purpose. After sulphuring, the

greater proportion of wines require to be further

clarified, or fined, before they attahi a due bright-

ness. 'Foe this purpose various substances are used,

which, by their chemical or mechanical action, unite

with sum materials as disturb the purity of the

wine, and sink with them to the bottom, ^e sub-

stances in general use are isinglass and the white
of eggs; but as these are of a putreaoent nature
gum-arddc has been used instead of them. In Spain
the white wines are sometimes clarified with fuller’s

earth: powdered marble, gypsum, heated flints,

beech-wood chips, sand, &c., are also used.

We shall now a ^ort account of the treatment
whichtbesparklingwhitewinesof Champagnereceive.

The greater portion of these wines are prepared from
red grapes, tne juice of which is generally more sac-

charine thfUi that of white grapes. After the grapes
have been trodden the skins, are submitt^ to a
pressure, which gives pink wine. The wines of dif-

ferent growths are mixed together In such proportions

as have been found advantageous, and tne mixture
is put into barrels containing each about 46 gallons,

which are placed where they can have a temperature
of between 60** and 70*. Fermentation goes on gra-

dually for eight to fifteen days, according to tempera-
ture, after which the casks are removea to cod cel-

lars having a temperature of 40° to 60*. The sudden
decrease of temperature stops active fermentation,

and causes it to go on slowly. The wine is allowed
to remain in the casks for a considerable time, being

bottled in the month of <^ril, after being racli^ and
clarified three times. high dam champagne
wines still contain enough sugar not to require the
addition of any, and suflBcient to produce by the slow
fermentation which goes on in the bottles the car-

bonic add that causes them to froth and sparkle.

The less rich wines receive into each bottle a certain

quantity of white wine, in which cane-sugar is dis-

solved. The bottling and preservation of the spark-

ling wines require a great deal of attention. The
corka have to be wired down so as to counteract the

pressure of the gas generated within, and they are

then arranged horizontally in rows. When, by the for-

mation of deposits, or by the breaking of some of the
bottles, it is imown that the fermentation has gone to

some length, the bottles are taken down into a cellar

with a constant temperature of 40*. There they are

again ranged In bin^ and left for eighteen months
at least, during which time a great nuimber are broken
by the pressure of the gas, especially in the summer
months. When the sedLoient has had plenty of time
to settle and the wine is limpid the bottles are taken
from the binns and are stuck neck downward in

shelves perforated with holes. The bottles are shaken
a little from time to time^ and the sediment accord-

ingly falls and adheres to the cork. The next ope-

lathm Is that cl 'disgorgiDg' (degQrgeaqe\ as it ii

ealled. The 'dkgorger,^ holding the bottle neck
downward^ cuts the wi^ rapidly draws the cork,

and allows the sedinaent and a lim wine to escape,

almost Instantaneously taming the bottle right e^
anpemiOBt again, and wiping out the throat. This

operafcioa requirai mat manual daaMty. Tha
bottles arenowpamadto the 'eqaaliiii^*who has to aae
whether the diagogar has withdrawn unequal quan-
tities of wine^ imd has to bring up the quantify in
each bottle to the proper amount Laitlly, to each
bottle is added a oertian quantity of auniy llquoi^

the oompositian of which variea according to the
taste of the inhabitants of the countries for whkh the
wine is destined. This liquor increases tha sparkling
property of the wine. Ine bottles are nowoorimd
and wiM once more^ the cork and neck being envel-
oped in tin-foiL

Wine is almost always fMdicaUd, as it ia oalM
before it b ready for the market; and very little wine
is, in fact, a simple liquor. One of the most
processes of medication b mixing different winee
together, sometimes of the same quality or oonntiy,

but often of different ones. For thb purpose thi^
season b chosen in whidi the wines show a dbpoai-

tion to renew their fermentation. They are then said

to hear the fret; and the operation b called /rslttng-

in. The mixing of different wines always dbturba
both, so that they tend to ferment again; and when
the fermentation b determined they form a proper

compound. In the wine countries particular grapee

(rough, or coloured, or astringent, or high-flavouiM)

are cultivated for the mere purpose of mixing their

juice with that of others. Another process b that

of mixing brandy with the natural liquor. The ten-

dency of thb substance, thus mixed, b to decompose
tiie wines in process of time, causing the extractive

matter or mucilage to be deposited, ss well ae the

colour, and at the same time to destroy their light-

ness and flavour. Few wines naturally possess much
flavour; and the same b true, to a mat degree, of

colour. It b therefore a part of the business of tbe

manufacturer to oommu^oate artificially such a
flavour and colour as the taste of the customer

demands. The flavour b often generated by the

appUoation of bitter almonds, oak chips, orris-root

wormwood, rose-water, ka. while colour b pi^uoea
bv tbe use of dye-woods, logwood, ko., berries^ oak
cmps, burned sugar, iron, ka

Wines, with respect to their properties, may be
divided intothree principal divisions,namely 1. The
aairingtnt or dry wince; such are those oi AUoant,
^rdmx, Burgundy, ^erry, Madeira, ko. These
wines contain a small quantity of tannin, which j^vee

them a taste more or less harsh. 2. The eweet winee;

such are Malaga, Malmsey, Toka^, Cyprus, ko., con-

taining a tolerably huge quantity of su^ which
has escaped fermentation. And, 3. the foaming or

epariding winee; such as Champagne^ which, being

bottled up before they have und^gone a perfect fer-

mentation, contain a large quantity of carbonic acid

in solution. The prindpal ingredients oontained

in wines are water, aloohol, a littie mudlage, colour-

ing principles, supertartrate of potash, tartrate of

lime, acetic ac^; and some of them contain, besides^

carbonic add; finally, a very volatile prindple^ to

which the pecioliar flavour or bouquet of tiie wme has

been attributed, and wMch b aenanthic acid. To the

presence of aloohol they are prindpally indebted for

their stimulant and diffusible properties; and thb
prindple, which may be separated by distillatlnti,

exists in them in veiy different proportions. From
recent analysb we learn that the amount of slodiol

b greatest in port, in which It b present to the

extent of from about 20 to 23 percent; then follow,

in deareafing strength, Madeira, Sherry, Ghsinp^pie^

Burgundy, &iine wine, dsret^ and, lastly, MoselK
which only fr^ 8*6 to 9*6 par cant of

idcoboL

Of the sparkling wine% Champagne may be con-

sidered the best It b tha least noidufuawlMnlmin^
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dmldy indulged in; it intcniceiae ipeedilT, and the

•zdteinent it a more Utely and agreaatMe ohano-
ter and of ahorter duration than that oauaed hy any
other ap^et of wine, and the anbaequent exhauation

leaa. ^e aparkling winaa axe, however, too often

drunk long b^ore they arrive at maturity, when they
are leaat wholeaome. (See Champaoni.) The red
wineaof Burgundy arediatingniahedbygreaterapiritu-
oaity and a poweiiul aroma or bouquet; they are much
more heating than many other iidnea which contain

a larger proportion of alcohol The higher priced

kinda (at and above 4a a bottle) are of great aervioe

in caaea of debility with nervona exbauation. (See

BuBauNDT Wines.) With leaa bouquet and spirit,

but with more aatringency than the Burgundies, the

Bordelais wines (called by the English claret) are

perhaps of all kinda the safest for dally use; they are

the bmt of all cheap and light wines, and do not
intoxicate so readily as moat oSiers. (See Bobdelais
Wnrxs. ) (3ood old port wine abound in the astrin-

gent principle, and is of extreme value in fever cases

and in other forms of debility; but the gallic acid con-

tained in port renders it unfit for weak stomachs,

and it should not be partaken of by persons of over

forty who have a predisposition to gout. The price of

genuine port has risen considerably in recent years,

and it can be said with safety that all liquors bearing

this name sold at or under 4a a bottle are little else

than British spirits which have been sent to the Con-
tinent to be transformed into wine. Even the wine
manufacturers of Oporto strengthen their ports in-

tended for the British market with too much brandy.

(See PoBT.) For a long time the vintages of Spain,

and especially the wines known as sack, were pre-

ferred to all others for medicinal purposes, and those

of Xeres (sbeny ) are still the virines the most generally

drunk bv the British, sherry being the only wine
admitted into the Pharmacopoeia. Of all the strong

wines, however, those of Madeira, when of good
quality, seem the best adapted to invalids, being fully

as spirituous as sherry, but possessing a more delicate

flavour and bouquet, and though often slightly acidul-

ous, agreeing better with dyspeptic habits. For some
time Madeira fell into disrepute, and in 1861 the

oidium or grape-disease, temporarily stopped the

trade, which has now, however, considerably revived.

The distinctive elements of wine are to be had in

abundance in the cheap light wines of the Bhine and
the Moselle; in the Hungi^n, Austrian, and in some
Greek wines. Large quantities of wine are now
made In the United States, principally from the

Catawba, a native American grape, but little has as

yet been exported; the sparkUng Catawba made at

Cincinnati and St. Louis is a good imitation of

Ohamparae. Mudi wine is now made also in Cali-

fornia. The wines of the Cape of Good Hope (ex-

cept Oonstantia) have never found much favour in

thu country; Cape ports and sherries, from the low-

ness of the price, dia for a time secure some demand,
but on the conclusion of the commercial treaty with

!EVanoe they were unable to compete with the superior

European winea Vine-growing and wine manufac-

ture is now carried on in New South Wales, Victoria,

and South Australia. The wines are of different

qualities, mainly red, which resemble Burgundy or

tne fuller wines of the south of France; the white

wines resemble Sauteme or Muscatel, but are more
or less disguised by the addition of alcohol Of the

andent wines those most celebrated by the Greeks
were the Chian and Lesbian, the former famous for

its exquisite aroma, the latter for its delidous flavour.

The raset wines used by tiie Bomans were the pro-

duce of Campania, and among these those which held
the first place in the estimation of the Bomans were
the Omouban, Fakmian, and Massio.

The following table diows the amount of wine im-
ported into Britain in -

Oonntiitt whMioe
Imported.

Qalloni. VaHM.

France ... 5,617,888 .. .. £2,868,414
Spain ... 4,184,654 .. 688,486
Portugal ... 8,008,666 .. 1,180.687
Germany and Holland 1.447,800 .

.

848,401

Auitralia. ... 786,879 .. 188,084
Italy ... 848,064 .. 60,816
Other countries . .

.

... 448,426 .. 98,168

Total .16,546,206 .. £4,081,885

See Thudichum’s Treatise on Wines (1898); Shaw's
History of Wines (1864); Thudichum’s and Duprd’s
Origin, Nature, and Varieties of Wine (1872) ;

the

article Wine in Thorpe’s Dictionary of Applied
Chemistry (vol iii.); &c. See also Vine.
WING. See Obnithologt and Flying.
WINNIPEG, the seat of government and com-

merdal centre of the province of Manitoba, in the

Dominion of Canada, is situated on the left bank of

the Assiniboine, opposite the mouth of the Bed Biver,

40 miles south of Lake Winnipeg, 1180 miles north-

west of Montreal by the Canadutn Pacific Bailway,
but 1848 by the United States route. The city is

well supplied with water, gas, and electricity, and
has several lines of street cars, electricity being
wholly in use in these. The streets are wide, well-

paved, and lined with houses of stone and brick,

some of the buildings being of superior style. Here
are the residence of the lieutenant-governor, the
provincial parliament-house, the law courts, the post-

oflBoe, city-hall, the Anglican and Boman Catholic

cathedrals, various other churches (several of them
fine buildings), a number of schools, one or two large

and fine hotels, See. There is a well-endowed uiti-

versity with four colleges affiliated to it As Winni-
peg is the centre of an extensive fertile district it

does a large trade in wheat (the staple), and In

cattle, dairy-produce, and lumbw. There are some
very large flour-mills. Previous to 1870 the town
was simply the chief trading post of the Hudson Bay
Company (which still has its Canadian head-quarters

here), having in that year a pop. of about 800, con-

sisting chiefly of descendants of the early settlers (in

the Bed Biver Settlement as it was called) and
half-breeds. In 1878 the city was incorporated,

when the inhabitants did not number over 2000.

Such was its prosperity in the following years that

in 1891 the population, according to the census,

numbered 25,639, and in 1901 it was 42,840.

WINNIPEG, a lake and river in Canada. The
lake, the largest of a remarkable chain, between
lat. 50" 20' and 58" 45' N.; Ion. 95" 80' and 99" w.,

about 850 feet above sea-level, is of very irregular

shape, and stretches from B.B.B. to N.N.W. for about
250 miles, with a breadth varying from 5 to 70 miles.

Its principal feeder is the Saslutohewan, which it

receives on the north-west
;
other important feeders

are the united Bed and Arainiboine Bivers, and ^e
river Winnipeg. It discharges itself in the north
by a chain of lakes, which pour their waters into the
Nelson.—The river flows from the Lake of the
Woods into the south-eastern extremity of the lake.

It is a large stream, full of rapids and cascades, one
of which, ^led the Fall of the Moving Waters, is of

the grandest description.

WINSFOBD, a town of England, in Cheshire, 5
miles south of Northwich, a great seat of the sidt

Industry. Pop. (1891), 10,440; (1901), 10,882.
WINTEB, the coldest season of the year, in (Sreat

Britain comprising the months of De^mber, Janu-
ary, and February. The astronomical winter begins

cn the shortest day (December 22) and ends with
the vernal equinox (March 21). In the soutiiefB
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traniii^eve it of ooYuie» winter when it ueammer
in ^e northern. (See SumcsB.) In tiie northern
henii8|)here the winterhae but eighty-nine days, while
in the southern it has nineW-three days; the northern

winter occurring during the earth’s perihelion, and
the winter of the souuiem hemisphere duri^ its

i^elion. In the torrid zone and parts adjacent

there is no proper winter, but a rainy season, which
takes its place. (See Clihate.)
WINTjSR-GREENS {Pyrolacece), a natural order

orgroup of gamopetalous dicotyledonous plants, often

diMsed with the heaths (Ericaoes). They are natives

Europe, North America, and northern Asia, and
are found in fir-woods and similar situations. They
are shrubby or herbaceous plants, with round naked
stems. Several species are found in Britain. In
America the name is commonly given to the OauL-
theria prooumbentt a, plant of the order Ericaceae,

with uender creeping stems and erect branches,

which bear tufts of evergreen leaves and drooping
white flowers, succeeded by fleshy, bright-red berries.

A pungent volatile oil, called oil of winter-green, is

extracted from the berries and used in medicine as a
stimulant, also forflavouring syrups and in perfumery.
WINTER SOLSTICE. See Solstiok.

WINTERTHUR, a town of Switzerland, in the

canton of Zurich, on the Eulach, and 12 miles north-

east of Zurich. It is situated among hills covered

with vines. The principal industnes are cotton

spinning and weaving, and silk-weaving. Tanning,
soap-nmking, metal - founding, brewing, and the

manufacture of pottery, boots and shoes, chemicals,

and machinery are also carried on. The trade is of

considerable importance. Pop. (1901), 22,635.

WIRE-DRAWiNG is the art of drawing out any
of the ductile metals into long and regular threads

of a uniform diameter. (See Ductility and Divisi-

BiUTT.) The process of wire-drawing is extremely

simple, the apparatus employed consisting only of a
draw-plate and a draw-bench. The draw-plate is

a thick plate of fine steel perforated with holes of

various sizes, from that of the largest to that of the

smallest wire required. They gradually diminish in

diameter from one side of the plate to the other,

and they differ among themselves in diameter bv
almost imperceptible gradations. The draw-bencn
consists of a horizontal roller or axis turned by levers.

A strap or chain is coiled round the roller, and at

the end of the strap is a pair of pincers for taking

hold of the end of the piece of metal to be drawn.
The draw-plate being made to bear against the draw-
bench, and the levers being turned, the metal is

pulled by the pincers through a hole in the draw-
plate. It is afterwards drawn successively through
smaller holes, being coiled upon the roller as it is

drawn out. As the metal becomes stiff and hard by
the repetition of this process, it is necessary to anneal

it from time to time to restore its ductility. It is

also occasionally immersed in an acid lii^uid, to loosen

the superficial oxide which is formed m the process

of annealing. When a considerable length of wire

of uniform thickness is required, the holes in the

draw-plate must be jewelled. Rubies, sapphires,

and chrysolites are us^ for this purpose.

WIRE-ROPE. The making of wire-rope is a
comparatively recent manufacture, which has, how-
ever, already attained a high development. Iron
and steel wire are generally used for the purpose,

though the former has been almost wholly super-

seded by the latter. The principal applications of

wire-rape are for winding in coal-mmee, Ac., for

making the standing rigg^ of ships, for pulling

^e ploughing implement in steam-ploughing, and
for making electric cables. In steam-ploughing only
Steel wire-rope can be psed. See Rope.

WIREWORM, the oommoa name of the larva or
grub of several qmes of beetlesknown as skip-jacks
or click-beetles {Agriotet linmtMt A. ebeeurutt A,
tputator, AtAaUt TheUrvmareaonimied
from their resembUnoe to a piece of wire in shape,
appearance, and toughness, and they do an enormous
amount of damage to root, grain, and fodder crops.

They are of a yellowish colour, with six short legs

near the head and a sucker-foot near the tail, and
they live from three to five years in the larval state
beneath the surface of the ground before becoming
pupas. For methods of prevention and remedy con-
sult Miss Ormerod’s Manual of Injurious Insects

(1890) and other works on economic entomology.
WIRKSWORTH, a market-town of England,

in Derbyshire, 18 miles N.N.w. of Derby, with a
thirteenth -century church (restored), a town -hall,

a moot • hall, an institute, grammar - school, and a
cottage hospital. The working of limestone quarries

and the weaving of tape are the chief industries,

but formerly the town was the centre of a lead-

mining region. Pop. in 1891, 3726; in 1901, 3807,

WISBECH, a municipal borough of England, in

the Isle of Ely, Cambridgeshire, on the Nene, over

which is an iron bridge. The town is generally

well built, and contains a parish church and other

places of worship, com-exch^ge, public hall, museum
of natural history and antiquitie^ a grammar and
other schools, a working-mana institute, Ac. Various
manufactures, and a trade principally in agricultural

produce and imports of coal and timber, are carried

on. Owing to the improved navigation of the Nene
vessels of nearly 2000 tons have discharged their

cargoes in the town. Among its natives are Olark-

son (to whom a memorial has been erected) and
Godwin. The Great Eastern and the Midland imd
Great Northern Joint Railway have each a station

here. It gives name to a pari. div. of Cambridge-
shire. Pop. (1891), 9895; (1901), 9881.

WIBBY, or VisBY, a town in Sweden, on the

western shore of the Island of Gotland, of which it

is the capital. It is one of the oldest towns in the

north of Europe, and was once a leading member of

the Hanseatic League; and with its wal& and towers

almost as entire as in the thirteenth century presents

a striking appearance. The chief objects of note are

the catht^ral, built in 1190; the Helge-Andes-kyrka
(church of the Holy Ghost), and several other in-

teresting ruined churches; a gymnasium, a large

hospital, and workhouse. The harbour is good, and
has an active trade. Pop. (1890), 7102; (1900), 8876.

WISCONSIN, a river in the Unit^ Stat^ has

its sources in several small lakes on the northern

frontiers of Wisconsin state
;
flows first south, then

south-west, and enters the Mississippi on the left

below Prairie-du-Ohien after a course of over 600

miles. It is obstructed by many shoals and bars.

WISCONSIN, one of the United Stat^ of north

America, bound^ north by Lake Superior, north-

east by Michigan, east by Lake Michigan, south by
Illinois, and west by Iowa and Minnesota; ai^
56,040 square miles. It consists of an undulating

plateau, varying from 600 to 1600 feet above sea-

level. The highest land stretches oent^ly from

N.N.w. to 8.S.E., dividing the waters ca,rri^ to the

lakes from those carried to the Mississippi. From
this high land the descent in the north to Lake
Superior is very abrupt, and the surface is much
broken by torrents and cascades. The principal

river is the Mississippi, which, with its tributary

St. Croix, forms the greater part of the western and
the whole of the south-western boundary, and is

augmented 1^ numerous other streams, of wUch the

roost important are the Chippewa and the Wisconsin.

Lake Winnebago is of considerable magnitude.
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About nine-tenths of the inhabitants are emplojed
in farming and pazing. The principal oiidti-

vated are, in order of importance, oats, Indian com,
barley, root-crops, and tobacco. Flour, grain* and
dairy produce are extensively exported. The manu-
factures, which are rapidly increasing, include pig
and rolled iron, rails, cotton goods, &c. The most
important mineral worked is lead, which, as well as
zinc, occurs in the south-west; copper, iron, coal,

and lime are also found. The felling and sawing
of timber forms an extensive branch of industry.

There are over 6000 miles of railway in the state.

Education is compulsory for all children between
the ages of seven and fifteen years. There are ten
universities and colleges, the most important being
the State University at Madison. The state is

divided into seventy counties, and the principal

towns are Milwaukee, La Croix, Oshkosh, and
Madison (the capital). Pop. in 1870, 1,054,670 ; in

1890, 1,686,880; in 1900, 2,069,042, including a large
number of Germans.
WISDOM, Book of. See Jksus.
WISEMAN, Nicholas Patrick Stephen, cardi-

nal and archbishop of Westminster, son of an Irish-

man who went to Spain to engage in commerce, was
bom in Seville on Aug. 2, 1802. After his father’s

death in 1804 he was taken by his mother to Water-
ford, and in that city he received his earliest educa-
cation. From 1810 to 1818 he was a student in St.

Outhbert’s College at Ushaw, near Durham, and
towards the end of the latter year he went to Rome.
He attended the English College there, and also

studied oriental languages at the Sapienza Archi-

g3rmna8ium. In 1824 he received the degree of D.D.,
and in the followi.ig year he was ordained priest.

The publication of Hone Syriacse in 1828 gained
him a considerable reputation as an onentalist, and
led to his appointment as supernumerary professor

in the Sajiienza. He was appointed vice-rector of

the English College in 1827 and rector in 1828, and
he held the latter post till 1840. In 1835 he de-

livered two noteworthy series of lectures, one at
Rome On the Connection between Science and
Revealed Religion, and another in the Sardinian
Chapel, London, On the Principal Doctrines and
Practices of the Catholic Church. Both series were

E
ublished in 1836. The Dublin Review was founded

y him in 1836 in conjunction with Daniel O’Connell
and M. J. Quin. In 1840 he was appointed by the
pope co-adjutor to Dr. Walsh in the midland district,

and later in the same year he was consecrated Bishop
of Melipotamus in partibus ir^fideliuvi and president

of St. Mary’s College, Oscott. He went to the Lon-
don district in 1848 as pro-vicar-apo8t.<)lic, and next
year he succeeded Dr. Walsh as vicar-apostolic there,

when Pius IX. introduced a regular Roman Catholic

hierarchy into England in 1850, Wiseman was a])-

pointed Archbishop of Westminster and created a
cardinal. The action of the pope caused an indignant

outburst from zealous Protestants, and led to the

passing of the Ecclesiastical Titles Act of 1851,

which made the new system illegal, but after being

a dead letter from the first, was repealed in 1872.

Cardinal Wiseman died in London on Feb. 15, 1865.

He was a man of great ability and wide learning,

l)eing in particular a linguist of unusual attainments.

The Sylvester Blougram of Browning’s Bisliop Blou-

pam’s Apology is an unfavourable representation of

Wiseman. His published works include the follow-

ing: The Real Presence of the Body and Blood of our
Lord Jesus Christ in the Blessed Eucharist (1836);
Essays on Various Subjects (1853 ;

new ed., 1888)

;

Fabiola, or The Church of the Catacombs (1854),
a charming story which has been popular in many
countries; Recollections of the I^t Four Popes

(1858); The Hidden Gem (1858), a drama; Semoim
on our Lord Jesus Christ and on His Blessed

Mother (1864); Sermons on Moral Subjects (1864);

Ac. See the biography (1897) by Wilfnd Ward.
WISHART, George, Scottish reformer and

martyr, was bom about 1513, probably at Pittarrow,

in the parish of Fordoun, KincanUnesbire. He
appears to have taught the Greek New Testament
at Montrose, and to have been charged with heresy

by the Bishop of Brechin in 1538. He fled to-

England, and soon afterwards he is found lectur-

ing at Bristol. The dean of Worcester char^ him
with the heresy of denying the merit of Chmt, and
after condemnation by the Archbishop of Canter-

bury and other prelates he publicly recanted. He
went to the Continent about 1540, and returned to-

England some three years later, when he became a^

member of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Soon
afterwards he returned to his native country, where
he preached in support of the Lutheran doctrines in

Montrose, Dundee, Ayrshire (especially Galston and
Mauchline), Leith, and Haddington. He met with
much support and also strong opposition, and at-

tempts were made upon his life. Near the end of
1545 he was seized hy the Earl of Bothwell in Or-
miston Hall, Haddingtonshire, and in January,

1546, he was deliver^ up in accordance with a
Privy Council warrant to the governor of Edin-
burgh Castle, who in turn gave him over to Cardinal

Beaton, who took him to St. Andrews. After trial

by a convocation of prelates he was condemned for

heresy, and on March 1, 1546, he was burned in

front of the cardinal’s castle. Beaton’s murder soon

afterwards was to some extent carried out in re-

venge for Wishart’s death, but the identification of

George Wishart with the Wishart who is known to

have plotted against Beaton is at least doubtful.

Wishart translated from the Latin the Helvetic

Confession (published 1548). See the general his-

tories of Scotland, Grub’s Ecclesiastical History of

Scotland, Rogers’s Memoir (1876), the Dictionary

of National Biography, Ac.

WISHAW, a police burgh of Scotland, in Lanark-
shire, 14 miles east by south of Glasgow, on the

Caledonian Railway. It is pleasantly situated on
the face of a hill, and is a thriving place, having

rapidly increased in recent years. It has places of

worship belonging to the Established, the United
Free, and other denominations, a town -hall, court-

house, board and other schools, several branch banks,

Ac. In the neighbourhood there are several large

coal-mines, iron, steel, and nail works, fire-clay brick-

works, railway-wagon works, and a distillery. Pop.,

including the village of Cambusnethan, which forma

port of the burgh, in 1881, 13,112; in 1891, 15,252;

and in 1901, 20,878.

WISMAR, a seaport of Germany, in Mecklen-
burg - Schwerin, on a bay of the Baltic, 19 milea

north of Schwerin. Its manufactures are of some
importance, and the trade, favoured by an excellent

harbour, is considerable. Wismar lost much of its.

imjiortance from the rise of Liibeck. Pop. (1900),

20 222.

WI^EMBOURG. See Weissenbubg in Supp.

WISTARIA, a genus of leguminous plants con-

sisting of deciduous twining and climbing shrubs,

natives of China and North America. Several have

been introduced into Britain, and when in flower

they form some of the handsomest ornaments of the

garden. IT. fruteseeni is a species belonging to the

United States.

WIT is the faculty of detecting, and presenting

in a lively manner, similarities in things in w dch

common observers see only diversity. The finding of

such similarities presupposes comparison; and wih.
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wdght theralore be defined a fidOity in the compTing
power to dieoover tmezpected relatiooB, or a ^jftu
ezerdee of the power of oomparieon* We aomethnee
amdy the name of to vmioni other aorta of inge-

thought! expressed in words, in which sense

ft corresponds to the Frendi bon moL Wit Is the

more stnJdng tbe more easily it brings together

things which to the common observer i^ipear distinct,

and the less obvious the resemblances which it dis-

covers. It is intimately connected with vivacity and
quickness of imagination, and is much improv^ by
practice. The similarities or differences which wit

points out need not actually exists but may be merely
the creation of the imaginatiozL There must, how-
ever, be some ground for the relation presented,

though it may 1^ a trifling one, which is called the
potyU of comparison {tertium companUionit), Dngald
Stewart inclines to l^eve that the pleasure affoi^ed

by wit is founded to a considerable degree on the

surprise of the hearer at the command which the
man of wit has acquired over a part of the constitu-

tion so little subject to the will Hence it is that

we are more plea^ with a bon mat which occurs in

conversation than with one which appears in print;

and we never fail to receive disgust from wit when
we suspect it to be premeditated. Dr. Campbell
remarks that a witty repartee is infinitely more
pleasing than a witty attack, and that an allusion

will appear excellent when thrown out extempore in

conversation, which would af^ar execrable in print.

WITCH, Witchcraft. In the days when this

superstition prevailed a witch was believed to be a
person who had acquired supernatural power by
entering into a compact with evil spirits. In this

sense of the word the notions of witchcraft are essen-

tially of modem origin; although in respect of the

powers attributed to them, however derived, the
votaries of Hecate among the Greeks, and the ttriffce

and venejicce among the liomans, as well as the

witches of the Scriptures, correspond sufficiently with
the witches of modem superstition. Among the

early Christians the doctrine of the active agency of

the spirit of evil in human affairs became more fully

developed than it had previously been; and it has
been a familiar notion with Christian writers from
an early period, that the gods of the ancients were
actually wicked spirits, who had led the nations

astray from God, and blinded them to destroy them.
Hence they have attributed to the heathen oracles

the character of prophecy, but ascribed their pro-

phetic powers to the devil; and it is well known that

the Si^lUne oracles have been quoted by Christian

theologians in proof of the divine character of the

Saviour. * There appears nothing,’ says Sir Walter
Scott (Demonology and Witchcraft), ‘ inconsistent in

the faith of those, who, believing that, in the elder

time, fiends and demons were permitted an enlarged

degree of power in uttering predictions, may also

give credit to the proposition that, at the divine

advent that power was restrained the oracles

silenced, and those demons who had ap^ the divinity

of the place were driven from their abode on earth,

honoured as it was by a guest so awfuL’ The
opinion here alluded to is the commonly-received
opinion that the heathen oracles were stmck silent

at the time of the coming of Jesus Christ. (See

Demon and Devil.) The legends of the saints,

the tales of the trials and temptations of holy anchor-
ites, in many of which the devil plays so impor-
tant a part, contributed to extend and confirm the
popular notions; and a direct diabolical agency being
once assumed and allowe^ there was nothing too

absurd to be engrafted on it. The insane fandes of

diseased minds, unusual nhenomena of nature, and
Uie artful machinery of designing malignity, ambi-

tion, or hypooriqr, were aU laid at Satan’s door. In

the Sachsmspie^ (which see) of the thirteenth oen-

tury the soroeier and the witch are ordered to he
burned

; but it was not until the fifteenth century

that the proceedings against witchcraft asromed
their most hideous form. In 1484 Innocent VIIL
issued a bull directing Uie inquiritors to be vigilant

in searching out and punishing those guilty of this

crime; and the form of preceding in the trial of

the offence was regularly laid down in the Malleus
Maleficarum (Hammer of Witches), which was issued

soon after by the Homan See. The bull of Innocent
was enforced by the successive bulls of Alexander
VL (1494), Leo X. (1621), and Adrian VI. (1622).

Of the extent of the horrors which followed during

two centuries and a hidf history gives us her record.

We are told that 500 witches were burned at Geneva
In three months, about the year 1515; and that 1000
were executed in one year in the diocese of Como;
in Wiirzburg, from 1627 to 1629, 157 persons were
burned for witchcraft; and it hu been calculated

that net less than 100,000 victims must have suffered

in Germany alone from the date of Innocent's bull

to the final extinction of the prosecutions. The last

execution in Wiirzburg took place so late as 1749,

and a witch was burned in the Swiss canton of

Glarus in 1780. In Posen an execution took place for

the crime as late as 1793. Bamberg, Paderbom, Wiirz-

burg, and Treves were the chief seats of this delusion

in Germany. In England the state of things was no
better; and even the Keformation, which exploded so

many other errors, seems to have had no infiumioe

upon this. Individual cases of trial for witchcraft

occur in this country previous to the enactment of

any penal statute against it; and the successive

statutes of Henry VI., Henry VII. (1541), Elizabeth

(1563), and James I. (1604), show the extent of the

legislative pr(X)cediugH in regard to this imaginary

crime here. ^ The j
udicial proceedings against witches

reached their climax in the time of the Long Par-

liament, during the sitting of which 3000 persona

are said to have been executed, after conviction for

the supposed crime, besides whom many suspected

witches perished by the hands of the moH In these

cruel proceedings Matthew Hopkins, the notorious
* witch -finder,' played a prominent part. Judicial

convictions were checked chiefly by the firmness of

Holt, who, in aUmt ten trials, from 1694 to 1701»
charged the juries in such a manner as to cause them
to bring in verdicts of acquittal Yet in 1716 a
Mrs. Hickes and her daughter, nine years of age,

were hanged for selling their souls to ^e devil, and
raising a storm by pulling off stockings and making
a lather of soap, llie number of those put to death

in England has been estimated at about 30,000! The
first law against witchcraft in Scotland was passed

in 1563. The last victim executed in that country

perished in 1722. Prosecution for witchcraft was
abolished both in England and Scotland by 9 Geo.

II. cap. V. (1736), which made all persons pretending

to use the same punishable by imprisonment. By a
subsequent act passed in the reign of Geo. IV. they

are made punisl^ble as rogues and vagabonds. Ame-
rica also furnishes a chapter in this (hreadful history

of human folly. In 1692 nineteen persons were

executed, and one pressed to death, in Salem and

I * To deny the powiibility, nay, actual existence, of wltoh>

craft and sorcery, 'says Blackstone (Commentaiy on the Laws
of England, b. iv. chap. 4, sac. 6),

‘ is at once flatly to oontra-

diot the revealed word of Ood in various passages both of the

Old and New Testament ; and the thing itself la a tmth to

which every nation in the world hath in its turn home testi.

mony, either by examples seemingly well attested, or by pro-

hibitory laws; which, at least, suppose the possibility of a

oosuneroe with evil spizHs.*
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its vicinity, for the crime of witchcraft; but though
several were condemned and many accused, there

were no executions subsequent to that yew. In
France executions for witchcraft were prohibited hy
an edict of Louis XIV. as early as 1670. As above

indicated, not only the populai^ but men of learn-

ing and those from whom better might have been
expected, were slaves to the belief in witchcraft.

John Wesley, for instance, for similar reasons to

those adduct by Blackstone, clung to the l)elief,

which is not even yet quite extinct. Among the
first enlightened opponents of the superstition must
be mentioned Reginald Scot (which see), whose able

Discoverie (that is, *exj)0sure*) of Witchcraft ap-

peared in 1584, and led to the publication of James
I.’s Daemonologie (1597), as a * counterblast *.

According to the notions of the times above indi-

cated, witches were able, with the assistance of the

devil, not only to foretell events, but to produce mice
and vermin; to deprive men and animals, by touch-

ing them, or merely breathing upon them, of their

natural powers, and to afflict them with diseases, to

raise storms, to change themselves into cats and
other beasts, &c. The compact with the devil was
sometimes express, whether oral or written, when the

witch abjured God and Christ, and dedicated her-

self wholly to the evil one; or only implied, when
she actually engaged in his service, practised infer-

nal arts, and renounced the sacraments of the church.

The express compact was sometimes solemnly con-

firmed at a general meeting, over which the devil

presided, and sometimes privately made by the witch
signing the articles of agreement with her own blood,

or by the devil writing her name in his black book.

The contract was sometimes of indefinite duration,

and at others for a certain number of years. The
witch was l)ound to be obedient to the devil in every-

thing, while the other party to the act promised her
wealth and treasures; but the gold thus obtained

usually turned into some worthless material in the

hands of its possessor. These and similar facts were
gathered from the voluntary confessions of persons
accused of this crime, whose ingenuity was generally

quickened by the application of what was then called

^gentle torture*. General assemblies of witches (called

witches’ sabbaths) were held yearly or oftener, in

which they appeared entirely naked, and besmeared
with an ointment made from the iKKlios of unbap-
tized infants. To these meetings they rode from
great distances on broomsticks, pokers, goats, hogs,

or dogs; the devil taking the chair under the form
of a goat. Here they did homage to the prince of

hell, and offered him sacrifices of young children,

&c., and practised all sorts of license until cock-

crowing. A witches’ sabbath forms one of the
scenes in Goethe’s Faust. See Sir Walter Scott’s

Demonology and Witchcraft ; Ennemosor’s Histoiy
of Magic; Wright’s Narratives of Sorcery and
Magic; Williams’s The Superstitions of Witchcraft;

Conway’s Demonology and Devil Lore; Putnam’s
Witchcraft of New England

; Sharpe’s History of

Witchcraft in Scotland ; Bell’s Obeah: Witchcraft
in the West Indies; Baissac’s Les grands Jours de
la Sorcellerie; Nevins’s Witchcraft in Salem Village

(1892); and Kimball’s Witchcraft illustrated (1893).

See also M.\oic, Evil Eyr, Divination, &c.

WITCH-HAZEL {Ifamanidis virgintca), a North
American shrub, remarkable for putting forth its

flowers late in autumn, when most forest-trees are

jNirting with their leaves, and maturing its seeds the
next summer. It grows 6 or 8 feet high, dividing
at the base into several cylindrical gra3d8h branches;
the buds and young shoots are covei^ with short
down; the leaves are obovate or oval, wavy-toothed;
the flowers ore clustered, yellow and showy, having

long and linear petals. It yields a valuable drug
known as hazeline.

WITENA-GEMOT. See Anglo-Saxons.
WITHER, George, an English poet, was bom in

Hampshire, on June 11, 1688. He was educated at

Magdalen College, Oxford, and afterwards entered

himself a student of Lincoln’s Inn. Here he paid

more attention to the muses than to law, and in 1618

published his celebrated satires entitled Abuses
Stript and Whipt, the severity of which led to his

confinement in the Marshalsea, where he wrote his

Satire to the King, which procured his release. In
1615 he published his Shepherd’s Hunting, written

during his imprisonment in the Marshalsea, the most
poetical of all his works. Attaching himself to the

Puritans he was violently assailed by their oppo-

nents. He took an active part on the side of Par-

liament when the civil war broke out, and sold an
estate to raise a troop of horse. Under the Long
Parliament he enjoyed various lucrative employ-

ments, but on the Restoration he lost all that he h^
amassed. A manuscript entitled Vox Vulgi found
among his papers led to his arrest and committal to

Newgate in 1660. In March, 1662, he was brought
before the House of Commons and committed to the

Tower, where he remained till his release in July,

1663. He died May 2, 1667. Among the works
of Wither are the following: Fidelia (1617), to

which his well-known lyric. Shall I wasting in

Despair, was added in 1619; Wither’s Motto (1621);

Fair Virtue, the Mistress of Philarete (1622); The
Hymnes and Songs of the Church (1623), with
music by Orlando Gibbons; Hallelujah (1641), an-

other collection of hymns and similar poems; and
Prosopopoeia Britannica (1648). His works have
been published by the Si)enaer Society (1870-88),
and selections by Henry Morley (1891) and E. Ar-
ber (in An English Gamer, 1880-88).

WITNESS, one who gives evidence in a court

of justice. Witnesses may be compelled to appear

and give evidence, their presence in the English
High Court being enforced by a subjxena. The
evidence is given upon oath or after a solemn de-

claration in a prescribed form. (See Oath.) A
witness present by subpoena may refuse to be
sworn if he has not been paid his lawful expenses;

but once sworn he is bound to give his evidence.

On the application of either party in a suit all the

witnesses may be required to leave the court until

they are called, and they are then called singly when
their evidence is wanted. If, however, a witness is

also a i)arty in the suit he is entitled to remain in
I court during the whole time that the cause is under
consideration. See Evidence.
WITNEY, a market -town in England, in the

county of Oxford, and 11 miles w^est by north of the
city of Oxford. It has a town -hall, an old market-
cross, a corn-exchange, a blanket-hall, a cruciform
church with a lofty spire; manufactures of blankets,

gloves, &c. Pop. (1901), 3574.

WITT, Dr. See De Witt.
WITTEKIND, or Widukind, leader of the

Saxons in their wars with Charlemagne, was a
Westphalian chieftain, and first appears in 774.

When the majority of the Saxon nobles submitted
to Charlemagne at the Diet of Paderbora in 777,
Wittekind fled to Siegfried, king of the Jutes. In
778, while Charlemagne was in Spain, he returned
and laid waste the Frankish territory on the Rhine.
The return of Charlemagne again compelled him to

take to flight
; but in 782 he fell upon and totally

destroyed a Frankish army on the Sflntelbezg, on
the right bank of the Weser ; in revenge for which
Charlemagne caused 4500 Saxons to massacred
at Verden on the Alien A general rising of the
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Saxons was the cona^enc^ Wittekmd being again
one of the leaders. The Saxons were defeated, how-
ever, in two great battles at Detmold and on the
Ease, and all Saxony south of the Elbe was com-
pelled to submit. Charlemagne is said to have
conferred on Wittekind the title of Duke of Saxony,
and granted him the territory of Engem as an allo-

di^ property. The tradition adds that he ruled
with mildness and justice in his castle near Lub-
becke till 807, when he met his death in an expe-
dition against Duke Grerald of Suabia.
WITTEN, a town of Prussia, in the province of

Westphalia, on the Ruhr, 27 miles north-east of
Diisseldorf. Situated in an iron and coal district,

the town has grown rapidly. The principal industry
is in iron and steel, including extensive bar-iron
and machine works. There are also manufactures
of plate-glass, fire-brick, spirits, beer, &c. Pop. in

1890, 26,314; in 1900, 33,514.

WITTENBERG, a town in Prussia, in the pro-

vince of Saxony, on the right bank of the Elbe,
here crossed by a stone and a railway bridge, 45
miles E.8.E. of Magdeburg. It consists of the
town proper and three suburbs, and was formerly
a place of considerable strength. Its fortifications

were levelled in 1873. It possesses high claims to

notice as having been the cradle of the Reforma-
tion. In its once celebrated university, in 1815
united vrith that of Halle, Luther was professor of
philosophy and theology; and on the doors of one
of its churches he hung up the celebrated theses.

The principal buildings and objects of interest in

the town ore the Schlosskirche (1490-99, completely
restored in 1892), in which lx)th Luther and
Melanchthon are buried, as well as their faithful

friends and protectors, the electors, Frederick the

Wise, whasft monuTnent is a fine work by Peter
Vischer, and John the Steadfast, who has a monu-
ment by H. Vistsher; the Stadtkirche, where Luther
and Melanchthon preached, and in which is a cele-

brated altar-piece by Cranach; the fonner Augus-
tine monasteiy, now a seminary for ministers, with
Luther's apartments; the houses of Melanchthon
and Cranach; the Luther House, with the Refor-

mation Hall, containing mem<jrials of Luther and
the reformers; bronze statues of Luther and Me-
lanchthon in the market-place; a statue of Em-
peror Frederick III. in front of the Schlosskirche;

the town-hall, with jxirtraits of Luther and Me-
lanchthon; the towers of the former residential

castle, destroyed in 1760; the gymnasium, theolo-

gical seminary, orphan and ordinary hospitals. The
spot where Luther burned the pope’s bull, imme-
diately outside one of the town gates, is marked by
an oak railed round. The industrial establishments

include iron-foundries, machine - works, manufac-
tories for spirits, ethereal oils, pottery, electrical

appliances, and bricks, steam saw-mills, &c., and
there are markets for wool, cattle, &c. Wittenbeig
has suffered much from war, especially in 1760, when
it was bombarded by the Austrians and a third of

the houses were destroyed, and in 1814, when, after

a siege of ten months, the Prussians took it from the

French by storm. Pop. (1900), 18,333.

WITTENBERGE, a town of Germany, in Prus-
sia (OTovince of Brandenburg), on the right bank of

the ^be, near the confluence of the Stepenitz, 75
miles north-west of Berlin. The river Elbe is here

crossed by a long bridge. The town has a Protes-

tant and a Catholic church, a municipal hospital, a
large railway-work, manufactures of wool, cloth,

sh^dy, oil, Ac. It is of ancient origin, and was
burned down in 1757. Pop. in 1900, 16,258.

WITWATERSRAND, or simply Rand, a chain

of low heights on an elevated plateau in the Trans-

vaal (South Afri^), forming the watershed between
the Vaal, belonging to the Atlantic basin, and the
^mpopo, belonging to the basin of the Indian
Ocean. It runs from the w.N.w. to the E.S.E, for a
distance of some 200 miles, and on its southern slope
stands the town of Johannesbui^, which is now
world-famous as the centre of the ]^nd gold-mining
industry. Gold was first discovered in the Rand
district about 1884, and towards the end of 1886
the basin was proclaimed a gold-field, A rush took
place, and ere long the busy cosmopolitan town of
Johannesburg sprang up on what was formerly a
barren waste. Excessive speculation led to a cnvsh
and a period of depression in 1889-90, l)ut the in-
dustry soon recovered. The South African War of
1899-1902 again put a check to gold-prixluction, but
a period of great prosperity is now generally looked
forward to. There has l)een considerable difference
of opinion in regard to the extent and durability of
the Rand gold-fields. The numl>er of tons of ore
milled in 1898 was 7,331,446 (711,877 in 1890), and
the value of the total pnKluction in that year was
£15,141,376 (£1,735,491 in 1890). The total out-
put of gold in ounces for the whole of the Wit-
watersrand mines in 1898 was 4,355,330, the total

for the whole of the Transvaal in that year being
4,.555,015. Coal is also worked in the Rand dis-

trict, especially at Boksburg.
WOAD, the name of a j>lant and of a dye ob-

tained from it. The plant {ImtU tinctorui) belongs
to the order Cmcifero!, and is a herluiceous biennial,

with entire, sagittate leaves which clasp the stem,
small yellow flowers of the usual cruinferous tyjKj

arranged in panicled racemes, and small, flat, ellip-

tical, blackish |)ods. It is a native of central and
southern Europe, and the blue dye contained in the
leaves was known in ancient times. It is supjwsed
to l)e the riirum with which, ns Csesar tells us, the
ancient Britons dyed the skin, especially for battle.

Formerly it was extensively grown in many dis-

tricts, such as southern France, Piedmont, Thur-
ingia, and parts of England, but the HUi>oriority and
cheapness of indigo have all but killed the wood
industry. The five Thuringian towns of Erfurt,
Gotha, Langensalza, Tennatadt, and Arnstadt were
formerly leading centres of woad -culture, and were
known as the Woad Towns (Waidstiidte). The
first three of them still carry on the industry tf)

some extent, and in some parts of Ijintxdnshire and
Huntingdonshire it is not yet wholly extinct. The
seed is sown in the early spring, and the leaves are

ready for the first plucking in June. Two or more
8ul)aequent pluckings of leaves take place in the

same year. The freshly-plucked leaves are crushed
to a pulp and then allowed to dry. The pulp is

next worked up into balls of some 5 inches dia-

meter, which are carefully dried and stored. These
are then ground to powder and submitted to a pro-

cess of fermentation, which results in the formation

of a pasty mass of the wood dye sulwtance. The
basis of the colouring action in woad and in all in-

digo-yielding ]>lants IS a glucosido known as indican,

and by acting on it with acids several colouring sub-

stances, notably the purple indirubin and the blue

indigotin are obtained. Wood is now mostly used

to assist fermentation in the so-called loood vat

which is employed in the dyeing of wool by indigo.

The vat contents consist of indigo, wood, bran,

madder, and slaked lime in definite proportions, and
fermentation proceeds at a temperature of about
120® F.

WODAN, Woden, or Odin. See Northern
Mythology.
WODROW, Robert, ecclesiastical historian, son

of a professor of divinity in Glasgow university, was
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born at Glasgow in 1679. Having graduated in the

universi^ of his native dty, he wm in 1697 ap-

pointed university librarian, in which post he re-

mained till his resipiation in 1701. Two years

later he received his license to preach, and in 1704
his relative, Sir John Maxwell, Lord Pollock, pre-

jsented him to the living of Eastwood parish, near
Glasgow, where he lived till his death on March 21,

1734. Wodrow is chiefly remembered for his His-
tory of the Sufferings of the Church of Scotland
from the Restoration to the Revolution (two vols.,

1721-22; 2nd edition, four vols., 1828-30), a work
of great labour but somewhat one-sided. Other
works by him are: Memoirs of Reformers and
Ministers of the Church of Scotland, parts of which
have been published by the Maitland (5lub (1 834-45)
and the New Spalding Club (1890); and Analecta: or

Materials for a History of Remarkable Providences,

mostly relating to Scotch Ministers and Christians

{published by the Maitland Club, four vols., 1 842-43).

A Wodrow Society for the publication of the works
of the early writers of the Church of Scotland was
in existence from 1841 till 1847.

WOFFINGTON, Maiigaret, familiarly known
as Peg WajHington^ actress, was bom in Dublin about

1714, the daughter of a bricklayer. Her father died

a pauper in 1720, and she had to earn her living

at an early age. After a short engagement with

Madame Violante, a roj)e- dancer, she sold fruit

and vegetables in the streets, but in 1724 she was
again engaged by Madame Violante, and first ap-

peared as an actress in the part of Polly in The
Beggar’s Opera. Attnicting the attention of regular

managers, she ni:)poared in various Dublin theatres,

among her parts being Ophelia in 1737 and Sir

Harry Wildair (in The Constant Couple by Far-

(pibar) in 1740. Her great success in the latter

rOle gained her an engagement at Covent Garden,
where she made her debut to a London audience

in 1740 as Silvia in The Recruiting Officer by Far-

quhar. For siwcntcen years she was the most
popular actress in the metropolis, and ajipeared at

Drury Lane and at Covent Garden in a great many
female characters, both in comedy and tragedy, and
also in male parts like that of Sir Harry Wildair,

Many of her roles were Shaksperian. In May,
1757, she broke down while acting Rosalind in As
You Like It at Covent Garden, and after three

years of ill-health she died in Westminster on
March 28, 1760. She had great beauty of coun-
tenance and a most attractive manner, but her
voice was sonujwhat unjfieasing. Her moral char-

acter was weak. In the latter part of her life she

wont over from Roman Catholicism to Protestant-

ism. She is commemorated in Masks and Faces, a
drama by Taylor and Reade, and in Peg Woffington,

a novel by Reade. There are biographies by A.

Daly (1888) and J. F. Molloy (1884),

WOIWODE, an old Slavonic name for a general,

afterwards used as a title of civil rank and authority.

The princes of Wallachia and Moldavia were call^
Woiwodes, and this title was also applied at an
early period to the Polish kings. It is still borne
as a title of honour by some of the leading state

officials in Montenegro.
WOKING, a market-town of England, in Surrey,

on the river Wey, 5 miles north by east of Guild-

ford. It has an ancient church of some interest,

modem Anglican churches, a Roman Catholic

church, Nonconformist places of worship, a well-

known crematorium (1889), a cottage hospital, St.

Peter’s memorial home, &c. In the neighl^urhood
are the London Necropolis, an oriental institute,

4in industrial school, Surrey county asylum, a female
•convict prison, a male convict prison now used as

banuoks, and the ancient manor-house of Sutton
Place. There is a paper-mill, and also nursery

gardens. Pop. in 1891, 9776; in 1901, 16,222.

WOKINGHAM, a municipal borough of Eng-
land, in Berkshire, 6 miles south-east of Reading,
with an Early English church (restored); other

places of worship; a town-hall, a market-house, a
police-station, and a reading-room, contained in one
building; alms-houses; aWspital; &c. It gives

name to one of the parliamentary divisions of the

county. Pop. in 1891, 3254; in 1901, 3551.

WOLCOT, John, poet and satirist, better known
as Peter Pindar^ was bom at Dodbrooke, in Devon-
shire, in 1738, being the son of a surgeon. He was
educated at Kingsbridge, Liskeard, and Bodmin,
and after spending a year in France went to

London to study medicine. He was assistant to an
uncle at Fowey from 1764 to 1767, and in the latter

year he obtained the degree of M.D. from Aberdeen.

In 1767 he accompanied Sir William Trelawny to

Jamaica in the capacity of physician, and after he
had returned to England in 1769 and taken orders

in the church he obtained a living in the island.

In 1770 he became physician-general to the troops

of Jamaica, but in 1773, after governor Trelawny’s

death, he returned to England. He practised for a
time in Cornwall and Devonshire, and in 1781 he
removed to London along with ()pie the painter,

with whom he soon afterwards quarrelled. He first

made himself known in the role of satirist in 1782,

when he published his Lyric Odes to the Royal
Academicians by Peter Pindar, Esq., a distant

relative of the poet of Thebes and Laureat to the

Academy. In these verses he attacked most of the

academicians, notably West, and in his next pub-
lication, the Lousiad (1785-95), ho made the king
the butt of his satire. He afterwards satirized

many other persons in a coarse but not ineffective

style; in William Gifford, however, he met with
more than his match. He died in Somers Town
(London) on Jan. 14, 1819, having been blind for

several years. His body was buried in St. Paul’s

Church, Covent Garden. Among his other works
are: Bozzy and Piozzi, or the British Biographers

(1786); Peter’s Pension: a Solemn Epistle (1788);

Lyric Odes to the Academicians and Subjects for

Painters (1789); A Rowland for an Oliver (1790);

Odes of Importance (1792); Pindariana (1794); Nil

Adinirari, or a Smile at a Bishop (1799); Out at

Last, or the Fallen Minister (1801); The Horrors
of Bril>cry (1802); Carlton House Fete, or the Dis-

appointed Bard (1811); and The Regent and the

King (1814). Wolcot was a painter of some skill,

and issued an edition of Pilkington’s Dictionaiy of

Painters.

WOLD, Weld, Yellow Weed, or Dyers’ Weed,
a British and European plant of the order Rese-
daceee, known to lK)taDists as Jteseda luteoUit and
belonging k> the same genus os the mignonette. It

has a straight stem from 1 to 3 feet high, simple,

lanceolate leaves, and long racemes of small yel-

lowish-white flowers. It was formerly cultivated

widely both in this country and on the Continent
for the sake of the yellow dyeing substance found
in all parts of the plant, especi^y in the leaves,

seeds, and upper parts of the stem
;
but it has been

all but entirely superseded by flavin, quercitron, and
coal-tar yellows. The seeds are sown in June, and
the plants are plucked up in the following year and
dried for use. The colouring matter may be ex-

tracted with alcohol, but before use it must be
submitted to some process of purification. When
used with aluminium and tin movants wold produces
a fine lemon-yellow colour, but with chromium aad
iron mordants the colours produced are yellowish
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and greenish olive. The lemon-yellow produced 1^
w^ld with an aluminium mordimt is still used for

military uniforms in Britain.

WOLF (see Plate II. at Carkivoka), a species

of Cwnivorous Mammalia, belonging to the family

OanidsB, or that also including the and Jackals

(which see). The Wolves agree with Dogs in their

dentition and most other respects, having six incisor

teeth, two canines, eight prsBmolars, and four molars

in ea^ jaw. The pupil of the eye is round, and the

tail of moderate size and covered with short hair. The
Common Wolf (Canit lupm) of Europe and North
Asia was formerly common in Britain. It has, how-
ever, been extinct for many years, and its remains

are known to occur in recent British deposits. Pro-
bably the extinct (7. tpelaua was a wolf. The colour

of the wolf is a general gray, whilst the youn^r
wolves have a fawn tint in Edition. The under
parts are white, and the inner aspects of the legs

my—hence the Norwegian name of * Graabeen,* or

^Gray-legs,’ given to the wolf. The line of the

spine is marked by a line of black hairs. The
average size is that of a large dog. These animals
are usually of a cowardly disposition, but become
both bold and ravenous when pressed by hunger.

They will not disdain to eat frogs, mice, and even
insects under the latter stimulus, and they appear
to attack and devour their sickly neighbours. They
attack their prey by a series of short snapping bites.

Their entire organization betokens immense endur-

ance and strength. The Black Wolf {C. occidentalU)

of the New World is a larger and finer animal than
his European neighbour. Its fur is of a black

colour, and in several minor points of its organiza-

tion it differs markedly from the preceding species.

The Prairie Wolf {C, latrant) occurs on the American
prairies, and is of smaller size than the Black or

Common Wolf. The Prairie Wolves are harml^
enough when not pressed by hunger, but in packs

contrive to hunt down and destroy largo numbers of

buffaloes. Another species, occasionally known as

die American Wolf, is the Coyote or Cajote {C. och-

roput)t which is rather more fox-like in as|)ect than
its neighbours, but is essentially wolf-like in all

its habits.

The Aard Wolf {Proteles cristatus, also shown on
Plate II.) lielongs to tht5 Carnivorous family Hyne-
tiidse, and is regarded os uniting th<* Hyenas with
the Dogs. Its name in Dutch means ‘Earth Wolf’,

and has been given from its habit of burrowing in

the ground. It is found in South Africa, and is

coloured gray, with a yellowish tinge. Its length is

about 3^ feet. The ears are prominent, and the tail

very long and bushy, whilst the shoulders and neck
))ossess a mane. The back and hind limbs are

doping, as in the Hyenas. The food consists of

carrion and of the smaller animals.

The name Tasmanian or Pouched Wolf is given

to the Thylacin'ut cynocqphalus of Tasmania, illus-

trated in the plate at Marsupialia, an animal be-

longing to the Marsupialia. This creature resembles
a large dog, and is coloured of a yellowish-gray, with
black bands on the hinder part of the back, giving
it a striped or zebra-like appearance. It commits
much havoc among sheep, but has now been well-

nigh exterminated by the colonists.

WOLF, Christian, Baron von, a distinguished

German mathematician and philosopher, bom at

Breslau on January 24, 1679; died at Halle on
May 9, 1764. In 1707 he was appointed pro-

fessor of mathematics and natural philosophy at

Halle; but in 1723, being denounced as an infidel

and a foe to religion, was deposed from his ofilce,

and banished from Prussia by Frederick William I.

Thereupon he retired to Marburg, where he taught

tin 1740, when Frederick the Great, son of IVederick
William, ascended the throne, and recalled him to

Halle, observing that in hii kin^om everybody
might be saved after his own fashmn. In 1741 he
was appointed vice-chancellor, and in 1748 chan-
cellor, of the University of Halle; and the latter office

he retained till his death. The mathematical works
of Wolf were all published in the first part of his

career and the philosophical ones in the second part,

the latter chiefly at Marburg. In these worlu ho
popularized the principles of the system of Leibnlti^

and he was the first to use the German langusM in

treating such subjects. Wolfs version of the Leib-
nitzian system is taken by Kant as thetypical example
of dogmatic philosophy which his Kritiic was intenoed
to overthrow. His principal philosophical work is his

PhiloBophia rationalis, sive Logica methodo scientlfica

rtractata. See Christian Wolfs eigene Lebens-
Bchreibung, edited by Wuttke (Leipzig, 1841).

WOLF, ihSinEDRiOH August, the greatest phUolo-

gist of his age, was bom at Haynrode, a village near
Nordhausen, in Thuringia, on Febmary 16, 1759. He
early acquired a taste for the study of languages.

Before entering the University of Gottingen Si 1777
hehad made himself acquainted, partially at least, with

theprincipal classicauthors,and those ofFrance, Spain,

Italy, and England. At the University of GUittinmn

he determined to devote himself to the study of phil-

ology exclusively; but he gave instmetion to some of

his fellow-students in Greek and English. For the

use of those learning English he published in 1778 an
edition of Shakspere’s Macbeth, with explanatory

notes. Before he left Gottingen, in 1779, he laid

before Hoyne his views respecting Homer, which
differed from those of the distinguished professor,

and were peremptorily rejected by him. In the

same year be went as teacher-extraordinary to the

academy at Ilfeld, where he made himself known to

the philological world by his edition of Plato’s Ban-
quet, with notes in German. In 1782 he was made
rector of the town school at Osterode, and in 1788
accepted the offer of the professorship of philosophy

and the science of education at Halle. As an acade-

mical teacher Wolf followed his own peculiar views:

he believed that classical antiquity must be considered

as a model of public and private life, founded on the

noblest ideas, and be treated in this light as a means
of forming the minds of pupils at the universities.

His uncommon activity is shown by the fact that

during the twenty-thi^ years of his residence at

Halle he delivered above fifty courses of lectures, all

replete with the traces of a genius of the highest

order, in addition to his lectures and labours at the

philtdogical sominary. In 1792 appeared his edition

of Demosthenes’ Speech against Leptines, which
added much to his reputation as a philologist on
account of its perfect Latinity and the masterly

character of its introduction, commentary, and correc-

tions of the text. In 1796 followed the first volume
of his Prolegomena ad Homerum, in which he stated

his views regarding the original form of the Homeric
poems, endeavouring, with rare sagacity and erudi-

tion, to show that the Odyssey and Iliad in their

present form are not the work of Homer bat

of several rhapsodists. (See Hombk.) The work
attracted great attention all over Europe, gave rise

to many controversies, airi to the most important

historical and critical inquiries. The author had
no objection to controversy if truth was thereby

elicited but was offended with the assertions A
certain scholars, among them even Heyne, that they

had long entertained similar ideas. Ilus caused the

spirited Briefe an Heyne (Letters to H^e), of

wU<^ the first three are considered as excellent

models of learned controversy and polished Irony
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On the abolition of the Univenity of Halle in 1806
he WM deprived for a time of hia only source of

income; but in 1807 he went to Berlin, and became
member of the department for public instruction in

the ministxy of the interior, professor in tiiie new
university, which he helped to found, and member
of the Academy of Sciences. But he soon resigned

his administrative and professorial duties, reserving

only the right to lecture, according to his pleasure,

in the University of Berlin. To the leisure which
he now enjoyed we owe his incomparable Darstel-
lung der Alterthumswissenschaft and the translations

from Horace, Homer, and Aristophanes, which are
as spirited as skilful. His Analecta, a literary peri-

odicid that appeared between 1817 and 1820, he
suddenly discontinued, and from that time published
nothing more, being indignant at the censorship
which had been establisbed. In April, 1824, he set

out on a visit to the south of France for the benefit

of his health. In July, 1824, he arrived at Mar-
seilles, where he died on the 8th of August. Wolf
formed numerous disciples, animated with the inde-

pendent spirit of their great master. See Hanhart’s
Erinnerungen an Fried. Aug. Wolf (1825); Korte’s

Leben und Studicn Fried. Aug. Wolf’s des Philo-

logen (1833); Amoldt’a Wolf in scinem Verhaltnisse

zum Schulweson und zur Piidagogik (1861-62); and
Volkmann’s Gesoliichte und Kritik der Wolfschcn
Prolegomena zu Homer (1874).

WOLFE, Charles, a young Irish divine of great

poetical talent and promise, was bom at Blackball,

Kildare, Dec. 14, 1791. He was educated at Bath,

the Abbey School, Winchester, and Trinity College,

Dublin. Having taken orders he obtained in suc-

cession curacies in the counties Tyrone and Down;
but his health soon gave way, and he died at Cove
of Cork (Queenstown) of consumption on Feb. 21,

1823. The composition which has given him con-

siderable posthumous celebrity is his Ode on the

Death of Sir John Moore, commencing

* Not a drum was heard,'

which Lord Byron pronoun ce<l ‘ the most perfect ode
in the language.’ Besides this piece, which first

appeared anonymously in an Irish newspaper, he
was the author of several minor poems of great beauty.

His Bemains were published at Dublin (two vols.

1 825), with a notice of his life.

WOLFE, James, a distinguished English general,

wastheson of Lieutenant-colonel (afterwards General)
Edward Wolfe, and was born at Westerham, in the

county of Kent, January 2, 1727. He applied him-
self early to the profession of arms, in 1742 was
gazetted ensign in the 12th Regiment of Foot, and
almost immediately after proceeded with his regiment

to the Low Countries. He was appointed adjutant at

the age of sixteen, and as such took part in the battle

of Dettingen, in which he had a horse shot under
him. In 1744 he was appointed captain in the

4th Regiment of Foot. Next year took place the

battle of Fontcr^oy, in which Wolfe did not take

part, being then with his regiment at Ghent. He
returned to England with the rank of brigade-major,

and took part in the suppression of the ^tch rebel-

lion, being present at the battles of Falkirk and Cul-

loden. In 1748 he was again on the Continent, and
received a wound at the battle of Laffeldt Subse-

quently we find him quartered for some time in Scot-

land, in 1767 taking part in the abortive expedition

to Rochefort, and in 1768 under G^eral Amherst,
and now with the rank of brigadier-general rendering

important services in America at the taking of Louis-

burff. At length he was cidled into hk^h and inde-

pendent command by the elder Pitt, who appointed
him to the charge of the important expedition against

Quebec, promoting him at the same time to the rank
of major-general Here he, singly and alone in opfai-

ion, fonnM that great, hazardous, but necess^ plan

of operation which drew out the French to their d^eat
and insiued the conquest of Canada. Having sur-

mounted all obstacles he encountered the enemy on
the heights of Abraham, where^ in the moment of

victory, he received a ball in the wrist and another

in the body, which rendered it necessary to bear him
off to a small distance in the rear. There, roused

from fainting in the agonies of death by the sound
of * They run,’ he eagerly asked, * Who run ? ’ and
being told the French, and that they were defeated,

he exclaimed, ^Then I thank God, and die con-

tented,’ and after giving some directions relating to

the cutting off of the enemy’s retreat he expired.

This event took place September 13, 1759, in the

thirty-fourth year of his age. A national monument
is erected to the memory of this officer in West-
minster Abbey. West’s picture of the Death of

Wolfe has become generally known by Woollett’s

admirable engraving. In 1827 an obelisk was erected

by the Earl of Dalhousie on the field of battle to the

memory l)oth of Wolfe and the Marquis of Montcalm,
the commander of the French, who was mortally

wounded in the same battle. The Life of Major-
general James Wolfe, by Rol)ert Wright, was pub-
lished in London in 1864, and contains many of his

letters.

WOLFENBtlTl'EL, a town in Brunswick, on the

Oker, 9 milessouth of Brunswick. It has a castle, town-
house, barracks, a library of about 300,000 volumes,

besides MSS., including Luther’s Bible, with his MS.
notes; a statue of Leasing, who was long librarian

to the duke; a gymnasium, a theological seminary;
manufactures of linen, machinery, copi>er-ware, pre-

serves, leather, and tobacco; and a trade in yam,
grain, and cattle. Wolfenbiittel was till 1754 the
residence of the dukes of Brunswick, and once gave
its name to a principality. It still gives its name
to n cinjle or administrative division of the Duchy
of Brunswick, with an area of 29.5 square miles.

1^. of town in 1895, 15,505; in 1900, 17,873.

WOLFFIAN BODIES, or Primordial Kidneys,

two bodies developed in man about the third week of

intra-uterine life, and each existing as a hollow organ

on either side of the primitive spine. Each wolffian

body extends from the heart to the lower end of the

body, and ends above in a pouch-like extremity, whilst

it opens below into the urinary bladder. In structure

each wolffian body resembles the permanent kidney

(which see). It is attached above to the diaphragm

or midriff by a ligament, and also to the spine below.

These bodies act as kidneys in the embryo, and serve

to secrete nitrogenous waste matters and urea from

the blood. When the kidneys are developed in man
the wolffian bodies in greater part disappear, whilst

the remnant goes to form part of the internal gener-

ative organs.

WOLF-FISH, or Ska-wolp. See Sia-wolp.

WOLF-MOTH (TVneaproreWa), a species of moth
belonging to the same genus as the Clothes-moth {T,

SarcUeUa). This moth inhabits granaries, the larvs

feeding on the grains of wheat and com, and fasten-

ing them together by a silky secretion.

WOLFR^I, an ore of Tungsten (which see).

WOLFRAM VON ESCHENBACH. See
Eschenraoh and Wartburg.
WOLF-SPIDERS, Arachnidans belonging to the

genus Lycosa, and represented by the species L, taran-

tula, L, ioccata, Ac. See Spider.
WOLLASTON, William Hyde, chemist, was a

son of the Rev. Francis Wollaston of East Dereham,
Norfolk, bom August 6, 1766; died Decembw 22,

1828. Having received his academical education at
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Csmbridge he proceeded M.D. In 1798, end attempted

lo mraotiBe ae a phyeioiaii at Bury St. Edmunde, but

wiw BO little euooeee that he removed to London.

Boon after hie arrival in that city he became candidate

for the place of physician to St. Georg’s HospiW, but,

in his attempt, he declared his determination

never again to write a prescription, and turned his

whole attention to the cultivation of natural science.

Though almost every branch of science at different

times occupied his attention, chemistry was that to I

which he seems to have been most ardently devoted
;

'

and it Wiis by his investigations in that department

of knowledge that he attained the most distinguished

reputation. He was accustomed to pursue his che>

mical examinations on the smallest specimens of the

substance which he was analyzing; and he invented

an ingenious method of determining the properties

and constituents of very minute quantities of matter.

He was endowed with bodily senses of extraordinary

acuteness as well as with great general vigour of

understanding, and had acquired a powerful command
over his attention, and habituated himself to the most
rigid correctness of thought and language. Among
his inventions are his sliding rule or scale of chemical
equivalents (see Equivalknts); the goniometer or

instrument for measuring the angles of crystals; the

camera lucida; &;c.: and we are indebted to him for

the discovery of two new metals, palladium and rho-

dium, and of the malleability of platinum. Dr. Wol-
laston was the author of a great number of commu-
nications to the Transactions of the Royal Sf»ciety,

of which he was a member, and of several articles

in Dr. Thomson’s Annals of Philosophy, and <>tlier

periodical works. He w’as elected a fellow of the

Royal Society in 1703, and secretary in 1801.

WOLSEY, Thomas, cardinal, an eminent, minis-

ter of state under Henry VIII., is said to have btien

the son of a butcher at Ipswich, wli(‘rc he was horn

about 1474. While a mere lx)y he was sent to

Magdalen College, Oxford, of which he Ixjcame a

bachelor at the age of fifteen, and was elected fel-

low. Being appointed master of a granmiar-sehool

dependent on tlie college, he had three ..ons of the

Mar(|ui8 of Dorstit under his care, which led that

nobleman to present him to the living of Limington,

in Somersetshire. He afterwards acted as cliup-

lain to the Archbisho}) of Canterbury, and then to

one of the governors of Calais, who aj»point<*d him
his deputy

;
and finally was recommended to Henry

VII., who made him one of his own chaplains.

Under Henry VIII. his progress in advancement
W'as very rapid. In l.'>09 he was made Dean of

Lincoln; in 11)10 he Ikicame rector of Torriiigton;

in I.*)!], canon of Windsor, registrar of the order of

the Garter, and privy councillor; in 1513, dean of

York and Bishop of Toumay (being then in France);

in 1.514, Bishop of Lincoln and then Archbishop of

York. These are only a few of the offices and digni-

ties that were showered on him. In 1515 the pope,

to ingratiate himself wdth Henry, elevated him to

the dignity of cardinal, and in the end of the same
year Henry made him lord-cbancellor. His nomina-
tion in 1518 to be the pope’s legate a latere com-
pleted his ecclesiastical dignities, by exalting him
above the Archbishop of Canterbury. At the time
when the celebrated rivalry between the Emperor
Charles V. and Francis I, rendered the friendship of
Henry of great importance Wolsey was treated with
the greatest respect by both sovereigns, receiving
pensions from each, as well as a third from the pope.
He ultimately, however, favoured the side of Charles,
who settled upon him the revenues of two bishoprics
in Spain, and flattered him with hopes of the Papal
ohair, which induced him to involve Henry in

a war witii France. Insatiable in the pursuit of
VoL. XIV.

ecclesiastical emolument, In 1519 he obtained the
administration of the see of Bath and Wells, and the
temporalities of the abbey of St Albans. His revenues
now nearly equalled those of the crown. Part of

them he expended in pomp and ostentation, and part
in laudable munificence for the advancement of learn-

ing. His love of splendour was signally displayed
on the Field of the CJloth of Gold in June, 1620; his

love of learning in his foundation of severid lectures,

as well as the college of Christ Church at Oxford, ana
of a collegiate school at Ipswrich. He also built a
palace for himself at Hampton Court, but this he
in the end presented to the king. In 1622, on the
death of I^eo X., and again in 1523, on the death of

Adrian VI., he was foilt^ in his attempts to secure
his elevation to the papacy, and on both occasions he
attributed his failure to Charles V., to whom he ever
afterwards entertained a strong aversion. But hie

influence in England was still as great as ever. The
critical affair of the divorce of C^ueen Catharine was
one of the first steps to his fall. He along with
Cardinal Canqnjggio was appointed to determine the
legitimacy of Henry’s marriage with her, and lost

the favour of the king by ex|)()8ing himself to the

suspicion of causing delays in the settlement of the

question. He fell still more into disfavour by advis-

ing the king against marrying Anne Boleyn, by
which he of course also roused the hostility of Anne
beraelf and her friends. Some of the leading nobles

now thought that they hod a good op{)ortunity of

contriving his ruin, and caused him to Ihj accused of

having in the exercise of his duties of Papal legate

violated the statute of pnemunire (1 529). He was
convicted The I lukes of Norfolk and Suffolk were
sent to re(|uire the great seal from him, he wae
ordered to <]uit York Place, his palace in London,
an<l retire to Esher, in the diocese of Winchester,
and his lands, goods, and chattels were declared for-

feited. Henry still assured him of his pn)tection^

Part of his revenues wore restored to him, and he
was even reinstated in the diocese of York. But
Henry did not continue his protection long. I'owarda
the close of the year 1530 he was arrested at his

mansion of CawcHsl, in the diocese of York, whither
he had retired, and was ordered to l)e conveyed to

liondon on a charge of high treason. Indisposition

of body, however, combining with mental distress,

he was obliged to stop at Leicester, where he Wiis

honourably receive<l at the al)l)ey. His disorder

((ly.Hentery) iiuTcasing, a few days brought him to

his end, on the twenty-ninth day of November, 1530
Shortly before his decease he exclaimed to the

officer appointed to conduct him, 'Had I but served

God as diligently as I have served my king, he
would not have given me over in my gray hairs.’

There has been considerable disposition in later

writers to vindicate the character of this minister;

and it must not be forgotten that, in the reign of

Henry VIII., who had broken his heart; of Mary,
the daughter of the much-injured Catharine; and of

Elizabeth, whose mother (Anne Boleyn) was the

chief instrument of his downfall, no justice could be
expected to be rendered to the better traits of hia

mixed character. If he was loose in his morals,

grasping in his ambition, and rapacious, he was liberal

and even profuse towards his dependants, and in bis

patronage of letters. He was enlightened far beyond

the period in which he lived, and not only by foster-

ing learning, but by causing many reforms to be
made in the church, he prepared the way for that

more extensive, though im]>erfect measure of refor-

mation which took place in England after his death.

As a diplomatist it is difficult to say whether his

abilities or industry were the most remarkable, and
it is to him that England is indebted for the first

412
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notion of a vi^rous police, and for a regular system

in the admiimtration of justice. See Cavendish’s

Life, an original authority; Creighton’s short bio-

graphy (1888); Brewer’s Reign of Heniy VIIL;
works in German by Dr. Busch and Dr. Ehses; and
Dr. Gairdner’s article in the Dictionary of National

Biography.
WOLVERENE. See Glutton.
WOLVERHAMPTON, a municipal, parliamen-

tary, and county borough of England, in Stafford-

shire, 14 miles w.N.w. of Birmingham. It is beauti-

fully situated on the summit of an eminence com-
manding a pictures(}ue view, is substantially but
rather irregularly built, and during late years has
made extraordinary progress. The more important
edifices and objects of note are a number of churches,

of which the principal is the collegiate church of St.

Peter, a fine stately structure, with lofty embattled
tower, and many features of great interest; several

excellent Dissenting chapels, and a handsome Ca-
tholic chapel designed by Pugin; an exchange; a
very capacious market-hall; a cattle-market; a free

library; a church institute; a sixteenth - century
grammar-school, re-organized and re-housed in new
buildings in 1874; an art-gallery and museum, with
school of art adjoining; a noble hospital; a town-
hall; the agricultural hall; a very large and con-

venient orphanage; a post-office, erected in 1896;

various charitable institutions; a union poorhouse;

a cemetery; corporation baths; handsome public

park; &c. Wolverhampton is situated in the heart

of the great midland mining district, and has ex-

tensive beds of coal and ironstone in its vicinity,

the working of which gives abundant occupation to

large numbers of its poi)ulation. The smelting of

iron-ore, and its conversion into pig, railway, sheet,

hoop, rod, and nail iron, boiler-plates, iron-castings,

Ac., constitute its staple manufacture and trade;

but almost every article produced from steel, brass,

and tin is mtule here to a greater or less extent.

Among other articles may be enumerated hinges,

latches, bolts, axes, spades and garden tools, vices,

anvils, coffee and malt mills, fire-irons, grates, &c.

It has from an early period obtained a high name
for the skill and ingenuity displayed by its artisans

in the manufacture of loclu and keys. Papier-ra&che

and japanned and tin wares are very extensively

made, as also tin-plate, enamelled culinary utensils,

galvanized iron-ware, chemicals, varnishes, cycles,

&c. Wolverhampton is now a great railway centre,

having communication by the London and North-
Westeni, the Great Western, the Midland, and
other railways. The parliamentary borough forms
three divisions, each sending a meml^er to Parlia-

ment. Pop. in 1891, CO. Iwr., 82,662; jiarl. Iw.,

174,365; in 1901, 94,179 and 192,740 resjiectively.

WOMB. See Uterus.
WOMBAT {Phascolomys ursinusjj a species of

Marsupial, also known by the name ‘Australian

Badger ’, It belongs to the section Rhizophaga or

Root-eaters, and lives on roots and gras.ses. The
wombat attains a length of from 2 to 3 feet, the

muzzle being broad, and the colour gray, mottled
with black and white. The feet are black. The
body is heavy and the legs sliort, the feet being

provided with very strong claws, used by the animal
in digging. It is of nocturnal habits, passing the

day in its burrow. The teeth number two incisors

(no canines), two prasmolars, and eight molars in

each law. The incisors are like those of Rodentia
(which see), and grow from permanent pulps, as also

do the remaining teeth. The tail is short and rudi-

mentary, and the fur is of a woolly character. There
are other two species, P. latifrona and P. MUchdlu
See plate at Marsupials.

WOMEN’S RIGHTS MOVEMENT, the move-
ment for securing to women a free share a]on|; with
men in all forms of public and private activity for

which they are not inherently unfitted by nature.

The essential element in the demand is freedom,

the removal of traditional and arbitrary restric-

tions on feminine activity, in order that woman
may discharge to the full that part in the evolution

of the race which peculiarly belongs to her. The
modem movement may be said to have been in-

augurated in the period of the French Revolution

by the appeals to natural law as the basis of social

arrangements. Two notable works of this period

dealing with this matter are worthy of mention,

Condorcet’s Lettres d’un Bourgeois de Newhaven
^ un Citoyen de Virginie (1787), and Mary Woll-

stonecraft’s Vindication of the Rights of Women
(1792). Economic and other changes of far-reaching

influence contributed to advance the movement for

the emancipation of women during the latter half

of the nineteenth century. At present this move-
ment presents the following main phases:—(1)

female legislative suffrage, now secured in several

states of the American Union, New Zealand, South
Australia, Isle of Man, &c.; (2) female local suffrage,

now secured in the United Kingdom, and to a
greater or less extent in many other countries; (3)

right of election to public bodies, granted in the

United Kingdom as far as school boards, boards of

guardians, and i)arish councils are concerned; (4)

right of married wt)men to own and control projjerty

separate from that of their husbands, recognized

in the United Kingdom by the Married Women’s
Property Act of 1882; (5) right to enter professions

long regarded as reserved to males ^one, now
generally conceded in the case of medicine, in the

United States also to a large extent in the case of

law; (6) extension of the number of general occu-

pations open to women; (7) right to university and
other higher education on the same terms as men,
now universally recognized; (8) right to the con-

trol of her own i)er8on even in the married state.

See Stuart Mill’s The Subjection of Women (1861);

Stanton, Anthony, and Gage’s History of Woman
Suffrage (three vols., 1881-88); Stanton’s The
Woman Question in Europe (1884); Bebel’s Woman
in the Past, Present, and Future (Eng. trans., 1886);

Ostrogorski's The Rights of Women (trans. 1893) ;
Ac.

WONDERS OF THE WORLD, Seven. See
Seven Wonders.
WOOD. On the subject of wood in its various

aspects see such articles as Arboriculture, Botany,
Carpentry, Fuel, Strength of Materials, Tim-
ber, Ac. Here woods are classed by pro|>ertie8 and
uses. The following are those most remarkable for

—

Elasticity.—Ash, hazel, hickory, lancewood, snake-
wood, yew.

Elasticity and Toughness.—Beech, elm, hornbeam,
lignum vitee, oak, walnut.

Durability (in dry situations).—Cedar, chestnut,

oak, poplar, yellow pine.

Colouring Matters.—Red: brazil-wood, camwood,
logwood, Nicaragua wood, sapan-wood. Green:
green-ebony. Yellow : fustic.

Scent.—Camphor-wood, cedar, rosewood, sandal-

wood, satin-wood, sassafras.

The following woods are chiefly used for

—

Building.—Ship-building: elm, fir, larch, locust,

oak, pine, teak, kauri. Wet constructions (as piles,

Ac.): alder, beech, elm, oak, plane, white c^ar,
karri, jarrah. House carpentry: ash, chestnut,

cypress, fir, oak, pine, sycamore.
Machinery and MULwork.—Frames: ash, beech,

birch, elm, mahogany, oak, pine. Rollers, Ac.: box,

lignum vitse, mahogany, service-tree. Teeth of
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wliedi: «nil>*trae^ hombeMn, loemt) ervioe-tree.

Foundry psttens: alder, mahogany, pine.

Fumilttre,—Common: beech, bu^ cedar, chest-

imt, dierry, pine. Best: Ambojna, black ebony,

cedar, dieny, (^rees, mahogany, maple, oak, rose-

wood, sandal-woM, satin-wo^ tulip-wood, walnut,

aebra-wood. See &e articles on the different woods.

WOOD, Anthony, an eminent English antiquary

and biographer, bom at Oxford in 1632, enter^ of

Merton College, Oxford, in 1647. Having graduated

M.A., he set himself to transcribe the monumental
inscriptions and arms of the parishes of Oxford, and
in 1660 obtained permission to consult the registers

and other records of the university in the Schools'

Tower. These researches, added to others in the

Tower of London and the Cotton Library, produced
the materials for his History and Antiquities of the

University of Oxford. It was written in English

;

but as it was thought proper that it should appear

in Latin for the information of foreigners, it was
translated into that language under the inspection

•of Dr. Fell, and published at the Oxford press, under

tfie title of Historia et Antiquitates Universitatis

Oxoniensis (two vols., fol.). His Survey of the

Antiquities of the City of Oxford was edited by

Rev. A. Clark in 1889-99 (three vols.). In 1691-

92 appeared his Athenre Oxonienses, an account in

English of the writers and bishops educated at

Oxford fmm l.^)00 to 1690 (two vols.). For an im-

putation in this work affecting the character of the

deceased Earl of Clarendon he was exfielled from

Oxford. He died in 169.^. The English edition of

bis first work appeared as History and Antiquities

of the Colleges and Halls in the University of Ox-

ford (1786 -90), and History and Anti(juities of the

University of Oxford (1792-96). The Oxford His-

torical Society published an edition of his auto-

biography and diaries by Rev. A. Clark in 1891-

1901 (five vols.).

WOODBINE. See HoNETsrcKLR.
WOODBRIDGE, a market-town and river port

in the county of .Suffolk, 77 miles e.n.k, from London,
on the river Deben, on the slope of a hih, which com-

mands a fine view down the river to its influx into the

sea. It has two churches, the older a fine building

in the |>erf>endicular style with a noble tower, the

•other built in 1842, a fine 8|)ecimen of the early

English style. There are several other places of wor-

ship, a grammar-school, a mechanics’ institution,

custom-house, &c. There are com-mills, maltings,

rope-walks, ship-building yard, and other industrial

•establishments. The town carries on a con.siderable

ooasting trade. Pop. (1891), 4480; (1901), 4640.

WOODCOCK {Scolopax ruxticola, shown at Or-
nithology, PI. V., a species of Wading Birds or Grab
latores, belonging to the sub-family of Scolopacinee or
Snipes, and to the genus Scolopax itself. In this genus
narrow nostrils exist, and the third toe is long and
elevated. The length of this bird, which arrives in
England in October, and leaves again in March or
April, is about 1 4 inches, and its usual weight from
13 to 16 oz. Its colour is a brown of various shades,
of darkest hue on the back, whilst the tail is black
above, tipped with gray. These birds generally fly
in numbers, and appear abroad at dusk or in the
early morning. The colour assimilates so well with the
si^undingB of these birds that they are frequently
with difficulty to be discovered; and the clear eye of
the bird becomes the clue to its hiding-place. This
fact Butler has mentioned in his Hudibras. where he
says that

* Fools are known looking wise
As men find woodoocks by their tjm.*

The nest is made of fern fronds, and the number of

887

^gs Is four; the odour of the eggs being a dnU wUli^
with brown spots. The mother-bird exhiUts much
affection for her young, and may convey them away
from a dangerous spot The food consists oi wonn^
which these birds procure by thrustbg the biU into

the earth. In their migratory flight the woodoookk
are said to fly very high. See Snips.

WOODCOCK-SHELL (ilfure* Srinaceui), a
species of Gasteropodous MoUuscay belonging to the
family Muriddae, and known as a famiSar British

mollusc. It is coloured a yellowish -brown, and
attains a length of IJ inch. The Thorny Wood-
cock or Venus’-comb Shell {M. ttnnitjjina) derives its

names from the comb-like array of spines which firings

the elongated siphonal canal of the shell lattw
spedes occurs in the Indian Ocean.
WOOD ENGRAVING. A notice of wood en-

graving, historical and descriptive, having been
already given in the general article Engraving, and
the manner of preparing engraved wood-blocks for

the press described under Printing, it remains to

supply here additional details relating to the practice

of the art, and to note some of its capabilities and
advantages, with special reference to book illustra-

tion.

Various kinds of wood, such as plane-tree, beech,

mahogany, and pear-tree, were formerly much in

use, and are still frequently employed in coarse work.
Inhere is, however, no wood equal to box for the pur-

poses of engraving; and as it combines all the quali-

ties necessary to ^mit of the most delicate execu-

tion it has long been excliisivoly used for the finer

kinds of wood engravings. Tlie beat quality of wood
is that produced by the slow gpDwth of temperate
climates. Upon a g(H)d piece of the small, close-

grained English box the finest line can be preserved

in unbroken smoothness; whereas the large, coarser-

grained wood of Turkey or America is apt to

crumble before the graver. All box-wood blocks

exceeding 4 or 6 inches square are made up of two
or more pieces, according tc dimensions. These
pieces are joined closely together by means of small
bolts, with screws and nuts let in from behind, and
can be readily separated and re-joined with great
exactness. This ^mits of a division of labour when
large blocks require to lie speedily executed

;
as after

the drawing is made upon the complete block it can
bo token asunder, and such portions of the subject

as are in some degree indei)endent of each other
enmved by different bands.

I'he tools of the wood-cutter consist exclusively of

gravers, small gouges, and chisels. (See Engraving.)
The block is pla^ on a small circular leathern

cushion filled with sand, which affords not only a
firm rest to the smooth wood, but permits it to be
freely turned in all directions. Ilie graver is held

and used in a manner peculiar to this branch of

engraving. I'he butt of the handle rests against the
palm of the hand, three of the fingers closing round
it

;
while the thumb is projected forward upon the

block, serving at once as a rest for the blaae and a
check to regulate the force in cutting, the motions

of the tool being guided by the fore-finger. In this

simple manner the wood engraver executes the
minutest details of an architectural or figure subject

and the intricacies of a landscape foreground, as well

as the fine gradations of the distance, or the long
straight panllel lines forming a laige fiat sky tint

When an engraved block is damaged, or a serious

error made, the only remedy is to drill out the part

to the depth of about half the thickness of the wood,
and to insert a tight-fitting plug, tapered at bottom
to insure its being driven Aotm, The top of tiis

plug is made level with the surface of the biMk, and
the part re-drawn and engraved.
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The oomperatiTe merits of wood and steel engrav-

ing have sometimes been made the subject of unpro-
fitable discussion by writers, whose fanatical prefer-

ence for the one or other of the assumed rival arts

rendered them unfit to judge fairly of the capabili-

ties.of either. Though certain general characteristics

are common to both, wood-engraving wantonly
throws aside its real strength when it competes with
the sister art by adopting its style. The most per-

fect wood imitation of a steel engraving is but a
feeble performance when compared with the mellow
richness of tone in a highly finished line print, or

with the broad bold contrasts and sparkling sketchy
effects drawing and engraving on wood are so well
fitted to produce when put to their legitimate use.

1'he special advantage, however, which wood engrav-
ing possesses over all other forms of graphic art

is its applicability to the purposes of book illustra-

tion in the form of tcxt-cuta—that is, cuts inserted

and printed in the page of type. In the illustrated

booka of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth
centuries, one large wood-cut usually filled the top

of the page, and in profusely illustrated folios was
accompanied by smaller cuts in the middle or sides,

and sometimes placed entirely round the page. ]>ut

when wood engraving declined about the end of the

seventeenth century, copper- i)late8, which hitherto

had occupied separate pages, began to take the place

of wood-cuts in the text. The cost of separate

printing, however, and the difficulty of exact rejjiater

m their combination, allowed of only one j)late being

placed in the page, either at th(j top, or in an awk-
wardly vacant space in the middle or bottom. This
drawback, combined with the very limited number
that could be printed from a copper-plate, proved
an effectual bar to their continued use in this form;
and books with good text illustrations became more
and more rare, untU the revival of wood engraving
led to their reproduction in a higher state of perfec-

tion, and in ever-increasing numbers. The only

modem instances of plates printed in the page of

type are the exquisite illustrations of Kogers’ poems,
and one or two others of similar stamp published

about 1830, when the establishment of steel engrav-

ing allowing of greatly increased numbers being
printed from one plate, seemed to warrant the restora-

tion of that form of book illustration. But the
great cost of producing these works, contrasted with
the cheapness, convenience, and increasing beauty
of wood-cut illustrations, prevented their being fol-

lowed by others.

The special advantages of wood engravings con-

sist not only in their capability of ^ing set and
printed in the page, with the type arranged in any
form round them, but also of their being stereotyped
—or, as 18 more frequently the case, electrotyped

—

along with the page of tyj)e
;
while the wood-block,

as well as the type, is preserved and available for

repeated stereotypes or electrotypes. As formerly ex-

plfdned, an engraved wood-block differs from a steel

plate in having the lines forming the figure or pic-

ture standing up in relief like type, so that they
can consequently be inked and printed in the same
manner, and simultaneously with the type. In the

steel-plate, the lines being cut out below the surface,

the process of inking is reversed. The lines are

filled with ink by moving a dauber over the plate

with a rocking motion, and the superfluous ink then
removed by wiping the surface wi^ cotton rags, and
polishing it with the palm of the hand

;
the ink being

pressed out of the lines upon the paper by means of

a roller press. Plate-printing is thus obviously a
much more tedious, and of course more expensive,
prooesB than letter-press printing, and they must be
always separate operations; the friction in wiping

the plate must also wear down the surface, while

the passage of the soft type inking roller over the

wooo-block or electrotype cast has little or no effect

upon it. Hence the superiority of wood engraving

as a means of illustration, irrespective even of its

great convenience in the pages of a scientific or de-

scriptive work. The number that can be printed

from a good steel-plate rarely exceeds 16,000, while

a large wood-block has been known to give near n

quarter of a million of fair impressions without ren-

dering it unavailable for further use.

WOODLICE, the name given to certain Crus-

taceans belonging to the order Isopoda (which see).

These forms are also known under the name of

Slaters, and are described in the article of that

name.
WOOD-OIL, the name given in commerce to a

resinous juice which exudes from various trees of

Eastern Asia, chiefly members of the order of Dip-

toraceae, and of the genus Dipterocaq)us. It has a

fine aromatic odour, and is usetl for a great variety

of purposes; in medicine as a substitute for copaiva

balsam; by sailors for paying the seams of a ship

instead of tar; by painters as a varnish; also in the

making of lithographic ink, &c. It is an excellent

preservative of timber against the attacks of white-

ants. The substance is strictly an oleo-resin, and is

also known as gurjun balsam.

WOODPECKER, the term applied collectively

to numerous species of birds belonging to the order

Scansores or Climbers, and to the family Picid®. In

this family the bill is long, straight, and pointed.

1’he sub-family I’icina? includes the most typical

forms, distinguished by the bill being tnincated at

its tip, and the sides of the upper bill ridged. In

this sub-family is included the Great Spotted Wood-
pecker {Picua major), the genus Picus, to which it

belongs, being distinguished by the bill being equal in

height and breadth. The nostrils are hidden by
bristles. The wings are short and pointed, and have

their fourth quills longest. The toil is long and
rounded. As in all Scansores, the toes are turned

two in front and two backwards—a disposition which
materially assists these birds in climbing. Another
feature worthy of note is formed by the disposition

of the tongue, which is exceedingly long, and through

the arrangement of the hyoid bone is capable of

being rapidly protruded to a very great extent.

Furthermore, its sides and apex are armed with

barbed homy filaments serving to impale the insect-

prey. The salivary glands are largely developed,

and secrete a glutinous substance, which aids the

tongue in its work of capturing insects. These
bir^ are continually hopping about the trunks and
branches of trees; and api)ear to tap on the bark
for the purpose of causing insects to emerge from
concealment, when they are readily seized. The
stiff feathers of the tail are used by them to assist

them in maintaining their jH)8ition on the trunks
of trees. The Great Spotted Woodpecker is com-
mon in Britain. It is coloured black and white,

with a scarlet crown. White spots are variously

disposed on the block ground
;
and the throat and

under parts are white. The females want the red
crowns. The average length is 8 or 9 inches. The
nests consist of holes in the trunks of trees enlarged
by the bill. The eggs number five, and are of white
colour. The Downy Woodpecker (P. pubeacena) in-

habits America, and is about 7 inches in length. The
head is black and scarlet on its top, the b^k being
black, and the belly white. The Ivory-billed Wood-
pecker {Campephilut principalia) of North America
is a large bi^ of 20 inches long, with a long hard
beak. The colour is black, glossed with green hu^
and a scarlet crest is home on the head. The bil)
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Is beaatifany white, end may measure 1 inch in

breadth at its base. The female has no crest The
Green Woodpecker of Britain is included in the

genus Otcinui under the name of (?. viridit. It is

distinguished by the bill being keeled and curved,

and its edges straight It is of sharp and truncated

foim The tarsi are short and the claws large. I’he

plumage is a general green, with scarlet on the t(>p

of the head, a black beak, and yellow on the tail-

ooverts. ITie Great Black Woodpecker (Dryocoput

martiu»\ the Lesser Spotted Woodpecker {Picut

minor\ and the Northern Three-toed Woodpecker

( Picoide$ tridactylus) are the remaining British 8j>e-

cies. (See Ornithology, PI. I., figures 19 and 20.)

Other American 8i)ecies are represented by the Red-
headed Woodpecker {Melanerpes erythrocephalua)^

common in the United States, and longing to a

genus distinguished by the elongated tail and by
the long wings. The head and neck are scarlet, and
the upper parts black; the breast and belly being

white. This bird was formerly famed for its depre-

dations in orchards and corn-fields. The Ground
Woodpeckers (Colaptes) are represented by the U.

auratus or ‘ Gold-winged ’ species of America, dis-

tinguished by its umber and black barred wings,

their under surfaces l>eing a golden yellow. 'J'he

head is gray, and the belly yellowish-white. The
average length is 1 2 inches.

WOOD-riGEON. See Pigeon.
WOODS, Lake of the. See liAKE op the Woods.
WOODS AND FORESl’S, Oommi.s8IOner.h of, a

department of the })ubUc service to which the man-
agement of the crown lands is committed. It is

under the control of the treasury, to which it trans-

mits annual accounts of its receipts and expenditure.

The ofHce of public w'orks and buildings was incor-

porated with the commiHsion in 18.'12, but was again

]>laeed under separate managenjent in 18r>l. 'I'he

managenKfiit of w'oods and foi’ests is now regulated

by 29 and 80 Victoria, cap. xlii, 6th August, 1806.

WO()DSTOCK, a mun. lK)ronudi of England, in

Oxford.sliire, 8 inileh N.N.w. of Oxf<ird, oi. tin* Glyine,

with sj)}i< ious streets, well-built houses, a church and
other places of worHhij), a town-hall, a grammar-
school, and maiiufacturoH of glove.s. Near it i.s

lUenheim Palace, re.sidence of the Marlborough
family (see PiLENHKIM). ()f the ancient royal palace

near the town notliing now remains. Thi.s paluccr

gave name to one of Sir Walter Scott’s novels, and
in it the princess Elizabeth was confined for a time

in the reign of Mary. Prior to 1885 the bonmgli
(which included a large area) sent one member tc*

Parliament; there i.s now n pari. div. of Wood.stock.

Pop. of the towm in 18 !)!, 1628 ; in 1901
,
1684 .

WOOL, a term ii.sed very indefinitely. It i.s ap-

lied l>oth to the fine liair of animals, as sheep, rab-

its, some species of goats, the vicuna, &c,, and to
fine vegetable fibres, as cotton. 'I'ho wciol of sheep,
from the earliest periods, has been of primary im-
portance, as forming the principal clothing materiid
of mankind in temj>erate regions. (See Sjieki*.) The
distinction between wool and hair is not radical, the
one being but a modification of the other. Wool is

softer, more curled and twisted, and more flexible

than hair, and possesses in a much greater degree
the remarkable property of felting. Under the mi-
croscope a fibre of wool appears as a continuous
8f>em w'ith rings of minute serrations round it at
small intervals, so that it appears as if a number of
minute cups were set the one within the other with
their mouths or saw-like edges pointing in the oppo-
site direction from the root end of the hair. All
kinds of hair present a similar structure, though in

hair properly so called the serrated rings are less

frequent in a given length, and lees shiu^ly defined.

The effect of these projeotloiui is familiarly fllur

trated by the ease with which the fibre can be drawn
through the fingers from the root towards the pdnti
and the resistance experienced when it is drawn in a
contrary direction. Upon holding up to the light a
lock of wool, or a single fibre, it is further obse^ed
that the fibres have all acquired in the oonrse of

their growth a form more or less twisted or spiral,

like that of a cork-screw; and by the two charac-

teristics thus discovered the felting and thread-form-
ing qualities of wool, and the valuable applications

growing out of them, are at once explained. The
contorted form of the fibres di8)X)ses them to em-
brace, or interlace with, or to hook on to each other;

and the serratures, when the fibres are brought close

together, in felt, tliread, or cloth, present that resist-

ance to slipping or separation which is indispensable
to the strength of the fabric. In fine Saxon wool
2720 of these imbrications are found to the inch, in

the ordinary merino 2400, in the Australian merino
1920 to 2400, in South-down 2000 to 2080, in Lei-

cester wool 1850 to 1860. Each fibre of wool grows
from a follicle in the skin, in which are also minute
glands, funiishing at the same time with the forma-

tion of the fibre, and tlirowing out along with it,

a profuse secretion of an oily or fatty matter. Of
the weight of wool, as existing on or removed from
the sheep, this always forms a considerable and
stmietiinea a very large proportion. It is commonly
knowm as the * yolk ’ of the wool or fleece. This
substance is not strictly a grease or oil

;
substanti-

ally it is a soap with an excess of oil, and in warmish
water it dissolves freely, and may be washed almost

entirely out of the fleece. I’he coarsest wools rarely

contain 1(!hb tlian 20 i>ercent. weight of yolk; South-

down averages 45 t(> 50 per cent., and in the finest

meriuo and Saxon w ools it ranges between 60 and 76
per cent, of the weight. Obvious uses of the yolk are

to maintain the softness and plium^y of the fibres,

and to prevent the wearing off of the scaly projec-

tions which W(»u1d otherwise result from the friction

of the fibres u)H)n oiw another during the movements
of the animal. ^J'he wool of the same animal differs

much on the various parts of the body; that on the

back, shoulders, and sides is the best. Inhere are

likewise great differences between the wool of dif-

ferent sheef), de])ending in general upon their descent,

the croBsing of breeds, climate, food, and manner
of living; and among the individual animals of the

same breed, upon age, sex, and outward circuin-

stances. According its quality the wool is divided

into different sorts, which receive different names.

A threefold classification into primes, seconds, and
thirds is pretty general in Great Britain

;
but some-

times the wool of a single fleece is divided into as

many as ten sorts, called prime, choice, super, head,

dowiirights, seconds, fine abb, coarse abb, livery,

short coarse, or breech wool The ojMiration of sorting

reejuires great delicacy of touch and much practice^

the sorter being guided by minute differences imper-

ceptible to ordinary observers. Among the qualities

which determine the value of wool, and so serve to

regulate its classification, are the following; Capacity

for felting, already mentioned, fineness, softness,

pliancy and elasticity, soundness (strong uniformly

throughout), length, and colour (pure white being the

best). Kineness, of all the obvious qualities of wool,

has ever been esteemed the most important. By
means of the microscope Dr. Parry measured fibres

of nineteen sorts of wool
;
the finest was that of a

Spanish merino ewe, the mean diameter being

iVn of an inch
;
that of the fibre of the ram was

inch; of a Kambouiliet ewe ^ *
^uth-down ;

and of a Wiltshire ewe inch.

The average diameter of the coaraest combi^ wool
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(Ihtl li long wool, of wUdi iliiili ond woriteds Wb
mndo) wai inch. The Saxon merinofl have long
been ooniidered the most valuable in point of fine-

noM of fibre. The wool of the alpaca is lupeiior to 1

Bngliih aheep wool in length, eoftness, and plialdlity;

the fleece is also heavier, averaging from 10 to 12
Iba., with a filament from 8 to 12 inchea long, and
very luatrous; it is hence applicable, when woven
thin, to linings, Ac., and such auxiliary purposes in
men’s clothing as silk has been hitherto used for.

It has been made into fine cloth for coats. The wool
of the llama is shorter, and more rough. Attempts
were made by the Highland Society to naturalize

the olpooo in Scotland, but failed.

BrUuh Trade in Wool.—The government records

of a very early period show repeated acta or edicts

oetenaihly forbidding the exportation of wool from
the kingdom to other countries of Europe, but which
for some time in reality prepared the way for pro-

fitable licences of such trade, or for special grants to

individuals. In the thirteenth century a consider-

able wool traffic with Italy and the Iiow Countries

had already grown up, its importance being intimated

by andh facts as that Edward I. was enabled to make
a gift to John, duke of Brabant, his son-in-law, of

£4000 out of the customs on wools. In the same
century, in consequence of the difficulties attending

the tn^c, and growing out of both adverse lavra and
the frequent forcible seizures of wool by the barons,

several guilds, or associations of the merchants for

mutual protection, were formed, among these being

the 'merchants of the steelyard’ or ' easterlings,' the
' merchants of the staple,’ and others. The first act

intended to prohibit the exportation of British wool
was that of Edward III. in 1837. The [mrpose of

restrictive measures in the outset appears to have
been twofold: to secure control of the trade, with
revenue in some instances to the crown, and to en-

courage woollen manufactures in England. Still in

1884 Uie export amounted to 81,651 i sacks at £6 the

sack. As the manufacture of wool grew in amount
and importance, the interests of the manufacturers
and of the staplers or exporters came more decidedly

into conflict; and under the clamours of the former
entire prohibition of the export of wool was finally

enactea to be in force from the year 1660. This
prohibition existed in law and unqualified until 1825.

The most marked results of the law were considerably

to lower for a long period the prices of wool, and to

maintain an enormous smuggling trade. Until 1 802
the importation of foreign wool into Great Britain

was £r^, and the quantity was increasing, the total

from 1791 to 1799 being 84,011,369 lbs., of which
not less than 88,190,595 lbs. were Spanish. At the

demand of the wool growers a duty of 5s. Sd. per cwt.

was in 1802 laid on imported wool, and this was
Increased till in 1819 it had risen to 56f., or fid. per

pound, nearly 50 per cent, on a large proportion of

the imported article. Subsequently the duty was
reducea to Id per^und, then to jjd, and in 1844
finally abolishecf. Since the beginning of the nine-

teenth century a great change and a remarkable
development have taken place in the wool trade.

Between 1800 and 1815 what foreign wool was
wanted was chiefly imported from Spain. Germany
afterwards began to take the first place, and although

the (]|uantity of German wool im]>orted has declined,

it still hol^ the highest place for quality. The
g^ter part of the wool now brought into Great
Britain comes from her Australian colonies (includ-

ingNew Zealand), and a considerable quantity comes
from her possessions in South Africa and India.

The total import of wool (sheep, lamb, and alpaca)

from all countries in 1854 was 106,121,995 Iba. The
total quantity of sheep, lamb, alpaca^ vicufia, and

llama wool imported into the United Kingdom u>
1901 was 692,874,281 lbs., of which 294,218,768 lbs.

were re-exported, leaving 898,160,468 Ibe. for home
use. Of the total, 573,194,188 lbs. came from Briti^
possessions (478,881,653 lbs. from Australia and
New Zealand). The total value of the imported
wool was £21,764,218, of re-exports £10,710,885, of

difference £11,058,883. In addition to the above,

goats’ wool or hair to the amount of 19,897,546 lbs.

was imported in 1901, mainly from Cape Colony and
Turkey; value, £1,309,050. The re-export of the
latter was 616,693 lbs., valued at £34,927. British

sheep and lambs’ wool was exported in the same
year to the amount of 20,205,000 lbs., valued at
£513,668.
WOOLLEN MANUEACTUKE. ITie use of

wool as an article of clothing dates from the earliest

times. The shearing of sheep appears to have been

an old and established practice among the Syrians in

the days of the patriarchs. (SeeGen. xxxl 19 ;
xxxviii

12.) The mention of sheep-shearers in the latter

passage seems to indicate the employment of men
specially skilled in the operation. In Lev. xiii. men-
tion is made of garments having ‘ the warp or woof
of linen or of woollen,’ perhaps the earliest allusion

to the technical processes of weaving. These two
materials appear to have been the staples of the

primitive weavers of Syria, Palestine, Greece, Italy,

and Spain. Attic wool was celebrated from an ex-

tremely early period, and at least down to the time

of the Latin poet Laberius in the first century before

the Christian era; and the woollen fabrics of both

Greece and Italy attained special excellence. Be-

sides the antiquity of the processes of weaving and

spinning, it is certain also that in very early times

the dyeing of threads for the loom was practised, and
that the thistle or teasel was employed, as the latter

is now, to comb out a nap on the woven fabria

Among the Greeks and early Komans not only

weaving, but the whole process of preparing the

yarn, was domestic; every establishment of any size,

especially in the country, being provided with a
loom, though the manufacture of cloths was also

carried on by a special class of persons. At the time

of the Macedonian conquest the natives of India

wove shawl cloths of great beauty; to the Egyptians

and to the Hindus the Greeks were probably in-

debted for most of their later processes of woollen

manufacture, as still later were the Homans (by way
of Southern Italy and Sicily), and the people of Spun
and Byzantium to the Greeks. Woollen garments
were generally worn by the Homans of both sexes at

a very early period. To the Greek skill, transferred

to the Byzantine colony, were added in time contri-

butions from the arts of Persia, India, and China, and
Constantinople became famous for textile products of

all sorts then known, but in particular for the beauty
and variety of its woollen fabrics. Some time after

the establishment of the eastern empire the more
improved processes of the textile art gradually found
their way to Italy. The Homan manufactures, such
as they may have been at the time of the irruptions

of the northern barbarians, appear not to have died

out; they continued also in the countries in which
Homan colonies had been established. A fraternity

engaged in cloth manufactures appears to have been
formed in the tenth century in the Low Countries;

the wool of the country was first used, and imports
afterwards made, until this district furnished a con-

siderable portion of the cloth demanded in Europe.
Spain, however, already produced her own cloth, and
in the thirteenth century the beauty of cloths made
from her fine wools was already celebrated. Early
in the some century some friars of St. Michael
established a woollen manufactory in Florence^ in
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whkii prooewei wm enplojed appirantlT taperior

k> thoM preTiotnly in use; othen of the like oher-

ncter mxm sprang up at Bimini, Perugia, and else-

wheie. Florenoe appears to have had at the time
aome 300 shops, prraucing annually 100,000 {deoes

of doth, though these were of the coarser and cheaper

sorts. Accounts some thirty years later speak of

200 shops as turning out 70,000 to 80,000 pieces,

worth more than 1,200,000 golden florins, and hence

it must be supposed of superior quality. Eyentually

the manufactures of wool became most largely

established in Flanders, England, and France, the

people of Flanders having in fact so far taken pre-

cedence in the perfecting of textile processes and
products that the workmen became successively the

instructors of the less skilled English and French
dothiers, and in reality the founders of the improved
manufactures now so important to the two last-

named countries. There is little doubt that the
making of woollen doths was introduced into England

the Homans, but the woollen manufacture did not
rise into importance as a national employment until

much later. Scarlet doths of England are mentioned
in the chronides of Orkney in the twelfth century,

and under Henry L a dothiers* guild (ffilda tella'

riorum) was chartered, receiving exclusive privileges

within the district of London, Southwark, and the

parts adjacent. In the time of William the Conqueror
many of the clothiers of the Netherlands, driven

from the country by an inundation, came to England,
and established their business in Carlisle, and in the

western counties. Many illiberal laws were passed

from time to time to regulate the woollen trade of

England, and it appears that various practices of

adulteration, as the use of ‘ flock powder,’ were pre-

valent to an extent which says as little for the morals
of our ancestors as similar usages of the present day
do for our own. In the reign of Edward HI. Flemish
cloth-weavers came over to England on the invitation

of the king, and notwithstanding opposition and dif-

ferential taxation succeeded in establishing their

trade. The company of drapers (cloth-workers) was
incorporated in 1364 from a previously existing asso-

ciation, the cloth-shearers were incorporated in 1480
,

and were united with the fullers in 1528 as the asso-

ciation of cloth-workers. The tailors (now merchant
tailors) were chartered in 1399. The worsted manu-
facture appears to have taken its name from the town
of Worstead in Norfolkshire, one of its earliest seats

in England. The woollen manufactures of England
were for a considerable time confined to the coarser

fabrics, finer cloths being imported from the Con-
tinent, particularly from Brabant. Numerous restric-

tions continued to press upon and retard the progress

of the home trade, which they were designed to foster.

In the early part of the eighteenth century Yorkshire
began to assume an important position in woollen
manufactures, and this county soon became the chief

•eat of both the English worsteds and woollens. The
wooUen manufactures have profited more slowly than
the cotton from the introduction of machinery, owing
to the greater difficulties of adaptation, but these
difficulties have been gradually surmounted, and ex-
cept in the price of raw material the one manufac-
turn has now comparatively little advantage over the
other. The distnct of Yorkshire (West Biding),
which is the chief seat of the woollen manufacture,
Is about 40 miles long and 20 broad, and contains
the towns of Leeds, Huddersfield, Halifax, Dewsbury,
Bradford, and Wakefield, all of them great manu-
facturing centres. In the extent of its woollen manu-
factures Leeds is the fint town in England. Its

laigest production Is in the middle and lower quali-

ties, and large quantities are sent to the foreign

markets by the Leeds manufacturers. Hnddenfield

and its neighbouriiood stand next to Leeds. Here
an immense quantity of fancy trowsering% waist-

ooatingi^ &a. and broad and narrow diothu^ are made.
Flannela and baiaes are largely manufaotiired at or

near Halifax, and doth for we army. Bradford bsa
now taken the place which was rormerly held by
Norwidi as the chief centre of the wonted manu-
facture. Blankets are hugely made in the district

between Leeds and Huddersfield; mixed or coloured

cloths in the villages west of Leeds and Wakefield.

Dewsbury is the chief seat of the shoddy trade. The
west of England holds the next place to Yorkshire;
its fine bro^cloths are very celebrated. Stroud and
its neighbourhood in Gloucestershire; Trowbridge,
Bradford, Ghipi^ham, &c., in Wiltshire; Taunton
and Frome in ^mersetshiie, are the chief seats of

the manufacture. Large quantities of flannels are

made in Wales. Scotland, especially the south, is

famous for the sort of cloth called tweeds, and con-

siderable quantities of plaidings, tartans, flannels,

blankets, carpets, and shawls are also made.
The thoddy tradt is a recent branch of English

industry, and in nature by no means so trivial as its

singular name would imply. It is principally carried

on at Dewsbury in Yorluhire. Shoddy doth is made
up, in whole or in part, of old wool; and instead of

being thrown aside as of little or no account, old

wooUen rags are carefully collected, and again brought

into play. At Dewsbury, after undergoing seveial

rocesses, they are tom to pieces by machinerv, and
rought back to their first state of raw wool; and

this wool being spun again (in some cases along with
new staple), is once more made into doth, ^oddy
doth had been known to the trade as a material for

padding, &c., for several years before the public

heard of it; but now blankets, carpets, table-covers,

druggets (some of which are painted to imitate car-

pets), flushings, material for pilot and other rough
coats; in short, a wide range of cheap woollen go<^
are either wholly or partly made of our old friend

with a new face, shoddy! The dotldng of the army,
also, and much of that of the navy, is now made up
of the same humble material, which takes a better

dye for the purpose than coarse cloth of the old fabric.

The beautiful table-covers we admire in our retail

warehouses, with their manifold tasteful patterns,

are all of shoddy; the patterns being printed with
aquafortis, from designs drawn in London and Man-
chester, and cut on holly or other blocks at the seat

I

of manufacture. Finally, large quantities of shoddy
cloth are exported.

Proeesiei of Wo(Mtn Manufacture,—If a piece of

superfine broadcloth, as requiring in succession all the

operations upon the wool, yam, and fabric needful for

woollens of any sort, be taken as the representative

of the whole class, then the following are the pro-

cesses through which, and in the order given, the

materials are passed :—1, sorting the wool; 2, scouring;

8
,
washing

;
4

,
drying

; 6, dyeing (when dyed in the

wool); 6, willying; 7, picking or teasing; 8, moat-

ing; 9, oiling; 10, scribbling; 11, plucking; 12, card-

ing; 13
,
slabbing; 14 ,

spinning; 15
,
reeling; 16

,
warp-

ing; 17,
beaming; 18,

singeing, sizing, and other

preparations of the threads for, 19
,
weaving; 20,

scouring; 21, dyeing (when dyed in the piece); 22,

drying or tentering; 28, burling; 24
,
milling or full-

ing; 25
,
scouring; 26

,
^ing or tentering again; 27,

raising, dressing, or teaseling; 28,
shearing; 29

,
boiHng;

80
,
brushing; 81

,
picking; 82, drawing and marking;

88
,
pressing; 34

,
steaming; 85,

folding or packing.

Some of these processes have already been describe

(see Cabdimo, Dteino, Fuluhq, Tbabel, Wiavino),
and others are too simple to require any particular

descriptiozL After sori^ the several pacu of wool

are separately scoured, washed, and dried. The
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ioonring !• effected hy eoaking the wool in stele urine

or in an alkaline lye heated to 120". If the doth is

&«>t to be white it is either wool-dyed or pieoe-dyed.

If the former, the dyeing follows directly on the

scouring or washing. Common colours, as browns
and olives, are dyed by the larger manufacturers; but
the true colours, as blue, black, or green, and those
of all cloths of the smaller manufactories, are left to

the special dyers. The process of willying or twill-

ing is analogous to that of batting or scutching in

cotton manufacture; the object is to disentangle and
oi>ea the locks and free them of sand or other loose

impurities. One of the best forms of willy is that in

which a hollow truncated cone, with four bars pro-

j.^cted beyond, but running parallel to its surfaces,

and armed with iron spikes, revolves 300 to 400 times

J

>er minute within an outer cylinder, armed in the
nside with similar spikes. The wool fed to the

smaller end of the cone by an endless apron travels

in revolving, by virtue of centrifugal force, to the
larger; and after being thus ot>ened and beaten up,

it escapes into a wire cylinder or receptacle provided
with a fan, which blows away the disengaged dust,

and finally lays the cleared wool u{)on another apron
in a continuous sheet. Coarser wools for cloths are

willietl more than once, sometimes before dyeing,

and again after oiling and scribbling. Some larger

imj)urities, such as the willy does not remove, as burs,

pitch, or dirt, are then picked out of the wool while

spread ujwn a wire-screen by boys or women; this

includes both the picking and moating, the persons

engaged being called wool-moaters. The wool is then

Bfireud upon a door, sprinkled with olive-oil, and well

beaten with staves. It is thus prepared for the

scriblding-machine, the purpose of which is further

to o])ou and cleanse the fibres. This process is really

a coarser carding effected by passing the wool sue-

cessixely between several cylinders studded with
rows of teeth or wires, and made to revolve rapidly.

The wool is conveyed to the cylinders by an apron,

and given forth at the last in a delicate sheet, which
is woimd on a revolving roller. I'his operation also

may be repeated two or three times. From the

cjirding-machine, through which the wool is after-

wards passed, it is delivered in the form of slender

cslinders or pipes called cardings. Slubbing, which
is a j>reparatory spinning, is performed by the slub-

biijg billy, and consists in drawing out and twisting

the cardings to the state of a soft weak thread. This
is eflected by means of several spindles set nearly

ujiright in a frame, and receiving a turning motion
at the same time that the frame itself is made to

recsede (ujion friction-wheels running on rails l»en«ath

it) from a roller facing the spindles, and from which
roller a carding is fed by the machinery to each
spindle at the rate required—the entire action being

quite similar to that of Hargreaves’ spinning-jenny.

(See Cotton Spinning.) The proper spinning con-

sists in bringing the soft yarn thus furnished to the

fineness and firmness requisite for weaving, and the

machinery and operation are again quite similar to

tliose employed in spinning cotton. After the pre-

paration for, and the process of weaving, follows that

of scouring the cloth in order to remove the oil, sizing,

dust, &c., introduced into it purposely in the mean-
time. This is accomplished by beating the cloth with

wooden mallets moved by machinery while it lies in

a sort of inclined trough, soap and water being first

allowed to flow upon it, and afterwards clear water.

Piece-dyeing and washing may then follow, other-

wise the cloth is next removed to the drying-room,
or stretched in the open air by means of hooks upon
rails or tenter-bars, and allowed to dry. Being
removed when dry to a suitable room, the operation
of biurling follows, the burlers piokin<r out of it irre-

i

gular threads, hairs, and dirt, and the process of

fulling then succeeds. After the cloth has been

fulled one or more times as may be required, it Is

again subjected to scouring, fuller's earth being now
usually added to the water, and after rinsing the

doth is again stretched on the tenters and oried.

Teaseling and shearing are the next operations. The
object of the former process is to raise a sufiSdent

number of fibres upon the surface, and of the latter

to cut these to the proper length to form the pile or

nap of the finished cloth. (See Teasel.) The shear-

ing was formerly done by hand shears, but this pro-

cess has been superseded by an ingenious machine.

Superfine cloths are dressed and sheared several times

in succession. The cloth is then ‘ boiled,’ or wound
on a cylinder aud immersed in scalding water.

Brushing is performed by a revolving cylinder

studded with suitable brushea Then follow picking

to remove blemishes, marking, &c., and the cloth is

ready for sale. Such is a general description of the

nature and order of the operations required in con-

verting wool in the fleece into marketable cloths,

though some of the less essential of these may not

enter into the preparation of all the species of woollen

goods, and in particular instances other slight devia-

tions from the usual order beside those already named
may occur.

Processes of Worsted Manufacture .—The object in

view in preparing the long wools for manufactore is

not to produce that thorough interlacing of fibres

which is completed in fulling, but rather to produce

a simply spun and woven fabric. The chief prepara-

tion of the wool accordingly consists in obtaining the

fibres in a straight and parallel condition; and this is

effected by combing. The combing wools are them-

selves divided into the long and the short—the former,

of lengths varying from 6 to 12 inches, being chiefly

used for carpets aud other coarser goods; the latter,

of lengths from 4 to 7 inches, for hosiery, merino, &c.

The principal processes are; 1, sorting; 2, scouring; 3,

drying; 4, plucking; 5 (for certain fabrics only) card-

ing; 6, combing; 7, breaking; 8, drawing; 9, roving;

10, spinning; 11, reeling; 12, weaving; 13, dyeing, Ac.

Plucking is performed by passing the wool through

a machine in which spiked rollers beat up and sepa-

rate the fibres. The combing of the wool is still per-

formed by band in some instances, though more often

by machinery. Breaking, which is effected by the

breaking frame, is intended to open out fibres that

may have escaped the combs. In this the sliver or

parcel of straightened wool is passed between rollers

and acted on by the teeth of a sort of endless comb,
the relative velocities of the two being so regulated

that the sliver is extended as well as combed It is

then subjected to the action of a machine similar to

the drawing-frame of the cotton manufacture, and is

thus further extended and equalized. The sliver,

now greatly reduced but as yet untwisted, is then
brought to the roving machine, in which it is passed
successively between two pairs of small rollers, the
second pair moving the more rapidly so as to draw
it out in length, while at the same time it is slightly

twisted by a turning movement of the hollow bobbin
or fly through which the thread is drawn. The
spinning, which follows this process, is conducted in

much the same way as in the case of cotton manu-
facture; and this, with the remaining operations to

which the yarn and cloth are subjected, do not require

especiid mention.
Statistics of Woollen Trade. — The number of

W'oollen factories in the United Kingdom in 1890
w'as 1793, of which 494 were for spinning, 124 for

weaving, and 895 for both. The number of spindles

was 3,407,002, and of power-looms 61,831. Of
worsted factories there were in the same year 753,
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and of shoddy factories 125, the number of spindles

being respectively 3,072,250 and 95,095, and the

numW of power-looms 67,391 and 2284. The total

number of persons employed in the three kinds of

factories (woollen, worst^, shoddy) in 1898 was
114,054, 130,695, and 11,676 respectively, the num-
ber of males included in these being 53,015, 48,127,

and 5065. The total value of woollen and worsted

manufactures exported from the United Kingdom
in 1901 was £19,476,015, as against £22,571,067 in

1897, £27,182,385 in 1871, and £12,158,710 in

1860. For 1901 the above value includes the follow-

ing among other items:—woollen and worsted and
other yam, £5,238,647 ;

heavy woollen tissues,

£3,398,399 ; light woollen tissues, £1,800,675

;

worsteds, £5,845,996 ;
liesidea damasks, ta|H;stry,

plushes, flannels, carpets, blankets, shawls, rugs,

coverlets, hosiery, &c. The value of woollen yarn
imported in 1901 was £2,204,072; of woollen manu-
factures, £9,690,330. Woollen yarn is imported

chiefly from Belgium, Germany, and France; woollen

cloths from Holland
;
woollen stuffs from France

;

carpets and rugs from Turkey and India. Worsted
^rn is exported chiefly to Germany, Russia, France,

Denmark, and Belgium; heavy broad woolkm tissues

to Belgium, Canada, Germany, Turkey, France, &c.;

worsted stuffs to the United States, France, Canada,
China, Holland, Australia, Belgium, India, &c.

WOOLSACK, the seat of the Lord -chancellor of

England in his caj)acity of speaker of the House of

Lords. It is what its name imjdies, a large sr|uare

bag of wool, without back or arms, covered with red

cloth. In front of the lord -chancellor lie the great

seal and the mace. The judges of appeal are like-

wise seated on woolsacks. Woolsacks wtjre intro-

duced at a comparatively early jjcriod, and certainly

before tht: r(;ign of Queen Eli/abeth.

WOOLWICH, a rnetropolitaii and j)arl. bor. of

England, in the ancient (Mmnty of Kent, on the right

bank of the Tliames, 8 miles IrjIow liondon Briclge,

on the South-Eastern and (fliathain Railway. It

extends 3 miles along the river, and reaches alK)ut

half a mile back fnnn it; there are many ancient,

together with a numher of handsome modern houses,

an old church (restored 1894) with a Wjgare tower,

other places of worship, a town-hall, and several

charitable endowments. It owes its chief claims to

notice to its arstinal, which ocenpiesan area of above

350 acres, and is one of the most eomplete and mag-
nificent establishments of the kind in the world.

Here guns and ordnance of all kinds are manufac-
tured for the British army and navy, as well as

torpedoes, shot, shell, carriages, wagons, &c., and ac-

cordingly there are most extensive forges, foundries,

and workshops of various kinds in which the newest
types of machinery are employed ; while immense
quantities of warlike stores are kej)t in suitable

magazines and storehouses. In the Rotunda there

is a fine collection of arms and other interesting

objects. A large garrison is stationed at Woolwich,
which is the head -quarters of the royal artillery; and
there are various liarracks, a military and a naval
haspital, &c. On the edge of Woolwich Common, a
fine large o|)en area, are the handsome buildings of

theRoyal Military Academy (seeMilitary Schools);
and the Royal Ordnance College is also at Woolwich.
At North Woolwich, on the opposite side of the
river, to which runs a steam ferry, many houses and
extensive factories, especially of telegrajjh cables,

have recently sprung up. The jiarliamentary bor-

ough, created in 1885, includes the parishes of

Woolwich, Eltham, and Plumstead, and sends one
member to Parliament. Pop. of metropolitan bor-

ough in 1891, 98,994; in 1901, 117,165.

WOORALI POISON. See Curara.

WORCESTER, an inland county of England,
bounded on the north by Salop and Stafford, on the
west by Hereford, on the south by Gloucester, and
on the east by Warwick

;
with some separated por-

tions, inclosed by the counties of Gloucester and
Warwick. The area is 480,064 acres. The surface,

generally level or gently undulating, has some exten-
sive and beautiful vales, the principal of which, that
of the Severn, is 30 miles long, and J mile to 1 mile
broad. On the south-west are the fine eminences
called tile Malvern Hills, the loftiest of which is

1444 feet above sea-level. The strata consist for the
most part of new red sandstone, lias, and oolite;

other formations are visible in the chain of the Mal-
vern Hills and some other districts. The soil, com-
)»osed cliiefiy of clay and loam, is of gr(‘at fertility.

The i>rincipal cn>ps are w heat, Imrley, oats, beans,
jMjase, turnips, and boj>s. Tin; orchards are cele-

brated for their apjiles and cider. The vales consist

of meadows and rich imstures. The sheep are of the
Leicester breed. The total area under grass and
er(»ps is about 400,000 acres, including some 78,000
under corn croi)s, mainly wheat, oats, and licans,

some 28,000 under green crojw, mainly turnips,

j)otatoes, mangold, and vetches, about 28,000 under
rotation grasses, and over 250,000 acres in permanent
pastures. Rather less than 20,000 acres are occu-

pied by wo{)ds and jdantations. Coal is found in the

iiortli and north-w'est
;
the brine s})rings at Droit-

w’icli and Stoke IVior sujiply immense (juantities

of salt
;
iron is found w'ith the coal, and the manu-

facture of iron and ste(;l, and of hardware, is exten-

.sive; cHr]»etH and rugs are made at Kidderminster;
and jM)r(^eluin, gloves, and t)tlier articles at Wor-
cester. Worct?ster is divided into five divisions, each
of which sends a nuiml)er to Parliament. The city

of Worcester and the boroughs of Dudley and Kid-
derminster also send one nu'inber each. Pop. in

1891, 113,760; in 1901, 488,401.

WORCKHI'KR, a mun., purl., and county borough
of England, the se(^ of a bishoj), caj)ital of Worcester-
shire, situated in a b<;autiful vale on the eastern

Imuk of the Heveni, over which is a bridge of five

arches, 103 miles N.K.w. from London. Being an
ancient fortified place, this city had a strong wall, of

which somt! remains may yet Ixj seen. The cathe-

dral is a noble B])e(!imen (d Gothic simplicity. It

w'jiH first erected by Ethelrcd, king of Mercia, in 680,

.and a later edifice w^as burned clown and rebuilt in

the lajginning of the tliirteiaith century. It was re-

stored in 1857-74. Its form is that of a double cross.

It is in length 394 feet, in breadth 78, and in

height 68 ;
and the tower, which rises from the in-

tersection of the nave and aisles to the altitude of

170 feet, is ornamented at the corners by lofty pin-

nacles. It contains many handsome monuments
and sculptures. In the course of the restoration the

west front was remodelled, and a reredoH, memorial
windows, nt’W clock and peal of twelve l>ell8 were
added to the structure. There are about twenty

other handsome places of worshij), such as Holy
Trinity, St. Nicholas, St. Andrews, St. Helens, &c.

Among other buildings are the shire- hall, guildhall,

Victoria Institute (libniry, rnusemm, &c.), com-ex-

chango, the hoj) and fruit markcit, museum of natural

history, two grammar-schools, several charitable in-

stitutions, &c. It is the eliief seat of the English

leather glove trade, has celebrated porcelain-works,

‘Worcc.ster sauce’ works, vinegar-worlw, chemical

and manure works, foundries, railway-signal works,

carriage-factories, and other works. Its trade in hops

is extensive. There are municipal electric-lighting

works, and a service of electric trams is to be intro-

duced. The most remarkable event here was the

famous battle between the English army, under
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Offomwell, and the Scotch in the cause of Charles IL,
in 1651, the latter being completely routed—a result

regarded by Cromwell as a ‘ crowning mercy It

sends one member to Parliament. Pop. of county
bor. in 1891, 42,908; in 1901, 46,623.

WORCESTER, a town of the United States, in

Massachusetts, in a valley near the river Blackstone,

on several lines of railway. It is considered one of

the finest towns in New England, and has two spa-

cious public parks, and several elegant streets, one
of which, about 1^ mile long, is straight, broad,

and shaded with beautiful trees. There are many
fine public buildings, including the white marble
city'hall (1898); the new post-office; the hall of the
American Anticjuariau Society, with a valuable
library and museum; the art museum (1898); the
state hmatic asylum

;
the Clark University (1887);

the free library
;
high-school

; a polytechnic insti-

tute; &c. The manufactures are very extensive and
varied, the chief being iron, copper, and steel wire,

machinery, envelopes, boots and shoes, organs, and
pianos. Pop. (1890), 84,655; (1900), 118,421,

WORCESTER, Edward Somerset, Marquis of,

an English nobleman celebrated for his scientific

studies, and for his connection with the development
of the steam-engine. Ue was bom in 1601, and
was engaged in the service of Charles I. during the

civil war. He received great but secret powers from
the king to act for him in Ireland; but, being a
Roman Catholic, he had difficulties with the Pro-

testants and was treated with duplicity by Charles,

and latterly retired to France. lie was imprisoned
in the Tower from 1652-1654, and his estates were
sequestered, but after the restoration he recovered

most of these. He afterwards spent his time in re-

tirement, and in the cultivation of natural philosophy

and mechanics. In 1 663 he published a book entitled

Century of the Names and Scantlings of Inventions,

in which he first gave a description of the uses and
effects of an engine for ‘driving up water by fire’; and
he afterwards jiublished a small pamphlet, chilled an
Exact and True Definition of the most Stupendous
Water-commanding Engine, invented by the Mar-
quess of Worcester. In neither of these does he
give any statement of the mode of constructing his

engine
;
but, from his description and account of its

effects, it may be inferred tliat its action depended
on the condensation as well as the elastic force of the

steam (see Steam -engine). He was looked upon by
his contemporaries as a visionary speculator. Ho
died in 1667. See Dircks’s Life (1865).

WORCESTER COLLEGE, Oxford, originally

called Gloucester Hall, was founded in 1714 by Sir

Thomas Cookes of Bentley, Worcestershire, for a

provost, six fellows, and six scholars. Under tlie

statutes of 1882 Worcester College consists of a

provost, nine or ten fellows, and nineteen scholars.

There are a number of exhibitions, two of which

are connected with the Charterhouse School, and

three with Bromsgrove School.

WORD, or Watchword, in an army or ^r-
rison, is some peculiar word or sentence by which
the soldiers know and distinguish one another in the

liight, &c., and by which spies and designing persons

are discovered. It is used also to prevent surprises.

The word is given out in an army every night.

WORDSWORTH, William, one of the greatest

of modern English poets, was bom on 7th April,

1770, at Cockermouth, Cumberland, where his father

was an attomey-at-law. He lost his parents at an
early a^ and after attending Hawkshead grammar-
school he was sent in 1787 to St. John’s College,

Cambridge. Here he continued till 1791 and took
the degree of B.A. During the vacations lie made
toon to various places to gratify his love of natural

scenery. In autumn, 1790, he made a pedestriaii

excursion through France and Switzerlax^ in com-
pany with a fellow-collegian, to whom his first poem,
descriptive of the scenes they had visited together,

was addressed. The next year he again visited the
Continent, and remained in France for fifteen

months, residing jmrtly at Paris, partly at Orleans,

and partly at Blois. At this time Wordsworth waa
an ardent republican, and entered vrith such en-

thusiasm into the proceedings of the French revo-

lution that he came to entertain the idea of getting

himself naturalized as a French citizen, but waa
obliged to return to England in the end of 1792.

From this period to 1795 he led a rather aimless and
unsettled hfe, wandering about from place to place,

and resolutely withstanding the recommendations of

his friends that he should devote himself either to-

the church or the legal profession. In 1793 he pub-

lished his Descriptive Sketches, a poem based on his

Continental experiences, and in the same year An
Evening Walk, dealing with the English lake scenery,

lx>th of which are deficient in animation, and fail^
to attract much attention. In 1795 a young friend

of Wordsworth, Raisley Calvert, whom he had
attended during a lingering illness, died, and be-

queathed him a legacy of £900, which, with a fur-

ther sum of £1800, paid him as his share of his

father’s estate, enabled the young poet to devote
himself to the cultivation of his art. His sister

Dorothy now came to live with him, and in 1795
they settled at Racedown Lodge, Dorsetshire, where,

in 1797, they made the closer acquaintance of Cole-

ridge. In order to be near him they removed to a
mansion called Alfoxden, in the neighbourhood of

Nether Stowey, Somersetshire, near which town
Coleridge was then residing. The result of this

step was a sort of literary cojKirtnership, in virtue

of which a collection of Lyrical Ballads appeared in

1798, containing the Ancient Mariner of Coleridge,

and twenty-two pieces contributed by Wordsworth.
In 1798-99 the two poets and Miss Wordsworth
made a tour in Germany, and on their return Words-
worth and his sister took uj) their abode in a cottage

at Grasmere, Westmorland. A new series of the

Lyrical Ballads was published in 1800 in two vol-

umes (with preface on poetic diction, and among
new jK)em8 the splendid Lines written above Tin-

tern Abbey); and two subsequent editions appeared

respectively in 1802 and 1805. In 1802 Words-
worth married his former school-fellow Mary Hut-
chinson, witli whom for nearly fifty years he enjoyed

complete domestic happiness. His sister continued

to reside with him and his wife, and in 1803 they
made a tour in Scotland, and made the acquaintance

of Sir Walter Scott. Dorothy Wordsworth’s Re-
collections of this tour were published in 1874,
edited by Principal Shairp of St. Andrews.

In 1807 Wordsworth published a new collection

of pieces, entitled Poems in Two Volumes, con-

taining some of his finest work, more especially the
famous Intimations of Immortality ; but the public
were very slow in recognizing his merits as a poet.

In 1808 lie removed from Grasmere to Allan Bank,
in the same neighbourhood, and in 1818 to Rydal
Mount, where he continued to reside during the
remainder of his life. In the year last mentioned
he was apptiinted, through the influence of Lord
Lonsdale, distributor of stamps for the county of

Westmorland, an office which afforded him an in-

come of £.500 a year, and the duties of which were
discharged by a deputy. About this time the lake

district became the residence of several other poets,

including Coleridge, Southey, and John Wilson.

From this circumstance the scornful appellation of

the ‘Lake School of Poetry ’ and the ‘I^ists ’ was
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applied to them ; bat with the exception of Words-
worth, whoee writings abound with local studies of

scenery and life, the epithet, as a descriptive one, is

wholly without meaning.
Wordsworth’s longest poem. The Excursion, was

first published in 1814. It contains a store of philo-

sophical remarks, interspersed with most graphic and
beautiful descriptions of the mountain country in

which the scenes of the poem are laid. The reception

of this poem was at first even more discouraging than
had attended Wordsworth’s previous productions.

Jeffrey wrote a slashing article upon it in the Edin-
burgh Review, but in this, as in many other in-

stances, the public verdict ultimately upset that of

the reviewer. The White Doe of Rylstune, a beauti-

ful poem on an incident connected with the Catholic

rising in the north in Queen Elizabeth’s reign, ap-

peared in 1815; and in 1819 were published the
tales of Peter Bell and The Waggoner, both admir-
ably descriptive of rural scenery and unsophisticated

human nature, but like his other poetry much decried

and ridiculed by the critics of the day. In 1820
appeared Sonnets on the River Duddon, followed in

1822 by a collection of sonnets and other poems,
under the title of Memorials of a Tour on the Con-
tinent, and sever^ years afterwards by Ecclesiastical

Sonnets. Much of Wordsworth’s finest poetry is

contained in his sonnets, a department in which very
few have been successful. In 1835 appeared his

Yarrow Revisited, and other Poems, the result of a
tour in Scotland in 1833. A pension of £300 per

annum was bestowed on him in 1842, and the fol-

lowing year, on the death of Southey, he became
poet-laureate. In 1842 he published a tragedy en-

titled The Borderers, along with other points. The
death of his daughter Dura, which affected him much,
occurred in 1847. He died 23rd of April, 1850.

The Prelude appeared posthumously in this year. The
Recluse not till 1888—both poems being connected

in topic with The Excursion. Among prose writings

Wordsworth was the autiior of a political pamphlet
on the Convention of Cintra ;

an Essay on Epitaphs

;

and part of the text of a work entitled Select Views
in Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Ijancashire. Like
those of his friends Coleridge and Southey, Words-
worth's political views altered as he grew older, and
he settled down into a zealous conservative.

The poetry of Wordsworth belongs essentially to

the contemplative school, and may be regarded as

presenting a faithful reflex of the author’s feelings,

as called forth by the varied manifestations of nature

in a lovely and secluded mountain district, combined
with the different incidents and phases of rural life

and character. The Memoirs of Wordsworth by his

nephew, Bishop Wordsworth, were published in two
volumes in 1 851. The best editions of his poems are

the one-volume edition by John Morley; the Aldine,

in seven volumes, by Prof. Dowden; and Prof.

Knight’s library edition in eight volumes, with Life.

His prose writings were collected and published in

187fi (three vols.) by A. B. Grosart.

WORK, the name given to a transmutation of

energy. A unit of work may be taken as a weight
of one pound lifted one foot. In performing a unit

of work a definite amount of energy has been placed

in the pound of matter, which it is capable of giving

out again in falling the foot which it has been raised.

A number which will represent the work will also

measure the energy involved. The above unit of

work is called a /oof-pouTwi. Sixty pounds raised

1 foot, or 1 lb. raised 60 feet, represents 60 ft.-lbs.

In the C.G.S. system the unit of work is the erp,

which is the work done against a force of one dyne
through a distance of one centimetre. The corres-

ponding British absolute unit is the/oof-poundoZ.

WORKHOUSES were originally erected in the
reign of Cbarlei IL in order to compel r^es and
vagabonds to work for a living. Act 9, Geoige 1.

cap. vii. entitled the churchwardens or overseers oi

the poor, with consent of the majority of the inhabi-

tants, to establish workhouses for lodging and main-
taining the poor, and made various arrangements for
union of parishes for this purpose. The abuse of the
out-door system of relief (see Poor-laws) led to an
extension of the workhouse mode of relief, provided
for by 4 and 5 William IV. cap. Ixx vi. Commissioners
appointed by that act are empowered to cause work-
houses to be built, altered, or enlarged, and to forns
by-laws for their government, to be enforced by the
justices. Orders for admission to the workhouse are
given by the board of guardians, overseers, or reliev-

ing officers, but in case of necessity admission must
be given without an order. By 34 and 35 Victoria,

cap. cviii. the guardians of every union are bound to>

provide casual wards, with such fittings as the poor-

law board consider necessary, for the accommodation
of the casual poor. Every workhouse has to keep a
register of religious creeds, and also a register of

persons under sixteen, hired out as servants or ap-

prentices, whom the relieving officer must visit twice
a year to iu(]uire into their food and treatment.

The inmates of workhouses are not allowed to go out
and in at pleasure, and the able-bodied are compelled
to work when re<}uired. In suitable situations they
are often employed in field labour. Married persons

are separated unless both are above sixty years of

age. Drunkenness, misconduct, or refusal to work,
exposes to the penalty of imprisonment with hard
labour. The workhouses, after being under the con-

trol of the poor-law board, were placed under the
local government board in 1891.

In Scotland the legal designation of houses pro-

vided for the accommodation of the poor is poor-

houses. Act 8 and 9 Victoria, cap. Ixxxiii. provided

for the extension and uniform management of the

poorhouses of Scotland. They were placed under
local boards and under the lx>ard of supervision in

Edinburgh, by whom all plans for their erection and
maintenance must be approved. The board issued a
general code of regulations which was adopted with
modifications suited to the particular case. The
Scotch act gives the right of admission to the aged,

friendless, and impotent poor, and the poor who are

unable to take charge of their own affairs. The
houses are now under the parish councils and the

Scottish local government board.

WORKINGTON, a mun. borough and seaport

of England, in the county of Cumberland, near the

mouth of the Derwent, wiiich enters the Solway
Firth 33 miles from Carlisle. The town is of im-

portance from its industrial establishments, which
comprise large iron-smelting works and works for

steel rails, iron plates, &c.
;

it has a ship-building

yard and collieries, and carries on a a)usiderable'

shipping trade. Pop. (1891), 23,.522; (1901), 26,141.

WORKS AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, BoAm
OP, in Britain, a department of the public service

under the control of the Treasury, having the charge

of all public works and buildings undertaken or

maintained at the expense of the revenues of the-

state. This department has also the management
of the parks of the metropolis, and of the admiasion

of the public to national collections or other public

property, the care of public statues, and other duties.

The board consists of the secretaries of state, and

the president and vice-president of the board of

trade, as ex-officio commissioners, and a first com-

missioner who has a seat in the cabinet.

WORKSHOP AND FACTORY REGULA-
TION. The British law on this subject is now
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contained in the consolidating Factory and Work-
shop Act of 1901 (1 Ed. VII. cap. xxii). A work-
shop is distinguished from a factory by the absence

of steam, water, or other mechanical power; and
factories are regarded as of two types, textile and
non-textile. A textile factory is any place wherein
mechanical power is used to work machinery used
in the manufacture, or in any process incident to

the manufacture, of cotton, wool, hair, silk, flax,

hemp, jute, tow, china -grass, cocoa-nut fibre, or
other like material. The non-textile factories which
come under the act are enumerated in schedules.

A child is defined to lie a {person under fourteen

years of age, or one of the age of thirteen who has
not obtained the educational certificate mentioned
in Part III. of the a()t. Persons alx)ve the age of

fourteen (or of thirteen if they have the requisite

certificate) and under the age of eighteen are young
persons, and females of eighteen years and upwards
are women. The act cjonsists of ten jiarts, com-
prising 163 clauses. The parts deal respectively

with: (1) health and safety; (2) employment; (3)

education of children; (4) dangerous and unhealthy
industries; (h) special modifications and extensions;

(6) home work; (7) particulars of work and wages;

(8) administration; (9) legal proceedings; and (10)

supplementary matters.

Under Part I. there must l)e 2.00 cubic feet (for

overtime 400 cubic feet) for each emjdoyee in a
room, and regulaticjiis are laid down as to tempera-

ture, ventilation, sanitary conveniences, and cleanli-

ness. Dangerous machinery must be securely fenced.

Tliere are regulations as to means of escape from
fire in factories and workshops employing over forty

jiersons. Clauses 23-33, in Part II., regulate tlie

hours of labour, meal-times, &c., of women, young
persons, and children. Children can only be em-
l)loyed on the system of morning and afternoon seta,

or on alternate dtiys. In the first i:ase, the morning
set begins at 6 or 7 a.m. (or 8 a.m. in non-textile

fju'-tories and workshops) and ends at 1 p.m., or at

the lieginning of dinner-time if Ixifore 1 p.m., or

at noon if dinner-time does not begin before 2 p.m.

The afternoon set begins wlien the morning set

leaves off (after dinner-time in the second of the

throe cases just mentioned), and stojis work at 6 or

7 i).m. (or 8 p.m.). A child must not be employed
in successive weeks in the same set. In the alter-

nate-day system the hours are the same as for young
persons, but with two hours for meal-tirnes

;
and a

child must nf»t work on two succes-sive days, or on
the same days of two .successive weeks. In textile

fimtories, print, bleaching, and dyeing works the

hours for children on Saturdays are the Siime as for

young persons, but no child can be employed on two
successive Saturdays, or on the Saturday of any
week in which the period has exceeded .5^ hours

on any day. In non-textile factories and workshops

tlie Saturday hours for children on the alternate-

day system are the same as for young [lersons; if

cm|)loyed in the afternoon set, work ends at 2 p.m.

W(*raen and young persons may be employed on
mid-week days from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. or 7 a.m. to

7 i).m. (or 8 a,m. to 8 p.m. in non-textile factories

and workshops, except print, bleaching, and dyeing

works), the daily meal-times being for textile fac-

tories 2 hours, and for non-textile factories and
workshops hour. On Saturdays the meal -time

is half an hour, and in non-textile factories and
workshops the hours are 6 to 2, or 7 to 3, or 8 to 4,

with some modifications. In textile factories where
work begins at 6 a.m. employment on manufac-
turing processes must cease at noon, if one hour be
allowed for meals; if less than one hour is allowed
for meals the Saturday hours are 6 to 11.30 for

|

I

manufacturing processes. If work begins at 7 a.m.

I

the closing time for manufacturing processes is

12.30. The minimum age for employment in a

I

factory or workshop is now twelve years, and no
woman, young person, or child can be employed
continuously for more than 4} hours in a textile

factory, or 5 hours in a non -textile factory or

workshop, or a print, bleaching, or dyeing establish-

ment, without at least half an hour's meal interval

Overtime and night-work are regulated, and certain

exemptions may be granted under specified circum-

stances.

In Part III. of the act it is enacted that a child

employed in a factory or workshop must attend an
efficient school, making one attendance per day
when on the set 83r8tem, and two attendances for

each work-day before a day of employment when
on the alternate-day system. Clauses 73-78 con-

tain provisions regarding factories where unhealthy
oicujiations are carried on, esjiecially in regard to

the emploj^ment of women and children
;
and clauses

79-86 deal with dangerous trades. Clauses 87-89
(Part V.) deal with tenement factories, i.e. fac-

tories in which mechanical power is supplied from a
common source to various manufacturing processes

carried on in the same building by different persons.

Clauses 90-96 regulate factories in which atmos-
pheric humidity is produced artificially

;
clauses

97-102 deal with bakehouses; clause 103 fixes the

jieriods and conditions of employment in laundries

carried on for trade or gain; clause 104 extends

the provisions regarding accidents, dangerous ma-
chines, &c., to docks, wharfs, quays, warehouses,

&C. ; clause 106 extends the same provisions to

buildings in the construiition of which machinery is

temporarily used; and clause 106 extends them to

railway lines and sidings used in connection with a
factory or workshop. Part VI. attempts to regulate

the conditions of work in domestic factories and
w’orkshops, and e.specially to prevent infection being
Hjiread by means of wearing apparel made under
insanitary conditions. The administration is mainly
in the hands of factory inspectors, of whom a few
are women, acting under the authority of the Home
Oflice, but local authorities are responsible in certain

ctises. For a history of factory legislation see Fao-
TOBY Aen's.

WORKSOP, a market-town of England, in Not-
tinghamshire, 26 miles north of Nottingham, in a
well-wooded and picturesque district, near the north
extremity of Sherwood Forest. It has a beautiful

Norman church, part of which lielonged to an Augus-
tine j)riory. There is a considerable trade in malt
and timl)er, and there are collieries in the neighbour-
hood. Pop. (1891), 12,734; (1901), 16,112.

WORMS, a town of Germany, in the Grand-
duchy of Hesse, on the left bank of the Rhine, here
croased by a new bridge, 28 miles s.s.K. of Mainz.
It still retains portions of its old walls and massive
towers. The principal public building is the cathe-

dral a large and interesting structure in the Roman-
esque style. There are other interesting churches,
and a fine monument to Luther (1868) embracing
altogether twelve statues. The building in which
Luther mode his noble stand at the diet of 1521 no
longer exists. Worms has long lost the importance
which it had when it was a free imperial city. Pop.
in 1900, 40,705.

WORMS, a general name used in zoology as apply-

ing only to the Annelida or True W'orms, belong-

ing to the Annulosa or Articulata, and represents
by the Leeches (Suctorial Earthworms (OZigrocAoJte),

Tube-worms {Tuhiccla), and Marine-worms gener-

ally {Eunice^ Nereis, &c.), or Errantia. The Spoon-
worms (Qephyrea) may also be included with the
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tnie worma Many anhnals named worma in a
popular aenae (such aa Tapi-wormay which aee) are

not true worma at all, but are ao termed from pos-

aeaaing elongated bodies. Whilst such forms as

Round-worms (see Nehatblmia), Thread-worms, and
the like, are not included in the Annelida, but with
the Tape-worms in the Scdecida (which see).

WORMS, Intebtinau The worms which are

most frequently found in the human intestines are

of three different kinds:—Ist, Ascarides, small white
worms like threads, from J to ^ inch in length. They
generally lodge in the mucus contained in the lower
part of the rectum, where they cause great itching.

2d, Lumbrici, long round worms, somewhat like the

common earth-worm. They are sometimes found in

considerable number. 3d, Tsenia or tapeworm. They
consist of sections joined together by articulations,

often extend to a great length, and are narrower at

the extremities than in the centre. Some have been
known to measure between 30 and 40 feet. They
generally infest the upper part of the intestinal

canal. Worms occur most frequently in children.

One of the most common symptoms is general ema-
ciation without diminution of appetite, sometimes
with hardness and swelling of the beUy, or local

ains and uneasiness, disturbance of sleep, &c.;

ut most of the symptoms, whether local or general,

are equivocal, being liable to l)e produced by other

causes. For the exiJulsion of worms various ver-

mifuges are employed, consisting mainly of drastic

purgatives, along with tonics. For the Ascarides

clysters, and for ta|)e-wonn, turpentine, fern, and
other remedies are used. See Tape-worm.
WORMWOOD {Arttmiaia absinthium)^ a plant of

the natural order Compo8ita% The dried herb, or the

flowering tops, under the name of wormwood, is

used as an aromatic bitter tonic, and as an anthel-

mintic. It is also employed in the preparation of some
liqueurs, particularly of one now very largely con-

sumed in France under the name of absinthe^ the

excessive use of which is attended with very inju-

rious effects, which have been erroneously attributed

to the wormwood it contains, instead of to the alcohol

in which the wormwood is infused. A. dracunrului

b the Tarragon, the leaves of which are sometimes

used in pickles, &c. A . ritia yields the ofiicinnl san-

tonica of the British Pharmaco^Knia, and which is

known as Levant worm-seed, being the }»roduce of

Central Asia. It owes its properties essentially to

the presence of a crystalline neutral principle called

santonin, which is also officinal in the British Phar-

macopoeia. Both santonica and santonin are valu-

able anthelmintics. A. ahrotonum is the well-known

southern-wood, a native of France, Spain, and Italy,

introduced into Great Britain, where it grows luxuri-

antly, but seldom flowers. It is to be found in almost

every cottage garden. The leaves and tops have a

strong, and to most people an agreeable smell The
taste is pungent, bitter, and somewhat nauseous. It

was formerly used in medicine as a stomachic, but

has long been given up.

WORSTED. See Woollen Manufaotubb.
WORT. See Brewing.
WORTHING, a mun. borough and watering-

place in England, in the county of Sussex, 12 miles

west of Brighton; with some good streets, handsome
terraces, crescents, and villas. Worthing is pro-

vided with every requisite to render it a fashionable

resort, having splendid hotels and lodgings, baths,

smooth sands, a beautiful esplanade, libraries, a
literary institution, reading-rooms, and assembly-
rooms. Fruit-growing is an important industry of

the town. Pop. (1891), 16,606; (1901), 20,006.

WOTTON, Sir Henry, a diplomatist and miscel-

laneous writer, youngest son of Thomas Wotton, was

born in Kent in 1 568. After receiving a classical

education at Winchester School he was entered at

Oxford, where he much distinguished himself by
his attention to logic and philosophy, and composed
a tragedy. Having studied civil law under an emi-
nent Italian professor, he became a proficient in the
Italian language. His father bequeathing him a
moderate income, he determined, in 1589, to travel,

and visited all the principal countries of the Conti-
nent. On his return he was appointed secretary to
the Earl of Essex, whom he attended in his mari-
time ex|)edition8 against the Spaniards, and after-

wards t<» Ireland. On the fall of that nobleman he
quitted the kingdom and resided at Florence, where
he compt«ed a treatise, printed after his death,
entitled the State of Christendom. While thus
employed, the Grand-duke of Tuscany having inter-

cepted some letters disclosing a plot to take away
the life of dames, king of Scotland, he engaged
Wotton to carry secret intelligence of it to that
prince. This service he ably performed in the char-

acter and guise of an Italian, and returned to Flt)-

reiice. When James came to the English crown
he sent for Wotton, knighted him, and in 1604
employed him as an ambassador to the Republic of

Venice. As Wotton passed through Augsburg,
being desired to write in an album, he wrote in Latin
that ‘an ambassador is a good man, sent to lie abroad
for the good of his country*. Tliis innocent sally

was, by the malignity of Scioppius, represented os a
state maxim sanctioned by the religion of the King
of England. Jannis, who thought nothing relative

either to king-craft or state-craft a aubj(?ct for wit,

was, in consequence, highly disjileosed; and on his

return Wottoti had to make humble apology. At
length he recov<!rt*(l tlu^ royal favour, and was trusted

with a mission to tin? United Provinces, and subsu-

cpiently re.stortid to his former juist at Venice, where
ho remained four years (1616-1 619). Other missions

followed, to the Duke of Savoy, and to various

princes in Germany, on the affairs of the elector

palatine. A third end)n.s.sy to Venice closed his

diplomatic lalKUirs, from which ho did not return

until early in 1021. In this year he was made
provost of Eton College. The first-fruits of his

leisure were his Elements of Architf3cture. James
Inwl di8])ensed him fnun the necessity of taking
orders in the church, but he took deacon’s orders.

In 1627 Charles I. granted him a pension of £200,
raised to £500 in 1030. He had planned a life of

Luther ;
but laid it a.side for a history of England,

in which he made very little progress. He died in

December, 1039. There is a collection of miscel-

lanies published after his death, under the title of

Reliquim Wottonianne. This collection includes a

numl>er of poems by Wotton, of which two, The
Character of a Happy Life and On his Mistress,

the Queen of Bohemia, are among the finest lyritts

in the English language. See Lives by Izuak

Walton (16.51) and A. W. Ward (1899).

WOULFE’S BOTTLE, a bottle with three necks

used for containing liquids through which gases are

to 1)6 conducted.

WOUNJ>S are divided by writers on surgery into

several kinds, the distinctions being founded either

upon the sort of wea|)on with which the injury has

been inflicted; or upon the circumstance of a venom-

ous matter having l)een introduced into the part;

or, lastly, uf)on the nature of the wounded parts them-

selves, and the particular situation of the wound.

Hence we have cuts, incisions, or incised toounds^

which are produced by sharp-edged instruments, and

are generally free from all contusion and laceration,

^rhe fibres and texture of the wounded part have

suffered no other injury but their mere division; and
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IlierB k, ooraeqaently, len tendency to fnflftmxnation,

•uppnreticm, gangrene, and other bad oonseqnencea
thu in the generality of other species of wounds.
Incised wounds also may usually be healed with
greater quickness and facility than other wounds
which are accompanied with more or less of contu-
sion and laceration: the surgeon has only to bring
the opposite sides of the wound into contact with
each other, imd keep them in this state a few hours,
and they will unite uid grow together. Another
class of wounds are or punctured vxmndB^ made
by the thrusts of pointed weapons, as bayonets, lances

,

swords, daggers, Ac., and also by the accidental and
forcible introduction of considerable thorns, nails,
Ac., into the flesh. These wounds frequently pene-
trate to a great depth so as to injure large blood-
essels, viscera, and other organs of importance; and
as they are generally inflicted with much force and
violence the parts suffer more injury than what would
result from their simple division. It also deserves
notice that a great number of the weapons or instru-
ments by which punctured wounds are occasioned
increase materially indiameter from the point towards
their other extremity; and hence, when they pene-
trate far, they must force the fibres asunder like a
wedge, and cause a serious degree of stretching and
contusion. It is on this account that bayonet wounds
of the very soft parts are ordinarily followed by violent
inflammation, an alarming degree of tumefaction,
iarge abscesses, fever, delirium, and other very unfa-
vourable symptoms. The opening which the point
of such a weapon makes is quite inadequate to the
passage of the thicker part of it, which can only
enter by forcibly dilating, stretching, and otherwise
injurkg the fibres of the wounded flesh. A third
description of wounds are the contused and lacertUed^

which strictly comprehend, together with a variety
of oases produced by the violent application of har^
blunt, obtuse bodies to the soft parts, all those inter-

esting and common injuries denominated gunshot
wounds. Many bites rank also as contused and
lacerated wounds. In short, every solution of con-
tinuity which is suddenly produced in the soft parts
by a blunt instrument or weapon which has neithOT
a sharp point nor edge must be a contused, lacerated

wound.
Poisoned wounds are those which are complicated

with the introduction of a venomous matter or fluid

into the part. Thus the stings and bites of a variety
of insects afford us examples of poisoned wounds; and
the surgeon, in the dissection of putrid bodies, or in

handling instruments infected with any venomous
matter, is exposed to the danger of poisoned wounds
from cuts. The most dangerous, however, of this

class of wounds occur from &e bites of the viper, the
rattlesnake, Ac. (see Ybnomoub Animals), or from
thoseof rabid animals. (See Hydrophobia.) Wounds
may likewise be universally referred to two other

general classes, the simple and complicated. A wound
b called simple when it occurs in a healthy subject,

has been produced by a clean, sharp-edg^ instru-

ment, and is unattended with any serious symptoms.
A wound, on the contrary, is said to be compliccUed

when the state of the system, of the wound^ part^

or the wound itself, indicateB the necessity for more
complex treatment than the simple reunion of the

cut surfaces. The differences of complicated wounds
must therefore be vexy numerous, as they depend
upon many incidental circumstances, the principal

of which, however, are hemorrhage, nervous symp-
toms, contusion, the unfavourable shape of the injury,

the discharge or extravasation of certain fluids, m<U-
oating the injury of particular bowels or vessel^ Ac.

All 1j^ or deep wounds are attended with more or
less of symptomatic fever, which usually oomei on at

a period varying from dzteen to thirty-fllz hours after
the infliction cl the injury, and is generally of ^e
inflammatory, but sometimes of an aswenic character.

The liability to gangrene is also a formidable danger
to be guarded against in the treatment of oomplKK
wounds.

WOUEALI POISON. See Cueara.
WOITVERMAN, Philip, was bom at Haarlem

in 1619, and was the son of Paul Wouverman, a
painter of history of mean talents, who taught him
the rudiments of the art, after which he became
the scholar of Jan Wynants, and arrived at such
a degree of perfection as to be esteemed superior to

all ^ contemporaries. The subjects of which he
seemed most particularly fond were huntings, hawk-
ings, encampments of armies, farriers’ shops, and all

kinds of scenes that afforded him a naturid oppor-

tunity of introducing which he painted in the
greatest perfection. Sweetness of colouring; correct-

ness of design, especially in cattle or figures and
variety of attitudes in horses; choice and delicacy in

treatment of scenery; judicious use of chiaroscuro;

and harmony of composition; are all to be admired
in this artist. Notwithstanding his uncommon merit
he had not the good fortune during his life to meet
with encouragement equal to his desert, for, with all

his assiduity and extreme industry, he found it diffi-

cult to maintain himself and his family. The neglect
with which he was treated affected him so strongly
that a few hours before he died he is said to have
ordered a box filled with his studies to be burned,
saying, ‘ I have been so badly rewarded for all my
labours that I would prevent my son from being
allured by those designs to embrace so miserable and
uncertain a profession as mine.’ He died in 1668.
After the death of Wouverman the value of his

pictures increased to an incredible degree; they were
universally coveted through every part of Europe,
j)articularly by the Dauphin of France and the
Elector of Bavaria, who bought all that could be
procured, at very large prices.

WRACK, or Sea-wraok. See Fuoaoe®.
WRANGEL, Karl Gustav. See Thirty Years*

War.
WRANGLER, in Cambridge University a term

applied to those students (usually about thirty in

number) who have attained the first class in the
first part of the examination for honours in mathe-
matics, commonly called the mathematical tripos*

The student taking absolutely the first place in the
examination is called the senior wrangler^ those

following next being respectively termed second^

thirds fourth^ Ac., wranglers. This examination
qualifies for honours in mathematics, but successful

students may proceed to the second part.

WRASSE. See LABRiDiK. The Rainbow Wrasse
{Julis Afediterranea). figured at Ichthyology, PI.

III., fig. 1, belongs to a different genus from the
wrasses proper {Labrus\ the genus julis being dis-

tii^uished 1^ the head wanting scales altogether.

WREATH, in heraldry, a roll of fine linen or

silk (like that of a Turldsh turban), consisting of

the colours borne in the escutcheon, placed in an
achievement between the helmet and the crest, and
immediately supporting the crest.

WRECK, in navigation, is usually understood to

mean any ship or go^ driven ashore or found float-

ing at sea in a deserted or unmanageable condition;

but in the legal sense of the word in England wreck

must have come to land; when at sea it is distin-

guished by the barbarous appellations of

jetsanif and ligan. (See Flotsam.) In rude and
uncivilized coimtries the treatment of unfortunate

mariners is generally arbitrary and crueL To this

jealoni^ and suspidem of strangers and the cupidity
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excited hj tbeb wealth and defenoden oondition

eooapire. Even amongst the early Greeks and Ro-
mans strangers and enemies were regarded in the
aame pcdnt of view. They were in most instances

either put to death or sold as slaves. But at a later

period the Roman law made it a capital offence to

destroy persons shipwrecked or to prevent their

saving the ship; and the stealing even of a plank from
a vessel shipwrecked or in distress made the party
liable to answer for the whole ship and cargo. Dur-
ing the gloomy period which followed the subversion

of the l^man Empire and the establishment of the
northern nations in the southern parts of Europe the

ancient barbarous practices with respect to shipwreck
were everywhere renewed. Those who surviv^ were
in most countries reduced to servitude; and their goods
were everywhere confiscated for the use of the lord

on whose manor they had been thrown. Nothing
can more strongly evince the prevalence and nature
of these enormities than the efforts that were made as

soon as governments began to acquire authority for

their suppression. The regulations as to shipwreck
in the laws of Oleron are in this respect most remark-
able. The 35th and 38th articles state that

*
Pilots,

in order to ingratiate themselves with their lords, did,

like faithless and treacherous villains, sometimes will-

ingly run the ship u^xm the rocks, &c.,’ for which
offence they are held to be accursed and excommuni-
cated, and punished as thieves and robbers. The
fate of the lord is still more severe. * He is to be
apprehended, his goods confiscated and sold, and
himself fastened to a post or stake in the midst of

his own mansion-house, which, being fired at the
four corners, all shall be burned together, the walls

thereof be demolished, the stones pulled down, and
the site converted into a market-place for the sole

only of hogs and sudne to all posterity.’ The law
of England, like that of other modem countries,

adjudged wrecks to belong to the king; but the

rigour and injustice of this law were modified as

early as the reign of Henry I., when it was ruled

that if any person escaped alive out of the ship it

should be no wreck; and, after various modifications,

it was decided in the reign of Henry III. that if

goods were cast on shore having any marks by which
they could be identified they were to revert to the
owners if claimed any time within a year and a day.

By the statute 27 Edw. III. cap. xiii. if a ship be lost

and the goods come to land they are to be delivered

to the merchants, on their paying only a reasonable

reward or salvage to those who saved or preserved

them. But tliese ancient statutes, owing to the

confusion and disorder of the times, were very ill

enforced; and the disgraceful practices previously

alluded to continued to the middle of the lost cen-

tury. The laws relating to wreck and salvage were
consolidated by 9 and 10 Viet. cap. xeix., and are

now mostly contained in the Merchant Shipping
Act, 57 and 68 Viet. cap. lx. (1894), which rejxjaled

and re-enacted a long series of acts from the Mer-
chant Shipping Act of 1854 down to one passed in

1892. If a wreck l)e plundered by a tumultuous
assemblage the inhabitants of the county, city, or
lH>ruugh lying nearest shall make good the damage
to the owners in the manner provided in 1 George
I. statute 2, cap. v. in regard to repairing damage to
churches. A penalty not exceeding £50 is incurred by
plundering in case of shipwreck, by obstructing the
saving of shipwrecked property, or secreting the same,
and hj endeavouring without leave of the master or

authority of the receiver to board any shipwrecked
vessel Any one carrying off wreck and selling it in

a foreign port is guilty of felony and liable to four
years’ penal servitude. For assistance in saving life

or property in any vessel stranded or in distrees on

the diores of the United Kingdom expenses sod
salvage are to be paid. Claims for salvage up to

£1000 where the parties cannot agree may m settled

by two justices the peace. Claims for salvage

above £1000 are to be settled by the Court of Admi-
ralty in England and Ireland and by the Court of

Session in Scotland. The board of trade may pay
salvage on life if there is not sufficient value ia the

ship to do BO.

WREDE, Karl Philipp, Prince, a Bavarian
field-marshal was bom 29th April, 1767, at Heidel-

beig, where he received a sound education, law and
the valuation of forest lands forming part of his

studies. Backed by the influence of his influential

relatives he was appointed in his twenty-fifth year
to the important post of assessor to the High Court
of Heidelberg, and on the outbreak of war between
France and Austria he became civil commissary for

the Palatinate in the Austrian army. He not only

discharged the functions of his office for five years

in the armies of Wurmsor, Duke Albert, and the

Archduke Charles, but likewise took part in the

military operations, and had in 1795 obtained a

colonelcy. In 1799 he was commissioned to raise a

corps of Bavarian volunteers, with which he joined

the archduke on the 14th October. On the 8d of

Deceml)er, 1800, he was engaged in the battle of

Hohenlinden, whore he had the rank of major-general

and after the battle he covered the retreat of the de-

feated Austrian army. During the peace which fol-

lowed be was occupied with the organization of the

Bavarian army, was appointed lieutenant-general in

1804, and was appointed to the chief command of all

the Bavarian forces in the field in 1805. In the

campaign of that year, owing to the Franco-Bavarian

alliance, we find Wrede fighting on the side of his

former foes. He took an important part in the

battle of Memmingen (13th October), the siege of

Danzig (20th March to 27th May, 1807), in the

operations in the Tyrol (1808), and at the battle of

Wagram (6th July, 1809), in which he was wounded,
his services on this occasion being rewarded with

the grade of field-marshal and the title of count In
1812 he accompanied Napoleon in his fatal Russian

campaign as commander of the Bavarian cavalry,

and scarcely brought back a single horse from the

Russian snows. In October, 1813, after Bavaria

bad been detached from the French alliance, at the

head of 170,000 men he attempted to cut off the

retreat of Napoleon, who bad been defeated at

Leipzig. He threw himself before the French at

Hanau, but the emperor, though at the head of a
greatly inferior force, inflicted on him a severe defeat

(30th October). In the French campaign of 1814 he

was engaged in many petty conflicts, and in 1815 was
about to take part in a second invasion of France on
the Lorraine frontier, when the battle of Waterloo
rendered his advance unnecessary. He was now
created a prince, and the estate of Ellingen conferred

upon him. He was intrusted with several important

diplomatic commissions, and succeeded in 1832 in

putting down without violence the serious disturb-

ances which had broken out in Rhenish Bavaria.

He died on the 12th December, 1838.

WREN, a general name given specially to species

of a sub-family of InsessoreB (which see) belonring

to the Tenuirostral division, and charac^rized by
their generaUy small size; by their long tarsi and
toes, the outer toe being elongated and idender; the

bill being curved, and the tip of the upper mandible

entire. The wings are short and rounded, as also is

the tail The Common Wren {Troglodytes tmlgcunt,

Orntthologt, pi. HI., fig. 1) is one of the smallest

of all resident British bi^s. It is, with the excep-

tion of the Golden-crowned Wren, the smallest bird
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in Enrope, and averages 4 inches in length. It is

fond of prying about crevices and holes In waUs,

ruined holdings, &c., and is constantly in motion,

searching for insect^ which form its accustomed
,

food. It nestles in similar situations, or under house-

eaves. The male sings sweetly in summer. These
birds pair about the middle of spring, and build their

nests in April. The nests are constructed of hay,

moss, and other materials. Two broods are pro-

duced annually. The colour is reddish-brown, which
is palest on the under parts; but white and pied

varieties are sometimes seen. The Trof/lodyte» do-

mestica is the Common or House Wren of the United
States, which is even more familiar than the wren
of Britain. The name * Wrens ' has also been given

to certain Insessores included in the family of the

(Dentirostral) Sylviadte or Warblers (which see).

Thus the famous Golden-crested Wren or Kinglet
(RegvluB cristatus) and the Fire -crested Wren {R.

auricapHlus) belong to this family, and to the sub-

family of the SylvinsB or Lusciuinse (see Golden
CiiKSTKi) When, and Ornithology, Plate IT.,

fig. 16); and a third species, very rare in England,

and named the Dalnuitian Wren or Regulua (if.

modetttL8)f has also been described. The EmeuWren
(StipUurus malachurm) belongs to the sub-family
MalurincB^ and occurs in Austr^ia. The tail-feathers

are very long, and almost destitute of welw. 'i'he

colour is brown, and the throat in the males is tinged

with blue. The names Yellow and Willow Wren
are given to the Willow-warbler {Syhna Trochiltta).

See Warbler.
WREN, Sir Christopher, a celebrated English

architect, was the son of the rector of East Knoyle,
in Wiltshire, where he was bom in 1632. He
entered as a student at Wadham College, Oxford, in

1646, previously to which time he had given proofs

of his genius by the invention of astronomical and
pneumatic instruments. In 1647 he wrote a treatise

on spherical trigonometry uix)n a new j)lan, and the
following year composed an algebraical tract on the
Julian period. In 1653 he was chosen a fellow of

the College of All-Souls. He was one of the earliest

members of the Philosophical Society at Oxford,
which was the origin of the Royal Society, after the

institution of which, in 1663, he was elected a fellow,

and distinguished himself by his activity in pron^oting

the objects of that institution. In 1657 he was
appointed professor of astronomy at Gresham College,

but, on being nominated to the Savilian professorship

of astronomy at Oxford, resigned the former office,

and in 1661 returned to the university. He re-

ceived a commission, in 1663, to prepare designs for

the restoration of St. Paul’s Cathedral, then one of

the most remarkable Gothic edifices in the kingdom.
To prepare himself for the execution of this great

undertaking he made a visit to Franee in 1665, and
then finished the designs; but while they were under
consideration the cathedral was destroyed by the fire

of 1666, and the plan of repairing it was relinquished.

Wren had now an opportunity for signalizing his

talents by the erection of an entirely new structure.

The contemporaneous destruction of fifty parochial

churches and many public buildings also furnished

an ample field for his genius: and he would have had
the honour of founding, as it were, a new city, if the

design which he laid Iwfore the king and Parliament
could have been adopted; but private interests pre-

vented its acceptance. In 1668 he succeeded to the

office of surveyor of works. He resigned his Savilian

professorship in 1673. In 1674 he received the

honour of knighthood; and in the following year the

foundation of the new cathedral was laid. In 1680
he was chosen president of the Koyal Society. In
1688 he was appointed architect and one of the

commissioners of Chelsea College; and the following

year controller of the worloi at Windsor Castla He
was elecM member of Parliament for the borough

of Flympton in 1685. To his other public trusts

were added, in 1698, that of conunissioner for the

repair of Westminster Abbey, and, in 1699, that of

architect of Greenwich HospitaL In 1700 he repre-

sented in Parliament the boroughs of Weymouth and

Melcombe Regis. In 1708 he was made one of the

commissioners for the erection of fifty new churches

in and near the city of London. After having long

been the highest ornament of his profession he was,

in 1714, deprived of the surveyorship of the royal

works from political motives. He was then in the

eighty-fifth year of his life, the remainder of which

was devoted to scientific pursuits and the study of

the Scriptures. He died February 25, 1723. His

remains were interred, with the requisite honours,

under the choir of St. Paul’s Cathedral; and over

the entry to the choir is the following inscription in

his honour:

—

‘Subtns conclitur

llnJuB EcoleniH} et UrbU Conditor,

Chriftt. Wren;

Qui vixit A linos ultra iionnginta,

Non sibi led Houo publico.

Lector, si Monumentiim quaeris,

CirciiniBpioe.'

(Beneath is laid the builder of this church and city, who lived

above ninety yoare, not for himself but for the public good.

Reader, if thou seekest his monument, look around.)

The edifices constructed by this architect were prin-

cipally public, including a royal hunting seat at

Winchester, and the modern part of the palace at

Hampton Court, Some of the most remarkable of

his buildings, besides St. Paul’s, are the monument
on Fish Street Hill, the theatre at Oxford, the

library of Trinity College, Cambridge; the hospitals of

Chelsea and Greenwich; the church of St. Stephen’s,

Walbrook; those of St. Mary-le-Bow, St. Michael,

Cornhill, and St. Bride, Fleet Street; and the great

campanile of Christ-church, Oxford. The l^yal
Exchange and Custom-house, since destroyed by fire

and re-erected, were among his works. Of his char-

acter as a man of science we may accept the testi-

mony of Newton, who, in his Principia, joins the

names of Wren, Wallis, and Huygens, whom he styles

/tujiis cetatisgeometrarum facile principes (the greatest

geometricians of the age). As an architect he pos-

sessed an inexhaustible fertility of invention com-
bined with good natural taste and profound know-
ledge of the principles of his art. His talents were
particularly adapted to ecclesiastical architecture; in

bis palaces and private houses he has sometimes sunk
into a heavy monotony, as at Hampton Court and
Winchester. The interior of the church of St, Ste-

phen’s, Walbrook, which has been considered as his

chef-dloeuvre

y

exhibits a deviation from common
forms equally ingenious and beautiful. The Monu-
ment is grand and simple; and St. l^aul’s Cathedra)

may be fairly reckoned among the most magnificent
prciductions of architectural genius. Yet the works
of Sir Christopher Wren have not passed without cen-

sure. Even in St. Paul’s, while the grandeur of the
whole work is admitted, many faults, and especially

waste of interior space, are charged against him.--
See Parentalia, or Memoirs of the Family of the
Wrens (folio, 1750), published by his grancLron; and
Elmes’s Life of Wren (4to, 1823).

W KEXHAM, a market-towm and municipal and
parliamentary borough of North Wales, in the county
of Denbigh, and 12 miles south of Chester, in a
district containing coal, lead, and iron. It is a
station on the Great Western and Great Central

Railways, and has several churches and other places
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of worship, school^ ^ildhall, infirmary, barracks,

market-hi^ oaths, electricity -works, free

library, &o. The parish church, dedicated to St.

Giles, was erected in the reign of Henry VII., and
is an ex<|uisite specimen of florid Gothic. It was
restored m 1867, and its tower was thoroughly re-

pured in 1902. There are in the town large brew-
eries, tanneries, &c. ' Wrexham is one of the Den-
bigh district of boroughs. Pop. of mun. bor. in 1891,

12,562; in 1901, 14,966.

WRIST {carpuB). See Hand.
WRIT, a precept issued by some court or magis-

trate in the name of the government, the executive

branch of the government, or that of the state, or
people of the state, intending, in any case, the
supreme authority or its representative, addressed to a
marshal, sheriff, constable, or other subordinate exe-

cutive ofiBcer, commanding him to do some particular

thing. Writs are distinguished into original asidjudi-

cial

,

the former being such as a party sues out with-
out any direction of the court in the particular case;

the latter, such as are issued in pursuance of a decree,

judgment, or order of a court. The different de-

scriptions of writs are too numerous to be 8|)ecified

and described in this article. The term writ is, how-
ever, not confined to the proceedings in a suit

;
for

there are writs of election, ordering certain officers

to be chosen; writs in the nature of a commission,
for instance, summoning one to be chief justice

(2 Coke’s Ins. 40), or to take the degree of serjeant-

at-law; so there are writs of protection, issu^, for

instance, to secure a person from arrest while he is

attending as a party in a suit. In England writs

usually issue in the name of the sovereign.

Writ of EiTor is a commission to judges of a
superior court, by which they are authorized to

examine the record upon w’hich a judgment was
given in an inferior court, and on such examinations
to affirm or reverse the same according to law.

WRITER’S CRAMP, or Scrivener’s Palsy, an
affection to which those who have been accustomed
to write much are liable, and which prevents them
from writing with any regularity, and in severer cases

even from writing legibly. The person afflicted

with this trouble has not complete control over the

muscles of the thumb and middle and fore finger,

brought into use in writing, although all other

manual o]>erations are performed without difficulty.

The affection hardly ever manifests itself before

middle age. The various methods of treatment that

have been proposed for this disease have not been
very successful. Small surmcal operations have been
performed with occasional, but far from general good
results. The application of electricity to the adductor
of the thumb, and the kneading of the muscles of

the ball of the thumb and the lower part of the
forearm, so aa to promote the circulation in those
parts, are said to he beneficial, but the only way to

obtain perfect relief is for the patient to abstain

from writing altogether. If he is obliged to write he
wiU do BO with more ease if he uses a pen with a very
thick handle (perhaps J inch thick). For extreme
cases several contrivances have b^n devised for

assisting the patient to write by altering the metre-
ments of the fingers in writing, and giving support to
the ball of the hand; but there can be no doubt that
the use of the type-writer, a description of which is

E
‘ven under the i^per heading in this work, would

\ of far more service than idl such inventions in
relief to those annoyed with this trouble.

ITERS(orCLERK8)TOTHE SIGNET, alega)
society of Scotland which conducts a great part
of the legal business of Edinburgh, being the prin-
cipal body of law-agents before the supreme courts,

SM being also largdy empWed as conveyancers and
VOL. 2UV.

agents for property. They derive their name from
having been originally clerks in the office of the

secretary of state in which the acts passed under the

king’s signet were prepared. Admission to the body
was by apprentic^ip, fees, and examination, both
public and private, attendance at two courses of arts

and four courses of law at the university being
required as a preparation. Bv act 36 and 37 Viet,

cap. Ixiii., August 5, 1873, the exclusive right to

practise before the supreme and inferior courts of

Scotland has been traWerred to a body called law
agents constituted in terms of the act, and who in-

clude writers to the signet.

WRITING, the art of recording ideas by means
of characters or figures of some sort imprest upt>n

some kind of material substance. History, though
it does not throw complete light on the origin of

writing, suffices to show certain stages in its progress,

and upon these a classification has been founded,

which is, however, incomplete and unsatisfactory.

The simplest classification, and porhajis at an initia-

toiy stage the best, is that which divides all writing

into ideographic and phonographic, or signs repre-

senting the things symbolized by words, and signs

representing sounds, that is, words themselves.

satisfactory is the classification of writing into three

historical stages, the figurative, the transitional or

conventional, and the alphabetic. In the first of

these, to which hieroglyphic writing belongs, writing

b supposed to be pictorial, or immediately represen-

tative of objects. After this, in the transitional period

comes symbolical writing, in which abhreviated pic-

tures are transformed into arbitrary symbols, first of

things, and afterwards of sounds and words. Lastly,

with the prevalence of phonetic writing sounds art

represented first in syllables, and afterwards in letters.

The course of writing is generally in the direction

thus indicated, but it is inaccurate and misleading to

represent these stages as epochs in its progress. Aa
the most modern writing contains traces of the first

of these methods, so the earliest contains traces of

the last. The majority of the letters in modem
alphabets can be traced to symbob, or abbreviated

pictures representative of things, but as the thing

originally represented b usually an object whose
name begins with the sound represented by the letter,

there b no evidence that the sign was not originally

intended in a double sense, and used as a phonograph.

In Egyptian hieroglyphics we have ideographs and
phonographs mixed together. This, however, does

not prove the absolute precedence of ideographs, but
only the imperfection of the phonographic elements

in that system. The same thing occurs in the Mexican
picture writing, which was long supposed to be purely

ideographic. Its phonetic signs are syllabic, not

alphabetic. In our own system we use figures and
other symbob when phonographic signs are too slow

for our purpose, and with a less perfect phonographic

system thb would naturally occur much more fre-

quently. It does not appear, moreover, that any
transition from pictorial to phonetic writing b neces-

sary through arbitrary non-phonetical symbols. Both
of these modifications would no doubt proceed simul-

taneously from independent causes. Pictorial signs

not phonetized would be abbreviated as well as

phonetized signs, and when the phonetized abbrevia-

tions came to prevail the non-phonetized abbrevia-

tions would be phonetized also, thus producing the

appearance of a transition from arbitn^ symh^ to

phonetic signs.

The reason why writing has had to pass through

various stages of pictorial and more or less arbitrary

symbolical representation before reaching the more
perfect development of the alphabetic form b not

very difficult to discover, and it has an important

418
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botring on the order of derelopment. It If not be-

oaoie the repreientation of words Is In itself more
dlffionlt to ooDoeive of than the representation of

thines» or becatise when the desire for writing as a
medium of oommnnication is excited the human
Intellect Is inadequate to the task of forming at once

an entire phonetic S3rstem. Had phonetic or even
alphabetic representation been theozuy possible means
of constructing a written symbol all difficulties would
doubtless have been overcome by one sustained effort,

as they have actually been by many partial ones;

but as an easier process was to be foun^ and would
directly suggest itself as a means of meeting the

imme(Uate demand, the more elaborate process was
excluded and prevented by this process from being

performed. Nothing is easier thfm to make a rude

pictorial representation of certain objects. To draw
something resembling a man would he easier than to

agree on a sign to represent the word man, hence

ideographs would naturally precede phonetic sym-
bols. jdut for the same reason the earliest systems

of writing would not be purely ideographic but

mixed. There are many things which form the sub-

ject of the least sophisticated human communications

which cannot be represented pictorially. When
writing was first practised these things were already

represented by words, and the idea would naturally

occur to form a si^ to represent the word, that is,

a phonetic sign, ^ese signs could not be directly

pictorial, but they might he allegorical or symbolic,

and in the absence of analysis of sound they pro-

bably would take that form, although the direct

intention was to suggest conventionally a specihc

word by the symbol This sort of symbol might be

called a mnemonic. From such symbols to merely

arbitrary syllabic and alphabetic symbols the transi-

tion would be easy.

It is generally agreed that writing was introduced

to the western nations by the Phoenicians, and it is

commonly believed that the Phoenician system was
based on the Egyptian, but the comparative anti-

quity of the Egyptian and Assyrian or Akkadian,

the hieroglyphic and cuneiform systems, cannot be

definitely determined. The Egyptians attributed

their writing to Thoth, and the first characters

are said to have consisted of portraits of the gods.

The cuneiform writing, which is cumbrous and ex-

ceedingly difficult to read, has been adapted to several

languages, the Akkadian, the Assyrian, the Persian,

ACt in a variety of ways, ideographic, syllabic, and
alphabetic. (See Cuneiform Writinq.) The Egyp-
tians had three distinct kinds of writing, the hiero-

dyphic, the hieratic, and the enchorial or demotic.

The first is a mixed system, containing large num-
bers of signs of various characters, ideographic and
phonetic. It is used chiefly for inscriptions on monu-
ments and public building The hieratic is a cur-

sive hand abridged from the hieroglyphic for on

pap3rri. Both these formswere sacred, and the priestly

caste only were initiated in them. The demotic was
introduc^ much later than the other forms. It was

used for trading and common purposes, and in dv^
documents. The hieratic writi^ was more phonetic

than the hieroglyphic, and the alphabetic character

prevailed in the demotia The first was written in

any direction according to the form of the surface;

the hieratic was at ffirst written in column^ but

afterwards always in horizontal lines. The hieratic

and demotic are read from right to le^ but the

individual letters are formed from left to right (See

Hubooltfhics.) The connection between the

tian and the Semitic writings, to which the Phomidim
belongs, is by no means unLi^oasly admitted, many
•ohdin homing that the resemblances between than
tnay be explahmd by the independent adoption of

common prindples. The leading Semitfe fonns on
the Samaritan or andent Hebi^, the Ohaldes oi

East Aramaic, the Syriac or West Aramaic, and the

Kufio or early Arabic, whidi oontinuad to be used

in MS. for several centuries after the Mbhamme*
ditn conquest, after which it was replaced by the

Neshki or modem Arabic, which, with some slighi

modifications, is the same with the modem Pst'

dan. The Hebrew alphabet now In use, the Baby<

Ionian or East Aramaic, is entirely consonantal, t^
vowel points being of modem origin. The Phfl
oidan which formed the basis of the western laii|

guages was of a similar character. (See Hebrews,

Phonicia, Alphabet.) Phmnidan writing waa

anciently represented to have been brought by a

Cadmean colony to Boeotia about the sixteenth

century B.o. (see Cadmus); and a certain numte
of the Greek letters are undoubtedly of PheenidM

origin. See the section on language and writing in

the article Greece. The Greeks at first wrote from

right to left, and afterwards adopted the method

called boustrophidon from the motion of the ox in

ploughing, that is alternately from right to left, and

from left to right. Writing from left to right waa

aid to have been introduced in the time of Homer
by Pronapides of Athens. The various modifications

which the Phoenician or Pelasgian fonns underwent

in Italy are to be found by comparison of the Oscan,

Etruscan,Umbrian, and earlyLatininscriptions. (See

EuoubineTables.) In theancient Greek and Roman
writing, and even for a time in the medisval writing

of Europe, the words were not separated by spaces,

and no punctuation marks were used. The present

cursive characters with modifications occur in Greek

inscriptions of the age of Augustus. In medueval

manuscripts a variety of styles were adopted in dif-

ferent epochs and countries, and for different uses, to

describe which in detail would require a separate

treatise. In France the various styles were called

after the dynasties under which they pievaSled;

Merovingian, Carlovingian, Capetian, Yalesian, and

Bourbon. There were also a variety of styles used

for different purposes distinguished by such names

as majuscule and minuscule (great and small letters),

diplomatic minuscule, and many others. Capitalswere

not then used as now to distinguish prominent words,

but whole manuscripts were written in la^e or small

capitals. There were also a variety of mixed styles.

From the eighth to the eleventh centuries writing

with tremblemenU was affected in France. The
diplomatic minuscule was a mixture of minuscule

and cursive characters distinguished by an unusual

prolongation of the long letters. Uncial letters,

which prevailed from the seventh to the tenth cen-

turies, were rounded capitaUi with few hair-s^kei.

The practice of ornamenting pages began in the

eighth century, and the earliest manuscripts are also

without title-pages. The so-called Gh)thic charact^
in reality of scholastic origin, are merely fancifal

deviations from the Roman types, such as round-

ing of straight limbs, the substitution of angular facets

for rounded forms, with hair-lined projections ham
the extremities contrasting with mamve body-

strokes. They became common in inscriptions from

the thirteenth to the fifteenth omturies, and were

employed in church-books from the time of St
Louis. The Gothic cursive was Introduced about

the middle of the thirteenth century. The modem
German alphabet wae also introdu^ in the thir-

teenth century. In England a variety of styles called

Saxon prevailed in the middle agea An elegant

mixed style was formed of a oombinatioia of Bcinaa

Lombarmo and Saxon characters. The Norman ityla

of writing came in with William the Conqnsnr.

The fonn of Gothie datea ham tha
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middle of the fooiteenth oentnry. The Englii^ * coart

liand’, an adi^tation of Saxon, prevailed from the aix>

teenth oentux^ to the reign of George IL In regard

to the antiquiiy of writing in other pai^ of Europe,

it wae known to the Gauls before the time of Ceesar;

but no traces of the ancient writing remain, and
whether it was derived from the Greeks or the PhcBni-

cians is doubtftd. There are slight traces of writing

in Britain previous to the Roman period, but if it

were employed by the Druids, as Caesar says, it may
have existed without leaving remains. The Germans

I
claim the knowledge of writii^ previous to their

contact with the Romans; but in their case also we
are without early remains. The Runic alphabet

used for many centuries in Denmark, Norway, &c.,

may have been employed long before the Christian

era. The age and origin of Oghams are doubtful.

See Oghams.
In the East we find one of the most striking con-

trasts in the history of language. The Chinese, who
have an ancient system of writing which they attri-

bute to Fou-hi, have never reached the alphabetic

system. Their characters are syllabic, and as Chinese
words are monosyllables, they are strictly ideographic.

They have been adopted in this way by peoples

speaking not only different dialects, but different

Iwguages, who apply the si^ to words of different

sound but of the same signification as the original

The Chinese system is said to contain 40,000 char-

acters. They were originally hieroglyphic, but from
difficulty of interpretation have become conventional.

There are, of course, certain general principles of

combination and construction, but to master the

whole system is said to be the work of a lifetime.

Only a limited portion of it can therefore have any
real existence as a medium of communication. San-
skrit, on the other hand, possesses the most perfect

known alphabet. The Hindus claim to have aerived

it from the gods, and call one form of it devandgari

(divine city). It is wholly different from the Sem-
itic, and is founded on a much more complete and
subtle analysis of sound. Its consonant signs num-
ber thirty-three, its vowel signs fourteen. They are

applied with an analytical method which gives a
power of distinction vastly superior to that of Euro-
pean alphabets, and which is greatly admired by
scholars. Sanskrit is written from left to right By
means of its derivatives it is widely diffused in the

East The Pali, which forms the sacred langua^
of the Buddhist^ has carried it far beyond Ind^
The Burmese P*di character is square, the Siamese
round. To complete the vagaries which have pre-

vailed in the direction of writing, the Mexican pic-

ture writing was written from bottom to top.

WRITING, Phonetic, any system of writing in

which the alphabet used contains as many letters as

there are different sotmds in the language, each letter

having one sound and not more, and number of

letters used in writing any word being no more and
no fewer than the sounds of which the word is com-
posed. All modem alphabets are phonetic in prin-

ciple, but in practice few or no languages can be said

to be written with strict phoneuc accuracy. The
English is among the farthest from being so, while
the Italian and the Spanish are among those that
iqiproaoh most closely to the phonetic standard. The
failure of the English alphaMt to come up to the
phonetic standard has already been pointed out in
the article Ajlfhabet, where it is stated that^ accor-

ding to one analysis, there are forW-two sounds in

the English language, while the alp^bet has only
twenty-six letters. Other analyses give a different

numbw of sounds as existing in the Englwh lan-

guage, but in any case it is certain that there are
mose sounds than letters to represent them, and omi-
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sequently several of the letten have to do double et
tri{de duty (o has at least four sounds). Boms cl the
letters auo^ as e and x, are not required; some oooa-

sionally take the sound that smotly belongs to

others, as g when it sounds like j ;
double letters (as

il) are used to represent simple sounds; not to

mention other anon^es. In many words too let-

ters occur that are not sounded at all, while the
same combinations of letters may have very different

sounds {through^ though^ bovgh, trough^ enaugk\ or
different combinationB may have the same sound
(roughf rvff). From this state of matters it results

that in the case of a great many words it Is impos-
sible to tell from the spelling how they ought to be
pronounced, and accordingly the leami^ of onr own
language is rendered vastly more difficult than H
wo^d be were it written on strict phonetio prinol-

ples. The desirability of a conformity between spell-

ing and pronunciation could not fail to make Hsdf
felt early, and we find that it is long since improved
alphabets have been invented on phonetic prindplas.

Among the earliest may be mentioned that of Sir

John Cbeke, in the first half of the sixteenth

century, other names of inventors of this dass
being those of Sir Thomas Smith in the same cen-

tury, Bishop Wilkins in the latter part of the next

century, Benjamin Franklin, Lepsius, Aa The
alphabet which has been received with most favour,

however, is undoubtedly that invented by Isaac

Pitman, author of the well-known S3r8tem of short-

hand. (See Shorthand.) According to Sir Isaac

Pitman's analysis there are thirty-nine distinct

sounds in the English language (including three

diphthong). To represent these the existing letters

of the alphabet are used, with the exception of e, 7,
and

X as being duplicates or compounds, and sixtera new
characters are added, the new characters represent-

ing respectively the sounds of ch in ch^ap or ich in

fetch; me two sounds of th as in thU and thin; the
sounds of th in thx or ci in ticiout; the sound of # in

pleasure; of in ting; of a in o/ms, father

^

of the
vowel sound in oZe, /air, 6car, of that in in mers,

eat^ of that in law^ all^ or ought^ of that in tip, ton;

of that in ope^ coat, pour, of that in do, food, and of

the diphthongal sounds in by, now, and new. The
new characters have some resemblance in form to

the old characters to which they are most closely

allied. This system has already made some progress,

and besides other publications there is a weekly
journal printed in the phonetic character. The re-

commendations of this system by its advocates are

mainly based on its faciUtating acquirement of the

art of reading, and of accurate spelling and pronun-

ciation. The extent to which it facilitates the learn-

ing to read may be judged from the fact that it has
enabled poor Glasgow children to read the Sermon
on the Mount after six hours’ teaching. But even
while the old system prevails the phonetic system
is said to be of great service. Thus it is alleged

that the time usually taken by children in public

schools to learn to read is from four to six years, and
that even then the art is imperfectly acquired, and
spelling especially is liable to be forgotten in a few
years; while with the aid of the phonetic ortho-

graphy children can be taught to read the present

system more perfectly in eighteen months, there

being no difficulty in carrying the children from the

phonetic into the old style. A common aroument
against the introduction of this system is mat the

present spelling is of high value as a clue to tho

I

etymology and history of words, which would be
totally obscured by me proposed phonetio refonm
'nis argument is ^exj sunuoaarily treated by the

I

Rev. Prebeudaiy Bane, in the following terms:—
*lst, a person must know English etymolcgj to
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appreciate this sort of loss
;
and under such circum-

stittices the loss is no more than sentimental. 2nd,
To suffer etymological considerations to ol^truct the
use of the alphabet as a means of expressing sound,
say for missionary purposes; or interfere with its

use as the instrument of education and commercial
intercourse ;

is to sacrihce present utility to antiqua-
rian curiosity, and to put the cart before the horse.'

Max Miiller, also, did not regard the etymological
argument as very formidable : * The pronunciation of
langua^’, he says, *changes according to fixed laws,
the spelling is changed in the most arbitrary manner,
so that if our spelhng followed the pronunciation of
words, it would in reality be a greater help to the
critical student of language than the present uncer-
tain and unscientific mode of writing’. He stated
that he was convinced of the truth and reasonable-
ness of the principles on which the pro|X)sed reform
rests, though he was *not so sanguine as to indulge in
any hope of seeing it carried out for the next tnree
or four generations*.

WRITING MATERIALS. A brief conspectus

may here be given of the principal materials and
implements that have been used in writing, reference

being made to separate articles for further infor-

mation. ( 1 ) Stone was used among the ancient Egyp-
tians, Babylonians, Greeks, and otliers as a material

for receiving writing. (2) Baked Clay is the sub-

stance upon which uie Assyrian cuneiform inscrip-

tions were impressed. (3) Many inscribed potsherds,

known as ostracay have come down from ancient

Egyptian times. (4) MetaU were used by the Greeks
and other ancient peoples for documents of a per-

manent character, and the Venetians used lead in

plates for a similar purpose down to the fifteenth

century. (5) The tabulw of the Romans and deltoi of

the Greeks were of wood coated with wax, on which
records were scratched by a stilus or graphiumy
with a flattened end for erasing. They were used

in several parts of Europe down to the fifteenth

century and even later. (6) Papyrus (which see)

was in use in Egypt from very early times, and was
also extensively employed by the Greeks and Rom-
ans. Papal documents on papyrus are found as late

as the eleventh century. (7) Parchment (which see),

said to have Ixien first made at Pergamum in the

second century b.o., was in extensive use for books
down to the sixteenth century. (8) Vellum (which

see) is simply a finer form of parchment made of the

skins of calves, kids, and still-born lambs. (9)

Palmdeaves were long widely used in India. (10)

Paper (which see), now the most important of all

materials for receiving writing, is made from vege-

table fibres in various forma. Inks of various <!olours

were in use from very early times (see Ink). Of
writing implements we may mention the slUus or

gixiphium (see above) ;
the reed or calamus, in use

to some extent till the fifteenth century
; the quill-

pen, which can be traced back to the sixth centuiy

and displaced the reed about the thirteenth (see

Quills and Pen); the modern steel pen and the

stylographic pen. See also Pencil and Book.
WROXETER, a village of England in Shropshire,

on the Severn, 5^ miles south-east of Shrewsbury.
There is a rather interesting church, but the place

is chiefly remarkable for its Roman remains, the

Roman station of Urioonium having been here.

The ancient town had a circuit of some 3 miles.

Part of the area has been excavated, and tesselated

pavements and other objects have been found, but
not much of any artistic value.

WRYNECK {lynx or Yunx torquilla), a pwuliar

species of Scanaoried Bird, belonging to the Picid» or

Woodpeckers (which see), which derives its fam^ar
designation from its habit of twisting its head in a

curious manner. The bill is short, straight, and
sharp-pointed, and the nostrils are ps^ly hidden hy
a membrane. The wings are pointed. The tail is

rounded, and rather short. The tarsi are scaled, and
are partly covered with feathers

;
and the two front

toes are united at their base. This bird visits Bri-

tain in summer (but seldom reaches Scotland), arriv-

ing in April, and leaving on its southward flight in

August or September. It appears usually with or

just before the Cuckoo, and hence is named the
‘Cuckoo’s Mate*. The food consists of insects, and
chiefly of ants. It is also said to eat elder-berries.

The tongue is long and extensile, like that of the

Woodpeckers. The nest is formed in the holes of

trees; and the eggs vary from six to ten. The
colour is a mixture of shades of brown and gray;

and the average length is 7 inches, the females being

usually the smaller. See the illustration at Orni-
thology, PI. I., fig. 17.

WUHU, a treaty-port of China, opened in 1877,

in the province of Nganhwei, on the right bank of

the Yang-tse-kiang river, about 200 miles west of

Shanghai. Some manufactures and a considerable

trade are carried on. The number of vessels entered

in 1901 was 2002, with a total tonnage of 2,098,840.

Of these, 940, with a tonnage of 1,094,984, were
British, the rest being chiefly German, Chinese, and
Japanese. The total value of the imports in that

year was £1,155,362, comprising cottons, opium,
sugar, kerosene, bags, woollens, metals, Ac.; and
the exports were valued at £816,029, including rice,

rape-seed, raw silk, wheat, feathers, beans, ground-

nuts, &c. Wuhu suffered severely in the Tai-ping

rebellion. Pop. 92,000.

WULFSTAN, Bishop of Worcester, was bom
about 1012 at Long Itchington, near Warwick. Ho
was educated at Evesham and Peterborough, and
was ordained priest before he was twenty-six years

of age. He became a monk in the monastery of

Worcester cathedral, and lived a life of the strictest

asceticism even after 1062, when he was consecrated

bishop of Worcester. He was one of those who sub-

mitted to William the Conqueror at Berkhampstead
in 1066, and he was allowed to retain his see. Part
of the present Worcester cathedral represents the

church which Wulfstan caused to be erected be-

tween 1084 and 1089. He was a man of saintly

character and loyal devotion to his work, and he
is credited with having induced the merchants of

Bristol to stop their traffic in slaves. He assisted

in the Domesday survey, and supported the king
against rebellious barons. He died on Jan. 18,

1095, and was buried in Worcester cathedral. He
was canonized in 1203, his day being January 19.

There is a life of him by William of Malmesbury.
Another Wulfstan, who died in 1023, w’as archbishop

of York, and has been regarded as the author of

Wulfstan’s Homilies, a series of discourses in Anglo-
Saxon, first printed in 1880. Wulfstan of Winches-
ter, a monk who lived about tlie same time, wrote
metrical lives of St. Swithin and St. Ethelwold.

WUPPER, a river of Germany, in the govern-

ments of Cologne and Dtisseldorf of the Prussian

province of the Rhine. It rises on the Westphalian
frontier, and flows first north-west and then south-

west, joining the Rhine between Cologne and Dlissel-

dorf after a course of about 60 miles. It is not

navigable for vessels of any size, but it provides con-

siderable power for manufacturing purposes. Its

valley is the most populous in Germany, and con-

tains the important industrial towns of Barmen,
Elberfeld, and Solingen. In its upper course it is

called^the Wipper.

WtjRTEMBERG, or more correctly WfiBTTEar-

BERO, formerly also Wirtembergt a kingdom of the
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G«rmAn Empire, bounded on the north-east, east,

and south-east by Bavaria
;
on the south-west, west,

and north-west by Baden ; and on the south by the

Lake of Constance (Bodensee), which separates it

from Switzerland. It surrounds three enclaves be-

longing to the grand-duchy of Hesse and also the

Prussian territory of HohenzoUem, and some small

enclaves of Wtirtemberg are inclosed by Baden
and HohenzoUem. It has an area of 7532 scjuare

miles. The kingdom belongs to the western part

of the south German plateau. On the west the

Schwarzwald or Black Forest mountains enter it

from Baden, and attain an elevation of 3824 feet

in the Homisgrinde, which is the highest point

in the whole of Wtirtemberg. The Suabian Jura,

also known as the Suabian Alb or Rauhe Alb,

traverses the country from south-west to north-

east, forming the watershed between the Rhine
and Danube basins. The district between these

two mountain ranges, chiefly constituting the valley

of the Neckar, is the fine terraced region of Lower
Suabia, with a pleasant alternation of hilly land-

scape and fertile plains and vaUeys. The Upper
Suabian plateau, to the south of the Danube, is

generaUy higher than the rest of the kingdom, and
IS covered by irregular groups and chains of hills.

GeologicaUy the kingdom consists mainly of Triassic

formations in the valley of the Neckar, flanked on
the east by the Jurassic of the Rauhe Alb and on
the west by intrusive rocks of the Schwarzwald.
The south-eastern part of the kingdom contains a
considerable area of Tertiary formations, Wtirtem-
berg belongs to the basins of the Rhino and the

Danube. The northern part has its drainage carried

to the Rhine mainly through the Neckar, with its

left-bank tributary, the Enz, and its right -bank
tributaries, the Fils, Rems, Murr, Kocher, and
Jag|St. Other streams belonmng to the Rhine
drainage system are the Tauber, a tributary of

the Main; the Salzach, Pfinz, Murg, and Kinzig,

which flow through Baden; and the Schussen

and Argen, which flow into the Lake of Constance.

The course of the Danube from Tuttlingen to Ulm
is mostly in WUrtemlKirg, and among the tributaries

of this part of its course are the Blau on the left

bank, and the lller on the right bank, the latter

forming part of the eastern Ijoundary of the king-

dom. Besides the Lake of Constance (Bodensee),

of which fully one -fifth belongs to Wtirtemberg,

there are no lakes of any size. There are numerous
mineral springs of various kinds in the kingdom.
The climate is temperate. The mean annual tem-

perature is about 47" F., and the mean annual rain-

fall is about 31 '7 inches. The principal minerals

are clay ironstone, salt, building-stone, limestone,

and clay.

The soil is for the most part fertile and well

cultivated, especially in Lower and Middle Suabia.

The principal cereal crops are spelt, oats, barley,

rye, and wheat. Potatoes, sugar-beet, toliacco,

hops, chicory, flax, and hemp are also grown.
Market -gardening is actively carried on in the
valley of the Neckar between Esslingen and Cann-
statt. The most productive parts of the kingdom
are the district called the Filder, to the south of

Stuttgart; the north-eastern part of the Jagst circle;

the Strohgau district, to the north-west of Stutt-

gart
;
and parts of Upper Suabia. Fruit is exten-

sively grovni in the Neckar valley, and wine is

product on the shore of the Lake of Constance
and in the valleys of the Neckar, Kocher, Jagst,

Enz, and Tauber. Nearly one-third of the total

area of the kingdom is under forest, three -fifths

being coniferous and the rest compo^ chiefly of

hardwood trees. Much valuable timber is cut and

exported down the Rhine. Horses, cattle, sheep, pigs,

^d goats are reared in fair numbers, and apiculture
is a growing industry.

The greater part of the population is employed in

agricultural, pastoral, and similar occupations, but
manufactures are becoming constantly more im-
portant. Linen is made on the Rauhe Alb (Urach,
Blaubeuren, &c.); cotton is spun in Rottweil, Rent-
lingen, Urach, Gannstatt, and other places ; the silk

manufacture is carried on in Isny, Wiesenthal, Waib-
lingen, and Sindelfingen; woollens are made in
Stuttgart, Heidenheim, Calw, Reutlingen, Ac.
There are paper-factories at Heilbronn, Dettingen,
and elsewhere

; and leather is made in Reutlingen,
Backnang, Calw, and Stuttgart. Bell-founding is

carried on in Stuttgart; cop|>er and sheet -metal
goods are pniduced in Esslingen, Goppin^n, Bibe*
rach, Ludwigsburg, and Ellwangon; ma^inery in

Esslingen, Berg, Gannstatt, Heilbronn, Geislingen,

&c.; electrical appliances in Gannstatt and Stutt-

gart; gold and silver wares in Gmtind, Heilbronn,
and Stuttgart, &c. Other manufactured products

are musical instruments (Stuttgart), furniture

(Stuttgart), chocolate and confectionery, tobacco

and cigars, beet-sugar (Stuttgart, Bdblingen, Heil-

bronn), beer, chemicals, ^lass, and porcelain. The
printing and publishing industries of Stuttgart are

of great extent and importance. The trade is of

considerable extent and variety. Cattle, wool, grain,

timber, salt, fruit, cloth, linen, leather and leather

goods, paper, clo(;ks, musical instruments, metal
goods, and chemicals are the chief exports; and
among the imports are tobacco-leaves, hemp, flax,

hides and skins, coal, cotton, silks, stoneware, Ac.

Heilbronn, Stuttgart, Ulm, and Friedrichshafen are

the chief seats of commerce. The Neckar is navi-

gable, and steamers ply on the Lake Constance.

The kingdom is well supplied with railways, nearly

all belonging to the state.

Almost seventy per cent of the population are

Protestants, the rest being almost all Catholics,

though including nearly 12,000 Jews. The affairs

of the Protestant and Evangelical church are regu-

lated, subject to the minister of worship, by a con-

sistory and a synod consisting of the members of

the eonsiBiory and the six superintendents or pre-

lates of Schwabisch-Hall, Heilbronn, Ludwigsburg,
Reutlingen, Ttibingen, and Ulm. The head of the

Roman Catholic church is the bishop of Rottenburg,

who is subject to the urchbishop of Freiburg. School

attendance is compulsory from the seventh to the

fourteenth year, and attendance at an evening con-

tinuation-school is also required for two years after

that age. The higher educational institutions in-

clude the University of Ttibingen, with bf)th a Pror

testant and a Catholic theological faculty; several

gymnasia, lyceums, real-gymnasia, real-schools, Ac.

;

normal colleges for the tmining of teachers
; the

technical high-school in Stuttgart; the veterinary

high-Bchool in Stuttgart; the agricultural academy

in Hohenheim ;
agricultural schools in Ellwangeo

and elsewhere; the school of wine culture in Weins-

berg
;
the conservatory of music in Stuttgart, &c.

Wtirtemberg is a constitutional hereditary mon-

archy, with a constitution dating from 1819 and

amended in 1868 and 1874. The succession to the

throne is in the male line according to primo-

geniture, but if male heirs fail it passes to male

descendants in the female line, though not to women.
The king us head of the state is associated with a
secret cabinet and a legislature (Zandttdnde) of two

houses. The first chamber of the legislature, known
as the chamber of the Standeiherren^ consists of the

princes of the royal house, the heads of certain

princely mediatized houses, and a number, not ex-
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oeeding a third of the whole, of pereons nominated
by the king hereditarily or for life. The president

of the first chamber is appointed by the king. The
eeoond chamber, or House of Representatives, con-

sists of thirteen nobles elected by the whole body of

nobles, the six Protestant general superintendents,

the Catholic bishop and two other Catholic digni-

taries, the chancellor of the university, one repre-

sentative of each of the so-called *good towns',
Stuttgart, Tubingen, Ludwigsburg, Ellwangen,
Ulm, Heilbronn, and Reutlingen, and one repre-

sentative of each of the Oberamtsbezirke, making
93 members in all. The representatives of the
towns and districts are elected directly by ballot

for six years. All citizens of not less than twenty-
five years have a vote, and all over thirty years of

EM are eligible for election to the second cumber,
^e seco^ chamber elects its own president.

Wttrtemberg is represented in the Bundesrat of

the Empire by four members and in the Reichstag
by seventeen. There are six ministers of state, one
to each of the departments, Justice, Foreign Affurs
and Means of Communication, Interior, cWch and
School Affairs, War, and Finance. The Wiirtemberg
troops form the thirteenth corps of the imperial

army, the head-quarters beii^ at Stuttgart. For
administrative purposes the kingdom is divided into

the four circles of Neckar, Schwarzwald, Jagst, and
Danube. The estimated revenue for 1901-1902 was
£4,452,81S,and the estimatedexpenditure£4,434,480.

The total public debt in 1901 was £24,900,168, al-

most all incurred in connection with railway pro-

jects. Stuttgart is the capital, and the other chief

towns are Ulm, Heilbronn, Esslingen, Cannatatt,

Reutlingen, Ludwigsburg, Goppingen, Gmiind, Tu-
bingen, Tuttlingen, Ravensburg, and Heidenheim.
Pop. in 1895, 2,081,151; in 1900, 2,169,434.

History,— WUrtemberg was occupied by the

Suevi in the time of the Romans, who became
masters of the country in the latter part of the first

century A.i). About the middle of the third century

the Alemanni conquered the country and drove the

Romans across the Rhine, but in 496 they were in

turn defeated by the Franks under Chlodwig. Part
of the future kingdom was incorporated in the

Frankish empire, and part erected into a Duchy of

Suabia, which maintained its existence till near the

end of the thirteenth century. The house of WUr-
temberg traces its origin to a Conradus de Wirtins-

berc, whose name appears in documents about 1090.

A Ludwig, probably a son of Conrad, is the first

known Count of WUrtemberg, but the unbroken
series of counts does not go back beyond Ulrich

(1241-65). From 1442 to 1482 the land was divided

between two branches of the family. Eberhard V.

(1482-96) gave the country its first constitution and
received the title of Duke from the emperor at

Worms in 1495. The reign of Ulrich (1498-1550)

was a somewhat troubled one, but of great impor-

tance as that which witnessed the introduction of

^e Reformation into the duchy. His son Chris-

toph (1550-68) completed his father's religious

changes. The duchy suffered much in the Thirty

Tears' War, during which Eberhard IIL (1628-74)

was its ruler. Eberhard Ludwig (1677-1733) took

part in the war of the Spanish Succession. The
reign of Karl Eugen (1737-93) was one of misfor-

tune for the duchy and strenuous constitutional

straggle. His nephew Friedrich I. (1797-1816)

supported Napoleon for a time and was rewarded

with increase of territoiy and the title of king

(1806), but he went over to the allies in 1813 and
had his new poaiessions and dignity confirmed

to him. Under his son and successor Wilhelm 1.

/I fi1 A 4>1>ia oonATifiala /\f 4’'K<k

were agreed to in 1819. Wilhelm was followed m
the ki^giship his son Earl L (1864-91^ whose
reign is notable for Wfirtember^s opposition to
Prussia's incorporation of the duchies of Schleswig
and Holstein, her assistance of Austria against

Prussia in the war of 1866, and her co-operation in

the war of 1870-71 agunst France. !^rl 1. was
succeeded by a rather distant relation, Wilhelm IL,
who is the present king.

WURZBURG, a town in the north-west of Ba*
varia, capital of the government of Lower Franconia,

beautifully situated on both banks of the Main,
which is here crossed by an old bridge adorned with
statues of saints, and by two modem bridges erected

in 1887 and 1895 respectively. Its old fortifications

have been demolish^, and the site laid out in fine

promenades. There was formerly a fortress on the

Marienberg, a hill about 800 feet high overlooking

the town. The most important edifices are the

richly-decorated cathedral, belonging to the ninth

and subsequent centuries; seve^ other fine old

churches
;
the royal residence, a fine eighteenth-cen-

tury edifice of great size, in the style of the palace

of Versailles, with a grand staircase
;
the Julius hos-

pital, adjoining whi^ are the botanic garden and
several of the medical departments of the university;

the town-house, university, government buildings,

railway-station, barracks, palace of justice, Ac. The
university, first founded in 1402, is celebrated for

its medical faculty, to which more than half the stu-

dents belong. The university library numbers about
300,000 volumes. There are also two gymnasiums,
a real-g3rmna8iun^ a real-school, a polytechnic union,

and omer educational institutions. The manufac-
tures are varied, and the trade is important. Well-
known wines {Steinweiny LeiBlenwein) are produced
here. Wiirzburg formerly gave its name to an
independent bishopric, which was founded about
742, and richly endowed by the Frankish and Ger-
man rulers. Ducal power in East Franconia waa
granted to the bishop in 1120. In 1808 the bishopric

was annexed to Bavaria, but in 1805 again severed

from it and erected into an electorate in favour of

Grand-duke Ferdinand of Tuscany. In 1806 it

became a grand-duchy, but in 1815 was restored to
Bavaria. Pop. in 1895, 68,747; in 1900, 75,497.

WYANDOTS, or Hubons, an Indian tri^ in N.
America. In the beginning of the seventeenth

century they were settled on the eastern shore of

Lake Huron. About
^

the middle of the same cen-

tury, having meanwhile been converted to Roman
Catholidsm, they sided with the French when the

latter were extending their settlements in that

region. This involv^ them in a war with the
Iroquois, in which they were nearly exterminated.

The remnants of the tribe then divided. The one
part removed to the neighbourhood of Quebec,
where their descendants still survive; the other,

after various wanderings, now occupy a reservation

in the Indian Territory, being two or three hundred
in number.
WYATT, Richard Jaiies, an eminent sculptor,

bom in London on 3rd May, 1795; died at Rome
May 29, 1850. He entered the Royal Academy
as a student, afterwards worked for a time in the
studio of Bosio in Par^ and ultimately completed
his professional education under Ganova at Rome.
In the last city he took up his permanent abode
from 1821, mal^g only one brief visit to his native

country in 1841. He is one of our beet sculptors

in the delineation of poetical and dassical subjects,

and his female figures espedallv are most beautiful

and exalted creations. Among nis finest works mav
be mentioned A Nymph entering the Bath, Nyrnfm
lAAvinn fVtA 'Ra.fii MiAnKAfvl TViv 'RoAnhiUL PitnAlnnA.
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Nymph Eucharis and Capid, Nymph of Diana taking

a Thm from a Gr^hoimd’s Foot, and a Huntress
with a Leveret and Greyhound.
WYATT, Sib Thomas, a distinguiabed poet of

the 1^ of Henry Vni., b(^ about 1508, at Ailing-

ton Outle, in the county of Kent, the seat of the
famdy. He commenced his academical education
at Cambridge, where he graduated B.A in 1518
and M.A. in 1520. On quitting the university he
went on his travels to the Continent. After his

return to England he appeared at court, where the

reputation he had already acquired as a wit and a
poet introduced him to the notice of Henry VIII.,
who retained him about his person and knighted
him in 1587. He was employed on several diplo-

matic mianons to different powers, and was a friend

of Cromwell, in whose fall he ran some risk of being
involved, but was able to retain the king's favour.

He died at Sherborne in 1542. His poetical works,
which consist principally of sonnets, rondeaus, love

elegies, odes, satires, &c., and a metrical translation

of certain Psalms, were partly published in conjunc-
tion with those of his contemporary and personal

friend, the Earl of Surrey, in 1557. They evince

more elegance of thought than imagination, while
his mode of expression is far more artificial and
laboured than tnat of his friend. He is also the
author of letters on business of state and letters to

his son. The Sir Thomas Wyatt who headed an
insurrection in the reign of Queen Maxy, in 1554,

and was executed on ^at account, was the son of

this Sir Thomas Wyatt. It was the queen s resolve

to many Philip of Spain that led to the rising.

Wyatt was bom about 1521, and as a volunteer hi^
served on the Continent with some distinction.

WYCHERLEY, William, one of the wits and
dramatists of the reign of Charles II., was the eldest

son of a gentleman of Clive, in Shropshire, where
he was bom about 1640. After receiving a school

education he was sent to France, where he embraced
the R. Catholic religion. He returned to England
a short time before the Restoration, and, resuming
Protestantism, was entered a gentleman commoner
of Queen’s College, Oxford, which he left without a
degree, and took chambers in the Middle Temple.
He paid, however, little attention to the law, but
became a man of fashion in the town, and made
himself known as author of Love in a Wood, or St.

James’s Park, a comedy, imblished about the end
of 1671. This piece brought him into much notice,

and his popularity was increased by comedies that

soon after followed : The Gentleman Dancing-
master, published in 1673, The Country Wife, pro-

duced in 1672 or 1673, and The Plain Dealer, 1674.

He became a favourite of the meretricious Duchess
of Cleveland, and was much regarded by Villiers,

the witty and profligate duke of Buckingham.
About 1680 he improved his circumstances by
marrying the Counted of Drogheda, a young, rich,

and beautiful widow. At her death soon after she

settled her fortune upon him; but, his title being
disputed, the costs of law and other encumbrances
prc^uced embarrassment, which ended in arrest. He
remained in confinement seven years, until released

by James II., who, it is said, was so pleased with
his comedy of The Plain Dealer that he oxdered his

debts to be paid, and added a pension of £200 per
annum, which he lost at the Revolution. The suc-

cession to his father's estate, which was strictly

entailed, does not appear to have relieved him from
the embarrassments into which he had again fallen,

and from which he found a deliverance only a few
days before his death in marrying a yonng woman
with a fortune of £1500. He died on Jan. 1, 1716.

Besides the plays already mentioned he wrote poems

of no value or inter^ His plays are exoesrivdy
licentious (see on this and other points the article

CoNOBEVi). He was a friend ol Diyden, and in his

later years of Pope, but Pope's statements regarding
their connection are not much to be depended on.

Among latest editions of his plays is tMt Mr.
W. C. Ward (1893).

WYCH-HAZEL. See Witch-hazel.
WYCLIFFE. See Wickliff.
WYCOMBE, High or Chippino, a munici]^

borough in Buckinghamshire, 29 miles west oy
north from London, on the Wye, a small tributary
of the Thames. The chief edifices are a large and
handsome church of the thirteenth century, a gram-
mar-school, a technical school, a girls* boarding-
school (in Wycombe Abbey), &c. The making of

all kinds of furniture is hugely carried on, and
there are paper-mills and lace-factories. In 1885 it

ceased to be a parliamentary borough. Pop (1891),

13,435; (1901), 15,532; bor. since extended.

WYE, a river partly in Wales, partly in England.
It rises on Plynlimmon, in Montgomeryshire, not

far from the source of the Severn, and after a cir-

cuitous and winding course, having passed through

Radnorshire, Herefordshire, and separated Mon-
mouth from Gloucestershire, it falls into the Severn

below Chepstow; length, about 130 miles. It is

distinguished for the beauty and variety of its

scenery, esj^olly in the neighbourhood of Tintem
Abbty (which see). The tide at Chepstow rises as

much as 46 feet. Large vessels cannot ascend be-

yond Chepstow Bridge, but barges of from 18 to SO
tons get up os far as Hereford. Other towns on the

river are Monmouth, Ross, and Builth.

WYKEHAM, William of, Bishop of Winchester
and Lord High-chancellorof England, a distinguished

prelate of the fourteenth century, was born at Wyke-
bam, a village in Hampshire, in 1324, of respe^ble
parents, but so poor that, but for the liberty of

the lord of the manor of Wykeham, a liberal edu-

cation would have Injen beyond his reach. On the

completion of his studies he became private secretary

to the constable of Winchester Castle, and about 1847
he entered the royal service. In 1356 Edward III.

appointed him to suiKsrintend the erection of Windsor
Castle as surveyor of the works. Wykeham, having
taken holy orders, rose rapidly to the highest digni-

ties in church and state. In 1366 he was elevated

to the rich see of Winchester, and in 1367 reached

the highest point of his career, the chancellorship

of England. This office he discharged with great

ability nearly four yei^ when a party at court,

oppo^ to the increasing wealth and influence of

the clergy, succeeded in persuading the Parliament

that his power woa too great for a subject, and he

was compelled to resign the seals (1371). In No-
vember, 1376, he was deprived of the temporalitiea

of the see of Winchester, but soon after the aocea-

sion of Richard II. (1377) he was restored to his

dignities and emoluments. In 1389 he again be-

came chancellor, and he retained the office till 1391.

He is noted for having founded a grammar-school at

Winchester, the famous St. Mary’s Coll«^ or Win-
diester School, which still flourishes as one of the

great public schools of England; and about the

same time he founded a college at Oxford, now
called New College. The edifice in which the work
of the college was carried on was not completed till

1386; the school building were oj^ened in 1894.

In the last years of his life he rebuilt Winchester

Cathedral, and his tomb there may still be seen.

(See WiNCHEBTEB.) His death took ^ace in 1404.

See the biograpbiee by Lowth (1758) and Moberly

(1898).

WYNTOUN, Andrew, an ancient rhyming
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chronicler of Scotland. He waa a canon regular of

the priory of Saint Andrews, and was in 1395 prior

of St. Serfs Inch, in Lochleven, and probably held

this office till his death, which is supposed, mm a
passage in his chronicle, to have taken pla^ some
time after 1420. W3mtoun’8 Chronicle is the first

historical record in the Scottish vernacular tongue.
It received little attention till 1795, when David
Mao Pherson published an annotated edition of that
part of it which parUcularly refers to Scotland.

David Laing, LL.D., edited a revised and enlarged
edition of this work. The Chronicle begins with the
creation, and contains an outline of general history

and geography preliminary to the treatment of the
specif subject of the worlL Five of the nine books
of the Chronicle are taken up with this introductory

matter. Wyntoun was a contemporary of For-
dun, but he was unacquainted with the work of the
latter; and as he survived Fordun his work is brought
down to a later period. His Chronicle beMS the

usual character of the historical writings of the
age in the indiscriminate mixture of tradition with
history, but he appears to have been faithful to his

authorities, whom he sometimes literally transcribes.

Wyntoun*s scholarship appear to have been consider-

able, and the candour and generosity with which he
speaks of the enemies of his country, are commend-
able. * His genius,* says Ellis, * is certainly inferior

to that of his predecessor Barbour; but at least his

versification is easy, his language pure, and his style

often animated.’

WYOMING, a state of the United States, situ-

ated between 41” and 45” north latitude, and 104”

and 111” west longitude; length from east to west
about 400 miles, breadth from north to south about

800 miles. It forms an almost perfect parallelogram

with an area of 97,890 square mUes, and is surrounded
by/ Montana, S. Dakota, Nebraska, Colorado, Utah,
and Idaho. The surface is elevated and mountainous,

the main chain of the Hocky Mountains extending

across the territoxy from north-west to south-east

The general height of the plains and valleys Is from
8000 to 7000 feet, while the highest mountdbis are

over 13,000 feet (Fremont’s 18,790; Mount
Hayden, 18,691). The chief ranges are those known
as the Wind Kiver, Teton, Big Horn, and Blade
Mountains or Laramie ranges. The south-eastsm

region is drained by the north fork of the Platte

Kiver with its tributaries, including the Laramie
and Sweetwater Rivers. In the south-west is the

Green Kiver, fed by numerous affluents watering an
extensive fertile tract. Flowing north are the

Yellowstone, Big Horn, and Powder Rivers, while

in the east a number of small streams fiow towards

the Mississippi. Forests cover a great part of the

mountains of the state. The soil of the valleys is a
fertile loam, but irrigation is necessary for the suc-

cessful prosecution of agriculture, there being too

little rain for the needs of the arable districts. The
principal crops are wheat, oats, barley, and nearly all

kinds of vegetables. There are large tracts well

adapted for grazing purposes, and stock-raising is one
of the principal industries. The chief minerals found
are gold, copper, iron, and coal, the latter being

mined to a considerable extent. The climate is

severe in the mountainous regions, but mild and
salubrious in the sheltered valleys. The grizsly and
other bears, the panther, elk, moose, wolf, &c., are

among the animals. The first settlements within

the limits of Wyoming were effected in 1867, the

territorial organization was completed in 1869, and
the territory was erected into a state in 1889. In
1 872 a section in the extreme north-west (the Yellow-
stone region) was set apart as a great national park
(see Yellowstone). The state is crossed by the

Union Pacific Railway. The capital and largest

town is Cheyenne. Pop. in 1870, 9118; in 1880,

20,789; in 1890, 60,705; in 1900, 92,531.

WYYERN, a charge in heraldry, representing a

fictitious winged monster, like a dragon, but with
only two legs and feet, which are like those of an
eagle.

X.

X, the twenty-fourth letter of the English alphabet,

taken from the Latin, into which it was adopted from
the Greek. The pronunciation of it in the middle and
at the end of woiris is like that of Icn. At the begin-

ning of a word it has precisely the sound of z. The
letter does not exist in Italian, but is replaced some-

times by s, as in tpedire^ from expedite; sometimes

by is, as in Aletsandria; sometimes by the soft sc,

as in eeempiOf from exemplum; eeiame^ from examen.

In Spanish the letter x had formerly two very dif-

ferent sounds, one like that of s or derived from

the Latin, and another strongly guttural, derived from

the Arabia The latter sound is now represented in

that language by j or (before e and t by g, while x is

always pronounoed like he when it comes between two
vowels, and like 8 in other circumstances. The Greek
characters for this letter were S and (; and the

character which we now use to designate X was their

gutturaL

XALAPA. See Jalapa.
XANTHIPPE. See Socrates.

XANTHUS, anciently one of the names of a small

stream in the TVoad. Sm Soamander.
XANTHUS, an ancient town of Lyoi% on the

river of the same name^ at the dlatanoe oi about
i

8 miles from its mouth. The inhabitants are cele-

brated for their love of liberty and independence.

On two occasions they destroyed their city and
sacrificed themselves rather than surrender to an
enemy. The first was when they were besieged

by Harpagus, general of Cyrus, about 544 ao.,

and the second in 43 aa, when they were besieged

by Brutus in the civil war following the death of

Ceesar. After this the city was not rebuilt. Its

ruins were discovered in 1838 by Sir Charles Fellows;

and many valuable remains obtained from it are now
preserved in the British Museum.
XAVIER, St. Francis, a celebrated Spanish

missionary, sumamed the apostle of ike Indies, and
one of the first disciples of Ignatius Loyola, was
born April 7, 1506, in the castle of Xavier hi Na-
varre, at the foot of the Pyreneea He studied at

the college of St. Barbe, in Paris, and taught philo-

sophy in the college De Beauvsi^ in the same dty,
at the time when Ignatius Loyola entered this college

to resume his studies. Loyola was already occupied

with his plan of establishing a society (the Society of

Jesus) for the conversion of infidels, and sacoeeded in

inducing Xavier to take part in it In 1534 2[avier,

with other six original memben of the sodefy,
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look tin Towi of poverty end diaetity, to which they about 586 B.a, at Elea (Vella), from which place hie

added that of making a pUgrimage to the holy aep^- system, and the school whi<^ he founded, derive riieir

(dire^ and of devoting themselveB to the oonversion name. Of his poems, in which he treated of philo*

of infidels. In case of failing in this attempt they sophical and other subjects, we have only fragments
were to do such service to we church as the pope contained in the works of Athenasu^ Plutarch, and
should direct. When John IIL, king of Portuga^ others. The fragments of his didactic poem, Peri
desirous of propagating the Ghxistian faith in his physe(te (on Nature) have been collected by Brandis
Indian possc^ona^ requested of Ignatius Loyola a in his Commentationes Kleaticae (AJtona, 1813), and
suitable missionary, Xavier agreed to undertake the by Karsten in his Philosophorum Grseoorum veterum
office. Early in April, 1541, he embarked at Lisbon, reliq^se (voL i Brussels, 1830). See Eubatio.
and in May, 1642, arrived at Goa. According to^the XENOPHON, a celebrated ancient Greek historian
custom which he always followed, he took lodging and general, bom at Athens, probably about 445 B.O.

in the hospital, where he spent his leisure time in He lived during a period in which the greatest poli*

attending on the sick. He preached, and converted tiori and intellectual excitement existed at Athens,
to Christianity many heathens, Jews, and Moham* and in which the most distinguished men, of whom
roedans there, and on the coast of Comorin, at he was one, appeared on the stage. Xenophon was
Travanoor, Macassar, in the Molucca Islands, Ma- a favourite disciple of Socrates. He fought together
lacca, Ceylon, Cochin, and, in 1548, returned to Goa, with his teacher in the Peloponnesian war, and had
where a college of Jesuits had been established, his life saved by Socrates in the battle of Helium,
Thence he went to Japan in 1549, where he laboured in 424 B.c. When the Persian prince, Cyrus the

till near the end of 15.^1, when he left Japan with Younger (so called in contradistinction to the founder
the intention of preaching Christianity in China, of the monarchy), contended with his elder brother

But he never reached his destination. He died on Artaxerxes Mnemon for the throne, the Lacedeemo-
the voyage near Macao on the 2d of December, 1552. nians sent him auxiliaries, among whom Xenophon
It may be mentioned as a singular coincidence that served as a volunteer. He became a favourite of

in this year^Matteo Ricci, the apostle of the Chinese, Cyrus, who was defeated and lost his life on the

was bom. The remains of Xavier were in 1554 field of Cunaxa (401 B.O.). The principal officers of

removed to Goa, and deposited in St. Paul’s Church, the auxiliary army having been likewise killed in

Many miracles having been ascribed to Xavier, he battle, or taken prisoners by artifice, and then put

was beatified by Paul V. in 1619, and canonized by to death, Xenophon was selected to command the

Gregory XV. in 1622. His extant works are Five Greek forces, 10,000 men strong. They were in a

Books of Epistles, a Catechism, and Opuscula. The most critical situation, in the midst of a hostile

life of Xavier has often been written. That of Tur- country, above 2000 miles from home, without

sellinus in Latin (Rome, 1594) is one of the best, cavalry, surrounded by enemies and innumerable

See The Missionary Life and Labours of Fr. Xavier difficulties; but Xenophon was able to inspire them
by Henry Venn (1863); He Vos’s Leben und Briefe with confidence, to re[)reBS insubordination, and to

(two vols., 1877); H. J. Coleridge’s Life and Letters lead them home to Eumpe. They marched 1165

(two vols., 1872-73); Mary M‘Ltian’8 Life (1896). parasangs, or nearly 4000 miles, in 215 days. Xeno*
XEBEC, a small three-masted vessel, formerly phon himself has described this retioat, and at the

much employed by the Algerine pirates, and stiU same time the whole expedition of the younger
used in the Mediterranean, distinguished from other Cyrus, in his Anabasis. On their arrival in Europe
European vessels by the great projection of the prow (at Byzantium) a number of the trooj)8, with Xeno-
and stem beyond the cut-water and stem-post. In phon at their head, entered the service of Seuthes,

this respect it resembles the felucca, from which it king of Thrace; but when Seuthes kept back part of

differs only in having the fore-mast square-rigged, their pay Xenophon recrosscd with his troops into

The xebec is constructed with a narrow floor for the Asia Minor, and joined the Spartan general lliimbron

sake of speed, and of a great breadth, so as to be able or Tbibron, who was then conducting the war against

to carry a considerable force of sail without danger the Persian satraps Phamabazus and Tissaphemea.

of overturning. The xebecs which the Algerines used It was perhaps a^ut this time that the sentence of

carried from 300 to 450 men, two-thirds of whom banishment was passed upon him by his native city

were commonly soldiers. They had from sixteen to for joining the expedition of Cyrus, who was con-

twenty-four cannon. sidered a friend of Sparta and an enemy of Athens.

XENOCRATES, an ancient philosopher, bom in I'here is no reason to believe that Xenophon left

dialcedon in 396 b.c., and educated in the school of Asia Minor before 394, when he returned to Greece

l^lato, whose friendship he gained. Though of a dull with Agesilaus, king of S[)arta^ after his expedition

and iduggish disposition, he supplied the defects of against the Persians. In that year he fought on the

nature by unwearied attention and industry. Plato side of the Spartans against the Atheniansat Coroneia.

esteemed him much; but his want of polished man- After that he settled at Scillus, a small town in the

ners often called forth his teacher’s advice to sacri- neigbl)ourhood of Olympia, in Elis. In this solitary

fioe to the Graces. He travelled with Plato to Sicily, retreat he dedicated his time to literary pursuits; and
and after his death went with his fellow-scholar as he had acquired riches in his Asiatic expeditions,

Aristotle to Asia Minor, but soon returned. He he began to adorn the country which surrounded

sticoeeded Speusippus in the school of Plato about Scillus. He built a magnificent temple to Artemis
839 B.a His integrity was so well known, that it in imitation of that of Ephesu^ and spent part of his

is said that when he appeared in the court as a wit- time in raral employments, or in hunting in the woods
ness the judges dispensed with his oath. He died and mountains. He does not appear ever to have
in 814 B.O., after he had presided in the Academy for returned to Athens, although the sentence of banish-

above twenty-five years. He was the author of ment passed on him was afterwards regaled. He
numerous works, none of which, however, are extant remained for about twenty years at Scillus, but was
XENOPHAJ^S, a Greek philosopher and poet, ultimately ex{)elled from it by the Eleans. There-

celebrated as the founder of the Eleatic school He upon he seems to have retired to Corinth, and to have

was a contemporary of Pythagoras and Anaximander died there at a very advanced age, it is said about

(second half of the sixth century B.O.). Having been ninety. He is known to have been still living seventy

banished from his native dty of Colophon, he went years after his life was saved by Socrates. Besides

to Sidly, and thence to Magna Gnecia. He settled, the Anabasis, Xenophon was the author of the Apo-
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niiemoiMiiiiiatakmm oommoidj knownm theMemo-
rftbOin Soontis, In which there Is no doubt thnt we
have ft f^thful repiecentation of one side of

Socmtio teaching ;
the Cyropsedia, in wUch, under

the guile of a life of Cyra the £ld«, there ii an ex-
hibition of Xenophon’s views respecting the best form
and methods of government

; the Symposium (Ban-
ipiet), in whidi Socrates is brought before us under
nil social aspect; and of several minor works on
hunting, agri^ture, politics, and the sdenoe of war.
The style of Xenophon is in general a model of
elegimt simplicity. He is therefore one of those
olamics which are particularly selected for the in-

struction of youth, though his philosophical works
are not proper for bc^pnners. The Greeks esteemed
his merit as a writer so high that they called him
the *Attio bee' and the *Attic muse.' TTi» works
have been often published separately and together.
The beet editions of the complete works of Xenophon
are by Schneider (new edition partly by Bomemann
and Sauppe, six vols., 1806-49), Dindorf (1839),
Sauppe^ (1866-66), and Schenkl (1869 onwards).
There is a complete English translation by H. G.
Bakyns, with introductions, notes, &c. (four vols.,

1890 onwards).

XERES (or Jkrkz)DE LA FRONTERA, a town
of Spwn, in the province of Cadiz, on the Guadalete,
15 miles N.N.k. of Cadiz, in a beautiful and fertile

plain. Its manufactures are unimportant; but the
trade, of which the staples are com and wine, is very
important. The wine is chiefly exported to Britain,
where it is known under the name of sherry. Near
this town a battle was fought between the Moors and
Goths in 711, in which Roderick, the last king of the
Goths in Spain, lost his life. Pop. (1897), 60,004.
XERXES I.,King of Persia, famous for his unsuc-

cessful attempt to conquer Greece, was the second son
of Darius the son of Hystaspes, and began to reign
in 486 RO. He was preferred to his brother ibtaba-
sanes, who had been bom before his father was raised
to the throne

;
while Xerxes was bom after that event,

and was the son of Atossa, daughter of Cyrus. This
preference caused no struggle between the brothers.
After^ having subdued Egypt (which had revolted)
in a single campaign, he thought himself able to exe-
cute the plan of conquering Greece, which bad been
already oonwved by his father. He collected for this
purpose an immense army. The historians estimate
it at 1,000,000 men. In all probability the Greeks
greatly exaggerated the number of their enemies;
and the train of women and slaves who followed the
amy made at least half of its numerical amount: still

the numbers of the Persians were beyond all com-
pariM>n superior to those of the Greeks. By means of
a bridge of boats Xerxes crossed the Hellespont (480).
The Greeks awaited their enemy on the frontier of

their country, in the pass of Thermopyloe. After
the heroic Lronidas had fallen with his Spartans
(see Leonidas), Xerxes pressed forward and burned
Athens, which had been forsaken by its inhabitants.
The tint naval battle between the two powers at
Artemisium had been indecisive; but it inspired the
Greeks with new confidence; and the second naval
a^ion at Salamis, in which, if we believe the Greek
historians, 2000 Persian vessels were engaged against
380 Greek, terminated in the defeat of the Persians
(Sept 480). Xerxes now quitted Greece, leaving
behind him his best general, Mardonius, who, not
long after, was entirely beaten at Plataea. Xerxes
hiinself returned from his expedition in the most
humiliating manner. The bridge of boats over the
Hellespont had been destroyeii, and he passed the
strait in a small fishing-boat He now wve himself
up to debauchery; his conduct offended his subjects. I

Artabanus, the captain of his guards, oonijnred
|

against him, and murdered him in his bed, in the
twenty-first year cl his reign, about 466 yean before

the Ohristian era. (See Gbxicb—^History,AnxBfnxBi
MiLTiADX8,PAn8ANiA8,THXMi8T(>0Li8,&a) The per-

sonal accomplishments of Xerxes have been ocm-
mended by ancient authors; and Herodotus observe^

that there was not one man among the milliona of

his army that was equal to tiie monarch in comeli-

ness or stature, or that was as worthy to preside over

a great and extensive empire.

XIMENEZ, Feanoisoo, Cardinal, Archbishop of

Toledo, and prime minister of Spain, was bom in

1437, at Torrelaguna, a small village in Old Castile,

where his father was a lawyer. He studied at

Salamanca, travelled afterward to Rome, and ob-

tained a Papal bull, which secured to him the first

vacant benefice in Spain. The Archbishop of Toledo

refused to give him any place; and, Ximenez having

manifested irritation upon this refu^ he caused him
to be imprisoned. Ximenez, nevertheless, recovered

his freedom, and the Cardinal Gonzalez Mendoza,
bishop of Siguen^a, appointed him his grand-vicar.

He afterwai^ (about 1482) entered the Franciscan
order, and for several years lived a hermit’s life, prac-

tising the most rigid asceticism. In 1492 he became
father confessor to Queen Isabella of Castile, to whose
notice he had been recommended by Cardinal Men-
doza. In 1496 he was made Archbishop of Toledo.

He did not accept this dignity till after many refusals,

and an express command from the pope. Ab an arch-

bishop he was very zealous, behaving as a father to-

wards the poor, abolishing a multitude of abuses, and
adhering steadfastly to his resolution that the public
ofBces should be fiU^ with honourable and well-quali-

fied men. He gave excellent rules to the clergy of hia

diocese, and in spite of all opposition effected a reform
in the mendicant orders of bpain, founded in 1499 a
university at Alcala de Henares, and undertook, some
years after, an edition of the Old Testament in six

languagea (See Polyglot.) Before this, in 1514, he
had publish^ at Alcala an edition of the New Tes-
tament in the original tongue. His activity wae
also displayed in other ways. Dissensions prevailed
in the royal family. Philip of Austria, son of the
Emperor Maximilian I., had married Joanna, the onl^

'

daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella. After the deam
of the latter Philip received the Kingdom of Castile^

in right of his wife, the sole heiress of her mother.
This gave rise to disputes between him and hia
father-in-law, which were composed by Ximenez.
After Philip’s early death (1606) Ferdinand became
regent of Castile for his grandson, afterwards the
Emperor Charles Y., who was a minor. On this
occasion he had been much assisted by Ximenez.
In 1507 Ximenez received from the pope the cardi-
nal’s hat, and was appointed grand-inquisitorof Spain.
The conversion of the Moors, and the plan of wrest-
ing some provinces from these unbelievers, now par-
ticularly occupied his attention. With this view he
formed the project of passing over to Africa, in order
to take the fortress of Oran, which was in the posses-
sion of the Moors. He applied the income of hie
archbishopric (300,000 ducats), the richest in Europe,
to this purpose. A mutiny which arose among a
part of his troops, who disliked the idea of having a
dergyman for their leader, he suppressed immediately
by strict meMurea In May, 1608, he landed on the
coast of Africa. In the dr^ of an archbishop, over
which he wore a suit of armour, surroimded by prieste
and monks, as if in a religious procession, he led the
land forces. A battle soon followed in the neigh-
bourhood of Oran, in which the Moors were defeated
The fortress was immediately taken and the giirteoD
put to the sword Ximenez caused Oran to be forti-

fied anew, changed the mosques into churoheR and
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then returned as a oonquerar to Spain, where Fer-
dinand received him with much pomp. When the

latter died in 1516, his grandson Charles being still

a minor, Ximenez bec^e regent of Spain, and
effected many important changes during his regency,

which continued only two years. He brought the

finances into order, paid the crown debts, and restored

the royal domains which had been alienated. He
humbled the Spanish nobility, who hated him on
account of his severity. He caused the laws to be
observed, and placed the Spuiish military force upon
a respectable footing. He was dismissed Charles

on 1st September, 1517, and died at Toledo on the
8th November of the same year.

XIPHIAS. See Sword-fish.
XIPHOSUBA (* Sword-tailed*), the name of an

important order of Crustacea, refiresented the
Kmg-crabs (which see) or Limuli, in which the last

joint of the tail or t/dion exists as a long spinous
process.

XYIXIPHAG^ a genus of Lamellibranohiate
Mollusca, belonging to the family Pholadide, and
not^ like the other members of that group, for its

habits of burrowing into stones. See Pholab.

Y.

Y, the twenty-fifth letter of the English alphabet,

sometimes used as a vowel, sometimes as a conson-

ant. It is a consonant when it comes before a vowel,

in which cases it is produced by the emission of

breath, whilst the middle partof the tongue is brought
into contact with the roof of the mouth. It may idso

be described as produced by sounding ee rapidly be-

fore the following vowel, and throwing the stress of

the voice on that vowel; thus, you is pronounced ee-6o.

The letter y is derived from the Greek T or u, which,

however,h^ a different sound. The Romans retained

the Greek y in nouns originally Greek and betra3ring

a Greek origin, aspAysioo, mythos, synodtu, Harpyia^

iyatema, Libya, myrrha, myateriim; and probably

pronounced it like the Greek u, or the French u, or

the German ii, Y, on the French coins, denotes the

mint of Bourges. Y, in its Greek form (T), is also

called the Pythagorean letter, liecause the Pytha-

goreans were said to signify by it the proceeding of

the dyad out of the monad, or the sacred triad.

Y, or Ij, an inlet of the Zuider Zee, on which
Amsterdam is situated, now in great part drained

ml converted into agricultural land, the remaining

portion being connected with the North Sea by a
great ship ccmal entering the sea at the port of

X muiden (Ijmuiden). Ambtbbdau.
YACHTS AND YACHTING. The term yacht

is not easily defined, for it is now applied to vessels

of widely different size and build, propelled either

by means of sails or by steam, electricity, or other

mmilar power, and used for many different purposes,

such as racing, cruising, exploration, state ceremonial,

Ac. Sailing yachts may be of any rig suited to their

size, chiefly cutters, schooners, ket^es, yawls, and
luggers.

iTiztory.—The word yacht is of Dutch origin,

being from Dutch jagt, a swift vessel, from jagen, to

chase, to hunt. It seems to have been intr^uced
into England in 1660 when the Dutch presented

Oharlee II. with a yacht. The first recorded yacht
race was that between Charles II. and his brother

the Duke of York (afterwards James II.), which
took place on the Thames in 1 661, but from that date

none is on record till 1796, when ten boats started

on a fifty-mile race in the Bristol Channel under
the auspices of the Bristol Sailing Society. Yacht-
racing is a characteristic development of the nine-

teenth century, espedally of its latter half. For a
long period, extending well into the nineteenth

century, yachting was closely connected with naval

defence, and private 3rachts were generally con-

structed to carry guns and be used in case of need
for naval purposes. Private individuals of means
were thus able to contribute to national defence not

only directly by forming a kind of minor volunteer
fleet, but al^ indirectly by leading the way in the
development of naval architecture. In 1832 the
EmenUd, the fastest cutter in the Royal Navy, was
defeated in a racing and sailing contest with the

Paddy from Cork, a yacht belonging to a member of

the famous Water Club of Cork, and in consequence
the head of the government school of naval archi-

tecture in Portsmouth was deputed to measure
several private yachts with a view to improving the

construction of vessels for the navy. In the follow-

ing year the Water Witch, a vessel similar to the

ten-gun brigs of the navy, built for Lord Belfast,

proved herself faster than any vessel in the Royal
Navy and better than any of her kind for purposes
of warfare. Of the many yacht clubs now in exist-

ence only the Royal Cork Yacht Club and the Royal
Thames Yacht Club can trace their history back
to a period before last centuiy. The origin of the
former, for long called the Water Club of Cork
Harbour, is unknown, but it was reorganized in

1720. Alx)ut 1765 it almost ceased to exist, but
1806 witnessed a revival. In 1828 its name was
changed to Cork Yacht Club, and since 1831 it has
been styled Royal. The Thames Club was first

established as the Duke of Cumberland’s Fleet in

1775, but in 1821 the name was clianged to His
Majesty’s Coronation Sailing Society. A secession

which took place in that year led to the formation

of the Thames Yacht Club, which alone survives,

and which received the title Royal in 1830. The
premier yacht club of the United Kingdom, the

Royal Yacht Squadron, with head-quarters at Cowes,
dates Imck to 1815 in its formal capacity. In 1820
it became the Royal Yacht Club, and in 1833 its

name was changed by royal order to Royal Yacht
Squadron. The Royal Northern Yacht Club, with

head-quarters at Rothesay, was founded in 1824.

The oldest of the remaining clubs, numbering alto-

gether about 120, of which about one-third are

Royal, are : Royal Western of England (Plymouth),

founded in 1827; Royal Eastern (Firth of Forth),

founded 1836; Royal London (London and Cowes),

founded as the Arundel Yacht Club in 1838; Royal
St. George (Kingstown), founded 1838; Royal Har-
wich (Harwich), founded 1843; Royal Southern

(Southampton), founded 1843; Royal Mersey (Liver-

pool), founded 1844; Royal Victoria (Ryde), founded

1844; Royal Irish (Kingstown), founded 1846;

Royal Engineers (Chatham), founded 1846; Royal
Welsh (Carnarvon), found^ 1847; Royal York-
shire (Hull), founded 1847 ;

and the Royal Clyde
(Hunter’s Q:aa,y), founded 1856, said to be the

largest in de world. Of Coiinthisa yacht dubs
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formed for the development not only of yachting but
also of amateur seamanship on board yachts, the

eldest is the Orwell Corinthian Yacht Club, founded
in 1830. Other leading clubs of this kind are the
Mudhook (Hunter’s Quay) ; Clyde Corinthian (Hun-
ter’s Quay), founded 1846; Koyal Alfred (Kin^-
town), founded 1864 ;

Royal Corinthian (Port Vic-
toria), founded in 1872; Royal Plymouth Corinthian
(Plymouth), founded 1877; and the Royal Ports-

mouth Corinthian (Portsmouth), founded in 1880.

The Cruising Yacht Club, as its name implies,

belongs to a different class from the above.

Roicifj^ Yachts,—The designing and construction

of a racing yacht require no small amount of scientific

and technical knowledge besides large experience,

and consequently the yachts entered for the leading

races, at least in the higher classes, are the work of

a very few designers and builders. In a yacht in-

tended for racing, speed is the primary essential, and
to it accommodation and convenience are in large

measure sacrificed. Moreover, a designer has to

take into account the circumstances under which his

vessel is to be run, or the competitors which she has to

meet, because a yacht that does well in fine weather
and a smooth sea will usually be of little account

in boisterous weather and a rough sea. The rating

rules of the Yacht Racing Association (formed in

1876) also condition the designer’s work, and it will

be necessary, therefore, to give some account of

them here. The object of rating regulations is to

secure that all comj)etitors shall start on practically

even terms in any given race, and this is achieved

by the classification of yachts in well-defined groups

according to certain measurements, and also, espe-

ciallyamong large yachts, by means of time allowances

corresponding to differences in these measurements.

In the early days of racing, yachts were grouped

according to tonnage, the tonnage being determined,

as for other vessels at that time, by multiplying the

length by the breadth and the depth and dividing

by 96 (afterwards 94). This was replaced by what
is called builder’s measurement or old measurement,

which is still in use for some purposes connected

with yachts. The formula for tonnage according to

this system is ,
where L and B

94
denote length and breadth res})ectively. The Thames
measurement rule, introduced in 1854, mode ton-

nage equal to ^
^ ^ j. ij^t in 1881 the

Yacht Racing Association introduced the 1730 rule,

according to which tonnage was equal to

These rules were found to have the effect of en-

couraging the construction of yachts of very narrow

beam, especially after about 1871, when designers

learned the use of outside ballast on the keel. A
great change was effected in 1886, when the length-

and-sail-area rule came into force, and yachts were

classified according to rating determined by the

formula
Lengthj^l AreaJn^. ft. The present

6000
linear rating rule was adopted in 1896, but it cannot

be said that finality has yet been reached. Linear

rating is expressed in feet, and is determined by the

formula
^ Girth x 'h ySail Area

The relation of the classes under the 1881, 1886,

and 1896 rules may be shown as follows: 18 feet

linear rating=i rating (length and sail area); 24

feet = 1 rating
;

30 feet = 2i rating
;

36 feet = 6

rating=3 tons; 42 feet — 10 rating=6 tons; 62 feet

••=20 rating=10 tons; 65 feet=40 rating=20 tons.

For the smaller vessels wood is the cheapest and

lightest material, but larger ones are made of sted,
or of steel frames with a wooden skin, the latter dass
being called composite. Other met^ notably alu-

minium, have al^ been used for the construction of

yachts. Practically all large composite vessels, and
also many small ones, have a copper sheathing to

protect the submerged parts of the wood from the

action of the water. The sails of racing yachts are

generally made of cotton, mostly the finest Egyptian
variety

;
but ramie fibre is coming into use for this

purpose, and a mixed cotton and ramie material is

also in use. Up till a comparatively recent date

flax was generally used for the sails of racing yachts,

though it does not produce a sufficiently smooth and
close-textured cloth.

The speed of a racing yacht of given size may be
regarded as the result of a compromise between
stability, which determines sail-carrying power, and
resistance. The stability depends upon well-known
hydrodynamic princiides, and may be roughly said

to be determined by breadth of beam, the lowness

of the centre of gravity of the vessel, and the

(juantity and position of the ballast. Resistance at

low speeds is due chiefly to surface or skin friction,

but at higher 8])eeds it is principally caused by
wave-making, a phenomenon too intricate to be dis-

cussed here. An increase in beam increases stability,

but at the same time increases skin friction. Wave
resistance is less in vessels whose displacement is

obtained mainly by breadth than in those where
displacement is principally determined by depth.

Various means of lowering the centre of gravity

have been adopted with advantage, such as the use
of hollow masts and booms, the use of aluminium
for the upper part of the vessel’s sides, &c. Stone
ballast was used in the early days of yachting, but
it was superseded by iron, and that in turn by lead.

The lead ballast was afterwards carried on the keel,

and, later, the keel consisted of a plate of lead pro-

jecting far lielow the hull. At present the deep
fin-keel is of some other metal than lead, and carries

the lead at its base in a cigar-shaped bulb. Surface

friction is lessened by making the submerged sur-

face smooth, either by coating it with varnish, or by
covering it with polished metal, or in some similar

way. The chief names in the evolution of the present

shape or lines of yachts from the old ‘cod’s head and
mackerel’s tail ' varieties are those of Scott Russell

and John Hyslop, the latter an American. The curve
of cross sections for the forepart should be nearly

a curve of versed sines, and that for the hinder-part

a trochoid
;
but various considerations may modify

these theoretical forms. If two vessels differ in

nothing but length, the longer will be the faster.

The centre-boai’d keel, consisting of a plate of iron

which can be raised or lowered according to circum-
stances, was of British invention, but is now most
characteristic of American racing yachts.

The ordinary rules of the road at sea apply in

the main to yacht-racing. Yachts sailing with the
wind free must clear those sailing close-hauled.

Yachts on the port tack must give way to those on
the starboard tack, and an overtaking yacht must
clear the overtaken vessel. The start in a yacht
race is now always a fljdng one, but prior to about
1860 yachts started from anchor. Frequently much
depends upon the start, and accordingly manoeuvring
for initial position is of considerable importance.

At the start, as throughout the race, the skipper

counts for a good deal. The course to be traversed

is marked out by buo)r8, light-ships, or flag-boats.

The time allowances corresponding to differences in

rating are determined in accordance with a scale

prepared by the Yacht Racing Association. Vessels

always start together, the time allowance being
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made at the end of the race. Handicapping is also

practised to some extent in yacht-racing.

Leading BritUh YaehU and Races,—Among
pioneer British yachts of the first half of the nine-

teenth century the most notable were the Menai, in

which the hollow bow was first introduced
; the

Mosquito (1848), an iron vessel built on the Thames
in accordance with Mr. Scott Russell’s theories

;

and the Tiara, built at Renfrew in 1860. The visit

of the America from the United States in 1851
marked an epoch in British yachting. She was a
schooner of 208 tons, and entered along with four-

teen other vessels for a race round the Isle of

Wight. Five of the vessels were schooners, nine

were cutters, the remaining one being a bark
{Brilliant)^ and though they varied in tonnage from

47 {Aurora) to 393 {Brilliant) no time allowance

was given. The America won the race and the cup
presented by the Royal Yacht Sejuadron, the Aurora
coming second, eighteen minutes behind. In 1 857
the cup was set aside by the owners of the A merica

as a perpetual international challenge trophy. This
was the origin of the contests for the so-called

America Cup, for which see the next section. The
victory of the new-comer secured the triumph of the

views represented in the Mosquito and the Tiara^

and revolutionized the practice of British yachts-

men. For about a (juarter of a century the schooner

was the popular form of racing yacht, among the

most notable being Cambria and Miranda, Gradu-
ally, however, the schooners were displaced by cutters

and yawls. The more famous of the early racing

cutters were KriemhUda^ Oimara^ Cythera, IW-au-
Vent (1876), and Neva (1876); and the leading yawls

of that period were Florinda (1873) and JuUanar
(1877). Formosa^ a big cutter built in 1878, wtus su-

preme in her class till 1 880, when Mr. G. L. Watstm’s

first large yacht, the Vanduara, came on the scene.

Another famous designer, Mr. Fife, scored a great

success with the 40-ton yacht Annasonay which liegan

to compete in 1881. Marjorie^ from Watson’s line.s,

a vessel of 68 tons, was the chief new cutter of 1883;

and to the following year l)elong Jrex, de.signed by

Mr. Richardson, and (rencsta, an America Cup com-

petitor designed by Mr. Beavor Webb. The Galatea,

another cup challenger, was a complete failure in

home waters in 1885; but the challenger of 1887,

ThistJf, from Watson’s design, met with great suc-

cess l)efore crossing the Atlantic. Thistle was the

first large yacht constructed under the length-and-

sail-area rule. Yarana, another Watson boat, was
the chief novelty of 1888, and in 1889 the same
designer produced Valkyrie /. for Lord Dunraven.

The old Jrex continued racing with considerable

8ucc6i8s down to 1889, and was succeeded in 1890 by
Ivema, by the same designer. In the latter year

Thistle reappeared, and thus the leading yachts of

that season were Yarana, Valhpne /., Thistle, and
Ivema. These were rated at 60, 77, 121, and 118

re8j)ectively. The Valkyrie /. was ultimately sold

to an Austrian archduke, and the Thistle to the

German Emperor, who renamed it Meteor, The
years 1891 and 1892 were chiefly remarkable for

smaller vessels, such as Watson’s Queen Mah and
Varuna and Fife’s Thalia and Lais\ but 1893 was
rendered memorable in the annals of yachting by
fine contests between Valkyrie II., designed by Mr.
Watson for Lord Dunraven, Britannia, desired by
Watson for the Prince of Wales, Satanita, Calluna,

and Navahoe, an American yacht designed by Mr.
Herreshoff. Valkyrie II. proved to be the b^t of

these cutters, but Britannia was a good second. In
1894 these yachts competed with VigUarU, a Herres-

hoff vessel which had defeated Valkyrie II, in the

contest for the America Cup. Valkyrie II, was

sunk by Satanita in the Clyde while manoeuvring
for a start, but Britannia repeatedly beat the
Vigilant. The Ailsc^ from lines by Mr. Fife, jun.,
and the Valkyrie III,, designed by Mr. Watson for
Lord Dunraven, appeared in 1896. The third Fof-
kyric went to America to contest the cup, and the
honours at home fell to Britannia and A ilsa, espe-
cially the former. Mr. Fife, however, scored in the
40-rater8 with Isolde, which was distinctly better
than Mr. Watson’s Caress. A new Meteor, designed
by Mr. Watson for the German Emperor, competed
in 1896 against Britannia and AUsa, the result for
the j^ason being: Ailsa (60 starts, 21 firsts), Bri~
tannm (58 starts, 14 firsts). Meteor (22 starts, 13
firsts). The prineijm! first-class cutters since that
date are: Boiui, by Watson (1897), for the Duke
d’Abruzzi

; Shamrock 1., built for Sir Thomas Lip-
ton to contest the America Cup in 1899

;
and Sham^

rock IT., built for Sir Thomas Lipton to contest the
America Cup in 1901.

American and International Yachting.—The oldest

3racht club of the irnited States is the New York,
which was started in 1844, and held its first re^tta
in 1845. The number of yacht clubs in the Xfnioii

is now very large, and they have been formed not
only on the sea-coasts but also on the large lakes.

The Jefferson, built in 1801, is regarded as the first

yacht built in America, but the first American yachts
of importance were those designed by George Steers,

notably the America (see above). In 1866 three
American yachts, Henrietta, Fleetwing, and Vesta,

raced ncroas the Atlantic, the first -named win-

I

ning the ra(‘e with a time of 13 days, 21 hours,

I

55 minutes. In 1870 the English yacht Cambria,
which had challenged for the America Cup, Ijeat

the American Dauntless in a transatlantic race, but
she was l»eaten by the Magic and several other boats
in the race for the cup. In 1873 Mr. Ashbury, who
(»wiied the Cambria, again challenged for the cup,

but his yacht Livonia was defeated by the New
York Club’s vessels Columbia and Sappho, Major
Charles Giffonl, a Canadian, challenged for the

America Cup in 1876 with the Countess of Dufferin,
but his yacht wa.s Isjaten by the defender Maddine,
Another Canadian vessel, the Atlanta, contested tho

cup in 1881, her opj)onent l)eing the Mischief, but
the result was the same as Ixjfore. 8ir Richard
Hutton sent the next challenge in 1886, and his

yacht Oencsta was pitted against the Puritan but
without success. The Puritan was designed by Mr.
Edward Burgess, as was also the Mayffower, which
successfully defended the cup against the English
Galatea in 1886. The Thistle met another Burgess
Iwat, the Volunteer, in the stime contest the follow-

ing year, but, like all i)receding challengers, sho

failed to gain the cup. Mr. Herreshoff scored his first

great success os a designer with Qloriana in 1891,

and soon afterwards he pnKluced the Vigilant, which
defeated Valkyrie II. in the America Cup contest of

1893. The cup contest of 1895 Ixjtween Lord Dun-
raven’s Valkyrie III. and the American Defender

had an unwitisfactory result. Two races were

awarded to the latter on purely technical grounds,

and in consequence Lord Dunraven withdrew from

the competition. In the same year a Canadian

yacht named Canada defeated the United States

yacht T’awccdor in a comi)etition for an international

cup. The next challenges for the America Cup
came from Sir Thomas Lipton, whose yachts Sham-
rock /. and Shamrock II. were l)eaten by the

American Columbia in 1899 and 1901 respectively.

Sir Thomas again challenged for the cup in 1902,

and the races will take place in 1903.

Ocean cruising in steam and sailing yachts, ice-

yachting, and other branches of yachting in its
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vridea^ sense can only be mentioned here. For
information regarding them, and for fuller details

concerning the qualities and performances of racing

yachts, the reader is referred to the articles by Lord
Donraven and others in the Encyclopaedia of Sport
<1898). See also the Badminton Library volumes
on Yachting (two vols., 1894) by Lords Pembroke
and Dufferin; Yacht Architecture (1885) and other
works by Dixon Kemp; Steam Yachts and Launches
<1888) and other works by C. P. Kunhardt: Ac.
YAK. See Ox.
YAKUTSK, a town of Eastern Siberia, capital of

the government of same name, on a plain surrounded
by lofty heights, on the left bank of the Lena. The
streets present a singular aspect, being composed of

houses of European structure, standing apart, while
the intervening spaces are occupied by winter yurts

or huts of the northern nomads, with walls of cow-
dung, earthen roofs, and doors covered with haiiy
hides. The principal buildings of the town are a
large stone cathedral, other churches, a synagogue,
A market-house, and several educational institutions.

The trade is important, Yakutsk being the chief

•commercial emporium for the whole of Eastern Si-

beria. The principal articles of native produce are

furs and fossil ivory, which are exchanged for Euro-
pean produce. Important fairs are held. Pop. in

1897, 6534.—The government of Yakutsk has an area
of 1,M7,696 square miles, or about two-fifths of that

cf Europe. The surface is generally low in the
north, but rises towards the interior, and in the south
and east is covered by the Yablonoi or Stanovoi

mountains and their offshoots. A noteworthy feature

of the country is the immense boggy plains which
•stretch along the north and are called tundras.

Farther south there are good pastures, and wheat
and rye are successfully cultivated, even where the
mund is frozen to a depth of 600 feet, the summer
heat being strong enough to thaw it sufficiently deep
for cultivation. There are a number of large rivers

teeming with fish, the principal being the Lena.
There are valuable forests in the south, frequented
by numerous fur-bearing and other animals. The
towns are chiefly inhabited by Turks and Cossacks,

but the great b^y of the people are nomads, consist-

ing of Yakuts, Tunguses, Ac. Pop. (1897), 261,731.

YALE COLLEGE. See Nbw Havbit.

YAM (Dioscorea sativa)^ a slender herbaceous
twining plant of the natural order DioscoreacesB,

having Wge tuberous root-stocks which are much
used for fo^ in Africa and the East and West Indies.

They are mealy, and esteemed to be easy of digestion,

are palatable, and not inferior to any tuber now in

use, either for delicacy of flavour or nutriment They
are eaten either roasted or boiled, and the flour is

also made into bread and pudding The juice of

the root-stocks, when fresh, is acid, and excites an
itdiing on the skin. There are many varieties, some
having tubers spreading out like the fingers; others

twisted like a serpent; others, again, very sn^
scarcely weighing more than a pound, with a whitish,

ash-coloured bark, whereas the bark is usuallv black.

The flesh of the yam is white or purplish, and viscid,

but becomes farinaceous or mealy when cooked.

D. acuUaia, by some oonsiderM only an improved

variety of the preceding, is universally cultivated in

the East and West Inffies, in Africa, and in all the

islands of the Pacific. The roots are frequently 8 feet

long, and weigh 80 lbs. All the varietiee are propa-

gated like the TOtato, but they arrive much sooner

at maturity. I^e buds of the root-stocks are not

apparent; but still a small piece of akin is left to

UMh set, for from this piece of bark alone the shoots

nrooeed. Holes are made in rows 2 feet apart, and
i8 inches distant in the row: into tiieee holes two or

three sets are pat, first ooversd with earth, and ihm
with a little haulm or rubbish, to retain moisture.
The only after-culture consists in hoeing up the
weeds. They are oommonly planted in August; and
are ripe about the November or December following.

When dug up the greatest care is taken not to wound
them, as that occasions them to sprout much earlier

than they would otherwise. An acre of ground has
been known to produce from 20,000 to 80,000 lbs.

weight The species of Dioscorea are all twining
plants, bearing, usually, heart-shaped and strongly-

nerved leaves, and inconspicuous flowers. The Chinese
Yam (D. hatatas) is cultivated in Great Britain, and
when properly boiled is held in esteem by many.
YANG-TSE-KLIANG, the name generally ^ven

by European geographers to one of the greatest rivers

of China throughout its entire course, although this

name is only applied in China to the lower course of

the river, the entire river being caUed simply Kiang,

or Ta Kiang (river or great river), while in the various

provinces it traverses it is generally known by special

names. It rLes in the highlands of Tibet, about

N. lat. and 89° B. Ion., and is first known by the

name of Muru-Ussu. In its upper course it is some-

times called the Kin-cha-kiang. Its upper course

through the mountainous region of Tibet extends

to about 1100 miles, during which its windings and
falls must present innumerable striking scenes of

natural beauty. It crosses the Chinese frontier in

the province of Yunnan. Between the town of

Li-kiang-foo in this province, and Hoei-li-choo in

Sechuen, for a course of about 250 miles, it flows in

an easterly direction through a winding channel or

mountain gorge of imposing grandeur. Traversing

the whole province of Sechuen in a north-easterly

direction, and passing in south-easterly direction into

the province of Houpe, it reaches at Kin-chow-foo
the great Chinese plain, and traversing the provinces

of Nganhoei and ^angsoo, and passing the cities of

Han-Yang, Hankow and Wuchang, a great seat of

the tea-exporting trade, Ngan-king-foo, Nanking, and
Chin-kiang, it enters the Tonghai or Eastern Sea
above Shanghai. Its direct course from its source to

its mouth is estimated at 1 800 miles
;

its course with

windings is about or considerably over 3000. It re-

ceives numerous affluents, and is crossed by the Grand
Canal, which forms a junction between it and the

Hoang-ho. The river and the ports of Chin-kiang

and Hankow were opened to foreign navigation in

1860, Ichang (1000 miles up), and others since. A
British squadron sailed up the river in 1861 for more
than 800 miles. The navigation above the confluence

of the Tung-ting is interrupted by rapids. The tidal

influence reaches in February to Lake Po-yang, 486

miles from the sea.

YANINA See Jakina.
YANKEE, a name commonly supposed to have

been derived from the Indian pronunciation of the

word English^ or of the French Anglais. It was
originally applied in America to the inhabitants ol

the New England States, but has since become more
general Bv the rebels in the war of 1861-65 it

was applied generally to the inhabitants of the

Northern States, and % foreigners it is often applied

to the inhabitants of the States generally.

The air of Yonkee-Doodle is said to have been a

British air known in the time of Cromwell by the

name of Nankee-Doodle, and played with dcoMve
reference to the similarity of this name to Yankee
by the British troops in evacuating Boston. The
Americans took it up and made it their national air.

It has since been superseded by Hail, ColambiiL

YAPOCK. See Opossum.
YARD, a long piece of timber snspended npoi

the mast oi a vem to extend the sail See Ship.
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YARD, a standard British linear measare contain-

ing 8 feet or 86 ins. See Weights and Measures.
xARKAND, a city of Eastern or Chinese

Turkestan, situated on a futile plain on the north

side of, and at a little distance from the river Yar-
kand, about 200 miles south-east of Kashgar. It is

inclo^ by a ditch, and a thick mud wall with towers

nt intervals. The houses in general are built of sun-

•dried bricks. Those of the rich are in laige open
squares surrounded by high walls and well-stocked

with fruit-trees. The streets are in general too

narrow to permit carts to pass. They are inter-

sected by numerous canals, and where three or four

streets meet there is always a tank for water. There
is a large covered bazaar wide enough to admit carts.

The inhabitants, like those of Kashgar, are very

mixed in regard to race. The prevailing religion is

Mohammedanism. There are 120 mosques and
eome caravanserais. During the period in which
Eastern Turkestan was severed from China a com-
mercial treaty was concluded at Yarkand in 1874
between Sir Douglas Forsyth, representing Great
Britain, and Yakub Beg, who was then the inde-

pendent ruler of Eastern Turkestan. Commercial
intercourse with India sprung up in consequence.

The chief trade at present is carried on with Russia.

Estimated pop. 80,000 to 120,000.

YARKAND, a river of Eastern Turkestan, rises

in the Karakorum Mountains, flows generally in a
north-east direction, unites with the Kashgar to form
the Tarim, which flows east and enters the Lob Nor
lake, or series of shallow lakes.

YARMOUTH, Great, a seaport, municifial,

county, and parliamentary borough (with one mem-
ber) of England, in the county of Norfolk, 22 miles

east of Norwich, on a narrow slip of land between
the Yare and the sea, and connected by a bridge

ever the Yare with Little Yarmouth, or South
Town, in Suffolk. The older part, lying on the

river, is remarkable for the great number of straight

narrow lanes at right angles to the main streets, and
known as the ‘rows’. Between the older part of

the town and the sea is the modem part, with a

marine parade and other attractions. The parish

church, founded in 1101, is a very lar^^ building,

and the market-place is also of great size. There
•re a fine town-hall, a large custom-house, a fine

library and museum, borough jail, a lofty Nelson
monument, royal hospital, royal naval lunatic asylum,

aquarium, two fine piers, and an ancient jetty. The
quay stretches along the river upwards of a mile.

The harbour is in the Yare, and is accessible by
vessels drawing 18 or 19 feet. The shipping trade

declined for a time, but is again growing steadily.

Yarmouth is a great seat of the English herring-

fishery, in which about 300 vessels and 3000 hands
belonging to the port are employed; many hands
are likewise engaged in the mackerel fishery, and
in that for cod and other white fish. Many of the

fish are cured, the cured herrings known as ‘Yar-
mouth bloaters ’ Ijeing celebrated. There are malt-

ing -houses, boat -building 3rards, rope -works, silk-

crape factories, trawl-net works, &c. Yarmouth has
risen into considerable importance as a watering-
place. At a remote period the ground on which
Yannouth stands formed part of the bed of a great
«Btuary, extending as far as Norwich. It first be-

came firm ground about the year 1008. Immediately
Yarmouth, and parallel to the shore, is a great

Tinge of aand-banlo, between which and the land is

the safe anchorage of Yannouth Roads. Pop. in

1801 , 49,334; in 1901, 51,250.

YARN, thread of cotton, flax, wool, or silk ^un
for weaving or other purposes. Yi^ e^>ecially

ootton, is an extensive manofactuie in the United

Kingdom. The value cl yam of British manufac-
ture exported from the United Kingdom for the
undemoted years was as follows :

—

1874. ijW. IMS,
Cotton £14,517,4SS £9.066,608 £7,077.0t8
Linen 1,716,231 1,006,108 884,681
Jute 246,784 298.418 614,603
Silk 1,082,643 388,026 894,811
WooUen 6,668,660 6,027,203 5,838,647

YAROSLAF. See Jaboslav.
YARR, a well-known British and European plant,

SperguLa arvensia. See Spurbst.
YARRA-YARRA, the Australian river on which

Melbourne, Victoria, is situated. See Melbourne.
YARRELL, Wiluam, a well-known naturalist,

was the son of a newspaper agent in London, and
bom there in 1784. He followed his father’s occu-
|)ation, but early l)ecame imbued with a love of fish-

ing and shooting, and was led to note carefully the
habits of birds and fishes. In 182.^) he sent his first

contribution to the Zoological Joumal, being a notice

of some rare British birds observed in me years
1823-25. The same year ho became a memb^ of

the Linnean Society, to whose Transactions he
repeatedly contributed interesting papers on the

sul)ject of birds, and in 1849 he b^me its vice-

president and treasurer. He also sent papers fre-

quently to the Zoological Journal and to the Annals
and Magazine of Natural History, in which, among
other matters, is the account of his discovery, in

conjunction with Mr. Jesse, of the oviparous pro-

pagation of the eel. But the great work of Mr.
Yarrell, and the one by which his name will descend
to posterity, is his History of British Birds (1843).

A revised fourth edition appeared in 1871-85 in

four volumes under the editorship of Prof. Newton
and Mr, Howard Saunders. He also wrote a work
on British Fishes (1836). lie died unmarried at

Yarmouth on Ist Septemlier, 1866.

YARRIBA. SeeYoRUBA.
YARROW, a name given to a British plant of

the natural order Compositu), Achillcea milUfolium,
also known by the name mUfoil (which see in SuPP,).

YARROW, a celebrated pastoral stream of Scot-

land, in Selkirkshire, which rises at a place called

Yarrow Cleugh, and, running east a few miles, forms
a lieautiful lake, called the Loch of the Lowes, which
discharges its water into St. Mary’s Loch. Issuing

from the latter, the river, after a course of 16 miles

through the district of Ettrick Forest, flows into

the Ettrick near Selkirk. It is famous in Scottish

song, and has lieen celebrated in poems by Scotty

Wordsworth, and others.

YAWL. See Boat.
YAWNING, or Gaping, an involuntary and wide

opening of the mouth and inhalation of breath,

generally prcduced by weariness or an inclination to

sleep, sometimes by hunger, sympathy, Ac. It often

pre<^e8 the fit in some intermittent fevers, hysteria,

and spasmodic asthma, and in some instances, by the

frequency of its recurrence, becomes a real disease.

Persons suffering from heart-disease may be liable

to yawning fits. It is supposed hf some to be

determined by an interruption of the pulmonary
circulation. Yawning is performed by expanding

the chest, by extend^ the lungs, ly draw^ in,

gradually and slowly, a large quantity of air, and
gradually and slowly expiring it after it has been
retained for some time, the muscles of the diest

being restored to their natural state. When yawn-
ing is troublesome, long, deep respiration, or drawing

in the air at long intervals, relieves it. Boeing
others yawn often induces yawning.

YAWS, a disease occurring in North AmericSi
Africa, and the West Indies, and almost entifely
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confined to the Afhoan races. It is chaiacteriised

by cutaneons yellowish tamours, numerous and suc-

cessive, gradually increasing from sj^ks to the size

of a raspberry, one at length growing larger than
the rest; core a fungous excrescence; fever slight,

and probably irritative merely. It is contagious, and
cannot be communicated except by the actual contact

of yaw matter to some abraded surface, or by in-

oculation, which is sometimes effected by flies. It is

also called frwmbcetia, from the French framboue^ a
raspbeny. Some regard it as a form of syphilis.

YEADON, a town of England, in the West
Riding of Yorkshire, is seated on an eminence
7 miles north-west of Leeds. It has a church with
a square embattled tower; several denominational
chapels; town-hall; mechanics’ institute; cemetery,
Ac. Woollen manufacture is the staple. Pop. in

1891, 7396; in 1901, 7069.

YEAR, the period in which the revolution of the
earth round the sun, and the accompanying changes
in the order of nature, are completed. The accurate
determination of the length of the year, which re-

quired great knowledge of astronomy and exact ob-

servations, could only be reached by the successive

efforts of many generations. On this subject see

Calendar. There are years of various lengths, ac-

cording to the principle adopted in measuring them.
The ndereal year is the interval that elapses while

the sun moves from a star to the same star again (of

course this motion is only apparent), a period the

length of which is slightly affected by nutation

(which see), but on the average is equal to 365 days,

6 hours, 9 minutes, 9*6 seconds. The tropical or civil

year, sometimes called the sdUir year, is the time in

which the sun moves from the vernal equinox to the

vernal equinox again; its mean length is 865 days,

6 hours, 48 minutes, 49*7 seconds. This is the year
as commonly understood. On account of the pre-

cession of the equinoxes it is rather shorter than the

true period of the earth’s revolution. (See Preces-
sion.) The anomalutic year is the time between
two successive arrivals of the earth at its perihelion

(which see), and its mean length is 365 days, 6 hours,

13 minutes, 49‘3 seconds. A lunar year is the time
required for 12 revolutions of the moon, which is

354 days, 8 hours, 48 minutes, 37 seconds. See also

Day, Sidereal Time, Solar Time.
YEAST, the barm or froth which rises in beer and

other molt liquors during fermentation. Yeast is a
plant of very simple organization, consisting of sniall

nucleated cells varying from to of a
millimetre in diameter. The cells multiply by bud-
ding. Yeast possesses the power of bringing about
the transformation of sugar into alcohol, carbon

dioxide, and other products. See Fermentation.
YEDDO, officially since 1868 Tokio or TOktO,

the capital of the Japanese Empire, on the east

coast of the island of Hondo, at the mouth of the

Sumida-gawa in the Bay of Tokio. It is situated

on a fertile, well-cultivated plain extending to the

famous volcano of Fujiyama, and with its immediate

surroundings it forms one of the districts known as

fit. The river divides it into a smaller eastern part,

and a greater western part, extending along the
j

shore towards Yokohama. Most of the houses are

constructed of wood. Of the bridges the most note-

worthy are the Nippon-bashi (or Nihon-bashi), the

Azuma-boshi, and tne Riogoku-bashi. The Imperial

Palace, in the heart of the town proper, is surrounded

by moats and a high, thick wall, and adjoining it are

splendid gardens, Ac. Around it is the district called

Kojimachi, penetrated by a number of broad canals,

and surrounded by a moat and a wall. Here are

ment denartmei^ the chief court ^ildinirs. ^e nar-

liament-house, the p^lioe-offioe, school^ Ac. Outside
the Kojimachi district there are the district Shiba,

Azabn, Akasaka^ Yotsuya, Ushi^me, Koishikawa,
Kongo, Shitaya, and Asidrasa. Tne pi^cipal streets

are the Ginz^ with flne shops of theEuropean kind;

the Nakadori, where an extensive business is done
in Japanese curios; and the Nagata-chu, where most
of the diplomats reside. The city has several parks
and gardens, among which are the Shiba park, with
the tombs of some of the Shoguns; Uyeno park,

with a museum and a race-coun^ and more particu-

larly a fine lake; the Mukoshima gardens, on the
east bank of the river; and the gardens of the

Aoyama palace, inhabited by the crown -prince.

The best bazaar is the Kwankoba, beside the Shiba
park. The principal temples are that of Kwannon,
surrounded by a garden, which is a favourite place

of public resort, and contains a tower 230 feet high,

erected in 1890; the Hie Jinja and the Shokonsha,
Shinto temples; the Buddhist temple of Eko-in,

erected in 1657 on the left bank of the river; the

Monseki, also a Buddhist building; the Confucian

temple Siedo, now containing a pedagogic museum;
and two temples near the Uyeno park containing

the tombs of Shoguns. There are English, American,
Roman Catholic, Russian Orthodox, and German
Lutheran churches. The city has two railway-

stations, the Uyeno station of the northern railway

in the north, and the Shimbashi station of the line

to Yokohama in the south. These two lines are

connected by the Tokio-Akabane line, which tra-

verses the western suburbs. Street tramways were
introduced in 1882, an electricity work in 1885, and
a telephone system in 1890. The water-supply is

provided by water-works begun in 1892. At the

heivd of the educational institutions is the Imperial

University of Tokio, which was till 1896 the onlv

one in the country. It consists of a university hall

and colleges of law, medicine, literature, science,

engineering, and agriculture, and it has about 1600
students. There is a normal school, a school for

nobles, a military academy, a military school, a
naval academy, and a commercial school. The
jinrikishas of the streets, peculiar light two-wheeled
vehicles, each drawn by one man (or sometimes by
two), serve as cabs. The manufactures or other

industries include silks, lacquer-ware, porcelain,

ship-building, machinery, Ac. Yeddo was founded
in 1456, but it did not l^ome of any importance till

alx>ut the end of the sixteenth century. In 1590 it

was chosen as the seat of the Shoguns, and on the

downfall of the shogunate in 1868 it became the

capital of the empire and the seat of the Mikado.
It was o|)ened to foreign commerce in 1869, but its

trade passes mostly through Yokohama, with which
it was connected by a line of railway in 1872.

Yeddo has frequently been visited by destructive

fires and earthquakes. The earthquakes of Novem-
ber, 1855, and June, 1894, caused great loss of life

and property. Pop. in 1899, 1,440,121.

YEISK. SeelKisK.

YELETZ. See Ikletz.

YELI^ one of the Shetland Islands, separated

from Mainland by Yell Sound. It is about 15^ miles

in length and from 4 to 6 in breadth, having an
area of 94 square miles, exhibiting a tolerably level

surface, but a bold and rugged coast, indented by
many bays or voes, well adapted for fishing stations.

There are a few small patches of arable land near
the shore, but the interior affords only a coarse pas-

turage for sheep and cattle, and a plentiful suwly
of peat; scarcely a shrub is to be seen. The honest
point is 672 feet above sea-leveL The inhabitants

are principally employed in the fisheries. Pop.

(1891). 2511: (1901). 2483.
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YELLOW BERRIES. See Fbikoh Bxbries.

YELLOW COLOURS. See Ooloubiko Mat-
TIB8.

YELLOW FEVER^ en eoute febrile diseese,

endemic in low districte on the ooaete, but under
certain drcumstanoes sporadic in other places. A
certain degree of heat seems to be necessary to its

existence, as the first frost kills it. It frequently

ravages the coasts of tropical America, the west coast

of Africa, and the West Indian Ishmds; in Europe
it has prevailed at Leghorn, and has visited several

of the ports of Spain and Portugal, especially Gib-
raltar and Malaga; it was impoited into France in

1861, and England in 1866,W it seems to have
there restrict^ itself to its original victima The
attack is frequently preceded by general uneasiness,

prostration, and spasmodic twitching or trembling of

the members. At other times it is suddenly heralded

by violent headache, accompanied by shivering, in-

tense pain in the members, and above all in the lum-
bar regions. These primary symptoms are followed

by a burning fever; the eyes are suffused, the face

takes on an expression of suffering, stupor, or pros-

tration which is characteristic of this malady; the

tongue is dry, red at the tip, and afterwards covered

with a thick mucus which gets gradually blacker as

the disease advances. The patient is at the same
time troubled with an insatiable thirst; the epigas-

trium is painfully sensitive ip the slightest pressure.

Nausea, gastric uneasiness, and a desire to vomit
soon supervene. If these symptoms gradually lessen

the patient may recover in twenty-four or thirty -six

hours; but if they persist they soon become more
aggravated; the pulse becomes more frequent and
feeble, and the skin, which may by this time have
acquired a pale yellow tint, turns darker; the sto-

mach ejects at first a colourless, ropy, acid liouor,

which soon begins to contain flakes of a dark colour,

increasing until the matters have the ap^iearance

of a mixture of soot or coffee grounds and water;

this is the black vomit, and is often ejected in great

({uantities upon the slightest movement of the

patient The skin is harsh and constricted and of a

\iolent heat, and the patient often tosses himself

about, uttering delirious cries, until the fatal pros-

tration comes on which closes the scene. The above

symptoms do not always occur as we have descrilied

them; sometimes there are only ut the beginning

headache, chills followed by m()derate heat of the

skin, some pain in the limljs, the epigastric ^lains

infrequent, the heat and thirst trilling, and the

svieugth so little lessened that the patient may not

keep his bed, and he may recover in a day or two;

but many of those ‘walk-about cases’ have termi-

nated in death aa promptly. Recent experiments

seem to have proved that, like malaria, yellow fever

is due to a poison introduced into the system by the

bites of mosquitoes. Medical men differ widely as to

the mode of treatment, some treating their cases with

antiphlogistic or lowering remedies, and others with
stimulants. In the most malignant cases the patient

may die in a few hours, but this is rare; generally

where death occurs it takes place in from three to

nine days from the date of the attack. The conva-
lescence is slow and protracted. The mortality pro-

duced by this disease has occasionally reached 90 to

95 per cent., and hus sunk as low as 8 per cent, of

those attacked. It is much more liable to attack
white men than black, middle-aged people than the
old or young, and males than fences; it is also much
more Ukely to affect new-comers to a hot country
than either natives or acclimatized Europeans.
YELLOW - HAMMER, or Yellow - bdntibg

{Emberiza eitrineUa)^ a species of Emberizime or
|

Buntings, a sub-fa^y ci Conirostral Insessorea,
|

VOL. XIV.

distinguiBhed by the sharp oonioal bOl, and by the
edges of the upper mandible beinff rounded and
turned inwards. A knob exists on the palate. The
yellow-hammer is a common British bird, living in

fields and hedgerows. Its average len^ is about
7 inches. It is one of our prettiest birds. The
colour is yellow above, varied by dark-brown patches,

the under parts being pure yellow, and the wing-
feathers dusky black, with brown or yellow edges.

The flanks are of a brownish hue. Tlie nest is plimed
on the ground, and generally near the roots of hedges
and bi^es, and is compost of grasses, moss, roots,

&c., and lined with hair. The eggs number five, and
are of a pale, purplish white colour, and markixi with
streaks and dots of reddish-brown. Both parents
exhibit great attachment to their young and to each
other, the male taking his turn upon the nest as well

as the female. These birds, when fat, in the autumn,
are much in retiuest for their flesh, l^e name should
probably be written ‘ Yellow-ammer,’ the term Ammtr
being the German for Bunting. These inoffensive

birds are regarded with superstitious dislike in some
districts, and their eggs are broken by boys whenever
they are discovered, a foolish saying being current

that each egg contains a drop of * devil’s blood.'

YELLOW RIVER. See Hoang-ho.
YELLOW SEA (Chinese, Whang-?iai)t an arm of

the Pacific Ocean, on the north-east coast of China^

having on the west the Chinese provinces Kiangsoo,

Shantung, and I'echelee; north, Leaotong; and east,

the peninsula of Corea; length, alK)ut 620 miles;

greatest breadth, about 400 miles. North and north-

west it terminates in the Gulfs of lioaotang and
Pechelee, into the latter of which pour numerous large

and im}K>rtant rivers. On the east coast are nume-
rous grou{)8 of islets, part of them included in the

Corean Archipelago. It is very shallow, and obtains

its name from the muddy lemon-yellow colour of its

water near the laud, arising from the nature of its

bottom, which is often touched by vessels navigating

it. The large quantity of alluvium continually

brought into it by the rivers Uoang-ho and Yaugtse
causes it gradually to decrease in depth.

YEJuiLOWS'rONE, one of the largest branches

of the Missoiui River, rises in the Rocky Mountains,
about lat. 44'’ N. After a short northerly course

it passes through the lake of the same name, runs

north-east through the territory of Montana, and
joins the Missouri at Fort WiUiam, on the north-

eastern frontier of that territory, after a course of

alxmt 1000 miles, in which it receives on its south

bank the Big-Horn, Rosebud, Tongue, and Powder
rivers. It is about 850 yards wide at its mouth, and
navigable for about 700 or 800 miles.

The Yellowstone region was first partially ex-

plored by Captain Clarke in 1805, but it was not

until 1870 and 1871, after tlie discovery of the Mon-
tana gold-fields had drawn to the up]>er valleys of the

Missouri an adventurous fM:>pulation, that efficient

scientific expeditions made a thorough ex}doratiou

of the upper valley of the Yellowstone. U'he entire

area, hemmed in by the loftiest peaks of the Rocky
Mountains, is over 6000 feet alK>ve sea-level, and the

Yellowstone Lake, which occupies an area of 15 by
22 miles, has an elevation of 7427 feet. The whole
region is of pliocene age, and bears unequivocal

traces of its having been the scene of prolonged and
energetic volcanic agency. The innumerame hot-

springs and geysers discovered by the explorers in a
wide area all round the lake completely throw the

geysers of Iceland into the shade. The Grand Gey-
ser in the Firehole Basin is characterized aa being

the grandest, the most majestic, and most terrible

fountain in the world. (See Gbybers.) Not the least

of the marvellous scenes of the Yellowstone are the
414
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Grand Cafion, which the river traverses on its way
from the lake, and the upper and lower falls over

which it is precipitated. The Cafion is a fearful

abyss 3000 feet in perpendicular height, and to one
looking up from the bottom the stars are visible in

broad daylight. The upper fall is 140 feet hi^h,

and within J mile the river leaps over a precipice

of 350 feet. In consideration of the importance of

the discoveries made by the explorers sent out by
the United States, and from a conviction that in

a few years this region would be a place of resort

for visitors from all parts of the world, the govern-
ment passed an act (Ist March, 1 872) withdrawing
from occupancy, settlement, or sale the tract of land
described, being in extent 65 by 65 miles, which
territory is set apart as a great national park for

the lienefit and enjoyment of the people.

YELLOW WEED. See Wold.
YEMEN, a principal division of Arabia, occupy-

ing the south-west angle of the peninsula, and known
both to the ancients and modems as Arabia Felix

(Arabia the Happy), from a mistranslation by Pto-

lemy of Yemeni which does not signify kappy^ but
the land lying to the right of Mecca. Yemen, in

the widest sense, is bounded on the west by the Red
Sea, on the south by the Gulf of Aden, on the north
by Hejass and Nejd, and on the east by Hadramaut.
It comprises two regions physically distinct: the

TehAma or Lowland, lying between a chain of moun-
tains which extends throughout the country and the

west coast; and an elevated mountainous tract to

the eastwaid of the former. The TehAma varies in

breadth from 10 to 30 miles, and is a barren desert

w^herover it is not irrigated by the mountain streams.

The mountains rise abruptly from the desert plain,

inclosing valleys of great luxuriance. The table-

land in the interior has an estimated elevation of

4000 feet, and some of its mountain groups, as Saber,

south of Taes, attain a height of 7000 to 8000 feet.

The loftiest of these mountains arc clothed with

forest to the summit, and the table-land abundantly

produces coffee, dates, senna, tobacco, and other pro-

ductions of rather a warm temperate than a torrid

region, Yemen, considered in the extent above
indi(»ited, has no longer a j)olitical existence; the

frontier provinces have in some instances l>ecome

indei>endent, and the Yemen proper of the present

day, or the Turkish vilayet known by this name,
does not j)robably embrace alK)ve two-thirds of the

territory formerly included under the same general

title. Yemen, taken collectively, still bears unmis-

takable traces of its ancient BUj>eriority in wealth

and civilization. In its numerous well-built towns

are many rich merchants, while in the well-popu-

lated rural districts the peasantry are generally in

iiiisy circumstances. There are two great schools or

universities, one at Zebid for Sunnites, and another

at Damar for the Zeide. The principal towns are

Sana the capital, Mocha, and Aden, which last is

now in the possession of the British. See Arabia.

YENIKAl6. Strait of, called also Strait of

Caffa and Strait of Kkrtch, connects the Black

Sea with the Sea of Azov ;
it is about 25 miles long

and from 2^ to 8 miles broad, but in some places is

*0 shallow os to leave a channel of little more than

2 fathoms deep.

YENISEI, a river of Asia, formed by numerous

streams from the mountain ranges bordering the

Chinese and Russian Empires, enters Siberia about

lat. 52'" N.; Ion. 92” 30' E.; flows first circuiUmsly and

then almost directly north, and forms the long and
wide estuary of the same name, entering the Arctic

Ocean after a course of about 3400 miles. The area

of its basin is estimated at about 1,000,000 square

miles. The principal towns on its banks are Minu-

sinsk, Krasnoiarsk, Yeniseisk, and Turukansk. It
has sufficient depth to the last-named town for large
vessels. It is well supplied with fish. A canal has
been made to connect it with the Ob.
YENISEISK, or Jeniseisk, a town of East

Siberia, in the ^vemment of the same name, on
the left bank of the Yenisei. It has several churches,

a monastery, a custom-house, an extensive trade,

particularly in furs; and an annual fair. Pop.
(1897), 11,739.

YEOMANRY, Imperial, a volunteer force of

mounted infantry formed during the recent South
African war by there organization and extension of

the yeomanry cavalry force which was embodied
during the wars of the French Revolution. The
yeomanry originally included both infantry and
cavalry, but the former were disbanded in 1814.

The cavalry had a county organization, and was a
somewhat exclusive force, since each man had to

provide his own horse and uniform. They could be
called out in aid of the civil power, and in the event
of invasion, actual or threatened, they could be
ordered for service in any part of Britain. An
army order of April 17, 1901, provided that the

name should thenceforth be Imperial Yeomanry,
and that the brigade organization should be abolished
and replaced by an organization in regiments of four

squadrons, with a regimental staff and a machine-
gun section. During the period of training the daily

pay is to be from 5«. 6d. to 9s. 6d., according to

rank. A horse allowance of £5 is also made. A
later order of the; same year alx)li8hed all corjDS of

volunteer light horse and volunteer companies of

mounted infantry, some of them l)eing merged in

squadrons of imperial yeomanry. The normal estab-

lishment under the scheme of 1901-1902 is 3r),000;

the sum allotted for regimental pay, allowances, &c.,

was £75,010, and for reorganization and extension,

£300,000.

YEOMEN OF THE GUARD. See Beef-
eaters.

YEOVIL, a municipal borough and market town
in Somersetshire, on the river Yeo or Ivel, 33 miles

8.8.W. of Bath. It lias ^ood streets, well-built free-

stone houses, a fine cruciform church (restored) with
a tower dating from the fifteenth century, several

other places of worship, schools, a town-hall, corn-

exchange, public baths, a temperance-hall, alms-
houses, &c. The town carries on an extensive

manufacture of kid and other gloves, and is a rail-

way centre of some impiirtance, lieing in connection

with the South-Western and Great Western Rail-

ways. Pop. (1891), 9648; (1901), 9838.

YES80, Yezo, or Hokkaido, the most northerly

of the main .Tajmneae islands, extending fnun Hondo,
from which it is sejiarated by thi; Tsugaru Strait, to

Sakhalin, from which the La Perouse Strait divides

it, and Kunashiri, the most southerly of the Kurile
Islands, from which the Yesso Strait separates it

;

area, including dependent islands, 30,136 sq. miles.

It is curiously like a skate-fish in shape, and is tra-

versed by chains of mountains, the principal summits
being Tokachi-dake (8200), Shribetsi-yama (7874),

Ishikari-dake (7710), Sapporo-dake (6500), and
Komaga-take (3830). Much of the island is vol-

canic, e8|Hicially in the east. The chief rivers are

the Ishikari and Teshio, flowing into the Sea of

Japan; and the Toktichi, flowing into the Pacific

Ocean. The chief bays are Volcano Bay, in the

south; Ishikari Bay, in the west; Shari and Wal-
fish Bays, in the north-east. The forests furnish

valuable timber. Coal, petroleum, and gold are

found and worked to some extent. The capital is

Sapporo, but Hakodate and Otaru are larger towns.

H^odate, Mororan, Otaru, &c., are open ports.
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Kerosene, oeer, glass, and other articles are manu-
factured, and intemiJ communication is facilitated

by a system of railways, either constructed or pro-
jected, joining all the important coast and interior

towns. Pop. in 1898, 605,742, including 17,673
Ainos; of the administrative ^vision, including
the Kurile Islands, 610,165.
YEW {Taxui hacrata), an evergreen tree belonging

to the natural orderTaxacese,common inmany parts of
the north of Eiu*ope. The yew has the leaves linear,

acute, coriaceous, shining above, paler beneath; female
cone of a few minute scales, and one terminal erect

ovule seated on a fleshy disk, which enlarges into a red
fleshy cup, containing the seed. The yew was formerly
extensively cultivated in Great Britain, and on
account of its gloomy and funereal aspect was usu-
ally planted in churchyards. The wood, which is

peculiarly hard, smooth, and tough, was in former
times made into bows, for which purpose it was
considered very suitable. In the formal style of

gardening which was once prevalent, few trees were
more the subject of admiration, from its bearing to
be clipped, without injury, into almost any form.
Yews were cut into the shape of men, quadrupeds,
birds, ships, &c. The wood is hard, beautifully

veined, and susceptible of a very high polish
;
hence

it is valuable for veneering and other cabinet work,
and is in fre(]uent use. From its hardness and dur-

ability it may be made into cogs for mill-wheels,

axle-trees, and flood-gates, which scarcely ever decay.

The leaves and young branches act as narcotico-acrid

poisons both to men and cattle. A species of yew
( T. Canndniittn) is found in Canada and the extreme
northern parts of the United States. It is a low, !

prostrate shrub, commonly called the ground hem-
locht and never forms an erect tnink,

YE/ 1), a town of Persia, in the province of Khor-
asan, in a large sandy plain, 245 miles east of lHj>a-

han. It is alnuit 6 miles in circuit; consists of an
old town, inclosed l»y a wall and ditch, defended by
a cit.adel, and entered by four gates; and of a much
larger new town or suburb, which has risen up in a

very straggling manner, to meet the wants of the

increasing fK>pulation. Within the citadel are a

ahice, the principal mosque, several other public

iiildings, and the residences of the chief men of the

district. The bazaars are spacious and well sup-

plier!, particularly with the 8ta|)le manufactures of

th*. town itself, consisting of silk stuffs, velvets,

cottons, 0(»ar8e woollens called numudiy loaf-sugar,

and sweatmeats. I’he position of Yezd, on the edge

of a desert, at the junction of the principal caravan-

routes, makes it an imyiortant commercial entrep6t

for the surrounding countries. Pop. 40,000, of which
alxmt a tenth are fire-worshippers.

YODKASIL. See Northern Mythology.
YMUIDEN. See Y, or Tj.

YOKOHAMA, the chief seaport and treatyqwrt

in Japan, on the Bay of Tokio, about 17 miles south-

west of Tokio, of which it is the port. Yokohama is

of recent up>growth, its rise Ixjing due to the opening

of .Taj)an to foreign commerce and to the establish-

ment here of foreign merchants, consuls, Ac., after

the adjacemt Kan.agawa was declared a treaty-i>ort.

It is in general poorly built, with houses mo.stIy of

wood. Tlie dwelling-houses and warehou.ses of the

foreign residents are of a sujMjrior character, and

built along the frontage facing the Imy. IJie com-

mercial liuildings occupy the east of the town, the

western part being the Japumese town, and the

centre being occupied by the prefecture, custom-

house, post-office, and other official buildings. Tlie

harbour is protected by breakwaters, and reclama-

tion works are in progress. The imports into Yoko-
hama in 1901 were valued at £9,037,276, mainly

sugar, metals and metal manufactures, cotton manu-
factures, kerosene, raw cotton, and woollens; the
exports at £13,661,047, mainly raw and manufac-
tured silk, copper, tea, fish, cotton goods, fish-oil,

and p>ap)er. The number of vessels entered in 1901
was 823, with a tonnage of 2,032,445, mainly British,

Japanese, German, and American. Yokohama is

in railway communication with Tokio and all the
chief towns of Hondo. Pop. (1902), 267,660 (989
British). See K.\NAaAWA.
YONNE, a department of Franoe, bounded oo

the north by Seine-et-Marne, north-east by Aube,
east by Cdte-d’Or, south by Nibvre, and west
Loiret; area, 2868 square miles. The surface u
generally intersected by low hills, sometimes barren,
but usually covered with fruitful vineyards, which
yield the famous Chablis, Joigny, Auxorre, and Ton-
nerre wines. Between the hills lie beautiful and
productive valleys. The most elevated land is in

the south-west, forming the water-shed between the
basins of the Loire and Seine. The small part be-
longing to the former is drained by the Veifle. All
the rest belongs to the latter, which receives it

chiefly by the navigable Yonne. The climate is

tem])erate, and the air pure and healthy, except in

some west marshy BpK)t8. The minerals include iron,

red and yellow ochre, building-stone, Uthographio-

I

stones, pavement, and potter’s-clay. The manufac-
tures are of coarse woollens, woollen covers, serge,

glue, Ac. The trade is in corn, wine, vinegar, W(^
and charcoal, shin-timber, wool, cattle, iron, and
(Krhre. It is divined into the five arrondis.scmfnt8

of Auxerre, Avallon, Joigny, Sens, and Tonnerre.

Auxerre is the capital. Pop. (1901), t321,06‘2.

'\'()RK, the largest county of England, bounded
on the north by the Tees, separating it from the

county of Durhair., east by the sea, south-west by
the county of IJncoln, from which it is mostly sepa-

rated by the Humber, south by the counties of Not-
tingham and Derby, south-west by a small projec-

tion of Cheshire, and west by Lancashire and West-
moreland

;
greatest length from isost to west,

ineoHured on the parallel of 64" N., 96 miles; central

breadth, 80 miles; area, 6096 sepuare miles, or

3,882,861 acres. The coast from the mouth of the

Tees to the magnificent chalk-clitTs of Flamlwrough
Head, which rise over 300 feet above the sea, is bold and
rocky, but immediately beyond begins to descend,

and from Bridlington Bay to Spmm Head lies low,

and exp^osed to the constant ravages of the sea. The
interior, viewed generally, consists of a long and

wdde central valley, stretching B.H.E. from the north

frontiers of the county to the Humber, and inclosed

lM)th east and west by tracts of considerable eleva-

tion. On the east side these tracts form in the north

bleak mocirlands, rising often to a height of above

1000 feet and sometimes above 1400 feet, and extend-

ing from 20 to 30 miles inland from the coast, in

which their terminations are seen in the bold cliffs

I already referred to. In the south part of the east

side, the heights, here called wolds, become lower,

!
and instewl of reaching to the coast, recede so far

from it as U> leave a large alluvial tract, known by
the name of Holdemess. On the west side of the

central valley the heights gradually increase, and

ultimately become part of what is called the Eng-
lish Pennine chain, the loftiest points of which,

within the county, are Whemside, Peunigant, Ingle-

borough, and Mickle Fell, the last of which, 2696 ft, is

the highest. The central valley is both narrow and
elevated in the north, but gradually widens out as

it descends, and finally as it approaches the Humber
becomes a large and somewhat swampy flat The
Humber receives almost all the drainage of the county

by the Ouse, and its tributaries the Swale, Yore,
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Whatfe, Derwent, Aire, and Don. A small part of

the west is drained by the Kibble, of the north by the
Tees, and of the east directly by the German O^an.
H'he south-east part of the county is covered with
alluvial deposits. Immediately north and west the
cretaceous formation stretches in a curve, first from
Vlamborough Head westward, and then south through
the wolds to the Humber. The far greater part of

the north moorlands is oolitic, but a belt of lias, com-
mencing a little south of 'V^tby, skirts the coast

north to Huntcliff, and then takes a very circuitous

direction, first south-west through Guisborough, to
Northallerton, then south past Thirsk to the valley
of the Swale, and finally through Easingwold, Pock-
lington, and Market-Weighton, where it comes into

contact with the chalk. In the north-east of the
county valuable beds of ironstone exist in what are

known as the Cleveland Hills, and iron-smelting and
other allied industries are now carried on on a vast

scale in Middlesborough and its vicinity. (See

Middlesbobodgh.) Outside and immediately north
and west of the irregular belt of lias, the new red
sandstone becomes largely developed, extending along

the banks of the Tees, then south into the v^ley of

the Swale, and then widening out so as to cover a
large part of the vale of the Ouse. The new red

sandstone is succeeded by the magnesian limestone,

which is in many places rich in lead ore, and stretches

continuously through the county from north to south,

seldom, however, attaining a width of above 5 miles.

This limestone, in the south of the county, forms the

east edge of the great central coal-field of England,
of which Yorkshire thus possesses a valuable portion,

extending north from Sheiiield to Leeds, and west

from Pontefract to Huddersfield. Coal-mining is

extensively engaged in, the coals being largely con-

sumed by the manufacturing industries of the county,

and in iron-smelting. Under the coal-field lies in

the north and west the millstone-grit, which is suc-

ceeded throughout the west by the mountain-lime-

stone, of which all its loftiest summits are composed.

1'he properties of the soil differ much according to

locality. In the north, where moorlands prevail,

good arable land is almost entirely confined to a
few well-sheltered valleys, and the far greater part

of the available surface is devoted to grass -hus-

bandry, for the rearing of stock, particularly horses.

The wolds consist generally a light friable calca-

reous loam, well adapted for barley and turnips,

though perhaps mure profitably employed in per-

manent [)a8ture, as it is apt to deteriorate under the

lough, and cannot be maintained in fertility without

ea\'y doses of manure. The central valley, par-

ticularly where it widens out, contains rich tracts,

admirably fitted for any agricultural purpose. The
alluvial tracts of Holdemess and the banks of the

Humber, where thousands of acres have been gained

bv warping, are celebrated fi)r their luxuriant crops

of wheat, beans, and hay. About 140,000 acres are

under wood, and some 530,000 acres are mountain
and heath grazing land. The area under corn crops,

including oats, barley, wheat, &c., is about 620,000

acres; that under green crops, including turnips,

potatoes, mangold, &c., is about 280,000 acres.

Some 1,550,000 are permanent pasture. Manu-
factures have made great progress, particularly in

the west and south, where some of the leading

branches of national industry have long fixed their

seat. Among other manufactures may be mentioned
the woollens of Leeds, Bradford, Halifax, Dewsbury,
and Huddersfield; the linens of Leeds and Barnsley,

the iron and steel manufacture of Middlesbrough
and Sheffield, and the hardware, cutlery, and plated

goods of Sheffield.

Yorkshire is divided iuto three ridings—North,

East, and West, which have their common point of
junction near the dty of York. The county is well
supplied with means of oommunioation. In the south
almost every important stream has l:^n made the
feeder of a can^ and many engineering works of

great magnitude and difficulty have been executed.
The railway system of the county, already extensive,
is growing rapidly in completeness every year. The
West Riding in particular is covered with a net-work
of railways. York returns 26 county and 26 city
and borough members to the House of Commonsi
Pop. (1891), 8,208,828; (1901), 3,585,122.

YORK (British, Caer Ehroc\ Latin, Eboracum)^ an
arcbiepiscopal city and municipal and parliamentary

Iwrough of England, a county in itself, and capital

of Yorkshire, 196 miles N.N.w. from London by rail,

pleasantly situated in a wide and fertile vale, at the

confluence of the Foss with the Ouse, the latter of

which is crossed by three fine bridges, besides a rail-

way bridge. It consists of the city proper, and of

suburbs, some portions of which are situated across

the Foss, and communicating with the rest by
sevenil bridges. The city, embracing a circuit of

nearly 3 miles, is inclosed by ancient walls, originally

Roman, but restored by Edward I., and partly re-

paired at subsequent periods
;

the portions which
still remain have been converted into delightful

promenades, commanding a beautiful i)ro8pect of

the surrounding country. York is entered by four

principal gates of imposing structure; and is built

for the most part in narrow irregular streets, often

lined with houses of very antique appearance. The
work of improvement, however, has been rapidly

carried on, and while many of the older parts of the

city have been modernized, many handsome ranges

of new buildings have been erected. In a spacious

thoroughfare, called Parliament Street, which is

terminated at one extremity by St. Sampson’s

S(juare, and at the other by the Pavement, the

provision markets and also fairs are held. Among
public edifices, the great object of attraction is

the minster or cathedral, which dates from the

seventh century, but did not begin to assume its pre-

sent form till 1171, and was not completed till 1472.

It is built in the form of a cross with a square mas-
sive tower rising from the intersection to the height

of 235 feet, and two other lofty towers of graceful

proportion, 196 feet, flanking a gorgeous and richly-

decorated western front. This front is divided by
panelled buttresses into three compartments, of which
that in the centre is chiefly occupied by a beautiful

window and a splendid portal, forming the principal

entrance. Measured without the walls, the whole
length, from east to west, is 524 feet, and the width
across the transepts, noi’th to south, 222 feet; length,

from west door to choir, 264 feet; length of choir,

162 feet; breadth of body and side aisles, 109 feet.

The impression produced by the external building is

fully sustained by the interior, which consists chiefly

of a lofty nave, separated from its aisles by long

ranges of finely clustered columns, a still loftier

choir, lighted by a magnificent and beautifully

painted window, and a lady-chapel continuing the
choir, and containing some beautiful monumenta
This noble ecclesiastic edifice, the largest and finest

of which England can boast, has twice sustained

serious damage and narrowly escaped total destruc-

tion from fire, caused in 1 829 by an incendiary lunatic,

and in 1840 by the negligence of a workman engaged
on its repair. The chapter-house, entered from the

north transept of the cathedral, is in the form of a

richly decorated octagon, and near it is a fine old

chapel, originallyforming partof theold archiepisoopal

palace, and now appropriated to the library. Besides

the cathedral York possesses many other churohes,
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various Di^nting chapels, a beautiful R.C. chapel,

and collegiate, grammar, blue-coat, gray-coat, and
board schools. Other buildings and establishments

of note are an ancient Gothic guildhall (1446), and
spacious mansion-house adjoining; the fine old ruins

of 8t. Mary’s Abbey; Clifford’s Tower, on the site

of an old castle founded by the Conqueror; the

fine old merchants’ hall; county assize courts; city

courts of justice in the late Gothic style (1892); the
museum of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society,

assembly-room, masonic hall, baths, art-gallery, free

library, the Yorkshire Club-house, concert - rooms,

two theatres, cemetery, lunatic and blind asylums,

dispensary, county hospital, cattle -market, alms-
houses, and numerous other charities. The railway-

station is one of the finest in the kingdom. The
manufactures are fairly important, including iron-

castings, bottles, leather, flour, cocoa, and confec-

tionery. York is the head-quarters of the North-
Kivstem Railway Company, and contains their

carriage and wagon shops. There is communication
by water with Selby, Goole, Hull, &c. York is the

centre of the north-eastern military district.

Tlie origin of York is so ancient as to In; almost
lost in fable. Under the Romans it Injcame their

principal seat of power in the north, if not in the

whole countiy, and after their departure it so far

retained its importance as to l)ecome the capital of

Northumbria, whose king, Edwin, in 624 made it an
archiepiscopal see. In the eighth century its diocesan

school attracted students not only from all parts of

the kingdom, but from France and Germany, and
sent out scholars who afterwards acquired a Euro-

|)ean fame. Here the first English Parliament was
held by Henry TI. in 1160. In after-times it makes
a distinguished figure in almost all the great epochs

and events of English history. The city boundaries

were extended in 1884 and 1893. It sends two
members to Parliament, Here died the Roman em-
jwjrors Severus and Constantins C’hlorus, and here it

is popularly (but incorrectly) supjx)sed Constantine

the Great was bom. Among its distinguished natives

are Alcuin, the tutor to the family of Charlemagne;
Flaxrnan the sculptor; and William Etty the painter.

Pop. in 1891, 66,984; in 1901, 77,793.

YORK, Hknry Stuart, Cardinal of. See
Stuart.
YOSEMITPv VALLEY, in Mariposa County,

Calitomia, alK)ut 50 miles south-east of Sonora, near

the south-west base of the Sierra Nevada. It is

about 10 miles long and over 1 mile brood, is di-

versified by trees and thickets like the park of an
English mansion, and surrounded on three sides by
almost perpendicular walls of granite rock 3000 feet

high. Over the highest of these, at the extremity

of the valley, the Yosemite Creek, a tributary of

the river Merced, pours its waters sheer down an
unbroken cataract 1436 feet in height, and thence

by two farther leaps of 626 and 400 feet, reaches a

miniature lake below after a descent of alx)ut 2500
feet. From this lake the river issues in a narrow
stream, and with many a curve tumbles between
the dark rocky mountain walls of the valley or glides

through the deep shadow of the woods of oak, pine,

and poplar which clothe its banks. This pictures(|ue

spot is regarded as one of the natural wonders of the

American continent, and in 1864 it was set ajmrtas
a public park. For detailed account see Whitney’s
Yosemite Guide-book ; Hutchinj^’ In the Heart of

the Sierras
;
and Baedeker’s United States.

YOUGHAL, a seaport and municipal borough of

Ireland, in the county of Cork, on the estuary of the

Blackwater, here crossed by an iron bridge. 154

miles south-west from Dublin. The public buildings I

are two Episcopal churches, a handsome Roman Ca-
{

tholic chapel, several other places of worship, a town-
house, fever hospital, &c. Sir Walter Raleigh’s resi-

dence, now called Raleigh’s House, is still maintained
nearly in its oririnal state. The harbour is obstructed
at the entrance bya bar, and the port carries on merely
a coasting-trade. Large quantities of grain are
shipp^, and Cork is supplied with good bricks from
this vicinity. The salmon-fishery of the Blackwater
is productive. Pop. (1891), 5722; (1901), 5393.
YOUNG, Arthur, a diatinguishcxl agricultural

writer, W'as the son of Arthur Young, a jirebendary
of Canterbury, and born 11th September, 1741. He
was intended for a mercantile career, but early
attempted literature, and then adopted the pro-
fession of agriculture, carrying on farms at various
places, and especially on his |iateriial estate, near
Bury St. Edmunds. He soon liecamc famous as a
writer on fanning and allied topics, and esjiecially

for his agricultural tours. He also carried on an
extensive corresjxindence with public men both at
home and abroad. In 1784 he began the publi-

cation of his Annals of Agriculture, of which forty-

six vols. 8vo were issued. This work had the most
important influence upon the art of agriculture in

England, and a considerable portion of it was trans-

lated into French under the auspices of the govern-
ment. In 1793 he was a})]K)inted secretary of the
newly-erected lioard of agriculture, with a salary of

£400 a year. Young not only visited and examined
with great attention many parts of England and
Ireland, but also made several tours on the Con-
tinent. He l)ecame blind some years lieforo his

death, which hapiiened on the 20th April, 1820.

Of his numerous works we cyin mention only the

princijml : -The Farmer’s Letters to the People of

England (1767, enlarged tdition 1777); Six Weeks’
Tour through the Southern Counties (1768); Six
Months’ Tour through the North of England (1770);
Farmer’s Tour through the East of England (1771);
The Farmer’s Calendar (1771); Tour in Ireland

(1780); Travels in Franc.e during the Years 1787- 89

(1792), treating of agriculture and national resourooH,

the social and political condition of the people, the

most reliable source of information regarding the state

of France on the eve of the revolution. See his Auto-
biography, edited by Miss Betham-Edwards (1898).

YOUNG, Edward, a distinguished English i>oet

of the 18th century, w^as Ijom at his father’s rectory

of Upham, in Ilanqwhin;, in 1683. He w'as educated

at Winchester ScIkh)!, and at New College and
Corpus Christi College, Oxford. In 1708 Tie was
nominated to a law fellowship in All Souls College;

he took the degree of B.C.L. in 1714 and of D.C.L. in

1719. By this time he hiul formed some connection

with the Duke of Wliarton, and an annuity of £100
was granted him by the duke. In 1719 and 1721

resiHJctively npjieaml his tragedies of Busiris and
Revenge, both produced at Drury Ijane. In 1725

he began the publication of a series of satires called

The Universal Passion. He now tfx»k holy orders,

and in 1 728 was nominated one of the royal chaplains.

In 1730 the College of All Souls pre.sonted him
with the rectory of Welwyn, in Hertfordshire, valued

at £300 a year, and to which the lordship of the

manor was attached. A year later he married Lady
Elizabeth Lee, widow of Colonel Lee and daughter

of the Earl of Lichfield, and by this lady he had
a son. After his marriage the poet lived much in

retirement in his rectory at Welwyn, sadly disap-

]K)inted that church preferment, which he so eagerly

desired and so unscrupulously belauded those in

power to oVjtain, was refused him. He died on
5th April, 1765. The work by which he is best

known is The Complaint, or Night Thoughts on
Life, Death, and Immortality, a series of argu-
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mentative poems in blank verse, intended to prove

the immortality of the soul and the truth of the

Ohristian religion—a work displaying great force

of pious and somewhat gloomy reflection, and con-

taining many lofty passages, marred by a strain-

ing after antithesis and ornament. The Night
Thoughts were translated into French and German,
and seem to have been fully as popular on the
Continent as at home. They were published in

1742-45, shortly after the death of his wife, the
Lucia of the poems. The Philander and Narcissa

are supposed to be Mr. Temple, son of Lord Pal-

merston, and his wife, the poet’s step-daughter,

who was prematurely cut off by consumption in

1736 while travelling in the south of France in

company with her husband, mother, and step-

father. Young availed himself of more than a poet’s

licence when he states that, as a Protestant, she was
denied a ™ve, ‘ denied the charity of dust to spread

o'er dust . She was buried in the Reformed Swiss
cemetery at Lyons. Of Young’s three tragedies,

Busiris (1719), The Revenge (1721), and The
Brothers (1753), only the second has kept a place

on the stage. The Last Day, an early effort (1714);

The Universal Passion (1725-28), a series of satires,

containing many witty and shrewd observations;

several unsuccessful odes; a prose satire on the
|

fashionable life of the time, entitled The Centaur
not Fabulous, and some other poetic and prose pieces,

are now only known to the literary student.

YOUNG, Thomas, M.D., eminent in natural phi-

losophy, bom at Milverton in Somersetshire in 1773,

was the son of Quaker parents, and was brought up in

the strict discipline of that sect He himself informs

us that at the age of two he could read with consider-

able fluency; and before he was four he had read both

the Bible and Watts’ hymns twice through; and
when six years old had learned by heart the whole

of (^Idsmith’s Deserted Village. In 1782 he went
to school at Compton in Dorsetshire, where he
remained four years, during which period his studies

comprehended mathematics, Latin, Greek, Hebrew,
Persian, and Arabic, besides French and Italian.

When little more than fourteen hewas appointed clas-

sical tutor to Hudson Gurney, grandson of David
Barclay of Youngsbury; and the scholar and precep-

tor were subsequently joined by Mr. Hodgkin, who
had the general superintendence of young Gurney’s
studies, though his youthful preceptor continued to

retain his office for flve years. About the end of 1792,

under the advice of Dr. Brocklesby, a great-uncle, he
commenced the study of medicine in London. Thence
he went to Edinburgh, and then to Gottingen, where,

after a residence of nine months, he took his doctor’s

degree. He completed his medical studies at Cam-
bridge, receiving the degree of M.D. in 1 808. Eleven

Years before that date Dr. Bocklesby had died,

leaving Young £10,000, hit house in London, and a
oolleotion of pictures. As early as 1 799 Young wrote

his celebrated memoir on the Outlines and Experi-

ments respecting Sound and Light, which spe^ily
conducted him to the discove^and demonstration

of the interference of light, l^is discovery alone,

according to Sir J. Herschel, would have sufficed to

have placed its author in the highest rank of scien-

tific immortality. In 1801 he accepted the office of

professor of natural philosophy at the Royal Institu-

tion, and in 1802 tnat of foreign secretary to the

Royal Society—an office which he held for the

remidnder of his life. The series of lectures which
he delivered in connection with his professorship

form the substance of his work on NaturtJ
Philosophy and the Mechanical Arts (two vols. 4to^

1807). In 1811 he was elected ph^rsician to St
George's Hospital While engaged in his profes-

sional and scientific labours Dr. Young contributed

numerous articles to the Quarterly lUview, over

sixty to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, and many
others to the scientific journals. We can only afford

space for a passing allusion to his hieroglyphieal

researches. Dr Peacock, one of his biographers^

seems to show completely that he had made great

I

progress in the discovery of phonetic hieroglyphics
I many years before Cbampollion had entered the field.

(See Hiebooltphio Writing.) In 1818 he was
appointed secretary to the board of longitude, with
the charge of superintending the Nautical Almanac.
The harassing effects of personal attacks with refer-

ence to his management of this publication aggravated
the disease (ossification of the aorta), which termi-

nated his existence at Park Square, London, 10th
May, 1829. Three volumes of his Miscellaneous
Works, with a life, were published under the care of

Dr. Peacock and J. Leitch by Murray in 1855.

YPRES (Flemish, Fpercn), a town of Belgium,
in the province of West Flanders, in a plain, on
both sides of the Yperlde, 28 miles B.B.W. of Bruges
(53 miles by rail). Ypres was early one of the most
important manufacturing towns of Flanders, and in

the fourteenth century had 200,000 inhabitants and
employed 4000 looms. Its manufacturing prosperity

has long departed, but a striking monument of it

remains in its cloth-hall (Les Halles), an immense
pile erected in the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

turies, in the public square, in the form of an irregu-

lar trapezium, and surmounted by a square tower or
belfry, with a clock and chimes. One of its wings is

now used as the town-house, and other parts are
occupied by different public establishments and con-

cert-rooms. Another building of note is the Gothic
cathedral of St. Martin, dating from the thirteenth

century, one of the most remar^ble religious edifices

in Belgium. The chief manufactures are cottons and
lace. Ypres was made by Louis XIV. in 1688 one
of the strongest fortresses of the Low Countries, and
in the great European wars seldom escaped a siege

or bombardment. It is no longer fortified. Jansen
was Bishop of Ypres, and is buried in the cathedral

of St. Martin. Pop. (1897), 16,998.

YPSILANTI, an old Greek Fanariot family
claiming, without good grounds, to be descended from
the Comneni, and furnishing several hospodars to

Moldavia and Walachia. Constantine Ypsilanti was
appointed by the Sultan Selim III. hospodar of

Moldavia and Walachia, but was deposed in 1806,

on account of his Russian sympathies. He died at

Kiev, in 1816. His eldest son, Alexander, bom at

Constantinople in 1792, having entered the Russian
service and served with distinction, was raised to

the rank of major-general in 1817. In 1820 he be-

came acquainted with the Hetaireia, a secret society

organized for the purpose of freeing Greece from the
Turkish yoke, and having joined this association he
eventually became its bei^ Assisted by the Hetai-
rists, he succeeded in raising an insurrection in

Moldavia and Walachia, but being defeated by the
Turks he had to make his escape into the Austrian
dominions. Here he was detained as a state prisoner,

along with his brother Nicholas, until they were
released on the demand of Russia in November, 1827,
under the condition imposed by Austria, that the
prince should not leave the Austrian dominions.
Ypsilanti died at Vienna in January, 1828, hardly
thirty-six years of age.—His brother Demetrius,
bom Dea 25, 1793, also entered the Russian service^

and seconded Alexander in his efforts for the libera-

tion of Greece. In 1822 he was proclaimed Prince
of Peloponnesus, and by his defence of Ar^ in that
year he paved the way for the destruction of the
Turkish army in the narrow defiles between Corinth
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and Ai^goe. In 1823 he withdrew from public

affairs, but he held the command of the troops in

Eastern Greece from 1828 to 1880. He di^ in

1832.

YTTERBIUM, one of the cerium metals, occur-

ring in gadolinite and other minerals found in Siberia,

Scandi^via, and Greenland. It belongs to an ob-

scure group, including yttrium, terbium, erbium,
&;c., and, like its allies, it is not known with certainty

to be an element. Its symbol is Yb, atomic weight
173. (See next article.)

YTTRIUM (from Ytterby in Sweden), an earthy

metal of the cerium group, one of the chemical ele-

ments, symbol Y, atomic weight 89. Little or no-

thing is known of its properties, and even its ele-

mentary nature is not yet established beyond doubt.

(See alx)ve article.)

YUCATAN, a peninsula of Central America,
comprising the Mexican states of Campeche and
Yucatan, British Honduras, and part of Guatemala.

It is a limestone plain of coralline formation, and,

except for some ridges in the south and in the

centre, it has no hills. It has little wood, except

near the coast, and surface water is almost wholly

absent, though underground water is abundant.

The water stored in natural caverns is reached by
means of steps cut in the rock, and the Maya Indians

formerly excavated large storage basins, many of

which have become hotbeds of fevers. Some of the

many rock caverns have been inhabited or used as

refuges during periods of war or revolution. The
climate is warm, and generally unhealthy. Minerals

of importance are wholly wanting. Some maize

and rice are cultivated, but the principal vegetable

product is henequen or Sisal hemp. Logwood is

a product of the forests. Salt is obtained on the

coasts, and the fisheries are very productive. Yu-
catan and the neighbouring districts were the seat

of ancient kingdoms of the Mayas, who were the
i

most highly civilized of all the Central American
aborigines, and whose descendants still form <^he

bulk of the population. There are numerous splendid

ruins of their ancient cities, notably those of Uxmal,
40 miles south of Merida, Izamal, east of Merida,

and Chichen - Itza, south-east of Merida. The
Spaniards first entered the country in 1506, and
during 1527-42 they effected its conquest. It

became independent along with Mexico in 1821,

but in 1840 a revolt against Mexican authority

took place. The capitals of the states of Yucatan

and Campeche are Merida and Campeche respec-

tively, and among other towns are Sisal, Izamal,

Valladolid, Tixcotob, Progreso, and Bacalar. Area

of the two states together, 53,290 square miles; with

British Honduras, 60,852 square miles.

YUCCA, a genus of plants of the natural order

Liliaceee, with a woody, tree-like, mostly simple stem,

surmounted by a crown of linear-lanceolate, more

or less rigid leaves, from the centre of which rises a

tall erect panicle of showy whitish flowers. They are

natives of Central America, Mexico, and the south-

ern United States, but have been acclimatized in

Britain and other countries. In Britain they grow
slowly in the open air, and do not flower often. The
principal species are T. gloriosa, of the southern

Atlantic states of America, with a stem sometimes

8 feet long^, and a flower-panicle sometimes 6 feet in

length; Y. aloefolia, of the West Indies, Mexico,

and North Carolina; Y. brevifolioj of the United

States, whose stem may be 30 feet long.

YUGA. SeeAoB.
YUKON, a larro river of North America, rising

in British Columbia about lat. 59^ and entering

Behring Strait by many mouths about lat. 62^ It

is formed, at Fort Selkirk in 63^ by the junction of

the Lewis and the Pelly, the former being in turn

constituted by the junction of the Big Calmon and
the Teslin (out of Teslin Lake). From Fort Selkirk

it flows north-west with many windings to the Arctic

Circle, receiving on the right the Stewart and the

Klondyke (at Dawson), and on the left the White
' River, Sixty Mile Creek, and Forty Mile Creek. On
the Arctic Circle, at the abandoned Fort Yukon, it

is joined on the right by the Porcupine River, and
thenceforward its course is generally south-west to
its mouth. The chief tributaries of the lower Yukon
are the Koyukuk on the right bank, and the Biroh
and Tanana on the left liank. It is a broad, muddy
stream flowing mostly through a marshy plain, and
from Octol)er to June it is frozen up. Canoes and
other vessels can navigate both the main river and
its tributaries. Its total length is about 2200 miles,

and its drainage area 331,000 square miles. It gives

name to a provisional district of the Dominion of

Canada, formed when extensive gold deposits were
discovered in the valley of the Klondyke tributai^.

Its area is about 192,000 square miles, and its

population in 1901 was 27,219.

YULE. See Christmas.
YULE, Sir Henry, a distinguished geographer

and Oriental scholar, the son of a major in the ser-

vice of the East India Company, was fx)m at Inver-

esk, near Musselburgh, in Midlothian, on May 1,

1820. Educated at the Edinburgh high-school, he

entered the East India Company’s military college

at Addiscombe in 1837, and continued his military

studies at Chatham in 1839-1840. In 1840 he was
ap]>ointed to the Bengtil Engineers, and during

1843-1849 he was engaged in irrigation work in the

North-West (now United) Provinces, with intervals

of military service in the camjtaigns against the

8ikhs. Lord Dalhousie in 1855 appointed him
under-secretary to the pul)lic works department.

In the same year he served os secretary to Col.

Phayre's embassy to Burma, and in 1858 he pub-

lished an admirable Narrative of the Mission sent

by the Govenior-General of India to the Court

of x\va in 1855. He enjoyed the favour of Lord

Canning, but in 1862 he left India and returned

home. In 1 864 he took up his residence at Palermo,

jMirtly on aca)unt of his wife’s health, but mainly in

order to continue and extend the researches wnich

led to the publication of his great work. The Book
of Ser Marco Polo, the Venetian, concerning the

Kingdoms and Marvels of the East, newly trans-

lated and edited, with notes, &c. (two vols., 1871).

A new and enlarged edition was published in 1875.

In 1875 he returned to England, and from that

year almost to the date of his death he was a mtjm-

ber of the Indian Council. He died in London on

Dec. 30, 1889. He was created C.B. in 1868 and

K.C.S.I. in the year of his death. His great work

gained him the Founder’s medal of the Royal (geo-

graphical Society, and on his death-bed he received

intimation of his election as a cf>rresix)nding member

of the Institute of France. His other works include:

a treatise on Fortification, which was used as a

text-book; Cathay and the Way Thither (two vols.,

1866), for the Hakluyt Society; Notes on Hwen
Thsang’s Account of the Principalities of Tokh4r-

istAn (1872) ;
Hol)son-Jobeon : being a Glossary of

Anglo-Indian Colloquial Words and Phrases, and of

Kindred Terms, &c. (1886), with A. C. BumeU; The

Diary of William Hedges (three vols., 1887-89),

edit^ for the Hakluyt Society, of which he wm
for many years president ;

introductions to Wood’s

Journey to the Oxus (1872) and Prahevalsky’s Mon-

golia (1876); &C.

YUNNAN, the most south-westerly province of

China, abutting on Tongking and Burma; area, about
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153,000 square miles. It is very mountainous in

the north and west, and has a general slope towards

the south-east. The central part is a plateau about

6500 feet above sea-level, dotted with lakes and sur-

mounted by bills of red sandstone; but in the south

the elevation of the land is much less. The province

is traversed by several large rivers, principally the

upper courses of the Yang-tse-kiang (called Kin-
cha-kiang), the Si-kiang, the Song-ka or Red River,

the Mekong, and the Salwin, but only the Song-ka
can be regarded as of use for navigation within the

province. The principal crops are rice, opium, and
wheat, but tea, indigo, sugar-cane, cotton, earth-

nuts, and many vegetables are also cultivated.

Cattle, sheep, hogs, and other animals are reared in

considerable numbers, and silkworm-rearing is also

extensively carried on. The chief wealth of the

province, nowever, lies in its immense mineral re-

Bources, which include iron, coal, copper, gold,

silver, lead, tin, zinc, cinnabar, and precious stones.

The manufacturing industries include the making
of silk goods and other textiles, leather goods, &c.

The climate varies from the rigour of the northern

districts, where the mountains artj 8now-ca])ped for

the greater part of the year, to the comjjaratively

tropical condition of the south-east. A large part

of the jKjpulation consists of Miao-tse and other

non-Chinese elements, and Mohammedanism has

many adherents. The ca])ital is Yunnan-fu, and
other towns are Chaotung, Tali-fu, Momein, Lin-

gan-fu, Puerh, Tung-chwan, Mengtsc;, and Ssumao,

the last two Ixiing open to foreign trade since 1889

and 1897 respectively. The British have endea-

voured to establish a direct trtide route between
Yunnan and Burma, but from the physical features

of the region this is not easy. The history of Yun-
nan can be traced back to the third century B.O.

Owing to its distance from the seat of the central

authority and its mountainous character this province

long remained practically independent. The most

noteworthy event of its recent history is the great

Panthay revolt of 1855, which was not suppressed

by the Chinese authorities till 1873. Pop. estimated

at 12,000,000.

YURUARI, a river of Venezuela, rising to the

east of the Caroni and flowdng eastwards to join the

Cuyuni in about 61 w. Ion., near the frontier of

British Guiana. The Yuruari territory was claimed

by both Venezuela and Britain until 1899, when the

award of an arbitration court gave most of it to

Venezuela. There are several gold-fields here, in-

cluding El Callao, &c.

YVERDON (German, Ifferten\ a town of Swit-

zerland, in the canton of Vaud, at the south-western

extremity of Lake Neuchatel. Its castle, built in

1135, was used by Pestalozzi as an educational

establishment in 1 805-25, and now contains a library

and museum. The town has also a fine town-house,

a hospital, and a memorial of Pestalozzi; and among
the manufactures are railway wagons and material]^

l>eer, &c. Yverdon was the Eburodunum of the

Romans, and there are remains of the ancient walls.

Pop. 7000, mostly French-speaking Protestants.

YVETOT, a town of France, in the department
of Seine- Inferieure, on an elevated plain, 23 miles

north-west of Rouen. It has manufactures of calico,

hosiery, linen, leather, and baskets. Antiquaries

have Ixsen much puzzled by an ancient chronicle,

and still earlier edict, which gave the title of king
to the lords of Yvetot. Pop. (1896), 7545.

Z.

Z, the last letter of the English alphabet, is a
sibilant, representing the sonant sibilant sound, the
surd of which is represented by though « is often

the sonant sibilant itself, as in raise, Z has l)een

introduced into the alphabets of Western Europe
through the Latin alphalnjt, to which it was added
in the time of Cicero from tlu; Greek, though it had
formed part of the earliest Latin alphal>et. The z

in German luis a compound sound, corresponding to

our U\ and modem German writers, therefore, omit
the t formerly written Ixjfore z in sonu^ German
words. In Italian, whore it usually takes the place

of the Latin t in ti (as in (/raziu^ yratia), it is some-
times sounded like our tSj sometimes like ds. In
Spanish it corresponds to our th in thin. In French,
wlien pronounced at all, it has the sound of a
forcible

ZAANDAM, or Saardam, a town of Holland, 5

miles north-west of Amsteniam. It lies on a plain

at a dam on the Zaan (by which it is intersected),

whence its name. Its houses are mostly of wood,
externally ornamented aa^ording to the taste of the
possessor. The chief edifices are the towm-hall, and
the house occupied by Peter the Great of Russia
during his eight days’ rt«idence here, when he came
to study shipbuilding. He would not remain hmger
on account of the throngs of in((ui8itive spectators,

and left for Amsterdam. There are corn, oil, and
saw mills, pa})er and toliacco works. The ship-

building ana shipping trade have almost ceased to
exist. Pop. (1900), 21,597.

ZABERN. See SaVERNE.
ZABIANS. SeeSABiANS.
ZACATECAS, a state of Mexico; area, 24,467

square miles; pop. (1900), 462,886. It is a moun-
tainous and arid tract, with a rigorous climate, and
very thinly peopled. The table-land, which forms the
central part, rises to upwards of 6500 feet above the
level of the sea. It has great mineral wealth, espe-

cially in silver, and some of its mii>es have been
worked for centuries. The capital of the same name
lies 290 miles north-west of Mexico, in a mountain-
ous country, in the vicinity of some of the richest

silver mines in Mexico. It is well built, and con-
tains a college, with a valuable library, an hospital,

a number of churches and convents, and a mint.
Pop. (1895), 39,912.

ZACYNTHUS, See Zante.
ZAFFRE, an impure oxide of cobalt, obtained by

roasting the ore till volatile bodies, such as sulphur
and arsenic., are driven off. It is used in place of
smalt (which see) for coarse wore.
ZAGAZIG, the chief town of the Egyptian pro-

vince of Sherkiyeh, in the delta of the Nile, on the
Muizz and Fresh-water Canals, connected by rail

with Cairo, Alexandria, and Suez, 40 miles N.N.B.

of Cairo. The great number of manufactories, with
their tall chimneys, and the structure of the houses,
give the place quite a European appearance, and
testify to the industrial activity whicn here prevails.

Nearly all the cotton growm in the eastern Delta is

sent here to be cleaned, sorted, and partly spun
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before being put on the market. The town is also a
centre of the grain trade, and has rapidly increased

in prosperity and population since its connection with
Suez by the fresh-water canal. The ruins of the
ancient Bubastis have been excavated in the vicinity.

Pop. (1897), 35,716.

ZAIRE. See Congo.
ZAMBESI, a river of South Africa, rising in

Portuguese territory in lat. 11® 21' 3" s. and Ion.

24® 22° E., and reaching the Indian Ocean about lat.

19° s., again in Portuguese territory, after a total

course of 1650 miles, of which the middle jwrt be-

longs wholly to Rhodesia. The Victoria Falls and
the Kebrabasa Rapids, the former in the west of

Rhodesia and the latter in Portuguese East Africa,

above Tete, are regarded as dividing the river into

three sections, the Upper, Middle, and Lower Zam-
besi. ‘The neighbourhood of the source, with an
altitude of about 6000 feet, is replete with bracken
to all apjKjarance similar to our British variety. The
river itself has its origin in a deep depression at the

base of steep undulations, where the water oozes

from a black marshy bog and quickly collects into

a well-defined stream ’ (Major Gibbins in the Geo-
graphical Journal, Feb. 1 901 ). Anotlier head-stream
of the Zambesi is the Kabimipo, which rises in the

north-west of RhtKlesia, alKiut lat. 11“ 34' 8. and
Ion. 25“ 17' E., also at an altitude of 6000 feet, and
in a region of open grfissy downs. The former stream,

at first known as Yambeshe and then as Liambai
(Liambeshe), flows at first west with a southward
tendency, and then turns s.s.e. Ten miles (»f ra])id.s

precede the Sajmma catanvcts (13“ 7' 8.), where the

river flows ‘through a narrow rocky fissure into a
IK)ol of considerable extent’. At alxiut 14“ 8. it is

joined by the Kalx)mpo from the north-east, and
the remaining course of the Upper Zambesi has a
south and south-easterly direction through the low-

lying, grassy Marotse (jountry, and is marked by
various cataracts and rapids. Sesheke is a })lace of

some importance on the left Imnk, near where the

river Ixigins to be wholly in British territory
;
and

a short distance farther down, op}M)site Kazungula,
it receives from the west the waters of the large

tributary Kwando (Linyanti or Chobe). In about
18“ 8. there are the celebrated Victoria Falls, dis-

covered by Livingstone in 1855. Here the broad
river suddenly plunges into a transverse chasm from
a height of 2600 feet to some 400 feet lower amidst
a scene of tremendous grandeur. (8ee CJatahact.)

The falls are now easily reached from Bulawayo,
and a hotel has been built for visitors. The Middle
Zambesi, whose direction is east, nortli-east, and
again east, receives the Guay-Shangani and Sanyati

from the south ; the Kafukwe and Loangwa from
the north, the latter at Zumls), where the river

leaves British territory; and is interrupted by various

rapids and rocks, especially at low-water, the Kebra-
basa Rapids being the first impassable oljstacle to

navigation from the mouth. The remaining course

of the river (Lower Zambesi) has been described

as, except for the Lupata Gorge, ‘merely a broad
expanse of sand, 3 to 5 miles wide, with low,

reed -fringed banks, and intersected by numerous
shallow streams’. It jmsses the town of Tete, l)elow

which it is joined on the right by the Mazoe, and
after passing Sena it receives from the left the
Shire from Lake Nyassa, the water-way to British

Central Africa. It enters the Indian Ocean by
several mouths, of which the Oliinde one is the most
practicable. The total area of the basin is about
660,000 square miles. The Upper Zambesi was first

explored by Livingstone, who reached the Liambai
in 1861.

ZAMIA. See Ctcadacjle in Supp.

ZAMORA, a city of Spain, in Leon, capital of the
province of the same name, 140 miles north-west of

Madrid, on a rocky hill on the right bank of the
Douro, liere crossed by a fine bridge. It is the seat
of a bishop, and the principal building is the cathe-
dral, a Gothic structure, completed about 1174, but
partially modernized in the Corinthian and Doric
styles. Zamora played an important part in early
Spanish history, and is renowned for the successful
defence which it made against the Moors in A.i).

939. Pop. (1897), 16,453.

ZANESVILLE, a flourishing town of the United
Statejs capital of Muskingum county, Ohio, on the
Muskingum River, at the confluence of the Licking,
and on several lines of railroad, 69 miles east of

Columbus. The surrounding district is well culti-

vated and rich in minerals, and the rivers provide
abundant power. The city is regularly laid out
with brcnid streets on both sides of the river, com-
munication between the lianks l)eing maintained by
several bridges. It is lighted by gas and electricity,

and has electric tramways. Among the chief build-

ings and institutions are the Athenajum, the county
court-house, the market-house, the prison, the opera-

house, &c. ;
besides numerous churches and schools.

The manufactures are very varied. Pop. (1890),

21,009; (1900), 23,588.

ZANTE (ancient, Zacynthus), one of the Ionian
Islands, in the Mediterranean, between 8 and 10
miles south of Cephalonio, and 15 miles from the

nearest point of the Morea. It is about 24 miles

long, 12 miles broad, and 60 miles in circuit
;
area,

277 fMjuart^ miles. It has the form of an irregular

oblong, indented with a deep iMiy at its south-east

extremity. The western half is hilly, rising to 2600
feet, and the west coast exhibits limestone cliffs.

The east coast Inis a harUiur, within which is

situated tins town of Zante (jK)p. in 1896, 14,906, a
thriving and well-built j)lac;e). I*art of the island

consists of an extensive fertile plain, having the
app(!arance of one continued vineyard, with a few
patches under cereals or pasture. The prevailing

rocks are calcareous; gypsum apj)ears in various

parts, and a remarkable feature of Zante is its pitch-

wells. Earthcpiakes freciuently occur, and some 50
lives were lost in this way in 1893. The staple

export of Zante is currants. The other chief exports

are oil, soap, and a little wine; pomegranates, melons,

peaches, oranges, citrons, and other fruits are grown,
i)ut the com raised scarcely supplies three months’
consumption. Goats are the only live stock. The
i.sland forms a nomarchy of the kingdom of Greece;

pop. in 1896, 45,032.

ZANZIBAR, an island situated off the east coast

of Africa, about 20 or 30 miles from German East
Africa, opjjosite Saodani and Bagainoyo. It is of

a somewhat oblong shape, with u length, north to

south, of about 65 miles, and a breadth of 24 miles

;

area, 640 B<juare miles. The island is of coralline

origin in the main, and the adjacent waters are in

many places obstructed by fringing reefs. A range

of sandstone hills, attaining an elevation of 500 feet,

divides the island into an eastern and a western

half, the latter Ijeing well watered and extremely

fertile, and the former lacking in surface water and
comparatively barren. The slopes, which at a dis-

tance of 2 or 3 miles from the coast rise to a height

of 300 to 400 feet, are covered with dove- and
orange-trees; and the plains and valleys, watered

by perennial streams, are clothed with rice, sugar-

cane, cassava, jowary, Ac. The island is intersected

in all directions by roads and green pathways.

There are numerous small streams, which water the

valleys, and the shipping and town of Zanzibar are

now supplied with excellent water. The temperature
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18 very in December and January, but the
climate is not unhealthy. The pofmlation ia of a

mixed character. !ll)6 oldest inhabitantB are

a Buitu people, Wahadimu, living on the east coast,

and now few in numbers. The Arab land-owners

form the basis, and at the same time a kind of

aristocracy, being proprietors of large plantations

and numerous skves, which latter constitute the

great bulk of the population; there are likewise

many natives of the Comoros, and of the west coast

of Madagascar, and a considerable number of the

natives from the coast of Hadramaut in Arabia.

In 1873 the sultan abolished the slave-trade, which
had hitherto absorbed the chief energies of the mer-
cantile classes in his dominions. About 7000 natives

of India are permanent resident^ and their numbers
increase yearly. All these native elements in the
population are Mohammedans in reli^on. Daring
the north-eastern monsoon the population is tempor-
arily increased by several thousands by the arrival

of traders, and the total population of the island is

very variously estimated. It may be taken at about

230,000, of whom 60,000 belong to the town. The
principflkl cultivated products are cloves, coco-nuts,

sugar-cane, manioc, chillies, rice, oranges, areca-

nuts, pepper, and tobacco, the last two in the

eastern half of the island. Donkeys are reared,

but few cattle. The fisheries are pi^uctive, espe-

cially on the east coast. The trade all passes through
the capital, Zanzibar.

The town of Zanzibar lies mainly on a promontory
almost in the middle of the west coast of the island.

Like other eastern towns it is composed of narrow,

crooked, and badly-made streets, which, never being

cleaned except by flood -rains, are usually in a very

filthy state. The princijMil buildings are the mosques,

plain but substantial edifices erected in the same
line as the houses

;
the two palaces of the sultan

;

the consulates ; a fort and barracks
;
two European

hospitals and an Indian one
; a post and telegraph

office; and Protestant and Roman Catholic missions.

The bazaars are large, and well filled with articles

of foreign manufacture. Nearly all the shopkeepers

and workmen are natives of India. The chief palace

of the sultan and the houses of the wealthier Arabs
and foreigners lie close to the sea, opposite the har-

bour, and are generally flat-roofed, and have a court

in the centre. The streets here are better laid and
better kept, and are provided with a footpath. The
town, being exposed to the sea-breeze and supplied

with good water, is healthy. The harbour is very
convenient, and secure at all seasons of the year.

The value of the imports in 1901 was £1,196,831,

the principal articles being piece-goods, rice, ivory,

petroleum, ghee, hardware, coal, rubber, wheat,

sugar, tobacco, live stock, beer, wines, spirits, hidc^

and gum copal. The total value of the exports in

the same year was £1,168,518, the chief articles

being piece-mods, cloves, oopra^ ivory, rubber, hides,

gum copal, Lillies, and sugar. The bulk of the im-

ports came from British India, German East Africa,

the United Kingdom, British l^t Africa^ the United
States, Germany, and Holland; and the exports were
sent chiefly to German East Africa, British India,

British East Africa, the United Kingdom, and the

United Statea

History.—The island of Zanzibar was for a long
ppiod the centre of an extensive East African em-
pire, which embraced the island of Pemba and a
considerable part of the coast of the continent.

When the Portuguese penetrated to this coast in

the fifteenth century they found several flourishing

commercial towns, such as Zanzibar, Kilwa, Mom-
basa, Melinda, and Magadoxo. Tliese were the
head-qiutrters of petty Mohammedan rulers, but

most of them were soon conquered by the Europe
invaders. Tyrannous governmentM to ineffective

revolt, but finally, at the dose of the seventeenth
and the beginning of the eighteenth century, the
Portuguese were expelled from most of the territory

by the Imam of Muscat, to whom it became subject.

The Imams maintained their authority over Zanzi>

bar and its dependencies till 1856, when, on the

death of the Imam Said his poss^ons were divided

amongst his three sons, the African ones falling to

Mejid as a separate sultanate. Mejid, who died in

1870, was an enlightened ruler, who gave much
assistance to several eminent travellers. The reign

of his successor, Bargash-ben -Said (1870-1888),

witnessed the beginnings of German and English in-

trigue, and the first stage in the dismemberment of

the sultanate and the suppression of the sultan. In
the latter part of 1884 some German political agents

concluded treaties with chiefs on the mainland, and
the imperial government at Berlin forced the sultan

to accept them. By the Anglo-German agreement
of 1886 the sultan’s dominions were delimited, and
were recognized as including a strip of the coast,

10 miles broad, from Cape Delgado to Kipini, at

the mouth of the Tana river. German authority

was recognized in the hinterland of this tract from
the Rovuma to the Umba, and British authority north

of the Umba. The sultan was also recognized as
ruler of the stations Lamu, Kismayu, Brava, Merko,
Magadoxo, and Warsheikh, but the last four of

these were ceded to Italy in 1892. In 1888 the
German East African Association acquired ad-

ministrative rights over the coast strip from the
Rovuma to the Umba, and soon afterwards it was
bought for a sum of four million marks and added
to German East Africa. The Imperial British East
Africa Company likewise acquired administrative

rights over the coast strip from the Umba to the

Tana. Another Anglo-German agreement in 1890
recognized Zanzibar and Pemba as a British pro-

tectorate, and the territory from the Tana to the

Juba river as British. The coast strip is now in-

cluded in British East Africa. The port of Zanzibar
was declared free in 1892, but since 1899 a 5-per-

cent ad valorem duty has been levied on imports.

The joint area of Zanzibar and Pemba is 1020
square miles, the population being about 250,000.

The legal status of ^very was formally abolished

in 1897. The Maria Theresa dollar is the unit of

the coinage issued under the sultan’s authority, but
the rupee is the chief current coin.

ZARA, a seaport town of Austria, capital of Dal-

matia, on a promontory, which has been converted

into an island by cutting through the narrow isthmus
which formerly connected it with the mainland,

70 miles north-west of Spalatro. It was a fortress

till 1873, and it still has four gatea It consists of

several tolerably clean and well built, but steep and
narrow streets; several squares; and has an ancient

and interesting cathedral, in the Lombard style;

several other churches; a town-house; a lyoeum,
gymnasium, archiepiscopal seminary, normal and
other schools ; a civil and a military hospital ; and
a capacious but somewhat shallow harbour, admit-
ting warships of medium size. It has manufacturea
of rosoglio, maraschino, and glass, and some trade.

Zara has stood many sieges, particularly one in 1202,
when it was taken by the Venetian doge Dandolo,
with the assistance of the French crusaders; and
another in 1346, when it was taken by Marina
Faliero in the face of a large Hungarian army.
Pop. in 1890, 27,642; in 1900, 82,506.

ZARSKOJE-SELO. See Tbabbko-Silo.
ZEA. See Maize.
ZEA (ancient, C!sot), an island of the Ghrecian
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Archipelago, belonging to the grow o! the Northern
CyclaaeB, 13 miles east of Cape Colonna. It is of

a very oompi^ and somewhat oval form; area,

74 square miles. Behind the coasts, which are
genex^y low, the ground rises in fine terraces

towards the centre, where it culminates in Mount
St. Elias. The prevailing rook is limestone. The
climate is salubnous, and the soil both fertile and
well cultivated, producing in abimdance barley,

cotton, wine, and figs. The pastures also feed great

numbers of cattle, and muw attention is paid to

the rearing of silk-worms. Pop. 5019.—2fea, the

capital, is about 8 miles inland from the harbour,

which admits the largest vessels and is well fre-

quented. P^. in 1896, 4657.

ZEALAND, or Seeland, the largest of the
Danish islands between the Cattegat and the Baltic,

separated from Sweden by the Sound and from
Funen by the Great Belt; area, with Moen and
Samsde, 2793 square miles; pop. 833,702. It has
no mountains

; but the surface is finely variegated,

having small hills and fields of a fertile soil, inter-

sected by canals. It produces large crops of com,
and has excellent pasture. Besides several other

towns of considerable importance, it contains the
fortress of Elsinore or Helsingor, and the capital

and royal residence, Copenhagen.
ZEBRA, the name of sevex^ animals, natives of

Africa, belonging to the family of the Horses. The
zebra belongs to the same general type as the ass,

with which it ma^ be reg^ed as constituting a
genus Aiinutf distinguished from Equus (the horse)

proper by possessing a dorsal line or dark marking
along the spine, and by having the body more or

less banded. The fore-legs only possess the * warts’,

seen in both fore- and hind-limbs in the horses; and
the tail is * tufted ’. As in all Equidse the feet each

poraess a single—the third—toe only, the other toes

being abortive or rudimentaiy. The typical zebra

{Equus or AsinuB zebra) inhabits South Africa, but

it is now almost extinct. A few specimens, how-
ever, are strictly preserved in the mountainous
districts of eastern Cape Colony. The body is

cream-coloured, its characteristic bands being of a
deep black. The stripes are drawn at right angles

to the axis of the body. The legs are striped right

down to the hoof, but the under part of the b^y
has no stnpes. The neck bears a faint development
of skin or cfeio-fqp, and the mane is very short. The
animal was long considered untamable, but experi-

ments made since 1872 have shown that with proper

treatment it can be made to work well in harness.

It is timid and wary, whilst its speed and endur-

ance are proverbial. The Dauw, or Burchell’s Zebra
{EquuB Bwrchdli), is higher and more graceful than

the true zebra. It is stnped on the belly, but usually

not on the lower part of the legs. It has been
driven northward, and is now rare even in the

Transvaal. Chapmann’s Zebra {E, Chapmarmi) is

another variety, found from Bechuanaland north to

the Soudan. Grevy’s Zebra (F. Grevyi) is restricted

to Ajtyssinia and Somaliland. The Quagga (which

see) is a near ally of the zebras. See FL I., fig. 12,

at XJnoulata.
ZEBU. See Ox.
ZECHARIA]^ a Hebrew prophet who, along

with Haggai, stimulated the Jews to rebidld the

temple ^ter the return from captivity under
Zerubbabel and Joshua, in the reign of Darius I.

(Hystaspes, 522->485 B.a) of Persia. Of the pro-

phetical book bearing his name, the second last of

the Minor Pi^hets, only the first eight chapters

are by him. Tbese are divided into tl^ sections,

namely: (1) L 1-6, a sort of prefao^ dated the eighth

month of ^e secc^ year of Darius; (2) i. 7-vL 15,

the most important, oonsisting of eight visions inter-

preted by an angel, dated the twenty-fourth da^ of
^e eleventh month of the second year of Darius

;

(8) vii.-viii, dated the fourth day of the ninth
month of the fourth year of Darius, dealing with
the continued observance of the fast-days of the
captivity. The remainder of the book, ix.-xiv., is

by many ascribed to the Assyrian period, but some
critics (e.g. Wellhausen) rega^ it as much later in
date.

ZEDEKIAH, the last King of Judah of the line
of David, was the son of Josiah and Hamutal. His
original name was Mattaniah. When he was twenty-
one years of age Nebuchadnezzar appointed him to
Bucc^ his nephew Jehoiaohim (whom he carried
to Babylon) as King of Judah (about B,c. 599), and
changed his name to Zedekiah. He took an oath
of allegiance to Nebuchadnezzar, which he after-

wards broke, and entered into a league with S^pt
against him. His conduct in so doing was denounc^
by Jeremiah the prophet, who, as well as Ezekiel,
who was then in Gh^daea, predicted the approach-
ing fall of Jerusalem. Jerusalem was besieged by
Nebuchadnezzar and taken in b.c. 588. The temple
and city were destroyed and the leaders of the Jews
carried captive. Z^ekiah, whose sons were killed

in his presence, had his eyes put out, and was carried

to Babylon, where he died. The time of his death
is unknown. His history is recorded in the books of

Kings and Chronicles, and more fully in Jeremiah.
ZEDOARY {Curcuma Zedoaria)^ a plant of the

order Zingiberacese or Gingerwort^ distinguished,

like ginger, for the stimulating and aromatic pro-

perties of the root. It is a native of India and
China. The roots of several other species, particu-

larly Curcuma zerumbet^ are sold under the same
name.
ZEELAND, or Seeland (Sealand), a province

of Holland, bounded south by the Kin^om of

Belgium, and west by the North Sea; area, 680
square miles. It consists of a low-lying tract of

lamd on the frontiers of Belgium and on the
southern shore of the estuary of the Schelde, and of

the islands of Walcheren, North and South Beve-
land, Schouwen, Tholen, Ac., separated from each
other and from the mainland by arms of the Schelde,

from which and from the North Sea it is protected

by dikes. As a whole the province is flat and
fertile, producing excellent crops of the ordinary

cereals, a considerable quantity of clover, rape, and
madder, and a superabundance of excellent fruit.

The grass lands also are rich and extensive. The
climate is rather moist, but comparatively healthy.

Large tracts partially covered by the sea have in

recent times been successfully reclaimed. The
capital is Middelburg, in the Island of Walcheren.

Pop. (1900), 217,329.

ZEGEDIN. See Szegedin.

ZEIJST, Zeibt, or Zetst, a village of Holland,

in the province of Utrecht, and 6 miles east of the

town of that name, chiefly remarkable for a Mora-
vian establishment, to which belong a ‘brothers*

house’, a ‘sisters’ house’, a ‘widows’ house’, and
various workshops, warehouses, and residences.

There are manufactures of soap, candles, vinegar,

Ac. Pop. over 7000.

ZEITa a* town of Prussia, in the province of

Saxony, 22 miles S.B.E. of Merseburg, on the White
Ulster, here crossed several bridges. It has
several churches; a gymnasium, with a library, in

a former Franciscan monastery; other educational

institutions; hospitals; and there are manufactures

of iron, woollens, cottons, gloves, machinery, ci^rs,

su^r, pianofortes, cycles, Ac. Pop. (1900), 27,891.

Zemindars, a class of officials created under
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the Mogul fforenmient of lodi^ about whoao fono*

ticM tbero baa been muob oontroveray. They have
been regarded, fint^ aa diftrict goremoni poeaeawd
of a atandinff and anthorlty almflar to that of feudal

ooimtB or dnkea; aeoond, ai landed propiletore;

third, aa fanneri or ooUeoton of the goTemment
revenue on land. The fnnotiona of the zemlndara
appear to have been to a great extent arbitrary and
variid>le, bnt founded on and ariaing ont of the laat-

named oflBoe. On the tranaferenoe of the authority
of the mognla to the Eaat India Company the
eemindam were In general treated aa the proprietora

of land; but thia ia uaually oonaidered by thm who
have atndied the queation of Indian land tenure to

have been a miatake founded on weatem notions.

The term zemindar ia of Persian origin, and the
office probably originated with the Mohammedan
conquerors of IndU, who daimed the soil of the
country, but, leaving the Indian village tenure
intact, set these officers called zemindars over dis-

tricts comprising each a certain number of villages,

the head men of which accounted to them for the
revenues of the land which they collected, with a
liberal pro6t to themselves. Like all systems of

fanning the revenue this arrangement necessarily

became oppressive. The ryot or cultivator had over
him the Imvildar or head man of his village, the

zemindar, and the nabob or political ruler, under
the Mogul emperor— all of whom, whether nomi-
nally proprietors of the land or not, robbed him of

the pmuce of his toil In substituting a simple

system of proprietary and taxation for thia hierarchy

of oppression, whatever temporary injustice may
have been done through ignorance of theoretical

rights, it can hardly be doubted that a substantial

benefit was ultimately conferred on the people of

India as a whole. See India—Land Revenue and
Land Settlement.

ZEND, more correctly Avestarit an ancient Ira-

nian lan^age, in which the Zend-Avesta is com-
posed. This language was first introduced to notice

by Anquetil Duperron, and the accurate knowledge
of it has been developed among others by Ras^
Bumouf, Bopp, and Haug. It is now reoomiized

to be a ooaevid and oognate dialect with the vedic
Sanskrit. It embraces two dialects called Bactrian,

in contradistinction to the ancient languages of Media
and Persia, which are called the Western Iranian,

while the Zend or Bactrian dialects are called the
Eastern Iranian dialects. The two Zend dialects

consist of an earlier and a later, analogous to the
Vedio and classic Sanskrit or to the Homeric and
dassio Greek. The period of transition between
them is perhaps from 100 to 200 years. The earlier

dialect is called the G&tha, from the GAthas or sacred

songs which form the only remains of it; the later

Is £at in which the greater part of the Zcmd-Avesta
or Zoroastrian sacred writi^ are found. Both of

these dialects bad died out about three centuries

before Christ, and the difficulty of studying them is

greatly increased by frequent oopying by persons

unfamiliar with th& forms. They duffer both in

grammar and pronunciation, the^ are both highly

cultivated languages and ric^ in infleotiona, but the

earlier is richer in infiections and the later in com-
pounds. The earlier is distinguished by long vowel
terminations, probably product by transori&g the

Binring pronunciation of the The present

alphal^t is oomparativdy modem, and is probably
derived from the Syriaa There are twelve simple

vowels, fourteen diphthongs, and twenty-nine oon-

sonants, representea by separate characters. The
foots are mostly monoeyllaMo^ some consisting only
of a single vow^ others of a vowel and consonant or
a vowel between two consonants. These primitive

roots are modified by aitioiilaie addftloiiB, wlikh
extend or limit their meaning after tbe manner of

praxes and suffixes; thus ddi; to make, with tibe

addition of becomes doth, to place. Verbal roots

th^^oansal, the desiUm^m^and the intenS^
Verbs have three voices^ active, middle (refieotive),

and passive; and four moods^ indicative^ subjunc-

tive, potentiri, and imperative. Some of these moods

I

are double. The tenses include one for the present,

four for the past, and two for the future. Nouns
are formed from roots by means of suffixes. There
are three genders, masculine, feminine, and neuter,

l^ere are also three numbers^ singular, dual and
plural, with eight inflections in the firrt and last

and five In the middle number. The forms (ff the

dedensions closely resemble those of Sanskrit; and
there are many other analogies between the GAtha
dialect and the Vedio Sansl^t
ZEND-AVESTA, or simply Avesta, the sacred

books of the Zoroastrians, Magians, Guebers, or Par-

sees. The meaning now commonly attached by
scholars to these woi^ is avstto, text, and zend, trans-

lation, or commentary with paraplu^. The writ-

ings comprehended in the Zend-Avesta were of vast

extent, and comparatively small fragments of them
now remain. At a period before Zoroaster, the two
religions which subi^uently developed into Brah-

manism and the dualize religion of Persia, appear

to have been one. When a separation and aliena-

tion occurred in the Iranian family the common
religion took different developments, and ultimately

the gods of one section bec^e the devils of the

other. The time of the appearance of Zoroaster is

not definitely fixed, bnt the state in which he found

the Iranian religion was evidently transitionaL He
seems to have been a man of great capacity, and
actuated by the highest views. The religion he
founded was a monotheism based on philosophical

speculation, which, through the ndsapprehension of

subsequent commentators, developed into the dual-

ism of opposing deities, which became thejx>pular

creed of the Persians. (See Zoboabtbb.) The Par-

sees attribute all their sacred writings to Zoroaster,

but the name is in this connection to be understooa

collectively, or rather perhaps in a representative

sense. Zoroaster or Zarathustra was the official

designation of the successors of the first Zoroaster,

whose own name was Spitama. They may, there-

fore, be regarded as speaking in his name and by his

authority. AH their record^ sayings were regarded

as sacred. The Yazna, a sort of sacrificial ritual,

consisting of prayers and hymns, contains the five

GAthas hi the older dialect, which are ascribed to

Zoroaster himself. They bear the title *The Revealed

Thought, the Revealea Word, The Revealed Deed
of Zarathustra, the Holy; the archangels first sang
the GAthas.’ There is a later Yazna written in the

younger dialect The Visparad is a collection of

sacrificial prayers in later Zend, similar to the

younger Yazna. The Yashts are later ooUections of

prayers, consisting of particular invocations of angels,

Ate., mixed with legends. The Vendidad contains the

relirious, dvil, and criminal code of the Zoroastrians.

It exists only in a veiy imperfect state, and is

accompanied with a zend and pAzend, or earlier and
later commentaries, not always consistent, which are

all now deemed authoritative. It enumerates six-

teen Aryan countries which admowled^ the 2iOro-

astrian relirioiL There is also a Pehlri oompilatioii

of Zoroastrian doctrine called the Bundehesh.
Exclusively of some of the sections already men-

tioned, the whole Zend scriptures are reokoiied so

have oonmsted of twenty-one 110^ or PMU ,Mab
oontlitliig of oveota and Mnd. Onl; one of theea^
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ihe iwentieih, whioh li wtwnnnial, and oonibti ol

twenty-two diapten cn the ramoval of impuitiei^
is now extant in a complete state. There aae some
fragments of the other parts^ partionlariy of the
focuth, which treats of the present and fatore states

ol existence^ and of the dcTenth, which narrates the
propagation of rel^on by a convert King GushUsp.
The immortality of the sonl, a future state of rewards
and punishment^ and the resoneotion of the body, are

tanffht in the Z^d religion. The names of all the
nom survive^ generally with some aocoont of their

contents. They treat of every variety of subject,

theology, philosophy, natural science, law, religious

ceremonial, and nist^.
Z^GG, or SzBNT, a seaport town of the Austrian

Empire (Oroatia-Slavonia), on the Canale della Mor-
lacca of the Adriatic Sea, opposite Veglia island, 32
miles south-east of Fiume. It is the see of a bishop
wd has a handsome oathedial. It carries on a trade

in com, honey, wax, oilj fish, &c. Pop. 3000.
ZENITH, an Arabic word, used m astronomy to

denote the vertical point of the heavens, or that
point of the heavens directly over the head of the
observer. Each point on the surface of the earth

has therefore its corresponding zenith. The zenith

is called the * pole of the horizon,* as it is 90** distant

from every point of that circle. See Nadir.
The zenith distance of a heavenly body is the arc

intercepted between the body and the zenith, being
the same as the oo-altitude of the body.
ZENO OF Elba, an early Greek philosopher, was

the favourite disciple of Parmenides, whose opinions

he defended, and whose ethico-political schemes he
shared. He was bom about 600 or 400 B.c. He
appears to have lived for a considerable time in

Athens, where he taught for remuneration, and bad
distinguished pupils, as Pericles and Callias. He
engaged in an enterprise on behalf of his native land

against a tyrant, who is variously named as Nearebus
or Biomedon. Whether he perished in this attempt
or survived is not known. None of his writings are

extant, but bis opinions are referred to by Aristotle,

who attempted to confute some of them, and who
has distinguished him as the inventor of dialectic.

In Plato’s dialogue of Parmenides a treatise of bis

is alluded to, in which various hypotheses are treated

on the principle of reductio ad absurdum. As a
defender of the Eleatic doctrine of the unity of the

existent, he was the first to lay down the problems
of scepticism in regard to the real existence of the

phenomenal world, and has thus exercised an impor-

tant influence on philosophy. He is said to have
directed four arguments against the reality of motion,

first from the impossibility of a moving b^y arriving

at a place without passing through an infinite num-
ber of intermediate places; second, from the contra-

dictoriness of relative notions of speed, based on the

same reason; third, from the fact that each body at

each particular moment must occupy one particular

portion of roace, and is therefore at rest; fourth, from
the contradictoriness of relative notions of time in

respect to motion, the same portion of time being

regarded as long or shorty according as it is measured
by different standards. He is also credited with an
argument against the veracity of sensuous impres-

sions, which rests merely on an imperfect knowledge
of physics. It is in tins form. If a measure of

millet-grains in falling produces a sound, each single

grain, and each fraction of a grain, however minute,

must also produce a sound
;
for as the results of the

motion of the whole mass is but the sum of the

results the motion of its parts, if no sound is pro-

duced 1^ the smaUest of the parts, no sound can be

produced by the whole.

ZENO» OF Citium, founder ol the Stoic school

of phflosqdiy, WM bom at OiUmn, a city of Cyprus
The droninstanoeo ol his life are not well knowa
He is reported to have lived to a great ag% aooording

to Apollonius ninety-eight yean, during fifty-eight

of which he taught Persaens inakes mm live only

nventy-two years, but as a letter ol Zeno is dted,
in which he calls himself eighty yean of age, it has
been conjectured that this should read ninety-two.

He is said to have lived till the 180th Olympiad, or
B.O. 260. The time he is reported to have studied

philosophy before beginning to teach is twenty years,

and it is also said that he came to Athens m his

twenty-second or thirtieth year, after suffering ship-

wreck, and according to one account losing his

all, while by another his wealth amounted to 1000
talents. At Athens he early made himself remarked
for the virtues of moderation and contentment, and
during his long life he so acquired the esteem of the
citizens that Siey voted him a crown of gold and a
public burial in tne Cerameicus, because he had con-

ducted young men in paths of virtue and discretion

He is said to have declined the citizenship of Athens
from fidelity to his native country. He is said to

have been first induced to live abstemiously from
weakness of body, and to have afterwards adopted

the habit from desire of independence. He first

resorted to the teaching of the Cynic Crater, and by
this school his own views, espeo^y in the earlier

period of his career, were mucm influenced. It may
seem surprising that Zeno, who rejected both the con-

tempt for established usages and for general know-
ledge which distinguished the Cynics, should have
attached himself to that school, but the central point

of every true system of philosophy is its ethics, and
he was attracted to the Cynics oy their doctrines of

moral obligation, which be made the foundation of

his own system. Contrary to the advice of Crater

be afterwards studied under Stilpo the Megarian.
Among his subeetiuent advisers or teachers are enu-

merated the Megarians Cronus and Philou, and the

Academics Xenocrates and Polemon. Of the last

two he is said to have been a pupil. He maintained
a friendship with Antogonus Gouatas, king of Mace-
don, of whom his disciples Perswus and Pbilonides

were companions. He opened his scliool in the

Porch (Stoa) after he bad gained some puiiils. This

place, which was adorned with paintings by Polyg-

notiis, had formerly been the resort of a school of

poets, who were from this drcumstance called Stoics,

and the name was now transferred from them to the

disciples of Zeno, who at first bad been called Zen-

onians. All the works of Zeno are lost. They were
numerous, and include treatises On the State (early

and of cynical tendencies). On the Ethics of Crates,

On Life according to Nature, On Impulse, On the

Nature of Man, On the Affections, On tiie Beconaing

(or Fitting), On Law, on Grecian Education, various

treatises on physics, logic, and poetry, and a work on

the Pythagorean doctrine. Concerning the doctrines

of Zeno we have not here to speak, as they have been

already discussed in the article Stoics.

ZENOBIA, Queen of Palmyra, claimed her

descent from the Macedonian kings of Egypt. She

was instructed in the sciences by the celebrated

Longinus, and made such progress that, besides her

native tongue, she spoke the Latin, Greek, and

Syrian languages. She also ])atronized learned men,

and herself formed an epitome of E^ptian history.

She was married to Odenatus, king of Palmyra, and

accompanied him both in the war and the chase;

and the sucoess of Ids military expedition against

the Persians is, in a great degree, attributed to her

prudence and courage. GaUienus, in return for

services which tended to preserve the East to the

Romans after the capture of Valerian by S^ior,
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kliMf of Portia^ acknowledged Odenatni at empeiori
•ndon faladaathy a.d. 267,ihe aisumed thesoverclgntj,
under the title of Queen of the Sut. She preeerved
the provinces which had been ruled by Odenatns,
and was preparing to make other oonqnests, when
the snccession of Aurelian to the pnrple led to a
remarkable change of fortune. T^t martial prince,
disgusted at the usurpation of the richest pio^oes
of the East by a female, determined to make war
upon her; and having gained two battles, besieged
her in Palmyra^ where she defended herself with
great bravery. At length, finding that the city
wonld be obliged to surrender, she quitted it pri-
vately; but the emperor, having notice of her escape,
caus^ her to be pursued with such diligence that
she was overtaken just as she got into a boat to cross
the Euphrates, in 278. Aurelian spared her life,

but made her serve to grace his triumph, in 274.
I'he Eoman soldiers demanded her life; and accord
ing to Zosimus she purchased her safety by sacri-
fioinff her ministers, among whom was the distin-
guished Longinus. She was allowed to pass the
remainder of her life as a Roman matron; and her
daughters were married by Aurelian into families
of distinction. Her only surviving son retired into
Armenia, where the emperor bestowed on him a
small principality.

ZENTA. See Szinta.
ZEOLITES, hydrated double silicates, chiefly of

aluminium and calcium.

ZEPHANIAH, one of the twelve minor prophets,
was a descendant, in the fourth deg^, of Hiz-
kiah, who is generidly supposed to be Hezekiah, the
king of Judah. He prophesied in the reign of Josiah.
His prophecy, which is short, contains denunciations
against Jud^ and the surrounding nations for idol-
atry, ending with a Messianic prophecy of deliverance
to the Israelites.

ZEPHYR, a soft, cool, agreeable wind; in Greece
the west, or rather west-south-west wind. The
Greek^ name, according to the etymology, signifies
Itfe-bringiti^j because at the time when this wind
begins to blow, the plants are restored to life by the
balmy spring air.

Zephyrus, according to the Grecian mythology as
well as that of the Romans, was one of the inferior
deities—a son of iEolus, or of Astrseus and of Aurora^
a lover of Chlons or Flora. By the harpy Podarge
he was the sire of the swift horses of Achilles,
XanthoB, and Balios. His love being rejected by
Hyacinthus, he was the cause of his death by blowing
Apollo’s quoit against his head. Some make Hitti

tlie husband of one of the Hours. Flowers and
fruits are under his protection. He is represented
as a gentle beautiful youth, naked, with a wreath
on his head, or flowers in the fold of his mantle.
ZERDUSHT. See Zoroaster.
ZBTHUS. See Amphion.
ZEUGLOBON. See Getaoea.
ZEUS, in Greek mythology, the chief of the

Ol3rmpian gods, called &e father of gods and men.
He was the son of Cronos and Rhssa. Cronos was
the son of Uranus, and Uranus of Gsea (the Earth),
the first being who sprang from Chaos, or infinite
and vacant space. According to the myth Cronos
was in the habit of swallowing his children immedi-
ately after their birth. When Zeus was about to
be bom Rluea consulted Uranus and Gssa as to how
he might be saved, and they sent her to Crete (the
Trojan Ida and other places are mentioned in o^er
accounts) to be deUvered. She concealed Zeus in a
cave in Mount Ida, and gave Cronos a stone wrapped
op in a cloth to swallow. The infant Zeus was tended

Idaand Adrastea; hewas supplied with
milk by the goat Amalthea^ and the bees gatherod

honeylorhim. When hehad readied manhood,bj the
aM of Gflsa or MStls he persuaded hii father to reetose
to the 11^ the ddldron he had swallowed. Zmm
now united with his brothers to dethrone his father,

a diange of government whidi led to a war with tiie

Titans. This struggle was not terminated until Zeus
deUvered the CydoM sons of Uranus and Gea,
who had been bound by Cronos, and who in return

provided him with thunder and lightning, and also

liberated the hundred-handed beings Briaiios, Cottos,

and Gyes, who likewise lent him their aid. Having
vanquidi^ the Titans, the other children of Uranus
and Gssa, he shnt them up in Tartams. Tartarus
and Ghea now begot another monster, T^hfieus, who
engaged in a fe^ul struggle with Zeus, but was
finally vanquished by a thunderbolt Zeus now
obtained the dominion of the world, which he divided
by lot with his brothers Poseidfin (Neptune), who
obtained the sea, and HadSs (Pluto), who received
the lower world. Zeus hmiself possessed the heavens
and the upper regions, while the earth was held as
common property. Another dreadful war was now
waged against the Olympian gods by the giants who
were sprung from the blood of Uranus. In this

struggle the gods were assisted by Athenfi, Apollo,
Heracles, and other children of Zeus, and the giants
were completely vanquished. Zeus hsid three sisters

as well as thri^ brothers, namely, Hestia (Vesta),

Denieter (Ceres), and Hera (Juno). He first majried
Metis, a daughter of Oceanus and Tethys; but as
Fate had prophesied that she should bear a son who
should rule the world, Zeus swallowed her when she
was with child, and Athene subiequently sprung
from his head. As his second wife he took for a
time Themis, daughter of Uranus and Gaea, but his
final and best beloved wife was his sister Hera, by
whom he had Hebe, Ares, and Hephaestus. His
amours, both with goddesses and with mortal women,
were numerous, however, he having been the father
of Apollo and Artemis by L§to, of Aphrodite by
Dione, of Hermes by Maia, of Bacchus by Semele,
of Hei^ies by Alcmene, &c. The twelve principal

Olympian gods, who were worshipped by the Greeks
in a body, were Zeus, Poseidon, Apollo, Ares, Her-
mes, Hephaestus, Hestia, Bemeter, Hera, Athene,
Aphrodite, and Artemis. These gods were identified

by the Romans with their own deities, Zeus being
considered the same as their Jupiter, amd the legends
connected with the former being txwisferred to the
latter. Zeus was regarded as the founder of law,
order, and authority, the avenger of wrongs, the
punisher of crime, the rewarder of good actions, the
source of prophetic power, the author of idl good
thinm and, in shor^ as the omnipotent, all-wise,

and benevolent ruler of the universe. He was ec^-
dally looked upon as the controller of all the phe-
nomena of the heavens, and was constantly spoken
of as the ‘ Cloud-gatherer* or the * Thunderer.’ Not-
withstanding ^ general character of wisdom and
benevolence, his conduct was anything but immacu-
late. The incongruity struck some of the ancients
themselves, and led to protests against such stories
lieing believed. One of the most prominent of the
theories advanced to explain these stories is that
of Max Miiller and Sir G. W. Cox, of which an
account will be found at Mythology. Hera
frequently rebelled against his amours, but was
compelled to submit, which she sometimes did sul-
lenly enough; and the other gods, sometimes in league
with her, sometimes with one another, brought
themselves into occasional trouble ^ idxirtive con-
spirades against their great ruler. Hephostus, who
Bometimee intervened in the quarrels of his father
and mother, was twice throvm out of heaven. Even
Athene, dui^ the siege of Troy, forgot her prudenoe
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•o M to turn agaSnit her falher, who tovonred
the Trojans too much against her balo^ed Greeks.
These ouarrels always ended in the reassertion ^
the antnority d Zean, who, however, like other

heads of families, had oooaakmaUy to give np the

object contended for. There appear to have been
vazioos local gods ot the same name, with various

attributes and legendary histories, who were finally

mei||^ in the national Hellmiic Zeus; traces of the

original traditions, however, remained in the local

rites of particular localities. An Arcadian and a
Cretan Zeus are particularly distinguished. The
former had a temple at Zeus Lyoeus, so sacred toat

if any one entered it he died ^thin twelve months,
while intentional trespassers were stoned to death.

In Crete there were many places sacred to Zeus,

who had passed his early life there, particularly

Mount Ida and the district around it. Zeus also

landed on the island at Gk>rtyn in the shape of a
bull, when be carried off Europa, and was worshipped
there by the surname of Hecatombseus. The national

god was worshipped by sacrifices of bulls, cows, and
goats. Two of the principal localities where his i

worship was carried on in Greece were Athens and
Olympia. At the latter place the Olympic games,
the most splendid festival in Greece, were held in

his honour. (See Olympic Games.) Here there

was a magnificent temple and a gold and ivory

statue of the god, the work of Phidias. It was
40 feet high, and was reckoned one of the seven

wonders of the world. In representations of Zeus
the attributes in connection with him are the eagle,

the sceptre, and the thunderbolt He is represented

sometimes with Hera by his side, sometimes with
Athena, or with both, or with Athena and Heracles.

On ancient painted vases he is often seen, thunder-

bolt in han^ driving in a chariot, attended by the

other gods.

ZEUXIS, a celebrated Greek painter. He was a

native of Heraoleia, but which town of that name
was his birthplace is not certain. He was bom
about the middle of the fifth century before Christ,

and flourished probably about b.o. 424-397. He is

said by some authorities to have studied under
Demophilus of Himera, by others under Neseas of

Thesos. He also studied at Ephesus. He belonged

to the Asiatic or Sensuous school of painting, the

distinguishing quality of which was accurate imita-

tion and the gratification of taste by the representa-

tion of physi^ beauty. Aristotle says that an ele-

vated conception of character was wanting in his

work, while Cicero praises him along with rolygnotus
and Timantes for formce et lineamenta. He learned

from Apollodorus the treatment of light and shade,

and from Phidias to take Homer’s descriptions of

his heroes as ideal models and to paint them with I

limbs larger than the ordinary human proportion.

He travelled much in prosecution of his art in

Greece, Macedonia, Italy, and probably Sicily, ac-

quired much wealth, and made at times an osten-

tatious display of it One of his most famous works
was a picture of Helen for the temple of Juno at

Croton. He selected for his model five of the most
beautiful virgins of Croton, whose various perfections

be endeavoured to combine in his work. The names
of the viigins have been preserved, and the picture

has been made the subje^ of poetry. The rivalry

of Zeuxis and Parrhasius is represented in a well-

known story about a contest in which Zeuxis painted

grapes at which the birds pecked, and Parrhasius
a curtain which Zeuxis wi^ed to have raised in

order to see the picture. Another celebrated picture

of Zeuxis was lost at sea while being transported to

Borne. Ludan saw and described a copy of it. It

represented a female hippooentaur In a posture of

repose suckling her young. The upper part of the
b<^y renresented a p^eot female form ana the lower
a b^utiful Thessalian mare, so skilfully united that
the point of junction could not be detected. The
malecentaur—a savage,shaggycreature—was holding
a lion's cub in sport to frighten the young, which were
looking at it with baby curiosity and cUnging to
their mother. Another celebrated picture repre-
sented Zeus throned among the gods.
ZILLEH, or Zile (ancient, JS^), a town in the

north of Asiatic Turkey, in the vilayet of Sivas,
25 miles south by east of Amasia. It is built on a
hill, and has a modem castle on the site of an old
Byzantine fortress. Pop. 20,000.

ZIMBABWE, or Zimbabye, a Bantu word mean-
ing, ^cording to Mr. Bent, ‘Here is the great kraal’,

applied to numerous ruins of great interest in South-
ern Rhodesia and the Transvaal. The best known
and most important of these is the Great Zimbabwe,
near the Sabi River, about 17 miles from Victoria
in Southern Rhodesia. The principal structures at
Great Zimbabwe are two, one on the crest of a
granite hill breaking down precipitously to the
south, and the other on the level ground about a
third of a mile to the south. The lower one is

roughly circular or elliptical, inclosed by a wall of

30 or 40 feet high, 14 feet thick at the base, and
from 6 to 9 feet thick at the summit. The wall is

comj>osed of well-trimmed blocks of granite fitted

together without mortar in regular courses, and
occasionally set angularly for ornamental purposes.

An inner wall runs close to the outer for a consider-

able distance, forming a ^tassage which leads to a
sacred inclosure containing two conical solid towers,

the larger of which is some 40 feet high. The rest

of the inclosure is divided into irregular chambers,

none of which are roofed. The building on the hill

is very strongly built for defence, and also contains

a sacred inclosure. Phallic emblems, many curious

objects in soaiistone, and undoubted remains of

gold-working utensils have been found in the Zim-
Ijabwes. The nearest gold dejKwits and ancient gold

workings are, however, some miles distant. It is

generally lielieved that the lower building was a
kind of town occupied by pre-Mobammedan Arabs
who came here in search of gfdd, and that the ruin

on the hill was a stronghold for defence. The
buildings show distinct signs of orientation. See
Bent’s The Ruined Cities of Mashonaland (1892)

and Hall and Neal’s The Ancient Ruins of Rhodesia

(1902).

ZIMMERMANN, Johann Georg, Chevalier
VON, physician and writer, was born in 1728 at

Brugg, in the canton of Aargau (then in Bern),

Switzerland. After receiving a regular education

I he repaired to the University of Gottingen, where

he studied medicine under Haller, and soon after he

was appointed public physician to his native town.

He employcKi his leisure in the publication of pieces

in prose and verse, including the first sketch of his

popular work On Solitude. This was followed

his essay On National Pride. In 17(53 he coinposed

his work On the Experience of Medicine, which he

followed up by several other professional treatiiee;

in consequence of which he received an offer of the

post of physician to the King of England for Hanover,

which he accepted, and removed in 1768 to that

capital His work On Solitude was published in four

vols. octavo. In 1786 he attended Frederick in his

last illness, which afforded little room for medical

skiU, but enabled him to publish an account of his

conversationi with that oriebrated sovereign: On
Frederick the Great, and my Conversation with him
shortly before bis Death (Leipzig, 1788), and Frag-

ments on Frederick the Great—works which did not
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increase hie reputation. He aleo undertook a defence
of that prince from the censures of Mirabeau, which

writings exposed him to severe criticispL His mind
was further disquieted by the part which he took in

the controversies which arose out of the discussions

that led to the French revolution. The constitutional

melancholy to which he was subject finally ended in

complete mental derangement. He died 7th October,

1795. Most of his works have been translated into

English; and his Solitude was at one time very

popular. His writings towards the end of his life

almost destroyed the reputation which he had earned

at an earlier i)eriod.

ZINC is a metal of a bluish-white colour, some-

what brighter than lead, of considerable hardness,

and so malleable as not to be broken with the ham-
mer, though incapable of much extension in this

way. It is a very useful metal, and since the early

part of the nineteenth century the purposes for

which it is employed have become numerous. Zinc
has the symbol Zu and the atomic weight 65*4.

At a temperature between 212® and 300° Fahr. it

is both malleable and ductile. Its specific gravity

varies from 6*9 to 7*2. When broken by bending,

its texture is seen to be coarsely granular. On
account of its imperfect malleability it is difficult

to reduce it into small parts by filing or hammer-
ing; but it may be granulated, like the malleable

metals, by pouring it, when fused, into cold water

;

or if it be heated nearly to melting it is then

sufficiently brittle to l)e pulverized. It melts at

about 790° Fahr., and soon afterwards becomes red-

hot, burning with a dazzling white flame, and with

the production of finely-divided oxide of zinc,

fonnerly called flowers of zinc^ or philosophical wool.

This, the only oxide of zinc, is a powerful base,

called zinc white in commerce, and having the for-

mula ZnO. At common temperatures it is white;

but when heated to low redness it assumes a yellow

colour, which gradually disappears on cooling. It

is quite fixed in the fire, and insoluble in water. It

combines with acids to form salts, most of which
are colourless. It combines also with some of the

alkalies. Chloride of zinc (ZnCb) is a soft, easily

fusible solid formed by burning the metal in chlorine;

it is sometimes known by the name of butter of zinc.

Bromide and iodide of zinc may be formed by pro-

cesses similar to those for preparing the analogous
compounds of other metals. ISvlphide of zinc may
be formed by adding an alkaline sulphide to a solu-

tion of a zinc salt. This substance, as found in

nature, is described below among the ores of zbic.

The salts of zinc generally yield colourless solutions

with water in which potassium ferrocyanide, sul-

phuretted hydrogen, and alkalies occasion white
precipitates ;

infusion of galls produces no precipitate.

Sulphate of Zinc (ZnS04, 7 HjO) may be formed
by dissolving metallic zinc or its oxide in dilute

sulphuric acid, but it is more extensively manufac-
ture from the native sulphide by roasting the ore

and exposing it to the air. The sulphur attracts

oxygen, and is converted into sulphuric acid; and
the metal at the same time being oxidized combines
with the acid. After some time the sulphate is

extracted by solution in water, the solution is eva-

i^rated to drynes^ and the mass is run into moulds.
The taste of this salt is extremely styptia It

reddens vegetable blues, though in con ])osition it is

strictly a neutral salt. Dilute nitric acid combines
rapidly with zinc, and produces much heat at the same
time that a lai^ge quantity of nitrous fumes is evolved.
The solution is very caustic, and affords ciystals by
evaporation of nitrateof zinc, Zn(N08)s. Hydrochloric
acid acts very strongly upon nne, and disenga^
much hydrogen. Phosphoric acid also dissolves zinc.

The ores of zinc are five m numbo*, namely, blende,

red oxide of zino, dectric eeJLamvM, calamiTie, and
white vitrioL

1. Blende, which is a more or less pure zinc sul-

phide, occurs crystallized in rhombic dodecahedrons,

octahedrons, and in numerous intermediate forms.

Lustre adamantine; colour reddish-brown, black,

ellow, and green; streak white to reddish-brown;

ardness equal to that of apatite; specific gravity
4*5 to 4*8. It occurs massive also, as well as in

crystals; structure curved, lamellar, columnar, gran-

ular, and impalpable. Blende occurs in primitive

and secondary rocks, and is found associated with
galena and copper pyrites. It is mined in Wales,
Cumberland, the Isle of Man, &c., in various Euro-
pean countries, and in America. It is the ore which
affords the greater part of the zinc of commerce.

2. Red Oxide of Zinc.—This interesting ore pos-

sesses only a lamellar structure, never having been
met with in perfect cr3r8tals. It yields to cleavage

parallel to all the faces of a regular six-sided prism.

Its colour is ruby or blood-red. It is translucent,

with a shining lustre. By long exjnwure to the
weather it suffers decomposition at the surface. It

is easily scratched by the knife; siiecific gravity 6*2.

It is found only in New Jersey, where it occurs

along with ores of iron and manganese.
3. Electric Calamine.—This ore occurs crystallized,

stalac titic, mammillary, andcompact The crystalline

forma are numerous; the primary form is that of a
right rhombic prism of 102° 30' and IV 30'. The
crystals are not often solitary, but mostly disposed

in radiating groups. It varies from transparent to

translucent or opaque. Its hardness is above that of

apatite; specific gravity 3*4. Its colours are grayish,

bluish, and yellowish-white, or possessed of some
tinge of green; and occasionally it presents a brown-
ish or blockish colour. It is a hydrated silicate of

zinc. When gently heated, it is strongly electric;

some varieties become so by friction. Its native

localities are in primitive and secondary rocks. It

is found in various parts of Europe, including Scot-

land, England, and Wales.
4. Calamine.—This valuable ore, which consists

mainly of zinc carbonate, is found crystallized,

pseudomorphous, and massive. The crystals are
obtuse or acute rhomboids, or long quadrilateral

tables; cleavage is parallel to all the planes of an
obtuse rhomboid of 106° 30'; lustre between vitreous

and resinous. It is more or less transparent, com-
monly of a grayish or yellowish-white colour, with
some shade of green or brown; hardness equal to

apatite; specific gravity 4*1 to 4*4. Calamine is

very abundant in Silesia and Belgium, which fur-

nish most of the zinc of commerce.
5. White vitriol occurs massive, stalactitic, bo-

tryoidal, reniform, and investing. The structure of

the massive is fibrous and radiated. It is shining,

soft, brittle, and translucent; specific gravity 2. It
has a nauseous and metallic taste. It occurs prin-

cipally with blende, from whose decomposition it is

supposed to arise. Its localities are England, the
Hartz, Austria, and Sweden.
The ores of zinc are met with in Germany, Bel-

gium, France, and Sweden; in Cornwall and the
Mendip Hills; in Derbyshire; in Flint and other
Welsh counties

;
at Aldstone Moor in Cumberland

;

and at Wanlock Head and Lead Hills on the borders
of Dumfries and Lanark. But the zinc now pro-
duced in the United Kingdom is trifling in quantity,
so that a large amount is imported, chiefly from
Germany, Holland, and Belgium.
To obtain the metal, the ore, whether it be cala-

mine or blende, after being raised from the mine
is carefully picked, to separate any impuritieB, and
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rBailed ia • fomaoe at a moderately red heat, by
whfflh the oarixmio add ia driven off from the cala-

mine and the anlphnr tnm the blende. An oxide
of dno remaina, whidi la intimately mixed with
powdered ooal, and the mixture ia put into large

earthen orndblea about 4 feet high, having an
iron tube in the interior, one end of which riaea

nearly to the top^ the other paaaing through l^e
bottom of the jar and the floor of the furnace into a
datem of water underneath. Covers are firmly luted
to the crucibles; they are surrounded with fuel in the
furnace, and an intenae heat ia kept up for several

hours. The carbon of the coal oombinea with the
oxygenof the zinc oxide, and the reduced and molten
metal drops into the water beneath. Zinc is made
into various articles, is largely used for galvanizing

iron and in sheets for roofing, &c., and is one of the

components of brass and other alloys. Oxide of

xinc is employed as a white pigment.

ZINCOGRAPHY. See Lithography.
ZINGARELLI, Nioolo, composer, was bom at

Naples, in 1752. In the seventh year of hia age he
lost hia father, and was placed at the conaervatoiy in

lioretto, for the purpose of studying music under
I'enaroU. Cimarosa and GiordaneUo were hia school-

fellows here. To obtain a more complete knowledge
of the theory of the art, he also studied under the

abbate Speranza, and on leaving the conservatory

received the place of master of the chapel at Torre
dell* Annunziata. In 1781 he composed for the
theatre San Carlos, in Naples, his opera Montezuma,
and in 1785 brought forward his Alzinda in the

theatre Delia Scala in Milan, with great success. In
this work he adopted a more simple and easy style.

His best operas are Pirro, Artaserse, and Romeo e

Giulietta. In 1789 be brought out his Antigone,

from Marmontel, in Paris; but the public events then
occurring absorbed the attention of the public, and
he soon returned to Italy, where in 1806 he became
director of the Vatican chapel. In 1812 he was
appointed chapel-master in St Peter’s, and soon after

diroctor of the new conservatory in Naples. Zingar-

elli composed much church music, and his works are

highly esteemed for their expression. He died at

Nwles, 5th May, 1837.

ZING IS (GfiNQi8,orJenohis)KHAN. SeeGENOis
Khan.
ZINZENDORF, Nicholas Ludwio, Count von,

founder of the Society of United Brethien, was bom
at Dresden, Saxony, 26th May, 1700. His father,

who was a minister of the elector, died early, and he
waseducated by his grandmother, Mme. von Gersdorf.

The visits of the Pietist Spener, and the daily religi-

ous meetings held in the house, excited in young
Zinzendorf a zeal which found expression in acts of

juvenile enthusiasm. He is said to have written

letters to the Saviour and thrown them out of the

window in the hope that he might find them. At
the age of ten he was sent to the Academy of Halle,

then under the founder Francke. Here he established

religious meetings, and founded a mystic order of the

Mustard-seed. In 1716 his unde sent him to the

orthodox University of Wittenbeig, where the prac-

ticea of the Pietists were discountenanced. His
sentiments, however, remained unchanged, and he
detennined to devote himself to the dericiJ profes-

sion. In 1719 he left the university and travelled

in Holland and France. He has described his travels

in a work entitled Pilgrimage of Atticus through the

World. In 1721 he received an appointment from
the Saxon government^ which he held till 1727, but
his mind was wholly taken up with religion and the

study of theolo^, and in the latter year he gave up
his sitnation. In 1722 he married a countess of

Reoss von Ebersdoil and in the same year he received
VoL. XIV.

the emigrant Moravian Brethren as settlers on his

estate at Berthelsdorf in Upper Losatia. This settle-

ment received in 1724 the name of Hermhut With
a view to founding title body called the United
Brethren (see Unitid Bbxibben), he published

various projects, not in harmony with era other,

which exoit^ opposition, but he persevered in hie

plan and finally succeed^. In 1734, after passing

a theological examination under an assumed name,
he preached in a city church at Stralsund. After
two years spent in travelling on behalf of his society,

he was banished in 1736 from Saxony. The order
of his banishment was repealed in 1747. In the
meantime he had been consecrated bishop of the
Moravian church in Berlin. In 1739 he wrote a
catechism which he styled the Good Word of the
Ijord, and the some year visited the missions of the
Brethren in the West Indies. In 1742 be visited

their establishments on the continent of Auierica,

and assisted in establishing missionsamong the Indian
tribes. He wrote during bis various jounieyings
more than a hundred Ixwks, and numerous hymns
which are to be found in the old hymn-book of the

Herrnhuters, and which are said to be devoid of

poetical taste, and somewhat indelicate in their

im^ery. In 1743 he returned to Eurojw and niade

a journey to Livonia, from whence the RnsHian

government sent him back under a military escort

to the frontier. He afterwards visited Holland,

spent several years in England, and obtained an act

of Parliament for the protection of his followers in

the British dominions. His second wife wa.s Anna.

Nitschmann, sujH^rintendent of the single sisters at

Hermhut. He died at Hermhut, 9th May, 1760.

ZION. See Jerusalem.
ZIRCON, a rare mineral containing silica and

zirconia (the oxide of zirconium).

ZIRCONIUM, a rare metal found in zircon os a
silicate, and closely related to titanium; symbol Zr,

atomic weight 90*6. It has been prepared as an

amorphous powder and also as crystalline scales,

and it forms an oxide, ZrOa, which is used in the

mantle of the Welshach incandescent gas-light.

ZIKKNIl'Z, a lake of Austria, Caraiola, 30 miles

E.N.E. of Trieste, in a deep valley surrounded by
mountains, the principal of which are Javomil^
Succhi, Slivinzo, and Stemitz. In the neighbour-

hood are numerous villages, among otiiers, at an ele-

vation of 3500 feet, Zirknitz, from which the lake takes

its name. It is liberally fed by six streams, and being

surrounded by mouutams which have no external

outlet it follows that there must be an internal

drainage. The district called the Karst skirting the

northern coast of the Adriatic, in which the lake is

found, is a barren country. Its geological formation

is of limestone. It fissures rearlily, and contains

beneath the surface numerous caves and channels.

Thus the rainfall is rapidly absorbed and gathered in

these subterranean reservoirs while the ground above

is parched. The bottom of the lake is of the same

character. It contains numerous caverns, some of

them of great depth, into which, when the season is

dry, its water is absorbed, leaving it sometimes com-

pletely dry, with only a few pools, in which the fish

take refuge. A luxuriant natural vegetation covers

the surface of the deserted lake, and when the

drought is protracted grass, millet, or buckwheat is

sown on it and the harvest reaped before the return

of the water. In June the lake is frequented by

wild ducks, which afford abundant sport, and wbeu
the water is decreasing fish are caught in great num-
bers. The lake is from 6 to 7 miles long, nearly

8 broad, and of an average depth of 11 feet. It oon-

tains an average of about 115,000,000 cubic yards of

water, but there is no stated limit to its basin. It
416
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^ drainage of a oonsidmble country, and few da;^ after tbli ineorreotioD, and waa aaooaoded
even adien no rain falls in the immediate neighbour- by his Wother the Emperor ^gimund, the object of
hood its reservoirs are filled from the rainfall of more we inveterate hatred of tiie Hussites. The people
^tant hills. In dry seasons the lake takes about crowded to the capital to take part in the insurreo-
thirty <aAjn to empty. When rain has been abun- tion, and would not listen to terms fd acoommo-
dan^ and all its subterranean souroes are in simul- dation. To avoid a siege he left Prague and estab-
toneous activity, it reach^ the average height in lished himself at Mount Tabor, which he fortified
72 hours, and when the rain has extended to aU the and where a town grew up occupied by his followen^
tributary region it reaches its extreme level, which is who thence subsequently took the name of Taborites
about 2 feet above the average, in 196 hours. The to distinguish them from the more moderate Hnssitee
natural outlets then no longer suffice to carry away known as Calixtines. Sigismund invaded Bohemia
the water, and it overflows the country, damaging or with a powerful army, and Pope Martin V. pro-
destroying the surrounding villages. OTie emptying claimed a crusade against the Hussites, which,
and flooding of the lake depends upon the drought or together with the cruelties of the imperialists, exas-
mouturo of the season, and is not strictly periodic, peratcd the national resistance, and the nobles began
It has been known to empty and fill three times in to join Zizka. After defeating the imperialists he
one year. From 1707-14 it was only once dry, and seized Prague with a few thousand men on 20th
from January, 1884, to February, 1886, it remained May, 1420. On the approach of Sigismund ho occu-
wtirely without water, the longest drought on record, pied Mount Witkow, afterwards called by his name^
This lake was known to the ancients for the same and defended it with 4000 men against 80,000, 14th
phenomena, and it has been picturesquely described July, 1420. In November he took the castle of
by Tasso in his Sette Qiomate del mondo. Wyschehrad near Prague, in which he captured
ZITTAU, a town of Saxony, in the circle of four cannon, the first that had come to Bohemia.

Bautzen, on the Mandau, near its junction with the The excesses of the more zealous Hussites divided
Neisse, 49 miles^ E.8.E. of Dresden, with which it is the party, and the more moderate withdrew their
connected by railway. It is a handsome well built assistance from Zizka, who, on the death of Nicholas
town, and is situated in a beautiful locality. Fine de Hessenecz, 24th December, 1420, became the
promenades planted with trees and flowers surround sole leader of the Taborites. He provided his men
the town, and market and other gardens are abun* with fire-arms, and being deficient in cavalry, rnikAn

dant in the suburbs. The chief public buildings are a use of baggage carts to fortify his infantry against
splendid town -house, tlie churches of St. Peter and the cavalry of the enemy. At the siege of xtaby,
St. Paul, St. John, and Mary, the last a R.O. one, Ist December, 1421, Zizka lost his other eye; but he
hospitals, custom-house, gymnasium, a municipal continued to direct the operations of his army, avail-
muaeum, and a valuable library. Its principal ing himself of his knowledge of the country, and
manufactures are cotton-spinning, dress goods, iron- getting descriptions from his officers of the localities,
hmnding, machinery, stained ^lass, cycles, ropes. On 18th January, 1422, he defeated a powerful
paper, brewing, and brick-making; and there is a army of imperialists at Deutschbrod, and in the
trade in cotton and linen goods, chemicals, &c. There same year be carried the war into Moravia and

lia brother the Emperor ^gimund, the object of

inveterate hatred of the Hussites. The people

are a number of lignite (brown-coal) mines in the Austria, and defeated the Saxons at Aussig on the
iieigh^urhood. Pop. (1895), 28,132; (1900), 80,921. Elbe. He fought in aU thirteen pitched battles, bZIZKA or ZiSKA, Johann, the celebrated leader only one of which, Elremsir, he was compelled to
of the Hussites, was bom about 1360 (accordbg to retreat, besides mcessant mmor engagements
otberaccountsl880), atTrocznoWjbthecircleof Bud- the imperial partisans, the inhabitants of Prague,we^ on an anc^tral estate, and according to tradition and the Bohemian nobles, m which he was almost
under aq oak in the open air. About the circum- uniformly successful

;
but his victories were stabed

stances of Zizka s bfe not connected with his public with excesses, of which the only apology is that they
career there are great discrepancies among authori- were provoked by the cruelties of his enemies. In
toes. He lost bs nght eye, whether as a boy or m 1424 the emperor, despairing of subdubg the Bohe-
battle accounts diner. At an early age he went on mians, entered mto negotiations with Zizka, which
foreign se^iw (English we are informed by one had nearly proceeded to a successful issue, though
authonty, Polish by pother), but he apjiears first to hostilities still continued, when Zizka, who was en-
have dutoguished bimself in the Polish war with gaged b the siege of the Castle of Przibislaw,b the

ilLi
knights, and especially b the great district of Czaslau, was carried off by the pbcme, 12th

battle of Tannenberg, 15th July, 1410. He was also October, 1424. He was b^ed at Czaslau.
pre^t in the EngUsh service at the battle of Agb- ZIJITOUST, Zlatoubk, or Slatoust, a town d
00^ in 1416. He bad apparently been employed Russia, government of Ufa. on the banks of the Ai
Mfore nis forei^ career as a pageb the court of I^g among the Ural Mountains. It ranks as the Birmbg-
Wbce^us, and after his return he became chamber- hamand Sheffieldof the Ural Among itspubUcbuild-
iain, and enjoyed to some extent the confidence of the ings is a museum erected by the Emperor Alexander
monarch. Having adopted the rehirious views of the I., onntainmcr & fine nniienfSnn

•uu ue wwi oiso^a TO nave naa private wtodm to library, and a weU-arranged collection of mberala.avei^ a story tomg told of a sister viobted by a The works themselves bdude blast-fumaoea for-
glng-mills, and every requisite for converting inm

were of the most waverbg kbd, issaid to have given bto steel, and an enormous fire-proof bnlMIng ofhim permission b avenge the wrongs of his country- three storiea where sabres, swords, daggereTttd
men; but when the Bohemians took arms Wboesbus helmets are forged and finished. Pop 20 000was darned for ^ own crown, and b vab endea- ZNAIM, a town of Austria, b MoraVis. oapital
voured to pacify them. A casual insurrection broke of a circle of same nam^ on aheight abo^l^left

* Hussite prooession on 80th bank of the Thaya^ 84 miles southwest of Briton It
^ h^ed by Zbka, seised the is wdl built; and haa five churches, two oonvents.tow^h^ and precipitated thirteen councillors from two ohapds, a gymnasium, barracks, a theatre, a^

the i^ow on the spean of theb oomrades below, manufactures of esrthenware. leather, and dio^tiLby whom they were massacred. WboasUus died a Pop. (1880), 12,264 ; (1890), 14,616
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ZOA^NTHAKIA, an ordar of the oUm Aotinozoa
(CcdenteraU), repreiented by the Sea-anemones
(wbiob see) and by the great bulk of coro^secret-

tag pblypes. (See Soibbodsbmio and Solebobasio
OoBAL.) In this order the tentades are not fringed,

bat are simple tabolar organs. The soft parts of

the body (tentades and mesenteries) exist in multiples

of five or six. When coral is devdoped it is usually

sderodermic in its nature.

ZOANTHUS, a genus of Zoantharia (which see)

nearly allied to the Sea-anemones, and included in

the special family Zoanthidae. These organisms are

distmguished by their social nature—^that is, each
consists of several individuals united b^ a common
basal stem or ccenoiarc. ZoarUhua Couchti is a familiar

spedes occurring on the British coasts, and especially

on the Cornish sea-board.

ZODIAC, an imaginary belt in the heavens ex-

tending about 9 degrees on either side of the ecliptic

divided into twelve signs, namely, Aries, Taurus,

Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra^ Scorpio, Sagit-

tarius, Capricomus, Aquarius, and Pisces. See
Ecliftio and Symbols (astronomioal).
ZODIACAL LIGHT, a phenomenon seen in this

country in the evenings of the months of March,
April, and May, and in the mornings of those of

September, October, and November, after sunset and
before sunxise respectively. At places near the
equator it is visible at all seasons. Sir John Herschel
thus describes itsappearance :

—
^At the vernal equinox

the appearance of the zodiacal light is that of a pretty
broad pyramidal, or rather lenticular, body of light,

which begins to be visible as soon as the twilight

decays. It is very bright at its lower or broader
(lart near the horizon, and (if there be broken clouds

about) often appears like the glow of a distant con-

flagration, or of the rising moon, only leas red. At
higher altitudes its light fi^es gradually, and is seldom
traceable much beyond the Pleiades, which it usuaUy,
however, attains and involves; and its axis at the

vernal equinox is always indined (to the northward
of the equator) at an angle of between 60” and 70°

to the horizon; and it is most luminous at its base,

resting on the horizon, where also it is broadest,

occupying in fact an angular breadth of somewhere
about 10” or 12” in ordinair clear weather.’ The
zodiacal light is now believed to owe its existence to

a vast number of meteorites revolving round the sun.

ZOEA, the name given to the youngest stage in

the development of the Crabs. A Zoea or Crab-
larva is a little, free-swimming creature, consisting

of a head and jointed tail, laige paired eyes, and a
carapace or shell. The Zoetk corresponds to a highly-

organized Nauplius (which see).

ZOILDS, the name of a Thnudan rhetorician, who
is chiefly remembered for the asperity of hk criti-

cisms on the poems of Homer. An account of hk
career k given by Vitruvius, which k not self-con-

sistent, and the time at which he lived k uncertain.

He k said to have been a pupil of Polycrates, to have
been eminent before the rise of Socrates, and to have
continued to write until the reign of Alexander.

Vitruvius represents him as seeki^ the patronage

of Ptolemy Philadelphus. Heracleides says he was
originally a Thracian slave. He k reportra to have
died a violent death. The violence of hk attacks on
Homer procured him the title of Homeromastix. He
also attacked Plato and Isocrates. He k said to have
found fault with Homer principally for introducing

fabulous and incredible stories into hk poems. He
has acquired the reputation of having been a captious

and unjust critic^ but Dionydus of Halicarnassus

places him in the highest rank among critics.

ZOLLVEREIN (customs-union). The feeble Ger-

fuan Gksaiederation formed in 1815 failed in many

respects to meet the desire lor union among the

Gmnan people^ or even to satisfy their prMtlool

requirements. Hie trade of Germany in partioulsr

suffered mudi from the obstruotions caused by the

different customs-systems of so many petty states.

In 1818 Prussia took the initiative of abolkhing
internal oustoms, but thk policy excited mudi oppo-

sitimi among the other German states, and even on
the part of the Bund itself, which was indeed to some
extent justified by the ooerdve measures used by
Prussia to enforce the adoption of its policy on the

smaller German states witiiin its bounds. Prussia
offered to admit the other German states within its

union, but many of them preferred to set up rival

and antagonktio associations. Thus Bavana and
WUrteml^rg formed a customs league in 1827, and
Hohenzollem joined these states in 1828. In the
same year was formed the Middle German union,

includfog Saxony, Hanover, Hesse, Brunswick, Nas-
sau, Oldenburg, Bremen, Frankfort-on-the-Main, fto.,

and in 1884 another union (Steuerverein) between
Hanover, Brunswick, Sohaumburg-Lippe, and which
was joined by Oldenburg in 1886. But these hostile

unions were not suffidently extensive to have any
great vitality, and they were gradually disintegrated

by the desertion of their individual members to join

the Prussian union. Electoral Hesse joined in 1881;
Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, Saxony, and other states in

1888; Hesse-Homburg, Baden, and Nassau in 1886;
Frankfort in 1886; Luxemburg in 1842; Hanover,
Oldenburg, &c., in 1851. During the treaty period

of 1854-65 nearly all Germany, with the exception

of Austria, the two Mecklenburgs, and the Hanse-
towns, was included in the union. A difference of

views between the various parties to the union began
at thk time to develop, which caused much tedfous

negotiation. In genei^ the north of Germany was
in favour of imposing import duties on foreign

trade for purposes of revenue only, while the south

favoured protective duties. As each member of the

Zollverein bad an equal voice in the direction of a
common policy it was impossible to adjust these

differences so as to satkfy the more powerful states,

particularly Prussia. Austria also wkhed either to

be included in the union or to break it up. Matters
continued Bubstantially in the same state alter the

renewal of the treaty from 1st January, 1866, to 81st

December, 1867 ;
but the war of 1866 put an end to

thk agreement, and new arrangements were entered

into according to the political combinations then

formed, Prussia obtaining a preponderating influence

in the union of 1867, which included the North Ger-

manBond, Bavaria,Wiirtemberg, Baden, Hesse (south

of the Main), and Luxemburg. It was directed by a

ZoUbundesrath and a Zoll parliament. The total

numberof votes in the ZoUbundesrathwas 58, of which
Prussia had 17. Thk arrangement, formed fortwelve

years, was ako brought to an end prematurely by the

formation of the German Empire. By article 88 of

the constitution of the empire the territory included

in the ZoUverein k to coincide with the territories

of the empire, with a few exceptions noticed below.

The powers of the Zollbimdesratb and ZoU parlia-

ment are transferred to the legklative bodies of the

empire^ and the affairs of the central bureau of the

ZoUverein are transferred to committees formed by
the Federal CfonncU of the empire. The tezritoriei

of the free ports of Hamburg and Bremen were for

some time excluded from the ZoUverein, and some
oommunes of the Grand-duchy of Baden and a frag-

ment of Hamburg are stiU excluded from it; while

Luxemburg and &e Austrian commune of Jnngholz

are include in it.

ZOMBOR, or Sombob, a town of Hungarv, <^ital

of county of Bacs, on the Mosztunka, near this Fran-
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wni Oanaly and not far from the Dantibe, 82 miles
noith-eaat of Eizdc. It hse s Bomso CstboUc and
two Greek ohurohes, handaome coonty-buildin^. a
townbouae, a lam ezobequer-offioe, bwraoka, and a
oonaldeiable tnum. Pop. (1900), 29,609.
ZONAKAS, JoAZTNia, Byaan^e biatorian, amonk

of St Basil, by birtb a GtmIc, who lived dmdng the
latter part of &e eleventh and the earlier part of the
twelfth ceatory. Before he renonnoed the world for

the doiiter be had filled some distinguished offices

about the imperial court, but becoming at length
disgusted with its intrigues, gave himself up to a
reli^us life, employing his leisure hours in the
compilation of a History of the World from the
Earliest Periods to the Year 1118. In this work
(of which an edition appeared at Paris in two folio

volumes, 1687) he follows principally the narrative
of Dion Cassius; and all the earlier of the book
is a tissue of fable; but as he approaches his own
times he becomes more entitled to attention, as his

mistakes arise evidently more from ignorance than
design. There is also extant a commentary on the
apostolic canons by him.
ZONE (Greek, z6n^ a belt), the term applied to

any portion of the earth’s surface bounded by two
parallels of latitude, but more particularly applied

to five such zones, the position of which is marlced

by natural boundaries. These five zones are called

the torrid, northern and southern temperate, and
northern and southern frigid zones. I'he torrid zone

extends 234'" north and south of the equator; and
twice a year the sun shines vertically on its inhabi-

tants. This zone is bounded, on both sides of the

eouator, by the two tropics; that is, the circles in

which the sun reaches its greatest distance from the

equator. As the rays of the sun here are nearly

vertical a perpetual summer reigns, and day and
night under the equator are always equal; and even
at the tropics the difference is scarcely an hour.

Owing to the nature and situation, however, of the

countries in this zone the heat is not everywhere the

same. The warmest portions are the sandy deserts

of Africa; in the regions nearer the equator where
vegetation prevails the heat is less excessive, in the

islands of the South Seas a milder climate prevails,

and the highest mountains of Peru and equatoriiU

Africa are covered with perpetual snow. ’J’he two
temperate zones extend from the tropics to the polar

circles. They contain the most populous countries,

and the climate is various. As the distance from the

tropics increases the heat under similar conditions

dimmishes, the difference of the seasons becomes
greater, the days and nights become more unecjual

until we arrive at a point where once a year the

sun does not appear above the horizon during the

twenty -four hours, and once a year does nut set

for the same time. The circles passing through

these points, {)arallel to the equator and the tro-

pics, form the limits of the temperate zones, and
are called the arctic and antairtir circles. The dis-

tance from the tropics to the polar circles, or the

breadth of the temperate zones, both in the northern

and southerr hemispheres, is 43*’. All beyond the

polar circles to che poles is called the frigid zones.

The distance from the polar circles to the poles is
j

23i^ The characteristic of the frigid zones is, that

day and night are more and more unequal the nearer

you approach the poles; and for days, weeks, and

even months the sun is either constantly above or

constantly below the horizon. At the poles the year

consists of one day and one niglit each six months

long. Of the land surface of the globe, the area

in the temperate zones occupies rather more than a

half, or nearly that of the torrid zone amounts
to 4 and that of the frigid zones to

ZOOID, an importaiit term used in soology to

indicate sepimte animals of any oompoond
organism. The separate organisms, for example,
contained in a colony of Hydrozoa or Zoophytes
(wbidb see), or the numerous forms which nudce
up the organism of a Flustra or Sea-mat (whiob

see), are each named Zooids. The entire com-
pound organism is named the indvidual, since in

zoology an * individual’ animal is said to be the total

result of the development of a single egg^ whether
that result be represented by a single animal or a

compound one.

ZOOLOGY, that branch of biology, or the science

of living things, which treats of animals. The
scojw of the science may be gathered from the fol-

lowing enumeration of its main branches :—I. Theo-
retical or Pure Zoology, including: (1) Morphology,
which treats of the outer form and internal structure

of animals; (2) Zootomy, or animal anatomy, or

comparative anatomy, which may be regarded as a

part of morphology; (3) Uistology, dealing with
animal tissues

; (4) Embryology, or ontogeny, treat-

ing of the development of individual animals from
their earliest discernible stage; (fi) Physiology,

whose subject-matter is the functions of the animal
organs; (6) Bionomics, which investigates the con-

ditions of life as a whole, habits, instincts, &c.;

(7) Zoochemistry, Zoophysics, and Zoodynamics, the

chemistry, physics, and dynamics of the animal body;

(8) Pathology, treating of the diseases or abnormal
formations {teratology) of animals

, (9) Zoography, or

descriptive zoology, describing animal species in a
scientific manner and arranging them in an ordered

classification {systematic zoology)', (10) Zoogeography,
dealing with iihe distribution of animals on tlie sur-

face of the earth; (11) Palccozoology, or animal
palffiontology, treating of the animals of former geo-

logical epochs as preserved in whole or in part in

the geological record
; (12) Phylogeny, which seeks

to investigate tlie evolution of the various groups or

types of animals; (13) Thremmatology, treating of

variation, breeding, heredity, &c. II Practical or

Applied Zoology, including: (1) Economic Zoology,

treating of useful domestic animals, insect pests, &c.;

(2) Parasitic Zoology, treating of animal parasites,

es|)ecially those which prey on man and the common
animals

; (3) Commercial. Zoology, which deals with
the commercial products furnished by animals. In
addition to these sectitms of general zoology, whose
scope includes, at least potentially, all kinds of

animals, there are the departments of 8])eeial zoology,

which treat of particular groups of animals, among
them being ornithology (birds), herpetology (reptiles),

ichthyology (fishes), and entomology (insects). For
information on the above subjects Bc?e the articles

on Animal, Animal Chemistry, Sub-Kingdoms of
Animals, Vertkbkata, Invkutebrata, Protozoa,
Sponge, C(Klknterata, F.chinodkrmata, Worms,
Mollusca, Entomology, Crustacea, Ichthyology,
Rki>tile8, Amphibia, Batrachians, Ornithology,
Mammalia, Quadrumana, Ape, CHKnu)i"TERA, Car-
nivora, CK'rACEA, Inskctivora, Rodentia, TJn-

gulata, Edentata, Sirenia, Marsupialia, Mono-
trkmata. Natural Selection, Sex, Species,
Heredity, Evolution, Distribution op Animals
(in Supp.), Respiration, Reproduction, Partheno-
genesis, Cell, Embryology, Physiology, Geology,
Instinct, Monster, &c.

Early History.—The history of zoology may be
regard^ as beginning with Aristotle (384-322 B.a),

whose works reveal a classification of animals into

the two main groups of Ensema or blood-containing

animals and .Esenia or bloodless animals, the for-

mer including the four classes of viviparous enema,
equivalent to mammalia, birds, four-footed, egg-
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laying enasma, eqtdvalent to re^es and amphibia,
and &hes ; and the latter including the four olasaea

of Boft^bo^ed antema, equivalent to Cephalopoda,
aoft-shelled ancema, equivalent to Crustacea, insects,

and shell'bearing ansma, equivalent to Gasteropoda,
Lamellibranohiata, and Echini. Among Aristotle’s

successors in zoolomcal investigation in ancient

times were Herophuw (third cent. B.c.) and Erasis-

tratus (third cent. B.C.), both physicians who contri-

buted to the progress of anatomy
;
the elder Pliny

(23-79 A.D.), who wrote a most uncritical work on
natural history; and Galen (131-200 A.D.), who is

chiefly important as an anatomist and physician.

The mediaeval period witnessed no further progress

in zoology, and the bestiaries and books severally

known by the title Physiologus, which contained

accounts of biblical and fabulous animals with alle-

gorical and moralizing additions, are of no scientific

value. The revival of the study of Aristotle effected

a change for the better, but modem zoology does
not begin till the era of the Renaissance. Three
names worthy of note in the later mediaaval j)eriod

are those of Thomas of Cantimpre, Albertus Magnus,
and Vincent of Beauvais.

Modem History to Linnaeus.— The discovery of

new countries at the beginning of the modem period

greatly increased the number of known animals, and
It was accompanied by the growth of the scientific

spirit. Extensive collections began to be formed,
and in the seventeenth century academies and
societies were founded for the promotion of scientific

research. One of the oldest of these institutions

was the Academia Naturae Curiosorum, established

at Schweinfurt in 1651, and it was soon followed by
the Royal Society of London and the Academy of

Sciences of Paris. In his work De Differentiis

Animalium (1552) Edward Wotton (1492-1565)
presented Aristotle’s zoological teaching without its

mediaeval accretions, and extended his master’s

classification by iulding the group of Zoophyta, in

which he included holothuriana, star-fishes, sea-

anemones, sponges, kc. The work of the zoological

revival was carried forward by, among others, Con-
rad Gesner (1516-65), whose Historia Animalium
(1551-58) may be reganled as an epoch-making work;
ITlisse AJdmvandi (1522-1605); John Johnstone
(1603-75), the Lust of the encyclopaedists, who pub-
lished a complete survey of the animal kingdom in

four treatises (1649-53); Pierre Belon (1517-64),
who wrote on fishes (1551) and birds (1555); Hip-
j>olytt> Salviani (1514-72), author of a work on
fishes; Guillaume Rondelet (1507-56), whose mono-
graph on fishes is the chief of its time; Andreas
VesaliuB (1514-64), an anatomist; Hieronymus
Fabricius (1537-1619), a pioneer in comparative

anatomy; Thomas Willis (1621-75), who is of im-

portance in the history of anatomy
;
Marco Aurelio

Seveiino (1580-1656), an anatomist; Marcello Mal-
pighi (1628-94), one of the pioneers in the applica-

tion of the microscope to zoological investigation;

Anton van Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723), another early

microscopist of renown; Jan Swammerdam (1637-

85), whose microscopic researches on insects, mol-
luscs, and other animals were of the utmost value

;

Robert Hooke (1635-1703), of importance in the

history of the microscope; William Harvey (1578-

1657), who demonstrated the circulation of the

blood and contributed in other ways to anatomical
and physiological progress; Edward Browne (1644-

1708), who made many dissections of animals
;
and

Edward Tyson (1650-78), the first Englishman who
published elaborate monographs of particular ani-

mals. John Ray (1627-1705), gi^t as a botanist,

is even greater as a zoologist. He did more for the

sdenoe of animal life than any other man between

Gesner and Linnssusy and he has been justly called

the father of modem zoolo^. He maae zoological

classification more truly soentifio by clearly &ang
the meaning of the term *q)eciee^ and by using

anatomical characters in the determination of the

larger groups. With his name we may associate

that of his friends Francis Willoughby (1635-72)
and Martin Lister (1C38-1712) and Lister’s friend

Edward Lhuyd (1660-1709). Among otlier zool-

ogists of note in the interval between Ray and
lAnnseus are Alexander Monro (1697-1767), a good
comparative anatomist

; Johann Philipp Breyn
(1680-1764); Maria Sibylla Merian (1647-1717),
who >vTote on insects; Johann Leonhard Frisch
(1666-1743), author of a description of the insects

of Germany; Rene R^umur (1683-1757), a distin-

guished entomologist
; Johann Heinrich Linck

(1674-1734); Jean Antoine Peyssonel (bom 1694),
who established the animal nature of polyps; Jacob
Theodor Klein (1685-1759), who proposi^ a purely

artificial classification of animals; and John Wood-
ward (1665-1728), an early paleontologist.

Linnwus to Cuvier.—Karl von Linne (1707-78),

usually called Linnoeus, marked a new era in both

botany and zoology. He introduced the binary

nomenclature of species, and he gave the science a
fixed terminology. In his Systeina Natune (1735)

he gave the first entirely modem classification of

animals, using in his scheme the descending series

of terms, cla^ order, genus, species, and variety,

which has ever since l)een used in the same way for

the purjxises of classification. His classes are:

—

I. Mammalia, with the orders Primates, Bruto,

Fene, Glires, Peoora, Belluai, and Cete ; II. Aves,

with the orders Accipitres, PicHB, Anseres, Grallie,

Gallime, and Passei’cs; III. Amphibia, with the

orders Reptilia, Seri)ente8, and Nantes; IV. Pisces,

with the orders AjxKies, Jugulares, Thoracici, and
Abdominales; V. Insecta, with the orders Coleop-

tera, Hemiptera, Ijepidoptenv, Neuroptera, Hymen-
optera, Diptera, and Aptera; VI. Vermes, with
the orders Intestina, Mollusco, Testacea, Lithophyta,

and Zoophyta. The princijml zoologists of the

|)eriod fn)in Linnieus to Cuvier are the following:

—

Johann Friedrich Gmelin (1748-1804), who edited

the thirteenth edition of Linnaeus’s Hystema
;
George

Louis Ij. Buffon (1707-88), author of a famous
natural history (1749-88); Charles Bonnet (1720-

93), known chiefly as an entomologist
; O. F. MUller

(1730-84), author of a fauna of Denmark; Thomas
Pennant (1726-98), who WTote on the British Zool-

ogy; Eberhard A. W. von Zirnmerinann (1743-

1815), a pioneer in zoogeography; Peter Simon
Pallas (1741-1811), who investigated and wrote on

the fauna of Russia and Silwria; Mathiirin J. Bris-

son (1723-1806), chiefly an ornithologist; Johann
P. Eberhard (1727-79); August J. G. K. Batsch

(1761-1802), who grouped Linn^’s fimt four classes

to form a division of Bony Animals; Johann C. D.
von Schreber (1739-1810); Johann C. Erxleben

(1744-77) ;
John Latham (1740-1837), an ornitholo-

gist; George Edwards (1694-1773), also an ornith-

ologist; Bernard Lacep^e (1756-1825), a student of

reptiles, fishes, cetaceans, &c.; Johann G. Schneider

(1750-1822), who wrote on the amphibia; Marcus
E. Bloch (1723-99), an ichthyologist; Jean G.

Brugnieres (17.50-98); Johann H. Chemnitz (1730-

1800), a conchologist
;
Karl de Geer (1720-78), an

entomologist; Johann C. Fabricius (1748-1808), a

veiy eminent entomologist; Johann K. W. lUiger

(1775-1813), an entomologist; P. Lyonnet (1707-

89); Abraham Trembley (1700-84), who investi-

gate fresh-water polyps; John Ellis (1710-76),

who advanced our knowledge of cortdlines ; Daniel

C. Solander (1736-82), who assisted Ellis; Sir
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Joseph Banks (1748-1820) ;
Jacques F. Dicquemare

(1783-89), a writer on sea-anemones; Filipj:^ Cavo-
Uni (1756-1810), a student of marine polyps and
fishes; Martin F. Ledermiiller (1719-69), who in-

troduced the term Infusoria; Albrecht von HaUer
(1708-77), an eminent anatomist and physiologist

;

John Hunter (1728-98), an eminent anatomist;
Lazaro Spallanzani (1729-99), a ph}nsiologist ; Marie
F. X. Bichat (1771-1802), the founder of histology;

Kaspar Friedrich Wolff (1733-94), whose dissertation

entitled Theoria Gknerationis (1759) is the starting-

point of modem embryology; Jean Baptiste Lamarck
(1744-1829), who fix^ the two groups of Vertebrate
and Invertebrata, and whose PhUosophie Zoologique

(1809) is of the utmost importance in the history

of the evolution theory; and the so-called nature-
philosophers, including J. W. von Goethe (1749-
1882), Lorenz Oken (1779-1861), and others, who
also contributed materially to the development of

evolutionary conceptions.

Cuvier to Darwin.—George Cuvier (1769-1832) is

the only name of supreme importance in zoology be-

tween Linnteus and Charles Darwin. He rejected

the view, held by Lamarck, that a linear classifica-

tion of the animal kingdom is possible, and in his

great work, Le Regne Animal (1817), he grouped
his classes in four cnibrancliements, representing four

fundamentally distinct types of structure. These
branches, with their contained classes, are as fol-

lows :—Vertebrata, including Mammalia, Birds,

Reptiles, Fishes; Mollusco, including Cephalopoda,

Pteropoda, GasterofKKia, Acephala, Brachiopoda, Cir-

rbopoda; Articulata, including Annelides, Crustacea,

Arachnides, Insects; and Radiata, including Echino-
derms. Intestinal Worms, Acalephae, Pol™, Infu-

soria. He raised comparative anatomy to tne dignity

of a true science, and he carried out researches of

the utmost value in palaeontology. In the restora-

tion of extinct animals from remains of ports he
used his law of the correlation of parts, according
to which animals are so constituted that single

organs or parts can serve as an index to all other

parts and to the general structure. Of the numerous
workers wlio advanced the study of zoology from
Cuvier’s time down to that of Charles Darwin we can
only name the following;—Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire

(1772-1844), who ojiposed Cuvier’s view regarding
types; Johann F. Blumenl»ach (1752-1840), a dis-

tinguished comparative anatomist and physiologist

;

Ignaz Ddllinger (1770-1841), an eminent anatomist
and physioloj^ast ; Friedrich Tiedemann (1781-1861),

also distinguished in anatomy and physiology
;
Karl

A. Budolphi (1771-1832), who wrote on physiology

and intestinal worms; Karl Ernst von Baer (1792-

1876), a most distinguished embryologist; C. H.
Pander (1794-1865), also an embryologist; Martin
H. Rathke (1798-1860), another eminent embryolo-

gist; Theodor Schwann (1810-82), the founder of

the cell-tlieory ; Johannes Miiller (1810-58), ‘the

greatest of all investigators of animal structure ’ in

his century
; Sir Richard Owen (1804-92), a great

morphologist of the Cuvierian school, who intro-

duce the conceptions of homology and analogy in

regard to animal parts; Michael Sars (1806-69);

Jonannes J. S. Steenstrup (1818-97), who first em-
phasized the fact of alternate generation; Rudolf
Leuckart (1822-98), who found^ the sub-kingdom
of Coslenterata and set forth the phenomena of

polymorphism; Karl T. ,E. von Siebold (1804-85),

who established the sub-kingdom Protozoa; Louis
Agassiz (1807-73), a distinguished student of fossil

fiemes who held to Cuvierian traditions to his death;
Christian G. Ehrenberg (1795-1876), who shed
much fresh light on the Infusoria; Edward Forbes
(1815-54), a distinguished investigator of the British

marine fauna; Alcide D. D’Orbigny (1802-57), a
paleontologist; F^x Dujardin (1801-60), who did
valuable work on Infusoria, intestinal worms, and
Medusae; Antoine R. E. ClaparMe (1882-71), who
wrote on Infusoria and Rhizopoda in collaboration

with F. J. Lachmann (1882-61); William B. Cari

penter (1813-86), an eminent physiologist and
almost universal naturalist; Robert E. Grant (1793-

1874), a pioneer in the more exact study of sponges;

Max J. S. Schultze (1825-74) ;
James S. Bowerbank

(1797-1877), who did splendid work on the sponges;

Henri Milne -Edwards (1800-85), whose special

work was done on crustaceans, corals, and mam-
mals; Johann F. Eschscholtz (1793-1831), known
by a treatise on the Acalephte ; Stefano della Chiaje

(1794-1860), who describe Sicilian invertebrates;

Jean L. A. Quatrefagea de Breau (1810-92) ; !]&mile

Blanchard (1820-1900), author of works on insects;

Pierre A. lAtreille (1762-1833), best known by his

work on insects; William Kirby (1769-18.60), an
entomologist; Hermann Burmeister (1807-92), an
entomologist and writer on the Brazilian fauna;

Albany Hancock (1806-73), who studied the Mol-
lusca, Tunicata, and Brachiopoda; Henri M. Du-
crotay de Blainville (1778-1860); and John V,
Thompson (1779-1847), who proved the crustacean

character of Cirripedes and investigated the Poly-
zoo, the feather-star, &c.

Darwin a/nd After.—The theory of the fixity of

species was challenged at various times by different

zoologists, notably by Lamarck, but it was not till

the publication of The Origin of Species (1859) by
Charles Robert Darwin (1809-82) that the old view
became generally abandoned and the evolution or

development theory took its place. Darwin found in

the struggle for life and natural selection of favour-

able variations a sufficient and actually operating

cause of the production of new 8j)ecie8. He after-

wards introduced new factors, but these have not

been so generally adopted as his main one. Dar-
win’s work. The Origin of Species, must be regarded

as an epoch-making contribution to the evolution

theoiy, which has completely transformed the whole
outlook of the zoologist and has brought new
branches of the science into lieing, notably threm-

matology. It makes the tree-like classification to

which systematists have steadily advanced a truly

genealogical tree, and it has contributed enormously
to the progress of what may be called philosophical

zoology. The natural-selection principle was inde-

pendently discovered at practically the same time
by Alfred R. Wallace (1823- ), the eminent
naturalist-traveller. Herbert Spencer had also for-

mulated an evolution theory, extending to the whole
of nature and life. Thomas Henpr Huxley (1826-

95), master of an admirably lucid and attractive

method of ex}K)sition, and Erust Heeckel ( 1834- ),

have done admirable work in embryology and other

branches of zoology, and have contributed much to
developing and popularizing the Darwinian views.

August Weismann (1834- ) is beat known by
his valuable contributions to the doctrine of here-

dity. The number of other zoolo^sts who have
done good work during the Darwinian period and
under the influence of the Darwinian conceptions is

so great that no attempt will here be made to enu-

merate them. Of zoological gardens the largest and
best is still that of London, which was established

in 1828. The best of the numerous marine zoolog^i-

cal stations is the pioneer one founded at Naples in

1872 and supported mainly ly the German ^vem-
ment In recent classifications the old sno-king-

doms have been practically discarded in favour of a
greater number of phyla. The Brachiopoda and the

Tunicata are separate from the Molluscs, the latter
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being associated with the Yertebrata in a phyhim
Ohoidata. The old group of Vermes has been
resolved into several phyla. See recent treatises on
zoology, BttdiasParker andHaswell’sandSedgwick’a
ZOOPHTTE, a name popularly applied to all

aimals that resemble plants in iq>p«aranoe, but
rertricted more specially in zoology to the group of

Hydrozoa, represented% the Ser^darida (which see)

or * Sea-fiiz,’ by the Tubularida, the Corynida, and
many other groups of compound animalii, which grow
by aprooeas of oontinuons budding or gemmation, and
appew in the likenees and guise of plants. A zoophyte
eonsiste usually of a large number of separate ^ings
or Zlkndi (which see) united by a common connecting
medium or comotarc to form a colony. The colony
consists of, firstly, ordinary Zdoids, each possessing a
mouth, tentacles, and body-cavity, and devoted to

the nutrition of the organisuL The second element
in the colony consists of thereproductive Zdoids, which
appear as simple buds containing male or female
elements, or as more highly developed structures,

which assume the form and guise of Medusse or

Jelly-fishes^ and which may detach themselves from
the parent colony and swim freely about There-
after these free-swimming buds produce eggs, the
embryos resulting from which by budding grow up
into the compound colony or zoophyte. Ibe name
trophosome is given to denote all the nutritive Zdoids
of a zoophyte, and the term gonosome is applied to
the repr^uctive elements.

ZOOTOCA, a genus of Lacertilia or Lizards, repre-

sented by the Viviparous or Scaly Lizard (Z. vivipara)

of Britain, which belongs to the family Lacertidie.

The tongue is slender and protrusible from the mouth,
whilst it is also bifid or deft at its tip. I'be limbs
arc well developed, each possessing five toes. The
tail is rounded, and the body covered with scales.

This lizard is not uncommon on heaths and commons,
particularly in the south of Britain. I'he colours

vary, but the most common hues are an olive-brown

above, with a dark-brown line along the back and
along each side, the under parts being orange-coloured,

with black s{>ots in the male and olive-gray in the

female. The average length is 6 inches. The specific

name vivipara is derived from the fact that, like the

vipers and some other reptiles and Amphibians, this

lizard hatches its eggs within its body, and the young
thus come into the world alive.

ZORNDOHF, Battle of, one of the bloodiest

battles of the Seven Years’ war, fought on Aug. 25,

1758,between the Prussians commanded by Frederick
the Great and the Kussians under Genei^ Fermor.
See Seven Ybabs’ Wab.
ZOROASTER (properly ZoroMustra, Persian

ZerduslU)f the founder of the Parsee religion. The
life of Zoroaster is completely enveloped in legend,

and except from the work he has accomplished little

or nothi^ can be discovered regarding it. The
derivation of the name is unknown, but it was pro-

bably an ofi&cial one, as it was borne by his succes-

sors, and he is usually distinguished by his family
name Spitama, Zarathustra Spitama. In later times,

when his religion was fully established, he was almost
worshipped as a divine being, considered as above
the an^angels and next to and then the actions

attributed to him are supernatural, and his history

legendary; but even in the later accounts of the Zend-
Avesta &ere is a manifest reference to a human
original, and we may see in their ezaggeratimi the

gri^ude inspired by the active benevolence of a good
man and great reformer. *He first thought good
thoughts, first spoke good words, first performed good
aotio^ He was the first pri^ first warrior, and
first cultivator of the soiL He first oaused the wheel

to turn among gods and among men.* This particn-

laiity may perhaps indicate that the date of Zoroaster
was not so remote as it has sometimes been plaoed.

His history was already legendary in the time ol

Aristotle^ who placed him 6000 years before Plato;

others have supposed him to m contemporary or

identical with Moies. Hie latest date gene^y
assigned to him is 550 B.a Modem researches plaoe

his period not later than 1000 B.a, or perhaps several

centuries earlier. He lived in the reign oi yita9a
or Gushtasp, a king of the Baotrian dynasty of

Ktvja, anterior to the time of the Median and Fer-
sian monarchies. This king wss a zealous propagator
of the religion of Zoroaster. Baotria was the soene
of Zoroaster’s labours, and from thenoe his religion

spread over Media and Persia. He appears to have
one of the Soshyantos or fire-priests of the early

Iranian religion. According to the theory approved
by Bchola^ the nomad Aryans first settled to agri-

cultural life in Bactria. These settlers, the ancestors

of the Iranian races, became alienat^ from their

brethren who continued the nomad life^ and, suffer-

ing from their depredations, at length came to regard

even their religion with abhorrence, and placed tiieir

gods among the devils of their own creed. The new
religion of the Iranians recognized a plurality of good
spirits called Ahuras, which were opposed to the

Devas of the Brahmanical creed. It was while the

national religion was in this transitional stage that

Zoroaster appeared and moulded the discordant

elements of the national faith into a new system, the

fundamental principle of which was monotheism.

His views are to found in the earlier G&thas.

(See Zbnd-Avbhta.) He called the supreme being,

to whom he directed that worship should be ex-

clusively paid, Ahur6 Mazdafi, the Ahura who is the

creator of the world. This name has been succes-

sively modified into AUuramazda in the cuneiform

inscriptions, and Ormuzd among the modem l^arsees.

Zoroaster is said to have called himself a reciter of

mantbras, a messenger of Ahuramazda, one who
received sacred words from Ahurauiazda through

the flames. The descriptions he gives of the nature

of God are full of the most exalted conceptions; he
calls him the Creator of the earthly and spiritual life;

he who taught the sun and stars their way. He is

not only a Creator, but an intelligent and moral

niler. While the views of Zoroaster’s teaching

derived from the earlier g&thas thus represent him
as inculcatiug a pure and elevating religion, a spe-

culative philosophy is ascribed to him which not

unnaturally led to misconceptions of his theology,

and speedily corrupted the religion he established

He imagined two principles whi(£ exist in all things,

and are respectively the causes of all good and evil.

These be called the Vohu Mano, or gw)d mind, and

the Ahem Mano, or naught mind; they are twins,

and though opposed are inseparable, being apparently

the necessary opposites of each other. The one

creates day and the other night; the former produces

life, and the latter extinguishes it. T’hese two minds

exist in Ahuramazda as well as in all created things.

Such b Zoroaster's account of the origin of good and
evil in the universe. Subsequent interpreters of his

religion soon developed these two principles into two
distinct and powerful beings, Ormuzd and Ahriman,

the good and evil spirits, and gave to each of them
a court of attendant ministers or counoilloni, six in

number, so that a hierarchy of good and evil spirits,

seven of each kind, was again established as an
object of worship. The first of the angels of Ahnra-
mazda is Vohu Mono, the good mind of Zoroaster,

who is represented as the son of Ahuramazda; after

him comes Ardibihesht, who is represented as the

blazing flame of fire, % is the preserver of life, and
represents the omnipreienoe of A nnramaadai Oth«t
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preside over wealth, devotion, vegetatioxi, Ac. Be-
sides the seven spirits there is an arOhangel Sraosha,

who is poweesed of great powers, and was the medium
of revdation to the prophet He first sang the five

G4thas of Zarathustra Bpitama. He is the judge of

men after death, and is worehipp^ for his power and
parity. The dualism of the Persian creed is first de-

velop^ in the Vendidad, which Haug dates partly

as early as 1000 B.O., partly as late as 500 B.o. A
small party continued to protest against the Zendic
interpretation in favour of the ancient doctrine of

Zoroaster as taught in the earlier G&thas. They
are said to have fallen into an opposite error of

making the words Zervana Akarana, which simply
mean time without bounds, into an independent
being anterior to Ahuramazda. Among the doc-

trines of the Zend-Avesta are the distinction of a
natural and a spiritual life, and a belief in immor-
tality. Heaven is called the House of Hymns, and
Hell the House of Destruction. Between heaven
and hell is the Bridge of the Gatherer or Judge over

which the good pass with safety, while the wicked
are precipitated from it into hell. The resurrection

of the body, the coming of a Messiah, Sosiosh, son

of Zarathustra, and a final judgment, are foretold.

Sosiosh is to be the last of three great prophets who
are to precede the end of the world. The detailed

description of the last judgment is contained in the

Bundehesh. (See Zend-Avbsta.) How far these

doctrines are to be ascribed, as some hold, to Zoro-

aster, is doubtful.

ZORRILLA y MORAL, Josi, Spanish poet,

bom in Valladolid on Feb. 21, 1817. He studied

law in Toledo, but as his own tastes strongly inclined

him to literature he went to Madrid, where he at-

tracted considerable attention in 1837 by a volume
of poems. His first important volume appeared in

1839, and in 1840-41 he published his Cantos del

Trovador, which contains much of his best work.

This was followed by Flores Perdidas (1843) and the

epic Granada (1852). In 1854 he went to Mexico,

where the Emperor Maximilian made him his court

poet, but on his fall Zorrilla returned to Spain, and
in 1885 he was elected a member of the Spanish
Academy. He was crowned in the Alhambra at

Granada in 1889, and on Jan. 23, 1893, he died in

Madrid. His works include : Poema Religioso

(1869); Leyenda del Cid (1871); Composiciones
Yarias (1877); Recuerdos del Tiempo Viejo (three

vols., 1880-83), his autobiography; Ecosdelas Mon-
tafias (1894); and several plays, of which the most
successful was Don Juan Tenorio (1844). He was
a thoroughly national poet, greatest in the lyric.,

where his splendid imagination, his mastery of form,

and his gift of melodious writing found their best

expression.

Z08IMUS, a Greek historian who lived in the

fifth century after Christ and wrote a history of the

empire in six books, which is frequently referred to

by Gibbon. He begins with the change of consti-

tution introduced by Augustus, and his Ist book
brings him to the reign of Diodetian, A.D. 305; in

the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th ]^ks the history of the fourth

century is given with more detail; the 6th and 6th

books are occupied with the period from 896 to 410.

From internal evidence the work must have been

partlv written after 425. Zosimus was a pagan,

and has severely criticised the Christian emperors,

and made the change of religion largely responsible

for the decline of the empire. The l^t editions are

those of Bekker (1887) and Mendelssohn (1887).

ZOUAVES, the designation of certain light in-

fantry corps in the French armjr, which were organ-

ised m Algeria, and orinnally intended to be com-
posed ezoluaively of the^byie tribe. The term is

derived from Zwawa^ the name of a Kal^le or Berber
tribe ; but the idea was gn^ually abandoned of re-

stricting admission to natives of A^ria, and tiie

corps are now composed almost entir^y of French
soloieis. The picturesque Arab dress has, however,
been retained.

ZRINYI, or Zr^ Niklas, Ban of Croatia, Dal-

mati^ and Slavonia, and general of the Emperor
Ferdinand I., is famous for his defence of the town
of Szigeth against the Sultan Soliman, who besieged

it in 1566 with 100,000 men and 800 guns to avenm
the death of a pasha killed by Zrinyi in a skirmi^
Zrinyi defended the place for nearly five weeks, and
Soliman himself died 4th September, 1666, fom days
before the siege was concluded. Zrinyi was killed m
the final assault, or, according to other accounts,

beheaded on one of his own cannon.

ZSOHOKKE, Johann Hkinrioh Daniel, a cele-

brated Gorman author, was bom at Magdeburg on
22nd March, 1771, and received his education at the
convent school and the gymnasium in that town.
He quitted his native place in 1788, and for some
time wandered about the country as play-writer to

a strolling company of actors; but afterwards went
to study at the University of Frankfort-on-the-Oder.

In 1792 he commenced life there as a private teacher,

and produced several pieces for the stage. He sub-

sequently settled down in the canton of the Grisons
and became director of an academy at Reichenau,
where he wrote a history of the Grisons (1798). He
then became head of the department of public in-

struction at Aarau, and was soon afterwards sent 1^
the Helvetic executive directory to Unterwalden as

government commissioner, for the purpose of restor-

ing tranquillity. He acquitted himself so satisfac-

torily that his powers as commissioner were extended
to the cantons of Uri, Schwyz, and Zug. In 1800
he was appointed commissioner for the organization

of the Italian territories of Switzerland, and he was
also employed successfully in other capacities. In
1804 he became a member of the board of mines
and forests; the same year he began the issue of his

highly popular Schweizerbote (Swiss Messenger), and
in 1807 a sort of newspaper. Through the greater

part of his life Zschokke appeared as one of the
most distinguished and energetic public men in

Switzerland, but he found time to cultivate his

favourite literary pursuits, and it is chiefly by his

numerous writings, historical and fictitious, that he
is known to the world at large. Among his works
may be mentioned: Geschichte des baierischen Volks
und seiner Flirsten (History of the Bavarian Nation
and its Princes); Ueberlieferungen zur Geschichte
unserer Zeit (Contributions to the History of our

Time); Des Schweizerlandes Geschichte ftir das
Schweizervolk (History of Switzerland for the Swiss
People), one of the b^t of his works; and Bilder
aus der Schweiz (Pictures from Switzerland). As a
writer of tales he possesses a European reputation,

and among them we may refer more especially to

The Creole, Alamontade, Jonathan Frocl^ Clemen-
tine, Oswald or the Goldmakers’ Village, and Master
Jordan. The work, however, which has had the
most extended circulation is his Stunden der An-
dacht (Hours of Devotion), which, though rational-

istic, has yet, from the pious feeling pervading it,

found admirers among ^1 classes of readers. He
died at Biberstein on 2^rth June, 1848.

^CHOPAU, a town of Saxony, in the circle of

Zwickau, on a river of same name, at the foot of the
Zschoppenberg, 6 miles south-east of Chemnitz; with
a castle and two churches, manufactures of woollen

and linen cloth, lace, calico, and hosiery; dye-works,

bleachfields, worsted, ootton, and other mills. Pop.

(1885), 6962.
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ZnOOARELLI, or Zuoohebblli, Fbanoesco,
Italian painter, bom at Pitigliano, in Toscany, in

1702, studied painting at Blorenoe and Home, and
after gaining some success in decorative landscape
worked for nve years in London as a soene^paintw.

He again came to England in 1752 and b^me a
fashionable painter, patronized by the royid family,

especially the Prince of Wales, and the aristocracy.

He was one of the original members of the Royal
Academy, which was founded in 1768. In 1773 be
returned to his native country, and in 1788 he died

in Florence. A large number of his works are in

Windsor Castle, and he is also represented in Glas-

gow, Edinburgh, Paris (Louvre), St. Petersburg
(Hermitage), Milan (Brera), and other cities.

ZtJCCARO, ZuoHARo, or Zucohero, Federioo,
Italian painter, bom in Tuscany about 1542, was
the son of a painter, Ottaviano Zuccaro. He was
employed by Gre^ry XIII. to paint the vault of

the Oappelia Pamina in the Vatican, but having
quarrell^ with some papal officials and painted a
scurrilous picture he fled to France, and ultimately

he reached England in 1574. He left England about
four years later, having in the interval painted por-

traits of Queen Elizabeth, the Earl of Leicester, and
other distinguished persons, and afterwards worked
in Venice until he returned to Rome to complete his

work in the Cappella Paolina. On the invitation of

Philip II. he went to Madrid in 1586 to paint for

the Escorial, and on his return to Rome he founded
the Accademia S. Luca, of which he became the first

president. He died at Ancona in 1609. Many por-

traits of English personages in the Elizabethan era

are wrongly ascril^ to him, but some genuine works
from his brush are extant. His brother Taddeo
ZnooAKO (1529-66) worked at Urbino, Pesaro, and
the Vatican.

ZUCCHI, Antonio Pietro, Italian painter, bom
at Venice in 1 726, received his training in art under
his father, an engraver, his uncle, a scene-painter,

and two other masters. In 1754 he accomjmnied

the English architect Robert Adam on his journeys

in Italy and Dalmatia, and on Adam’s invitation

he went to England in 1766. He decorated the

interiors of sfiveral of the mansions built or altered

by Adam, such as Caen Wood (Hampstead), Luton
House (Bedfordshire), Osterley House (near Brent-

ford), and Sion House (Middlesex). In 1770 he

was elected an associate of the recently-established

Royal Academy. He married Angelica Kauffmann
in 1781 and retired with her to Italy. He died

in Rome on Dec. 25, 1795. His younger brother

Giuseppe Zucohi completed many of the etchings

of Angelica Kauffmann.
ZUG, a central canton of Switzerland, bounded,

north by Ziirich, east and south by Schwyz, south-

west by Lucerne, and west by Aargau; area, 92

square miles. The surface, mountainous in the south -

east and south, where the Rossberg occupies the

frontier, slopes more or less gradually north and

west, till it becomes comparatively flat. The drain-

age goes wholly to the basin of the Aar, which

receives it partly by the Sihl, but chiefly by the

Reuss. The only lakes deserving the name are the

Zug and Egeri. The climate, rigorous in the moun-
tainous districts, is so mild on the lower south

slopes, that the chestnut thrives upon them, and
even the fig-tree matures its fruit. The soil is fer-

tile, and the pastures on the highlands are excellent.

Fruit is abundant ; and the lower slopes, with a

southern exposure, are generally appropriate to the

vine. Wood consists chiefly of pine and beech.

The making of condensed milk, cotton spinning and
|

weaving, s3k-weaving, and paper- making are the

chief manufacturing industries. The ii^bitants
|

are almost all Roman Catholics, and speak German.
The government is strongly democratic. Pop. (1900),
25,045.

ZUG, a town of Switzerland, capital of the canton
of the same name, on the north-east shore of Lake
Zug, 12 nules north-east of Lucerne. It has splendid
old mansions and powerful watch-towers; sevexal
churches, some of them of interest; a Capuchin
monastery and a convent; a cantontil government
building in Renaissance s^le; a fine town-house in

I

late Gothic style, with a museum of antiquities; an
!
arsenal; manufactures of cottons, enamel-ware, metal
goods, tobacco, cigars, soap, Ac. In 1435, 1594, and
1887 portions of the town sank into the lake. Pop.
(1900), 6597.

ZUG, Lake of, or Zuoersee, a lake in Switzer-
land, chiefly in the canton of Zug, but partly also
in Lucerne and Schwyz. It is 1340 feet above sea-

level; 12 miles long north to south, and varies in

breadth from 3 miles to 1 mile at the centre. The
shores are low in all directions except the south and
south-east. In the former direction the Righi, with
Mount Pilatus towering behind it, and in the latter

the Rufiberg or Rossberg, rise in abrupt and lofty

precipices, presenting scenery of the grandest de-

scription. At the foot of the Rossberg the depth of

the lake is not less than 1200 feet. Steamers ply

iiIKm it, and the fishing, principally of pike and carp,

is very productive.

ZUIDER-ZEE (South Sea, as opposed to the

North Sea or Gorman Ocean), a gulf of the North
Sea, on the coast of Holland, between the provinces

of Friesland, Overijssel, Gelderland, Utrecht, and
North Holland; alK)ut 80 miles long, 45 miles greatest

breadth, but only 10 miles broad l)etween Enkhuizen
and Stavoren. The islands Texel, Vlieland, Ter-
schelling, Ameland, &c., separate it from the North
Sea, with which it communicates by various channels,

the princij>al l)eing Marstliep, l)etwixt the Holder
and Texel, and the Vlie Strom between Vlieland and
Terschelling. It contains the islands of Wieringen,
Marken, Urk, and Schokland, and numerous sand-
banks, e8i)ecially in its northern j)ortion; has on its

shores numerous towns, and receives the waters
of the Ijssel, Vecht, Eem, Kuinder, &c., but is

generally shallow, and only navigable by vessels of

small draught. Oysters and plaice are plentiful.

According to a scheme recently proposed, a great

part of it is to l)e reclaimed at the expense of the

Dutch government, by inclosing tracts along the

margin with dams and pumpinjj out the water.

This great undertaking when earned out will add a
large area to the Kingdom of Holland. The Zuider-

Zee is of modern origin, having l>een fonned chiefly

since the twelfth century l>y successive irruptions

of the sea. In earlier times there were here only a
lake and marshes.

ZUINGLIUS. See Zwingli.

ZULULAND, a country lying on the south-east

coast of Africa, belonging to the colony of Natal,

and extending westward to tlF*. Transvaal Colony,

and northward to Tongaland. The area is about

10,450 square miles; the fK)pu1ation in 1898 was
201,365. The principal rivers are the Tugela, on the

Natal boundary; the Buffalo, which joins the Tugela

on the left, al^ut midway up the Natal frontier,

and forms the remaining portion of the boundary
between Natal and Zululand; and the Umvolosi,

w'bich flows into St. Lucia Bay. From the coast at

St. Lucia a range of mountains called the Libombo
range runs northwards nearly parallel to the coast,

separating the country into two regions. The coast

region is unhealthy. The inland region is compata-
tively healthy, fertile, and capable of cultivation.

Rich gold reefs have been foimd, and excellent coal
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exists. The coal is to be worked and a railway has |a comparatively large and oarefnlly cultivated, the

been constructed to the Tugela. The countiy, which com produ^ falls short of the consumption. In
since 1897 has been attache to the Colony of Natal, lome distriots a wine of tolerable quality is prodneed.

is mainly inhabited by the Zulus, who have long been Wood seldom forms forests, but occupies many seat-

distinguished as the most warlike of the Caffre tribes, tered patches and hedgerows. Game is scarce
;
fish

The country inhabited by the Zulus was formerly almost superabundant. In no canton have manu-
much more extensive. In the beginning of 1879 factures made more progress. The great staples are

the Zulu king, Cetewayo or Ketohwayo^ with a silk and cotton goods, d^e inhabitants are almost all

large army of fairly disciplined troops armed with Protestants, and education is very ^nerally diffused,

rifles, came into collision with the British in South Ziiiich was admitted into the Swiss Confederation

ijrica. ^is was partly due to a long-standing dis- in 1351, and readmitted in 1450, after a ten years'

pute as to the claims of the Zulus to the Utrecht alliance with Austria. The government, formerly

district in the south-eastern angle of the Transvaal, somewhat aristocratic, became decidedly democratic

p^ly to other causes, which at last induced Sir in 1881. A new democratic constitution was adopted

Bartle Frere, the governor-general of the British in 1869. Ziiiich holds the first place in the Swiss

provinces in ^uth Africa, to send an ultimatum to Confederation. Pop. (1900), 430,336.

Cetewayo. To this no reply was sent, and war eii- ZURICH (ancient, Turicwm or a dt^

sued. On the 22nd of January a portion of a British of Switzerland, capitid of the above canton, beauti-

oolumn, which seems to have been divided W a ruse fully situated at the north-east extremity of the lake

of the enemy, was attacked at a place called Isandula of the same name. It is divided by the Limmat
or Isandhlwana, about 10 miles from Rorke’s Drift into two unequal parts, forming the upper and the

on the Buffalo, by 20,000 Zulus, and completely lower town, which are connected with their suburbs

destroyed. As soon as possible after the news of the and with each other by seven bridges, the chief being

disaster reached England, strong reinforcements were the Quay Bridge. The upper town is built wholly

sent out, and on the 4th of July following the Zulu on an acclivity on the right bank of the river, the

army was totally defeated at Ulundi. On the 28th lower occupies the left bank. The streets in the

of August Cetewayo was captured Meanwhile Sir oldest quarters are narrow, crooked, and dark, but

Garnet Wolseley had arrived with supreme militaiy considerable improvements have recently been made,

and civil authority in this part of Africa, and the especially by levelling the old ramparts and thus

Zulu territory was parcelled out by him among obtaining a large space for an excellent promenade,

several chieftains who were placed under the para- The buildings most deserving of notice are the

mount supremacy of the British government, and cathedral or Grosse Miinster, on a hill near the

were not to be allowed to keep up standing armies, right bank of the Limmat, a heavy massive structure

or to import firearms and ammunition. British resi- in the Byzantine style
;
the Fraumiinster, on the

dents were appointed, one in North and one in South left bank of the river; St. Peter’s church, with a

Zululand. In 1888 Cetewayo was restored to a portion fine tower and clock; the townhouse; the town

of his dominions, but was opposed by some of the library, containing 100,000 volumes
;
the museum,

chiefs. After severe fighting he placed himself in with a collection of home and foreign periodicals,

the hands of the British at Ekowe or Eshowe, where and a rich library ;
the university

;
the new Swiss

he died in 1884. Subsequently the Boers of the polytechnic school; the arsenal; the music buildings;

Transvaal made themselves masters of a considerable the railway-station
;
the theatre and the post-office,

portion of the territory and incorporated it with Two public promenades add to the attractions of the

their own republic. In 1885 the British assumed a dty, besides a botanical garden and many unaBer

protectorate over the coast of the country, and in parks and walks connected with a variety of institu-

1887 annexed all the rest. A strip between Tonga- tions public and private. Manufactures of silk and

land (now a British protectorate) and Swaziland cotton, including dyeing and calico-printing, are

also beloi^ to Zululand. extensive
;
those of candles, soap, tobacco, pam,

ZURICH, a canton of Switzerland, tx)unded leather, and machinery are also considerable. Be-
north by Schaffhausen and Grand-duchy of Baden, sides the university and the polytechnic school, there

west by Aaigau, south by Zug and Schwyz, and are schools of medicine and of arts, secondary and
east by St. Gall and Thurgau

;
area, 665 square elementary schools of all kinds, deaf and dumb and

miles. Though not pro|)erly mountainous, it has blind asylums, orphan and several other hospitels.

on its south and south-east frontiers several lofty Learned and other societies of various descriptions

ridges, remarkable for their parallelism. Except abound. Zurich is of great antiqmty, and early

the Lagem and adjoining heights, they have their became a Roman station. In 1219 it was declared

longer axis from south-east to north-west, and form a free imperial city. The preaching of Zwi^li in the

a succession of terraces lowering gradually toward i cathedral made it the centre of the Swiss Refor-

the north. The culminating points are the summits mation. Here, in 1 443, the Swiss defeated the Aus-
of the Homli and the Schauenberg, both in the east, trians; and here also, in 1799, the Russians were

The general slope is towards the left bank of the defeated by the French. Fop. in 1880, 25,102 ; in-

Rhine, which drains part of it directly, and port eluding suburbs, 75,956; in 1901, 152,942.

indirectly, by the Thur, Toss, Glatt, and Limmat. ZURICH, Lake of, or ZUrichebsex, one of the

Of the lakes, about forty in all, the most important principal lakes of Switzerland, chiefly in the canton

are those of Zurich, Greiffen, Ffeffikon, TUrler, and of Zurich, but partly also in Schwyz. It forms a

Katzen. The climate is on the whole very temperate, long irregular curve, bending round from south-east

but mists ai« very prevalent, particul^ly on the to north-west, convex on the south, and concave on

lower grounds. In some parts the prevailing rock the north side; greatest length, about 27 miles;

is the J ura limestone, but a more recent formation, greatest breadth, not exceeding 8 miles
;

greatest

consisting chiefly of marl and sandstone in almost depth, 600 feet. Its scenery is distinguished not

horizontal strata, is still more largely developed, so much for g^randeur as for bMuty. The mountainn

One remarkable feature is the immense number and around, nowhere exceeding 1700 feet above the lake,

ma^tude of the granite boulders which cover the commence in wooded heights, and descend to the

Buriaoe. The minends are few and of litUe value, water’s edge in gentle slopes, covered with vineyards.

The soil, with the exception of a few favoured spots, orchards, gardens, cultivate fields, and verdant

is far from fertile, and nenoe, though the arable land meadows, and studded over with oountiy-seats and
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flDDiliiiff TiUagM. A oosuiderable traffic ia carried on
upon ue lake by meana oi nailing yeaaela, and nnm*
ben of ateamera. It ia well anp^ed witii fish. Ita

chief feeder ia the Lintii Cwial, oornmnnicating with
the Wallenatatter-see. It diachaigea itaelf at the

town of Zurich by the Limmat.
ZUBBAH, Lakk. See Bsibtan.

ZUTPHEN, a formerly fortified town of Hol-

land, in the province of Qelderland, 27 miles north-

east of Arnhem, on the richt bank of the river Ijssel,

where it is joined ^tne Berkel. The principal

church is that of St. Walpurgis, built in the twelhh
century. The town was at one time a member of

the Hanseatic League, and had a considerable forei^i

trade, whidi has now ceased to exist. But it still

has an active home trade, more especially in sending

timber, both rough and prepared, down the Ijssel.

Zu^)hen is notable as being the scene of the death

of Sir Philip Sidney, who was killed before its walls

in 1686. Pop. (1900), 18,490.

ZUYDERSEE. See Zuidkrskb.
ZWEIBRUCKEN (Latin, Bipontium; French,

Deux-Ponttf ‘Two Bridges’), a town of Bavaria, in
j

the Palatinate, pleasantly situated among woody
heights, on the SchwarzbEUsh, in the Westrich dis-

trict, 84 miles west by north of Landau. It is well

built, and has Protestuit and Roman Catholic

churches and a synagogue; gymnasium, real-school,

and several other schools; courts and public offices

occupying the former ducal palace; an orphanage and
hospitals; manufactures of silk plush, machinery,

chicory, tacks, chains, leather, &c., and a trade in

com and cattle. The edition of the classics known
by the name of ‘ Bipont ’ was published here in 1779
and subsequent years. Pop. (1900), 18,716.

ZWICKAU, a town of Saxony, capital of a dis-

trict or circle of the same name, on the left bank of

the Mulde, 60 miles w.s.w. of Dresden, and on the

Leipzig Railway. It has several interesting churcl/bs,

among them two ancient Gothic ones recently re-

stored, one of them dating from the twelfth century;

a gymnasium with a libraiy; an old castle converted

into a penitentiary; manufactures of linen and cotton

goods, dyes, and chemical products, numerous tan-

neries, dye-works, bleach-fields, oil, saw, and other

mills, and a considerable transit and general trade.

Pop. (1890), 44,202; (1900), 65,830.

ZWINGLI, or (as it is often Latinized) ZuiN-
GLius, Ulrich, a celebrated Swiss reformer, was a
contemporary of Luther, and was bom at Wildhaus,
in the canton of St. Gall, on January 1, 1484.

;

Ulrich was the third of eight sons of the bailiff of

that place. He studied at an early age in Basel
and ^m, and continued his studies in Vienna,
where he occupied himself with philosophy, and
again in Basel, where he devoted his attention to

theolo^i imder the direction of Wyttenbach. In
1606 Zwingli became parish priest at Glarus, and
here employed his time, as Luther had done in the
Augustine monastery at Erfurt, in the diligent read-

ing of the Holy Scriptiures. He copied the epistles

of St Paul in the original Greek, and even learned

them by heart—an acquisition which afterwards

proved of great service to him in his public discois-

siona. He accompanied the forces of Glarus during
the campaigns of 1612, 1613, and 1616, in Lombardy,
in the cause of the pope against the French, in the

ciq;>acity of chaplain, and was rewarded for this

semce by the gi^t of a pension from the pope. In
1616 he became preacher in the convent of Einsiedeln,

tl^ a celebrated place of pilgrimage. Here he
showed a spirit far in advance of the age, raising

hb voice not only against the oormptions and abases
|

that had crept into the church, and infected the

pnl^ morals, but even against the pilgrimages in

honour of Our Lady of Einsiedelii, and calling upon
the Bishops of Sion and Constance to promote a
reformation of reUgions doctrinei^ in oonibnnity with
the dictates of the divine Word. At this time, how-
ever, his conduct was so far from exciting suspicion,

that in 1618 the Papal legate Paid gave him the
diploma of acolyte chaplain to the hdy see. He was,
not long after, invited to Ztirich, and entered on his

office of preacher in the cathedral, January 1, 1619,
with acUscourse in which he declared huns^ for

the use of the Scriptures in their genuine form,
without regard to the prescribed texts and lessons.

At Ziirioh Zwingli delivered a series of sermons on
the Holy Scriptures; and these discourses, with those

against error, super^tion and vice, laid the founda-
tion for his futum work of reformation. The occa-

sion which called him forth was similar to that which
had aroused Luther. In 1618 Bemardin Samson, a
Frandscan monk of Milan, appeared in Switzerland
with the intention of raising money by the sale of

indulgences. Zwingli, who was then preachii^ at
I Einsiedeln, opposed him there, and aiterwardi in

Zurich, with all the power of his eloquence, and

I

brought the indulgences into so much odium that

Samson was not even permitted to enter Zurich; and
the Bishop of Constance, to whom the vile a^ of

the monk were offensive, supported Zwingli in this

measure. From this time Zwingli gradually went
farther in his plans, with the approbation not only

of the ZUrichers^ but of the great body of the Swiss
in general In Zurich his reforms were so far pro-

moted by the government that in 1620 a decree was
issued o^ering that the Holy Scriptures should \ye

taught without human additions. In 1622 the refor-

mation was extended to external ceremonies. In
this year Zwingli was forbidden to preach by tlie

Bishop of Constance. In it also he wrote hb first

work against the fasts of the church and began tlie

study of Hebrew. The offers of promotion which be
received from Pope Adrian Yl. bad not power to

make him waver. In 1628 the government of Zurich
invited all theologians to a public conference in

Zurich, to convict, if possible, Zwingli of an error in

doctrine. About 600 persons, clergy and laymen,
were present at tbb dbputation. Zwingli exhibited

hb opinions in the form of sixty-seven propositions,

which were to form the subject of discussion; but
the objections of the celebrated John Faber, after-

wards bishop of Vienna, appeared so unsatbfactory

to the magbtracy of Zurich, that they adhered still

more zealously to the preachings of Zwingli The
second dbpute, in which Zwingli urged & objec-

tions to images and the mass with such force ^at
the former were soon after removed from the

churches, and the latter abolbhed, was held in tlie

same year, in the presence of 900 persons. In 1624

Zwingli married Anna Reinbard, a widow, and the

next year publbhed hb Commentary on True anrl

False Religion. The reformation in hb native land

was now fixed upon a firm base; and he continuea

the work with undiminbhed zeal warmly supported

by the public authority, which suppress^ the men-
dicant orders, required all questions of marriage to

be settled by the civil tribunals, and established a

better adminbtration of the church revenues. In
general Zwingli agreed in hb opinions with the

German reformers: like them be assumed the Bible

as the only rule of faith, rejected all human addi-

tions, attacked the ambition and rapacity of the

clergy, as well as the superstitions they had coun-

tenance and aimed to restore the church to the

simplicity of primitive times. Hb vbws differed on
some pomts from those of Luther, particalarly in

regard to the real pesence, and on some less impor-
tant matters relative to the liturgy. Li otdet to
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remove th» wall of partition from between the two
parties which adopts the new doctrines, a meeting
between the Saxon and Swiss reformers was h^
at Marburg (October 1-8, 1529), at the suggestion
of Philip the landgrave of Hesse. The former
were represented by Luther and Melaachthon, the
latter by Zwi^li and (Ecolampadius. Although
a complete union was not effected, yet a conven-
tion was agr^ upon, the thirteen first articles of
which, containing the most important matters of
religious faith, were reoognissed by both parties; and
the fourteenth declared that, though they could
not agw as to the real presence of Ohrist in the
euclwrist, they would behave reciprocally in the
spirit of Christian charity. In 1581 an open war
broke out between Zurich on the one side and the
Catholic cantons of Lucerne, Schwyz, Uri, Unter-
walden, and Zug on the other; and Zwingli was
commanded to take the field, bearing the banner of
the canton, which it had been usual for an ecclesi-

astic to support. A battle ensued at Cappel, on the
11th of October, and Zwingli called upon his coun-
trymen ‘ to trust in Gk)d ’. But the enemy were more
than twice as strong as the Zttrichers, and under
better officers: the latter were therefore defeated,
and Zwingli was among the slain. The Reformed
Church afterwards received from the hands of Calvin
its present organization. The collected works of
Zwingli were published at Zurich in 1646. A com-
plete collection of Zwingli 's writings was also pub-

;

lished at Zurich in eight vols. 1828. E. Zeller has
j

attempted to deduce Zwingli’s doctrines from his

writixm Das theologische System Zwingli’s datses-

tellt (TUbingei^ 1868). There are numerous bio-

graphies of this reformer, for example, Huldreioh
Zwm^ Sein Leben und Wirken (1895-97) by

ZWOLLE, a town of Holland, capital of the pro-

vince of Overnssel, 51 miles E.N.X. of Amsterdam, on
the Zwarte-Water, a stream that enters the Zuider-
zee, and communicating by a canal with the Ijssel,

8 miles distant. It was formerly a fortified, but is now
an open town, the last remains of its walls having
been levelled in 1842, and the whole converted into

pleasant walks. The town is intersected by three
canals, across which are numerous bridm of wood
and stone. It has several open spaces caUed market-
places, of which the Oroote Market, in the centre of

the town, is not only the finest, but one of the most
beautiful in Holland, surrounded as it is with ele-

gant houses. The chief buildings are the church of

St. Michael (Reformed), a large and fine building
with a celebrated organ and memorial tomb of

Thomas k Kempis, the government building, the
court-house, the modernized town-house, the prison,

theatr^ hospitals, schools, Ac. There are iron-

foundries, cotton -mills, and dye-works, corn-mills,

important fairs, and a considerable shipping trade
is carried on. Pop. (1900), 30,848.

ZYG.^EKA, or Hammer - headed Shark. See
Shark.
ZYMOTIC DISEASES. See Nosology.
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TACHEOMETRY, that is, ‘rapid measuring a good anchorage, and is the port of the capital Anta-
term applied in surveying to a method which does nanarivo. Pop. about 10,000.
away with the practice of measuring distances by TAMISE (Flemish, Tnasrhe), a town of Belgium,
the chain or tape-line, and ascertaining difference in the province of East Flanders, on the Scheldt,
of level by a separate instrument, the relative posi- with flax-spinning, glove-making, ship-building, and
tion, both horizontal and vertical, of points on the other industries. Pop. (1890), 11,039.
earth’s surface being determined by one observation. TAMMERFORS (Finnish, Tampere), a town of

A theodolite, or a specially-constructed tacheometer, Finland, in the government of Tavastehus, about 80
of which a telescoj^ is an important part, is em- miles north-east of Abo, on the railway from the
ployed, and along with it a staff similar to a levelling- Gulf of Finland to the Gulf of Bothnia. Its in-

staff, 12 feet or so in length, and suitably marked or dustries include cotton and linen spinning and weav-
graduated. By the simplest method a theodolite is ing, and the manufacture of pajssr and iron. It is

employed, and the horizontol and vertical distances the principal manufacturing centre of Finland. Pop.
are obtained from the angles of elevation or depres- (1899), 34,148.

sion of two clearly-marked lines at known heights TAMPA, a city and 8ea|)ort of the United States,

on the staff, which must be held quite vertical and capital of Hillsborough county, Florida, at the place
observed by the telescope. In some instruments where the Hill8lx)rough River joins Hillslwrough
the horizontal distance is obtained from the rejid- Bay, an inner branch of TanquiBay, about 175 miles
ings of a suitably-graduated staff, indicated by two s.s.w. of Jacksonville. It is surrounded by lemon
fixed wires {stadia wires) in the diaphragm of the and orange groves, and is a favourite health resort,

telescope, the diaphragm being movable, and the but it is mainly of importance for its excellent har-

principle of similar triangles being utilized. hour and its extensive trade. It has a flourishing

TAJURRAH, a bay and seaport of Africa, in- cigar industry and otlier manufactures. Near it is

eluded in the French Somali Coast protectorate or Port Tampa, the starting-point of steamers for Key
territory of Olx)k, on the Gulf of Aden. The rising West, Havana, Mobile, &c. Pop. in 1900, 15,839.

French seaport of Djibouti or Jibutil is at the en- TAMWORTH, a town of Australia, in New
trance of the bay, on the south side, whence a niil- South Wales, on the Peel and Cookbum rivers and
way is being built to Harrar. See Abyssinia. Goonoo-Goonoo Creek, 282 miles north of Sydney.
TAKAMATSU, a town on the north coast of the It is situated in a pastoral, agricultural, and gold-

island of Shikoku, Japan, on the southern shore of mining district, and has two Anglican churches, a
the Inland Sea. Pop. (1899), 34,416. Roman Catholic cathedral, and other places of wor-

TALCA, a town of Chili, capital of the province ship
; a municipal building, with a free library

;
a

of the same name, on the Rio Claro, about 150 miles court-house; police barracks; a jail; a mechanics’

south of Valparaiso, on the railway from Curico to institute
;
two fine public schools and a Roman

Concepcion. It is a fine city, with good churches Catholic school
;
a Dominican (xmvent

;
a govem-

and a lyceum. Weaving is the chief manufacturing ment savings - hank building
; a post-office

;
&c.

industry. Pop. (1900), 40,987. Tamworth was the first town in Australia to adopt

TALCAHUANO, a seaport of Chili, in the pro- electric lighting for the streets. It has various

vince of Concepcion, on Talcahuano Bay, 8 miles manufactures. Pop. in 1901, 5802.

north of the town of Concepcion, with which it is TANFIELD, an urban district of England, in

connected by rail. It has a safe harbour, a large Durham, 6 miles south-west of Gateshead, with an

arsenal and docks, and a custom-house, and it ex- old church (restored), some chapels, collieries, stone-

ports much wheat. Pop. (1900), 15,376. quarries, brickworks, &c. Pop. (1891), 6819; (1901),

TALIENWAN, a bay of China, on the east side 8178.

of the Liaotung peninsula, near Port Arthur. It is TANTA, a town of Egypt, capital of the province

included in the territory leased to Russia for twenty- of Gharblyeh, in the Delta, al>out 50 miles north by

five years in 1898. A portion of the harbour is west of Cairo, with large public buildings, a palace

reserved for naval purposes, but another part, with of the Khedive, bazaars, the modem and much-fre-

the new town of Dalny, was opened to foreign trade quented mosque of the popular saint Seiyid Ahmed
in 1901. See Port Arthur (in Supp.). el-Bedawi, and three very important annual fairs.

TALIESIN, or Taliessin. See Wales {Litera- Pop. (1897), 57,289.

ture). TAOISli or Taoutbm, a religious system formed

TALTAL, a seaport of Chili, in the province of in China by Lao-tze. See Lao-tze.

Antofagasta, about 200 miles south of Oobija, the TAORMINA (Latin, Tauromenium), a town on

coast terminus of a line of railway. It exports a the east coast of Sicilj^, 30 miles south - west of

considerable quantity of mining products from the Messina. It is finely situated, and has a cathedral

interior of the province. Pop. 6000. and Gothic palaces, but it is chiefly interesting for

TAMATAVE, the chief port on the eastern side its ancient theatre (excavated in 1882), a Roman
of Madagascar, in 18^ 10’ south latitude. It has a restoration. of a Greek work, and other remains of

445
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classical antiquity. It was founded by the Siculi

about B.O. 400. Pop. 3000.

TARAPACA, a province of northern Chili, with
rich deposits of nitre and other minerals. The
capital and chief port is Iquique, and other ports

are Pisagua and Patillos. It was ceded by Peru in

1883, after the conclusion of the war between Chili

and Peru. Area, 19,300 square miles; pop. (1900),
98,769.

TARGET, (1) a shield or buckler of a small kind,
such as those formerly in use among the Highlanders,
which were circular in form, cut out of ox-hide,
mounted on strong wood, strengthened by bosses,

spikes, &C., and often covered externally with a con-
siderable amount of ornamental work. (2) The
mark set up to be aimed at in archery, musketry,
or artillery practice and the like. In archery the
target is about 4 feet across, and has a ^old spot in
the centre, surrounded by concentric rings of red,

blue, black, and white, the outer border being green.

A hit on the white counts one; on the black, three

;

on the blue, five; on the red, seven; and on the
centre spot, nine. The targets used in rifle prac-

tice in Britain are generally square or oblong metal
plates, the size depending on tne distance for which
they are used, and are divided into sections, called

hvWi-cyc^ inner^ magpie^ and owfcr, counting from
the centre of the target to its edges. It is the

marksman's aim to put his shots as near the central

point as possible. If he hits the bull’s-eye there are

counted in his favour 5 points, the inner 4 points,

tlie magpie 3 jioints, and the outer 2 points. These
targets are usually all white, except the bull’s-eye,

which is black. For artillery practice various kinds
of floating targets are in use.

TARIJA, a town of Bolivia, capital of Tarija

department, 176 miles south-east of Potosi. It was
founded towards the close of the sixteenth centuiy.

Pop. 12,000.

TARNOWITZ, a town of Prussia, in the province

of Silesia, about 5 miles from the Russian frontier,

with important iron-mines. The manufactures com-
prise iron, soap, lime, &c., and there is a trade in

timber and other commodities. Pop. (1895), 11,281.

TARPAN. SeeHoRSK.
TARPON, the Meyninps atlanticus^ a herring-

shaped fish of the family Elopidae, found on the

southern coasts of the United States and in the
West Indies, and also known os grar\de dcaille^ jfio-

Jiahi and aabalo. It reaches a length of 5 or 6 feet,

and from a hundred to several hundred }K)und8

weight, and is of giant strengtli. Though too coarse

ordinarily for food, it is a great attraction to anglers.

Its scales, which are of great size, are largely used

in ornamental work.

TARRAGON {A rtemiaia Dracnnculua)^ a strong

erect perennial plant of the composite order, a native

of Siberia, cultivated in gardens for flavouring

dishes. Unlike most plants of the genus, which

includes wormwood, southernwood, &c., the tarragon

has simple leaves.

TARRASA, a town of Spain, in the province of

Barcelona, 16 miles north-west of the town of that

name, with manufactures of cottons and woollens.

Pop. (1897), 16,423.

TARSUS. See Foot.
TARTAN, a well-known species of cloth, check-

ered or cross -barred with threads of various

colours, especially worn in the dress of the Scottish

Highlanders, each clan having its own peculiar

pattern. An endless variety of fancy tartaiw are

now manufactured, some of wool, others of silk or

of mixed material. The term is also applied to the

checkered patterns themselves.

TAEUDANT, a town of Morocco, at the southern

foot of the Atlas, about 30 miles east from the
Atlantic, and a short distance to the north of the
river Sus. Agadir, at the month of the Sus, serves

as its port. Pop. 9000.

TASSISUDON, the summer capital of Bhutan
state, situated on the Godada river, about 130 miles
north-west of Goalpara, and about 20 to the sou^-
west of the winter capital, Punakha. There is a
palace where the Deb !^ja resides.

TATAR-BAZARJIK, a town in Eastern Rou-
melia, on the Maritza, 32 miles to the west of

Philippopolis. It is a rapidly-developing town, with
an important annual fair. Pop. (1893), 16,343.

TATOUAY. See Armadillo.
TAUCHNITZ, Christian Bernhard, Freiherr

VON, German publisher, was bom at Schleinitz, near
Naumburg, on Aug. 26, 1816. In 1837 he founded
his well-known publishing establishment in Leipzig;

in 1860 he was created a hereditary noble, in 1866
he was appointed consul-general for Great Britain

in the kingdom of Saxony, and in 1877 he was made
a life memlxir of the Saxon first chamber. He died
on August 13, 1895, leaving his business to his son
Christian Karl Bernhard, who had assisted him in

it since 1866. The firm is best known for its edi-

tions of British authors, begun in 1841, and now
extending to about 3500 volumes.

TAUNUS, a mountain range of Western Ger-
many, mainly in the Prussian province of Hessen-
Nassau, extending eastward from the Rhine, north
of the Main, separating the basin of that river from
that of the Lahn. The highest summit, Great Feld-
berg, is 2886 feet in elevation. This district is well

wooded, and exhibits much pictur^ue scenery, as

well as ruined castles, &c., and antiquarian remains
dating from Roman times. Its scenery and mineral
waters attract many visitors

;
and some of the finest

German wines are grown on the south side.

TAVIRA, a seaport of Portugal, in the province

of Algarve, on the Rio Asseca, about 85 miles

north-west of Cadiz. The river is crossed by a
bridge with a Moorish tower. The town is situ-

ated a short distance from the coast, in a well-culti-

vated hilly district. Its harbour is protected by a
long sandy island. The trade is principally in sar-

dines and tunnies. Pop. in 1900, 12,178.

TAWING. See Tanning.
TAYLOR, Bayard, American writer and tra-

veller, was bom at Kennett Square, Pennsylvania,

on January 11, 1826. He was educated at West
Chester and Unionville, and in 1842 was appren-

ticed to a printer in the former town, but he did

not serve out his apprenticeship. In 1844 he set

sail for Liverpool, and during the next two years

be travelled, chiefly on foot, in Britaixi, Belgium,

Germany, Austria, Ibvly, and France. He described

his journeys for several American newspapers, his

letters being collected and published on his return

under the title Views Afoot, or Europe seen with
Knapsack and Staff (1846). In 1847 he received

an appointment on the staff of the New York
Tribune, and two years later he went to California

as special correspondent of that neu^paper at the

gold-fields, his letters being republished in 1860
under the title Eldorado, or Adventures in the

Path of Empire. In 1861 he was again in Europe,

and before returning to the United States in 1864
he visited Egypt, Asia Minor, India, Hong-Kong,
China, and Japan. Among the literary results of

this journey were: A Journey to Central Africa

<1854), The Land of the Sai^n (1864), and A
Visit to India, China, and Japan (1866). He had
by this time gained some reputation as a poet by
Ximena and other Poems (1844), Rhymes of Trav^
Ballads, and Poems (1848), A Book of RomanoeBi
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Lyrics, and Songs (1851), and Poems of the Orient
(1854) ; and in 1855 he published a collective edi-

tion of these under the title Poems of Home and
Travel. Northern Travel (1858) contains an account
of a visit to Norway and Lapland. In 1862-63 he
was secretary to the United States legation at St.

Petersbiurg, and in 1870 he lectured at the Cornell
University on German literature. He became United
States ambassador at Berlin in May, 1878, and he
died in the German capital on December 19th of

that year. In addition to works already mentioned
the following may be enumerated:—At Home and
Abroad (1859-62); By-ways of Europe (1869); a
translation of Goethe's Faust in the original metres

(1870); several novels; and also some volumes of

verse. Two collections of miscellaneous writings

appeared posthumously, entitled respectively Studies
in German Literature (1879) and Essays and Notes
(1880). See the Life and Letters by his wife and
H. E. Scudder (two vols., 1884).

TAYLOR, Sir Henry, English poet and essayist,

was bom at Bishop-Middleham, Durham, on 18th
October, 1800. He was educated at home by his

father, a gentleman farmer, and at the age of four-

teen he entered the navy, but was 8(H)n afterwtuds
appointed to a clerkship in the storekeeper-generals

office. He lost this position in his twentieth year,

and retired to Witton Hall, his father’s residence.

Two years afterwards he was accepted as a contri-

butor to the Quarterly Review by Gilford, and in

1823 he was appointed editor of the London Maga-
zine. Soon afterwards, however, he relin(iuished

this position and accepted a lucrative clerkshij) in

the colonial office, where he remained for the next

forty-eight years. Meanwhile he continued to con-

tribute to the Quarterly Review. Isaac Comnenus,
his first tragedy, appeared anonymously in 1827,

and was favourably reviewed by Southey in the

Quarterly
;

it was Southey also who suggested the

subject of Philip Van Artevelde, his next and
greatest piece of dramatic writing, begun in 1828

and completed in 1834. The volumes which fol-

lowed were: The Statesman (1836), a prose volume
containing commentaries on official life and the

conduct of business; Edwin the Fair (1842), a his-

torical drama; The Eve of the Conquest and other

poems (1847) ;
Notes from Life (1847) ;

The Virgin

Widow, a comedy, afterwards called A Sicilian

Summer (1850); and St. Clement’s Eve, a n)muntic

drama (1862). In 1869 he became K.C.M.G., and
three years later he retired from his office. He pub-

lished a delightful autobiography in 1885, and died

on 27th March, 1886. In 1877-78 a collective edi-

tion of his works appeared in five volumes.

TAYLOR, Isaac, writer, son of the author of

The Natural History of Enthusiasm, was bom at

Stanford Rivers, in Essex, on May 2, 1829. He
graduated at Trinity Colley, Cambridge, as a

wrangler in 1853, and in the following year he

issued a translation of Bekker’s Charicles. He was
ordained in 1857, and in 1860 published The Liturgy

and the Dissenters, a plea for the revision of the

Book of Common Prayer. In the latter year he

became a curate in London, and in 1864 he pub-

lished the first of the works by which he is chiefly

remembered. Words and Places, or Etymological

Illustrations of History, Ethnol^y, and (reography.

In 1865-69 he held a curacy in a Bethnal Green
parish, and his arduous labours there are described

m The Burden of the Poor. He became vicar of

Holy Trinity, Tvdekenham, in 1869, and in 1875

he was presented to the rectory of Settrington, near

Malton, in Yorkshire, which he retain^ till his

death. In 1879 he firet propounded the theory of

the Greek origin of rimes m a work entitled Greeks

and Goths: A Study on the Runes; and he published
in German a treatise Uber den Ursprung des gla-

golitischen Alphabets. These works secured for
him the honorary degree of LL.D. from Edinburgh

;

but his v^num The Alphabet: an Account
of the Origin and Development of Letters, did not
appear till 1883 (new ed. 1899). In 1885 he re-

ceived the degree of Doctor of Letters from Cam-
bridge, and was appointed to a canonry in York
Minster. He died on Oct. 18, 1901. Canon Tay-
lor’s other works include—The Family Pen: Me-
morials, Biographical and Literary, of the Taylors
of Ongar (1867); Etruscan Researches (1874); l4eaves
from an Egyptian Note-BcH)k (1888), notable for
a defence of Mohammedan Indiefs and practices;
The Origin of the Aryans (1889); and Names and
their Histories: A HHndlM>ok of Historical Geo-
graphy and Topographical Nomenclaturt? (1896).
TAYLOR, Philip Meadows, Indian officer and

novelist, was bom at Liver}K)ol on Sept. 25, 1808,
and died at Mentone on May 13, 1876. From
being a merchant’s clerk in Bombay he entered the
Nizam’s army in 1824. He abandoned the army
for civil employment for a time, but soon returned
to it. In 1841 he received an aj>pointment os ad-
ministrator of the state of ShorajK>re, whose re-

iKillious ruler he sulxlued by great ttict and boldness.

He maintained order in the Berar district during
the mutiny in 1857, though he htid no troo{)s; and
received the rank of colonel, a companionship of

the Star of India, and a commissionership of the

Western Deccjin districts. He published Confes-
sions of a Thug (1839); Tipjwo Hultaun (1840); Tara
(1863); Ralph Darnell (1865); Manual of the His-
tory of India (1870); and A Noble Queen (1878).

In 1877 his autobiography in two volumes was pub-
lished under the title The Story of My Life. His
novels HD) excellent pnetures of Indian life at im-
pxirtant historic4il epxKihs.

TAYLOR, Tom, dramatist and journalist, bom
at Bishojj - Wearmouth (Sunderland) on Oct. 19,

1817, was educated in his native city, at the Uni-
versity of Glasgow, and at Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, graduating from the latter in 1840 with
honours in classics and mathematics. He was elected

a fellow of his college in 1842, and in 1845-47 he
was professor of the English language and literature

in University College, Lmdon. Called to the bar
in 1846, he was on the northern circuit for a time,

hut ill 1850 he was appiointed assistant-secretary,

in 1854 secretary, to the Board of Health. On the

formation of the Local Government Board he was
made secretary of the sanitary dep)artment, and
when his pKwt was abolishe<i in 1871 he retired with

a pension. He engaged in journalistic work at an
early stage in his career, and in 187^ he succeeded

Shirley Brooks as editor of Punch, holding this pxist

till his death, which occurred at Wandsworth on
July 12, 1880. He was the author of a large num-
Iier of successful plays, including To Parents and
Guardians (1845); Masks and Faces (1852), in

collaboration with Charles Reude; To Oblige !^n-

son (1854), an adaptation from the French; Our
American Cousin (1858); New Men and Old Acres

(1859), partly by A. W. Dulxjurg; The Overland

Route (1860); The Ticket-of-Leave Man (1863),

based upx>n a French work; The Fool’s Revenge

(1869), based upK>n Hugo’s Le Roi S’Amuse; Twixt
Axe and Crown (1870), adapted from the German;
Joan of Arc (1871); Lady Clancarty (1874); and
Settling Day (1877).

TECHNICAL EDUCATION in the widest sense

may be said to cover eveiything in the nature of

instruction of the individual whereby he is enabled

the better to fulfil his function in life. But the
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term is properly restricted to instruction which has
* hearing on industrial and commercial life. It

differs from education in the older classical or
literary sense in being concerned more with doing
than with knowing^ Its sphere is among the *re«

alities* not the 'humanities’, yet it must not be
confounded with a purely scientific or art training.

The studies are not prosecuted for their own sake,

but in the interest of the intended occupation or
pursuit of the pupil. Again, the word * technical

’

IS often used in the sense of ' professionar. But
as regards the professional significance of many
branches of technical instruction, these can always
be readily differentiated from other kinds of purely
professional instruction, e.g. that in a divinity hall,

a law class-room, a clinical ward in a hospital,

a normal or seminary, a school of dentistry, an art

studio, or a conservatoire of music, by the considera-

tion that in all these cases the instruction has
nothing to do with construction, manufacture, or

distribution. We have thus a clear line of demar-
cation between departments of instruction such as

the foregoing, and those in architecture, engineering

-—civil, mechanical, electrical, mining, and sanitary

—

chemical technology, textile fabrication, industrial

art, commerce, and so forth.

Technical education is often referred to as if it

had been a discovery of the nineteenth century.

This is largely true, but not altogether. The old

apprenticeship system was the technical education

of its day, and an excellent system it seems to have
been, judging by the splendid specimens of work-
manship in wood -work, metal-work, porcelain, tapes-

try, &c., which are still extant; but the extraordinary

scientific developments and the huge industrial and
commercial expansion of the nineteenth century

have left it far Ixihind. Besides, the relation be-

tween master and pupil in a day of hand-tools and
small workshops is no longer jK)SHible in mammoth
establishments crowded with machinery. The work-

ing unit tends more and more to become a human
tool with exjiert knowledge of only one very small

comer of his business. His instruction is as narrow
as the shop horizon is wide. Again, the underlying

scientific principles are illustrated, not explained,

in the workshop. School was always an advantage,

but now it is a necessity.

The enlightened j)eoples who were the first to

recognize this have already reaped a rich harvest.

In 1870 some 64 per cent of the Germans lived on
farms, now only 33 per cent. That is, in thirty

years Germany nos lieen changed from a poor agri-

cultural country into a rich industrial and commercial

one. France led on the industrial art side, Germany
on the scientific, and America is now leading on the

practical side of technical instruction. Efforts are

Ming made among the nations to level up all round.

Great Britain, however, stiU lags behind, although

so far as evening instruction for her artisans goes

no nation has an^hing to show comiMirable with her

efforts. The hurry to begin business early, and the

meagre provision for secondary and technical educa-

tion in this country, are serious drawbacks in view

of what is being accomplished elsewhere.

So much has been done in different countries in

different ways, that it is not an easy task to give an

intelligible account of it in a few paragrapha But
taking the artisan, the foreman or under-manager,

and the manager or director, as the three legs of the

industrial stool, it may be said broadly that there

are three corresponding grades of technical instruc-

tion in

—

(1)

Schools intended for apprentices, workmen,
artisans, clerks.

<2) Siaoohdaiy schools for the more inteUigent

artisans, leading bands, foremen, draughtsmen, oy^«
seers, m^er-mansjgers.

(8) Technical high-schools or universities for those
with the necessary high entrance qualification^ who
are intended ultimately to be able to fill the highest
and most responsible positions, e,g, hei^i-draughts-

men, desi^ers, manag^ directors, proprietors of
worl^ ar^itecte, chemisti^ Ac.

(1) In some countries on the Continent, notably
France, the apprenticeship problem is in some trades

met in an entirely modem way, viz, by regular

apprenticeship schools (ateliers d'apprentissagt),

A progressive S3ratem of workshop instruction is

given with the object of improving on and super-

seding the old system. Trade schools are also

general, in which not only the processes and manipu-
&tion of the various industries are taught, but the
general principles as well. Drawing, both freehand
and mechanical, mathematics, mechanics, and phy-
sical science are very commonly taught, at least

in their elementary stages. In the little kingdom
of Saxony, e.g., there are no less than 250 trade

schools of one kind and another. In this country
much has Ijeen done by the Science and Art Depart-
ment on the theoretical, and by the City and Guilds
of London Institute on the practical side, to en-
courage the formation of evening science and tech-

nological classes. In addition to these, it may be
said that where modem methods are fully carried

out in the elementary day-schools of a country,

technical education really begins in the kinder-

garten, and in the system of manual training now
so generally adopted the pupils aetjuire dexterity in

using hand-tools, a most desirable Captation of ele-

mentary education to the needs of children who are

to become the skilled artisans of after-years* The
commercial side of technical education gets a corre-

sponding beginning in continuation-schools, and
girls get instruction both in these and in the ele-

mentary day-schools in practical home duties.

(2) The middle division, that for the non-com-
missioned officers and subalterns of the industrial

and commercial army, is not so fully represented

as either of the other two divisions. The best ex-

amples of institutions for secondary technical in-

struction are to be found on the Continent. The
Techniken of Germany and Switzerland, the in-

dustry schools of Bavaria, the Mes dcs arts et

metiers of France, and the technical institutes of

Italy, are more clearly defined in their aim and
work than. anything we have here or in America.
Engineering, building, chemical technologj’, Indus-

trie art, and commerce are all represent^ in such
schools in regular day courses of instruction of from
three to five half - years. These schools seem to

have found a distinct place. A Monoteehnikum
for mechanical engineering, for example, started at

Bingen on the Rhine in 1897 with 148 students,

had 487 students attending in the winter of 1899.

The French secondary schools make practical sl^-
work the main feature of their instruction. The
Finsbury Technical College, London, is perhaps the
best English example of a higher intermediate
school.

(3) As a matter of history the higher technical

education came first. The icole Polyttehni^e and
the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers of Paris were
the first institutions each of their kind to work on
the higher planes of technical instruction. But at

the present time the system is so grown that there

are now thirty-six technical universities in Europe,

attended by 80,370 students, and in America there

are now about a hundred reputable technical and en-

gineering schools, annually graduating about 1000
kudents into the constructive professions. On the
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Continent the tendency iB to eepuwte the higher

technical instruction fiom the umversitieai so tiiat

each may pursue their sepamte aims untounmelled

the other; but in Britain and America for the

no^ part the newer faculties are being developed

and worked alongside the old.

The typical Gmrman technical univmty consists

of schools in architecture, engineering, chemical

technology, mathematics, and natural scirace, with

specialization in other deparlmients according to the

requirements of the city, district, or province, e,g.

mining and metallurgy at Aachen, textile fabrica-

tion at Brunswick, agriculture at Munich, Ac. The
courses of instruction are both comprehensive and
thorough. A marked feature of them is the greater

and greater attention that is being given to labora-

tory work and practical exercises. In American
engineering colleges this side of the instruction has

been still further developed, a complete set of work-

shops for manual and technological training being a
characteristic part of the S3r8tem. In the technical

universities all over the world degrees are now con-

ferred of all grades in all the departments.

On the commercial side the higher education is

as yet but poorly developed, although Belgium has

led the way since 1853, and has been conferring the

degree of * Licentiate of Commercial Science ’ at the

Jnatitut Supiricur de Commerce of Antwerp since

1876. The course is of two years’ length, with an
optional third year. France has somewhat similar

two years’ courses in eleven higher schools of com-
merce. In England the new University of Birming-

ham has set the example by establishing a com-
mercial faculty. In 1890 the Wharton l^bool of

Finance and Economics of the University of Pennsyl-

vania was the only institution in America offering a
higher commercial course of study than the ordinary

business colleges. But in 1898 the University of

California instituted a four years’ course ‘for the

Bcientihc study of commerce in all its relations’,

and in the same year Chicago instituted a college

of commerce and politics. As a valuable (umtribu-

tory to the higher commercial education, apart from
universities, the German non - classical secondary

schools (real- und oberreal - schulen) are being

credited with much of the commercial success which

Germany has attained in recent years, but steps

are being taken to establish universities. The
8axon government has sanctioned a scheme for one

at Leipzig, and others are spoken of in various trade

centres of Germany.
TEDDINGTON, a town of England, in the

county of Middlesex, on the Thames, here crossed

by two bridges, about 13 miles wiuth-west of Lon-

don. The second lock on the Thames is at Ted-

dington, being the point up to which the jurisdiction

of the port of London extends. It has a town-hall,

a fine parish church and other churches, a cottage

hospital, Ac.; a good deal of market-gardening is

carried on. Pop. (1891), 10,052; (1901), 14,029.

TEEL. See Sssamum.
TEFF (Poa abpaeinica)^ a grain extensively culti-

vated in AV^inia (which see).

TELAUTOGRAPH, an instrument invented by
Elisha Gray for the instantaneous transmission to

a distance of an exact copy of a written message, a
drawing, Ac. The sender writes or draws his com-
munication on a roll of paper attached to the trans-

mitter, and the communication is at once reproduced
on a similar roll in the receiver at the other end.

The movement to be transmitted is divided into two
components, which operate on pnlleys by means of

threads, so producing alternating currents in the

wire. These act on electro-magnets in the receiver,

and ultimately the two movements are re-combined
V/,* T-TV

and made to move a kind of meohanioal pencil,
whoM motions exactly reproduce those of the sender’s
pencil. It can be um on the same wires as a tele*

phone, with which it may be combined. The mes-
sage can be sent even when there is no one to receive
it at the moment, and interception by tapping is

impossible.

TELEGONY. In all parts of the world it has
long been by many assumed that oflfspring inherit
characters not only from their actual parents, but
also from previous mates (if any) of their parents.
This, the doctrine of ‘harking’ or ‘throwing’ back to
a previous mate of one or both of the parents (which
is obviou^y quite different from the doctrine of n*-

version, i.e. throwing back to remote ancestors), i.H

now known as tdegony—from Greek t8ie, at a dis-

tance, and gonoty offspring. Were an Arab mare
after Wring a mule foal to an ass to bring forth a
mule-like foal to a pure-bred Arab horse, we should
have a case of telegony, i‘.c. evidence that the mare
had been ‘ infected ', to use the old term, by a
revious mate. Again, if a long-horned Highland
ull which had been used for crossing hornless

Galloway cows wore sul>se(iuontly to get Galloway-
like calves from pure-bred Highland cows, we should
have another form of telegony. If, on the other
hand, two high-ooste whole-coloured Arab mares

—

full sisters which hjwi never previously bred—were
eiu'h to produce to the same Arab horse a foal with
a number of zebra-like markings, we should have a
case of reversion, a throwing b^k towards a remote
stri})ed ancestor. Even if one of these mares had
previously Wn mabid with a zebra, tho inference

that she hod Wn ‘ infected ’ would not be justified.

That breeders of d(unc8tic animals so universally

Iwlieve in the ‘infection’ doctrine is not surprising,

for in the aWnce of a better knowle<ige of the laws
of heredity, it was almost inevitable that the differ-

ence iHJtween a jn'tivious mate and a remote ancestor
should 1 h{ lost sight of. It is, however, remarkable
that Agassiz, Herlsirt Spencer, Darwin, and other

naturalists were firmly persuaded of the truth of

the ‘infection’ hyjiothcisiH
; that after a careful

consideration of so-called instances of ‘infection’

Romanes and many others lielieved that in at least

2 or 3 per cent of cases ‘ infection ’ undoubtedly
b)ok place

;
and that even Weismann—though satis-

fied telegony had not l>een proved—was quite jire-

pared to admit the iM)ssibility of ‘ infection ’. What
is still mure surprising is, that biologists acciqited

almost without criticism the breeders’ views; that

instead of attempting to verify their statements by
means of carefully-controlled experiments, they at

once set al)out B|)eculating as to how the assumed
‘ infection ’ was aixsomplished — some, including

Herbert Spenc43r, asserting that the infection was
indirect, reaching the germ cells through the tissues

of the dam
;
others, including Romanes, believing

that the female germ cells were directly infected by
the unused germ cells of a i)revious mate.

Obviously, if there is such a thing as telegony,

and especially if the infection is indirect, the

characters of quite a number of varieties or breeds

may in course of time lie accumulated in one indi-

vidual. It is equally obvious why Ijelievers in the

infection theory endeavour to improve their inferior

dams by first mating them with high-class sires, and
on the other hand regard such of their stock as have
lieen cnissed either by accident or design with other

breeds as ever afterwards incapable of yielding pure-

bred offspring.

Breeders of dogs with rare exceptions are firm

believers in the infection doctrine, and they sel-

dom hesitate about getting rid of such members of

their kennels, however valuable, as happen to haveAm
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formed ill-aaeorted or unsuitable alliai^oes. Amongst
breeders of dogs the late Sir Everett Millais had a
deservedly high re{)utation. In his Two Problems
of Reproduction, Sir Everett says: *In a breeding
exi>erienoe of nearly thirty years’ standing, during
wmoh I have made all sorts of experiments with
pure-bred dams and wild sires, and returned them
afterwards to pure sires of their own breeds, 1 have
never seen a case of telegony, nor has my breeding
stock suffered’. Millais further tells us that the
enormous number of cases of infection he had heard
of by making enquiries at home and abroad * would
not bear a critical inspection for a moment Yet
Millais ranked himself amongst the believers in
the infection doctrine; he believed that infection

did occur, but was ‘exceedingly rare and therefore
abnormal ’, though for even this modified belief in

telegony he evidently had but a very slender basis

of actual evidence.

Dogs having had a multiple origin—having sprung
from several species—are in many ways ill adapted
for experiments in heredity. But as infection is sup-

posed to be common in the dog family, the results

of one or two exjieriments with dogs may be given.

A virgin deer-hound (Mona) crossed with a Dal-
matian had seven pups—^six nearly black, one gray;

the dark ones, in size, build, and coat wore not un-
like pointers, the gray one was more like a lurcher,

with a skull resembling that of the ancient hound
known to have existed in Neolithic times. In other

words, the offspring, though showing few spots, took

far more after the B]3ecialized and less ancient Dal-
matian or spotted carriage-dog than the more ancient

deer-hound. The hound Mona in course of time
had five pups to a pure-bred deer-hound. All five

grew into deer-hounds pure and simple. A second
deer-hound produced equally pure pufjs after having
a litter to a retriever. In neither case was there

any indication whatever of infection. Some breeders

assert that the infection, though not apjmrent in the

offspring of the infected dam, will be sufficiently

evident in her grandchildren. But in many cases

on record there was no evidence of infection either

in the first or in subsequent generations.

Breeders of horses have long believed that colts

frequently ‘hark’ back to a previous mate of the

dam. This is not only supposed to take place when
the previous mate belongs to a different species

or variety, but even when the previous mate only
differs from the subsequent one in some minute and
unimportant character, such as a patch of colour or

some peculiarity in make, gait, or disposition. If

one for a moment forgets the all-important fact

that about 50 per cent of the offspring take more
after the remote than the immediate ancestors (».e.

the parents), it is often difficult to avoid adopting

the telegony hypothesis. If, on the other han^
it is eventually fully realized that for untold ages

there have been two perfectly distinct kinds of

horses in Europe, and that for centuries the indi-

genous varieties have been again and again inter-

crossed with Ethiopian and Oriental races, it will

be easier to see in many of the supposed cases of

reversion to a previous mate of a similar or closely-

related breed instances of reversion to a compara-

tively recent ancestor.

This being so, reference need only be made to

cases in which it is assumed the dam was infected

by a sire belonging to a different species, as a mare
by an ass. But though this view has long prevailed,

trustworthy evidence of this particular form of in-

fection is conspicuous by its absence. Baron de
Parana of Brazil gives the following testimony: *I

have many relations and friends who have large

establishments for the rearing of mules, where they

obtain from 400 to 1000 mules in a year. In all

these establishments, after two or three crossings of

the mare and ass, the breeders cause the mare to be
put to a horse, yet a pure-bred foal has never been
produced resemoling either an ass or a mule.’ This
statement, coming as it does from a trained observer

who for years has been breeding zebra and other

equine hybrids, makes it difficult for us any longer

to believe that mares are liable to be infected when
mated with the ass, and there is a like want of

evidence that a she-ass has ever been infected by
either a horse or a zebra. It is, however, conceiv-

able, though highly improbable, that though a mare
escapes infection when bred with an ass, she may
be ‘corrupted’ when mated with a ‘gaily-painted

zebra’. In 1820 Lord Morton sent to the president

of the Royal Society an account of a chestnut mare
that, after having a hybrid foal to a quagga, pro-

duced three colts to a black Arabian horse, one of

which was in some respects more zebra-like than
the quagga hybrid. Had it not been for this com-
munication to the Royal Society, it may l>e safely

said the ‘infection ’ doctrine would never have secured

the wide-spread influence it has so long retained.

But as stripes are not uncommon in high-caste

Arabs, the presence of indistinct markings on one
of the colts by the black Arabian stallion may be

thus explained; and when the whole evidence is

carefully weighed, the conclusion is inevitable that,

as Weismann and others long ago pointed out, we
have not in Lord Morton’s mare satisfactory evi-

dence of infection.

Since 1896 a large number of experiments have
been made by the writer with members of the

Ec|uid8B or horse family (at Penicuik, Midlothian),

with a view to give telegony a chance of showing
itself. These experiments have in a sense been

controlled by Baron de Parana in Brazil. The ex-

periments continuously carried on at Penicuik for

seven years have afforded very striking evidencxj of

variation and of reversion to previous ancestors,

but in no single instance any evidence whatever of

reversion to a previous mate.

By way of illustration two experiments may be
shortly referred to, ‘ Mulatto a nearly black

West Highland pony mare lent by Lord Arthur
Cecil, mated with the zebra ‘ Matopo ’, produced in

1896 the very richly -striped hybrid ‘Romulus’.

In 1897 she had a foal (her second) to a high-caste

gray Arab horse (Benazrek). This foal at birth

presented a number of indistinct stripes, which were

at first supposed to be due to infection. It was,

however, found that two members of Mulatto’s

special strain who had never seen a zebra had foals

with still more distinct markings when mated with

the West Highland pony ‘ Loch Corrie’ ; and further,

that in a pure -bred Arab filly (Fatima) of the

Benazrek strain, there are permanent bars on the

legs and indistinct stripes across the withers. In
Mulatto’s second foal the markings entirely vanished

with the foal’s coat. ‘Tundra*, a skewbald Iceland

pony, had first a pure-bred dun-coloured Iceland foal.

In 1897 she had by Matopo a dark but richly-striped

zebra hybrid. In 1898 she had a foal, in colour the

image of herself, by a bay Shetland pony ; in 1899,

a hybrid with far more stripes than his zebra sire

—stripes which, owing to the body colour being of

a light dun tint, make the hybrid almost as con-

spicuous as a zebra. In 1900 Tundra had a foal by
a bay Arab, in colour again very like herself, and,

like the 1898 foal, not in the most remote way sug-

gesting a zebra. The offspring of the subs^uent
fo^ t.e. of foals bom after hybrids, however bred,

failed, like their parents, to lend any support to the

telegony dootrina.
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Although many other experiments have been made
with sheep, rabbits, rata, mioe, and other mammals,
fowls, piffeona, and other birds, it will suffice if the

results of exj^riments with oxen are given. For ex-

peiiments with cattle the Shetland ox was sdected.

Two dun-coloured specimens—one with entire and
one with divided ear-tips—^were selected, and first

bred with a shorthorn bull, the result being brown
and white calves presenting the more strikiiig traits

of the shorthorn. One of the dun cows was next

mated with a bull of her own breed, the other with a
Jersey. The pure-bred calf has the ear-tips cleft as

in her dam and in every respect conforms to the

Shetland breed, the Jersey-Shetland calf is as nearly

as possible intermediate between her parents. In
no point can either of the subsequent c^ves be said

to resemble either a pure shorthorn or their cross-

bred half-bn)ther8.

Experiments with Indian and various kinds of

British cattle invariably yielded the same results.

Breeders of cattle seem to think that their bulls are

quite as liable to suffer from infection as their cows.

Of this kind of infection the writer has completely
failed to obtain any proof. A consideration of the

evidence thus far obtained inevitably leads to the

conclusion that there is no such thing as either

indirect or direct ‘ infection of the germ ’—that, in

other words, there is no likelihood of the fact of

telegony ever Ixiing established.

TELEPATHY, a general name used to include all

the phenomena, or alleged phenomena, which seem
to 8up|M)rt the belief that one mind can receive im-

pressions from another directly by ‘ thought-trans-

ference’, without any known means of intercom-

munication. ‘ Thought-reading ’ or ‘ mind -reading

'

comes under this term, but so-called mind -readers

often require to come into direct contact with the

peraon whose mind is to be read
;
and in such cases

It is believed that the })ercipient is really guided by
muscular movements on the part of the subject, so

that muscle-reading rather than mind-reading proper

is what really takes place. Cases of real telepathy

are those in which there is no personal contfict, and
yet one person can read, or guess, what is in another

jHjrson’s mind. If, for instance, the person has in

his mind the idea of a diagram, figure, or object,

this can be approximately known and delineated

through the telepathic power of the iKjrcipient.

Certain phenomena of hypnotism may be classed as

telepathic; and it is by telepathy that the alleged

cases of apparitions of the living are explained,

especially cases in which a jierson at the jHiint of

death appears to another at a distance. See Psychi-

cal Research in Supp.

TELL EL-AMARNA, an interesting group of

ruins in Egypt, on the east bank of the Nile, aix>ut

fiO miles north-west of Assiout. It was the capital

of Egypt under Amenophis IV. (see Eotpt), but its

period of prosperity was very brief. The principal

relics which have been excavated, chiefly by Prof.

Petrie in 1891-92, are fine stucco pavements belong-

ing to the former palace, and an important series of

tombs. A number of cuneiform tablets found here

throw much light on the foreign relations of Egypt
in the time of Amenophis IV.
TELL EL-KEBIR, a village of Lower Egypt, 18

miles to the south-east of Zajo^g, between Cairo

and Ismailia. Here on Sept. 18, 1882, Sir Garnet
(now Viscount) Wolseley inflicted a crushing defeat

on Arabi Pasha.

TELUGU, or Telinga, one of the languages of

India, belonging to the Dravidian group, and spoken

by about twenty millions of people in Miulras,

Hyderabad, Mysore, Bombay, Central Provinces, I

Burma, Berar, and other parte. The Telugu are the
|

most numerous branch of the Dravidian race, but
are leas enterprising than the Tamils, who occupy
the country to the south of them. The langua^
is allied in roots to the Tamil language, but mffers
considera^ otherwise.

TEMBULAND, a district or dependency of the
Cape Colony, in the east of which it is situated,

one of the Transkei districts, adjoining Pondoland
and Griqualand East; chief town ITmtata. Pop.
180,415 (6179 Europeans).
TENNENT, Sir Jahes Emerson, an author of

some note, especially for his work on Ceylon, which
has long been the standard work on the subject;
bom at Belfast, April 7, 1804; died in London,
March 6, 1869. He was the son of William Emer-
son, a wealthy merchant, and assumed the name of

Tennent in 1832, after his marriage with the only
daughter of a rich Belfast banker of that name.
After graduating at Trinity College, Dublin, he
entered on a course of travels through Europe and
the licvant. In Greece he met Lord B3rron, and,
under the influence of his enthusiasm for the indo-

]>endence of Greece, wrote A Picture of Greece in

1825 (1826), Letters from the ASgeon or Grecian
Islands (1829), and A Histoiy of Modem Greece
(1830). In 1831 he was called to the bar, and in

1832 was returned by Belfast to the first reformed
Parliament. He was at first a supporter of the
Lilwrals, but in 8ul)Hequent parliaments became an
active defender of the Conservative policy of 8ir R.
Peel. From 1841 to 1843 he was secretaiy to the
India l)oard, and in 1845 was knighted and ap-

pointed civil secretary to the government of Ceylon,
a |)oat which he occupied till 1850. On returning
to England he again entered Parliament, and was
secretary to the jK)or-law board in 1852. He was
8ul>sequently one of the secretaries to the board of

trade, from which office he retirtri with a baronetcy
in 1867. His principal work is Ceylon, an Account
of the Island, Physical, Historical, and Toix)ti^phi'

cal (1859). A i)ortion of this work was published
with additions and illustrations, under the title of

Sketches of the Natural History of Ctylon (1861).

TENNIEL, Sir .John, artist, was Inim in Iiondon

in 1820, and educated at Kensington. He early

manifested artistic ability, but rectsived no regular

art training. In 1845 he was selected by open com-
petition to paint a fresco in the Houses of Parlia-

ment at Westminster, but he is Is^tter known as a
lx)ok-illustrator and a cartoonist in Punch, on whost^

staff he worked during the fifty years 1861-1901.

Among the books illustrated by him are Alice’s

Adventures in Wonderland, and its sequel, Through
the Looking Glass ;

iEsop’s Fables ;
Lalla Rookh

;

and the Ingoldsliy Legends. He is a member of

the Royal Institute of Painters in Water Colours,

and in 189.3 he received the honour of knighthood.

See Ewart’s Toilers in Art (1891).

TERRY, Ellen Alice, actress, was bom at

Coventry on Feb. 27, 1848. She made her first

appearance on the stage in 1866 at the PrinoeBs's

Theatre, under the management of Mrs. Charles

Kean, and she afterwards acted in the Royalty and
Haymarket Theatres. She was first associated with

Henry Irving during a short engagement at the

Queen’s Theatre. After a seven years’ absence from

the stage, she again made her debut in Charles

Reade’s Wandering Heir, and in 1875 she was en-

gaged for the Prince of Wales’s Theatre by Mr,
Bancroft, Next year she acted a leadingjaart in

Lytton’s House of Damley at the Court Ilieitre,

under Mr. John Hare, and on Dec. 80, 1878, she
made her first appearance with Mr. Irving at the

Lyceum Theatre, whose management he bad recently

ta^en over. Her rdle on that ocenrion was Ophelia,
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always one of her finest partSi and amon^ the numer-
ous other parts sustained her dun^ her long
association with the Lyceum and Sir Henry Irving
are Pauline (The Lady of Lyons), Portia (Merdiant
of Venice), Juliet, Beatrice, Henrietta Maria (Wills's

Charles the First), VioK Olivia (Wills's Olivia),

Margaret (Wills’s Faust), Lady Macbeth Lu<y Ash-
ton (Merivale's Ravenswood), title-r61e in Reade's
Nance Oldfield, Queen Katherine in Henry VIII.,
Cordelia, Rosamund (Tennyson's Becket), (Guinevere
(Carr's King Arthur), Imogen. She has several

times visited America in company with Sir Henry
Irving. She married Mr. Wardell in 1864.
TERUKL, a town of Spain, capital of the pro-

vince of the same name, on a hill near the Gucda-
laviar, 140 miles east of Madrid, 72 miles north-
west of Valencia. It has a somewhat ancient ap-
pearance, and its streets are very narrow. Its build-

ings include a Gothic cathedr^ a bishop's palace,

and a priests* seminary. Pop. (1897), 9423.
TE'TTENHALL, a town of England, in Stafford-

shire, 2 miles west of Wolverhampton, of which it

is a residential suburb, with a church of great anti-

quity (restored), a Congregational church, an insti-

tute, the Wolverhampton waterworks, Ac. Pop.

(1891), SH.'S; (1901), 6337.

THEODORA, the wife of the Byzantine emjMjror

Justinian, of low birth, was at one time a dancer on
{he stage, and notorious for licentiousness. She
latterly assumed the character of a pious benefactor

of the church, and died in 648, aged forty. See
Justinian I. and Pkooopius (historian).

THEODORE II. See Abyssinia.

THERAPEUTICS. See Medicine.
THIRLMERE, a small lake in the county of

Cumberland, England, al)Out 4 miles s.e. of Kes-
wick, 2J miles long by J broad. Its natural level is

633 feet, but in order to employ it as a reservoir for

supplying Manchester with water its level has Ixsen

rai^, and it is intended to raise it still further to

684 feet. The Manchester water-works were con-

structed in 1886-94 at a cost of £4,000,000, and a
supply of 60,000,000 gallons a day is obtained.

THOMAS, Ambroisk, French musical comjwser,

son of a music teacher, was born at Metz on Aug. 6,

1811. He studied in the Paris Conservatoire, and
in 1832. gained the Grand Prix, which enabled him
to continue his studies in Italy at the exi>en8e of the
ovemment. Immediately after returning to France
e began to write for the Opera Comique, his first

opera oeing La double Michelle (1837). To his first

period, chanvcterized by graceful elegance, belong

also Betty (1846) and Mina (1843), Le Caid (1849),

an op^ra bouffe, marks the beginning of his second

style, more innovating and poetic than his first, and
represented chiefly in Le Songe d’une Nuit d’fet^

(1860), Raymond (1861), Psyche (1867), and Le
Roman d'Elvire (1860). He is beat remembered,
however, by the more serious works of his later

years, Mignon (1866), Hamlet (1868), and Fran^oi^
de Rimini (1882). He became professor of composi-

tion at the Paris Conservatoire in 1852, and in 1871

he succeeded Auber as director. His non-operatic

works include a Messe Solennelle (1857), a Marche
Religieuse (1865), cantat^ songs, pianoforte and
string pieces, Ac. He died in Paris on Feb. 12,

1896.

THOMA8, Arthur Gorino, English musical com-
poser, bom at Ratton Park, Sussex, on Nov. 20, 1860,

was ^uoated for the Indian civil service at Hailey-

buiy College, but owing to ill-health gave up his

intention. He received his musical education at

Paris under £mile Durand and in the Royal
;

Academy of Music under Sullivan and Prout, and
|

at a later period he studied orchestration under
'

Max Bruch. His opera. The light of the Harem,
was produced with considerable acceptance while
he was still a student in the Academy, and in 1888
his B^nd opera, Esmeralda, was pioduoed by Carl
Rosa’s company at Drury Lane and elsewhere with
much success. Nadeshda followed in 1885, and
The Golden Web, as completed by S. P. Wadding-
ton, was posthumously produced at Liverpool m
1898. Bemdes these operas he composed a choral

ode. The Sun Worshippers, product at the Nor-
wich Festival in 1881; a cantata. Out of the Deep;
another cantata, The Swan and the Skylark, com-
pleted by Sir C. V. Stanford and produced at the

Birmingham Festival of 1894; several orchestral

and violin pieces; numerous songs, Ac. He died

on March 20, 1892. He is commemorated by the

Goring Thomas scholarship at the Royal Academy
of Music.

THOMSON, William, Archbishop of York, was
bom at Whitehaven, Feb. 11, 1819, and educated
at Shrewsbury School and Queen's College, Oxford,

of which he was successively fellow, tutor, and
head. Ordained deacon in 1842, he was curate at

St. Nicholas, Guildford, and Cuddesdou, near Ox-
ford, between that year and 1847, when he became
tutor of his college, of which he became provost in

1865. In 1861 he ^ited a series of e8sa}rB by various

writers under the title Aids to Faith, intended as

a counterblast to Essays and Reviews
;
and in that

year also he was rais^ to the episcopal bench as

bishop of Gloucester and Bristol ; but ^fore he had
held the appointment twelve months he was trans-

ferred to the archbishopric of York. He died on
Dec. 26, 1890. Dr. Thomson was the author of a
number of works, including: An Outline of the

Necessary Laws of Thought (1842); The Atoning
Work of Christ, viewed in Relation to some Cur-

rent Theories (Bampton lectures, 1863); Crime and
its Excuses (in Oxford Essays, 1866) ;

Life in the

Light of God's Word (sermons) ; Limits of Philo-

sophical Inquiry; Design in Nature; and a series of

essays entitled Word, Work, and Will.

THOMSON, Sir William. See Kelvin in

Supp.

THOREAU, Henry David, American writer,

was bom in Concord, Mass., July 12, 1817. His
father was a small farmer and pencil-maker. The
boy attended school in Concord and Boston, and
entered Harvard University, where he graduated in

1837. For some years thereafter he was engaged in

school-teaching, land-surveying, pencil-making, and
other handicrafts

;
but the greater part of his time

was occupied in the study of nature and contempla-

tion. It was his constant desire to get close down
to the elemental conditions of life, and in order to

do this he built a hut, in 1846, on the shore of

Walden Pond, in the neighbourhood of Concord.

Here he remained for about two years living like

a hermit, while labouring, studying, writing, and
meditating. When Thoreau quitted the solitude of

Walden Pond he went back to Concord, lived with
his family, and worked at pencil-making. From
his college days he had been intimate with Emer-
son, he even lived for some time in Emerson's house.

When John Brown, the abolitionist, was hanged for

the part he took in tiying to free the slaves, Thoreau
delivered a lecture in his defence (1859), and he
continued his crusade against slavery until his death,

which took place at Concord on May 6, 1862.

Thoreau had none of the ordinary ambitions of

authorship; and although he was constantly wri^
ing, only two volumes-rA Week on the Concord

and Merrimac Rivers (1849), and Walden, or Life

in the Woods (1864)--were published during his

lifetime. After his death there appeared: FSroar-
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810118 in Field and Forest, with a Memoir by R. W.
Fntenon (1868); The Maine Woods (1864); Gape
Cod (1865); Letters to Various Persons (1865); A
Yankee in Canada (1866); Early Sprinff in Massa-
diusetts (1881); Summer Winter (1887).

From his manuscripts there have also been published

Anti-Slavery and Reform Papers (Social Science

Series, 1890); Essays (1891); Familiar Letters (1894);

and Poems of Nature (1896). He also contributed

to various periodicals, such as The Dial and the

Atlantic Monthly. See the Poet-Naturalist (1873)

by William Ellery Chan^g, the Life by Franklin

B. Sanborn in the American Men of Letters Series

(1882), and those by Henry S. Salt (1890 and 1896).

THORNABY-ON-TEEa See Stockton.
THORNBURY, Qeorqk Walter, miscellaneons

writer, was bom in London on Nov. 13, 1828. He
was intended for the church, but he studied art for

a short time with a view to becoming an artist.

Beginning his literary career in Bristol at the age
of seventeen, he soon after settled in London, where
for thirty years he was almost continuously at work
writing for Household Words, Once a Week, the
Athenaeum, Ac. Among his numerous works are:

The Courts of the Crystal Palace in Hyde Park
(1851); Lays and Legends (1851); Shakaj)ere’s

England (1856); Art and Nature at Home and
Abroad (1856); Songs of the Cavaliers and Round-
heads (1857); Life in Spain, Past and Present

(1860); British Artists from Hogarth to Turner
(1861); Two Centuries of Song (1867); Criss Cross
Journeys (1873); Legendary and Historic Ballads

(1875); and a Life of Turner, under the supervision

of Ruskin (1861). He also wrote novels, and the

first two of the six volumes of Old and New London.
He died at Camberwell House Asylum on June 11,

1876.

THORNHILL, an urban district of England, in

Yorkshire (West Riding), on the river Calder, 2
miles south of Dewsbury, in which parliamentary

borough it is i)artly included. It has an ancient

church, some chapel^ local board offices, an endowed
school, collieries, glass-works, Ac. Pop. (1891), 9606;

(1901), 10,290.

THORNHILL, Sir James, English painter, was
bom at Melcombe Regis in 1675, and died at Thorn-
hill, Dorset, on May 13, 1734. He was much
engaged in the decoration of palaces and public

buildings, in which his chief works are to be found.

Among his best efforts may be mentioned the dome
of St. Paul’s, the saloon and refectory at Greenwich
Hospital, and some rooms at Hampton Court. His
forte was in the treatment of allegorical subjects.

He became sergeant-painter to the king in 1720 and
was knighted in the same year. In 1722-34 he was
M.P. for his native town. Hogarth married Thorn-

hill’s daughter in 1729.

THORNYCROFT, William Hamo, sculptor,

was bom in liondon on March 9, 1850. He spent
his early years in Cheshire, and received his educa-
tion at M^acclesfield grammar-school and University
College SchiMl, London. After working in his

father’s studio for two years he entered the Jloyal
Academy schools in 1869. He first exhibit at

the Academy in 1871, and in the same year he went
to Italy. He gained a gold medal from the Academy
in 1875 for a group representing A Warrior bearing
a Wounded Youth from the Field of Battle, and in

1880 he completed his Artemis for the l^ke of

Westminster. He became A.R.A.in 1881 and R.A.
in 1888. He was made an honorary member of

the Royal Academy of Munich in 1889, and he re-

ceived a midaUJU d'honneur at the Paris exhibition

of 1900. His principal works include, in addition

to those mentioned, Teuoer (1881), purchased for

the nation from the Chantry fund and now in the
Tate Gallery; The Mower (1884); a memorial of
the poet Gray (1885) at Pembroke College, Cam-
bridge; a bust of S. T. Coleridge (1885) m West-
minster Abbey; The Sower (1886); a memorial of
Sir John Goes in the crypt of St Paul’s Cathedral

;

the National Memorial to (jleneral Gordon in Tra-
falgar Square, London; Medea (1888); a statue of
John Bright (1890) in Rochdale; The Mirror (1890),
his diploma work; Summer (1893); The J^ of Life

(1896); a monument of W. O. Stanley at Holyhead
(1897); The Bather (1898); Lot’s Wife; and statues
of the following: Lord Granville (Houses of Parlia-
ment), Queen Victoria (Royal Exchange, London),
Archbishop Thomson (York Minster), Bishop Good-
win (Carlisle Cathedral), Oliver Cromwell (1899,
Houses of Parliament), Dean Colet (1899), and W,
E. Gladstone (Glasgow, 1902).

THORPE, Benjamin, a distinguished Old English
scholar, bom in 1782, studitMl under Rask in Copen-
ha^n, and died after a life of strenuous scholarly
activity at Chiswick on July 19, 1870. Ho was a
pioneer in the study of Anglo-Saxon, and his trans-

lation of Rask's Anglo-Saxon Grammar (1830) and
his Analecta Anglo-Saxonica (1834) were at one
time the standard English works of their kind. He
edited Caedmon’s biblical poem (1832); the Anglo-
Saxon version of Apollonius of Tyre (1834); Ancient
Laws and Institutes of England (1840); The Holy
Gospels in Anglo-Saxon (1842); Codex Exoniensis

(1842); The Homilies of the Anglo-Saxon Church
(1843-46); Florence of Worcesters Chronicle (1848-

49); Beowulf (1865); The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle

(1861); Diplomatarium Anglicum iEvi Saxonici

(1865), a valuable supplement to Kemble's great

C<Klex Diplomaticus
;
and The Edda of Siemund

the Learned (1866). He also translated Lappen-
lierg’s History of England under the Anglo-Saxon
Kings (1845) and History of England under the
Norman Kings (1857), adding introductions and
notes of his own. Pauli’s well-known Life of Alfred
the Great was translated by him in 1854.

THOUGHT-READING. See Telepathy in

Supp.

THURSDAY ISLAND, a small island of Queens-

land, in Normanby Sound, Torres Straits, one of

the Prince of Wales group. It is a government
station, and the harbour—Port Kenney— is one

of the finest in this quarter. There are government
buildings,a French Roman Catholic and an Anglican

church, a hospital, a school of arts with library, Ac.

During the period of the south-east monsoon (March-
October) the climate is excellent, but in the other

months there is much rain accomimnied nut infre-

quently with great heat. Thursday Island is in

the direct track of all vessels reaching Australia by

Torres Straits, and is the centre of an important

pearl and beche-de-mer fishery. It is also a depot

of trade with New Guine^ and has been converted

into a coaling station, fortifications having also been

constructed. The island is the head-quarters of the

bishopric of Carpentaria, which was formed in 1900.

Pop. (1900), 1431, of whom 644 were European and
385 Japanese.

THYLACINE, the Tasmanian wolf. See WoLP.
THYMOL, a crystalline Bul)Htance, one of the

phenol group, obtained from the volatile oils of

thyme and certain other plants. It is a strong

antiseptic and disinfectant. It is used in surgery,

and is also employed as a gargle in sore-throat, an
inhalation in lung affections, and in other way&
TIEL]^ Cornelius Petrus, a distinguished

Dutch writer on comparative religion, was bom at

Leyden on Dec. 16, 1830. He was educated at

L^den and Amsterdam, and in 1853 became pastor
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of the Remonstrant congregation at Moordrecht.
Three years later he removed to Rotterdam, where
he bec^e closely associated with Albert R^ville,

whose liberalism in theological matters he folly

shared. In 1878 he was appointed director of the
Remonstrant theological seminary at Leyden, a post

which he occupied tUl his death. During 1877-1901
he held the pn)fessorship of the science of religion

in the University of L^den, a chair specially created

for him. He died at Leyden on Jan. 11, 1902. In
1896-98 he delivered the Gifford lectures in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. He was one of the pioneers
in the study of comparative and historical religion,

and among his chief works are: The Religion of

Zoroaster (1864); Comparative History of the Egyp-
tian and Mesopotamian Religions (1869-72) ; History
of Reli^on in Antiquity (1892-96; second edn.,

1901); Western Asia in the Light of the Moat Recent
Discovery (1893) ;

Elements of the Science of Reli^on
(1899), his Gifford lectures; and articles in the En-
cyclop^ia Britannica and Encyclopaedia Biblica.

TIGER-CAT, a name of not very definite signifi-

cation, sometimes given to some of those animSUt of

the family Felidae which are of middling size, and
resemble the tiger in their form or markings, such
as the chati, the margay, the ocelot, the serval, &c.,

which see.

TIGER -LILY (Liliwm. tigrinum\ a native of

China, common in English gardens, having scarlet

flowers turned downward, the perianth l^ing re-

flexed. It is remarkable for having axillary buds
on the stem. The bulbs are eaten in China and
Japan.
TIRASPOL, a town of Russia, in the govern-

ment of Cherson, on the left bank of the Dniester,

60 miles north-west of Odessa, with tobacco and
other industries. Pop. (1897), 27,685.

TITUSVILLE, a city of the United States, in

Crawford county, Pennsylvania, in the north-west
of the state, 100 miles north of Pittsburg. It owes
its rise to the petroleum obtained in its immediate
neighbourhood and refined here. Pop. (1900), 8244.

TIZI-OUZOU, a town of Algeria, about half-way
between Algiers and Bougie. Pop. (1896), 26,007.

TODHUffTER, Isaac, mathematician, son of an
independent minister, was bom at Rye on Nov.
23, 1820. He was educated in two Hastings schools

and became a teacher in a school at Peckham. He
attended the evening classes of University College,

London, and graduated B.A. of London University
in 1842. He entered St. John’s College, Cam-
bridge, in 1844, and graduated in 1848 os senior

wrangler and first Smith’s prizeman. He was
elect^ a fellow of his college in 1849 and became
a lecturer and tutor. He was elected a fellow of

the Royal Society in 1862. Two years later he
vacated his fellowship on the occasion of his mar-
riage, but in 1874 he was appointed to an honorary
fellowship. He died of paralysis at Cambridge on
March !, 1884. Dr. Todhunter was a man of high

attainments in various branches of learning, but ne
is best known as the author of numerous mathe-
matical text-books, which are not yet entirely super-

seded. His most important works are : A Treatise

on the Differential Calculus (1852); Analytical

Statics (1853) ;
Plane Co-ordinate Geometry (1855);

Examples of Analytical Geometry of Three Dimen-
sions (1858); Algebra (1858) ; Trigonometry (1859);

The Theory of Equations (1861) ;
History of the

Progress of the Calculus of Variations during the
Nineteenth Century (1861)'; an edition of Euclid’s

elements (1862); History of the Mathematical
Theory of Probability from Pascal to Laplace (1865);
History of the Mathematical Theories of Attraction
from Newton to Laplace (1878); The Conflict of

Studies (1878); Laplace’s Functions (1875); and
History of the Theory of Elasticity (ed. Eiurl Pear-
son, 1886).

TODLEBEN, Eduabd Ivamovitoh, Count, Rus-
sian military engineer, the son of a shopkeeper, was
bom at Mitau, in Courland, on 20th May, 1818.

He received his early education in the schools of

Riga, whence he entered the College of Engineers
at St. Petersburg, and served with the forces des-

patched to attempt the reduction of the Circassians

in 1848. On the outbreak of the Russian war in

1854 he was second captain in the corps of engineers

destined for field service, and havii^ distinguished

himself under General Schilders in the Danube
campaign, proceeded to the Crimea. Here he suc-

ceeded, under the continuous fire of the enemy, in

converting Sebastopol, a comparatively open town,

into a fortress, which resisted for more than a year
all the attacks of the allies. For many years after

the peace of 1856 he had no active employment,
and devoted himself to scientific and literary studies.

He wrote a work on the defence of Sebastopol, and
in 1865 visited England, where he was most cordially

received. In the Rusao-Turkish war, after the

defeat of the Russians before Plevna (11th Sept.

1877), Todlel)en was sent to reduce that stronghold.

The place was soon completely invested, and after a
heroic resistance, Osman Pasha, the Turkish com-
mander, was compelled to surrender at discretion.

For his services Todleben was created a count. He
was appointed to the command of one of the corps

of occupation, with head-quarters at Adrianople,

and afterwards held the command-in-chief of the

Russian army before Constantinople. He was sub-

sequently governor, first of Odessa and afterwards

of Wilna. He died 1st July, 1884.

TOGOLAND, a German protectorate in

Africa, on the Slave Coast, bounded on the weai^|l||r

,

the British Gold Coast Colony and on the east aiB^
north by Dahomey. The coast-line of Togoland »
only 82 miles in length, but the territory broadens

considerable farther north. The total area of the

protectorate is estimated at 33,000 square miles, and
the population at 2,500,000. The number of Euro-
peans is quite small, and nearly all are Germans.
The coast region is low and unhealthy, but inland

there are several ranges of hills and many fertile

tracts, especially in tne western part of the pro-

tectorate. Streams are numerous. The capital is

Lome, on the coast, near the western boundary,

and the chief ports are Little Popo, Porto Seguro,

Bagida, and Lome. Oil-palms, coco-palms, bananas,

caoutchouc, and dye - woods grow throughout the

colony, and among plants cultivated by the natives

are maize, tobacco, rice, sugar-cane, and earth-nuts.

The coco-nut, coffee, and gum tree have been exten-

sively planted near the coast settlements. Cattle,

sheep, goats, poultry, and pigs are reared. Weaving,
pottery, straw - plaiting, &c., are practised by the

natives. The exports consist chiefly of palm kernels,

palm-oil, ivory, gum, earth-nuts, and copra. Edu-
cation is provided for by the government and the

missionary societies. Togoland was declared a Ger-
man protectorate in 1884.

TOKELAU, or Union Islands, a small island

group in the Pacific Ocean, belonging to Britain,

situated about 350 miles north-east of the Samow
islands, and composed of five clusters, whose chief

islets are known as Fakaafo or Bowditch, Nukunono
or Duke of Clarence, Oatafu or Duke of York,

Nassau, and Danger. The total area is 7 squaro

miles, and the population about 1060. There ia

some trade in copra.

TOKUSHIMA, the largest town of the island of

Shikoku, Japan, situated on its north-east coast, at
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the mouth of the Yoeioa-gawa, the chief river of and aimed after himself. In 1874 he visited America^
the island. Pop. (1899)) 61)501. in 1888 he publii^ed his ReminisoenoeS) in 1890
TOLAND) JOHN) ddst» was bom near London- made a auooeesful tour in the Antipodes. He baa

deny on Nov. 80, 1670, and was brought up as a latterly given up acting. He was one of the
Roman OatholiC) but went over to Protestantism at popular actors on the stage, inimitable in his per-
the age of sixteen. He wm educated at Gla^w sonation of semi-pathetic, semi-ludiorous cbaraotera.
University and studied divinity in the University Among his most successful parts are Paul Pxy»
of Leyden. In 1696 he published a work entitled Caleb Plummer in the Cricket on the Heitft]^
Christianity not Mysterious, which may be regarded Uncle Dick in Uncle Dick’s Darling, Ac.
as opening the prolonged English controversy be- TOOWOOMBA, a town of Australia, in Queens-
tween deism and orthodoxy. The House of Com- land, the chief town of the Darling Downs district^

mons ordered it to be burnt by the common hang- at the head of Cowrie Creek, a tributary of the
man, and Toland met with determined opposition Condamine, 100 miles west of BrislMUie. It has
from many quarters, though Locke gave him a numerous churches; a grammar-school, a Christian
certain amount of support. He subsequently sup- Brothers college, a technical college, state spools,
ported himself by literary hackwork and various and other educational institutions; a Homan (^thdio
forms of political party service, and he died on convent; a hospital and a lunatic asylum; a fine

March 11, 1722. Besides the work above-men- municipal building (1900) containing the town-haJl,
tinned he wrote the following: a Life of Milton school of arts, library, and theatre; a court-house;

(1698), in an edition of his prose works; Memoirs &c. The industrial works include flour-mills, saw-
of Denzil, Lord Holies (1699); Anglia Libera (1701), mills, tanneries, soap-works, jam and fruit factories,

a defence of the Act of Succession ; The State and there are vineyards in the neighbourhood. P(^
Anatomy of Great Britain (1717); Ac. See Ration- in 1901, 9137.
ALISM, and Disraeli’s Calamities of Authors, Hunt’s TORMENTIL. See Potkntilla.
Religious Thought in England, Ac. TORNADO, a violent cyclonic storm. See Ct-
TOLU-BALSAM, a balsam obtained from a olonb, Hurbicanb, Wind.

leguminous tree of tropical South America, the TORNEA (Finnish, 7’omto), a small town in

Myroxylon toluiferunu Tolu-balsam has a brown- North Finland, Russia, at the mouth of the River
ish-yellow colour, becomes quite hard and may be I TorneA which rises in Sweden and forms part of

formed into a powder, has a ideasant aromatic the l)oundary between it and Russia,

flavour, and is used in certain medicinal prci)ara- TOTAHA (Podoearpus totara), a tree of New
tions, though having little or no virtue of its own. Zealand, of the yew family, excelled only by the

TOLUCA, a city of Mexia), capital of the state kauri among New Zealand trees for general utility,

of Mexico, 28 miles south-west of the federal capital; and most abundant in the central ])art of North
situated about 7000 feet above the sea. The city Island. It is from 60 to 80 feet in height, and hM
hiM a cathedral, a theatre;, Ac., and is noted for its a fibrous brow'ii l>ark, which is deeply furrowed.

bimB and sausages. Brewing, cotton -spinning, Its leaves are linear and of a greenish-brown colour.

80a|)-making, Ac., are carried on. Near it is an The wood is reddish-brown, clear and straight in

extinct volcano of the same name (15,019 feet), the grain, and it does not warp or twist. It is very

Pop. (1900), 25,904. durable, and is largely used for constructional and
TOMBAC, Tom BAR, an alloy consisting of from other puri>osas. It is the best of New Zealand

about 75 to 85 parts copper, mixed with 25 to 15 timlx^rs for marine purixises.

parts zinc, and u.sed as an imitation of gold for TOTONICAPAM, a town of the Central Amwri-
cheap jewelry. When arsenic is added it forms can republic of Guatemala, 65 miles to the north-

white toinlmc. west of the capital, in a fruit-pnxlucing district,

TONGAREWA. See Pknbhyn Island in Supp. with manufactures of cloth, potU;ry, Ac. T^ climate

TONK, a town of India, capital of a native state is very healthy. Pop. (1893), 25,196.

of the same name in Rajputana, in the Haraoti TOTTENHAM, a town of England, in Middle-

and Tonk Agency. The town is situated near the sex, forming a suburlj of London, 6 miles north by
Banas river, 85 milessouth-eastofAjmere, is inclosed east of 8t. Paul’s, on the main road north to Hert-

by a wall, and has a mud fort. Area of state, 2722 ford. It has an interesting old church (rebuilt and

square miles; pop. (1891), 379,944. Pop. of town enlarged), modem churches and chajwls, a grommar-

(1901), 38,75k sebooX alms-houses, and Bruce Castle, a mansion

TONSBERG, the oldest town in Norway, situ- formerly owned by Robert Bruce, the claimant,

ated on a fjord of the same name branching off Tottenham gives name to a ]jarliamentary division

from Christiania Fjord, with which it has canal of Middlesex. Pop. (1891), 71,343; (1901), 102,519.

communication. Many vessels belong to the town. TOTTINGTON, a town of England, in Laa-

Pop. (1900), 8620. See Christiania. cashire, 3 miles north-west of Bury, with cotton,

TONSILLITIS. See Quinsy. calico, and soap works. Pop. (1891), 5775; (1901),

TONSILS, in anatomy, two oblong suboval bodies 6118.

situated on each side of the throat or fauces. Tlieir TOURACO. See Plantain-katkrs.

minute structure resembles that of the closed sacs TOWER HAMLE'TS, one of the parliammitaiy

or follicles of Peyer in the intestine, and their func- boroughs of London, lying eastward from the Tower,

tion is not yet understood. See Palatic. It comprises seven divisions, namely, Whi^hapel,
TOOLE, John Lawrence, a well-known come- St. George’s -in -the -East, Limehouse, Mile -End,

dian, was bom in London on March 12, 1833, and Stepney, Bow and Bromley, and Poplar, each return-

educated at the City of London School. After ing one memlier. See Ix)NIM)N.

serving for some time as a wine-merchant’s clerk TOWNSVILLE, a town of Australia, the prin*

be took to the stage, and made his first appearance cipalcity of North Queensland, and the head-qusjrters

at the Haymarket in 1852. He then played with of the bishopric of North Queenslivnd, in Elpmnstone

meat success in Dublin, Belfast, Edinburgh, and county, on the banks of Ross Creek, at its mouth in

Glasgow, and ultimately became a popular favourite Cleveland Bay, and partly on the slope of Cartla

in every town of note in the United Kingdom. In Hill, 870 miles north-west of Brisbane. The river

1880 he commenced the management of the Folly is here crossed by a swing-bridge. It hM a fine

Theatra, London, which he alterwacds reconstructed harbour inclceed by breakwaters. The chief build-
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ings ftnd institutions are the town-hall, a fine

custom-house, a oou^ -house, a large pencd estab-

lishment, the supreme coui% a mmmar- school,

state and other schools, a school of arts, numerous
places of worship, and immigration barracks. There
are foundries, a brewery, a soap-factory, ice-works,
meat-freezing works, &c. The town is well supplied

with water. It is protected Iw batteries. Pop. in

1901, 12,717.

TOWYN, a market-town and watering-place of

North Wales, in Merionethshire, on the coast, 14
miles south-west of Dolgelly. It has a veiy ancient
cruciform church of much interest, nonconformist
churches, a gc^ secondary school, and a fine beach.
The surrounding country is very l^utiful, and near
the town there are important slate-quarries. Pop.
(1891), 3801 ; (1901), 3744.

TOYAMA, a to^vn of Japan, near the north coast

of Hondo, 170 miles north-west of Tokyo (Yeddo).

PopJ1899), 69,668.

TRAGAOANTH, a variety of gum familiarly

termed gum-dragon or gum-tragacanth. It is the
produce of several species of the genus Aiiragalus,

leguminous plants, natives of the mountainous
redone of Western Asia. One of the most im-
portant species is A. gummifer. In commerce
tragaoanth occurs in small twisted thread-like

pieces, or in fiattened cakes, in colour whitish or

yellowish, devoid of taste or smell. It is demul-
cent, and is used in coughs and catarrhs, and to

make lozenges and pills. It is employed also in

calico-printing.

TRAILL, Henry Duff, English writer and
journalist, of Scottish extraction, was bom at

Blackheath on August 14, 1842. He was educated
at Merchant Taylors’ School, from which he went
to St. John’s College, Oxford, in 1861, graduating
B.A. in 1866, B.C.L. in 1868, and D.C.L. in 1873.

In 1869 he was called to the bar at the Inner
Temple, and in 1871 he was appointed an inspector

of returns to the education office. Soon after leav-

ing the university he took to journalism, at first in

connection with the Yorkshire Post, and he was
Buooessively on the staff of the Pali Mall Gazette
(1878-80), St. James’s Gazette (1880-82), and Daily
Telegraph (1882-97), besides being for a long time
a letting contributor to the Satuiriay Review. He
edited the Observer in 1889-91, and from 1897 till

his death he was editor of the weekly journal

Literature, now absorbed in the Academy. He
died in Paddinf^n on February 21, 1900. His
separate publications include biographies of Sterne

(1882) and Coleridge (1884) in the English Men of

Letters series; monographs on Shaftesbury (1886),

William III. (1888), Strafford (1889), Lord Salis-

bury (1891), and Lord Cromer (1897); a Life of

Sir John I^nklin (1896); volumes of essays en-

titled The New Lucian (1884), Number Twenty
(1892), and The New Fiction (1897); Glaucus:

A Tale of a Fish (1866), The Medicine Man (1898,

with Robert Hiohens), and other plays; From Cairo

to the Soudan (1896), a book of travel; England,
Egypt, and the Soudan (1900); and two volumes
of verse. Recaptured Rhymes (1882) and Saturday
Songs (1890), reprinted from the Saturday Review.
In 1893-97 he edited Social England, a work on
the history of England, with special reference to

social and industrial developments.
TRAINING COLLEGES. See Normal Schools.
TRANSKEI, a district of eastern Cape Colony,

between the Great Kei and Bashee rivers, inhabit^
almost entirely by Fingo Kaffirs. It is one of the
Transkei Territones, which include also Tembuland,
Griqualand Bast, and Pondoland. These territories

are under two chief mainstnitAn. ftnd Are ftiihiect to

the Native Territories Penal Code. They are well

water^ and there is much fine agricultural land,

and a number of European farmers Mve settled here,

and carry on farming with much success. The
total area is about 18,300 square miles, and the
population is about 676,000. The most important
centre is Kokstad in Griqualand East

; Umtata, in

Tembuland, is also a place of some note.

TRASS, a volcanic production, consisting of ashes
and scorise thrown out from the ancient !^el vol-

canoes, on the Rhine, near Coblentz. It is equiva-

lent, or nearly so, to the puzzolana of the Neapoli-

tans, and is used as a cement. The same name is

mven to a coarse sort of plaster or mortar made
from several other argillo-ferruginous minerals, used
to line cisterns and other reservoirs of water.

TRAUTENAU, a town of Northern Bohemia,
on the Aupa, in a valley of the Riesengebirge,

with flax -spinning, weaving, paper-making, and
other industries. Pop. (1900), 14,777.

TRAVNIK, the former capital of Bosnia, on the

river Lasva, 48 miles north-west of Bosna-Serai.

Pop. (1895), 6626, mostly Mohammedans.
TRENCH, Richard Chensvix, poet, scholar,

and divine, was bom in Dublin on Bept. 9, 1807,

the son of a barrister. He was educattAl at Twy-
ford, Harrow, and Trinity College, Cambridge,
graduating B.A. in 1829 and proceeding M.A. in

1833. His college friends included Tennyson,
Hallam, Maurice, Sterling, and Kemble. He and
Kemble in 1830 accompanied the ^x])edition of

Torrijos to Spain, which had been promoted by
Sterling, but they returned in time to avoid its fate.

Ordained in 1832, he became curate at Hadleigb,

in Suffolk, in the following year. He took priest’s

orders in 1836, and held the perpetual curacg^^
Curdridge, in Hampshu^l^uring 1836-41. Awr
a few years as curate a^Alverstoke, in Hants, he
obtain^ the rectory of Itchenstoke, in the same
county, in 1844. He became examining chaplain

to Bishop Wilberforce of Oxford in 1845, and pro-

fessor of divinity in King’s College, London,-in the

following year. The latter post was held by him
till 1868, and during 1866-63 he was dean of West-
minster. He was conseciated Archbishop of Dublin
on the first day of 1864. He resisted the disestab-

lishment proposals of Gladstone, but accepted the

new conditions loyally. He resigned the see in

1884, and died in London on March 28, 1886. He
was buried in Westminster Abbey. Trench was
known as a poet by many sonnets, lyrics, and other

verses published in the following, among other

volumes: The Story of Justin MartjT, and other

Poems (1836); Poems from Eastern Sources (1842);

Genoveva (1842); Alma, and other Poems (1856),

His contributions to philological subjects include:

The Study of Words (1851 ; 22nd edn., revised by
A. L. Mayhew, 1892), originally a series of lectures;

On the Lessons in Proven (1863 ;
7th edn., 1888);

English, Past and Present (1866; i4th edn., revised

by A. L. Mayhew, 1889) ; and A Select Glossary of

^gUsh Words (1869; 7th edn., revised by A. L.
Mayhew, 1890). His Biblical and theological works
comprise, amonrat other^ Notes on the Parables of

our Lord (1841); Exposition of the Sermon on the
Mount (1844); Christ the Desire of all Nations

(1846); Notes on the Miracles of our Lord (1846);

Synonyms of the New Testament (1864); Studies

in the Gospels (1867); Brief Thoughts and Medi-
tations (1884) ; and many volumes of sermons. He
was a member of the oommittee for revising the

New Testament Among his other publications are

:

Sacred Latin Poetiy (1849); The Remains of the

late Mrs. Richard Trench (1862); Gustavus Adol-
nhiiR HAfifih A Hovniehold Book of English Poetrv
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(1868); Plutarch: his Life, his laves, and his Morals was disregarded by goverment^ and during his latter

(1873); and Lectures on Medieval Church History years he was in great poverty. See the biography
(1877). See the Letters and Memorials (1888). by his son Fran<£ (London, two vole., 1872).
TREVELYAN, Sir Gbobgs Otto, biographer, TRICHINIASIS, Tricthinosis, a painful and

historian, and politician, son of Sir Charles^ward sometimes fatal disease pr^uoed in by eating
Trevelyan, Bart, a distinguish^ Indian official, meat, especiidly the flesh of pigs, either raw or in-
and Hannah More Macaulay, a sister of the famous sufficiently cooked, infested with lUehina tpitulU,
Whig, was bom at Rothley Temple, Leicestershire, See Nsmatslmia.
on July 20, 1838. He was educated at Harrow TRICYCLE. See Ctclr in SuPP.
and Trmity College, Cambridge, where he graduated TRIDENTINE COUNCIL, the Council of
as second classic in 1861. He was for several years Trent See Trent.
in the Indian Civil Service. He sat in the House of TRIFOLIUM. See Clover.
Commons in 1865-68 as the representative of Tyne*
mouth in the Liberal interest and in 1868 he was
returned by the Hawick or Border Burghs. He
was appointed a civil lord of the admiralty in Glad*
stone's administration of 1868, but he resigned in

1870 because he disagreed with his colleagues on
the Elementary Education BilL He was promi*
nently identifi^ with the movement for the aboli*

tion of the purchase of army commissions, and he was
a leading ^vocate of the electoral reforms effected

in 1884-85. He accepted the post of parliamentary
secretary to the admiralty in 1880, and in 1882,

after the murder of Lord Frederick Cavendish and
Mr. Burke, he went to Ireland as chief secretary to

the lord-lieutenant. In 1884 he entered the cabinet

as chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, and on
the fonnation of Gladstone's short-lived ministry

in 1886 ho accepted office as secretary of state for

Scotland. Her resigned less than two months later

because he could not support the Home Rule policy

of the ministry, and in June of the same year, on
the death of his father, he succeeded to the baron-

etcy. He failed t<^^^ure re-election as a Unionist*the dissolution of 1886, but in 1887 he was
led as a GladstoniaR Liberal for the Bridge-

ton division of Glasgow, a constituency which ne

represented continuously from that date till his

retiral from political life parly in 1897. In the

Liberal government of 1892-95 he was secretary for

Scotland. He is favourably known as an author

Ity the following works: The Competition Wallah

(1864), a series of letters on Indian matters re-

print^ from Macmillan's Magazine; Cawnpore
(1865); The Ladies in Parliament, Horace at the

University of Athens, and other Pieces (1868);

Speeches on Army Reform (1870); The Life and
Letters of Lord Macaulay (two vols., 1876), an admir-

able biography of his uncle; The Early History of

Charles James Fox (1880), still unfinished; and The
American Revolution, part i., 1766-1776 (1899).

TREVITHICK, Richard, engineer and inven-

tor, was bom at Illogan, in Cornwall, on April 13,

1771, and died at Dartford, Kent, on April 22,

1833. In 1797 be succeeded his father as a leading

engineer in Cornish mining. Among his first in-

ventions was an improved pump, which soon came
into universal use in deep mining. He next per-

fected a high-pressure steam-engine, and began to

experiment in the construction of locomotive en-

gines. Passengers were first conveyed by steam by
means of his road locomotive in 1801, and he soon
after successfully worked a tram-road locomotive.

His ideas were afterwards taken up and developed
by Stephenson. He was the first to recognize the

value of iron in ship-building, and the application

of steam to agriculture. In 1816 he went out to

Peru, where several engines of his devising were
in use in the mines, but the outbreak of the war
of independence ten yem later caused him to lose

all his property there. After some adventures in

Central America, where he met Robert Stephenson,

he returned to England in 1827. His request for

recognition and rev^ud for his numerous inventions

TRIKKALA, chief town of a Greek nomarchy
in North-west Thessaly, in the valley of the Salam-
bria, 40 miles west of Larissa. Tanning, dyeing,
and the manufacture of wool and cotton are carried
on. It occupies the site of the ancient Trikka,
which had a celebrated temple of iEsculapius, but
of the old town there are very few remains. Pop.
(1896), 21,149.

TROUVILLE, a fashionable watering^laoe of

Northern France, in the department of Cfalvados,

situated at the foot of a hill on the right bwik of the
Touques at its mouth, near the mouth of the Seine,

10 miles south of Havre. It has a harbour, com-
prising an inner and an outer basin, and a splendid

beach. The Casino or Salon offers all the attrac-

tions usually found in such institutions. The season

is at its height in August. Pop. in 1896, 6264.

TRUJILLO, or Truxillo, a town of Peru,
capital of the department of Libertad, near the

mouth of the Rio Moche, 800 miles north-west of

Lima. It stands in a sandy plain and is surrounded
by walls. It is the see of a bishop, and has a
cathedral, a university, an episcopal seminary, and
a national college. It is connect^ by rail with its

harbour, Salaverry. Near it are the ruins of the
ancient Chimu. Pop. 8000.

TRUJILLO, or Truxillo, a town in S^in, in

the province of C4ceres, 180 miles W.S.W of Madrid.
It consists of an old and a new town, the latter at

a lower elevation and better built than the other,

and it is commanded by a Moorish castle. It has
some interesting churches and palaces, and there

are some manufacturing industries. Francisco

Pizarro and other conquistadors were bom here.

Pop. in 1897, 12,254.

TRUSTS AND COMBINATIONS, Industrial.
The most notable feature in the recent industrial

history of the leading nations is the development of

manufacturing combinations of various kinds. The
main aim of all such combiiiations is to control

prices by restricting or abolishing competition, but

different methods of achieving it have b^n adopted.

The simplest form of combination consists in an
agreement to regulate prices by fixing a minimum
or otherwise, and a farther step leads to the control

of the output of the firms concerned. The agree-

ment may extend to the selling of the products, and
there may also be a system of equalizing profits in

some measure as between the businesses which are

parties to the agreement All such combinations

are known as tyndicaUs^ cr or podU (on the

Continent, earieU). Ilie insufficiency of these

methods to attain the object in view has led to the

development of the which differs from the

syndicate in being an actual fusion of competing

businesses. The pioneer body of this kind was the

Standard Oil Trust, formed in the United States in

1882, an amalgamation of numerous companies under
a ^ard of trustees, who received Uie stock of the

constituent bodies and gave certificates in return,

thus acquiring entire control of the united firms.

This method was declared Hlepl in 1892, and
accordingly different plans have been adopted with
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theiMna pnotieal effect. A new oompeny ie formed
to buy out tile plants of the combining companies
or at least to acquire a controlling share in their

stocks and the vendors receive shares of the new
oompany in payment of a lar^ part of the purchase*
money. Sometimes the vendora hold jointiv all the
shares of the combine, and in every case they own
sufficient to control it effectually. Such combina-
tions or trusts have been formed chiefly in the
CTnited States, Great Britain, and Germany. Some
of them are amalgamations of all or most of the
manufacturers in a particular branch of business,

whilst others are combinations of those concerned
in the series of connected industries, beginninj^ with
the extraction of a raw material and ending m the
sale of the filled product. The United States

Steel Corporation, formed in 1901 by the amalgama-
tion of ten smaller trusts, has a nominal capital of

1,404,000,000 dollars. It has a controlling interest

in railways, lake steamers, and docks, and it owns
practically all the stocks of the constituent trusts.

It is claimed in favour of trusts that they lead to

many e^nomies in production and distribution, and
lead to improved industrial organization; but, on the

other hand, it cannot be doubted that they may
become a serious political danger, and that their

influence may be veiy pernicious in other directions.

The dangers of trusts liave been specially exemplified

in the United States. See Lbyd's Wealth against

Commonwealth
;
Jenks’s The Trust Problem ; Jeans’s

Trusts, Pools, and Comers
;
and Macrosty's Trusts

and the State.

TSARITSYN, or Zaritzin, a town of European
Russia, in the extreme south of the government of

Saratov, on a bend of the river Volga, about 230
miles north-west of Astrakhan. It is an important
railway centre, and carries on a large trade by rail

and river in grain, fish, naphtha, cotton, salt, and
metals. (See Volg.\.) It also contains numerous
manufacturing establishments. Pop. (1897), 55,967.

TUAMOTU ISLANDS, Paumotu, or Low Ar-
OHiPELAao, a group of about eighty islands in the

Pacific, lying eastwards from the Society Islands

and south of the Maniuesas. About sixty of the
islands are inhabited, but none of them are specially

fertile. They are mostly under French protection,

and have a population of about 5500. They export
pearls, mother-of-pearl, trepang, &o.

TUBERCULOSIS, in medicine, the name applied

to a disease which takes several fonx^ and is due to

the formation of tubercUtiy these again being due to

a ^;erm known as the tubercle b^Ulus, which has

gamed admission to the system. A tubercle is a
uttie nodule, gray in colour, about the size of a millet

seed, and consisting of a collection of round cells.

The little nodule tends to increase in size by the

mwth of others round it, and by its ^owtb it

destroys the substance of the part in which it has

arisen, occasionii^ also inflammation in the sur-

rounding parts. It has no great vitality, and under-

goes chiui^ which begin in the centre of the nodule,

the result being to convert the firm gray mass into

yellow cheesy material. The process may go on
until the nodule becomes quite broken down into

soft matter, and if the matter can break out from^ part an ulcer is left. Instead of softening, the

nodule may become hard by the deposit of lime-

salts in it, and may thus become converted into a
little solid mass in the substance of the tissue where
it is lodged. The effects produced by the formation

of such tubercles depend on the organ or tissue of

the body in which the diseased process is going on.

In the general disease tuberculo^ the formation of

the my nodules proceeds in most of the organs of

the body—lungs, liver, kidneys, lymphatic glands,

bowels, membranee of the bcmin, Ac., and the

tomsproduced are those of fevers stnmgly reaemUi]^
thoaq of ^hoid. This form of the disfune may last

two or thm wetics, and its termination is death.

The true nature of the disease it is extremely
difficult to recognize during life. On the oth<^

hand, the formation of tubercles may be limited to

one organ of the body, at least at first. Thus, if the

formation is principally in the lungs it produoes
consumption or phthisis. In the bowels it produces

consumption of the bowels. A similar tubercular

deposit in lymphatic glands is believed to produce
the main features of scrofula. That tubercle spreads

by contagion there is now no doubt, and the former
belief that consumption was hereditary is now dis-

credited, though an inherited predisposition towards
it is believed in by many. The spit of affected per-

sons is regarded as one common medium by which
the disease is spread. Besides being a disease of

man, tuberculosis attacks animals, and especially

cattle, and less frequently swine. The name of the

German scientist Koch is well known in connection

with tuberculosis, and his tuberculin^ prepared from
the bacilli, has been alleged to have curative virtues

when employed in combating the disease. (See Germ
Theory in Supp.; also Consumption.)
TUBUAI or AUSTRAL ISLANDS, a group in

the Pacific Ocean, south of the Society Islands, and,

like them, under France. They are fairly fertile,

and produce tobacco, bananas, and arrow-root, but

the bread-fruit tree will not grow on them, and the

cocoa-palm is rare. Area, about 100 square miles;

pop. about 900.

TUCSON, a town of the United States, capital

of Pima county, Arizona, on the Santa Cruz river.

Among the chief buildings are the University of

Arizona, public high -school, public library, and
banks. The inhabitants are chiefly engaged in

mining and stock-rearing, and there is a trade with
Mexico. Pop. (1900), 7531.

TUCUM {Astrocaryum vulgare)^ a Brazilian

species of palm, yielding a fine durable fibre of

which thread, cordage, l^w-strings, Ac., are made;
and also an oil which is known by the same name.
TULA-METAL, an alloy of silver, with small

proportions of lead and copper, forming the base of

the celebrated Russian snuff-boxes popularly called

platinum boxes.

TULLOCH, John, D.D., theologian, was bom on
June 1, 1823, at Bridge of Ean^ Perthshire, and
educate at St Andrews and Edinburgh Universi-

ties. Having been licensed as a prewher in the

Church of Scotland he was ordain^, in 1845, to a
charge in Dundee. In 1847 he B|^nt some time in

Germany, and in 1849 became minister of the parish

of Kettins in Forfarshire. About this time he be-

came known as a writer in the British Quarterly

Review, the North British Review, and other pen-
odicals, and an article in the latter on Bunsen’s
Hippolytus led to his appointment as principal and
primonus professor of theology in St. Mary’s College,

St. Andrews, in 1854. He became still better known
as the winner of the second of the Burnett ;mzes

(£600) by an essay which was afterwards published

under the title of Theism (1856). Other works
were: Leaders of the Reformation (1859); Endish
Puritanism and its Leaders (1861); Beginning Life

(1862) ; Rational Theology and Christian Philosophy

in the Seventeenth Century (two vola, 1872); Facta

cl Religion and Life (1877); Pascal (1878); Modem
Theories in Philosophy and Relimon (1884); and
Movements of ReUgious Thought in Britain during

the Nineteenth Century (1885). He was a constant
contributor to magatines^ h^ some shave in found-

ing the CkiateBaqxMnury Review, and was editor for
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come time of Fraser’s Msgaxine. He held the

ponition of Principal of St ^draw's University at
his death in Febraaiy» 1886. He was one of the

most inflnential men in the Scottish church.

TULTCHA, or Tuloia, a town of Eoumania, in

the Dobrudja, 50 miles south-east of Gkdatz, on the

Danube, which near it divides into its three chief

mouths. It has a good trade. Pop. 18,000.

TUNGUSES, the general name of the Manchu
tribes which occupy Eastern Siberia from the

Yenisei to the Pacidc coast. They are mainly
nomads, but a considerable portion now engage in

the sjmtematic cultivation of the land. Hunting
and fishing are among their principal occupations.

They live in tents of skin or bark, and have no
towns or villages. All travellers ^ak highly of

their mental and moral qualities. They are intelli-

gent, possessed of considerable taste, with keen
senses, and of a peaceable and sociable disposition.

In religion they are mostly Shamanist, pagan, or

Buddhist, but a few are Christians. They number
in all about 50,000. Bee Ethnoloot.
TUNKEBS. See Bunkers in Supp.

TURBINES, Steam. Turbines driven by steam
instead of water are of vexy ancient date. In fact

the first was made by Hero of Alexandria about

200 B.C., but owing to the practical difficulties in

economically utilizing the very high velocities of

steam jets they did not come into practical use

until the invention in 1884 of the compound parallel-

flow steam turbine by the Hon. Charles A. Parsons,

F.R.S. In this the expansion of the steam is

carried out in a series of turbines, thus getting

moderate velocities and enabling its power to be

fully utilized. Another type of turbine is the Lavaly

invented in 1889, in which a disc driven by steam

at very high velocity is geared down by spiral gear-

ing to moderate s|ieeds of revolution. Plate I.

shows a section of the Parsons compound steam

l i 1
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FIXED BLADES

turbine as applied to driving dynamos. The tur-

bine motor consists of a cylindrical case, a a, with
rings of inwardly-projecting blades. Within and con-
centric to this revolves a shaft, 6 6, with rings of

outwardly-projecting blades, llie rings of bUwies
on the case nearly touch the shaft, and the rings of

blades on the shaft lie between those on the case,

which they nearly touch. The figure adjoining
shows a form of bl^es which is used. Steam enter-

ing at J pas^ first through a ring of fixed guide-
bl^es, and is projected in a rotational direction

upon the sneering ring of moving blades, im-
parting to them a rotational force; it is then thrown
bade upon the succeedinff ring of guide-ldades, and
the reaction increases we rotatimial force. The
same process takes place at each of the successive

rings of guide and moving blades. The energy to

give the steam its high rotational velocity at each

successive ring is supplied by the drop in pressure,

and the steam expands gradually by incre-
ments. At the left side of the candle (see plate)
are grooved pistons or dummies, e e, which fit into
corresponding grooves in the cylinder. The object
of the dummies is to prevent end -thrust, and
there is therefore a paarage in the cylinder between
each diameter of the spindle and the dummy of the
same size. The dummies also act as a practically

steam-tight joint, since the clearance between the
grooves can he adjusted longitudinally by a thrust-

block in the end oil-keep d. The bearings, //, are
of the tubular pattern, and owing to the light

weight of the revolving spindle the wear is so simtll

that the bearings often nin for several years without
being touched. The armature is directly coupled to
the motor spindle by means of a steu sleeve or
flexible clutch coupling e.

Oil is circulated through the bearings by the oil-

pump gy which is driven by a womi-whed in the
keep d. This worm-wheel also actuates the gover-

nor hy which is connected to the valve k, ^is is

a governor intended to come into action only if the
sp^d is excessive. The governing of the turbine

is effected by the valve 1. The position of this

valve is regulated by the smaller valve m through
a relay, which in turn is moved by the lever tn n.

At the end n of this lever is either a centrifugal

governor, if it is desired to keep the speed constant,

or if, as in the plate, it is desired to keep the voltage*

constant, there is a core dipping into a solenoid,

which is in shunt across the terminals of the dynamo.
An adjustable spring counteracts the force due to

the magnetic pull of the solenoid. The steam enters

from the stop- valve through the emergency valve 1%

then through the governor valve I to the turbine,

through which it passes, giving up its work, as it

gradually expands, to the exhaust p.
Plate II., fig. 1, shows a 500 kilo-watt turbo-

alternator for 2000 volts at 80 ).>eriods running at

2100 revolutions per minute, and fig. 2 on the same
plate is an illustration of two turbo -alternators,

each of 1250 kilo-watts, for 4000 volts at 50 periods

running at 1500 revolutions per minute. With
alxmt 130 11)r. steam jiressure, and a superheat of

about fiO*’ Fahr., the fonner gives a consumption of

21 lbs. of steam per kilo-watt hour when exhausting

into a condenser, and the latter a consumption of

19^ lbs. per kilo-watt hour, which is equivalent to

about 11^ 11)8. per indicated horse - power hour.

These results are equal to, or better than, the very

best triple-expansion engines. Turbines up to 3000
kilo-watts are under construction, and still larger

sizes are in contemplation.

The steam turbine has also been applied to driving

fans for the ventilation of collieries, as shown on

Plate II., fig. 3, and also for centrifugal pumps, air-

compressors, and many other purposes. The absence

of all reciprocating parts in steam turbines preventn

all vibration, and very small foundations and no
holding-down bolts, aie required. The even turning

movement and the small s{)ace, attendance, and up-

keep required have made the steam turbine very

largely aldopted as a prime motor.

One of the most important fields for the steam

turbine is the propulsion of ships, where the in-

creasing size and speed of the engines call for some
motor without reciprocating {larts. The first vessel

fitted with these engines was the TurbinioLy of 44

tons displacement, 100 feet long, 9 feet beam, and
3 feet draught of hull. She was fitted with turbine

engines of 2500 horse-power, and reached the un-

precedented speed of 34) knots. Torpedo-boat
destroyers have also been fitted with these engines,

and have reached 12,000 horse-power and 37 Imots
speed, instead of 6000 horse-power and 31 knots
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as in the case of ordinary enmes on the same
displacement On the Olyde 3ie King Edtoard^
250 feet long and 30 feet beam, has been fitted

with engines of 3500 indicated horse-power. Two
of her engines are shown in Plate III. These
consist of three turbines, each driving a separate

shafts the wing shafts havixm two propellers and
the centre shaft only one. Steam is admitted to

the centre turbine, which is the high-pressure, and
thence exhausts through the low-pressure turbines
on each side into the condensers. For reversing,

the low-pressure turbines are fitted with a reversing
turbine in the same case. The vessel's speed on tried

was 20} knots, and during the season's trial it was
found tl^t the coal consumption was under 1*8 lb.

per indicated horse -power hour. A comparison
made between her and another passenger steamer on
the Clyde, the Ducht»» of Hamilton, which has the
same dimensions as the King Edward, has shown
that although in regular service the King Edward
Steamed 18} knots as against 16} knots in the case

of the DuchesB of Hamilton, the coal consumption
mile was about 3 per cent less. It would naturally

expected from her higher speed that the King
Edward would consume more, but the reverse is the
case. Another boat, the Queen Alexandra, has also

been built, and is of somewhat larger size and of

higher speed than the King Edward, Several

cross-channel steamers and yachts are now being
engined with steam turbines, and others of larger

size for Atlantic liners are in contemplation, for

which purposes the absence of vibration, light

weight, and small coal consumption make them
especially fitted.

TURKS ISLANDS, comprising Grand Turk and
Salt Cay, belong geographically to the Bahamas, and
with the Caicos Islands are a dependency of Ja-
maica, having a government of their own. Grand
Turk is 7 miles long and 2 broad; pop. (1901), 1751.

Salt Cay is smaller; pop. 485. Pop. of Turks and
Caicos Islands in 1901, 5287. The chief export is

salt. See Caicos.

TURNER, Chaklks Tennyson. See under
Tennyson in Supp.

TURPENTINE-TREE, the name given to some
species of trees of the genus PUtoueia, belonging to

the natural order Anacardiaceae, which yield tur-

pentine, as the P, TerebirUkus, the Chian or Cyprus
turpentine-tree, P. lentiscus, the Mount Atlas mastic
or tur^ntine-tree, &c. See Pistachio.

TURPETH, the root of Convolvulus or Ipomcea

Turpethum, a plant of India, Ceylon, and Australia,

possessing purgative properties, and also known as

Indian j^ap. Mineral turpeth, a sulphate of mer-

cury, is a powerful emetic, and is used as an errhine.

TORTON, a town of England, in Lancashire,

4 miles north of Bolton, widi cotton-mills, print-

works, quarries, &c. Pop. (1891), 11,808; (1901),

12,353.

TUTICORIN, a seaport of India^ in Tinnevelli

district, Madras, on the west coast of the Gulf of

Manaar, a terminus of the South Indian Railway.

The roadstead is good and the trade considerable.

The exports are mainly cotton, coffee, jaggery,

chillies, &c., and rice, cattle, horses, sheep, and
poultry are sent to Ceylon. There are pearl and
conch fisheries. Pop. (1891), 26,107; (1901), 28,048.

TUTTLINGEN, a town of Wtirtemberg, on the

Danube, here oross^ by a bridge, near the Baden
frontier. It has manufactures of boots and shoes,

surgical instruments, cutleiy, leather, ftc. Pop.

(1900), 13,539.

TUTUILA, the third largest of the Samoan or

Navigators’ Islands, belonging to the United States,

to the fiouth.eAAt nf Tlnnlu. nf e wild and nictur-

eeque character. It is about 18 miles long by 5
br^. It rises about 2000 feet above the sea, is

covered with vegetation, and has several good 1^-
bours. Pop. about 3800.

TWAIN, Mask. See Clemens, Samuel Lang-
HOBNE, in SUFF.

TWAT, an oasis group in the Sahara, situated

to the south of Algeria, on the trade with which
it is veiy dependent. There are five muj^ the
whole forming politically a loose confederation of

some three hundred small states. The soil is fertile,

and yields dates, opium, tobacco, cotton, henna,

fruits, cereals, and vegetables. In Salah in the south
is an important trade centre. The inhabitants are

folly 120,000 in number, partly Arabs, partly Ber-

bers, with a strong negro element, and are fanatical

Mohammedans.
TWICKENHAM, a town of Middlesex, England,

on the Thames, nearly 11 miles south-west of Lon-
don, 3 miles north-west of Kingston, and connected

with Richmond by a brid^. In the eighteenth

century it was a fashioname resort, and the resi-

dence of Pope, Horace Walpole, and other notables.

It contains a town-hall (with free library), a museum,
an orphanage, &c. Pop. (1891), 16,027; (1901),

20,991.

TYLDESLEY, a town of England, in Lanca-
shire, 10 miles west by north of Manchester, with
churches and chapels, public baths, a cemetery,

It has cotton-mills and collieries. With Shakerl^
it forms an urban district. Pop. in 1891, 12,891; in

1901, 14,848.

TYLOR, Edward Burnett, anthropologist, was
bom in London on Oct. 2, 1832, and educated at

a Quaker school in Tottenham. He spent some
years in travel in Central America and the West
Indies, and in 1861 he published his first work under
the title Anahuac, or Mexico and the Mexicans.

Four years later appeared his important Researches

into the Early History of Mankind and the Develop-

ment of Civilization, and in 1871 he published

well-known treatise on Primitive Culture : Re-
searches into the Development of Mythology, Phi-

losophy, Relimon; Art, and Custom (3rd ^itioi^

1891). Another standard work from his pen is

Anthropolo^: an Introduction to the Study of

Man and Civilization (1881). In 1883 ne was
appointed keeper of the Oxford University Museum
and reader in anthropology, and in 1895 he became
professor of anthropology there. He was Gifford

lecturer at Aberdeen in 1888, and holds the degrees

of D.C.L., Oxon. (1876), and LL.D., St. Andrews
(1873). In 1900 he published a work on The
Natural History of Relimon.
TYRRELL, Robert Yelverton, classical scholar,

son of a clergyman, was bora at Ballingarry, in the

county of fipperary, on Jan. 21, 1844. He was
educated at a private school and at Trinity OUege,
Dublin, graduating with honours in classics and
philosoplw. In 1868 he was elected a fellow of

Trinity College, in 1871 he became professor of

Latin there, and during 1880-98 he held the regius

professorship of Greek. He was senior tutor and
public orator in 1899. He has published editions

of plays by Euripides and Plautus, has translated

the Acharnians of Aristophanes into English verM
(1883), has edited the Correspondence of Cicero in

seven volumes (1879-1900; the last five in collabo-

ration with Dr. Purser), one of the most important

works in Latin scholarc^p brought out dunng the

nineteenth century; and has also produced the fol-

lowing works: Cicero in his Letters (2nd ed., 1896);

Latin Poetiy (1895), a course of lectures delivered

in Johns Hopkins University; Sophocles (1897);

and an AntholoiTV of Latin Poetrv (1901), from the
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earhest times to Boethiiw; while he hae also oon-
1
he was appoixited an original member of the British

tributed to periodical literature. He has had several Academy for the Promotion of Historical, Philo-
honorary degrees conferred upon him, and in 1902

|
sophical, and Philological Studies.

U.

XJBANGI. See Mobanoi in Supp.
UDAIPUR, or Oodetpobs, a town in the north-

west of India, capital of a native state of the same
name in Rajputax^ 70 miles west of Gwalior. It is

finely situat^ beside a lake 2000 feet above sea-level,

contains a notable royal palace, and exports cotton,

indigo, Ac. Pop. (1891), 46,693; (1901), 45,976.
—The state (called also Mewar), with an aitja of

12,670 square mil^ came under the protection of

Brit^ in 1817, and the rajah ranks highest in

dignity among the Rajput chiefs. Pop. (1891),

1,728,049; (1901), 1,021,664.

UDDEVALLA, a seaport in the south-west of

Sweden, in the province of Goteborg, at the inner
end of the Byfjord, 60 miles north of Giitebuig,

vdth a museum of antiquities, a cotton -mill, and
considerable trade. Pop. (1900), 9442.

UDDINGSTONi a town of Scotland, in Lanark-
shire, some 5 miles east by south of Glasgow, on the
Clyde. Many people who have their business in

Glasgow reside here, and there are works for agri-

cultural implements, Ac. Pop. (1891 ), 6099 ; (1901 ),

7468.

UITENHAGE, a town of Cape Colony, situated

in the valley of the Zwartkops river, 21 miles north-

west of Port Elizabeth, with which it is connected

by rail. The streets are well laid out and planted

with trees, and streams traverse many of them.

The town contains botanical gardens, a fine town-

hall, public offices and court-house, several good

educational institutions, various churches, a public

libraiy, Aa The chief industrial establishments

are wool -washing works and railway workshops,

and . in the neighbourhood are extensive nurseries

and vin^ards. Pop. (1891), 6331.

UJIJf, a town of German East Africa, on the

east shore of Lake Tanganyika, a short distance to

the north of the mouth of the Malagarozi river, in

a very unhealthy region. It is a residence of Arab
traders, and a halting-place for caravans. It was
here that Stanley first met Livingstone. Pop. 8000.

ULEABORG, a town of Russia, in the Grand-

duchy of Finland, capital of a government of the

same name, at the mouth of the Ule&, on the north-

east shore of the Gulf of Bothnia. It has some
manufactures, and carries on a trade in timber,

butter, grain, Ac. A railway line connects it with
Helsingfors and the other chief towns of Finland.

Pop. (1899), 15,626.

UMTALl, a town of Southern Rhodesia, near

the frontier of Portugese East Africa, 172 miles

by rail south-east of Salisbury. The old township

was laid out in 1892, but New Umtali, 10 miles to

the east, came into being with the Beira-Salisbury

railway. Its site is heal^y, and it already contains

government offices, hotels, boarding-houses, a park

and athletic grounds, a church, a hospital, a tele-

phone exchange, a post-office, and a tramway.

Gold is found in the neighbourhood. Pop. includes

550 whites ;
total of district, 2000.

UNGAVA, a district of the Dominion of Canada,

formed in 1895, in the Labrador peninsula, bounded

on the north by Hudson Strait, west by Hudson

Bay and James Bay, south by Quebec, and east by

the Atlantic. Unmva Bay, in the north of the
district, opens into Hudson Strait,

UNION ISLANDS. See Tokelau in Supp.
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, a movement in

Britain to extend the means of higher education to

persons of all classes and of both sexes engaged in

the regular occupations of life. Any community
may avail itself of the privileges and become a uni-

versity extension centre by fonning a local committee,
who provide the necessary funds and fix fees, Ac.
The mode of instruction c'onsists of courses of

lectures by spwialist graduates of the universities,

who ai*e appointed by delegates elected by each
university to undertake the management of the
extension scheme. Each lecture is preceded or

followed by a class, in which the students are orally

examined by the lecturer, who also corrects written

papers done at home. An examination is held at

the end of each course, and certificates awarded.
The movement began in 1872 with Cambridge Uni-
versity, but Oxfowl did not go heartily into it till

1885. The London Society for the Extension of

University teaching within the Metnqwlitan Area
was fonned in 1876. Durham University is asso-

ciated in the work with Cambridge, and the Scotch
universities have made less successful experiments
in various parts of the country. Besides a large

number of ordinary centres there are also in connec-

tion with Cambridge University seven affiliated

centres. Students in connection with these have the

privilege of entering the university without passing

the ‘little go’ examination, and may proceed to the

degree examination a year s(H>ner than they other-

wise would
;
but of course they have to foxss through

a settled course of study, and must give evidence of

satisfactory proficiency in Latin, one other language,

and mathematics. Both at Oxford and Cambridge
arrangements have lK;en made with a number of

county councils, by which courses of lectures in

science, agriculture, Ac., are given by university

lecturers at numerous towms and villages. Summer
meetings are also held at Oxford and Cambridge, at

which large numbers of students attend on lectures.

Home reding circles under the direction of leaders

are also an outcome of the movement, which is ex-

tending rapidly.

UNNA, a town of Prussia, in the province of

Westphalia, 10 miles to the east of Dortmund. It

contains a fine town church, ir-on-foundries, machine-

works, chemical -works, Ac., and near it there are

hot baths. Pop. (1900), 14,918.

UNYORO. See Uganda.
UPHOLLAND, a town of England, in Lanca-

shire, 4 miles east of Wigan, with an ancient church

(restored), other places of worship, a Catholic col-

lege, a seventeenth-century grammar-school (reor^n-

ized), collieries, quarries, brick-works, Ac. There

are remains of a Benedictine priory. Pop. (1891),

4443; (1901), 4773.

UPOLU, the second largest and the most im-

portant of the Samoan ^oup of islands in the South

Pacific, belonging to Germany. It is about 150

miles in circumference, and cotton and cocoa-nut

oil are its principal prc^ucts. It is traversed by a
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Tange of mountains about 2000 feet high, and presents

splendid forest scenery. Apia is the capital, and the
only town in the archipela^. Fop. about 15,500.

URiEMIA, a diseased condition of the body aris-

ing from the presence of urea in the blood, in con-

sequence of the urine not being properly secreted,

as in Bright’s disease or other ailments, thus leaving

in the blood elements that should be carried ofl

The symptoms of ursemia are headache, mistiness of
vision, noises in the ears, oppression, dulness, drow-
siness, sometimes delirium and convulsions, and it

ends in coma and death. It is a most serious disease,

and no time should be lost in securing the services

of a responsible physician.

URBl, Andrew, chemist and technologist, was
bom at Glasgow on May 18, 1778, and died in
London, Jan. 2, 1857. He was educated partly at
Glasgow and partly at Edinburgh University, and
paduated as M.D. at the former in 1801. In 1804
he obtained the appointment of professor of chemis-
try and natural philosophy in the Andersonian In-

stitution in his native city. Having taken an active

part in promoting the erection of the observatory at

Glasgow in 1809, he was appointed its first astrono-

mer. In 1813 appeared his first literary production,

A Systematic Table of the Materia Medica, and in

1818 he gained considerable reputation by a memoir
which he read before the Royal Society, entitled

New Experimental Researches on some of the leading

Doctrines of Caloric. In 1 821 he published a Dic-

tionary of Chemistry (two vols.), which was long the

tmdisputed standard work on the subject. In 1830
he removed to London, and in 1834 he was appointed

analytical chemist to the board of customs. In
1 835 he published his Philosophy of Manufactures

;

in 1836, The Cotton Manufacture of Great Britain;

and in 1887-39 the first edition of his Dictionary of

Arts and Manufactures (two vols.), afterwards re-

written and enlarged by Rol)ert Hunt.
URFA, a town of Turkey in Asia, in Upper

Mesopotamia, vilayet Aleppo, seat of an Armenian
bishop, and of a French and an American mission.

There are some relics of ancient and medieeval times.

Some manufacturing and trade are carried on. Pop.
about 55,000.

URGA, or Bootxi-Kuren, a town in Northern
Mongolia, on the Tola, at an elevation of 4370 feet

above sea-level. It contains several large Buddhist
monasteries, occupied by about ten thousand monks,
and is a sacred city of the Buddhists, the seat of a

high priest or lama. With the exception of the

monasteries and temples the town is extremely dirty

and ill-built. It is the seat of the Chinese adminis-
tration of Northern Mongolia, and there is a aepar^
Chinese quarter. It is also a considerable trading

centre, lying as it does on the highway between
Kiacbta and Peking. Estimated pop. 30,000 to

40,000, part of whom are nomadic.

URMSTON, an urban district of England, in

Lancashire, 5 miles south-west of Manchester, with
modem churches and chapels, Pop. (1891),

4042; (1901), 6591.

URODELA. See Amphibia.
URUMTSI, a city of Central Asia, in Chinese

Zungaria (province Sin-kiang), on the northern side

of the Thian-Shan Mountains. It consists of an
old and a new town, the former being situated on
the slope of a mountain which attains a height of

14,000 feet above sea-level It was formerly of

great commercial importance in the trade between
Russia, Turkestan, and India. Urumtsi is of stra-

tegic importance and is now the administrative and
military capital of the province of Sin-kiang. Pop.
estimated at 15,000.

USHKUP, UsKUB, or Skopia, a town of North-
western Turkey, in the vilayet of Koasovo, on the

river Vardar, seat of a Greek archbishop, with
manufactures of leather, metals, cloth, &c., and dye-
works and other industrial establishments. Much
fruit is grown in the neighbourhood, and there is a
trade, carried on through Salonica, in grain, cattle,

fruit, opium, skins, wool, &c. Several important
highways converge here, and the place has increased

rapidly since tlie railway from l^lonica to Servia,

&c., reached it, and another line branching off here

was constructed. Pop. about 40,000.

USK, an urban district and parliamentary borough
in Monmouthshire, on the river Usk, 12 miles souwi-

west of Monmouth. It unites with Monmouth and
Newport in sending one member to parliament.

There arc ruins of an old castle. Wood-turning
and chair-making are the chief industries. Pop.

of urban district in 1891, 1449; in 1901, 1476.

—

The Usk river rises on the border of Carmarthen-
shire and Brecknockshire, flows east and south-east

for 57 miles to the Bristol Channel, 4 miles south of

Newport. The scenery of its course is very beauti-

ful, and it gives excellent salmon-fishing.

UTAKAMAND. See Ootacamtjnd.
UTICA, an ancient city of North Africa, near

the mouth of the river Bagrada. After the destruc-

tion of Carthage, Utica wjcame the capital of the

Roman province. It was destroyed by the Arabs
in the latter part of the seventh century.

V.

VALDIVIA, a town of Chili, capital of the

province of the same name, on the river Cruces, 12

miles distant from the port of Corral, 200 miles

south of Concepcion. It is an active industrial city,

with distilleries and breweries, many taimeries, &c.,

its prosperity being due to the numerous Germans
settled here. Vessels drawing 11 feet can reach

Valdivia at high spring-tides. Large steamers call

at Corral It exports leather, wheat, oats, honey,

Ac., the foreign exports going mostly to Germany.
Pop. (1900), 9819.

VALENCIA, a flourishing agricultnral city of

Venezuela, near the west end of Lake Valencia or

Tacarigua, about 90 miles west by south of Cara-
cas, with which it is connected hy rail It is well

built, with broad streets, and has a large market-
place, a fine cathedral, and a college. Pop. 39,000.

VALLEJO, a city and seaport of Solano county
California, on an arm of Ban Pablo Bay, 26 miles

north-east of San Francisco. It has a spacious har-

bour, flour-mills, ship-yards, terra-cotta works, iron-

j

foundries, and machine-shops. Large quantities of

' grain are shipped. Pop. (1900), 7965.

VALVE, a kind of movable lid or cover adapted

to the orifice of some tube or passage, and so formed
as to open cx)mmunication in one direction and to

close it in the other. It is used to regulate the

admission or escape of a fluid, such as water, gas,

or steam. Some valves are self-acting, that ^ they

are bo contrived as to open in the required direetkiii
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^ the preBBore of the fluid upon their surf^ and
iminediately to shut and prevent the return of the
fluid when the direction of its pressure changes.

Others are actuated hy independent external a^ncy.
Examples of the former kind are presented in the
valves of pumps, and in the safety-valves of steam-
boilers; and of the latter in the slide-valves ap-
])ended to the cylinder of a steam-engine for the
purpose of regulating the admission and escape of

the steam. The construction of valves admits of an
almost endless variety. They may be classified as
rotary

^

as in throttle-valves; lifting^ as in the safety-

valve and the ball-valve; as in the butterfly-

valve; tliding^ as in the slide-valve; spring, os in

some safety-valves; invertedrcup
\

key, as those of

the flute and other musical instruments. See Pump,
Stbam-enoinb, Ac.

VAMBJ6RY, Akminzus, Hungarian traveller and
scholar, was bom at Szerdahely on March 19, 1832.

He studied at Pressburg, Vienna, and Budapest,
and then went to Constantinople, where he lived

by teaching French. In 1858 he published a Ger-
man-Turkish dictionary. In 1861-64, disguised as

a dervish, he undertook an extensive journey of

exploration through Persia into Turkestan, and
visited Khiva, Bokhara, and Samarcand. In 1865
he became professor of oriental languages at the

University of Buda{)e8t, and he has written many
valuable linguistic works as well as works on his

travels, including IVavels in Central Asia (1864);
Wanderings and Adventures in Persia (1867);
Sketches of Central Asia (1868); History of Bo-
khara (1873); Central Asia and Anglo- Russian

Frontier (1874); Islam in the Nineteenth Century

<1875); Etymological Dictionary of the Turco-Tatar

Languages (1878); Primitive Civilization of the

Turco - Tatar Peoples (1879) ;
The Origin of the i

Magyars (1882); The Coming Struggle for India

(1885) ;
The Turkish People (1885) ;

Story of Hun-
gaiy (1887); Ac. The Stoiy of his Life and Ad-
ventures appeared in 1888. He has also been a

frequent contributor to periodical literature in Eng-
land, Germany, and Hungary.
VANCOUVER, a city of Camula, in British

Columbia, at the western terminus of the Canadian

Pacific Railway, on Burrard Inlet, near the Strait

of Georgia. It is well laid out, has numerous good

buildings, with electric street-railways, electric light,

gas, water-works, and other efjuipments hardly to

be expected in a town that has grown up since 1885.

There are extensive wharves, and a large trade in
i

lumber. Fishing is also an imj^ortant occupation.

The most interesting feature of Vancouver is Stanley

Park, a public pleasure-ground 940 acres in extent,

consisting of a portion of the primeval forest inter-

sected with walks and surrounded by a 10-mile

drive. This park contains some of the gigantic I

Douglas firs lilonging to the forest that formerly

covered the site of the town. An electric railway

connects the town with New Westminster. Pop.

(1891), 13,709; (1901), 26,133.

VANCOUVER, Gk^)Rgie, English navigator, was
bom in 1758, and died at Petersham on May 10,

1798. He entered the navy as able seaman in 1771

;

accompanied Cook on his second and third voyages

(1772-74 and 1776-79); was made first lieutenant

in 1780 ;
and served in the West Indies until 1789.

In 1790 he was put in command of a small squadron

sent to take over Nootka from the Spaniaids, and

was also charged to ascertain if there was a north-

west passage. He sailed in the Discovery, April 1,

1791, spent some time at the Cape, and afterwards

made for Austndia and New Zealand, the coast of

which he surveyed. He then went north and re-

ceived formal surrender of Nootka, and spent the

three summers of 1792-94 in surveying the American
coast as far north as Cook's Inlet, wintering at the
Sandwich Islands. On his return voyage he visited
the chief Spanish settlements on the west coast of
South America, and reached England in 1795. In
1798, shortly after his death, an account of this
voyage was published, with the title, A Voyage
of Discoveiy to the North Pacific Ocean and round
the World m the years 1790-1795 (three vols., with
plates).

VANUA LEVU. See Fiji.

VARASDIN, a royal free town of Austria-Hun-
gary, capital of a county of the same name in
Croatia, on the Drove, here crossed by a wooden
bridge, 70 miles south-east of Gratz. It has an
old castle, several Roman Catholic churches and
convents, a synagogue, a fine county-house, a high-
school, and manufactures of tobacco, liqueurs, vm-
egar, and silk wares. Pop. (1900), 12,930.

V'ASELINE, a useful product obtained by an
elaborate system of filtration from crude petroleum.
It is a iiale-yellow, translucent, slightly fluorescent

semi -solid, insoluble in water, slightly so in alcohol,

freely in ether, and may be mixed in any propor-

tion with fixed and volatile oils. This sul^tanco,

of American introduction, has since 1876 become of

considerable imjx)rtance, having been found an excel-

lent sul)stitute for lard in the projmration of oint-

ments—its quality of never getting rancid giving it

a decided value in all medic^ preparations over the
animal fats—and it seems to furnish a good basis for

soaps, pomodovS, cold-creams, Ac., thus disputing the
virtues of glyctiriue as an emollient. Taken inter-

nally it is said to be of efficiency in the cure of

coughs, colds, hoarseness, and irritation of the

throat. It is extensively used in hospitals as a
remedy for bums and scalds, to prevent pitting in

small-pox, and for every kind of skin disease, in-

flammation, and irritation. Applied to the surface

of steel, it is found to be highly useful in preventing
the attacks of rust.

VEDDAS, Vkddahb. See Ckvlon.
VENLO, a town of the Netherlands, in the pro-

vince of Limburg, on the right bank of the Meuse.
It is on several milway linos, has a fine town -house,

and breweries, distilleries, tobacco-works, tanneries,

Ac. The fortifications of the town were levelled in

1868. Pop. (1893), 12,154.

VENOSA (anc. Kentmia), a town of Italy, in the

province of Potenza, 23 miles north of the city of

that name. It has a cathedral, and a castle dating

from the fifteenth century. Horace was bom here.

Pop. 8000.

VENTIMIGLIA (French, Vintimille), a town of

northern Italy, in the province of Porto Maurizio,

7 miles east of Mentone. It is a bi8hoj)’H see, and
is surrounded by forts. There is an interesting

church, and a town-house containing a collection of

Roman antiquities. Pop. 5000.

VERATRIN, or Vkuatbia (C3aH<»NO»), a vege-

table alkaloid found in species of Veratrum, and
along with salmdillin in salmdilla or cevadilla, the

seeds of the liliaceous plant Schcenocaulon offleinale,

(Hee Habadilla.) It is generally obtained as a
crystalline powder, nearly white, very acrid and
poisonous, insoluble in water, but very soluble in

alcohol. In the form of tincture, and still more in

that of ointment, veratrin is much used as an ex-

ternal a]>plication in cases of neuralgia and obstinate

rheumatic pains. The smallest quantity entering

the nose causes violent and even dangerous sneezing.

VERATRUM, a well-known genus of liliaceous

plants. Veratrum album (white hellebore) is a
native of most alpine meadows in the southern,

central, and northern parts of Europe. It yields
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the Buhetanoe veratrin (whioh eee). Every part is Quiet at Bhipka; fto. He has also taken up religious
acrid and poiBonous, eBpeoially the rhuomes. A subjects, and his Family of Jesus and The Resun^
powder prepared from it is UM to destroy cater- tion attracted some attention. He has written vol-

pillars in gardens. The V. virUk of North America umes of reminiscences, travd sketches, Ac., some of
(American hellebore) is an acrid emetic, and acts which have been translated into Engli^.
stroimly in loweringthe action of the heart VERNE, Jules, French story-vrriter, bom at
VEElD - ANTIQUE. See Mabble.—Oriental Nantes on Feb. 8, 1828, was educated in his native

Verd^ntique is a green porohyry used as marble. city. With his successful story entitled Cinq
VERDEN, a town of Prussia^ in Hanover, on Semaines en Ballon (Five Weeks in a Balloon),

the Aller, alMUt 8 miles from its mouth in the which appeared in 1863 in Hetzel’s Magasin Illustr^
Weser, and 21 miles south-east of Bremen. It has he created a new kind of literature, the semi-
a fine Gothic cathedral, a gymnasium, breweries, scientific romance of the extraordinary, which he
distilleries, tanneries, and manufactures of cigars, has made peculiarly his own by many other excellent
soap, agriculture machinery, Ac. Verden was for- works of the same type. Among these are the
merly a bishopric. Pop. (1896), 9694. following: Le D^rt de Glace (1867); L’tle Mys-
VERDI, Giuseppe, Italian operatic composer, the terieuse; Le Tour du Monde en 80 Jours (1878);

last of the Italian school strictly so called, was bom La D4couverte de la Terre (1878); Les Cinq Cents
at Roncole, near Busseto, on Oct. 10, 1818. He Millions de la B^gum (1879); La Maison k Vapeur
became organist in his native place at a veiy early (1880); Mathias Sindorf (1886); Nord centre Bud
age, and received his earliest training in music while (1887); Deux Ans de Vacances (1888); L’tle k
employed at Busseto. In 1829 he was enabled, H41ice (1895); Clovis Dardenter (1896); Face au
through the kindness of some friends, to proceed to Drapeau (1896); Le Sphinx des Glaces (1897); Le
Milan to continue his studiei^ and nine years later Village Adrien; Ac. Many of his works have been
he settled in that city. His first opera, Oberto, transhited into English, and have been extremely
Conte di Ban Bonifazio, was produced with fair popular, more especially Around the World in

success in 1839, and in the following year the comic Eighty Days, and The Mysterious Island,

opera Un Giorno di Regno was composed, but had VERONICA. See Speedwell (in Supp.).

little success. Nabucodonosor, performed in 1842, VERONICA, said to have been the name of a
was well received, and I Lombardi (1843) and woman who, when Christ was carrying his cross,

Emani (1844—libretto adapted from Hugo’s Her- lent him her veil to wipe the sweat from his face,

nani), both of revolutionary tendency, scored great and on receiving it back found his likeness im-
successes. These were followed by I due Foscari printed on the cloth. This wonderful cloth is said

(1844), Giovanna d’Arco (1846), Alzira (1846), to be still preserved among the relics at Bt. Peter’s,

Attila (1846), Macbeth (1847), I Masnadieri (pro- Rome, where it is only shown to a few persons of

duced first in London, 1847), II Corsaro (1848), La special rank. It is commonly supposed that the

Battaglia di Legnano (1849), Luisa Miller (1849), Bt. Veronica of the legend received this name in

and Stifellio (1850). His first masteipiece, Rigo- mistake, and that it arose from a misunderstanding
letto, appeared in 1851, and in 1853 his other two and corruption of the term vera toon, true image,

masterjjieces, II Trovatore and La Traviata, were originally applied to the likeness itself,

first product. Les Vepres Siciliennes (1855), VERBECZ, a town of Hungary, in the county of

Simon Boccanegra (1857), Un Ballo in Maschera Temesvar, 42 miles south of the town of Temesvar,

(1857), La Forza del Destine (1862), and Don with which it is connected by railway. It is the see

Carlos (1867) followed. His later works show the of a Greek bishop, and has silk-mills, and a large

influence of Wagner and other non-Italian com- trade in silk and wine. There are remains of an
pwers, and as musical dramas are far in advance of old castle. Pop. (1900), 25,199.

his earlier works
;
a marked change in style being VESOUL, a town of France, capital of the de-

evidenced by Alda (1871), and after a long period p^ment Haute-Saone, at the mouth of the Colom-
of silence by Otello (1887) and Falstaff (1893)— bine in the Durgeon, a left tributary of the BaOne.

the last a comic opera. Veidi wrote very little non- It has a seminary, a college, a training school for

operatic music, and only his Requiem Mass (1874) teachers, a public library, a theatre, Ac. Pop. in

is important in this connection. In 1874 he was 1896, 10,083.

creat^ an Italian senator, and he received many VESZPRIM, a town of Hungary, 60 miles south-

other honours both from Italy and from other Euro- west of Budapest. It is the see of a bishop, and
pean countries. He died on Jan. 27, 1901. See the among its buildings are a fine cathedral (fourteenth

Life by Poumn (London, 1887), and the work by century), another handsome and still older church,

Monaldi (1897). an episcopal castle, a diocesan seminaiy, a Piarist

VERE^HTCHAGIN, Vabiut, a Russian painter, gymnasium, a synagogue, and several convents. Pop.

was bom on Oct. 26, 1842. He was educated m 1900, 14,114.

at the naval school in St. Petersburg, but, devoting VIAREGGIO, a rising watering-placeof Northern

himself to painting, he entered the St. Petersburg Italy, on the coast of Tuscany, 60 miles w.N.w.

Academy. In 1861 he travelled in Germany, France, of Florence. It is protected on the land side by

and Spain, and in 1864 he entered the l^cole des a splendid pine wood (Pineta), and has fine bathing

Beaux Arts at Paris, where G(^r6me was his master, establishments, a long breakwater with a lighthouse.

He joined the Caucasian expedition under General and a monument to Shelley (1894). Pop. 16,000.

Kaufmann in 1867, and in 1869 went to Siberia. VIAUD, Louis Marie Julien, French novelist.

In 1874 he went to India with the Prince of Wales, better known by his pseudonym Pierre Loti, was
and afterwards settled in Paris. He took part in bom at Rochefort of Huguenot parents on Jan. 14,

the Russo-Turkish war, and was wounded at Plevna. 1 850. After a school education in his native town

Bince that time he has visited all the chief cities of he entered the French navy in 1867, becoming mid-

Europe exhibiting his pictures. They are of im- shipman in 1873 and attaining the rank of captain

mense size, extremely realistic, and treat chiefly of in 1899. He has seen, in the course of his calling or

the horrors of war. Among war pictures are ; An otherwise, a great part of the world, and descriptions

Unexpected Attack; Before Victory; After Defeat; of foreign sceneiy figfure largely in his works. He
Assault on Plevna; After the Assault; Apotheosis served with distinction in the Tonkin c^paign,
of War; Wounded Returning; Our Prisoners; AU but incurred official tdispleasure by describing the
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c^el proceedings of French soldiers at Hu4 in a
seiies of letters to the Figaro in 1883. In 1887
he was honoured by admission into the Legion of

Honour, and in 1891 he was elected a member of

the Academy, 2^1a beinff a rival candidate on the

occasion. He has pubushed many stories, tale^

and sketches under the pseudonym Pierre Loti,

among them being: Aziyad^ (1877); Rarahu (1880),

reprinted in 1882 as Manage de Loti; Le Roman
d’un Spahi (1881); Fleurs d’Ennui (1882); Pecheurs
d'lslande (1888), perhaps his chief work; Madame
Chrysanth^me (1887) ;

Japonneries d'Automne
(1889); Au Maroc (1890); Le Roman d’un Enfant

(1890); Fantome d’Orient (189*2), a sequel to Azi-

yad6; Le B^rt (1894); Jerusalem (1895); La
Calil^e (1895); Ramuntcho (1897); and Figures et

Choses qui passaient (1898). Many of these have
been translated into English. The novels of Loti
are characterized by tenderness, delicacy, and a
generally romantic, even melancholy, colouring.

VIBORG, an ancient town of Denmark, in the
peninsula of Jutland, finely situated on a small lake

of the same name, 40 miles north-west of Aarhuus.
It is the see of a bishop, and has a fine Homane.sque
cathedral, dating from the twelfth centuiy and re-

stored in 1863-76. The site of the old castle is now
occupied by the Borgevold Park. The chief in-

dustrial establishments are tanneries, breweries, and
machine-works. The port is Iljarbiik, 5 miles away,
on the Liimfiord. Pop. in 1901, 8623.

VIBORG, in Finland. See Winona.
VIBURNUM, the genua to which the Guelder

Rose, Laurustinus, and Wayfaring Tree l)elong.
j

VICTORIA FALLS. See Zambksi.

VICTORIA NYANZA, or Ukkrkwk; a large

fresh-water lake in Africa, the largest of the Nile

lakes. It extends from 0” 45' N. to 2'' 60' s., and
from 31° 30' to 35° K., and lies aU)ut 3900 feet

!

above sea-level. Including the numerous islands
j

with which it is studded, it has an area of alx^ut

27,000 8<iuare miles. It receives numerous inOuents,
,

the most important of which is the Kagtira. which
i

enters it on the west. Other tribubiries of the i

lake are the Katonga on the wi^st. the Nzoia on '

the north-east, the Shiroiyu on the south, and the

Ruwana on the south-east. The lake is supposed

to be partly fed by springs. The outlet of the lake,

or Somerset Nile, which flows north -we.st to lake

Albert Nyanza, whence it issues os the Nile proper,

was discovered by Speke on the 28th of July, 186*2.

While the western shore of the lake is mostly flat,

and the northern in many places marshy, the east-

ern shore presents high mountains. The Victoria

Nyanza was discovered by Sjieke, who caught sight

of its southern end near Muanza on the 4th of

August, 1858, and it was afterwards, in 1861-62,

visited and further explored by its discoverer, along

with Grant, and between January and May, 1875,

it was circumnavigated by Stanley. By the treaty

of 1890 between Great Britain and Germany the
northern portion forms part of British East Africa
and the southern TOrtion part of German East
Africa, the dividing line being the parallel of 1° 8. A
railway from Mombasa on the east coast to the Vic-
toria Nyanza was completed in 1901. See Uganda.
VIDIN, or ViDDiN. See Widdin.
VIERSEN, a town of Rhenish Prussia, in the

district of Diisseldorf, 18 miles west of the town of

that name, and 10 miles south-west of Crefeld. It

has important manufactures of velvet, plush, linen,

silk, and cotton fabrics; leather, tobacco, soap, straw-

hats, Ac. Pop. in 1895, 22,795; in 1900, 24,797.

VIERZON-VILLE, a town of France, in the

department of Oher, situated on a hill in a fertile

plain, at the junction of ihe Yevre with the Cher,
VOL. XIV.

on the Canal du Berry, 19 miles north-west of
Bourges, 124 miles south of Paris. It has manu-
factures of agricultural machinery, porcelain, glass,

&c.^ Pop. (1896), 11,176.

VILLACH, a town of Austria, in Carinthia, on
the river Brave, 20 miles west of Klagenfurt, with
a fifteenth-century Gothic church, a gymnasium, a
hospital, and other such buildings; also various
manufactures. There are warm sulphur springs in
the vicinity. Pop. in 1890, 7687.
VILLAFRANCA BI VERONA, a small tovm

of Northern Italy, in the i)n)viiice of Vertmii, 10
miles 8.H.W. of Verona. It is an old town of

mediaeval appearance, and is surrounded by M*alls

;

and moats. The castle is now in ruins. The pre-

;

liminaries of a )^»eace between Francis Joseph of
Austria and NajKdeon III. of France were signed
here on July 11, 1859.

VILLA RICA, a town of Paraguay, 90 miles
south-west of Asuncion, witli which it is connected
by rail. It has a large cathednvl and is generally

well built. The trade is considerable and steadily

increasing. Pop. in 1895, 19,000.

,

VILLEFRANCHE-SUR-SAONF^ a town of

France, in tlie de])artment Rhone, on the Morgon,
near the right bank of the Saone, alK)ut 20 miles

N.N.w. of Lyons. Pop. in 1896, 13,627.

VINBHVa MOUNTAINS. See India.

VIRCHOW, Rudolf, a distinguished German
pathologist and anthropologist, was born at Schie-

[

velbein. in Pomenvnio, on Oct. 13, 1821. He studied

at the Friedrich Wilhelnm-lnstitut in Berlin during
1839-43, and in the latter year Isjcame a surgeon’s

a.s8istant. From 1844 to 1846 he was assistant at

the Chaiite Hospital, and in the latter year he
liecarne pri>Hector there. He qualified in 1847 ns a
lecturer at the University of Berlin, and in tliat

year also he was associated with Benno Reinhardt
in founding the Archiv fiir pathohigisohe Anatomic
urid Physiologic und fUr klinische Medizin, which he
edited alone from Reinhardt’s death in 1852 till his

own. He made himself known as a pronounced
democrat iq the year of revolution, 1848, and his

political activity caused the government to remove
liim, in 1849, from his prosectorship, but be was soon

reinstated. Later in the same year he acce})ted the

chair of (lithological anatomy at WUrzburg. In
1852 be i)ecame joint-editor of the Gannstatt re-

]x>rts on the (progress of medicine, which he con-

tinued in c;unjunction with others till his death.

In 1856 he returned to Berlin as jirofessor of jiatho-

logical anatomy, general pathology, und therapeu-

tics, and director of the recently hmnded })atholo-

gical institute. He was elected to the Prussian

house of rtq)resentatives in 1862, and Ixicame leader

of the Progressive Party, and in 1880-93 he was a
memlxT of the Reichstag. He was a determined

oT)|)onent of Bismarck’s iK)licy, and in 1865 he was
cnallenged to a duel by the man of blood and iron.

He exercised especial influence in matters relating

to public health, and during the wars of 1866 and
1870-71 he took an active part in organizing the

army sanitary services. As a member for several

decades of the Berlin municipal council he was
active in promoting the sanitary imiirovement of

the city. In 1870 he assisted in founding the

Deutsche und Berliner Gesellschaft fUr Anthropo-

logic, Ethnologic, und Urgeschichte, of which he
was several times president, and in 1879 he made
a journey to the site of Troy, descrilxxl in Beitrage

zur Landeskunde in Troas (1879) and Alttrojan-

iscfae Graber und Schadel (1882). He visited

England in 1893 and deliver^ the Croonian lec-

ture to the Royal Society on The Place of Patho-
logy io Biological Studies, receiving on the occasion
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the honorary degree of D.C.L. from Oxford. In 1 896

he delivered the Huxley lecture in London, his sub>

jeot being Recent Advances in Physiology. He died

in Berlin on Sept. 5, 1 902. Virchow’s numerous works
include the following: Handbuch der speciellen

Pathologie und Therapie (six vols., 1854-76), which
he prepared in collal^ration with others; Vorle-

sungen liber Cellularpathologie in ihrer BegrUndung
auf physiologischer und pathologischer Gewebelehre
(1859), his chief work, forming in the fourth edition

the first volume of Vorlesungen liber Pathologie
(four vola., 1863-71); Vier Reden Uber Leben und
Kranksein (1862); Ueber den Hungertyphus (1868);
Ueber einige Merkmale niederer Menschenrassen
am Schadei (1875); Beitrage zur physischen An-
thropologic der Deutschen (1876); Gesammelte
Abhandlungen aus dem Gebiete der bffentlichen

Medizin und der Seuchenlehre (1879); Goethe ala

Naturforscher (1861); Die Freiheit der Wissenschaft
im modemen Staat (1877); &c. Several of these
works have been tranidated into English. Virchow
was the founder of cellular pathology.

VIRGINIA CITY, a city of the United States,

capital of Storey county, Nevada, about 200 miles

north-east of San Francisco, and connected with the

Central Pacific Railway by a branch line 12 miles

long. Tlic silver mines here led to the rise of the

place, the famous Comstock Lode and the Big
Bonanza (or Virginia Consolidated) having yielded

immense quantities of silver; but there has latterly

been a great decline. Pop. (1880), 10,917; (1890),

8511; (1900), 2695.

VIRGINIAN CREEPER, the Ampelopsit quin-

quefoliay a climbing plant of the vine older (Vitacem)
native to North America. It has large palmate
loaves, and is used as an ornamental covering for

walls, &c., and sometimes called American Ivy, Its

leaves turn a bright red in the autumn.
VIRGINIAN DEER. See Cakiacoxi.

VITI LEVU. See Fiji.

VIZAGAPATAM, a town of British India, capi-

tal of a district of the same name, in the Madras
Presidency, at the entrance of the Veragatam into

the Bay of Bengal, about 180 miles north-east of

Masulipatam. It is a military station and has a
good harbour. Pop. (1891), 34,487; (1901), 40,892.

VLAARDINGEN, a town of the Netherlands,
in the province of South Holland, on the New Maas,
6 miles west of Rotterdam. It is a seat of the Dutch
herring-fishery, and has a neat town-hall and a good
harbour. Pop. (1897), 13,529,

VLADIKAVKAZ, a town of Russia, in Caucasia,
capital of Terek district, situated on an elevated

plane at the northern base of the Caucasus, about 90
miles north of Tiflis, with which it is connected by
a military road through the Dariel gorge, It is

connected by rail with Rostov and with Petrovsk

on the Caspian, and is rapidly developing as a com-
mercial centre. Pop. (1897), 43,843.

VLADIVOSTOCK (Ut. ‘mistress of the East*),

in Chinese Hai-ttm-vm, a Russian fortided seaport

and place of arm^ capital of the Maritime Provinoe

of Eastern Sibe^ is situated near the extremis of

a peninsula jutting into Victoria or Peter the Great
Bay. Though only founded about 1860 Vladivostock

is now the most important Russian station in this

quarter, the government having spent large sums
on wharfs, ship-yards, and arsenala The trade is

as yet of little importance, and is chiefly in the

hands of Chinese. It is a terminus of the railway

across Siberia. Pop. (1897), 28,896.

VOLAPUK, the name given to a universal lan-

guage invented about 1879 by Johann Martin
Schleyer, of Constance. The name means ‘world-

speech’, being based on English toorid and epedk,

and a number of the vocables are modified English

words, the total number in the language being about

14,000, some 1300 being root-wo^s. In structure

the language is simple and extremely regular, and
the orthography is entirely phonetic, the words being

pronounced as they are written, and vice versa. The
study of Volapiik, after having made some progress,

has latterly declined
;
but there are still periodicals

written in it, and associations devoted to its dis-

semination. Various other attempts to provide a
universal language, especially one suited for com-
mercial purposes, have been made in recent times.

VOLO, or Volos, a seaport of Greece, in Thessaly,

on the Gulf of Volo, 37 miles to the south-east of

Larissa, with which and with Trikkala it has railway

connection. It is the capital of an eparchy of the

same name, in the nomarchy of Larissa, and carries

on a fair trade in cotton, grain, wool, oil, &c. Pop.

(1896), 16,232.

VRYHEID, a town of South Africa, formerly in

the Transvaal, now in Natal, about 280 miles north
of Durban by the railway through Pietermaritzburg,

Ladysmith, and Dundee, in the centre of a district

containing coal, gold, and other minerals. It has
Dutch Reformed, Anglican, Wesleyan, and other

churches, a masonic temple, schools, and mineral
springs. The district of Vryheid was ceded to a
fiarty of Boers by Dinizulu, a Zulu chief, in return

for military assistance rendered to him in 1884, and
it was thereupon constituted a separate state under
the title of the New Republic. In 1888 it was
incorporated in the Transvaal. The white popula-

tion of the district is about 5800; of the town,

2400.

VYRNWY, a river of Wales, rising in the north-

west of Montgomeryshire, and aftw a circuitous

course of some 35 miles falling into the Severn on
the Shropshire border. Lake Vymwy, not far from
its source, the chief reservoir of the Liverpool water-

works, has been formed by constructing a huge dam
or embankment across the river valley, the result

being an artificial sheet of water about 5 miles long.

The length of the embankment is about 1260 feet,

its height 60, the length of the aqueduct to Liver-

pool 68 miles.

W.

WADEBRIDGE, a town of England, in Comw^
at the head of the estuaiy of the Camel, 6 miles

w.N.w. of Bodmin. The river Camel is here crossed

by a stone bridge of fifteen arches which was
originally constructed in 1485. The town has a
trade in granite, slate, and other products of the
county. Pop. (1891), 1819; (1901), 2186,

WAITZEN, a market -town and bishopric of

Hungary, on the left bank of the Danube, 20 miles

north of Budapest. It has a ^lendid cathedral, said

several important monastio ai^ scholastic establish-

ments. Pop. (1890), 14,460; (1900), 16,808.

WAKAYAMA, a town of Japan, on the island

of Hondo, situated on the east coast of the channel
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leading into the eastern end of the Inland Sea, 35
miles south-west of Osaka. It is an important
centre of the cotton industry. Pop. (1899), 63,667.

WALKER, a town of England, in Northumber-
land, on the left bank of the Tyne, 2 miles east of

Newcastle, with modem churches, a mechanics’

institute, the Newcastle hospital for infectious dis-

eases, a colliery, ship-building, iron-founding, chemi-
cal-works, &c. Pop. (1891), 11,341 ; (1901), 13,336.

WALLAROO, a town of South Australia, in

Daly county, near the east shore of Spencer Gulf
and Wallaroo Bay, 91 miles north-west by north of

Adelaide. The Wallaroo and other copper-mines are

in the neighbourhood, and the largest smelting-works
in the colony are carried on at Wallaroo Bay. Gold
and silver are also extensively worked. Pop. 3500.

WALLASEY, an urban district or town of Eng-
land, in Cheshire, near the seaward extremity of the
Wirral peninsula, 2 miles north-west of Birkenhead.
It has a church (rebuilt since its destruction by
fire), a working-men’s institute, a sixteenth-century

grammar-school (reorganized), a cottage hospital,

Ac. Pop. (1891), 33,229; (1901), 53,680.

WALMER, a suburb of Deal, in Kent, with an
ancient and modem churches, a Royal Marine
Infirmary, and Walmer Castle, the official residence

of the Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports. Pop.

(1891), 4,565; (1901), 5248.

WALTHAMSTOW, an urban district, pari, div.,

and suburb of London, in Essex, 6 miles north-east

of St. Paul’s. It has a town-hall, a literary institute,

a public library, a school of art, several good higher
schools, one of them dating from the sixteenth

century, Ac. Brewing is the chief industry. Pop.
of town in 1891, 46,346, of pari. div. 101,236; in

1901, 9.5,125 and 186,667.

WALTON-LE-DALE, a town of England, in

Lancashire, on the left bank of the Kibble, 2 miles

south-east of Preston, in which parliamentary
borough it is included. It has an ancient church,

modem places of worship, a working-men’s institute,

cotton-SThnninc, market-gardening, &c. Pop, (1891),

10,5.56; (1901)! 11,271.
^

WALTON-ON-THAMES, a town of England,

in Surrey, on the right Ijank of the Thames, here

crossed by an iron bridge, 5 miles w. s.w. of

Kingston, with an ancient church of some interest,

a Wesleyan chapel, a public hall, the Metroijolitan

Convalescent Institution, water -works, Ac. It is

a popular residential district and tourist resort.

Pop. (1891), 7988; (1901), 10,329.

WALTON -ON-THE -NAZE, or Walton-le-
SoKEN, a watering-place of England, on the coast of

Essex, 16 miles west by south of Colchester, with a

church representing an older building swept away
by the sea in 1798, other places of worship, a public

hall, a coast-guard and a life-boat station, a conva-

lescent home and a home of rest, Ac. There is an
excellent beach. Pop. (1891), 1586 ; (1901), 2014.

WANSTEAD, a town of England, in Eswjx, near

the right bank of the Roding, 6 miles north-east

of St. Paul’s, with a brick church in Classic style.

Beside it is Wanstead Park, belonging to the Cor-

poration of the City of London, and opened to the

public in 1882 ; and Wanstead Ilats, partly planted

by the labour of the London unemployed in 1886.

Pop. (1891), 7043; (1901), 9179.

WANTAGE, a market-town of England, in Berk-

shire, in the fertile vale of the White Horse, 13

miles west by south of Wallingford, birthplace of

King Alfred, of whom there is a statue. There is

an interesting old church, a town-hall, a com-ex-

change, a grammar-school, and a cottage hospital

Iron and brass founding, and the manufacture of

sacks and similar articles, are carried on. Bishop

Butler was a native of Wantage. Pop. (1891), 3669;

(1901), 8766.

WARD, Adolphus Wiluam, English historian,

wasbom at Hampstead on Dec. 2, 1837. He received

his education in Germany and at the grammar-
school of Bury St. Edmunds, and in 1864 he entered

Peterhouse, Cambridge. A few years later he
graduated with distinction in classics and became a
fellow of his college. In 1866 he was appointed to

the chair of history and Enghsb literature in Owens
Colley, Manchester, an institution of which he was
principal from 1888 till his resignation in 1897. He
took a leading part in the movement for the founda-
tion of Victoria University, and he has held several

important offices in connection with it. In 1900 he
became master of Peterhouse, and in 1901 vice-

chancellor of Cambridge University. In 1902 he was
appointed an original member of the new British

Academy for the Promotion of Historical, Philoso-

phical, and Philological Studies. In 1868-73 he
published a translation of Curtius’s History of Greece
in five volumes, and in 1876 his valuable History of

English Dramatic Literature to the Death of Queen
Anne appeared in two volumes (new edition, 1899),

Among his other works are : The House of Austria
in the Thirty Years’ War (1869); Chaucer (1880) and
Dickens (1882) in the English Men of Letters series;

The Counter-Refonnation (1888); Sir Henry Wotton
(1897); Great Britain and Hanover (1899); and
numerous contributions to the Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica, the Dictionary of National Bio^phy, and
various reviews. He has also edited various English
classics, among them being Pope’s Works (Globe
Edition), Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus and Greene’s
Friar Bacon, John Byrom’s Poems (two vote., Che-
tham Society), Ac. He is one of the editors of the
Cambridge Modem History (first volume, 1902),
planned by Lord Acton. He is honorary LLD. of

Glasgow, and honorary Litt.D. of Camoridge and
Victoria University.

WARD, Mart Augusta, novelist, better known
as Mrs. Humphry Ward, daughter of Thomas Ar-
nold, second son of Dr. Arnold of Rugby, was bom
on June 11, 1851, at Holmrt, Tasmania, where her
father held an educational iKist. In 1872 she married
Mr. Thomas Hum!)}iry Ward, M.A., formerly a
fellow and tutor of Bnisenose College, Oxford. She
cxintributed a large numl)er of articles to Smith and
Wacc’s Dictionary of Christian Biography, and wrote

much for Macmillan’s Magazine, but her first sepa-

rately published work was a story for children, en-

titled Milly and Oily: or, A Holiday among the

Mountains, which apiKiared in 1881, with illustra-

tions by Mrs. Alma-Tadema. In 1884 her first

novel, Miss Bretherton, in which sht? dealt with
stage life in London, was published, and next year

appeared her excellent translation of the Journal

Intime of Henri Fnkle'iric Amiel, with introduction

and notes. Robert Elsmere (1888), a novel dealing

with the gradual development of a young Anglican

clergjrman from orthi^ox dogmatic Christianity to-

wards a more liberal and somewhat indefinite let

of opinions, met with great success, and was soon

tran^ted into several foreign languages. In The
History of David Grieve (1892) she produced a
novel of a somewhat similar t3rpe but much leas

{X)werful; and in Marcella (1894) she dealt with
modem social questions. Sir George Tressady, in

some sort a continuation of Marcella, and, like it,

treating of modem political and economic auestio]^

was published in 1896. With Helbcck of Bannia-

dale (1898) she returned to the main theme of Robert
EIgmere, but Eleanor (1900) is a study of politic^

and religious life in Italy. Her latest novel is

Lady R^*b Daughter (1902). She has been aaso-
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oiated with the work of the Passmore Edwards
Settlement since its foimdation.

WAEREN, Sir Charlbs, Britis^eneral, second
son of Major-general Sir Charles l^rren, KG.Bm
was bom at Bwgor on Feb. 7, 1840. From a school

at Bridgenorth he proceeded to Cheltenham College,

and he afterwards received a military education
at Sandhurst and Woolwich. He joined the Royal
Engineers in 1857, and in 1861-65 he was engaged
in a survey of Gibraltar. During the three years
following 1867 he carried out exploring work in

Palestine for the Palestine Exploration Fund, and
from 1871 till 1878 he studied in the gunnery-
school at Shoeburyness. In 1876 he was a com-
missioner for settling the western boundary of the
Orange Free State, and in the following year he
assist in settling the land ^estion of Griqualand
West. He commanded the Diamond Fields Horse
in the Kaffir war of 1878, and during the imme-
diately succeeding Griqua and Bechuana camjiaignB
he was commander of the field force. After a short

period of service as administrator of Griqualand
West he returned to England in 1880, and during
the next four years he was attached to the Chatham
school of military engineering as instructor in survey-

ing. He was in Egypt and Arabia for a short time
in 1882, in which year he attained the rank of colonel

in the Royal Engineers. He commanded the Bechua-
naland expedition of 1884-8.^j, when the Transvaal

Boers were checked in their encroachments, and in

the following year he was in command at Suakim.
From 1886 till his resignation in 1888 he was chief

commissioner of the metropolitan police, and for five

years from 1889 he was in command of the troops in

the Straits Settlements, with the temporary rank of

major-general. He was commander of the Thames
district from 1895 till 1898. Sir Charles Warren
commanded a division in the South African war of

1899-1902, and co-ojierated with SirRedvers Buller

in that attempt to relieve Ladysmith with which the

occupation of Spion Kop is prominently associated.

He was afterwards appointed military governor of

Griqualand West. He was created C.M.G. in 1878,

K.C.M.G. in 1883, G.C.M.G. in 1885, and K.C.B.
in 1887, and is a fellow of the Royal and other
societies. He has published works entitled Under-
ground Jerusalem (1876); The Temple or the Tomb
(1880); and, in collal)oration with Captain C. R.
Conder, Jerusalem (1884).

WASHINGTON, an island in the Pacific Ocean,
belonging to Britain, in lat. 4” 40' N., Ion. 160® 20'

w. It is also called New York island. Its area is

6 square miles.

WATER-GAS, a mixture of gases produced by
the action of steam on incandescent carbon. The
carbon first decomposes the steam, forming hydrogen
and carbon dioxide, and the latter gas then com-
bines with more carbon to form the inflammable

carbon monoxide. Thus water-gas is mainly a mix-

ture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Pure water-

gas is non-luminous, but it is rendered luminous by
mixing with various gases obtained from petroleum,

the luminous mixture being known as carburetted

water-gas. ^Two chief methods are empoloyed for

the manufacture of water-gas for illuminating pur-

poses. In the first of these, the Lowe process, the

preparation of the pure gas and the oarburetting are

performed in one operation. The apparatus consists

essentially of a generator, filled with anthracite or

coke, in which the non-carburetted gas is produced;
a carburetter, a circular chamber lined with fire-

brick and filled with a checker-work of the same
material; and a superheater, a taller circular chamber
similarly filled. By means of air-blasts and the pro-

ducer-iras from the anthracite of the crenerator. the

fire-bricks of the carburetter and the superheater

are raised to a red heat, and then superheated steam
is passed through the incandescent carbon. The
water-gas formed pas^ over into the carburetter,

where it becomes mixed with illuminant gases

formed by the action of the heated bricks on mineral

oil, which is introduced from above. This process

is completed in the superheater, and the carburetted

gas is then ready for purification. In the Wilkinson
rocess the operations of making the gas and car-

uretting are separate. In the United States car-

buretted water-gas has largely replaced coal-gas as

an illuminant, partly because of its brighter light,

and partly because it can be more cheaply manu-
factured in that country. Coal-gas is often mix^
with carburetted water-gas in order to increase its

illuminating power. The chief objection to the use

of water-gas as an illuminant is the highly poisonous

nature of one of its essential constituents, namely,

carbon monoxide. Water-gas is also used in the

non-carburetted condition as a fuel.

WATER-GLASS, a sulistance which, when solid,

resembles glass, but is slowly soluble in Iwiling water,

although it remains unaffected by ordinary atmos-
pheric changes. It consists of soluble silicates of

potash or soda, or a mixture of both. A substance

of this kind was first discovered, so far as is known,
by Van Helmont in 1640. In the nineteenth cen-

tury Dr. Johann Fuchs, of Munich, did much to

improve the mode of preparing and applying it, and
much also has been done in the same direction by
Mr. Ransome, of Ipswich. Water-glass may be pre-

pared in two ways, called vict and ary. The former
mode of preparation consists in breaking down and
calcining flint nodules, the fragments or particles of

which are then added to a solution of caustic potash
or soda, whereupon the whole is exposed for a time
to intense heat at 60 pounds pressure. According
to the latter method the constituents are fused to-

gether in the solid state and afterwards dissolved.

The product when prepared in this way is viscid,

and may be used in this state or further diluted.

In this method of manufacture the caustic soda or

potash may be replaced by the carlwnate or the sul-

phate. Potash water-glass is more soluble than soda

water-glass, and if both metals be present a still

more soluble glass, called douUc BoluUe ghissy is ob-

tained. Among the purposes to which water-glass

is applied are painting on glass, coating stone, wobd,
and other materials to render them water-proof,

glazing scenery and paintings, &c. It is also used

mixed with sand to make an artificial stone, and it

forms an ingredient in some kinds of cement. One
of the most valuable of its applications is in the fix-

ing of wall-paintings, which are more durably fixed

by means of it than by the ordinary processes of

fresco-painting. The name of stereochrmny has been
given to this process. It is also added to many
kinds of soap, and used to fix colours in calico-print-

ing. See Fuchs’ Soluble Glass.
WATERHOUSE, Alfred, English architect,

born at Liverpool on July 19, 1830, studied archi-

tecture in Manchester, and afterwards in France
and Italy. He began practice in Manchester in

1853, and first made his name known by the Assize
Courts of that city. For the same city he has since

designed the County Jail, Owens College, the Town
Hall, St. Mary’s Hospital, and other buildings. In
other parts of England he has been responsiole for

the following amongst other buildings: in Liverpool,

Seaman’s Orphanage, TurnerMemo^ Home, Royal
Infirmary, and University College; in London,
Natural History Museum, New St. P^’s Sch^l,
City and Guilds Central Institution, King’s Wei^h
House Chapel and University Collecre Hgspital; in
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Gaius and Pembroke (piurtly rebuilt); in
Leeda, Yorkshire College; m lE^ht^ the Hotel
M^tropole; and the mansions of Eaton Hall (Che-
shire), Heythrop (Oxford), and Iweme Minster
(Dorset). He was elected A.B.A. in 1878, and
R.A. in 1885, and in 1898 he became treasurer of
the Academy. He received a Grand Prix from the
Paris exhibition of 1867, and he is a member of

various foreign academies. In 1878 he was awarded
the gold medal of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, of which he was president during 1888-
90. He received the honorary degree of LL.D.
from Victoria University in 1896.

WATEIRLOO, a town and watering-place of Eng-
land, on the Lancashire coast, 4 miles N.N.W. of

Liverpool, forming with Seaforth one urban district.

Pop. (1891), 17,226; (1901), 23,101.

WATERTON, Charles, English naturalist, was
bom at Walton Hall, Wakefield, on June 3, 1782,
and died on May 27, 1865. He was educated at

the Roman Catholic College at Stonyhurst, where
he evinced a great taste for natural history. He
spent many years in travel, and in 1825 published
Wanderings in South America, the North-West
of the United States, and the Antilles in the years

1812, 1816, 1820, and .1824, a book which has had
great popularity. An illustrated and slightly altered

edition was published under the direction of J. G.
Wood in 1879. His only other publication is Essays
in Natural History, with an Autobiography. These
appeared originally in three series (1838, 1844, 1857).

In 1870 Norman Moore produced a new edition of

them, together with some of his letters and a life.

He lived a secluded life for many years at Wal-
ton Hall, where he formed a curious collection of

animals.

WATERTOWN, a city of the United States,

capital of Jefferson county. New York, on the south

bank of Black River, 8 miles above its entrance

into Lake Ontario. Among the chief buildings and
institutions are the county buildings, many cburches,

a convent, state armoury, county jail, a hiijh-school,

business college, &c. The river is crossed by several

bridges, and its rapids afford abundant water-power.

The manufactures consist of woollens, agricultural

implements, sewing-machines, &c. Pop. (1890),

14,725 ; (1900), 21,696.

WATERTOWN, a city of the United States, in

Wisconsin, on both sides of the Rock River, 44

miles west by north of Milwaukee. Among its

educational institutions are the North-Western
University (Lutheran) and the College of Our Lady
of the Sacred Heart. It is one of the chief railway

centres of the state. The river yields abundant
water-power. Pop. (1890), 8755

; (1900), 8437.

WATERVLIET, formerly West Troy, a city of

the United States, in Albany county, New York,
on the Hudson opposite Troy. There is here an
n,r8enal where ordinance, shot, shell, &c., are manu-
factured. Pop. (1890), 12,967; (1900), 14,321.

WATH-UPON-DEARNE, a town of England,
in Yorkshire (West Riding^, 10 miles N.N.K. of

Sheffield, with an ancient cmurch (restored), other

places of worship, local board offices, an endowed
school, a market-place, a mechanics' institute, coal

and iron works, stone-quarries, oil and soap works,

a brewery, &c. Pop. (1891), 7048; (1901), 8619.

WATLINGS ISLAND, one of the Bahamas
islands, situated approximately in lat. 24** N. and Ion.

74® 80'. w. This island is now generally regarded

as the San Salvador of Columbus. The native name
was Guanahani.
WATSON, William, poet, was bom at Burley-

in-V^iarfedale, Yorkshire, on Aug. 2, 1859. His

first volume of ven^ The Prince's Quest, and other
Poems, published in 1880, showed the ii^uenoe of

Keats and William Morris, and found favour with
D. G. Rossetti. Pour years later he issued his

Epigrams of Art, Life, and Nature, containing mudi
highly-finished work, but it was not till the publi-

cation of Wordsworth's Grave, and other Poems, in

1890 that he gained adequate recognition from the
public. The volume of his Poems published in

1892 was a reprint of the 1890 volume with the
addition of twentv-six new pieces. Of Lachrymse
Musarum, and other Poems (1892), the title-poem
is a fine eulogy of the late Lord Tennyson. The
Eloping Angels followed in 1893, Odes, and other
Poems, in 1894, and The Father of the Forest, and
other Poems, in 1896. To 1896 belong two volumes
of sonnets on the Armenian atrocities, with the titles

The Year of Shame and The Purple East. In the
main poem of The Hope of the World, and other
Poems (1898), and also elsewhere in the same
volume, he gives utterance to the higher agnos-
ticism, and betra3rB a kind of pessimism. His Col-

lected Poems (1898) ought rather to be called Se-

lected Poems, since from them are excluded all

of the 1880 and 1893 volumes, more than half of

the Epigrams, most of The Year of Shame, and
portions of the other volumes. Mr. Watson has
also edited an anthology of Lyric Love (1802), and
has issued a volume of literary criticism, entitled

Excursions in Criticism (1893). Mr. Watson's
poetry, with much beauty of expression and depth
of thought, is generally lacking in spontaneity and
true originality. He has a fine touch in epigram.

WATTLE, Wattle-tree, a name given to

several Australian species of Acacia. See Acacia,
Auhtraua.
WATTS, George Frederick, a distinguished

painter of portraits and ideal subjects, was bom
in London on Feb. 23, 1817, and studied in the

schools of the Royal Academy. In 1837 he ex-

hibited at the Royal Academy two portraits of

young ladies and a subject - picture entitled Thu
Wounded Heron, and since ,then he has contributed

to various art exhibitions, notably theRoyalAcademy,
the Grosvenor Gallery, and the New Gallery, about
three hundred pictures of various kinds. Some of

these are landscapes and seascapes
;
a few, such as

The Sempstress and Under the Arch, portray con-

temporary life; but the finest and most characteristic

are portraits and allegorical or ideal subjects. His
portraits include those of Lady Holland (1843),

Tennyson (1859), The Duke of Argyll (I860),

Robert Browning (1865), Thomas Carlyle (1869),

Sir J. E. Millais (1871), Rev. James Martineau

(1874), E. Burne Jones, (1877), Himself (1879)»

Mr. Gladstone (1879), Mr. William Morris (1880),

Lord Leighton (1890), Mr. Walter Crane (1891),

Prof. Max MUller (1895), Rt. Hon. Gerald Balfour

(1899), and Major-General Baden -Powell (1902).

Of his other pictures the following may be men-
tioned: Isaljella finding Lorenzo dead (1840); How
Should I your True Love Know (1841) ;

Cymbeline

(1842); Paolo and Francesca (1848); Orlando pursu-

ing the Fata Morgana (1848); Life’s Illusions (1849);

The Good Samaritan (1860); The Window -seat

(1862); Sir Galahad (1862); Ariadne (1863), one

of his best works; Virginia (1863); Choosing

(1864); Esau (1865); Thetis (1866); May (1867);

The Meeting of Jacob and Esau (1868); The Wife
of Pygmalion (1868); The Return of the Dove to

the Ark (1869); Una and the Red Cross Knight

(1869); Daphne (1870); Fata Morgana (1870); The
Curse of Cain (1872); The Prodigal (1873); Dedi-

cated to all the Churches (1875); The Dove that

returned not Again (1877); Love and Death (1877);
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Time and Death (1878), like the preceding, one of

his most notable pictures; Britomart and 1:^ Nurse
(1878); Orpheus and Eurydice (1879); Paolo and
Francesca (1879) ; Enid and Geraint (1879); Psyche
(1880); The Eider on the Pale Horse, The Eider
on the Black Horse, The Eider on the White
Horse, and The Eider on the Eed Horse, all apo-

calyptic pictures of 1883; Love and Life (1884);
Earn Passing Away (1884); The Angel of Death
(1888); The Wife of Plutua (1889); She shall be
called Woman (1892), a large picture of Eve; For
he had great PossessionB (1894); The Outcast (1895);
Jonah (1895); The Childhood of Jupiter (1896);
Eve Tempted and Eve Eepentant (1896); Love
Triumphant (1898) ; The Eetiim of Godiva (1900)

;

In the Highlands (1901); Court of Death (1902).

In 1843 his cartoon of Caractacus led in Triumph
through the Streets of Home obtained one of

the three highest prizes in the Westminster Hall
Competition. He was in Italy during 1843-47,
and was powerfully influenced by Titian and
Tintoretto. In 1847 his colossal oil -pictures of

Echo and Alfred inciting the Saxons to prevent

the Landing of the Danes were awarded a prize

of £500 in another Westminster Hall competition.

The latter of these now adorns a committee-room
of the Houses of Parliament. He completed a
fresco, St. George overcomes the Dragon, in 1853,

for the Houses of Parliament, and at a later date

he painted in fresco the west end of the new hall

at Lincoln’s Inn. Since 1896 he has been on the

list of retired academicians. A large number of his

portraits, presented by him to the nation, are now
in the National Portrait Galleiy, and some of his

best allegorical paintings were presented to the
National Gallery of British Art (Tate Gallery).

To use his own words, he paints ideas rather than
objects, and the poetic idealism to which he has
been faithful throughout all his long career stands

in the way of extensive popularity. His drawing is

of the utmost correctness and his colouring often

extremely fine. In portraiture he takes a foremost
place, and he has pr(^uced some important works of

sculpture.

WATTS-DUNTON, Theodore, poet, critic, and
novelist, was bom at St. Ives in 1836. He was
educated privately at Cambridge and for a time
studied law, but he soon found his true vocation in

literature. He had already gained a reputation as

a writer of sonnets when he joined the staff of the
Examiner as literary and art critic. On leaving the
Examiner he joined the Athen«eum staff, and for

many years he has been one of the chief contri-

butors to that review, his criticisms of poetiy being
of the most illuminating character. In 1897 he
ubliahed a poem entitled Jubilee Greeting at Spit-

ead to the men of Greater Britain, which met with
wide appreciation; and in the same year he collected

in The Coming of Love, and Other Poems, some of

the more important of his poetical contributions to

the AthensBum and other literary journals. Aylwin,
a novel or romance published in 1898, forms a strik-

ing prose counterpart to The Coming of Love, and
contains excellent pictures of gypsy life. Mr. Watts-
Dunton has also contributed largely to the Nine-
teenth Century and other periodi^ls, and several of

the notices in Ward’s English Poets are from his

pen. The article on poetry in the Encyclopaedia

Britannica was written by him. He was intimately

associated with D. G. Eossetti and William Morris,

and was also a close friend of Lord Tennyson. Till

1896 he was known as Theodore Watts, but in that
year he added his mother’s name Dunton.
WAX INSECTS. See China Wax.
WAYFAEING TEEE {Viburrwm IwUana), a

shrub of the Guelder Eoee genus (order Oaprifoli-

acese), with opposite tooths leaves, and flowers

in 03rme8, the ripe fruits being black berries. It is

found wild in some parts of imitain.

WA2IEISTAN, the country of the Waziris, a
region of North-Western Indif^ situated west of the
Suliman range, north of British Baluchistan, and
east of Afghanistan. It is now partly included in

British India, and has at various times been the

I

scene of military operations, as, for instance, in 1902.

I

It is a mountainous country, with much fine scenery,

I

and a delightful climate except in some of the

valleys. The Waziris, a portion of whom are known
as Mahsuds, are a hardy mce.
WEALD. See Kent, Sussex.
WEDNESFIELD, a north-eastern suburb of

Wolverhampton, in Staffordshire, with extensive

manufactures of locks, keys, traps, files, and similar

articles. Pop. (1891), 4328; (1901), 4883.

WEI-HAI-WEI, a seaport in China, in the pro-

vince of Shantung, situated near the entrance of the

Strait of Pe-chi-li, on a bay sheltered by an island,

some 40 miles east of Chefoo. By a convention of

date July 1, 1898, the port of Wei-hai-wei, together

with the adjacent waters and some neighbouring
territory, was leased to Great Britain for as long a
period as Eussia shall hold Port Arthur. The leased

territoiy includes the island of Liu Kung, all the
islands in the bay, and a belt of land 10 miles wide
along the whole coast of the bay; area, 280 square

miles; pop. 120,000. By the ternus of the lease

Great Britain has sole jurisdiction within the limits

of this territory, but within the walls of the city

Chinese officials may exercise such authority as is

not inconsistent with the defence of the territory.

The British government may also erect fortifications

and carry out other defensive works in a defined

region lying outside of the leased territory. Chinese
war -vessels retain the right to use the waters.

Wei-hai-wei is not to be fortified, but is intended

to be a naval base, place of exercise, and sanatorium
for the British squadron on the China station.

WEINHEIM, a town of South Germany, in

Baden, on the Weschnitz, 10 miles north of Mann-
heim, with manufactures of leather, machinery, dyes,

soap, &c., besides silk-dying, tanning, and other

industries. There are remains of fortifications, old

castles, a town-house of the sixteenth century, vari-

ous schools, &c. Weinheim is a much-frequented
hejdth resort. Pop. (1895), 9676; (1900), 11,168.

WEIE, a dam erected across a river to stop and
raise the water, either for the purpose of taking fish,

of conveying a stream to a mill, or of maintaining

the water at the level required for navigating it, or

for purposes of irrigation.

WEIR, Harrison William, English artist, waa
lK)m at Lewes, Sussex, on May 5, 1824, and edu-

cated at an academy in Camberwell. He learned

the profession of wood-engraver, but having no
liking for it he turned his attention to painting, and
as an artist is practically self-taught. His first

exhibited picture was in oil, and was entitled Tlie

Wild Duck (1843). In 1847 he was elected a mem-
ber of the New Society of Painters in Water Colours.

He is chiefly noted for his pictures of country life,

animals, fruit, flowers, and landscapes. As an illus-

trator of books and periodicals he is well known.
He is the author and illustrator of The Poetry of

Nature; Every-day Life in the Country; Animal
Stories; Old and New; Our Cats, and All About
Them; &c. He devotes much of his time to the

breeding of poultry, pigeons, and cats, and to horti-

culture.

WEISSENBURG (French Wissembourg), a town
of Germany, in Elsass-Lothringen (Alsace-Lorraine),
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86 miles north of Strasbuig, finely situated on the
Lauter at the foot of the Vosges Mountains. Among
the most noteworthy buildi^ are the town-house
and the Roman Catholic church. In the Franco-
German war it was taken by the Germans. Pop.
(1895), 6260.

WEISSENFELS, a town of Prussia, in the go-
vernment of Merseburg, in the province of Saxony,
on the Saale, 20 miles south of Halle, with manu-
factures of sugar, machinery, paper, porcelain, shoes,

woollen fabrics, gold and silver articles, &c. It has
a seventeenth-century castle, and a church contain-
ing the remains of Gustavus Adolphus. Pop. (1895),

26,981; (1900), 28,201.

WELLE. See Mobanoi in Supp.
WELLS, or Wblls-nbxt-the-Ska, a town of

England, on the north coast of Norfoll^ with an
ancient church, rebuilt since its destruction by fire

in 1879, a life-boat station, a promenade, and good
facilities for boating and bathing. Pop. (1891), 2565;
(1901), 2494.

WEMBLEY, an urban district of England, in

Middlesex, 9 miles w.N.w. of St. Paul’s, with a
Gothic church designed by Sir. G. G. Scott, a work-
men’s hall and institute, &c. Wembley Park be-

longs to a private company and contains an un-
finished tower intended to exceed the Eiffel Tower
in he^ht. Pop (1891), 3023; (1901), 4668.
WERRA. See Weskr.
WESLEYAN METHODISTS. See Method-

ISTS.

WEST BAY, a city of the United States, in Bay
county, Michigan, on the Saginaw river, near its

mouth, and opposite Bay City. It has an extensive

trade in lumber. Pop. (1900), 13,119.

WESTCHESTER, a town of the United States,

charmingly situated in a fertile district of Penn-
sylvania, capital of Cheater county, 27 miles west of

Philadelphia. It contains a State normal school,

the county hospital, &c. Pop. (1900), 9524.

WESTCOTT, Brooke Foss, English bishop, bibli-

cal critic, and theologian, was Ixim in Birmingham in

January, 1825, and was educated at King Edward
the Sixth’s School, where he made the acquaintance

of E. W. Benson and J. B. Lightfoot. In 1844 he

became a scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge,
where he gained great distinction and graduated in

1848. He was elected a fellow of his college in

1849, and in 1851 he was ordained by Bishop Lee
of Manchester, his former head-master at Birming-
ham. In 1852 he was appointed an assistant master

at Harrow, and here he remained till 1869, when
he became a residentiary canon at Peterborough.

He left Peterborough in 1883, when he was apjxmited

examining chaplain to the Archbishop of Canter-

bury and Canon of Westminster. On the death of

his friend Lightfoot, Bishop of Durham, he was
appointed his successor in 1890, and in this see he
remained till his death. He showed a deep interest

in the lot of the miners in his diocese, which won
him their genuine esteem, and he was very success-

ful in preventing and settling industrial disputes.

From 1870 to 1890 he held the regius professorship

of divinity at Cambridge, and during his tenure of

the oflBce he exercised a powerful and abiding in-

fluence on undergraduates and scholars. He died

at Bishop Auckland on July 27, 1901. As a scholar

and theologian Dr. Westcott’s position was a very

high one. As a textual critic he is best knovm for

his share in the revision of the Greek text of the

New Testament, which occupied him and Dr. Hort
for twenty-ei^ht years, and resulted in the publica-

tion of their important work. The New Testament
in the original Greek, in 1881. This text formed
the basis of the Revis^ Version of the New Testa-

ment Dr. Westoott's other published works in-

clude the following: General Survey of the Histoiy
of the Canon of the New Testament during the first

four Centuries (1866), a standard work which has
gone through many editions ; Characteristics of the
Gospel Miracles: ^rmons preached before the Uni-
versity of Cambridge (1859); Introduction to the
Study of the Gospels (1860), another work of much
value which has gone through numerous editions;

The Bible in the Church (1864) ;
The Gospel of the

Resurrection (1866) ;
A General View of the His-

tory of the English Bible (1868); The Paragraph
Psalter (1879); The Gospel According to St. John
(1882), in the Speaker’s Commentary; The Revela-
tion of the Risen Lord (1882) ; The Revelation of

the Father; Titles of the Lord (1884); Christus
Consummator; Some Aspects of the Work and
Person of Christ in Relation to Modem Thoimht
(1886); Social Aspects of Christianity (1887); The
Epistle to the Hebrews (1889); Essays in the His-
tory of Religious Thought in the West (1891), a
work of profound and suggestive thought; The
Gospel of Life (1892) ;

The Incarnation and Common
Life (1893) ;

Lessons of the Revised Version of the
New Testament (3rd ed., 1898) ;

Christian Aspects
of Life (2nd ed., 1897); and Words of Faith and
Hope (1902), a posthumous volume of sermons and
addresses. Dr. Westcott was one of the New Tes-

tament revision company, and he was president of

the Christian Social Union from its foundation till

his death.

WEST DERBY, a township of England, in Lan-
cashire, now giving name to a pari, division of the
borough of Liverpool, situated to the north-east of

that city. It is a wealthy residential suburb of

Liverpool. It has a church designed by Sir G. G.
Scott, an old court-house, Roman Catholic industrial

schools, a large cemetery, two public parks, &c., and
the Liverpool Botanic Gaidens are situated here.

Pop. of div. (1891), 70,971; (1901), 86,694.

WEST HOUGHTON, a township in Lancashire,

5 miles w.s.w. of Bolton, with manufactures of silk

and cotton, and coal-mining. Pop. (1891), 11,077;

(1901), 14,377.

WEST TROY. See Watervlikt in Supp.
WEST VIRGINIA. See Viroinia (West).

WESTWARD HO, a village and watering-place

of England, on the coast of Devonshire, on Barn-
staple Bay, 2J miles north-west of Bideford. There
is a United Service College for the sons of navy and
army officers, and the village has fine golf links,

swimming-baths, and other attractions characteristic

of popular watering-places. The climate is in-

vigorating and mild. A remarkable pebble ridge

runs parallel to the shore for some 2 miles. West-
ward Ho was named from Charles Kingsley’s well-

known novel, and is of quite recent origin.

WETTERHORN, a mountain of Switzerland,

in the Bernese Oberland, with three ])eaks respec-

tively 12,149, 12,166, aind 12,107 feet high.

WEXlO, or Vkxk), a town of Sweden, near

Lake Helga, some 70 miles north-west of Carls-

krona. It is the seat of a bishfip, and has an old

cathedral, dating from the lieginning of the four-

teenth century, and containing the tomb of St.

Siegfried. The town has been almost entirely re-

built since the fire of 1843. Tegner, the poet, is

buried in the cemetery. Pop. (1900), 7365.

WEYBRIDGE, an urban district of England,

in Surrey, on the right bank of the Thames, at the

confluence of the Wey, 11 miles n.n.e. of Guildford,

with several places of worship, a village hall, remains

of a palace of Henry VIII., seed-crushing mills, Ac.

Pop. (1891), 3944; (1901), 6329.

WEYMAN, Stanley John, novelist, was bom
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at LaUlow on August 7, 1855. He was educated

at Shrewsbury school and Christ Church, Oxford,

Ax>m which he graduated B.A. in 1877. He then

devoted himself to the study of law, being called

to the bar in 1881, and for nine years be practised

on the Oxford circuit. He began his literary career

in 1890 by publishing a romance entitl^ The
House of the Wolf, the scene bei^ France at the

period of Bartholomew’s Eve. The New Rector
followed soon after, and in 1891 The Story of Francis

Cludde was published ; but it was his brilliant story

of the French Huguenots, A Gentleman of France
(1893), that first brought him into prominence, and
it is on his historical novels that his reputation rests.

Since then he has published : Under the Red Robe
(1894); My Lady Rotha (1894); The Red Cockade
(1895); The Man in Black (1896); Shrewsbury
(1897); The Castle Inn (1899); Sophia (1900); and
Count Hannibal (1901). His tales are well con-

structed and written in a workmanlike manner, with
plenty of incident and adventure, and the interest

IS well sustained.

WEYMOUTH, a town of the United States, in

Norfolk county, Massachusetts, on the Weymouth
Fore river, 12 miles south-east of Boston. It has

manufactures of boots and shoes, fireworks, ham-
mocks, and phosphates. Pop. (1900), 11,324.

WHAMPOA, or Hwampoa, a port of China, on
an island of the same name, 8 miles below Canton,
with commodious docks. It is an outport of Canton.
WHEAT-EEL, a disease in wheat which is

otherwise known as ear-cockle and purplea (which
see).

WHEEL-ANIMAL, Whkkl-Animaloulk. See
Rotifkea.
WHICKHAM, a town of England, in Durham,

-3 miles w.s.w. of Gateshead, with an ancient church
(reshired), some chapels, steel-works, chemical-works,

saw-mill^ a paper-mill, &c. Pop. (1891), 9343;

(1901), 12,851.

WHITCHURCH, a market-town of England,
in Shropshire, 10 miles south-west of Nantwich,
with an interesting church and other places of

worship, a town-hall, a grammar-school founded
in the sixteenth century, an endowed girls’ school,

a working-men’s hall, public baths, a cottage hos-

pital, Jubilee Park, brewing, malting, cheese-making,

&c. Pop. (1891), 4930; (1901), 5219.

WHITLEY, a watering-place of England, on
the Northumberland coast, 2 miles n.n.w. of Tyne-
mouth, with a church and chapels, the Nortli Shields

water-works, a free library, a convalescent home
and village homes. Pop. (1891), 3008; (1901),

7705.

WHITNEY, William Dwight, American philo-

logist, was bom at Northampton, Miissachusetts, on

Feb. 9, 1827, and after graduating at Williams

College, Williamstown, in 1845, entered a banking

house in his native town. He studied at Yale in

1849-50, and then went to Germany, where he

continued his philological and Sanskrit studies

under Bopp at Berlin and Roth at Tubingen. He
was appointed to the professorship of Sanskrit at

Yale in 1854, and in 1870 he received in addition

tlie chair of comimrative philology. He retained

these posts till his death, which occurred at New
Haven on June 9, 1894. In 1856 he published,

in collaboration with Roth, an edition of the At-
harva-Veda Sanhita, and in 1862 he issued at New
Haven an edition, with translation and notes, of

the Atharva-Veda Pratig^hya. His Language and
the Study of Language (1867) was an admirable
ex^K)8ition of the main principles of comparative
philology. His other published works include: A
Compendious German Grammar (1869); A German

Reader (1809) ;
on edition of the ’raittiriya-Pi4ti-

gftkhya (1872), for which he wae awarded the Bopp
medal of the Berlin Academy; Oriental and Lm*
guisdc Studies (187^); a second series of studies

(1874); The Life and Ghrowth of Language (1875) ;

Essentials of English Grammar (1877) ; A Sanskrit

Grammar (1879), certainly the best yet published;

The Roots, Verb Forms, and Primaiy Derivatives
of the Sanskrit Language (1885), a supplement to the

grammar
; A Practical French Grammar (1886); Ac.

He was a contributor to Bohtlingk and Roth’s great

Sanskrit Dictionary (seven vols., 1858-75) and
editor-in-chief of ^e Centuiy IMctionaiy of the

Eng^lish Language (six vols., 1889-91). Professor

Whitney received many distinctions both in his own
county and from foreign countries.

WHITTIER, John Grernleaf, American poet,

son of Quaker parents, and himself a Quaker, was
lx)m at Haverhill, Massachusetts, on Dec. 17, 1807.

He worked on his father’s farm and received but
little formal education, though he contrived by work-
ing at shoemaking and t^hing to pay for two
periods of six months at Haverhill Academy in 1827-
28. The acceptance of a poem from him in 1826 for

the Newburyport Free Press led to a lifelong friend-

ship with its editor, W. Lloyd Garrison. He edited
the American Manufacturer in Boston in 1829, and
in the following year he was editor of the Haverhill

Gazette. Dunng 1830-32 he conducted the New
England Review at Hartford, Conn., and to this

time belong his first independent publications, Le-
gends of New England (1831) and Moll Pitcher

(1832). In 1833 he issued an anti-slavery pamphlet,
and acted as secretary of the anti-slavery convention
at Philadelphia. He sat in the Massachusetts legis-

lature in 1835, and in the following year he sold his

farm and removed to Amesbury, some 10 miles north
of Haverhill, where he chiefly resided for the rest of

his life. He became a secretary of the Anti-Slavery
Society in 1836, and in 1887 there appeared a volume
of his abolitionist poems. He edited the Penn-
sylvania Freeman in Philadelphia during 1838-40,
and in the first of these years his office was sacked
and burned by a mob. In 1844-46 he edited the

Middlesex Standard in Lowell, and during 1847-60
he was corresponding editor of the National Era,
a Washington paper. He also contributed to the

Atlantic Monthly from its foundation in 1857. His
oem, A Word for the Hour (Jan., 1861), shows that

e shnink from the Civil War and was prepared to

let the southern states secede. He hailed the end
of the war and of slavery with delight, and did his

utmost to get the North to welcome back the South
in the most generous spirit. He died, unmarried, at

Hampton Falls, in New Hampshire, on Sept. 7, 1892.

His publications, afterthose above mentioned, include

the following: Mogg Megone (1836); Ballads (1838);
Lays of My Home, and other Poems (1843) ; The
Stranger in Lowell (1845), a series of prose essays;

Supematuralism in New England (1847), a prose
work; Leaves from Margaret Smith’s Journal (1849),
an imaginative description of early New England

;

Voiccjs of Freedom (1849), anti-slavery poems; Old
Portraits and Modem Sketches (1850), consisting of

ten biographies; Songs of Labor, and other Poems
(1850); The Chapel of the Hermits, and other Poems
(1853); A Sabbath Scene; a Sketch of Slavery in

Verse (1853); Literary Recreations and Miscellanies

(1864); The Panorama, and other Poems (1866);
Home Ballads, Poems, and Lyrics (1860); In War
Time, and other Poems (1863); National Lyrics

(1865); Snow-bound: a Winter Idyl (1866), an ad-

mirable picture of his father’s homestead in winter;

Prose Works (two . vols., 1866); The Tent on the

Beach, and other Poems (1867) ; Among the Hilla»
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and other Poems (1869) ; Miriam, and other Poems horse on July 19, 1878. See the Life by his son, K.
U871); The Penn^lvania Pilgrim, and other Poems G. Wilberforce (1888),
(1872) ; Haeel Blossoms (1874), including poems by WILLENHALL, a town of England, in South
his sister; Mabel Martin: a Harv^t Idyl (1875); Staffordshire, between Wolverhampton and Walsall,
Centennial Hymn (1876); The Vision of Echard, and included in Wolverhampton parL bor. It has
and other Poems (1878) ;

The King’s Missive, and extensive manufactures of iron goods, especially
other Poems (1881); The Bay of Seven Islands, and locks. Pop. (1891), 16,852; (1901), 18,518.
other Poems (1883) ; Poems of Nature (1886) ; St. WILLESDEN, an urban district of England, in
Gregory’s Guest, and Recent Poems (1886); and At Middlesex, a suburb of London, 7 miles north-west
Sundown (1892), a posthumous volume. The River- of St. Paul’s. It is an important railway junction,
side edition of his works, both in prose and in verse, The church of St. Mary is a building of considerable
carefully revised and annotated by himself, appeared age and in various styles of architecture. There is

at Boston in 1888 (seven vols.). The best and most a public library, a cottage hospital, Ac. Pop. (1891),
complete American edition of the poems is the Cam- 61,265 ; (1901), 114,815.
bridge edition (1895), and the chief British one is WILLIAM II., Fbiedrioh Wilhelm Victor
the Oxford one-volume edition of 1898, edited by Albert, German emperor and King of Prussia, eldest
W. G. Horder. Whittier’s poems have many obvious son of Frederick III. (Prince Frederick William of
technic^ defects, and are not infrequently harsh in Prussia) and his wife Victoria, Princess Royal of
expression and loose in thought, but their simplicity Great Britain, was bom in BerUn on Jan. 27, 1859.
and sincerity more than atone for these deficiencies. He was educated at the gymnasium at Cassel, and
It is m his subjective and reli^ous poems that we afterwards studied law and political science at the
find him at his best. See the Life and Letters (two University of Bonn. He left Bonn in 1879, and on
vols., 1894) by S. T. Packard. Feb. 27, 1881, he married Princess Augusta Victoria
WHITWORTH, a populous village in Lancashire, of Schleswig - Holstein -Sonderburg - Augustenburg.

England, about 3 miles north of Rochdale, with ex- He was called to the throne by the death of bis

tensive cotton-mills. Pop. (1891), 9766; (1901), father on June 15, 1888. Throughout his reign he
9578. has shown himself a man of great energy and wide
WHOOPING-COUGH. See Hooping-cough. interests, and has steadily striven, not without
WHYDAH, a town of West Africa, in the king- considerable success, to establish a personal rule,

dom of Dahomey, on the Bight of Benin, some 70 untrammelled by ministerial control. His political

miles to the south of Abomey. It is situated close self-assertion brought about the retirement of Prince
to a lagoon, and carries on a considerable trade in Bismarck in 1890. Count von Caprivi succeeded
palm-oil. Pop. about 12,000. Bismarck as imperial chancellor, but resigned in

WICKHAM, a town of Australia, in New South October, 1894, when Prince Hohenlohe became the

Wales, 1 mile from Newcastle, of which it is a emperor’s chief minister. Count von Billow has been
suburb. Pop. (1901), 7752. chancellor since 1901. He has j)er8onally proposed

WIENER-NEUSTADT, a town of Austria, on many bills to the Reichstag, some of which have
the Fischa, 80 miles south by west of Vienna, with been accepted, whilst others have been withdrawn,
which it has canal and niilway communication. It Several of these relate to the organization of the

was almost entirely destroyed by fire in 1834, but a imperial army, in which he is keenly interested, and
numberof interesting mediieval buildings yet remain, more recently to the increase of the imperial navy.

Chief among these is the castle, now used as a mili- Colonial expansion and commercial development
tary academy. There are important raanufac.tures have occupied much of his attention, and he has

of locomotives, machineiy, pottery, leather, &c. Pop. attempted at various times, though without success,

(1890), 25,040; (1900), 28,438. to stamp out social democracy either by working-

WIGSTON MAGNA, a town of England, in class legislation or by vigorous repressive measures.

Leicestershire, 3 miles south by east of Leicester, He has paidmany visits to the courts of forei^ruleis,

with two ancient churches, several nonconformist and in the latter part of 1898 he visited Palestine in

chapels, a working-men’s club and institute, hosieiy order to lay the foundation-stone of a Lutheran
manufactures, railway sheds (Midland), &c. Pop. church at Jerusalem. Several of his speeches on im-

(1891), 6916; (1901), 8404. portant occasions have attracted much attention, not

WILBERFORCE, Samuel, English prelate, third only in Germany but in other countries also. The
son of William Wilberforce the philanthropist, was Emperor William has shown himself a liberal patron

bom at Clapham on Sept. 7, 1805. After a private of science and art. He has himself composed a song

education he graduated as B.A. fn)m Oriel College, and published a collection of sermons. His yacht

Oxford, in 1826, gaining great distinction in mathe- has competed several times at the Cowes regatta. In

matics and classicg. Ordained deacon in 1828, he 1897 an edition of his siHjeches during 1888-95 was

was appointed curarte of Checkendon, in Oxfordshire, published under the title Wilhelm II. als Redner.

in the same year, and from 1830 till 1840 he was He was present at the death-bed of his grandmother,

rector of Brighstone, in the Isle of Wight. In 1836 the late Queen Victoria. The emperor has issue:

he was appointed to the rural deanery of the north- Crown Prince William, bom May 6, 1882 ;
Prince

em part of the Isle of Wight, three years later he Eitel Frederick, lx)m July 7, 1883; Prince Adalbert,

became archdeacon of Surrey, and in 1840 he was bom July 14.1884; Prince August William, bom Jan.

promoted to the canonry of Westminster. In the 29, 1887 ;
Prince Oscar, Iwrn July 27, 1888; Prince

latter year also he became rector of Alverstoke, Joachim, bom Dec. 17, 1890; and Princess Victoria

Hampshire. The deanery of Westminster was con- Louise, i:x)ra Sept. 13, 1892. See Simon’s L’Em-
ferred on him in 1845, and before the close of that pereur Guillaume II. et la premiere Ann^ de son

year he was further promoted to the bishopric of Regne (1889) and his Quatre Portraits (1896);

Oxford. From 1869 till his death he was bishop of Kaiser Wilhelm II. und seine Leute (3rd ed., 1892);

Winchester. He was the leader of the High Church and Charles Lowe's The German Emperor (1896).

party, and the author of Note-book of a Country WILLIAMS, Sib Monier. See Moniee-Wil-
Clergyman (1833) ;

Eucharistica (1839) ; A History liams in Supp.

of the Protestant Episcoj^l Church in America WILLIMANTIC, a city of the United States, in

(1844); a volume of University Sermons, and numer- Windham county, Connecticut, at the junction of

ous other works. He was killed by a fall from his the Willimantic and Natchaug rivers, which here
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form the Shetuoket, 82 miles east by south of Hart*
ford* There is a fine State normal school. A fall on
the firBt*named river provides abundant water-power
for manufacturing purposes. Pop. (1900), 8987.
WILLINGTON, a town of Englwd, in Durham,

6 miles south-west of the town of Durham, with
large collieries, stone-quarries, Ac. Pop. (1891), 7804;
(1901), 7887.

WILLINGTON QUAY, a town of England, in
Northumberland, on the north bank of the Tyne, a
little to the east of Wallsend, with a Stephenson
Memorial Institute, engineering, ship-building, and
iron work^ chemi<^ and fire-clay works, Ac. It
was associated with the two Stephensons. Pop.
(1891), 7846; (1901), 8046.

WILLOW-WREN, Sylvia irochtltu^ one of the
most abundant of the warblers, and a summer
visitant in Britain, with a pleasing song. See
Warblers.
WILMSLOW, a town of England, in Cheshire,

on the river Bollin, 6 miles 8.8.W. of Stockjjort, with
a fine Perpendicular church, other places of worship,
Ac. It is largely residential. Pop. (1891) 6344;
(1901), 7361.

WILSON, Sir Daniel, archaBologist, was bom at
Edinburgh on Jan. 5, 1816, and educated there at

the High School and the University. After leaving

collepe he entered with raat earnestness into anti-

quarian pursuits, and published in 1847, Memorials
of Edinburgh in the Olden Time, a work in two
volumes, in which the traditions, history, and life

of the old city are gathered up with great accuracy
and detail. He next produced a volume on Oliver

Cromwell and the Protectorate (1848). Even more
important than these, however, was The Archaeology
and Prehistoric Annals of Scotland, published m
1851. At this time he was acting as secretary of

the Scottish Society of Antiquaries, but in 1853 he
was called to fill the chair of history and English
literature in the University of Toronto. While
resident in Canada he published Prehistoric Man
(1862, revised 1876); Chatterton, a Biographical

Study (1869); Caliban, the Missing Link (1873); i

Spring Wild -Flowers (1875), a volume of poems;
Reminiscences of Old Edinburgh (1878); Anthro-
pology (1885); William Nelson, a Memoir (1890);

and The Right Hand ; Left -handedness (1891). In
1881 he succeeded Dr. MUaul in the presidency of

Toronto University, a position which he held until

his death on 7th August, 1892. In recognition of

his services to education and literature he was
knighted in 1888.

WILSON, Sir William James Erasmus, an
eminent surgeon and munificent public benefactor,

waa bora in London, 25th November, 1809. His
father, an Aberdeenshire surgeon, served in the

Royal Navy till the Peace of Paris in 1816, when
he settled in private practice at Dartford, in Kent.

Young Wilson was educated at Dartford and
Swanscombe and entered Abernethy’s anatomical

class in his sixteenth year. He afterwards went
through a course of hospital practice in Paris, where
he became known to Cuvier and Geoffrey de St.

Hilaire. Later he attached himself t<i the Alders-

gate School of Medicine, and after {^tossing the ex-

amination of the College of Surgeons he was engaged
in 1831 as assistant to Dr. Quain, professor of

anatomy in University College. His first work,

Practic^ and Surgical Anatomy, was published in

1838, and follow^ in 1840 by the Anatomist’s

Vade Mecum. About this time he determined to

devote himself to dermatology, and soon became the

acknowledged authority in that hitherto obscure

branch of medical science. He became Fellow of

the Royal College of Surgeons in 1843, one of the

council in 1870, and president in 1871. In 1846
he was elected a fellow of the Royal Society. By
the time he had reached hia fiftieth year he bad
amassed considerable wealth, when he commenced
a splendid series of public and private acts of muni-
ficence by founding a professorship of dermatology
in the College of Surgeons, the chair of whidi he
filled for nine years. He contributed £7000 to

Epsom Medical College, restored the ancient church
of Swanscombe, in Kent, founded a chair of path-

olo^ at Aberdeen at the cost of £10,000, subscribed

£2^0 to the Royal College of Music, and upwards
of £30,000 to the Margate Sea-bathing Infirmary.

His private charities were also distnouted on a
lavish scale. He latterly devoted much attention

to Eg^tology, and was president of the Eg^t Ex-
ploration Fund, contributing £1600 to the first

year’s work. He also furnished £10,000 for the trans-

port of the famous obelisk known as * Cleopatra’s

Needle’ from Alexandria to its present site on the

Thames Embankment. In 1881 he received the
honour of knighthood, and was the recipient of the
rarely bestowed Royal College of Surgeons’ gold

medal. Besides many publications in his special

science he published, Cleopatra’s Needle with Notes
on Eg3rpt and Egyptian Obelisks, and The Egypt of

the Past. He died at Westgate-on-Sea, 8th August,
1884.

WIMBORNE MINSTER, or Wimbornk, a
market-town in Dorsetshire, England, on the river

Allen (or Wim), near its confluence with the Stour,

about 6i miles north-west of Bournemouth. The
principal building is the minster, a fine cruciform

structure in various styles of architecture from the
Norman onwards. Pop. (1891), 8652; (1901), 3696.

WINCEY, a strong and durable cloth, plain or
twilled, composed of a cotton warp and a ^pollen
weft. Heavy winceys have been much wqra as
skirtings and petticoats.

WINDERMERE, a town of England, in West- ,

morland, near the eastern shore of the lake of tlrs
^

same name, 8 miles north-west of Kendal, with
which it is connected by a branch railway line. It

has an ancient church of some interest, an old

rectory house, a seventeenth -century grammar-
school, Ac. Pop. (1891), 2252; (1901), 2379.

WINONA, a city of the United States, capital of

Winona county, Minnesota, beautifully situated on
the west bank of the Mississippi, on a plain between
the river and Lake Winona, 104 miles south-east

of St. Paul. The river is here crossed by three

bridges, two of them railway ones. Among note-

worthy buildings are the United States government
building (1890) ;

the State normal school ;
the high-

school; the public library; the opera-house; and
many churches. It is a flourishing place and an
important centre of trade and manufactures. The
trade is mainly in the agricultural and other pro-

duce of the surrounding country. The scenery

around Winona is very beautiful. Pop. (1890),

18,208; (1900), 19,714.

WINTER-CRESS, the common name of two
British cruciferous plants of the genus Barbarea.

B, ‘imlgarhy called also ycUow rocket^ grows on the
banks of ditches and rivers, and about hedges and
walls. It is bitter and sharp to the taste, and is

sometimes used as a salad.

WINTER’S-BARK (Brimya Winteri)f a plant

of the natural order Magnoliacese, a native of

Western America from Mexico to Cape Horn. It

is an evergreen shrub, the bark of which has an
agreeable, pungent, aromatic taste, and tonic pro-

perties. various substitutes also heax this name.
WITHAM, a town of England, in Essex, on the

river Blackwater, 8 miles north-east of Chelmsford,
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with an ancient church, modem churches and
chapels, a public hall, literary institution, alms-
houses, 4c. Pop. (1891), 8444; (1901), 8464.
WITHINGTON, a town of England, in Lanca-

shire, 3 miles south of the centre of Manchester, in
the parliamentary borough of which it is partly in-

cluded.
^

It contains modem churches and chapels,

Lancashire Independent College, a public hall and
library, and numerous residenti^ villas. Fop. (1891 ),

25,729; (1901), 36,201.

WIVENHOE, a town of England, in Essex, at
the head of the Colne estuary, 3 miles south-east of

Colchester, with an old church, other places of wor-
ship, ship-building, oyster-fishing, 4c. Pop. (1891),

2441; (1901), 2560.

WOBURN, a city of the United States, in Mid-
dlesex county, Massachusetts, 10 mUes n.n.w. of

Boston. It contains a high-school ; academy
; free

library, in a fine building; various churches; an
efficient tramway system, 4c. The principal indus-
try is the manufacture of leather; and there are,

brides, chemical-works and other industrial estab-

lishments. Pop. (1890), 13,499; (1900), 14,264.

WOLSELEY, Sir G.^rnet Joseph, Viscount,
British field-marshal, son of a major in the army, was
bom near Dublin on June 4, 1833. After receiving
a private education he entered the army in 1852 as
an ensi^, and was promoted to the rank of lieu-

tenant in the following year. He served with the
80th Regiment of Foot in the Burmese War of

1852-63 under Sir Henry T. Godwin, and received

his first medal. He went through the Crimean
campaign with the 90th Foot and was severely

wound^ before Sebastopol. For his services here
he was made a member of the Legion of Honour
and received the fifth class of the Turkish order of

the Medjidioh, and in 1855 he was advanced to the
rank of captain. He next saw active service in

India during the mutiny, and was mentioned in
* despatches for his bravery and skill in the siege of
"^ Lucknow and the defence of Alumlmgh. From
1858 to 1860 he was attached to the Bengal com-
mand, and during that period he was advanced two
more grades, becoming major of the 90th in 1858
and lieutenant-colonel in 1859. He took part in

the brief China War of 1860, for which he received

a medal with two clasps, and in 1865 he attained

the rank of colonel. He was assistant quarter-

master-general and deputy quartermaster-general in

Canada during 1867-70, and in the latter year he
led the successful Red River expedition against

Louis Riel. Meanwhile, in 1868, he was promoted
major-general, and on leaving Canada he received

the appointment of assistant adjutant-general at

head-quarters, a post which he held till 1873. The
first noteworthy campaign in which he had supreme
command was that against the Ashantis in 1873-74,

and an admirably planned march soon resulted in

the capture of Kumasi, the native capital, and so

led to the securing of British authority on the Gold
Coast. For his services here he received the thanks
of parliament and a gift of £25,000, was made a
G.C.M.G. (he had been a K.C.M.G. since 1870)
and a K.C.B., and had the freedom of the city of

London conferred upon him. In 1875 he went to

Natal as imperial commissioner. He discharged

the important duties of inspector-general of auxili-

ary forces in 1874-76, and from 1876 to 1878 was a
member of the Indian Council In 1878 he was
promoted to the rank of lieutenant-general, and
went to Cyprus in the capacity of high commissioner

and commander -in -chief. Leaving Cyprus next

year he was again sent to South Africa, this time as

governor and high commissioner of Natal and the

Transvaal in order to finish the Zulu war and check
|

the advance of Seoocoeni. On returning home in

1880 he was created G.C.B. and was appointed

quartermaster-general of the army, a post which he
held till 1882, when he entered on his eight years^

adjutant-generalship to the forces. In 1882 he was
advanced to the rank of general, and as commander-

I

in-chief conducted the campaign in Egypt against

Arabi Pasha, which ended in the utter diraeat of the

latter at Tel-el-Kebir. For this he was raised to

the peerage as Baron Wolseley of Cairo and of

Wol^ley, in the county of Stafford. He oom-
manded the Nile expemtion of 1884 - 85, which
was sent too late to relieve General Gordon in

Khartum, and on his return was created Viscount
Wolseley of Wolseley, and made a Knight of the
Order of St Patrick. In 1890 he was appointed to

the command of the forces in Ireland, li^coming at

the same time a privy-councillor of Ireland, ana in

1895 he succeed^ the Duke of Cambric^ in the
post of commander-in-chief in the United Kingdom.
He was succeeded in the latter post by Lord
Roberts, who took up the duties on his return from
South Africa in 1900. Lord Wolseley received hia

field-marsbars baton in 1894. His peerage will

descend, by special remainder, to his only daughter.

He has published the following works: Narrative
of the War with China in 1860 (1862); The Sol-

dier’s Pocket-Book for Field Service (1869; several

later eda.); The Life of John Churchill, Duke of

Marlborough, to the Accession of Queen Anne (two
vols., 1894); and The Decline and Fall of Napoleon
(1895),

WOMBWELL, a town in the West Riding of

Yorkshire, about 5 miles south-east of Barnsley,

with extensive coal-mines in the neighbourhood.
Pop. (1891), 10,942; (1901), 18,252.

WONSAN, a treaty-port of Corea, on the east

coast, on Broughton Bay, 116 miles north by eost of

Soul. A gold-mine is worked here. Pop. 16,000.

WOO-CHANG, a city of China, province of Hu-
P4 on the Yang-tse-kiang, opposite the city of

Hankow. The latter is in effect but a suburb of

Woo-Chang, another portion on the north bank of

the river being Han-Yang. It is the great em-
]H)rium for the tea exi)orted by way of Shanghai.
Pop. variously estimated from 1,000,000 upwards.

WOOD, Ellen, or Prick, English novelist, better

known as Mrs. Henry Wood, was bom at Worcester
on Jan. 17, 1814, and died in London on Feb. 10,

1887. In 1836 she married Henry Wood, a mem-
ber of a banking and shipping firm, and from then
till 1856 she lived in France. Among her many
novels may be noted East Lynne (1861), which has
had an enormous success both as a book and a
drama; Mrs. Halliburton’s Troubles (1862); The
Channings (1862); The Shadow of Ashlydyat (1863);

Lord Oakburn’s Daughters (1864); St. Martin’s

Eve (1866); A Life’s Secret (1867); Anne Hereford

(1868); Roland Yorke (1869), a continuation of

The Channings; Dene Hollow (1871); Within the

Maze (1872); Beasy Wells (1875); Edina (1876);

Pomeroy Abtiey (1878); Court Netherleigh (1881);

About Ourselves (1883); Lady Grace (1887); The
Story of Charles Strange (1888); The House of

Halliwell (1890) ;
Summer Stories from the Argosy

(1890); The Unholy Wish (1890); Ashley and other

Stories (1897); and the Johnnie Ludlow Stories

(1874-80; two series), like several of her other works
reprinted from the Argosy, of which she was long

editor. See the Memorials by her son (1894).

WOOD, Sir Eveltn, British general, was bom
on Feb. 9, 1838, at Cressing, Essex, where his father^

the Rev. Sir John Page Wood, was vicar. He was
educated at Marlborough College and joined the

navy in 1852. During the Crimean war he served
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as aide-de-oamp to Sir William Peel, who waa in
command o£ the Naval Brigade, and on June 18,

1865, he was severely wounded while oanying a
scaling ladder to the Redan. On his return from
this campaira he was made a knight of the Lemon
of Honour, besides receiving several Turkish hon-
ours. In 1856 he entered the army as comet in
the 13th Dragoons, becoming lieutenant in the fol-

lowing year. In 1858 he served in India with the
17th Lancers as a brigade-major and highly dis-

tinji^ished himself in several engagements. He was
twice mentioned in despatches and received the
thanks of the Indian government, and he also gained
the Victoria Cross for conspicuous valour. In 1873
he served under Sir Giamet Wolseley in the Ashan-

^ war, being then lieutenant-colonel in the 90th
infantry. On his return from this campaign he was
called to the bar at the Middle Temple (1874). He
served in the Zulu war of 1879 and highly distin-

guished himself throughout, being promoted to the
rank of brii^ier-general after his victory at Kam-
bula. On his return to England he was created
K.C.B. and was presented with a sword of honour
by his native county. He was second in command
of the British forces in the brief Transvaal war of

1881, and on the conclusion of peace he discharged
certain administrative functions there. In 1882 he
was created G.C.M.G. and appointed to the com-
mand of the Chatham district, and towards the end
of the same year he went to Egypt as commander-
in-chief or sirdar. In 1884-85 he commanded the
line of communications in the Nile expedition, but
since 1886 he has held only home appointments.
From 1886 till 1889 he was in command of the

Eastern district, and in 1889-93 of the Aldershot
district. In 1893 he became quartermaster-general

to the forces, and held that position till his appoint-

ment in 1897 to the office of adjutant-general to the
forces. In 1901 he was placed in command of the
second array corps with head-quarters on Salisbury

Plain. He was awarded the Grand Cross of the
Bath in 1891. Sir Evelyn Wood is known as an
author by his works on The Crimea in 1854-94;
Cavalry at Waterloo; and Cavalry Achievements.
See the Life by Charles Williams (1892).

WOOD, Rev. John Geokqe, naturalist, was bom
in London on July 21, 1827. From 1838 till 1844
he was educated under his uncle at Ashbourne
grammar-school, from which he proceeded to Merton
College, Oxford, graduating B.A. in 1848. Ordained
deacon in 1852, l>ecame curate of St. Thomas the
Martyr, Oxford, but he resigned in 1854 after re-

ceiving priest's orders. In 1856-62 he was chaplain

to St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, and in 1858-63 he
was a reader at Christ (Church, Newgate Street,

but he resigned both these posts on account of ill-

health. For seven years from 1869 he conducted
the festivals of the Canterl)ury Diocesan Choral

Union. During 1879-88 he delivered numerous
lectures on natural history in Britain and America.
He died at Coventry on March 3, 1889. His
numerous works contributed very greatly to popu-
larize natural history. Among them are: The
Illustrated Natural History (1861); Bees (1853);

Common Objects of the Sea-Shore (1867); Common
Objects of the Country (1858); Boutledge's Illus-

trated Natural History (1859-63, 3 vols.—his most
important work); Common Objects of the Micro-
scope (1861); Our Garden Friends and Foes (1863);
Homes without Hands. (1864-65) ;

Common Shells

of the Sea-Shore (1865); Fresh and Salt Water
Aquarium (1868); Natural History of Man (1868-
70); Bible Animals (1869-71); Common Moths of
England (1870); Common British Beetles (1870);
Insects at Home (1871-72); Insects Abroad (1874);

Man and Beast: Here and Hereafter (1874); Field

Naturalist's Handbook (1870-80); Common British

Infiects (1882); Half-Hours in Field and Forest

(1884); Half-Hours with a Naturalist (1886); Ro-
mance of Animal Life (1887); together with books
on athletics, Bible history, Ac., and editions of

White’s Sellx)me, Waterton’s South America, Ac.

See Life ly his son (1890).

WOODFORD, a town of England, in Essex,

practically a residential suburb of London, 8 miles

north-east of St. Paul's, with a convalescent home,
an art and industrial society, Ac. Pop. (1891),

11,024; (1901), 13,806.

WOOD GREEN, an urban district of Engknd,
in Middlesex, 6 miles north of St. Paul’s, with a
town-hall, a masonic institution, and a masonic hall,

assembly-rooms, numerous alms-houses, &c. Pop.

(1891), 26,831; (1901), 34,183.

WOODRUFF, WooDROOF, the common name
of plants of the ranus Asperula^ belonging to the

natural order Rubiacese. The sweet woodruff {A.

odorcUa)^ with its whorled leaves and white blossom,

is found plentifully in Britain in woods and shady
places. The dried leaves are used to scent clothes

and also to preserve them from the attacks of in-

sects. The root of the dyer’s woodruff (A. tivuitoria)

is used instead of madder.
WOOD-SORREL, the common name of the

plant Oxalu AcetoiMa^ well known fur the acidity

of its leaves, and formerly used in medical prac-

tice as an antiscorbutic and a refrigerant. See
OXALIDAOEiG, OXALIC AciD.
WOOLNER, Thomas, R.A., sculptor, was bom

at Hadleigh, Suffolk, on 17th December, 1825. At
the age of twelve he was placed in the studio of

William Behnes, under whose instruction he became
a skilful sculptor. In 1842 he entered the schools

of the Royal Academy, and in the following year

his first work, Eleanor sucking the Poison from the

Arm of Prince Edward, was exhibited. His^^rst

work which attracted attention was The Death of

Bondicea, exhibited in Westminster Hall in 1844;

and this success was followed by Alastor (1846),

Puck (1847), Titania and Her Indian Boy (1848),

and Eros and Euphrosyne (1848). About 1850 he

was associated with D. G. Rossetti and the other

artists who formed the ‘Pre-Raphaelite Brother-

hood ’ in founding a short-lived periodical called

The Germ. His contributions, which were in poetry,

were afterwards collected and published, with addi-

tions, under the name of My Beautiful Lady (1863).

He visited Australia in 1852, and one of his first

works on his return was a life-size statue of Lord
Bacon for the new museum at Oxford. His mote
important works of sculpture include: Elaine with

the Shield of Sir Lancelot, Ophelia, In Memoriam
(1870), Guinevere (1872), Achilles and Pallas shout-

ing from the Trenches (1876), Lady Godiva (1876),

and The Housemaid (1892), while the busts which
he executed comprise, among others: Carlyle, Tenny-
son, Darwin, Newman, Gladstone, Kingsley, and
Dickens, besides statues of Lord Macaulay for

Trinity College, Cambridge (1866), Sir Bartle Frere
for Bombay (1872), Dr. Whewell for Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge (1873), Lord Lawrence for Cal-

cutta (1875), J. S. Mill for the Thames Embankment
(1878), Captain Cook for Sydney (1879), Sir Stam-
ford Raffles for Singapore (1887), and Lord Pal-

merston for Palace Yard. He became an A.R.A.
in 1871, an R.A. in 1874, and for a time he was
professor of sculpture in the Academy. His death
occurred on 7th October, 1892. Besides the volume
of poetry already mentioned, he published Pygmalion
(1881), SilenuB (1884), Tiresiae (1886), and Poems
(1887).
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WOONSOCKET, a city of the United States, in

Providence county, Rhode Island, on both banks
of the Blackstone river, here crossed by a splendid

brid{j^ 16 miles north by west of Providence, and
37 miles south-west of !l^ton by rail. It contains
the Harris Institute, with a valuable free library;

a high-school and a number of common schools;

two opera-houses and several public halls. The
town has extensive manufacturing establishments,

the chief of which are cotton and woollen factories,

machine-shops, rubber - works, planing - mills, &c.
Pop. (1880), 16,050; (1900), 28,204.

WORCKTER, a town of Cape Colony, 60 miles
north-east of Cape Town, but 109 miles by the

railway through Faarl and Tulbagh. The town
is regularly laid out, the streets being planted with
trees. It is well supplied with water frgm the Hex
River. The vine is extensively cultivated in the
neighbourhood, and brandy and wine are made in

considerable quantity. Pop. (1891), 6404.

WORDSWORTH. Various members of this

family besides the poet have highly distinguished

themselves, especially in classic^ scholarship and
theology. His sister Dorothy (bom in 1771), men-
tioned in the article in the body of the book as her
brother’s household companion, was a woman of re-

markable mental powers, and had an acknowledged
influence for good on his earlier poetic work in par-

ticular. Besides her Recollections of the Scottish

tour, other journals and letters of hers have Injen

published. Her mind was latterly clouded, but she
outlived the poet, dying in 1855. See Lee’s Dorothy
Wordsworth (1886). —Christopher Wordsworth,
his youngest brother, born at Cockermouth on June
9, 1774, was educated at Hawkahead grammar-
school, and Trinity College, Cambridge. He gnulu-
ated 08 tenth wrangler in 1796, and was elected

a fellow of his college in 1798. He held various

livings in the Church, and was Master of Trinity

College from 1820 to 1841. He published EccleHias-

tical Biography (1810); Sermons on various Subjects

(1814); Christian Institutes, a aeries of discourses

and tracts (1836) ;
&c. He died in 1846.—The eldest

son of Christopher, John Wordsworth (1805-39),

was a distinguished classical scholar.—Christopher
Wordsworth’s second son, Charles, bishop of St.

Andrews, was bom at Lambeth, 22nd August, 1806,

and was educated at Harrow and Christ Church,
Oxford. Here he distinguished himself both as a
classical scholar (graduating with first-class honours
in 1830), and also as a cricket player and oarsman.
Becoming a private tutor, he had Gladstone and
Manning as pupils. From 1836 to 1846 he was
second master at Winchester School, from the latter

year to 1854 he was- (first) warden of Trinity College,

Glenalmond (Perthshire), a school in connection
with the Scotch Episcopal Church. He was elected

Bishop of St. Andrews, Dunkeld, and Dunblane in

1852, and continued to exercise the episcopal office

till his death, which occurred at St. Andrews on
5th December, 1892. He became a prominent figure

in the ecclesiastical life of Scotland, the desire that

lay nearest his heart being to heal the dissensions
between the different churches, and to pave the
way for their reunion. Besides volumes of ser-

mons, discourses, &c., he produced various works,
the earliest being a widely used Greek Grammar
(written in Latin), which first appeared in 1839,
while one of the best known is his Shakspere’s

Knowledge and Use of the Bible (4th edition,

1892), and one of the most interesting his Annals
of My Early Life (vol. i., 1891). See also Annals
of My Life (1898), edited by W. E. Hodgson ; and
the Epiwopate of Charles Wordsworth (1899), l)y

John Wordsworth (noticed below).—The bishop’s

younger brother, Christopher, bom at Lambeth
on Oct. 80, 1807, was educated at Winchester and
at Trinity College, Cambridge, where, after a bril-

liant career, he gr^uated as senior classic in 1830,
was elected fellow, and in 1886 public orator. From
1886 to 1844 he was head-master of Harrow School;
he then became canon of Westminster, and after

being archdeacon of Westminster he was appointed
to the bishopric of Lincoln in 1868. He died at

Harewood, Yorks, March 21, 1886. He was the
author of a number of writings connected with
classical, theological, or ecclesiastical subjects, among
which we shall particularize only Athens and Attica

(1836); Greece: Pictorial, Descriptive, and His-
torical (1839; these works being based on the
author’s jHjrsonal observation); The Correspondence
of Richard Bentley (1842), l)egun by Dr. Monk and
his brother John, and comple^ by him; an edition

of Theocritus (1844; fuller one, 1877); Memoirs of

William Wordsworth (1851); S. Hippolytus and
the Church of Rome in the Third Century (1863);
The New Testament in the Original Greek (1866-

60); The Old Testament in the Authorized Version,

with notes and introductions (six vols., 1864-71);

and A Church History to the Council of Chaloedou,

451 A.D. (four vols,, 1881-83). See the Life by his

daughter Elizabeth, first principal of Lady Margaret
Hall, Oxford, and J. H. Overton (1888).— The
eldest son of the preceding, John Wordsworth,
bom at Harrow on Sept. 21, 1843, was educated at

Ipswich, Winchester School, and New College, Ox-
ford, graduating with honours in classics in 1865.

He was ordain^ deacon in 1867, and in that year

also he was elected fellow of Brasenose College. In

1866 he became an assistant master in WeUington
College, in 1870 prel)endary of Lincoln, and during
1883-86 he was Oriel professor of the interpretation

of Holy Scripture, Fellow of Oriel College, and
Canon of Rochester. He was select preacher at

Oxford in 1876 and 1888, and Bampton lecturer in

1881, In 1885 he succeeded Dr. Moberly in the

episcopal see of Salisbury. His chief publications

are: Lectures Introductory to a History of Latin

Literature (1870); Fra^ents and Specimens of

Early Latin (1874); University Sermons on Gospel

Subjects (1878); The One Religion, or Truth, Holi-

ness, and Peace, desired by the Nations and revealed

by Jesus Christ (1881, Bampton Lectures)
;
Old

Latin Biblical Texts (two parts, 1883-86), in col-

laboration with Prof. Sanday and Rev. H. J. White;
The Holy Communion (1891); Novum Testamentum
Latine, secundum editionem S. Hieronymi (The

Four Gospels, 1898), in which he had the assistance

of H. J. White; The Episcopate of Charles Words-
worth (1899); Teaching of the Church of England

for Information of Eastern Christians (1900), in-

cluding a Greek translation by John Genn^ius;
and The Ministry of Grace (1901).—The second

son of the Bishop of Lincoln, Christopher Words-
worth, bom at Westminster on March 26, 1848,

was educated at Winchester School and Trinity

College, Cambridge, where he graduated in 1871.

In 1870-77 he was a fellow and tutor of Peter-

house, and in 1877 he was appointed rector of

Galston, in Rutland. In 1886 he became a pre-

bendary of Lincoln cathedral, and in 1889 rector

of Tyneham, Dorset. Since 1897 he has been

rector of St. Peter’s, Marlborough. His published

works comprise: University Society in tne Eigh-

teenth Century (1874); Scholee Academic® (1877);

Breviarium ad Usum Sarum (three vols., 1879-86),

edited in collaboration with F. Procter; Pontificale

Ecclesiffi S. Andre® (edited, 1885); Lincoln Cathe-

dral Statutes (three vols., 1892-97), edited with the

assistance of H. Bradshaw; Coronation of King
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Charles 1. (1892-94); Mediaeval Services (1898);

&c.
WORM-SEED, a seed which has the property of

expelling worms from the intestinal canal. It is

brought from the Levant, and is the produce of a
species of Artemisia {A, 5antontea), which is a native

of Tartaxy and Persia. In the United States the
name is generally given to the seed of Chtfivopodiwa

anthdmintieum. The treacle-mustards (Erysimvm)
also receive this name. See Santonin and Ebt-
siMUM in Supp.
WORSBOROUGH, a town of England, in York-

shire (West Riding), 10 miles north of Sheffield, with
an Early English church (restored), a modem church
and several chapels, collieries, steel-works, gunpow-
der-mills, Ac. Pop. (1891), 9905; (1901), 10,336.

WORSLET, a town of England, in Lancashire^
5 miles west by north of Manchester, on the Bridj^-
water Canal, with collieries and ootton-factoi^
Pop. (1891), 10,992; (1901), 12,448.

wURZEN, an old town of Germany, in Saxony,
on the Mulde, here crossed by a railway bridge and
a foot-bridge, 60 miles north-west of foesden. It
has a cathedral of the twelfth century, with two
towers, restored throughout in 1817-18 ; an ancient
castle; a royal gymnasium; many other educational

institutions; a municipal hospital; Ac. The in-

dustries include iron-founding and the manufacture
of machinery, paper, carpets, furniture, cigars, Ac.

Wurzen was twice burned by the Swedes during the
Thirty Years’ War. Pop. (1896), 16,674; (1900),

16,616.

Y.

YABLONOI. See Stanovoi Mountains.
YAKOBA, a town of West Africa, in Northern

Nigeria, finely situated on a plateau partlysurrounded
by mountains, 140 miles south-east of Kano. It is

walled, and the interior is finely diversified with

gardens and ponds. The climate is healthy. Pop.

60,000.

YAKUB KHAN. See Afghanistan.
YAMAGATA, a town of Japan, in the island of

Hondo, 200 miles north of Tokio. Pop. (1899),

35,300.

YANKTON, a city of the United States, capital

of Yankton county, South Dakota, on the north

bank of the Missouri, 980 miles above its junction

with the Mississippi. It is a well-laid-out town,

connected by steamers with all the ports on the

Missouri, and carries on a large trade. Here are

Yankton College, the Academy of the Sacred Heart,

and the State Insane Asylum. Pop. (1900), 4125.

YARMOUTH, a seajwrt town of Nova ^otia, at

the entrance to the Bay of Fundy, 205 miles south-

west of Halifax, and the chief ship-building place in

the province. Pop. (1891), 6089; (1901), 6430.

YASS, a town of New South Wales, on the river

Yass, about 190 miles south-west of Sydney, with
which it is connected by the Great Southern Rail-

way. There is one principal street, crossed by others

at right angles, and the public edifices include court-

house, han^me public school, mechanics’ institute

and library, guildhall, Ac., besides churches. A
handsome iron lattice-bridge crosses the river to

North Yass, and there is a steel railway bridge.

Yass has been proposed as the seat of government
of the Australian Commonwealth. Pop. 2500,

YELLOW, one of the prismatic colou^ the

colour of that part of the solar spectrum situated

between the orange and the green. See Coloub,
PioiiENT, Dyeing, Specttbuh.

YELLOWS, an infiammation of the liver, or a
kind of jaundice, which affects horses, cattle, and
sheep, causing yellowness of the eyes.

YEN, a Japanese money unit, equal to 100 sen, or

1000 rin. Its value is about two shillings. See
Monetaby Systems in Supp.

YOLA, a town of Africa, in Northern Nigeria,

capital of Adamawo, on the left bank of the Benue,
250 mUes 8.s.w. of Kuka. The surrounding district

is very fertile and beautiful. Pop. 12,000.

YONGE, Chablotte Maky, English authoress,

was bom at Otterboume, in Hampshire, on Aug. 11,

1828, and received a private education. She made

her name widely known by the publication in 1863
of a novel entitled The Heir of Redclyffe, which
exercised an important influence on some leading
minds of that time. She devoted part of the pro-

ceeds to fitting out a missionary ship for Bishop
Selwyn. None of her later novels came up to the
standard of her first work. Among the best of them
are Katharine Ashton; The Daisy Chain, the pro-

ceeds of which she devoted to founding a missionary
college at Auckland, in New Zealand; Hopes and
Fears; The Little Duke; The Prince and the Page;
and Ibe Dove in the Eagle’s Nest. Her staunch
attachment to the Church of England more or leas

colours all these works, and was also manifested,

not only in the field of practical effort, but in the
choice of the subjects of some other of her works,
such as: Biographies of Good Women (1862); Life
of Bishop J. C. Patteson (two vols., 1878); John
Keble’s Parishes (1898); and The Patriots ol Pales-

tine (1898 ). Her remaining works include: Christian

Names: their History and Derivation (1863); Cameos
from English History (nine serie^ 1869 to 1899);

History of Germany (1877); History of France
(1879); Universal History for Young People; Ac.

For thirty years she edited a High Church magazine
known as The Monthly Packet. She died at Otter-

boume on March 24, 1901.

YONKERS, a city of the United States, in West-
chester county. New York, on an elevated and
uneven site on the east bonk of Hudson River, 18
miles north by east of the city hall of New York,
but just outside the boundary of Greater New York.
It contains many churches, a city-hall, a huge num-
ber of public and private scho<^ a public library,

Ac. A great part of the city is occupied by elegant
residences belonging to the business men of New
York. There are extensive manufactures of mowing
and reaping machines, tools, carpets, silks, hats, beer,

chemicals, Ac. Pop. (1890), 32,033 ; (1900), 47,981.
YORK, a city of the Unit^ States, capital of

York county, Pennsylvania, on both bonks of Oo-
dorus Creek, 48 miles north of Baltimore, and 96
west of Philadelphia. It is neatly and sub^ntially
built, and contains many handsome residences and
public buildings, such asthe court-hous^ afinegranite

Grecian structure; the Collegiate Institute; various

churches, and a number of excellent schools. There
are foundries, railway workshops, car-factories, agri-

cultural-implement works, Ac. York is the centre
of a fertile agricultural district. Pop. (1890), 20,798;

(1900), 33,708.
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YOBUBA, or Yarbiba, a country of West Africa,

situated north and north-east of the colony of Lagos.
It is peopled by a number of confederated tribes, and
is now attached to the colony and protectorate of

Lagos. Much of the country is fertile and well culti-

vated, and the inhabitants have made great progress

in the industrial arts. They are largely pagans, but
Mohammedanism and Christianity have made way
among them. Protestant and Roman Catholic mis-
sions have long been at work. Ibadan, to which there

is a railway from Lagos, is the largest town, having
about 200,000 inhabitants, but Oyo, farther to the
north, is the capital.

YOUNC, Jambs, an eminent practical chemist,

was bom at Glasgow on July 14, 1811. He studied
chemistry under the celebrated Thomas Graham in

Anderson's College, Glasgow, and became his assist-

ant both there and afterwards at University College,

London. Receiving appointments in chemical-works
at St. Helens and Manchester, he discovered a
method of distilling oil from bituminous shale, and
thus became the founder of the mineral-oil industry
of Scotland, besides leading to the development of

the petroleum industry in America and elsewhere.

(See Paraffin.) He acquired a large fortune and
endowed a chair of chemistry in Anderson’s College.

He died May 1*3, 1883.

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIA-
TIONS. Among the first of these was that founded
in London in 1844 by Sir George Williams. Its

object was the holding of religious meetings in busi-

ness houses in the centre of London. The move-
ment extended, and became one not only for the
religious but also for the general culture and social

well-being of young men engaged in business. The

young men|8 Christian associations, all of Bdiioh are
self-governing while forming an oiganised union,
are now over 7500 in number, with a total member-
ship of more than 600,000, the centres being scat-

ter^ over the world. In the United Kingdom there
are over 120,000 members, in the United States far

more. The head-quarters of the English union are
at Exeter Hall, London, which was Bought for tlus

purpose in 1880.

YOUNGSTOWN", a city of the United Sta^
capital of Mahoning county, Ohio, on the Mahoning
river, 67 miles south-east of Cleveland, in the vicinity

of iron ore and coal-beds. The chief buildings are
the county court-house, the city hospital, the public
library, various churches, &c. It has rolling-mills,

blast-furnaces, and manufactures of machinery, &;c.

Pop. (1890), 33,220; (1900), 44,886.

YOUNG WOMEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIA-
TIONS, on the same basis as the Young Men’s,
were founded in 1857 by the Dowager-Lady Kin-
naird, and now exist in various cities of Britain and
America. Institutes and homes are established in
connection with the various centres, including sea-

side homes at holiday resorts, in which young
women may find lodging at easy rates. The head-
quarters are in London. The total membership is

about half a million.

YSTAD, a town of Sweden, in the Ian of Mal-
mbhuB, on the south coast, 36 miles B.B.E. of Malmo,
with which it is connected by railway. It is irregu-

larly built, but has a fine market-place. The town-
hall is the principal building. It carries on a con-

siderable trade, and its manufacturing and fishing

industries are important. Pop. in 1900, 9862.

Y8TR.U>YFODWG. See Rhondda in Sopp,

Z.

ZAGRAB. See Agram.
ZEILAH, a seaport of East Africa, on the British

Somali coast and Gulf of Aden, about 100 miles

south of the Strait of Bab -el -Mandeb, in .the

territory since 1884 belonging to Britain. It is

important as the terminus of caravan routes from
Harrar and Shoa. Pop. 6000.

ZENANA (from the Persian son, a woman), the

name given to the portion of a house reserved ex-

clusively for the females belonging to a family of

good caste in India. In Bengal the privacy of the

zenana is guarded with peculiar strictness, the fe-

males being kept in absolute seclusion from all men
except their husbands and fathers. The zenana is

built at the back part of the house and has no win-

dows except what look into an inner court. As it is

the custom in Bengal for sons when they marry still

to live in the house of their father, the women resid-

ing in the zenana, though belonging to one family,

are the wives of different husbands, but they must
not be seen by any but their own. The women are

kept in complete ignorance of everything, except

how to braid their hair and cook for their husbands,

this and the care of their children being their only

employment. In recent years Christian ladies have
been ^owed to enter the zenana and impart some
slight instruction to the hapless inmates.

ZENJUN, town of Persia, in the province of

Irak-Ajemi, 170 miles w.N.w. of Teheran, with
manufactures of carpets, woollen cloths, and arms.

Pop. 15,000.

ZERBST, a town in the German duchy of An-

halt, on the Nuthe, 21 miles south-east of Magde-
burg, with several interesting old buildings and
some manufactures. Its numerous breweries are of

considerable importance. Zerbst was founded in

1007. From 1603 till 1793 it was the capital of a
principality of the same name, which in 1797 was
absorbed in Anhalt-Dessau. Pop. (1900), 17,094.

ZEULENRODA, a town of Central Germany,
in the principality of Reuss-Greiz, in a mountainous,

forest-clad region, 23 miles W.8.W. of Zwickau. It

has manufactures of hosiery, soap, metal wares, &o.,

and a trade in linen and cattle. Pop. (1895), 8942.

ZOLA, &MILB, French novelist, son of an ltdian
engineer and a Frenchwoman, was bom in Paris on
April 2, 1840. His father died in 1847, leaving his

family in narrow circumstances. The future novelist

was educated at the college of Aix, from which he

went to the Lyc^ St. Louis at Paris with a scholar-

ship in 1858. His career there was undistinguished,

and he left in 1860 after failing to take his degree

owing to insufficiency in literature. After a very

brief experience us a clerk in a business house he
was for more than a year compelled to sound the

lowest depths of poverty in Paris, but in 1861 he
obtained employment as a shopman with IdM.
Hachette, the publishers, at a salary of a pound a
week. He devoted his spare time to literary work,

contributing short stories to the Petit Journal and
La Vie Pansienne, and critical articles to the Salut

Public of Lyons and afterwards to Villemessant’s

journals, the 6v4nement and the Figaro. Several

of his stories were published separately in the
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volumeB Contefi k Ninon (1864), which contains
some of his best and purest work, and which was
followed in 1874 by Nouveaux Contes k Ninon.
Some of his critical articles were collected under
the title Mes Haines (1866). In La Confession de
Claude (1865), a novel in which he utilized his early

struggles, we find him already in full progress to-

wards the characteristic work of his maturity, and
this tendency became still more marked in the im-
mediately succeeding novels: Le Voeu d’une Morte
(1866); Les Myst^res de Marseille (1867); Ther^
Raquin (1867), a powerful study of the effects of

remorse following on adulteiy and murder; and
Madeleine Ferat (1868). Having by this time
gained a secure footing in the world of letters, he
conceived the plan of the series of novels known as

Les Rougon-Macquart, which includes his best-

known work and occupied him for nearly a quarter
of a century. It is described as an ‘histoire natu-
relle et sociale d’une famille sous le second empire
and consists of twenty works dealing with different

phases of modem life, not always strictly that of

the Second Empire, but rather that of the Third
Republic. The particular departments of life treated

in the volumes were studied by Zola in the spirit of

a scientific observer, but of one with a decided bias

towards the portrayal of moral filth and disease; and
the bond of connection which constitutes them a
series is the persistence under various forms in all the

members of the Rougon family of a moral taint which
is transmitted in accordance with Zola’s views of

heredity. The series consists of the following works

:

La Fortune des Rougon (1871); La Ouree (1874);

La Oonquete de Plassans (1874); Le Ventre de
Paris (1875), treating of the Paris markets; La
Faute de I’Abb^ Mouret (1875), whose subject is

clerical celibacy; Son Excellence Eugene Rougon
0876); L’Assommoir (1877), a powerful but revolt-

ing study of the effects of drunkenness and idle-

ness, the first great success of the series; Nana
(1880), a coarse picture of courtesan life; Pot-Bouille

(1882); Au Bonneur des Dames (1883), dealing with

the great 8ho{)s of Paris; La Joie de Vivre (1883);

Germinal (1885), treating of the life of French
miners; L’CEuvre (1886), in which he dissects liter-

ary and artistic decadents; La Terre (1888), a study
of the French jieasantry in which prhrient natural-

ism reaches the zenith of repulsiveness
;
Le Reve

(1888); La Bete Humaine (1890), treating of rail-

ways; L’Argent (1891), dealing with stockbrokers

and company promoters; La Debacle (1892), a
powerfully realistic picture of military life in con-

nection with the Franco-German war and the break-

up of the Second Empire; and Le Docteur Pascal

(1893), in which the whole is brought to a con-

clusion. Immediately after completing this huge
undertaking he started the Trois Villes series, con-

sisting of Lourdes (1894), Rome (1896), and Paris

(1897), in which he portrays the spiritual develop-

ment of a priest, Pierre Froment, out of miraculous

Christianity through a sort of social Catholicism

into a creed of justice and labour. In the incom-

plete tetralogy entitled Les Quatres fivangiles (The
Four Gospel) he proposed to formulate nis social

gospel The first volume is FA)ondit4 (190G), whose
hero, Mathieu, is the son of the hero of the preced-
ing series. The second volume. Travail (Liubour

—

1901), has a hero named Luc
; and of the remaining

two, V6rit6 (Truth) and Justice, whose heroes were
to be named after the other two evangelists, the
former was appearing at the time of his death. In
the eyes of English readers Zola appears best in his

short stories, of which, in addition to those already
mentioned, collections entitled Le Capitaine Burle

(1882) and Nals Micoulin (1883) have been pub-
lished. His famous stoiy of L’Attaque du Moulin
forms part of the volume of Soirees de M^an
(1880), to which Maupassant and other friends also

contributed. He defended his view of the nature
and function of literary art and collected many
critical articles in several works. Several of his

novels were dramatized by himself and others, and
he also wrote for the stage Les H^ritiers Rabourdin
(1874) and Le Bouton de Rose (1878), but none of

them except L’Assommoir (1881), known in Charles
Reade’s English version as Drink (1879), were at

all successful. Zola’s chivalrous defence of Captain
Dreyfus in 1898 led to his trial and condemnation
to imprisonment and fine (see Dheypus in Sun\).
He was created a knight of the Legion of Honour
in 1888 and an officer in 1893, but after his con-

demnation in 1898 his name was removed from the
roll. He was president of the 8oci6te des Gens de
Lettres in 1891-94, but he was repeatedly refused

admission to the Academy. He was accidentally

poisoned on the morning of Sept. 29, 1902, by
carbonic oxide gas proceeding from a defective

stove in his house in Paris, and his wife was also

in danger for a time.

Zola was the recognized head of the naturalistic

school in fiction, but his followers were latterly few
in number. His novels belong rather to the domain
of science than to that of art. They are studies, in

the main faithful enough though not free from dis-

tortion and exaggeration, in moral and social patho-

logy; but they are not true to life and nature in the

fullest sense, in the only sense which would entitle

them to rank as artistic creations. A British pub-

lisher was prosecuted for publishing an unexpur-
gated translation of La Terre, but ‘toned-down*
translations of the most important have appeared,

chiefly by Mr. Vizetelly. See R. H. Sherard’s

higlily eulogistic biographical and critical study

(1893).

ZOMBA, capital of the British Central Africa

Protectorate, situated on tlie southern sIojk) of Mt.
Zomba, 10 miles west of Lake Shirwa, at the height

of about 3000 feet above the sea. A sanatorium
has been built on a plateau 2500 feet higher up.

The population is as yet small.

ZUMBO, a town of South Africa, near the con-

fluence of the Loangwa with the Zambesi, 450 miles

from the mouth of the Zambesi. It marks the
western point of the Portuguese territories on the
Zambesi, and was formerly the seat of an important
trade, but its trade has declined greatly and the
town itself has decayed. The active development
of this region will probably restore its importance.
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McCarthy (Dungarvan), C. W. Tagg (Dulwich). G. W. Preston (Finsbury). John Proctor

iFraserburgh), G, W. Bradbury (Frame), W. J. H. Denselow (Fulham), Decimus H. Robb
(Gainsborough), William Swinburne (Gateshead), Stanley Austin (Glastonbury), Charles

Davis (Qlossop), G. Sheffield Blakeway (Gloucester), George England (Gode), E. Talbot

Palmer (Gosport), J. P. Mackenzie (Grangemouth), Aubrey H. Malim (Grantham), Charles

Edward Hatten (Gravesend), Ooun MUulloch (Greenock), J. Spencer (Greenwich), William
Grange (Great Grimsby), Ferdinand Smallfsioe (Guildford), W. Richardson (Guisborough),

E. H. Grove (Halesowen). Keighley Walton (Halifax). R. Rutherford Morton (Halstead),

William Pollock (Hamilton). W. P. Cookburn (Hammersmith). Arthur Challinor (Hanley).

J. M. Leech (Galway), James Glen (Gourock). Robert Blair (Galston). J. Turner Taylor
(HarrogaU), H. W. Bell (Hartlepool). A. J. H. Ward (Harwich). Benjamin F. Meadows
(Hastings), J. B. Dunham (Hatfield), Robert Purdon (Hawick). A. MaoAulay (Heckmond-

wike). George Maolaohlan (Helensburgh), J, Walker Tyaoke (Hdston). J. F. Cooper
(Henley-on-Thames). Joseph Carless (Hereford), T. J. Sworder (Hertford). W. Pruddah
(Hexham), J. H. Baldwick (Heywood). Stephen Holt (Hindley), W. O. Times (Hitchin),

Hugh Williams (Holyhead). J. Bramley (Holy Island). G. T. Tweed (Honiton), S. G.

Overton (HomcasUe). S. Mitchell (Horsham). D. Miller (HoughUm-le-Spring). F. C. Lloyd
(Huddersfidd). Edwin Laverock (HuU), J. P. Maule (Huntingdon), Thomas Brownson
(Hyde). Georgs Wilks (Hyihe). Frederick Brede (Ilfracombe). Wright Lisbett (llheton),

Frank Hall (JlMey), William Stobis (Innerleithen), Archibald Henderson (Inverary). J.

B. Msnzies (Inverkeithing). Kenneth Macdonald (Inverness). James Dickie (Irvine). W. F.

Diwby (lAingUm). George D. Day, M.A., LL.B. (St. Ives, Hunts). James E. Stone (Ilohester).

J. R. M*Math (HunUy). R. T. P. Williams (Hcmrfordwest). W. Stephen Dalglish (Jarrow*
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on-iTyne). Gaonas Bubb {Keighley), John G. Fubxing (Keith), G. Sholto Dohoz*^ (Kdeo),

John Boi/ton (Kendal), J. J. W. Wilmshubst (Kenilworth), R. Bboatoh (Keewiek), Henbt
Lamb (Kettering), J. Mobton (Kidderminiter), R. M. Lennox (KiUyth), Robbbt Cbaio Kino
(KUtoinning), Habold A. WiNSEB (Kingtton-on-Thatnee), William L. Maoinx>oe (KirhetMy),

John Gibson (Kirkcudbright), David Patbiok (Kirhint/Oloeh), William Oowpeb (Kirkwall),

T. Mainman (Knareehorough), E. Lewis Ashwobth, Jun. (Kwuieford), Henbt J. Smith (Xom-
heth), T. Gann Hughes (Lancaster), Andbew Johnston (Langholm), John Mobbis (Laegs),

Geoboe Rankin (Lander), Claude H. Peteb (JjmneesUm), H. Conseit Passman (Leamington),

Jesse Gabbood (Ledbury), Chables Henshaw (Luk), William H. Tindall (Leicester),

Pebbobine Thomas (Leigh), W. K. Falooneb (Kinross), Fbedbbiok W. Pollock (Lu/rgan),

M. O’Louohlin (Loughrea), W. G. Younob (Lame), Riohabd Fobdb (Kinsale), John
Donnelly (Kingstown), John Mubfht (Kilrush), A. J. MObebby (Kilkenny). Francis J.

M^Donagh (KiUamey), G. J. Kennedy (Kilkee), Edward Cuthbebt (Kildare). George J.

Scott (Londonderry), William Flood (Longford), G. H. Wild (LUtLehorough). G. L. R
Calcott (Leighton Buzzard), T. R Laing (Leith), W. T. Sale (Leominster), Montague S.

Blaker (Lewes), Herbert Russell (lAchfidd), J. T. Tweed (Lincoln). James Russell
(Linlithgow). H. Lydb Caunteb (Lisl^rd), Arthur Shelley (LitUehampton), M. Warren
(Uandaff), Alfred Conolly (Llandudno). H. W. Spowart (Llanelly). E. Foulkbs Jones
(Llangollen), Arthur Davies (LUmidloes). G. C. Kent (Longton), Habbt Perkins (Lough-

borough). T. F. Allison (Louth), R. B. Nicolson (Lowestoft), J. Herbert Williams (Ludlow),

Geoboe Sell (Lut<m). M. C. Preston (Lyme Regis). J. D. Rawlins (Lymington). T. Gk)ODWTN

Archer (King's Lynn), C. A. Myers (Lytham). W. F. Taylor (Macdesfidd). John Grainger
(Macroom), John Kick (Maidenhead), Herbert Monckton (Maidstone), John Crick Freeman
(Maldon). J, F. Williamson (Mallow), Montague Henry Chubb (Malmesbury). G. S. Cattle
(Malton), H. D. Acland (Great Malvern), Charles Greenwood (March), G. Foord-Kelcey
(Margate), E. LL. Gwillim (Marlborwtgh). Frederick Kelly (Maryport), Myles Atkinson

Sleigh (MaiLoeh Bridge). J. Gibson (Maybole). Ralph Dunn (Melrose). Richard Babkeb
(Mdton Mowbray), John Vaughan (Merthyr-Tydfil), Frederick Entwibtlb (Middleton).

Frederick Laurence (Middlewich). E. Albery (Midhurst), T. Tait (Moffat). Joseph F.

Smollen (Monaghan), B. H. Dkakin (Mownvmth). James G. Low (Montrose), Charles Sydney

Pryce (Montgomery). R. B. Hopkins (Morley), F. Brummell (Morpeth), James Burns
(Motherwdl). Richard Griffith (Mountmellioh). Thomas D. Syers (lAverpod), John
Richardson (Musselburgh). M. Gooarty (Naos), James Lawler (Navan), P. J. Carroll

(Mullingar). Benjamin Dufton (Pudsey). Robert H. Hunter (Prestonpans), Henry Hamer
(Preston). H. H. Haden (Pontypod). John Campbell (PoUokshaws), Evan R. Davies

(PwUhdi), Andrew Paton (Port-Qlasgow). J. Howard Bowen (Portland). Montague H.

Grover (Pontypridd), William Haddock (Pontefract). J. H. Ellis (Plymouth), Angus Ross

(Portree). Henry Cross (Prescot), H. Salter Dickinson (Poole). J. Cummins (Portarlington),

John Walker (Portadovm). Llywabch Reynolds (Rhymney), G. M. Capon (Ripley). George
Bailey (Romford). Jambs Bannon (Romney). Matthew L. Harle (Romsey). Daniel Weight
(Rowley Regis), F. F. Gartside (RoyUm). Thomas E. W. Saint (Ruabon). W. H. Pawson
(Seaford). Robert Kitohing (Pickering). Lewes A. Orfobd (Prestwich), W. J. Harris

(Quecnborough), Peter Miller (Queenrferry). James Sharples (Raddiffe). T. A. Shewell

(New Radnor), J. W. Barlow (Ramshottom). Fred. E. Serjeant (Ramsey^ Hunts), W. Alex-

ander Hubbard (Ramsgate). Stephen Casey (Rathkeale). James W. Bellamy (Rawrmrsh),

James Whallby (Rawtenstall), Henry Daw (Reading). Messrs. Browning & Hobson (Redditch).

Henry Paige (Redruth). Clair James Grbce (Reigate). Andrew R. Harper (Renfrew),

Samuel Jones (East Retford). C. G. Croft (Richmond^ Yorks), Fred Bernard Senior (Rioh-

mondy Surrey). M. Kirkley (Ripon). Apsley Kennette (Rochester). Joseph M. Hayden
(Roscommon). Henry Hampton Oopnall (Rotherham), James Carsb (Rothesay). T. M.
Wratislaw (Rugby), Robert Landor (Rugdey), J. Bell (Ramsey, Ide of Man). Edwin
Marshall (Runcorn). William Lloyd (Ruthin). Charles G. Vincent (Ryde), Walter
Dawes (Rye). William Adams (Saffron-Walden). Alfred H. Debenham (St, Albans), George

William Bailey Hdms). C. R. Wade-Geby (£h, Neots). Wm. Charles Powning (Salisbury).

Frederick W. Cleverton (Saltash), Samuel Spry (Saltbum-by-the-Sea). A. £. Stringer (Satid-

back). Dick Baker (Sandwich, Kent). D. Arthur Nicholl (Scarborough). H. Brougham
Wright (Seaham Harbour), J. H. Bantoft (Selby). A. E. Nalder (Shepton-Mallet), Henry
Saybr (Sheffield). Vincent Henry Stallon (Sheemess), John Kingsley Rutter (Shaftesbury),

H. J. Thompson (Sevenoaks). John Pollok (Sdkirk). Hy. 0. Clarke (Shrewsbury), John
E. Brown (Shoreham). John Moore Hayton (South Skidds), James Douglas and W. B.

WiLDMAN (Sherborne). J. Albert Orchard (SuimoutA). John O’Shea (Skibbereen). Riohabd
Wilson (Skipton), Charles Edmund Clements (Sleaford), Thos. R. Wilson (Sligo). G. H.
Chabsley (Slough). William Shakespeare (Smethwick). Richard Roope Linthobne (^S6u^-
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amptm), WnuAX Henbt Snow {Southend), R. L. Biooabd {South Motion), John J. Wxavir
{Southport), G. E. Kibkland {Southwell), R. W. Evans {Sowerby Bridge), Matthsw F.

Blakibton {Stafford), John Millsb {Stalybridge), Ohablbs Atteb {Stamford), John Looan
Maokis {Stewarton), David B. Mobbis {Stirling), Robbbt Hyde {Stockport), Abthdb B.
Obosby {Stockton-on-Tees), John Blow Ashwell {Stoke-upon-Trent), Samuel Watson {Stone),

Robebt Faujoneb {Stonehaven), Abohd. Munbo {Stornoway), T. B. Feely (iSftm&on«). Wm.
Black {Stranraer), Feboy Witohell {Stroud), W. Bayly ^Nbom {Sudbury), F. M. Bowey
{Sunderland), Robebt Hilton {Swindon), John Thomas {Swansea), H. Revell Phillips

{Shifnal), John S. Rhodes {Shijdey), F. Gbeqson {Shoeburyness), H. Mansfield Robinson
{Shoreditch), William Riohabdson {Skdton), J. A. Johnson {Southwark). H. S. Freeman
{Staines), C, E. Goddabd (Sunbury). T. C. Holbeohe (Sutton CUdfield). J. D. Fidler {SuUon-

in-Ashfield). F. Lee Habbop {Swinton^ Rotherham), John Mackenzie (Tain), John Matthews
{Tamworth), T. H. Cranch (Tavistock), Thomas Kielly (TempUmore), G. Lort Stores

(Tenby), Joseph Munn Mace (Tenterden), H. A. Badham {Tewkesbury), 0. M‘C. Swabbreck
(Thvrsk), John B. Cooke (Thurles). G. M. Waring (Tipton), Chab. Marshall Hole {Tiverton),

Dan. Sutcliffe (Todmorden), Frederick S. Hex (Torquay), George Mark Doe (Torrington),

Edward Windeatt (Totnes), Frs. M‘Carthy (Tralee). John Alex. Shepard (Tredegar), T. S.

Hill {TrouMdge). Robert Dobell (Truro), E. J. Graham {TuUamore). Wm. Chab. Cripps

(Tunbridge Wdis), Arthur P. Llewellyn (TunstaU), Horatio Alfred Adamson (Tynemouth),

John Poole (Ulverston), F, 8. Hawthorn (Uttoxeter), Wm. Garner (Uxbridge). John Dufton
(VentoTf Isle of Wight). F. E. Hedges {Wallingford), W. 8. Daqlish (Wallsend), John R.

Cooper ( Walsall). F, O. E. Jessop ( Waltham-Holy‘Cross), Henry George Hills ( Wandsworth),

G. Olavell Filliter (Wareham). J. Lyon Whittle (Warrington). Bbabazon Campbell

(Warwiek), H. M. Turner (Watford), Thomas Jones (Wednesbury), John Thomas Parker
{Wellingborough). J. W. Littlewood (Wellington, Salop), Edward L. R. Jones {Wdshpod).

Alfred Caddick (West Bromwich). F. E. Hilleary (West Ham). Sydney C. Smith {Weston-

Super-Mare). Francis Egan ( Westport). Michael Kavanagh ( Wexford). W. S. Gray ( Whitby),

Thomas Brown (Whitehaven), David Daniels (WhitstaUe). Bowkbr Weldon (Whittlesey),

Hector Sutherland (Wick), Henry Samuel Oppenheim {Widnes), Harold Jevons (Wigan),

J. W. Crookes (Wigton). William MOlure (Wigtown), Wm. H. Whitfield {Wimbledon),

Walter Bailey (Winchester). E. Cecil Durant (Windsor), John Henry Cooke (Winsford),

John Gratton (Wirksworth), George Carbick (Wisheach), John Logan (Wishaw). Fred. J.

D.WuRTVLh (Witney). W.BwiOEJR (Woodhridge). Adolphus Ballard ( WoociitocA;). Arthur B.

Bryceson (Woclwich), Samuel Southall (Worcester), John Warwick (Workington), G. H.

Featherston (Worksop). William Verrall (Worthing). Thomas Bury (Wrexham), B. L.

Reynolds (Wycombe). Herbert A. Millington (Great Yarmouth). Herman Walmbley
(Yeadon). Henry B. Batten (Yeovil). William H. Andrew (York). G. H. Salmons (Tedding-

ton). H. J. Saunders (Twickenham). F. T. Wright (Tyldeslcy, near Manchester). Arthur F.

Lucas (Usk). E. J. Gowen (Walthamstow). Thos. Partington (West Houghton), Edward
Brooks Ormond (Wantage). R. Verney Clayton (Whitworth). Stanley W. Ball (WiUesden).

JAWB&'hS.AY (Wokingham). John Robinson (Womfcwctt). W. W. Goddard (5«(nw6ridgfe). James

Kisq (Shotts). Angus Robs (iSibye). J. Callaway (Westbury), A, J.WOkex&y (Kilkenny).










